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reappears in another Arabian version,
Story of the Fisherman's Son,' in the
a
Wortley Montagu MS. of 'The Nights'*
second talisman was necessary to the hero for two
(1) to enable him to escape from the
purposes
cave by means of the slave of the ring ; and (2) to

though

viz.,

9.

Dr.
Egyptian Hierograms, 10
Wetherby, 9
Guillotin
"Bring" and "Take" Friar's
Charlemagne
Lanthorn Belgian Custom, 11 Sir M. Livesey Chartist
G. Sorrow's First Publication Book on Bank-note Issue
:

it

the

'

:

further his efforts to recover the magic palace and
his royal bride, carried away by order of the
"
magician as soon as he had exchanged new lamps
"
for old
The slave of the
very advantageously.

lamp gives its possessor wealth galore and so forth.
But the great blunder is, that the genie is summoned (like him of the ring) by rubbing the lamp;
while Aladdin found it burning in the cave, and
had, of course, to extinguish the light in order to
carry it away. And what the author forgot is that
whenever the lamp was lighted the genie would in-

" to
obey," &c. ; and so he fell back
the usual manner in which magical rings are
upon
New English Dictionary
" slaves "
banger, 12 Kirk-Grims, 13 Quarles Anonymous Poem- employed to summon their
by rubbing
Amsterdam them.t In other versions or
Children
Buonaparte's Habeas Corpus, 14
analogues of the story
Bourse Agincourt Davy Gam Herrick, 15 Beans in Leap
of
Aladdin which is evidently of comparatively
Year Lord Lisle's Assassination
Rolling a Ball Westminster Library Hammonds Poison Aston's 'Brief Sup- recent date
where a lamp is the wonder-worker it
Curiosities of CataNightcap Stratagem
plement,' 16
must be lighted in order to summon its attendant
Clocks Swift's Polite Conversation
loguingPendulum
'
Thus
in the German story of the 'Blue
Bombastes Furioso 'Chaucer's Balade of Gentilnesse,' 17 spirit.
" Our Father "
Brussels Gazette
Arbutbnot, 18.
Light,' in Grimm's collection, no sooner does the
old soldier light the lamp he found at the bottom
NOTES ON BOOKS
Foster's 'Alumni Oxonienses'
'

Constable's Pictures

stantly appear

Pits-

:

'

'

'

'

'

:

Lottie's

'

Kensington, Picturesque and Historical.'

hump on

him " a

back and a
cap," who demands to know what he

ALADDIN'S WONDERFUL LAMP.
had said " the last " for a long

I fancied that I

time to come about the story of Aladdin ('Ala-edDf a) and his lamp in my Popular Tales and Fic'

and afterwards in Appendix to vol. iii. of
Sir Richard F. Burton's 'Supplemental Nights';
but I find that I have somehow overlooked what
now appears to me a very great absurdity in that
world-renowned romance, as regards the mode of
using the lamp.
In by far the greater number of versions, variants,
and analogues of the story, both Asiatic and
European, the wonder-working thing is a magical
gem or ring, commonly obtained by the hero from
a serpent, "for services rendered"; and the hero
having befriended certain animals, generally a dog
and a cat, when his precious talisman is stolen
these grateful animals recover it for him.
I have
elsewhere pointed out that this is probably the
original form of the story; and, if so, then jto is cerBut in the tale of
tainly of Buddhist invention.
Aladdin the young hero has two talismans, namely,
the ring, which the magician gives him for his protection before he descends into the cave, and the
lamp, of which he becomes possessed through the
tions,'

of the dry well than there appears before

black dwarf, with a

Notices to Correspondents, &c.

his

feather in his
wants, and so on.
But there is an Indian story, in Mrs. Meer
Hasan Ali's ' Observations on the Mussulmans of
'
India (London, 1832), vol. ii. p. 324 ff., in which
a lighted lamp has the same property Shaykh
:

Saddii, a hypocritical devotee, wandering into a
neighbouring jungle one day, finds a copper cup,
whereon were engraved certain characters which
all his learning decipher.
He
to his retreat, and at nightfall, being just
then in want of a good- sized lamp, he puts oil and
a wick into the cup, and the instant it was lighted
a " figure resembling a human being " stood before
him.
art thou," demanded the shaykh,
"
that dost thus intrude at this hour on the privacy
"
of a hermit ?
The figure replied : " I come at
the summons of your lamp. J The possessor of that
vessel has four slaves, one of whom you see before
are genii, and can only be summoned by
you.
bhe lighting up of this vessel. The number of your
slaves will be in due attendance according to the
number of the wicks that it may please you to
Demand our attendance at any hour you
light.

he could not with
takes

it

"Who

We

* This
story is translated in Dr. Jonathan Scott's edition of the ' Arabian Nights Entertainments,' vol. vi.
210-212
and in Sir R. F. Burton's Supplemental
pp.
;
Nights,' vol.

iv.

pp. 314-329.

f Sometimes a magical ring has different properties
magician foolishly shutting him in the cave to
to the finger on which it is placed.
As the element of according
perish, as he vainly believed.
Evidently it was a lamp, not a cup, as the shaykh
the grateful animals is omitted in the story
supposed,
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This wicked
to obey."
choose, and we are bound
of his lamp many tasks
shaykh gives the four genii
to perform, most of them such as were repugnant
"scruto them (for it appears these were very
"
such as would not have suited Aladpulous genii,
and one of
din's pretended uncle, the Maghrabi),
the tasks at once recalls Aladdin and the Princess
He caused them to convey the king's

Badr-ul-Badur.
"
was his unwilling comdaughter to him, and she
" in his retreat.
But there was soon to be
panion
an end of his wickedness ; for when the genii, by
his order, were beginning to raise a remarkable
a considerable distance, in
mosque, situated at
order to carry it to the place where the shaykh

who had his abode therein
"
undoubted sanctity sent them off with
"
flea in their ear," in this wise
Begone," said
the pious man, in a tone of authority that deprived
them of their strength. "A moment's delay, and
I will pray that you be consumed with fire. Would
the
Shaykh Saddii add to his crimes by forcing
house of God from its foundation ? Away this
moment else fire shall consume you on the spot."
They fled in haste to their profane master, whose
as he
rage was unbounded at their disobedience,
termed their return without the mosque. He raved,
stormed, and reviled them in bitter language,
dwelt, the devotee

a
a

man

of

:

!

while they, heartily tired of their servitude, caught

up the copper vessel, and in his struggle to resist
them he was thrown with violence on the ground,

I?

as is well
plate x., which,

" s.

1
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for years

been an enigma to connoisseurs.
It may be well first to observe that the famous
the British Museum in 1872
original, purchased by

upwards of 1,OOOJ., is a block-book, executed,
in the opinion of the Keeper of the Printed Books,
" in the best
style of art prevalent at the time of
its production," and consists of but twelve separate
for

two leaves each, printed on the inner
There are eleven illustrations, each*
occupying a whole page, opposite each of which i&
The Holbein
given an explanatory letterpress.
Society's reproduction of this small and unique
volume has the great advantage of an introduction^
in which the writer, Mr. George Bullen, F.S.A.,
sheets, of

side only.

besides giving much interesting bibliographical information, describes the various plates, and explains their often recondite meaning.

Having myself examined a good deal
literature in preparing

my

'

of thisChristian Care of the

Dying and the Dead,'

I hope I may say, without
presumption, that the introduction seems to me to
be admirable, one explanation only, that of plate x.,.
being excepted. It begins on p. 15 thus
"Following this is an engraving [No. 10] of the good
angel who comes to support and console the dying man,,
while thus tempted to endanger his salvation through indulging in the sin of avarice ; the accompanying letterpress being headed Bona inspiracio ang'li contra avaricia'.'
:

'

In this engraving the guardian angel stands, as before, infront of the dying man, with his right hand raised in exand his wicked soul was suddenly separated from hortation, and with a scroll on the right of the picture
'
his impure body.
bearing the words, Non sis auarus.' Above the canopy
Here we have the lamp of Aladdin, but put to of the bedstead, on the right, is a representation of ( f )
the Blessed Virgin, and next to this, on the left, is a fullits proper use
lighted in order to summon the
to length figure of the Holy Jesus stretched on the cross (g)..
genii; we have also the princess being conveyed
Next to this on the left, somewhat lower down, are three
Aladdin, as I have before remarked, and a reflec- figures of sheep, shown principally by their heads. Next
tion of Maghrabf's causing the palace to be re- to these, on the left, are three figures, namely, of a man
moved to a far distant place. It would be interesting and two women (c) ; just below the second woman is the
to ascertain the source whence Mrs. Meer Hasan figure of a maiden (6), and above her, on the extreme
this group of figures
Ali derived this singular story, which bears out, I left, is the head of a man (rf). What
is intended to symbolize it would be difficult to conjecthink, my opinion that the author of the tale of ture. The man
(), standing as he does next to the sheep,
Aladdin has greatly blundered in representing the and with a staff in his hand, is perhaps a representation
lamp as requiring to be rubbed, and not lighted. of a good shepherd. They all of them, however, appear
The appearance of one or more of the four attend- to look towards the dying man with feelings of compasant genii of the wicked shaykh's lamp, according to sion. Below this group is the figure of an angel, with a
scroll bearing the words, Ne intendas amicis (Do not
the number of wicks that were lighted, has its
concern thyself for thy friends). This angel holds with
parallel in another Asiatic story ; but this note is both hands an outspread curtain, intended to conceal'
W. A. CLOUSTON.
from the dying man's view (a) two full-length figures,
already too long.
one of a woman on the right and the other of a man oi>
233, Cambridge Street, Glasgow.
the left ; both possibly being disappointed expectants of
sharing in the dying man's wealth ; or else the female
figure representing hia wife and the male figure that of
THE <ARS MORIENDI' BLOCK-BOOK (1450),
his physician. The latter appears to be exhorting his
PLATE THE TENTH.
female companion to depart from the scene. At the foot
While examining not long ago a reproduction of the picture, on the right, is the figure of an ugly
"
'
demon
with a scroll bearing the words Quid faciam.'
of Oaxton's Trayttye abredged of the Arte to Lerne
'
well to Dye (1490), for comparison with it I took
I beg to offer the following as a new interpretadown the Holbein Society's marvellous facsimile, tion of the plate above described by Mr. Bullen.
'
'
by Mr. F. C. Price, of the Ars Moriendi named On reference to the work itself it will be found
at the head of this paper.
I was thus led to con- that the preceding letterpress contains Satan'ssider again this fine work, pausing especially at temptation to avarice, with a plate (ix.) represent'

'

'

.
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Plate x. is a
ing various forms of self-seeking.
picture of self-renunciation, as appears from the
"Bona Inspiracio" of the angel, which faces it,
and of which a short account must now be given.
" Turn thine ears
[saith the angel] away from the
Put wholly behind
<deadly suggestions of the devil
thee all temporal things, the recollection of which cannot at all help thy salvation
Be mindful of the words
of the Lord to them who cling to such things: Nisi quis
renunciaverit omnibus quse possidet non potest meus esse
'

'

discipulus

(St.

Luke

xiv. 33)."

The artist illustrates this principle by selecting
some of the examples mentioned in the verse immediately afterwards quoted by the angel, who saith
" And
again, Si quis venit ad Me et non odit patrem
uum et matrem, et uxorem, et filios, et fratres, et sorores,
:

'

adhuc non potest meus esse discipulus'

(St.

Luke

xiv. 26)."

The

artist places in the forefront of his picture an
not concern thyself for thy
angel saying,

"Do

friends,"
tain (a)

couple

and holding up, with both hands, a curbetween the dying man and an elderly
his father and mother
to whom the sick

to their

own

sorrow, has already bidden, it
I see no medical emblems
seems, a glad farewell.
with or near the man that would lead me to supNext
pose him to be intended for the physician.
(6), above the foreground, is represented his wife,
like himself young, who looks at him with
piteous
the usual sign of
gaze, her hair being dishevelled
female mourning anticipating the near approach
of widowhood.
I do not think that dishevelled
'hair is a form of
mourning ever exclusively used
" a maiden."
"by
Besides (as the angel continues), the Lord saith

man,

things wholly away like poison, and
turn his heart's affection to voluntary poverty, &c.
From this part of the angel's address the artist
completes his plate with a picture of the Eternal
Son giving up (/) the ever-blessed mother that
bare Him that Son of Man who for us men
fathomed the greatest depths of poverty, voluntarily renouncing upon the cross (g) all things that
were His own, not retaining even dear life.
As illustrating the foregoing view it is interesting to read in Caxton's 'Arte to Lerne well to
Dye,' p. 8, that
all transitory

"the fyfthe temptacyon that moat troubleth the
seculers and worldly men, is the overgrete ocupacyon of
outwarde thinges and temporall, as towarde his wyf his
chyldren & his frendes carnall / towarde his rychesses or
towarde other thynges / which he hath moost loved in his
lyf / And therfore whosomever wyll' well' & surely deye
he ought to set symply and all' from liyrn all'e outwarde
thynges & temporell' / and oughte all'e to commytte to

god

fully."

Those of my readers who are not yet acquainted
with the * Ars Moriendi can, I should think,
'

scarcely give themselves a greater literary treat
than by making its acquaintance with the help of
the apparatus criticus provided in the edition I

W. H. SEWELL.

have used.
Yaxley Vicarage, Suffolk.

DID CHARLES DICKENS CONTRIBUTE TO FIGARO
LONDON'? In the elaborate and exhaustive
'

IN

^

who have renounced those things
"Et omnis qui relinquiret domum vel fratres,

to them

'

&

in London, with this remark
"
This was the precursor of Punch, aud is full of
chatty, racy anecdotes and jokes, said to be written by
Charles Dickens and Gilbert a Beckett." P. 23.
" PublicaNo mention of this
:

:

vel

sorores, aut patrem, aut matrem, aut uxorem, aut filios,
aut agros, propter nomen meum, centuplum
accipiet, et
vitam eternam possidebit " (St. Matthew xix. 29).

From

1

Dickens Catalogue (pp. 38), compiled and published by Messrs. J. W. Jarvis
Son, 28, King
William Street, Strand, 1884, is a notice of Figaro

this verse the masterly

engraver enriches his
plate with fresh instances of self-renunciation,
two
with
braided hair, standnamely, (c)
sisters,
ing a little behind the wife ; and yet further back
(d) the dying man's brother, the expression of
whose countenance is very beautiful, of all of
whom the sufferer has to take his leave. Children
are not supposed to be born of so
young a wife ;
none are represented. But the
dying man has to
"
lake leave of his lands, aut agros." And these
(e)
are represented by their
occupants sheep that
graze them and a bailiff who, staff in hand, shepherds the flock perhaps so
placed by the artist
not without a mystic allusion to the
shepherd who
in the deserts of the East has sometimes to
give
his life for his
sheep (St. John x. 11).
Remember also (adds the angel) the poverty of
Christ hanging for thee upon the
cross, most freely
giving up for thy salvation His most dearly loved
mother and His best beloved
The angel
disciples.
begs the dying man to imprint on his mind these
things and the examples of the saints, and to put

is

made

in the

list

of

which Dickens contributed only a portion "
(pp. 32-3), in Mr. James Cook's very valuable
'
'
Bibliography of the Writings of Charles Dickens
(London, Frank Kerslake, 22, Coventry Street,
Haymarket, 1879, pp. 88). I may remark, in passing, that the excellent woodcut on Mr. Cook's
title-page, giving a most spirited likeness-bust of
Dickens, was drawn by M. Faustin, and originally appeared in Figaro (Mr. James Mortimer's
London Figaro, on the staff of which I remained
for upwards of five years) on Sept. 27, 1873.
The
mention of this is suggested by the coincidence of
Dickens and the two London Figaros.
I possess an original copy of "Figaro in London.
Vol. I.
For the Year 1832 " (William Strange,
It consists of fifty-six
21> Paternoster How).
weekly issues, commencing with that for Dec. 10,
1831.
There was a second volume, which, from
Aug. 16, 1834, to the close, was illustrated by
Isaac Robert Cruikshank in place of Robert Seymour, whose remarkably clever political caricatures
coarsely engraved, and often at Seymour's own
tions to

NOTES AND QUERIES.
had been the mainstay of a Beckett's
was continued under the editorship of
H. May hew, with Seymour once again as its artist;
and I believe (query) that two volumes were thus
If such is the case, Figaro in London
published
had an existence of four years, which included the
'
Boz and the wondrous
period of the Sketches by
'
rise of Pickwick/ with Seymour as its artist.
expense

It

serial.

'

On

Jan.

1,

1833,

Gilbert

a Beckett started

Monthly Newspaper, price threepence,
and also edited the Comic Magazine (1832-4), to
the earlier numbers of which Seymour contributed
numerous designs. It seems quite possible that
Figaro's

Charles Dickens may have been a contributor to
this ?
If
Figaro in London. Is there any proof of
such was the case, it would be not a little interesting
to find that he and Seymour were engaged on the

same publication while as yet Mr. Pickwick was
CUTHBERT BEDE.

unborn.

NOTES ON EPICTETUS. Mr. T. W. Kolleston,
in his admirable introduction to the recent volume
of the "Oamelot Series," entitled 'The Teaching
of Epictetus,' has enumerated two previous Eng" one
lish renderings of the Helot sage, the
[he
says] by Mrs. Carter, published in the last century,
the other by the late George Long, M.A. (Bohn
It may not be amiss to add that the
Series)."
translation of Mrs. Carter was first published in
1758, and that many years anterior to this Dr.

George Stanhope, Dean of Canterbury, born 1660,
died 1728, a voluminous author and translator, a
prominent member of the Established Church, distinguished alike for the strength of his intellect and
the refinement of his imagination, published a work
"

bearing the following title
Epictetus his Morals,
with Simplicius his Comment.
Made English
from the Greek by George Stanhope, 1694." An'
other edition of this, with a
Life of Epictetus,'
followed in 1700, 8vo.
The translation of Stanhope is clearly the work
of a purist, but of a purist who, with all his
elegance of phrase and delicate turn of expression,
does not lose sight of the real end of literature.
Anent the doctrines of the Pyrrhonists, which
in the introduction of Mr. Kolleston are stated
:

[7*

s.

vn.
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not new, however, for in a book of dialogues (in

is

Italian and English) between an Italian master and
his English young lady pupil, written by Joseph
Baretti (London, 1775), I find, in p. 168, the young

lady,

whose

real Christian
"
"

name

is

supposed

to

be

Queeney (sic) by her master, who
Esther, called
says to her,
"
"
Reginuccia mia, a che state voi pensando?
"
"
My dear Queeney, what are you thinking about 1
It will be observed that the book is written by an
Italian, and that the Italian in this case precedes
the English which is intended to be a translation

The question arises, therefore, Did Mr.
of it.
"
"
Baretti use
Queeney because he had heard it
used in England, or did he use it because in similar
I
cases "Reginuccia" was then used in Italy]
have some ground for supposing that he did find
"
Queeney" in use in England, for I once met with
it in an English book of somewhere about the same
time, but, unfortunately, I did not take a note of it ;
besides which, it is scarcely probable that an Italian
writer should have introduced the use of an English word into England.
But " Reginuccia " may,
for all that, have been used similarly in Italy.
F.

Sydenham

CHANCE.

Hill.

A

COLT, COLTES.
recently published 'History
of Walsall' gives obscure details of some local
colts, by which it appears that a shilelagh, or club,
is personified as a warrior.
This seems to suggest
a reference to " a good thrashing," which I have
u
heard termed a colting," but do not see it so defined in Bailey, Halliwell, Skeat, or Stormonth.
read that the excesses of the above colts became a Star Chamber matter ; that at one time

We

number amounted
became extinct in 1870.
their

to a thousand; but they

A. HALL.
'

*

a rope's end
[In the
Encyclopaedic Dictionary
knotted and used for punishment is given as a figurative

meaning of

colt.']

REVEREND AND REVERENT.
tions be of use to Dr.

Murray

if

Will these quotahe lives to get to

E?

with clearness, brevity, and precision, we shall
make no apology for inserting the excellent remark

Reverent for reverend :
The contempt for female modesty and reverent age
announced the universal corruption of the capital of the
East." Gibbon, 'Decline and Fall,' chap. xxiv. (vol. iv.

of Plato

p. 144, ed. 1788).

:

" When

you say all things are incomprehensible, do you
comprehend or conceive that they are thus incomprehensible, or do you not? If you do, then something is
comprehensible if you do not, there is no reason we
should believe you, since you do not comprehend
your

;<

Reverend for reverent :
Keep thou meek Mary's mien,

Thy Saviour

;

own

DOVE.

Armley.

QUEENIE AS A PET NAME. Of late years the
fashion has been somewhat prevalent of
giving to
little or young girls, instead of their own Christian
"
the
name
of
name,
pet
Queenie." This practice

divinely fair,

approach with reverend care.

Williams,

'

Cathedral,' p. 172, ed. 1839.

C. F. S.

assertions."

C. C.

to

WARREN, M.A.

Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

Dr. Murray explains this word to mean
shrub, particularly one with close branches
arising from or near the ground ; a small clump of
shrubs apparently forming one plant." Nothing
can be more exact or accurate than this. He further

BUSH.

"a

?th s.
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informs us that in the northern dialects the meaning of bush is extended to include nettles, ferns,
and rushes. Probably the most widely known example of this use of the word occurs in the ballad
'
of the Battle of Ofcterbourne,' where the Douglas
says

,rue,

our Australian cousins might try the experi-

of straining wires, and thus protecting their
sheep from the ravages of the dingo ; indeed, the
overnment should undertake the duty.

ment

HENRY

TOTTENHAM.

TACE," LATIN FOR A HORSELOCK. The usual
proverb or caution runs thus: "Don't you know

bury me by the bracken bush,
Beneath the blooming brier,
Let never living mortal ken
That ere a kindly Scot lies here.
Scott, 'Border Min.,' ed. 1861,

;hat tace is
vol.

i.

p. 360.

I have, however, come recently upon a very good
instance of it in reading Prof. Knight's 'PrinShairp and some
cipal Shairp and his Friends.'
friends of his were in the woods near Loudoun
Castle, and he said to them
"
Now, friends, this is the last time we shall all meet
together ; I know that well. Let us have a memorial of
our meeting. Yonder are a number of primrose bushes.
Each of you take up one root with his own hands ; I will
do the same and we shall plant them at the manse in
remembrance of this day. So we each did, and carried
:

;

home each his own primrose bush." P. 27.
It would be interesting to know whether these
primrose bushes are growing still in the manse garIf they are, they form a pathetic living
den.
memorial of a man of whom all Scotchmen have
EDWARD PEACOCK.
reason to be proud.

LONDONSHIRE.

The City

&c., this

a county in

Beaufort

:

Falcon in a Fetterlock was an intimac'on that he was
shutt up from all hope of this Kingdom when his brother
John began to p r tend to it: Whereupon observing his
sons to be looking upon this device sett up in a window,
Asked them what was Latin for such an Horselock,

whereat y e young Gentlemen considering: The ffather
sayd, Well if you cannot tell me I will tell you, Hie ha'c
hoc Taceatis, as advizeiug them to be silent and quiet,
and therewith all sayd, Yett Gdd knoweth what may
come to pass hereafter. (Thence perhaps may proceed
the usual caution to keep a secret, which 1 have often
heard in Worcestershire and elsewhere attended with
these words, Tace is Latin for an Horselock)."
If

serves me, an explanation of the
is tace said to be Latin for a
has been more than once demanded in

my memory
"

caution,

"

Why

candle ?
your columns.

th
[See 7

of London, with its
itself, located in
Middlesex. Our new jurisdiction creates a county
of London, it being the great metropolis minus the
City, extending into Essex, Kent, and Surrey.
Upon the precedent of Yorkshire, Leicestershire,
liberties, is, or was,

'

Latin for a candle?" In the

Papers,' just published, pp. 48 and xvi, may be
found this anecdote
" The reason of Edmond of
Langley impress of the

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

shire.

L.

"

:

BOILEAU.
S. v. 85, 235, 260, 393.]
'

CASANOVIANA.
Me"moires,' vol.
Scene, a court of justice

pp. 46-47.

vi.

:

"

Au

fond j'aper9us,

assis

dans un fauteuil, un vieillard

qui portait un bandeau sur la vue et qui ecoutait les ex-

plications de plusieurs inculp6s. C'etait le juge ; on me
dit qu'il etait aveugle et qu'il s'appelait Fielding. J'etais
"
en presence du celebre auteur de ' Tom Jones.'

new jurisdiction should be named LondonCasanova was
A. H.

FLIES AND WOLVES. When visiting a friend
summer he called my attention to a curious

last

^

plan for preventing the plague of flies in his house.
The upper sash of one of the windows in his sittingroom being open for ventilation, there was suspended
outside a piece of common fishing-net.
friend
told me that not a fly would venture to pass
through it. He has watched for an hour at a time,
and seen swarms fly to within a few inches of the
net, and then, after buzzing about for a little,
He told me the flies would pass through
depart.
the net if there was a thorough light that is,
another window in the opposite wall. Though the
day was very warm, I did not see a single fly in the
room during my visit, though elsewhere in the
town they were to be seen in abundance. I suppose they imagine the net to be a spider's web, or
some other trap intended for their destruction.
My friend mentioned the curious fact that in
Russia no wolves will pass under telegraph wires,
and that the Government are utilizing this valuable

My

and already clearing districts of the
If this information be
country from these brutes.

discovery,

in London in 1763.
The author of
The judge
Jones' died at Lisbon in 1754.
here mentioned was probably Sir John Fielding,
half-brother of the novelist and his successor as a
Though blind from his
justice for Middlesex.
childhood, he is said to have discharged his office
with great credit, and died 1780. An error on the
part of a foreigner easily accounted for.

'Tom

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
33,

Tedworth Square, S.W.

A

CURIOUS ETYMOLOGY. If ever an "etymology" deserved to be "gibbeted," certainly the
It is from the Genfollowing deserves it richly.
tleman's Magazine, Dec., 1888, p. 605
" One word in conclusion on the word
The
gallows.
old word for the gibbet is gcdg, and gallow is the low or
:

place for the gibbet."
It follows that gallows are

" the
places

for the gib-

bet," which is highly satisfactory. In what language
the "old word" galg occurs in a monosyllabic
"
form we are not told. Such is "etymology in
CELER.
the nineteenth century.

HAMPOLE'S VERSION OF THE PSALMS.
said in

'

Specimens of English,' part

ii.

I

p. 107,

have
that

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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"
Hampole was the author of a metrical
the Psalms," &c. I took this statement
'
'
without
Morley's
English Writers
Since then Mr. Bramley has edited

version o

[7"' S.
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were discovered years afterwards among the Caffres

by the Landdrost of Graaf Reynet, who went into
Caffraria in search of survivors.
They were dressed
suspicion
Hampole' in the small apron and little else of the Caffre
How, then, did the women, and having been married to Caffres, by
version, and lo it is in prose
to stay where
error arise ?
Perhaps thus. The copy of the work whom they had families, preferred
in MS. Laud 286 begins with sixty lines of verse, they were.
In Macgillivray's c Voyage of H.M.S. Rattlewhich may easily have induced the consulter of the
MS. to suppose it was wholly in verse. However snake' is recorded the rescue of a young Scotchthese sixty lines are a mere prologue ; they are nol
woman, who had lived nearly five years with the blacks
by Hampole, but by another hand ; and they do on an island off Cape York, they having rescued
not appear in any other of the rather numerous her from a wreck in which her husband, the owner
She
I conclude that a verse translation of the of a small cutter, and his crew had perished.
copies.
Psalms by Hampole does not exist. If it does was compelled to become the wife of one of her
let its existence be proved.
preservers, and was in appearance hardly distinWALTER W. SKEAT.
guishable from the black gins, being as dirty and
as nearly naked as they.
But she eagerly returned
POPE'S PROPHETIC VISION or QUEEN VICTORIA.
to civilization, and was restored to her friends at
It seems worth noting the curious prophecy
This was in
"in excellent condition."
which in Pope's Windsor Forest is put into the Sydney
1849.
Another girl seems to have met the same
mouth of Father Thames
horrible fate about the same time; for in a letter
I see, I see, where two fair cities bend
written early in 1850 (No. Ixxv. in his 'Life and
a new Whitehall ascend
Their
from Prof

!

!

'

'

:

ample bow,
There mighty nations

!

shall enquire their doom,
world's great oracle in times to come.
There kings shall sue, and suppliant states be seen
Once more to bend before a British Queen.

The

If one could substitute the Houses of Parliament
Whitehall it might be taken as a poet's vision
of the Jubilee.
Much in the same strain follows
which no stretch of imagination could suppose to
be applicable to Queen Anne or her reign, illustrious as it was.
C. G. BOGER.
for

Letters '), Robertson, of Brighton, mentions reading
the melancholy story of a young English lady, returning from school in England to her parents in
Australia, but wrecked, and all the party slain but
She was taken by the blacks, and had
herself.
been forced to live with them ever since.
I shall be grateful for any information about
bhis last case, and any others that have occurred,
though I sincerely trust that none has occurred.

CHEGOCRA.

St. Saviour's.

SHEFFIELD PLATE.

MEDIAEVAL NAMES. In the various charters
and conveyances relating to the parish of Hendon
I have found several names which may interest
HERMENTRUDE. In a charter dated in 1258 the
name Marsilla occurs, being that of the wife of
Robert, son of Benedict de Hamstede, and among
the witnesses to the same document is Robert le
Engyniur, which I presume is equivalent to Robert
the Engineer
but I should like to know what an
engineer's calling really was in those days
if,
indeed, there was \iny civil occupation which was
so designated.
The very curious names of Burlerd and Giteburst appear among the witnesses to
a charter dated 18 Edward II.
I also, in the
time of Richard II., find the names Pymberd,
;

ChalkhilJ, Philbow,

and Rippon.
E. T. EVANS.

63, Fellows

Road, N.W.

EUROPEAN WOMEN AMONG SAVAGES. Besides
may be other instances
known of European women having fallen
among
those noted below, there

savages and been compelled to
their

live

It is well

known that

there
a considerable difference in value between articles
manufactured by the electro-plating process and
hose by the older method of overlaying base metals
with silver, known as "Sheffield plate." The fol.owing extract from the Derby Mercury of September, 17, 1788, is interesting in this conis

nexion

:

On Thursday
Sheffield,

ae'nnight died at Whitely Wood, near
Mr. Thomas Bolsover, aged 84. This Gentle-

man was the first Inventor of Plated Metal which like
many other curious Arts, was discovered by Accident.
:

About the Year 1750 (at which Time he kept a Cutler's
etail Shop at Sheffield) Mr. Bolsover was employed to
epair a Knife Haft which was composed of Silver and
CJopper ; and having effected the Job, the cementing of
he two Metals immediately struck him with the pracicability of manufacturing Plated Articles, and he preently commenced a Manufacturer of plated Snuff Boxes
nd Buttons. Consequently from Mr. Bolsover's accilental Acquirement, the beneficial and extensive Trade
>f
plated Goods had its origin. He has been justly es;eemed one of the most ingenious Mechanics that Sheffield
an boast."

The name Bolsover indicates a Derbyshire origin.
ALFRED WALLIS.

with them like

own women.

In the Rev. John Campbell's ' Travels in South
Africa' it is recorded that two ladies who were

>F

wrecked in the Grosvenor Indiaman on that coast

Imanac (Gallon's)

MARRIAGE ONLY ALLOWED AT CERTAIN TIMES
THE YEAR.

The
for

last paragraph in a pocket
1678 runs thus
:

7"- S.

VII. JAN,
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" Times
Marriage comes in on
prohibiting Marriage.
the 13 day of January, and at Septuagesima Sunday it is
out again until Lowsunday; at which time it comes in
again, and goes not out until Rogation-sunday thence it
from whence it is unis forbidden untill Trinity-sunday
forbidden till Advent-Sunday but then it goes out, and
comes not in again till the 13 day of January next follow:

:

:

ing."

I find no such notice in any other almanac of the
same period, out of a pretty large collection.
J.

ELIOT HODGKIN.

tterfnf.

We

must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to them direct.

JOHN BUNYAN.

Some

recent correspondents of
the Echo have communicated particulars concerning Bunyan which seem worthy of record, and
'
;
Unhappily,
perhaps require sifting, in N. & Q.
The question was raised
references are wanting.
whether Bunyan was a Baptist, as has always been
hitherto supposed.
Mr. J. H. Stephenson (who,
oddly, pleads that Bunyan was a Baptist) says that
"
in the licence to preach, granted by the wretched
'
Charles II. on May 15, 1672, he is allowed to
teach as a Congregational person, being of that
1 "
Another correspondent gives the
persuasion.
a
dates of baptism of two of Bunyan's children

daughter, at

Elstow Church, 1654, and a son, at

No

names are
Thomas Hancock," quotes from a pamphlet by Edward Burrough, the Quaker, wherein Bunyan and John
"

St. Cuthbert's, Bedford, 1672.
third writer, who signs
given.

A

4<

tion about Hart's parentage and early career before
entering the Middle Temple in 1776. There are
considerable discrepancies in the accounts given
in Foss, O'Flanagan, J. R. Burke, and the obituary
notices in the Annual Register and Gentleman's
Magazine. Where was Hart buried ? Possibly
the tombstone may give the correct date of his
The 'Georgian Era' says that he left a
birth.
Can any reader of
widow and one daughter.
'N. & Q.' give me the date of his marriage ? Finally,
is there any portrait of him in existence ?
G. F. E. B.

THE GREAT SEAL OF QUEEN KATHERINE PARR.
In

A rchceologia

graving of this

for the year

Can any

seal.

1779 appears an enof your readers in-

form

me whether any impression of it is still extant;

and,

if so,

where

it is

to be seen

SIGILLUM.

1

What

MONTE VIDEO.

is the proper pronunciaits derivation?
Such a
mixture
of Portuguese and
Macaronic preposterous
"
"
Latin as Mount I see is, of course, out of the
"
Vineclad Hill."
It surely means
question.
K. C. A. P.

tion

of this

name and

[The pronunciation is assumed to be Mon-te Vid-e-o,
with the e's sounded as in French. "Video "does not
mean " I see " in Portuguese. '* Ver " is the word ordinarily used ]

BISHOPS OF NORWICH. I shall be very much
obliged if any of your readers will give me the
authority for a statement made by Thiselton, in
" a former
'
Eegia Insignia,' p. 267, that
Bishop
of Norwich held the appointment of Paymaster
[of the Band of Gentlemen Pensioners] till his
H. BRACKENBURY.
death."

Barton are referred to as

Independent ministers,
so called" (Burrough'a 'Truth the Strongest of
If
these
All,' 1657).
quotations are to be trusted,
they settle the question of Bunyan's Baptist persuasion in the negative, and plainly show him as an
Independent. But where is the original licence of
Charles II. ? Will any one at Bedford and Elstow
examine the registers for the baptisms of these and
other of Bunyan's children ? Was he married in
church ; and, if so, can we have the registers of
both his marriages ? I find none of these details
in Mr. Offor's memoir, further than a
quotation
from the records of Leicester concerning the royal
" of
licence, wherein it is stated that Banyan was
the Congregational persuasion."

'

LONGITUDE AND MARRIAGE.

N.

& Q.'

having

dealt recently with legal questions, I may take
the opportunity of calling the attention of some
of the legal luminaries to another question, which
sundry of the gens togata to whom I have proposed it have admitted to be knotty. A. B. goes
from London to Naples, leaving his wife resident
But he, unfortunately, falls in
in the former city.
love with a young lady at Naples ; and being a
wicked man, with no fear of God and little
fear of the law before his eyes, he determines to
deceive her by a bigamous and invalid marriage.
He is, accordingly, married, to all appearance
legally, on board an English man-of-war in the

HERMENTRUDE.
bay, in the presence of the captain, at eleven
Did Coleridge o'clock in the morning of February 10 the time
But the wife
write such ? I know, of course, his Monody on being unquestionably ascertained.
Chatterton.' In Temple Bar for January, p. 36, left in London died on that same February 10 at
reference is made to the monody, which I fail to half-past ten in the morning, the time being certiWell the case is clear
find in his Poems,' Moxon, 1859, and of which I fied beyond all question.
and
A. B. had been a widower for half an
'

MONODY ON HENDERSON.'

'

'

have never heard.

!

H. T.

SIR ANTHONY HART, LORD CHANCELLOR OF
IRELAND. I should be glad to have any informa-

simple.

hour when he married, and could, of course, legally
When it was 10.30 in London
do so. But, stay
Had a telegram been deit was 11.23 in Naples.
!

NOTES AND QUERIES,
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death it would have
spatched instantly after the wife's
reached Naples a few minutes later than 11.23, and
would have found A. B. a married man of over twenty
His first wife died, in fact,
minutes standing
twenty-three minutes subsequently to the Naples
declared
marriage, though that was authentically
to have taken place at 11 A.M., and the wife's

between this demesne and that of Rychemond, which
was a crosse tree and one of the marke stakes between

death was with equal certainty shown to have occurred at half-past ten. Was the marriage legal

THE SORBONNE. Where can I find a descripIt was
tion of the old chapel of this college?
dedicated to St. Ursula, and in the seventeenth
century was pulled down, by Cardinal Richelieu's
where
order, to make room for the present church,

!

and

valid,

or bigamous and null

T.

?

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPS,

Budleigh Salterton.

" A COOL HUNDRED." When did this
expression
come into use ? I have met with it in ' The
Provoked Husband/ by Sir John Vanbrugh and
" C. Bas.
II. i.
ed. 1730
first

Colley Gibber,

No

p. 311,

:

I came in when
made a couple of

it was all over.
I
Betts with him, took
up a cool hundred, and so went to the King's
Arm?."
The same phrase in used by Smollett in
"
his translation of 'Don Quixote,' bk. iii. c. viii.
My
shoulders were accommodated with a cool hundred,
I was advised to divert myself three years in the
Gurapas and so the business ended."
F. 0. BIBKBECK TERRY.

faith

!

think I just

:

;

'

'

the said demesnes, therefore," &c.

I
is the meaning of "a crosse tree"?
should be glad of an explanation.
F. B. LEWIS.

What

Putney.

his

tomb now

"A

JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

stands.

A STRONG BACKBONE."

I
have seen quoted a saying, ascribed to Pope
Martin V. (as Martin III. is generally styled), to
"
the effect that he
sighed [or longed] for a laity
with a strong backbone." Can any of your readers
tell if such an expression, or anything to that
other Pope ? If
effect, was used by him or any
F.
occasion ?
so, by whom, when, and on what

LAITY WITH

SOAPSTONE FIGURES FROM SHANGHAI. Would
some of your travelled readers kindly inform me

anent the nature of soapstone ; and, secondly,
are idols, or priests, or what ?
In the registers of the whether these figures
EBORACUM.
parish of Marksbury, near Bath, the names of
MEDAL PORTRAITS. A friend has presented
Polydore and Vergil severally occur as Christian
names in at least two families, e. g. :
me with a collection of plaster casts, about four
Some fifty had not been
Jan., 1602. Polydor, son of Virgell Vanham, baptized. hundred, all named.

POLIDORE VERGIL.

The same buried

identified as to position in

April, 1604.

July, 1600. Baptized Henrie, the son of Virgill Watkins,
alias Vanham.
Dec., 1607. Polidorus Vanham, alias Watkins, sepultus.
Feb. 18, 1662. Polydor Evans, late Rector of Marksbury, was buried.

This would seem to point to some connexion with
Polidore Vergil, the versatile ecclesiastic and
voluminous writer, who in Henry VIII.'s and
Queen Mary's time had considerable preferment
in England, and is known to have been Archdeacon of Wells in 1507. He remained in
England till 1550, and died in Italy five years later.
Can it be shown that he had any more immediate
connexion with Marksbury?
Possibly he was
rector of the parish; but I have no means of
finding
oat.
W. S. B.

DEATH WARRANT OF CHARLES I.
Where
can I find a good engraving of this, with the seals
attached thereto ? These are considered the first
examples in which lines in different directions indicate the tinctures, therefore the
popular lithois of no use.
ACCURATE.

graph

CROSS TREE. In the Court Rolls of the Manor
of Wimbledon, March
1, 34 Hen. VIII., there is

life,

birth,

and death.

have since not been found
in the many biographical works referred to for the
Will some students kindly assist me ?
purpose.

Of

these, the following

Christianus Hugienus.
J. G.

Eynard de Geneve.

Jean Varin.
Enrichetta Lalande.
Leopold Jean, Prince de Salerne.

March. Jos. Stioctius. Ridolfius. Eq. Josephian

Ordl.
C. L. de Joux Statuatel.
Abrahamus G. Vernerus.

Major-General Sir

Tommaso

W.

P. Garrol, Kt.C.B., &c.

Sgricci.

D' Antonio Quiroca.
H. F. X. Belzunce Eve, nee en 1671, morte en
1755.
33, Bloomsbury Street, W.C.

WTATT PAPWORTH.

Is there such a book as a
of water-marks, or any other work by
which I can find when a certain water-mark was
first used ?
I have searched the British Museum,

WATER-MARKS.

register

but can get no information
of the eighteenth century.

later

than the middle

GEORGE GRANT.

>

this entry:
"

'

WILLIAM FEILDING, EARL OF DENBIGH,

in 1630
and returned in 1633 ('Cal.
growing State Papers, Dom.,' 1629-31, p. 329 ; 1633-4,

Amercement 1*. Robert Wrediche has unjustly cut
down and carried off a tree called 'an asshe

set out for India,

7"" S.

VIL

JAN.
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195).^ Lodge describes him as ambassador to
the Sophi ('Portraits,' ed. 1850, p. 117). Is any
account of his proceedings in the East, or of the
reasons for his mission thither, in print ?
C. H. FIRTH.
33, Norham Road, Oxford.
p.

Can any of your readers inform me
what parish in Staffordshire a place called
Bethom or Betham was situate ? From about
1490 until 1600 I find it mentioned without an
BETHAM.

BAPTIST MAT. In the 'Memoirs of Count
Grammont,' a new edition of which has just been
published, allusion is made in a note respecting
Mr. Chiffinch to a Mr. Baptist May, who is there
spoken of as one of Charles II.'s supper comCan any of your readers give me any
panions.
information respecting this gentleman ?
43,

Grosvenor Place.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.

of

residence of different
After the last-mentioned
date I find no trace of it.
F. W. M.

The young-eyed Poesy
All deftly masked as hoar Antiquity.
'Twas strange that such a little thing

Should leave a blank so

INSCRIPTIONS ON ALTARS.

any instances

of inscriptions

Can you
on

altars

tell
?

me

of

I have

heard of one near Denbigh, inscribed in Greek
characters "Non Incognito Deo."
It is said to
have been on an old altar table in a church
formerly the old parish church of Denbigh, and is
now about a mile from Denbigh. After the above
words come "I. R., 1617."
Can any of your
correspondents throw any light on the subject 1

"

large.

And the name of the isle is the Long Ago,
WINNIE.
And we bury our treasures there.
God made man after his likeness, and man has re-

turned the compliment."

I think

it is

in Voltaire.

K. F. C.

We

toil

through pain and wrong,

We fight, we fly,
We love, we lose,
And

in a little time stone

Oh!

Life, is all

thy song

dead we

lie

" endure and die

THOMAS

A. G.

Who

VERTUE. There was a Vertue a bookseller at
the Royal Exchange, whose widow married the
famous Samuel Goatsby, and he carried on the
The
business, dying at a great age in 1808.
widow's name was Hannah Vertue.
Timperley
it
Was her husspells
Virtue, but he is wrong.
band a descendant of Geo. Vertue, the engraver ?
C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

J.

with a lingering stay his course doth
minute pays the hour his debt.

"
?

EWING.
let

Till every

J.

W. DONIOAN,

WETHERBY.
th

S. vi. 308, 414.)
Surely a more sarcastic commentary on the pre-

(7

'

MILL'S LOGIC.' At p. 228 of his ' Principles
of Science,' Prof. Jevons
says: "But I shall feel
bound to state, in a separate publication, my very
deliberate opinion that many of Mill's innovations
in logical science, and
especially his doctrine of
reasoning from particulars to particulars, are en-

SAUMAREZ.

J.

in

interval as the place
Staffordshire families.

9

vailing

mode

of furnishing derivations of place-

names than that afforded on the page last quoted
Three guesses at the
could hardly be met with.
derivation of the one name Wetherby are backed
by such names as those of SIR J. A. PICTON and
CANON TAYLOR, of which it is perfectly safe to say
Has such a publica- that, while two of them must be wrong, it is most
tirely groundless and false."
tion ever appeared;
and, if so, who are the pub- likely all three of them are. Admitting the possiE. HOBSON.
lishers, and what is its price ?
though I greatly
bility of the compound vtiSar-bcer
"
"
CAPT. MARRTAT. This popular author, chiefly
books relating to seafaring life, is said, in his
'
Life,' by his daughter, Mrs. Church, to have been
born in Westminster. No special
locality is given.
Is it known where he was born ?
of

J.

Emanuel

MASKELL.

Hospital, S.W.

standard or
ever could have been
Old Danish or Icelandic still it is not
" wooden house."
clear how it ever could have meant
The authority quoted by CANON TAYLOR gives to
the Icel. beer or b$r, Dan. and Swed. by, the mean"a
farm, a landed estate," and adds that
ing of
"a
in Iceland it denotes
farm, or farmyard and
"
the

doubt

"

if it

classical

"

buildings."

In other words, but

for

dirty
see
the
meaning of

BEVERIDGE OR BELFRAGE. I should be glad acres " there would be no beer or by. Nor do I
to know whether this is
this consideration is to be excluded in
strictly a Scottish family how
name.

Bishop Beveridge was born in Leicesterand I am not aware that he came of a
Scottish family.
The name is very common in
Fife.
Its deBelfrage is the older form of it.
rivation is unknown to me.
A. W. CORNELIUS HALLEN.

shire,

Alloa.

attempt to explain the formation and
an English place-name ending in by. But besides,
in such a settlement, over and above the owner's

or settler's own domicile, the dwelling or dwellings
the byres and
thrall or free
of his servants
stables and cotes for his stock, the lathes for his
of as
corn, and the like, have all to be thought

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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constituting the structural part of the composite
by ; arid these are several buildings, not simply a

"house."

On

this

ground,

therefore,

CANON

TAYLOR'S explanation of " wooden house " seems
to be inadmissible.
But even sinking the farm
"
part of the idea altogether, and substituting buildings" for "house" would not meet all the difficulties attending the importation of the word viZar,
or the meaning " wooden." For what were such
buildings, and alike in the Scandinavian lands and
in England, actually and universally framed and

made

of

?

There

but one answer to the ques-

is

And if so, what
wood, and wood only.
becomes of the distinctiveness, the essence of the
meaning, of the name itself ? It would be some" Kedlike
a house in Old
the
tion,

thing
tiled

Whitby

calling

House " by way

of distinction.

Neither do

I think either of SIR J. A. PICTON'S
suggestions
at all happier on the score of
meaning. It seems
but a very poor compliment to the common sense
of the colonists who settled this
district, and named
their several settlements, to assume that
they could
do no better in the way of name-giving than the
"
nonsensical platitude of
the farm-settlement of a
" of the
weather." For my own
wether," or that
part, and after thirty-five years of consideration
and study of the place-names of this North York-

am satisfied that in the strangely
preponderating majority of the place-names ending
in by not to advert to others now
where the
prefix is not manifestly a qualifying word
as in
shire district, I

to this that

the same personal name is
perpetually found in the
general class of like names, both with the inflexional genitival form and the
genitival s, and a
suggestion is at once afforded as to the possible or
probable explanation of the prefix in Wetherby a
suggestion which loses no force from the circumstance that the names which follow Wedrebi in the
Domesday list are Wedreslei and Wedresleie, and
from the further circumstance that such Scan-

dinavian names
and the like, are
added that SIR

as

Ketell Vedur,
Vedra-Grimr,

met with. It may also be
A. FICTION'S collation of the

to be
J.

Essex name Wethersfield
used constantly to be

(or Weathersfield, as it
spelt in the days of my
lived there), is not

S.

VII. JAN.

5,

'*

the compilation of the 'New English Dictionary.*"
He has not the material?. There are copious lists
of the place-names occurring in different north continental districts or provinces. There are none such
in England, save, perhaps, the Domesday list, which,
is not too accessible to the general reader.
And
until such lists are made, and are made available to
the general student, we can have nothing but what
is, for the most part, made up of essentially guesswork derivations. The foreign lists referred to are
not only useful in their way to the English inquirer,,
they are altogether indispensable. But without
the corresponding English lists they lack morethan half their possible utility.
The lists of field,
and common field names alone would be of almost
unimagined utility. But there seems to be no
one no society even to take the matter up. I
know that it has been suggested once and again,
and that in either case the response has been,
" Our
hands are too full as it is." The work of
some of these societies, however, must now be
Can none of them be put on this
getting fast on.
as yet new
J. C. ATKINSON.
quest ?

Mickleby, Overby, Netherby, Kirkby, or Kirby,
it is
unquestionably a personal name.
inspection of a carefully compiled list
of such names in their earliest known forms is

Add

tb

Angles to the exclusion of the Saxons ; and i
been alleged, moreover, that it is not always easy to
distinguish between Anglian and Scandinavian
names and words. But there is one thing abunthat no derivationist of English placedantly clear,
names is in a very good position if he be desirous to
conduct his inquiries in the only legitimate and
reasonable way, and that is on the same lines as

Danby

Newby, &c.
The simplest

sufficient to establish this
point.

[7

(7

in Cleveland.

EGYPTIAN HIEROGRAMS ON ENGLISH PICTURES
S. vi. 445).
Although the winged globe and

th

caduceus

is not to be found in the great collection
of 'Imprese Illustri' by Euscelli (Venice, 1584),

this evidently arises from its not having been
appropriated by any particular princely or noble
house.
It was, however, a convenient emblem for
a painter or engraver to put on a portrait, as a flattering innuendo that the exalted position of the personage portrayed was as much the result of merit as
of the accident of high birth. With the substitution
of a winged cap of honour for the
winged globe, it
will be found in Alciat.
See page 146 of the

French

translation of his 'Emblems' (Lyon,
"
1549), illustrating the emblem
vertu, fortune,

A

compaigne":

D'aeles, Serpens, et Amalthees cornea
happy.
Ton Caducee (0 Mercure) tu ornes
a dozen different forms of
Monstrant les gens d'esprit, et d 'eloquence,
that name by me, and while these
Auoir par tout des biens en affluence.
vary in the
*
equally extravagant and extraordinary manner I do not find it in
Paradin's Symbola Heroica
known to students of such
the
matter?,
but it turns up again, beautifully
Domesday
(Antwerp,
1563),
and, I suppose, ultimate
form known is Westre*
Nucleus
engraved by Crispin de Pas, in the
felda.
SIR J. A. PICTON also
speaks of the pre- Emblematum Selectissimorum
Itali vulgoquse
dominance of "Saxon" names of
in
the Impresas
places
(sic) vocant,' by Gabriel Rollenhagen, of
Wetherby district. Is that so? I had thought
Magdeburg (Cologne, 1611). The cut by De Pas,
the district was one that had been
occupied by the afterwards used by Wither in England, illustrates

boyhood, when
I have a list

I
of

:

'

7 th

S.
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the motto " Virtuti fortuna comes," and bears thi

epigram

the states of modern Europe probably originated
in the territory we now call France.
However
that may have been, they certainly reached us in

:

Virtuti fortuna comes, Sudore paratur
Fructus honos oneris, fructus honoris onus.

a French dress. When, therefore, we speak of the
romance hero, not of the
magnua imperator,

When

the symbol is found on a royal person's por
trait, the globe takes the place of the cap, and
means that personal merit has made him or he
worthy of the right to rule. Simply this, and n<
"
of "

deep mystery

it

J.

would seem
E. J.

is

is

Boni fructua bonus sator,
Et prudens agricola

The distinctionbetter to say Charlemagne.
not a vain one. There is but a very shadowy
"
likeness between the
Christi miles fortis," in
whose honour the priests of Aachen sang, and the
hero whose deeds were chanted by minstrels from.
Kirkwall to Palermo and from Breslau to Cadiz.
it is

Egyptian hierograms such a
surmised by your corresponded

is

the real solution of the query.

FREDK. HENDRIKS.
DR. GUILLOTIN

th

S.

11

th

S. vi
426, 497; 7
In the " Scelta d'alcuni Miracoli
230, 292).
Grazie della Santissima Nunziata di Firenze de
scritti dal P. F. Gio.
Angiolo Lottini, in Firenze
1619," small 4to., there is a plate, at p. 208, to

454).

cap. Ixvii., in which an instrumen
exactly like the modern guillotine is represented.
The chapter is headed, " Dovendosi tagliar il collo
a Francesco, e miracolosamente
impedito il taglio
della Mannaia"; and on
210 the miracle is

spoken Gaelic in their youth almost invariably use
typical inbring where others would say take.
stance occurs to me. Once, in a strange place,
and in somewhat peculiar and trying circumstances, I was along with a friend whose Gaelic

described
" Posciach6

still troubled him.
sadly needed a
place of refuge and entertainment, and when at
the end of our own resources, my friend suddenly
stopped in front of a stalwart policeman, and ia
theatrical tones observed, "You '11 require to bring
"
us to a place of refreshment, sir
Being thus-

(5

i.

ASTARTE.

"BRING" AND "TAKE"

illustrate

It is a noticeable fact that those

Giustiziere la corda. a cu

legata la grave mannaia attiensi, e questa con gra ruina
e prestezza sopra dell' esposto collo cadendo non
la
:

ma

pur

all' opposto di
pelle non gl' intacc6 o recise :
quanto
fare quel taglio solea, ei rattenne, in niente la carne
offese, ne in parte alcuna fe nocumento."

225, 313,.

who have

We

idiom

tagliata dal

S. vi.

A

p.

:

th

(7

!

partly entreated, partly commanded, and very
Though more than a century later than the
nearly threatened, the official, with a docile bedrawings referred to by MR. GIBBS, this passage wilderment of
expression, did as requested, and
is

valuable as showing the general use of the
W. E. BUCKLEY.

instrument in Italy.

Very good representations of the guillotine,
standing in no need of being further perfected,"
are in Holinshed's ' Chronicle,'
1577, vol. ii. p. 654,
&c., which, although a valuable book, is not
rare, as it is to be found in almost every library
of any pretension.
K. R.
"

our troubles were over. Compare, however, with
this, the appeal of the dainty Eosalind to the shepherd in c As You Like It,' IL iv. 69, and it will
appear that the idiom is not necessarily an Irishism after all
:

I pr'ythee, shepherd, if that love, or gold,
Can in this desert place buy entertainment,
Bring us where we may rest ourselves, and feed.

THOMAS BAYNE.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

The whole

history of the guillotine,

with

Helensburgh, N.B.
its

and results, may be seen in J. W.
History of the Guillotine,' from the
Quarterly Eeview, 1844, Lond., J. Murray, 1853.

FRIAR'S

anticipations

Groker's

*

ED. MARSHALL.

CHARLEMAGNE

th

S. vi. 426).
There cannot
(7
that the name of the great Frank

be any doubt
should be written
That is the best

"Charles" by Englishmen.
English equivalent for his
name; and so he was almost always written
and spoken of until recent days, when it became
a fashion to imitate French
If your
ways.
correspondent will take the trouble to look up
the references given in the index to the
publications of the Parker
Society, he will find many
examples of the way his name was written in the
sixteenth century. It would be
easy to give seventeenth century examples almost without limit.
The romances concerning the great founder of

LANTHORN

(7

th

S.

vi.

168, 257, 338^

The

ignis fatuus or Will-o'-the-wisp is
supposed in popular superstition to be generally asoul which has broken out of purgatory, and not
I refer to Brand's
>articularly the soul of a priest.
Popular Antiquities,' vol. iii. p. 398 of Bonn's
dition.
I think that the explanation to which
473).

tR.

GRIFFINHOOFE

alludes can hardly be correct,,

although ingenious enough.

BELGIAN CUSTOM

(7

th

E. YARDLET.

S. vi. 249, 336, 456).

not this so-called Belgian custom of hanging out
bundle of straw suspended by a long string from
window, as a sign of repairs going on above, alson English practice? If my memory serves me
ightly, I have noticed more than once, when
ravelling on the river steamers on the Thames, a
milar bundle of straw suspended by a cord over
ne of the archways of Waterloo Bridge (which afe
s

,
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the time was undergoing repair), and I took it that Borrow's note-books, MSS., and correspondthat it was intended as a friendly warning that if ence went to America, to the possession of Prof.
we chose to steer directly underneath it we might W. J. Knapp, Yale University, New Haven, who
suffer for our temerity by a brick or a stone falling is an enthusiastic student of Borrow. Prof. Knapp
intends to publish a full biography of Borrow, and
J. S. UDAL.
upon our heads.
Inner Temple.
will correct many errors that have been made in
the inadequate notices of him that have appeared
th

Sir
S. vi. 408).
SIR MICHAEL LIVESEY (7
in this country.
An interesting article on Borrow
M. Livesey was one of the Commissioners and from his
pen appeared in an American magazine,
of

Council of War appointed for the county
Kent,
by ordinance of Parliament, April 23, 1645. He
'
The Declaration of Col.
is frequently mentioned in

Anthony Weldon,'

Weldon was major

4to., 1649.

in Livesey's regiment of horse, and quarrelled with
his colonel, whom he accused of misconduct as a
soldier (pp. 13-26).
See also Weldon's petitions
in the Kecord Office. Livesey was present at Crop-

redy Bridge and Alresford. He took part in the
defeat of the Earl of Holland's rising in July,
1648 (Rush worth, iv. 2, 1182).
After the Restoration he fled to Holland.
In September,
1663, he is said to have been living at Arnheim
('

Cal. State Papers, Dom.,' 1663-4, p. 266).

C. H. FIRTH.

CHARTISTS

(7

th

S. vi. 187, 273, 432).
William
who died at 137, Euston

Lovett, cabinet maker,

Road, London, August 8, 1877, drew up, in 1837,
the address and rules of the Working Men's
Association, and for some time acted as the secrevolume in the British Museum, marked
tary.
8138a, contains thirty-two pamphlets relating to
the proceedings of the association. For an account
of William Lovett (who suffered
for

A

his political

and

social opinions)

imprisonment
and his writings

consult the 'Bibliotheca Cornubiensis,'
pp. 324,
1269.
GEORGE C. BOASE.
36, James Street, Buckingham Gate, S.W.

THE FIRST PUBLISHED WORK OF GEORGE
BORROW (7 th S. vi. 428). The Romantic Ballads'
'

was not the

published work, but it was the
first that bears his name.
He had published in
c
1825 Faustus his Life, Death, and Descent into
Hell,' translated from the German, London, Simpkin & Marshall, 1825. It was a translation of Von
Klinger's 'Faustes Leben,' &c.
There are two
first

the Chautauquan, November, 1887.
Borrow was
born July 5, 1803, and so was more than " twenty'
one when Romantic Ballads was published."
0. W. TANCOCK.
Norwich.
'

:
his Life, Death
Translated from
of F. M. von Klinger by G. B.," 1825,
8vo., heads the list of Borrow's works appended to
'
the sketch of his life in the Diet, of Nat. Biog.,'

"Faustus

the

vol. v. p.

of the 'Romantic Ballads.'
It was first
issued in May, 1826, as ' Romantic Ballads, translated from the Danish, and Miscellaneous

Pieces,'
S. Wilkin, 1826, 8vo.,
187.
Then
pp. xi,
part of the edition was handed
to a London publisher, and issued with a new titlepage, ending, "London: John Taylor, Waterloo
Place, 1826." I think copies of this issue are more
common. Probably something of the same kind
was done in the matter of the ' Faustus,' for I have
seen a copy with a preface dated "
Norwich, April,
1826." There is no doubt that he also wrote 'Cele-

by George Borrow, Norwich,

brated Trials, &c., to the Year
1825,' which Sir
Richard Phillips published in six volumes on
March 19, 1825. I am not sure if it is known

G. F. R. B.

408.

BOOK ON BANK-NOTE ISSUE (7 S. vi. 359).
By far the best book on American bank-note issues
th

J. J. Knox's United States Notes,' New York,
Scribners.
Mr. Knox is a man of the highest
order.
For remarks on note issues in general see
the Annual Report of the U.S. Director of the Mint,
'

is

and, secondarily, the U.S. Comptroller of the CurC. W. ERNST.
rency.
Boston, Mass., U.S.
4

NEW

ENGLISH DICTIONARY,' VOL. III. (7 S.
The following instances of the employ347).
ment of elect may be of use to MR. BRADLEY
th

vi.

:

"Poet (laughing). Ha,ha,ha,ha
if he should, and the
elect had but wit enough to stand out."
Aaron Hill,

The Snake in the Grass,' ed. 1760, p. 97.
"
Young Apollo, Laureat supreme, but conferring Bays
of a

new Model, on a Laureat

elect,

to encourage him."

Ibid., p. 88.

"

Poet. Who ? I ! If ever I make songs, in a fright, I
put up for Poet-elect, to the Opera." Ibid., p. 99.

'11

F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

THE SCENES OF JOHN CONSTABLE'S PICTURES

:

issues

German

th
S.
MR. COBBOLD, in writing to you
yi. 426).
respecting this matter, has perhaps followed the
course which appeared best to him, but I regret that
he did not previously communicate to me his intention of so doing. That he has been treated with discourtesy I at once admit, but this has been through
a misunderstanding.
Upon receiving his letter I
at once sent it to the writer of the article, and
asked him to reply to it. I now for the first time
" he
learn that
thought it better to do nothing in
the matter." I had been waiting to hear the result

(7

from him, which accounts for no correction having
It is now, unfortuappeared in the Art Journal.
nately, too late to insert it in last year's volume.
MARCUS B. HUISH, Editor.
th
S. V. 448 J vi. 33,
PlTSHANGER, BALING (7
I am concerned only with the alleged
317, 414).
equation of y=z, which I regard as a misapprehen-

7*

VII. JAN,
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We

are referred to the Scottish Dalziel, also
Dalwritten Dalyell ; the name is topographical.
written Dalgheal, i.e., whiteziel, in Lanarkshire, was
Here
dal
is
mead or fair meadow, our Shenley.
"
the Celtic
part, share, or section," equating the
Teutonic dale, deal, dole. Now gheal may well pair
"
off with the Teutonic
yellow," cf. gelt, gilt ; but
the suggested z is, I think, a misreading. Speak" I dare."
Well,
ing genealogically, Dalziel reads
I dare not define my thoughts anent this legend.
Zell is common on the Continent ; it is, I understand, a form of cell, celle, celles, common in France;
sion.

Celtic

A. HALL.

fci/.

KIRK-GRIMS

th

(7

S.

vi.

265, 349).

I

am

not

aware of any church in England of which the story
mentioned by your correspondent is told, but there
is a similar legend in Transylvanian folk-lore, which

The Hospodar Negru, who reigned
as follows.
from 1513 to 1521, was taken by the Turks as a
hostage to Constantinople, where, by the assistance of a Greek architect, a superb mosque was
built by him for the Sultan Selim I., which so
pleased that potentate that he dismissed him to
his own country with rich presents, so as to enable
him to build a church in his principality. Accompanied by the Greek, whose name was Manoel, and

is

Constantinople, and
on arriving in his own territories selected a site on
the river Argisch, where the ruins of an ancient
temple stood, for the erection of his new church.
The builders set to work, but, wonderful to relate,
the walls which were constructed in the daytime
were thrown down at night. Manoel at last had a
dream, in which he heard a voice, which said that
all their labour would be in vain unless they built
up in the masonry the first woman who should
He informed his nine
appear in the morning.
comrades of this, and they bound themselves with a
solemn oath to do as the voice had directed.

nine master-masons, Negru

The

left

following morning Manoel, to his horror,
own wife Annika approaching the fatal

beholds his

building, and, falling on his knees, he implores the
heavens to send rain, so that a raging flood would
impede her progress. His prayers are heard, but
it is all

in vain, for the faithful wife,

who

is

carry-

ing her husband's breakfast, struggles through the
rising waters and howling tempest, till at last,
smiling and triumphant, she reaches where he
stood, and is greeted by him with the accustomed
kiss.
With a breaking heart remembering his
vow, but disguising his anguish as best he could
he carries her up the scaffolding, and then proposes to her, as if in a merry mood, that she would
place herself in a niche and see them build around
her.
The poor young wife claps her hands in glee
at the idea.
The wall gradually rises around her
Fear
feet, then the masonry reaches her knees.
has now taken the place of merriment in her
heart,
and she begs to be released. Her husband makes

13

no reply; but, aided by his comrades, builds the
cruel stones higher and higher until they reach her
breast.
Again she appeals in vain, and implores
him, for the sake of their unborn babe, to set her
free.
Steadily, remorselessly, her murderers close
the walls around her till the living tomb is finished,
and her dying voice is heard reproachfully whisper-

ing

:

Treat

me

not thus cruelly, Manolli, oh! Manolli,

The dreadful wall has now closed o'er me,
Naught but darkness is before me,
Manolli,

my

Manolli

husband, master, Manolli

!

After the victim has been thus immured the building goes on without interruption, and is soon completed to the satisfaction of Prince Negru. Shortly
afterwards, when the ten masons are employed
putting the finishing touch to their work, Negru
asks them if they would be able to build a still more
glorious temple. Exulting in their skill, they boastfully call from their lofty position that they would
be able to do so. On receiving this reply the Hospodar, who had no desire that his church should be
that his uneclipsed, has the ladders removed, so

With
fortunate servants should be left to perish.
much ingenuity Manoel and his fellow craftsmen
make artificial wings of pieces of scantling, and,
trusting to these frail supports, launch themselves
into the air. They are killed by the fall, and, with
the exception of Manoel, are turned into stones.
He as he is dying imagines he hears his wife's
"
voice calling her last sad refrain,
Manolli, my
Manolli," and, as tears rise to his glazing eyes at
the mournful sound, he is transformed into a fountain,

which to the present time is known as Manoel's

Madame Gerard,

Well.
'

in her recently published
Forest,' gives extracts from the
folk-song, entitled 'Temple Argisch,'

work Beyond the

doVna, or
which contains the foregoing story.

K. STEWART PATTERSON.
Cork.

There seems to have been a general superstition
that the stability of a building could be ensured by
the sacrifice of a human being, and we have many
legends that church towers and other constructions
are assured of lasting by the fact that some one
or
(usually the wife or child of the master-builder
alive
architect) is built up into the wall or buried
beneath the foundation.

This

may

account for

that, on the best authority, are
accused of haunting this or that church. Of course
in great buildings it is too often a deplorable incident that life is lost by some untoward accident,
and this may have given rise to the popular belief.

some of the ghosts

It holds to this day. I was asked if it was not true
that a man had been thus buried beneath one of
the towers of the great Brooklyn bridge, and I had
some difficulty in convincing the inquirer that it

was pure

fable.

of life-tribute

is

Closely connected with this story
the saying that blood makes a durable mortar,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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and a master-builder of this city, who had heard the
saying without knowing its origin, went to much
trouble and no small expense in obtaining bullock's
blood with which to mix the mortar for a job of
some importance he was about to undertake. He
did not get the results he expected, and returned
to the use of water.

The church-ghost has not made his appearance
in this country.
In the
are yet too new.
twenty-fifth century, perhaps, he may be one of our
domestic institutions, adapted from the elder civilization of Europe, but accustomed to American ways.

We

JOHN

An
ton,

a curious instance of the wide spread of the
belief in blood as a cement of ancient buildings
that AU-ud-din Khilji, the King of Delhi, A,D.
1296-1315, when enlarging and strengthening the
walls of old Delhi, is reported to have mingled in
the mortar the bones and blood " of thousands of
goat-bearded Moghuls whom he slaughtered for the
So writes a contemporary historian.
purpose."

Much

of this masonry

still exists.

H. G. KEENE.

QUARLES

(7

th

The entry

S. vi. 225, 373).

baptism of Francis Quarles runs

of the

Office.

" 21
June, 2 Charles I.' True Bill that at St. Clement's Danes, co. Midd., on the said day, Frances
Richardson, late of the said parish, spinster, assaulted
Francis Quarles, gentleman, when he was in God's and
the King's peace, and secretly and without his observation picked his pocket of fifty
The note
shillings.'
*
Franc'us Quarles pross,' at the foot of the
bill, indicates
that on this occasion Francis Quarles figured at the Old
Bailey as the prosecutor of a female pickpocket. How it
fared with the Frances Richardson when she had
put'
'
herself on a jury of the country does not
appear, po. se
being the only minute, by the pen of the clerk of Gaol
Deliveries, over her name."
Middlesex County Re-

by John Cordy Jeaffreson.

vol.

iii.

p 9.

"1639, 1 February, 15 Charles I.-At the request of
the Right Hon. the Earl of Dorset,
signified by his
letter, Francis Quarle?, Gent., was admitted
Chronologer,
with a fee of 100 nobles per
annum, during the pleasure
of the Court." Rep. 54, fol.
Remembrancia pre86,
served among the Archives of the
City of London.'

He was

buried in the church of St. Leonard
Foster,
in the City of
London, but the registers of this
have
since
parish
long
perished.
" In P. C.
C.
Francis
late of
co.
88
dec d .
f ex,
lo44/5.

Adm'on

Quarles,
Ridley Hall,
to Ursula, the
relict, 4 Feb.,

In the Calendar
(Rivers) for the year 1645 the
word " poor " is prefixed to the
entry of the name.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

estate in Ufford, in the county of Northampin 1554 by Francis Quarles,

was purchased

Angelique Quarles, by his surname?
Jos. PHILLIPS.
Stamford.

ANONYMOUS POEM

th

(7

The

S. vi. 469).

'

Lines

on a Skeleton,' forty in number, are too many for
"
insertion.
They can be seen in Fugitive Poetry,
1600-1878, compiled and edited by J. C. Hutche'

son," p. 130,

"Chandos

Classics."

ED. MAKSHALL.
[The book mentioned by MR. MARSHALL is so cheap
and readily accessible, we are not justified in occupying
our space with the verses, many copies of which have
been sent. There is among our contributors a remarkable consent of opinion as to the merits of the poem.
One of them shall be forwarded to YORICK if he will
send a stamped and addressed envelope].

:

"May 8. 1592 bapt fuit Franciscus, filius Magistri
Jacobi Quarles." Par. Reg., Romford, co. Essex.
" Francis
Quarle*, gent., of Romford, Essex, bachelor,
about 26, and Ursely Woodgate, of St. Andrew, Holborn,
spinster, 17, daughter of John Woodgate, of same, gent.,
who consents at St. Andrew, Holborn, 26 May, 1618."
Col. Chester's ' Marriage Licences,'
Bishop of London's

cords,' ed.

5, '89.

*

E. NORCROSS.

is

VII. JAN.

Esq. (Bridge's Northants,' ii. 600). He and his
descendants resided at Ufford down to the beginning of the last century. Mr. Justin Simpson has
printed full extracts from the registers of Ufford
and neighbouring parishes of the baptisms, marriages, and burials of members of the Quarles family
from 1577 to 1703 in the Reliquary, xi. 23. How
came Pierre Phillipe van Ufford, nephew of

Brooklyn, U.S.

It

.

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

CHILDREN (7 th S. vi. 467). The Latin charter
Norwich School, granted by King Edward VI.,
"
"
1547, uses
pueros only. The Mayor and Alder-

of

"

men made, accepted, and passed " " Ordinances,
"
Laws, and Statutes on June 14, 1566. In these^
which are long and in English, the word "boys"
does not occur; but "scholar," "scholars," and

"
"
"
children are always used.
One headchild,"
ing is, "Certain ordinances necessary to be declared to such as offer their children to be scholars."
0. W. TANCOCK.
Norwich.

BUONAPARTE'S HABEAS CORPUS

th

S. vi. 467).
(7
stated in Scott's 'Life of Napoleon/
chap, xcii., that when he was on board the Bellerophon, after Waterloo, and attempting resistance
to his banishment to St. Helena, a
suggestion was
made that he should be brought up on a writ of
It

is

habeas corpus, which, he being an alien and a
prisoner, was not acted upon.
Probably some
rumour of this was in Lamb's mind. But that
Buonaparte himself could have made any such

On July 31, when
application is quite unlikely.
the resolution of the Government was told
him,
Scott says that he inquired " to what tribunal he
The Bellerophon sailed from Torbay on August 4. On the 7th he was put on
board the Northumberland, which then set sail for
St. Helena.
There is another possibility, which
seems more than such to me, that Lamb was altogether in joke "the twelve judges" looks very
like it.
Lastly, it would appear that the fact
which H. S. S. C. himself states, that the applicacould apply."

:

7i

S.

VII. JAN.
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tion is not reported, might be considered con
elusive that it never was made.
Surely such
remarkable case could never have been omitted.
0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Poleshill Hall, Longford, Coventry.

Such an application was certainly made by Mr
The process was found to be in
Lofft.
applicable to an alien. An attempt was made to sub
pcena Napoleon as a witness in an action for libel
but this also fell through; and Lord Keith pre
vented the attorney from serving the writ.
Se
Hazlitt'a Life' and Bussy's History.'
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Capel

'

'

Henry V.
kill,

15

that there were enough of the

enough

to take prisoners,

to

enemy

and enough

to

run

away. Gam died of wounds received in the battle,
but according to some accounts he lingered for
several months (see Williama's ' Eminent WelshE. W.
men').
'

Borrow, in his delightful book, Wild Wales,'
chap. Ixxix., gives a short account of Dafydd Gam,
from which I extract the following particulars.
Gam was a petty chieftain of Breconshire, who
owed his surname to a personal deformity. He
was, however, a man of immense strength. Early

he was driven from his own country for
man named Big Richard of Slwch in the
AMSTERDAM BOURSE OPEN TO CHILDREN (7 th High Street of Aber Honddu (Brecon), and took
S. vi. 447).
Baedeker's ' Guide to Holland states service under John of Gaunt, for whose son, Henry
Bolingbroke, he conceived a violent friendship.
that the Exchange is converted into a playgrounc
Henry, upon his accession to the throne, restored
for boys during one week in August and Septem
Gam to his possessions, and gave him employments
ber, the time when the Kermis, or church dedica
tion festival, used to be held.
The tradition is of great trust and profit on the Welsh border. He
was thus brought into conflict with Owain Glynthat some boys playing there in 1622 discovered
a plot of the Spaniards against the city, and thai dwr, whose insurrection against Henry he so
"
this privilege was granted in commemoration o
violently resented that he swore
by the nails of
God " to assassinate him, and actually went to
the event.
I have not met with any account o
Machynlleth for the purpose but his design being
this in the histories I have consulted.
H. B. A.
discovered, he was seized and thrown into prison,
Derby.
where he remained until the fall of Glyndwr.
Hollander informs me that fairs are annually His
subsequent achievements under Henry V. in
held throughout Holland, but of late years they France are well known.
C. C. B.
had been discontinued in Amsterdam and so as
Sir David Gam is stated by Dr. Clark to be of
not to deprive the children of that city from en
he family of Games of Newton, of the great house
joying the fun of such times, they were allowed to
make free of the Bourse, and to disport themselves of Maenarch. See his fine work, ' Genealogies of
and Glamorgan.'
in the manner described by your
ARTHUR MEE.
correspondent. Morgan
My informant regards the story of the heroic deed Llanelly.
and the accompanying wish as a pure fable.
He was Owen Glendower's brother-in-law.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

in life

killing a

'

;

A

;

M.

A

I.

J.

'

L'Indispensable, Passe-Partout dans les PaysBas,' by J. F. Flocker, notes, pp. 186-7, concerning the Exchange at Amsterdam
" L'ancienne Bourse
les
:

que
Espagnols voulurenfc faire
Bauter en 1622 ayant echappe a ce danger par 1'interme'diaire d'un enfant alimente dans un des
hospices, ce gar<;on
Fernanda comme recompense la permission de s'amuser
annuellement & la Bourse a faire eonner des fifres, des
tambours et des trompettes pendant toute une semaine
avec les enfants d'Amsterdam ce qui fut accorde'; on
observe scEupuleusement cet usage jusqu'a nos jours."

note

in

French's

'

Shakspeareana Genealogies'

"
are
p. 121) asserts that some of his descendants
)uried in the church of Llanfrynach, county of

And

Brecon.
.here is

a

the church of Merthyr-Cynog
to Roger Gam, dated 1600."

in

monument

ST.

HERRICK

1

(7" S. vi. 268, 436, 496).

SWITHIN.
There were

England who appreciated Herrick before
he writer in the Gentleman's Magazine, 1796. In
hat amusing book, * Naps upon Parnassus,' 1658,
e is thus noticed

>eople in

:

ST. SWITHIN.

BATTLE OF AGINCOURT

:

DAVY GAM

(7

th

S. vi.

David Gam was a gentleman of Breconshire,
whose vision was distorted."
He attended the

444).

"

parliament held by wain Glyndwr at Machynlleth,
in 1402, professedly to
support his claims, but with
the secret intention, it is said, of
assassinating the
Welsh warrior.
The plot was discovered, but
to death,
Glyndwr was persuaded not to put
and he remained a prisoner for ten years. It is
related that at Agincourt, where he was

Gam

for helping to save the
king's life,

And then Flaccua Horace,
He was but a sowr-ass,

knighted
he reported to

And good

for nothing but Lyrickt :
There 'a but one to be found
In all English ground

Writes as well

;

who

is

hight Rolert HericJc.

A

3,

verso.

"
"
'
Phillips does not
pass him over in his Thearum Poetarum,' but gives an average amount of
pace to him, and says he was
not particularly influenc't by any Nymph or Goddesa,
xcept hia Maid Pru. That which is chiefly pleasant in
is now and then a pretty Floury and Pastoral

hese Poems,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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of some Hill, Cave, Rock,
gale of Fancy, a vernal prospect
or Fountain ; which but for the interruption of other
trivial passages might have made up none of the worst
Poetic Landskips."
li.

II.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

BEANS

IN

th

LEAP YEAR

(7

S.

vi.

448).

This strange superstition that beans grow diffefrom what they do in
rently in the pod in leap year
other years is prevalent in Surrey.
My informant,
an old labourer, and a native of the county, told
me that " in leap year the eye is to the point, in
other years to the strig" (i. e., the stalk) ; and he
added that the old men would tell me the same.
I have opened several pods of this year's growth,
and find the eye is to the point, and probably it
The prevalence of the belief
will be so next year.
in different parts of

is

England

curious.

G. L. G.
LISLE'S ASSASSINATION (V th S. vi. 467).
Bp. Burnet's account of the assassination is
" Her
[the Lady Lisle's] husband had been a regicide,
and was one of Cromwell's lords, and was called the
Lord Lisle. He went at the time of the restoration
beyond sea, and lived at Lausanne. But these desperate
Irishmen hoping by such a service to make their fortunes,
went thither, and killed him as he was going to church ;
and being well mounted and ill pursued, got into
France." 'Hist. His Own Time,' A.. 1685, vol. iii.

LORD

:

Lord

Lisle was not an English peer.
" other
of Oliver's
house," or

member
Lords.

He

served as one of Charles

and signed the death-warrant.
short account of him in Noble's

name

He was
House

I.'s

There

is

judges,
a very

'

His

Regicides.'

often occurs in the manuscript

a

and printed

EDWARD PEACOCK.

literature of the time.

ROLLING A BALL DOWN THE TABLE AFTER
DINNER (7 th S. vi. 489). Your correspondent's
second instance seems a relic of the ancient days
when the ball was the stake played for in country
matches, and the act of rolling it down the table
after dinner was probably the method adopted to
exhibit the trophy.
In my young days it was
always understood that the winners of the match

kept the ball, and every match, of course, was
ROBERT GODFREY.
played with a new one.
[Is there any connexion with the proverbial advice in
Yorkshire to keep the ball rolling; that
fun of a meeting flag 1]

WESTMINSTER LIBRARY

(7

th

S.

is,

ii.

do not

let

the

'
Selden's Table Talk with the marginal notes in
the hand of S. T. Coleridge, Gary's transcript of
which is printed in the ' Remains.' I have not
met with any later mention of the Westminster
It had nothing to do, I believe, with the
Library.
'

Westminster Institution, established about 1840,
afterwards merged into the existing Free Library
I have a copy of
in Great Smith Street.
Catalogue of Books in the Westminster Library,
with the Bye Laws and Regulations of the Library.
To which is added a List of Officers and Members.
" Le
Corrected to 1803." Written on the title is
This was doubtless
Grice, Sept. 22nd, 1804."
Charles Valentine Le Grice, the friend and schoolHe has bound up
fellow of Coleridge and Lamb.
the volume without the "List of Officers and
Members," but has included a portion of "A Catalogue of the Books contained in the London

"A

Library."
Although this fragment only begins
with sheet E, p. 33, the list of books seems comIs anything known of this earlier London
plete.
Library ? The literature in both collections is of
the most solid character, with a mere sprinkling
of poetry

vi.

minster Abbey, and consequently does not serve
As the Westminster Library was
purpose.

my

Jermyn

Street, I

am

novels.

J.

DYKES CAMPBELL.

HAMMONDS OF SCARTHINGWELL (7 th S. i. 107;
Would MR. HAMMOND kindly send me
252).

his address, as I wish to write to

the above family ?
Ben Eadan, Belfast.

J.

him concerning
A. WHITLA.

th
At the last
S. vi. 327, 477).
"
a paragraph on the celebrated Aqua
MARSHALL
in
which
the
REV.
E.
Tophania,"
quotes from C. Mackay's 'Memoirs of Extraordinary Popular Delusions,' vol. ii. pp. 202-16.
It is evident that the author quoted has hastily
paraphrased from the article on the above-mentioned poison in the well-known 'Curiosities of

POISON

reference

(7

is

Medical Experience,' pp. 152-3, by J. G. MilM.D., 1837, and for some unexplained
cause he has omitted to mention the source of
his knowledge.
The "Abbe Gagliardi" should
be Abb6 Gagliani, "Toffina" should be Tufinia.
lingen,

MR. MARSHALL

is

there corroborated as to the

poisoning by this preparation having taken place
in the seventeenth century, "during the pontificate

CLAIR BADDELEY.

240,

The book to which MR. JOHN AVERY, Jun.,
298).
referred me deals only with the
Library of Westsituated in

and

of Alexander VII."
ST.
5, Albert Hall Mansions, S.W.

447;

5, '89.

'

vi.

of

1

'
by Crabb Robinson in the Diary as a place at
which he was accustomed to read. It was there
that "Dante" Gary in 1819 found the copy of

p. 59, Ox., 1823.

ED. MARSHALL.

[7" S. VII. JAN.

surprised that it
should have escaped the attention of Mr.
Wheatley
when writing his book 'Round about Piccadilly
and Pall Mall.' It is mentioned more than once

TONY ASTON'S BRIEF SUPPLEMENT (7 th S. vi.
In your review of the new edition of 'An
489).
'

'

Apology
statement

for the Life of
is

twice

made

Mr. Colley Gibber' a
that

Aston's

'Brief

Supplement' is reprinted for the first time. This
is an error.
It was printed in the Cabinet; or,
Monthly Report of Polite Literature, London,
1807-8.
W. H. CUMMINGS.

7*

A

S.

VII. JAN.
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NIGHTCAP STRATAGEM

(7

th
_

S. vi. 48).

Th

think, in 'N.

&

Q.'

17
I will not pillory the book-

who was thus illtreated by his printer. He
was made to advertise for sale " Marryat (Capt.),

following historic story, which is doubtless tha
sought in PROF. BUTLER'S inquiry, I take from

seller

'A Thousand

Pirate and Three Butlers, beautifully illustrated,"
The association of the two great predatory
&c.
classes, by sea and by land, seemed to me, as the
"
aesthetics would say,
distinctly humorous."

Notable Things/ published by J

Gleave, Manchester (1822)
author does not impart

;

whence derived the

:

"

Henry, Earl of Holsatia, surnamed Iron because o
his strength, having got into favour with Edward III.,
King of England, by reason of his valour, was envied by
the courtiers, whereupon they one day, in the absence o
the king, counselled the queen, that forasmuch as th<
earl was preferred before all the English nobility, she
would make trial whether he was so noble born as he
gave out, by causing a lion to be let loose upon him, say
'
That the lion would not so much as touch Henry
ing,
if he was noble indeed.'
They got leave of the queen to

upon the earl. He was used to rise before
walk in the outward court of the castle to
take the fresh air of the morning. The lion was let
loose in the night, and the earl, having a nightgown cast
over his shirt, with his girdle and sword, coming down
stairs into the court, met there with the lion bristling his
hair and roaring. He, nothing astonished, said with a
stout voice, Stand, stand, you dog.' At these words the
lion crouched at his feet. To the great amazement of the
courtiers, who looked out of their holes to behold the
issue of this business, the earl laid hold of the lion, and
shut him up within his den ; he likewise left his nightcap upon the lion's back, and so came forth, without so
much as looking behind him. ' Now,' said the earl, calling to them that looked out of the windows, let him
amongst you all that standeth most upon his pedigree go
and fetch my night-cap
but they, being ashamed, with-

make
day,

trial

and

to

'

'

'

:

drew themselves."

E. E. N.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

PENDULUM CLOCKS (7 th S. vi. 286, 389).
"A clergyman in Glasgow possesses [1849]

made

for George

Mylne [master mason

House, Edinburgh, and on the dial-plate,
Kemember, man, that die thou must,

John Sanderson, Wigton, fecit 1512.
This is the oldest pendulum clock we have seen, except
one in the possession of Mr. Sharp, watchmaker, Dumfries, dated 1507, which is considerably prior to the date
of Galileo's first application of the pendulum to meMackie's ' Prisons, &c., of Mary, Queen of

chanism."
Scots.'

K. Phillips says,

Sir

was made 1641

"Bart

(S.), Anaesthesia, Hospitalism,

Herma-

phroditism, and a proposal to stamp out small-pox
and other contagious diseases, embellished with
wood engravings, thick 8vo., cloth, 2s., pub. 14s.,
1871"; and
Bart(J.), Selected Obstetrical and
Gynaecological Works, containing the substance of
his lectures on
Midwifery, thick 8vo., cloth gilt,
6s. 6d., 1871."
Both by Sir James Y. Simpson,
Bart.

"Bart (C. A.), A Treatise on Discolourations
and Fractures of the Joints, embellished with wood
engravings, thick 8vo., cloth gilt, 2s., 1862," i.e.,
Treatise on Dislocations,' &c.,
1822, by Sir Astley
Cooper, Bart.
J. p. p.
1

78,

Wimpole

Under

Street,

W.

the heading

"Numismatic" in a catalogue of second-hand books lately received I find a
list of eighteen works
relating to coins, tokens, and
medals wound up by " Money, a
Comedy, a poor
copy, Is., 1841." This is a curiosity of classification
ST. SWITHIN.
It is generally a rather
cheap laugh which is got
out of printers' errors ; but the
following, which
occurred in a recent
deserves a
I

catalogue,

niche,

first

pendulum clock

Covent Garden."
K. W. HACKWOOD.

SWIFT'S 'POLITE CONVERSATION' (7 th S. vi. 403).
My copy, which I have always regarded as belonging to the first edition, bears date 1738, being
printed at London for B. Motte and C. Bathurst,
at the Middle Temple Gate, in Fleet Street.
Lowndes mentions the same edition.
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
'

'

;

"The

for St. Paul's,

Bishopwearmouth,

CURIOSITIES OF CATALOGUING (7 th S. T. 505
vi. 54).
"Junior's (D.) Anatomy of Melancholy,
what it is," &c., hardly needs explanation.

a clock

at] flolyrood

BOMBASTES FURIOSO (7 th S. vi. 379). In your
Notices to Correspondents " at this reference you
" believe the author of '
Bombastes
say you
'

Furioso

'

^

is

unknown."

Davenport Adams,

in his

Dictionary of English Literature,' states him to be
William Barnes Rhodes. I suppose the ' DictionJOHN TAYLOR.
ary is an authority.
'

BALADE OF GENTILNESSE (7 S.
That there were two Scogans is a
326, 454).
'act which I never doubted ; and on looking further
nto the matter, I now think it equally certain
that the author of the ballad sent to the young
)rinces was named Henry, and that Caxton made
mistake (thinking, probably, at the time of his
own contemporary) in calling him John. Having
hus answered my own query, I cannot but express
my surprise' at A. H. failing to see the connexion
with the
Balade of Gentilnesse,' which shows
hat he cannot have read my note very carefully,
or otherwise, or if he had ever read Scogan's
)alkd at all, he must have seen that the connexion
CHAUCER'S

'

'

th

vi.

i

s very close, and it is just this connexion which
makes Scogan's ballad so specially interesting to
'haucer students.
F. N.

P.S.
Since writing the above, I have found
hat a John Scogan, who died in 1391, was suceeded in the lordship of the manor of Hanyles
Haviles), in East Kainham, co. Norfolk, by his

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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brother Henry, who appears a few years later, viz.,
IV., as owner of this and other property in
This Henry was doubtless our
the same parish.
the estate
poet, and at his death (11 Hen. IV.)
passed to his son Eobert.

9 Hen.

th
S. v. 127, 374 ;
(7
would appear that the lines quoted
from a letter of Charles Lamb's in Eliana,' at the
first reference, had originally nothing whatever to
do with Napoleon. I find that they were part of
and popular,
.a song which is still well known
namely, 'Hearts of Oak.' This was published,
together with the music, in the Universal Magazine
for March, 1760, pp. 152-3, and is there entitled
"A New Song, sung by Mr. Champness in
<
As it has been much
Harlequin's Invasion.'"
altered, the original version may, perhaps, be deemed
of
record in the pages of N. & Q.' It runs
worthy

THE

BRUSSELS GAZETTE

'

'

as follows

Come

:

cheer up,

my lads,

'tis

to glory

we

steer,

To add something more to this wonderful year
To honour we call you, not press you like slaves,
:

For who are BO free as we sons of the waves ?
Heart of oak are our ships, heart of oak are our men,

We always

are ready, steady boys, steady,

We "11 fight, and we '11 conquer again and again.
We ne'er see our foes, but we wish them to stay
;

They never see us, but they wish us away ;
If they ran, why we follow, and run them ashore
For, if they won't fight us, we cannot do more.

;

Heart of oak, &c.

They swear they '11 invade us, these terrible foes
They frighten pur women, our children, and beaus
;

;

But should

their flat-bottoms in darkness get o'er,
Still Britons they '11 find to receive them on shore.

Heart of oak, &c.

We

make 'em

run, and we '11 still make 'em sweat,
In spite of the devil, and Brussels gazette
Then cheer up, my lads, with one heart let us sing,
'11 still

:

Our

soldier?,

our

sailors,

our statesmen and King.
Heart of oak, &c.

The song was written under the inspiration of
the year (1759) of Pitt's greatest
triumphs, the
jear of Minden, and Quiberon, and Quebec."
""

J. F.

MANSKRGH.

Liverpool.
<l

"

OUR FATHER (7 th S. vi. 388, 474). The date
1552 was misplaced in my query. It
belongs to
the Second Prayer Book of Edward VI.
That
should
so
have
deviated
from
its
trespass
original
sense

is remarkable.
Trepas (a passage, hence a
passage from life,
death) has never meant sin, or
fault of any kind, in French.
The main purpose oi
my query was to ascertain the origin of the popular
form of the English Lord's Prayer.

HENRY ATTWELL.
Barnes.

AEBUTHNOT (7 S. vi. 427). Chalmers's 'Biographical Dictionary* states that in 1727 Arbuthnot
"took a house in Dover Street," and that he dice
th

Gardens."

his house in

Cork

5, '89.

Street, Burling-

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

NOTES ON BOOKS,

'

It

vi. 31, 134).

n 1734, "at
;on

VII. JAN.

&o.

Alumni

Oxonienses : ihe Members of the University of
Oxford, 1715 to 1886. Being the Matriculation Register of the University.
Alphabetically Arranged,
Revised, and Annotated by Joseph Foster. Vols. II.,
III., and IV,, completing the work.
(Parker & Co.)

WITH

expedition which seems "phenomenal," and for
his subscribers owe him their gratitude, Mr.
Foster has completed his heroic task of printing the
'
Alumni Oxonienses,' a record of the members of the
University of Oxford, 1715-1886, with their parentage,
The appearance
Birthplace, year of birth, and degrees.
of the first volume was chronicled in N. & Q.' (7 th S.
Its
shows
how
iv. 378).
worthily Mr. Foster
completion
wears the mantle of Col. Chester, and establishes him in
Work such as
a foremost place among genealogists.
Mr. Foster has crowded into the last half a dozen years
Far beyond the
is, indeed, in its line, unprecedented.
genealogist extend the obligations conferred. Thanks to
the information Mr. Foster is the first to supply, facts
and dates of the utmost importance to biographical and
historical research are now accessible.
No sign of haste
is there in the work he pours forth with industry so
So far as our researches extend and hia
unfailing.
various works have been frequently tested his compilations are as remarkable in accuracy as they are monumental in research. Of this matriculation register of
Oxford University the mere title conveys an idea of the
extent of labour involved. To give any insight into the
contents which the simple mention of the book does not
convey is not, of course, to be hoped. Under names
from Matthew Arnold to Samuel Wilberforce the reader
may satisfy himself of the plan and the execution of the
work, which occupies between sixteen and seventeen
hundred pages, closely printed in double columns. The

which

'

book thus defying analysis, we will give it warmly such,
Mr. Foster's list of suphelp as lays in our power.
porters is largely we may say principally composed
of subscribers or contributors to our own columns. It
includes thirteen Oxford and five Cambridge colleges,
the principal libraries in England and America, and
other public institutions. Large as seems the list, however, the result so far is a deficit of 2,OOOZ., which will
necessitate an augmented subscription for the four
volumes of the earlier series, 1500-1714, the MS. for
which is in an advanced state. Mr. Foster naturally
shrinks from committing himself to publication unless
his subscription list is greatly increased. With private
individuals it is, of course, frequently a question of
means, or other similar cause, and it is no mission of
ours to chide those whose names do not appear. It is,
however, fair to point out that in Mr. Foster's list does
not appear a single club, English or American ; that
Gray's Inn Library alone among the libraries of the
Inns of Court figures in the list ; that while the Royal
Library at the Hague and thirteen American libraries
secure the book, royal, parliamentary, and municipal patronage is refused to it in England and that
Sydney Public Library is the only institution in any
;

colony to support the undertaking.

It is, inEnglish
deed, remarkable that no name of nobleman, with the
exception of two bishops, or member of Parliament is
in the list. Of Mr. Foster's labours we can only say that
they are of national importance, and that what reward
or recompense a public or private recognition can afford

7ti>

S.

VII. JAN. 5/89. J
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his right. His publishers are Messrs. Parker & Co., of
Oxford and London. Subscriptions may, however, be
Bent to Mr. Foster, at 21, Boundary Road, N.W.

is

Kensington, Picturesque and Historical. By W. J. Loftie,
F.S.A. (Field & Tuer.)
IF local histories are henceforth to resemble that now
before us, they are destined to a place in the affections
of the bibliophile higher than has hitherto been assigned
them. Topographical works have (somewhat unjustly
books appealing to others
perhaps) been depreciated as
rather than true book-lovers. Whatever truth the charge
In
must
soon disappear.
might once have possessed
whatever light the new history of Kensington is regarded,
With its three hundred illustrations of
it merits praise.
of them in colours, and
spots of interest or beauty, many
all executed in a style of modern art, it puts in a claim
to general popularity, and is no less fitted for a place on
the dwelling-room table than on the library shelves. Its
importance as a record of whatever is known concerning
the "old Court suburb" commends it to the historical
reader, and its literary merits render it a worthy com'
same
panion to the homelier History of London of the
'

author, those full and elaborate pedigrees which commend a work of the class to the genealogist, and the
remains of interest which
special information concerning
are the delight of the antiquary, are alike supplied, and
the whole information is conveyed in a style which is
easy, flexible, and void of affectation.
Mr. Loftie's avowed aim has been to trace the history
of Kensington from the first appearance of the name till
to-day. With regard to the name of Kensington, as with
that of the hundred of Ossulton, in which it is situated,
he has had to dismiss with more or less of derision not
"
only the theories of a number of writers who think that

K

it must have somebecause Kensington begins with a
thing to do with a king," but those of the most important of his predecessors. From Thomas Faulkner, the
author of the 'History and Antiquities of Kensington,'
1820, as well as of historical and topographical accounts
of Chelsea, of Fulbam, and of Brentford, Baling, and
Chiswick, and Daniel Lysons, the historian of The Environs of London,' 1792-6, to Mr. Walford in his "splendid
"
book ' Old and New London,' all writers are heretical
as regards the derivation. Ossulton is, Mr. Loftie holds,
Oswulf's "ton," though who Oswulf was who gave the
name to the hundred he does not know, while Kensing"
of the Kensingas, a tribe who
ton is simply the " ton
appear also in other parts of England. No contemporary
to
reference
Kensington is discovered earlier than the
Norman Conquest, though in the account of it in the
Domesday Book there is a reference back to the time o'
Edward the Confessor. Twenty years later Kensington
was held by Albericus de Vere, at first under the grea
Bishop of Coutances (Chenesitum), in which name
Lysons, who is followed by Faulkner and others, foum
the origin of Kensington. The passage in the Domes
day Survey is quoted with a translation, and from thii
text a sermon of interest is delivered on the condition o
Kensington in the eleventh century. Of the family o
Vere a pedigree is given, with the descent of the manoi
of Kensington. Other pedigrees of Cope and Rich, o
Fox of Holland House, of Hicks and Noel of Camp
den House, are supplied. It is, of course, impossible t<
give a full account or analysis of Mr. Loftie's scheme 01
treatment. Beginning with the geography of Kensing
ton, which is accompanied by maps, Mr. Loftie devote
his second chapter to the Veres and their connexion witl
the manor. Holland House is treated in a third chapter
Old Kensington in a fourth, and Kensington Palace anc
Gardens in a fifth. The growth of Kensington, in spit(
of the restrictions upon building in the suburbs enforces
'

'
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n the seventeenth century, in consequence of renewed
utbreaks of the plague and the dangers of the journey
long the lonely park wall after nightfall, and the manner
n which it grew to be " the best, the most fashionable,
he most secure, and most healthy of all the Middlesex
It is but
illages," furnish matter of extreme interest.
latural that the associations, literary and artistic, of Kenington should receive full attention, and the houses of
Thackeray, Sir F. Leighton, Sir John Millais, Mr. G. F.
Some
Vatts, and others supply numerous illustrations.
of the more noteworthy tombs in Kensal Green are also
A
the
is
devoted
to
church.
On
the
reproduced.
chapter
>resent Church of St. Mary Abbots Mr, Loftie passes some
The illustrations also include a view of the
trictures.
ihort-lived Hippodrome.
The coloured illustrations include a dance in Kensington Square in 1815, the Row in
.793, Kensington Palace in the same year, Kensington,
hardens and Kensington Palace in 1744, and a com)osite representation of travelling in sedan
chairs.
Whatever the publishers could do for this book,
which by command is dedicated to the Queen, has been
done, and the arrangement of the inner portion of the
cover with a gold scroll on cloth is an attractive novelty
due to Mr. Tuer, sure to come into general use for works

and importance.

of character

AN

able

number of the Fortnightly opens with a paper

'

on War,' by Lord Wolseley, the importance of which it
Mr. Swinburne rhapsodizes
is not easy to overestimate.
on ' Victor Hugo.' Mr. J. A. Symonds contrasts 'Elizajetlian and Victorian Poetry.'
Mr. Oscar Wilde, under
the title Pen, Pencil, and Poison/ deals with ThomasGriffiths Wainewright, of whom he disposes as a wholeMr. Edmund Gosse writes on 'Ibsen's
sale poisoner.
Social Dramas,' and the Hon. George Curzon describes
A Visit to Bokhara.' As the Review is completed by
Mr. H. H. Johnston on ' The Ethics of Cannibalism,' Mr.
Mallock on The Scientific Basis of Optimism,' and Mr.
Frederic Harrison on ' The Future of Agnosticism,' it i&
readable from cover to cover. ' Posthumous Vicissitudes of James II.,' contributed by Mr. J. G. Alger to
the Nineteenth Century, gives a curious account, in part
taken from ' N. & Q.,' of the treatment accorded thebody of this monarch. Under the title of The Decay
of Lying,' Mr. Oscar Wilde sends a clever and paradoxical article. Dr. Jessopp has some valuable suggestions for turning to account the large stores of information still accessible and unused in the shape of MS.
records. Other important articles, mostly political, are
supplied, and bear very distinguished names.
Keeping up its high character, the Century begins with a
'
on
of
half
a
with
dozen
paper
Giotto,'
reproductions
pictures. Mr. Remington's 'Horses of the Plains' is
and
excellent
for
equally
illustrations, both
letterpress
are from the same source. * Pagan Ireland has great
Round about Galilee,'
interest, antiquarian and other.
'
The West Point of the Confederacy
rather sadden'
ing record of boyish heroism and The Life of Adminis'

'

'

'

'

'

'a

'

trative Exiles are excellent in their various ways.
to preserve and bind the Century is recklessness.

Not
The

volumes are a delight. In Macmillan, f Dr. Johnson's
Favourites' gives a very pleasing account of Bennet
A Practical PhilanLangton and Topham Beauclerk.
thropist and his Work' depicts the life and doings of
'
The Bloody Doctor of
Jean Baptist Andre Godin.
Mr. Addrew Lang deals with a fly affected by trout, and.
not with any more than ordinarily zealous professor of
'

'

'

the healing art.
The Practice of Letters is rather
severe upon the latest translator of Cellini's autobio'
Recolgraphy. Not very important are the Personal
'
lections of the Great Duke of Wellington contributed,
by Lady De Ros to Murray's, but they are agreeable
reading, and show the great captain in a pleasant light.
'
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is very touching.
Cloak,' by Maximo du Camp,
H. Statham, editor of the Builder, answers, with
the
recent
Lefevre's
paper
Shaw
some asperity, Mr.
of London.
Nineteenth Century on Public Buildings
on
heard
be
The Earl of Clarendon will, of course,
Our Library List will
Party Government.' We fancy
Men live
before long disappear.-In Temple Bar, What
Lechby from the Russian of Count Tolstoi, by Lady
of the
characteristic
specimen
an
is
admhobly
mere,
should
Charles Lamb's Letters
Russian author's work.
and
rather be called 'Lamb and Coleridge. 'Puns
Thomas Campbell are the subjects of papers. Mr.
John
'Late
Haweis writes in the Gentleman's on the
Ella and Mr. W. J. Lawrence gives an account <of PanCurious
tomime One Hundred and Fifty Years ago.'
Tenures is on a subject of constant interest to readers

The Old

Mr H.

m

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

of

'

N.

Berkeley Castle

Q.'

is

treated of in the English

In

Illustrated under Glimpses of Old English Homes.'
addition to good views of the place some ' of the fine
Gwalior is
are reproduced.
pictures in the collection
the subject of an excellent paper, with illustrations, by
'

[7'

h S.

VII. JAN

5,

'*

he mother country. Melbourne has also a suburb named
"
iew. "A vanished wonderland is the title given to the
ake district of New Zealand, to which the work then
of
the
Part XIII.
Dictionary of Cookery
jroceeds.
inishes the work, to which it gr">~->
and index,
with a useful appendix.
:

PART LXII. of Mr. Haf Mr. Swinburne an''

'-'

1

***^ g ve s travesties
^WJWJ
r
Sims.
i

it.

inder (Clowes & Sons) is freely
No. XVIII. of th
the
and handsomely illivj^^d. Some of the colour-printed
*.

)ook-covers are ver,

omarkable.
1

Woman's World has a well-ilia- ated paper on' Fans,'
and a second oa The A rincesse .e Talleyrand.' There
'

are some good views of Fontarabia, one of the most pic;uresque portion'' of northern Spain.

THE Rev. W. S. Lach-Szyrma has reprinted his sermon
on The Lesson of the Armada.

'

the Hon. Lewis Wingfield. Mr. Oscar Wilde has a paper
on ' London Models.' An engraving of The Virgin and
di Credi in the
Child,' from the painting by Lorenzo
'

National Gallery,

is

the frontispiece.' Studies of Ele-

some essays
mentary School Life,' in Longman's, gives
'
A Queen Anne
by boys which are sufficiently comic.
In * At
interest.
has
a
Pocket Book
mildly antiquarian
the Sign of the Ship Mr. Lang furnishes some variants of
rhymes concerning which he might with advantage have
In a Burmese Prison,' in the
N. & Q.'
consulted
Cornhill, gives a grim account of life under unfavourable
'

'

'

'

re'Pickwick' introduces much matter
conditions.
'
'
'
The Grocer's War tells
cently discussed in N. & Q.'
'

again a very strange story.' Mistletoe and Holly is
treated of, with other subjects, in All the Year Round.

SOMEWHAT behind time appears the concluding number for 1888 of Le Lime. The most remarkable paper
'
La Destruction Volontaire des Livres ou
it contains is
It gives an
la Bibliolytie,' and is by M. F. Drujon.
account of the books destroyed by their authors and by
other individuals. The list is long, no fewerthan 268 works
being included in the list given, of which the first half
only appears. The whole is very curious. An illustration
representing a lovely binding of La Franchise du Siecle,'
in the possession of the author, M. Octave Uzanne, accompanies the number.
MESSRS. CASSELL & Co. 's publications lead off with Old
and New London, Part XVI. This begins about Cornhill and the neighbourhood adjacent, and gives representations of Crosby Hall in 1790, Gresham House in
'

Bishopsgate Street, Cornhill in 1630, an excellent representation of the old India Ofiice in 1803, Stow's monument in St. Andrew Undershaft, old Bethlehem Hospital,
and other spots of interest. Our Own Country, now at
the forty-eighth part, with no sign of stoppage, deals with
Flintshire and Winchester.
capital view of Winchester
serves as frontispiece, and is followed by one of Rhuddlan
in
views
Winchester are supplied.
Castle.
striking
Many
The Illustrated Shakespeare, Part XXXVI., is occupied
'
Third.'
with King Richard the
Full-page illustrations
include the mourning of Queen Margaret, Clarence and
Brakenbury, Queen Elizabeth lamenting, the Prince oJ
Wales and Buckingham proceeding to the Tower, and
the progress of Hastings to his death. Part X. of the
translation of Naumann's History of Music is occupied with the Old French school and the Netherlands to the beginning of the Renaissance. It reproduces two designs of Van Eyck from Ghent, and
has a portrait of Meyerbeer. Still in Melbourne, Picturesque Australasia, Part III., gives an animated scene on
Brighton beach, not to be confounded with Brighton in

A

MR. G. BIRKBECK HILL

writes from 3, The Crescent,
" I have entered into an
engagement with
the Delegates of the Clarendon Press to collect and

3xford

:

Dr. Johnson's letters. A very large number of
in print, but scattered through many volumes ;
Since I pubmany others still remain in manuscript.
'
lished my edition of Boswell's Life of Johnson I have,
through the kindness of correspondents, received copies
of not a few which I had never before seen. Many, I
have reason to know, still remain hidden away in the
desks of collectors of autographs. May I through your
columns appeal to the owners of such letters to furnish
me with copies? If they would trust me with the originals they would greatly add to the favour. The registered letter-post is a very secure mode of transmission.
Whatever I receive shall be returned without delay. If
only a copy is sent I venture to ask that the spelling and
punctuation of the original be exactly followed. In the
case of those letters which have been published, I would
suggest that they should be collated by their owners, and
that I should be informed of any inaccuracy. Johnson's
handwriting is not always clear, and not a few errors
have been committed by the copyists. As I hope to supplement this work by a similar edition of the letters of
Boswell, I venture to make the same requests in his case

edit

them are

'

also."

to

We must call special attention
ON all communications must

to the following notices :
be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
head the second communication " Duplicate."

to

GEO.

KER

HODSON.

"

Jun., Esq.,"

the customary

is

sequence.

CORRIGENDUM. 7 th S.
Luck " read Leech.

vi.

for "

508, col. 1,

1.

14 from bottom,

NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and

"at

Business Letters to "The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule

we can make no

exception.
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probable that the chronicler would take precedence
of the king, or that his name would be allowed a
place in the rich foliation when those of kings,
heroes, and architects were not so highly honoured.
man who had deserved such esteem of his king
would most probably still exist in the memory of

A

His name and his chronicles
present generations.
could not have so completely disappeared from the
pages of contemporary writers had he, in that grand
era of heroic navigators, outshone all by his writings.

Tanias

is

a myth.

Is

it

likely that the

names

of

Gama and Nuno

Cabral, who had opened
the eastern and western gates of the New World to
commerce, should have been relegated to comparative obscurity, and that this Tanias, of whom we
know absolutely nothing, should have been immortalized by having his name inscribed amid the
elaborate foliation springing from the sides of a
sacred edifice, the last resting-place of some kings

Vasco da

of glorious memory ?
Many of the other derivations are equally absurd,

and that given by John Latouche (Oswald Crawfurd) in his Travels in Portugal is not worthy of
much consideration. But Mr. Crawfurd is so
happy in most of his other suggestions that I may
be allowed to repeat what he says on this subject
'

'

:

Notices to Correspondents, &c.

Jfrrtd

"TANIAS EL BEY."
So many descriptions of the monastery of Batalha
have been published at various times that it would
be impossible to add to our knowledge of this
wonderful pile, which has found so many admirers
among the savants of all countries. Of all the
descriptions, however, the most beautiful is that of
Fr. Luiz de Souza in his ' Historia de S. Domingos,'
and the most correct that published in the Ecdesio-

That the Portuguese place
August, 1854
too great a value on the building, from an architectural point of view, it is needless to say.
No
fewer than five architects seem to have been en"
gaged on this sacred edifice, composed of spires,
pinnacles, pierced battlements, and flying buttresses"; but to the last, Matheus Fernandez, who
died in 1515, belongs the glory of having built the
"
Capella Imperfeita," or Unfinished Chapel, whose
western arch surpasses in richness everything else
in the building.
On the western side of this arch
are repeated with great frequency the words "Tanias
el Key," among knots, flowers, and foliage, and the
meaning of these words has given rise to great disputation at various times. By the majority of the
Portuguese the words are supposed to commemorate
the name of King D. Manoel's chronicler, but a
careful search into contemporary history reveals no
such name as Tanias. Then, again, it is very imlogist for

21

.

" Tanias el
Eey is, I have no doubt, only an anagram
of Arte e Linyas. The puzzle is a good one, though not
for
the El rey is very misleading, and the use
fair,
quite
of the Latinized Portuguese of the period has clearly
off the scent."

thrown the antiquaries

How the author

of

'

Travels in Portugal

'

arrived

at such a conclusion is as great a puzzle to me as
the inscription is to him. Under the roof of the

monastery of Batalha were buried, as I have already

many of the kings, queens, princes, and
grandees of Portugal, and the building itself was
erected to commemorate the great victory won at
Aljubarrota, which secured the independence'of
Portugal. The original church was finished before
1416, but the Capella Imperfeita was commenced
at the close of the fifteenth century, shortly after
the accession of King D. Manoel the Fortunate,
just when the discoveries of Vasco da Gama and
Nuno Cabral were astonishing the world and
filling the coffers of the Portuguese monarch.
said,

D. Manoel, it is well known, expended large
sums in the erection of splendid edifices, and it can
easily be conceived that a monarch whose ruling
passion was to raise majestic piles should have
built a chapel like the Capella Imperfeita, in which
eventually he might be placed to rest. This would
only be following out what other kings and many
private persons had done before and have done
That he was not buried there, but at Belem,
since.
means nothing more than that it was decided to
bury him at Belem in the magnificent monastery
which he had caused to be erected. Having accepted this theory, which to me seems reasonable,
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I understand the words "Tanias el Key" to signify
"
and I arrive at
Stop be still here lies the king,"
this conclusion by the following simple reading
Ta is an interjection signifying in Portuguese hold,
is
hands.
forbear, stop, be still, keep off your
the place, and as the abbreas
!

!

:

N

P*" s.

vn.
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notice the sympathetic cure. He was answered by W.
Foster, parson of Hedgley, Bucks., in 'Hoplocrismaspongus, or a Sponge to wipe away the Weapon
Salve,' 4to., 1631, whereupon came forth 'Dr.
Fludd's Answer unto M. Foster, or The Squeesing

of Parson Foster's Sponge,' London, 4to., pp. 220,
"here," and 1631. Dr. John Hales, of Eton, also wrote against
las is simply jas Dr. Fludd in a letter to Sir K. Digby, printed with
gives a finish to the anagram.
'
Nicolai
Others are
used in Portugal to this day on all his 'Golden Remains.'
(lies), which is
de PulvereSympatheticoDissertatio,' Paris y
tombstones, and is a corruption ofjacet. Sculptors Papinii
1650 and 1681 ; La Poudre de Sympathie dej an i, as the u is rendered v.
invariably render the
"
here lies the king." fendue centre les Objections de M. Cattier,' par
Silence
El Key, the king
What more appropriate words could we imagine N. Papin, Paris, 1651, both 8vo.; 'History of
C. SELLERS.
Generation, examining the opinion of Sir K.
for such a place ?
Digby, with a Discourse on the Cure of Wounds
by N. Highmore, M.D., 16mo.,
by Sympathy,'
'
DICTIONARY OP NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY': 1651 ; Medicina Magnetica or, the Rare and
Wonderful Art of Curing by Sympathy,' by C.
NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.
Irvine (?), 12mo., 1656; 'Aditus Novus ad
(See 6tb S. xi. 105, 443; xii. 321; 7* S. i. 25, 82, 342,
376; ii. 102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325, 422; Occultas Sympathise et Antipathiee Causas inv. 3, 43, 130, 362, 463, 506.)
veniendas,' by Sylvester Rattray, M.D., Glasgow,
Theatrum SympathetiVol. XV.
18mo., Tubingae, 1660 ;
P. 2 a. Prior's reference to Dibben is in the folio cum,' 12mo., Norimb., 1660, 1661, 1662, containing Fludd, Digby, Rattray, Papin, Goclenius,
edition of his 'Poems/ 1718.
'
P. 32 a. R. Ascham salutes a person named Strauss, Helmont, and several others ; Lettre a
sur
des
M.
B
Operations
,
I'impossibilit6
Sym~
his
letters
Dickinson in one of
(1602, p. 214).
pathetiques,' 12mo., 1697; 'The Art of Curing
P. 35 a. For "Rutly" read Rutty.
"
"
Sympathetically proved to be true,' by H. M. HerP. 36 b. For Muskam read MusTcham.
wig, 12n>o.,1699. Digby's 'Sympathy' was quoted'
P. 53 a. Dive. 56 a. Dyve.
P. 62 a. Thomas Randolph also wrote 'An by Malebranche ('Search after Truth,' book ii,
i. chap, vii.) and by J. A. Blondel (' Power of
Elegie upon the Lady Venetia Digby,' 1668, p. 28. part
He also dedicated his 'Jealous Lovers' to Sir Mother's Imag.,' 1729). The weapon-salve was
Kenelm Digby in verse. Sir J. Denham mentions made known to modern readers by Sir W. Scott,
'
a Latin MS. by Mancini on the Cardinal Virtues,' who gave a long account of it in the notes to the
which had passed through the learned hands of Sir 'Lay of the Last Minstrel,' iii. xxiii. More in.
rd
nd
K. D. (' Poems,' 1684, p. 145). On Lady Venetia 'N. & Q.,' 2 S., 3 S., s.v. "Weapon-Salve."
a.
For
65
66
see'N. & Q.,' 7 th S. iii. 162, 209.
b,
"Higham" read Highmore.
Pp.
P. 65 b. For "Hartmann" read Hartman.
Pp. 64-5. Sir K. Digby's 'Observations on
P. 70 b. Blundevile refers to Digges's PantoReligio Medici,' 12mo. 1644. They were answered

employed

viation of

denoting

"in

the."

It is used for

:

'

!

:

'

'

He
1645.
by Alex. Ross, 'Medicus Medicatus,'
'
Bodies and the
also replied to Digby's work on
'
'
Soul in the Philosophicall Touchstone,' sm. 4to, ,
1645 ; ' Demonstratio Immortalitatis Animee,'
edited by Thomas White, translated into Latin by
J.

1664 ;
K.

'

1651, 1655

Francof., 8vo.,
Peripateticall Institutions in the way of

Paris, folio,

L.,

;

D.,' by Thomas White, 12mo., 1656;
'
Digby's Powder of Sympathy,' 12mo., third edition, 1660, fourth, 1664; and in French, Paris,
1658, 1681; also with the 'Treatise of Bodies,'
'
1669. Of his Receipts there seem to be editions

Sir

'

'
1668, 1675, 1677; of the Closet Opened,' 1669,
'
1671, 1677; of Chymical Secrets,' 1682.
George
Hartman also issued ' The True Preserver and Re-

storer of Health,' 8vo., 1682, 1684, 1695

;

'Family

John Hartman pubPhysitian,' small 4to., 1696.
'
lished Royal and Practical Chymistry,' fol. 1670.
'
On D.'s works see Birch, Hist. Roy. Soc.,' ii. 82 ;
Watt, 'Bibl. Brit.' Dr. Robert Fludd seems to
have been the

first

English author to bring into

'

Exercises,' 1606, 314 b.
P. 101. Prof. Disney was an examiner for the

metria,'

Craven scholarship, 1759 (Wrangham's 'Zouch/
vol.

i.

p. xxxi).

a. Pope's praise of Sir W. Dixey (1710)
in Curll's ' Miscellany,' 1727, i. 42.
"
"
P. 127 b. For
Mapleton read Mappleton.
P. 130 b. For "Kennet" read Kennett.
P. 135. Much about Dobree in Prof. PrymeV
'
'
Reminiscences'; Life of Bishop Wordsworth.'
P. 140 a. There is a long account of WilliamDockwra, his scheme and his difficulties, in Delaune's 'Present State of London,' 1681, pp. 350
He was a merchant, native, and citizen of
sq.
London, formerly a sub-searcher in the Custom

P. 123

He

had eight young children. The
penny post was at his house,
formerly that of Sir Robert Abdy, Knt. He began the penny post in April, 1680 (not 1683 as

House

there.

chief office of the

here).

Pp.

145-6,

Richard Baxter

calls

John Dod

7*
*'
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s.

and says that his book on the Com'
"of small price and great use ('Ref
His 'Sayings' and 'Sermon on
85, 153).

excellent,"

mandments
Past.,'

is

Malt' have been often reprinted as chap-books.
On the malt sermon see Penny Magazine, 1832
p. 6; E. H. Barker's 'Lit. Anec.,' i. 103; Athe'
nceum, 1869 ; Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and
Fable,' 545; 'New and Old,' 1876, iv. 16; BickerSee also
dyke's 'Curios. Ale and Beer,' 1887.
<N. & Q.,' 6 th S. ii. 327; iii. 13.
P. 157 a. Much about William Dodd in 'N. &
th
He published two sermons
Q.' (see 5 S. i. 488).
on fasting, preached at West Ham and St. Olave's,
Hart Street (second edition, 1756).

A

P. 158.

'

Treatise of Estates,' ascribed to Sir
J. Doddridge, was printed with some of Sir
Noy's works, 1757, 1821.
P. 160. On Doddridge's "gay temper" see
Roberta's 'Life of H. More,' ii. 453.
His 'Expositor was recommended by Bishops Porteus of
London, Barrington of Durham, and Pretyman

Wm.

'

Tomline

'

True Churchmen,'
383; 'Life of W. Wilber force '; Tyerman's 'Oxford Methodists').
1802,

of Lincoln (Overton,

p.

P. 168 a. Thomas Warton sounds Dodington's
lov'd name" in verse ('Poems,' 1748, p.

"much
32).

P. 178

When R. W.

Sibthorpe seceded to the
'
published his
Reasons,'
Dodsworth replied in a letter, "Why have you
become a Romanist ? " 8vo., 16 leaves, three editions, 1842.
P. 185 a. An account of Doggett's rowing prize
in the Free-Thinker, August 1, 1718.
P. 191 b. Sir G. Wheler's congratulatory letter
a.

Roman Church and

to Dolben on becoming
Archbishop of York
{Wrangham's 'Zouch,' ii. 156; Patrick's 'Auto-

23

See N. & Q.,' 3 rd
Cyrus read Gyres.
Pp. 441-2. Sir F. Drake is mentioned in Blunde'
vile's
Exercises' and in Owen's 'Epigrams.'
'
Pp. 446-7. James Drake. See N. & Q.,' 1" S.
viii. 272, 346 ; 3 rd S. iv. 435
5 th S. ii. 389.
His
'Ancient and Modern Stages Surveyed,' against
Collier, 1699; translated Leclerc's 'History of
'
edited Secret Memoirs of Dudley,'
Physic,' 1699
1706.
His 'Anatomy,' 2 vols., 1750; 'Anthropologia,' an appendix, 1728 ;
Onania,' 1737.
P. 448. Nathan Drake belonged to the same
family as Dr. Samuel of Pontefract. He dedicated
his
Winter Nights,' 1820, to his mother, living
in York, in her eighty-eighth year.
No mention
'
is made of his two earliest
works, The Speculator,'
1790; 'Poems,' 1793. Notices of him in Monthly
Literary Recreations, No. 7, January, 1807 ;
'Living Authors,' 1816 ; Annual Biog., xxi. 1837,
p. 448; Allibone; Cleveland, 'Eng. Lit. Nineteenth Cent.'; portrait engraved by Tomkins and
Thomson.
P. 449 a. "Love's Name Lives, or a Publication
of Divers Petitions presented by Mistris Love to
the Parliament on behalf of her Husband ; also
P. 402

a.

S. ix. 107.

Hugh" Downman.
"

'

For

;

;

'

'

him by Dr. Drake, &c.,
1651."
P. 449 b. Samuel Drake was a pupil of John
Cleveland, whose works he edited with a memoir
several Letters sent to

D. N. B.,' xi. 50, 52). His two assize sermons at
York, 9eov AtaKoi/os, 1669, and 'Totum Hominis,'
March 15 (? year), were published by Wm. Miller,
Gilded Acorn, St. Paul's Churchyard.
His engraved portrait, 4to., by Birrel and Wilkinson.
'
See much in Holmes's Pontefract,' 1887.
P. 450 a. 'Concio ad Clerum,' 1719 (on St.
Matthew xxvi. 29), is here attributed to both
Samuel Drakes. There is a ' Concio by Dr. S.
Drake (? which) on Acts xvii. 22, 23.
Samuel
Drake, jun., was born at Pontefract, 1688, edu('

'

biography,' 35).
P. 193 b. For
Thorpe.
P. 201

"

"

Bishopsthorpe

read Bishop-

For " Spalatro" read Spalato.
P. 206 a. For " Anderby " read Ainderby.
P. 212 a, line 8 from foot.
Insert inverted

comma

a.

after "untenable."

i.

See De Quincey's account of Donne's
'Biathanatos' in his essay 'On Suicide' ('Eng.
P. 228

cated at Sedbergh, entered as a sizar at St. John's,
Cambridge, May 4, 1704 (' Adm. Reg. St. John's,
'
Cambridge'; Whitaker's Richmondshire,' 1823,

Opium-Eater

').

1801,

p. 68.

Annual

of Donne's satires.

Coleridge's praise of his sermons ('Table-Talk,' June 4, 1830) and defence of
him against Pope and Warbwrton (' Lectures on
Shakspere,' 1883, pp. 358, 410, 427).
P. 238 b. Bishop Dopping married a sister of

William Molyneux, Locke's correspondent (Locke's
"Letters,' 1708, p. 211).

"Quainton" read Quinton

(?)

(bis).

P. 338 a. On Bishop Douglas and his 'Criterion*
see Mathias, ' Purs, of
Lit.,' 300, 432.

Register,

His portrait engraved by Bromley.

W.

Archbishop Trench's character of

Donne ought not to be overlooked ('Household
Book Eng. Poet.,' 403-4). Parnell versified some

P. 249 b. For

328).

P. 450 b. William Drake.

a.

CHRISTENDOM OF CLOTHES.
[.

C. B.

'

In Henry VIII.,'
the Lord Chamberlain says of the Englishlately returned from France

iii.,

men

:

Their clothes are after such a Pagan cut too,
That sure th' have worn out Christendom.

The phrase

is

puzzling, though,

if it

stood alone,

might be passed over with the explanation, that
the clothes in their outlandish cut had lost, i.e.,
t

never possessed, a proper Christian look.
'
find a similar phrase in Lyly's Euphues

But I

'

Arber).

mde

He

is

of apparel,

443,
against
he says, "Bicause you are

counselling the

and

ladies

(p.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
brave, disdains not those that are base thinke with
yourselves that russet coates have their ChristenHere the appearance of some special
dome."
And moreallusion is too definite to be set aside.
over the two passages strengthen each other ; the
double occurrence makes it more than doubly
:

to accept any explanation which only
What is this "Christendom"
explains away.
which has
christening, or Christian character
been received by the russet coat (no less than by the
difficult

[7*

s.

vn.

JAH.

12,

Burney, as appears from Coxe, u.s., p. 207, did
not know who the author was. Archdeacon Coxe
was intimate with B. Stillingfleet, and I suppose
his statement as to the authorship is conclusive.
He has been followed by 'Penny Cyclopaedia,'
'English Cyclopaedia,' the 'Biographical Dictionaries' of Chalmers and Rose, the 'Biogr. Univ./
'

Michaud, and the Nouv. Biogr. G6nrale/

ed.

ed.

Hoefer.

may be added that was from the popularity
Can it have been a custom of B. Stillingfleet at Mrs. Montagu's assemblies
lady's costly robe*) ?
to obtain the Church's blessing on new clothes ? that the blue or grey worsted stockings worn by
If there were such a custom, a reason for it would him gave their name to such assemblies, and so to
As to this Mr.
It is an old and widespread the ladies who frequented them.
not be far to seek.
superstition that smart clothes, and especially new Coxe (i. p. 237n) quotes Bisset's Life of Burke/
clothes, attract the evil eye, which folk might p. 83 (vol. i. p. 126 in second edition), a reference
'
New
naturally seek to avert by obtaining a priestly which may be added to that given in the
"
Blue-stocking."
blessing on their clothes before they put them on. English Dictionary/ s.v.
This is the merest conjecture, and I offer it for
J. POWER HICKS.
what it is worth. Perhaps some reader may be
A short
SHOEMAKER'S
ANNOUNCEMENT.
MS.
able to throw further light on the subject, or to
time ago, whilst compiling Curiosities of Births,
a
of
better
two
On
give
explanation
my
passages.
and Deaths' for Cheshire Notes and
I well remember Marriages,
the matter of the superstition
Queries, I was glancing down "Miscellanea" in
from
a
Miss
well
known
hearing
Whately,
lady
the columns of the Manchester Mercury and Harfor her work in Cairo, an account of some sickness
It

it

'

'

:

or other trouble befalling a boy who attended her
school, which his parents persistently attributed
to an evil eye brought upon him by a pair of new
boots procured for him by Miss Whately.
0. B. MOUNT.

SIR JOHN HAWKINS.
*

rop's General Advertiser,
satire

A MS. Bill in the window of

Watt,

Watt does so ascribe
"
"
Principles and s.v. "Hawkins ").
xlv.

Review

is silent

of the book

is

as to
also

The Monthly
the authorship.
The credit
given to Sir John Hawkins,

without any sign of hesitation, in the British
Museum Catalogue (s.v. "Principles" and s.v.

" Hawkins

").

to be by Sir

himself

On what ground

John Hawkins

the book

I cannot find.

is

said

Watt

"Stillingfleet") assigns it to Benjamin
Stillingfleet, and so does Archdeacon Coxe in his
(s.v.

'

Literary Life, &c., of Benjamin Stillingfleet/ LonThere (at vol. i. c. 13, pp. 205
don, 1811, 8vo.
sqq.) is a pretty full account of the book, which
was rather an amplification than a translation of
Tartini's 'Trattato di Musica.'
Coxe says at p.
208n. that the book, though anonymous, attracted
notice, and mentions the critique of it in the

Monthly Review, November and December, 1771,
the year of

its

publication.

This

is

contained in

above mentioned, and it may be inferred
that Coxe found nothing in it at variance with his
own account of the authorship of the book. Dr.
vol. xlv.

* I
suppose

we may thus complete

Lyly's sentence.

collier

near

The whole

Britannica/ and Monthly Review,
the book (s.v.

'Bibliotheca
vol.

a

disordered feet repaired
the wounded heeld,
Constitution mended
and the Body supported

ascribed to Sir

is

authorities cited are

a

Surgery
performed on aged
Boots and Shoes
broken Legs sett and bound upright

In Halkett and Laing's

1771, 4to.,

The

eyes as

Cripplegate, London.

Dictionary
Anonymous and Pseudonymous
Literature/ &c., 'The Principles and Power of

Harmony/ London,

my

:

of

John Hawkins.

Tuesday, March 19, 1816.

The following paragraph caught

by
a

new

By T. T.
FREDERICK LAWRENCE TAVARE".
30,

Sole.

Rusholme Grove, Manchester.

WHISTLING.

There

in the Free-Thinker,

is

A

writer
nothing new.
1, 1718, in a paper

August

'

on Sports/ hopes
"that we may have no more Whistling nor Grinning
Matches
Let them not call the Country People together, upon Holydays, to be Witnesses to their Puerile
:

Genius."

W.
KITTERING.

C. B.

A

man who has much to do with
has many opportunities of hearing

courts of justice
strange forms of expression, archaic or otherwise,
and even coinages of words. These last are more
common in the case of non- English-speaking folk,
who apply the analogies of their mother tongue to
the production of queerly sounding words.
For
instance, a witness of German birth, giving his
evidence in imperfect English, made use of the
form
for expensive. But where there
"expansible"
is no
foreign influence at work we may find new

?th

S VII. JAN. 12,
.
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In the examination of a witness recently,
he was asked how the boy crossed the street ; to
which he replied, " A little bit kittering, I should
say." The presiding judge explained to the jury,
" He means
obliquely." I have ransacked many
dictionaries, and cannot find any word at all re*
sembling it, and therefore I send it to N. & Q.
for consideration, with the remark that, after all, it
more than a mispronunciation of
may be nothing
"
the word quartering."
JOHN E. NORCROSS.
things.

or would emigrate, because he had strongly marked
At his birth the peculiarity had
veins on his nose.
been noticed, and a fear expressed as to his future.
Is this bit of folk-lore common ?

W. D. SWEETING.
Maxey, Market Deeping.

'

Brooklyn, U.S.

" TROWSES."

This word
'

is

to be found in the

head from the sun with a hood, their body
from the cold with trowses"
RALPH N. JAMES.
their

BENT OR BENNET.

The meaning
'

word

of this

New

not quite correctly given in the
English
bent in North Derbyshire is a tuft
Dictionary.'
"
"
or
tussock
of coarse grass, left untouched by
cattle in a pasture.
That being so, the meaning
of such place-names as Bentley, The Bents, Bents
is

:

A

W. H.

'

Janua Linguarum of Komensku,
printed by John Redmayne, London, 1670. At p.
94 he says: "Who contented themselves to cover
translation of the

BEZONIAN. The following use of the word is two
years earlier than the earliest given in the Philo*
New English Dictionary " But
logical Society's
"
the cowardlie besonions (Sir Roger Williams, '
Briefe Discourse of Warre,' London, 1590, 8vo.,
p. 9, third line from bottom).

A

Green, Totley Bents, Benty Field, &c., is clear.
These tufts are very conspicuous in the pastures of
moorland farms, or in places newly brought into
cultivation, and one can therefore easily understand how the place-name would arise.
S. 0.

ADDY.

'

Orygynale Cronykil of Scotland,' there was sent

to

him a

"THE ONE" AND "THE

OTHER."

When

mentioned, as the furthest in thought,
"
ferred to as
first

importance, and fills thirty-five chapters ; indeed,
considering that Wyntoun's chronicle ends in 1408,
leaving only eighteen years for his own story of
his own time, it is not too much to say that, viewed
as history, this borrowed part as a contemporary
record of events by an eye-witness is the most important of the whole. There is not a shadow of
plagiarism in the case ; the gift was freely made, it
was unreservedly accepted, and it could not have

the other."

Till within a

comparatively recent period (and

by recent period I mean the second

Than me, commendis

Bk.

R.

M. SPENCE, M.A.

of Arbuthnott, N.B.

[Soe

5"' S. xii.

205;

6th s. viii. 444.]

VEINS IN THE NOSE. A young man belonging
to this parish was drowned while
bathing last summer. I was told afterwards that it had
always been
that
he
would
come
to
an untimely end,
expected

ix. ch. x.

1.

116L

writer,
for (expressing himself this time in the third per-

son) he says

Qwha

century) the rule which I have formulated was

"We are unto God a sweet savour of Christ, in them
that are saved, and in them that
perish. To the one
we are the savour of death unto death; and to the other
the savour of life unto life." 2 Cor. ii. 15, 16.

this tretis.

Yet Wyntoun did not know who was the

half of this

observed without exception by all who wrote or
who spoke correctly. Now, I am safe to say, the
rule is so habitually reversed that
any one writing
or speaking correctly is
pretty sure to be misunderstood. Of the correct form, now
flagrantly departed
from, I give a notable instance from that purest
type of English, the Authorized Version of the
Bible:

:

Qwha that it dytyt,* nevyrtheles,
He shawyd hym off mare cunnandnes,

two

is re-

did not

Wyntoun

product of another's pen; on the contrary,
"
he tells us he " was rycht glade " and " ekyd it
to his own work.
It was an instalment of prime
reject this

subjects are referred to, the last mentioned, as the
nearest in thought, is referred to as " the one," the

Manse

large contribution narrating the history of

Scotland from 1323 to 1390.

been more handsomely acknowledged

Sheffield.

SPARLING.

ANONYMOUS AID. Some time prior to the year
1424, when Androw of Wyntoun was writing his

:

that dyde, he wyst rycht noucht

Bot that

hym on cas wes browcht,
that ilk dytef
Consequenter he gert wryt.
Bk.viii.ch. xix.

And in

;

till

till

1.

2959.

was no mere body of facts which was thus
sent him as raw material for his muse ; the instalIt

ment, a finished production in verse of the same
style and metre as his own
:

Before

And

hym

wryttyn he redy fand.
Bk. viii. ch. xix.

1.

2956*.

he simply incorporated it, making,
as we have seen, the most generous recognition.
as such

Does

literary history record many similar entirely
honest appropriations of anonymous labours where
the part appropriated bears so large a proportion to
GEO. NEILSON.
the value of the whole ?

CHARLES II. AND HIS DOGS. These two advertisements appeared in Mercurius Publicus directly
* Wrote.

f Writing.
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m

The first was no doubt drawn now found it employed in 1824. In an article called
who is mentioned in it. Th<
The Confessions of a Cantab,' which appears in
the sixteenth volume of Blackwood's Magazine,
second must have been written by the king him
after the Restoration.
up by the John Ellis

*

self:

"

p.

A Smooth

then a Grey-hound, with
white under his breast, belonging to the King's Majesty
was taken from Whitehal the eighteenth day of this in
stant June, or thereabout. If any one can give notice to
John Ellis', one of his Majesties Servants, or to his
Majesties Back-stayrs, shall be well rewarded for their

Black Dog,

less

June 21-28, 1660.
"We must call upon you again for a Black Dog
between a Greyhound and a Spaniel, no white about him
onely a streak on his Brest, and his Tayl a little bobbed.
It is His Majesties own Dog, and doubtless was stoln, for
the Dog was not born nor bred in England, and would
never forsake His Master. Whosoever findes him may
acquaint any at Whitehal, for the Dog was better known
at Court, than those who stole him. Will they never leave
robbing His Majesty? Must he not keep a Dog? This Dog's
place (though better then some imagine) is the only
place which nobody offers to beg." June 28-July 5,

461, the following passage occurs
" The
and

gownsmen

snobs stood

still

looked, smiled,

"
Possibly this was the
dog that the King loved,
which came ashore with Pepys at Dover (' Diary,'
May 25, 1660). Or it may have been the dog to
which Rochester refers in one of his satires against
Charles II.
His very dog at Connal-board
Sits grave and wise as any lord.

passed on

'

History of Insipids.'

notice

:

" Lost on the

6"> instant a black and white Bitch
(one
of his Majesties Hounds). She has a cross on the right
shoulder and a C. R. burnt upon her left ear, behind her
right ear upon her neck (which is white) she has a black
spot about the breadth of a silver crown. Whoever shall
bring or send her to the back stairs at Whitehall shall be
well rewarded for his pains."

0. H. FIRTH.

BOULEVARDS FOR LONDON.

A

the

A note at the bottom of the page runs as follows:
is,

" For the benefit of the
unsophisticated reader, a snob
at Cambridge, everybody who is not a gownsman."

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

STORY CONCERNING CROMWELL. There is an
absurd story, to be found in nearly every life of
Oliver Cromwell, as to his having, when a little
Carlyle
boy, been run away with by a monkey.
refers to it in chap. iv. of the 'Letters
I have just
vol. i. p. 27, ed. 1857.

similar

Sweden

tale,

told

of

and Speeches,'
come upon a

the

Christian,

tyrant

of

:

"

It is recorded that on one occasion, during Christian's infancy, a large ape snatched him from his nurse's

arms, and ascended with him to the roof of the palace,
whence, however, unluckily for humanity, the animal,
after a time, brought him down again in safety."

ANON.

:

Unfortunately the newspapers do not tell us
whether the king's advertisement was answered,
and the fate of the dog remains unknown. The unhappy monarch continued to lose his doge. In the
Intelligencer for Jan. 9, 1664/5, is the following

j

and grinned."

labour."

1660.

:

RELICS OF CHARLES I. Under the above heading in the Times of December 17, 1888, the following notice appeared
"
The Prince of Wales on Thursday visited St. George's
Chapel, Windsor, and replaced in the vault containing
:

the coffin of Charles

I.

certain relics of that

monarch

which had been removed during some investigations more
than seventy years ago. These relics having ultimately
come into the possession of the Prince of Wales, he decided, with the sanction of the Queen, to replace them
in the vault from which they had been taken, but not to
disturb the coffin of the king. The Dean of Windsor was
present."

would be interesting to know what the " cer"
referred to consist of.
The coffin of
'harles I. was discovered during some alterations
which were effected at St. George's Chapel,
Windsor, many years ago, and was opened in the
)resence of King George IV., who was attended by
lis
physician, Sir Henry Halford ; but the king
jave positive directions that no particulars of what
It

tain relics

good deal has
been written lately in the Times, Telegraph, and
other daily papers about the Marylebone Road as
a boulevard for the north-west of London ; but no
one has drawn attention to the fact that the design ;ook
place should be divulged during his lifetime.
of such a boulevard was due to the late Mr. J. 0.
Soon after the death of George IV. that is,
Loudoun, the horticulturist, at whose suggestion ate in the
year 1830 or early in 1831 a detailed
Oxford and Cambridge Terraces were laid out as a
account of all that took place when the coffin was
continuation of the Marylebone Road, with a view
opened appeared in print, and was attributed to
of a grand boulevard some miles in length to be
he pen of Sir Henry Halford, if it was not actually
carried through Kensington,
Chelsea, Vauxhall,
igned by him.
Brixton, &c., to Blackheath and Greenwich, while
Can any of your readers favour me by stating
the City Road was to be continued eastwards and
low and by whom the article in question was pub-

A

south-westwards to the Isle of Dogs.
full account
of this design will be found in 'Old and New

London,'

vol. v. p. 265.

SUUM CDIQUB.

SNOB. In N. & Q.,' 7 th S. iv. 127, I gave an
instance of the use of this word in 1831.
I have
'

ished, giving also the exact date

GEORGE
Warwick Road,
THE WORD "

35,

?

J. T.

MERRY.

Earl's Court, S.W.

CHALET."

o the hideous degradation to

May

I call attention
this poor word,

which

7'" S.
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associated in most
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minds with much that

is pic-

turesque and charming in Switzerland, has, during
the last two or three years, been subjected in London ? It is now applied to a kind of street lavatory.
F. CHANCE.

Sydenham

Hill.

don, Printed for J. Budd, Bookseller to H.R.H.
the Prince Regent, No. 100, Pall Mall, 1811, 8vo.")?
It is attributed in Halkett and Laing to
Herries (vol. iii. 2198). Possibly this was John
Charles Herries, afterwards Chancellor of the Exchequer in Goderich's administration.
G. F. R. B.

DYER, OF SHARPHAM. I should be very glad if
any of your readers could tell me whether there are
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their any known living descendants of the family of Dyer,
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the of
Sharpham Park, co. Somerset, a large and numeranswers may be addressed to them direct.
ous one, whose pedigree is given in the Heralds'
" THE COURT SECRET A NOVEL. Part I. Visitation of Somerset in 1623 (Harleian MSS.,,
British Museum), and several members of which
London
Written by P. B., Gent.
[and II.].
were in their day celebrated men, viz., Sir Jame&
Printed by R. E. for E. Baldwin, near the BlackDyer, Knt., Lord Chief Justice Common Pleas,
Bull in the Old Baily. 1659." This work, concern- born 1512 Sir Edward
Dyer, poet and historian,
Halkett
in
which
I
find
no
Lowndes,
ing
particulars
one of the favourites of Queen Elizabeth. A line
and Laing, or other bibliographers, repeats, in the of baronets also
sprang from this family in the perform of a novel, the libellous accusation against son of Sir Richard
Dyer (or Deyer as they spelt it),,
and
other
historical
of
Louis
XIV.,
Mary
Modena,
grandson of John Dyer, of Roundhill and Wincan'
Amours
of
Messain
The
contained
personages
ton, co. Somerset, and great-grandson of John
lina,' concerning which I sought vainly for informaDyer, of Sharpham, which baronetcy became extion 7 th S. vi. 404.
In the address to the reader, tinct in the
person of Sir Ludovick Dyer through
that
to
the
the
author
second
says
prefixed
part,
default of issue, and whose estate being sequestered,
some "malicious persons" gave out that he was he died in a workhouse. The first
baronet, Sir
A Richard Dyer, lived at Great Staughton,
the author of 'The Amours of Messalina.'
in Huntkey to both parts is given with the second part. ingdonshire, and is buried in thefparish church,
Who was P. B. ? Is anything known of the book ? where there is a mural tablet to his memory.
'
It is not, I think, to be confounded with Court
The Dyers of Somerset strongly espoused the
URBAN.
Secrets,' by Edward Curll.
cause of King Charles, and on the success of Fair'
TALES OF THE SPANISH MAIN.' Can you in- fax in the West of England they were turned out of
form me whether there is a book (not the ' History their estates, and there was a great break up of the
in the seventeenth century, at which point
of the Bucaniers,' 1704) about the buccaneers of family
America entitled f Tales of the Spanish Main ? It most of them disappear from view, and probably
contained an account of the journey of Orellana from impecuniosity sank into humble life.
There is no doubt, I think, that many of the
from Peru to the Atlantic down the valley of the
Amazon. Possibly the History of the Bucaniers,' Dyers living in the West of England now are descendants of this numerous family.
M.
1741, is the book.
S. R. DYER, M.D.
242, Trinity Koad, Wandaworth Common, S.W.
SERINGAPATAM. Could any of your readers
oblige by letting me know where I can procure a
SIR ROBERT NORTER. Can anyone give the
list of the officers and
regiments engaged in the birth and
parentage of Sir Robert Norter, who is
of
and
the date when the
taking
Seringapatam,
stated to have been a Secretary of State in the
was
distributed
?
HARRIS.
E. D.
prize-money
His daughter married the
time of Charles I. ?
MAC ROBERT.
FRANCES CROMWELL. I have a mourning-ring first Lord Dunkeld.
on which is inscribed, " Frances Cromwell, obiit
th
CLASSIFICATION OF THE CLERGY. Who was the
April 30 , 1738." Can any of your readers give
author of the threefold division of the clergy into
any information about this lady ]
Platitudinarians, Latitudinarians, and AttitudiL.

We

must request correspondents desiring information

:

:

;

'

'

WOOD,

Major.

of N. &
Q.' tell me where I can obtain the history of or any
information respecting these, and where good examples, more especially of old embroidered screens,
are to be found ?
LADY TEAZLE.

ANTIQUE SCREENS.

-

narians?

*

Can any reader

'

It appeared about 1866.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.'

Is it

the article in the Quarterly Review for 1842, re'
published in Murray's Reading for the Rail in
1852 1 The same author contributed an essay on
1
The Poetry of Gardening to the Carthusian, and
'
this is also reprinted as a sort of appendix to The
W. ROBERTS.
Flower Garden.'
'

'

was the author of A Review of the Controversy respecting the High Price
'
of Bullion and the State of our
Currency (" LonHERRIES.

Who

'

G. L. G.

known who wrote

10, Charlotte Street,

Bedford Square.

NOTES AND QUEEIES.
EDWARD BRISTOW.

Can any reader of N. &
'

Q.'

[7*

Bodmer took

miles.

s.

vu.
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sketches everywhere.

Among

Mandans, Arickarees, and divers other tribes the
irince spared no pains or expense to procure every
ariety of national and characteristic articles. These
His curios were a multitudinous collection, and were
Street of Eton, where, I believe, he died.
Christian name was, I believe, Edward, and not
ransported by the gatherer to his home on the

supply any particulars concerning the career and
works of this artist 1 He formerly lived at Windsor,
and during the latter part of his life in the High

in the last edition of Bryan.
'
Dictionary of Painters it appears he exhibited twenty-seven pictures.
C. B. STEVENS.

Edmund, as stated
From Mr. Grayes's

'

Rhine. In the pheasantry at Neuwied they were
seen by the writer in 1842, and according to Baedeker they remained there till 1866, if not longer.
Chese curiosities I had supposed to be now in the
Berlin

According,
ethnographical department.
'
lowever, to Stackelberg's Life of the Queen of

Beading.

COURT KOLLS. I should be extremely glad to
Eloumania,' they were sold some twenty years ago
know where the Court Rolls of the Honour of ;o an
American, and carried back to America.
Are they in London ] Where is the real habitat of these
Pontefract are to be found.
aboriginal relics ?
I could learn nothing of them in Yorkshire.
C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.
Eden Bridge, Kent.

TRIPLE CORD. One of the sixteen ways of
showing respect amongst Orientals is to put on
the triple or sacred cord.
explained?
Walthamstow.

Where

shall I see this

C. A.

WARD.

Is it
rica,

Neuwied, or Berlin, or America ? If in AmeJAMES D. BUTLER.
where ?

Madison, Wis., U.S.

" DOLCE FAR NIENTE." Is
common Italian phrase, or is
some book in that language

?

this phrase
it

merely
a quotation from
CLIVE.

ARMS WANTED.

Per pale, baron and feme ;
Argent, between three leopards' heads
caboshed, a chevron gules ; feme Argent, a stag
tripping ; on a canton, a galley. Crest: a wingBelieved to be of the
less dragon, tail nowy, or.
H. D. ELLIS.
early Georgian period.

baron

TOURS CATHEDRAL.

Sir Walter Scott, in a
very picturesque bit of landscape painting in
'Quentin Durward,' chap, xiv., calls this "the
most magnificent church in France." Does Scott
mean that it was the most magnificent at the
period of his story, or at the time in which he
was writing ? I have never seen Tours Cathedral,
but I believe it is not equal in magnificence to the
cathedrals of Amiens, Rheims, Chartres, or Notre
Dame de Paris (all of which I have seen). No
doubt it is, to a certain extent, a matter of personal
For my own part, of all the cathedrals I
taste.
have ever seen, either at home or abroad, I think
that which impressed me most was Amiens, and,
next to that, Rheims.
It does not, however,
necessarily follow that other people would agree
with this estimate. Possibly I might myself think
that in the magnificence of her churches Italy
"
" held the field
against France, if I had ever had
the good fortune to see Milan:

The giant windows' blazoned fires,
The height, the space, the gloom, the

A mount of marble, a hundred spires.

glory,

Will some of your readers who are well acquainted with the French cathedrals say what, in
their opinion, is the merit of Tours
compared with
that of the other cathedrals of France ?

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

:

:

SANDAL GATES. What became of these famous
gates after their removal in 1842 from Ghiznee ?
The Governor-General, Lord Ellenborough, with a
flourish of trumpets, gave out that they were to be
restored to Somnauth, in Hindustan, but the British
Government would not allow it, for fear of provoking religious strife. I want to know the fate of
these gates since their removal from Afghanistan.

E.

A

copy, imperfect,
titled

COBHAM BREWER.

CURIOUS WORK.
'

A

I obtained not long ago a
unfortunately, of a little work en-

Guide to Grand Jurymen.'

The

title-

gone, so I cannot give either
It was pubthe full title or the date of the book.
lished probably in Charles L's reign, as the author
speaks of our late sovereign James. The two dedications are signed Richard Bernard. It is a curious
little work, dealing with witches and those possessed.
Could any reader give me information respecting Richard Bernard, and tell me where I may

page in

my

copy

see a perfect copy
Manchester.

is

E. E. EDGE-PARTINGTON.

?

"TO LEAVE THE WORLD BETTER THAN YOU
ETHNOGRAPHICALS.
Maximilian
FOUND IT." Can any one tell me who originated
Prince of Neuwied, in 1834 voyaged to the
the above expression ? It sticks to me as a memory
United States on an exploring tour.
He was of
very early years but none of my friends can
accompanied by the artist Bodmer and a triec
help me, and I cannot remember who suggested it
and trusty factotum.
As early as 1815 he hac tome.
P. A. C.
NEUWIED

;

made a similar expedition into the heart of Brazil
At St. Louis he chartered a steamer in which he
pushed up the Missouri more than two thousand

"TWIZZEL" IN PLACE-NAMES. In the recently
published volume of 'Yorkshire Fines' I notice

?>

s.
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the surname Byrktwysyll, and also Byrkbye and teeth with it; but lett none goe into your Mouth for it
Byrkheade. I also notice the surname Twissilton. is terrible jll tasted, but of no Danger at all if any goe
"
downe the throate it will make the teeth pure white ;
"
Byrkbie is birch-town," and Byrkheade is birch- but it is not
good to be vsed but now and then."
hill"; but what is Birch-twizzel or Twizzel-town ?
"
"
dentifrices are to be applied with rag or
I have not yet seen any satisfactory explanation of These
:

with the finger to the teeth.
From 'A General Practise of Phisicke,' published by Thomas Adams, 1617, foL, I extract a
MOTHER LUDLAM'S CAULDRON. In vol. iv. of
receipt which proves very conclusively that the
Mr. Stallybrass's excellent translation of Grimm's tooth-brush was not in common use at that date :
*
Teutonic Mythology,' p. 1304, mention is made
" To make and to
"
keepe the teeth cleane.
" Take two
of Mother Ludlam's cauldron, now in Frensham
drag, of Date stones, red Corall prepared
Church." The passage is in brackets, so may be three drag. Lupins, and the rootes of the yellow Floweran addition of the translator's. Where can I see deluce, of each three drag, beate all that is to be beaten
and afterwards make a confection of it with clarified
any account of this vessel ?
ANON.
hony which must be so hard that you may make small
EEV. DR. THOMPSON, OF KENSINGTON. (See placents or trocisces of it dry them in the shadow when
will vse them, then dissolue one of them in wine or
6 th S. x. 496 ; xi. 80.) Was above head master you
vineger, and wash the teeth therewith euery morning
of Kensington Grammar School
or
about the when thou has first rubied them well with a cloth."
(in
year 1786), or had he a private school ?
AH this writer's directions for managing the
this word.

S. 0.

ADDT.

Sheffield.

:

;

0. S. K.
COACHING PRINTS. I have recently picked up
a series of coaching and
sporting prints, mounted
on a roller, and shall be glad if
you or any of your

readers can give me information
respecting them.
The seller said the artist was Halkyn, but I have
no further evidence beyond the fact that
they bear

a great resemblance to his other
The
productions.
"
imprint runs as follows:
London, published for
the proprietor by S. & I.
Fuller, Temple of Fancy,
34, Rathbone Place, 1822."
C. P. PEAK.

JOSIAH BURCHELL.

Can any reader

of

'

N.

&

Q.'give me information respecting the parentage
of Josiah Burchell, who for
fifty years held the
office of
Secretary to the Admiralty and for forty
years represented Sandwich in Parliament ?
One
of his daughters married Admiral Sir Charles

Hardy, Knt.

Any

information respecting his
ancestors will be valued.
J. FARLEY KUTTER.
Mere, Wilts.

which is
upon "scrupulous cleanliness,
"
by washing," by rubbing with a
coarse cloth," and by rubbing them "last of all
with a peece of Scarlet dipped in Hony." The
teeth insist

to be attained

teeth also are alwayes to be kept cleane and
pure, and not to picke them with an iron, but with a
toothpicker made of Lentiscus, which is the tree whereof

droppeth Mastick, which
teeth

:

remember

th

S. vi. 247, 292, 354.)
(7
I have a very curious MS. collection of
receipts,
commenced circa 1623, and once in the possession
of Elizabeth, Lady
Morton, who presented it in
1679 "to her Deare Brother William Ffinch at
Hun
in Lincolnshire."
It contains several
tooth-powders; but no mention whatever is made
of brushes wherewith to
apply them to the teeth.

The following
"

are samples

:

Dr. Myrons Dentryfris or powder for the teeth to

them whit
keepe
"
Burne a peece of Corke till it looke like a Coale, then
take it out of the Fyre and it will fall to ashes wherewith
rub your teeth."
:

"S<- Joslin Perceis to make cleane the teeth wheresoever they bee Black or foule
"
Dip a little Rag in Oyle of Sulphere and rub your
:

also to

is

much commended

for the
after euery

wash the teeth

meale."

Many other seventeenth-century books might be
quoted from, for the same purpose, down to Mistress
Hannah Woolley, who told her pupils in 1682
that

"you ought to keep your teeth very clean by rulling
them every morning with water and salt
You may, if
you please, try Mr. Turner's Dentrifrices, which are every
where much cried up."
'
The Toilet of Flora
for the Use of the Ladies,'
London, 1 784, gives a receipt for making
"

TOOTH-BRUSHES.

:

"The

" Make a

Ktpli**,

runs thus

final direction

A

Coral Stick for

the Teeth.

Paste with Tooth Powder and a sufficient
form with
quantity of Mucilage of Gum Tragacanth
this Paste, little cylindrical Boilers, the thickness of a
large goose- quill, and about three inches in length. Dry
them in the shade. The method of using this stick is to
rub it against the teeth which become cleaner in proportion as it wastes."
stiff

:

Directions are also given in this work for the
"
preparation of certain roots that are used to clean
the teeth." Lucerne and liquorice roots are specified.
They are to be boiled and cut into pieces of
six inches long.
Each end of the root is then " to
be slit with a penknife into the form of a little
brush," and they are to be slowly dried, to prevent
their splitting.
"
They are used in the following manner. One of the
ends is moistened with a little water, dipped into the
Tooth-Powder, and then rubbed against the teeth till
they look white."
If stronger measures are needed (for the removal
of tartar, for instance),

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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"the best instrument is a small piece of wood like a
butcher's skewer rendered soft at the end. It is generally to be used alone ; only once in a fortnight dip it into
a few grains of gunpowder, which has previously been
bruised."

Otherwise,
" take a

large skewer, on the end of which is tied a piece
of linen rag, dip the rag in the medicine and rub the teeth

and gums with

it."

It is possible that these prepared roots, slit
" into the form of a little
brush," may be the connecting link between the tooth-stick (the use of
which seems to be general among savages) and the

ALFRED WALLIS.

modern tooth-brush.

In a manuscript volume of the private accounts
of Francis Sitwell, of Benishaw, from August 20,

March

1728, to
occur

2,

1748,

the

following entries

:

1729, Sept. 6. "Disbursed at

London [among many

other items] a silver tooth-stick 8d."
1729, Oct. 9. "Disbursed at London
items] a tooth Brush 4rf."

[among various

This entry is only ten years later than the entry
I gave relating to tooth-powder at p. 292, and distinctly shows that tooth-brushes are not of recent
In the same volume I find
introduction.
"Oct. 31. Gassein powder 2s."
:

Whether this is tooth-powder is uncertain. On
June 24 in the same year F. Sitwell pays 3*. Qd.
" a Bottle for
for

my

which I cannot ex-

teeth,"

ALBERT HARTSHORNE.

plain.

[7*

s.
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BUTLER and

:

was a favourite saying with a crabbed old Greek
Great Book is a Great Evil.' He said this before the grand invention of printing, when the making
and reading of books, if not a great evil, was certainly a
'

It

that

'

A

Now all these great books are very
great trouble
curious, many of them very useful, and some of them invaluable, yet they are very seldom opened by any man
nowadays, except to be dusted, although their names are
from time to time to be found presiding over a modern
work, to the spirit of which they may perhaps be altogether opposed. This neglect is partly owing to the circumstance that these books can rarely be met with out
of public libraries, where a man cannot sit down comfortably to read them ; partly to their occasional perplexity
of thought and uncouth manner of speech ; and partly
also to their size
to their being such very great books,
which makes it a work of months (sometimes of years)
Nevertheless they
to get quite through some of them.
were not without their effect on the world. Many of
the important truths which they contain have been preserved and illustrated in later writings more portable in
form and easy of digestion."

NAMES

IN THE

K. W. HACKWOOD.
DE BANCO KOLL (7 th S. vi. 327).

The following memoranda may afford some little
aid towards unravelling the meaning of the wordsquoted.
Orsmythyburn. Or is the A.-S. word for ore,.
unwrought metal. Smyth, from smitan, originally signified any artificer who used the hammer :
isen-smi$, an ironsmith ; ora-smi$, a coppersmith,,
"
"
a coiner.
nys this se smifc, Marian sunu ?
"Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary ?"

Hu

1

BIG BOOKS BIG BORES (7 th S. vi. 206, 391).
As an illustration of the KEV. W. E. BUCKLEY'S
note on the origin of large-paper copies, I
may perhaps be allowed to give particulars of two largepaper books in
"H
1.

my

collection

Kaivr] AiaQrjKt],

:

Novum Testamentum Graeco-

Latinum, interprete Erasmo
Eoterodamo
Editio
Nova, Lato Margine, Notis Philologico - Theologicis
Annectendis Accommodatissima et Utilissima.
Tali
vultu nondum hactenus visa
Fo., Gissae Hassorum.
MDO.LXIX."

The

text

measures 6fin. by 4 in.; the paper
14| in. by 9fin.
Many of these
enormous margins have been utilized in the way

measures

intended.
"

Les Tenures de Monsieur Littleton. London, Imprinted for the Companie of Stationers, 1612."
2.

The

text measures 4iin.

by lin.; the paper

measures Si in. by 6f in. A great many of the
margins are covered with interesting early and late
seventeenth-century explanatory notes.
J.

ELIOT HODGKIN.

Richmond, Surrey.

Taking up by chance the

first number of one of
illustrated periodicals (the
Saturday Magazine for July, 1832), the
opening words of the in-

the

first

troduction have just caught my eye.
They may
be worth recording as the voice of half a
century

(Matt.

vi. 3.)

Orsmythyburn, then, means "the

brook beside the smithy."
Oseleye points to osle, or ousel, a blackbird,
Osel-leye=the field of the blackbird.
Tonsclugh, the cliff or cleft near the ton, or
cluster of houses.
Kahirst or Keyhirst.

Hirst

is

a wood or plan-

Kahivst
tation; A.-S. cu, Scottish Icy, a cow.
seems to indicate a small plantation into which
the cattle were driven.
Croke talc.
taJc, or intake, was a plot of land
enclosed from the waste.
Croke probably refers
to its crooked shape.

A

Eedislrother seems to imply a locality strewn
or overgrown with reeds.

Cuphaughford.

MR. PERCEVAL

is

probably

correct in his explanation of this and of Shelyngley*.
Belyley and Bellion seem to me to be corruptions from Belling or Billing, the name of an
Anglian or Anglo-Saxon tribe who have commemorated themselves in place-names in many
J. A. PICTON.
parts of England.
Sandyknowe, Wavertree.

MR. PERCEVAL may find of service to his queryr
so far as anent " The fledistrother," a note of some
searches of mine into the meaning of the word
struther,

in

used both by

place-names.

It

and as a compound
evidently a descriptive

itself

is

7' b S.
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term, but I have not found it in any glossary or
dictionary.
Several places in Scotland have the word as
In England also it seems not
part of their name.
'
unknown. Chaucer's merry clerks in the Reve's
"
'
Tale were natives of Strother":

John highte that on, and Alein highte that other,
Of o toun were they born, that highte Strother.
Canterbury Tales,' 11. 4011-2.
This town, the Reve goes on to say, was
Fer in the North, I cannot tellen where.
I suspect it was in
Northumberland or Durham, where, at any rate, a
family bearing that surname was of great consequence in the fourteenth century. A writ relative
" William
to the former county in 1318 names
In 1329 " William del Strothir"
atte Stroher."
was one of a Newcastle jury. In 1355 "William
de Strothre " was mayor of Newcastle, and "Henry
del Strother" was sheriff of Northumberland in
1359.
(See Bain's Calendar,' vol. iii. Nos. 613,
992, 1586, and vol. iv. No. 35.) There is a place
on the border of Northumberland and Durham,
seven or eight miles out of Newcastle and half as
" Strother Hills " on a
far from Ebchester, marked
recent map by Bartholomew.
Maybe the Reve's
town of Strother is not far off. Let some Northumbrian say, and so solve a minor Chaucerian

Neither could Tyrwhitt.

'

problem.

At Lochmaben, close by the Barras, or tiltingground, there is a swampy tract once known as the
Struther (' New Statistical Account of Dumfriescharter in 1486, recorded in Latin
shire,' p. 393).
in the 'Register of the Great Seal (vol. ii. No. 1650),
refers to it as a marsh (marresia) commonly called
" a strudire." In
Stirling's Library here there is a

A

'

POUNDS
Sandford

(7
St.

31

th

There is a pound at
S. vi. 408).
Martin, enclosed to prevent its be-

coming a nuisance.

MR. VIDLER

to the enclosure Acts, which,

common

field

pounding of

gives no credit
by the abolition of the

system, have helped to

make

the im-

cattle almost a thing of the past,

nor

to the establishment of the rural police, who clear
the roads of straying cattle by bringing the owners

who leave them unguarded before the magistrates.
Poundbreach is an offence by statute 6 & 7 Viet.,,
I think that disused pounds lapse to the
c. 30.
lord of the manor, upon whom there was an obligaED. MARSHALL.
tion to supply them.
a pound at Madresfield, near Malvern.
and rails, not at all unlike the
picture in 'Pickwick,' and has been repaired within
There used to be one
the last twelve months.
near Rose Cottage at Newland, near Hull, but it
was a brick enclosure, and has disappeared before
W. C. B.
railways and villas, I believe.

There

It is

is

made

of posts

There is a pound in the Garston Old Road,
Grassendale, near Liverpool, in which I have once
or twice seen an unfortunate animal.
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

Will MR. VIDLER be good enough to say why
he ventures to attack a class of gentlemen who
have not, on the whole, deserved ill of their
"
greed
country, by averring that it is due to the
"
of the landlords that village pounds have been in

many cases
Such abuse

"

swept away," as he poetically states ?
Would a pound, when no
cheap.

is

tolonger of service in its original function, revert
the manor in which it was situated, and where it
only existed as a source of expense to the locality ?
If it would so revert, why should it not do so,
being, as I suppose it was, dedicated of yore by
the lord of the manor to a single public function,
and not surrendered for any and every use 1 If its
dedication was restricted, would not MR. VIDLER
for
prefer to thank the lord and his forerunners
the use of the land during some centuries, or, at
any rate, refrain from insulting a class ? I take it

seventeenth-century MS. volume of historical collections, now ascertained to be the work of Lord
Its contents embrace a " perfect
Fountainhall.
inventar of pious donationes." This " perfect inventar " notes the foregoing charter, describing the
"
ane aiker of Land w* the
subjects it conveys as
marishe com'only called the Strudder." One day
in September last, during a forty-mile walk from
Glasgow to Leadhills, I passed a farm in Dalserf that the land a pound occupies is generally part of
parish called the Struther, though an ancient in- the public highway, and belongs to the local
habitant near thereby told me that the Struthers authority having charge of that highway. In that
was the correct title. I went some little distance case it is no business of the lord to maintain it.
out of my way to take in the physical geography
0.
of the place.
Behind the farmhouse lay, hemmed
'LORD BATEMAN' (7 th S. vi. 428, 478).
in by ridges, a longisb, low-lying damp
'
strip of E. F. S. will find the notes to the music of Lord
land, no doubt the veritable original struther.
Bateman in the square duodecimo mentioned by
Camden's 'Britannia' (Gibson, 1695, col. 928),
MR. TROLLOPE, published not twenty-five years
in describing Fifeshire, mentions the place there
but in 1851, by David Bogue, Fleet Street, and
ago,
named "Struthers (so called from the abundance of
Judging from
Syried, Constantinople.
Mustapha
Heeds that grow there)."
the price now asked, I should say this edition is
'

Whether Camden's etymology be

it is
it

beyond doubt that a struther

is

the

"

that

the
probable
reedy struther."

"

correct or not,

a marsh, and
Redistrother " means
is

GEO. NEILSON.

very scarce.

HAMPTON POYLE
55).

WM. GRAHAM
th

(7

S. v.

Though having no wish

F. PIGOTT.

269, 349, 476
to tread

;

vi.

"upon the
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thorny paths of philology," as my friend A. J. M.
on p. 384, yet Cicero tells us that those

Henry VIII. in recognition of the acceptable services he had rendered to the Church of Rome by

the day in darting at a mark occasionIn other words, sometimes a guess or
haphazard shot is correct. It may be that Poyle is
There is
derived from palus, a marsh, or a
lake.^
Palus Mseotis, or the Sea of Azov (17 Mcuoms Xifjivrj,
There are the
^Eschylus, 'Prom. Vine./ 427).
place-names Liverpool, and Poole in Dorsetshire.
From Hampton Poyle being situated in a very
damp part of Oxfordshire, and on the banks of the
Cherwell, this interpretation is rather favoured.
A. H. classes it amongst several other place-names
with Pylle, which is a small village in Somersetshire, near Shepton Mallet, on the ancient Roman
fosse way; and within a short distance of it is
another village, Pilton, also on the Eoman fosse
To my mind there does not appear very
way.
much resemblance. The Cherwell, leaving Hampton Poyle, flows into the Isis at Oxford, after pass-

writing a volume against Luther in defence of pardons, papacy, and the seven sacraments.

styles it

who spend

ally hit

it.

ing Magdalen College
Fluminaque antiques subterlabentia muros.
:

'

Georg.,'

ii.

v. 157.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
RADICAL REFORM (7 S. v. 228, 296 ; vi. 137,
" at
least seventy years back " at
275, 415). For
the penultimate reference I would venture to
sug"
gest the substitution of
sixty years back," fur
both the first and second editions of * The Boy's
Own Book' were published by Vizetelly, Branston
& Co. in 1828.
G. F. R. B.
th

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH

th

S. vi. 328, 418).
(7
inclined to think the title conferred on
Henry VIII. by Pope Leo X. was the revival of an
ancient one, that of Defender of the
Church, altered
from its original form, but having the same
signification.
Whitlocke, in his notes on this interesting

I

am

subject, says

:

" We find
antiently in the church, to be ordained certain advocates of causes, who were called 'Defenders of
the Church.,' as appears by a canon of the council of
Carthage j and by the law of the Emperor Charles, who
constituted defenders of the Churches, against the
powers
of secular and rich men; and another law
appointing
defenders of the church and servants of God."

The title of God's Vicar was given by Eleutherius to Lucius, our first British
king ; and this
is mentioned by several authors of our law-books
as a title proper for our
kings, and frequently given
to them.

Later on Henry assumed by Act of Parliament

the additional appellative of " Supreame head of
the Church of England," which, together with that
" Defensor
of
Fidei," were borne by his son Ed-

ward VI.
Queen Mary continued both these

titles at first,

but afterwards omitted the former, retaining, how"
Def. Fid.," which has been a hereever, that of
ditary title from the time of Henry VIII. to the
E. S. H.
present day.
Castle Semple.

Under this head the following may be added, on
the authority of the ' O'Connell Correspondence '
(vol. ii. p. 128), edited by W. J. FitzPatrick
(London, John Murray), to which work a corre*
N. & Q.' has referred (7 th S. vi.
spondent of
409)

:

" Shiel was Master

of the Mint when the omission of
the 'Defensatrix Fidei: Dei Gratia' from the florin
occasioned much clamour.
In Parliament he openly
accepted the responsibility of the omission, but disclaimed all sectarian motive."

FRED. WALCOTT.

PROGRAMME

th

I feel I am tread(7
ing on dangerous ground j but is not the mme in
programme retained because we have derived that
word more directly from the French than the other
compounds mentioned by L. L. K. ? Whether or
S. vi. 446).

no, I fancy it would be better to retain it as it is,
as that particular word is bisyllabic instead of trisyllabic, as if altered we shall run the risk of having
it pronounced as I shall never
forget hearing a high
civic

magnate pronounce

it

on the occasion of some

proceedings with which, years back, I had something to do, and at which, there being no printed
ordo rerum, he continually bothered me at every
turn with "Isay, Mr.
what's your prog'-rdm?"
,
" feed "
included in
Possibly, as there was a small
the arrangements, he was not in this instance so
far out ; but the word, coming thus, and in the
loudest of tones, into a mixed company from over
the usual lace scarf and official collar, sounded, to
R. W. HACKWOOD.
say the least of it, queer.

The spelling program is not unknown

in standard
Carlyle, who, to be sure, was sometimes a law to himself in such matters, does not
literature.

The title of Christ's Vicar was afterwards taken hesitate to use it. In his
chapter on "Model
by King Edgar in his charter to the monastery of Prisons " in Latter Day Pamphlets there is an
Winchester ; but to come nearer to our own
After calling upon the
time, easily found example.
in a writ of King Richard II. to the
authorities to whitewash their
sheriffs, the
scoundrel-popula" if
old style runs "Ecclesia,
not in the
cujus nos Defensor sumus tion and to cleanse their gutters
et esse volumnus."
name of God, ye brutish slatterns, then in the
Pope Leo X. and his cardinals, by a golden bull name of Cholera and the Royal College of Surgeons"
dated 1521, and still extant in the Vatican at
he sums up with the placid remark, " Well, here
Rome,
conferred the title of Defender of the Faith on sure is an
Evangel of Freedom, and real Program
'

:

'
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of a

why

new

Surely there can be no reason

Era."

this spelling should not

become

general.

THOMAS BAYNE.

Helensburgh, N.B.

BIRMINGHAM MAGAZINE

(6

th

S. x. 496).

Some

account of the Monthly Intelligencer will be found
in the Philatelic Record for February, 1886
(vol. viii. p.

WAIK

:

ANDERSON.

P. J.

23).

WENE MAIK
:

(7* S. v. 148, 276; vi.
be worth noting. The

The following may
'
stanza of the ballad of Erlinton/ in Scott's
Border Minstrelsy,' is as follows

75).

fifth
'

:

in
bower there is a vooike,
at the wake there is a wane;
'11 come to the green- wood the

But

An
But

my

I

Whar blooms

morn,

likely it is common enough, and perhaps in Jamieson, but I have not got him to refer to. I suppose,
then, that wene is simply Hogg's spelling of wane ;
it is to be noticed that he makes it, throughout the
The
'Kilmeny,' rhyme with the ending -ane.
word waik still requires explanation. Maik, of

course, offers

no

difficulty.

My

th

CROMBIE

S. vi. 389, 455).
DR,
(7
attention has been directed to a query in reference
As I am his eldest
to Dr, Alexander Crombie.
grandson I think it right to give you the best infull account of his life is given
formation I can.
'
in the lately published
Dictionary of National
Biography,' vol. xiii., which I think will fully
answer the query. If you wish for any further in-

A.

A

formation I

the brier, by mornin dawn.
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may

perhaps supply

a number of
Scott explains the word wane as
people"; thus, I suppose, understanding the stanza
"
there is a watch set in my bower,
to mean that
and at the watch many people are engaged." It
was the reply given by the maiden to her true-love
when he came tirling at the pin. This is possibly
the meaning in this case, for when the father put
" the
his daughter in
bigly bower,"

he has warnd her sisters six,
An sae has he her brethren se'en,
Outher to watch her a' the night
Or else to seek her morn an een.

all akin, for Hogg speaks of Kilmeny falling asleep
"
in the
Considering the Ettrick
green wene"
Shepherd's familiarity with all these Border ballads
and the similarity of words and metre between his
two lines and these from * Erlinton,' it does not
seem improbable that these latter may have been
in his mind when he wrote the words we are discussing. Furthermore, I may point out that under
the ballad 'Erlinton' Prof. Child (in his large edi'
tion of Popular Ballads,' now issuing, pt. i. p. 108)

gives what he considers another version of
in this the maiden's answer is

it,

and

:

An

is

a bonnie greenwud,

my

Although printed wauk the word is made to rhyme
with sake.
Hogg's words, we may remember,
:

In yon greenwood there is a waik.
I offer this contribution for what it

E. H. BUSK.
should be mentioned that Thackeray puts
horse-godmother, most appropriately, into Sir Pitt
Crawley's mouth
" How
do, my dear] Come to see the old man, hay?
'Gad you 've a pretty face, too. You ain't like that old
horse-godmother, your mother. Come and give old Pitt
a kiss, like a good little gal."' Vanity Fair,' vol. ii.
chap.

iv.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

BELGIAN BEER

th

S. vi. 284, 396).
(7
Jackson,
History of Wood Engraving,' p. 557, gives
1764 as the date of the first edition of The Oxford
Sausage '; and states also that a later edition has
the name of T. Lister on the title-page. I have
the 1772 edition, the preface of which states that
the names of the compilers will never be known.
J. B. MORRIS.

in his

*

'

Thomas Warton was the author of 'A Panegyric
on Oxford Ale,' commencing
Balm of my cares, sweet solace of my toils.
It was written in 1748, and published in 1750.
*
See Chalmers's English Poets,' vol. xviii. pp. 122,
G. F. K. B.

worth,
th
S. vi. 267,
(7
MR. BUCKLEY favours me by writing to
352).
state that Henry Fry, mentioned as Confessor to
the Household in 1829, should be Henry Fly ;

CONFESSOR OF THE HOUSEHOLD

GISSING.

Broadway, Worcestershire.
P.S.
Since writing the above I find that wane
does mean " an abode, shelter," and is, therefore,
I have found
equivalent to the Old English won.
the word in Dr. Gregor's glossary to ' The Court of

Venus' (Scottish Text Society's

HORSE-GODFATHER

"

123.
is

seeing that nobody else offers anything.

ALGERNON

:

"A

great horse-godmother of
a woman is an every-day expression for a strapmasculine female, such as would in French
e designated as "une femme hommasse "; but I
Sing
" horse
never heard of a
godfather."
S. vi. 328,397).

Eastbourne.

in the greenwud there is a wauk,
I '11 be there an sune the morn, love,
It 's a' for
true love's sake.

An

are

th

:

no explanation, however, of the words in
Kilmeny,' even if the words wene and wane be at

But yonder

YORKSHIRE EXPRESSIONS
(7

It

It offers
*

it.

ALEX. CROMBIE.

"

edition).

Very

also

that

with his

he was of Brasenose, and

offices in Foster's

*

is

noticed

Alumni Oxon.,'

vol.

ii.

472, which form of spelling, as also agreeing
with that in the 'Brasenose Calendar,' by Mr.

p.
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Buckley and Mr. F. Madan, recently issued, is
Dr. H. Fly
further identified as the correct one.
died in 1833, at the age of eighty-nine.

ED. MARSHALL.

An

additional reference may be given to the fol'
lowing work, The True State of England, containof
ing the Particular Duty, Business, and Salary
every Officer in all the Publick Offices of Great
Also of their Majesties' Households,' &c.,
Britain.
London, 1729, 8vo., see p. 47. In MR. MARSHALL'S

exhaustive reply mention is made by Y. S. M. (4th
This name should
S. xi. 282) of Dr. Henry Fry.
'
be Fly, as given by Foster in his Alumni Oxoni'
enses,' and as in the Brasenose Calendar,' anno
W. E. BUCKLEY.
1762.

HISTORIATBD

(7

th

S. v.

485;

Historiated

vi. 98).

I fancy, a very late, and in any case quite unhave the very sufficient
necessary, importation.
"
equivalent storied." This is a case in which the
Italian form (often so superior in matters of art),
borrowed by a few writers through the French
imitation, being no better, it is only affectation
to use it.
I should hope, therefore, that DR.
MURRAY will not fall into the snare of inserting

is,

We

the slip with which

we

are told he has been sup-

quote an early and a late example of
'
Observations on English
Dallaway,
Architecture,' 1806, p. 289, has
I
plied.
storied.

:

"Are the

of Reynolds
leas admirable for
"
being transfused over the surface of a storied window ?
tints

[7*

R. H. BUSK.

COLLECTION OF H. WALPOLE

b

(7*

S.

vi.

228,

I have a note of the two works :
330).
Auction Catalogue of the Classic Contents of the Villa
at Strawberry Hill. 4to. London, 1842.
JEdes Strawberrianae: Names of Purchasers and the
Prices to the Detailed Sale Catalogue. 4to. London,
1842. The pagination is not the same as that of the
former.

I think that I saw these either in the Bodleian or
in the British Museum. There is a '
Description
'
of the Villa at Strawberry Hill ' in
Walpole's Collected Works,' 4to., London, 1798, vol. ii:

ED. MARSHALL.

THE WATERLOO BALL
The ground plan

(7
of the

house at Brussels in 1815
de Ros's most interesting

th

S. vi. 441, 472, 515).

Duke

of

Richmond's

reproduced in Lady
article in this month's
The plan, with all the rooms
is

Murray's Magazine.
named as shown, including the ball-room, was
given to Lady de Ros by Lord William P. Lennox
himself.
This fact, coupled with Lord William's
written statement, completely
disposes of any value
to his alleged conversation.

which could attach

vn.

JAN. 12,

m

Lord William quite correctly described the ballroom as " the drawing-room," which, in fact, it was,
though the duchess gave it up to her children, and
used in preference another room on the first floor.
It is very interesting to notice that the plan marks
the " alcove" at the end of the ball-room, which
was, no doubt, the "windowed niche" in which
" sate Brunswick's fated chieftain," and also the
"
"
to the ball-room in which Lady de
ante-room
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Ros bade him farewell.
Swallowfield, Reading.

If MR. EDGCUMBE will turn to the current number of Murray's Magazine, he will find a plan of
the house at Brussels in which "the Duchess of
Richmond's Waterloo Ball took place," communicated by the Dowager Lady de Ros, who also gives
"
a list of invitations sent out. Instead of a thou-

sand hearts beating happily" at this memorable
party, it would appear that there were not above
two hundred guests invited, and of these only
about fifty were ladies, a mixture of English with
Flemish in equal proportion. It is related by
Lady de Ros in her interesting article that it was
"the Cumberland Hussars, a Hanoverian regiment," which "came full gallop through Brussels,'*
" the allied
and that the
was

army

saying

defeated,

been supbraves Beiges," rushing from the
posed that the
alarm, and probably the
field, gave this false
English allowed them the credit, in order to screen
It has always

French were coming."
"

their

Hanoverian fellow-subjects

And 0. 0. Perkins, 'Historical Handbook of Italian
Sculpture,' 1883, p. 47:
"Enriched with every kind of ornament, and storied
with bas-reliefs illustrative of the Madonna's history."

s.

J.

!

STANDISH HALY.

Temple.

A well-known
See
Windsor.
Dickens's 'Dictionary of the Thames,' or any
other guide to the river, or the Ordnance map.
E. T. EVANS.
MONKEY ISLAND

island

in

the

th

(7

S. vi. 468).

Thames

above

The plan mentioned by MR. WARD was carried
out when the Grand Junction Canal was constructed, which connects Brentford and Uxbridge y
and saves a large amount of Thames navigation.
J.

F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

[MR. R. W. HACKWOOD and MR.
the same effect.3

'ONCE A WEEK' (7 th S.
MR. WALFORD well knows,

W. LYALL reply

to

As306, 418).
the reigns of
Mr. Samuel Lucas and himself, the once popular
periodical Once a Week changed its editors and
publishers many times, also the distinctive covers
of its monthly parts.
I possess the periodical
bound in volumes, and also in monthly numbers,
and there are at least nine varieties of covers to the
latter.
But I make this note concerning an apt
quotation for Once a Week. When Mr. E. S.
Dallas became its editor, in January, 1868, the
cover for the monthly"parts was very simple ; but in
vi.

after

Tth s.
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the next year the cover for January, 1869, wa
entirely new, printed in black and red, on yello
paper, with an admirable design by John Leighton
In the four corners of the design were fou
F.S. A.
sun-dials, bearing the following Shakspearean quota
tion
(1) "What, keep a week away! seven day
:

and nights;

Eight

(2)

Lovers' absent hours

(3)

;

dial eight score times

eight hours, an
More tedious than th

score

(4) 0, weary reckoning
When
Othello,' Act III. sc. iv."
Shakspeare,
"New Series" was started, in 1873, a fresh cove
was designed by F. Waddy, in which the fou
quotations reappeared with a fresh treatment
But before the end of the same year there wa
another " New Series," with a new cover and
;

'

<

fresh design, omitting the quotation from Shak
CUTHBERT BEDE.
speare.

GRAHAM
the

title of

OF GARTMORE

"

Walter Scott, in

tell

(7

th

me how

S. vi. 500).
Unde
to woo thee," Si

'

The Minstrelsy of the Scottish
Border,' 1812, has the following note
" The
following verses are taken down from recitation
and are averred to be of the age of Charles I. The;
:

have, indeed, much of the romantic expression of passioii
common to the poets of that period, whose lays stil
reflected the setting beams of chivalry ; but, since thei
in the first edition of this work, the edito.
Sublication
as been informed that they were composed by the late
Mr. Graham of Gartmore."

The 'Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen' gives
Robert Graham of Gartmore, b. 1750, d. 1797, as
author of this song, which begins
:

If doughty deeds

Bight soon

I

'II

my ladye please,
mount my steed.
ONESIPHORUS.

35
Within the

working classes of London.

last

twenty

years saloop vendors might have been seen plying
their trade in the streets of London.
The term
saloop was also applied to an infusion of the
sassafras

In Pereira's

bark or wood.

'

Materia

Medica,' published in 1850, it is stated that
" sassafras
tea, flavoured with milk and sugar, is
sold at daybreak in the streets of London under the

name

of saloop."

Saloop in balls

is

still

sold in

London, and comes mostly from Smyrna.
A. B. S.
[Very many contributors are thanked for replies.]

HARPER, OR HARPUR (7 th S. vi. 505). In reply
query as to how the wife of John Bannister

to the

wrote her maiden name, I think I can produce
incontrovertible evidence ; namely, that of the lady
"
I have before me a " sampler
herself.
now the
property of her granddaughter on which are the
"

Elizabeth Harper ended this Sampler
words,
febuary the 1 in the Eigth year of her Age, Anno

Dommin MDCCLXVI."
I may also take the

opportunity of saying that
during Mr. Bannister's life he used armorial bearings, Argent, a cross patonce sable within a border
gules, bezante*e ; impaling Argent, a lion rampant
within a border engrailed sable.
These latter
arms, I believe, are those of a well-known Derbyshire family from which Mrs. Bannister was
descended, but whose name has been subject to
similar variety of spelling, although it is now
Mrs. Bannister died in
usually written with a u.
G. H.
1849, aged ninety-one.

a Haymarket play-bill of Saturday,
'
1778, on which day The Waterman was
" Wilhelmina
;iven, and the part of
(with Songs
Restored and Newly Composed)" was played by
*
Miss Harper," Bannister being the Tom Tugg.
I have

'

SALOOP

th

S. vi. 468).
The starchy roots oi
(7
Orchis morio and 0. mascula supplied the material
for saloop, which was a kind of gruel sold at stalls
and houses of refreshment, as we now have

"Bovril,
served hot." The Eastern name for such food is
the English name in "good
society" is
When
salep; in the language of the people saloop.
"
"
slab we probably have
gruel is called
saloop at
one remove. It is not improbable that in Lamb's
time sassafras was tacked on to the
starchy stuff in
saloop ; but it has no more right to such a place
than chicory has to be mixed with coffee.
sahleb;

SHIRLEY HIBBERD.
Saloop, salep, salop, and saleb are synonymous
terms, derived from the Arabic sahleb, the equivalent of the Greek orchis.
It is a starch

procured

principally from orchid tubers, and was largely
exported to this country from the East before the
It is made up in small yellow
discovery of coffee.
balls, which are ground to a fine powder before
used.
Like
its
being
substitutes, coffee and

mixed with

tea,

boiling water and milk, and
sweetened to taste.
It used to be considered a
wholesome
very
beverage in this country, and was
sold ready prepared in the
early morning to the
it

is

Aug.

1,

JULIAN MARSHALL.

MARGINALIA BY
>01).

The

first

S.

th
S. vi.
(7
of the notes in MR.

COLERIDGE

T.

two only

'

TROLLOPE'S copy of Fuller's 'Worthies are printed
n "Notes, Theological, Political, and Miscellaneous, by S. T. Coleridge, edited by the Eev.
)erwent Coleridge, M.A., Moxon, 1853." As it
s scarcely likley that Coleridge wrote the same
lotes in different copies of the same book, the
mission by the rev. editor of the notes now sent by
IR. TROLLOPE is well worth making a note of.
VIost people would much prefer to know exactly
what S. T. Coleridge wrote, and not what any
ditor, reverend or otherwise, thought it would be
ood for them to know.
E. E.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

PARKIN (7 tb S. vi. 448, 514). The derivation of
har-cake from tharf-cake is quite right.
See
Catholicon Anglicum,' ed. Herrtage, s.v. " Tharf."
"
"our correspondent adds that
thar-caJce or thortke suggests a still older origin."
To me it sug-
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a non-existent form, invented
gests that thor-caJce is
for the purpose of insinuating an etymology which

WALTER W. SKEAT.

has no other support.

FLINT FLAKES

(7

th

S. vi. 489).

Though we do

the fact,
not, I believe, possess any record to prove
it is reasonable to suppose that the Eoman colonists
introduced into Britain the use of the tribulum as
an auxiliary implement for threshing out corn. It
is described by Varro in his 'De Re Rustica,'
lib. i. cap. 52, and modern travellers in sundry

Eastern countries have met with what they think
to be its modern representative type, of which they
Engravings of it are supgive full particulars.
in
plied by Sir Charles Fellows in his 'Journal
Asia Minor' (London, 1838, p. 70), and also by the
Sieur Paul Lucas in vol. i. of his 'Voyage par
en Asie Mineure,' &c.
Ordre de Louis XIV
(Paris, 1712, p. 231), where a plan is given of the
few months ago a
arrangement of the teeth.
friend in Hull showed me a large quantity of dark
flints which had been found in a cargo of wheat
brought over from Smyrna last year, and were no
doubt the broken-off teeth of a tribulum.
Many, if not all, of the heaps of flakes alluded
to by your correspondent as found in various parts
of this country are old workings, the rubbish heaps
of old workshops for the production of flint implements.
In connexion with this subject I may mention

A

that

flint

chipping, I

am

told, is carried

on in Eng-

land as a regular trade to this day, though naturally
on a very limited scale only, to supply a still existing demand for flint-lock muskets, a small quantity
of which antiquated weapons is exported every year
to some benighted corner of the globe.

The

exploits of the notorious forger of prehistoric

implements "Flint Jack" are still fresh in the
memory of many a reader. A Malton newspaper
some years ago did him the honour of publishing
his biography in its columns, which has since been
reprinted in pamphlet form. His portrait and tools
are now in the possession of a well-known collector
in Yorkshire.

L. L. K.

A machine of

the kind after which MR. W. H.
inquires was to be seen some years
I believe that all
ago in the Christie Collection.
the objects formerly preserved there are now in
the British Museum.
ANON.

PATTERSON

Two such threshing implements as MR. PATTERSON inquires about can be seen at the Blackmore Museum, Salisbury. I forget where they
came from.
J. H. C.

CT*

s.

vn.
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when Harington wrote

his epigram he alludes to
This kind of wit in commonplace allusion is
'
Orlando Furioso/
characteristic of that author's
as MR. MOUNT must know, "if he has read it."
It is almost all that makes that lengthy poem
That the
readable in the search for archaisms.
term was in use seemed to me to be the case from
'
Ralph Roister Doister' (vol. iii. p. 163 in Hazlitt's
Dodsley '), and the more I look at it the more I
am convinced that I am probably right. There is
no occasion to quote the passage in full, any more
than there was to quote Harington's epigram,
which I purposely avoided doing for the salvation

it.

'

As

for

MR. MOUNT'S

theoretical and chronothem of little account.

logical arguments, I consider

In the first place, having been duly grounded in
the principles of geology, I have learned to regard
"
"
as a possible concomitant
imperfect records
And though I give
in any antiquarian research.
*
New
place to no one in my admiration for the
not
it absolutely
I
do
consider
English Dictionary,'
certain that this word will not yet be found prior
to 1840 because the compilers of that volume have
not done so. If I do not mistake, lists of overlooked priorities have already appeared in these
ut I do not depend upon this line of reply.
it be that the word never appears in print.
MR. MOUNT thinks, therefore, that it is selfThis is
evident it cannot have been in use.
a strange fallacy. Are there not hundreds of socalled obsolete words spoken in all the provinces

Let

words which would never have appeared in print
again, perhaps, save for the energy of the English
Dialect Society. Perhaps MR. Mount has never
turned his attention to this sort of investigation.
I have, and hope some day to give many instances
of such words from my county. What is to hinder
such terms, as they come in touch with civilization,
from being started again into circulation 1 I believe that instances could be produced of this
regeneration of terms, especially

if

we

call to aid

terms which have lived in America, and again
crossed the herring-pond with modern traffic.
Moreover, this word has been used in a variety
Several are given in Jamieof provincial senses.
'

'

either for cheek or
Scottish Dictionary
Halliwell gives "Cheek, to accuse"; and
cheeky.
Mr. Peacock, in his 'Manley and Corringham
'
(Lincoln) Words has the same sense. And this
was
meaning
always capable of easy development
'
to our own sense.
The Slang DicThus, in
"
'
the
tionary
interpretation given is
Cheek, to
son's

DICTIONARY DESIDERATA (7 th S. vi. 267, 453, irritate by impudence, to accuse." Dr. Murray
Cheek.
MR. MOUNT'S peremptory dis- asks for some new information in the history of a
Does it not seem a little unreasonable,
posal of the instance that I advanced of the" early word.
use of this word does not satisfy me so confidently when a correspondent endeavours to help him, to
as he seems to be satisfied that I was wrong.
be told that as Dr. Murray has already traced the
In the first place, I think if the word was in use word to a certain point only, it is " absolutely cer498).

7'" S.

VII. JAN. 12,

tain" that
this is

it
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cannot occur

what MR.

MOUNT

much

does.

earlier?

Yet

H. 0. HART.

MR. HART'S surprise "to find overlooked by
Dr. Murray "the words "I shrewe his best cheeke"
'
in Ralph Roister Doister might well have been
checked till he ascertained whether the passage had
actually been overlooked, which a post-card to me
would have ascertained. The overlooking exists
'

only in MR. HART'S imagination ;* the quotation
'
in question will be found in the
Dictionary in
its proper place, along with several parallel ones.
"
"
Meanwhile, a glance at the article Beshrew will
show that one might beshrew or shrew a man's face,
skin, fingers, as well as his beard, teeth, eyes, or

that MR. HART'S "impudence or
as much out of place in this connexion as in the line from Harington, of which MR.
MOUNT has given the context. But no one has yet
" cheek " cool
sent me a quotation for
impudence
or presumption before 1840, when I find it coming
in
Can
it
school
up
public
slang.
really be got no
earlier?
J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

cheek, and
"
assurance

HARVEST HORN

th

S. vi. 448).

The

(7
practice
of harvest horn blowing is very prevalent amongst
the boys of this district.
It is a simple common
tin instrument, sold at a penny, and is periodically
offered for sale at the local toy-shops during the
last four months of the year.
GEORGE C. PRATT.

Norwich.

viz., Huishe-Champflower, near Taunton,
and Wyke-Champflower, near Bruton ; but there
does not appear to be any place in the county
called Thursk.
Possibly the Gazette was printed
in error for Huishe
but an inquiry at the Diocesan
C. R. M.
Registry would solve the doubt.

manor,

;

The

identification of this

name

a small parish near Dunster, in
"
It is now called

is

wanted.

It is

West Somerset.

Huish- Champflower "; but in the
Gentleman's Magazine for 1757 it is named as
Thursk-Champflower." Mr. Tanner obtained a
dispensation to hold it with North Petherton
"

W. HARDMAN, LL.D.

Vicarage.

On the day
367, 458).
(7
I read the last-noted communication on this subject
an advertisement in a Scots newspaper caught my
eye:
girl seeks a situation as a "go-between."
I am told it is a not uncommon term for a servant
TWEENIE

th

S. vi.

A

who

assists, equally,

both housemaid and cook.

ALEX. FERGUSSON,
"

GRACE ME GUIDE" (7^8.

vi.

Lieut. -Col.
520).

Would

some correspondent kindly inform me the exact
origin of this motto, and the most serviceable books
I am of opinion
?
French, and that its date is about 1442 ;
but would be greatly obliged if I could gather the
contemporary literature of the period of origin.
for searching out the question

that

it is

N. HAT-FORBES.

LIQUID GAS (7 th S. vi. 448). Macready's note
on liquid gas probably refers to the gas prepared
by dropping oil into red-hot iron retorts filled with
coal. The gas evolved needed no purification, and
was sent out, to such as required it, in iron
vessels, into which it had been compressed to a
density of many atmospheres, and from which it
was used for lighting purposes by a special contrivance.
The vessels, when emptied of the gas,
were replaced by fresh ones.
The costliness of
the materials and preparation caused the scheme
for a general use of this gas to fall
through.

JULIUS STEGGALL.
'Encyclopaedia

Britannica,' s.v. "Gas,"
" the
it is stated that
carburetting of common coal-gas, with the vapour of benzol obtained
by the distillation of gas-tar, was originally suggested by Lowe as early as 1832, and subsequently
by the late Charles Mansfield." It is also stated
"
that
the efforts to introduce carburetted water-

gas

There are two parishes in the county
of Somerset, where the Champflower family had the

xxvii. 339).

is

=

See
where
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have led to the

loss of

much

capital."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

Sandgate.

MUSICAL TASTE IN BIRDS (7 th S. vi. 447). It
can fall to the lot of very few to bear testimony
from their own experience to such an incident as
that of which the Essex naturalist was the fortunate
But his narrative confirms the truth of
Famianus Strada's imitation of Claudian in the celewitness.

'
Philomelas et Citharae di Concertatio/
Prolusio 6 of his 'Prolusiones Academicse.'
This has been translated by John Ford in his
'Lover's Melancholy,' i. 1; by Richard Crashaw
'
in his Music's Duel '; by Ambrose Philips in his
Fifth Pastoral ; by Sir Francis Woolley in his
'
Characters and Elegies'; and is referred to by

brated

book

poem

ii.,

Robert Herrick in his 'Oberon's Feast'; to all
which I must refer your readers, who will be rewarded for their trouble in looking out the passages,
especially in the fine poetry of Ford and Crashaw.
Classical readers will enjoy the original of Strada,
'
'
whose imitations are so good. His Prolusiones

were printed at Oxford, "E Theatro Sheldoniano,
1745," and I hope are not unknown to the present
generation.

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

Nicho(7
Every one knows how canaries and other cageand have, I
las Tanner obtained a
dispensation in 1757, to hold birds will always sing their loudest
together the two livings of North Petherton and believe, been known even to entirely exhaust themThursk-Champflower, co. Somerset (Gent. Mag. selves by so doing when music is being played in

THURSK-CHAMPFLOWER,

th

S. vi. 509).
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any room where they

are.
Possibly parrots will
not count, but I knew one (deceased now, poor
fellow i) who, being located in a schoolroom where
children were always accustomed to chant the
morning and evening psalmp, would persist in following the whole through in the key and as near
the tune as he could get from beginning to end,
but was at last obliged to be removed because
the
judging, I presume, from some inflexion in
he entertained erroneous ideas as to
reader's voice
when the " Amens" should be chanted in the course
R. W. HACKWOOD.
of the prayers.

remember some

years ago a robin took up
It used to perch
Cathedral.
on the organ during service, apparently singing
while the organ was being played, and very often
trilling out a few notes as the organ ceased to
sound.
E. LEATON BLBNKINSOPP.
I

abode in

its

INITIALS AFTER

may

398).

It

know

that,

fifty

Durham

NAMES

interest

however

it

(7

th

some

[7*

s.
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hich time he has worn the white-lined hood. This
eing the case, has not DR. COBHAM BREWER
ansposed the terms? Not being a Cambridge
man, I write with diffidence ; but it seems strange
hat black hoods should have been assumed after
ve years' standing, and yet that Masters of less
lan that standing should alone be eligible for the
lack-hood house.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.

THE PRINTER'S CHAPEL
Ulow me

(7

th

S. vi. 364, 450).

your readers who are interested
n this subject to a paper entitled ' The Chapel in
Half- Hours with the Best Authors,' vol. iv. p. 303,
o date, but probably published in 1850, and
to refer

'

written originally by Charles Knight, the editor, in
William Caxton : a Biography,' one of " Knight's
Weekly Volumes," published in 1844. The excelent writer apologizes for its insertion as follows:
It may appear presumptuous that I should insert an
my own writings in these volumes. It ia
erhapa no sufficient excuse that I have inserted pasages from the writings of friends who are, or whose
memories are, very dear to me. My apology is, that the
xtract has relation to the purposes of this work. The
'
ollowing is from the concluding chapter of William
3axton: a Biography': ' The scene is supposed to be the
ilmonry of Westminster. The Father of the Chapel is
workmen are said to be
Wynkyn de Worde, and the
"
after their day's labour.
girding on their swords
)nly a few days before they had followed their master
Caxton to his grave in the adjacent church of St. Margaret's, Westminster, in 1491-92."'
''

xtract from

S. vi. 107, 255, 312,
of your readers to

may be

in the Oxford or
in the Glasgow

Cambridge University Calendars,

University Calendar many graduates are entered
B.D.," though no one can be a B.D. without first being an M.A. It is redundant and utterly
absurd, but still it is done.
B.A., M.A., or M.B.,
M.D., would be about as sensible. In the Calendar

"M. A.,

1886-87 there are 79 M.A., B.D., and 53 B.D.
In the Calendar for 1888-89, 80 M.A., B.D., and
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
88 B.D., the proportion improving in the direcNewbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
tion of common sense, and many, I notice, who
are entered in the 1886-87 Calendar as M.A.,
AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (7 th S. if.
B.D., are entered in the 1888-89 as B.D. only. 69).Whirl the long mop and ply the airy flail.
Surely the university authorities should see that
*
Quoted in the Heart of Midlothian,' chap. xxvi.
these entries are correct. On honour's head honours
have found this line, which I inquired for more than
and
if
all
the
initials
a
man
of
uniaccumulate,
;wo years ago at the above reference. It is in some
Tersity honours earns are to be tagged on to his
Supplementary Stanzas to Collins's Ode on the Supername there will be no end of them. Is there not stitions
of the Highlands,' written by Sir Walter Scott's

for

[

also a little bit of a desire to impress the profanum
vulgus with a string of letters, reminding one of
the canny Scot in Melbourne who put L.F. P.S
after his name, and when challenged with having

no connexion with any Faculty

of Physicians anc
Surgeons, said it stood for Late From Paisley, Scotland.
J. B. FLEMING.

A friend of mine who graduated M.A. at Christ'!
College in 1847 wore, and for all I know still wears
plain black silk hood, very much like the B.
hood.
DR. BREWER'S note, however, removes in;
difficulty, for I never could understand why m;
friend did not wear the ordinary M.A.
Cambridge
hood.
M.A.Oxon.

D

a

have always understood that a Cambridg
of five years' standing used to remove th
white lining from his hood and wear a black one
I have often seen old M.A.s wearing this latter
and my former vicar told me he had done so fo
many years, until the statute was altered, sine
I

M.A.

friend, William Erskine, afterwards Lord Kinnedder,
quoted in one of the appendices to the Minstrelsy of the
Scottish Border' (Scott's 'Poetical Works,' ed. 1868,
'

vol.

the

'

As there

are several verbal differences
stands in Erskine's verses and in
Heart of Midlothian,' Scott no doubt quoted it from

i.

pp. 271-3).

between the

memory
Hail,

line as

it

:

from thy wanderings long,

my much-loved

sprite !

the Brownie]
Thou friend, thou lover of the lowly, hail!
in
what
realms thou sport'st thy merry night,
Tell,
Trail'st the long mop, or whirl'st the mimic flail.
[i.e.,

The following

lines in the same stanza, as Scott points
out in his introduction, are interesting, as showing the
susceptibilities of the Brownies in the matter of recompense, particularly recompense of the nature of food, in
" who used to
contrast to Milton's " drudging goblin

"sweat to earn his cream-bowl duly set ":
'Twas thus in Caledonia's domes, 'tis said,

Thou
At last,

plied'st the kindly task in years of yore.

in luckless hour, some erring maid
Spread in thy nightly cell of viands store:
Ne'er was thy form beheld among their mountains more,

Scott praises this

poem

of Erskine'a highly; and, indeed,

7'h S.
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the first and third stanzas, describing the appearance of
a wraith and the incident of a child stolen by the fairies,
are very beautiful, but they are too long to quote here.

JONATHAN BOUOHIER.

NOTES ON BOOKS,
The Works of Dr. Thomas Campion.

&0.

Edited by A. H.

Bullen.

(Privately printed.)
in dealing with Mr. Bullen's recent pubwithin limits, or to preserve
lication, to restrain eulogy
which is the atmosphere of criticism.
calm
the judicial
His reprints and collections are simply ideal. In issuing
them he is vindicating our national character and challenging the bibliographical supremacy of France. The
of lyrics are biblioproof of this is that his collections
acute
graphical rarities before any but a few specially
readers have heard of their existence. In France it has
long been the case that certain works are never obtainable except by those whose names are in the possession
of the publisher as subscribers. So it now is practically
'
withMr. Bullen's publications. What a book his Dr. Cam-

IT

is difficult,

pion is Bibliographically it is a treasure. It is a work
on which the hand falls caressingly. It is only, perhaps,
too delicate and beautiful, so that one feels in accepting it,
'
like Beatrice in Much Ado about Nothing in presence
'

!

'

of the playful offer of marriage of the Duke, that we
"
would fain have another for working days," since, like
" too
his grace, the volume is
costly to wear every day."
It is a book to open carefully, and to dip into before
bioMr. Bullen's delightful introduction
reading.
graphical, critical, and explanatory, full of acute and
svmt>athetic judgment and pleasant erudition will be
at once, and then the lyrics will be an endless deIt may not be said in presence of poets such as
light.
the Laureate, Mr. Swinburne, and others, that the art
of writing lyrics is lost. These Elizabethan lyrics have
however, a character as distinctly their own as the
Elizabethan dramas. Campion's are among the best oJ
their class. They are made to be sung, and they have
"
"
which in Milton delighted Sii
Doric delicacy
the
Henry Wotton. In his masques Campion is not seen at
his best, but his Latin poems are graceful and pleasing
"
The '' Observations on the Art of English Poesy is
curious in many respects, and the specimens of unrhymed verse that he gives have, as Mr. Bullen characteristically says, "a certain interest as metrical
curiosities, and serve as a warning-piece to wandering
wits." It is, however, in the tunable contents of his
" Books of Airs " that the attractions of
Campion will be
found. Like all real poetry, these grow upon you, and
they may be turned to with certainty of delight. The
devotional poems are, moreover, equal in all respects to
In richness of imagination Mr
the amorous lyrics.
Bullen regards Campion, in these poems, as at least the
equal of Craahawe, while he assigns him a sobriety o

judgment in which Crashawe was painfully deficient. T<
owe to a man reprints such as this seems almost to incur
The world to which Campion
too great obligation.
appeals is, after all, limited, and the book is little likely

A

to attract those who cater for the million.
limitec
edition such as this is exactly what is wanted, and ou
warmest gratitude is given to Mr. Bullen for supplying
Too much of bibliophiles are we to care to see th
it.
minor poets of the Elizabethan age rendered univer
To do this is like carrying the rail
eally accessible.
ways to spots of remotest beauty. Books such as th

present are, however, exactly what are wanted, and ou
heartiest thanks are accorded to the enterprising an
tasteful critic and explorer to whom the Campion ia due
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Edited by Leslie
Dictionary of National Biography.
Stephen. Vol. XVII. (Smith, Elder & Co.)
N the seventeenth volume of the 'Dictionary of Naional Biography' ("Edward" to " Erskine "), the one
iography of primary importance is that of Queen
Slizabeth.
This has fallen into the eminently capable
lands of Dr. Augustus Jessopp. The Bumming up of
he character of Elizabeth is masterly. For literature,,
s the term is now understood, Dr. Jesaopp finds that
he never appears to have had any taste, and he hold*
hat "she did not even care for learning or learned
nen."
She "lived quite outside that splendid intelectual activity which began at the close of her reign.'^
ler parsimony was phenomenal.
Her regard for the
Duke of Alencon seems to have puzzled her biographer,
who wonders whether her behaviour towards him was
mere acting, or was a case of absolute infatuation.
Elizabeth's expression to James VI. of "extremedolour" for the "miserable accident "the death of
Mary Stuart is held to be sincere, Dr. Jessopp adding,
rather cynically, " How could she but be grieved that
ihe moral sense of the world condemned her?"
The
historians occupy, of course, a large share of the volume,
in which appear the lives of all the Edwards. Edward I.
and III. and Edward the Black Prince are among the
numerous and important contributions of the Rev.
W. Hunt ; Edward II. ia in the hands of Prof. Tout ;
Edward IV. and his queen Elizabeth are both in
;hose of Mr. James Gairdner. The only contributions
to which the editor's signature is affixed are those of
William and Elizabeth Elstob.
Mr. S. L. Lee, eventhough he supplies lucid and excellent biographies of
Edward VI., Sir Thomas Egerton, Baron Ellesmere and
Viscount Brackley, Thomas Ellwood (the Quaker friend
of Milton) and Sir Thomas Elyot (the author of The
Governor'), and others, is not a frequent contributor.
The Rev. J. Woodfall Ebsworth has spirited biographies
of the two Pierce Egans, father and son. Few
poets are
met with, and Mr. A. H. Bullen's most important biographies are those of Richard Edwards, author of a play
or two and some miscellaneous verses, and William Elderton, described as a "notorious tippler and a ready
writer of ballads." Under " Elphinstone " and " Erskine "
will be found the more important lives of Mr. Russell
Barker. Dr. Garnett is responsible for Sir Henry Ellis
'

and for Edward Edwards. James Edwards, bookseller
and bibliographer, and John Eliot, the Indian apostle,,
are by Mr. H. R. Tedder, Sir John Eliot naturally
being assigned to Mr. S. R. Gardiner.
Among the
sailors with whom Prof. Laughton deals are Admirals
Elliott and Elphinstone. Viscount Keith, Dr. Norman
Moore, Mr. Thomas Bayne, Mr. Thompson Cooper, Mr.
Louis Fagan, Mr. W. P. Courtney, Mr. Stanley LanePoole, and Mr. Robert Harrison supply contributions in
their various lines. Once more the new volume is'published with exemplary punctuality.
The Library: a Magazine of Bibliography and', Literature.

The Organ

of the Library Association"of the

United Kingdom. No. 1. (Stock.)
IT is not safe to prophesy as to the fortune|of a periodical
by its first number. If, however, we may take the part
before us as an average specimen, the Library has a
good future before it. Mr. Austin Dobson's paper on a
forgotten book of travels that is, Moritz's Travels in
England in 1783 'is very interesting, and will disturb
the copies which remain from their century of repose on
the shelves of our great libraries. Mr. Bullen's account
of the American Appledore Press is useful.
English
people are, for the most part, densely ignorant of what
goes on in the book-world of America, except as regards
novels and popular magazines. Mr. H. R, Tedder has
'
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written well, but too curtly, on The Bibliography and
It is a vast subject.
Classification of French History.'
After all, what is history ? A work compiled on narrow
one
that endeavoured to
little
service
of
be
lines would
;
be exhaustive might include nearly everything.
'

1

Baronetage, and Knightage for

1889.

Bod's Peerage,
(Whittaker & Co.)
BUT one year short of its jubilee is the new edition of
Dod's ' Peerage and Knightage,' which has now reached
its

forty-ninth year.

It retains all the known features
it to public favour, and sup-

which have commended

and trustworthy guide to
plies a full, yet compendious
The list of new creations may
all the titled classes.
of the Jubilee year.
fervour
the
appear small after
Near four hundred names have been changed owing to
deaths, however, and there is a tolerably extensive list
of baronets and knights, together with the changes in
the Episcopate. The utility of this handsome yet compendious guide is generally recognized.
SelVs Dictionary of the World's Press, 1889.
(Sell's
Advertising Agency.)
'
'
So rapidly does the Dictionary of the World's Press
'
augment in size that it will soon equal the Post Office
Directory.' With its portraits of leading editors and other
attractive features it recommends itself to others besides
the advertiser, to whom it is indispensable.
The True Position of Patentees, by H. Moy Thomas
(Ayrton & Thomas), gives a sort of bird's-eye view of the
patent laws of the world, with useful hints to English
Some nations, it appears, are still illiberal

inventors.

and unwise enough to withhold protection from foreign
inventors.
Oddly enough, the rule seems to be the
smaller the country the larger the patent office fees.
Great Britain now stands fairly well in this respect ;
but the United States is perhaps the model country in
respect of its patent laws.

HazelVs Annual, edited by Mr. E. D. Prior, F.G.S.,
has reached its fourth year of issue. Its information is
carried to the most recent date ; and its claims upon the
public, always strong, are now stronger than ever. Sug-

from without have been followed, the title has
been changed from the Cyclopaedia to the 'Annual,'
and nearly one-half is new matter. As all who have used
it know, it is invaluable.
gestions

'

'

THE Bookworm for the new year witnesses the begin'
ning of a series of articles upon Bookworms of Yesterday
and To-day.' Mr. Bernard Quaritch, of whom a portrait
is given, leads the van. Whether a bookseller is to be described as a bookworm may be doubtful. Mr. Quaritch,
at least, possesses more scarce and valuable books than
are easily to be found in any private collection. The
periodical shows improvement.

WITH

sincere regret we announce the death of Mr.
J. 0. Halliwell-Phillipps, F.R.S., P.S.A., one of the
oldest and staunchest friends of *N. & Q.' He wrote
frequently in the early series, and to the last remained
an occasional contributor. His services to Shakspearian
literature are universally recognized, and his ' Outlines of
the Life of Shakespeare remains a monument of sound
criticism and loving and indefatigable labour. His ' Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial English has ben a
constant companion of scholars.
His publications, of
one class or other, amount to more than sixty volumes.
Many literary rarities were privately printed for his
friends, who were always sure of a welcome at his bungalow at Hollingbury Copse, near Brighton, where, with
his second wife, he exercised a constant and hearty hos'

His name was originally James Orchard Halliwell, the appellation of Phillipps being assumed under a

vn.
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direction in the will of the grandfather of his first wife.
Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps was born in 1820. He was the
son of Mr. Thomas Halliwell, of Sloane Street.

MR. HENRY KINO, barrister-at-law, of the Temple, who
was a frequent correspondent of 'N. & Q.' under the
signature of Harry Leroy Temple, died towards the
close of last year, aged seventy.
He was brought up at
the Charterhouse, where he was a schoolfellow of Leech
and just remembered Thackeray. From Charterhouse he
was elected to a scholarship at Wadham College, Oxford,
of which he continued a Fellow to his death. He was
also one of the governing body of Dulwich College.
He
was an excellent English scholar, and was well posted up
in modern literature generally.
Until the last he was a
familiar figure at the Garrick Club, of the history
traditions of which he preserved a mental record.

and

MR. NORVAL CLYNE, of Aberdeen, news of whose
death reaches us, was an occasional contributor to our
columns. He was for many years secretary to the Society
of Advocates, and wrote ' Ballads from Scottish History,'
The Jacobites and their Poetry,' and other works bearing upon ballad literature. It was in keeping with his
studies that he should be a Jacobite in his sympathies.
'

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule, Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
head the second communication "Duplicate."

to

A.

J.

("Court of Pie-powder").

Stephen,

'Commen-

" There
are the Courts of
1880, iii. 321n., says,
Piedpoudre (curia pedes pulverizate), so called from the
dirty feet of the suitors, which is a Court of Record
incident to every fair and market, of which the Steward
of the owner of the market is Judge, with power to administer justice for all eommercial injuries in that fair
or market, and not in any preceding one." ' Termes de la
taries,'

"
Ley,' p. 478, says,
Pipowders est un Court qui est incident a chescun Faire, pur le determination de differences
sur contract et touts disorders en ceo commis." Such

we believe, still in existence at Newcastle-on-Tyne.
GEORGE BOWLES ("Anonymous Poem," 7 th S. vi. 469;

are,

thanks for your offer to copy the
Many
'
Time's Telescope.'
copy has been sent
as
are asked
YORICK,
promised at second reference.
to convey his thanks to those who have replied.
vii.

14).

A

poem from

We

W. GREGORY.
Middlesex

for

"

Brentford is the county town of
purposes" ('The Imperial

election

Gazetteer,' 1873).
J. D. BUTLER (" Caius College ").
"
certainly Keeze."

The pronunciation

is

CORRIGENDUM.

'

pitality.

[7<> s.

P. 16, col,

i,

1.25, for

"these" read

three.
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Business Letters to "The Publisher
the Office, 22,
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We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule

we can make no

exception.
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41

to the qualities enumerated, it is pleasant to know
that Francklin stood alone in befriending Amhurst
in his last days of poverty, and that it is entirely
owing to the bookseller's liberality that the remains
of the original "Caleb D'Anvers" were preserved

from a pauper's grave.
Although I have been unable to find any account
either of the date of Francklin's birth or of his
death, it is certain that he served an apprenticeship to Edmund Curll ('Curll Papers,' p. 8n.), and
that he succeeded William Rufus Chetwood as a
bookseller in Russell Street, Covent Garden.
It

would appear from 'An Epistle from Dick FranckBookseller, to Nick Amhurst, Poet, up Three
Pair of Stairs' (1721), that the two had been intiREPLIES Dress of London Apprentice, 49 Bed-rock, 50
Kenelm Henry mately associated for some time. This poetical
Heraldic
Kissing under the Mistletoe
Digby-Queenie, 51 Death Warrants -The Fox Chestnut, skit, which I do not find in the British Museum,
52 Robert Burton Battle interrupted by an Earthquake,
was occasioned by Amhurst's Epistle to Sir John
53 Miss Foote-Allibone's Dictionary 'Charger-English
Grammars Relic of Witchcraft Children, 54 Book of Biount,' one of the directors of the South Sea
Martyrs Folk-lore Tales Golden Horn Broadside Ballad
From this "poem" it would
Count Company (1720).
T6te-a-Tete Portraits
Biography
Mercury
Lucanor' Tennyson's J. S., 55 Cheese-making Burial of seem that the general impression ran to the effect
Horse and Owner-Death of Clive Uncle Exeter Coach
that Amhurst was not only in the employ of
Road, 56 Inkerman English Dialect Dictionary HigherFrancklin, but that he took as part payment for
Muffling Bells
Belgian Custom Thomas
ing Fairholt
his work board and lodging
somewhat similar,
Lucas, 57 Practical Jokes in Comedy Longitude and MarriageBook of Jasher Mediaeval Names, 58.
perhaps, to the arrangement between Dryden and
InMemoriam: J. 0. Halliwell-Phillipps, 59.
NOTES ON BOOKS Toulmin Smith's Jusserand's English Eerringman. The following eight lines conclude
'

'

Mantle

and Vivian"

lin,

Street, 49.

:

'

'

'

'

:

'

Wayfaring Life in the Middle Ages 'Christy's Proverbs,
Thomas's Philobiblon of Richard
Maxims, and Phrases
de Bury.'
'

'

Notices to Correspondents, &c.

"
"
;he
poem (Francklin is, of course, supposed to
be writing)
So may thy name be spread, and I
With Tonson and with Lintot vie;
:

So may'st thou pay, in Fame or Wealth,
The score we tick'd to Bl
T's good health:
So may in time a just reward
Descend on him, and thee, his bard ;
And thus your difFrent emblems shine,
The rope be Bl
T's, the Laurel thine.

RICHARD FRANCKLIN, BOOKSELLER.
There are very many facts about this interesting
and courageous personage which one would like to
know, but most of which are probably beyond
learning.
Biographical dictionaries do not mention him at all
John Nichols only alludes to him
(
once as the publisher of An Historical and Critical
Essay on the Thirty-nine Articles (1724) and his
;

'

;

name only occurs twice
N. & Q.' Yet he is

in the several indices to
a prominent figure in the
One likes
early newspaper history of this country.
to dwell upon the careers of the very few men who
lived and acted consistently and fearlessly during
the first quarter of the last century.
The tempta" run " with
tions to
the party in power were so
great, and the penalties of an antagonistic policy
so severe, that those who actually stuck to their
through thick and thin were very few
Erinciples
ideed.
Richard Francklin, the bookseller, and
4

Nicholas Amhurst, the journalist, were two men
neither fear nor favour enticed off the high
road of political virtue. Precedent (in the House

whom

regarded as of great importance, and
desired to turn, they might
have adduced innumerable instances of the most
barefaced and flagrant turncoatism.
Nearly every
leading man had at one time or other found it convenient to veer like a weathercock.
In addition
of

Commons)

if

the two just

is

named

The next most important event in the careers of
Amhurst and Francklin was the publication of the
draftsman, concerning which a few notes appear
n the December number of the Bookworm. The
'artier numbers did not bear Francklin's imprint,
>ut may all the same have been undertaken by
him.
The first number appeared December 5,
.726, and the paper soon secured an unprecedented

The ministry of
>opularity.
he result of its persistent
The sixteenth
and Amhurst to be

iriticism.

in

Wai pole quickly

felt

and uncompromising

issue caused both

Franck-

arrested, but they were

pparently soon released. No. 31 again brought
bout the imprisonment of Francklin, but the
Tosecution, through a flaw in some of the forms of

In January, 1730/1,
irocedure, came to nothing.
he bookseller once more suffered incarceration.
umber of political "friends" promised to subcribe 50Z. each as compensation to him, but only
hree paid up, one of whom was Pulteney.
In 1732 a pamphlet of 32 pp. appeared, entitled
Bob-Lynn against Franck-Lynn,' a political tract,
rhich purports to be the history of the
controversies and dissentions in the family of the
occasioned by the quarrel of Bob-Lynn [i. e., Sir
iynns

A

;
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Kobert Walpole] and Will Worthy, which involved James
and
Waver, Tom Starch. Squire Maiden, Dick Dabble,
Mr. Munick on Bob's side, and Franck-Lynn and Nick
Waver, cum multis aliis, on the other."
It will be seen, therefore, that Francklin was considered a politician of some importance.
The Daily Gazetteer, which was the Craftsman's
bitterest opponent, published in its issue of May
*
Supposed Letter from
12, 1736 (No. 273), a
to
Caleb
Francklin
D'Anvers, Esq.,' in
Dicky
which the bookseller is made to lament the de-

he attributes
clining state of the Craftsman, which
to the enforced absence of Bolingbroke.

He

"thinks of" and dreads the "calamitous
grimly
"

day when "your own native air shall no longer
agree with you, and you shall chuse to seek a retreat in some foreign country."
Johnson alludes to the dispute between Mallet
and Francklin in connexion with the copyright of
In May, 1754,
certain works of Bolingbroke.
'
Short State[? ment] of the Case reappeared
lating to a Claim made by Richard Francklin on
David Mallet.' Although the matter was referred
by mutual consent to Draper and Wotton, and
although Mallet not only agreed to abide by their
decision, but signed to that effect, he shortly
This pamphlet is comafterwards repudiated it.
mented on in the Gentleman's Magazine, xxiv.
The Rev. T. Francklin, who wrote many
247.
works, several of which bore his father's imprint,
and who died in Great Queen Street, March 15,
1784, was a son of the bookseller, and was educated for the Church by the advice of Pulteney.

A

W.
10, Charlotte Street,

ROBERTS.

Bedford Square.

SHAKSPEARIANA.
"INDIAN BEAUTY": 'MERCHANT OF VENICE,'
III.

ii.

Thus ornament is but the guiled shore
To a most dangerous sea the beauteous scarf
;

Veiling an Indian beauty ; in a word,
The seeming truth which cunning times put on
T' entrap the wisest.

Both his conclusion and its happy result, as well as
the whole scope of this passage clearly show that
he would tell us that ornament is but the gaudy
addition used to conceal something ill-looking or
But some, not knowrepulsive, or even ill-doing.
ing what "an Indian beauty" meant in Shakespeare's days, would assign a wrong meaning to the
phrase ; while others would, as they suppose, emend
"
the word
beauty." As correctives to these, and
as illustrations of his true meaning, let
the following

me

quote

:

" The

sixth [species of Nightshade] is generally by
the Italians called Bella Donna, either per Antiphrasin,
because it is blacke, as the Moores do account them
fairest that have the finest blacke skinne, or, as some have
reported, because the Italian dames use the juice or distilled water thereof for a fucu?.
[He not knowing the
1.

IT*

s.

vn.

JAN. 19,

w.

true reason its power of dilating the pupil, and thus
"
'
giving brilliancy to the eye.]
Parkinson, Th. Botan./
1640, p. 348.

Of the Moors who paint Angels

2.

Black, and Divils White.
'
Owen, D.D., Epigrams,' translated by
Th. Harvey, 1677, Bk. ii. 15, p. 173.

J.

Steevens, also, not understanding the use of guiled,
" in this
says that our author
instance, as in many
Guiled stands
others, confounds the participles.
But Shakespeare, I take it, uses this
for guiling."
far more appropriate form, in its causal sense, as the
shore that by the beauty added to it is made guiled,
or made the guile to a most dangerous sea.

BR. NICHOLSON,

THE OBELI or THE GLOBE EDITION IN 'As
You LIKE IT' (7 th S. vi. 262, 343). On returning

N. & Q. after an absence of seven years, while
sorry at missing the names of several former con'
tributors to the Shakspeariana,' I was very happy
to see still extant the well-known and honoured
name of DR. NICHOLSON.
have crossed swordsbefore. I hope we shall always do so with " leaden
to

'

'

We

points."
II. vii. 70.
In his remarks on my note on this
passage DR. NICHOLSON has strangely mistaken me.
I never discarded "very."
On the contrary, one
of my principal objections to Singer's emendation
"
"
was that in it very had no significance. No one
would speak of a man spending his " very" means ;

but there is great significance in saying that
pride
endures to the " very " end of life. DR. NICHOLSON seems to have overlooked my P.S., in which I
"
give evidence that means" was a form of "moans/'
Shakspeare may have used it here in order (having
regard to the simile employed) to keep up the monotone of the vowel sound, " weary means."
People
with " a manor on their backs " must have felt
rather embarrassed in the "tide."
Had Shakspeare no regard to consistency of metaphor ?
III. v. 6.
When the complex sentence " he that
"
dies and lives by bloody drops
is resolved into
"
its two simple elements they are as follow
he
"
"
that dies by bloody drops
and he that lives by
bloody drops." Whether the first stands first or
:

second DR. NICHOLSON may, on presenting it, still
"Pause, reader, on this 'dying by bloody
drops' and refrain from laughter if you can." It
was just because in its literal sense it is nonsense
that I sought for a meaning which gives it an imNo less than " the common execuportant sense.
tioner," the fraudulent banker, the swindling
say,

company- promoter, &c.,
Whose heart the accustomed

sight of woe

makes hard,

while they ruthlessly pursue their selfish moneymaking ends, kill their own souls, die while they
live, if not "by bloody drops," on orphans' bread

and widows'

Summum

tears.

crede nefas

animam

prseferre pudori,
causas.

Et propter vitam vivendi perdere

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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?th S.

I do not think DR. NICHOLSON is
86.
have many rivals in his liking for the
the editors of the
"ripe Rosalind. Warned off by
tolerate her, I,
Globe, who do not like while they
Cor one, shall avoid her. In support of my proposed

IV.

iii.

likely to
"

cf.

reading,
I

am

a right maid for

my

cowardice.

'Midsummer Night's Dream,'

and "a

right gipsy" ('Ant.

R-

28).

and

III.

ii.

302

;

have always preferred Hanmer's reading, '' To do
slander," though it is far from clear that the
But why MR.
text of the Folio is not correct.
MOORE should lay his hand on the previous line,
I

it

which makes perfect sense, is beyond my concepAre we to be for ever modernizing Shaketion.
speare, or bringing his pregnant sentences
the level of our commonplace mediocrity 1

down

to

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.

Cleop.,' IV. xii.
Eastbourne.

M. SPENCE, M.A.

P.S.

Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

have

I

much

to the note

pleasure in adding that, in

on the

an

so

first

passage,
good
THE OBELI OF THE GLOBE EDITION IN 'MEA- regard
authority as DR. BR. NICHOLSON quite concurs in
SURE FOR MEASURE' (7 tb S. v. 442 vi. 303, 423).
my interpretation.
I am sorry that I have not the number of
4
'TiMON OF ATHENS,' IV. iii. 143 (7 th S. vi.
N. & Q.' by me which contains MR. SPENCE'S
;

of
original notes on the Globe-marked corruptions
*
Measure for Measure '; but there are one or two
passages, where MR. MOORE dissents from MR.
SPENCE'S suggestion?, which seem to me to require

a

last
I.

word.

6:-

i.

Then no more remains
But that to your sufficiency, as your worth is able,
And let them work.
As DR. NICHOLSON says in regard to another passage, "it may be my obtuseness," but I confess
that, for myself, I have never found any great diffiIf every
culty in understanding this passage.
elliptical or condensed passage in Shakespeare is
to be amended, we shall destroy much that is characteristic of our unrivalled dramatist. Undoubtedly
to
mind he intends the duke to say, " Then

my

nothing remains for me but to add my authority
(he holds in his hand the commission) so as to
make up your sufficiency, your worth being able,
and leave them (your worth and sufficiency) to do
their work."
I maintain that this is a thoroughly
characteristic passage
and if the metre be put
forward as a stumbling-block, I answer that there
are a dozen such lines in this very play, and that
no line is to be considered corrupt because it happms to be a rugged double-ending Alexandrine.
IT. i. 21.
This last remark applies more or less
to the next passage
;

:

What
That justice

's

open made

to justice

seizes.

The sense

of this pissage is so clear that no radical
emendation can possibly be upheld. Again, the
only stumbling-block is the metre ; and again I
say that, having regard to the slovenliness of the
metre in many of the play?, it is impossible to consider this a sufficient reason for trying one's hand
&t improvement.
No doubt MR. SPENCB is right
in saying that the compositor's eye caught the ce of
ceizes

from the end of the preceding word, which

sufficiently accounts for the slight misprint of c
for s.
I. iv.

42.

And

yet

To do

my

nature never in the fight

in slander.

Though I entirely agree with DR. NICHOLSON, at the above reference, in condemning MR.
WATKISS LLOYD'S most liberal treatment of Shakespeare's text in this passage, I think the champion
of the Folio has an unlucky remark which tends to
weaken his argument. All MR. LLOYD wants in
"
"
pale sick mouths (apart
support of his variant
from authority) is something entirely wrong with
DR. NICHOLSON says,
that portion of the face.
"
Where does Shakespeare or other author of that
date ever allude to the loss of teeth as caused by,"
&c.? MR. LLOYD did mention, quite needlessly,
" teeth." I
give references to two passages (they are
not fit for transcription) which are sufficient for the
argument of MR. LLOYD, and it would ' be very easy
I refer to Middleton's Mad World
to find more.
423).

my

'

Masters (Bullen's

ed., vol.

iii.

p. 321),

and Ben

'
Jonson's Poetaster,' IV. i.
In another note (7 th S. vi. 305) DR. NICHOLSON
'
Winter's
explains the long-contested passage in
Tale' (IT. i. 133) by a dictum from Aristotle to the
effect that the horse is the most lascivious of

Does DR. NICHOLSON mean that
quadrupeds.
this equine characteristic will explain the mulpassages in the play-writer referring
tl
If
horse-keepers or grooms in this wise ?
she change but a trencher with the groome of your
This
stable, 'tis dealing enough to be divorced."
titudinous
to

allusion, or superstition, or whatever it is called,
will be met with continually amongst the drama'

See

tists.

Chapman's
'James

Fools'; Greene's

World my Masters';
III. iv.

Gulls

'

and

Much Ado

'

All

'Mad

about Nothing,'

48; 'Cupid's Whirligig'; Day's 'Isle of
Brome's City Wit '; and Marlowe's Dr.
'

';

*

May Day

IV.'; Middleton's

'

Faustus.' In all these plays passages with a similar
meaning to that quoted may be found. I think
something more is wanted in explanation than has
H. C. HART.
yet been given.

RAVENSPUR. In Bartholomew's 'Gazetteer of
the British Isles' (1887) it is stated that Kivenspur
"
"
was a former seaport near Spurn Head ; that it
was "
rode

;

also

"

that

called Ravenspurn, Ravenser, Ravenswas the landing-place of Henry IV.

it

NOTES AND QUERIES.
in 1399 and Edward IV. in 1471; and was "soon
"
afterwards entirely swept away by the sea. Nearly
Ravenspur and
all these statements are wrong.
itRavenspurn are the old names of the headland
There stood formerly two seaport towns on
self.
the Spurn, viz., Kavenser and Ravenser-Odd. Both
these were entirely swept away by the sea long
"
before the date of Bolingbroke's landing upon the
naked shore at Ravenspurg" (' 1 Hen. IV.,' IV. ill).
in spelling
Shakespeare no doubt copied Holinshed
the name with a g, which is also wrong. Cf. an
'
article on the
Early History of Spurn Head in
'

L. L. K.

the Hull Portfolio for 1887.

BALLADS AND SONGS OF THE WEST OF
ENGLAND.
th

(Continued from 7 S. vi. 443.)
the following I have obtained two versions,
both incomplete. The first and fullest represents
a girl mourning at the grave of her dead lover.
The second reverses the sexes. The melodies to
which the two forms of the ballad were sung were

Of

distinct

:

Cold blows the wind to-night, sweetheart,
Cold are the drops of rain.
first love that ever I had
In greenwood he was slain.

The very

do as

much

for

my

'11

I

As any young woman may,
'11 sit and mourn on his grave- side
A twelvemonth and a day.

mo

sleep

1

"

think upon the garden, love,
Where you and I did walk.
The fairest flower that blossom'd there
Is withered on the stalk."
" What is it that
you want of me,
Who moulder in my gravel "
" A kif s from off
thy lily-white lips
Is all from thee 1 crave."

" Cold

are my lips in death, sweetheart,
breath is earthy strong.
If you should kiss my clay-cold lips
Thy time would not be long.
" If
you were not my very true love,

My

As now I know you be,
I 'd tear you as the withered leaves
Are torn from off yon tree."
*
*
*
*
*
I 've mourned upon his grave
One twelvemonth and a day,

'11

set

And

my

sails

before the wind

I will sail away.

In the other fragment the maid
yard she is lain."

When
"

"

in the church-

a twelvemonth and a day were up
Her body straight arose,
Say wherefore weep upon my grave
"

And

trouble

my repose ]

from thy lily-white

w.

lip?,

:

And water from a wheel,
And gather milk from a maiden's breast,
Spin sunshine off a reel."
furnish me with the complete ballad

Can any one

S.

1

BARING GOULD.

Lew Trenchard, N. Devon.
BEIGE. This is a French word, no doubt, and
an old French word it would seem (see Littre'),
still, as it has been domiciled among us for quite
the last ten years (so I am assured by ladies), it
might, I think, have been admitted to naturaliza'
tion, and have found a place in the N.E.D.'; but,
alas
it has not.
It is used, I am told, of a thin,
light, woollen material, commonly grey or drab in
!

colour, and suitable for ladies' summer dresses.
Littre defines "laine beige" as "laine qui a sa
couleur naturelle," and the stuff which is now

called beige in

England

has, I

am

informed,

much

the colour and appearance of Jaeger's underclothing,
which professes to be pure, undyed wool. It is
not surprising, therefore, that we now find (in
England at least) beige applied to the colour as well
as to the stuff.

e. g., pp. 18, 29, 51, 53, 56
Mr. Besant
edition, 1888.
speaks of beige everywhere as grey. He praises it
"
because (i it is a useful stuff" and
wears well,"

of the

it.

See,

Arrowsmith

" it is soft and
because
yet warm," and because
on the score of ugli"it cannot be objected to
ness" (p. 18) ; and this is why he has chosen it for
the dress of his socialist women "of the Later Era,"

who must all, of course, wear one uniform dres?.
Surely, then, this stuff, with such a transcendent
future before it, is worthy to find some mention in
the pages of 'N. & Q.'
As for the derivation of beige, Littie" connects it
with the French bis = gris brun, and with the Ital.
= grey; and as in Old French the form is
bigio
bege, and the present form of bis is bege in the
Berry dialect, there seems to be some foundation
for this view.
F. CHANCE.
Sydenham

And now
I

kiss

JA*. 19,

One kiss is all I crave," &c.
Then comes this curious verse
" Go fetch me a
light from dongeon deep

was drawn to

twelvemonth and a day being up
The ghost began to speak,
"
Why sit you here by my grave-side,
"
will not let

want a

vn.

'

A

And

I

s.

The word has lately undergone promotion, for it
has been freely admitted into Mr. W. Besant's
The Inner House,' and this is how my attention

sweetheart

I

"

[7*

Hill.

SALLE CHURCH, NORFOLK. (See 7 th S. vi. 202.)
The derivation of this name appears to be from

the Anglo-Saxon sdl = a, willow, and there might
have been some large trees of that species in the
It is analogous to the Latin salictum and
place.
In the district of Craven, in Yorkshire, on
salix.
the banks of the Kibble, are the ruins of Sawley or
Sallay Abbey, the name of which is derived from a
similar source.
At Pershore, in Worcestershire, a
willow or osier bed is called "a sallay bed."

7th s.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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William Trafford, the last Abbot of Sawley, was
executed for his share in the Pilgrimage of Grace,
which took place in 1536, as was also John Pasof the adjacent abbey of Whalley.
lew, the last abbot
In the chancel of the parish church of Whalley are
some finely carved oak stalls with pillars and
tabernacle work, brought from the abbey at the
time of the Dissolution, and of a date only a little
Over the stall once occupied by the
prior to it.
"
abbot is inscribed,
Semper gaudentes sint ista
sede sedentes "anything but a true prediction.
He was buried in the church at Whalley after his
execution, under a slab yet bearing the simple in" Miserere Mei."
scription

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
"
KIND REGARDS." Mr. Albert

Gray, in the
second volume of his translation for the Hakluyt
Society of the 'Voyage of Frangris Pyrard,' says
in a note, p. 80, "Port, recado, a message or errand
'
the plural recados is used as our
compliments.'
:

The expression seems

to

have been taken up by

the English of Bombay and Surat, as in 1675 we
find Dr. Fryer (p. 71) stating that a Jesuit near
'
the former place sent his Becarders with the presents of the best fruit and wines, and whatever we
wanted.'
Unless Dr. Murray and his coadjutors
can give earlier authority, I venture to think we
have here the original of our modern phrase kind
regards.'" The word recado is Spanish, and signifies "message," as in Portuguese, but it also
carries several other meanings. Recadero is a messenger. I shall be glad to know if Mr. Gray's supposition holds good. There is a passage in the 'Don
" acabar de dar recado
Quixote,' pt. ii. chap, xxv.,
a mi bestia," where, of course, the word means
todo
"provender"; and in chap, xlviii. another,
recado amoroso," " all love messages," as one may
"
translate it ; and again another,
Yo recado de
"I
nadie," which may be rendered
regard no one,"
expressed with indignation. The word also means
a " tool," and I may have been once misled by this
subordinate rendering. I should like to know.
'

'

A. J. DUFFIELD.
Devereux Chambers, Temple.

CUMBERLANDISM.

According

45

Staffordshire) and was acquainted with the Dickens
family ; but I do not remember them claiming any
kinship to the author of Pickwick.' I think that
Dickens always prided himself on being "a man of
<:

Kent," and I also think that, like the grand old
gardener," he was one who "smiled at the claim
CUTHBERT BEDS.
of long descent."
SPIDER- COT. As this word does not fiud a place
in Latham's or Richardson's dictionaries, nor even
in Ogilvie'* last edition, it may be well to record
its

N.E.D.' The Rev. F. 0. Morrip,
Nests and Eggs of English Birds,' London,

use for the

in his

'

'

1853, royal 8vo., vol. i. p. 149, makes use of it in
"
hers are
his description of the chaffinch's nest,

without any wool, its place being supplied with
thistle-down and spider-cots."
W. E. BUCKLEY.

THE SCHOOLMASTER WANTED. The following
note (verbatim et literatim) was received a short
time since by the secretary of a hospital in the
North-East of England

:

" Sir
eye receved afue lines requesten the westleana to
acolection for the
hospetle whe have dun our
R. C."
best for you.

make

SEPTUAGENARIUS.

"ARRANT SCOT." In the 'Poems of William
Drummond of Hawthornden,' London, 1656, at
p.

187,

'

Aretinus Epitaph
Here Aretine lies most

is

':

bitter gall,
whilst he lived spoke evill of all,
Only of God the Arrant Scot
Naught said, but that he knew him not.

Who

Had the author been of any other nation it might
have been surmised that he had some grudge
against "dear old Scotland"; but how comes
Drummond to use the term very much as we apply
" an arrant
it in the phrase
rogue" ?

W.

E. BOCKLEY.

HALKETT AND LAING'S DICTIONARY OF ANONYMOUS AND PSEUDONYMOUS LITERATURE': A COR'

Halkett and Laing (vol. iii. p. 2216)
on the authority of the Manchester Free
Library Catalogue, to R. B. Aspland the authorship of The Rise, Progress, and Present Influence
The
of Wesleyan Methodism,' London, 1831.
pamphlet was, however, written by John" Relly
From
Beard, D.D., whose autograph inscription
the author" is in the Manchester Free Library
author"
copy, while it is advertised as "by the same
'
Extinction of Slavery,'
at the end of Dr. Beard's
E. A.
1838.
RECTION.
ascribe,

'

La

to

Vraie

France, July 11, 1887, the word Cumberlandism
has been introduced into France from America to
denote that kind of spiritualism of which Mr.
Stuart Cumberland is the exponent.
W. C. B.

CHARLES DICEENS'S ANCESTORS. Under the
head " Churchill," in the fourth volume of ' The
Eambler in Worcestershire,' 1854,
Noake says

p.

251, Mr.

:

" The
Dickens family, of Bobbington, were lords of
this manor from 1432 to 1657, and it is said that from
th s family Mr. Dickens, the author, is descended."
In 1857-8 I lived at Bobbington (near Eaville,

rd

CLERKS OF THE PEACE. (See 3 S. x. 148,
The question as to the authority by which
315.)
clerks of the peace were in the habit of affixing
their names to papers without the Christian name
rd S. x.
148, 315,
was examined in 'N.
Q.,' 3

&

;

with only a negative result.
the Justice of the Peace, vol.

A recent

number of

p. 684,

October 27,

iii.
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has a similar query, from which it appears that
nothing more is known of the custom than there is
in the statement of MR. F. RULE at the reference

above
" It

(p.

315):

is customary in many counties for the clerk of
peace to sign only his surname in that capacity. Can
you tell me whether this is a sufficient signature, and
C. P.
also the origin of the practice?
"Answer. We are unable to etate the origin of the
practice, but it is very common, and we think such a

signature quite suffic'ent."
'

ANECDOTES.'

These anecdotes were

first published in 1820, when two editions appeared, one edited by Malone, the other by S. W.
Singer. In the former the arrangement of Spence's
material was altered by bringing together all that
directly concerned Pope under the heading of
"
Popiana,"and the book, being without an index,
is practically useless for reference. Singer's edition
is a transcript of the notes, and I wish to point out
that here and there errors and obscurities have
been retained in the text, also that more informa-

tion about persons mentioned might with advantage have been supplied. The editor seem?, indeed,
to have been aware of some shortcomings, for in
his preface he writes :
"The notes are merely such as occurred to me in
transcribing the work for the press more time or more
convenient accens to books would have enabled me to en;

large them."

JAH. 19,

m

attribute the poem, at least indirectly, to Ambrose
Phillips, passing its author, John Phillip?, without
mention. The interest of the book is increased by
knowing what we can of the persons named in it ;
it is a work never likely to be popular,
one that will always be prized by the lovers of

and though
it is

literary anecdotes.
3, Earl's Terrace, Kensington,

CHARLES WYLIE.
W.

BEARDED DARNEL AND BARLEY.

The

follow-

*
ing paragraph occurs in Mr. J. E. Taylor's HalfHours in the Green Lanes,' fourth edition, 1877,
From
Is the statement fact or folk-lore ?
p. 275.
the way the author presents it to his readers one
would imagine that he had evidence for its truth.

have been a barley-grower for nearly forty years,
but have never heard of it. Darnel seed could not
be mixed with barley unless it were done on purIt is so much smaller and lighter than even
pose.
inferior barley that it must assuredly be removed
I

by the winnowing machine
"The Bearded Darnel (Lolium
:

temulf.ntum), so called

on account of its long awns, is supposed by some writers
'
to be the
tares to which the (Saviour alluded in his
parable of the tares and wheat. The seeds of this species
have a very peculiar intoxicating effect. When malted
with barley the ale brewed from the mixture produces
speedy drunkenness ; and if they are ground up with
bread-corn the bread, if eaten hot, produces a similar
'

effect."

second edition of this book was issued by J.
Russell Smith in 1858, but it is a mere reprint in
a smaller form.

The spelling of proper names was somewhat
arbitrary formerly, and Mr. Singer seems to have
taken them as they stood without inquiry.
Thus
mention is made of" Mr. Man waring" in both text
and index, and it is only when later (p. 338) he is
stated to have been a member of the Kit-Cat Club
we discover that Arthur Maynwaring, the politician, wit, and friend of Mrs. Oldfield,the actress,
is referred to. "Prior" and "Pryor" both occur, to
the disfigurement of the text.
The prefix " Mr."
is used without the name by which the identity of
the person is recognized.
Thus we have "Mr."
Allen and " Mr." Richardson, junior. A reference
to Prior Park is all we have to show the former to
be Ralph Allen, whilst the clue which proves the
latter to be the painter Jonathan Richardson the
younger is a foot-note giving the title of a book
he wrote, by which we trace the author.
The name of " Mrs." Blount occurs at p. 357,
and a note informs us that Martha Blount, " called
Mrs., though unmarried, in accordance with the
custom of the period," is referred to but we are
not told whether this applies, as I suppose it does,
wherever the name appears, and the index gives
seven entries to the former and but one to th latter.
At p. 174 we read Phillips in his ' Cyder has
;

'

succeeded extremely well," &c.

vn.

was doubtless sufficient for Spence, who
could not have foreseen that a future editor would

A

'

s.

his notes

ED. MARSHALL.
SPENCE'S

[7*

This entry in

A

LINCOLNSHIRE FARMER.

In turning
CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES.
over the leaves of a volume of Blackwood's Magazine for 1824, I have come upon an exposure or
explanation of a joke against the people of the
United States, that has passed current among the
small change of conversation from a period stretching back beyond the time that the present readers

in
N. & Q.' were born. People
each other, with grave countenances, that the
American Congress, once upon a time, passed a
the form the thing took is
resolution or an act
somewhat vague that the citizens of the United

of

and writers

'

tell

"are the most enlightened people upon
The writer of the review of a book called
A Summary View of America,' by an Englishman,
took the trouble to hunt this fable to earth.
Its
origin, it seems, was thus
" Some
twenty-eight years ago, when George WashingStates
earth."
1

:

ton was ready to retire from public life, the American
Congress passed a resolution of which these words were
"
a part ' the spectacle of a free and enlightened cation.'
Vol. xvi. p. 634.
:

Upon these words, and upon them only, it seems
It is pleasant to
that the story has been founded.
be able to trace a fable to the vanishing point.
'
Perhaps some reader of N. & Q.,' English or
American, may be able to do a like service for
another fragment of what may not unfitly be called
historical folk-lore.
I have been gravely told more

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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than once that in the early days of the American
republic a Congressman moved that, as the United
States had now become an independent nation, it
was important that it should have a national
language, and not remain any longer the slave of
the old country in its speech.
He had been
informed, he continued, that Greek was the noblest
of all languages, and it was the mother tongue of

men who were

as devoted to republican institutions
as they were themselves.
therefore moved that
from that time forward Greek only should be taught

reached its destination, and was deposited at
Is either of these now in existence; and, if
Metz.
Si Vis.
so, where ?
ST. GREGORY.
Is there any valid reason for
'
attributing to St. Gregory the Liber Responsalis
sive Antiphonariu?/ which is published in Migne's
'
*
Patrologie,' as taken from the Codex Compendiensia of the ninth century ?
Si Vis.
'

He

and that all official documents
should, for the future, be written in this language.
It is an amusing tale, but no one, I suppose, believes
in the state schools,

it to

be true.

Like the other story,

it

some foundation.

We

probably has

ASTARTE.

must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

CARBONARI OF NAPLES.

Who

'

wrote

MS., London, John Murray, 1821?

CARLO Looms.
Ponte

S. Pietro,

per Bergamo,

Italia.

LORD MAYOR'S SHOW. I shall be grateful to
any readers of N. & Q.' who will assist me by
naming authors or books to be consulted in regard
to the earlier days of the Lord Mayor's show.
'

J.
Brooklet,

Winchmore

C.

Hill.

BOOK ILLUSTRATING, by which
gerizing, or

adding

to

I mean Grana work portraits, views, and

subjects not orginally done for that work or edition
of the work. I seek the best authorities on this subThis art, I understand, is extensively pracject.
tised in the United States.
Perhaps some of your
correspondents on the other side of the Atlantic may
be able to indicate books published in America and
less generally

known

here.

H.

S.

A.

YOUNGER'S COMPANY.

In the 'Dictionary of
stated that Charles Dibdin, the song-writer, went to Birmingham in the
summer of 1763 with Younger's company, and

National Biography

'

it is

took some extra work at Vauxhall there. Can
any kind contributor guide me to information about
this Younger, who would seem to have been a
travelling theatrical manager ?
E. G.

POPE ADRIAN
antiphonaires were

I.

'

YOUNGER, M.D.

AND CHARLEMAGNE.

Two

sent by Pope Adrian I. to
One of these was given by its
Charlemagne.
custodian to the monastery of St. Gall. The other

CODEX COMPENDIENSIS.'
'

pendiensis

Is the 'Codex Comof as early a date as the ninth century;
generally regarded as a compilation of

or is it now
a later period

Si Vis.

1

EXECUTION or MONGE"UT. In the eighteenthcentury a man called Mong6ob was broken on the
wheel for robbery. The crime was committed for
the benefit of a woman named Lescombat, who
died in 1755.
During the execution the victim'.-*
skin turned red, on which the heartless Lescombat,
who was present, remarked, " II fallait bien eel a
In what French,
pour faire rougir Monge"ot."
author is this incident narrated 1

GALLOPHILUS.

Memoirs

of the Secret Societies of the South of Italy, particularly the Carbonari/ translated from the original
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WOODEN BRIDGE AT SCHAFFHAUSEN.

We

havethe Science and Art Museum, Dublin, a very
beautiful skeleton model of Grubenman's famous
bridge, which was burnt by the French in*1799.
The model was presented to the museum in 1771
by the fourth Earl of Bristol, then Lord Bishop of
Londonderry. It is thought that it is an original,
made by Grubenman himself at Schaffhausep.
Of this we are seeking for proof. Can any reader
say how and when it was acquired by the Earl of
Bristol?
V. BALL,
Director S. and A. Museum.
in

SIR JOHN FRIEND.
'N. & Q.' inform me

Can
if

printed or otherwise, of Sir

by William

Is he

there

any reader of
any pedigree,,

is

John Friend, executed

mentioned

in the Friend
pedigree printed by the Harleian Society ?
6,

West

III.

Cliff

?

J. H. L.
Mansions, Ramsgate.

DE VAYNES.

" GOFER
" GOFER " MONEY.
BELLS
Can
any one give the meaning of the term goftr ? At
"

:

certain doles given at Bridport, Dorset, applicants
I
say that they are going for the gofer money.
had thought this to be some corrupted local term,
but a few days since I saw in the Inquirer newsA. J.
paper the words gofer bells.

In Maclise's
COUNTESS OF BLESSINGTON.
sketch portrait of the Countess of Blessington
(Eraser's Magazine, vol. vii. p. 267, 1833, and
'
Maclise's Portrait Gallery, p. 159), a portrait of
the countess is shown upon the wall in the background. Does this represent the picture by Sir
Thos. Lawrence which was bought by the Marquis
of Hertford at the sale at Gore House in 1849 ?

NOTES AND QUERIES.
And who
?

arms of Johnstone of Annandale, with a change of
tinctures and the wings omitted.) Below the arms
the Royal Academy is this inscription: "THOMAS JOHNSON, HALIFAX,
'*
JULY 7, 1776," just three days after the declaraJOHN BILSON.

executed the mezzotint engraving of this
Sir Thos. Lawrence exhibited a por-

portrait
trait of Lady Blessington at
in 1822.
Hull.

CORFE CASTLE. I have seen it stated in books
of reference that King John caused twenty- two
noblemen to be starved to death in the dungeons
of Corfe Castle.
Can any of your readers inform
me the authority for this statement, and if it is
Were they the prisoners taken in
trustworthy.
Rochester Castle A.D. 1215, and sent to Corfe?
If not, is there any record of what became of these
barons or of their release ?
E. P.

Who

MACARONI.

first

:

meaning,

smiles without pleasantry,

it
it

it

eats without

rides without exercise."

THE GARRARD FAMILY. 1. The original name
of this family was written Attegare.
How is this
accounted for ? The first bearer of the name was
Alured Attegare, of Buchland, in Sittingbourne,
Kent. Can any one give me the date ? Not given
by Berry or any of the pedigrees I have seen.
2. Benedict Garrard, or Garret, brother of Sir
John Garrard, the first baronet, created 19 James
I., bought Ifield Court, Northfleet, Kent, in the
reign of Charles I, and his descendant (Hasted's
'Kent'), Edward Garrard,

1704
possessed
can I find the intermediate descendants ?
it

in

Edward Garrard had four daughters coheiresses,

3.

of whom married, and they sold Ifield Court in
1766.
The third daughter married Thomas Light,
of London, merchant.
How can I trace the latter

all

and

his descendants

24,

Duke

:

is

the pile

That was short all the while,
That propped up the sleeper
That lay, &c.
This is Mr. Peto
Appointed to see to

The

driving the pile
short, &c.

That was

Lang the surveyor,
took such care
order the spandrils stout and thick
be filled up with rubbish instead of brick.

This

is

Who
To
To

John Bull, with his pockets so full,
gave 300,000 pound
For a tumble-down house that fell to the ground.
Who paid all the fees

This

is

Who

With a great deal of ease
To all the grave counsellors bouncing and
Every one in his three-tailed wig,

big,

In Westminster Hall,
So lofty and tall, &c.
J.

ALFRED GOTCH.

Kettering.

In Noble's 'Lives of the
stated that George Fleetwood after
his release from imprisonment
"passed over to
America, and lived with those whose sentiments
were congenial to his own " (i. 245). Can any one
inform me of the date of George Fleetwood's death,
and of any evidence confirming the fact of his emiC. H. FIRTH.
gration to America ?
33, Norham Road, Oxford.
'

it is

MEDAL OF THOMAS JOHNSON, HALIFAX (NORTH
AMERICA), 1776. I have seen an engraved silver
medal, rather more than 1| in. in diameter. On
the obverse is a coat of arms Gules, a saltire or,
on a chief of the second three square cushions, not
tinctured. Crest a spur, no wings. (These are the
:

:

PARODY WANTED. Can any of your readers
the folsupply the full text of the skit of which
in consequence
lowing are portions? It appeared
of some failure in the foundations of the Custom
House near London Bridge
This is the house that Jack built.
This is the sleeper that lay in the house that Jack built.

PERCY CLARK.

?

Street, St. James's.

GEORGE FLEETWOOD.

Regicides

and one with

This

F. J. FdRNIVALL.

How

The reverse exhibits a
tion of independence."
coast view, with a house in the middle, a church
with a spire to the spectator's left, and a mast with
a flag to the right ; in the sea a ship with British
colours at the stern, a boat with oars to the left,

sails to the right. The edge is milled
with a pattern. Thomas Johnson was doubtless a
Is anything known respecting him and
Royalist.
I suphis family, or the medal above described ?
in Nova Scotia,
pose the Halifax referred to is that
but there are other towns so named in North
ALPHEGE.
America.
this
term
to
the
applied

inane fop or dude of the latter half of the eighteenth century ] I find the creature thus described
in the Oxford Magazine for June, 1770, vol. iv.
p. 228, col. 2
" There is indeed a kind of
animal, neither male nor
female, a thing of the neuter gender, lately started up
It
is
called
a
Macaroni. It talks without
amongst us.
appetite,

[7*s.vn.

JOHN ROLLOS. I have before
dated June 1, 1731, commencing

me an

order,

:

"

By

Ma

19
General Letters Patent Dor22" day of June, 1727. That you
of such his Ma (s Treasure as remains in

virtue of his

mant bearing date the

deliver and pay
of
your charge unto John Hollos, Gent., Chief Engraver

Mat9 Signets and Seals, or his assigns, the sum of
Three hundred ninety five pounds ten shillings and two
and engraving
pence half penny due to him for making
the several Seals and Signets under mentioned used in
fitted
England, and for Silver duty and other materials
for the same according to an Examination upon his Demands by the Officers of his Ma" Mint in the Tower of
1
London, viz .," &c.
The document then sets out the items of the
his

account, and ends with the receipt of John Rollos,
Where can I find any
dated June 18, 1731.

7*

s. vii.

JAN. 19,
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of this engraver and medalist?
The
work charged for in this account comprises
"A large double Judicial Seal in silver for the Countys

account

:

of Denbigh, Montgomery, and Flint.
"A large double Judicial Seal in Silver for the Countys
of Glamorgan, Brecknock, and Radnor.
"A large double Judicial Seal in Silver for the Countys

of Carnarvon, Merioneth, and Anglesea.
"A large Judicial double Seal in S.lver for the Countys
of Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
"A large double Seal in Silver for the most Noble Order
of the Garter, Engraven on one side with the effigies of
S' George on Horseback fighting with the Dragon with an
Inscription, and on the other side Avith the Arms of the
said Order within the Garter.
"Engravin a Signet in Steel for the said Order with
the Arms of the Order impaled with his Mats Imperial

Arms."

The

description of the engraving on the seals is set
out in each case similar to the garter seal and signet.

T.

FRENCH TWENTY-FRANC PIECE.

On

N.

one side

is

the head of Napoleon I. and the inscription "Napoleon Empereur"; on the reverse "20 francs," surrounded by a wreath and the inscription, " Repub-

An 13"; and a small figure,
lique Franchise.
intended, I believe, to represent the French cock.
Round the edge of the coin are the words, "Dieu
protege la France."

How

is it

that this coin com-

memorates both the empire and the republic

?

E. H.

LOVELYN'S 'POEMS/ &c. I am told that the
copy of these which I possess is valuable. Can
any one tell me of the author, or of the value of
his book?
The title-page is as follows: "Latin
and English Poems, by a Gentleman of Trinity Col'
Nee lusisse pudet, sed non incidere
lege, Oxford.
ludum.' Hor.
London, printed in the year
MDCCXXXVIII." With this is bound up " Moral
Tales, a

Christmas Night's Entertainment.
By
new edition. London. Printed
Lady
for T. Becket, Pall
Price
Mall, M.DCCLXXXIII.
half a crown."
The book contains manuscript
notes connecting some of the persons mentioned
with certain portraits in Hogarth's ' Rake's Pro.

A

F.

W.

P.

[' Latin and English Poems,' Lond., 1738, 4to., appears
to be by Loveling, not Lovelyn.
A copy is in the Bodleian.
It was reprinted, 12tno., 1741.
A copy of the
edition
sold
for
in
7s.
the
Dent sale, and one of the
early
later for 5s. Qd. in the
Hibbert.]

COMITATUS

What earldom

CERETICUS.

or

county is this ? I ask because I lately picked up
a copy of ' Lemon's Etymological
Dictionary
(1783) in which is the following book-plate in"
scription:
Collegio Sancti Davidis apud Llanbedr in Comitatu Ceretico d. d. d. Thomas
Phillips
'

de Brunswick Square apud Londinenses
Armiger,
1841." I can find in the
Clergy List' only one
but
this
is
in
Brecknockshire. If the
Llanbedr,
book belongs to a church or college
library, it is
'
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at the disposal of its rightful owners, free of cost,
if they will write to me.
E. WALFORD, M.A.
7,

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

ERASMUS. In the 'Journal des Voyages de
Monconys' the invention of turf for burning is
attributed to Erasmus, of all men in the world.
Can anybody suggest a reason for this extraordinary
error?
C. A. WARD.

Walthamstow.

He
BUTTERFIELD. Was he a watchmaker]
invented an odometer, and contributed two papers
Is much
to the Philosophical Transactions.
known of him ? I am not able to refer to the
{
Diet. Nat. Biog.' conveniently.
C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.
in
not mention the
does
question
[The dictionary
Butterfield you indicate.]
" THE Fox AND VIVIAN." There ia in
Leaming-

ton a public-house called "The
What is the origin of this sign ?

MANTLE
shire there

Fox and Vivian."
F. G. D.

In a small town in SomersetCan
a street called Mantle Street.

STREET.
is

any one suggest a derivation for this street name ?
Could it be connected with the " mantells " which
in Manor Court Rolls are often presented as being
dangerous or out of repair ]

A. L. HUMPHREYS.
26, Eccleston

Road, Baling.

DRESS OF LONDON APPRENTICE TEMP.
ELIZABETH.
th

(7

S. vi. 467.)

be inferred from, if not actually stated
'History of Costume' that the
in, Planches
costume of London apprentices in Elizabeth's
reign was very little (if any) different from that
of the same class in the reign of Edward VI.
It is to

and Mary, though that of the higher classes had
been gradually changing through and from the
reign
stuffed

Henry VIII. until the long doublets,
and slashed trunk hose, and large ruffe ap-

of

peared in all their full-blown magnificence in the
good queen's reign. The costume of the boys of
Christ's Hospital was doubtless a near approach to
the dress, if not the dress itself, of the apprentices
of the reigns of Ed ward and Mary, with a probable
variation in its indoor and out-of-door character,
for Planche" says
" The
small, flat, round bonnet, worn on one side of
the head, and, indeed, the whole dress, was the costume
Blue coats were the common
of the citizens of London
habit of apprentices and serving men, and yellow stockThe jackets of our fireworn
were
very generally
ings
men and watermen are also of this date, the badge being
made in metal, and placed on the sleeve in the sixteenth
:
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cantury, instead of on the breast or back of the garment
itself as previously."

[7*

s.

vn.

JAH. 10,

m

before it was gathered and set into the
nor more than two inches in depth before

height
tock,

This would give the short tight breeches, blue
long coat, or short blue doublet and yellow stockings as the general wear of the commonalty of the

he setting into the same stock. The collar of the
"
doublet was to have neither
poynt, well [whale]
bone, or plaits," but to be made close and comely,
nd, as well as the breeches, was to be made only
period.
Planche" says, again, that Sir Walter Scott, in 'The of "cloth, kersey, fustian, sackcloth, canvasse,
Fortunes of Nigel,' has drawn an admirable (word) English leather, or English stuffe,"and of not more
His stockings were to be of
picture of the brawling 'prentices from Howe, the than 2s. 6d. the yard.
" in
the reign woollen, yarn, or kersey.
continuator of Stow, who tells that
He was not to wear
"
of Queen Mary they wore blue cloaks in summer,
Spanish shoes with polonia heels," or to have his
and in the winter gowns of the same colour," dresses hair with any "tufte or lock, but cut short in
of this colour being a badge of servitude about this decent and comely manner."
The " City flat cap," or cap of Edward
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
period.
71, Brecknock Road.
VI., being still often mentioned in the time of

James and

Charles, shows no very great change.
Fairholt also enlarges on the same subject, saying
"
the City flat cap" is the " statute cap" of Shake" so
called because they were strictly enspeare,
joined to be worn by the 13 Elizabeth, cap. 19, for
the encouragement of the home manufacture," under
a penalty of 3s. 4d. for each day's transgression ;
and he refers to further examples of the dress in
Herbert's ' History of the Twelve Great Livery

Companies of London,' Burgon's 'Life of Gresham,'
and many effigies in existing London churches, such
as St. Saviour's, Southwark, St. Helens, Bishopsalso mentiongate, and St. Andrew's Undershaft
ing that Thynne's 'Debate between Pride and

" Flat
"
caps and shining shoes were the distinguishing characteristics of London apprentices an
" hundreds of
this

As Gifford would say,
period.
" from our old
instances might easily be adduced
These chiefly take the form of courtierly
writers.
Strutt gives a figure of the pie-dish-like
sneering.
flat cap on the 137th plate, vol. ii.
The breeches
and stockings were what were called round slops,
of white broadcloth, and made so as to look all of
one piece. They appear to have worn blue cloak*
in summer, and gowns in winter of the same colour.
H. C. HART.

;

husbandmen and various classes of the community. Stubbes's 'Anatomy of Abuses' would
of

male costume of
any of Holbein's
pictures would afford a great deal of help towards
tracing the changes of the period, as by comparing
the forms of the ordinary costume temp. Edward
VI. (1595 and 1682) the slightness and tendency
also prove a valuable reference for
the time of Elizabeth, and no doubt

of the changes during that period will very easily
be seen.
E. W. HACKWOOD.
'
Herbert, in his History of the Twelve Great
Livery Companies of London,' expresses an opinion
that James exceeded Elizabeth in his love for the

minutice of the fashion prescribed.
About the
year 1611 he caused the Mayor to send precepts to
the wardens of companies on account of "the
abuse growing by excesse and strange fashions of
apparell used by manye apprentises." The ComCouncil afterwards embodied certain regulations into an Act, in which every item of apparel
to be worn by apprentices is detailed with the

mon

minuteness of a tailor or dressmaker. Apprentices
were to wear no "hat" the facing whereof should
exceed three inches in breadth in the head, or
which, with the band and trimming, should cost
above 5s. ; the band was to be destitute of lace,
made of linen not exceeding 5s. the ell, and to
have no other work or ornament than a plain hem
and one stitch ; and if the apprentice should wear
a ruff-band, it was not to exceed three inches in

th

BED-ROCK

Lowlinesse' (1570) gives descriptions of the dress

S.

(7

vi.

466).

The word

in

its

metaphorical sense means the bottom of the
matter in question. It is, I suppose, an Americanism, originating in the mines. An example of it is
'
to be found in Tennessee's Partner,' by Bret Harte,
the middle of the story:
"'No! no!' continued Tennessee's Partner, hastily,
I play this yer hand alone.
To come down to the bedrock, it 's just this Tennessee, thar, has played it pretty
a
rough and expensive-like on
stranger, and on this yer
camp. And now, *\hat's the fair thing 1 Some would say
more ; some would say less. Here 'a seventeen hundred
dollars in coarse gold and a watch it 's about all my pile
'

:

and

call it square!

'

"

is being tried by Lynch law for highway
robbery, and his partner attempts to bribe the
The scene is laid amongst the miners of
court.
Sandy Bar. The story was first published, I thinkj
in or "before 1869.
EGBERT PIERPOINT.

Tennessee

St. Austin's,

Warrington.

the technical term applied in mining to
the solid hard rock underlying loose and incoherent

This

strata.

is

It

is

generally used in connexion witb

In the American miner's
alluvial gold washings.
slang to arrive at the bed-rock means to have spent
the last dollar.

BENNETT H. BROUGH.

have certainly heard this word as a mining
term, and have understood it as analogous to theengineering term bed-plate, which signifies theheavy plate of metal upon which the machinery
The figurative use of the term would follow
rests.
I

7*
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S.

naturally, and may be illustrated by a verse of
Lowell's, quoted from memory :
It is pagan, but wait till you feel it,
That jar of the earth, that dull shock,
When the ploughshare of deeper passion
Tears down to the primitive rock.

C. 0. B.

In sinking a coalan American term.
shaft there is usually found beneath the soil yellow
or blue clay, often containing water-worn stones ;
then, perhaps, sand and gravel, and clay again
under them. Beneath these will be found solid
This rock, or
rock, or shale, in regular layers.
This

is

shale, is called by the sinkers in the Durham
coal-field the "stone-head," which is the exact

"
bed-rock." In like
equivalent of the American
circumstances Lancashire sinkers speak of "gettin
P. W. PICKUP.
deawn to th' solid."
Blackburn.

The New English Dictionary gives examples
of the use of "bed" in its meaning "to rest on,
" bedto lie on for support." Surely this includes
" bedrock " and numerous other words, such as
"
Of. p. 751, last line of
bed-stone," &c.
plate,"
L. L, K.
first column.
'

'

with

many

tracted

talismanic properties, and its festival atof people.
0. C. B.

immense gatherings

MR. BOUCHIER, asks, Is kissing under the mistletoe dying out in England 1
Well, reminiscences
of half a century ago or so would lead me to sayand
together with many another ancient
It
laudable practice, it had somewhat decayed.
may be, however, that careful inquiry among the
grandchildren of those who kissed dans le bon
vieux temps might reveal an undiminished loyalty
But then the conscientious inquirer
to custom.
would be met by the difficulty that one does not
kiss and tell."
or, at least, did
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
that,

not"

KENELM HENRY DIGBY

(7

th

S. vi.

507).

I

only know of three editions of Mr. K. H. Digby's
The
noble book 'The Broadstone of Honour.'
first of these came out about sixty years ago, in,.
I think,

1828 and onwards

;

and

after

one or two

of the volumes had appeared their author joined
the Koman Church, which fact accounts for the
alterations, whatever they be, that were afterwards

made

in the earlier volumes,
different tone of the later.

and for the somewhat
About the years 185$

DR. CHANCE should look again at his copy of and 1857 Edward Lumley, of New Oxford Street
himself a striking man, and one of the early
New English Dictionary,' s.v. " Bed," where,
at Ali
in the third column of p. 750,
19, he will find members of the congregation worshipping
evidence that he has been too hasty in classing the Saints', Margaret Street published what I believe
edition of all the volumes ; and
Philological Society's work with the other dic- to be the second
a reprint of this edition was issued in 1877. If
tionaries he possesses.
Q. V.
there be other editions than these three, I should
HERALDIC (7 th S. vi. 428, 497). In the arms on be glad to know of them. I believe that ' More*
the ring mentioned, the coat impaled on the sinister Catholic!,' 'Evenings on the Thames,' and Mr,
side is that of the Abbey of Westminster, the Digby's other prose works, were all written by
whole coat therefore is, Williams (quarterly with him as a Koman Catholic ; and I should be agreeGriffiths) impaling dexter, the see of Lincoln, sinis- ably surprised to hear that any of them ever
The peculiarity reached a second edition. Mr. Digby's verse
ter, the Abbey of Westminster.
of the marshalling arises from the bigamous cha- ' Little Low Bushes
and the rest is much inIfc is well known how
racter of the arms.
But he who wrote 'The
pertina- ferior to his prose.
ciously Williams clung to his Deanery of West- Broadstone of Honour' must always be a classic;
minster after his elevatian to the episcopate.
and I suppose that no one, not even Robert
S. G. H.
Burton himself, ever gave to the public a larger
more happily used, of admirable
KISSING UNDER THE MISTLETOE (7 th S. vi. 487). store, and a store
and allusions than is
One would suppose, from the part played by the and recondite quotations
in that book and in Compitum.'
mistletoe in Scandinavian
that this contained
the

'

'

'

mythology,
custom was common to all northern peoples.
Baldur was slain by a mistletoe dart at the instigation of Loki, and in reparation for the injury
the plant was afterwards dedicated to his mother,
Frigg,so long as it did not touch earth, Loki's empire.
On this account it is hung from the ceilings of houses,

and the

kiss given

under

it

neuf " in

De

into the sixteenth century.

of charity to say that, and I
A. J. M.
heartily echo the saying.
like his breadth

no

le gui
Gubernatis ('La Mythologie des
Plantes'). The fetes held in commemoration of the
sacred mistletoe survived in some parts of France

1'an

Julius Hare, that defender of Luther,
'
who said that a young man should prize The'
Broadstone of Honour next to the Bible ? It was

th
QUEENIE AS A PET NAME (7 S. VU. 4).
Queeney or Queeny was the pet name of Esther
MR. BOUCHIER Thrale, afterwards Lady Keith, for whom Baretti
"

signifies that it is

longer an instrument of mischief.
will, unless I mistake, find an account of

de

Was it not

The plant was credited

wrote his 'Dialogues.' See Dr. Birkbeck Hill's
edition of BoswelFs 'Johnson,' ii. 449, n. 2; iii.
422, n. 4

;

v.

451, n.

2.

WILLIAM ALDIS WRIGHT.

Trinity College, Cambridge.
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DEATH WARRANTS

th

S.

(7

vi.

308, 474, 515).

wolves in Matt.

vii.

15,

[7*

S.

VII. JAN. 19,

and the grievous wolves

'

ia Acts

admit that I am "altogether wrong." xx. 29, representing false teachers."
In that charming collection of negro stories,
There can be no doubt at all that the king perI
sonally decided whether any sentence of death 'Uncle Remus,' the rabbit outwits the fox.
passed at the Central Criminal Court should be know that it is said that the rabbit represents the
carried out or not, which, I take it, is the essential negro race, which, in its very simplicity and harmIs there any proof that the king signed lessness, proves more than a match for the selfish
point.
But on what foundacunning of the whiter man.
nothing ?
As regards the Isle of Man story, AN ENGLISH tion does this theory rest ? The stories them"
LAWYER is good enough to say it is not pro- selves do not suggest it, for the fox shows no
I cannot

bable." I can only say that it is a fact known to
I cannot enter into details ; but I do not, of
course, mean that either the king or the queen
signed the actual order to the executioner.

me.

E. F. D. C.

According to the

'

Percy Anecdotes,'
" the warrant for
executing a criminal was anciently by
under
(lie
hand
and seal of the judge, as it la
precept
still practised in the Court of the Lord
High Steward
upon the execution of a peer though in the Court of
Peers in Parliament it is done by writ from the king.

special cunning.
with the rabbit.

He is simply stupid compared
And if the stories are genuine

old negro stories, brought from Africa, the comparison between the negroes and the whites in
America will not be to the point. I recur to my
former question, What real proofs of superior
" Br'er Fox "
cunning has
given, that we should
suppose his reputation to be universal 1

JOHN A. CROSS.
Holbeck.

;

Afterwards it was established that, in case of life, the
judge may command execution to be done without writ.
Now the usage is for the judge to sign the Cilendar,
or list of all the persons' names, with their
separate judgment in the margin, which is left with the
As for a capital felony, it is written opposite to
sheriff.
a person's name, 'Let him be hanged by the neck.'
Formerly, in the days of Latin and abbreviations, ' SU3.
per coll.,' for suspendature per collum '; and this is the
only warrant that the sheriff has for so material an act
^

'

as taking

away the life of another. It is certainly remarkable that in civil cases there should be such a
variety of writs of execution to recover a trifling debt
issued in the king's name, and under the seal of the
court, without which the sheriff cannot legally stir one
step; and yet that the execution of a man, the most
important and terrible of any, should depend upon a
marginal note."

CHESTNUT (7 th S. vi. 407, 436). I venture to sug"
stale joke, story heard before,"
gest that chestnut
may be a translation of the French marron a kind of
large choice chestnut. This word marron has, either
as a substantive or adjective, several other meanings, some of which I will enumerate ; and it has
occurred to me as possible that chestnut may (shall
we say in America ?), by way, probably, of a joke,
have been given a meaning borrowed more or less
from one or more of these other meanings of marron.
One of those meanings is a stencil-plate, by means
of which any words or pattern may be reproduced
or repeated indefinitely, and the application of this
meaning to a rechauffe joke or story is not so very
difficult.
But as an adjective marron has mean-

=

=

ings which may be considered still more appropriate.
Thus, when applied to a courtier, cocher, imprimeur,
marron = unlicensed or irregular
and a negre
Is AN ENGLISH LAWYER
quite correct in saying marron, is a runaway negro (our maroon).
In all
"
that
at the assizes the order for execution was
these meanings there is a smack of false pretence,
and is merely verbal"?
It is laid down in or of
which
is
still
more clearly
dishonesty,*
"
the usage is for exhibited in the
Stephen's Commentaries that
slang French 6tre marron = to be
the judge to sign the calendar, or list of the
baken in, bamboozled
and this same smack of
prisoners' names, with their separate judgments
false pretence there is also in an old story or joke,
in the margin, which is left with the sheriff as his
if, as often is the case, it is served up as a new, and
warrant or authority."
sometimes even as an original one. For the meanI have always understood that the formula " SUSP.
"ngs which I have here assigned to marron I
per coll." was written against the names of persons would refer DR. MURRAY to
Scheler, and Littre",

J W. ALLISON.

tratford, B.

;

'

'

;

capitally convicted.

Is this a figment

1

EDWARD H. MARSHALL. M.A.

and

^

Fox

th

(7

S.

vi.

148, 396).

4 Hengstenberg comments
" The foxes come
into regard in

Oa

Ezekiel

:

'

verse 4 as the dangerous foes and destroyers of the coverts' as a zoologist
calls them.
Thus they stand already in cli. ii. 15 of the
Song of Songs ; and in Luke xiii. 31, 32, the Lord calls
Herod a fox as the destroyer of God's people. The foxes
nowhere come into regard for their craft, as in heathen
The foxes here correspond to the ravening
antiquity.

French
F.

Hasting?.

xiii.

to Barrere's dictionary of

slang.

CHANCE.

Facts as to the origin of this slang equivalent
"
" an old
for
Joe there be none, I believe. I first
* Even the chestnut called
marron itself has not
attained to its present high position by the most honourable practices, for Littre tells us that there are commonly
three kernels or nuts in a chestnut husk, and that in the
case of the species called marron, one of these kernels,
young cuckoo-like, gets the better of the other two, and
10 becomes larger than he has any
rightful business to
be.

.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

VII. JAN. 19/89.]

heard the word in 1882, in a theatrical chrp-hous
(Brown's) in New York. The explanation given t
me by Mr. Brown once a well-known member o
Wallack's company was " Chestnut, because it i
old enough to have grown a beard," alluding to th
prickly bristly husk of the nuts,

HALKETT LORD.
Scotch Plains, U.S.

EGBERT BURTON (7 th S. vi. 443, 517). Thos
who take an interest in the ' Anatomy of Melan
choly are much indebted to MR. PEACOCK for hi

Instructis utrimque exercitibus in ejus
detrectavere.
pugnae casum, in qua urba Roma victori prsemium esset,
imber ingena grandine mixtua ita utramque aciem
turbavit, ut vix armis retentia in castra sese receperint,
millius rei minore, quam hostium, metu.
Et postero
die eodem loco acies instructas eadem tempestas dire-

mit."

Liv., lib. xxvi. c. xi.

Thucydides relates that two expeditions of the
Lacedaemonians were put a stop to by earthquakes.
The annual invasion of Attica, in B.C. 426, under
Agis, was one of these, whenIleAoTroi'i/mrioi /cat

'

careful account of every edition.
I have a copy o
that of 1651 which in some points differs from

MR

PEACOCK'S of the same date.
give a description of
(1) Half-title

my

recto,

;

May I be

copy
the

allowed t

?

Anatomie

of

Melan

choly ; verso, the Argument of the Frontispiece
beginning, "Ten distinct squares."
(2) Th
engraved title-page, C. le Blon sc., surrounded
the
ten
well-known
by
designs, and having in th
middle a space on which are the following lines
"

The Anatomy

their severall

what it is, with al
symptomes, prognostickes, 6
In three partitions, wit!

of Melancholy,

the kinds causes
severall cures of

it.

sections,

members

&

subsections

Philosophically, Medicinally, Historically, openec
& cut vp. By Democritus Junior. With i
Satyricall Preface, conducing to the following Dis
course.
The Sixt [sic] Edition, corrected and

augmented by the Author. Omne tulit punctum
"
Beneath these lines is
qui miscuit utile dulci.
the portrait
jrwait of
01 .Burton,
wmcn there is enBurton, below which
cartouche "Oxford Printed for Henry
graved1 on a cartouche,
1651." (3) Latin dedication, "Georgio
3,
Cripps,
Berkleio,
sio," ending with "jam sexto revisam, D.D.
rT*ww *v
rt>itiia Titvhi/tw "
m
X T n i.?_ Democritus Junior." /A\*
(4) 'Two pages of Latin verse,
-*^/

"Vade

liber."

Two

pages of English verse.
(6) The tezt forms 723 numbered pages, but two
(5)

unnumbered leaves are inserted between pages 140
and 141. The text ends with p. 723. (7) Nine
unnumbered pages of Table. On the last page is
a notice by H.O. to the
reader, and at the bottom,
"Printed by R.W. for Henry Cripps of Oxford,
and are to be sold by Andrew Crook in Paul's
Churchyard, and by Henry Cripps and Lodowick
Lloyd in Popes-Head Ally. 1651."
I agree with MR. PEACOCK in
thinking that we
should regard the
best.

The

fifth

died in 1640.

fifth edition, or

the sixth, as the

was published in 1638. Burton
The sixth appeared in 1651, and

according to the notice at the end it was printed
from a copy corrected by the author, and committed
J. DIXON.
by him to Cripps for publication.

BATTLE INTERRUPTED sr AN EARTHQUAKE (7 th
vi. 307).
Though not an exact answer, the
interruption of a battle by a storm may be menS.

tioned, B.C. 211
"
Postero die transgressus Anienem Hannibal in aciem
copias eduxtt nee Flaccus consulesque certamen
:

omnes

:

'

eo-/3aAoui/TS, "AyiSos rov
riyovpevov, AaKeSouuonwi/ ySacri
Se yf.vojjLf.vtov TroAAwi' dVeTpaTrovTO
o~eio~/ztov
TraAii/, KCU OVK lyeyero eo-/?oA^ (lib. iii. c. 89).
Again, in the plundering warfare between Argos

and Lacedsemon,
-

B.C. 414,

ITT'

"Apyos

cu/

rXOov, 0-cio-jj.ov Se ycvojAtvov d:re^wp^o-av (vi.
The interruption in the first of these in95).
stances arose from terror, in the last two from
ED. MARSHALL.
superstition.

The battle alluded to by Southey was, no doubt,
that at the Lacus Trasimenus, in Etruria, where
Hannibal so signally defeated the Romans (B c.
But Southey must have forgotten the fact
217).
related by Livy (lib. xxii. c. 5), that so far from
the earthquake interrupting the battle, the combatants were so intent on fighting, and so furiously
engaged, that they never felt it, though it was
This is the
devastating a great part of Italy.
"
graphic description of the historian in his
pic;ured page":
"
Tantusque fuit ardor animorum, adeo intentus pugnae
inimus, ut eura terras motum, qui multarutn urbium
Italiae magnaa partea prostravit, avertitque curau rapido
-HineB, mare fluminibua invexifc, monies ingenti lapeu
roruit,

nemo pugnantium

senserit."

may have

confused in his
with another earlier one meniioned by Herodotus (' Hist.,' i. c. 74), where the
~iydians and Medes were interrupted in their con"
;est
by the day suddenly becoming night" (rr)v
VVKTO. yeveo^cu) ; that is, of
This eclipse,
:ourse, by a total eclipse of the sun.
he historian says, Thales of Miletus had predicted
hould happen in this very year ; and, if true,
astronomy must have been better known to the
ancients than is generally supposed.
EDWD. A. DAYMAN.

Perhaps Southey

memory

this battle

Shillingston, Dorset.

I cannot help thinking that Southey has conAn eclipse
used an earthquake with an eclipse.
f the sun is said to have put an end to a battle
bout to be fought between the Medes and Lydians
n the year B.C. 585. I never heard of one being
nterrupted by an earthquake. Livy says that an
arthquake occurred during the battle at Lake
"rasj menus, during the second Panic war; but
dds that the combatants did not notice it, on

NOTES AND QUERIES.
account of the fierceness of the contest, which
would lead us to conclude that the violence of the
shocks was not great in that part of Italy.

W.

T.

LYNN.

Blackbeatb.

MOORE and MR. E. H. MARSHALL
[MB. J. CARRICK
"
"
has been written for
also suggest that
earthquake
eclipse.']

th

Miss FOOTE, COUNTESS OF HARRINGTON (7
As attention has been
S. vi. 6, 166, 292, 337).
indirectly drawn to this lady, perhaps the following
extract from

'

An Old Man's Diary,

7

by John Payne

Collier, may prove of interest. She was married in
1831 to Charles, Earl of Harrington
" March 23
I was sitting at the Garrick Club
(1833).
yesterday, reading the newspaper close to the window, when
a large family carriage, drawn by two fine horses, drove
up to the steps of the door it was about eleven o'clock, and
so it happened, though a rarity, that there was nobody in
the room but myself. I went on with my newspaper,
when a queer-looking gentleman, in a sort of boat hat,
very loose light coat, and looser trousers, twisted in some
odd way about the leg and diminishing towards the foot
and ankles, entered. He looked round, and seeing nobody
there but myself, he said, I suppese there is no objection to my bringing a lady to see the rooms, is there ?
I replied, ' Not the least, that I am aware of '; and he
went out again to fetch the said lady. I guessed that it
was Lord Harrington, and, looking out at the window, I
saw him handing a lady from the carriage, two footmen,
in long brown coats and with gold-headed canes, standing
one on each side. The lady wore a veil, but as she
entered the room she put it up, and I instantly recognized the ci-devant Miss Poote, of ' Foote and Hayne
notoriety, who in 1824 had recovered 3,000/. damages for
a breach of promise. She was still very pretty, but, as I
thought, with rather a stage- worn look ; and, while she
was languishing about the room, leaning on his lordship's
arm, Winston, the Secretary of the Club, entered: as
he knew them both he bowed to Lord Harrington rather
obsequiously and to Lady Harrington a little more familiarly, as if they had been previously acquainted. A few
words passed between them, which I did not hear, and,
after another short survey of the room and furniture,
they went away, leaving me with Winston." Part iii.
:

:

'

pp. 56-57.

would occupy too much space to transcribe more;
but there is much curious information, and
very
likely not elsewhere to be found, concerning the

It

and antecedents

of the countess, nee Maria
From this it appears that her father was
of
the Plymouth Theatre, and that she
manager
was born in 1798, and came to London as an actress
when only sixteen or seventeen.
early

life

Foote.

JOHN PICKFORD,

M.A..

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

vn.

s.

This lacuna

'DICTIONARY

AMERICAN AUTHORS'

th

(7

OF

BRITISH

S. vi. 184).

AND

No work

aiming so high as
pleteness.

One

this bibliography can attain comof its noteworthy omissions is <:

A

Narrative of the Captivity of Mrs. [Susannah Willard] Johnson, containing an account of her sufferings during four years with the French and Indians.
Printed at Walpole, New Hampshire, by David

m

is

the
re-

printed half a dozen times as a separate volumr,
and frequently inserted in other workp, as in
Farmer and Moore's ' Historical Collections.' Few
books shed more light on the mutual relations of
Canada and New England from 1754 to 1758.
Will some one inform the writer or 'N. & Q.'
whether there is an editio princeps of this narrative
in the British Museum ?
JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison, Wis., U.S.

CHARGER (7 th S. vi. 187, 218, 312, 414).
I point out that the word charger
war-horse is
derived from a very obvious source, viz , charging-

=

May

In 'Don Quixote,' 1712, published by Mr.
Motteux, vol. iv. p. 1248, Carrasco, "the Knight
of the White Moon," after defeating Don Quixote,
took his leave, and packing up his Armour on a
Carriage-Mule, presently mounted his Charging-Horse,.

horse.

and leaving the City that very Day, posted homewards."
In a subsequent translation (probably Smollett's)
charging-horse was altered to charger.
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

ENGLISH GRAMMARS

(7

th

S. vi. 121, 242, 302,

PROF. SKEAT can find a very full list of
English grammars, giving several scores that he
has not on his roll, in the Catalogue of the New

453).

York State Library
there

at

Albany.

must be three hundred in

I should think

all.

W. W. PASKE.
RELIC OF WITCHCRAFT (7 th S. v. 426, 497; vi.
138, 258).
Having been several weeks from home,
have only just seen my copies of N. & Q.' for
September and October, otherwise I should have
hastened to inform MR. C. A. WARD that the
'

I

Memoranda of Matters in the London Gazette of
1685' appeared in the Odd Felloivs' Quarterly
Magazine for October, 1883, then edited by Charles
Hardwick. I shall have pleasure in lending him
C. A. WHITE.
my copy if desired.

'

Preston on the Wild Moors, Salop.
th

CHILDREN (7 S. vi. 467; vii. 14). The following sentences, which I extract from a work by
William Gouge, entitled * Of Domesticall Duties '
(1622), may perhaps be of some service to DR.

MURRAY

:

"Tutors, to whose gouernment young scuollers, that
are sent to the Vniuersities, are committed, haue to deale
with children in their riper yeeres euen when the time
of setling them in a course is come
the very time
wherein much good may be done to children, or else
wherein they may be vtterly peruerted
A good Tutor
may doe much to repaire the negligence, and amend the
defects of a
Schpolemaster but there remaine none to
redresse the failings of a Tutor children for the most
part are past redressing, when they cease to haue a
Tutor
Many children well trained vp in schoolee,
vtterly lose the benefit of all their former education when
they are sent to the Vniuersitie, because their Tutors
;

ALLIBONE'S

JAN. 19,

more noticeable because the book has been

Carlisle, jun.," 1796, pp. 144.

'

'

[7*

:

:

:

7' 1<S. VII.

JAN.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

19, '89 J

together leaue them to themselves: and so they are
ade a prey to idle and lewd companione." Pp. 587-8
J. F. MANSERGH.

jil
i,

Liverpool.
th

BOOK or MARTYRS

(7

S. vi.

The book

446).

inquired for is
of the Booke of Acts and Monuments
of the Church written by that Reverend Father, Maister
and
now
John Fox
abridged by Timothe Bright, Doctor
of Phisicke, for such as either thorough want of leysure,
or abilitie have not the vse of so necessary an history.
A woodcut, above which] 'All day long are we counted
a sheepe for the slaughter
(Psalm 44) ; [and below]
How long Lord, holy and true (Apocal., cap. 6, verse
at
London
by J. Windet, at the assign10).
Imprinted
ment of Master Tim. Bright, and are to be sold at Pauls
wharf, at the signe of the Crosae-Keyes, 1589."
<(

An Abridgement

j

administration reminds me that I have a broadside consisting of a quaint engraving representing
a Cheshire farmer riding into Stockport market on
his cush (cow), to evade the unpopular tax that Pitt
had levied upon horses in 1784. The farmer has a
label

Small quarto, black
1-504 ii. pp. 1-288

in

two

parts, i. pp.
It is not
table four sheet?.

letter,

his

mouth, "Pitt be
is

D

the following

d,"

:

The Cheshire Farmer's Policy; or, Pitt outwitted.
Tax on horses shall be void,
For on my cush I mean to ride.
Let each like me strive to outwitt,
And Drown all Taxes in a PITT.

:

'

issuing from

and underneath the picture

:

'

55

Jonathan Thatcher, farmer, at top of Bank, near
Stockport, rode his cush (cow) to and from Stockport market on November 27, 1784.

JOSEPH BEARD.
Baling.

MERCURY (7 S. vi. 448, 497). If you asked a
countryman in Lincolnshire to direct you to the
plant "mercury" he would at once take you to the
Chenopodium bonus Henricus, especially if you
"Hooper had beene Graduate in the Universitie of pronounced it marquerry. It is commonly culti
Oxforde, in the time of the sixe Articles, Winchester con- vated in
cottage and other gardens to be eaten
ferred with him 4. or 5. dales together, and not prevayling
with him, dismissed him to his M. Sir T. Arundel, whose with boiled bacon, which combination is the LinJ. T. F.
Steward he had beene, when hee had forsaken Oxford colnshire "gammon and spinach."
;

;

th

a thin quarto, unless bound in two volumes, when
the second part would make only a thin book. At
p. 125, part ii., is the passage sought for
:

for feare of the sixe Articles.

After the conference with

Winchester, he had intelligence of danger and being
<ounselled to provide for himself, went over beyond the
sea, and being at Paris, stayed not long, till he was againe
layd for. So hee returned againe into England, and was
retayned of M. Sentlow. After that he departed againe
beyond seas," &c.

Winterton, Doncaster.

:

BIOGRAPHY (7* S. vi. 449). A life of Prince
Adalbert of Prussia is given in Vapereau's ' DicUniversel des Contemporains,' Paris,

tionnaire
1880.

L. L.

K.

Sutton Court is not mentioned, and Hooper is
said to have been a retainer of the Arundel family
a his flight from the persecution of the Six Articles,
though afterwards "retayned of M. Sentlow."

T^TE-A-TETE PORTRAITS IN 'TOWN AND COUNTRY
MAGAZINE' (7" S. v. 488; vi. 10, 136, 175). I have
met with an evident proof that the memoirs in the
Town and Country Magazine are not altogether
W. E. BUCKLEY.
fictitious.
In the number for May, 1780, one of
FOLK-LORE TALES (7 th S. vi. 485). -If DR. the portraits is that of 'The Dramatic Enchantress,'
HARDMAN likes African folk-lore tales, he should who in the appended memoirs is styled " Mrs.
jtt once
procure the two volumes of 'Uncle Remus,' R b n." This lady undoubtedly is the famous
in one of which he will find the same hare and tor- Mrs. Mary Robinson (Perdita), the date of her first
toise story told with much humour.
The intro- appearance at Drury Lane, the principal characters
duction prefixed to one of the volumes is full of 'n which she had appeared, and some other parcurious information about negro folk-lore in Africa ticulars of her which are well known being coritnd in the United States.
J. F. MANSERGH.
J. T. F.
rectly given.
Wiuterton, Doncaster.

Liverpool.

THE GOLDEN HORN (7 th
Hammer writes as follows

'

S.

in

vi.

his

389, 492).
Histoire de

'

i'Empire Ottoman,' vol. ii. p. 384
"Le Bosphore de Thrace
& son extremite meridionale
fait un coude a 1'ouest et forme
le port le
:

plus spacieux et le plus sur, anciennement designe sous le
de Corne-d'Or, a cause de sa configuration et des
lichesses aux quelles il donne passage."

nom
The
the

italics are

name

in

mine.

any

I

have not been able to find

classic dictionary.

BROADSIDE BALLADS

th

L. L.

K.

MF.
483).
W. H. PATTERSON'S ballad illustrative of the unpopularity of William Pitt at certain periods of his
(7

S.

vi.

COUNT LUCANOR' (7 th S. vi. 199, 289, 353).
MR. TROLLOPE may be surprised to hear that the
version of this story which he remembers appeared
"n Bentley's Miscellany, vol. vi. p. 483 (1839), under
he title of ' The Patron King,' by Mrs. Trollope
It is illustrated by an etching of the three French
jailors showing the wonderful cloth to the king and
!

R. R.

ourtier?.

Boston, Lincoln -hire.

TENNYSON'S " J. S." (7 th S. vi. 448). This was
Fames Spedding, to whom the poem was an offerng of sympathetic condolence on the death of his
>rother.

Spedding was the

life-long friend of the
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Tennysons ; and a volume of unusual interest,
because of the friendship it enshrines, is the late
Charles Tennyson Turner's 'Collected Sonnets, Old
This
and t New (Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.).

pp. 309-10 ("H. and 0. Library"), he says that
Olive went to Bath under medical advice, removed
to Walcot, and goes on to give an account of his
suicide, without any intimation of a return to

volume contains all the author's sonnets, a touching
memorial poem by the Poet Laureate, and a critical

London.

'

essay

If MR. WALFORD has any authority for
return he should give it; but until he does so
he cannot expect us to receive his mere assertion
of a fact of which he can have no personal knowbis

one of his latest contributions to literature

THOMAS BAYNE.

by James Spedding.
Helensburgh, N.B.

UNCLE

'

may perhaps be

"

to the

proportion of your curd with both your hands joyned
together, put your curd therein and breake it and presge
it down hard into the fat till you haue fild it ; then
lay
vpon the top of the curd your flit Cheese-boord, and a
little small weight thereupon, that the whey may
drop
from it into the vnder vessell ; when it hath done dropping take a large Cheese-cloth, and hauing wet it in the

"my

1

Liverpool.

Stratford, E.

chesford, with

others, may be a
variant of cheese-vat, represented in the Craven dialect by chess-fat and in that of
Northamptonshire
cheeseford,

chesford,

many

and

cheese-foot.

In

the

'Shropshire Word-Book' there

are given
two
forms, cheswit and chespit, with a note that a
metrical glossary of about; the fourteenth
century
Chzssel may
glosses L. casiarium as chase-w ite.
be a rendering of cisexle, given by Dr. Littleton as
meaning a cheeae-press, and by him quoted from

Columella.

JULIUS STEGGALL

BURIAL OP A HORSE WITH

ITS

OWNER

(7

th

.

S

heard of a man near Salisbur 7
who ordered his horse to be slaughtered and buried
with him, but near West Camel, in
Somersetshire,
about five miles from YeDvil, an atheist named
White Parsons was buried in a field and his hors e
with htm, according to his own direstions.
This
took place some time in the beginning of this cenvi. 468).

tury.

The term

word tante in French argot being
the most reproachful word they can use in speaking
of a man.
In French the concierge of a prison is
called uncle, because the prisoners are "kept there
In the seventeenth
in pawn" by Government.
uncle "in the
century a usurer was called
of
his near connexion
Walloon provinces, because
with spendthrifts, called in Latin nepotes, nephews.
J. W. ALLISON.

:

by

S. vi. 449).

scoundrel's," the

cold water, lay it on the Cheeso-boord, and then turne
the Cheese vpon it; then lay the cloth into the Cheesefat
and so put the Cheese therein againe," &c. P.204.
When the cheese is " throughly drie " it is " fit to
r*r\,\ iv-v4-.-* tVt/t f*1UAs\MA I* AS* I* A " /
OA K\
goe into the Cheese-hecke (pp. 204-5).
J. F. MANSERGH.

The form

(7

Latin word uncus, a hook. Pawnbrokers employed
a hook to lift articles pawned before spouts were
" Gone to the
uncus," therefore, is exactly
adopted.
"
tantamount to the more modern phrase up the
"
spout." Dr. Brewer says the French phrase a ma
"
" to
"
tante does not mean
my aunt's," but to the

of

DR. MURRAY:

Haying prepared your Cheese-fat answerable

th

uncle's as applied to a pawnbroker's shop is said to be a pun on the

S. vi. 446).

(7

Housewife,' fourth ed., 1631),
service to

G. S.

ledge.
th

The following excerpts from Gervase Markham's The English

CHEESE-MAKING

I never

To commemorate

the circaontance, a

monu-

ment, which I suppose still exists, was erected
over the grave.
Keport said his body was taken
from his grave a few days after his burial,
probably
by resurrection men. But an old man told a friend
of mine who lived near " that he was at work in a
field hard by and he saw the devil take him off in
aflishoffire."
THOMIS H. BAKER.
Mew Down, Mere, Wilts.

DEITH OF OLIVE

(7

th

'

S. vi. 207, 293, 430,

518) t

Mr. Gleig was a careful biographer, and no doub
la his 'Life of Olive,
investigated this quastion.

Grose says, " It likewise means a pawnbroker's
goods pawned are frequently said to be at mine
uncle's, or laid up in lavender." Other significations
;

are given there, and all of them are of considerable
The two coarser slang significations of
antiquity.
aunt and uncle were formerly interchangeable.
In Middleton's 'Trick to Catch the Old One'
(1608) early instances will be found.

H. C. HART.
3

Dr. Brewer ('Diet, of Phrase and Fable ) says
that uncle as a nickname for a pawnbroker is a pun
on the Latin uncus, a hook, pawnbrokers having,
before spouts were adopted, used a hook to lift the
articles offered in pawn.
C. C. B.

COACH EOAD BETWEEN EXETER AND LONDON
th

There are eight different routes
S. vi. 507).
from London to Exeter given in Paterson's Roads
(1822), the shortest being" by Wincaunton and II"
minster," 164 miles, and the longest
by Bath and
Wells," 183 miles. A few miles are saved on the
(7

'

'

way via Taunton by turning
before reaching Tiverton.

off to

J. F.

Collumpton

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

The shortest road to Exeter from London is that
by Andover, Wincanton, and Honiton. On this
ran the Telegraph, doing the 164^ miles in sevenThe next in
teen hours, all stoppages included.
shortness is that by Salisbury, Sherborne, and
Honiton, 168^ miles. On this ran the Devonport
mail the famous Quicksilver its time was eighteen hours.

I

am

speaking of the year 1836.

MR.

7<" S.

VII. JAN. 19,
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HUMPHREYS speaks of going by " Tiverton and
Taunton," but this would be 172^ miles, and Tiverton is not touched.
The next in distance is that
to by MR. HUMPHREYS as
being the
"nearest to London," but this, passing through
Axminster, Dorchester, &c., is 173 miles. Travellers then (as now) preferred the shortest
road,
though the safety ensured by travelling under the

alluded

protection afforded by Government servants generally gave the choice in favour of the mail road.

War/ published by W. & E. Chambers.

Diophante?,

a general sent to the Crimea "by
Mithridate?, recognizing the strength of the position now called
Inkermann, built a fortress there, and named it
"
Eupatorion, in honour of his sovereign
(p. 264).
Kaffa was the principal Genoese city in the Crimea.

See Heylyn's

'

'

Cosmographie

sails, or you are a gon-9 man" (vol. ii. p. 50).
Jamieson does not give the word. I do not think
it is Scotch.
ALEX. FERGUSSON, Lieut.- Col.

W. FAIRHOLT

F.

ticulars of

th
For parS. vi. 503).
and parentage consult the
and 14, 1866, and the Illus-

(7

his birth
of April 7

London News of the latter date, as also for
the works written or illustrated by this accomThe disposal of his
plished artist and antiquary.
collection of pageants, consisting of from two to
'
three hundred volumes, is referred to in N. & Q.,'
'
3 rd S. ix. 444. The editor of the Dictionary of
National Biography intends to insert his name in
a forthcoming volume ; see Athenceum, April 2,
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
1887.
trated

th

S. vi. 509).
There is a short
account of Inkerman in a ' History of the Eussian

(7

shortly after the outbreak of the rebellion of 1715.
Fraser writes that when off Fraserburgh "the
major immediately presented a gun at his [the
captain's] breast, and desired him to higher all

Athenceum

HAROLD MALET.
INKBRMAN

57

'

(1657), p. 842.
F. MANSERGH.

A

J.

of him will be found in the GentleMagazine, June, 1866, p. 913.

memoir

man s
1

Liverpool.

DANIEL HIPWELL.

A short account
'

Bouillet's

of that town is to be found in
Dictionnaire Universel d'Histoire et de

Geographic,' twenty-seventh edition,

s.v.

DNARGEL.
Paris.
'

THE ENGLISH DIALECT DICTIONARY

th

'

(7

S.

I beg to assure ST. S WITHIN that
he need be under no apprehension that the labour
of searching ' N. & Q.' for dialect words will be
wasted, seeing that the work was already undervi.

346, 498).

taken some years ago.

Mr. Britten, indeed, made
a beginning, and the results were handed over to
Mr. 0. W. Sutton, of Manchester, who took up the
work on Mr. Britten resigning it. All that was
then done was the First Series and the
greater part
of the Fourth
Series, and even here the provincialisms were indexed rather than transcribed with the
illustrative quotation?, in accordance with our dictionary's requirements ; so that even this part of
the work will have to be gone over
Mr.
again.

Sutton's

other occupations have prevented him
making the progress that he would have wished,
und he will be glad to have the help of any volunteers

who

undertake to search any series or
our purpose. His address is Free
Library, King Street, Manchester.
A, SMYTHE PALMER.

volumes

MUFFLING BELLS DURING ADVENT

th

S. vi.
(7
I recollect that in Gloucestershire it was
the custom in certain village churches to ring a
muffled peal on December 28, Feast of the Holy
I do not think that the bells were
Innocents.
Year's Eve, or on any other
muffled on

484).

will

for

Woodford.

HIGHERING (7 th S. vi. 467). Higher is a simple
equivalent for raise. I have at present in hand a
MS., formerly the property of Charles Kirkpatrick
Sharpe, and recently mentioned in the Athenaeum
as
It was written by a Major James
forthcoming.
Fraser, of Castle Leathers, a follower of Simon,
Lord Lovat. After his assisting the chief to escape
from France, they embark at Leith for the North

New

occasion besides

Holy Innocents' Day.

GEORGE ANGUS.
BELGIAN CUSTOM

th

S. vi. 249, 336, 456; vii.
I have always seen the bundle or handful
11).
of straw hanging over from the eaves of houses in
(7

Belgium where repairs were being carried out, and
some cases where the upper stories of a house
in construction were being completed. Hoardings
in

are little used in Flanders.

JOHN A. EANDOLPH.
The use

of a

bunch of straw

(or of hay) as a sign

ominous finger-post
must be very ancient, for it was customary with
the Eomans to mark out in this way bulls which it
was dangerous to approach. Hence the Latin pro" Fosnum habet in cornu "
(" He has hay in
verb,
the horns"), viz., beware of the man, he is
of danger

and

as a kind of

It is a "notice to passers by" surcrotchety.
viving from the time when writing was unknown,

or

known but by a

few.

H. GAIDOZ.

THOMAS LUCAS, SOLICITOR-GENERAL

th

(7

S. vi.

Thomas Lucas served under Henry VI I.,
and not Henry VIII. Neither his parentage nor
467).

time of decease appears to be recorded, and he is
of whom the
perhaps the only Solicitor- General
office are somewhat
precise years in which he held

before 1503,
uncertain.
He, however, was in office
in all probability succeeding Andrew Dymock upon
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P"

s.

vn. JAN.

19,

It is a
the promotion of the latter to the bench of the Ex- as not having taken place at a given time.
ED. MARSHALL.
chequer in May, 1496. The next recorded Solicitor- matter for calculation.
Oxford.
General received the appointment in July, 1507,
which is probably the date of Lucas's retirement or
'BOOK OF JASHER' (7 th S. vi. 468). The proThe custom of knighting both Attorney
death.
translation from the Hebrew by Alcuin was
essed
of
from
the
accession
dates
General
and Solicitor
by Jacob Hive, the printer, in
James I., Sir Gilbert Gerrard, Attorney to Eliza- i hoax, perpetrated
1751 (see ' Anecd. of Bowyer,' and Rowe Mores's
beth, who received the honour after twenty years'
It was reprinted in
Diss. on Founder?,' p. 65).
James
service, being the only earlier instance.
1829 and 1833.
Dr. Donaldson's book was
knighted both Sir Edward Coke and Sir Thomas
Carminum
Jashar
Archetypa
Fragmenta
Fleming, who were in office at his accession, since
3ebraicorum in Masorethico Vet. textu passim
when, with hardly an exception, the custom has
been observed of knighting each holder upon ap- tessellata, collegit, ordinavit, restituit, in unuin
corpus redegit, Latine exhibuit, commentario inW. D. PINK.
pointment to office.
struxit Jo. Gul. Donaldson, S.T.D., Cantab. BeroPRACTICAL JOKES IN COMEDY (7 th S. v. 125, 215, ini, 1854," 8vo ; another ed. 1860. It raised a
372; vi. 129, 238j. Eevenez a vos moutons.
storm, and among others J. J. S. Perowne came
This quotation should be "revenons a ces mou- out with Remarks on Donaldson's Jasher/ London,
tons."
See Jacob's edition of this farce in his 1855; to which Dr. Donaldson replied in 'A Brief
'Recueil de Farces Soties,' &c., p. 96, where he Exposure of the Rev. J. J. S. Perowne, by the
Editor of Jashar,' 1855. Other tracts were, 'A Reply
says in a note, of which I give a translation,
"All modern editions basing their authority on the to Dr. Donaldson's Defence of Jashar,' by the Rev.
'
The Mosaic Miracles
reading adopted by Pasquier, gives 'a nos moutong.' It W. G. Cookesley, 1855 ;
ia with this variation tbat this line of Pathelin has beReal, not Mythical,' by W. G. Cookesley, 1855 ;
come proverbial."
Strictures on the Rev. W. G. Cookesley's Penny
A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.
Letter to his Son,' 1855.
For these and other parWaltham Abbey, Essex.
ticular* see Lowndes, by Bohn, and Smith's Diet.
"
LONGITUDE AND MARRIAGE (7 th S. vii. 7).
Jasher"; 'Diet. Nat. Biog.,' xv. 212 a.
Bible,' 8.v.
case was actually tried in Liverpool eome years ago, T. H. Home has 'Bibliographical Notes on the
during my residence in the town, that might serve Book of Jasher,' 8vo., 12 pp., 1833 and there is
as a precedent for MR. TROLLOPE.
certain ship, a treatise on it, New York, 8vo., 1840.
:

'

1

'

A

;

A

cargo (I forget which), was insured for
(say) 10,OOOZ. up to 12 P.M. of (say) Oct. 31,
From that hour reinsurance was effected
1870.
with another firm of underwriters for double
the original amount.
Curiously enough, the ship
was wrecked in the South Pacific on the very night
in which the first insurance expired and the second

or

W.

its

In a later

name

editor's

C. B.

of this book, 1833, the
given as the Rev. C. R.

edition
is

The
Bond, formerly of Emm. Coll., Camb.
book is a literary forgery, first published in
1751, and exposed in 1778 by Rowe Mores (' Dissertation upon English Typographical Founders '),
came into force. The cargo was lost, and only one
which exposure is quoted from at length in 'Home
or two of the officers and a few of the hands
on the Scripture?,' v. 167 (ed. 1846). Dr. Donaldescaped.
They reported that the ship was lost at son's Jashar
Fragmenta Archetypa Carminum
twenty minutes after twelve, Liverpool time, but Hebraicorum in Masoretico V.T. textu
passim tesof course some time before twelve at the place
No credit is now
sellata was published in 1854.
where the wreck occurred. I need hardly say that
to this attempt to reconstruct the book
the action was for the recovery of the larger given
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
amount. The underwriters pleaded that they were
Foleshill
'

:

'

not

liable.

was decided
readers can

Unfortunately 1 forget how the case
but doubtless some of your legal
;

tell us.

Is there really

any

C. C. B.
practical difficulty

?

Would

not be treated in court as a question to be decidec
on the evidence of expert?, who would be examinee
as to the question whether the wife was in fact
alive when the remarriage took place or not 1
An
analogous case occurs continually, when an evenl
which takes place in India is announced in Eng
land as having taken place before the time indi
cated among ourselve?. It took place when it did,
and can be identified independently of our horo
In the same way an event can be identifie(
logy.
it

Hall, Longford, Coventry.

MEDIEVAL NAMES

th

(7

S. vii. 6).

Robert

le

the English for Robertus Ingeniator.
His occupation was to devise and work the various

Engyniur

is

mechanical instruments which were used in medi" InSee "ingenium" in Cowel.

seval warfare.
"

occur.', I believe, in

geniator

I

am

some

of the

W.

records.

MR. EVANS
have " le

obliged to

Durham
C. B.

for his instances of

Engynur," though not so
I
occurs on the Close Roll for 1290.
"
take it to mean the machine- worker." Nor have
The rest are
I met with Chalkhill before 1446.
I also

these.

early

new

;

it

to me.

HERMENTRUDE.

th

S.
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IN MEMOKIAM J. 0. HALLIWELL-PHILLIPPS.
Let me, who seldom intrude myself into any of the
words in humble praise
journals, give a few
:

public
and reverence of the good and learned man whose
loss must be deeply mourned by all who had
To other
enjoyed the privilege of his friendship.
and better hands I leave the record of his lifeits own
long labour, work unceasingly pursued for
sake and neither for fame nor profit, though fame
was not withheld and the highest profit reached

him

in his perfect independence.

Yet

his

own

when writing freely
private correspondence showed,
to me for many years, in the confidence of friendly
sympathy, that he well knew all the imperfections
of his past achievements ; and to the very last he
was unflagging in his efforts to secure more thorough

accuracy and extended knowledge. I never knew
a man of equally great attainments who was at
Of his unfailing courte sy ,
heart so hu mble- minded
the sweet and genial nature of this true-hearted and
chivalrous gentleman, which never failed to sustain
him on the few occasions when ungenerous conduct
rewarded his hospitality, all of us can bear witness.
He has speedily followed his friend William
Chappell, and not long after John Payne Collier,
earnest ballad-lovers and faithful friends, who will
together be remembered lovingly.
.

J.

WOODFALL EBSWORTH.

NOTES ON BOOKS,

&o.

Middle Ages. By J. J.
by Lucy Toiilmin Smith.
Illustrated,
(Fisher Unwin.)
La Vie Nomade et les Routes d'Angleterre au XI V. Siecle.
Par J. J. Jusserand. (Hachette et Cie. )
English Wayfaring Life
Jusserand.

-in

the

Translated

THE appearance of a spirited translation of Dr. Jusserand's
'
admirable work La Vie Nomade,' published four years
ago, enables us to make amends for the shortcoming that
Dr. Jusserand, who,
left unnoticed the original edition.
as Coneeiller d'Ambassade, is now fortunately fixed
among us, has a knowledge of English life and literature
and a familiarity with early English works rare among
English scholars. Hia book upon our English roads and
bridges, and upon the wayfaring class generally in the
fourteenth century, is a delight to the antiquary. It is
pleasant to be able to state that the translation is, on the
whole, a more desirable work than the original. Not
only lias Dr. Jusserand's style been vigorously and
idiomatically translated, the work has been revised by
the author, who has augmented it by one-fourth, and has
substituted for his original preface a second in English.
It has received in addition a large number of illustrations

of singular value

and

MSS. and miniatures

interest.
These are drawn
in the British Museum, the

from

Bodleian, the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, the Louterel
To the study of Chaucer^
Psalter, and other sources.
accordingly, and to a knowledge of the conditions of English life during the fourteenth century the book is an allIn the French the author
important contribution.
" Get
modestly says,
ouyrage n'est qu'un chapitre d'une
histoire qui reste & ecrire, celle des anglais aux moyen
age." That Dr. Jusserand will undertake its execution
or will at least add other chapters to that he has written

59

fervently to be hoped. The early portion deals with
condition of English roads, the manner in which
mdges were built and maintained, and the perils and
difficulties generally of locomotion.
Few, indeed, are
here who will not learn much from the account of these
with
are
admirable designs of
hings, illustrated as they
)ld London Bridge, of the old bridge from Avignon to
Villeneuve, of the superb bridge at Cahors, and of
>ridges at Stratford-on-Avon, at Wakefield, Warkworth,
and elsewhere, and of carriages, cart?, horse litters,
Following this
&c., such as were in use at the time.
3

,he

comes a second part, no less superbly illustrated, and
dealing with the classes most commonly seen upon the
roads in addition to the great feudal barons and warriors,
that is, with the minstrels, quacks, mountebanks, merchants, and pedlars, the outlaws and predatory classes.
A third part is then specially assigned the religious wayfarers, the wandering preachers and friars, the pardoners
and pilgrims. How excellent is the information supplied
a glance at a single chapter will prove. More than usual
do we chafe under the restrictions of space that forbid
us showing by quotation and otherwise the qualities of a
work which is wholly and specially suited to readers of
N. & Q.,' and is worthy of highest eulogy.

Maxims, and Phrases of all Ages. Compiled
by Robert Christy. 2 vols. (Fisher Unwin.)
THIS work, which comes from America, is useful without
being in any sense ideal. It is probably the largest col-

Proverbs,

lection of gnomical or proverbial utterances in English
that has been brought together, and it is free from the
coarseness and impurity which disfigure earlier collecIt contains, moreover, no merely local proverbs,
tions.
it includes many proverbs from Eastern sources not
The arrangement is coneasily accessible elsewhere.
venient, and the book is shapely and handsome.
Here,
however, praise must stop. While supplying references,
the editor might with advantage have gone further, and
told us where to find the sentences he quotes.
It is little
good to give a name, such as Mallet, Shakspeare, Scott, and
so forth, and not to supply the particulars that will enable
one to verify. Mr. Christy's abbreviations are very unhappy. We wondered who was the author indicated as
"
Bea.," and were long ere we found it was Lord BeaconsNames easily obtainable are omitted, and mistakes
field.
"
are far too common.
Thus,
Only the actions of the
great [should, of course, \>zjust\ smell sweet and blossom
in the dust," should appear' as Shirley's. " That last in"
firmity of noble mind is said to be ambition not fame
and the line is not ascribed to Milton. Within a space
" ' Like
of four lines we have
angels' visits, few and far

and

"
anonymous," and
Angel
"
'

between,'

visits,

few and

far between,' Campbell."
Anger is a short madness,"
well known in Latin, is said to be Dutch.
"Asses' Bridge

(Pons Assinus) [sic]" appears p. 40; soon afterwards we
hear of Wharton's Life of Pope.' It is a little confusing,
lines " A good bemoreover, to have in two consecutive
"
and " A good beginning
ginning makes a bad ending
makes a good ending." The whole, in fact, needs careful
'

revision.

The Philoliblon of Richard de Bury.
Edited and
Translated by Ernest C. Thomas. (Kegan Paul, Trench

&Co.)
NEW, handsome, and scholarly edition of Richard deBury is a boon to book-lovers. Doubt as to the claims

A

famous Bishop of Durham hasbeen permissible. Seven manuscripts, at
least, assign the authorship to Robert Holcote, or Holkot,
one of his chaplains, and this view has been supported
by Tanner, Hearne, Warton, and by more recent writers.
Mr. Thomas himself, who at first warmly espoused the
cause of .Richard de Bury, has now all but gone over
to its authorship of the

from the

first
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to the other side ; and, on the strength of the contemporary testimony of Adam Murimuth, Canon of St.
Paul's (MS. Harl. 3836, f. 49, unearthed by Mr. B.
Maunde Thompson), ends by declaring sub judice Us
None the less the authorship belongs to an Englishest.
" the first
man, and the hook is, as Lowndes calls it,
Under
treatise on bibliography by an English writer."
it
has been
which
these conditions the neglect with
treated is inexplicable. It was thrice printed abroad
:

at Cologne in 1473, at Spires in 1483, and in Paris in
Not until almost a century later appeared the
1500.
Since that time,
first English edition, Oxford, 1598-9.
though translations have appeared and editions have

been promised, the original work has not been reprinted in England until to-day. No fewer than thirtyfive MSS. have been traced by Mr. Thomas, and
examined for the sake of his edition. Twenty-eight of
these, in addition to all the printed texts, have, it is
We have
said, been personally examined or collated.
now. accordingly, for the first time a text of the
'
'
Philobiblon
authoritative, except that the orthography of the MSS. is reduced to a classical standard.
The translation is vigorous, and, without being antique
or affected, has a certain pleasantly archaic flavour.
book of this class is sure of a welcome. Without
'
joining in the raptures concerning the Philobiblon in
which Dibdin indulges, we may say it is a work in
will
ever
and
book-lovers
which scholars
delight.
Very
pleasant to read are the rhapsodies over books, and
some things that are said concerning them have not
been surpassed.
Who, for instance, has written in
praise of books anything better than the following
"
Hi sunt magistri qui nos instruunt sine
sentences
virgis et ferula, sine verbis et cholera, sine pannis et
pecunia. Si accedes non darmiunt; si inquirens interrogas, non abscondunt ; remurmurant si oberes ; cachin-

A

'

:

nos nesciunt, si ignores" (pp. 13-14). These words
"
are thus rendered, pp. 163-4, by Mr. Thomas
They
are masters who instruct us without rod or ferule,
without angry words, without clothes or money. If
you come to them they are not asleep if you ask and
inquire of them they do not withdraw themselves ;
they do not chide if you make mistakes ; they do not
laugh at you if you are ignorant." To few readers of
'N. & Q.' will the book stand in need of recommendaTo book-lovers in general and principally to a
tion.
writer whose pseudonym is pleasantly familiar to every
reader of N. & Q.,' to Sam. Timmins, " Ricardi Nostri
"
the volume is dedicated.
Amantis=imo
'

THE

Antiquary, Vol. XVIII. (Stock), is above the
average. It opens with a thoughtful and scholarly
'
Taylor the Platonist,'
paper of Mr. Peacock's on
with a catalogue of works. Mr. Carew Hazlitt con'
tinues his studies in Early English Typography.'
His
notes may not be all that can be desired, but they are
'
the best we get. Mr. J. Theodore Bent writes on Master
Hallam's Mission.' Mr. Hilton continues his interest'
ing chronicle of Chronograms,' which is illustrated by
Under the title of The King's Peace Mr.
facsimiles.
Hubert Hall deals with the redeeming influences of
sanctuary. These are mere samples of a number of
A very great imarticles, all of value and interest.
provement is effected now that the papers are longer
and the general contents less fragmentary.
'

THE
'

J. C.

'

Art A nnual (Virtue & Co.) is wholly composed of
Hook, Royal Academician, his Life and Work,' by

This contains a portrait of the artist
much biographical matter of interest,
extended from Mr. Stephens's previous memoirs, and
some additions of no less interest, partly biographical
and partly critical. On the value of the latter we need

F. G. Stephens.
half recumbent,

s.

VH.

JAN.

19, -39.

The reproductions of some of the artist's
insist.
principal works contribute to the value of an eminently
attractive volume.
not

THE Bodleian Library Report, written by the librarian
and published by permission of the Curators, gives many
interesting particulars concerning this noble library, and
is specially valuable
for the information it supplies
concerning the binding of MSS., books, and music, the

cataloguing rules, protection from fire, &c. The financial
account is, for once, edifying reading.
THE Scottish Art Review contains reproductions of an
'
etching of Moonlight,' by James Maris, and PieUWorker's Head,' a pen-and-ink drawing by A. Roche.
MR. BROOKING ROWE has printed a valuable paper on
the Importance of Preserving the Belongings of our
Parish and other Churches, delivered in October before
the Exeter Diocesan Conference.
FROM her new sign, " The Caxton's Head," Mrs. Bennett has issued two interesting catalogues of books and
manuscripts.
'

utice4 to C0rrc4pantteut*.

We must call special attention
ON all communications must

to the following notices :
be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."

H. BE B. HOLLINGS.
Sketches of Can tabs' is believed
by John Delaware Lewis. See 'N. & Q.,' 4 th S. i.
'

to be

:

:

[7-

A

CONTRIBUTOR is anxious to draw attention to the
dilapidated state of the tombstone of Richard PendreU
in the churchyard of St. Giles's in-the-Fields. The curious
epitaph will soon, he fears, be
is

illegible.

MR. JONATHAN BOUOHIER suggests that as January 20
the Eve of St. Agnes, Keats's great poem should be

read at 9 P.M. by others besides himself. He is anxious
that sympathetic readers should at the same time be
paying homage to the dead poet.

A CONSTANT READER ("Number of People employe I
on Night Work in London"). The question is outside
our province.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.

"at

We

beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not
print; and
to this rule we can make no
exception.

nOPYISTS WANTED,

V

one who can

transcribe

Elizabethan papers, and one for later papers. To give whole
time to the work.-Address G. B. M., 5, Park-place, St. James'*. S.W.

MR.

A. M.

BURGHES, AUTHORS' AGENT

and ACCOUNTANT. Advice given as to the best mode of
Publishers' Estimates examined on behalf of Authors.
Publishing.
Transfer of Literary Property carefully conducted,
!*afe Opinions
obtained. Twenty years' experience. Highest references. Consultation free. U, Paternoster-row, E.G.

THOUSAND ENGRAVED
THIRTY-THREE
L
various
PORTRAITS,

CULAR for a stamp.-W.

s'zes.

J.

ON SALE.

SMITH, 4%

OLD BOOK

CIR-

North-street, Brighton.
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Rughfurlong, Markfurlong, Horswelslyte, le floddich, Kyphierushote, Middeldich, Eitlonge, le
Westfeld, Grandonswell, Riffurlong, Baterseydich.
My land called Croucheshawe, le Estfeld, Pawementeslonde Nelondsfcrete, Haccheaakre, Nelonde
Nine acres of land in
(Close Roll, 13 Hen. VI.).
the meadows of Clopham, late belonging to Richard
Fauconer, nicknamed Pulter ; 10 acres of land
;

:

'

'

'

'

61

Moredone

called

;

haw

called

Yongeshawe

(Ibid.,

16 Hen. VI.)." Cultura de Brokshode ; de la Langlond usque foneam voc' Batirseisdich." Le acre de

Grandunwell, bounded by Westdon on east, Wasshingham on west, Ryforlong on east, Clopham on
Streteast, Fineacre and fforhalueacre on north.
REPLIES Tours Cathedral, 69 Quarles, 71 Cardinal furlong, north of king's highway
Withibed on
Wetherby Scott on Coleridge's
Quignon's Breviary, 72
west, Pagicgworth on east, common pasture of
Wallenstein,' 73 "Poeta nascitur," &c. Capt. Marryat
Ladies in Parliament Expulsion of the Jews Sil vain
Totyng on west. Estfeld, Sbonygcroft, Frisgore,
E. Bristow Josiah Burchett, 74 Curious Work Sheridan
Personzland in le
Stoke:

;

"

'
BurTrowses
Familiarity breeds contempt
Collection of H. Walpole
lingbrook, 75
Kittering
'
W. Parry, 76
'Alumni Westmonasterienses
Eddystone

Family'
'

Stroud John
Alumni Oxonienses
Hunting Songs
'
Monody on Henderson,' 77 Brandings, 78.
Bunyan
EnMemoriam: J. 0. Halliwell-Phillipps, 78.
'

NOTES ON BOOKS
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'

'

:

Skeat's

'

Eendle and Norman's Inns of Old
Minor Poems of Chaucer' Hobson's

Catherine Leslie Hobson
Stuart's

'

'

'

Bronte Country

Pococke's Travels

Cartwright's
Garcia's Actor's Art.
'

'

'

'

Notices to Correspondents, &c.

Gelians, Bulktrowe,
well, Roggscroft, Ladiscroft,

flond,

common road

called

18 Hen, VI.).
Dower granted to Albreda,
Constable Burton.
widow of John le Conestable, wife of John Sturmy,

Waterway

(Ibid.,

of the pasture called Fishpole, in Constableburton,
13 cocks, 30 hens, 315 eggs, &c. (Close Roll, 26

Edw.

III.).

Cornburgh,

co.

widow

of

Isabel,

Ebor.

Assignment of dower to

Edmund de Thweng.

The

entire

house called the Bathouse and Breuhous towards
the east, the hall, the two cellars under it, the
chamber behind the hall, the little cellar called the
gate*.
larder, with free entrance and exit by the chapelTOPOGRAPHICAL NOTES.
garth ; the houses called the Deyhous and the
As I see that some of your correspondents are Garner, the ffehouse, next the great grange to the
interested in field-names, and I have a number of south
one-third of the garden called the Calgarth
notes from the Public Eecords concerning fields, to the west wall, on the west of the chapel in
woods, &c., I venture to send you a few of them, latitude, and in longitude up to the foss towards the
which I have put in alphabetical order for east, to the Gerner ; all the old foss round the chief
convenience of reference. Where the county is messuage " ut in piscaria," a ruined dovecote, two
The parts of the garden called the Douuecotgarth toappended, it is given in the original record.
notes, as will be seen, are quite fragmentary in wards the south, one-third of the apple-orchard
cases
I
them
as
were
taken.
called the Ortyard towards the south, one-third of
many
copy
they
:

;

Abbot's Langhy.
Fields Wodefeld and Whippeden, separated by hedge from the King's Park,
.granted by Abbot of St. Albans to the king;
Waterfeld, Bricecroft, to water of Gateseye (Close
:

Roll, 38

Edw.

III.).
co. Surrey.

Ashstead,
Cornettiscroft on the

Coolhoodeslane,
"

below

"
south,
Regia Strata on
north, Palmers croft on west, king's highway on
east (Close Roll, 25 Hen. VI.).

Biddenham, co. Beds. Le Holy Lofe Meadow
(Patent Roll, 19 Eliz., Part 7).
Fields Radwelles, Seaven Roodes,
Biggleswade.
Le Bisshops Peece, le Saffron Grounde.
The
"stripe" or lane leading to the Crown Close
:

{Ibid.).
Chester.

tent Roll, 3
"

The Justing Crofte
Edw. VI., Part 7).

;

Northfelde (Pa-

Clopkam," GO. Surrey. Ric. Weston, Dominus
de C. Land bounded by Knottes Hawe, le Eatfeld,

the garden called the Chapelierd.
Among other
" culturas vocatas le
lands are named
Hodelflat, le
le
le
flat iuxta le
Graistanflat,
Wayngatebuskflat,
welles, le Testgate" (Close Roll, 19 Edw. III.,
Part 2).
East Bedfont. Messuage called Fawnes at Estbedefound ; j e lond of the minister of Hounslowe
on the west; the Blaklondes, the Eldfeld, the
Whitebuttes, the Slaade, between the lond called
Mortymers on the east, and the felde of Westbedefount on the west. Fforstfeld, Stanes way, the
" e
a woodclos called Bourhawes.
fflexlondes
;

Y

housing of the said messuage is an halhous w*
croschaumbres, w* a privee yard to a kechyn, w* a
tresaunce between the hall and the kechyn, a loft
in the same kechyn, a lede in the said kechyn, a
netehous, a new tofall for eight kyne, a new berne
of five rownes, an house w* stables and other offices,
two peir gatehouses, a newe coluerehous, all tiled :
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a berne of four rownes and an hoggisty thacched,
and two pondes for fyssh in the Coluerhawe" (Close
Koll, 16 Hen. VI).
East Ham. John Starlyng, citizen and draper,
son of John Starlyng, late of Esthamme, grants to

Robert Seman and Joan his wife, five acres called
Homefeld, in Esthamme, between the land of Sir
Edmund Hungerford on the east, a tenement belonging to the Abbey of St. Mary of Stratford
Langthorn on the north, a field called Langlonde
on the south. Feldgate, Portilfeld ; the way called
Portewey ; the garden anciently called Hykkesmytheshawe, west of Esthamme Street ; Holpigh-

west of Portewey (Close Roll, 30 Hen. VI.).
co. Bucks.
St. Margaret's Wood,
alias Kingeswood (Patent Roll, 19 Eliz., Part 7).
tel),

Edsborovgh,

Lands belonging to the
Escrick, co. Ebor.
Lascelles family: Le Pauillion, Midledail, Estdail,
Nortbflat and Suthflat, Rogerflat, Malkynhaggyng,
Le Sty gate, Pighgtinker, Lolliridding, Midelboiltwayt,Rughtwayt, Grenegail, Brakanthwayt, Gamelpyghel, Vnderknol, Knaresberghflat, Ellergarth,
Chapelflat, Braighend, Swynkersflat (Close Roll,

17 Edw.

II.).

co. Cestr.

Lands

called St.

Jfrodesham,
Mary,
the Tynkers felde, the Curers felde, the lone feilde,
Three foxefeild (Patent Roll, 3 Edw. VI., Part 6).
Groby.
Assignment of dower to Isabel Ferrars
of Groby [Isabel de Verdon, daughter of Elizabeth
de Clare] in the manor-house, a cellar under the
vault next to the cloister ; the chamber over the
cellar; the chamber between the cellar and the
wall of the manor towards the west ; the little
chamber over the cloister to the west and south,
next to the chapel ; the chamber over the door of
the hall, called Thomas de Ferrars's chamber ; the
chapel of the manor, next to the cloister ; one
chamber over the principal chamber of the Lord
[Ferrars of Groby], to the west, with all places at
the corners of the kitchen, between the manor
[house] and its wall, towards the south and west ;
one-third of the garden called the Tourhull, towards
the west, by the boundaries there made, and by the
old foss called la Slade ; a grange called the Heyberum ; a long house called the Berkar'; one whole
house next to the private doors, called the Baillyfeshous ; the whole dovecote next to it, and onethird of a garden called the Popelere, towards the
east, with free ingress and egress by the great
doors ; one-third of a cultura called le Hawordeswode ; other culturas called Littelcrowacre, le
:

Stokkyng, Littel Stokkyng, Mikel Stokkyng, le
Loundyates, Countasbrigge, le Templedewe, &c.
(Close Roll, 18 Edw. III., Part 1).
Assignment of
dower to Margaret Ferrars of Groby, from Groby
manor. The large chamber called the Whit Chamber, the cellar under it called the wyn celer, two
chambers towards the north, two wardrobes ; one
chamber with a wardrobe, under the last-named,
where Robert Bradenham usually lies ; two cham-

L7*

bers at the end of the
door of the wine cellar

s.

vn.

JA*. 20,

w.

White Chamber, over the

two chambers called the
;
Tayleryes, extending to Thomas de Ferrars' chamber ; the chapel called the Oldechapel, with cloister ;
the house called the Culuerhous ; the garden called
the Tourhill, towards the west ; the great southwest door called the Chapelesgate ; the house
called the Bailies Chamber ;
the gate called
Bernerdesgates ; the foss called the Popeler Dyche.
Rent of 3s. from Bolton " super moras "; a house
at Chorley ; the advowson of St. John's Hospital,

Lutterworth (Close Roll, 45 Edw. III.).
Eerting, co. Sussex. Assignment of dower to
Katherine, wife of Henry Husee, in the manor of
Hertyng all chambers next the door on the west.,
and outside the door, with the herbarium next to
these chambers, towards the west, and two small
granges adjoining the garden ; all chambers next
to the east door, and outside the door, but the
parson's house shall remain to Henry, son of Henry
Husee, though the door shall be common to both
the third part of two dovecotes, with the houses
annexed all " aisiamenta sua in piscerna Henrici
pro officio coquinsB, piscerDse, et brae' inse." Henry
shall, at his own cost, build houses proper for his
Also the house between
offices, by the west door.
:

:

;

the large and small granges, called the Chafhous
the small house called the Carterestable ; the Hyuehous next to the little dovecote, with a stable
therein ; the Pressourhous (to be repaired and maintained at the joint cost of Henry and Katherine) ;
the place called Pundfold ; the Southgardin, towards
the west ; one-third of Laurencesgardin, towards
the south
Gounildesmele, Gardin Barry, and the
garden at Wexe, on the west of the lane by the third
part of the whole garden of Wexe le Estgardyn, at
;

;

:

Alayns

;

fields called

(Close Roll, 23

Edw.

Lady

III.,

Part

2).

Fields
le Soule Preist ChamPreist Chamber, the Trynyte Preist

King's Norton.
ber, the

Maydenesdene, Alaynesmed
:

Chamber, Julyans Image, Lady Pole (Patent RolL
3 Edw. VI., Part

5).

London.

Goldbetersacre, in the south part of
Bromfield lies on the highway from
;
Totnalcourt to the Hospital of St. Giles, in the
west.
Blemondesburyfeld belongs to the Prior of
the Charterhouse, and is on the south ; and hi?
field called Coweacre lies in the north parcel of

Totnalfield

land next to Bromfield (Close Roll, 12 Hen. IV.).
A tenement called Gyssyngesplace, alias Petersfeld, and nine acres of land in Oldeford, in the
Lands
parish of Stebenhithe (Ibid., 7 Hen. V.).
in the parish of St. Olave, Southwark, between the
Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem on the east, a
field called Horshighdoune on the south, and the
Thames on the north.
tenement called the
Crowchehous, by Batailbrigge. Field called Dunles-

A

adjoining Horshigdoune (Ibid., 25 Hen. VI.).
Auntrous Gardyn, which belongs to William
Latoner, citizen and tailor, in the parish of the

field,

7*
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on the south of the hall, and by the south door to
the chamber called Swynfordeschamber. (2) Maud
Countess of Oxford The principal hall, with the
pantry and buttery the chambers of the kitchen,
"dressorura," and other small houses of the said
hall, half of the "pistrina [?] and bracina"; the
chamber called Swynfordeschaumber a piece of
New
ground called Ratonnesrowe. (3) Elizibeth, CounThe great chamber for her
tess of Northampton
Tenement called the Crovne, hall, with all chambers underneath the little chapel
(Ibid., 30 Hen. VI.).
with six cottages adjacent, in the parish of St. Giles thereto annexed, and the chambers under it ; the
the
Countessechamber with its small chambers
of the Lepers, and a croft to the north of them
"
"
towards the said great
another croft called PyghtelJ, on the south-west of place between the aluras
the land belonging to the hospital, the " Regia chamber and the quareleshalle
Wepyngsshot;
"
Strata
of St. Giles on the south
and the croft Abrahambrigge, &c. (4) John Tibetot, son of Marcalled the Gretemede, south of the Regia Strata, garet The house called the Quarellishale, with all
the land of the hospital on the west; and the King's chambers and small chambers thereto annexed ; one
highway leading from the town of St. Giles to small chamber at the western head of the chapel ;
Bosomysinne, belonging to Sir John Fortescu, on the chamber called Kni^tchamber, next to the
the east ; the land of the said John Fortescu called inner door, with its little chamber
Abrambregge,
le Elmefeld on the south
Richemundesweye, Alsithewell, Longeboxsted, &c.
(Ibid., 30 Hen. VI.).
Part
Edw.
22
co.
Kent.
Towmannermerssh
arable
III.,
1).
Roll,
Melton,
(Close
land called fferthyng (Close Roll, 23 Hen. VI).
Titchwell.
Assignment of dower to Maud,
Melton Mowbray.
Cultura called Aungell widow of Thomas Louel, from the manor of TicheWonge, towards the Speney the Speneybroke ; well. The great solar, with the pantry and buttery,
Saltgate alias Saltergate field called Alurescrofte and the wardrobe, the base chamber towards the
the third part
(Close Roll, 28 Hen. VI.).
west, the little herbary adjoining
of the grange towards the west, the third part of
Pavement Stede
le
Newark, co. Notts.
Coningre Meade le Coningre Wode (Patent Roll, the barkery towards the west ; the entire house
3 Edw. VI., Part 4).
wherein the little tower is situated, with the third
New Windsor. Puckerdes Close Shotes le part of the garden towards the west, with free
litle (Patent Roll, 3 Edw.
entrance and exit by the door thereto, and the
VI., Part 6).
Lands
Southill (Sowthyell), co. Beds.
Le Brotherhood draw-well.
Edwarduscroft, Qloteland,
Meadow (Patent Roll, 19 Eliz., Part 7).
Shortmaneslond, ffichekrendel, Smalwareslond,
Stebbing.
Assignment of dower to Margaret Choschemanescroft, Shortpurlong, Grimescroft,
Ferrars of Groby
In Stebbynge manor, one large Binorthyetun,
Lutesheuedlond,
Swyneshowe,
chamber at the end of the hall, towards the west, Ouerlambesheued, Bonettesteslond, Longegors,
with the closet, chapel, and green herbarium at the Vorouglond, Sikheuedlond, Medwehil, Neyerfoxend of the chapel ; two small chambers, with ward- holes, Odeleslond, Prattesaker, Hungerhill (Close
HERMENTRUDE.
four chambers opposite the Roll, 5 Edw. III., Part 2).
robe, at end of chapel
said large one, namely, "del gatehous
hospicii
versus le Park"; a tiled house called le Gerner and
ARMS OP THE UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN.
le Hennecote
le Larderhous
a grange called
An application to a court of arms by an academic
le Oteberne
a house extending from the Osthous
for authorization of armorial bearings is
to Scottes Shepene; the
Eldeshepescote ; two corporation
an event of so rare occurrence that the exact terms
water mills the third of the mill-pond and river
of a petition recently presented to the Lyon King
the Shepenegardyn, &c. (Close Roll, 45 Edw.
III.).
of Aberdeen, and of the resulting
Thaxted.
Partition of the manor of Thaxstede by the University
*
between the four sisters of Giles de Badlesmere. grant, are worthy of permanent record in N. & Q.'
follows
as
are
They
All chambers over the
(1) To Margery de Ros
The Petition.
outer door, with all chambers thereto annexed,
over and under, "p' cam'is et g'nar' et p'va Unto George Burnett, Esquire, Doctor of Laws, Ad"
vocate, Lyon King of Arms, the Petition of William
coquina annexed one small court-yard next to
of
Doctor of
Stronde, and belonged to William
situated between the garden of the
Abbot of Westminster, called the Couent Gardyn,
on the north and west, the house called the Swan
on the west, and the king's highway leading from
the town of Seintgylys to Stronde Crosse on the
It runs in length up to the tenement of the
east.
Dean and Chapter of the
College of the
blessed Mary at Leicester, called the fflourdlys
blessed

Mary de

Auntrous,

is

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

the kitchen, with a small piece of ground
contiguous
it ; with the door of the
grange and of the said
All the houses
court-yard, with free entrance, &c.
heretofore built ; a new hall ; a house between the
inner door and the stable, next to the Countessegardyn ; the Pressourhous ; and also by the door to
the head of the kitchen, with " aisiament' Curise"
to

Laws, Principal
Duguid Geddes, Esquire,
the University of Aberdeen, and the Senatus Academicus of the said University,

Humbly sheweth

:

That certain ensigns armorial were borne by the
University and King's College of Aberdeen, and that
certain other ensigns armorial were borne by the Mariachal College and University of Aberdeen, long prior to the
passing of the Act, 1672,

c. 21,

but that neither ensigns

NOTES AND QUERIES.
armorial were matriculated in yonr lordship's public
in terms of
register of all arms and bearings in Scotland
that Act
That the said two Universities and Colleges of Aberdeen
were, in terms of the Universities (Scotland) Act, 1858,
united in one University, called the University of Aberdeen, the union bearing date from September 1st, 1860,
and that it is at the same time enacted in the first clause
of the said Act that the united University, as thus
" shall take rank
among the Universities
reconstituted,
of Scotland as from the date of the erection of King's
the
and
viz.,
year one thousand four
University
College
hundred ninety and four";
That your petitioners, being the principal and professors of the said reorganized University are desirous to
have the above-mentioned ensigns armorial in a united
and appropriate form matriculated in your lordship's
public register as the arms of the University of Aberdeen.
May it therefore please your lordship to grant your
license and authority to your petitioners and to their
successors to bear and use the ensigns armorial above
indicated in such manner as may be agreeable to the laws
of arms.
And your petitioners will ever pray.
Signed in name and by authority of the Senatus
Academicus, at the University of Aberdeen, on
6th September, one thousand eight hundred
eighty and eight years.
;

WM. D. GEDDES, Principal.
The Extract of Matriculation.
William Duguid Geddes, Esquire, Doctor of Laws,
Principal of the University of Aberdeen, and the Renatus
Academicus of the said University, having by petition to
the Lyon King of Arms of date the sixth day of Septem-

ber current represented, that certain ensigns armorial
and the said petitioners
were borne
[ut supra"]
having prayed that the above-mentioned ensigns armorial
of the said reorganised University might be matriculated
in a united and appropriate form in the said public
register as the arms of the University of Aberdeen, the
Lyon King of Arms, by interlocutor of this date, granted
warrant to the Lyon Clerk to matriculate in the name of
the said principal and Senatus Academicus of the said
University and their successors in office, the following
ensigns armorial as the arms of the said University, viz.
Quarterly, 1, Azure, a bough pot or, charged with three
salmon fishes in fret proper, and containing as many
lilies of the garden, the dexter in bud, the centre fullblown, and the sinister half blown, also proper, flowered
argent; issuant downwards from the middle chief amid
rays of the sun a dexter hand holding an open book,
likewise proper; 2, Argent, a chief paly of six or and
gules ; 3, Argent, a cheveron sable between three boars'
heads erased gules, armed of the field, and langued
azure ; 4, Gules, a tower triple-towered argent, masoned
sable, windows and port of the last.
In an escrol below the shield is placed this motto,
"Initium Sapientiae Timor Domini."
Matriculated the twenty-sixth day of September, 1888.
Extracted furth of the Public Register of all Arms
and Bearings in Scotland.
:

(Signed) J.

W. MITCHELL,
Lyon Clerk-Depute.

The bearings in the four quarters of the coat
armorial thus assigned to the University are
1, Arms of University and King's
respectively
:

College, Old Aberdeen, founded 1494 ; 2,
of George Keith, fifth Earl Marischal, who,

Arms
under

parliamentary sanction, founded Marischal College
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and University, Aberdeen, 1593
3, Arms of
William Elphinston, Bishop of Aberdeen, through
whose influence was obtained the Papal Bull founding the University in Old Aberdeen, and who
endowed within that University the College of the
;

Blessed Virgin, afterwards called King's College ;
Part of the arms of the royal burgh of Aberdeen,
viz., Gules, three towers triple-towered, within
a double tressure flowered and counter-flowered
f
argent (v. Armorial Ensigns of Aberdeen,' by the
4,

Mr. John Cruickshank, recently published).
The arrangement of the two coats connected with
the senior University and King's College on the
dexter side of the shield, and of the two connected
late

with the junior Marischal College and University
on the sinister, suggests very happily the idea of
impaling (as well as of quartering), conveying the
notion of a conjugal union between the colleges.
P. J. ANDERSON.

New

Spalding Club, Aberdeen.

GUNDRADA DE WARREN.
I have read with great interest Prof. Freeman's
palinode in re Gundrada de Warren.
Taking the
case as it now stands, he logically decides that
we have no evidence to rank this countess as a
child of William I. or of Matilda his queen
she
is simply the sister of Gherbod, Earl of Chester,
and her paternity undefined. But this historian
has not attempted to deal with the Lewes records
as a factor in the case ; he does not attempt to
show how such a claim arose, nor does he treat it
as a matter to be accounted for before a final settlement can be arrived at.
start with the authenticated tombstone inscription "Stirps Ducum." If it applies to the
dukedom of Normandy, and we have no disproof
thereof, it merely excludes her and her issue from
any claim to the crown of England, as being born
before the Conquest and without religious sanction.
This applies also to Robert Curthose, who we know
was excluded from the English succession, the
Normans not being so particular. To follow up
this clue I will recapitulate the evidence.
The earliest document, a Cluni charter, has the
seals of William and Matilda ; of William Rufus,
as count only ; and of William de Warren and
Gundrada, without any reference to her origin.
" uxoris
genuine Lewes charter describes her as
suse Gundreda, filice mece"; the last two words are
an agreed later insertion, or this document,
being signed by William the Conqueror, would
have settled the matter definitely. But is it possible for local interests to invent such a fraud ?
Would this claim be set forth without some foundation ?
It may be said that her paternity was
always in question, and the monks made the most
of their opportunity; but why was her paternity
ever in doubt 1 Mr. Freeman must not be allowed
"
"
to
beg this question entirely.
;

We

A
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Then we have a second Lewes charter once
thought a valid copy, now termed a fraud of 1444
A.D. Here Gundrada is called daughter of Matilda,
but not of William. I base my theory upon what is
stated and what is left obscure ; we have to reconTo proceed. Another docucile contrarieties.
mater Henrici regis et
ment has, "Matilda
Gundreda Comtissse"; another runs, "Iste [i.e.,
a Willielmo rege
Wm. de Warren]
cujus
Then Ordericus calls Gunfiliam desponsavit."
"
drada Sororem Gherbodi," repeated by the Liber
de Hyda. Much is made of the total silence of the
unquestioned Cluni documents as to Gundrada's
parentage; this is negative only it might be prearranged, it might be servile but the fact remains
that Gundrada's parentage is still a subject of
speculation.

We do not know the original facts, but in 1049 A.D.

Pope Leo IX. and the Council of Rheims interwe
dicted the marriage of William and Matilda
;

forbidding the banns, but they may have
or, as has been known, lived
as a betrothed couple.
Anyhow, this interdict
would operate under canon law to bastardize any
In 1059 Pope Nicholas II. grants a disissue.
pensation and confirms a marriage between William
and Matilda that had already taken place. So I
classify the issue of this harassed couple in segcall it

been already married,

ments

:

I suggest that, as a result of the Papal interdict of 1049, William relinquished his bride, and
that, being enceinte, she was placed under the
1.

nominal protection of Gherbod senior. This would
make her daughter the foster-sister of Gherbod
When William reclaimed her, it is supjunior.
posed in 1053, we have successively the births of
Robert Curthose and Richard, William Rufus
being the first son born after the dispensation of
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origin of aureoles or nimbi is given, i. e., that the
Church borrowed them from pagan antiquity.
Angelo Rocca, however, had maintained that the
circular nimbus symbolized perfection ('Speculum

Episcopate,' t. ii. p. 135), but Zazzera rightly concludes the pagan origin of the nimbus
:

"Hujusmodi porro

circulo,

ethnicorum Auguatorum

statuas ornatas fuisse, ad eorum divinitatem eignificandam constat. Qua de re legendus Ciampinus, ' Veterum
Monumentorum,' par. i. cap. xiv. p. Ill et sqq. ; qui Salmasium, quern sequitur Figrellius, 'De Statuis,' cap. xxxii.
merito coarguit propterea quod
putayerit Chrietianos
veteres similibua tegumentis in statuis picturisque ornare
Deum, Angelos, Sanctpsque consuevisse exemplo antiquarum statuarum, quibus opificura studio addebantur
lunulae seu patellae supra capita ad avium sordes et ster-

cora removenda."

But these pagan

aureole?, besides this practical and
The idea,
protective use, also symbolized deity.
doubtless (as in the legends of the infant Servius
Tullius in Livy, and of Buddha, for which last
vide Se"narfr, passim), was of rays issuing from the
head, as at once a product and an indication of

Lucian mentions a statue of a god or
hero "displaying rays," a/cnVas <epovra.
The
late Rev. B. Webb states, in his 'Notes on Ecclesiothat
he had seen a square nimbus, and somelogy,'
times apparently this nimbus was blue.
I take it
that the square nimbus indicated a living benefactor or benefactress ; but I should like to ask for
information whether the colour or tincture of blue
in such cases had any special or symbolical meanI believe that on a bridge at Prague the
ing.
statues of St. John Nepomuk and other saints
have stone or metal nimbi.
H. DE B. H.
divinity.

THE ROMAN'S CHANGE OF FRONT IN 'BLEAK
HOUSE.' Various curious discrepancies that are to
be noticed in the novels of Charles Dickens
between the text and the illustrations have
1059.
N. & Q.' I do
occasionally been instanced in
2. By this account Gundrada is in a very
equi- not know whether any one has advanced the
vocal position, and I venture to say nothing of
Roman into the front rank of offenders, but, anyMatilda's other daughters.
In conclusion I wish
how, he deserves to be placed there. Readers of
to emphasize the fact that Gundrada was a putaBleak House will remember that on p. 158 they
tive daughter of Gherbod senior, and that Matilda
were introduced to Mr. Tulkinghorn, as he sat in
first reached William's arms as a
pucella, and re- his chambers, meditating
upon an application for
mained faithful to him.
A. HALL.
a warrant against the disappointed suitor, Gridley.
Paternoster
E.G.
13,
Row,
There is a painted ceiling to the room, and, " From
'

*

THE NIMBUS OR AUREOLE.
on

be found in the "SS, EccleRituum, Divinorumque Ofnciorum Explicatio.
Romse, MDCCLXXXIV." The author, Father Filippo
Zazzera or rather editor, for the book itself is
probably mediaeval was a doctor in theology and
master of the Papal chapel. He states (pp. 68-9,
this subject are to

that mystically the circular glory signifies
it is written "nostra conversatio in
coslis est," or else that the
saints, after Christ's
"
harrowing of hell," are now crowned, and thus
But later on the real historical
reign in heaven.

heaven, as

the ceiling, foreshortened allegory in the person of
impossible Roman upside down, points with
the arm of Samson (out of joint, and an odd one)
should Mr.
obtrusively toward the window.
Tulkinghorn, for such no-reason, look out of
window ? Is the hand not always pointing there ?
Had he
So he does not look out of window."
done so, he would have seen Lady Dedlock disguised in the clothes of her lady's-maid.
Any observer of Dickens's method would know
at once that the Roman was not introduced in
" a bit of local
order to serve merely as
colouring-,"
and consequently would not be surprised to find

Some remarks one

sise

xlvii.)

'

Why
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that pertinacious person, on p. 413, taking an active
interest in the interview between Sir Leicester

Dedlock's family lawyer and her ladyship's French
But when, at
maid, Mademoiselle Hortense.
p. 470, we have the painted ceiling brought bodily
before our eyes, in illustration of a "new meaning in
the Roman," we find that he has turned his back upon
pointing exactly in the opposite
direction, to wards the fireplace. The artist naturally
selected the fire-side, in preference to the window,
as the position in which the old lawyer might be
the

window and

is

enjoyment of his wine at
and he forgot, or ignored, the
ten o'clock at night
previous use that his author had made of the
pointing Roman, in calling attention to the movements of Lady Dedlock in disguise, thereby leading
the reader, by an obvious association of ideas, to
connect her with the subsequent murder of the
man whom, of all others, she had the greatest
ALFRED WALLIS.
reason to fear and detest.
expected to

sit in solitary
;

A PRAT. A few years
one or two brief

lists

ago I sent to N. & Q.'
of Surrey words current in the
'

neighbourhood of the North Downs. Among these
was the word " Pray," a substantive, which I spelt
phonetically, having never seen it written.
"
"
Pray is a long foot-bridge a couple of planks
wide, with a rough handrail stilted on posts, and

A

crossing either a ford or a bit of meadowland that
T appealed to the learned
is apt to be flooded.
for a derivation of the word, but the learned did
not respond. The other day, however, the vicar
of a Surrey parish in which there are several prays
told me that two meadows on the parish map are
thereon named respectively the Grand Prae and
the Little Prae ; and across one of these two
meadows runs a foot-bridge such as I have described.
It seems evident, therefore, that the
word which I called " Pray " is really the French
pr6, and that the local name for a meadow,
Having ceased to be understanded of the people,
has been given by them to the flood-bridge that
crosses a meadow.
But the question remains,
and why did the
French word pre come to be used in Surrey instead
of the English word mead or meadow ? To which
inquiry I have nothing to say, except favete linguis.

How

A.

"THE MORIANS'

3.

M.

IT*
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Godefroy quotes from a MS. of the fifteenth century, the O.F. form Moriaine, meaning a Moor.
This I take to represent Lat. Mauritanicus (or
perhaps Mauritanius), the t being dropped, as
usual, between two vowels in the middle of the
We also find O.F. Moriant for " the land
word.

Moors"; which represents the Lat. MauriThus we see that Morian is simply another
WALTER W. SKEAT.
form of Mauritanian.
of the
tania.

"FAIRE UNE GAFFE."

"A

'gaffe' in its normal interpretation is a 'boathook,' and a learned critic offers an elaborate explanation
to the effect that the common acceptation of the word is
to be traced to an awkward attempt to fish something
out of the water by means of this familiar instrument.
However this may be.faire une gaffe in modern Parisian
"
'
slang may be best rendered as to put your foot in it.'

Daily Telegraph, May 7, 1888.
This should be noted before the expression has
had its day and passes out of mind.

FRANK REDE FOWKE.
24, Victoria Grove, Chelsea.

SCHOOLGIRL'S EPITAPH.
Though I cannot
give you the following epitaph as existing in the
marble or on the wood in any church or churchyard,
I think it is

for it has some not
The lines were given
or "comic"; but it
in them was infinitely
were written, as I was

worth preserving,

unimportant teaching in it.
to me as being "funny"
seemed to me that the pathos
They
greater than the fun
!

who, long overworked in school
and workshop, was lying on her death-bed, and
knew that her end was at hand
assured,

by a

girl

:

Oh

!

for me, friends, for I am a-going
there'll neither be reading nor writing nor

weep not

Where

sewing.

No

weep not for me, for though we must sever,
'm going to do nothing for ever and ever
Can we wonder that such was the poor girl's
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPB.
ideal of heaven ?
!

I

!

Budleigh Salterton.

MARSTON AND 'HISTRIOMASTIX.'

A good deal

occupied by other work, when I wrote my note on
Marston as the author of ' Jack Drum's Entertainment/ I omitted to say that I had been much
gratified to find that not only had Simpson independently agreed with me in this (he mentions
my name as to a point in it), but that he had also
agreed with me that Marston was part author of
'
'
Histriomastix." In his School of Shakespeare,'
ii.
4, he first maintains that he was the author of
the recensions in the play in the time of James,
but then goes on to say that he must have worked

For "the Morians'
LAND."
"
in the Prayer Book version of the Psalms,
land
"
the A. V. has
Ethiopia."
Wright's 'Bible Wordbook tells us that " Morian is used by old writers
for moor, blackamoor." Cotgrave explains More by
"A
Moore, Morian, Blackamoore." But I do not on it before 1599, and shows this by the fact "as
know that any one has explained the etymology.
Dr. Br. Nicholson has shown me," that in Act III.
At first it might be thought to be Dutch, since of ' The Poetaster Jonson puts into Clove's mouth
Sewel gives Moriaan, and Hexham Moorjaen, with " a speech crammed with Marston's fustian words,
the same sense. But the Dutch suffix -aan is from in which he mentions the ( Histriomastix' byname."
Lat. -anus, and is non-Teutonic. Both the English It might also have been mentioned that some of
and Dutch forms are, doubtless, of Romance origin. these fustian words and phrases occur in Histrio'

'

'

7"" S.
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mastix,' as do others and other instances of the same
'
'
in Marston's
Satires and in his Antonio and
To the opinion I held when I led SimpMellida.

son to his conclusion I still adhere, viz., that Marston was a part, and in great part, author of the
BR. NICHOLSON.
play.
J.

I was happy to
P.S.
O. Halliwell-Phillipps

hear from my friend
one dear to all true

Shakespearians and esteemed by them, and most
dear now that we mourn for him that a MS.
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'ELEMENTS OF OPPOSITION.' Who wrote this
pamphlet, which passed through three editions in
1803 ? At the time of publication it was attributed
to John Charles Herries, but the authorship was
G. F. R. B.
distinctly denied by him.

WORDSWORTH'S 'ODE TO THE CUCKOO.' May I
ask any of your classical contributors how they
would translate " a
in the first
wandering voice,"

stanza of this ode, into Augustan Latin ? I have
consulted two Oxonian acquaintances.
One says
(circa 1620) gives unequivocal testimony to Mars- he
l
hardly knows how he would have rendered it
ton's authorship of Jack Drum's Entertainment.'
so as to have made it intelligible to an ancient
Roman ; the other thinks that it is impossible to
translate it literally so as to make sense of it, and
We must request correspondents desiring information that it must be expressed by a periphrasis. As
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their two good scholars agree in the main on this point,
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the I suppose they must be right ; but if " a wanderanswers may be addressed to them direct.
ing voice" is intelligible to us, why should the
same words, literally translated into classical Latin,
WILLIAM BULLOKAR'S PSALTER, 1585. In Miss not have made sense to a Roman 1 If any one
Jennett Humphreys's business-like and well-put were to turn the ode into alcaics or sapphics, or
article on the Elizabethan phonetist and graminto good prose, how ought he to express the
marian, William Bullokar, in the 'Dictionary of phrase ? I have a particular reason for asking.
National Biography,' I am surprised not to
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
find any mention of the Psalter which the author
Eopley, Alresford.
he
Miss
in
1585.
says
Humphreys
got printed
"
" To the
Can any of your
COL. ARTHUR GOODWTN.
Reader in his
evidently read Bullokar's
'
her ex- readers give me information about Col. Arthur
she
wrote
before
jEsop^ Fabiy 1585,
for
cellent article
what a happy contrast it is to Goodwyn, of Upper Winchendon, Bucks, M.P.
friend
some of the windy ones
but she has passed over that county, who was generally known as the
and colleague of John Hampden 1 Are there any
the first one and a half of the following lines
"I
descendants of that family, as the name apparently
hau' procured, in this present yer 1585 the imhas disappeared ?
printing of the Psal'ter, and of this volum conteining
"
I have a ring on which is inscribed Frances
Cato."
Mso^Z, Fabl'3, and the bref sentences of the
!

:

wy}

Does any reader

of

'

N.

&

Q.'

know

of a copy of

It surely must have been printed
?
in part, at least; for besides the statement above,
BuHokar refers again to his " Psal'ter and Primar "
"
on
Primar and Psal'ter "
4, back, and to his
on sig. B. Neither the British Museum nor the
Bodleian has a copy of the Psalter, so far as its
this Psalter

A

and it may be possible that,
catalogue shows
though the book was actually at press, Bullokar
died before it was all printed, and then its sheets
were destroyed. As the reason for the non-existence of Bullokar's
Grammar at Large,' Miss
;

'

Humphreys

suggests,

"It

is

quite possible that

death overtook him before he had made it really
ready to go to pres?." But if any Bible or Psalter
man can refer us to a copy of Bullokar's phonetic
Psalter, many folk besides myself will thank him.
F. J.

FURNIVALL.

Bullokar has some marks above and below
P.S.
certain letters, which are here omitted.

Cromwell, obiit 30th April, 1738." It was given
my mother's grandmother, who was her bosom
friend, and. if my recollection is right, said to be
her cousin. Who was Frances Cromwell 1
L. WOOD, Major (late 54th Regiment).

to

much obliged to any
could favour me with a
list of peerage?, army lists, and official calendars relating to the Austrian Empire between the years
1700 and 1770; and also inform me whether they
can be referred to in England. I have searched
I should be

AUSTRIA.

reader of

the British

'

N.

&

Q.'

Museum

without success.

who

Catalogue with some care, but

D. C. BOULGER.

Falstaff ('Merry Wives of
BUCKLERSBURY.
"
these lisping hawWindsor,' III. iii.) speaks of
thorn buds, that come like women in men's apand smell like Bucklersbury in simple time."
parel,

Was

there a market for herbs and simples near

Bucklersbury

URBAN.

1

'THE TOPIC.' I should be glad of any informa'JOHN BULL' NEWSPAPER. Can any of your tion respecting this periodical, which commenced in
correspondents tell me who was the theatrical May, 1846, and suspended publication in June,
critic of the John Bull
newspaper between the 1847, but more particularly about the writers of
WILLIAM ARCHER.
years 1837 and 1843 ?
the articles on Flowers and Flower Shows and
'

'
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'

Food and Labour for the last Fifteen
Years.' These, with the other essays,
fully bear out the publisher's declaration that
"
each number " is " by an eminent writer," for
The periodical was
they are most ably written.
"
published for the proprietors by C, Mitchell, Red
Lion Court, Fleet Street."
W. ROBERTS.
10, Charlotte Street, Bedford Square.
Prices of

Hundred

JANE SHORE.
there

Shore

is
;

Could any correspondent say if
any authentic portrait or likeness of Jane
and, if so, where is it to be seen ?
J. D.

[7* s.
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matters ; and with what denomination was he connected ?
JAMES HANDYSIDE.

'MACBETH,' 1673.

The editors of the Cambridge

Shakespeare speak of this as D'Avenant's version.
It is, in fact, as Dr. Horace Howard Furness points
out in the preface to 'Macbeth' in his new Variorum
Edition of Shakespeare, wholly different from the

D'Avenant edition of the following year, and conforms in the main to the First Folio. This earlier
quarto is unmentioned by Genest, Halliwell, and
the editors of the ' Biographia Dramatica.' Is it
and has it much literary or pecuniary value?

scarce,

A FOOL AND A PHYSICIAN. Mrs. Quickly
Merry Wives of Windsor,' III. iv.) declares that
she asked of Mrs. Page, " Will you cast away your
child on a fool and a physician ? "
How far back

Miss PORDEN. Who was this lady, and what
did she write ? She is mentioned in company with

can the

analogy or the opposition between a
URBAN.
physician and a fool be traced ?

JBlaclcwood's

FAMILY RECORDS. Can any readers of 'N. & Q.'
inform me where I can find genealogical and other
information regarding the following ?
"
De Hereford," admiral of the fleet engaged in
the first conquest of Ireland.
This Adam de Hereford divided with his two brothers the lands in
Ireland granted him by De Lacey.
I have a record of a John
Tyrell, who married
Sybilla, daughter of Sir Hugh de Ley, or Lega,
who is described as " nephew of Sir Adam de Here-

of the

('

ford, of Leitlip."

I find in Eyton's
'Shropshire' that in 1203
Robert Trainel (Tyrell), Lord of Hatton, was
for
Adam
de Hereford, who was beyond
essoigner
the seas in Ireland and in 1248 Hugh de
Lega
witnessed a deed of Robert, son of the above Robert
;

Trainell (Tyrell).

These

M.

J.

Hemans

as an author of plays and epics in
Magazine, May, 1824, p. 603. No
works are entered under her name in the Catalogue

Mrs.

London

ANON.

Library.

MARK

RIDLEY, "Doctor in Phisicke and Philosophie, lately Physition to the Emperour of Russia,
and one of ye eight principals or Elects of the ColHe wrote a
ledge of Physicions in London."
'Short Treatise of Magneticall Bodies and Motions,'
1613, which contains a portrait of him, "Marcus
Ridleus Cantabrigiensis, set. 34, an. 1594."
I
be glad of information of this Mark Ridley.
G. J. GRAY.

shall

Cambridge.

WHIPMA-WHOPMAGATE.

In Drake's 'Ebora-

cum'

(ed. 1736, p. 310) mention is made of a
street of this name which ran past the east end of

the stately old church ycleped S. Crux.
S. Crux,
is no longer to be seen, and if, in the city of
alas
"
"
many gates, "there be on some coign" of vantage
the legend
Whipma-Whopmagate it has certainly escaped my vision. Nevertheless, the street
itself is still in existence, and the tradition of its
strange name survives, though I believe it is
generally spoken of as Colliergate, that being the
designation of the much longer thoroughfare to
which Whipma-Whopmagate is a kind of vestibule.
The name has cropped up in local newspapers of late, as city authorities have been exercised in mind touching the price to be paid for
consecrated ground wherewith to widen the aforesaid ancient way.
How did a name so odd originate ? Drake slyly
leaves one in the lurch, saying that he shall not
declare the reason of it; and unless the street were
formerly the scene of public whippings my own
conjecture is wholly at a loss.
According to Mr.
Davies (' Walks through the City of York,' p. 247),
the pillory was a permanent erection in the Pavement, which is hard by. In the margin of Mr.
SkaifeV valuable 'Plan of Roman, Mediaeval, and
Modern York,' reference is made to " Whitmour!

"De

Leys, Legas, or Leighs" were feoffees
of the Burnells of Acton Burnell and
Langley
and
(Salop),
during the twelfth, thirteenth, and
fourteenth centuries are found connected with the
"
" the
Mortimers of WigLingens of Wigmore,"

more and Acton Burnell," "the De Herefords,"
and " the Trainels or Tyrells."
The marriage above recorded of a Tyrell with a
De Ley or Lega, "nephew of Adam de Hereford,"
is from an Irish
pedigree, while I find numerous
intermarriages and deeds recorded between the De
Legas, Lingens, Mortimers, Tyrells, and De Herefords in Shropshire records.
JAPHET.

Author of 'The Church and the
the above the same as the writer of
commentaries on some of the books of the New
Testament and can they still be had and where 1
A friend of mine, deeply impressed with the volume
named above, sought to procure some other of his
works, but was told they had been returned to the
author.
If this is
correct, what was the reason
for such a procedure 1
Who and what was Mr.
O'Conor ; and what were his views on
religious Whatnourgate, leading from Fossgate
O'CONOR,

Truth.'

Was
;

JONAS.

;

to Collier-
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do not know where he got his spelling,
suggestive of another etymon than Wip.
One of the characters in "Theophilus Wood'
head," an illustrative story in The Dialect of Leeds
and its Neighbourhood' (J. Russell Smith, 1862),
gate," but I

which

is

is

made

to say, p.

169

:

"JI can myself remember the time when Birmingham
was a three day's journey, and the mertropolis a weeks

journey, when the Tear-away' started from t' Cock an'
Bottle at four o'clock one night and travell'd neet an'
day till we pooled up at t' Blue Hog, Holborn Hill,
stopping to bait at t' Duke o' York, Black Lion, Crown
an' Anchor, John O' Groat's, Bell an' Beauty, Three
Goats, Boy an' Barrel, Whip-muh- Wap-muh, an' Owd
George, where thuh always bed hot sandwidges a waiting
for us in t' green parlour."
"
Hot sandwidges " only think but I shall
digress if I let
imagination dwell on them. It
'

69

With the measurements is a large
plan, giving the following points : Sluttswell or
ye right hand."

Gravell Lane, Robin Hood, Almes House, Winmill,
Sir George Williamson's post, St. George's Fort,
Lambeth Marsh Lane, and the Restoration House.
"
April 25, 1680. Measured Hamsted Heath, beginning at Pond Street and going north west."
This is given in a MS. folio volume by " H. O.,
1684." With the measurements is a plan giving
the following points
Pond Street, a Bog,
Mother Hough, Green Man, a Gule, Sand Pit,
:

Winmill Road.
information as to

Can any correspondent
who " H. 0." was?

give

me

G. J. GRAY.
Cambridge.

!

suffices for

me

Wap-muh

inn;

CAVILLING DAYS. By an agreement (reported
Where was this Whip-muh- in 59 'Law Times Reports,' N.S., p. 344) the
and had its name anything to do Ashington Coal Company undertook to load the

my

to ask,

with flagellation

Zeus

s.s. with coals in "forty-eight hours (Sundays,
pay Saturdays, cavilling days, and colliery holidays

ST. SWITHIN.

?

BOOK MUSLIN.

The

earliest instance that

readers sent in for this

our

word

for the Philological
Society's 'New English Dictionary 'was in 1 836. 1 find

sixty-seven years earlier, in the Public Advertiser
"
for November
it

excepted) after the said steamer is wholly unWhat are "cavilling days"? The
ballasted."
'Encyclopaedic Dictionary throws no light on the
Q. V.
subject.
'

260 Dozen Book
14, p. 3, col. 3
and Jaconot Muslins and clear Lawns"; but the
name must surely occur before that
Can any
:

Repltrf,

!

TOURS CATHEDRAL,

correspondent give earlier instances?
F. J.

OLD WARDEN CHURCH, BEDS.

FURNIVALL.
Is

it

(7

known

where the panelling in this church came from 1 It
is obviously foreign
some of it evidently Italian
but there are many panels with the monogram
" A. C." on them. These
are, so far as I can judge,
neither English nor Italian.
It has been suggested
that they were brought from the Low Countries,
"
and that A. C." stands for Anne of Cleves. I do

th

S. vii. 28.)

JONATHAN BOUCHIER'S

In reply to MR.

inquiry

as to the relative merits of the Cathedral of

Tours

and those of Amiens, Chartres, Notre Dame, or
Rheims, may I be permitted to say, from personal
knowledge, that Tours, though a beautiful church,
deserving and rewarding a visit, is in every way
much inferior to any of the others named. As will
be seen by the subjoined table, in dimensions it
The carving does not falls very far below them
;

not agree with this theory.
to me to be of that date.
I should be obliged
for information as to the date of the
panels with
the monogram on them, and whose the monogram
was.
Perhaps some Bedfordshire antiquary can
tell us about them.
F. P.

:

seem

CLASP.

The

earliest quotation sent in for the
Dictionary' for clasp in the sense of

New English
a military decoration is from a general order dated
October 7, 1813, and published in the London
Gazette, of October 9.
When were clasps of this
kind first issued ? I should be greatly obliged if
correspondents could supply any examples of the
word earlier than the above.
'

GEO. L. APPERSON.
11,

Park Road, Wimbledon.

ST. GEORGE'S FIELDS, SOUTHWARK, AND HAMPSTEAD HEATH. In a folio MS. volume, lettered
"Algebra, H. 0., 1680," there is "Sept, 3, 1680.
Measured St. George's Fields in Southwark, beginning at Sluts well and going westward sets of to
:

Amiens
Rheims
Chartres
Notre Dame
Tours

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Length

Height within

in feet.

in feet.

435
430
415
410
256

144
124
106
105
95

Neither can Tours vie with the other cathedrals in
stateliness

and magnificence of architecture, though
offer a more interesting and instructive

few churches

lesson in the succession of the mediaeval styles.

Beginning with the choir, dating from 1170, we
have the transepts of the thirteenth century, and
the nave, gradually getting later and later in style
we reach the west end, where the last two bays
are not much earlier than the western fa9ade,
which, with the upper stages of the towers, belongs
to the close of the fifteenth and beginning of the
sixteenth centuries.
This western fagade is the great glory of the
It presents the three lofty, recessed,
cathedral.
canopied portals so common in France and so rare
till
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When MR. BOUCHIER

in England, of which the north transept of Westminster and the south porch of the retro-choir of
Lincoln Minster furnish faint resemblances. Above
the central portal, instead of the usual circle or

s.

vn.
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goes, as I hops he will,

o Milan, let him get up early on Sunday morning
There, unless
jnd go up to the top of the Dom.
will find the
hings have changed very lately, he
jitizens seated in family parties upon the clean
white marble slabs of the roof, each group breakand wine and
asting alfresco on manchet bread
from
ausage or cold fowl, and gazing, meanwhile,
ihat airy height upon the Alps above them, and
of Lombardy below. It is a breakthe

a
marigold, there is an eight-light window with
kind of circular arrangement of arches in the head.
in octagonal lanterns with
domical heads reaching to the height of 200 ft. ,
and, what is not very usual in France, are both alike
and both finished. Mr. Fergusson compares the
"
Cathedral of Tours with that of Toul, as both presenting many points of"great beauty," the western
the most remarkable feafa?ades of each being
tures," of late date, with

The towers terminate

upon
ast

plains

not soon to be forgotten.

A. J.

M.

"
MR. JONATHAN BOUCHIER asks, Will some of
with the
your readers who are well acquainted
French cathedrals say what, in their opinion, is
he merit of Tours compared with the other cathe-

"details verging on the style of the Renaissance, and yet
BO Gothic in design and so charmingly executed as to
lead us to believe, in spite of the fanciful extravagance
it displays, that the architects were approaching something new and beautiful when the mania for classical
details overtook

[7*

drals of France ?"
I am no architect, but

them."

The painted

glass which fills the windows,
especially that in the apse, is unusually splendid,
and imparts an air of surpassing attractiveness to

the building on first entrance. Still, with all its
merits, the Cathedral of Tours is essentially of the
second class, and "attaineth not unto the first

have a tolerably wide acchurches.
quaintance with the French cathedral
Tours is
Speaking en amateur, I should say that
very far inferior to Amiens, Rheims, Chartres,
or Notre Dame de Paris ; also very inferior to the
Cathedral or St. Ouen of Rouen, and still more so
to Bourges, which MR. BOUCHIER does not men" holds the field "
tion.
against
Italy by no means
France in the splendour of her ecclesiastical archi-

MR. BOUCHIER suggests very far from
Milan beats the world for costliness of material,
MR. BOUCHIER
quite right in thinking that
That
surely not for form or beauty of colouring.
the Cathedral of Tours is not equal in magnificence
grand church is also wofully disfigured by the
the
four
other
French
cathedrals
which
he
to
names.
bumptiously vulgar west front of a much later and
I have not seen Tours for thirteen years; but,
immensely inferior style and period. The glass in
to
conits
chief
according
my recollection,
beauty
Milan is fine of a comparatively recent date, but
sists in this
that you go down, and not up, into it
far inferior, I think, to that of Chartres, and perfrom the western door, and that by this means you
haps also in splendour to that of Auch. The east
obtain, as you enter it that way, a very complete end of Le Mans is
pre-eminently fine, and so is the
and noble vista of the whole length and breadth of
of a church at Beauvais, the nave of
a graceful nave and choir. As to Amiens, MR. fragment
which fell in consequence of too hurried ambition
BOUCHIER, of course, knows, or must instantly get to outdo Amiens in
point of height.
to know, Mr. Buskin's Bible of Amiens.' Rheims,
But I should take up far too much of your space
the cathedral and the city, are to me, a fact of
if I were tempted to go further into this subject.
infinite
for I was last

EDMUND VENABLES.

three."

tecture, as
it.

is

'

there during
In the cathedral, the
stout, ruddy German soldiers strolled up and down,
quiet and orderly, but with their forage-caps on
in the great square, I stood by the statue of Louis
" II a
XV., and read on its base these words
jure"
d'etre notre pere, et il fut fidele a son serment"
and looking up, I beheld on the steps of some
public building a relief of the Prussian guard,
seated there, a silent and striking commentary on
the words I had just been reading.
As to Milan, it is to be observed that the Dom
there is in point of architecture not an Italian
church, but an exotic from the northern side of th
It is intensely interesting, not only because
Alps.
of its virginal beauty, but for the sake of St. Carlo
significance;

the

German

occupation.

Italy has singularly little first-rate
architecture.
T. ADOLPHUS

ecclesiastical

TROLLOPE.

Budleigh Salterton.

;

:

I think I can satisfy MR. JONATHAN BOUCHIER'Sdoubts about the mention of Tours Cathedral in

"
as
the most magnificent
Quentin Durward
Although Sir Walter Scott had never
visited the country in which he lays the scenes of
that novel, he is perfectly accurate in the above
It is true that the present Cathedral
statement.
of Tours, though an elegant Gothic edifice, by na
means ranks among the finest or largest in France;
but at the time of Louis XL that is, in the days
it possessed one of the largest
of Quentin Durward
or finest in that country in the famed Cathedral of
and his chapel, and his Sunday school the first St. Martin of Tours, the first Metropolitan. It
Sunday school that ever was ; out the true repre- was attached to one of the wealthiest and most
sentative at Milan of Italy and of the ancien
powerful ecclesiastical establishments in Europe,
Christian worship is St. Ambrogio.
and kings and princes were proud to be enrolled
_

'

in France."

'

7th s.
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It was utterly demolished at the
Kevolution ; but to attest its magnitude there
still remains in the midst of the city two huge
towers (Tour de 1'Horloge and Tour Charlemagne),
survivors of five which once surmounted it, while
the rest of the site of the church is now covered by

in its chapter.

streets

JOHN MURRAY.

and houses.

71

"

'
Huerueles," and in the Terra Roger! Bigot,' p.
"in Gueruelei" "Turstinus films Guidonis"
"
Creic."
it was connected with
holds one berwite
From Blomefield's ' Norfolk ' we can find in the
and a
reign of Henry III. a Martin de Quarueles,
Robert, son of Ralph Quarles, and a Williamalso in 138&
Quarles, benefactor to Creke Abbey,
a John de Quarles, rector of Letheringset ; a Mar-

cxli,

:

the most magThe "immense Gothic mass
Edward III.,
garet, wife of John Quarles, in 50
nificent church in France" and the "Church of St.
a Thomas Quarles,
connected with Holkham
Gatien" mentioned by Sir Walter Scott in QuenEast Winch,
chaplain, who became in 1506 vicar of
tin Durward' in the same paragraph (chap, xiv.)
in 1507 rector of West Winch, and in 1509 rector
were the Abbey Church (? Cathedral) of St. Marwas a
a Cecilia
;

'

and the Cathedral of St. Gatien respectively.
The abbey church was destroyed in the Revolution,
with the exception of the Tour Charlemagne and
the Tour St. Martin.
tin

Salmon says

'

in his

tion, 1745, vol.

ii.

Modern History/ third edi"The Present State of

p. 506,

France," chap. xxxi.

:

"The

cathedral dedicated to St. Gatien has nothing
remarkable in it but there is another church dedicated
to St. Martin, who is the favourite saint of the place,
and by whom they pretend many miracles have been
wrought, that is one of the largest structures in the
;

kingdom."
Blackie's 'Imperial Gazetteer' (sub "Tours")
says of the two towers that they are
"

remarkable as the only relics which the revolutions of
1793 have left of the vast Cathedral of St. Martin of
Tours after it had flourished for twelve centuries."

The Cathedral of St. Gatien is not equal to any
one of those of Amien?, Rheims, or Paris.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's,

Warrington.

QUARLES (7 th S. vi. 225, 373 ; vii. 14). Full
information about the Quarles family, of Ufford,
Northants, and about the branch of it that settled
at Romford, in Essex, together with a clear account (with documents) of Francis, the poet, and
of the College of Arms pedigree of the family, as
certified by the poet's brother, Sir Robert Quarles,
in 1634, was printed in the numbers of the East
Anglian from October, 1867, to May, 1868. Dr.
Grosart incorporated most of the matter into his
valuable edition of Francis Quarles's 'Works' in
"
the
Chertsey Worthies Library," 3 vols., 1880,
and he added from Col. Chester a little other good
matter.
Indeed, as concerns Francis Quarles the
Two points
poet, he has lefo nothing to be done.
of interest remain.
First, the statement of a correspondent that "the name of Francis Quarles
looks peculiar," with a suggestion (as I take it to
be) of a Low Country origin of the name.
Quarles
is a Norfolk place-name, now the name of a farm
and hamlet (which seems once to have had a parish
church) in the neighbourhood of North Creake and
of Holkham.
In Domesday it occurs twice in the
hundred of "Grene hoga" (Greenhoe).
In the
'Terra R^gis,' Norfolk facsimile, p. ix, it is

of

Quarles
Roydon. Moreover,
in Normans' Hospital, in Norwich, in
It is probable, therefore, that the Ufford
Quarleses went from Norfolk, even if they settled
there so long back as temp. Henry V., as the pediAccording to the pedigree, two sons
gree says.
(John and Thomas) of Francis, the esquire who
died at Ufford 1570, came to Norwich. A John
31
Quarles was admitted a freeman of the city
Henry VI II., and a Thomas Quarles 29 Henry
VIII. (29 Henry VII. in Rye's list, no doubt a
were admisprint) his sons Edmund and Henry
mitted in 1581. It is curious, however, that somethe
thing very like this name does occur among
Walloons in Norwich. Thus Tanque Querrels, in
March, 1602 Jan de Querle, December, 1628 ;
and Jan Kerele, August, 1611, were witnesses of
'
baptism in the Walloon Church. Cf. Moens, The
Walloon Churches of Norwich,' ii. 84, 22, 82.
The second point is to correct a mistake made
by Mr. Riley in the Historical MSS. Commission
In looking over
Reports, ii. p. 117, dated 1871.
the documents of Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge, he found the admission of a Francis
remembered
Quarles, and so he wrote, "He is still
sister

1532.

;

;

'

'

Emblems (mainly borrowed,
however, from the 'Pia Desideria' of Herman Hugo,
the Jesuit), his numerous other works being forMr. Riley could hardly have been exgotten."
he did not
pected to know his East Anglian, but
even know his Fuller's 'Essex Worthies,' or the
as the author of the

of the poet by his wife, published in 1645'
Solomon's Recantation,' or any
in the preface to
has confused two
of the Quarles literature.
was Franci?, son of James, born
men. The

memoir

He

poet
May, 1592, at Steward?, Romford, Essex, who went
up to Christ's College, Cambridge, in 1605, and, so
The Caius books
far as is known, took no degree.
show that "Francis Quarles, son of Edmund,

Norwich, at school in Norwich under
Mr. Brigs [master of the Grammar School], aged
and
fifteen, was admitted scholar April 14, 1606,"
when "M.A. was admitted pensionarius major
1613." He
(fellow commoner) on November 17,
was son of the Edmund Quarles who was admitted
freeman of the city of Norwich in 1581, being son
of Thomas, and so second cousin once removed of the
I do not know what became of him, but I
poet.
citizen of
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" Francis
Thus since the publication of the Cambridge ediQuarles, minister of
hope to find him in
Newton, near Sudbury," whose will was registered tion of the first text I have been able to collect
one described in
notes of three more editions
at Canterbury in 1658.
0. W. TANCOCK.
N. & Q.' (7 th S. vi. 123) and these two. Thus of a
CARDINAL QUIGNON'S BREVIARY (6 th S. xi. text which some years ago was said to have perished
448; xii. 18; 7" S. vi. 123, 397, 519). An with the exception of a few leaves in the National
edition of the first text of Quignon, hitherto un- Library at Paris, there have now been found somedescribed, was sold at Messrs. Puttick & Simpson's thing like ten editions, and very likely there rein December last. The notes which I have taken of main more to be found out.
" Breviarivm
it are these.
Title
If any attempt had been made before to give a
[red capitals]
Romanvm Nvper [black capitals] reformatum, in history of Cardinal Quignon's Breviary, a whole
quo sacrae scripture libri, probateq: sanctorum number of N. & Q.' would not have been enough.
historic elegan
ter beneq: dispositse
leguntur," Hitherto the notes have been mainly bibliographical.
"
This last word is in black roman type ; from dis- Those who wish for an historical and analytical
"
"
"
to
In
the notice may possibly find something in the Church
reformatum
in
red
roman.
positse
middle of the page is a flour de lys, much floriated; Quarterly Review for January, 1889.
and below this in red capitals M.D.XXXVI. The
The first notice that I yet have found of the rewhole is enclosed in an oblong border, which on the semblance of our
English Prayer Book to the
outer edge is 85 by 56 mm. ; the lower part shows
Breviary of Cardinal Quignon is in Schultingius's
in a circle a monogram on D. H., the initials of the
Bibliotheca Ecclesiastica,' Colon. Ag., 1599, t. i.
Below the border, in black Roman type,
In a marginal note
printer.
par. i. cap. xxxxviii. p. 101.
is, "Non recedat volumen legis huius ab ore tuo,
to this chapter on Quignon, where he speaks of the
"
" Hse etiam
Sed meditaberis in eo, diebus ac noctibus.
The
objections to this .Breviary, he says,
"
preface,
ad Anglicalvinistaium formulam
Cogitanti mihi," begins on the reverse of rationes
yalent
"
the title.
The colophon is
Lvgdvni, [in black quae similis est huic."
Per Dionysium Harsium, Anno 1536.
capitals]
The writer (probably Cardinal Newman) of No.
Mense Maio." On verso is a vernicle surrounded 75 of the Oxford 'Tracts for the Times' in 1836
"
by a crown of thorns. The book is a 16mo., Gothic alludes to Quignon, whose Breviary, he says, will
type (red and black), in two columns ; lines 40 ; remind the English reader of the introductory reprinted surface 57 by 90 mm. No signature titles of marks concerning the Service of the Church, preany sort. The prefatory matter before Psalter 16 ff., fixed to our own Ritual." In Sir William Palmer's
without pagination. Psalter f. 1-60 recto. On
'Origines Liturgicse' I do not find the preface to
verso of f. 60 the Annunciation. Dominicale f. 61- the II. Text of
Quignon printed in parallel columns
435 recto. On verso the Circumcision of our Lord. with the
preface to our book until the fourth ediSanctorale 436 recto to 488 recto.
I have examined the first and third
tion, in 1845.
The months of the Calendar have the verses from editions. And even then Palmer does not print
the school of Salerno under them
and the mov- the preface to the I. Text. He only compares the
able feasts begin with 1535.
So far as I have 1662 preface of our book with II. Text of Quignon,
examined this edition it seems to be descended that is, the text of all the editions which appeared
from the Venice edition of the first text rather than from 1536 to 1566. The preface of Edward's first
from the Roman edition. It retains the rubrics at book is a tolerably close translation of the preface
St. Matthias and Nativity of St. John Baptist as of Quignon's I. Text of 1535 and 1536, much
in the Venice edition, which the Roman, Paris, and
changed from the II. Text.
It is a mistake to believe that the only difference
Antwerp editions have not and in many other
readings in the preface and Sanctorale it has fol- between the I. and II. Texts of Quignon is the
lowed the Venice edition rather than any other addition of antiphons to the Psalms. The II. Text
known to me.
has a different preface, calendar, general rubrics,
All are so
few months ago I came across a reference to a and a perfectly distinct lectionary.
was found impossible to present
third Paris edition of the first text.
Hypolite different that it
Helyot (' Supplement du Journal des /Spawns,' du the two texts together in the Cambridge edition of
dernier juin, 1708, p. 234) says there was an edition the I. Text that is, if any regard were to be had
in 8vo., printed in 1535 by Julian Lunel, and that for the clearness, and therefore usefulness, of the
this book was in the Library of the Minimes of the book.
When speaking of Quignon's Breviary it is
Place Eoyale. The privilege of Paul III. was at
the head of this copy, and afterwards were these always necessary to say which of the two texts is
" Postea vero
eorum unus qui privilegio a being dealt with. Last May a correspondent of
words,
S.D.N.Papa collato gaudent Julianum Lunel the Tablet, signing himself "A. A.," caused a little
Parisiorum Universitatis Bibliopolam Privilegii sibi confusion by referring to the Second Text, while
to the First.
indulti, participem fecit, eique exemplar misit tit the discussion was really as
J. WICKHAM LEGG.
deinceps Parisiis imprimere posset."
:

:

|

|

'

|

|

|

|

|

:

[

|

:

;

;
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WETHERBY (7 th S. vi. 308, 414; vii. 9). I am
aroused the ire of
sorry that I have unwittingly
MR. J. C. ATKINSON, who from his name is, I supthe hardy Norsemen, inheritpose, a descendant of
From the
ing a portion of their combativeness.
matter contained in his letter it is possible to pick
out a few points for discussion. To my mind there
is nothing more
agreeable than word-hunting,
founded on some knowledge of the facts and
inquiry ; but
then it should be entered upon with good temper,
in the spirit of Chaucer's Clerk of Oxenford, of
principles of

whom

it is

modern

philological

said,

That gladly wolde he lerne and gladly teche.
I will leave CANON TAYLOR to defend himself,

which he

"

is

to paddle

well able to do.

my own

It is

enough

for

me

canoe."

First, then, as to the meaning of the suffix by.
It is allowed on all hands to be Norse or Danish,
meaning the same as ton in Anglo-Saxon, originally a fence or enclosure, subsequently a farmer's

We

steading, then a collection of dwelling-houses.
therefore, pass on to the prefix Wether. MR.
ATKINSON says
"In the strangely preponderating majority of the
place-names ending in by it is unquestionably a personal
name. The simplest inspection of a carefully compiled
list of such names is sufficient to establish this point."

may,

:

Well, for verification of this oracular dictum I
take a glance in a map of the Eastern Counties, and
without selection the following crop up Kirkby,
:

Dalby, Thurnby, Willoughby, Ashby, BlackfordThese are all referable to the cirby, Sfcokesby.
cumstances of the locality. There are, of course,
many which derive from personal names, such as
Ormesby, Herringby, &c., but they are in a decided

The Saxon

73

charters are

He

by

far the best authority.

statement as to the pre-

my

also questions
dominance of Saxon

names

in the

Wetherby

dis-

open the map and find round Wetherby
Long Marston, Bilfcon, Collingham, Walton, Deighton, Bramham, Hammerton, cum multis aliis, with
Danish names thinly scattered amongst them.
CANON TAYLOR and myself are both accused of
I

trict.

:

"
"
guessing at the derivation in question. To guess
is to form a random judgment without inquiry,
have given
which certainly we have not done.
reasons for our conclusions, rightly or wrongly, which
MR. ATKINSON has failed to do. The commencement of his deliverance shall be the close of mine:
"
Surely a more sarcastic commentary on the mode
of furnishing derivations of place-names than that
afforded by" MR. ATKINSON'S communication could
J. A. PICTON.
not be met with.

We

Sandyknowe, Wavertree.

SCOTT ON COLERIDGE'S WALLENSTEIN
'

'

(7

th

S.

In the beginning of the fourth
308, 372, 491).
'
chapter of Guy Mannering Scott quotes some
lines which, he says, are by "Coleridge from
But the lines are not the same as those
Schiller."
mentioned by J. D. C., though I think that they
'
It is possible that Coleare from Wallenstein.
ridge, whilst remembering that the author of
'
Waverley had quoted from him, had forgotten
what were the actual lines quoted. ' Guy MannerI think that there
ing was published in 1815.
'
are more references than one to Coleridge's Wal"
lenstein in the Waverley Novels," but the above
vi.

'

'

'

'

'

is

the only reference that I

remember

distinctly.

E. YARDLEY.
I may perhaps be allowed to add that the
P.S.
applause of which Coleridge speaks seems to be in
'
Bullockby, Ranby or Ramby, Ramsey,
minority,
the third chapter of
Guy Mannering.' There
to
are
or
analogous
Goadby
Goatby, Woolthorpe,
Scott quotes lines undoubtedly from Coleridge's
Wetherby in the introduction of the names of '
Wallenstein,' without mentioning the name of the
animals in the Danish nomenclature. The personal
But he speaks of the lines as being " exnames themselves originally had a meaning, so that author.
quisitely expressed by a modern poet."
supposing the prefixes to be personal it comes to
the same thing in the end.
MR. ATKINSON has
Is the following the allusion which J. D. C. is
'
given a list of place-names ending in by, but unfor- in search of ? In the third chapter of Guy Mantunately not one of their prefixes is a personal name. nering (published 1815) Scott quotes twenty lines,
"
He further proceeds
he
exquisitely expressed by a modern poet," as
"Add to this that the same personal name is per- says. The poet is Coleridge, and the passage is, I
petually found in the general class of like names both understand, an expansion of a couple of lines in
with the inflexional genitival form and the genitival s,
'
Schiller's Piccolomini,' from Coleridge's translation
and a suggestion is at once afforded as to the possible or
JONATHAN BOUCHIEB.
this
drama.
of
probable explanation of the prefix in Wetherby."
Eopley, Alresford.
What the suggestion is and what it explains we
are left to find out.
As Coleridge in 1818 returns thanks " to the
may say with Sheridan's
character in the 'Critic': "Egad! the interpreter unknown author of ' Waverley,' ' Guy Mannering,'
is the harder to be understood of the two."
&c.," this limits the search to 'Waverley' (1814),
MR. ATKINSON refers to Domesday Book as the 'Guy Mannering '(1815), 'The Antiquary,' 'The
'

:

We

great authority for

Domesday Book
natural

down

it

Saxon and Danish place-names.

frequently misleading, as it is
should be, the names having been taken
is

Black Dwarf,' and Old Mortality' (1816), 'Rob
Roy' (1817), and 'The Heart of' Midlothian'
At the end of chap. iii. of Guy Manner(1818).
'

'

phonetically

by French-speaking

officials.

ing

is

a long quotation, beginning

:

NOTES AND QUERIES.
For fable is Love's world
And Venus who brings everything that's fair.
'Piccolomini,' Act II. sc.
:

There is another quotation from the same work as
the motto for chap. iv.
E. MANS EL SYMPSON.

"POETA NASCITUR NON FIT"

A very pertinent

st

(1

S. ix.

398;

quotation from
Cicero, 'Pro Arch.,' c. viii., was given at the
earlier of the two references above, and C. J. P.
gave another very interesting quotation from Quin"
th
S. vi. 103,
Orator non nascitur."
tilian, ii. 3, at 4
The history of the proverb seems to be this. The
general sentiment became a proverb, of which the
origin, as in the instance of most proverbs, is not
known. The earliest use of this proverb I have been
able to meet with is in Cselius Ehodiginus, in his
'
Lectiones Antiques/ 1. vii. c. iv. p. 225, Basil.
"
ap.Froben., s.a. (ob. 1525), Vulgo certe jactatur,
nasci poetam oratorem fieri."
Cselius is treating
in this chapter of the truth of the common sentiment.
quotation is often given in books of
proverbs as from Cicero which is not anywhere in
" Nascimus
"
his works.
poetse, fimus oratores
(to
Much of this note
anticipate the repetition of it).
can also be seen in 6 th S. vii. 225.
vi.

439).

A

ED. MARSHALL.

CAPT. MARRYAT (7 th S. vii. 9). MB. MASKELL
would obtain the information which he wants, I am
sure, by applying to my friend Mrs. Valentine, 13,
Warwick Koad, Kensington, who is a relative of
the novelist.
E.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

s.

vn.

JAN. 20,

he did so on condition that no Jew
should henceforth reside within the walls. Nevera
theless
Jew was mayor of that town a few years
since, but for the first time, I believe.
C. E. GlLDERSOME-DlCKINSON.
of Leicester,

iv.

Scott prefaces the quotation thus
" But
Mannering was a youthful lover, and might
perhaps be influenced by the feelings so exquisitely expressed by a modern poet."

7 th S.

n*

WALFORD, M.A.

Eden Bridge, Kent.
Neither of your former correspondents on this
subject having, so far, published in your columns
the passage which Milman refers to as his authority, and having myself privately been put in
possession of the quotation, I will ask you to lay
it before your
readers, that an important link in
the chain of evidence may not be missing.
It is
to be found at p. 206 of the Report of the Com"
mittee Appointed to search the Journals of the
House, Rolls of Parliament, and other Records
and Documents for all Matters touching the DigThe
nity of a Peer of the Realm" (B.M., 1, 9).
passage alluded to reads
:

"

The Historian* afterwards speaks of this Imposition!
as an Extortion, at the same time mentioning the King's
Edict banishing all the Jews from his Kingdom under
pain of Death in case of their Return."

The italics are mine. The page (180) given in
Milman's note is evidently an error, as no reference to the banishment is there given.
W. S. B. H.
SILVAIN (7 th S. vi. 509). As a guess, may this
not be the French way of writing the name Sullivan ? There was a Laurence Sullivan in the House
of Commons about the time mentioned.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

This name looks suspiciously like Selwyn. Noother surname at all resembling it appears in the
*
Return of Members of Parliament' during the
period 1761-1768, the Parliament of 1 George III.

LADIES IN PARLIAMENT (7 th S. vi. 405,
517).
The disagreeable conclusion, therefore, seems inThe serving of the office of high sheriff
by the evitable that the delinquent dilettante was no less a
Countess of Pembroke is surely no
precedent for
women who desire the " usurpation of male offices." person than George Augustus Selwyn, Esq., who,
having been elected member for Gloucester city on
The shrievalty of Westmoreland was
hereditary, April 15, 1754, was
appointed Paymaster of the
and therefore she was bound to hold the
office, just
Board of Works in the following year, and continued
as in our own times has been the case with the
office of

Lord Great Chamberlain.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

same city till the dissolution of the
fourteenth Parliament of Great Britain in 1780.

to represent the

Q. V.

Hastings.

EDWARD BRISTOW (7 th
added of Edmund
Bristowe, who

To

the illustrations already
given may be
taken from the True
Briton, No. 3, for Wednesday, Jan. 16, 1751, p. 70:
"We hear that the Duchess Dowager of Richmond
will hold the place of Master of the
Horse, in the room of
the late Duke, during her natural
Life, and after that to

this,

descend to her son by Patent."

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

THE EXPULSION OF THE JEWS (7 th S. v. 328
492; vi. 57, 195, 317). It may be worth mentioning, in connexion with this subject, that
Simon de Montfort granted a charter to the

when
town

S. vii.

28).

A

notice

seems to be the person
MR..C. B. STEVENS is inquiring for, appears in the
Dictionary of National Biography/ vi. 357-8.

'

BIOGRAPHER.
JOSIAH BORCHETT (7 th S. vii. 29).
Prof.
Laughton gives a full account of Josiah Burchett's
(not

Burchell's)

career

National Biography,'

vii.

in

the

'

Dictionary of
291-2, but does not, I

* Wikes.
t A tax levied by Edward I. on the people, by edict,
of a fifteenth of their movables.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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supply information respecting his ancestry.
I have noted, in addition to what Prof. Laughton
on July 22, 1721,
supplies, that Burchett married,
the widow of Capt. Robert Aris, Commissioner of
the Navy at Plymouth (Of. Historical Register,

fear,

BIOGRAPHER.

1721, p. 31).

A

WORK

CURIOUS

(7

th

S.

vii.

28).

A

full

'
account of Kichard Bernard appears in the Dictionary of National Biography,' iv. 386-7, and his
'

A

curious book,
the British

is in

Guide

to

Museum

Grand Jurymen/ 1627,

Library.

BIOGRAPHER.

SHERIDAN FAMILY

th

(7

S. vi.

Thomas

368).

Sheridan, divine and poet, born 1687 at Uaghteraghy, co. Cavan, entered Trinity College, Dublin,
as "El Patricii" Oct. 18, 1707; graduated B.A.
1711; M.A. 1714; B.D. 1724; D.D. 1726; married
Elizabeth, daughter of Charles McFadden,of Quilca,
co. Cavan; and died at Rathsaranam, Queen's
County, Oct. 10, 1738, leaving, with other issue,
Richard, baptized

Dublin

May

23, 1718, in St. Mary's,

Thomas, his third son, born 1719 in Capel
Street, Dublin baptized in St. Mary's Church, Dean
;

;

Swift being godfather; entered Trinity College,Dublin, May 26, 1735 ; elected scholar 1738 ; graduated
B.A. 1739; married, 1748, Frances (born at Dublin
May, 1724), daughter of the Rev. Dr. Philip
Chamberlaine, Prebendary of St. Patrick's, Dublin,
and granddaughter of Sir Oliver Chamberlaine, and
had by her the following issue, all of whom were
born at his house in Dorset Street, Dublin Thomas,
died an infant ; Charles Francis, baptized July 23,
:

1750, in St. Mary's, Dublin; Richard Brinsley,
born Oct. 30, 1751; baptized at St. Mary's, Nov. 4,
1751; Alicia, born 1754 ; married Joseph Le Fanu,
Esq.; and died Sept. 4, 1817, at her son's house,
Royal Hibernian School, Phoenix Park, Dublin;
and Elizabeth, married July 4, 1789, to Henry Le
Fanu, Esq., late captain 56th Foot.
Thomas Sheridan, a well-known actor and lexicographer, died Aug. 14, 1788, at Margate, and was
buried Aug. 21 at St. Peter's in the Isle of Thanet
(vide Gent. Mag. t vol. xcv. part ii. p. 487; and
vol. xcvi. part i. p. 16).
His wife, the writer of

various poems, comedies, &e., died Sept. 26, 1766,
at Blois, in France, and was there interred. Their
second son, Charles Francis, who became Undersecretary at War for Ireland and member of the
Irish Parliament, married Letitia Christina Bolton,
niece to the Right Hon. John Monck Mason, and
died at Tunbridge Wells June 24, 1806. His wife
died at Worcester March 24, 1819. They had issue:

Thomas Henry, H.E.I.C. Bombay, died

Sept. 6,

1812, at Shiraz, in Persia, and was there buried ;
three daughters, the eldest married- to Charles
Satterthwaite, of Liverpool; Letitia; and Caroline,
married to Capt. Riddell of the Madras Cavalry.
Richard Brinsley Sheridan, married, first, April
24, 1773, Elizabeth Anne, daughter of Thomas

and

by whom he had a son Thomas and a
Mrs. Sheridaughter Mary, who died an infant,
dan died at Bristol June 28, 1792, and was buried
in Wells Cathedral.
He married, secondly, April
27, 1795, at Winchester Cathedral, Esther Jane,
Linley,

only daughter of Newton Ogle, D.D., Dean of Winchester.
She died at Frogmore, near Windsor
He had issue by his second
Castle, Oct. 27, 1817.
wife: Thomas, born Jan. 14, 1796, and Charlei?, of
The son of the first
Trinity College, Camb., 1817.
marriage, Thomas, who died at the Cape of Good
Hope Sept. 12, 1817, married, Nov. 1, 1805, Caroline Henrietta, fourth daughter of Col. Callander,
afterwards Sir James Campbell, of Craigforth, co.
Stirling, by Lady Elizabeth Helena M'Donnell,
daughter of Alexander, fifth Earl of Antrim, and
by her (who died June 9, 1851) had issue four sons
and three daughters. The family is now seated at
Frampton Court, Dorchester, Dorset.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

"FAMILIARITY BREEDS CONTEMPT" (7 th S. v. 247;
In the Adagia,' &c., of Erasmus
216, 332).
and others, sub " Contemptus et vilitatis" (edit.

vi.

Francofurti, 1670, pp. 144, 147), are the sayings,
" Familiaris dominus
fatuum nutrit servum," and

" Nimia familiaritas
contemptum parit."

As

to the

'
'
former, reference is made to the Epistles of Pliny
the Younger. In book i. epistle 4, is the passage
" Mitium dominorum
referred to
apud servos
novitatibus
ipsa consuetudine metus exolescit
:

:

probarique dominis per alios magis
quam per seipsos laborant." As to the latter,
reference is made to Plutarch 'In Pericle.'
(See
<N. &Q.,'7 th S. vi. 216.)
excitantur,

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's Warrington.

TROWSES

th

(7

S.

vii.

25).

Old

of

spelling

See my 'Dictionary,' where I quote trowses
both from Ben Jonson and Ford, and trooses from
Herbert. In fact, hardly any other form was in use
trousers.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

at that period.

BURLINGBROOK

(7

th

v?.

mistake for Bolingbroke

1

S. 469).

Is not this a

Oliver, fourth

Lord

St.

John

of Bletshoe, was advanced by letters patent,
dated Dec. 29, 1624, to the dignity of Earl of

Bolingbroke, and was succeeded by two grandsons,
Oliver and Paulet. The latter dying unmarried in
1711, the earldom became extinct. The first earl
married Elizabeth, daughter and heir of William
Paulet, grandson of St. George Paulet, a younger
brother of William, first Marquis of Winchester.
The Earls of Bolingbroke are named in Collins's
" St. John of BletsPeerage,' by Brydges, under
hoe." The first earl having married a Paulet, an
heiress, she probably brought the property in St.
Botolph's, Bishopsgate Without, which may have
been detached from the Winchester estate, or
'
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bought in order to be near

it

;

that

is,

if I

am Engraved

indicated
right in supposing that the property still
by the names Winchester Street, Winchester
House, &c., belonged to the Marquis, and not to

W,

the Bishop, of Winchester.

E. BUCKLEY.

1793, as

[7-

s.

vn.
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'

British Portraits (by Anthony Wilson),
affirmed on the cover of the last of the

is

JULIAN MARSHALL.

four works noted here.

'ALUMNI WESTMONASTERIENSES
I have to thank Mr. M.
'

This word presents
a disguised form of the. provincial English catering, which the boy probably
pronounced better than it was taken down, and
which the judge explained with perfect correctness.
Cater, to cut diagonally, is duly given in Halliwell ;
and it is used in Kent and Surrey. In the list of

KITTERING

no

th

(7

It

difficulty.

S. vii. 24).

is

S., Gloss. , c. 4) we
Surrey provincialisms (E.
"
find,
Caterways, Catering, adv. used of crossing
It would be of much assistance to
diagonally."
me if those who inquire after words, and who by
so doing confess that they do not quite understand
them, would refrain in every case from suggesting

D.

an etymology.

In the present case the suggestion
"
that kittering represents
quartering," is just the
very thing to throw an investigator off the track,
precisely because there is a real ultimate connexion
between the words. Quartering is ultimately due
to the Lat. quartus, an ordinal numeral.
Cater,
on the other hand, is due to the Lat. quatuor, a
It makes all the difference,
cardinal number.
because the former r in quarter would not have
Cater is the cordisappeared after that fashion.
" four " on a
rect Old English word, the number
die being so called.
It is the correct descendant
of the O.F. Jcatre, four.
The names of the marks
upon dice were formerly (and even now) the follow-

ing : ace, deuce, tray, cater, sink, size (or six).
Cater gave the notion of four corners ; and to cater
a field is to cross it corner wise, i.e., diagonally.
It obviously gives double trouble when one has to
explain both a word and its mistaken origin.

WALTER W.
COLLECTION OF H. WALPOLE

1.

A
;

S.

SKEAT.
vi.

228,

S.

vi.

kindness of
appreciate.

the

1788

ALPHA and

G. F. E. B., which I fully
as G. F. R. B. states in his note,
edition is catalogued at the British
If,

Museum under

"

Welch," and, I assume, on the
the 1852 edition under "Phillimore," there is little wonder that, even with the
assistance of two very intelligent and courteous
attendants, I was not able to find the book. Most

same

principle,

"
it under
Westminster,"
where surely both editions ought at once to be

people would look for

J. B.

entered.

WILSON.

Knightwick Rectory.

THE EDDTSTONE,

ITS

ETYMOLOGY

th

(7

S.

vi.

In a Yorkshire will, dated 1515, proved
1519, of which I have a note, the testator describes
himself "de magna Eddyston, in com Ebor." This
is Great Edstone, a parish in the wapentake of
In Domesday it is
Rydale, North Riding.
Edstone is probably a placeMicheledestune.
name derived from a personal name ; but whether
"
"
it is correct to assume that Michel signifies
great
seems to be open to question. Edstone Church is
very old, and is remarkable for a still more ancient
relic preserved in its south wall
the well-known
388).

and

and it is dedicated to
inscription
I should like to know what those
learned in such matters think of the suggestion
that I venture with all diffidence to make
that
the patron saint's name is preserved to us in Michel.

Saxon

dial

St. Michael.

may be a comparatively modern
adopted in contradistinction to Little
Edstone, an adjoining township of the neighbour-

Catalogue of the Classic Contents of Strawberry
4to.
Printed cover; por-

ing parish (Sinnington).
An earlier instance than is afforded by this will
'
of the place-name Eddyston may be seen in Hist.
Coll. Staffs.,' vol. vi. part i. p. 79, where, in the

London, April, 1842.
pp. xxiv and 250.

2. -rfEies Strawberrianae.
Names of Purchasers and
the Prices to the Sale Catalogue of the choice Collections
of Art and Virtu, at Strawberry-Hill Villa
London,
4to.
n.d. [1842].
7s. Qd.
Printed cover and 1 f. pre -

Great Edstone

signification,

Plea Rolls, 4 Edward I. (A.D. 1276), "Elias de
"
Eideston is mentioned.

W.

lim.

; pp. 58.
3. A Catalogue of the extensive and most valuable Collection of Engraved Portraits
London, June,
Printed cover; pp. vi and 129 (erroneously
1842. 4to.

numbered

131).

4. uEies Strawberrianae.
Names of Purchasers and
the Prices to the Detailed Sale Catalogue of the Collection of Early Drawings, Etchings and Prints
London,
Limited to fifty copies. Price Three Shiln.d. [1842].
Printed cover ; pp. 20.
4to.
lings.

The

th

I.

There are four works, two more than
MARSHALL has (not quite accurately)

330; vii. 34).
the REV. E.
noted:
Hill.
trait

(7

th

(7

F. Brickdale, of Lincoln's Inn, for his courtesy and kindness in sending me his copy of the 1852 edition of
this work to look at.
I have been able to pick up
from it most of the information I was in search of.
This will save me from having to trespass on the

347, 475).

collection of prints was very important as
being the foundation of 'Bromley's Catalogue of

F.

MARSH

JACKSON.

Two

or three short accounts of the Eddystone
Lighthouse and its history which I have read agree
in deriving the name of the reef on which it is
situated from the "swirling eddies" into which the
Atlantic waves break up when they encounter the
reef.
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

WILLIAM PARRY (7 S. vi. 468). The expression respecting adverbs which was referred to
th

Jth s.
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by Parry in his confession in the Tower of ing Reminiscences of Hampshire,' by JEsop,
S. JAMES A. SALTER.
London, A.D. 1585, was not originally his own, Lond., 1864.
Basingfield, Basingstoke.
but a quotation from another. It was uttered by

him

at Paris in 1570, in reference to killing Queen
Elizabeth
" I answered that I wa3 ready to kill the
greatest subject of England. But, said he (Morgan), why not the
Queen herself? And this, said I, might easily be done,
For Wattes, a priest,
if it might appear to be lawful.
with whom I had conference about itj concealing persons'
names, affirmed flatly, it was not lawful. And Chreicton
also, the Spanish Jesuit, avouched the same, teaching,
That evil was not to be done that good might come of
it: that God was better pleased with adverbs than with
well and lawnouns; and more approved what was done
"
jully, than what was otherwise good.'
Cambden, in
Complete History of England/ vol. ii. p. 502, 1706.
Parry was hung at Westminster in the same year.
:

'

''

th

STROUD AS A PLACE-NAME (7 S. vi. 187, 309,
PEDANT will find all the inter357, 449, 516).
changes of vowels which I have instanced in the
photographic facsimile of the Yorkshire Domesday.
The value of this document is that it proves that
in the eleventh century owners of land, in the

A

same township, interchanged vowels almost

in-

differently in spelling the name of the township.
The value of the vowels must, therefore, have been
more indeterminate than, from the study of purely
literary

documents, we are accustomed to suppose.
ISAAC TAYLOR.

Palermo,

Sicily.

ED. MARSHALL.

A like term in

Bishop Hall

may

explain,

and

is

probably the original of the quotation from Motley.
"God loveth adverbs; and cares not how good,
but how well" ('Holy Observations/ 14, 1614),
which, from the context, means, cares not for the
nature or greatness of the work, but for the heartiness or conscience with which it is done ; and per-

haps in Motley, if it suits the place, that Parry
fortunately found out, not mere personal excellence,
good intent, or goodness (noun), but doing or accomplishing well (adverb), was of import.
W. 0. M. B.

'ALUMNI OXONIENSES' (7 th S. vii. 18). In
your review of Mr. Foster's Alumni Oxonienses
you remark that" in Mr. Foster's list of subscribers
does not appear a single club, English or American."
Will you allow me to state that the committee of
the Gladstone Library at this club have purchased the work ?
*

'

ARTHUR W. HUTTON,

Librarian.

National Liberal Club.

JOHN BUNYAN

th

(7

S.

vii.

list.

after his release

and pardon "he

visited

London

annually to preach in the Baptist churches." Surely
Bunyan cannot be said to " have belonged to any
other sect ; for was he not
baptized in the Ouse,
and became a professed member of the Baptist
Congregation"? (Froude, p. 53.) I am not aware
that he ever changed his opinions on this subject
in after life.
Probably Canon Venables has seen
the parish registers of Elstow, which I believe date
back as far as 1640, and can supply the dates of
Bunyan's marriages and the baptisms of his
On p. 17 of his book, before referred to,
children.
he states that two (at least) of his children were
the still existing font at Elstow,
dearly loved blind child, on July 20,
1650, and her younger sister, Elizabeth, on April 14,
1654." This latter sentence answers part of HERMENTRUDE'S question. It was only lately that
Bunyan was loudly proclaimed to be of gipsy
extraction, and now he is said to have been of the

baptized
We " Mary, his

HUNTING SONGS WANTED (7 th S. vi. 509).
The words "Sly Reynard" begin one verse of
"
Henry Fielding's A-hunting we will go," which
is
probably one of the songs MR. VIDLER asks for.
was originally written in the opera of Don
Quixote in England/ and may be found in Dr.
Charles Mackay's Book of English Songs.' I do
'
not, however, see the Dark Day in November in
It

'

"Congregational persuasion."
explode this latter theory also

Will Dr. Brown
?

JOHN

'

'

C. F. S.

of

in

[The name did not appear in Mr. Foster's
are glad a beginning has been made.]

that book.

The date

7).

Banyan's licence to preach, as given at the above
Both Venables
reference, is evidently wrong.
(" Great Writers ") and Froude (" English Men of
Letters") give it as May 9, 1672, and the latter
" licence as
refers to it as a
pastor of the Baptist
Chapel at Bedford" (p. 86). Further on in the
same book (p. 173) also occurs the statement that

WARREN, M.A.

Foleshill Hall, Longford, Coventry.

Holmby House,
'

T.

PAGE.

Forest Gate.

MONODY ON HENDERSON'

th

(7

S.

vii.

7).

" in a small
This was written by Joseph Cottle,
volume of poems published without Cottle's name,
at Bristol in 1795" (Ainger's 'Letters of Charles

Towards the latter part of the last century the
members of the Hampshire Hunt had monthly
Lamb's reference to it is so mixed
dinners, and appear to have been a very jovial, Lamb/ i. 312).
song-singing set of men.
Among them was the up with his criticisms of Coleridge's own poems
Rev. 0. Powlett, of Icen Abbas, who was known
"
as
the poet of the H. H." Whether his
hunting
songs have ever been published collectively I cannot say, but some of them may be found in
Sport'

of these.
(1796) that he seems to be writing of one
'
'
In the six- volume edition of Lamb's Works (i.
303) confusion is worse confounded by the editor.

Lamb

'

wrote,

Monody on H./ and

the editor filled
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up the blank thus

:

"[artley]."

probably he only could explain.

What

he meant
D. 0.

J.

[7-

s.

vn.

JAN. 26

ive of notoriety or attainments ; to be
pleasant to him.

,

<*

kind to

hem seemed always
About 1874

BRANDINGS

th

I do not think
428).
DR. MURRAY need shake in his shoes on account
'
'
of the omission from the New English Dictionary
of a mere misprint of the German word brandling
(breaker?, surge), which Dr. Pusey has transferred
(placing it, rightly, within brackets) from Hitter's
(7

S. vi.

Q. Y.

original work.

brandings, a word found in no English
authority that I know of, coined directly from the
German branden, to surge against, and brandung,
Is not

breakers?

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

IN

MEMORIAM

HALLIWELL-PHILLIPPS.
few
lines in memory of our friend ?
no doubt it would
I was not known to
greatly interest your readers.
him before 1874, but since that time he has been
to me, perhaps unwittingly, the chief mental comfort of my life, and it will be so to the end.
To

(See ante,

:

J. 0.

May

p. 59.)

I also be permitted a

I am indebted for a methodical system of
gathering, ordering, and indexing materials for my
Old South wark studies. His way was to give you
a hint, to take you a few inches on the way, and
leave you to your own devices.
Ever and anon
would come by post or parcel, paid to my door,
valuable books, cuttings, clues, and hints ; anything that he found about old Southwark and the

I met him for the first time at Dulwas there accompanied by a gentleman
rom the British Museum for one final and critical
ook at the suspected Diary of Philip Henslowe

wich.

He

'

'

Directly I knew
Vlr. Halliwell-Phillipps
sufficiently I wrote to tell
lim of opportunities of seeing the valuable St.
Saviour's papers in a comfortable room at the
jhurch and at leisure. " Would he like to be there ? "
3is note, April 5, 1874, is before me, " that it would
>e a great treat to have the
opportunity of going
through the St. Saviour's papers.'' Very many who
greatly reverence his name and attainments
here,
n Germany, and America would prize a small,
well-digested volume, that would, so to speak,
)ring him back to us. I hope his able nephew and
'
executor, correspondent of N. & Q.,' may see his
way to do it. He would not lack help in this
"abour of loving respect.
WILLIAM RENDLE.
ainted, that

is,

in a point or two.

him
*

'

Bankside would be soon on its way to me.
I have many letters and postcards from him, all
of the most genial and hospitable character. When
we began to know each other well, he would open to
me his iron safe, his scrap and note books, and bid
me copy and use whatever I liked. We were wont
quietly to sit in his study at Hollingbury Copse,
each pursuing his own work, with just a word when
either lighted upon something interesting to the
other, until, wearied or desiring change, we sauntered
to and fro along those airy charming walks at the

Oopse. The well-known bell would ring out, heard
far off over the hills, and in we would go together
to meet at lunch visitors, who in that hospitable
bungalow, as he called it, were always coming and
going, cared for by his wife, who, if it were no!
their own fault, made every one comfortable anc
cheery. Nothing was stereotyped ; all were free to
follow their own bent, friendly eyes and hearts
always caring for them. He was kind, even tender
especially to those who were below him in fortune
or attainments ; and, as I know well, he was in
the great esteem of others his peers, from whom
his good word never failed to procure for me the
most effectual attention in any literary help I re
The only condition in that house, taci
quired.
but evident, was to help in the general harmonj
and kindliness to each other. I often met youn]
and old, sick or weary, friends of theirs, irrespec
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The Inns of Old Soulhw&rk and their Associations. By
William Rendle, P.R.G.S., and Philip Norman, F.S.A,
(Longmans & Co.)
THIS volume holds a place midway between the severely
antiquarian treatise and the light literature with which
we are deluged. It is not intended to be an exhaustive
treatise, but the writers know their subject far too well
to permit themselves to indulge in the nonsense with
which serious historical studies are often bespattered.
As an introduction to a curious subject, concerning
which but little has been written, we welcome it gladly.
The homes of England have been described in every
The cottage, the mansion, the manor,
possible manner.
and the palace have been experimented upon by the
learned and the ignorant but the inn, where all of us
spend some part of our lives and some of us a great
portion, has been almost entirely neglected, except by a
few magazine writers. This is not as it should be. Much
curious lore gathers about our old hostelries. There are
some of them whose very names carry us back into the
Middle Ages; many which tell us of the times when
England was Roman Catholic and it drew custom to
have a saint for a signboard. Th^ authors of the volume
before us have interpreted their commission liberally.
;

tell us not a little of the old breweries which stood
in such intimate relation to the houses of entertainment.
The plan they give of the Borough will be very useful to
many persons who do not require it for the sake for

They

which it has been intended.
The illustrations are a
marked feature in the volume. To some they will be
more interesting than the text. The growth of modern
wants has swept away nearly all our old inn?. So entirely have they become things of the past, that those
who desire to realize what was in the minds of memoirwriters and novelists of the last century cannot do so
without some amount of antiquarian research. Even
'

'
Pickwick without illustrations is not easily understood by the modern reader. To all such The Inns of
Old Southwark will be very useful.
Most of our readers know Larwood and Hotten's book
on signboards. It is not our duty to criticize that work
now. We m>iy remark, however, that it was the first
'

'

.

JAN, 26,
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would
of our signs.
attempt to give us a catalogue
ask if it be not possible to complete this work, and give
with
engravings illusus a perfect list of these objects,
them. We have heard
trating the more curious among
that such a labour has been accomplished for the Nether-

)resent state of feeling with regard to nursing sisters.
This or that particular institution may still be unpopular
with certain people, but no one is to be found now who
would attack the principle which leads ladies to devote
;heir lives to the physical good of others.

and are anxious that we should not be behind
hand. Messrs. Eendle and Norman would, we are sure,
do such a work in a most satisfactory manner.

The Travels through England of Dr. Richard Pococke.
Edited by James Joel Cartwright, M.A., P.S.A. Vol. I.

lands,

(Printed for the

Camden

Society.)

its esteemed treasurer the Camden
Society is indebted for the first volume of what will prove a work of
value
and
interest.
Dr.
Pococke, successively Bishop
equal
of Meath and of Ossory, was a born traveller, and extended his peregrinations so far as Palestine and Syria.
His English travels are, however, alone dealt with by
Mr. Cartwright, who has found the materials in the
Additional MSS. in the British Museum. The letters
are transcripts, only made with a view to publication,
the originals being untraceable. With a fidelity akin to
that of Dray ton in the Polyolbion,' Dr. Pococke has purProf.
sued his way from hamlet to hamlet, leaving little of
editors
successive
to
Chaucer
by
rashly assigned
Skeat makes short work. Now he shows that a poem is interest unnoticed, and giving us a graphic picture of
be
dated after Chaucer's death, now that it is known to
England as it was when the North had barely recovered
by Lydgate or Occleve, now that it contains reference to from the shock of Jacobite invasion. One of his pleasant
matters in the fifteenth century, and, again, that the specialties is that he was a warm lover of natural scenery
Not seldom at a time when such taste was rare. The following
style is that of a period much subsequent.
In some
Prof. Skeat hits upon proofs that his predecessors seem volumes will be waited with some impatience.
In every case he cases the original scribe seems to have omitted the signs
to have gone out of their way to avoid.
in
of
abbreviation
the
is
and
allows
a
such
mistakes
is careful to state on what authority
letters,
assigned
poem
The only cases in as " S r Henry Sligsby, of Scriven Hall," for Sir Henry
to Chaucer or withdrawn from him.
which his decision might be disputed are those in which Slingsby. To most county histories the work will be an
he decides from the rhymes and from internal evidence. indispensable addition.
In order to judge in these matters a writer must be
The, Bronte Country: its Topography,
Antiquities, and
saturated with his author. There is no question about
History.
By J. A. Erskine Stuart. (Longmans &
know an
a

Chaucer:

the

Minor Poems.

Edited by the Rev. Walter

To

Skeat, Litt.D.

(Clarendon Press.)
As a specimen of thorough workmanship, Prof. Skeat s
minor
the
of
edition
poems of Chaucer is probably unrivalled. Not much more than a third of avolume of nearly
six hundred pages is occupied with the poems themselves,
the remainder being taken up with preliminary dissertaand
tion, various readings, notes, critical, explanatory,
illustrative, glossary, indexes, and other similar matters,
the whole constituting a display of varied knowledge
and critical acumen not ea3ily rivalled. Of the matter

the fact that

man

of critical faculty

may

author so well as to be able to decide all but infallibly
(perhaps infallibly even) whether a poem is genuine.
Few lovers of Shakspeare or of Milton (of the latter
We claim no such
especially) can be in any doubt.
knowledge, and acquiesce in the decision that reduces
the minor poems of Chaucer to twenty. Shall we shock
the editor, however, by saying that we should like to
have the remaining poems some of them, at least which
have been accepted as his printed in a supplemental
?olume, like the Apocrypha or the doubtful plays of
Such a task as the preparation of this
Shakspeare.
would not suit Prof. Skeat, nor would we demand the
wealth of notes which we gladly welcome here. The
reader, however, who is not a Chaucerian expert misses
some poems from which he has derived pleasure. Meanwhile we congratulate the student upon the possession of
a work of unfailing and marvellous erudition, a treasurehouse of wonderful and valuable information, together
with a text which puts out of court all preceding versions.

Catherine Leslie Hobson, Lady-Nurse, Crimean War.
and her Life. By the Kev. W. P. Hobson. (Parker

&

Co.)

THIS is an affectionate memorial of one of that devoted
band of women who served the sick and the wounded
during all the horrors of the Crimean War. It is noi
easy to speak of the service these holy

women

rendered

humanity without seeming to be guilty of florid
We have learnt many things since the
exaggeration.
fifties, and one of them is that a woman does not go
beyond her proper sphere who devotes her life to the
succour of the miserable. Englishmen were in those
days unaccustomed to such devotion. To the Crimean
nurses we not only owe the fact that the sufferings of
many of our soldiers were relieved, and their death-beds
tenderly watched a mercy for which we must all be
to

grateful

but we are indebted to

them

also

for the

'

Co.)

THE

Bronte literature grows rapidly. There are two
really good lives of Charlotte, and more books have been
written concerning her and her surroundings than we
can call on ourselves to enumerate. More than one of
these lesser lights has contained passages in very unfortunate taste. No fault can be found with Mr. Stuart's
volume on the ground tbat it discusses subjects with
which the public have no concern. The author realizes
the fact, which is not as yet universally acknowledged,
that because a person has become justly celebrated
his or her greatness does not give every one a right
to publish all the personal gossip that can be picked
up from neighbours, servants, and those unhappily constituted persons who derive a great part of their
daily
pleasure from hearing and retailing scandal.
The Bronte family were all of them highly gifted and,
with one exception, were of extremely noble characters.
Poor Bramwell, weak, but not by nature evil, has been
seized upon by the gossip-mongers, and the trivial events
of his sad and painful career made padding for books
and copy for newspaper scribblers in a way that would
have given acute pain to Charlotte and his other sisters
could they have foreseen the future. Mr. Stuart has
little to tell of this gifted race that is new, but he knows
the country in which they lived, and is able to describe
to us the places which were used by Charlotte in her
novels.
How skilfully these real objects were employed

we can easily see when we compare her pictures with
their originals, as Mr. Stuart describes them for our

benefit.

The taste of the novel-reading public has changed
since Charlotte Bronte flashed upon the world.
The
alteration has not been entirely for the better. In her
days few novel-writers had given bright and clearly cut
descriptions of scenery. Her pictures of what she had
seen are terse and as truthful as it is possible to imagine.
No English writer has ever brought a landscape, with all
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reader and in so few
details, so clearly before the
words as she baa done. Her brilliant success has prohave cloudy verbiage
now
and
we
duced many imitators,
manufactured in imitation which hardly rises above the
So needful has this kind of
elevation of a parody.
of readers,
writing, however, become for a certain class
that we believe the recipe for making it has been comone
than
successful
municated in conversation by more
Stuart's
practitioner in this imitative line. Though Mr.
his book is to be commended
style is not always good,
first
to
from
last
in
as pleasantly written, and
good taste.
He should not, however, speak of the Armytage baronetcy
"
being instituted" in 1641, or at any other time. A title
is created by the patent, and is conferred on the person
"
"
its

To speak of a title being instituted
conveys no meaning. The clergyman was" right when he
"

who

receives

it.

wrote in his register of the overthrow of

Prince

Rob

1

Marston Moor. Robert and Rupert are the same
name, and the dashing Royalist commander was frequently called Robert in the printed and manuscript
As time
literature of the early days of the Civil War.
went on, the form Robert died out, and Rupert definitely
its place.

The Actor's Art.

By Gustavo

Garcia.

Second Edition.

(Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)
A SECOND edition of M. Garcia's practical treatise on
stage declamation, public speaking, &c., has soon been
demanded. Such now appears with an appendix, which
is not the least useful part of the volume. In this, which
gives views of performances in classic and mediaeval times,
early forms of dramatic entertainment are described.
Greece occupies nearly half the space, but sections are
given to farces, satires, &c., and to the drama in Spain,
Germany, and China.

my time 1 I make this request as in a bookcatalogue which has just reached me one of my
ascribed to the late Edward Walford.' "

seller's

books

'

is

E. P. JACOBSEN (" Ronyon "). Is not the customary
derivation from the French rogneux easier than from the
Italian rognare,

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN &

Student's Pestalozzi,

by

J. Russell,

M. M. (' Anonymous Poem "). A copy of this, one
many received and acknowledged, has been forwarded

J.

of
to

YORICK.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE ("

2^

S

M. G. D. ("Dress

We

address.
'

or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."
writes

:

" Will the Editor of '
N.

See

of London Apprentice
have a communication for you.

F. ("Prose of Shakspeare ").
Shakspeariana.'

CORRIGENDA.

").

Send

Will appear in next

" coal "
for
1. 35,
read
3 and 7 from bottom, for " 3^ S."

P. 37, col. 1,
2,

11.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries "Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
'

"at

we can make no

exception.

EDITION DE LUXE.

ENGLISH WAYFARING LIFE in the MIDDLE

C^ AGES. By J. J. JUSSERAND. Fine Edition, limited to
65 copies, 60 only being for Sale, printed on Japan paper, bound in
vellum, and numbered and signed. Terms on application.
London

;

T.

Crown

FISHER UMWIN, 26,

8vo. printed on

Paternoster-square, E.C.

hand-made paper,

10s. 6d.

RICHARD DE BURY,

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,

me

Pull devil, pull baker").

316.

iii.

.

THE PHILOBIBLON OF

WE

WAIFORD

Cornish.

directory of the latter half of the eighteenth century.

M.A.

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

E.

We

MRS. LEOPOLD SCARLETT, Boscombe Manor, Bournemouth, wishes to borrow for a short time a Manchester

Co. have issued the

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and

MK.

The book you deDigestum Vetus

B. F. SCARLETT (" Manchester Bookseller ").

to CarrnFpanlfeittff.

Q.' kindly allow

'

Piccadilly.

'

MESSRS.

").

E. WALFORD (''Lucifer"). Mr. Isaac Holden wasi the
inventor (in 1829) of the lucifer match. See Athenceum,
March 29, 1884, p. 401, col. 3. See also Haydn's 'Dictionary of Dates,' s.v.

to this rule

'

Work

S. A. DONALDSON ("Monogram of James II.").
have no means of reproducing this.

DR. BRUSHFIELD has reprinted from the Transactions
of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of
'
Science, Literature, and Art admirable papers on Andrew Buer and the Early Exeter Newspaper Press and
Who Wrote the Exmoor Scolding and Courtship ? ' Far
more important and valuable than its unambitious form
denotes is this interesting pamphlet, which is illustrated
by reproductions in facsimile, and throws light on many
subjects recently discussed in 'N. & Q.'

'

(" Latin

scribe appears to be an edition of the
of the Emperor Justinian.

coke; p. 45, col.
read 5> S.

'

which you suggest ?

EDWIN MURRAY

a Conte pour
of M. Octave Uzanne, a very curious
les Bibliophiles
and clever piece of literary patchwork, admirably illustrated by M: Albert Robida. Continuing the series of
articles on English writers, which have become a special
feature, Le Livre gives us a good account of George
Eliot.
Some slight improvements are noticeable in the
'
Bibliographic Moderne.'

A NEW volume of Le Livre begins with

JAN.

killed before

at

took

vn.

[7<" s.

&

to protest in his pages against being

Bishop of Durham, and sometime Chancellor of Edward

III.

The Latin Text Edited and Translated by

ERNEST

C.

THOMAS,

Barrister at-Law.

" Fine
type, hand-made paper, and wide margins combine to

make
"

this edition valuable in collectors' eyes."
St.

James's Gazette.

An

admirable edition and translation.
By placing this
work within the reach of everybody for it is the 'general
reader' for whom Mr. Thomas has laboured the editor has
earned the gratitude of all who love books, and effectually
remedied what has long been a reproach to literary enterprise."

Saturday Review.

London

:

KEGAN PAUL, TKENCH &

CO.

.
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Bibliographer's Manual refers to this
But publisher's
as having been published.
or printer's names are absent, and the book has
One
every appearance of being privately printed.
may look for a copy for years without its turning
up. It is a beautifully printed octavo of 214 pages,

Lowndes's

1889.
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SAMUEL PEPYS AND THE RECONSTRUCTION
OP THE ROYAL NAVY, 1678-88.
Two hundred years have now passed away since
the dates above cited, and the same question
as to the adequate strength of the fleet again
The governemerges as one of supreme interest.
ments of the Restoration and Revolution had to
face difficulties not very different from those which
the Parliament of 1889 will have to do battle with,
in the like attempt to make the fleet sufficient to
command the seas and to defend imperial interests
at home and abroad. This parallelism, to a certain
extent at least, in the outlines of a burning ques-

and present times, would perhaps have
been more widely known to students of history if
Pepys to the great loss of the public of these days
had not been compelled, by fears for his eyehis 'Diary' during the
sight, to cease writing
its last
thirty-four years which passed between
words (1669) and the date of his death (1703). Had
*
'
it been otherwise, the continuation of the Diary
would doubtless have afforded interesting notes
about the printing, circulation, and reception of
the only literary performance under his own name
which Pepys has printed. The title runs thus
" Memoires
relating to the state of the Royal Navy of
England. For Ten Years, Determin'd December 1688.
tion in past

:

Quantis molestiis vacant, qui nihil omnino cum Populo contrahunt ] Quid Dulcius Otio Litterato 1 Cic. Tusc. Disp.
Printed Anno MDCXC."

exclusive of index, &c., and has a brilliant portrait
of Pepys, engraved by K. White after Kneller.
As to the intrinsic truth of the contents of this
book, no better testimony could, perhaps, be desired
than is contained in the autograph letter from
reprinted in the Braybrooke ediEvelyn to Pepys,
'
'
tion of the Diary from the original in the collection of Mr. Samuel Pepys Cockerell, and headed
"
In Eei Memoriam." As Pepys's book is so little
known, it may not be uninteresting to try and take,
in the brief manner demanded by your space, the
true measure of what his talents and patriotism
mainly assisted in accomplishing.

The

fleet in

August, 1678, stood thus

Number
Rate.
1

of

ships.

5

4

2
3
4
5
6
Fire ships

16
33
12
7
6

Total

83

:

Number

of

men.
3,135
1,555
5,010
6,460
1,400

423
340
18,323

actually in sea service and pay,
completely furnished with sea stores for six months,
In April,
in view of a probable war with France.
1679, Pepys was confined to the Tower, and his
"
"
unhappy master the Duke ef York was com-

The above were

manded abroad by Charles II. The fleet then left
by Pepys in sea-pay comprised 76 vessels and the
men numbered 12,040, the ships in harbour as a
reserve being certified as thoroughly fit to go to
comsea and with sea stores valued at 50,OOOZ.
mission was then charged with the execution of the
whole office of High Admiral, which had previously
been managed under the king's own inspection.
The commission immediately began the process of
paring down the navy, and things went on merrily
in that direction for five years. At length, in May,
1684, on the return of the Duke of York to England, King Charles resumed the business of the
Admiralty into his own hands, assisted by his
royal brother, and Pepys was replaced in his post
of Secretary. It resulted, on inquiry, that England
could hardly then be said to possess a fleet

A

:

Rate of

Ships at sea

ship.

4
5
6

May,

1684.

Men.

12
5
5

2,120

24

3,070

560
325

Fire ships

Total

The remainder were

in harbour, out of repair,

and
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calling for

an outlay of 120,0002., with stores in

to a value of 5,OOOZ. Without entering into details of the wise measures taken by
Pepys to bring the Royal Navy from almost entire

hand reduced

nonentity into a condition of great strength and
efficiency, we will presently cite the results shown
by his figures of a few years later on. But before this
was accomplished by Pepys it would seem that
after the calamitous state into which the fleet had
fallen in the five years of peace, 1679-84, an even
greater depth of degradation fell upon it in the few
fresh view of its state
months after May, 1684.
was taken in the following January. But the Lord
Treasurer, according to Pepys, had assured Charles
II. that during the five years 1679-84 the fleet had
all the while been supplied with 400,OOOZ. per
annum. King Charles died February, 1685, and,
on the Duke of York succeeding, every effort seems
to have been made to stir the naval officers and
administration to a redress of this calamitous condition.
90,OOOZ. was at once spent, but fruitlessly,
in repairs. Only one fourth- rate, with not so much
as one fifth-rate, was found on the occasion of the
Duke of Monmouth's invasion ready to be got to sea
in less than two months, and that only by the robbing of the Harbour Guard. The thirty new ships
ordered were not gone on with, although the money

A

was supplied;

their stores were also wanting. Pepys
presented a plan of reform to King James II.
This was accepted by the king's letters patent
April 17, 1686, and in the course of two and a
half years Pepys was able to show the following
results

Ships at sea

ship.

Oct., 1688.

3
4
5
6

12
28

Fire ships

2
5
20

Total

67

12,303

it is worth observbeing, save one, of

foreign growth, namely, hemp, pitch, tar, resin,
In drawing to an end the accanvas, oil, wood.
count of his great work for it is truly that,
although
in
one-tenth of the words sufficient for a
expressed

modern naval Blue-book or report he gives a final
state of the fleet, observing that little rests for
carry"
a natural
ing it on to that signal day that

bound
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triumphant proof of the reintegration of the English
fleet under his recommendations
:

Eate of

Ships at

520
40

ship.

sea.

3
4

10
29

6
Fire ships

22

Bomber
Total

Going
5
2

4

1

68

11

out.

Total.

Men.

15
31

6,080
7,015

1

220
295
965
75

79

14,650

4

26

The name of each ship, commander, lieutenant,
complement of men, and station, is given in detail,
with estimates of defects, real charge of their reand value of their rigging and sea-stores.
Then an abstract is provided, which may be summarized as showing the state of the Royal
Navy of
England, at sea and in harbour, on December 18 f
pairs,

1688, and giving the details of the following totals:
173 ships and vessels, 42,003 men, 6,930 guns.
Pepys winds up his notes with the three following
corollaries from his premises.
They are so applicable to the present times, when the real state of
our navy is being brought before the
public on the
same patriotic and ethical grounds as
Pepys called
" Truths in
the Sea Economy of
that

England,"
perhaps your editorial indulgence will allow them
to be appended to this
already long note
:

"1. That integrity, and general (but
unpractic'd)
Knowledge, are not alone sufficient to conduct and support a Navy, so as to prevent its Declension into a state
little less unhappy than the worst that can befall it
under
the want of both.
" 2. That not much
on, even

The ships in harbour were all entirely repaired, or
under repair, with money and materials ready, and
each repaired ship had eight months' sea stores in
hand, amounting with those at sea to 280,0002. of
value. There were also reserves of
100,OOOZ. worth
of dockyard commodities, which,
ing, are classed by Pepys as all

S.

more (neither) is to be depended
from Experience alone and
Integrity; unacwith
company'd
Vigour of Application, Assiduity, Affection, Strictness of Discipline, and Method.
"
3. That it was a strenuous
Conjunction of all these

:

Bate of

[7

puts

to the subject of these
Notes, I mean the
day of my late Royal (but most unhappy) Master's
in
December."
retiring
This, then, is done by
Pepys to December 18, 1688, as the day of " the

King's withdrawing himself," and the figures are a

(and that Conjunction only) that within half the Time
and less than half the Charge it cost the Crown in the
exposing it, had (at the very instant of its unfortunate
Lord's Withdrawing from it) rais'd the
Navy of England
from the lowest state of Impotence, to the most advanced
step towards a lasting and solid Prosperity, that (all Circumstances consider'd) this Nation has ever seen it at
" And
yet not such ; but that (even at this its Zenith)
it both did and suffered sufficient to teach
us, that thereis Something above both That and
Us, that Governs the
World. To which (Incomprehensible) alone be GLORI."

FREDK. HENDRIKS.
Linden Gardens, W.

GIBBON'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.'
Gibbon, when mentioning in his 'Autobio'

(p. 13, ed. 1837), the various ailments
of his childhood, says that "
every practitioner, from
Sloane and Ward to the Chevalier
was suc-

graphy'

Taylor,

cessively summoned to torture or relieve me."
To
a literary man the words "from Sloane and Ward
to the Chevalier Taylor"
might possibly appear
suspicious, inasmuch as the evenly-balanced clauses
of Gibbon's style would lead him to
expect four
names to be mentioned instead of
three,

viz.>

7th
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Y

" from
and Z." To a physician acand B to
quainted with the professional history of the last
century they would have an additional source of
perplexity, from the fact of Sloane and Ward being
mentioned together as persons of the highest character, the meaning evidently being that every

A

practitioner was consulted, from those of the
An ingreatest eminence to the veriest quacks.
spection of Gibbon's own MS. (in the possession
of the Earl of Sheffield) enables us to solve all
these difficulties by inserting the name of Mead
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charlatanism. Haller calls him ('Biblioth. Chirurg./
"
vol. ii. p. 80),
expertus homo, sed in promittendo
liberalior."
He wrote several works, of which the
1
Account of the Mechanism of the Globe of the
Eye (Norwich, 1727) was translated into at least
'

In his travels he was
eight different languages.
introduced to most of the sovereigns of Europe,
from whom he received many marks of their liberality and esteem, and among these (it may be sup" Chevalier." On
posed) his right to the title of
Taylor's assumption of this title an epigram by

after Sloane and joining Ward to Taylor, thus
reading the clause as follows, ''from Sloane and
Mead to Ward and the Chevalier Taylor." Of the
two former, as well-known specimens of the highest

Horace Walpole is quoted by Dean Milman in a
note to Gibbon's 'Autobiography,' where he is
mentioned. His mode of operating for cataract by
'
couching is detailed in the Edinburgh Medical

type of physicians,

Essays and Observations,' vol. iv. p. 383 ; and his
personal character and appearance are described by
Dr. King in his Anecdotes of his own Times

it is

unnecessary to speak

;

of

the two latter, who were sufficiently notorious in
their day, but who have now sunk into comparative

oblivion,

may be

it

well

give a

to

brief

account.

131),

quoted in

Anedotes,' vol.

Of Joshua Ward, better known by the name of
"Spot Ward" (from one side of his face being
marked with a claret-coloured ncevus maternus), it
was said by a contemporary poet
Of late, without the least pretence
:

to skill,

Ward's grown a fam'd physician by a

There were three

'

(p.

sorts of pills given

pill.

by Ward

one

blue, the second red, and the third purple ; all of
these were believed to contain some preparation of
The pills
antimony, and two of them arsenic.
were puffed at Court, and Ward had the honour of
the
attending
king (George II.), who had such an
opinion of his skill that he allowed him an apartment in the Almonry Office, Whitehall, where he

attended on certain days in the week and gave his
medicines to poor patients at His Majesty's expense.
He was the first person who brought into notice in
England the mode of preparing sulphuric acid by
burning the sulphur with saltpetre. He obtained
a patent for his invention, and for a considerable
time monopolized the manufacture, which he carried
on with great secrecy, at first at Twickenham and
afterwards at Richmond. He is said to have been
an imperfectly educated man, but to have been
well acquainted with the practice of
chemistry and
pharmacy ; he possessed considerable natural
powers, with an abundant share of acuteness and
common sense, but was too much of a charlatan to
command respect. There is (or lately was), however, a fine statue of him in the entrance-hall of
the Society of Arts in the
(' Edinburgh
Adelphi.
Medical Essays and Observations,' vol. vi. p. 423 ;
'

Professional [Medical] Anecdotes,' vol. i.
p. 282 ;
'
ii.
Manual of Chemistry,'
p. 198 ; Brando's
p. 20, fourth edition.)
The name of John Taylor appears in the ' Bio-

vol.

'

ii.

'

the 'Professional [Medical]

W.

p. 50.

TOUCHING FOR THE EVIL.

A. G.

The chapter on

this

interesting superstition in Mr. Inderwick's pleasant
and informing volume ('Sidelights on the Stuarts')
gives us a graphic and somewhat comprehensive
account of the ceremonial; but one important
source of information does not appear to have been
drawn upon. Sir William Lower, in his f Relation
of Charles II. 's Voiage and Residence in Holland
from the 25 of May to the 2 of June, 1660,' describes the function at the Hague in great detail
from his own observation. The king took this very
early opportunity of exercising his powers, and the
ceremonial was observed in a punctilious fashion.

One very

needful ordinance

is

thus described

:

"After the Liturgy (and touching) the Gentleman
Usher brought a bason an ewer and a towel, and being
accompanied by the Lord Leonel Cranfield, Earl of
Middlesex, and the Lord Henry German, to whom the
King gave since the quality of Earl of Saint Albans, he
presented the bason and ewer to the youngest of the two
who stood on the left of the Gentleman that carried the
towel, taking the right hand of the Elder of the two
Lords, The last finding himself in the midst of them,
they marched in this order towards the King, and after
making three low reverences they put themselves all
three on their knees before his Majesty ; and whilst the
Earl of Saint Albans poured forth the water on the
King's hands, the Earl of Middlesex took the towel from
the Gentleman Usher and presented it to his Majesty,
who wiped his hands therewith. After this the two
Lords and the Gentleman Usher rose up, made three
great reverences to the King, and retired. And after that
the King arose also, and went thence to the Princess
Royal her chambre."
"
"
It appears that, in addition to this
touching at
the Hague, Charles touched 260 persons at Breda

and many at Bruges and Brussels. Sir William
was firmly convinced of the entire efficacy of the
have operation, on the testimony of the English resi-

graphie Medicale (1825), where he is said to
been a travelling oculist, who was a man of real
merit and extensive information both in

anatomy
and surgery, spoiled by shameless
boasting and

dents, but he naively adds
"that there was no person healed so perfectly who was
not infected again with the same disease if he were so
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unfortunate as to lose, through negligence or otherwise,
the medal which the King hangs on his neck after he
hath touched him; without any hope to be cured of it if
he be not touched again and have another Angel about
his neck."
and most interesting series of
There is a

&

the
trix,
wt all."

[7" S. VII. FEB. 2,

money therof comyng

The MS. has been returned

for to paye

to

mention

this in the interest of

who may

desire to possess

my

'*

dettes

Mr. Nield, and I
any local collector

it.

ALFRED WALLIS.

complete
nine in
touch-pieces at the Stuart Exhibition,
number. I possess four only of the series Charles

Exeter.

:

II. (gold)

Pretender
in

my

;

James

(silver)

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE OBITUARY OF 1888.
The names in the following list are confined to the
unmentioned, holders of heritable rank and heads of untitled

Old Pretender, and Young
but I wish to describe a medal

I.,
;

possession, hitherto, I believe,

No. 63),
except by Boyne (" Uncertain Tokens,"
to whom this piece, possibly unique, once beIt is of copper, eight-tenths of an inch in
longed.
diameter.
Obv., an open hand issuing from the
clouds touching one of a group of four bearded
*
heads HE TOVCHED THEM ; rev., crown, beneath
AND THEY WEARE
it rose and thistle entwined
HEALED. The medal is not perforated. Its character is almost identical with that of many of the
traders' tokens (1648-1672), but the bearded
heads seem to point to a rather earlier date.
What can have been the relation of this cheap
copper medal to its more extensive and better:

:

known

fellows

?

J.

ELIOT HODQKIN.

Richmond-on- Thames.

AN ANCIENT NORFOLK WILL

A

set of court
of Braydeston, in the eastern
division of the county of Norfolk, have recently
been sent to me for examination by Mr. Jonathan

manor

rolls of the

Nield, of 14, Great Russell Street, under the mistaken belief that they related to the manor of BradThey belong to the troubled
stone, co. Devon.
times which followed the death of Henry VIII.,
viz., 1547-1559, and are very interesting to Norfolk collectors, not only on the score of rarity
(documents of EJdward VI. and Mary I. seldom
finding their way into the market), but because
they contain a vast number of family names in
connexion with field-names, parishes, &c. It is interesting, also, to observe the change of style
Edward VI. is " Supreme Head of the Church in
the lands of England and Ireland," and Mary is so
styled in her first year ; but in the following year,
when the name of Philip of Spain was added to
her own, the claim to supremacy was abandoned,
not to be revived until the advent of Elizabeth.
In 1 Edw. VI. a presentment was made concern"
ing the death of John Thurkeld, a native," whose
wife, Helena, comes before the court as an "alyen,"
and as executrix of her late husband's will, a portion of which, relating to the lands within the
jurisdiction of the court, is transcribed upon the
:

in English, as follows :
" It m I
wyll & gyff to Ellyn my wyff my messuage &
all the londe, bothe free & bond, marshe
& waters therunto belongyng ; and all or my messuage
tenement & londe, free and bonde, marsh & waters, of
my own purchace, stondyng lyeng & beyng in Strumpshaugb, Bruydeston, & Lyngwood, for to be sellyd [sold]
by my wyff Ellyn, home [whom] I make my soole execuroll,

tenement with

It is worthy of note that
baronets died last year :
William Crackanthorpe, Newbiggin, Westmore-

families of distinction.
so

many

Jan. 10.
land, Esq.
Jan. 19. Sir Robert Garden, Bart.
Jan. 20. Sir Robert J. Buxton, Bart.
Jan. 20. W. H. Pole-Carew, of Antony, Cornwall, Esq.
Feb. 1. Sir John E. Buckworth-Hearne-Soame, Bart.
Feb. 8. Ven. John Wynne-Jones, of Treorwerth, Angle-

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

sey.
11. Sir

Thomas Peyton, Bart.

17. Sir William
19. Rev. Sir St.

Edmonstone. Bart.
Vincent L. Hammick, Bart.

Wm.

22. Sir
Marjoribanks, Bart.
26. C. R. B. Legh, of Adlington, Cheshire, Esq.
26. Col. E. T. Coke, of Trusley, Notts.
29. Sir Charles Munro, Bart.
3. Sir Richard Brooke, Bart.

March
March
March
March
March
March
March

4.

Duke

8.

Sir Frederick

15.

of Rutland.

Graham, Bart.

Alfred Seymour, of Knoyle, Somerset, Esq.

16. Col. Farquharson, of Invercauld.
17.

Lord Annaly.

18. T. B. Thoroton-Hildyard, of

Flmtham,

Notts,,

Esq.

March
March

May
May

Samuel Starkey, of Wrenbury, Cheshire, Esq.

31. Earl of Lisburne.

Rev. W. L. Palmes, of Naburn, Yorkshire.
Sir G. F. J. Hodson, Bart.
3. Lord Hatherton.
6. Sir Charles Watson-Copley, Bart.
25. Sir J. W. Cradock-Hartopp, Bart.
27. Sir Robert Loder, Bart.

April
April
April
April

June
June
June
June
June
June

29.

1.
2.

5.

Sir Philip J.

W.

Miles, Bart.

Earl of Seafield.
6. Sir Edward G. H. Stracey, Bart.
8. Sir F. H. Doyle, Bart.
13. Sir A. L. Montgomery, Bart.
13. John Staunton, of Longbridge, Warwickshire,
Esq.
July 2. Rev. Walter Sneyd, of Keele, Staffordshire.
July 2. Lord Wolverton.

July
July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

6.

9.

Sir

John Hardy, Bart.

10. Sir C. D. 0.

Jephson-Norreys, Bart,

24. T. Tyrwhitt-Drake, of Shardloes, Bucks, Esq.
25. G. L. Basset, of Tehidy, Cornwall, Esq.
27. Algernon C. Talbot, of Aston, Cheshire, Esq.

11. Sir G. E. Holyoake-Goodricke, Bart.
12. Lord Conyer?.
27. Earl of Berkeley.
Sept. 6. Sir E. H. K. Lacon, Bart.
Sept. 8. Sir C. R. Rowley, Bart.
Sept. 16. Earl of Mar and Kellie.
Sept. 19. Sir H. A. Farrington, Bart.
Sept. 28. T. Gambier- Parry, of Highnam, Gloucestershire,

Esq.
Oct. 1. Lord Sackville.
Oct. 11. Lord Seaton.
Oct. 16. Lord Mount Temple.

.
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Oct. 22. Sir E. A. Waller, Bart.
Oct. 25. Sir J. W. Alexander, Bart.
Oct. 29. Miss H. M. ffarrington, of Worden, Lanes.

Nov. 1. Lord Newborough.
Nov. 1. Sir B. J. Chapman, Bart.
Nov. 11. Earl of Lucan.
Nov. 13. Baroness Willoughby de Eresby.
Nov. 17. G. W. Liddell, of Keldy Castle, Yorkshire, Esq.
Nov. 18. Earl of Devon.
Nov. 19. Viscount Portman.
Nov. 23. Sir David W. Barclay, Bart.
Nov. 25. Countess of Cromartie (Duchess of Sutherland).
Nov. 25. John Weld, of Leagram, Lancashire, Esq.

Dec. 1. Sir W. G. Stirling, Bart.
Dec. 10. Sir Brodrick Hartwell, Bart.
Dec. 12. J. D. Wingfield-Digby, of Sherborne, Dorset,
Esq.
Dec. 18. Sir William Pearce, Bart.
Dec. 25. Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart.
Dec. 28. Viscount Eversley.
Dec. 31. Sir John Ralph Blois, of Cockfield, Suffolk, Bart.

A. F. HERFORD.

A

CHINESE FUNERAL IN EAST LONDON.

think the following should be
the columns of ' N. & Q.'
News of Dec. 24, 1888

made a note

I

of in

It is cut from the Daily

:

"An

extraordinary scene was witnessed in the Eastend yesterday afternoon at the funeral of a Chinaman
named Sut Poo, aged twenty-six years, of 12, Limehouse
Causeway. A large concourse of people gathered at the
house previous to the departure of the remains, which
were placed in a polished oak coffin.
The cortege
consisted of several mourning carriages, a number of
cabs and private vehicles occupied by Chinamen, of
whom a large number live in the neighbourhood, which
is, in fact, a Chinese colony, where many opium dens
are known to exist.
In the dead man's mouth were
placed two silver coins, while some small cards with
holes punched in them and printed in Chinese characterssaid to be prayers were placed in the coffin.
Before starting, a quantity of Chinese fireworks were
exploded from the windows of the coaches. On arrival
at the East London Cemetery, a pail, containing roast
pork, roast fowl, rice, apples, oranges, a bottle of gin,
Chinese chopsticks, papers on which were written Chinese
characters, and small cups, was emptied, the contents
being placed around the grave. The paper and chopsticks were then set fire to, and the
mourners, with
hands elapsed, bowed before the fire. At the
request
of Mr. Chivers, the coroner's officer for
Poplar, the
English clergyman connected with the cemetery then
read the burial service in
English, which the Chinamen, though they did not uncover, listened to atThe body was then lowered into the grave,
tentively.
and the Chinese threw some earth upon the grave three
times in succession, with the food and fruit.
The
bottle of gin was then served out in Email
cups to the
The ceremony then ended, and the
bystanders.
mourners returned homewards. This is the first Chinese
funeral in London at which an
English clergyman has
ficiated.
The body was not, however, taken into the

JOHN
Holmby House,

T.

PAGE.

Forest Gate.

HENRY CROMWELL. There are a few, and but
very few, books dedicated to the Protector's son
Henry. I came upon one recently. It is entitled:
The Several Works of Mr. John Murcot, that eminent
and godly preacher of the Word, lately of a Church of
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Published by Mr. Winter,
Christ at Dublin in Ireland
Mr. Chambers, Mr. Eaton, Mr. Carryl, and Mr. Manton.
London: Printed by R. White, for Francis Tyton, at
the three Daggers in Fleet Street, near the Inner- femple
Gate, 1657.

"

The dedication, which is To the Right Honourable the Lord Deputy Fleetwood and the Lord
Hen. Cromwell,"

is

signed

Sam

Winter.

ASTARTE.

PAPER-CHASES IN FRANCE.

This sport as

now

so entirely different from
what we understand by the term in England, that
I may perhaps be excused if I give some account of

practised in France

is

Several names have
the French form of the sport.
been given to it in France, but paper-chase is not
among them. They call it paper-hunt (Larchey,
'Diet, d' Argot/ supplement), rallie-papier (Larchey,
ibid.; Barrere, 'Argot and Slang'), rallye*-papers
('Sports Athletiques,' G. de Saint-Clair, 1887,
p. 60), and I have also heard it called rallie-paper
(paper pronounced as in English) and rallie alone.
This last is about the most common, and papercommon form. The sport
hunt
least
the
seems, according to Larchey, to have been becoming fashionable in France in 1877; but a
French officer tells me that he was acquainted with
This use of the word
it some years before that.
rallie puzzles me, but the French themselves evidently think it is so called because the pieces of
paper form the track which the hounds have to

keep to, and rejoin if lost.f
In an English paper-chase, as everybody knows,
the performers are generally boys,t and the chase
The hares, too, scatter the
takes place on foot.
*

The

spelling with

y

is

much

affected,

though in Old

does not seem to occur. But the French, I
find, generally suppose that rallye-paper(s) is borrowed
from English, and so they may very likely have borrowed
the y from us.
f Comp. Saint-Clair (Z.c.). Speaking of the hares, he
" Ceux-ci sont munis d'une
sacoche, contenant des
says,
petits morceaux de papier qu'ils jettent en courant et qui

French

it

meute," where rallier
keep to. See Littre, s.v., and
According to this view,
Larchey, s.v.
Paper-hunt."
rallie-papier would mean "rejoin-paper"; but, according
forment la voie que doit

evidently

means
"

rallier la

to rejoin or

which in French preside over compound
words of which the first half is a verb, the word ought
rather to mean something or some one who rejoins (the)
paper, and so would be applicable rather to every one of
the pursuers than to the game itself. But perhaps each
player was at first so called, and then the designation
was extended to the game. Or possibly somewhere in
Great Britain or Ireland, or in some other English-speakcalled
ing country, the game was at one time (or still is)
'
Rallie,"
paper-rally, rally being a substantive (cf.
"Kalyie" in Jamieson =boisterous or disorderly sport,
for rallying implies disorder) ; for paper-rally turned into
French would naturally be rallie-papier, inasmuch as
the rule in French is that the qualificative substantive
in Eng(like an adjective) comes last, and not first as
to the rules

lish."

J Not always boys, however, for I well^remember that
a year or more ago a soldier got drowned in following the
hares across a river.
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papers as they run, and are consequently obligee
In
go over the whole course themselves.
France every one of these details has been modified
or changed.
There the performers are alwayi
Conse
adults, and they are always mounted.
quently, as the French army is so large, the great
majority of those who indulge in the sport an
The chase may, o:
cavalry and artillery officers.
course, be conducted in the open, wherever there
is a pretty undulating country ; but as there are
many forests in France, these are preferred, and
among them, I believe, the forest of Fontainebleau
which is at no great distance from Paris, is the
favourite ; and my information has been gathered
at Fontainebleau, where I have more than once
been when such chases have been going on, though
I have never yet witnessed one.
There are, however, two hares (in France they are termed Mtes),
as I believe there are in England, and they, of
But they do not scatter
course, are mounted also.
the papers as they run.
This is done the day before, care being taken to leave false tracks in
different places, so that the matter may not be too
to

easy or straightforward. The consequence (probably unforeseen when the game was arranged in
this way) is that during the chase itself the two
'bites by no means go over the whole
course, which
fifteen to twenty kilometres in length.
the papers are already distributed, they
content themselves with leaping the jumps (obstacles') which are always provided at the place
where the meet is held, with going on their way
for a kilometre or two just for form's
sake, and
then turning up again a kilometre or two before
the place where it has been arranged that they shall
be caught.* Then, at the end of ten or fifteen
minutes, or whatever law has been allowed, the
horsemen who follow the chase and the spectators,
largely composed of ladies, and who are, of course,
is

perhaps

No

;

as

do not prefer horsespecially invited, proceed on
their way also.
Two guides (conducteurs) on horseback have been provided, who have both of them
already been over the course, and one of them takes
care that the horsemen, to whom, however, he is

commonly

back),

in carriages (if they

and have been

not absolutely known as a guide, shall not altogether lose the track, which they might easily do,
especially as in a favourite country the papers used
in previous chases are often come across, whilst the
other conducts the spectators to the different points
at which other jumps have been
And
arranged.
here the two betes, who, as shown above, are idle
the greater part of the time, frequently come
up,
and either witness the sport with the spectators, or
even (which is somewhat ludicrous) take part in it
*
They are really obliged to behave in this way, else
they might well be caught too soon, before the place fixed
for the picnic had been reached. According to Larchey,
they seem originally to have gone on till they were really

caught.

[7"> S. VII. FEB. 2, '89.

themselves, and mingle with their supposed purAnd finally, at the place where the capture
takes place and the prettiest and most romantic
a sort of
spot in the district is naturally chosen
picnic (sometimes of rather an expensive kind*) is
provided, and so the paper-chase comes merrily to
a close.
F. CHANCE.
suers.

Sydenham

Hill.

VERIFY TOUR QUOTATIONS.
number of Temple Bar, in the

In

a

recent

article 'Puns,'

"'A

man,' said Dr. Johna pocket'";
and again (on p. 71) the Doctor is alluded to as the
author of the silly phrase.
But in Bartlett's
'Familiar Quotations,' p. 141, Dennis, on the
authority of the Gentleman's Magazine, vol. ii.
"
with
the writer states this
'

son,

324,

p.

:

who would make a pun would pick

is

credited

this similar phrase,

A

man who

could make so vile a pun would not
scruple to pick a pocket." Which of the twain, I
ask, was the author, Dr. Johnson or Dennis?
Again, in the same number of the magazine, article
'
Thomas Campbell,' the writer, in allusion to some
quasi-praise that had been allotted to one of Campbell's poems, says (p. 91)
"So that to say of a
'
poem, as was said of The Pleasures of Hope/ that
there is in it not a vulgar line, no, not a vulgar
"
&c. Now Lord Byron, in nearly the same
word,'
words, praises 'The Pleasures of Memory' (not
'Hope"). He says in a note to 'English Bards,'
&c.
"I have been reading Memory again and Hope together, and retain all my preference of the former. His
elegance is wonderful there is no such a thing as a vulgar
:

:

ine in his book."

I venture to ask the writer of the article on
'
it was that wrote of the
Pleasures
'
the ipsissima verba Byron had
Hope almost
'
ritten of the
Pleasures of Memory ? If the
similarity were unconscious and unintentional, may
"
t not be termed a "strange literary coincidence
?

May

Campbell who

of

'

FREDK. EULE.
Ashford, Kent.

COSTUME OF MARY STUART.
vi.

th
(See 7 S. v. 487;

10, 93, 193, 271, 334, 390, 471.)
ion of subjects recently discussed in

An

illustra-

'N. & Q.' is
in the following account of the attire of
of
Vtary, Queen
Scots, at her execution in the
reat hall of Fotheringhay Castle, February 8,

ound

1587:
Hir gowne was of black sattin painted, with atrayne
and long sleeves to the grownde, sett with acorne buttons
)f Jett
Hir shooes of Spannish leather with the
1

* Not
long ago an officer complained to some intimate
riends of mine who live at Fontainebleau that the tickets
which ho had sent to his friends for a paper-chase had
;ost him sixteen francs a head ; but my friends were of
'pinion that such a picnic, at which much champagne
,nd
,nd

many culinary delicacies (p&tes de foie gras, &c.)
much fruit were consumed, was something quite out

f the

common.
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rough side outward, a payre of green

silke garters, hir

nether stockinges worsted coloured watchett, clocked
with silver and ed<red on the topps with silver, and next
hir leg a payre of Jarsye hose, white," &c.
Such is the description of Burleigh's agent, an eyewitness of the execution, by name Richard Wigmore. Of course these undergarments were de-

signed for warmth. They were discovered when,
after the decapitation, one of the executioners
plucked off the green garters. It is recorded that
her wardrobe comprised ten pairs of "wolven
" three
"
hois of gold, silver, and silk, and
pairs of
0.
woven hose of worsted of Guernsey."
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it.
I can find no allusion to
" movements in
the " business-," the " ideas," the
"
the Grisous," and the
missions," so vaguely indicated in the letter, in contemporary history, so far as
I have consulted it. I therefore venture to ask whether
'
any of the readers of N. & Q.' could tell me (1)
who C. H. S. is he seems identical with the
"Head of the Gymnasium" (gymnasiarcha in the-

literal translation of

and (2) what business Sir Henry Wotton,
The Archbishop of Canterbury is
alluding to.
Dr. George Abbot. The letter is endorsed by a
later hand, "Grigioni. del Gymnasio Agusto 1618."
Italian);
is

J.

H. HESSELS.

Cambridge.

We

CHOKE-FULL,
must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

CHUCK-FULL.

CHOCK-FULL,

It

important to know the geographical diffusion of
these forms in the native dialect speech of Eng-

is

land.

The Dialect

glossaries

Society's

report

from Lancashire, Cheshire, Sheffield,.
Holderness, Leicester, S. Warwickshire, Uptonon - Severn, Berk?, Kent ; choh-edge-full from
Whitby
clioak-full from North Lincolnshire ;
chuck-full from Holderness, and this is also heard

chock-full

SIR HENRY WOTTON. In a letter dated September 3, " at the usual place," Sir Henry Wotton,
English Ambassador at Venice, recommends his
secretary, Richard Leamour, to a certain Signor

make known "the orders of King
James I. concerning that great business represented
by him (as he may well say) with all due zeal, and
embraced by so good a king with incredible ardour."
Under Sir Henry's signature follows
C. H. S., to

:

" The resolution of his
Majesty on 5 August, 1618. His
Majesty does not think it well that the Lord Head of the
Gymnasium or anybody else should transport himself to
his Court at present, in order not to stir up more noise
than would perhaps be convenient at the beginning of a
business of such a nature. But he would like that the
said business should be prepared by letters by express
messengers in all points between Signor C. H. S. and me
[Sir Henry], with the advice of those who shall appear
best disposed to the said C.
And that by the beginning
of next February the aforesaid Head of the Gymnasium,
either alone, or in company, should prepare to meet me
[Sir Henry] at Augsburg or somewhere else in Germany
according as it shall be most convenient to him: where
he will find me provided by his Majesty with letters of
credit and proper instructions for all the Princes and
cities of the Union [or League!], and also for the Prince
of Orange, and for the sovereign States of the United
Province?. And together with the aforesaid head of the
Gymnasium I shall be commissioned to request most
ardently in the name of his Majesty the concurrence of
the said Princes, aid after these offices the Lord Head of
the Gymnasium or such persons as shall be deputed will
be able to betake themselves to England, where his
Majesty promises in the mean time to consult the Archbishop of Canterbury concerning the method of promoting
these good ideas with a large contribution. Information
is desired as to whether the last movements in the
Grisons will turn out to have put any difficulty in the
way of our designs. And the Signor Cavaliere is requested not to disturb himself about it on small grounds;
we being confident that God will clear the way for us.
Above all the Princes who contribute to the missions
ought to be sure what they do, and the Lord Head of the
Gymnasium ought to come well instructed on that
point."

The

letter is written in Italian

;

but the above

is

a

;

in Oxford.

Choice-full is apparently not reported

from any place, doubtless because

it is

taken as the

I
literary form, and unfortunately omitted.
ask for post-cards from all counties and parts of

May

counties not here mentioned (or from these if the
report is different), stating how the word is there
vulgarly pronounced 1 As there are at least four
possible derivations of the word, correct information as to its actual living form might help to reduce the alternatives to two. At present English,
dictionaries favour choke-full, in which they are
followed by a good half of English writers. The
other half, with all American writers and the
American dictionaries, favour chock-full, which, as
we see, has also a wide diffusion in the dialects.
The alliterative 'Morte Arthur,' ante 1400, has
May I beg those
choJcJce-fulle and cheke-fulle.
whose first impulse is to etymologize on the word
to forbear for this once, and devote their energies
The Editor will, I have no
to collecting facts 1
doubt, afford space for deductions after the facts

have been ascertained.

J.

A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

CHOIR-ORGAN. I want quotations for this of
any date, especially before 1867. In Grove's 'Dic'
tionary it is said that chair-organ is a corruption
of this, which appears to be historically impossible,
since chair -organ is found back to 1600, or earlier.

J.

A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

COLD CHISEL. Why is
What does cold here mean 1
J.

this

tool

A. H.

so called?

MURRAY.

Oxford.

SOLANDER CASES.

This term

in the 'Encyclopedic Dictionary.'

not explained
Will you please

is

It was used more than once
?
Winter Jones's address to the London Conference of Librarians in 1877, and is again
used in the recent interesting report by Bodley's
librarian.
Mr. Jones said

supply the omission
in the late Mr.

:

"Maps should be placed in Solander cases, where their
For
size does not necessitate their being kept in rolls
libraries where the income is small, the best course would
be to arrange the pamphlets in Solander cases according
to their subjects."

S.

EHODES.

EDWARD BOWER. Can any correspondent tell
me what is known of this painter beyond his having
painted a picture of Charles I. at his trial (now in
the possession of Mr. H. Pole Carew) ? This is
I know
all that Bryan states in his 'Dictionary.'
of an in many ways remarkable picture of Charles
I. painted and signed by Bower, "of temple-bar,
1648," in which the king is represented wearing a
I have
grey beard, seated, and with a hat on.
never heard that Charles at any time in his life
wore a beard of this kind, which has no resemblance
to the usual Vandyck beard.
I am anxious to
find

p* s. vn. F M
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some explanation

for this,

and

also to

know

whether the portrait above mentioned (belonging
to Mr. Carew) has the same peculiarity.

JERMYN.

MORTON'S FORK.

Bacon

(' History of Henry VII.,' Ellis and Sped
'
ding's edition of
Works,' vol. vi. p. 121) ? I
will be recollected that it was addressed to the
" Bene
clergy who were willing to subscribe to a
"
volence."
The sparing " were to be told tha

"

"
they must needs have, because they laid up
the "spenders" that "they must needs have
because it was seen in their port and manner o
similar story, with more circumstan
living."

A

of Bishop Foxe by Erasmus (quot
ing as his authority Sir Thomas More) in Eccle
T. FOWLER.
siastes, bk. ii.

tiality, is told

Oxford.

"SOMETHING ABOUT

EVERYTHING."

ha

I

"
mat
always believed that the excellent maxim,
should know everything about something, am
something about everything," had originated in th

A

shrewd and epigrammatic mind of Augustus D
Morgan.
man, that is to say, should try t

A

perfect himself in his own special business o
profession, and mean time acquire as much genera
information as possible.
Some time ago I read a
address in which Sir John Lubbock attributed th
saying to Lord Brougham. With whom did
J.

?

JOHN HAWKESWORTH'S WIFE
kept a school

for

young

ladies at

DIXON.

said to

hav

Bromley, in

Ken

is

2,

*

should be glad to have any particulars about her
of her marriage and death.
G. F. E. B.

nd the dates

GAINSBOROUGH. Burke says that Gainsborough,
n Lincolnshire, gives the title of Earl to the Noel
I. a grant
amily, but that in the reign of Henry
f lands at Gainsborough, in Warwickshire, was
made to an ancestor of the family. What is known
Had the
f this Warwickshire Gainsborough?
amily ever any property in or other connexion with
he Lincolnshire Gainsborough; or what reason
iad they for taking their title from it ?
Stark, in
jis 'History of Gainsburgh' (Lincolnshire), says
hat the Earls are said to have built or inhabited
a house which once existed there, called Red Hall ;
>ut I know of no other reference to their connexion
with the town, and they were never owners of the
T. A. DYSON.
manor of Gainsborough.
Gainsborough.

BANELAGH. Sir Arthur Cole was Baron EaneCan any of
lagh of Eanelagh, created in 1715.
pour readers inform me where this Eanelagh was,
and whether he was related to Eichard, Earl of
died
Eanelagh, of Eanelagh, co. Wicklow, who
without male issue in 1711, when the earldom ex-

W. H. KELLAND.

pired?

"

Would any

of your readers
^
kindly inform me whether the story of the di
lemma usually called Morton's fork, or crutch, is
attributed to Morton by any authority older than

really originate

_

.

STRUCTA SUPER LAPIDEM QUI RUET
Will some one kindly

DOMUS."

the above line

is

tell

ISTA

me whence

taken, and the true rendering

?

from the title-page of my 'Fabricii
ab Aquapendente Op. Chirurgica,' Lugduni
G. PARKER.
Batav., 1723, fol.
14, Pembroke Road, Clifton.

I

it

copy

DARCY OR DORSET.

Edward Dorsey, probably

the husband of Ann Dorsey, who is early spoken
of as a Quaker, was among the first arrivals in Ann
Arundel county, Maryland, where he was the
"
owner of an estate called Hockley in the Hole,"
which in 1664 his son, Edward Dorsey, who described himself as eldest son and heir-at-law of
to his
Gent., deceased, conveyed
There
younger brothers, Joshua and John Dorsey.
was also, as appears by the will of Joshua Dorsey,
a sister, who married a Howard. Dorsey is a name,
I think, quite unknown in England, and is proThomas
bably an American corruption of Darcy.
in
Darcye, "alias Matchett," of Patuxent Eiver,
Maryland, a convert to the Eoman Catholic faith,
a widow Frances and a son
died in

Edward Dorsey,

1685, leaving

Thomas.
I shall be exceedingly indebted to any of your
readers who can throw any light on the pedigree of
Edward Dorsey or Thomas Darcye, or can give me
the location of Hockley in the Hole, which may
of the former. I
possibly have been the birthplace
in Essex and Hockley Farm in
find

Hockley

Hampshire.
Annapolis, Ind.

WM.

FRANCIS CREGAB.

7*

s.
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FRANCIS MACKAT, GOVERNOR or TRANSYLOn June 22, 1829, a petition was presented to Sir James Kempt, Governor of Canada,
which begins as follows
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VANIA.

JERNINGHAM FAMILY.

:

th

(7

"L'Humble Supplique de Stephen Mackay Ecuyer,

S. vi. 407.)

In a letter addressed by the Lords of the
Council, dated from St. James's, Jan. 26, 1553/4,
" To our
I find,
verye Lovinge Frende Sir Henry
que son aijeul paternel Francis Mackay Ecuyer, etait Jernengham,
Knight, Vice chamberlayne to her
proche parent du Lord Rae, en Ecosse, qu'il emigra en
Majestie Highness, & Capten of her Graces Guard."
Hongrie, entra au service de Marie Therese, servit a la
" laste
rd & 4 th
2. On the
daye of Aprill 3
yeres
conquete de la Transilvanie, au par ses actions disTo our Trustye & well
tinguees il merita d'en etre nomme le gouverneur, et ofourReignes [1558]
d'avoir deux autrucb.es pour support a ses armes."
beloved Counsayller Sir Henrye Jernengham, Knt.
Who was Francis Mackay who is thus said to our Vice Chamberlayne and capten of our Garde."
" Too
3. Aug. 1, 1558. Lord Winchester writes,
have been a near relative of Lord Reay ? There
my loving Friend Sir Henry Jernengham nt
is no mention of him, so far as I can recollect, in
the clan history ; and I have searched every avail- Master of the Horse to the Queen's Highness."
4. June 12, 1565.
The Lords of the Council to
able book here likely to give information, but have
failed to find any reference. Possibly some reader "Sir Henry Jernyngham Knight."
5. In a Eecusant Roll, 2 James I., "^Egidius
in Vienna or other Austrian city may, in the
de Melton Magna."
public records relating to Transylvania or Hun- Jernegan
6. Dec. 14, 1565.
(Will) "I Thomas Jernegan
gary, find a reference to him, and, if so, will
of Heringflete
gentleman."
Spells his name
perhaps kindly communicate what is stated to the
columns of *N. & Q.,' or to me direct. I should Jernegan throughout.
7. Presentments of Recusants (Episcopal Arlike to get the years when he was in the service of
the Empress of Austria, and also, for genealogical chives, Norwich), Feb. 20, 1597/8, "William
& Edward Jernegan, sons of Henry
purposes, any notice there may be regarding him Jernegan
Major M.S.C.Y. et Nat. Pub.
"Lequel expose respectueusement 4 votre Excellence
qu'il esc le fils de feu Samuel Mackay Ecu\er et Sieur,

1.

K

re

or his family.
All I have been able to discover is this. He had
three sons, Stephen, Francis, and Samuel. The
eldest, Stephen, served the Prince of Orange as a
lieutenant in General van Brockhuyzen's regiment ;

About

his commission is dated July 27, 1748.

1756 the three brothers got commissions in the
Royal American Eegiment, and took part in the
conquest of Canada. After peace was established
the two younger married and remained in the
country.
I have seen an impression from a seal said to
have been Francis Mackay's, and which shows his
armorial bearings. The shield is similar to that of

Lord Reay, surmounted by two

ostriches crowned,
The crest is a

Jernegan, Esq
8. A.D. 1599.

."

Deposition

Book

(Episcopal Ar-

Jerningham, Jenney, M.A., of Christ's
Coll., Cantab., admitted to Deacon's orders.
" I S r John
9. Jan. 13, 1559.
(Will)
Jernyngham of Somerleyton," Same spelling throughout.
Recusant Presentments
10. March, 1606/7.
(Episcopal Archives), William Jernegan, gent., of
chives),

Bury
11.

St.

Edmunds.

Dec.

19, 1565.

Thomas Jernegan,

gent.,

"intestate."
12.

"

April 21, 1631.

Anne Downes)

(Will of

To my cousin Edward Jernegan son
Thomas Jernegan."
13.

of

my cousin

In a Feodary of Norfolk (Mannington MSS.),

Fee in HorEdw. III., "Jo. Gernegan
4 m par tern 1 f. de," &c.
dexter arm grasping a scimitar, and the motto ham
" Per
14. From Rye's Feet of Fines it appears that
JOHN MACKAY.
aspera at prospera.'
the name was written indifferently Geraegan and
U.S.
one in

.

chief, the other in base.

*

'

7

Cambridge, Mass.,

Jernegan.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.

pamphlet entitled 'Particulars
Illustrative of the Genealogy of Jerningham or
Jernegan, Compiled from Antient Family and
'
other Sources,' Weever, in his work on Ancient
Monuments,' is said to have this passage

Oh, gentlemen of Scotland,
Oh, chevaliers of France,
How each and all had drawn his sword
And couched his angry lance
If lady love, or sister dear,
Or nearer, dearer bride,
Had been like me, your bapless Queen,
Insulted and belied.

My ancestors were

:

"

G. S.

Englishmen,

And English, too, am I
And 'tis my boast that I was
;

born

Beneath a British sky.
C.

A. JESSOPP, D.D.

In a quarto

j

W. EMPSON.

Canute, King of Denmarke, and of England, brought
divers Captains and Souldiers from Denmarke, whereof
the greatest part were Christened here, in England, and
began to settle themselves here: of whom Jernegan or

Jernengham, and Jernibingho now Jennings were of most
esteeme with Canute," &c.

On

p.

2 of the pamphlet the author begins to call
"
Jernegan or Jerningham," then gradu-

the family
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"

name till he speaks of Sir
or Jernegan, of Huntingfield
and Wingfield, in the county of Suffolk, and of
Costessy, in Norfolk, Knt.," as being the first
among the Suffolk knights who declared for Queen

ally drops the latter

Henry Jerningham

the death of Edward VI.
After that
both names are used.
In Lysons's Environs of London,' vol. iv. p. 166,
is the following
inscription from a brass mural

Mary on

[7*

s.

vn.

FEB.

2, '89.

Besides that on ' The Flower Garden,' Mr. James
'
contributed a noteworthy article on Northampton'
shire to the Quarterly, and probably others. Whatever he wrote was characterized by the same fulnessof knowledge, refinement of taste, and attractiveness of style.

Two amusing anecdotes may be recorded in connexion with these articles.
lady devoted to the
cultivation of her own flower garden had read the
tablet in Ley ton Church, Middlesex, to Mary, the
Quarterly Review article with delight, and, having
second wife of Sir Edward Jernegan, daughter and obtained the name and address of the author, took
coheiress of Richard, second son of Lord Scroop of a
long journey for the purpose not only of conBolton. She survived Sir Ed ward, and married Sir
versing with one who knew so much about her
William Kingston, KG., and died in 1548
favourite pursuit, but still more of inspecting his

A

'

:

If you will the truth have,
Here lieth in this grave,
Directly under this stone,

garden.

Good Lady Mary Kingestone,

so he

departed thya world the truth to fay,
In the month of August, the xv day,
And As I doe well remember,
Was buryed honourably 4"i day of September,
The year of our Lord reckon'd truly,
M.V. fourty and eyght surely,

appreciation of flower gardens must himself have
one of no ordinary beauty to exhibit. Unluckily
for the fair traveller the soil and climate of Theddingworth Vicarage are unfavourable not only to floriculture in its technical sense, but to the growth of
flowers of any kind.
On her arrival she found, to
her disappointment, that Canon Jame?, however
ready to talk about flowers, had no flower garden
worth the name. The only thing of the kind he
had to show was a sheltered hollow in one part of
the vicarage grounds where, by dint of careful
attention, he succeeded in inducing common wild

Who

Whos

yerly obyte, and anniversary,
Ys determined to be kept surely,
At the costs of hyr son Sir Henry Jernyngham,
Who was at this makyng
Of the queen's garde, chieff captain.

W.

truly,

E. LATTON.

Ipswich.

Who drives fat oxen should himself be fat,
who discoursed with such knowledge and

Mary, Lady Kingston, writing in 1539, says,
flowers, transplanted from more genial spots, topoor son Harry Jerningham is appointed to
live and bloom.
If she missed her first object,
wayt upon my Lord Admiral, to meet this young
the lady would, however, be amply repaid by Mr.
lady which by God's grace shall be our m'rs:,"
James's conversation.
namely, Anna of Cleve (' Lisle Papers,' xiii., art. 4).
The other anecdote is this. When the ArchaeoBut the "poor son" himself signs "Henry Jer"
logical Institute met at Peterborough in 1861, Canon
negan (Cott. MS., Titus, B. ii. fol. 134b). And James
delivered the introductory discourse on The
we find that " Sir
"

My

'

Henry Jernegan, Captain

of the

Guard, Vice-Chamberlain, Master of the Horse,
and of the Privy Council to Queen Mary, died
7 Sept., 1572, aged 63 " (Harl. MS. 897, fol.
48).
I imagine that Jerningham was always the correct
spelling, and Jernegan a colloquialism.

HERMENTRUDE.
'THE FLOWER GARDEN'
article

Flower

(7

th

S. vii. 27).

the

The

Quarterly Review entitled 'The
Garden' was written by the late Eev.
James, Vicar of Theddingworth (on the

in

Archaeology of Northamptonshire.' This address
was necessarily little more than a reproduction of
his Quarterly Review article, which he said he had
obtained the permission of the publishers to use r
adding, with a quiet humour all his own, that he
" had had
less difficulty with the author himself,,
who had considerately placed the article at hisservice, and had promised neither to indict him
for plagiarism nor to taunt him with
appearing in

feathers not his own."

Our dear

old friend the

Mr. Octavius Morgan, so recently lost to us,
who occupied the chair, was so completely taken
borders of Leicestershire and
Northamptonshire] in
by the assumed seriousness of this exordium
and Hon. Canon of Peterborough. Mr. James was
educated at the Charterhouse, where he afterwards that at the end of the paper, to the great amusebecame for a short time a master. His youthful ment of all who were in the secret, he gravely, in
the name of the Institute, offered his thanks to
appearance created some ridicule among the boys,
more sensible of the new master's boyish look the anonymous author who had so generously placed
of his researches at Mr. James's disthan of the culture and refinement which were the result
" Solvuntur risu tabulae."
so conspicuous in him
and he was made the posal.
EDMUND VENABLES.
butt of some good-humoured satire in the Charterhouse Play and elsewhere in the volume of schoolMARGINALIA BY COLERIDGE (7 th S. vi. 501;
boy skits, given to the world (I believe) a few years vii. 35). I have in my possession a copy of Xenosince by Mr. Edward Walford.
phon's Memoirs of Socrates,' translated by Sarah

Thomas

late

;

'

'

'

7'h s.
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At the
Fielding, second edition, London, 1767.
bottom of pp. 338 and 339 is the following note,
"
S. T. C.":
signed
"I

am convinced that the word translated ' hiowlege
and knoweth had nearly the same force and meaning in the mind of Socrates as Faith in St. Paul. To the
persons instanced by Mrs. Carter Socrates would have
'

'

'

(sic)

denied Jcnowlege. Spinoza, in his 'Ethics,' adopts ths
same system ; and it is evident that the whole difference
between this and Mrs. Carter's notion is merely metaphysical, perhaps merely nominal, but certainly not
moral. A certain clearness of conception there is, an
adducible approximation to a sense of certainty, which
will preclude volition, and to these perfectly clear knowleges Socrates refers, involving the Practical in the
Intellectual."

am not acquainted with the handwriting of Coleridge, so I cannot with certainty attribute the note
to him.
H. J. C.
I

NAMES

IN THE

DE BANCO EOLL

th

(7

S. vi. 327;

91

the further name of forgia in yet extant in the
name of the Forge Valley. It was, moreover, in
very frequent use in Domesday times ; and, inasmuch as the iron was not "smelted," but "reduced"
" bloom " that resulted from the
only, and the
action of the furnace had to be hammered forthwith on its extrication from the furnace with heavy
hammers, it is easily seen how the ideas of furnace,
Still the
forge, and smithy, so to speak, overlap.
essential

meaning of smethe, smithe, forgia, fabrica >
&c., is what we understand under the term "furthe
nace,"
object of which is to obtain the metal
from the ore.
SIR J. A. PICTON'S "ore, unOne might as well dewrought metal," is trying.
y
fine "/our, unwrought bread.
Ore is in no sense
or shape metal; it is a combination of the element
of one metal or more with such and such other
mineral elements, and until it has been either reduced or smelted it yields no metal. Whether the
or in Orsmythyburn has any connexion with the
ora in ora-smi$ it is not for me to say ; but surely
"
SIR J. A. PICTON, in his kindly effort to unravel
the meaning of the words quoted," might have
unravelled the local history of the words.

Wharfedale in its upper part is divided
into Langs trothdale and Littondale.
The former
of these is also written Langsterdale and Langstrotherdale ; and for a great number of years I
have supposed that it was a received opinion that
Chaucer's Strother was no other than Langstrother There may have been an orasmythy in the
in West Yorkshire. MR. NEILSON'S careful identifi- place adverted to, taking the or in either of the
I have myself, in
cation of the meaning of strother is worthy of all senses alleged by Prof. Skeat.
a disimitation, and stands in somewhat striking contrast former days, found copper-ore in nodules in
with the utterly indefinite explanation of Redi- trict where the word burn was the recognized name
strother on the preceding page, viz., "a locality [!] for a brook and, supposing the prefix only denotes
a compound metal, like brass, the older bronze, or
strewn [!] or overgrown with reeds."
Still less to the point seem to be the remarks on that of the present coinage, still there might be
"
Orsmythyburn, which is said to mean the brook "history" in the word ; and until a student has
beside the smithy," ignoring altogether the first hunted up the history of a name it is utterly idle,
This is probably almost, if not quite and worse than idle, to profess to derive it or exsyllable, or.
the most significant element in the whole name. plain it.
Bat the writer seems quite innocent of the real
Who is any the wiser for such derivations as
significance of any member of the name, although those offered under Oseleye, Tonsclugh, Kahirsty.
he holds the more than possible clue in his hand Croke tak ? Why should not osel-eye do as well as
"
when he quotes ora-smi$, a coppersmith. I can osel-leye ? Surely the "island of the blackbird is
adduce the North Yorkshire place-name Smidhes- as good sense as "the field of the blackbird," and
how long before I can- not more than equally a platitude. Tons-clugh =
dale, extant before 1145
not say in which the prefix is not the genitival town's-cleugh is simply impossible. Ka or key = cur
When I first get it in its requires something more than a simple guess to
form, but the plural.
English form for Smidhesdala is the Latinized support it.
While, as for croke talc, living as I da
form in the document it occurs in it is called in the country of intakes there are fifty to sixty
" the
yron smethes," where the smethe or smithy in my parish alone I simply say that tak and inAn intake i
intended is a furnace for the reduction of iron- tak are not coincident in meaning.
stone or iron ore, as such reduction was practised an enclosure from the common a tak is not, nor in
in the middle and later middle ages.
These fur- any way connected with it.
crook, too, in the
naces usually stood in groups of three, or
a definite meaning it is a nook
four, or north country has
more ; whence the plural form in both the Latinized or corner, and quite likely with a more or less
name and the later English one. These English curvilinear outline but it is not a "plot of land "
"
"
" crooked
I know,
crooks
smethes, smithes, smithies were called fabricce in of
shape." All the
semior
corners
in
nooks
West
and
I
know
a
are
either
Cleveland, favercce
lot,
Yorkshire, astra in the
Barrow vicinity, with the French variant form of enclosed by the course of a stream or by the conestre or hestre in North Yorkshire or South Durvergency of two, or possibly three, old fences.
ham but I have no Latin equivalent for them in
And again, and finally, why should such an utter
the district embracing Smithsdale, the still extant
"shy" as "corruptions from Setting or Billing" for
form of Smidhesdala. In the Scarborough
shadow of
vicinity Belyley, Bellion, without the slightest
vii. 30).

;

;

A

:

;

;
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support from reason, reading, or probability, be
proposed for the acceptance of the many readers of
'

N.

&

Q.'

who know what

not?

is

scholarly and what
J. C. ATKINSON.

is

Orsmythyburn. When, as MR. PERCEVAL states,
word is " written later Ouersmith burn," and

this

when we consider

the interchangability of

u and

" Overmeans, and can only mean,
smithy-burn," a name which needs no further sim-

v,

surely

it

plifying.

With

deference to SIR J. A. PICTON, it seems to me that MR. PERCEVAL'S suggestion
"
"
of
crooked oak is the probable explanation. In
the thirteenth century Adam de Crokedaik was
seneschal, and subsequently an executor of Sir

Croketa'L

all

Kobert de Brus, Lord of Annandale, competitor for
the Scottish crown, and seems to have belonged to
the North of England.
In 1282 he appears as
" Adam
"
de la crokidayk in a writ printed in the
'
Scots Acts of Parl.,' i. 109 (red ink pagination).
In 1338 Michael de Crokedayk was a knight in
the West Eiding (' Eotuli Scotise,' i. 527 b).
SIR J. A. PICTON'S hazards about Oseleye, Belyley, and Bellion will not satisfy any very exacting

GEO. NEILSON.

inquirer.
Glasgow.

In connexion with Strother note that Halliwell
gives "Strother, a marsh." See also MR. STEVENth
SON'S article on ' Strood
S. vi.
(' N. & Q.,' 7
449), and the O.H.G. struot, a swamp, in Schade.
There is a Lang-stroth-dale Chase at the head of
Wharfdale, north of Pen-y-ghent.
'

WALTER W. SKEAT.

[7

th

S.
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" The
sign of The Kara Jam has never appeared on
the front of the house till September last. The real title
of the inn was The Winchilsea Arms,' and the old sign,
painted with the full coat of arms of the Earls of Winchilsea, remained up to last June, when it was replaced
by a new signboard, on -which was painted (without the
heraldic devices) The Winchilsea Arms.' The sign only
remained up for a few weeks, when it was repainted with
'
the words ' The Ram Jam Inn for the first time in its
'
history.
By the way, it was generally known as The
Ram Jam House,' and not Inn"
'

'

'

'

ST. SWITHIN.

"

Jam "

a vulgar name for strong ale.
An old servant of my mother's used to tell us a
tale (evidently well known) of a miserly woman
who kept a public-house, notorious for the weakness of its tap.
She brewed four qualities, all exe-

Earn

crable,

and

is

named them

respectively ram-jam,

middlemore, flitter-cum-flcdier, and weaTcer-thanOne day a passing traveller stopped at the
water.
house and called for ale. Being asked which he
would have, he chose No. 2, fearing the first-named
might be too strong for his head. The drink supplied to him was, however, so vile that, having
tasted it, he flung the remainder at the old woman's
head in disgust. She clapped her hands in delight.

"
Lawks " she says " if middleware has made
him mad, what would ram-jam have done ? "
!

;

C. C. B.

MR. GiLDERSOME-DiCKiNSON

asks the meaning
"
of
Earn Jam ." It was a famous ale made by the
Messrs. Goding, the brewers of the Lion Brewery
in Lambeth, mostly for exportation to India.
I
had the honour to know Mr. Thomas Goding, of
No. 2, Belgrave Square, and have tasted ram jam;

INN SIGNS (7 th S. vi. 427). Between April, and I presume that at this house between Stamford and Grantham that ale was drawn for their
1878, and October, 1881, the Grantham Journal
was wont to publish " Local Notes and Queries," customers let us hope undiluted.
GEORGE LAMBERT, F.S.A.
and the " Earn Jam " was the subject of one of
12, Coventry Street, Piccadilly, W.
the earliest questions.
One correspondent had
heard his father say that in coaching days there
"Earn Jam" means "chock full," "crammed
came a traveller to the house who, under pretence full," " as full as you can ram." So " Enm Jam
of teaching the landlord how to make a drink Inn " means the popular or favourite inn.
called Earn Jam, induced that worthy to take him
E. E.
to the cellar, and to allow him to bore a hole at
Boston, Lincolnshire,
each end of a cask of beer. These holes Boniface
plugged with his fingers while the visitor went up
stairs to fetch something that had been
forgotten.
But the wight came no more, and left the place
without paying his bill, the victim being unable to
pursue for fear of losing the beer. The memory of

ramming and jamming episode was perpetuated
the future by-name of the hotel. The narrator

this

in
of the above story signs himself B, which
may,
"
Veritas " believed
perhaps, point at Ben trovato.
that it was the occasionally crowded state of tho

inn which suggested the "Earn Jam"; he attributed its patronage to the prevalence of highwaymen in the neighbourhood, which rendered travel"
Viator " noted.
ling after nightfall undesirable.
October 26, 1878,

BAPTIST

MAY

6 th S. x. 469, 525

th

(7
j

S. vii. 9).

7 th S.

i.

See 'N.

&

Q.,'

368, 437.

JULIAN MARSHALL.
[For Babmaes Mews, after which in this connexion
A. J.

M.

asks, see the earlier references.]
th

S. vi. 388).
COLLIER, SILVERSMITH, &c. (7
I have a glass similar to that described by
S. V. H., which has been preserved in my family
as a Jacobite relic.
Some time ago I wrote to
'N. & Q.' describing the glass, and giving all the
verses (four) engraved upon it.
I have not been
able to find the reference, but I should be glad to
know whether many of these glasses are in exist-

ence.

ARTHUR MESHAM,

Pontryffydd, Trefnant, R.S.O.

Colonel.
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" KOODSELKEN ": " L'HERBE DBS TR01S GOUTTES matter
having, however, cropped up, I may perDE SANG " (7 th S. vi. 307, 437). The vervain (Ver- haps be allowed to mention that in a book which I
bena officinalis) is a purple flower, and therefore
" trois
has nothing to do with the appellation
It
been
de
has,
however,
apparently
sang."
gouttes
always considered a sacred plant, and Gerarde
says}:

" Manie old wives fables are written of
vervayne tending to witchcraft and sorcerie, which you may read elseI
not
to
trouble
for
am
willing
your eare with
where,
such

trifles."

Pratt says the Druids regarded the herb with
peculiar reverence ; that Pliny relates how in Gaul
it was used in telling fortunes and gathered with
peculiar ceremonies; and that the ancients gener
" that if
ally believed the notion recorded by him,
the hall or dining chamber be sprinkled with the
water wherein vervain lay steeped all that sate at
the table should be very pleasant and make merry
more jocundly "; saying also that the festival table
of Jupiter was cleansed with branches of vervain,
and floors of houses were rubbed with it to keep
evil spirits.
In our own country it is called
away
"
holy herb," the veneration bestowed on it being
doubtless due to its presumed medicinal virtues, it

being deemed efficacious in thirty different comAll this points to the reason of its occurring as it does in the lines quoted from White.
plaints.

The Adonis autumnalis, or com pheasant's eye,
by the name of adonis or adonide by the
French, Dutch, Germans, Italians, and throughout
Europe, and by our own gardeners Flos adonis, receiving the name primarily from its connexion with
the fable of the blood of Adonis, when slain by
called

the wild boar, having stained its petals, has the
familiar names of aile deperdrix, aile de faisan, and
goutte de sang in French. No doubt its popularity
and many names are due to its being one of the
few flowers of the field with a crimson tint ; Pratt
"
" the
says
only one in our fields.
Perchance, too,
its

popularity was connected with the presumed
to raise the spirits.

power of red

E.

GOOSE

th

S.

W. HACKWOOD.

C. C. B.
287, 354, 431).
is mistaken in his supposition that the tree
geese
'
or ducks mentioned in the Penny Cyclopaedia '
are the barnacles, about which so many absurd
stories were told in old times.
The birds referred
to are given as being scientifically distinguished as
(7

vi.

"D. arcuata, Horsf., Java; arborea, Edw." Under
"
'
the heading Ducks" the Cyclopaedia 'states that
" wild ducks
have been known to breed in trees,
and we recollect the nest of this bird being found
in the head of an old pollard willow," &c.
As regards barnacles, I intended some months
ago to write a note concerning them for 'N. & Q.,'
but on consulting the indices I found that the subst
ject had already been very fully discussed (see 1
S.

4 th

i.

S.

117, 169, 254, 340; viii. 124, 223,
iii. 358, 417), so I abandoned the idea.

300;
The

'
Curiosities of Nature and Art in
and
Gardening' (1707), more than a
Husbandry

have, entitled

dozen pages are devoted to the barnacle question,
is given a very good copper-plate repre" The Anatiferous

and there

sentation of what is there called
Plant." This engraving might have been taken
from some fine specimens of barnacle shells which
I obtained a good many years ago from the bottom
of an iron ship.
She had been at anchor in the
harbour of San Francisco for many months, wait-

ing for an advance in freights, and making a long
passage home brought with her a fine colony of
Parkinson (1640), though he appears
barnacles.
to have felt himself bound to mention the "ad"
mirable tale of untruth
(p. 1306), dismisses the
J. F. MANSERGH.
barnacles very shortly.
Liverpool.

PLACE-NAMES (7 th S. vi. 428). Several good
guesses might be made as to the signification of
the Burroughs and the Hyde, but as I do not
know Hendon, I dare not venture on giving any
one of them. Hale, I think, does not present
quite so much difficulty, but in this case it is quite
possible to be wrong. In Anglo-Saxon heal means a
corner or angle, and in the dialect of the district
"
"
where I live hale still continues to mean a garing
or angular piece of land in an irregularly- shaped
If the
field, which has to be ploughed separately.
Hale at Hendon be of this form, I do not think
there can be much doubt as to the origin of the
name. In the township of East Butterwick, in this
parish, there is an angular pasture of about sixty
acres called the Hale, for which I have met with
and heard three or four foolish derivations. That
in this case we have the Anglo-Saxon heal may be
certain.
Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

pronounced

EDWARD PEACOCK.

Cf. burgh, borough, barrow.
Cf. A.-S. hiw, house ; hiwan, later hive

Burroughs.

Hyde.

or hivd, domesticated.
Hale. I think a water name. Hayle farms are
common, by small streams or brooks, all liable to
flood; cf. Hayle (Cornwall), Halliford (Middlesex).

MR. EVANS
Hale

will, I think, find a reference to
'
th
S. ii. 323,
as a place-name in N. & Q.,' 4
There are many places in England bearing

404.
the name,

e. g., Hale and Halewood (Lancashire),
Hale (Hants and Surrey), Hale Magna (Lincolnshire, Hales (Staffordshire, Norfolk, and Suffolk),
Hales Owen (Worcestershire), &c. Hale Farm,
"
Hale," which was formerly
Tottenham, is in the
Other instances of the
a hamlet to Tottenham.
ord as a place-name in Tottenham parish are
Hanger Hale (temp. Edward IV.) and Hale Field
in 1600), in Hanger Lane, now St. Ann's Road,

lale End, Essex,

is

part of

Walthamstow

parish,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
and not very

far, on the opposite bank of the river
Lea, from the Hale, Tottenham. GEO. S. FRY.

DID THE GREEKS TINT THEIR STATUES

?

(7

th

th
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I endeavoured to keep myself free from self-delusion as
to the effect of the colouring.
I said to myself, ' Here
is a little nearer approach to life ; it is, therefore, more
Yes, yes; indeed she seems an ethereal
impressive.
At moments
being, with her blue eyes fixed upon me
I forgot that I was
gazing at my own production. There
I sat long and often.
was I ever to part with her !
"I am convinced the Greek taste was right in colouring their sculpture. The warm glow is agreeable to "the
The flesh i<
eye, and so is the variety obtained by it.
of one tone, the hair of another ; the colouring of the'

!

Having been an enthusiastic convert

S. vi. 386.)

[7

to tinted statuary in Gibson's studio shortly before
his death, and having learnt again to value it in

choice specimens of Spanish wood-carving and
of Italian and some German terra-cottas, I am
afraid to trust myself to speak on the subject for
fear of crowding your columns.
But allow me to
enable that most simpatico of modern sculptors to
have his say in favour of a delightful phase of art
" Since
my return to Rome I have given myself up
body and soul to finishing the Queen's statue, and have
her
wrought
up as high as possible. My enthusiasm has
:

How

eyes gives animation, and the ornaments on the draperies
are distinctly seen.
All these are great advantages.
The moderns, being less refined than the Greeks in
matters of art, are, from long and stupid custom, reconciled to the white statue. The flesh is white, the hair is
white a monotonous, cold object, out of harmony with
everything that surrounds it.
" It is not
necessary that I should here give quotations
from classical authors alluding to their polychromatic
practice, for all these are well known, as also, that fragments of fine Greek art have been found with traces of
colour. Those who think that the Greeks did not colour
sculpture in their high period of art are grossly mistaken
A cold, white statue would have appeared in-

also carried me beyond the practice of sculptors, for I
have added colour. The diadem, sandals, and borders of
drapery are tinted with blue, red, and yellow. Since
this statue has been finished my studio has been constantly visited, and it makes a greater impression than
the model did
I must tell you, however, that the English are startled at my having painted it
Some like it, complete to them.
and say that the painting has been done with so much
"But even setting aside Greek authority, I can fay
tbat
cannot
it
but some that the effect of colour delicately applied, and witli
delicacy
they
help admiring
run it down before seeing it. Some express suspicion judgment, charms me. All the sculptors in Rome, and

that Prince Albert told me to colour it, otherwise I
would not have dared to do it. I have answered, ' No ;
the Prince knows nothing about my having done so.' I
know that it will be condemned. Williams was always
against the idea of colouring sculpture would never
listen to me; but when he saw me determined, he
assisted me in producing the delicate effect which it has,
and now he is a convert, so he says. Wyatt is against
it ; but the Italian sculptors and
painters aa well as the
Germans admire the effect. My eyes have now become
'
so depraved that I cannot bear to see a statue without
I say this to the people' WHATEVER THE
colouring.
GKEEKS DID WAS RIGHT that ought to be our law in art,
in sculpture.' "Gibson's Letter, Rome, Dec.
17, 1846.
'

Speaking of the same statue after its arrival in
England, he says in his autobiography, describing
Prince Albert's remarks on it
"
'
Giving me his hand, he said, The Queen and myself
have been to the R. Academy and have seen the statue.
I am happy to say the Queen is
very much pleased with
:

so am I,' he added, laughing, 'colour and all.'
observed at the same time that he had seen in one
of the morning papers a violent attack
I
upon it.
assured His Royal Highness that if I lived
they would
have a stronger dose of polychrome
" Before this Venus
left my studio Mr. Preston, of
Liverpool, desired to have a repetition of it
I kept it
in hand for five years
Thus it became, I may say, the
most carefully laboured work I ever executed
When
finished, I took the liberty to decorate it in a fashion
unprecedented in modern times. I tinted the flesh like
warm ivory, the eyes blue, the hair blond, and the net
The blue fillets encircling the
containing it golden.
head are edged with gold, and she has gold
earrings.
Her armlet is also of gold, and the apple in her
hand,
which has a Greek inscription on it, 'To the most
beautiful.'
The drapery is left the white colour of
the marble, the border ornament pink arid blue. At
her feet is a tortoise, on which is
inscribed,
Gibson,
made at Rome.' When all my labour was complete, I
often sat down quietly and alone before
my work, meditating upon it, and consulting my own simple feelings.
it,

and

He

'

the painters too, including Cornelius, agree with me ;
also Visconti.
But the sculptors said, 'We dare not
follow your example, lest we might not sell our worked
"
I replied, I will fight it out and go on.'
'

He

then goes on with touching details of the
hardship he felt at having to part with this admired work when the Prestons at last insisted OR
having it sent home to them.
In another place he says: " Callistratus describes a bronze figure of Bacchus with a lyre,
and that bronze was coloured."
R. H. BUSK.

Some time ago I was examining a series of back
numbers of BlacJcwood's Magazine, and came upona paper where this subject was very learnedly disbub am not sure, that the writer
Rev. John Eagles, and that the date
of the magazine was somewhere between 1853 and
cussed.

was the

I think,

late

ASTARTE.

1860.

All city statues must be painted,
Else they be worth nought in their subtle judgments..
Ben Jonson, The Magnetic Lady.'
'

Gifford appends the following note
"
This practice Sir Henry Wotton calls an Englishbarbarism. If Sir Henry were only known by this expression, no great injustice would be done by concluding
that he had read to as little purpose as he had travelled*
The custom of painting and gilding statues (however
barbarous it may be) is of all ages and countries."
H. C. HART.
:

KENELM HENRY DIGBY (7 th S. vi. 507 vii. 51).
I wrote my reply on this subject at a distance
from my library; and in order to anticipate cor;

rections, I beg to offer the following facts in
ment of it.

Edward Lumley's
published by him in

edition of

1844,

'

amend-

Godefridus

when

his

'

was

shop was

7ti>
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'

used in the days of persecution but where Mass
was still said once a year, another chapel on the
ground floor being ordinarily used and the gallery,
with its old family pictures, one of which was that
of the Father Huddleston who received Charles II.
into the Catholic Church as he lay a-dying.
But

Tancredus was published by
Chancery Lane.
him at the same place in 1846, and 'Moms' in
I do not know when Lumley published
1848.
'
am I sure that he issued
Orlandus,' nor, indeed,
But Orlandus was published in 1876
it at all.
Bernard Quaritch,
(not 1877), in two volumes, by
And Mr. Quaritch's edition of
at 15, Piccadilly.
it is exactly similar to Lumley's volumes, in type
and binding.
frontispiece,
'

in

'

*

the reason why I speak of this visit is that in the
library or one of the sitting-rooms to which the
major took us there was lying a large heap of books
in one corner; and on observing, perhaps, that these
caught our eyes, he said, "Those are copies of 'The
Broad Stone of Honour,' which my friend, Kenelm
Digby, called in, and asked me to destroy ; but I
really have not the heart to do so, and there they
I am afraid at this distance of time to guess
lie."
at the number of copies that were there, but the

The
to a second edition.
with additions," of Book I. was
Dolman in 1851. He also pubpublished by C.
lished an enlarged second edition of Book IT. in
1852, of Book III. in 1853, of Book IV. in 1855,
and a first edition of Book VII. in 1854. I do
get
'Compitum' did
"

second edition,

not possess Books V. and VI., so I say nothing

A.

about them.
Since

P.S.

J.

:

'

think,
instance

are,

was, I think, issued in little
'
volumes, like Compitum.' There were, I think, eleven
of them. It was then issued in three lart*e thick doublecolumned octavos. It came out in numbers. The titlepage does not say second edition. On the wrapper of
one of the late numbers into which this edition was
divided there was an advertisement that an index to
'Mores Catholici' was in preparation. No such book
was ever published, so far as I can ascertain."

In the

As

first

to

l

it

Compitum/ Mr. Peacock seems

to suggest

merely a reissue of unI infer also, from what he
is good enough to say, that Books V. and VI. of
*
never issued at all, and that
Compitum were
"
Book VII.
If
that the second edition
sold copies of the first.

is

'

is

nearly unknown."

for the public.
Mem. for the

so,

tant pis

Index Society an index to all the
three works is much wanted, and would be most
valuable as a book of reference.
:

I think it was of ' The Broad Stone of Honour '
in its first form, written when the author was a
Protestant, that Julius Hare was speaking when
he said a young man should " prize it next to the
Bible."
This first form was that of a single thick

volume, without any division,

member,

heap was a very large one. Whether they lie there
The old
yet or not I have no means of knowing.

M.

the foregoing was written I have

teceived a letter from Mr. Edward Peacock, from
which I venture to make an extract, as follows
" There
two editions of Mores Catholici.'
I

into parts.

It is

so

far

as

now extremely

I rerare,

Digby having called it in, so far as he was able, on
his becoming a Catholic.
I think I have seen it
priced in a bookseller's catalogue at two guineas.
I remember in the year 1846 walking over to

95

man

died, I believe, the following year.

After K. Digby became a Catholic the book was
recast, and came out in a four-volume form, the
'
'
TanGodefridus,'
parts being called 'Morus,'
I think Lumley's edition,
credus,' and 'Arthurus.'
of which A. J. M. speaks, but which was published
in 1844, 1846, and 1848, not in 1857 and 1858,
only comprised the first three of these. I remember
calling on him and asking him when the fourth

volume was to appear. He replied, jokingly, "If
you will subscribe a hundred pounds towards the
cost of publication, it shall come out as soon as
possible"; the fact being that the others had not
paid their expenses. Of the edition which A. J. M.
says was published in 1877 I know nothing, but I
believe it was a complete one.
I never heard of
Lumley's edition being completed.
I share in A. J. M.'s appreciation of Kenelm
Digby's earlier works "The Broad Stone of
*
Honour,' Mores Catholici,' and 'Compitum'
admirable
as they are, the author himself
but,
seemed hardly conscious of their merits. I remember meeting him at a friend's house and speaking to him of the pleasure these books had given
me and the profit I had derived from them.
"
" it
was only a matter of
Oh," he said in reply,
scissors and paste," seeming to forgec that scissors
might be well or ill used, or not used at all.
I do not know when 'The Broad Stone of
Honour' was published in its original form, or in
what year K. Digby was received into the Catholic
Church ; but the book must have first appeared
considerably before 1828, as I have an edition of
'

Morus,' the first part of the work recast, published
Sawston Hall from Cambridge with the late Sir
& Co. in 1826.
to see the place.
Major Huddleston, by Longmans
EDMUND RANDOLPH.
to whom allusion is made in the
opening chapter
'
Ryde, I.W.
of Compitum,' its then owner, himself
opened the
Julius Hare's eulogy of 'The Broad Stone of
door, the servants being all in the hay-field, and
although we were perfect strangers, without intro- Honour' was afterwards considerably modified.
In 1837 Hare
ductions, the courteous and kind old man invited The eulogy was penned in 1826.
us in at once, and showed us all over his
very wrote

John Sutton

:

interesting house, including the chapel in the roof

"

These words, written eleven years ago, wera an ex-
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pression of ardent and affectionate admiration for a book
which seemed to me fitted, above almost all others, to
inspire young minds with the feelings befitting a Christian gentleman.
They refer to the second edition of
'
The Broad Stone of Honour,' which came out in 1823.
Since that time the author has published another edition,
or rather another work under the same title for but a
small portion of the new one is taken from the old. To
this new one, I regret to say, I cannot apply the same
terms."' Guesses at Truth,' p. 164.
;

The reasons Hare gives for so speaking may be
guessed at from what I have quoted. C. C. B.
I have an edition of 'The Broad Stone

of

in 1876 and 1877 by Mr.
Possibly that is the edition A. J. M.
Quaritch.
It seems
refers to as the reprint issued in 1877.
to have been a limited edition.
At the back of
"
the title-page there is a notice
This impression
'
of The Broad Stone of Honour' is limited to 500

Honour/ published

:

copies small paper

and 50

large paper,

W.

numbered."
BETHELL.

Rise, Hull.

There were two editions of ' The Broad Stone of
(each in one volume) before it was reThe second was nearly twice
printed by Lumley.
as thick as the first. The book was long out of print,
and very scarce. I had both those editions in my possession several years before Lumley's reprint was pubMrt. Lumley used to attend at All Saints',
lished.
Margaret Street. If he ever belonged to that congregation he must have left it, for it was, I think,
the last time I saw him when he spoke in terms of
annoyance of her going there whilst he went to St.
G. S.
Andrew's, Wells Street.
[MR. B. H. MARSHALL also points out that Hare's remarks quoted by A. J. M. were made on the first edition.]

Honour

'

CT*

s.

vn.

FEB.

VSQ.

'

'

in his Life of St. Augustine (' The Holy State/
bk. iv. c. 10, p. 287, Camb., 1642)
He that doth love on absent friends to jeere
May hence depart, no room isjfor him here.
:

ED. MARSHALL.

NAVAL SONGS

th

I possess
S. vi. 307, 371).
a small relic of the old Te'me'raire. It is a beautiful
(7

oval table of dark mahogany, upon a light
stem, expanding below into three graceful feet,
each of them stilted. The table top is shut down
by a strong spring upon the flat upper end of the
stem, and on that flat surface the table's pedigree is
inscribed by me as follows
little

:

"

This table belonged to the Captain of the old TemeHe gave it to his purser's
raire, and stood in his cabin.
steward, James Depo ; of whose widow I bought it at
Gillingham, Kent, in 1875."

old Sarah Depo would fain have given me
the table, but I gave her half a guinea for it, and
she thought that much.
This fishing village on the Medway the desecrated home of Our Lady of Gillingham and the
contains a
birthplace of Will Adams of Japan
group of Huguenot families, all of them of the
working class. James Depo belonged to one of
these ; old Couviss, the parish clerk, to another ;
William Dulake, of the " Ship Inn/' to a third; and
a fourth was represented by Primogene Duvard, a
gaunt and eccentric spinster, who lived alone on a
patch of potato land in the middle of a wood, and
shot rabbits, and drove her wares to Chatham in a
donkey cart, and wrote religious and sentimental
verses, which she persuaded a local bookseller to
issue to the public at the low price of one shilling.
How well I re member her, in her top-coat and with
She ought to have been
her gun on her shoulder
perhaps she really was the heroine of a story.
Let me take this opportunity, for it is obviously

Good

!

INSCRIPTION ON MANTEL-PIECE (7 th S. vi. 388).
The original source of such an inscription or
motto forms the subject of inquiry in 1 st S. i. 93,

and

followed by several notices.
The earliest
form of the quotation in Latin is in Horace, ' Sat./
i.

is

iv.

81

22.

:

Absentem qui rodit amicum,
Qui non defendit alio culpante,
hie niger est, hunc tu, Romane, cave to.

The most famous adaptation

'Vita' (ap. S. Aug.,
1569)
Quisquis amat dictis absentum rodere vitam
Hanc mensam indignam noverit esse sui.
For the last line of which the Benedictine edition
has two various readings (t. x. pt. ii. p. 272)
Hac mensa indignam noverit esse suara,
expresses

it,

in

1

Opp./

t.

i.

p. 87, Basil,

:

:

and
Hanc mensam vetitam noverit esse sibi.
translation from which the inscription
in the query is apparently taken is that of Fuller,

The English

and the Huguenots of Gillingham, subwhich its heading affords no guidance whatA. J. M.

Te'me'raire

of the sentiment is in

the lines which Sb. Augustine, who " hospitalitatem
semper exhibuit," caused to be inscribed on his
table, "in ipsa mensa," as his biographer Posi-

donius

a good one, of seconding Miss BUSK'S suggestion
'
of a new system of cross-references in N. & Q.'
This is a note headed (because the original query
Yet it contains not a
is headed) 'Naval Songs.'
word about naval songs ; it is all about the old
jects to
ever.

Since my note at the latter reference I have met
with the following, which may be of use to MR.
" one room
FRASER. At Fowey Place, Cornwall,
is lined with oak once forming part of H.M.S.
Bellerophon, which conveyed Bonaparte to St.
K. W. HACKWOOD.
Helena."

PASTELS OR PASTILS (7 th S. vi. 461). I have
got eleven portraits in pastels by John Saunders, of
different members of my mother's family in the
early part of the last century. These appear to have
been all drawn between 1719 and 1730. That of
John Postlethwayt (born 1711), aged nine years,
" Saunders
is signed
Pinxit," and numbered 408.

?th s.
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These portraits came to me in 1871 in their original
narrow black moulded frames, much worm-eaten.
They have since been reframed, and are well and
fresh and vivid. There was
freely drawn and quite

97

one of the Portuguese nobles who came to this
country with Catherine of Braganza in 1662.

ALBERT HARTSHORNE.

I have in my keeping (they do not belong to
a slight exfoliation or mould upon some of the me) half a dozen beautiful half-length life-size
darker and thicker tints of the drapery, which was family portraits in pastel which, from the style of
the tip of the finger or a camel'sin the early
easily removed with
dress, were executed, I should say,
hair brush.
Indeed, if pastels have been sheltered part or middle of the last century.
Curiously
from damp they are more likely to give us accurate enough, one of them resembles one noted by your
"
oil painting?, which
than
ancestors
our
of
in
BEDE
CDTHBERT
portraits
being the porcorrespondent
have usually been violently attacked, bedaubed, trait of a clergyman in wig, gown, bands, &c."; the
and varnished by ignorant frame-makers, who fancy others two gentlemen in laced coats, and three
themselves picture-cleaners. The delicacy of pastels ladies. All are drawn with full dark backgrounds,
at once removes them from the danger to which
and, to my untutored taste, are far superior to any
oil pictures fall such easy victims.
portraits in oil I have ever seen, there being a softIt seems that T. Bardwell was much indebted to ness and naturalness in the flesh tints and in the
one of these drawings, that of Samuel Kerrick, colours and texture of the dress not usually found.
D.D., for a portrait which he painted in oil in 1736; They have not been unpacked very lately, but the
and Francis Cufaude was under similar obligations last time I saw them the colours were evidently as
when he painted the small portrait of Matthew fresh as they were when the pictures came from the
I do not recollect noticing whether
Postlethwayt, Archdeacon of Norwich (father of artist's hand.
the before-named John), as well as a miniature. there is any record of the artist's name.
These points tend to show that Saunders was well
E. W. HACKWOOD.

thought of, and drew tolerable likenesses. I should
add that the above-mentioned eleven portraits by
him average in size 15 in. by 11 in. They are
drawn on finely-ribbed yellowish paper and worked
up to the extreme edge, so that the heads almost
touch the frame. The faces average 5^ in. long
the men wear full wigs and the women make a large
display of neck and bosom and have each of them
a long single curl brought from behind and lying
upon the shoulder.
Who John Saunders was I am as ignorant as
CUTHBERT BEDE, but I do guess that he lived at
Norwich at the time these portraits were drawn.
As to Francis Cufaude I should also be glad of
some information. I believe there is a Hampshire
family Cufaude of Cufaude, but I have never been
able to obtain any information concerning this
'
painter, though I sent a question to N. & Q.' a

PARODY WANTED (7 th S. vii. 48). This is by
;
It
R. H. Barham, and too long for 'N.
Q.
'
will be found in the
Ingoldsby Legends,' Bentley,
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
1881, p. 108.

&

Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

:

few years ago.

DEATH WARRANTS

th

S. vi. 308, 474, 515; vii
(7
E. F. D. C., at 7 th S. vi. 474, says "Her
Majesty has, I believe, only once signed an order
for execution, viz., of a prisoner sentenced in the
At p. 52 of the present volume he
Isle of Man."
"
I do not, of course, mean that either the
says,
king or the queen signed the actual order to the
executioner." With that I leave E. F. D. C. ; but
MR. MARSHALL is a disputant of a very different
There is undoubtedly some confusion and
order.
obscurity in the text- writers as to what the sheriff
acts upon. Mr. Justice Blackstone, who was a good

52).

lawyer, says, vol. iv. chap. xxxiL
Now that I am on the subject of pastels, I may criminal
" In case of life the
judge may command execution to
mention a portrait in my possession, 11 J in. by
be done without any writ. And now the usage is for the
9 in., in a richly carved frame, with an eagle in the
or list of all the prisoners'
the
calendar
judge to sign
upper part of it. It is very delicately and beauti- names with their separate judgments in the margin,
the sheriff."
fully drawn, and represents a young man, full-face, which is left with
wearing a small white cravat, and with his rich This clearly seems to mean that the verbal order
dark-brown hair falling to his shoulders. He wears was the sheriffs warrant, and that the signed calena loose dull-red garment of thin
material, looped dar was merely a sort of certificate or memorandum
up and fastened by a jewelled brooch at the of the result of the assizes. Yet in other places
'
It has no sleeves, but reveals an under
shoulder.
Commenhe, and also the editor of Stephen's
coat of pale blue with invecked edges decorated taries,' speak of the calendar as a warrant.
This
with rubies and long pear-shaped pearls pendent is probably an inaccuracy, for the following arguover the white linen sleeve, the left shoulder
being ments show that the verbal order is the warrant.
" that
towards the
:

On

the sinister side of the
1675." This
stands for Edmund Ashfield, a scholar of Michael
Wright. The costume is so unusual to English
eyes that the portrait may be taken to represent
spectator.

drawing

is

the

signature,

"EAr.

In the

first

place, the verbal order is precise

you be hanged by the neck until" you be dead,"
Sus. per col,"
whereas the calendar says merely
or its modern equivalent, which is scarcely an
authority for putting a man to death. In the next
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!

?

'

Alas, not I

ENGLISH LAWYER.

Why doth

!

the violet spring

Unseen by human eye

Without
S. vi. 327, 477; vii. 16).
(7
entering into the question of date at which the
particular poison under discussion is alleged to
have been used, and which seems to me to have
got a little confused in the said discussion, as
POISON

2, '89.

We are born, we laugb, we weep,
We love, we droop, we die.
Ah wherefore do we laugh or weep ?
Why do we live or die
Who knows that secret deep ?

is clear that whether the judge signs the
calendar or not the judgment or sentence stands
the sheriff
good, though no doubt in the latter case
'
would hesitate about the execution. Percy Anecdotes are, of course, no authority on a legal point.

place, it

AN
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th

1

Why

do the radiant seasons bring
Sweet thoughts that quickly fly
do
our fond hearts cling
Why

To things that
Who knows that

?

die 1
secret

deep 1
Alas, not I
neither sixteenth nor seventeenth centuries can be
We
toil through pain and wrong
called mediaeval, I cannot forbear calling attention
We fight, we fly
to the arbitrary manner in which, according to
We love, we lose, and then ere long
common custom, Italian spelling is dealt with in
Stone dead we lie.
O Life is all thy song
England. No one knows better than myself that
FRANK R. ANNIWELL.
Endure and die I
Italian spelling is by no means invariable in Italy,
but that is not a reason for inventing other forms
The lines WINNIE inquires after occur in a poem,
In the few lines that have been devoted to without signature, which appeared in Moore's Rural
still.
the subject in these columns I find the following New Yorker of May 31, 1856. A copy of this paper came
nto my hands some time ago, and as I thought the verses
"
"
variations,
Aqua Toffina," Deautitul,
Aqua Tophania,"
I preserved them in one of my note-books.
"
"
toffana."
Now
Tufinia," "Aqua Tofania,"
aqua
They are not, I think, too long for you to reprint. I
I think I may venture to say that no precedent therefore send a transcript
will be found in Italy for any one of these spellAn Enchanted Inland.
Water in Italian is not " aqua," but acqua,
Ings
A wonderful stream is the river of Time,
and I have never seen any modern spelling but
As it runs through the realms of tears,
With a faultless rhythm and musical rhyme,
Tofana which is, I believe, the name of the PeruAnd a broader sweep and a surge sublime,
gian lady who is credited with making it notorious
And blends with the ocean of years.
occasionally moulded into adjective form as
There's a musical isle up the river of Time,
acqua tofanica ; for rarely, if ever, is a name when
Where the softest airs are playing ;
used as an adjective gratified with a capital letter.
There 's a cloudless sky and a tropical clime,
It is, however, also, and more often, called acqua
And a song as sweet as a vesper chime,
or acquetta di Perugia, and most often acquetta
And the tune with the roses is staying.
jalone. I have met an Umbrian folk- song* in which
And the name of that isle is the Long Ago,
And we bury our treasures there
it is so named in the first line and
metaphorically
" vino di
There are brows of beauty and bosoms of snow,
called later on
Borgia."
There are heaps of dust, but we love them so,
E. H. BUSK.
There are trinkets, and tresses of hair.
!

:

;

!

:

!

;

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED

(7

th

S. vi.

469).

Great is the crime in man or woman, &c.
I doubt if the authorship of this epigram can be
traced. By the by, there is another version of the lines,
headed thus:
Against enclosing Common Ground.
'Tis bad enough in man or woman
To steal a goose from off a common
But surely he 's without excuse
Who steals a common from a goose.
;

There are fragments of songs that nobody sing?,
And a part of an infant's prayer ;
There 's a lute unswept, and a harp without strings,
There are broken vows and pieces of rings,
And the garment she used to wear.
There are hands that are waved when the fairy shore
By the mirage is lifted in air
And we sometimes hear, through the turbulent roar,
Sweet voices we heard in days gone before,
When the wind down the river is fair.
;

0, remembered for aye be that blessed
All the days of our life until night ;

FREDK. RULE.

We

(7

th

S. vii. 9.)

through pain and wrong.
from a little poem by Barry Cornwal
Waller
ME. EWING'S quotation is in
<Bryan
Procter).
accurate. It should run
We love, we lose, and then ere long

The

toil

lines are

May
This

is,

I believe,

ASTARTE.
from Whyte Melville's Uncle John.'
<

A. B.

lie.

Procter was incapable of perpetrating such an unmusical
line as
We love, we lose, and in a little time, &c.
The poem is short, and may be quoted in full. It de
serves to be more generally known

Is

:

It

Folk-songa of Italy,' pp. 226-7.

smile,

that greenwood of soul be in sight.

:

Stone dead, we

isle,

And when evening comes on with its beautiful
And our eyes are closing to slumber awhile,

'Twas strange that such a little thing
Should leave a blank so large.
not this a mistaken recollection of
You scarce could think so small a thing
Could leave a loss so large ]
occurs in Gerald Massey's White Rose of

World.'

all

the

HERMENTRUDE.

7tbs.vn.FiB.V89.]
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edition of

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Major Fraser's

Manuscript.

&o.

Edited

by Alexander

Fergusson, Lieut.-Col. 2 vols. (Edinburgh, Douglas.)
SERVICE to the scholar has been rendered by Col. Fergusson in printing for the first time the curious and

A

interesting MS. of Major James Eraser of Castle
Leathers. Valuable for the light it throws upon the
eccentric and lamentable career of Simon Eraser, Lord
Lovat, it is even more precious for the insight it affords
into life in Scotland and in France at the close of the
seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries,
and the revelation it furnishes of a shrewd, loyal, hard-

headed, passably prejudiced, and pragmatical gentleman.
Documents such as this constitute the very marrow of
Long, persistent, and heroic, since they inhistory.
volved a journey alone and on foot through a large part
of northern France with no more than three words of the
"
"
language, were the services of Castle Leathers to his
chief, in search of whom he went, and his reward was
worthy of the man he sought to benefit, a man who
"
according to one account, united the arts of a Machiavel
with the tyranny of a Caesar Borgia," and of whom Mount"
stuart Elphinstone said that he
knew an Afghan chief
the ' absolute duplicate of Simon Eraser in ferocity, cun"
and
It
is
ning,
plausibility.'
impossible to give an insight into this curious and important MS. How a soldier
such as " Castle Leathers " could ever have written it is
not easy to conceive. A desire to ventilate his wrongs
must have been a strong motive. Its unconscious revelations are, however, delightful,

and one can understand

how the sturdy Scot won favour at the Court of Louis
among those whose language he could not attempt to

speak. His orthography is as sturdy as his character, and
sometimes leaves his capable and energetic editor at
On p. 155 we venture, rather wildly perhaps, to
fault.
"
suggest that make the Erasers opish," which Col. Fer"
"
"
gusson queries
upish ?
might possibly be Popish,"
with the initial letter dropped out. "
Upish," in the
sense of "tipsy," is used by Vanbrugb, but
"uppish," in
that of "proud," "arrogant," is surely of much later
"
" "
The

growth.

major spells renunciation
renunesaIn another case, vol. i. p. 182, the phrase "be
"
"
way of a Jesuite surely means a jest
"Jesuit is a
word the major is fond of using. By writing in the third
" like another
person,
great commander," as Col. Fergusson adds, the major is enabled to express very plaintively the pity for himself with which he is filled
We
owe, indeed, Col. Fergusson our best thanks for introducing us to this worthy, whom we shall not soon forget,
and whose adventures constitute the backbone of a
romance. The book is admirably got
up, with a portrait
of Lord Lovat from the scarce mezzotint of Le Clare
one
of great interest of the major himself after John
Sobieski
Stuart, and one of Duncan Forbes, of Culloden, concerning whom, in an appendix no less valuable and readable
than the original work, some striking stories are told.
Head and tail pieces and other embellishments from contemporary sources add greatly to the attractions of a
captivating work.
tloB."

!

David Hume to William Strahan. Now first
Edited, with Notes, Index, &c., by G. Birkbeck
Hill,
D.C.L. (Clarendon Press.)
To the energy of Dr. Birkbeck Hill and to the
liberality
of Lord Rosebery, who purchased the entire
collection,
it is due that the
interesting letters of Hume to his pub'
hsher, recently
possession of a dealer in autographs
have been saved from dispersal. Secured from
such a
fate, they have been edited by Dr. Hill with the
thoroughgoing zeal and erudition which characterize his noble
Letters of

m

Boswell's 'Johnson' and other works in
eighteenth century literature.
Hume's letters are in
themselves both interesting and valuable.
Though
written principally on matters of
business, they cover a
wide range. What is of personal interest
makes, perhaps, the most direct appeal. Very curious revelations
as to the fate of Hume's successive
writings are furnished, and his own opinion upon their respective and
relative value is edifying.
He thus expresses his conviction that, in his private
judgment, the first volume of
his history is by far the best. He is bewildered
at tho
charges of partisanship which everywhere encounter
him, and states that whatever alterations he has made
the reigns of the first two Stuarts have
invariably
been to the Tory sido. He declares the intention heonce entertained of changing in the second edition
his
orthography, but on the whole decides to retain the
"spelling as it is." In his letters it may be noted that
most substantives are assigned a capital letter. He i
very particular concerning correctness, quoting more
than once (pp. 200 and 308) a saying he ascribes to" one half of
a man's life is too little to
Rousseau, that
write a book, and the other half to correct it." Ha
shows himself a good hater, speaking of Warburton as
" the most
odious writer," and of England as " a
stupid
factious nation, with whom I am
heartily disgusted."
Some of his literary opinions are strongly
expressed.
He speaks of Macphersons 'History' as "one of the
most wretched productions that ever came from
your
"
press "; and holds that, bad as it is, ' Tristram Shandy
is the best book that has been written
by an Englishman
these thirty years." Hume's political
opinions are of
course, not less freely expressed.
How much Dr Hill
has added in his invaluable notes will not
readily be
surmised by those who have not seen the book. Where
it is possible
every allusion is explained at full length
and every particular the reader can
possibly demand is

m

'

The notes, indeed, constitute by far the
supplied.
largest and, it must frankly be owned, the most valuable part of the volume.
capital specimen of the

A

manner

in

which

illustration is supplied is furnished in

the matter of Rousseau's
few references to this are

mad

A

quarrel with Hume
all that occur in the letter
A
account and explanation of all the
particulars is
given in the notes. " Hume," Dr. Hill finds, "was wanting in that happy humour which enables a man, in the
midst of the most violent attacks, to lauh at the
malicious rage of his adversary."
"It wasthe same
want of humour," he continues, ''which made him take
so much to heart the coarse abuse which Lord
Bute'*
ministry brought upon the Scotch." It is hopeless to
attempt to convey a full idea of the contents of thisdelightful work, which is a credit to Dr. Hill and to all
concerned in its production. In the case of a work
published under such supervision it is needless to
say that
the index is exemplary, and adds
greatly to its utilitv
full

and value.

A

Catalogue of the Printed Boobs bequeathed ly John
Fonter, LL.D to the South Kensington Museum, with
Index. (Published by the Museum.)
A CATALOGUE of the Forster collection of books in the
en81Dgton Museum is a valuable and much^ J ?
needed
boon to the bibliographer and the student on thepart of the Science and Art Department of the Committee of Council on Education. The task of
compiling
the catalogue has been well
executed, and the index
which occupies pp. 547-709, is a marvel of
completeness
There are in the body of the work close
upon ten thousand entries, representing eighteen thousand
volumes,
inese are, as far as possible, arranged
alphabetically
under names of authors. The library is
essentially^that
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is naturally richest in those departwhich John Forater was most
I. and the Civil War is perhaps
Charles
busily occupied.
the most interesting heading, many of the tracts indicated being very rare. Under Dickens and Goldsmith
very numerous articles appear, and the influence of
Forster's early practice as a theatrical critic will be
found in the works under such names as Gibber and GarPrefixed to the volume is a judicious and wellrick.
written memoir of John Forster, by Mr. W. Elwin,
volume will contain
together with a portrait. A second
a catalogue of the MSS., &c., constituting the remainder
of the bequest. Mean time, not only as a specimen of
thorough and conscientious workmanship, but for its
It is handintrinsic value this first volume is welcome.
some and creditable in all respects, and shows how great
not
before
it
was
time is
that
is the advance
England
making in bibliographical studies. A not very formidable table of errata appears at the end. It is to be regretted that the last but three of this is itself an erratum.

of a worker, and

ments of

literature with

Foreign Visitorsin England, and what They have Thought
of Us. By Edward Smith. (Stock.)
THIS volume is one of the most thorough in workmanship of the series (the "Book-Lover's Library")
to which it belongs. Mr. Smith might easily have multiplied the books from which he quotes, and may dp so in
a second series. So far as it extends, however, his work
is

entertaining and instructive.

Life of William Congreve. By Edmund Gosse. (Scott.)
OF Congreve's life the details are scanty. Of many of
the inferior men of his time much biographical material

Great Writers.

remains, but the great comic dramatist led a quiet and
regular life, and therefore there has not been much
recorded of him. He must have written many letters,
but nearly all have perished, or remain undiscovered.
Mr. Gosse has made the most of what has been preserved, and by diligent search in pamphlets, newspapers,
and other out-of-the-way places has succeeded in adding
much to our knowledge. The scarcity of material is an
advantage in one respect. Had Congreve's life been
crowded with incident, there would have been far too
The excellent account Mr.
little room for exposition.
Gosse has given of the theatre in Congreve's time would
have had to be cut down, and we should probably have
had few of the interesting details he has now given concerning the fierce warfare that arose from the publication of Jeremy Collier's attack on the shameless
dramatic literature that was then popular. Collier's
'
Short View of the Immorality and Profaneness of the
English Stage is a powerful book with many faults. It
did a work such as could never have been hoped for by
In the whole course of English literature
its author.
we cannot call to mind any one book which has caused
and
eo marked a change in popular feeling.
so rapid
The only English thing we can compare it to is the
" Tracts for the Times," but there is no true
parallel
between them. The "Tracts" were a serial written by
many authors. The influence attributed to them has
also been much exaggerated. The revolution in religious
opinion which inaccurate persons have attributed solely
to them was, in a great measure, brought about by the
personal action of the tract writers and those who
worked with them. Collier had no personal influence
whatever except over a few nonjurors. We are glad to
find that Mr. Gosse takes a kindly view of this remarkable man. His career is not known to most persons as
'

it

ought to

be,

and many moderns have an unfounded

prejudice against him, because they think that his attack
on the stage arose from an unreasoning prejudice against
dramatic representations in themselves. This, however,

[7>S. VII. FEB.

2,'*

is a mistake.
His comparatively temperate views must
not be confounded with the fanaticism of Law and of
the French ecclesiastics who denounced all scenic representations whatsoever. We are glad to find that Mr.
Gosse speaks kindly of Mrs. Anne Bracegirdle. She
was an innocent and a beautiful woman, two reasons
which were quite sufficient to induce the men about
town, and the scribblers who echoed their words to
speak evil of her.
THE catalogue of Mr. U. Maggs, of Church Street,
Paddington Green, contains many quaint and curious
works, some of them not easily encountered.
'
A COMPLETE CONCORDANCE TO THE POEMS AND SONGS
OF ROBERT BURNS,' by J. B. Eeid, M.A., is announced by
Messrs. Kerr & Richardson, of Glasgow. The words of
this are over 8,000, and the quotations more than four
times that number.

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

WE

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."

G. J.

GRAY

vii. 69).

(" St.

th
George's Fields, Southwark," 7 S.

Mr. W. Rendle

will feel greatly obliged if

Mr.

inform him where the MS. folio volume,
Gray
"
Algebra, H. O. 1680," is to be seen measuring in
St. George's Fields from Slut's Well to Restoration
House. Please address direct, Treverbyn, 111, Sunderland Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E.
R. B. STANTON (?), E. I. U. S. Club.-l. (" Chess.")
will

,

"Grammatically
'

chess is

Etymological Dictionary
a "

is

the plural of check" (Skeat,
2. (" Stale-mate.") A stale

').

laughing-stock."

To make me a

among
Taming

stale
<

See

these mates.
of the Shrew,'

I.

i.

'

Encyclopaedic Dictionary.'

LENA MAYOR

(" Pouring oil on troubled waters ").
Every few weeks we have to repeat that there is no
complete answer to this question. See 6'h S. iii. 69, 252,

298; iv. 174 ; vi. 97, 377; x. 307, 351; xi. 38, 72, &c.
A. J. M. (' Sermon on Malt '). This is by Mr. (or Dr.)
Dodd, not, assumably, the too notorious poet. It can be
found in the Penny Magazine, old series, vol. i. p. 7; or
'

in

& Q.,'

N.

1 st S. xii. 497.

WALFORD

E.

lines are

("Skit on Darwinism "). These clever
by Mortimer Collins. They will be found 5"' S.

149.

iv.

F.
7' h

WILSON

S.

ii.

("

Bronze Penny of 1864

").

See

'

N.

&

Q.,'

117.

CORRIGENDUM. P. 80, col. 1, 1. 22 from bottom, for
" Andrew Buer " read Andrew Brice.
NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries "Advertisements and
'

"at

"
the Office, 22,
Business Letters to The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception,
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The question of royalties in connexion with goldmining industry in the British Isles having been
lately (November 8) debated in Parliament, the
following notes, gathered from time to time from

may not prove uninteresting.
events, if added to, or otherwise enlarged
'
upon, by the correspondents of N. & Q.,' they may
possibly form the nucleus of a collection of valuable
material bearing upon the question and its biblioI have not at hand the sources from
graphy.

miscellaneous sources,
all

which the extracts and condensed accounts were
made, nor (except where stated) the references as
to whence derived, so that a few errors of transcripIn other respects the
tion may possibly occur.
whole may be taken as from fairly trustworthy
sources.

and copper are

stated to be held
in solution, in appreciable quantities, in sea water,
and enough silver has been found in the worn
copper of some ships to make it worth while to extract

silver,

As

regards various stones ; agates, jasper?, corand Scotch pebbles are to be found in
most trap rocks, and amethysts were unearthed in
Kerry in 1755.
nelians,

The Romans worked gold in Carmarthenshire,
and the washings down of the Carnon Stream
Mine, near Perran, "used to bring away many
sorts of metal with curious bits of gold."
At Helmsdale, in Sutherlandshire, gold is said

have been worked in the granite (?) some years
and a piece weighing 26 oz. was found in
Wicklow in 1795. In the papers of the Bannatyne
'
Club (1825) is one on the Discoverie and Historie

to

ago,

of

Gold Mynes in Scotland, 1619.'
Camden mentions gold and silver mines

in

claimant.

A

PRECIOUS METALS IN THE BRITISH ISLES.

Gold,

latter place.

Cumberland, and a mine of silver in Flintshire.
In the former county the finding of gold and silver
intermixed with common ore gave rise to a lawsuit
Old and between the Earl of Northumberland and another

Notices to Correspondents, &c.

At

clay slates, as in the Snowdonian range, and traces
of gold have been found in the toadstone of Derbycobalt mine was also discovered at
shire.
Gwenap, Cornwall, in 1754, and gold and silver
have both been found at Helston and Endillion, in
the last- mentioned county; antimony also at the

A

163.

in the British Isles,

101

all

it.

All copper mines contain silver to a greater or
less extent, and it is found similarly in all lead
mines and lead ore. Such argentiferous ores are
the common lead ores of the northern counties of

Wales, of Derbyshire, Cumberland, and Durham.
Gold, silver, and cobalt occur in nearly all the

paper concerning gold mines in Scotland' also
occurs in appendix 10 to the second part of Pennant's Tour in Scotland,' 1772 ; and in September,
1853, Mr. Calvert read a paper on the production
of gold in the British Isles before the British
Association, in which he stated that, from his own
explorations and researches, he believed gold was
to be found in forty counties in these islands, and
over an area of 500 square miles. "The largest
known nuggets hitherto were one of 3 Ib. from
Lanarkshire, and three of 2|lb. from there and
Wicklow." He predicted the finding of gold fields
in the clay slate of Canada.
With respect specially to gold, in Pollux Hill,

near Silsoe, Beds,
"
was discovered in 1700 a mine of

gold, which, being
immediately seized for the king, according to law, it was
let to some persons who employed labourers and artificers
to purify

but

it

it

";

was not found

sufficient

" to answer the ex-

In the same year another mine was discovered
in a village called Taynton, on the northern borders
of the Forest of Dean, of which a lease was granted
to some refiners, who extracted gold from the ore ;
and Borlase, in the * History of Cornwall,' relates
that in 1753 several pieces of gold were found in

what the miners call "stream tin."
In Wales, 5,300 oz. were produced near Dolgelly
in 1863, and 720 oz. in 1875-8.
This, I believe,
refers only to the mines worked in the Mawddach
Valley, where the present operations are being
carried on.
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In Scotland operations appear to have extended
over a much longer period, particularly in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and over a wide
area.

In 1511-13 James IV. had gold mines worked
"in Orawfurd Muir, in the upper ward of Lanarkshire," a peculiarly sterile tract, scarcely any part
of which is less than a thousand feet above the sea.
In the royal accounts for those years there are payments to James Pettigrew, who seems to have been
to Simon Northberge,
the chief of the enterprise
Andrew Ireland, the finer ; and
the chief refiner
;

;

" milter of the
Gerald Essemer, a Dutchman, the

mine."
In 1526 James V. gave a company of Germans a
for forty-three years,
grant of the mines of Scotland
"
"
and they are said to have toiled laboriously at
surface of the
gold digging for many months in the
alluvia of the moor, and obtained a considerable

amount

of gold.

In 1563-4 the queen granted to John Stewart,
of Tarlaw, and his sons, licence "to win all kinds
"
of metallic ore from the country between Tay and
In the event of their finding gold or
Orkney.
" where none was ever found
before," they
silver,
had the same licence, paying one stone of ore for
last for nine
to
every ten won, and the arrangement
years, the first two of which were to be free.
In 1567 the Regent Murray granted licence to
Cornelius de Voix, a Dutchman, for nineteen years
to search for gold and silver in any part of Scot"
conland ; and he so far persuaded the Scots to

[7*
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king in the shape of a basin of natural gold filled
with gold pieces, also the production of Scotland.
In 1580 one Arnold Bronkhorst, a Fleming, and
group of adventurers worked gold mines in
Lanarkshire, and one Nicholas Billiard, goldsmith,
of London, and miniature painter to Queen Elizabeth, is said to have belonged to the company.
1582-3. A contract was entered into between
;he king (James VI. ) and one Eustachius Roche,
"a
Fleming and mediciner," whereby he was to be
allowed to break the ground anywhere, and use
timber from the royal forests in furthering the
work, without molestation, for twenty-one years,,
on the sole condition that he "
for his

delivered
Majesty's use for every 100 oz. of gold found
7 oz.," and " for all other metals (silver, copper,

and lead) 10 oz. for every 100 oz. found ; and
the remainder of the gold for the use of thestate at 22Z. per ounce of utter fine gold, and of
silver at 50s. the ounce."
This must be, of course,.
Scots currency.
(Privy Council Records.)

tin,
sell

In 1596 an edict was issued to Robertson and
Henderland forbidding them to continue selling
their gold gotten in Crawfurd Muir to merchants

"but to bring it to the King's
be sold there at the accustomed
the use of the state" (Privy Council

for exportation,
cunyie-house to

price

for

Records).

In 1616 Stephen* Atkinson was licensed by the"
Privy Council to search for gold, and the Saxeer,
and Alumeer and the Salyneer stanes " in Crawfurd Muir, on conditions similar to the former
federate," that they raised a stock of 5,OOOZ. Scots grants; and in 1621 a similar licence was granted
to a Dr. Hendlie (' Domestic Annals of Scotland ').
(equal to about 41 61. sterling), and worked the
mines under royal privilege. He appears to have
During the eighteenth century there appears to
"
had
six score men at work in the valleys and have been a lull in gold seeking and finding in the
"
He employed both lads and lasses, and North. In the Moffat Times, however, of July,.
dales."

men and women who

went a-begging." 1859, it is stated that
and " they lived well "Mr. Griffin, a gentleman from Leamington, has this
and contented." They sought for the metal by week passed through Moffat provided with all tools
washing the detritus in the bottom of the valleys, necessary for gold digging and washing, accompanied by
and received a mark sterling for every ounce they two miners from Leadhills. The scenes of their explora-

the

He

profited

by

before

their work,

tions are to be the

realized.

One John Gibson survived

;

so late as

1619m

bourhood of

St.

the

village of Crawford to relate how he had gathered
gold in these valleys "in pieces like birds' eyes and

the best being found," he said, " in
Glengaber Water, in Ettrick, which was sold to the
Earl of Morton."
birds' eggs,

" Cornelius within the
space of thirty days sent to
the cunyie-house, Edinburgh, as much, as eight pound
of
a
weight
gold,
quantity which would now bring 450Z.

head of Moffat side and in the neighMary's Loch."

With regard to the finding of silver in England,,
the most interesting particulars are to be found in
connexion with the well - known Combe Martin
Mines, Devon. These are known to have been
worked in or about 1300, in the reign of Edward I.,
and with great success during the French wars of
his grandson and Henry V.
Circa 1587, in the reign of Elizabeth, a

new lode

was discovered here by Sir Beavis Bulmer, who was
The adventure was subsequently taken up by one able to present Her Majesty with a cup made out
Abraham Gray, a Dutchman, resident in England of the ore. This cup, or one similar to it, was
"commonly called 'Greybeard,' from his having a presented by the queen to W. Bouchier, Esq., of
beard which reached to his girdle."
He hired Bath, when lord of the manor, as appears by the
country people at fourpence a day to wash the detritus inscription
round the Harlock Head for gold, some of which
This is elsewhere given as Samuel.
was presented by the Eegent Morton to the French

sterling."

:
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given "24oz. of silver to every hundredweight,"
and some double the quantity. Samuel Atkinson,
who was engaged working the mine, tells how "on
some days he won as much silver as was worth
The shaft, indeed, received the name of
100J.
"
*
result so favourable aroused
God's Blessing.'
the king's cupidity, and, advised by Hamilton, he
" God's
Blessing" for 5,OOOZ., aud worked
purchased

water- workes in broken wharfes
cieated were,
And Beavis Bulmer with his arte
The waters 'gan to reare,
did lye
Dispersed I, in the earth
Since all beginninge olde,
where
Martyn longe
In place called Coombe,
Had hydde me in his molde.
I did no service in the Earth,

When
At

first

And no man
Till

set

Bulmer by

Did frame mee

me free,
his skille and
this to bee.

103

A

it

charge

A

Bulmer was its governor.
at the public expense.
mill for refining the metal was established at

" on the water
others, with workshops,
out
of
Loch."
No
substantial
Linlithgow
running
success, however, appears to have resulted.
The same mine was granted to Sir William
lines
Alexander, Thomas Foulis, and Paulo Pinto, a
In Martyn's Coombe long lay I hydd
" on condition
of their paying
Portuguese, in 1613,
Obscured, deprest with grossest soyle,
a tenth of the refined ore to the crown." The
Debased much with mixed lead
scene of these mining operations is still to be found
Till Bulmer came, whose skille and toyle
Refined me so pure and cleane,
to the east of Cairn-apple Hill, four miles south of
As richer nowhere els is seene.
Linlithgow, and a neighbouring excavation for limeIn
1835
in
1813.
These mines were tried again
stone is named from it the "Silver Mine Quarry."
and
the works were opened without success,
they Many further particulars respecting these mines
'
was
The
were closed in 1848.
Domestic Annals of
will be found in Chambers's
smelting-house
erected in 1845.
Scotland,' and in extracts given from the Privy
one
was
at
in
Ecton Copper Mine,
Staffordshire,
Council Records. It seems also that silver was
time rich in the ore, as was also Crennes Mine, in discovered in Ireland as early as 1294.
silver
the
value
of
whilst
There appears little doubt from the foregoing
produced by
Anglesea ;
tbe lead mines of Col Beaumont, in Northumber- imperfect collection of notes that Mr. Calvert's
land and Durham, was not less than 4,0001. per surmise that the precious metals are to be found
annum.
scattered in varying quantity over a large portion
Scotland again comes to the front with this of the British Isles, and that their presence is not
metal
confined to Wales is correct; whilst in these
precious
"On the west of Linlithgow there is a place called days of closer scientific knowledge of the subject
Silver Mill, where there was a silver mine. Silver was and of
improved machinery and methods for wintaken from it and coined at Linlithgow during the reign
the metals, Dr. Clark's belief, as expressed in
Some of the groat pieces ning
of one of the Scottish kings
fixed and
eo coined are to be found in the cabinets of the curious. the House, that if easy royalties were
The mine and tract adjoining is now the property of licenses for prospecting issued, a great deal of gold
"
Prisons of Mary, Queen of and silver would be found
the Earl of Hopetoun."
all over the United

Another cup, weighing 137 oz., was made of the
same silver, and presented by Elizabeth to Sir K.
It bore these
Martin, Lord Mayor of London.

Leith,

and

:

!

:

'

-Scots.'

"

"

Eccles silver pennies
Some, at least, of the
found in 1864, and evidently minted at Edinburgh,
were no doubt of Scottish silver. They are of
William I. ("The Lion") of Scotland.
May 8, 1608. "This day commenced an unfortunate
adventure of the king [James I."] for obtaining silver in
certain mines at Helderstone, in the county of Linlithgow.
Some years before a collier named Sandy Maund, wandering about the burn sides in that district, chanced to pick
.up a stone containing veins of clear metal, which proved
to be silver."

This he was advised to submit to Sir Beavis Bulmer

Kingdom," would be

realized.

K.

W. HACKWOOD.

THE CANDLEMAS BLEEZE. Saturday, Feb. 2,
was Candlemas Day. I am reminded thereby of an
old custom that I should be glad to have recorded
in N. & Q.'
My father, sometime Governor and
*

Captain General of the colony of Sierra Leone,
was born about 1804. As a very small child he
'
attended a parish school in the
Kedgauntlet
It was then the
country, hard by the Solway.
custom, as I have been informed, on Candlemas

'

to carry, as an offering to
of peats, varying in number according to the distance to be traversed and
This duty was known
the strength of the pupil.
"
"
Candlemas bleeze (i. e.,
by the name of the

at Leadhills, who was engaged gold seeking there. Day for every scholar
The consequence was that some very hopeful masses the schoolmaster, a gift

of ore were found, and
*'a commission was appointed by the king, with the con-

Thomas Hamilton, his Majesty's Advocate, the
proprietor of the ground, for making a search for silver
ore with a view of trying it at the mint."
sent of Sir

In January,
weighing in
to the

1608,

thirty-eight

barrels

of

ore,

20,220 lb., were packed and sent
Tower of London. This ore is said to have
all

blaze).

Any

one acquainted with the incom-

Moss
parable nature of the peats from the Lochar
that terror to English troops and sanctuary for
Border reivers cut from a jetty soil as black as
ink and smooth and soft as butter, and, when dried
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in the sun, the thin slices approaching coal in
hardness, will understand what a welcome addition
to the master's winter store of fuel was thus plea
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scribbler, whose name is now known only to biblio'
'
graphers and to students of the Sindibad cycle of
tales from his translation of the French rendering
'
of the Pitiable History of Prince Erastus from
the Italian. Part i. of ' The English Rogue was
'

santly provided.

Probably this was about the last of an ancient
custom ; for in looking over, many years ago, some
old accounts of the expenses connected with my
father's education, there occurs an item of money
" in lieu of
the Candlepaid to the schoolmaster

mas

'

parts ii. and
Kirkman, in 1671 and 1674 respectively
part iv., by Head and Kirkman, in 1680.

published, by Head, in 1665

W.

bleeze."

233,

I have heard of a similar contribution being
to the parish schoolmaster in other parts oi
Scotland, where peat was not so common nor so
good. It took the form of an offering of candles.
I am sorry I can give no date for this latter in-

made

survival of what was probably a
custom dating from early Popish days.
ALEX. FERGUSSON, Lieut.-Col.
Lennox Street, Edinburgh.

stance of the

ENGLISH CANTING SONGS. W. Harrison Ains'
worth, in his preface to
Rookwood/ claims to
have done more than his predecessors in having
"
written a purely flash song viz.,
Nix, my dolly,
"
of which he says
pals, fake away
:

"The

great and peculiar merit consists in its being
utterly incomprehensible to the uninformed understandwhile
its meaning must be perfectly clear and pering,
spicuous to the practised patterer of Romany or Pedlar's

French."

Bat he claims

too much, since there is a canting
song in the first part of "The English Rogue:
Described in the Life of Meriton Latroon, a Witty

;

Cambridge

by
and

iii.,
j

A. CLOUSTON.

Street, Glasgow.

INDICTMENTS AGAINST

GAMING DURING THE

COMMONWEALTH.
"18 February, 1650/1. Information, laid by William
Lippiatt before Justices of the Peace assembled in S.P.
at Hicks Hall in St. John's street Co. Midd. on the said
day, against Thomas Leichfeild late of the parish of St.
James Clerkenwell, for keeping in the said parish a common gaming house for dice, tables, and cardes, and a
certain unlawful game called Shovegroate alias Slidethrift, and a bowling alley, and a certain unlawful game
called Ninepins alias Cloiscailes, against the form of the
statute.
S.P. K., 18 February, 1650/1."

N. B. In the informations of this period against
keepers of gaming-houses shovegroate and ninepins
are usually described with these aliases of slideand cloiscailes.
"14 March, 1653/4.

thrift

Recognizances, taken before
Richard Powell, Esq r J.P., of Timothy Thorner, of Andrew's, Holborne, gentleman, in the sum of forty pounds,
and of John Thorner, of Barnard's Inn, London, gentleman, and Emma Thorner, of Andrew's, Holborne, singlewoman, in the sum of twenty pounds each; For the
appearance of the said Timothy Thorner at the next
G.S.P. for Middlesex, 'to answer to Anthony Hynde, of
London, baker, for cheating him by the new way called
the Trepan.' Also, similar Recognizances, taken on the
same day, for the appearance of Brace Wallwin, of Gyles
in the feeldes, barber, at the same G.S.P., to answer to
the same Anthony Hynde for cheating him by the new
"
,

Extravagant. Being a Compleat History of the
most Eminent Cheats of Both Sexes. London,
Printed for Henry Marsh, at the Princes Arms in
Chancery Lane, 1665," reprinted by Chatto &
Windus, 1874, p. 45, beginning thus
way called the Trepan.'
b
c
Bing out bien Morts, and toure, d and toure,
Both the above recognizances are copied from the
Bing out bien Morts, and toure
'Middlesex County Records,' vol. iii., edited by
For all your Duds 6 are bing'd awast
Mr. J. C. Jeaffreson. S.P. stands for Session of
The bien Cove& hath the loure. h
Peace S.P.R., Session of Peace Roll ; and G.S.P.,
I met a
1 viewed her
'

:

;

1

Dell,

1

;

well,

She was benehip' to my watch
So she and I did stall, k and cloy,
Whatever we could catch.

General Session of Peace.
What was the unlawful game of Shovegroate or

;
1

Slidethrift;
"
"

This Doxie Dell can cut bien whids, ra
And wap fell for a win ;

trepan

cloiscailes.

And

prig and cloy so benshiply,
All the Deusea-vile within.

And

?

and the new way of cheating called
and I have heard of ninepins, but not
W. BETHELL.

Rise, E. Yorks.

MRS. OR Miss. It is stated on p. 505 of
same elegant style, which renders
Ainsworth's famous "Nix, my dolly," in com- the last volume that "Mrs." was a common
parison, "less than nothing and vanity." This appellation of unmarried ladies in the days of
curious and far from edifying work consists of four Alexander Pope.
This witness is true ; nor are
e ignorant that the alternative appellation,
were written by Richard Head
parts, which
and Francis Kirkman, the latter a voluminous
Miss," was originally no better than it should be.
so on in the

'

'

'

d

lost,
J

b

Bien, good, or well. c Morts, women.
Bing, to go.
e
f
Awast=!i wasted,
Toure, to look out.
Duds, goods.
e

Cove,

man.

h

k

Lowe, money.

*

Dell,

wench]

Slall=l conceal.
very well.
Cloy, steal.
m Benship,
Cut lien whids, to speak weli=to tell lies cleverly.
the
Win, a penny.
Deusea-vik,
country.

Miss," however, has long since passed from the
ranks of vice to those of virtue, and now reigns
here, sternly triumphant.
Yea, and so completely
lath she triumphed that, to the best of
know-

"
Mrs."
edge and belief, her rival
married ladies no longer used at

my

is
all.

among unLooking
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ound upon my spinster acquaintance a circle
Quch diminished of late years by the fatal habit of
I do not observe any who call themaarriage
"
elves
Mrs.," or who would willingly be so called.
fet I can remember ladies of the last generation
arho were always called "Mrs." though they did

105

be well, therefore, to note that there is a notion
prevalent in parts of Scandinavia that the bear
will kill itself sooner than fall into the hands of
its pursuers.
See L. Lloyd's ' Scandinavian Adventures,' 1854, vol.

i.

ASTARTE.

p. 257.

EPITAPH ON J. E. GREEN, THE HISTORIAN.
who were The historian J. E. Green died at Mentone on
March 7, 1883, and was buried in the cemetery of
invariably styled Mrs. Mary and Mrs. Julia S
They died about the year 1860; but in a time that place. Owing to some unavoidable causes,

my

aot marry ; two schoolfellows of
instance, daughters of a General S

mother's, for
,

.

remoter

still,

Miss Mitford and Miss Austen were

never, I think,

known

as

"

Mrs.," so the practice

Am

I right in supcannot have been uniform.
posing that now, in 1889, the practice is uniform in
"
"
Mrs."
favour of Miss," and that the equivalent
One
is abolished, except as a crown of wedlock ?
thing is certain, that, howsoever this may be
"
is
a distinction
among ladies, the title of Mrs."

there was considerable delay before any memorial
stone recorded the place of his interment.
As a
copy of the inscription has not, it is believed,

appeared in any English literary work, the following will be welcomed by all who reverence the

memory

of this great

Englishman

:

Here lies
John Richard Green
Historian
of the

and an honour among unmarried female servants.
housekeeper, for instance of whom I am
very proud, for she would do honour to any establishment has been " Mrs." for years, though she
never was married, and though she looks with just
scorn upon the inferior animal and all his works.
And so it is, as a rule, in all households, small or

My own

English People

Born December 12, 1837,
Died March 7, 1883.

He

died learning.

The closing sentence is mournfully explained by
his widow in the following extract from her
pre'
Even
there
are
face to her husband's last work, The Conquest of
great.
here, indeed,
exceptions
the Marquis of Bath's housekeeper at Longleat, England ':
"
who is one of the finest women of her class I ever
Many years before, listening to some light talk about
saw, perfectly
charmingit in her
stately sweet the epitaphs which men might win, he had said half
- "
..
"
<c
I know what men will say of me He
of
is
not
and
unconsciously,
Mrs."
manner,
simplicity
Miss,"
But then she is well on the right side of forty. died learning'; and he made the passing word into a
:

-

'

:

Youth, however, availeth not to lessen the honour
of being "Mrs." Some years ago, in a country
gentleman's house, a certain foolish maidservant
of the lower rank was by pure favouritism suddenly
"
"
that tertium quid
promoted to Pugs' Parlour
of which neither the drawing-room nor the kitchen

knows anything ; in fact, she became a lady'smaid in the same house. Her highly appropriate
name was Goosey; and the kitchenmaid, who
hitherto had been her equal, was heard to
complain
bitterly of the change.

have to

call

"

Why,"
"

her Mrs. Goosey

she said, " I shall

A. J.

!

M.

DUMMY. The use of this word in the Times,
Nov. 7, 1888, in thus designating a parliamentary
document is, I think, worth a record in N. & Q.'
It is, so far as I know, the first time the word has
ever been so used.
The Times paragraph runs
thus
" The Board
of Works' Commission. The first report
of the Royal Commission on the
Metropolitan Board of
Works was laid in dummy on the table of the House of
Commons last night, and ordered to be printed. The
:

manuscript

is

in the printer's hands."

JOHN TAYLOR.
Park Lodge, Dagnall Park, South Norwood.

BEARS COMMITTING SUICIDE.
of 'N.

&

Former numbers

Q.' have contained several paragraphs
relating to animals committing suicide.
It may

'I have work to do that I

noble truth

know

is

good,'

he said when he heard he had only a few days to live.
'
I will try to win but one week more to write some part
of it down."
T. N.
Budleigh Salterton, Devon.

BRUSHFIELD, M.D.

ST. MARK'S, VENICE.
The late Mr. Charles
Greville records, in his * Memoirs,' that he visited
St. Mark's in 1830, and says
:

"It is not large, but very curious, so loaded with
ornament within and without, and so unlike any other
Church. The pavement, instead of being flat, is made to
undulate like the waves of the Sea."

Mr. Greville was a very accurate observer, and
records not only his own impressions, but what he
learnt from able guides ; yet some fifty years after
church restorers proposed to level the pavement of
Mark's, because it had given way in places, and
was not flat. I trust this has not been done, but,
as I have not been in Venice since 1879, I am not
When there, I went to Murano, and visited
sure.
St.

the cathedral, just then restored.

had

levelled its floor,

been "undulating" previously, a
old architects.
Temple.

I believe they

which had very probably
J.

fine idea of the

STANDISH HALY.

SLOYD.
The following deliciously inaccurate
statement appeared in Chambers's Journal, Dec. 22,
1888, p. 815 "Slojd, the Scandinavian word which
:
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means
Here " Scan-

Blanket, "a wealthy clothworker and shipowner."
Dr. Murray, on the other hand, informs us that

dinavian is slipshod English for Sivedish. Scandinavian is the name of a group of languages, not
of any one language.
For " termed " read " spelt ";
and why it cannot be spelt sloid, it is hard to see.
do not write boyl, toyl, voyd, in modern
" means " is false
for

blanket comes from the Old French blankete, blanwith thediminutivesuffix
" the Thomas Blanket
to
ette, and he adds that
whom gossip attributes the origin of the name, if

is

termed sloyd in English

originally cunning, clever,
"

for convenience,

handy."

quette,tha,tis, blanc, white,

We

he really existed, doubtless took his name from the

grammar
Thirdly,
"meant." Lastly, the assigned sense is all wrong,
for the word is not an adjective at all, but a sub-

I am of opinion that the dictionarycorrect and the biographer has made a
slip; but in such matters mere opinion ought to
go for nothing. Can absolute proof be furnished
one way or other ? What evidence have we that
Thomas Blanket is not a mere creation of the
article."

English.

Let us put it right. The Swedish word
English people pronounce it sloid, as if
rhymed with void, because they cannot give the
true sound.
Silly people will persist in writing
sloyd with a y, merely to cause more confusion in
our confused system. Lastly, the word is merely
the same as our word sleight, the substantive

maker

stantive.

IB slb'jd.
it

fancy

FOTHERINGHAY CASTLE AND KING JAMES
The writer in the Athencsum, Dec.
The Stuart Exhibition,' says

!

I.

29, 1888, on

'COACHING DATS AND COACHING WATS.'
series of articles

relics of the Queen of Scots will appeal to all,
to her gayer hours, or to the sad
of
detention at Tutbury, Chartley, Chatsworth,
periods
and other places, or to the grim hall at Fotheringhay
Castle, which James razed to the ground long before he

Tristram, illustrated

I

CUTHBERT BEDE.
the last twelve days
twelve

faithful forecast of the

-,,

,

of water for that purpose ; should
they place in dis"
the prognostic be unfavourable they go about their fieldk in a half-hearted
work
halt-hearted way
way, and without faith in the

future
1886.

year."' The
"

Azores,'

K. Walker,

|

H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place.

WORDSWORTH.

Macmillan's complete

'

Words-

worth,' edited by John Morley, is very near perthere is always a but -why are not
fection; but
the lines numbered ? If Wordsworth is, as
many

people believe, an English classic, and if Messrs.
Macmillan intend, as I presume they do, Mr.
Morley's to be the standard edition, why have
they deprived their patrons of the means of ready
reference?
Q. V.

BLANKET. -In Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole's 'Life
of Viscount Stratford de
Redcliffe,' vol. i. p. 2, we
are told that blankets take their name from Thomas

|

days," viz., the period of the perfection of roads
travelling, from 1784 (the year of the
introduction of mail-coaches) to the final breaking up of the system by the introduction of
railways at the beginning of the present reign
a breaking up which I, for one, most sinI write this note, however, to
cerely regret.
draw attention to two noteworthy mistakes in
the illustrations of the coaches, which render them
historically inaccurate, and tend to show how untrustworthy are accounts of events or pictures of
objects written or drawn but a few years after date,
Mistake No. 1 is that in these illustrations the
i^ders' reins are depicted as being drawn through
rings on the wheelers' cheeks, as in modern fourin-hands, instead of over the heads of the wheelers,
as was invariably the case in the old coaches.

and road

T^^

year, and that the events of the
new year will be regulated by the way the wheat, maiza,
and beans shall germinate. These, at
^ Christmas
^.am, time,
mm,,

title,

lately appeared in the English Illustrated
Magazine. The articles are amusing, but relate
chiefly to very early times, and throw very little
"
the coaching
light on what are usually meant by

If the writer of the article can give the date of
;
:
*T?~4.u-_:
t__ n__n- 1.. _:n
King James's razing of Fotheringhay Castle he will

December are the
months of the ensuing

A

by W. 0.
by H. Kailton and H. Thom-

with the above

son,

found money enough to complete his mother's monument in Westminster Abbey" (p. 888).

FOLK-LORE IN THE AZORES.
The peasantry firmly believe that

:

'

The

of

In the October number of the BookWard uses this word thus " So

C. A.

strange a thing is fame ; and the lip-bruit of con"
Is this a new
temporaries, how apt it is to err
'
coinage ? If so, it deserves a notice in N. & Q.'
Whether old or new, the word is not an unwelcome
addition to our vocabulary.
J. B. S.
Manchester.

whether they belong

greatly oblige.

ASTARTE.

?

LIP-BRUIT.

:

rt

is

worm Mr.

formed from the adjective sly ; it originally meant
sleight or dexterity, but is now applied to woodcarving in particular. But for this it should have
been called sleight in English.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

'

[7*

Mistake No. 2. Two persons are always depicted
on the box-seat beside the coachman, whereas inThe box-seat was the
variably there was but one.
coveted place, for which usually a small extra fare
wa demanded.
W. K. TATE.

,

EYELASHES SUDDENLY BECOMING WHITE.

The

interior of the Hofkirche at Bruchsal sometimes
appears to be brilliantly lighted after it is locked
up at night. Once when it was thus illuminated a

sexton peeped through the keyhole and saw the dead
Prince-Bishop von Hutten saying mass at the altar,
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which so horrified him that the lashes of the eye
with which he gazed into the building became
'
(B. Baader,
Volkssagen aus dem
quite grey.

Lande Baden und den angrenzenden Gegenden,
MABEL PEACOCK.
1851, p. 292.)
Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.
CriopNESS. -' Goody Two Shoes' (reprint, 1882,
"
Then, getting a Chopness (a thing
p. 149) has,
like a spade) and digging, he discovered a copper
Is chopness a real word ; and
chest, full of Gold."
is

anything else

known

of

it ?

The modern

dic-

from this passage. Will
*
any one kindly hunt up the matter for the DicJ. A. H. MURRAY.
tionary '?
tionaries appear to take

it

Oxford.

ENGLISH. May I ask the question whether the
Angles of the Venerable Bede and of common
tradition are really responsible for the word English?
Bede accounted for his plausible guess by
thinking that all the Angles had deserted their
home in what is now called Holstein. But there
is no reason to think that the
Angles would exchange a rich home for a relatively poorer country

107

have to be accounted

for.

The question

is

only

started here in the hope that the students of Old
English, formerly called Anglo-Saxon, may offer
what light they have. In quoting Old English it
will be helpful to be chronologically precise, and
to indicate exactly where and when the words
Angle, ing, English, and England were first used.
Even Dr. Henry Sweet will admit that the peculiar
pronunication of the word English makes it hard
to derive it from Angle, and easy to connect it

with ing= meadow, and Eng-er = meadow dweller.
0. W. ERNST.
Boston, U.S.

MEDAL
84;

OF THE PRETENDER.

2 nd S.

4l7.)-In 1858,

v.

st
S.
(See 1

as

is

xi.

shown by

N. & Q.' under the above heading,
was not known that the Pretender came to
England in 1752. The catalogue of the Stuart
Exhibition, Medals, 295, states that he visited
London in 1752, and that his visit was known to
M. 0. P.
George II. Where is this proved ?
a discussion in

'

it

PARISH REGISTER MISSING. The early Register
Book of Brampton, in Norfolk, has long been lost
in fact, for fifty years
it.

no parishioner has heard
'

But when Blomefield edited

his

History

of
o.

work seems to
by Guybon Goddard, of Brampton,
the register was extant, and some curious extracts
are printed.
Possibly these and other contents
may have caused the register to wander into private
beyond the sea. Nor is there any evidence for the hands. I have an impression that N. & Q. has
belief that the Angles ever lived along the German been the means of bringing about the restoration of
If the Angles ever went from Germany to at least one register book to its rightful place, and
sea.
England, they must have sailed or rowed through crave a corner for this note, in hopes some reader
the Baltic.
Is it not possible that England is may know whether the book still exists.
Should
named after the Eng-er folk, who lived on both it be restored I will pledge myself to print it.
banks of the Weser and along the Elbe, and were
A. T. M.
named after eng or ing, which means meadow ?
JAMES GRIGOR wrote the ' Eastern Arboretum ;
These Eng er folk were true Saxons, and lived in
or, Register of Remarkable Trees, Seats, Gardens,
the meadow lands between hilly
Westphalia and &c., in the County of Norfolk,' London, 1840-1,
the heath or

sandy plains of the Eastphalians.
Their chief river, the Weser, means meadow river ;
ing, meaning meadow, is still used
in Lincolnshire and other northern counties
(see
The Eng-er
Halliwell, Richardson, Latham, &c.).
folk (the ending er is the same as in the word
Londoner) controlled the mouth of the Elbe,

and the word

whence

it was easy for them to sail to
England,
At any
especially north and south of the Wash.
rate, there is no clear proof that the Angles ever
to
as
did
the
of
whom
emigrated
England,
Saxons,

the Eng-er folk, the
Ing-sevones of Tacitus, was the
The guess that England is named
principal tribe.
after the Angles, started
by Bede, is not

supported
by history. The suggestion that English, Eng-er,
ing, and Ing-cevones all represent the same word,
meaning meadow, is at least in harmony with
history and topography, and does not violate the
laws of philology, although the I in
English will

Norfolk,' the foundation of which

have been

laid

1

*

with

fifty

etched plates, issued in fifteen numbers.

Is anything

known

of this author's

life ?

BIOGRAPHER.

CASA DE PILATOS. Twenty years ago, on a
hurried visit to Seville, I was conducted through
a splendid building there which was called Casa
de Pilatos.
The reason of its bearing this name I
would gladly learn. I have an impression I saw
an inscription near the entrance, " Entered Jerusalem on," with a day and year following.
hould this building bear the name of Pilate

Why
?

JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison, Wisconsin.

What was the date of
and second editions of Ebenezer Elliott's
celebrated 'Corn-law Rhymes,' if indeed, these
editions had any real existence?
The "third
edition," reviewed by Carlyle, bears date 1831
'CORN-LAW RHYMES.'

;he first

;
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1831

arid

the

the only date I can find assigned to
The fact that his Vernal Walk

is

'

'

'

Rhymes.'

was published as early as 1801 seemed

to

have

'

escaped the notice of the writers in the Encyclo'
pedia Britannica,' Ward's English Poets,' and the
'
Dictionary of National Biography,' as also of
Elliott's
John Watkins and "

th s.

vn.

'

FEB.

9,

m

Monody on the Death of Sheridan (1816) was
issued with or without paper covers. Also which
of the first editions (large octavo) of Byron's other
works were issued in paper covers instead of
boards.
J. CUTHBERT WELCH, F.C.S.
'

The Brewery, Reading.

January

biographers,
Searle" (the latter, by-the-by, the

[7

HYMN WANTED.

Who

is

the author of the

pseudonym of
annexed lines; quoted by Rowland Hill shortly
What, too, was the date of
Elliott's marriage ?
It must have been quite early before his death ?
And when I 'm to die,
in the century.
F. HINDES GEOOME.
Receive me I '11 cry,
339, High Street, Edinburgh.
For Jesus hath loved me, I cannot tell why ;
But this I can find
THE PELICAN. What was the origin of the
George

S. Phillips).

legend about the pelican feeding its brood with its
?
I quote three out of the many pas-

He '11

own blood

sages where

it is

mentioned

:

" A Pelican turneth her
beak against her breast and
therewith pierces it till the blood gush out, wherewith
she nourisheth her young."
Eugenius Philalethes,
'
Brief Natural History,' 93.
Then said the pelican
when my birds be slain
with my blood I will them revive.
Scripture doth record
the same did our Lord

and Eose from Death

to life.

We two are so joined
not be in glory and leave

me

behind.

I should be glad to see a copy of the whole of
the hymn.
W. WINTERS.

Church Yard, Waltham Abbey, Essex.
'

DORA THORNE.' Can any reader of N. & Q.'
me of the name of the author of 'Dora
'

inform

Thorne,' a novel, which appeared serially in the
Family Herald a few years back ? Please write
to

me

HERBERT HARDY.

direct.

Cullompton, Devon.

'

Armoury of Birds/ circa 1585.
kind life-rendering pelican
Repast them with my blood.
Ham.,' IV. 5.
Skelton,

And

like the

'

LAELIUS.
[See an interesting paper, 4th s. iv. 361, by MB. J. C.
GALTON, F.L.S., who points out that there is some kind
of foundation for the legend. ]

WINTER OF HUDDINGTON, co. WORCESTER.
Can any one kindly tell me where to find a
pedi-

gree of this family ? I wish to ascertain the parents,
wives, and children of the three brothers Winter
who were involved in the Gunpowder
Plot, and
also their exact
relationship to Anne Winter, who
was the wife of Thomas Underbill of
Honyngham
and mother of the " Hot Gospeller." The Harleian

and Cottonian

calendars, the Worcestershire county

histories in the British
Museum, and Bridger's
'
Index to Printed Pedigrees ' have been

already

searched.

HERMENTRUDE.

REFERENCE

WANTED. Can any of your correspondents kindly supply me with a lost reference ?
I have noted down for use the
following passage,
but the heading has been
inadvertently torn off:
"She

is

likewise

tender-hearted

and benevolent,

qualities for which her mistress is by no means remarkable, no more than she is for being of a timorous dis-

position,

and much subject

to

fits

A reply direct will oblige.
The Meads, Eastbourne.

BYRON'S

'

of the

mother."

HOLCOMBE INGLEBT.

MONODY ON THE DEATH

OF SHERI-

DAN.' I should be glad if some reader of ' N. &
Q.'
could inform me whether the first edition of
Byron's

CAPT. JOSEPH GARNAULT. A volume of the
Chronicle of 1797 says that on Jan. 23 of
that year the Council of the East India Company,
assembled at the East India House, appointed
Capt. Joseph Garnault to the command of a ship,
newly built, and fitted out as a man-of-war and as
a merchantman.
Was it in honour of that captain
that Garnault Place, Clerkenwell, London, E.C.,

London

received its

name

M.

?

DOMESTIC HISTORY
II.,

CIRCA 1677-8-9.

S. S.

COURT OF KING CHARLES
Can any of my fellow readers
:

refer a perplexed student to any diary or compilation of contemporary letters (the latter preferably)

where a description, as of an event coming under
the writer's own observation, is given of the
murder of a page of the backstairs by a nobleman
and a gentleman (subsequently ennobled) at WhiteIf you
hall some time about the above period ?
will kindly allow me to enumerate the works I have
consulted I can spare some of my anticipated kind
correspondents some trouble in suggestions:
Pepys (does not extend to the date required) ;
Luttrell, 'Brief Relation'; Evelyn; Rereseby's

'Memoirs'; 'The Ellis Letters'; 'Diary and
Letters of Henry Sidney, Earl of Romney'; 'Life
of Algernon Sidney' (Ewald) ; 'The Sidney Diary
'

The Sidney
and Correspondence (Blencowe) ;
Papers' (Collins); Mr. Justice Bramston's 'Diary';
Mr. Justice Rokeby's 'Diary'; and Teonge's and
" In
I
mind's
Lake's Diaries.'
'

'

my

eye, Horatio,"

can see the account now, given fresh from observation a day, or a day or two, after the occurrence,
by one I should fancy an eye-witness, in familiar
It is on the right-hand page
colloquial language.

.

FEB.
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which was much discoloured by

this pest.

of an octavo volume, about the middle of the book ;
but I have wholly forgotten the name of the narrator and of the work in which the narrative apI am perfectly acquainted with the details
pears.
of the tragedy; but there are a number of difficulties in the way of ascertaining the precise date

I feared the crop was spoilt ; but about ten days
or a fortnight before harvest a heavy rain came,
which washed the rust away, and the crop looked
nearly right at harvest time.

which the contemporary record now eluding my
memory would assist me to overcome. Any inNEMO.
formation would very greatly oblige.

Villon take the thought
contained in the well-known line of his ballad of

rfheat

A

'

Dead

Ladies,'

Temple.

Mais

REV. CHARLES LESLIE.
age

of

the

Rev.

The

Charles

James

II., will greatly oblige.
Northumberland.

birth

Leslie,

and parentchaplain to

MACROBERT.

mation about Long Perne Court will be gratefully
received by
Church Yard, Waltham Abbey.

W. WINTERS.

SMUT. What is the exact meaning of this word
as applied to the wheat crop ? I have always used
it to indicate a disease in wheat which causes the
grain at harvest time to be full of black powder
in the place of flour. In that part of England where
I

live,

Chaucer has

the farm-labourers employ the

word

oil

it

sont les neiges d'antanl

previously in

'

Troylus and Cry-

seyde':

feme yere,
Skeat remarks (Bonn's edition,
vol. iii. p. 278) "is probably a line from some
of
popular ballad in which the transitoriness
woman's love is compared to last year's snow."
It is improbable, however, that Villon took it
from Chaucer, and most likely both may have a
A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.
French origin.
Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Ye, farwel al the snowgh of

which Rev.

LONG PERNE COURT. In a document dated
" to hold
1553, certain persons are empowered
Courts called Long Perne Courtys." Any infor-

LINCOLNSHIRE FARMER.

Whence did

VILLON.

W.

SUplif*.
'

in this

THE INGOLDSBY LEGENDS.'
(7

th

S. vi. 508.)

in January,
way, and would not understand a person who used
Bentley's Miscellany began to appear
and
it to designate
anything else. During the last 1837, under the editorship of Charles Dickens,
"
two or three years I have met with it applied in in the number for February was published Fire'
newspapers to the black ears which are sometimes side Stories," No. 1. The Spectre of Tappington,'
to be seen in corn crops at the time the plant is with a carefully etched illustration by R. W. Buss.
There seems to be little analogy be- This was the first of the papers which were subflowering.
tween these black ears and the true smut, except sequently collected and issued in three volumes (or
that there is a black powder produced in both " series ") as * The Ingoldsby Legends.' The next
cases.
The true smut is most injurious to the two plates were etched by George Cruikshank in
corn crop.
It discolours the good grains, and his most masterly style, being 'A Lay of St.
The Nicholas and ' The Witches' Frolick '; but the
gives to them a disgusting smell and taste.
dust of the black ears blows away, and the farmer stories whether entitled "Fire-side Stories," or
"
does not suffer except by the loss of the produce " The Golden Legend," or " County Legends
of a few ears of corn.
for the most part, sent out without illustrawere,
In J. E. Taylor's interesting ' Half - Hours tions, for Buss did not appear again in Bentky,
in Green Lanes,' fourth ed., 1877, p. 313, smut Cruikshank was
busy upon Oliver Twist,' Nights
is applied in a third manner.
He says, "If at Sea,' and other matters, and Leech's pencil was
are
of
short
you
objects for the miscroscope, you not employed until some time after the editorship
cannot do better than turn into the nearest wheat- had been handed over to Harrison Ains worth, the
'
Familiar
where
the
sicklier heads, covered with the event
field,
being notified to the public in a
"
black powder called ' smut,' will afford you microBoz,"
Epistle, from a Parent to a Child,' signed
scopic fungi in abundance." I am not quite cer- which occupies pp. 219-20 of the Miscellany for
tain what is meant here.
this
in
Mr. Taylor may be March, 1839. The back of the contents-leaf
writing of that growth which I have called black number contains the following announcement
" THOMAS INGOLDSBY, who has so powerfully aided us
He seems to me to
heads, but I think he is not.
mean what I have been in the habit of calling from the commencement by his unrivalled Legends,'
"
rust."
The colour is, not black, but a dark promises to give us in future numbers more of his proreddish brown.
It is a fungoid growth, which ductions, which are always so popular,"
in the Miscelattacks not the grain,j but the chaff
though if The first of Leech's etchings occurs
"
"
the attack be severe, it injures the grain by arrest- lany for October, 1840 (his name is spelt Leach
'
The rust adheres but loosely to on the contents-page), and illustrates The Black
ing its growth.
the chaff.
I had last vear a nine-acre field of Mousquetaire'; the artist signs it with his well'

'

'

:

'

;
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known

rebus

;

next, in the

number

for

May, 1841,

'The Confession, illustrative of The Old Woman
"
J. Leech."
Clothed in Grey,' which is signed
George Cruikshank at this period was in active
7

is

'

hostility to Bentley, the circumstances of the dispute being familiar to all who have studied the

various biographies of the artist, and the work done
by him for the Miscellany was performed in the most

perfunctory manner, as any one may see who will
'
compare the etchings to Guy Fawkes with those
to 'Jack Sheppard,' which preceded, and 'The
Miser's Daughter,' which followed in the list of
INVESTIGATOR'S query is
Ainsworth's romances.
answered in a curious confidence addressed to the
public on the fly-leaf of Ainsworth's Magazine for
'

A

'
Few Words to
February, 1842, and entitled
the Public about Kichard Bentley,' by Mr. George
Cruikshank. Herein the artist says
:

"Mr. Bentley, the publisher, evidently wishes

to create
the supposition that I illustrate hia Miscellany. On the
I
wish
the
to
understand
that I do no
contrary,
public
such thing. It is true that, according to a one-sided
agreement (of which more may be heard hereafter), I
supply a single etching per month. But I supply only
lhat single etching. And even that can hardly be called
my design, since the subject of it is regularly furnished to
me by Mr. Bentley, and I have never even read a page of
"
any of the stories thus illustrated.'
'

The
and

in the above extract are Cruikshank'?,
it is plain that the omission of his usual
signature (for which a meaningless scribble is
sometimes substituted) and the addition of such a
formula as " the subject furnished by Mr. Bentley,"
in the left-hand bottom corner of 'The Dead
Drummer,' were factors in his scheme for annoying
italics

the publisher and hastening his own deliverance
from the hated agreement. His etchings in the
twelfth and thirteenth volumes of the Miscellany
are simply disgraceful, contrasting strongly with
the carefully finished illustrations to ' Mr. Ledbury '

and

'

Richard Savage

'

by John Leech

;

therefore

the publisher, no doubt despairing of being able
to persuade the public that such an unfinished
scrawl as ' Jerry Jarvis's Wig ' was really the work
of their favourite's hand, caused the words " George
Cruikshank fecit" to be engraved beneath the de-

In spite of all this it is worthy of notice
the native humour of the man occasionally
predominated over his settled determination to
bring discredit upon Bentley the exit of the friar
from Old Nick's sack under the influence of St.
Medard's oyster-knife is very funny, and so is the
by-play in The Lay of St. Cuthbert.' To conclude, the whole of the etchings to the first issue oi

sign.

how

'

'

The Ingoldsby Legends,' with the single exception
mentioned above, are by George Cruikshank and
John Leech, the unsigned ones being exclusively
ALFRED WALLIS.
by the former artist.
Exeter.

[MR. JOSEPH BEARD, MB.

J. P.

MANSERGH, and

A. M. PHILIPS furnish corroborative information.]

MB
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CHAINS OF STRAW (7 S. vi. 428). The colloquy
mtitled by Erasmus 'PeregrinatioReligionisErgo/
s a bitter satire upon pilgrimages and relics, and
ihe words in question may have been employed to
ndicate the worthlessness of the gifts bestowed at
;he shrines visited in return for the more valuable
St. James of
offerings made by the pilgrims.
th

Jompostella presented Ogygius, as he narrates,
Menedemus
with "hoc imbricatum putamen."
"
Cur ista potius donat quan alia." Ogyg. :
replies,
'Quoniamhis abundat, suggerente vicino mari."
'

The
this the notes of Southey to his poem
'
The
Pilgrim to Compostella may be consulted.
mages of saints made of common metals (lead and
;in) may indicate a like return for the gold and
In a similar way the
silver offerings at the shrine.
Virgo Parathalassia in England, to whom Ogygiuo
aad also made a pilgrimage, may be represented as
requiting her votaries with chains of straw ("culmeL,
e stramine facti," of little or no value, as we say
a man of straw ") and a " rosary looking like serUpon

'

eggs" ("quse cum prodeunt cobserent") as
noted by Cornelius Schrevelius, editor of the
variorum edition of the ' Colloquia,' in 1664. He
also suggests that this shrine of the Virgin was at
Saint Maries (St. Mary's), near Falmouth.
pents'

is

W.

E.

BUCKLEY.

Perhaps the meaning of the sentence quoted by
MR. KARKEEK may be elucidated by giving the
Menedemus has been chaffing the piloriginal.
grim Ogygius, and then breaks out :
"Sed quid

Obsitus es conchis
isthuc ornatus est?
stanneis ac plumbeis imaginibus oppletus
undique, culmeis ornatus torquibus: brachium habeli
imbricatia,

ova serpentum."
In my edition (London, 1740, edited by S.
Patrick, under master of the Charterhouse) there
is the following note to the above
"
Supponitur gestare beads vel chaplets, quae factasunt ex globulis ab ovis serpentum non absimilibus ;.
observa porro omnes fere peregrinatores, 6 Compostella.
redeuntes, adornari, ut hie depingitur Ogygius."
:

It is evident that many sauntering pilgrims were
bedizened like Merry Andrews, and were not con"
tent with the
scallop shell of quiet and staff of

peace to rest upon."
50, Mornington Road, N.W.

JAMES HOOPER.

I believe that accuracy is regarded as a virtue in
& Q.' Has not your correspondent made a
'
De Perigrinatio lleligionis Ergo' 1
slip in writing
Should he not have written ' De Peregrinatione,'
"
&c.l At p. 427 b, ante, " Propimodum should

'N.

be Propemodum.

F. C.
th

BIRKBECK TERRY.

GENEALOGICAL (7 S. vi. 347). 'A Cronikyl of
'
the Erles of Ross,' printed in Miscellanea Scotica'
(Glasgow, 1818), vol. ii., states that William, third
earl, married Maud, sister to the king (i. e., Roberts
Bruce), and that, dying prisoner in England in
1322, he was succeeded by his son Hugh, fourth

7' b S.

VII. FEB.

who was
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Ill

whose surname might be written as above by a
Frenchman. G. A. Selwyn, Esq., of Matson,in Gloucestershire, was M.P. for Gloucester city from Nov.,
1754, to July, 1780, and for the Luggershall division of Wiltshire from Oct., 1780, to 1791, in
which latter year he died. In the year 1768 he
was returned both for Gloucester and for the united
H. B.
burghs of Wigton, New Galloway, Stranraer, and
" DOLCE FAR NIENTE"
th
S.
vii.
Your
(7
28).
Whitehorn, but elected to sit for the city of Gloucorrespondent OLIVE wishes to know whether the cester. Mr.
Selwyn twice held the offices of Surthis
of
can
traced
be
proverbial expression
origin
veyor of the Meltings of the Mint and of Registrar
to any Italian author. In Gefliigelte Worte Der
of the Chancery Court of Barbadoes, the first time,
Citatenschatz des Deutschen Volks,' by Georg
when he was also Paymaster to the Board of Works,
Biichmann (tenth edition, Berlin, 1877), I find it in
1755, and the second time in 1782, when he was
stated (p. 150) that "II dolce far niente" (usually
also made Surveyor of the Crown Lands.
in
without
the
is
transa
England
quoted
article)
JULIUS STEGGALL.
"
"
earl,

father of Eufemia, wife of

King

'

F. N. R. will find in Theiner's Vetera
Monumenta' a Papal dispensation in respect to
the marriage of Earl Hugh with Margaret Graham,
which shows that his first wife was not a sister oi
Bruce's. Ascertained dates, in fact, forbid the idea

Robert

II.

'

:

lation of

Illud

jucundum

'

nil

in Pliny,

agere

Biichmann goes on

Epistles,' viii. 9.

to

remark

not surprising the Italians should have
made this phrase their property, since the delights
of doing nothing are nowhere greater than in Italy.
It may be added that the book here quoted from is
that

it is

an exceedingly useful compilation. Those puzzling
" Incidio
in Scyllam cupiens vitare Charybdim and " Tempora mutantur nos et mutamur in
"
illis
are both therein referred to their sources. It
is, besides, highly instructive to learn which of our
English quotations have become "Winged Words"
EDWARD BENSLY.
among the Germans.
lines,
"

" 11
Biichmann, in the Gefliigelte Worte,' at
dolce far niente," gives no reference to an author
" Jufor the phrase, but compares with it
Pliny's
cundum tamen nihil agere" ('Ep.,' viii. 9). The
context of the passage is:
" Olim non librum in
manus, non stylum sumpsi. Olim

Is not this

me negotia
patiuntur."

multa

In

3 rd

amicorum nee secedere nee studere

answer to a query, there is
'
reference to a parallel sentiment in
Horace, Od.,'
i. i. 20, about
lying half the day under the arbutus
or by the spring.
ED. MARSHALL.
S. ix. 99, in

In 'La Gerusalemme Liberata
("Clarendon
Press Series ") is given the
following note to 1. 8,
stanza xxxvii, canto i.
" Nulla and
niente are often used after a verb in the
sense of something or anything.' Thus ' se io
posso
far nulla means if I can do
anything.' Therefore, the
'

I

have met

it

0.

in Norfolk.

[Silvain was the name of Qarrick's secretary.
'
Fitzgerald's Life of Garrick,' i. 311.1

Sea

MERMAID (6 th S. v. 365, 478). The advice of
the Glasgow water- wife, recorded by MR. BLACK,
may be compared with the following story. Once,
when the plague had carried off many people in,
Weilerstadt, the voice of an invisible being cried
from heaven

:

Esset pimpemell',

So sterbet ihr nicht

'

nesoio, quid sit otium, quid quies, quid denique illud inera
quidem, jucundum tamen nihil agere, nihil ease : adeo

name Sylvanus, read into English?
is not uncommon in North Walesa

The latter form
and Cornwall.

so saved their lives

dem Lande

all'.

recommendation, and
'
(B. Baader,
Volkssagen aus

The survivors followed

this

Baden,' 1851,

p. 256).

B. L. R. C.

'ONCE A WEEK' (7 th S. vi. 306, 418 ; vii. 34).
" Et
ego in Arcadia." And therefore, as my
dear old Once a Week is in question, I ask leave to
express an opinion that no magazine of this Victorian era has more happily combined the four
great qualities of purity of tone, excellence in
literature and in art, handiness of form and clearness of type, and cheapness.
Under happier auspices such a magazine should have lasted and
flourished (as Chambers^ does) throughout the cen-

A. J. M.

tury.

:

'

'

'

'

'

common

'

expression il dolce far niente,' first vulgarized
(says Robello) by the newspapers, means exactly the
opposite of what it is generally intended to mean. The
right phrase would be il dolce non far niente.' "
'

I suspect this to be an error.
Dante uses niente
and nulla without the negative
particle in the
sense of "nothing" ('Inf.,' c. xxii.
143; 'Par.
'

c.

xxvii.

93

'

Inf.,' c. xxviii. 20, et

passim.
B. D. MOSELET.

;

th

S. vi.509; vii. 74).
be, I think, George

(7

M.P., must

TOUCH

(6

S.

xii.

407, 519; 7

th

S.

i.

76).-I

have recently come across some notes in a back
volume on the origin and etymology of the surname
Touch. SIR JAMES PICTON and others assume that
the name is the same as Touche, La Touche, and
De la Touche, and that it was introduced by
Huguenot refugees after the Revocation of the
Edict of Nantes. Bub there is ground for believing
hat it is of different and more remote origin. The
Touch Hills, in Stirlingshire, have borne that name
'or centuries, and Touch House, the seat of Sir

Henry Seton-Stewart, Bart., evidently derives its
name from the same source.
On July 28, 1339, Andrew de Moravia received
Augustus Selwyn,
This

M.

Silvain,
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"
from King David II. a grant of the lands of Touch- mayors of that town should be styled
right wormaler and Toulcheadame, now written Touchadam. shipful," a decree I have always refused to obey.
A
SEXAGENARIAN.
MR. EDWARD E. VYVYAN states that the
Huguenot family of La Touche fled from France
Does the difference in the style of the Mayor of
to
to Holland, and thence (about 1740) emigrated
Coventry arise from the fact that Henry VI. by his
"
Ireland.
This no doubt refers to the ancestors of charter
granted the city that it should be an entire
Harristhe families of La Touche, of Marley, of
itself in deed and name,
by
county, incorporate
town, of Sans Serise, and of Bellevue ; but it distinct from the county of Warwick " ? See Camthrows no light on the introduction of the Scottish den's Britannia
(1695), col. 505.
name Touch, as in 1739 (a year before the La
J. F. MANSERGH.
Touch
Touche family emigrated to Ireland) John
Liverpool.
'

was settled at Abertour, N.B., as parish minister.
CARBONARI IN NAPLES (7 th S. yii. 47). The
See Eecords of Abertour.'
The work published by my grandfather in 1821 was a
Quaere, origin and etymology of Touch?
name occurs in this form in several heraldic manu- translation by Mr. (afterwards Sir Charles) EastM4moires sur les
lake of Baron Bartholdy's
F. E. A.
scripts.
and
Socle" te"s Secretes dans le midi de 1'Italie
th
THOMAS BEAT (7 S. vi. 447). He was the author 'Memoires sur le Brigandage dans le inidi de
'

'

'

'

of Eeflections serving to Illustrate the Doctrine
advertised by Dr. Cadogan on the Gout and all

Chronic Diseases,' Canterbury, 1772, 8vo.
" 16
Nov., 1808, at Hythe, Kent, Mr. Thomas Dray,
sen1., surgeon and apothecary, in his 67 th year."
Gentleman's Magazine,

vol. Ixxix.,

part

p. 677.

ii.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

th

S.

vi.

244,

331,

397, 454).

BOUCHIER

Surely MR.
blunder in
" the
great

(or the printer) has made a
the last words of his communication,

poet of the Pollio."

Surely he must mean "the

great poet, Pollio." I am away from my books, and
cannot give the exact references; but many of
your readers will remember the lines of Virgil's
'
Eclogues where Pollio is mentioned as at once a
poet and a Eoman consul :
'

Pollio et ipse facit

Te que adeo decus hoc
7,

A

nova carmina.

aevi, te

consule, inibit, Pollio.

E.
Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

MAYOR'S TITLE

(7

th

50,

Jun.

Albemarle Street.

ANSON'S 'VOYAGES (5 th S. iii. 489; iv. 78, 100,
396 ; 7* S. vi. 92, 235, 351, 432). Since my note
I have come upon the claim made for Eobins by
his biographer and friend James Wilson, M.D., in
Mathematical Tracts,'
a collection of Eobins's
'

'

Myddelton Square, W.C.

OLIVER CROMWELL AND CARLISLE CATHEDRAL
(7

JOHN MURRAY,

PItalie.'

WALFORD, M.A.

S. vi. 468).

popular language applies the
"

title

"

Certainly

much

as needful of the original
statement, which is too lengthy in full for your
Here it is said that when Mr. Walter had
pages.
brought his account of the voyage down to his

1761.

I retain as

leaving the ship at

termined to have

Macao

it

for

rewritten

England,

it

by Eobins

was de-

:

I find Mr.
"And upon a strict perusal! of both
Robins's to contain about as much matter again as that
of Mr. Walter; and, indeed, the introduction entire,
with many dissertations in the body of the book, were
composed by Mr. Robins, without haying received the
least hint from Mr. Walter's manuscript ; and what he
had thence transcribed regarded chiefly the wind and
with such particulars as generally fill
the weather
up a sailor's account. So this famous voyage was composed in the person of the Centurion's chaplain by Mr.
And this was
Robins in his own style and manner
at that time no secret; for in the counterpart of an
Indenture now lying before me, made between Ben-

jamin Robins, Esq., and John and Paul Knapton, bookmayors besides him
sellers, I find that those booksellers purchased the copy
remember some fifteen years back, when Dr. Lid- of this book from Mr. Robins as the sole proprietor,
no other mention of Mr. Walter than a proviso
with
dell was Vice-Chancellor, a troupe of performers
in relation to the subscriptions he had taken.
Thus,
coming to Oxford and announcing their entertain- as
many of Mr. Robins's smaller pieces came abroad
ment as given " by permission of the Eight Wor- without
a name, so this larger volume was printed in
shipful the Vice-Chancellor and the Very Eeverend the year 1748 under that of another." Preface, pp. xxxvithe Mayor."
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
xxxvii.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.
The following letter from Lord Anson given here is
The Mayor of Kingston-upon-Hull is "right also quoted in the Biog. Diet./ article "Eobins":
Dear Sir, When I last saw you in town I forgot to
worshipful" by charter, and the aldermen have
ask you whether you intended to publish the second
scarlet robes.
H. J. A.
before
leave
ful

to other

right worshipof Coventry.
I

'

volume of

I suspect MR. WALFORD will find that the
of Coventry has chosen to style himself
Mayor
"
"
In a
right worshipful of his own mere motion.
large town in the North an ambitious mayor some
six years ago decreed that himself and all future

my

voyage

you

us,

which,.!

confess, I am very sorry for. If you should have laid
aside all thoughts of favouring the world with more
of your works it will be much disappointed, and no
one in it more than your very much obliged humble

servant,

Bath, 22 Oct., 1749.

ANSON.

7>
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The above letter is printed with his lordship's consent and additional acknowledgments to Mr. Robins,
who left the same year for the East Indies, where
he shortly after died.
I am glad to add to the above that MR. TEW is
" Honourable Gentleman who
quite right, and the
turned his back on the Expedition," not Capt.
Norris, left later on, but before rounding the Cape.

My reference was only to show that various persons

and others left from time to time, and I
should, perhaps, have alluded to Thomas's statement p. 10, which, so far as it goes, is clear enough.
But I had the question of authorship more
in mind, which now, with the above quotations,
In lack of other
certainly presents a curious case.
evidence, I must think Mr. Walter wrote an account, making use of Lord Anson's papers and his
own ; that this was placed in Mr. Robins's hands,
and so largely influenced him while writing, that,
even if he entirely rewrote the voyage he followed
Mr. Walter's changes from first to third person, as
I have earlier shown. This is quite possible, at

named

least,

would be interesting if Mr. Walter's
MSS. could be recovered for comparison.

but

original

it

W.

0.

M. B.

of its interest to his

adventures,

"

113
minute descriptions of those

quorum magna pars

fuit."

E. L. H. TEW,

M.A.

Hornsea Vicarage, E. Yorks.

Richard Walter, Fellow of Sidney College, Cambridge, B.A. 1738, M.A. 1744, appointed Chaplain
to Portsmouth Dockyard March, 1745, married
May 5, 1748, at Gray's Inn Chapel, Jane Sabberthe City of
ton, of St. Margaret's, Lothbury, in
London, and died March 10, 1785. See Nichols's
'

Literary Anecdotes,' vol.

ii.

p.

205

;

vol. ix. p. 782.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

34,

HARRINGTON CHURCHYARD

(7

th

S. vi. 205).

I

should add to my note on this subject, with reference to medal of Henry V., that the Vicar of Herfirst kindly told me of its discovery by the
sexton's brother-in-law, who says that he turned it
up, curiously discoloured, at about a foot and a
half below the turf.
He, however, so far, it is

rington

with his treastrange, cannot be induced to part
authoritative inspection.
sure, either for gold or for
The finding of any memorial whatever bearing on
V.'s brilliant career, I need not say, would

Henry

be of national interest. Even should the old coin
it not
prove to be counterfeit which I think
would that not also go to prove that there was a
occurs
" The book came out in the name of the
coin a silver medal of the king to
Chaplain genuine
she who
We know that the queen
of the Centurion, and it was remarked at the time counterfeit ?
" in
"
that there was no reference to the power of Provi- did
love de enemy of France"
memory of
dence in the work."
such an illustrious consort, placed upon his monuThis is correct so far as the first edition, a copy of ment his statue of silver as big as the life, which it
which I possess, is concerned but in the edition perfectly resembled " (Smollett). Is it, then, too
published by the Society for Promoting Christian much to believe that perhaps with the surplus of
medals were likewise struck
Knowledge, I find on the last page their safe re- this same silver
turn attributed to " the Good Providence which (similar to the medal just found) in memory of the
had preserved them through the signal perils which king, for presentation to his well-beloved knights ?
had so often threatened them," while the addition Such were the warriors to whom Henry, on the
of the words " through the blessing of Divine Pro- morn of
Agincourt, in the words of Shakspeare,
vidence " as the very last sentence of the book said
ascribes to a higher Power the success that had at
For he to-day that sheds his blood with me,
"
Shall be my brother be he ne'er so vile,
first been attributed to

In Dr. Watkins's 'Biographical Dictionary/
under " Robins, Benjamin," the following passage
:

;

:

prudence, intrepidity, and
perseverance united." Can any of your correspondents
tell me when these words were first
interpolated ?
Are they found in any early editions ; or did the
when
it
the
Society,
acquired
copyright, insert

them?
Perhaps I may be allowed to add to my former
communications respecting the authorship of this
book that the account of the expedition during the
two years and three months that Mr. Walter was on
board the Centurion takes up 368 pages (I quote
from the smaller edition), while only 55 pages are
devoted to the seventeen months that elapsed
between his return and that of the expedition. I
give this for what it is worth; but it certainly
eems to show that, whatever assistance he may
have received from Robins in editing Lord Anson's
'
papers, the Voyage owes no inconsiderable part
'

:

This day shall gentle his condition.

R. E. N.

Bishopwearmouth.

SERINGAPATAM (7 S. vii. 27). The following
extracts respecting Seringapatam, from a book in
th

my
life

On

possession giving an account of Wellington's
battles, may be of use to MR. HARRIS.
account of your space being limited full details

and

cannot be given, but the book

is

open

for

your

correspondent's perusal.
" In the final
attack, on May 3, 1799, the British
forces employed were 4,476 men, under the unrestricted
command of General Harris, assisted by the following
officers: Major-General Baird, Lieut.-Cols. Wellesley,
Barry, Close, Agnew, and Dunlop, Col. Sherbrooke,
Capts. Malcolm, Macaulay, &c. Among the regiments
engaged was Wellington's own regiment, the 33rd
The spoil captured was very considerable, amounting to
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18,232,140^. sterling, exclusive of military stores; 929
pieces of ordnance and an immense quantity of ammunition were also taken.
General Harris, as the commander, received one-eighth of the whole, and 100,00(M.
was offered by the army to Wellington (Marquis Wellesley), but was honourably refused by him as encroaching

on the general prize-money.
pense, however, voted
years."

him

The Company

in
5,000. annually for

recomtwenty

T. R. SLEET.
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This engraving, of which I have.an impression,
was published by the Society of Antiquaries in
EMILY COLE.
1750.
Teignmoutb.

PROVERB

:

" Is FECIT GUI

PRODEST "

(7

th

vL

S.

properly a proverb, but a
maxim of law. It occurs twice in ' Parcemia et
Regulse Juris Romanorum, Germanorum, Franco-

This

488).

is

not

The following line regiments bore " Seringa- Gallorum, Britannorum,' by Leopold Volkmar,
285. The complete form of
patam" among their honours the 12th, 33rd, Berlin, 1854, "pp. 268,
Is fecit scelus cui prodest."
the phrase is
73rd, 75th, 77th, 94tb, and 103rd. So far as these
ED. MARSHALL.
corps are concerned, the information required by
MR. HARRIS could be obtained by applying to
Cui prodest scelus,
Is fecit.
officers commanding regimental districts respectL. Ann. Seneca, '.Medea,' 1. 500.
ively at Bury St. Edmunds, Halifax, Perth, AberCicero has the same maxim, quoted as a saying of
deen, Hounslow, Galway, and Naas.
:

GUALTERULTJS.

"THE Fox AND VIVIAN"
There

(7

th

S.

vii.

49).

a similar sign in Coventry in Gosford
This Vivian was a noted hunter, celeStreet.
brated in this neighbourhood some years ago. The
association with the fox may thus be accounted for.
have other instances in this vicinity of uniting
two animals for the purpose of signboard nomen"
"
clature, as the
Stag and Pheasant," Hare and
is

We

"Hare

Squirrel," "Hen and
Chickens," &c.; but the most curious association
of two very different objects on one sign that I
ever met with is at St. Albans, where there is an
inn known, as the " Cock and Flower-pot." There

Hounds,"

and

must have been some comical reason

for this

W.

bination.

com-

G. F.

Coventry.

DEATH WARRANT OF CHARLES
The most

perfect copy of this

I.

th
S. vii. 8).
(7
I know is an

etching by the Rev. Henry Lockinge, M.A., sometime Vicar of Hazlebeech, in Northamptonshire,
and author, amongst other works, of ' Historical
Gleanings on the Memorable Field of Naseby.'
This etching was published by
Longman, Rees &
Co., of Paternoster Row, in 1830, at Is. Qd. ; and
from what I can judge of it, every line on the

must have been faithfully reproduced. (See
'N. & Q.,' 4"> S. x. 1, 21).
JOHN T. PAGE.
Holmby House, Forest Gate.
seals

There

is

Smollett's

H59.

'

a good engraving, with the
seals, in
History,' vol. vii., after p. 368, Lond.,

ED. MARSHALL.

The Society

of Antiquaries published an engraving of this document in the last century. I
think, but am not quite sure, that it forms one of
the plates in the ' Vetusta Monumental

F.S.A.

An engraving of this warrant is to be found in
Harrison's edition of Rapin's '
History,' published
circa 1784.
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

L. Cassius
" L. Cassius
:

quern populus

ille,

Romanus verissimum

et sapientissimum judicem putabat, identidem in causis
quserere solebat, cui bono fuisset. Sic vita hominum
est, ut ad maleficium nemo conetur sine spe atque
emolumento accedere." Cicero, ' Orat. pro Sex. Roscio/
cap. 30 (sec. 84).

See also Cicero,

and

32),

'

Orat. pro Milone,' cap. 12 (sec

Philipp.,'

ii.,

cap. 14 (sec. 35).

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's,

V.,

[Q.

Warrington.

DNAKGEL, and LADT RUSSELL give

similar

illustrations or references.]

"

ARRANT SCOT "

th

(7

S. vii. 45).

nation of the difficulty here
It is well
misprint for sot.

is

that

known

"

The expla"
Scot

that

is

a

Drum-

mond's posthumous poems were very carelessly
edited previous to the present century.
Drumnot likely, even in jest, to claim Aretino
as a Scot, and what he did write is as follows

mond was

:

Here Aretino

lies,

most

bitter gall,

Who

whilst he lived spoke evil of all,
Only of God the arrant sot
Nought said, but that he knew him not.

the epitaph as it was edited by David Laing,
it has been reproduced in the volume of
Drummond's ' Poetical Works ' issued in 1856 by
John Russell Smith.
THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgb, N.B.

This

is

and

as

CRABBE'S 'TALES OF THE HALL'

(7

th

S.

vi.

MR. W.
506).
the neglect into

ALOIS WRIGHT speaks justly of
which Crabbe's poems have fallen.
But, on the other hand, it should be remembered
that a popular selection from those very poems has

just been published, price ninepence, and that Mr.
T. E. Kebbel has lately written an admirable little
'
"
*
Life of Crabbe in the
Great Writers " series.

poets would be glad to see their way to as
popularity as that a hundred years off.
Crabbe was born in 1754, 135 years ago ; and yet
I, for one, who write this in
1889, have met
several of the people whom he knew.

Many
much

A. J. M.

70. S.
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FRANCES CROMWELL (7 th S. vii. 27). AccordMemoirs of the Protectorate House
of Cromwell this lady was the daughter of John
Tidman and the first wife of Thomas Cromwell, the
seventh son of Henry Cromwell. This Thomas was
born at Hackney, Aug. 19, 1699, and died Oct. 2,
The issue of the marriage was Henry, who
1748.
died unmarried Thomas and Elizabeth, who died
and Ann, who married, Oct. 1, 1753,
in infancy
John Field, an apothecary, of Newgate Street,
ing to Noble's

'

'

;

me that it was his intention to have these objects
quietly removed some day and broken in pieces. I
had no doubt that he would carry out his threat,
and so told him that if they disappeared I should
report the fact to the owner of the parish and the
bishop of the diocese. This, or some other influHe has long
ence, brought him to a better mind.
been dead, but the crosses are still there.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

;

F.

London.

In the pedigree of Cromwell in vol. vi. of
'
Bibl. Topographica Britannica' the
Nichols's
name of Frances occurs as daughter of John Tidman and wife of Thomas Cromwell, great-grandson
of the Protector. The date of her death is not mentioned, but Thomas Cromwell died in 1748, aged
forty-nine, leaving children by his first and second
wives.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

The following is an extract from a family Bible,
formerly belonging to Henry Cromwell and now in
Oliver Cromwell.
Henry Cromwell, Ld. Lieut. Ireland.

WARREN, M.A.

Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

EARLY ENGLISH AND LATE GOTHIC (7 th S. vi.
CUTHBERT BEDE'S experiences may, I fear,
be paralleled in many parts of E ngland. We assume

482).

too rashly, I fear, that the desire to destroy, from
so-called religious motives, works of art and
memorials of history was an error confined to

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

EELICS OF CHARLES I. (7 th S. vii. 26). Sir
Henry Halford's narrative has been published more
than once. First, Sir H. Halford, An Account of
what appeared on opening the Coffin of Charles I.
'

at Windsor,' London, 1813, 4to. It was reprinted
'
in his
Essays and Orations read at the Royal
College of Physicians,' London, 1831 ; reprint, 1842.
An account of this work was given by LADY RUSED. MARSHALL.
SELL in 6 th S. xii. 317.

In one of the later notices of the Stuart Exhibition in the Times it is mentioned that the relics
replaced by the Prince of Wales were some bones

which had been taken from the coffin
was opened last. These were replaced on,
not in, the coffin ; and in the Globe appeared a
note from Sir H. Halford to the effect that he gave
the relic in question to the Prince of Wales, and
had received it from his father, who had been given
it by George IV.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

when

She may, perhaps, have been Frances, first wife
of Thomas Cromwell (father of the Protector's last
male descendant). See Noble, i. 230. But Cromwell was, and is, a commoner name than is sometimes thought, and this is but a guess.

known

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

of vertebrae,

Major Henry Cromwell.
Thomas Cromwell, whose first wife, Frances Tidman,
died April 7, 1738. His second wife was my great-grandmother.
E. OLIVERIA PRESCOTT.
13, Oxford Square, W.

C. F. S.
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I have

several examples of it in my own time, and
have heard and read of others. Here is one exAn old church in this neighbourhood had,
ample.
after centuries of neglect, fallen into ruin.
The

it

Chambers's Book of Days gives a short account
of the opening of the coffin, and quotes the account
Lowndes gives
published by Sir H. Halford.
the date of this as 1813, 4to., and says it was
'
reprinted in Halford's Essays and Orations at the
College of Physicians/ 1831, and again in 1842. I
recently read in a newspaper that the relic replaced
by the Prince of Wales was a portion of the vertebrae of the neck, but am not able to lay my hand
on the extract.
H. H. B.
'

'

Derby.

Both MR. MERRY and the Times seem to have
made a sad jumble. There was no George IV. in

The vault was opened on Thursday,
1813, in the presence of the Prince Regent,

the case.

April

1,

Duke of Cumberland, and others, one being
Henry Halford, who made minute observations
and notes of what was seen and done on that occathe
Sir

He sold it to a sion, all of which he recorded in a volume entitled
parish all belonged to one person.
'
gentleman who, though he had an estate adjoinEssays and Orations,' by Sir Henry Halford,
lived
ing,
many miles away. The purchaser was a Bart., M.D., published by John Murray, 1831. If
most conscientious man. His first thought was to I recollect rightly, Sir Henry states distinctly that
rebuild the church.
The old building with the nothing was removed, and therefore the Prince of
exception of the tower, which was in good order, Wales of 1888 could not possibly have replaced
and the arcades of the nave was removed, and a any relics. Whatever the Prince may have done
new structure arose in what is called the " Early on Dec. 17, 1888, we may be sure he did not re"
English style. The eastern ends of the nave and store anything which had been removed on the
the chancel were ornamented with crosses.
H. S. S.
The previous opening of the vaults.
clergyman was much troubled about this, and told
[Other replies are acknowledged with thanks.''
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"

COMITATUS CERETICUS (7 th S. vii. 49).
Cardiganshire, as the English term it, is in British Sir
Aber Teivi, and is called by Latin writers Ceretica.
If any suppose it denominated from King Caratacus, his conjecture may seem to proceed rather
from a fond opinion of his own than from the
authority of the ancients. And yet we read that
" Cerethis prince ruled in these parts" (Camden).
Cardiganshire," is in the appendix
tica, Ceretici
{
of ancient place-names in Wright's Court-Hand

=

Restored,' p. 26, ed. 1846. Llanbeder is Lampeter,
where a theological college was founded by George
IV., at the suggestion of Dr. Burgess, then Bishop
of St. David's, in 1822, and opened in 1827.
The
late Bishop of Llandaff (Dr. Ollivant), the present

Bishop of Winchester (Dr. Harold Browne), and
the newly-appointed Bishop of Chester (Dr. Jayne)
have held offices there.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

[Many
same

contributors are thanked for replies to

the

A

WESTGATE : CLAUDIUS (7 th S. vi. 488).
foot-note in Kapin's 'History' (1732) says that
" Claudius in all
probability landed at Portus Ritu"
pensis, called afterwards Portus Britanniarum
For the position of Portus Rhutu(vol. i. p. 13).
pensis, near Sandwich, see

201 and 222.

9,

m

'

me

Glooar'd at
feeace.

FEB.

(by Rev. T. Clarke) is
a bit, an' than clyash't
g'e ma a faer sneclc-possett."

Johnny
Shippard
"

dewavi mi

He

WILSON.

J. B.

Knightwick Rectory.

THOMAS PAYNE

(2

nd S.

viii.

122

;

5 th S.

I should be extremely obliged

112).

if

vii.

47,

any of

your correspondents would inform me if Thomas
Payne, the bookseller, who issued a catalogue of
four hundred scarce old plays from Bishopsgate
Street in 1739, was any relation to Olive Payne,
the bookseller, at Horace's Head, in Eound Court,
in the Strand, or of Thomas Payne in
Hound
Court in the Strand, in Old Bound Court in the

New

Strand, and next the

Mews-Gate

in Castle Street,

JOHN TAYLOR.

Leicester Fields.

Northampton.

THOMAS HARRISON, REGICIDE

(7

th

S. vi. 487).

son of a butcher at Newcastle-underLyme, in Staffordshire, and studied law under Mr.
Hulker, of Clifford's Inn. After turning an enthusiastic preacher he joined the Parliament army, and
was raised to the rank of major, afterwards becoming a colonel and major-general. He was elected a
member of the Council of State Nov. 24, 1652,

Camden (1695), cols.
and
J. F. MANSERGH.

in this exalted position had the direction of
At his trial at the Old Bailey he confessed

Wales.

Liverpool.

THE TERMINATION "KON"

IN Swiss

A

S.

PLACE-

vii. 90, 415).
query concerning
the origin and meaning of this termination once
'
appeared in N. & Q.' As I have not seen a reply,
I venture to say, even at this late
date,

that,

according to Heintze ('Die Deutschen FamilienNamen,' 1882), the termination Ikon is an abbreviation and contraction of the termination inc and
" at the
farms
hofun. In this way Zollinc hofan,
of the Zollinc," becomes Zollikon;
Pfaffinc hofun,
" at the farms of
the priests," is contracted into
The famous Swiss surname ZolliPfaffikon, &e.
kofer is no doubt derived from the
place called
Zollikon, on the lake of Zurich ; but it seems to
have been assumed before the place-name received
its present form, otherwise it would be written
Zollikoner.

J.

H. D.

Lancaster, Pennsylvania, U.S.

[A

'

added,

TO.

s.

He was the

effect.]

NAMES (&*

from

[7*

reply appeared at the second reference.]

"SNECK POSSET " (7 th S. vi. 487). -This expression is also well known and
generally used by the

in open court that the commission calculated to
take away his sovereign's life in bringing him to
trial and the warrant for execution were both
signed by him. He was sentenced to be hanged
and quartered, which was carried into execution at
Charing Cross Oct. 13, 1660. See the Universal

Magazine, Aug., 1751

(vol. ix. pp. 59, 60).

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

It is probable, but as yet not certain, that
General Thomas Harrison, the regicide, was a
Staffordshire man.
I have a note from the True

Informer, June 22-29, 1644, in which occurs the
passage, "Col. Harisson with his Moorlanders
out of Staffordshire."
This is, of course, not
conclusive.
I have had hopes of compiling a biographical paper concerning Harrison similar to the
one on Col. Rainborowe which I published some
years ago in the Archceologia, but the difficulty of
finding out anything conclusive as to his family
and ancestors has always stood in my way.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

m

people of Cumberland and Westmoreland. In the
'
glossary at the end of The Songs and Ballads of

third series, Sidney
Gilpin explains
" the door
as
being shut in a person's face when
his presence is not wanted." And in the
glossary
'
at the end of The
of

Cumberland/

it

Folk-Speech

Cumberland,' by

Alex. C. Gibson, F.S.A., it is said, " When a man
has the door shut in his face,
figuratively or literally,
he gets a sneck-posset," and the
following quotation

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

A

SOCIETY OF KABBALISTS (7 th S. vi. 448).
of mystics which gave Eliphaz Levi
(Abbe" Constant), his occult knowledge, and of
which Johann Falk was at one time the Lecturer
on the Kabbalah in London, is still at work in
England. It is not a Masonic order, and there is
no distinction between men and women students.
The greatest privacy is maintained, and some

The order

7th s.
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knowledge of Hebrew is essential, but the whole
course of study and experiment is so abstruse and
is very limited as to
complex that the membership
numbers, and the proceedings have no public
Its true name is only told to initiates,
interest.
and the few outsiders who have heard of its existence only know the society as "The Hermetic
Students of the G. D."

WM. WYNN WESTCOTT, M.B.

396,

tb

(7

George Bankes, in

The Right Hon.
S. vii. 48).
his 'Story of Corfe Castle,'

1853, p. 15, alludes to the statement quoted by
your correspondent E. P., that twenty-two barons
and knights were starved to death by King John
in the dungeons of Corfe Castle. He says that they
were taken prisoners at the Castle of Mirabel, in
Poitou, in 1202, but gives no authority for the
But in the ' History of Corfe Castle,'
statement.
by Mr. Thomas Bond, 1883, appears a much fuller
account of the story, wherein the names of several
of the unfortunate victims are given, taken from the
Patent Roll, 4 John, m. 3. They were part of the
two hundred knights captured by John at the siege
of Mirabeau; and, by an order of Feb. 4, 1203,
were sent to Corfe Castle, where, in pursuance, no
doubt, of secret instructions, they were starved to
death. At the capture of Rochester Castle, upon the
king's repudiating the Great Charter, 1215-16, the
governor and several others were sent close prisoners
to Corfe ; but we do not hear that they met the
same fate as the unfortunate prisoners from Mirabeau a dozen years before.
J. S. UDAL.
Inner Temple.

Matthew Paris is the authority for the statement.
The prisoners were taken after Rochester surrendered, among them being William de Albiney,
William de Lancaster, and William de Emesford.
H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.
[Many replies are at the service of E. P.
send a stamped and addressed envelope.]
KISSING UNDER THE MISTLETOE (7 th
vii.

51).

I

am

if

he will

S. vi.

informed that in Wiltshire

considered that disaster is sure to follow

if

487

SANDAL GATES

(7

th

;

it is

mistletoe

E. T. EVANS.

S.

vii.

of the famous

These celebrated and much discussed gates,
which probably never had anything to do with
See
Sorunath, are now at the arsenal at Agra.

"

'

Ghazni."
Encyclopaedia Britannica,' s.v.
are fully described in Archceologia, vol. xxx.

They

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
JOHN ROLLOS (7 th
an

officer in the

John Rollos was
and there formed
In 1717,
Sir Richard Steele.
S. vii. 48).

Stamp

Office,

the acquaintance of
Rollos tried to obtain a patent for rendering hooppetticoats more commodious, but apparently did
Steele did his best for his friend,
not succeed.

and in 1720, when it was thought necessary to
punish Steele for the independent course which he
had taken upon the question of the Peerage Bill,
Dennis did not forget to sneer at what he had
done with the view of making hoops more convenient to their wearers. In the Theatre, No. 11,
Steele replied that none of his money went in
furthering this scheme, and he was not concerned
even if it were thought true that what he had done
was not from any sordid design of gain, but for the
service of the ladies' petticoats.
the worse for his regard to women

Who

liked

him

?

G. A, AITKEN.
12,

Hornton

His name

Street, Kensington,
is

written

'Dictionary,' where
May 20, 1743.

it

is

W.

Rolles in Redgrave's
stated that he died

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Time helps to answer
126).
to confirm or upset many
however, is so complete an

PORCHAS (7 th S. iv.
many questions and
theories.

Seldom,
endorsement forthcoming as that which Wyntoun's
'
Chronicle gives of the view I expressed at the
above reference that porchas in a cited passage of
Robert of Gloucester was to be understood in its
'

legal sense, viz., real estates acquired otherwise
than by descent, equivalent to our Scotch conquest,

be dropped or placed upon the ground. Evidently
a relic of the Scandinavian legend at the last
reference.
63, Fellows Road, N.W.

to be seen as a curiosity a few
J. B. H.

still

years ago.

Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

Camden Road, London, N.

CORFE CASTLE

where they were

117

The gates
Somnauth, in

28).

and so meaning England . Wyntoun has an exactly
similar narrative of William the Conqueror's bequests

:

Till

Robert Curtoys halyly

The Duche he gave

off

Normandy

:

For he wes

He

eldast in lynage,
gave that wes hys herytage.

Till Williame Rede he gave Ingland
Thare-in to be kyng ryngnand ;
For he hys sowne wea mydlest,

Hindoo Temple of
Western India, were brought from Ghuznee, in
1842, by order of Lord Ellenborough, for the purpose of being restored to the temple, after an
absence of eight centuries, but on reaching Agra,
on their homeward journey, they were found to be
crumbling away from age and decay, and were,

This may have been a paraphrase of Robert of
Gloucester, the resemblance is so close, but the
English writer is not on any editorial list of authors

therefore, lodged in the Military

whom Wyntoun

Arsenal at Agra,

He gawe thare-for hys conqwest.
Henry he gave hys tresore
All that he gadryde had before.
'
Cronykil,' book vii., chap. 2, line 181.
Till

quotes.

GEO. NEILSON.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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s.

vn.

F.

9,

KISSING THE LADIES AN ENGLISH MODE OF
esh, unless in sickness, to wear no linnen, and to shun
SALUTATION (7 th S. vi. 445). In the MS. of "1 convocation and familiarity with women, to keep
lence in some places, and at certain houre.
Their
Major James Fraser, of Castle Leathers, 1698uildings ought not to be stately, but becoming a
Lord Lovat
1733, the following passage occurs.
onastical state.
Their chief employ is that of preachhad taken refuge on Eilean Aigas, after his irregular ng." P. 149.
marriage with the Dowager Lady Lovat. John
he rules of St. Augustin, under which the DoForbes, the Laird of Culloden, and others were minicans were placed, are given pp. 25-31, and
sent to inquire if the lady were content :
" Lord Lovat came out and
brought a botle with him
and saluted Culloden,
towards the side of the River.
but for Mr. Roberston, knowing that he came out as a
spey, gave him threatening expressions ; but told Culloden as he knew him to be his friend, he would call out
his Lady, that Culloden might have the satisfaction to
salute and kiss her, and that she might tell him that she
was well and pleased with her marriage
Culloden
having met my Lady, after saluting her, asked her if she
was lawfully married, and pleased with her marriage,"
Ac.

Lennox

ALEX. FERGUSSON,

Lieut.-Col.

Street, Edinburgh.

tie

reader

is

referred tor fuller information respect'
Book of the
to Hospinian's

ng the Dominicans
riginal of

Monks

'

('

De

Orig. Mon.')
J. F. MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

Data concerning the Dominican constitutions
nd rule will be found in chaps, iii., iv., v., and
i. of the
Life of the Very Rev. Thomas Burke,
O.P.,' published by Kegan Paul & Trench in 1884.
'

AQUINT.

Milman's 'Latin Christianity,'

fourth
1883, will, I believe, give the necessary
M. A. Oxon.
nformation.
vol.

vi.,

dition,

The following is from the 'City Nightcap,' Act I.,
by Robert Davenport, 1661 (but written much
earlier):
" T'other
day I brought an English Gentleman home
with me, to try a horae I should sell him. He (as ye
know their custom, though it be none of our) makes at
her lips the first dash."

H. C. HART.

SONS OP EDWARD
111, 250, 498).
evidence that

III.

(7

th

S. v.

468

;

vi.

17,

May I say that while I know of no
name

the

of a deceased child
was commonly given to a brother or sister in the
Middle Ages, it was a very common practice to
christen two brothers (or sisters) by the same name ?
Take two instances (the first I find in my note-

I have waited, expecting some one better able
Gabriel
writer would reply to this query.
d'Emillianne's 'Short History of Monastical Orders/
mblished 1693, will be found to contain in forma-

ban the

tion

on the point.

ALFRED CHARLES JONAS.

Swansea.

HERALDIC

th

The arms blazoned
S. vi. 507).
are doubtless those of Tickel, or
Tickell.
There is, however, a mistake in the
incture of the charge. No coat is recorded with three
nags' heads ppr. on a field az. ; moreover, it would
t)e bad blazon.
Tickel bore Az., three nags' heads
(7

ONESIPHORUS

Very
erased, arg.; Crest, an eagle displayed ppr.
le Veell grants land to similar coats were borne
by Chevall, co. Hereford,
with
to
the
heir
Stephen Godiner,
and by Horsey, co. Dorset, but they each had a
remainder, first,
of Joan, elder daughter of Ralph Trerys, and horse's head for crest.
S. JAMES A. SALTER.
secondly, to Joan, younger daughter of Ralph
Basingfield, Basingstoke.
(Close Roll, 31 Hen. VI.). Again, in 1465, John
Az., three horses' heads erased, arg. ; Crest, an
ffranceys, knight, enumerates his daughters as Joan
are the arms and crest
There are eagle displayed proper,
Alice, and Joan (Ibid., 5 Edw. IV.).
numerous instances of this bestowal of the same borne by the Tickel, or Tickell family.
E. FRY WADE.
name on two living brothers or sisters. I cannot
Axbridge, Somerset.
recall an instance of more than two.
book).

In 1452, William

HERMENTRUDE.
IRON COFFINS

(7

th

S. vi. 388, 516).

In 3 rd S. x

is an unanswered
query, where Attila
instanced as having been lain to rest in a three
fold coffin, of gold, of silver, and of iron.

492, there
is

JULIUS STEGGALL.

THE DOMINICAN RULE

S. vi. 468).
In 'A
Short History of Monastical Orders' (1693), b;
Gabriel d'Emillianne, speaking of the Dominicans
(7

tb

stated that
" the
principal statutes of the Preaching Fryars are, tha
they ought to possess nothing of their own, nor an
Estate in common, being obliged to live only
by almt
Their general chapter is to be kept every year. The
ought to fast almost seven months in the year, to eat n

it is

CHRISTA SANGITA' (7 th S. vi. 365). H. DE B. H.
"
Nonnus of Panopolis, who paraphrased St.
John's Gospel by turning it into Greek dithy'

says,

rambics, otherwise known as dionysiacs." And if
any one were to say that Milton, of London, paraphrased the Genesis of Moses by turning it into
English blank verse, otherwise known as elohistics,
we should be equally edified. Mean time, to be a
little more exact, it may be suggested that Nonnus,
of Panopolis, while a Pagan (fifth century A.D.),
'
wrote in Greek hexameters a poem called Dionysiaca ; or, the Life and Mythical Adventures of
the Demi-God Dionysus (Bacchus),' chiefly relating to his conquests and career in India and
The poet, after his own conversion to
Arabia.

7th s.
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also in
Christianity, paraphrased,
Gospel of St. John.

Greek

verse, the

JACOBUS.

119

"
hape or form, calling themselves
Anglomaniacs," the
eal meaning of which expresses exactly the
contrary
"
dea.

They should

themselves

call

Anglophobists."

from the fact that it supplies a basis for subsequent
nlargement, the new volume is a satisfactory and a valuble work, which can be warmly recommended to the
majority of our readers. In bibliographical respects it
.part

NOTES ON BOOKS,
Americanisms, Old and New.
(Privately printed.)

eaves nothing to be desired.

&0.

By John

S.

Farmer.

'

Dictionary of
Americanisms.' When at length it arrives it is in the
and
substantial
a
satisfactory volume.
shape of sufficiently
columns, are
Nearly six hundred quarto pages, in double
"
of
words, phrases,
occupied by Mr. Farmer's collection
and colloquialisms peculiar to the United States, British
America, the West Indies, &c." On so thick paper, and
with such luxury of type and margin is it, moreover,
It is
printed that its dimensions seem even larger.
obviously a work of much industry and research, which
and
at
the
aims
derivation, meaning,
application
giving
of the various words and phrases cited, with anecdotal, historical, explanatory, and folk-lore notes, and with illustrative quotations from books or periodicals. A formidable list
of authorities consulted (including, naturally, 'N. & Q.')
Dr. Murray's Dictionary,' so
ia prefixed to the volume.
far as it has progressed, has, of course, been consulted,
and the dictionaries of Wright and Halliwell have

ENGLISHMEN have had long

to wait for a

'

The principal
necessarily been laid under contribution.
sources of supply are, however, naturally American,
and extend from the 'Biglow Papers' to the latest
Western newspaper. In some cases as in " Conven"
"
tions," "Copperhead,"
Express," Nigger," "Squaw,"
the information supplied is encyclopaedic, in
&c.
As
others it is of the ordinary dictionary character.
a rule, however, all information that can possibly be
desired concerning a word is supplied. The utility of
a work of this class is obvious.
The first result of
its appearance should be to clear
the columns of
'N. & Q.' of inquiries concerning Americanisms. Many
words that pass for such are not, of course, American at
Those who have taken an interest in local dialects
all.
know how large a percentage of words regarded as ol
American origin are, in fact, words recently, or still, of
common use in this country. In his short and satis
factory preface Mr. Farmer assigns to these a specia
The words of purely American derivation, emclass.
bracing words of Indian and aboriginal life, of pioneer
and frontier life, constitute, of course, a large and pictur
esque class. A third class includes the words brought b]
German, French, Spanish, Dutch, African, and Chinese
arrivals.
Curiously enough, the Irish, whose place i
pronounced in politics, seem to have contributed little o
to
the language, a fact that seems to point t
nothing
their being, even in America, to some extent a class apart
A good many words belong to cant, or thieves' slang
Other classes are perverted English words and Englisl
words American by modification and inflection. " Des
" in
sert
America is applied not only to fruit, as in Eng
land, and fruit and cheese, as in France, but to th
For some word
sweets, such as pastry, puddings, &c.
no origin is suggested. Such come into the class o
doubtful and miscellaneous, yet another class consistin

'elelrities of the Century.
Edited by Lloyd
(Cassell&Co.)
THIS is the first number of a work that is

C. Sanders.

likely to

be

It has a certain resemblance to Vapereau's
Biographie des Contemporains,' but its scheme is more
since
it embraces all the
ixtensive,
century. The arrange-

)opular.

ment

is

alphabetical,

and the

first

number contains

lives

Abernethy, About, Mrs. Abington, John Quincey
Adams, the Agassizes, Alexander I., II., and III. of
lussia, the Marquis of Anglesea. Matthew Arnold, &c.
The work is to
Diving men of eminence are included.
be completed in seventeen parts.
of

PKOF. DOWDEN'S Hopes and Fears for Literature,' con;ributed to the Fortnightly, deals with the fortunes of
iterature under democratic influence, and takes a view
lopeful in the main. Prof. Tyndall continues his deeply
interesting 'Story of the Lighthouses,' and Mr. A. C.
Swinburne renews his rhapsody over Victor Hugo. Mrs.
'

'

The Characteristics of EngThe one doubt that is inspired is whether

Lynn Linton dwells upon
ishwomen.'

the individuals she selects are representative.
Perhaps
the most interesting paper to readers of N. & Q.' is the
unsigned contribution on The Trade of Author.' A new
idea that of securing from representative writers short
reviews of books by which they have been impressed
appears in the Nineteenth Century. Among the books
praised is M. Jusserand's English Wayfaring Life.' Our
'

'

'

own

opinion upon this admirable work has been ex-

pressed.

It

is

pleasant, however, to find our eminently

favourable opinion shared by Dr. Jessopp. Mr. W.
Baptiste Scoones enters the lists against the
opponents of
cramming, and makes a vigorous and effective defence.
That the general sentiment is against him is shown
by
the number of signatures to ' The Sacrifice of Education
to Examination.'
Kings now write for magazines, and
the King of Sweden and Norway has a 'Letter to aFriend,' which seems not too happily translated.
An
admirable number of the Century opens with a
paper on
Gerome, the illustrations to which include three views
of his atelier and a medallion portrait. 'Exiles at Irkutsk '
continues the excellent series of papers on life in Russia.
Abraham Lincoln ' is continued. A short paper by Mr.
W. J. Stillman, with illustrations, is given, and there is
a capital paper on ' Fairies and Druids of Ireland.' The
English Illustrated reproduces Moroni's fine ' Portrait of
a Lawyer,' from the National Gallery.
Moated Houses,'
by W. W. Fenn, gives views of Hever Castle, Helmingham Hall, Buckden Towers, and other old buildings.
'
Chalkhill's Coridon's Song,' from Walton's
'Angler,' is
'

characteristically illustrated by Mr.
Some excellent illustrations of Dordt, a

Hugh Thomson.
spot of unending
Mr. Buckland sends to Longman's &
paper on Some Indian Fish,' which supplies very curious
interest, are given.
'

of individualisms.

particulars as to catching fish in our Oriental possession.
Mr. Barker concludes his wonderful Studies of

It is evidently difficult, if not impossible, for an
Eng
lishman to pronounce how nearly a work such as this i
complete. This is of the less importance as there is n
more changeable and variable thing than slang, and th
name which one year is in many mouths is by anothe
year supplanted the "masher" gives way to the " dude.
It is extremely curious to find a Boston
club, the mem
bers of which are opposed to anythiDg British in ever

Elementary School Life,' the second portion being no less
remarkable than the first. The Rev. Canon Ainger
writts in Macmillan on ' Nether Stowey and its associations with Coleridge.
Dealing with the 'Memoirs of
Agrippa D'Aubigne,' Mr. Arthur Tilley gives a good
picture of the troublous times succeeding the massacre
of St. Bartholomew. It is a little puzzlingr,
however, to
understand what he means by saying that his hero " first
'
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saw the light in the year 1552 (N.S.)." The italics are
Were there at any time two styles for a year?
oars.
'The Owls' Revenge' contains a protest against the

teenth century stamped leather binding, and other

In the
vanity.
slaughter of birds to minister to female
'
Gentleman's Mr. Sherer writes on The Female Friends
'
of Balzac,' and Mr. E. Walford on
Crichton, Lord San'
'Macbeth and Common Sense is the title of a
quhar.'
William
Archer. Lady de
Mr.
in
by
paper
Murray's,
Eos continues her interesting Recollections of the Great
Duke of Wellington,' and Prof. C. Lloyd Morgan has a
Temple Bar gives a very
capital paper on 'Snakes.'
readable adaptation from the 'Memoirs of Sully.'

'Macbeth'
Archer supplies the letterpress.
BooJcmart, an interesting bibliographical magazine
published in the United States, is edited by Mr. Halkett
Lord, an occasional contributor to our columns.

'

'

'
Three Notable Englishwomen and The Unbidden
Guest,' which deals with flies, are both readable. A
paper on 'Macbeth' in the CornMll does not deal with
the Lyceum revival, though it is in part inspired by that
reproduction. 'Notes by a Naturalist Rooks and their

'

:

Relatives

'

is

excellent.

THE

Dicsecondary igsue of Cassell's Encyclopaedic
"
"
" Re-entertionary has reached Part LXL, Quoich to
the
of
the
earlier
Since
completion
ing."
impression we
have had it always at hand. Our Own Country deals
with Raglan, Bury St. Edmunds, and Southampton. A
full-page view of the High Street, Southampton, shows
the Bar, which also is presented on a separate plate.
Of the ecclesiastical remains in Bury views are also
Old and New London, Part XVII., begins at the
given.
Post Office, and gives views of the old post office and the
new. Aldersgate and St. Martin's-in-the-Fields are the
The Fortune Theatre and
subjects of two chapters.
Prince Rupert's house, Barbican, are also depicted, and
the famous Barber- Surgeons' picture is engraved. The
reader is then taken to Aldgate, the Minories, and
Crutched Friars. Part XXXVII. of Cassell's Illustrated
'
Shalespeare, with an extra sheet, finishes Richard III.'
and begins Henry VIII.,' the last of the historical

illus-

trations.

AN amply

illustrated paper on the Lyceum revival of
appears in the Scottish Art Review.
Mr.

MR. C. S. PERCEVAL. The treasurer of the Society of
Antiquaries of London should not pass away without
of recognition and respect from ' N. &
Q.,'
especially when he was a man so much valued and beloved as Charles Spencer Perceval. Mr. Perceval, who
was of the family of the Earls of Egmont, was a grandson of the ill-fated Prime Minister shot by Bellingham
some word

in 1812. He was a LL.D. of Cambridge, a
Fellow, and
for some years Bursar of his own college,
Trinity Hall, a
member of the Bar, and secretary I believe an admirable secretary of the Lunacy Commission.
He was a
skilled musician, a constant worker in the Bach
Choir,
and as an antiquary the distinguished body whom he
served so well as Fellow and as treasurer looked to him
as a chief authority on coins and seals and miniatures.
But those who knew him familiarly in private life will
like best to think of him as a man full of cheerful
delight
and kindliness; a man whose happy face and genial
manner made a sunshine in every company, and whose
sound, well-balanced, well-stored intellect was a mainstay
in every conversation.
Nor will they forget the sorrow,

deep, but dignified, and nowise hopeless, of that crowd
of mourners who followed his body to St. Gabriel's on

February 2, 1889.
barely sixty years.

He

lies in

Norwood Cemetery, aged
M.

<

The numerous full-page illustrations presenting
plays.
Richard leave no doubt of his hump back or his scowl.
The last shows him dead and Stanley offering the crown
to Richmond.
Part XL of the translation of Naumann's
History of Music gives an engraving of Orcagna's mural
painting The Dream of Life,' from the Campo Santo at
Pisa. The entire number is occupied with the Netherlands School, and reproduces several early chansons and
motets. After concluding with Rotomahana and giving
a full-page view of the Pink Terrace, Cassell's Picturesque Australasia, Part XL., turns to Brisbane, of the
various features of which it gives a full account. It then
turns to Fiji, and supplies some very attractive pictures of
'

existence in this southern paradise.
Woman's World
reproduces Cranach's picture 'A Lady of the Sixteenth
Century.' Mrs. Wylde has an interesting and a wellillustrated article on 'Muffs.'
Some illustrations of
ecclesiastical lace are excellent.

MR. WM. THYNNE LYNN,

B.A., F.R.A.S., has written
two little volumes, entitled respectively Old Testament
Chronology and New Testament Chronology, which are
likely to be equally useful for private reference and for
Both are admirably executed.
purposes <>f tuition.
Maps of Palestine, the environs of Jerusalem, &c., are
supplied. The publisher is Mr. George Stoneman.

ONE of the last booksellers to issue a catalogue is Mr.
W. Blackledge, of 5, Bishop's Court, Chancery Lane. It
of much interest,

ta

We must call special attention to
ON all communications must be

the " Caxton's Head," as she has rechristened
her house formerly known as "Aldus's Head," Mrs. Bennett lias issued a new and interesting catalogue.

THE

BooTcbinder has articles on ' Caxton as a Binder,'
'
Bookbinding in the Seventeenth Century,' and Worcester Cathedral Library,' It has a tinted plate of a six'

written the

:

name and

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake

to

answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,

or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."

D. D. M. (" The Possessive Case "). It is apparently
an effort to avoid the recurrence of sibilants, to which
our language is prone, that some people omit the s after
the apostrophe in writing a sentence such as "Miss
as

Tallis's invitation."
A question of grammatical correctness can scarcely be said to arise. The plan we
adopt is
to give the two s's.

T. R. PRICE ('< When we were boys "). The lines
occur in the song ' My Old Friend John,' which is easily
obtained.

WANTED

h S.
The Rev. C. F. S.
vii. 97).
(7'
anxious to state that he wrote 'Ingoldsby
'
Lyrics,' not Ingoldsby Legends.' We rashly substituted

PARODV.

Warren

is

the more familiar name.

NOTICE.

is

FROM

the following notices

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
'
Editor of Notes and Queries "Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
'

"at

to this rule

we can make no

exception.

.
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Dictionary of National
Genealogy, 121
'Travels'
Moritz's
124
Biography,' 122 Shakspeariana,
" As
as a bug in a rug," 125 Hydropathy Letter of
'

N"

OTES :-Scotch

snug
Grimaldi Brome's
'

'

Queen's Exchange,' 126-Glapthorne's
Albertus Wallenstein,' 127.
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and Elephantiasis Folk-lore of the Sea -Criticaster, 129.

QUERIES

de la Riviere Manley

:

REPLIES -.-Macaroni,
'

Livesay
hill

actually held the office of Lord High Chancellor of
Scotland, although his forfeiture was still unreduced.
says that Sir John Bellenden, the
justice clerk who presided at the trial, was himself
a member of the Privy Council, and that he received and caused to be sworn on the assize the

He

following

:

James, Earl of Morton, also a P.O.
2. Sir John Wisheart of Pitarro, also a P.C.
3. George, Lord Seton, who was Maister of the
Queen's Household at the time of the alleged con1.

'

'

Harvest

121

The

Home

129

'

Macbeth,' 1673, 130

Sir

M.

Liberal,' 131 Heraldry Dr. ThompsonTailed Englishman, 132-St. Peter's, CornProJohn Duns Scotus
Norwich

Visitations of

Christendom of
Quotation from Cicero
Clothes-Longitude and Marriage, 134 Solander CasesChock-full- Spence's 'Anecdotes,' 135 Bristow Countess
of Blessington Origin of Roses Whipma-Whopmagate
Oliver Cromwell and Carlisle Cathedral, 136 Dyer of Sharpham Bucklersbury Sir H. Wotton, 137 Cross TreeErasmus Water-marks, 138 Authors Wanted, 139.

gramme, 133

NOTES ON BOOKS

spiracy.
4. Alexander, fifth Earl of Glencairn, who was
third in consanguinity with the said Earl of Morton, counting (Mariot) Douglas, the said Alexander's guddame, and his father twa, and himself
the thrid; George, Master of Angus, his guddame's
brother, ane, and umquhile Sir George Douglas,
his son, twa, and the said James, Earl of Morton,
his son, the thrid.
[This is correct, the fifth Earl
of Glencairn being second cousin of the Eegent

Morton.]
George, Earl of Erroll, attingent to the JusClerk in second and third degrees of affinity,
counting George Hay of Logy, father to the said
earl, ane, the said earl twa ; Alexander Kennedy
5.

:

Hume's 'Chronicle

King Henry
Portraits at Weston
of

'

VIII.'' Biographical Catalogue

of

'
'
Catalogue of
Dyer's 'Folk-lore of Plants
'
Library 'Worthy's Practical Heraldry.'

Lichfield

Notices to Correspondents, &c.

SOME POINTS IN SCOTCH GENEALOGY.

A

remarkable paper occurs in vol. ii. of the
'Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland,' p. 576,
After the death
which deserves a note here.
of the fourth Earl of Huntly at Corrichie, October 28, 1562, his body was brought to Edinburgh, and, in accordance with the practice of
those days, an indictment of high treason was
established against him or it, his eldest surviving
son being subsequently tried before a court held by
the authority of the Justice General on February 8
following, and in both cases a sentence of forfeiture

was pronounced.
Against these sentences the widowed countess
and her eldest son successfully appealed in 1567,
and it is the summons of reduction brought by the
It occurs in the records of the
son that I refer to.
last day of the last Parliament of Queen Mary.
He says that the offence charged against his father
and himself was a conspiracy to murder the Queen's
Privy Council, the members of which, therefore,
ought not to have sat in judgment on him, and he
shows how the assize consisted entirely of members of that Privy Council or of their near relations.
In tracing the consanguinity he contradicts in

tice

of Girvanmains, half-brother to the said George
Hay of Logy, and his son Sir Hew Kennedy
of Girvanmains, twa, and Barbara Kennedy his
daughter, spouse to the said Justice Clerk, the
'
'
thrid.
Peerage says that the name
[Douglas's
of the father of the sixth Earl of Erroll was Thomas
Hay of Logyalmond, not George, and does not
support the statement that he was half-brother of
Alexander Kennedy of Girvanmains, who seems to
have been son of the relict of the second Earl of
Erroll, while the sixth earl's father was son of the
third earl.]
6. Andro, Maister of Erroll, afterwards seventh
earl, son of No. 5.
7. William, sixth Lord Livingstone, was in the
second degree of affinity to the Earl of Morton,
counting Marioun Douglas and the said Lord

Livingstone her son twa, and umquhile James,
Earl of Morton, her brother, ane, and the said
James Earl of Morton's wife, his daughter, twa.
[It is correct that the sixth Lord Livingstone was
drst cousin to the wife of the Regent Morton ; but

Lord Livingstone's mother

is

named Lady Agnes

'

in the Peerage,' not Marioun.]
It is also alleged
that James, Earl of Murray, and Lord Livingstone's wife are brother's and sister's bairns.
[Yes ;
for Lady Livingstone was a daughter of Lord

Fleming by a natural daughter of James IV.,
while the Earl of Moray was a natural son of

James V.]
and supplements in others, the
8. William, fifth Lord Hay of Yester, was atinformation recorded in our modern peerages, and tingent to the Earl of Morton in the second and
this with all the authority due to a contemporary
third degrees, and in the second degree to Lord
of high rank, and who at the time of writing Seton.
[Correct.]
several

points,
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George Ogilvy of Dunlugus
Lord Seton. [Correct.]

9.

to

is

brother-in-law

10. Lawrence, then Maister, now Lord Oliphant,
of Argyle.
attingent to the Justice General the Earl
the fourth
[Correct ; but the affinity is remote, for
Lord Oliphant was great-grandson of Lady Eliza-

beth Campbell.]
11. John Grant of Freuchy married the sister of
John, Earl of Atholl, and is attingent to the Earl

of Argyle, the Justice General, in the third degree
of affinity, counting Colin, Earl of Argyle, ane,
Archibald, his son, twa, and the Justice General
three; Mary Campbell, Countess of Atholl, ane,
John, Earl of Atholl, twa, Helene Stewart, his
daughter, spouse to said John Grant, three. [CorThe Atholl
rect, except as to the name Helene.

'Peerage,' i. 141) gives her
the Grant pedigree (Douglas,
Lady Helene
Baronage,' 344) calls her Marjory.
Stewart is said to have married Walter Macfar-

pedigree (Douglas,

name

as

Margaret

;

*

lane.]
12. John,

Lord Innermeatb, is in the second and
third degrees of affinity to the said Justice General,
counting John Betoun of Creich ane, his daughter,
Bespouse to the said Lord Innermeath, two,
toun, sister to the said umquhile John Betoun of
Creich, ane, her daughter the Lady Ergile twa,
and her son the Justice General the thrid. [This
is new.
Douglas says that John, fourth Lord
Innermeath, married Elizabeth Betoun, mother by

King James V.

of Jean, Countess of Argyle (i.
139) ; but at pp. 52 and 92 of the same volume he
says Jean, Countess of Argyle, was daughter of
James V. by Elizabeth Carmichael.]
13. William Fraser, tutor of Lovat, is attingent
to the Justice General in the third and fourth degrees of affinity.
[Correct, for he married the
daughter of John Grant of Freuchy, No. 11 of the

[7*
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Andro, the thrid; and Agnes Graham, sister tothe said umquhile William, Lord Graham, and
spouse to the said umquhile Sir Walter Forrester
of Garden, ane, Agnes Forrester, her daughter, twa t
and the said Justice Clerk, her son, the thrid. [This
would indicate that the appellant considered that
the grandfather of Lady Murray of Arngosk and
Balvaird died as "William, Lord Graham," whereas
Douglas's Peerage (ii. 239) says she was daughter
of the second Earl of Montrose, and that her grandfather, the third Lord Graham, fell at Flodden as
first Earl of Montrose.
Agnes, Lady Forrester, is
not mentioned among the children of William,
second Lord Graham.
The 'Peerage' assigns to
him two daughters, Jean, Lady Ogilvy, and ChrisTo these must be added
tian, Lady Gleneagles.
Agnes, Lady Forrester, and Janet, second wife of
Sir Gilbert Keith of Inverugie.
It is strange that
the appellant, then holding the office of Lord Chancellor, should have erred in regard to the date of
the Montrose creation.]
" Whilk wer
the haill persons admitted to pass
upoun the asyise," and it may truly be said that it
was a family affair.
SIGMA.
'

'

DICTIONARY OP NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY':
NOTES AND COERECTIONS.
(See

6i

376;

443 ; xii. 321 ; 7"> S. i. 25, 82, 342,
102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325, 422;
463, 506 ; vii. 22.)

S. xi. 105,

ii.

v. 3, 43, 130, 362,

Vol. XVI.
" Werton " read Nether
P. 2 b. For
Worton.
P. 4. Sir W. Draper.
Amusing account of his
Latin letters, Barker's 'Lit. Anecd.,' i. 251.
'
wrote, anonymously, Thoughts of a Traveller upon
On the cenotaph
our American Disputes,' 1774.

He

see'N. &Q.,' 3 rd

S. v. 11, 84.

Miss Drelincourt, afterwards Lady
14. John Mowbray of Barnbougall, attingent to Primrose, was a patron of Thomson, the poet (Life,
'
the Justice Clerk in the third and fourth degrees prefixed to Works ').
of affinity ; counting umquhile Sir William ForP. 19. Others of Martin Droeshout's prints are
rester of Garden ane, Agnes his daughter twa, and described N. & Q.,' 6 th S. xii. 325.
"
"
the said Justice Clerk, her son, the thrid;
P. 21 a. For
Borough
(bis) read Burgh.
"
P. 34 b, 1. 10. For
1684" read 1486 (?)
Forrester, sister to the said Sir Walter, ane, Elizabeth Craufurd, her daughter, spouse to Robert BerP. 48 a, 1. 12. 1607 is an error.
P. 56 a. For "Fingert" read Fingest.
tane, twa, Robert Bertane of Barnbougall, his son,
'
the thrid, and the said John Mowbray, his son, the
P. 60 a. For other editions of Drury's Madast
S. v. 533; vii. 485;
fourth. [For William read Walter. This supplies gascar' see 'N. & Q.,' 1
information about three marriages hitherto, I viii. 104, 181 ; Gent. Mag., 1808, i. 143.
'
P. 65 sq. Dryden.
Letters to Corinna,' by J.
viz., Agnes Forrester and
believe, unrecorded
Thomas Bellenden,
Forrester and
Crau- Dryden, and a letter and poem, by Charles D., in
furd, Elizabeth Craufurd and Robert Barton, or Curll's 'Miscellanea,' 1727, i.; criticism on DryBertane, whose son married the heiress of Barn- den's 'Virgil,' by Pope, in same. The Earl of
Rochester criticizes Dryden, whom he calls Poet
bougall.]
15. Sir Andro Murray of Arngosk, attingent to Squab ; he set up Crown in opposition to him, and
said Justice Clerk in third degree of affinity
alludes to his "cudgel'd skin" (1707, preface and
Lord Somers wrote an answer to
counting umquhile William, Lord Graham, and pp. 18-23).
his son William, now Earl of Montrois, twa, and 'Absalom and Achitophel '; Tom Brown ridiculed
P. 14 b.

assize.]

'

;

his daughter

Lady Balvaird, spouse

to the said Sir

his

conversion (1707,

107, 143).

Isaac

Watts

7*

s.
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Pp. 80-81. Many more particulars of the Duth
S. iii.-v.
The
Dourdieu family ia N.
Q.,' 7
Treatise on the Thebean Legion has been attriiv.
213.
buted to Peter Dubourdieu,

&

'

'

P. 88 a. Arthur Duck had to do with Prynne,
1636, at his
Bastwick, and Burton, in December,
'
house at Chiswick ; Prynne's New Discov. Prelates Tyranny,' 1641, pp. 13, 14, 127.
'
P. 88 b. Sir John Duck. See Cosin's Corresp.,'
ii. 249-250.
'
P. 89. Vincent Bourne addressed an Enkomiastikon' in Latin verse to Stephen Duck, 1743,
In the ' Cordial for Low Spirits is rep. 214.
printed a tract by Tho. Gordon, 1718, in which
the author says he knew a thrasher in Wiltshire,
whose brother became a parson and got a curacy of
20Z. a year, whereupon the thrasher set up for a
Was this in the original ?
gentleman.
P. 90 b. Felixkirk. Generally printed Feliskirk.
P. 112 b. For "Meux" read Meaux.
"
"
P. 120 a. What is a
'

collegiate

"

tomb

?

his will his name and arms were taken by
Richard Hancorn ( N. & Q.,' 3 rd S. iii. 459 ; Act
5 Geo. III., private, No. 13).
P. 251 a. John Durel was one of Bishop Cosin's
executors, and wrote a long preface to his Hist,
'
of Transubst.,' 1676 (Cosin's Corresp.,' ii. 214, n.
'
P. 253 b. In Curll's
Miscellany,' 1727, i. 7377, is a poem by Pope on Durfey's name. The Earl
"a
of Dorset calls him
scribbling fool." In another
poem he is"called Don Quixote, and is said to frequent the Half-Moon." Lord Sommers speaks
of the crowd of fools who go to Dryden's and Durfey's loyal plays and clap on the third night (' Misc.

and by

.urned his copies of Dryden's works, 'Hor. Lyr.,'
.94.

4t

123

For

dowager-house read dower-house.
P. 121 b. An article on 'The Death of Amy
Robsart' in Macmillan's Mag., Dec., 1885.
Pp. 136 b, 137b, 140 b. For "Raine" read Raines.
P. 140 b, 1. 26 from foot. Omit " said to be."
P. 142 a. Dugdale supplied portrait and tracts
to the publisher of Bacon's * Resuscitatio,' 1670.
Pp. 144-5. Richard Duke, son of Richard Duke,
citizen and scrivener, was born June 13, 1658
see the particulars in 'N. & Q.,' 2 nd S. ii. 4; 3 rd S.
"
xii. 21.
Otway wrote a poetical epistle to his

Works

of Rochester, &c.,' 1707, pp. 68, 130, 152).
'
'
Farquhar's Recruiting Officer was brought out on
'
the third night of Durfey's Kingdom of Birds,' of
which circumstance Farquhar gives an explanation
"
in his Ep. Ded." Gay witnesses to the popularity
of Durfey's songs, which Parnell ridicules. Durfey
'
has a tribute to Oldham in the latter's Works,'
1687.
th
Pp. 282-3. More of Dyche, 'N. & Q.,' 6 S. iii.
162, 270, 474.
P. 286 b. For "Alfred of" read Alfred, or.
P. 287 b. Gray, in a letter to Walpole, says,
"
Dyer has more of poetry in his imagination than
almost any of our number, but rough and injudicious." Belchford,
read Bain.

now

Belshford.

For "Bane"

P. 290 b. W. Dyer's
Christ's Famous Titles
was reprinted 1790.
P. 292 b, 1. 2 from foot. Nobody who had read
Dr. Dykes's tracts or who had the privilege of any
personal acquaintance with him would ever dream
"
"
much lov'd friend Mr. Duke."
of saying that there was anything like bitterness
P. 177 a. Garth seems to take it for granted that on his side. So to write of him is to make a total
"
Duncombe was guilty (' Dispensary ').
life," of which sweetness
misrepresentation of his
P. 182 b. For "Werenfel's" read Werenfels'.
and gentleness were super-eminently characteristic.
P. 190. See the reference to Dundas ("the Mee
P. 300. Jeremiah Dyson's quotations and his
cenas of Scotland") in Mathias, 'Purs, of Lit.,
tract on Wilkes's election are mentioned more than
'

'

;

114, 212, 440.
P. 201. For " Somerby " read Somersby.
P. 203. Dr. Dunkin translated some of the odes
and many of the illustrative quotations in the
*
Horace of Dr. Philip Francis, who in his preface
"
pays a fine tribute to his friend, his uncommon
genius and extensive abilities in all parts of
'

literature ";

"

it is

not a

common happiness

polite
to have

many years enjoyed the friendship of an honest and
May no misfortune ever interrupt the
continuance of it."
P. 232 b. For " Conditions of Drexilius " read
Considerations of Drexelius ; for " Raine's " read
good man.

Raines's.

P. 242. Bishop Duppa is said to have written
two chapters of 'Icon Basilike,' and to have read it
to the king (Church
No.

Quarterly Review,
14),
Ligon, 1653, in his 'Hist, of Barnd S. xi.
'N.
&
2
1657;
Q.,'
227, 288.
Baldwin Dappa, the last of his family, died
1764,

His

letter to

badoes,'

'

once in the ' Letters of Junius.
P. 303 a. Dr. John Eachard is the hero of a
'
chapter in Advertisements from Parnassus,' 1704,
"a man equally beloved for his wit,
iii. 243,
learning, and piety."
P. 320 b. Sir James Earle. See Mathias, Purs,
of Lit., 348.
P. 333. William Eastmead became minister at
Kirkby Moorside in 1813. In January, 1827, he
became minister of Ebenezer Chapel, Dagger Lane,
Hull; and in the following December removed to
a new chapel, called Trinity Chapel, in Nile Street,
Hull, of which he laid the foundation-stone August
'

Congreg. in Yks.,' 298 ; Hull papers).
Dr. Nath. Eaton, late of Bishop's
Castle, was nominated to the vicarage of Holy
Trinity, Hull, in 1661, but was not appointed
'
(Grosart's Marvell,' ii. 648-9).
"
" at South
read in the
P. 342 b. For
Bailey

16 (Miall,
P. 338

a.

South Bailey.
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See Bright, 'Early Eng'ish
P. 345 b. Eborius.
Church Hist./ 9 ; Kaine, Hist. Ch. York,' i.
p. xxi.

P. 351 b. Matthew Green, in an epigram, comBurnet's and Eachard's histories, to the
advantage of the latter.
P. 356 b. Sir F. M. Eden proposed to convert
Lincoln's Inn Fields into an ornamental garden.
"Then," said Erskine, "it must be called the

pares

Garden

of

P. 363
<

Eden
a.

"

'

Work s,'l 823,

Reminisc.,' 63).

(Pryme's

William
iii.

Eden.

See Ed. Burke's

381.

SHAKSPEARIANA.
"

CYMBELINE,'

I. iv. 1.

He was

then of a crescent note, expected to prove so
worthy as since he hath been allowed the name of; but
I could then have looked on him without the help of admiration, though the catalogue of his endowments had
been tabled by his side, and I to peruse him by items."
Most of the editors of ' Cymbeline ' have passed
over this passage in silence, presumably on the
assumption that it stands in no need of explanation, though Staunton perceived the difficulty of
italics, and substituted "yelp"
an emendation which, to say the
The late Dr.
only creates an absurdity.

the words placed in
for

"help"

least,

Ingleby, in his edition of 'Cymbeline,' fully appreciated the difficulty, and, acting on a suggestion
of mine, classed the passage with the many
elliptical passages in the play, and paraphrased
" But I could then have looked
it thus
upon
Posthumus, whose name had not at that time
obtained the glamour which now invests it." This
:

seems a very possible explanation ; but Mr. Daniel,
in the course of some notings on my father's edition, writes to him :
"I can't make out where the difficulty lies
Isn't
this phrase similar to 'without the help of anger' in
I. ii. 94
and doesn't it mean without being stirred to
'

;

admiration'?"

With

all

due deference to Mr. Daniel, I confess

my inability

to twist the language of the text into
his interpretation.
Then I find that I have a note
" looked on him
estimated his value"; but this

=

interpretation does not harmonize with the latter
part of the passage. The whole of this prose scene
is more or less slipshod, and
possibly here, as else-

where

in the scene, it will not do to analyze the
language too strictly. But I shall be much obliged
to any of your able readers who can confirm either

of the above interpretations, or suggest something
in the alternative to which preference can be given.

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.
Eastbourne.

vn.

FEB. ie,

m

THE PROSE OF SHAKSPEARE.

It is to be reso little of Shakespear's prose has
been handed down to us. That little, outside the
plays, appears to be limited to the dedication of the
'
Venus and Adonis,' that of the 'Rape of Lucrece,'

gretted that

and most probably may be included the argument
of that poem.
The similarity of the latter-mentioned dedication to certain exquisite lines of the
'
Merchant of Venice ' is worthy of note. This
dedication, which I venture to quote in its entirety, is addressed to the Earl of Southampton,

and is as follows
"The love I bear
:

P. 390. Henry Peacham calls Sir Clement Edmondes "my worthy friend"; he also knew at
Utrecht Col. Edmondes, a Scotchman, son of a
baker at Edinburgh (' Compl. Gent.,' 1622, pp. 5,
W. C. B.
46).

*

L7"> s.

to your lordship is without end;
whereof this pamphlet, without beginning, is but a superfluous moiety. The warrant I have of your honourable
disposition, not the worth of my untutored lines, makes
it assured of acceptance.
What 1 have done is yours ;
what 1 have to do is yours ; being part in all 1 have, devoted yours. Were my worth greater, my duty would
show greater ; mean time, as it is, it is bound to your
lordship, to whom I wish long life, still lengthened out
" Your
with all happiness.
lordship's in all duty,
" WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE."

The lady
ii.)

of

Belmont

('

Merchant

addresses Bassanio thus

of Venice,' III.

:

Beshrew your eyes,
They have o'erlooked me and divided me ;
One half of me is yours, the other half yours,
Mine own, I would say; but if mine, then yours,

And

so all yours.

Later on in the same charming scene, on Bassanio
opening the leaden casket and discovering "fair
Portia's counterfeit," she, the lady richly left, in
answer to his loving words, exclaims
But now I was the lord
:

Of this fair mansion, master of my servants,
Queen o'er myself; and even now, but now,
This house, these servants, and this same myself
Are yours, my lord.
By the way, can any one at all conversant with
the works of the great Lord Keeper conceive these
lines to have been penned by him and imagine
him " begetting such events " ?

The vindictiveness displayed by the latest supporter of this wild theory is suggestive of much
anger, which probably is the result of now doubting that nonsensical theory he professes to teach ;
but the puerilities of the great cryptogram call for
no more attention than the aberrations of a certain unfortunate lady, and such puerilities and
aberrations may well be allowed to fall to the
ground
With all the might of gravitation blest.
Whilst on the subject of the great dramatist,
the most illustrious of the sons of men, may I
suggest to the future editor of the 'Outlines'
that in the next edition of that work the various
facsimiles from documents relating to the poet

and

his

family

may be accompanied by letternumber of readers who are un-

press, as to a large

acquainted with the character of the period these
most interesting relics are, of course, undecipherable ?
T. F. F.

7*
'

s.
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TIMON OF ATHENS,' IV.

TIMON

438.

iii.

I

(to the landiis).

'11

example you with

thievery
Phe sun 's a thief, and with his great attraction
vast sea the moon 's an arrant thief,
the
iobs
Ind her pale fire she snatches from the sun
The sea 's a thief, whose liquid surge resolves
The moon into salt tears the earth 's a thief,
That feeds and breeds from a composture stolen

125

check) your thievery, thieve themselves
checked," and I prefer to leave them alone.

W. WATKISS LLOYD.

:

'

:

From general excrement each thing 's a thief
The laws, your curb and whip, in their rough power
Have unchecked theft.
:

is printed by the Globe editors with
no obelus to warn of a difficulty ; but I am unable
to make sense of the metaphor of the liquid surge

tears.

Some

may, perhaps, be satisfied to understand that the
foaming surge of the sea breaks up the reflected
moonlight as if into glistening drops. But this
will scarcely serve, nor will any other interpretation be easily found which will better satisfy the
meaning which the passage as it stands demands,
that the sea enters into possession of somewhat of which it deprives the moon. Let us take
note of the sequence of illustrations. The theme
of the whole is that each thing specified is a robber
a robber that is itself robbed in turn. The sun
robs the sea, and is itself robbed by the moon ;
the sea which is so robbed becomes a robber of
what ? of the moon ? Let us say rather that its
liquid surge resolves the solid earth into salt tears.
Then the climax is consistently pursued.
The
earth,

which

suffers

loss

breeds by advantages which
I would read, therefore
part.

The
The

and

by the

sea, feeds
it steals on its

own

:

have seen the hungry ocean gain
Advantage on the kingdom of the shore,
And the firm soil win of the watery main,
Increasing store with loss and loss with store;
When I have seen such interchange of state, &c.
I

"
Watery main

here an expressive pleonasm in
contrast to "firm soil," which justifies the
parallel
"
"
as having a like reference.
phrase
liquid surge
The very metaphor of the earth which sea encroaches on resolving (that is, melting) into its
waters reappears in '2 Henry IV.,' III. i. 48
:

the continent,

of solid firmness, melt itself

Into the ocean.

In the concluding

lines of the first passage,

The laws, your curb and whip,
Have unchecked theft,

in their rough

power

a certain crabbed obscurity which induces
hesitation, and even invites conjectural emendation ; but they may be taken to
express the appropriate antithesis, "The laws which curb (that is,

there

is

Least give us coherent grammatical construction and
that is, if we write where for
consistent sense
" whom." But I
am, moreover, averse to accept
the monotonous repetition of the word made in
consecutive lines as true Shakespeare. I believe
and I shall until better informed and instructed
that the most plausible restitution of a manifestly

muddled

text runs thus

met a

:

ancient friend,
courier, one
Where, though in general part we were opposed,
Yet our old love had a particular force,
And made us speak like friends.
I

As

my

regards IV.

iii.

134,

make a whore forswear her trade,
f And to make whores, a bawd,
surely the obelus is thrown away upon a very easy
"
to make a whore
and natural
Enough

to

ellipsis

:

Enough

forswear her trade, and a bawd forswear to make
whores " that is, to induce her to retire from her
W. WATKISS LLOYD.
vile trade of procuress.

MORITZ'S TRAVELS IN ENGLAND IN 1783.' (See
It seems a little late in the day for
vii. 39.)

7 th S.

'

'
speaking of Moritz's Travels as
Mr. Dobson does in the Library.

"

forgotten," as

This amusing

book was reprinted two years ago in Cassell's
" National
Library," and can be bought by any one
who wishes for threepence.

little

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

is

And
Weary

A

'

:

In Sonnet Ixiv. the poet evinces his familiarity
with the accidents of a crumbling coast

"

this passage is justly obelized in the Globe
edition I cannot doubt.
Indeed, I suspect that it
should be doubly obelized, and the stigma attached
to the second line as well as the third.
very
moderate change of three for two letters will at

:

sea 's a thief, whose liquid surge resolves
earth into salt tears the earth 's a thief.

When

6-10.

met a

That

This passage

moon into salt

ii.

courier, one mine ancient friend ;
Whom, though in general part we were opposed,
Yet
our
old love made a particular force,
f
And made us speak like friends.

:

of the sea resolving the

TIMON OF ATHENS,' V.
I

:

:

un-

Moritz's 'Travels in England in 1783' can hardly
be called "a forgotten book of travels" when
"
" National
Messrs. Cassell, in their
(in
Library
which it forms vol. xlvii.), scattered thousands of

Mr.
copies over the country just two years before
Dobson penned his article. The expenditure of
threepence has already provided many a working
man with a book which is not only of considerable
in the
value, but also small enough to be carried
pocket, ready to occupy his

would-be
British

"

"odd moments"

of

for
therefore, not be necessary
" secular dust " in the
readers to disturb

It will,

leisure.

Museum

or elsewhere.

Q. V.

As SNUG AS A BUG IN A RUG." Oddly enough,
*
our Philological Society's New English Diction-
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'

F. J. FURNIVALL.

HYDROPATHY.

"Nothing new under the sun."

Preisnitz, of Graffenberg, in Silesia, is credited
with the discovery of the water cure.
I visited his

establishment there many years ago. The other
I fell on the following passage in the 'Omniana:
or, Horae Otiosiores,' anonymous, but by Southey
and Coleridge, London, 1812, vol. i. p. 157:

vidimus'"

practice of Preisnitz in a case of fever could
not have been more accurately stated, with the ex"
ception of the
ignis validus," which would have
been an abomination to him. I do not think he
would have objected to the "currere et recurrere "
in a slight case of fever.
The following case occurred while I was at

The Syndic, who was vehemently
Graffenberg.
opposed to Preianitz and his practice, had five
children, who all caught scarlet fever.
They were

'89.

for the patient to hold on to and support himself
we were told by no means to receive the
by.

And

water on the head or stomach, but on the
On coming out one
shoulders, loins, and limbs.
felt as if one had been well pommelled, but at the
same time immensely exhilarated.
I do not pretend to decide between any doubts as
"
"
"
to the
or
propter hoc," but merely
post hoc
relate the facts.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
falling

Budleigb Salterton.

LETTER OF JOSEPH GRIMALDI. (See 7 th S. vi.
The copy of another letter by Grimaldi

24, 404.)

might prove acceptable, especially as it is written
in the interest of the son referred to by D. J,, addressed to a public man, and distinctly dated
:

Sept. 4tb, 1832.

'

The

FEB. IG,

falling eighteen feet before ic reached the patient's
body. There was a strong wooden bar in the bath

Dear

:

restitui

vn.

it

day

"Amerigo Vespucci describes cold bathing as the
remedy for fever which was used by the American
Indians, but they accompanied it with a practice which
must have counteracted its beneficial effects
Cum
eorum quempiana febricitare contigit, hora quo febris
eum asperius inquietat, ipsutn in frigentissimam aquam
immergunt et balneant, postmodumque per duas horas
circa ignem validum, donee plurimum calescat, currere
et recurrere cogunt, et poatremo ad dormiendum deferent, quo quidem medicamento complures eorum sanitati

s.

gently rubbing the surface of the body, and very
carefully feeling the amount and quickness of the
reaction and recovery of warmth.
The "douche" which we used consisted of a
solid column of water as large as a man's thigh,

ary' has not under "Bug," p. 1160, col. i., one
It has one
quotation for this well-known phrase.
of 1798 for a later and poorer version, "You are
as safe as a bug in a rug," but the genuine form
of the saying escaped our readers.
I find it in 1769
in the comedy of ' The Stratford Jubilee' (ridiculing
Garrick's vagary, as it was called), Act II. sc. i.
An Irish captain says of a rich widow,
p. 32.
" If
she has the mopus's, I '11 have her, as snug as a
bug in a rug." If any one can give an earlier
'
instance it can go into the
Dictionary half a
dozen years hence, under "Rug" or "Snug."

[7*

Sir,

From

the

many

Dealings

we have had

to-

gether, and, I may say, all to our mutual advantage, has
induced me to write a few lines to solicit your Interest
in behalf of my son, Mr. J. S. Grimaldi, who is at present disengaged his line and style of acting is well
known, but it may be as well to state them Comic and
Dramatic business Combats,
Serious Pantomime
Melp&c. and any other exertion wherein his services may be
required Salary is not so much the object, as a permanent situation Should he be so fortunate as to succeed
I

have many Pantomime Models which you may select

from, which shall be entirely at your disposal.
Yours Respectfully,
J.

GRIMALDI.

23, Garnault Place,

Spa Field?.
To Alfred Bunn. Esq".

AL D.

R. BROME'S 'QUEEN'S EXCHANGE,' 1657, AND
The 'Biographia
ROYAL EXCHANGE,' 1661.
treated by the ordinary practitioner, and three of Dramatica' (1812) has under Brome's name " 10.
them died. The father then came to Preisnitz, 'The Queenes Exchange,' C. 4to., 1657. Afterimploring his aid for the remaining two. Preisnitz wards printed, 4to., 1661, with the title of 'The
was perfectly willing to undertake the cases, pro- Royal Exchange.'" This is nearly correct, but
vided all other medical treatment was suspended. there is more to be noted. Rearranging my books
To this the father could not bring himself to con- the other day, I observed that while the title-pages
sent, and the fourth child died.
Then, in his des- differed, and were set up from different types, the
pair, the father put his last surviving child wholly running heading of both was 'The Queens Exinto the hands of Preisnitz.
He took the child, change,' except the first headings of the text on
and plunged it into ice-cold water, withdrawing the signatures B, where both had 'The QUEENES Exbody in a minute or so ; then felt the body over change.' This led me to compare each copy, and
This was repeated four it was found that they were from the same set up
carefully with his hands.
or five (I am not sure which) times, and the child of types, the same in the pagination, the same in
was then allowed to fall asleep, which it did im- the errors made, the same in all other slips and
'

:

mediately, woke entirely free from fever, and recovered.
Preisnitz used to begin his treatment in delicate
cases, when vitality was very low, by placing the
patient on a mattress, and with a basin of ice-cold
water by his side, dipping his hand in it, and with

peculiarities, as the substitution of an italic capital
for a
one and vice versa, the varying sizes

Roman

of the capitals, the broken or imperfectly printed
state of particular letters, the shape and position,
&c., of the punctuating points, the positions of
.otters and words as regards those of preceding or

?

S.
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subsequent lines, and the unevenness of certain
In other words, a not uncommon fraud had
been perpetrated, one to which I have before drawn
The supposed edition
attention in these columns.
of another play, 'The Royall Exchange,' in 1661,
was composed of the unsold copies of 'The Queenes

records of the Royal Court (of Guernsey), where
the commissions of governors would be registered,
give no clue to his holding any official capacity in
kind correspondent
the island of Guernsey.
has also caused the registers of St. Peter Port to
be searched for a record of the baptism of the
Thus it would seem neither of these perpoetess.

lines.

'

Exchange

My

BR. NICHOLSON.

of 1657.

HENRY GLAPTHORNE'S 'ALBERTUS
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sons had at any time any connexion with GuernOnly in
sey or any other of the Channel Islands.
early times, am I further informed, was there
a governor of all the Channel Islands generally

WALLEN-

This is a lesser instance
STEIN,' EDS. 1639, 1640.
of the same kind, the copies of these dates being
one edition, and their title-pages the same, with
It was entered on the Stat.
the date altered.
Reg. September 23, 1639, so that the fault .is a
BR. NICHOLSON.
very trivial one.

of high and noble rank, sometimes a
prince of the blood, up to the time of Henry VII.
However, we must look elsewhere for record of
the governorship of Sir Roger Manley of any
island, and for the birthplace of Mrs. Mary de la
friend suggests an error of
Riviere Manley.
"
Channel
the original biographer in writing
"
Islands where it should have been Stilly Islands.
I am much interested in this matter, my genial

some one

My

We

must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to

them

informant more

direct.

to unveil the

and the poetess, and so give correction to the
numerous biographical dictionaries blundering one
after another ? I am sure Sir E. MacCulloch will
be no less grateful than I to any discloser of

MART DE

LA RIVIERE MANLEY. In my list
Female Poets from Sappho to Mrs. Browning
th
S. iii. 362) was instanced with the rest
(see 7
"
Manley, Mary de la Riviere, of Guernsey."
This information is to be met with in several
biographical dictionaries ; but this reference to
Guernsey would seem to lack truthfulness, for in
a correspondence with a learned writer to N. & Q.,'
a native of this same island, viz., Sir Edgar MacCulloch, I learn that the names of Manley and De
la Riviere do not occur in a close study of the

of

*

Will any correspondent help
so.
mystery surrounding the governor

'

truthful facts in reference to the subject of

my

HERBERT HARDY.

communication.
Cullompton, Devon.

'

FAMILY MOTTOES. I am now engaged on a
work in which my purpose is to deal with the
family mottoes of Great Britain and Ireland,
tracing in each case, so far as possible, the special
circumstances, if any, which led to their adoption.
Will you allow me through ' N. & Q.' to solicit the
assistance of the many readers who could doubtless
render me invaluable aid in this respect ? I wish to
narrate briefly and popularly the circumstances of
adoption ; and where differences of opinion exist,

genealogies of the principal families of the island
of Guernsey, nor in the record of their alliances.
I am very much indebted to your correspondent.
He has spared no trouble in re this licentious
follower of the Muse, having had the records of
the island of Guernsey and the histories of the
island of Jersey most carefully searched, all

to state conflicting theories, quoting facts relating

generously and without solicitation ; truly an example of rare kindness from one unknown to
me before the appearance of the before- mentioned
'
List of Female Poets.'
This Mrs. (de la Riviere)
Manley was the daughter of Sir Roger Manley,

and showing forth, any connexion between the
motto and family history and characteristics.
As an example of what I mean I may instance the
well-known motto "Ich dien" as borne by the
Princes of Wales, which has been variously traced
to a Welsh, Bohemian, and other sources. Further,
the Goldsmid family motto is the passage from
Exodus xv. 11, "Who is like unto Thee,
Lord,

to,

Governor of Guernsey, for Chalmers says, "Manley
(de la Riviere), an English lady born in Guernsey,
or one of those small islands, of which her father,
Sir Roger Manley, was Governor." A ' Diet, of

The

amongst the mighty?"

Biog.,' edited

by Benj. Vincent, London, 1877,
says,
Manley, Mary, dramatist, born about 1672,
died July, 1724." The 'Encyc. Brit.' says that
she was the ''daughter of Sir Roger Manley,
Governor of the Channel Islands." But in Sir
Roger Manley's time, I am told, there were no
Governors of the Channel Islands, but only Governors of Guernsey and Governors of Jersey, so the
Sir Roger
Encyc. Brit.' is manifestly incorrect.
Manley was not a Governor of Jersey, not even
a Lieutenant-Governor of either island.
The

initial letters in the

original Hebrew constitute the name of Maccabee,
and a tradition exists of the descent of the GoldI shall esteem it a favour
smids from this family.
to be put in possession of out-of-the-way sources of
information of this description, either privately or

"

through the columns of

'

N.

&

Q.'

JOHN

S.

FARMER.

'

6,

'

Arthur Street West, B.C.
'

,

CHOIL OF A KNIFE. Cassell's 'Dictionary copies
'
from Knight's (American) Practical Dictionary of
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Mechanics' the entry, " Chorl, the angle at the
junction of the blade of a penknife with the square
shank which forms the joint." Mr.
Addy, in his
excellent 'Sheffield
Glossary' (English Dialect
"
Society, 1888), gives this as
Choil, the indentation on the
cutting side of a knife adjoining the
bolster," with an accompanying verb to choil.
Is
the form chorl anywhere in
or is it
an
use,

error made
tion called

merely

by Knight ? What is the part in quesin Birmingham,
Wolverhampton, or

elsewhere in Staffordshire

J.

A. H. MURRAY.

By whom ?

Devon ').

"

275, edition 1882)

memory

of," are

hardly conclusive evidence.

JOHN
Holmby House,

T.

PAGE.

Forest Gate.

CHITTLEHAMPTON,

(3)

DEVON:

NOTE-

The village

of Chittleabout three miles south of the road
hampton
frorn Barnstaple to South
Molton, and is situated

FEB.

What is

w,
the date

"

:

Are

for Length,
Adderbury for Strength,
King's Sutton for Beauty.
there other similar threes, and similar

rhymes?
FLINT CLARKSON.

PETTIT. Will some Cambridgeshire correspondent very kindly inform me whether this name is,
or was, common in the isle of Ely, as there is a
tradition that the isle once belonged to the family
of Pettit ?
ARTHUR MEE.
South Wales Press, Llanelly.

Can any reader of N. & Q.' say
the reason why Alexander is the favourite
Christian name in Scotland ?
PERTINAX.
Melbourne.

ALEXANDER.

NORTH

WORTHY CHURCH TOWERS.

vn.

Bloxham

S.

WILLIAM BLIGH. Can any one tell me where
Admiral Bligh died ? I presume he is buried in the
family vault in Lambeth Churchyard, though the
"
first words of the
Sacred
inscription on the tomb,

s.

Length, Strength, and Beauty as applied
to these three towers without spires ?
Three towers
with spires near Banbury two in Oxfordshire,
and the third (King's Sutton) just over the Cher" discriminated
are similarly
well, in Northants
in a popular rhyme " (Murray's * Oxfordshire,' p.

?

Oxford.

to the

'

ray's
of the

[7*

what

'

is

is

on high ground, with
long slopes southwards towards Umberleigh Station and the
valley of the
Taw. The tower of
Church is said

Chittlehampton
to be the finest in Devonshire.
It is " Beauty "
while its neighbour South Molton is
"Strength"
(on account of massiveness), and Bishops Nympton
is "Length" (on account of the
height of the tower
relatively to its length and breadth), these diswords
criminating
being popularly applied when
the towers are talked about.

The beauty of
Chittlehampton tower is really
remarkable. It is of the best class of
Perpendicular
and
ranks
with
the best of the Somersetshire
work,
towers.
Its dimensions
(24 ft. square outside) and
its sturdy construction
with walls 4 ft. 6 in. thick
above the plinths put it in a
good rank ; and the
treatment of sky-line,
staging, openings, and details is of the first class.
Grouped pinnacles at
the angles and in the centres of the sides
give a
that
sky-line rivalling
at Evercreech. An admirable
pyramidal outline is obtained by
setting in the
buttresses and putting free
pinnacles on the set-offs,
the last pinnacle
finishing at the bottom of the
The large belfry windows (two threeparapet.
light windows in each face) crown walls that are
almost unpierced below. The tall
base courses,
the enriched
strings, the parapets partly pierced
with
blind
partly
decoration, are treated with
originality and harmony, the whole effect being as
of a work conceived and carried
out by a master
I wish to ask (1) What illustrations
or otherwise) of
Chittlehampton tower

(measured

and of

its

compeers have been published?
(2) What is
known (by documents) of the
The three
history ?
"
towers are

ascribed to the

same

architect

"

(Mur-

JOHN FENNELL, OF CAHIR. Can any reader
give me any information concerning one John
Fennell, of Caher or Cahir Abbey, co. Tipperary,
Ireland, in the seventeenth century, his family, and
the length of time they held the said abbey; also
concerning one Capt. Fennell, of Cappagh, about
the same time ? Where can such information be
obtained,

if

anywhere

H.

?

TEA CLIPPERS. Can any reader of N. & Q.'
give me a hint as to the best book for information
" tea
respecting the now almost obsolete
clippers."
*

EICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Mount Edgcumbe, Devonport.

CLULOW.

Can you

origin of this

frequently occur

CAPITAL

give

me any
Where

surname?
?

PUNISHMENT.

idea of the
does it most
E. H. C.

Can you

or any of
I can get any
information as to the various modes of capital
punishment in vogue in different countries, both
P. W. F.
European and others ?

your correspondents

tell

me where

SAMUEL COLVIL. Can any reader give me
particulars as to the life of the above author ?

any

He

wrote " The Whiggs Supplication ; or, the Scotch
The
Hudibras, a mock poem, in two parts."

Museum possesses various editions of his
*
book, dating from 1681 to 1796. The Dictionary
of National Biography does not mention him.
H. T. F.
Wigan.
British

'

ALDERMEN OF LONDON. Where is to be found
a list of the Court of Aldermen as constituted temp.
the Commonwealth or the early years of the Restoration?
W. D. PINK.
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HOMER, 'ILIAD,' vin. vv. 557, 558. In Homer's
justly famous description of night in the eighth
'Iliad,' the two following lines are bracketed,
"
both in the " Oxford Pocket Classics and in the
"Cambridge Greek Texts," thereby intimating (as
I suppose)]that they are considered to be spurious
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duction and adoption of linen, instead of the
woollen clothes then universally worn." As we
hear nothing now about woollen clothing but what
is favourable to its use, it is reasonable to assume
that when used in a reasonable manner it is as
harmless as it is agreeable.

SHIRLEY HIBBERD.

T' e</>ai>i> Tracrat crKOTTtat, /cat Trpaioi/es a/cpot,

/c

/caij VO.TTO.I'

ovpavoQev

8'

ap' VTreppdyrj ao~7reTOS

FOLK-LORE OF THE SEA. Crieriens
phantoms of the shipwrecked, whom the

are

the

a t#?)p.
inhabitwhat authority does their spuriousness, actual ants of the Isle of Sein, in Brittany, believe that
or supposed, rest ?
There is no note on the subject they hear demanding burial through the dull sound
in any Homer that I have at hand.
As they are, preceding a storm. See J. Collin Plancy, DicIs this
perhaps, the two most beautiful lines in the tionnaire Infernal,' under "Crieriens."
description, it seems hard that Homer should be superstition to be met with along the English,
robbed of two lines out of a passage which contains Scotch, or Irish coasts ?
B. L. K. C.
only five.
May I appeal to one of your learned
CRITICASTER. This word is used by the REV.
classical readers if possible to clear up the dim
Is it not a word
J. W. EBSWORTH (7 th S. vi. 435).
culty ?
"
Valpy calls this the most beautiful night-piece of recent introduction? Is it known who first used
that can be found in poetry."
In justice to other it ? It is not in my edition of Webster. Annangreat poets, I should rather say, one of the most dale's Imperial Dictionary has the word, but no

On

'

'

'

quotation for

beautiful.

Wordsworth

calls

its

use

Pope's well-known version of
him,
Edi-

is

given.
F. C. BIRKBECK

TERRY.

this passage, "though he had Homer to
guide
"
throughout false and contradictory (Pocket
tion of ' Wordsworth,'
vol. vi.

What

1858,
does Wordsworth

p. 359).

mean?

Pope's lines false or contradictory

Where

MACARONI.

are

?

(7

th

S.

vii.

48.)

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
See Wright's Caricature History of the Georges.'
COCKER'S 'DICTIONARY.' Can, or will, rather, The word is derived from the Macaroni
Club, a
some contributor to 'N. & Q.' tell me the date of set of men who introduced Italian macaroni at
the first edition of Cocker's
'English Diction- Almack's. They were foppish and coxcombical in
"
Second Edition, very much Enlarged their
ary ? The
habits, and the transference of the term from
and Altered, by John Hawkins," is dated 1715. their
peculiar dish to themselves may have been
It contains, by the
a
of
number
words
way,
large
partly due to a reminiscence of .the older macaront
'

'

'New English Dictionary,' vol. i.
I find no mention of Cocker's
'Dictionary' in

that are not in the

Lowndes.

WOOLLEN CLOTHES AND

HALKETT LORD.

an affected busybody. This, at least, appears to
have been Nares's opinion, who quotes from

Donne

:

Like a big wife, at sight of lothed meat,

ELEPHANTIASIS.

During all the long years since I first read Sir
William Hooker's ' Journal of a Tour in Iceland
(2 vols. 8vo. 1813) I have been troubled in mind
by the association of woollen clothes and elephantiasis in the relation of cause and effect.
Is there
any proper relation of one to the other ; or is it

Beady to travail; so I sigh and sweat,
To hear this macaron talk in vain ;

'

necessary that dirty habits should accompany the
use of woollen to render it
dangerous to health ?
Our old friend ' N. & Q.' may bring forth a new

chapter in practical hygeine in the solution of this
In vol. i. p. 190 of the ' Journal ' we
question.
are informed that
elephantiasis is hereditary, but
not infectious, and its
prevalence in Iceland dates
from the first colonization of the
country from
Norway. Then it is added, " Its prevalence and
virulence are probably in a
great degree ascribable
to the use of woollen
clothes, and to the mode of
living and habits of the natives," &c.
In a footnote we read: " The
elephantiasis used to be equally
prevalent in Great Britain, previous to the intro-

and

A macaroon,
And no way

fit

to speak to clouted shoon.

Nares says
" This is
nearly the same sense as persona of a certain
age remember to have been given to the adopted word
:

macaroni itself ; namely, a first-rate coxcomb, or puppy;
which has now another temporary appellation, dandy,
corrupted or abbreviated, 1 presume, from Jack-adandy."
C. C. B.

This was a well-known word at the date referred
rather in the sense of a droll than a fop, as
from Addison's description in the Spectator,
No. 47, Tuesday, April 24, 1711
" In the first Place I must observe that there is a Set
f merry Drolls whom the Common People of all Counries admire, and seem to love so well that they could eat
to, but
s clear

:

ihem, according to the old Proverb

cumforaneous Wits

:

I

mean

those cir-

whom every Nation calls by the Name

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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of that Dish of Meat which it loves best. In Holland
they are termed Pickled Herrings ; in France Jean Pottages; in Italy Maccaronies; and in Great Britain Jack

Puddings. These merry Wags, from whatsoever Food
they receive their Titles, that they may make their
Audiences laugh, always appear in a Fool's Coat, and
commit such Blunders and Mistakes in every Step they
take, and every Word they utter, as those who listen to
them would be ashamed of." From the first edition.

At a still earlier date Donne had used the term
malcaron for the garrulous bore (such as Horace
describes in Satire

book

ix.

To hear

i.)

:

I sigh and sweat
this Makaron talk.

Satire iv. 116, 117.

It

is

easy to see

how

this latter

" as
" has
nearly the same sense," as Nares says,
persons
of a certain age remember to have been given to the
adopted word macaroni itself, namely, a first-rate coxcomb or puppy; which has now another temporary
appellation, dandy, corrupted or abbreviated from Jack-

a-dandy."
'
Nares's Glossary ' was first issued in 1822, so
that elderly people would remember the earlier
years of George III.'s reign. Hall Stevenson pub'
lished his
Makarony Fables,' addressed to the

Society of Macaronies, in 1768, or perhaps earlier;
the second edition is dated 1768.
See ' Chrysal'
also.
W. E, BUCKLEY.

v*

s.
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m

th
'MACBETH,' 1673 (7 S.vii. 68). The question
asked by your correspondent MB. MOBBIS I. JONAS
is very important, and I am much obliged to
him for drawing my attention to an oversight on
'

part in preparing the stage history of Macbeth' for vol. v. of the 'Henry Irving Shakespeare/
I confess I had overlooked the passage in Dr.
Furness's preface to which MR. JONAS refers ; but
on reading that passage I am sorry to see that by
some unfortunate chance Dr. Furness has not collated the 1673 quarto with the First Folio and
with Davenant's version as printed in 1674. But
the points that he notices are quite sufficient,
coming as they do from such an accurate editor, to
show that the 1673 quarto could not be identical
with the 1674 quarto, from which Davenant's
'
Macbeth is printed in his collected works, ed.
On turning to the somewhat elaborate and
1874.
'
'
very interesting preface to Macbeth in that edition I find the following entry :

my

'

"Macbeth, a Tragedy; with all the
Amendments. Additions, and New Songs,

Alterations,.
as it is now

acted at the Theatre Royal. London, printed for Hen.
Herringham, and are to be sold by Jos. Knight and Fra.
Saunders at the Blue Anchor, in the Lower Walk of
the New Exchange. 1673. 4to."
'

Halliwell, in his Dictionary of Old Plays/ has,
Macbeth.
tragedy, with all the alterations,
and new songs. Acted at
In the Intended Epilogue to " She Stoops to amendments, additions,
the Duke's Theatre.
4to.
1674, 1687, 1695,
Conquer," Mrs. Bulkley has to say
'
1710"; and the Biographia Dramatica' gives the
Ye travelled tribe, ye macaroni train
same title. In the preface to Davenant's * MacOf French friseurs, and nosegays, justly vain,
beth,' already alluded to above, no mention is made
Who take a trip to Paris once a year
of this 1673 quarto, nor does the editor attempt to
To dress, and look like awkward Frenchman here,
Lend me your hands
decide the question whether the play which Pepys
See the ' Encyclopaedic Diet./ s.v., where it is saw on ' November 5, 1664, was or was not DaveI have discussed this question
stated that the macaroni "led the fashion from nant's Macbeth.'
the introduction to Macbeth in vol. v. of the
1770 to 1775." The modern exquisite would ap- in
'
Henry Irving Shakespeare'; and though I confesspear to pant after this picturesque predecessor in
I was at first inclined to believe that Pepys had
vain.
THOMAS BAYNE.
seen Shakespeare's ' Macbeth,' with no other addiHelensburgh, N.B.
tions than the songs and dances indicated in the
[C. C. B. refers to the quotation from Donne; MR.
directions to the First Folio, I came to the
E. H. MARSHALL to Donne and the 'School for Scandal.' stage
MB. E. H. COLEMAN eays that at the Savoir Vivre Club, decision, on further consideration, that his general
in St. James's Street, in 1770, macaroni formed a princi- description of the piece makes one conclude that
pal dish. MR. R. W. HACKWOOD gives an account of the the additions and alterations must have been
dress of the macaroni. G. L. G. quotes passages from
considerable.
Pepys's dramatic predilections do
the Rev. Peter Kouth (1786), given in Burgon's 'Lives
not seem to have been for the highest class of
of Twelve Good Men,' i. 21, and from Boswell's
'
"
You are a drama ; but even he would surely have noticed
Hebrides,' p. 84, where are the words,
delicate Londoner, you are a maccaronif
You can't such a violent and complete transformation
ride." MR. J. W. ALLISON says the word occurs in the of
Shakespeare's play as that which we find in
Oxford Magazine of June, 1770, and refers to the maca- Davenant's version of 1674.
If in 1664 he had
ronic verses of Theophilus Folengo, which opens out anseen Shakespeare's 'Macbeth,' even allowing for
other subject. The Editor may state that he possesses
two copies of the Macaroni Magazine, a scarce work, the fact that he was preoccupied in picking up
giving portraits and sketches of the military macaroni, pieces of court scandal and leering at the pretty
the clerical macaroni, &c.
A copy is in the British women, he could not have failed to notice such
Museum. All were defective of certain plates. These
mutilations of the text, or such vulgar
have now been reproduced, and the copies are perfect ghastly

"

A

'

'

:

!

'

'

A few surplus plates
plate.
are in the Editor's possession, and correspondents anxious

with the exception of one
to complete their

volumes

may communicate

with him.]

interpolations of utterly incongruous matter as are
to be found in Davenant's version.

Referring to a

MS.

list

of old plays

which be-

7'h S.
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title of which is as
Plays, from the Earliest
Period up to the Year 1700, in the Library at the
British Museum, taken from the General Catalogue,
and afterwards examined with Mr. Capel's Catalogue
of Mr. Garrick's Collection, by Brownlow Waight,
I find mention of no other quarto of
1823,"
'Macbeth' than that of 1674. I am just leaving
town, or I should make it my business to find a

longed to Mr. Collier, the
" List of all the Old

follows,

copy of the 1673 quarto and collate it withDavenant and the First Folio, but I confess I do not
know where to find one. It is not clear whether
the Cambridge editors ever saw a copy of this 1673
quarto, and unfortunately Dr. Furness gives us
no clue whereby we can trace that which he
examined. I would suggest as an explanation of
the discrepant statements as to this quarto that
some copies of Davenant's 1674 quarto may have
been printed in 1673, and that the quarto which
Dr. Furness saw was really a reprinc of the old
theatre copy as used before the Restoration.
It is

when the play was first reproduced
under Davenant's management the actors spoke
passages inserted by the manager, but not to be
found in the printed text.
F. A. MARSHALL.
possible that

SIR MICHAEL LIVESAY

th

(7

S. vi.

408;

vii. 12).

Sir Michael Livesay was the son of Gabriel Livesay
(born 1566), and grandson of Robert Livesay, of
Streatham, High Sheriff of Surrey and Sussex, by
his first wife.
Sir Michael married, and left a

daughter Anne, who died s.p., having married Sir
Robert Sprignell, Bart., of Yorkshire. I have no
note of who Sir Michael's wife was ; but is it not
in Burke's 'Extinct Baronetage'?
Robert Livesay
left a daughter by his second wife
(who was the

widow

Hobbes, and mother of Thomas

of

Hobbes),

who married

Sir

Edward Peyton,

of Isle-

ham, a zealous Parliamentarian. Their daughter
Amy married Henry Lawrence, of St. Ives, afterwards President of Cromwell's Council.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

'THE LIBERAL': LEIGH HUNT (7 th S. vi. 509).
The first number of this short-lived periodical
was issued in the year 1822. It had for its
principal contributors Lord Byron, Leigh Hunt, and
The
first
volume opens with a lengthy
Shelley.
preface describing the object of the Liberal, and is
followed by a poem in 106 eight-line
stanzas, called
The Vision of Judgment/ by Quevedo
Redivivus,
alias Lord Byron. The next is a letter addressed to
'

the "Editor of

by Lord Byron.
by Leigh Hunt

my

Grandmother's Review," also

'

The Florentine Lovers follows,
Rhyme and Reason '; then
comes a short essay entitled German
';
A May-Day Dream/ supposed to be a Apologue
translation
by Shelley of the May- day night scene in the tra'

f

;

'

1

'

'

Ariosto's Episode of Cloridan,
gedy of Faust.'
Medoro, and Angelica/ comes next by Leigh Hunt.
Lord Byron follows with a drama entitled ' Heaven
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a Mystery.' The remaining articles in
:
that are of any importance are as follows:
The Spirit of Monarchy '; ' The Dogs,' a poem
addressed to the abusers of this journal, of which
it appeared to have many; and 'A Tale of the

and Earth
vol.

i.

'

Passions.'

Vol.

ii.

opens with a literary eclogue,
'

followed by My First Ac'
quaintance with the Poets'; Shakespear's Fools';
The Book of Beginnings'; and 'Apuleius/ which
is considered by one reviewer the best article that
had appeared in the journal, and describes it as a
clever article, shining where it is like a diamond
'

The

Blues,'

and

is

'

among

'Pulpit Oratory'; 'Chalmers and
and 'Chaucer's Squire's Tale Modernized/

dirt.

Irving';

canto

i.,

There

is

to be

by the

are the remaining articles of importance.
end of the volume a number of
short poems. The last-named articles are supposed
also at the

editors,

Lord Byron and Mr. Leigh

Hunt.

The

press greatly condemned this periodical, a&
from the following extract from the
Literary Gazette, this being a portion of the review
of the Liberal :
" We have now
exhibited and discussed the
will be seen

fully

and find, on casting up the account, that
Lord Byron has contributed Impiety, vulgarity, inhumanity, and Heartlessness, Mr. Shelley a Burlesque
upon Goethe, and Mr. Leigh Hunt conceit, trumpery,
ignorance, and wretched verses. The union of wickedness, folly, and imbecility is perfect, and as they conperiodical,

gratulated the Devil, so do
of the Liberal."

we

congratulate the authors

GEORGE BETHELL, Jun.
Reference Library, Manchester.

Having a copy of this work, with the original
bound in, it may be well to transcribe the
title, which is
" The Liberal. Verse and Prose from the South. To
covers

:

Nl. London, 1822: Printedby and for John Hunt, 22. Old Bond Street. Price Five
be continued occasionally.
Shillings."

There were four numbers, making two volumes,
8vo.
On the end cover of No. 3 is, " The Fourth
Number of the Liberal will appear on the 1st of
July [1823]." On the cover of No. 4 the imprint
is, "London, 1823: Printed for John Hunt, 39,
Tavistock Street, and 22, Old Bond Street." The
second, third, and fourth numbers have at bottom,,
within the ornamental border, " Reynell, Printer,
Broad St., Golden Square."
table of contents is given at the end of the first volume, and
Nos. 1, 3, and 4 have each a table of contents, but
the names of the contributors are not specified.
'
Shelley sent three pieces
May-Day "Night af
Poetical Translation from Goethe's
Faust,"
vol. i. pp. 121-137; 'Song written for an Indian
Air,' vol. i. p. 397; 'Lines to a Critic/ vol. ii. p.
187.
Lord Byron sent * The Vision of Judgment,'
the first article in No. 1, and 'Heaven and Earth :
a Mystery/ which occupied a similar place in No. 2 ;
'
also
The Blues a Literary Eclogue/ in No. 3.

A

:

:
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Byron writes to Murray (letter 455), "'The tioned above. If, however, she were not such an
heiress or coheiress, her husband would simply imis a mere buffoonery, never meant for pub" that it is altopale her arms with his own, and her issue would not
lication"; on which Moore notes
gether unworthy of his pen, but appeared afterwards be entitled to bear in their paternal arms any trace
'
in the Liberal." Lastly, he sent the Translation of their mother's
which latter would simply cease
of the First Canto of Pulci's "Morgante Maggiore,"' to exist and be extinct so far as that line of descent
in No. 4, of which Byron himself had a very high from the common ancestor was concerned. In both
opinion, but of which Moore notes ('Life,' v. 119) these cases I assume that the husband would him" that it
appeared in the Liberal, and though thus self be entitled to bear arms, either by inheritance
rescued from the fate of being unpublished, must or by grant, because an ignobilis, having no coat

Of

this

Blues '

;

for ever, I fear, submit to the doom of being un5'
In No. 3 'My First Acquaintance with
read.
Poets,' pp. 23-46, is signed "W. H." (William
I do not know the authors of the reHazlitt).

maining pieces, but presume that most of them are
There are two with
by Leigh Hunt himself.
fictitious names
"Carluccio" and "Carlone."
W. E. BUCKLEY.
[DNARGEL says information concerning the Liberal is
in
John
Nichol
given
'Byron,' by
("English Men of
Letters Series"), p. 162.]

HERALDRY
th

:

DESCENT OF ARMORIAL BEARINGS

MR. EATON asks for an
427, 496).
answer to his two questions on the above subject
from some one qualified to answer them. That I
cannot pretend to be ; but if MR. EATON will be
content, in the absence of any higher authority,
with the somewhat off-hand opinion of a sincere
lover and student of heraldry, I will do my best to
answer them.
1. In the first case put, MR. EATON says he is
not the lineal descendant of his ancestor to whom
was originally granted a certain coat of arms,
nor is he a lineal descendant of his more immediate ancestor, the founder of another branch of
the original stock. In neither of these cases, therefore, can I see that MR. EATON has any right
whatever to bear the original arms. The descent
of armorial bearings in their original state follows
much the same rules that control the descent of
landed property that is unentailed.
The person
who stands in the position of the heir-at-law
would be the only one entitled to bear the original
arms pure and simple. All others and they, too,
must be lineal descendants from the common
ancestor ought, according to heraldic usage, to
difference the arms they bear, either by the recognized marks of cadency or by some variation of
the original bearings.
If by not being a lineal
descendant of his ancestor MR. EATON means only
that he is descended through a female from the
common stock, he would have no right to bear any
trace of his common ancestor's armorial
bearings
unless such female (herself lineally descended from
the common ancestor) had been an heiress or coheiress ; that is, in an heraldic sense, one who had
been without brothers. In that case her issue
would be entitled to quarter her own paternal arms,
and so it would be handed down to her lineal
posterity, subject to the modifications I have men(7

S.

vi.

own, can neither bear on a shield of pretence
nor impale any arms to which his wife might be
entitled in her own right.
MR. EATON will see,
therefore, that armorial bearings can only be inherited by the lineal descendants of an ancestor
himself entitled to bear them.
2. With regard to MB. EATON'S second question, I should have thought that when once a right
had accrued to a lineal descendant to bear certain
arms (although collateral to the main branch or
head of the family) no change that such head of a
family chose to adopt in his arms would have any
effect on those inherited by a cadet.
Branches
collateral to each other (e.g., second or third
cousins), but each lineally descended from a common ancestor bearing arms, would bear the same ;
of his

the elder branch, or head of the family, the ordinary coat, whilst the younger branches would bear
them differenced by the proper marks of cadency
or variation, and no more. Such a change of arms,
however, as that suggested by your correspondent
is, I should think, very seldom to be met with,

and would, as I have said, have no effect upon any
but his own individual case and that of his own
particular descendants.
Inner Temple.

J. S.

UDAL.

REV. DR. THOMPSON, OF KENSINGTON (7 th S. vii.
In 1795, the Eev. Seth Thompson, D.D.,
was the afternoon preacher at the Brompton Chapel,
which was built "about the year 1769, for the
accommodation of the inhabitants of that hamlet."
Whether he had a
Dr. Thompson died in 1805.
school or not I cannot say. Kensington Proprietary
Grammar School was not opened until Jan. 24,
1831.
H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
29).

34, St.

Petersburg Place,

HARVEST HORN
PRATT'S

W.

th

MR.
S. vi. 448 ; vii. 37).
(7
note at the last reference refers to the har-

vest horn as a toy only ; but here, in East Suffolk, it
is in use all through harvest, as a signal to the men
when to leave off work for meals and when to
It is usually blown at the farmresume work.
house door, often by the servant-maid, and may be
W. E. TATE.
heard all over the farm.
Walpole Vicarage, Halesworth.

TAILED ENGLISHMAN (7 S. vi. 347, 493).
Fuller says that the Count of Artois applied this
term to William Longsword, Earl of Salisbury,
who opposed his purpose of attacking the castle of
th

7'" S.
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Mauzur in 1250. "His goodwill was rewardec
with Coward, Dastard, English tail, and such like
"
contumelious termes (' Holy Warre,' bk. iv. chap,
'
xv. ). And Dr. Neale, in his Crusade of S. Louis,
gives the same story, saying that it was believed al
the time that the English had tails.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, E. Yorks.
The
ST. PETER'S, CORNHILL (7 th S. vi. 488).
desired information will probably be found in the
under-named volumes of Eobert Wilkinson's MSS.
at the Guildhall Library, London
:

towards a History of the Parish and
Parish Church of St. Peter upon Cornhill, London ; consisting of Extracts from the Chantry Book of the Guild
of St. Peter, Wills of Parishioners and Benefactors from
1375 to 1427, Extracts from the Parish Books and Ward
Books of Cornhill Ward, Faculties, Leases, and other
Documents and Evidences, 2 vols. 4to.
Collections

Collections relating to the History and Antiquities of
the Church and Parish of St. Peter's, Cornhill, London,
4 vols. fol.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

VISITATIONS OP THE DIOCESE OF NORWICH (7 th
" Thomas
S. vi. 399).
Is not Bishop
Jane " a misprint for Thomas Jann, who held the see from 1449
to 1451 ]
F. E. S. E.
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be shown aliunde that this epitaph actually was
placed on the tomb shortly after Duns's death, we
are not entitled to say positively that it was.
Besides this we have the evidence, for what it is
'
De Script. Eccles.' (Basel,
worth, of Tritheim,
1494), fol. 76, who writes
" Claruit sub Alberto
Imperatore anno domini millesimo ccc. Johannes Duns, natione Scotus, ordinis
fratrum minorum ; Alexandri Alensis Anglici quondam
:

Parisius auditor,
in divinis scripturis studiosus et
yir
eruditus, et in philosophia Aristotelica doctissimus; et

adeo profundus ut eius scripta paucis sint penetrabilia,
et ob id quoque minus usitata. Edidit quasdam instructa
volumina, quibus nomen suum ad noticiam posteritatis
transmisit."

Then

follows a
concludes:

of Duns's writings.

list

He

then

"Moritur temporibus Alberti Imperatoris anno
domini millesimo ccc.viii. Indictione sexta. Colonise
apud minores sepultus."

To much the same effect he writes in the ' Chronicon Hirsaugiense (ed. 1690), ii. 117:
" Anno
praenotato sexto iduum Novembris obiit in
Colonia Joannes Duns, cognomento Scotus, Ordinis
Minorum, Alexandri de Hales ejusdem Ordinis quondam
auditor atque discipulus, Doctor magnus atque subtilis,
et in choro fratrum minorum memorati Conventus Coloniensis ante sacristiam cum honore sepultus est."
'

The passage quoted by Ennen from the Kalendarium* of the Minorite Church seems to me
The
(7
425).
to be of a later date.
The latinity is better.
inscription which L. L. K. quotes was placed
behind the altar in the Minorite Church at Moreover, when Tritheim wrote Duns was a
little-known
comparatively
writer, whence he is
in
when certain

JOHN DUNS SCOTUS

th

S.

'

vi.

Cologne
1509,
bones, supposed or
pretended to be those of Duns, were transferred
thither from a tomb in the middle of the choir.
In 1513 an elaborate monument was erected on
the same spot, and inscribed with a great deal
more of very bad Latin in honour of the great schoolman, which time has now in whole or in part
effaced.
The inscriptions may be read, and
the foregoing statements verified, in
Wadding's
of Duns, chaps, xi. and xiii.
To have set
the epitaphs out in full in the '
Dictionary would
have been a wanton waste of valuable space.
The brief one which I did quote will be found
in Wadding (Ib., chap, ii), and is certified
Dr.
life

'

by

Karl Baedeker, 'Rheinlande' (1881),

p. 353, as
The substantial question,
being still legible.
however, is, What evidence have we that the
bones transferred from the middle of the choir

to the place behind the altar in 1509 were
really
those of Duns ? Wadding says that he was originally buried near the sacristy, "and that thence
his bones were transferred to the middle of the choir
at some uncertain date
probably during the pontificate of Sixtus IV.
(1471-84), and quotes an

epitaph which, he says, was placed on the tomb
near the sacristy shortly after the death of Duns
;
but he does not say that it was there in his
day,
but only that it was to be found in a MS. in the
library of the monastery.
Unless, therefore, it can

described as the author of works "paucis penetra-

ob id quoque minus usitata," but who
"nomen suum ad noticiam posteritatis
transmisit." The writer of the passage from the
'
Kalendarium
obviously had the passage in
Tritheim before him, and thought it desirable, in
view of Duns's increasing repute, to emphasize
what it contained of praise, tone down the reproach of obscurity, and add a little magniloquence to the style. Accordingly he describes
Duns as " magistrum profundissimum qui nomen
bilia,

et

nevertheless

'

suum

posteris eruditissimis scriptis suis (licet
paucis penetralibus) consecravit." Crombach and
Hartzheim are still later writers the one lived between 1598 and 1680, the other between 1694 and
1763. I submit, then, that we have as yet no contemporary or nearly contemporary evidence that Duns
was ever buried in the Minorite Church at Cologne;
and that, therefore, L. L. K. has failed to substantiate against me his charge of scepticism or
Pyrrhonism in limiting myself to the statement
:hat he was supposed to have been buried there.
:

J.
9,

New

M. BIGG.

Square, Lincoln's Inn.

PROGRAMME (7
Ogilvie's 'Imperial

th

S.

vi.

446;

vii.

32).

In

1850) this
word is variously spelt programma, program, proEGBERT F. GARDINER.
gramme.

Dictionary' (ed.
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th
QUOTATION FROM CICERO (7 S. vi. 427, 494).
In continuation of MR. BIRCH'S question as to
Cicero and planting trees, may I ask whether any
of your readers can help me to the source of the

[7*

vn.

s.

FEB. ie,

m

the country is judged by its appearance, as in
passage in question the persons are. Viator
says, when he espies a church among the wild
scenery of the Dove Valley,
i.,

;he

As I 'm an honest
"What have we here, a church
Have you churches in this
mea man, a very pretty church
country, sir 1 Piscator You see we have but had you
seen none, why should you make that doubt, sir?
Viator Why, if you will not be angry, I '11 tell you.J^ I
1

following lines

?

?

CTVOS AD LTSAND

manu
Cic

aunt
:

These

:

Multae etiam istarum arborum

:

satas.

Nemo

sibi

!

solum natus

lines are inscribed

"

nilq' libero dignius.

on a stone in the "public

of the parish of Brixton, Devon, let into the
wall of the churchyard, and are preceded by the

park

following
"This Colony of Elms regularly disposed into walks
was planted in November 1677 by Edward Fortescve of
r
Spridleston, Esq Churchwarden, with the approbation
and contribution of the Majority of Estated Parishioners.
To the intent that (when perfect in growth and sold)
Lands may be purchased with the money for the releife
of the Poor of this Parish, & that posterity reaping the
advantage of our benefaction may be encouraged to pro-

;

:

thought myself a stage or two beyond Christendom."
H. H. B.
Derby.

:

vide for more successions by substituting others in the
room of these."

The Latin lines are succeeded by the
May Mithridates' Spirit still affright
as owe Liuing Gallerys' despite.
Cleomenes' and Agamemnon's fate
Seize such as think not sacred what is

following

:

Such

sate,

And En'mies deem'd to poor, to Church & State.
Four trees remain, the rest having been blown
down in a storm about 1824. The English inscription is intelligible enough
is the Latin passage a
INGLETT.
quotation ; and from whom 1
;

CHRISTENDOM OF CLOTHES (7 th

Does

S. vii. 23).

not the reproach " they 've worn out Christendom "
refer to the men, and not to the clothes?
The
English just returned from France are ridiculed for
their foreign appearance

and bearing

:

They have all new legs, and lame ones ; one would take it
That never taw 'em pace before, the spavin,
Or springhalt, reign'd among 'em
!

The Chamberlain then adds

:

Their clothes are after such a pagan cut, too,
That sure, they 've worn out Christendom
French or pagan clothes, probably new, could not
have worn out a Christendom they had never received ; but the men had so un-Englished themselves in habit and gait that they were ridiculed
as having worn out or renounced thereby their
!

Christianity.
Trench, in his

'

Select Glossary,' quotes Spenser,

and other writers to show that the early
meaning of the word Christendom was the proWiclif,

MR. MOUNT'S remarks remind me of the common schoolboy practice of giving comrades a pinch
on their first donning new clothes. This may be
an origin similar to that of the superhe mentions. Who knows ?

;raceable to
stitions

ARTHUR MEE.
South Wales Press, Llanelly.

Christendom is, I take it, put in contradistincto heathendom, as indicating a mode of
Given the habits, manners, customs
affiliation.
of Christian civilization, all will be found, on inquiry, to differ from the habits, manners, customs
A. H.
of pagans, even including clothes.
tion

LONGITUDE AND MARRIAGE

(7

th

S. vii. 7, 58).

not a " legal luminary," but I venture to
have an opinion upon MR. TROLLOPE'S hypothetical case ; and it is, that the marriage which
he describes must be held valid. It was bad and
adulterous in intention ; but, like many other bad
I

am

The first
it was, me judice, good in law.
wife died at 10.30 A.M., and the second wife was
It is
married at 11 A.M. on the very same day.
true that when the first wife died the hour was
11.23 at a certain place where she did not die ; and
it is also true that when the second wife was
married the hour was 10.30 at a place where she
was not married. But the time at which a given
event happens is that which is true for the place
where it happens, and not that which is true for
some other place. If it were not so, there would
be no saying when any given event does happen.
And therefore, when two events are correlative,
as the two marriages are in this case, it follows
that each of the two must be timed according to
the longitude of the place where it happened. If
this view be correct, the adulterous husband was
already a widower when he married again with a
bigamous intent ; and law and justice, as usual,
A. J. M.
are found to be not in harmony.
Temple.

things,

sometimes baptism, in
which that profession was made. He remarks that
I am of opinion that the advantages of the flag
though Shakspeare sometimes uses it in the early
A
as "by my Christendom" ('King John,
sense
are to be applied to the case here proposed.
and
i.
that
IV. ,
his general and fre
elsewhere)
ship carries her nationality with her wherever she
quent use of it is in the later or modern sense, as goes.
Everything which happens on board a
signifying Christian, and not pagan or Moham- British ship is reputed to have taken place on
medan lands.
British ground ; and if the thing is a matter of
In Walton and Cotton's ' Angler,' part ii. chap. time, Greenwich time alone, of course, is to be
fession of Christ's faith, or

7th s.
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considered, whatever my be the difference with the
or rides.
place where the ships sails, steams,

DNARGEL.

Paris.

In reply to my query on this subject, C. C. B.
sends a singularly apposite case, which is very
interesting.

But the point

of chief interest would,

be the legal decision, which he unfortunately has
"
I wish, as he wishes, that some
legal
forgotten.
"
reader could give it to us.

MR. MARSHALL seems

to

me

to

have mistaken

query. "Of course there could be
no " practical difficulty in ascertaining the real
sequence in time of" the facts. Very little indeed
he speaks of would be needed
of the "calculation
for that purpose.
Indeed, I carefully stated that
the exact time of the death and that of the marriage
were indisputable.
query was addressed not
the point of

my

My

to astronomers, but to lawyers.
The question
What would their decision in the case be ?

T.

is,

Budleigh Salterton.
(7

th

should not have
one calling itself "encyclopaedic," for an explanation
of a term which is in the least degree technical. Dictionaries are to experts in technical matters causes
of contempt and laughter ; they generally give the
The
wrong answer and blunder without stint.
celebrated case of the editor who looked for " port"
crayon," found pencil-case," and to his dying day
refused to believe anything but his dictionary
which was only a little more ignorant than himself
is in the minds of many on this head.
Golander case is the invention of Dr. Solander, of
'
memory dear to readers of Cook's Voyages,' who
used one to contain and preserve specimens for
natural history, drawings, and matters of the kind.
It is really a box, generally shaped like a book, one
side of which, turning on hinges, serves for a lid,
while the front, or fore edge of the case, is furnished
with hinges to be let down, so that the fronts as
well as the tops of the contents can be got at.
Such things are sold by all stationers.
O.
[Innumerable replies to the same effect are acknow-

A

ledged.]

CHOCK-FULL

(7

th

ing them, and they shut themselves up directly and
" kna nowt." But the march of education is
quite
changing the manners and speech of the people.
When I was caught in a heavy shower one day this
week, my housemaid said, "Shall I take your coat
into the kitchen to be dried ?
It is quite saturated
with rain."
few years ago such a young woman

A

would have said, " It's wringing wet "; or, perhaps,
"It's as wet asmucfc.""
A day or two ago I received a letter from a
neighbouring clergyman, in which he says
"I can plainly see the old times and things are
effectually passing away; and the new School Boards
and humbug of education are producing a generation
of villagers totally different from the old specimens who
:

'

linger here

MR. KHODES
S. vii. 87).
looked in a dictionary, above all in

SOLANDER CASES

answer will almost certainly be, not what was
said before, but what your questioning causes them
to think ought to have been said.
Scarcely anything can be more offensive to rustics than to have
remarks made upon their mode of expression.
Only let them suspect that there is the slightest
disposition to laugh at them, or that you are watch-

'

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

S. vii. 87).

If

DR.

&

MURRAY

turns to p. 92 of the number of ' N.
Q.' containing his question, he will see an instance of
"chock-full."
That is certainly the way it was
"
"
always pronounced on the Wolds round about
the birthplace of Tennyson, and round Horncastle,

1-35

and there

like veterans of

an annihilated

army."

As I have not been " etymologizing," I hope the
B. B.
length of this note will be excused.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

N. & Q.' has brought me as yet
Chock/nil is shown to be overwhelmingly prevalent, being vouched for in North,

My

inquiry in
sixteen answers.
Central,

'

and South Northumberland, East Durham

(Sunderland), Westmoreland (Kendal), South Notts,
South Lincolnshire, Birmingham, North Wilts
(Chippenham), Somerset, Blackheath, Surrey (Godaiming).
correspondent from Dublin says it is
"
chock/nil all over Ireland," and a correspondent
in the army says "all the English soldiers say
chockfulL"
Chuckfull is reported from North
"
" in
"
Devon, and also as heard in London and
South Lancashire." Chokefull many correspond"
ents say they
never heard "; one man has heard
it only from Scotchmen or as a literary pronuncia-

A

no answers yet from several counties,
round London north of the
Thames. For etymological purposes I ought also
to have asked those who answered to tell me how
the verb to choke is pronounced in the same disIs a child choked or chocked by swallowing
tricts.
a cherry-stone ?
J. A. H. MURRAY.
tion.

I have

especially those lying

Oxford.

SPENCE'S 'ANECDOTES'

th

(7

S. vii. 46).

With

reference to the communication from MR. CHARLES
WYLIE, I may perhaps be permitted to state that
I am at present engaged upon a selection from
Spence's 'Anecdote?,' intended shortly to appear
in a popular series of reprints.
I am correcting
such obvious errors as those pointed out by your
correspondent ; and it is my intention, so far as

where I was born and bred. But yet it is not
improbable if I were to hear the word used, and
were to say, " What 's that 1 How do you spell it ? "
the person might reply, " C-h-o-k-e."
The only
way to catch these provincialisms is to catch them
as they fly.
Once let it be seen that an expression possible, to supply supplementary information
is
noticed, and ask for it to be repeated, and the about the persons mentioned by Spence, in the
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shape of brief introductions and explanatory foot-

JOHN UNDERBILL.

notes.
27, Courthope Villas,

Wimbledon, S.W.

I have to thank
there seems a
doubt about the spelling of this artist's name, I
It is signed
inspected his will at Somerset House.
" Edmund Briatow." In the '
Dictionary of Na-

tional Biography

'

the

name

is

As

" Bristowe."
written
C. B. STEVENS.

COUNTESS OF BLESSINGTON (7 th S. vii. 47).
The Lawrence portrait of this lady is a half-length.
She is seated, in a white dress, with her hands
It was
gracefully folded together over her lap.
engraved in mezzotint by Samuel Cousins, R.A.,
in 1837, and also in line by J. H. Watt for the

ALGERNON GRAVES.

Amulet.
6, Pall Mall.

ORIGIN OF ROSES

And

(7

th

S. vi. 488).

till this boy was borne
Roses grew white upon the virgin thorne ;
one day walking to a pleasant spring,
To heare how cunningly the birds could sing,
Laying him downe upon a flowry bed,
The roses blushed, and turned themselves to red.
The rose that blushed not, for his great offence,
The gods did punish, and for impudence
They gave this doome, that was agreed by all,
The smell of the white rose should be but small.
Salamacis and Hermaphroditus,' 1602.

I have heard, that

Till

'

The above

extract from this ancient poem gives a
different account from that quoted by your corre
SCOTT SURTEES.
spondent G. F. W.

WHIPMA-WHOPMAGATE

(7

th

S.

practice,

s.

but

vn.
it

FEB. Mf

did not destroy

name Whipma-Whopmagate, a name which

street had gradually acquired.
I observe that ST. SWITHIN mentions the late
'rancis Drake, Esq., F.R.S. and A.S.
I am not

lie

th

BRISTOW (7 S. vii. 28, 74).
BIOGRAPHER for the references.

inhuman

this
lie

CT*

vii.

68).

The
had it

legend of Whipma-Whopmagate is this. (I
on the spot from a competent person, who appeared
to believe it.) Once upon a time a dog entered the
church of St. Crux at York, and stole a conse-

He was pursued, and was slain in
crated wafer.
that part of the street called by ST. S WITH IN
Colliergate, which adjoined the eastern end of the
Now it happened, oddly enough, that in
church.
those days the people of York cared somewhat for
religion : the Bible had not as yet been tabooed
in their schools ; they venerated the sacrament o
the altar ; they could, as Miss Lucy Toulmin
Smith (who is not a York lady) has shown, exhibit
or even put together very respectably, the mystery
plays of Corpus Christi Day. Such were the York
And
citizens in those rude and far-off times.
therefore the sacrilegious act above mentioned ex
cited general indignation, and, whether by civil
ordinance or licensed custom I know not, i
became the practice of the town boys to gathe:
together on Whipdog Day such members of the
offending race as they could find, and to whip
them and whop them soundly up and down th<
The blessei
street at the east end of St. Crux.
Reformation, to which we owe so much, put an en<

'
nacquainted with his History of York,' for, inLevi was present at the interview between
Abraham and Melchisedec, so I was one of the orijinal subscribers to Drake's folio in the year 1736 ;
and, of course, I have the subscription copy still.
Mr. Drake had a very good reason for being " sly"
about the story of the dog, for even in his time
>eople still used the churches of York, and sent

leed, as

heir children to religious schools, and spoke of the
sacraments with a reverence which he was not the
man to lessen. Nay, when the Bluecoat boys and
Greycoat girls went to church on Good Friday at
Belfrey's," and received each a hot cross bun in
reward for that adventure, Mr. Drake was wont to
observe that it was better, on Good Friday at
.east, to be a Bluecoat boy than even to be a F.R.S.
'

andA.S.
Great, however, and blessed is the difference
3etween Mr. Drake's days and ours, for we learn

SWITHIN that the destruction of old
churches, for which York has become famous, is
still prosperously agate.
St. Crux was a beautiful
ruin when I passed through the town four or five
"
etiam periere ruinse,"
years ago ; now, it appears,
and the city authorities are squabbling about the
price they are to give for the consecrated site.
They need not squabble, for they have an excellent
precedent. Let them offer thirty pieces of silver.

from ST.

A. J. M.

My
eight,

grandfather, who died 1833, aged eightyand my mother, who would have been far

over one hundred had she been living now, both
knew York extremely well, and from my childhood
1 have been acquainted with the name of WhipmaWhopmagate as connected with public floggings.
Children are generally cruel little things, and I
" whiskum-whascum "
suppose there was a sort of
I
the
name
which
interested them.
about
ring
have known the name all my life, but never as
having any meaning but the obvious one.
P. P.

OLIVER CROMWELL AND CARLISLE CATHEDRAL
VIRGIL'S 'PoLLio' (7 th S.

:

244, 331, 397, 454 ;
I felt so much obliged to MR. E. WALvii. 112).
FORD for his kindly endorsement of my article on
th
S. vi. 22, 192), that it is with a feeling
Virgil (7
akin to sorrow that I see his note on p. 112 sorvi.

row both on MR. WALFORD'S account and my own.
" the
I have made no mistake in speaking of
great
poet of the 'Pollio.'" The allusion is to Virgil's
famous fourth eclogue, which

'

Pollio.'
is entitled
of Virgil's eclogues is distinguished by a parFor inticular name in addition to its number.
stance, the first is entitled 'Tityrus,' the tenth

Each

7th s.

VII. FEB. 16,

'

c

Gallus,'
'
Pollio.
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and the eclogue in question (the fourth)
The Pollio eclogue is a glowing prophecy
'

'

of an expected golden age, or, as I expressed it,
quoting Tennyson who, by the way, calls Virgil
; "
"
Pollio
of the

"chanter
again
great
great
'
the

the

It is as correct
"
'
Pollio
as
poet of the
"
'
or
of
the
Odyssey
poet
'
" '
Pollio
Faery Queene,'
to be."

'

'

blissful

to speak of
to speak of

years
" the
" the

"
the great poet oJ
in this connexion

being the title of a poem. How could I mean "the
great poet Pollio," who, as MR. WALFORD, quoting
Menalcas in the third eclogue, says, wrote " nova
"
carmina," but none of whose carmina," whether
old or new, have come down to us ?

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alresford.

Sir
DYER, OF SHARPHAM (7 tu S. vii. 27).
Ludovick Dyer was buried at Colmworth, co.
He was father of
Beds, November 15, 1669.
Henry, his son and heir, who ob. September 22,
1687, cet. one year, eleven weeks, and three days,
and of Catherine, who was married at Colmworth

Edward Coke, of Holkham, co. Norfolk (created
baronet December 30, 1641), January 13, 1641.
There is no doubt that Sir Edward Dyer, the poet,
was of this family, but his proper place in the pedigree has not, to my knowledge, been definitely
fixed.
I have a MS. pedigree which describes
Sir Edward Dyer as eldest son of Sir Thomas Dyer,
to

of

1559),

1540, buried

Somerset (High Sheriff of Somerand Chancellor of the Garter, born

co.

Sharpham,

set in

May 11,

1607, at St. Saviour's, Southwark, M.P. for co. Somerset 30 Elizabeth ; but I
cannot vouch for the accuracy of the above. The
present baronets, the Swinnerton Dyers, are de-

scended from John Dyer, of Roundhill (grandfather of Sir Eichard Dyer, Knt. and Bart., L.C.
J.),
by Jane, his second wife, daughter of John Erneley,
of Cannynges, co.
Wilts, and widow of Thomas

My

By fleet.
and

wife's

family bear the same arms

are of the same stock ;
but, as is often the
case, a link is wanting to complete the chain of
evidence.
That link is the parentage of John
Dyer, of Langford, in par.
co. Somer-

Burrington,
April 24, 1697, and was buried there.
materials
for
a Dyer pedigree, and
collecting
should be glad to correspond with those interested.
F. A. BLATDES.
set,

I

who

ob.

am

Bedford.
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Pennant says that
spices being so near at hand."
in the reign of William III. Bucklersbury was
noted for the great resort of ladies of fashion to
purchase tea, fans, and other Indian goods. The
king in some of his letters appears to be angry
with his queen for visiting these shops, which, it
would appear from the following lines of Prior,
were sometimes perverted to places of intrigue, for,
speaking of Hans Carvel's wife, the poet says
The first of all, the town was told,
Where newest Indian things were sold ;
So, in a morning without bodice,
Slipt sometimes out to Mrs. Thody's
To cheapen tea or buy a skreen ;
What else could so much virtue mean

:

?

Bucklersbury was so named after the opulent family
of the Bokerels, pepperers, who dwelt here in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and possessed
large properties in Cordwainers' Ward; they were
known as the Boccherelli, and of Italian origin.
Andrew Bokerel, pepperer, was Mayor of the City

London in 1231, which office he held for seven
He officiated as chief butler at
consecutive years.
His
the coronation of the good Queen Eleanor.
abode is designated Bokerelsburi in the ancient records preserved in the Guildhall ; and in a manuscript of the year 1376 it is described as "a garden
and house in the street of Bege row [Budge Row],
with a gate in that street to the South and in
Bokerelsburi to the North." This space of ground
is clearly defined in Aggas's map of the sixteenth
of

W. CHAFFERS.

century.

The

late

John Timbs,

in

his 'Curiosities

of

London,' 1855, p. 63, says that "Bucklersbury
was a noted place for grocers and apothecaries,
drugsters and furriers." This, if true, appears to
me to be quite enough to account for its sweet
"
savour in simple time "; but the author proceeds,
in a manner which is, I think, quite gratuitous and
unwarrantable, to assume that "in Shakspeare's
days it was, probably, a herb-market." For this
assumption he gives no authority, nor can I find

any such.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

In regard to the passage in which Falstaff speaks
of smelling "like Bucklersbury in simple time,"
there did exist a market for herbs and simples in
Bucklersbury, and to this Sir John

refers.

H. BEERBOHM TREE.
[Other contributors write to the same

effect.]

BUCKLERSBURY (7 th S. vii. 67). It may interest
SIR HENRY WOTTON (7 th S. vii. 87). Whateyer
URBAN to know that from an early date Bucklers- the "business" was which is mentioned in Sir
bury was a market for herbs and spices. Stow Henry's letter, it appears to be likely that it was
tells us that in his time " the whole street on both
connected in some way with events that happened

sides throughout is
possessed by Grocers, and
Apothecaries towards the West end thereof." It
was said proverbially of a
fop, "lisping like a woman
in man's
apparel, that he was scented like Bucklersbury in simple time," as Shakespeare has it. Soper
Lane, which led into it, was "famous for pies,

That there was trouble
very shortly afterwards.
"
"
in the Grisons at the time the letter was written
is pretty plainly proved by a relation of what took
found
place so soon as the year 1620, which is to be
'
in Parival's
History of this Iron Age (1656),
pp. 90-1:
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" The inhabitants of
Valteline, being very ill treated
by the Orisons, in the Exercise of their Religion, conand
by the help of Rodolph Plante
spired against them,
killed a great multitude, and beat the rest out of the
valley; and being succoured by the Spaniards (for the
advancement of their own interest) made many Fortresses for their own defence. But the Venetians, jealous
of their interest and laying aside that of Religion, were
and the
terrified by seeing the Gate of Italy shut up
King of Prance also, advertised by them of the common
danger, declared his interest by an Embassadour, whom
he sent to Madrid, the fruit of whose negotiation produced a Promise of restitution, provided that the Roman
Catholicks were entyrely assured of their Exercise. For
:

the Policy of the Spaniards is to tye the interest of Religion to that of state, as many other Princes towards the
North also do and upon these grounds cold and disinteressed Catholicks endeavour to make them pass for
Hypocrites, and perswade all the world that under this
Cloak they will strip all Princes of their States," &c.

[?*

a VIL F M

n the Saxon charters trees are frequently menioned as indicating the boundary

W.
" Cross oaks

line.

E. BUCKLEY.

"

were oaks growing at the junction
f cross roads, which were supposed to possess the
lower of curing ague.
The patient pegged a lock
f his hair into the tree, and then, violently breakng the lock from his head, left it and (as it was
Were the
jelieved) his malady also in the oak.
many supposed medical virtues of the ash thought
be enhanced by its being situate at the crossing
f roads ?
If no other explanation of the passage
s forthcoming this seems a likely one.

C. C. B.

:

There was trouble brewing also in Bohemia.
'
Howell, in his Familiar Letters,' writing under
date June 3, 1619, says
" Ther are
great stirs like to arise twixt the Bohemians
and their elected King the Emperour, and they are come
:

already to that height that they consult of deposing him,
and to chuse some Protestant Prince to be their king,
som talk of the Duke of Saxony, others of the Palsgrave."

The

was the son-in-law of James I.
Howell writes on the same subject after the Bohemians had revolted ; see his letter dated March 1,
1619 (1620 N.S.). Rapin (ed. 1732) Bays that
"James dispatched Sir Henry Wotton [in 1620J
to
latter prince

exhort to Peace all the Princes engaged in the quarrel
between the Emperor and the Palsgrave," &c. (vol. ii.
p. 200).

J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

i,

.

An

explanation of the cross tree

is

given in

Traditions, Superstitions, and Folkore,' p. 75, where the whole subject is discussed.
"
Gromme's Manners and Customs,' of the Gentle'

Hard wick's
'

man's Magazine Library," pp. 47 and 191-2, may
J. W.
also be consulted.
Dalston, Carlisle.

r

ERASMUS (7 th S. vii. 49). It is important that
Pascal is
alse notions should not get accepted.

credited, contrary to all evidence, with the inven:ion of the wheel-barrow, and we shall now be told

by the people who do the padding
newspapers that Erasmus was the

for provincial

person to
the bright idea occurred that turf was useYour readers may rest assured that
ful for fuel.
I
the use of turf for this purpose is prehistoric.
cannot give references at the present moment, but
1 am certain that I have seen' notices as to the use
of turf and peat for fires in manor court rolls many
ANON.
years before Erasmus was born.
first

whom

CROSS TREE (7 th S. vii. 8). Crosses were com
Erasmus having been a native of Holland may
monly used as boundary marks before the changes account for his having suggested the use of turf
Turf is still extensively used as fuel
J. S.
Countries (Netherlands).

in religion in the sixteenth century.
It seems
therefore, probable the "asshe" which was "a
"
at Wimbledon was a tree which grew
crosse tree
beside one of these boundary crosses.
Till about

for burning.

twenty years ago a large sycamore stood in the
middle of " the town street " at Messingham, Lin-

les Filigranes

no doubt supplied the place of the
old village cross, and had its name in consequence
When it died a young sycamore was planted to

colnshire.

It

replace the old one. I am glad to say that it grows
rapidly. The old cross tree at Messingham was an
object of interest in the neighbourhood, as it was
known that John Wesley had preached under its

shadow.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

In beating the bounds of parishes it is customary
to mark the boundary, where possible, with a
cross, to fix the limits of the two adjoining dis
tricts. The ash tree referred to had
evidently been
planted as a boundary tree, and marked in conse
quence with a cross, which would be renewec
annually, or as often as the authorities went round

in the

Low

th
See " F^tude sur
S. vii. 8).
(7
des Papiers employes en France aux
Siecles. Accompagnee de 600 Dessins

WATER- MARKS

XIVe et XV e

Par iEtienne Midoux

Lithographies.

A

et

Auguste

8vo." The editors anMatton.
Paris, 1868.
"
"
nounce a similar work on the filigranes in use
during the sixteenth century as in preparation, to
be accompanied with 2,000 designs.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

Has MR. GRANT seen Herring's 'History

of

Paper-Making or Anderson's Dictionary of Commerce ? I think both of them would help him.
There is also a good article in an early number of
'

'

'

Penny Magazine, with engravings of different
water-marks if my memory serves me rightly.
K. W. HACKWOOD.

the

Let me name Aldine Magazine, Masters, 1839 ;
Timperley's 'Biographical, Chronological, and His'
torical Dictionary '; Sotheby's
Principia Typo-

I.

\
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which by no means exhaust
; viii. 77,
treatment of the subject of water-marks in

110, 265

i.

t IB
1

N &

'
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ED. MARSHALL.
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weet saint who sate by Russell's side "), Hugo Grotiua
whose portrait, when a boy, by Miereveldt, is in the
ntrance hall), Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex (by
lolbein), and others of highest note, long biographies
In the case of mere family portraits little
ire given.
nformation is, of course, supplied. The list includes
he Queen, Charles I., George II. and George IV.,
Alexander II., Czar of
I., Emperor of Germany,

iVilliam

lussia, Anne Boleyn, Mary, Queen of Scots, Lord Strafbrd, Edward Seymour, first Duke of Somerset, Marshal
and others of no less note. A few theatrical
Turenne,
The young-eyed Poesy
"
portraits are indicated, as Sir Thomas Killigrew (by VanAll deftly mask'd as hoar Antiquity
the
famous Moll Davies (by Sir Peter Lely), and
dyck),
i
from 'Monody on Chatterton,' by S. T. Coleridge.
We are sorry to hear
'tfell Gwynne (by Mrs. Beale).
J. D. C.
hat failure of sight will prevent Mrs. Boyle prosecuting
the
same
her
and
that
the
'urther
MARSHALL
labours,
information.]
gives
present work has been
[MR. E. H.
written under conditions demanding strong sympathy.
iVe echo her wish that other collections of portraits
She has
shall be dealt with after a similar fashion.
bund with concern that the younger portion of the
"
" in some beautiful
"
were
often encountry
'amily
NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.
of any details respecting the lives of the
Trans- tirely ignorant
,icle of King Henry V11I. of England.
men and women who look down upon them from the
Martin A.
lated, with Notes and an Introduction, by
walls." Her own task has been discharged in zealous
Sharp Hume. (Bell & Sons.)
and competent fashion, and it is pleasant to find that, in
THE publication of this quaint and valuable chronicle of spite of drawbacks of ill health and sorrow, the task of
a Spanish eye-witness of many of the deeds he describes
compilation has been a delight.
is a boon to the historical student.
Concerning the MS.
chronicle itself, long believed to be unique, and entitled The Folk-lore of Plants.
By T. F. Thiselton-Dyer.
Chronica del Rey Enrico Otavo de Inglaterra,' all
(Chatto & Windus.)
and
schoin
Mr.
Hume's
useful
is
information
MR. THISELTON-DYER has long been an observer of
supplied
No fewer than eleven MS. copies of plant-lore and a too infrequent contributor on the sublarly introduction.
the chronicle were brought to light and dealt with in a ject to our columns. The result of his researches in this
Proof attractive region is in the handsome and deeply interreport to the Academy of History of Madrid.
how much the chronicle was valued is furnished in this esting volume before us. Much has been previously said
multiplication. Its authorship has not been definitely on the subject, but Mr. Dyer finds much that is new to
traced, though Mr. Hume follows Don Mariano Boca de say. He has aimed in part at making his work a handTogores, Marquis de Molins, the author of the original book to those desirous of obtaining information. Under
report, in ascribing it to one of the Spanish soldiers twenty-three heads, to each of which is assigned a
then in the service of Henry VIII. It is clumsy in chapter, he has dealt with the various phases of his
His method of treatment may be guessed from
construction, rude in style, and without a date, except subject.
one of 1530 introduced arbitrarily in the opening sen- a few of these " Plant Life," " Plant Worship," " Plants
tence. The author was, however, an eye-witness of many in Fairy -lore," "Love Charms," "Sacred Plants,"
of the events he describes ; his sympathies as a Spaniard " Plants in Folk-medicine," and so forth. In all respects
and a Catholic give him a point of view different from the book is excellent. Its arrangement is simple and
that of the general English writer, and he deals at times intelligible, its style bright and alluring; authorities
with subjects they omit to mention. His chronicle has, are cited at the foot of the page, and a full index is apaccordingly, genuine value. One who seeks to see how pended. How conducive to the advantage and comfort
well at times he can describe may turn to the animated of the reader these things are is now at length conceded.
account that is given of the trial and burning of Dr. To all who seek an introduction to one of the most
Forest, an account that differs in some respects from attractive branches of folk-lore this delightful volume
that given by English chroniclers, and is obviously, so
may be warmly commended.
far as the burning is concerned, that of a witness.
01
the successive wives of Henry, from " the blessed Queen A Catalogue of the Printed Books and Manuscripts in
the Library of the Cathedral Church at Lichfield.
Katharine" to Katharine "Latimer," he has much to
" was
(Sotheran & Co.)
say. Of the last-named he says that she
quieter than
any of the young wives the king had had, and as she THANKS to the bequests of Frances, Duchess of Somerset,
knew more of the world, she always got on pleasantly ob. 1673, and others, the library of Lichfield Cathedral,,
with the king, and had no caprices." A good picture o: though it suffered severely during the Civil War, is still
rich in Bibles, among which are a fine copy of Crammer's
the manner in which Anne of
Cleyes acquiesced in her
The names, it may be said, in the folio Bible of 1540, Italian and French controversial
divorce is also given.
original MS. are spelt phonetically as they would strike works, &c. The finest MS. is that commonly called St.
a Spanish ear. The book is an important contribution Chad's Gospels. It has also a folio MS. on vellum of
to historical knowledge.
Chaucer. A catalogue of the volumes, about 4,500 in all,,
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Biographical Catalogue of the Portraits at Weston, the
Seat of the Earl of Bradford. (Stock.)
THE plan carried put in this volume may be commended
to imitation.
This, the fourth work of the class which
is owing to the same
author, supplies a full account o:
the portraits in the magnificent collection at Weston
with biographies of the various personages represented
In some cases, as in the case of Lady Kussell ("that

now

issued.

By Charles Worthy. (Redway.)
a useful and compendious guide to the fascinating
of
It
is
heraldry.
study
orderly and lucid, and is amply
illustrated from designs by the author. In this respect it
takes a good position among works of its class. A special
feature that will commend it to general circulation consists in the hints to pedigree hunters which are appended.
Practical Heraldry.

THIS

is
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it affords of the Heralds' College, the
cost of applications, and in many similar
justifies its claim to be a practical treatise.

In the account

manner and
respects,

it

The Folk-lore Journal, 1888. (Stock.)
contents of the Journal during the past year have
been quite as varied and interesting as usual. Miss
contains
Dempster's 'Folk-lore of Sutherlandshire
many references to kelpies and other water sprites and
of
a
some
decidedly malignant
to animals and chimeras,
Her tale of Farquhar and the physician
character.
if she had noted that it
would have gained in interest
'
occurs in vol. ii. of the Popular Tales of the West
Highlands,' collected by J. F. Campbell of Islay, from
which source it happens to be quoted by Mr. J. G.
Frazer in vol. i. of the Archaeological Review, in his
'
The Language of Animals.' Mr.
interesting paper on
Frazer himself contributes to the Folk-lore Journal some
at
folk-lore
Balquhidder, in relation" to which" he uses
the unnecessarily strong expression
worship for the
well-known custom of crying the neck, largely illustrated
in more than one series of 'N. & Q.' We fancy the
would be
English reapers to whom Mr. Frazer alludes
"
"
worshipped
vastly surprised at being told that they
the last sheaf of corn at harvest-time. Mr. W. E. Maxwell's 'Rajah Donan, a Malay Fairy Tale,' from the
Journal of the Straits branch of the Royal Asiatic
f
A. H. Wratislaw's Lame Fox,'
Society, and the Rev.
"
a Servian " noodle story, are good stories, as well as good
Some
of
the minor
examples of their respective types.
points noticed in the Journal as if they were new such
as selling by the inch of candle are, of course, not by
any means new, nor unknown to our own pages, which
are not so often consulted as they should be by the discoverers of local customs.

THE

'

THE Quarterly Review for January opens with a picture of Lord Beaconsfield's early days, from a consideration of which the reviewer argues that his life was singularly consistent, all appearances to the contrary notThe article on the 'Institutions and
withstanding.
Private Life of Venice takes us into a past full of
'

striking features, when the Queen of the Adriatic not
only reigned, but governed. The story of Count Cavour's
life is at once interesting and instructive to all students
of the science of politics. Of party spirit Cavour did

not think much more favourably than Sidney, Earl
Godolphin, who would fain have carried on Queen
Anne's government without it. There is much to be
said for this view, but there is perhaps little use in
saying it.
THE Edinburgh Review for January carries us to that
great Indian empire of ours which merchant adventurers founded, and towards which the eyes of Russian,
French, and Chinese statesmen all turn as to the goal
The questions raised by the
of varied aspirations.
to the realm of pure science,
Krakatpa eruption belong
but their discussion will interest many who may remember the wonderful sunsets which formed, as it were, the
afterglow of those extraordinary phenomena. In Stratford Canning, the "Great Eltchi," we are presented
with a man whose position was in many respects unique.
Not less unique in his day was Francois Rabelais, nor
can we be surprised that in endeavouring to appraise
his character and his works the world of letters should
On one point, however, all
still be much at variance.
are agreed, and that is the unanimous acceptance of the
'
eminence in literature of the author of Pantagruel
and Gargantua.'
THE number of Le Lime of Feb. 10 opens with a pro'

'

posal from that indefatigable and brilliant bibliophile
M. Octave Uzanne to found a new cosmopolitan Societe

V* s. vn.
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m

de Livres. We cannot expose in full the
appetizing programme he puts forth, but as March 1 is
the last day on which membership can be obtained, we
advise instant reference to Le Lime. An
interesting
account of Eugene Renduel, the famous publisher of the
romanticists, follows, and is itself succeeded by further
extracts from the interesting correspondence of Le
Prince de Ligne with Casanova.
d' Amateurs

Part LXIII. of Mr. Hamilton's Parodies has
Mr. F. Locker and other writers.

travesties of

many

MR. JOHN SALKELD publishes his latest catalogue
from new premises at 306, Clapham Road, immediately

adjacent to the old. His catalogues are always interesting, and one or two books to be found in the present
are almost unique.

MR. W. P. W. PHILLIMORE, encouraged by the success
of the " Index Library," proposes to open a special subscription of 10*. 6d. per annum for the publication of
Gloucester and Bristol records, commencing with the wills
at both cities and the marriage licences at Gloucester, a
sheet of each to be printed quarterly.
The Feet of
Fines would next be taken in hand if the work met
with sufficient support. The publisher of the " Index
Library," Mr. C. J. Clark. 4, Lincoln's Inn Fields, will
receive names of intending subscribers, and in the
interests of genealogy we hope his list may soon be
filled.

Jiutfccrf to

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake

to answer queries privately.
insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
"
to head the second

To secure

communication

DARK WINTER.

Duplicate."

Salope, a sluttish, disorderly

woman,

an impolite term, and, injuriously used, equals courtesan. It could not possibly have been employed by a
female aristocrat, and so, moving the mirth of the mob,
might have obtained the user's release.
is

W. W.. 96, Marina,
comic sketch entitled

St. Leonards,
'

wishes to find a

George Washington.'

Please

reply direct.
F. ALEXANDER ("Should he upbraid").
of this song are altered from Shakspeare's
the Shrew,' II. i.

'

The words
Taming of

MR. A. H. BROWNE is anxious to know in what
periodical of about 1883 appeared an article on who was
to be the successor of Lord Beaconsfield, which, from a
phrase used in it, was at the time called 'Elijah's
Mantle.'

W. E. B.
The latest American slang for
" macaroni." ("Dude").
B. W. P. ("Shelley's 'Adonais'" and " Riddle ").
Anticipated.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
beg leave to state that we decline to return com-

"at

We

munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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Notices to Correspondents, &c.

M.D., EDITOR OF
ENGLAND'S PARNASSUS,' 1600.

on Robert Allott, published in the
'Diet, of National Biography/ Mr. Bullen says
" no
that
biographical facts have come down about
Allott."

article

We

are told that Brydges

make. It is probable, to say the least, that the
"
Doctor of Phyaicke " mentioned in the first deed
is the same person as the fellow of St. John's.
That college was always a favourite house with
Yorkshiremen witness Roger Ascham and others
and I take it that our editor was the very person
who, living at a distance from his manor of Crigglestone, gave the following power of attorney to
his brother

"Knowe

Edward
men by
:

these presents that I Roberto
Allott Doctor of Physicke doe by these presents constitute ordaine and in my place put my trusty & welbeloued
Edward Allott of Criglestone in the county of Yorke yeoman brother of me the said Roberte and Richard Worrall
of Chappelthorpe in the said county yeoman my true and
lawful! attorneys for me and in my name to receiue
take livery seisin & possession of and in the mannor of
Crigleston in the said county of Yorke with all the rightea
members and appurtenances thereof And of all those free
customary rents yearely issueinge out of certaine lands
messuages tenements & other hereditaments as well
holden of the mannor afforesaid freely as by copie of
courte roll of the said manor heretofore in the severall
tenures or occupacions of Ra Blacker William Wilbor
John Roger John Childe John Fletcher nuper incunib'
cantar' beate Marie de Sandall John Fleeminge Richard
Wilcocke Richard Evers George Hough Roberte Allott
all

&

Ottewell Norton Stephen Boyne John Graue John Leake
John Hargarth John Handisley Roberte Norton Roberte
Swifte John Dighton John Heith & William Pell or
some of them or of the assigne or assignes of them or
some of them & now or late in the severall tenures or

K

ROBERT ALLOTT,
In an

141

('

Restituta,'

234) surmised that he was the Robert Allott
who held a fellowship at St. John's College, Cambridge, in 1599, and that there was a publisher of
this name in the early part of the seventeenth ceniii.

He was probably of the family of Allott, of
tury.
Crigglestone and Bentley Grange, near Wakefield,
of which Hunter gives pedigrees in his ' South
Yorkshire,' ii. pp. 366 and 450. The Crigglestone
family is further referred to by Hunter in the
Yorkshire Arch. Journal, vol. v.
The editor of
such a famous miscellany of Elizabethan poetry
deserves to have the few biographical facts which
are known about him recorded, and I therefore
submit the following copies of deeds, which, by the
kindness of their owner,* I have been permitted to
* Mr. William
Furness, of Whirlow Hall, near ShefMr. Furness thinks that the documents came

field.

into his family through the marriage of Philip Gill, of
Lightwood, with Dorothy, daughter of Robert Allott, of
'
Bentley (see pedigree in Hunter's Hallamshire '). Mr.
Furness ia descended from Isaac Biggin, of Norton, who,
in 1731, married Mary Gill, of Lightwood.

l
Valentine Blacker
occupacions of Sr Roberte Swifte
Cotton Scoley Edward Collett George Blacker Reynold Nolle John Allot Edward Allott Thomas Norton
Brice Norton Thomas Boyne Francis Norfolk Robert
Blacker Samuel Feildinge Richard Oxley John Oxley

Johnson John Rooe John Leake Anthony
Miller John Barber Thomas Awdesley Robert Wright
Thomas Boyth & William Pollerd or of their assignee
Richard

or assignes and of all the services thereof due and accustomed And ahoe of and in all that chappell or cottaga
and all that garden to the same adioyninge with thappurtenances scituate lying and beinge within the parrish of
Sandall Magna in the said county of Yorke comonly
called by the name of Chappell in Chappelthorpe All
which premises with thappurtenances were heretofore
1
parcell of the possessions of the free chappell of S Mar-

garet within the parish of Coninsbrough in the said
county of York caled the Armitage And alsoe of and in
all & singuler messuages &c rents and services as well of
the free as of the customary tennants of the said mannor
courtes parquesites of courtes &c (excepte all that scite of
that late free chappell or Armitage of S 1 Margaret afforesaid and all the closes and lands to the said free chappell
appertaininge now or late in the tenure or occupacion of
John Copley deceased or of his assignes by the particuler
thereof mencioned to be of the yearely rent or value
of thirteene shillings & foure pence And excepte all that
parcell of pasture lying in the vpper end of Farnley ia
the said county of Yorke to the comon pasture there
called Farneley More now or late in the tenure or occupacion of
Wigglesworth or his assignes by the
particuler thereof mencioned to be of the yearely rente
or value of twenty pence And excepte all those parcellea
of arrable land contayninge by estimacion halfe a roode
and all those parcelles containing by estimacion three
And all those foure swathes of land lying and
roods)
beinge in Crigleston afforesaid by the particuler thereof
mencioned to be of the yearely rent or value of two shilall
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any parte or partes thereof in the name of the
whole excepte before excepted Accofdinge to the purthe date of
port and effect of one indenture beareinge
these presents made between George French of Stainton
in the said county of Yorke gent, of the one partie and
me the said Roberte Allott of the other partie And to
doe and execute all whatsoever is by lawe requisite for the
takeinge & recuieing of perfect livery & seisin ratifieor ether
inge & allowinge whatsover my said attorneyes
of them shall doe for the takeinge & reducing of the said
effectuall in the lawe as
livery & seisin' to be as good &
if I had bene there presente to take & reciue the same.
In witness whereof 1 have hereunto set my hand & seale
the tenth day of October in the first yeare of the raigne
of our Soveraign lord Charles by the grace of god &c
Annoque domini 1625."
[Seal wanting. Signed ALLOT.]
lings or of

[Abstract.]

On June 24, 1648, Jennett Allott, of Satley, co. Yorke,
widow, in consideration that John Allot*", of Bentley
aforesaid, her grandchild, had promised to pay her an
annuity of 40. over and besides the sum of l&L a year
allowed by her to him for maintaining his eldest son and
heir, granted a capital messuage called Bentley, and all
lands, &c., then in occupation of the said John Allott,
in the townships of :Emley and Bretton, in the said
county, to hold the game to him during her lifetime.
Moreover she constituted Roger Andsley, of Batley, her
son-in-law, clerk, her attorney to take and deliver seisin
to the said John Allott. Signed JENNETT ALLOTT, her
marke.
Doubtless

many

other biographical details could

be ascertained concerning Robert Allott, and it is
a little surprising that Mr. Bullen should give no
'
reference to Hunter's South Yorkshire/
S. 0.

ADDY.

As an example of this latter habit, all
ending.
readers of Oapt. Marryat will remember his favourite
"tag" about "the Blue Postesses, where the young
gentlemen leave their chestesses," &c. This was a
But I have myself heard the church of SS.
joke.
James

men

at

Oxford called

vn. F EB
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organ ; but our popular speech sometimes credits
a man with plenty of brains, sometimes denies tohim any brains, sometimes charges him with blow-

The Frenchman in this last
ing his brains out.
case more correctly "se brule la cervelle." The
Revelation of St. John is by almost all persons
called Revelations.
The priestly order we choose
"
to call
orders "; and if it should be said that there
are two steps herein, the order of deacon and of
priest, the answer must be that we invariably talk
of "deacon's orders." Garrick's well-known song
has the refrain " Heart of oak are our ships." How
"
many persons ever say it otherwise than Hearts
of oak" ? Yet "heart of oak " is the choice timber
of which the best ships were built; "hearts of
"
oak goes near to be nonsense.* Hamlet says of
the man who is not passion's slave,
I will

In

my

heart's core, even in

my

an emphatic phrase, and withal

wear him

heart of heart;
intelligible.

But

has not the phrase " heart of hearts " become proverbial 1
Even Keble, whose refined sense ought
to have preserved him from it, says (Fourth Sun-

day in Advent)
I.

in

:

my heart

What

to her

of hearts, would hear
she deigns to tell.

own

Yet

this phrase again goes near to be nonsense.
far as I see, it can only mean that I have a
multitude of hearts, of which one is specially
cherished by me.
The word circumstance properly
means the surrounding environment of a central

So

son Agon.':

PLURALIZATION.
I know not whether remark has ever been made
It seems
of our English fondness for pluralizing.
to be something like a rule established and followed,
however unconsciously, that wherever there be
either a collective sense in a word or any sort of
uncertainty as to its exact meaning, it will always
be safest to make a plural of it; and this fondness
for pluralizing has so greatly become a trick that it
is constantly showing itself both in a purely senseless sigmation and in a duplication of the plural

educated

s,

fact or truth, the detail of a story, and so it was
used up to a late period. Thus Milton, in ' Sam-

Sheffield.

Philip and

IT*

St. Philips's

by

without any thought of an incorrect-

nes?.

Tell us the sum, the circumstance defer.

But who would now dare

so to use the

word? Nay,

I greatly fear that if Milton had chanced to givehis words another order, and to say "defer the

circumstance," our modern editors or press readers
would ere now have corrected him into " circumstances.'^

Thus we do

name
plural

words by which we
and sciences. All but one are

in a multitude of

particular arts

ethics, politics, physics, metaphysics, morals,
In the greater
mechanics, optics, acoustics, &c.
number of these cases the French, I believe, use
"
the singular.
Aristotle wrote of politic," and he
also wrote of "rhetoric."
Why we "have omitted
"
to call the art and rules of speaking
I
rhetorics
cannot think. This determination to use the plural

*

:

Tennyson perhaps' used the phrase with a variant
'

Here are some examples of pluralization com- sense in his sonnet on Buonaparte (we did not call him
Of towns we pluralize Lyon, Napoleon in 1833)
monly applied.
He thought to quell the stubborn hearts of oak.
Marseille, Algier, Tangier.* The last two were
f The very thing has been done in one of South's serspelt, at least by Pepys, without the final s. mons, published 1693.
He wrote, "So apt is the mind,
Physiologists speak of the brain as an individual even of wise persons, to be surprised with the superficies
:

* The French have done the same
thing in Londres,

Douvres.

or circumstance of things." In an edition of 1739, pro"
cirbably followed by all later ones, the word is made
cumstances."
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Advt. of
('
not always prevailed. Bacon, at least
and " metaphysic,"
! earning'), speaks of "physic"
until lately was, used in
a id this latter word is, or
But can there be any cause for this presotland.
words 1 Can it be
f irence of the plural in all such
to grasp, or
t mt the English mind is unwilling
of grasping, the idea of a settled
i nds a

fc

1

ertain that I have heard

,s

difficulty
institution of things, apart
abit, system, series,
com the individual facts, operations, energies, rules,

fcc.

"

it)

;

" The oceans of
Thy

last thoughts, how sweet to rest,"
'
').
(the last two in Keble'ss Evening

Dve";

Be my

Hymn

was quite certain
Here
lot to escape the observation of Dickens.
" In the
s one excellent example
bays of Biscay,
0, roared Captain Bunsby "; and I have met with

So common a

trick of speech
:

everal others.

Perhaps it may be thought that the trick here
poken of could be paralleled by examples on the
of the s omitted where it has a proper
have observed and I take it to be due to the same other side,
Two
but I do not think this can be done.
jlace
that uneducated people most
attitude of mind
veil-known examples there are, pea and shay,
<:ommonly say, "By the mercies (by the blessings)
'actitious singulars of pease and chaise, supposed to
of God I hope to be or do better"; they say (inand I have heard pulse taken as a
deed we all say), "lam inhopes"; they say, "Lead DO plural
"
Her pulse are very weak," but I can replural,
C. B. MOUNT.
call no other cases.
i

such
<ic., of which

an idea

is

This I

the total?

;

;

iiave

myse

they do not grasp the idea of a common,
whole multiall-pervading evil ; "all evil" is the
tude of evil things.
In these Skeat
Beside, besides; toward, towards.
used adexplains the final s as a genitive suffix
There can be little doubt that the preverbially.
valent modern use of the sigmated form is an
I have examined a
instance of the same trick.
that

is,

number of cases where either of these words occurs
in one or other form in the Bishops' Bible (1573)
I find that
and the Authorized Version.
modern printing of the Authorized Version

prepositional,

verbial.* But this rule was by no means observed
in the printing of 1611 (I have used the modern
"
Oxford facsimile edition). This, I find, has beside" in eleven cases, "besides" in ten, of twentyone examined. Of these the Bishops' Bible has
"
*
" beside " in
besides in six cases,
eight (in the
other seven of the twenty-one the word does nol
Thus it would seem that in the late
appear).
sixteenth and early seventeenth century the use of
the two forms was about evenly balanced. There
can be little doubt that our modern popular usage
would almost always say "besides." Of toward
towards I find that out of thirty cases examinee
" toward " in
tfce Bishops' Bible has
twenty-six
"
"
in
The Authorized Version
l

towards

only

four.

exactly divides them, hereby showing an increasec
propensity for the sigmated form.
Two or three more instances of useless or sense
less sigmation I may set down, all repeatedly ob
" W<
served in the course of our Church service
"
are His people and the sheep of His pastures
"The oath which He sware to our forefather
"
"
Abraham"; God the Fathers Almighty (I am
:

" If i
I note (Jud. vi. 37)
the earth beside." According to the rule
be "besides"; but I suppose it is taken a
expressing a literal meaning, all round, "on every side.''
*

One apparent exception

be dry on

all

this should

:

re"politics" so used more than once, though,
made a note
gardless of Captain Cuttle, I have not
of.
Very awkward it looks.

the
(fol-

lowed by the Revised Version) adopts a uniform
where
"toward," and uniformly gives "beside"
" besides " where aduse is

the

In the Daily Telegraph of February 9
P.S.
there is an article on Madame Tussaud's Exhibi:
tion, from which I take the sentence following
"
the ReCeroplastics was revived in the Italy of
naissance as an aid to anatomical science." This
as after all
disposition to regard such words
I
have seen
singulars is not uncommon.

SIR WILLIAM RYVES VATJGHAN. I have come
across some conflicting accounts of the family of
Sir William Ryves, Attorney General for Ireland
1619, afterwards Justice of the King's Bench, who
:

died 1647.

In "Black Jack's" famous Blennerhassett pedi"
Dorothy Bingley,
gree he is said to have married
of Rathsillagh," and by her had two sons, William
and Charles.
The Irish Builder of May 15 says he married
first the daughter of
Latham, of Latham Hall,
Lancashire, and secondly Dorothy, daughter of
John Waldron. It goes on to give particulars of
Of the
four sons and four daughters by first wife.
married Sir John Stanley ; (2)
daughters (1)
Elizabeth married Sir Arthur Leigh ; (3)
unmarried.
married Edward Berkeley ; (4)
The Irish Builder states that Sir William purchased the estate of Rathsallagh, in the co. Wicklow, which is no doubt identical with Rathsillagh
in "Black Jack's" account.
"
As regards his first wife, both " Black Jack
and the Irish Builder are wrong. Sir William
the
really married a Miss Jackman, as appears by
in 5
entry of her death on November 8, 1624,
Funeral Entries, Ulster Office, where her family
arms are impaled with those of Ryves.
I found a bill in Chancery, filed August 28,
and Dame
1656, by John Farrer, Esq., of Dublin,
"
of Sir
Dorothy, his wife, relict and sole executrix

William Ryves, deceased," against William and
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Barbara Latham, in which after reciting that Sir
William Kyves had lent William Latham, of New
of 100Z., trust
Place, Londonderry, Esq., the sum

of John Bingley, Esq., and Dame Elizaand
beth, his wife, daughter of Sir William Ryves,
afterwards wife of Alderman William Smyth, of
Dublin ; and that Latham married Barbara, only
daughter and heir of Sir John Vaughan, Knt.; and

moneys

Latham and Vaughan had, on December 6,
1639, executed their joint bond to Sir William
the bill states
to secure repayment of the loan
that Latham and Vaughan were then both dead,
that

and that Vaughan had appointed his daughter
Barbara and his only son William Latham execuand executor of his will.
I was a good deal puzzled to discover why Mr.
Bingley's wife was called "dame"; but I have just
found an extract from 6 Funeral Entries, from
which it appears probable that she may have been
previously the wife of Sir Arthur Leigh, who died
without issue by his wife Elizabeth, eldest daughter
of Sir William Ryves, on February 27, 1635.
The Chancery bill seems to clear up the odd
mixture and confusion of names in giving to Sir
William either Bingley or Latham for his wife.
Sir John Vaughan, it seems, had another
daughter, Sidney, the wife of the Hon. Sir
Frederick Hamilton, by whom she was mother of
Gustavus, first Viscount Boyne and this I find
confirmed by another bill in Chancery, in which
Barbara Latham is stated to be "one of the daughters
of Sir John." Sir John Vaughan was Governor
of Londonderry, and obtained large grants of land
He
in the counties of Londonderry and Donegal.
was knighted February 2, 1616, by Lord Deputy
He was
Sir Oliver St. John, and he died 1643.
son of another Sir John Vaughan, who was knighted
July 30, 1599, by Robert, Earl of Essex, L.D. I
cannot discover the names of the wives of these two
trix

;

knights.
It

seems that Sir John the younger was taken to

by Sir Henry Dockwra, afterwards created
Lord Dockwra, and wasl probably a relative of
Lady Dockwra, who was Anne, daughter of Francis
Vaughan, of Sutton-upon-Derwent.
HENRY L. TOTTENHAM.
Ireland

s.

[7*
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large class in which weakness and insignificance
get the better of strength and greatness by dint of
cunning. The willow- wren, like the golden-crested
regulus, belongs to the family of Sylviadse, and
not to the same family as the common wren. It
certainly frequents thick hedges, but it is more
commonly found in woods, plantations, or shrubberies. It is common on the Continent in summer ;
but, with due deference to the translator of Grimm's
'
Household Tales,' it seems to me more likely that
the Zaunkonig (king of the hedges) was the common
wren, and not the willow- wren.
F. A. MARSHALL.

THE DATE OF THE 'ROMAN DE LA ROSE.'
Guillaume de Lorris, the author of the first part of
this poem (vv. 1-4069), is commonly supposed to
have died about the year 1260 ; but the only ground
that I can find for this assumption is the equally
unwarranted assumption of 1303-5 as the date of
the continuation by Jean de Meung, who tells us
himself that he wrote it "more than forty years"
after the death of Guillaume
:

apres sa morfc que ge ne mente
ana trespasses plus de quarente.

Vv. 10,624-5.

Moreri and

all

other writers before Me* on, whose

edition of the 'Roman' appeared in 1814, say
that Jean was born about 1279-80, and the statement is repeated even in the ' Nouvelle Biographie
Ge'ne'rale,' notwithstanding the remark of Fr.
Schlosser,

Beauvais,'

more than
ii.

sixty years ago (' Vincent de
165), that the work bears internal evi-

been written some twenty years
hitherto been imagined, viz., not
when, according to the old tradiwould be only about four or five
The passage which Scblosser had more
years old.
especially in view was doubtless the following
C'est de Mainfroi roi de Sesile,
qui par force tint et par guile
lone-tens en pes toute sa terre,
quant Ii bons Karles Ii mut guerre
Conte d'Anjou et de Provance,
qui par devine porveance
eat ores de Sesile roia.
Vv. 6660-6, ed. Meon.
dence of having
earlier than had
later than 1284,
tion, the author

:

Now, Manfred was deposed by

Charles of Anjou
and as Charles died in the beginning of
WREN OR WILLOW-WREN. In Grimm's House- January, 1285, we have the end of 1284 as the
hold Tales,' edition 3884, vol. ii., tale 102, the latest date at which this can have been written,
translator, Margaret Hunt, renders Zaunkonig thus confirming the statement of Kausler in his
" willowThe edition of the old Flemish version, that Jean de
wren," as well as in tale 171.
former tale is essentially the same as the Battle Meung wrote his part of the Roman before he
of the Birds and Beasts,' which is found in various made his translation of Vegetius ' De Re Militari/
forms in collections of popular tales. The leader which was, as Me'on informs u?, in 1285 " Ainsi
"
of the birds' army is not the eagle, but the wren, que le prouvent plusieurs MSS. du temps (Meon,
the smallest of all familiar birds.
The title of the p. xv). It is strange that Me'on, in quoting this
'
latter tale is simply The Willow-wren '; the birds very passage of the
Roman for the purpose of
choose a king, and the little bird obtains that correcting the erroneous notion of Langlet du
dignity by artifice. The story belongs to that Fresnoy and others that it was part of the work
Guernsey.

in 1266,

'

'

'

'

:

*

'

*

of

S.
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written between A.D. 1111 and 1117.
Humboldt's authority for the fact that

We

have

Columbus

first observed it on September 13, 1482, but,
ground, according to Gelcicb, it was first noticed in
1303-5. Europe by Pelegrini, in 1269 (' Studienz EntIt it likely that he would speak of Charles of
wicklungs Geschichte d. Schiffahrt,' 1882. Eden
" the effecte or
propertie
eighteen or twenty years after his has a whole chapter on
Anjou some
"
"
that the compisse hath to Northeastyng, or Northnow King of Sicily ?
d. ath as
F. N.
westing, wherby is knowen the variation of the
"
HISTORY OF NAVIGATION. The passage which
compasse ('Arte of Navigation,' 1561, chap. v.).
"
I am about to quote, from a lecture delivered last
Digges gives its value for England as Hi grades
yuar by the President of the Royal Geographical or neere therabout" (' Pantometria,' 1571).
BurSsciety before the University of Cambridge, has rows measured it at Limehouse in 1580, and found
" There were
trade considerable stir in Hungary. We are told it to be 11 5' E.
sea-compasses of
by the lecturer that
diverse sorts and for variation" in John Dee's
" the first treatises on
navigation appeared about 1537 "late spoiled Mortlake Library, A. 1583" ('The
in Portugal, and 1580 in Hungary, and they were introRehearsall of John Dee '). See also
duced in England by Wright in 1600, in which year also Compendious
the use of the log for measuring the speed of ships was chap. vi. and passim in Bourne's op. cit, and
'
invented, and a knowledge of the variation of the com- fol. M verso of Wright's Certain Errors in Navipass was acquired soon after."
gation,' &o. (London, 1599).
Some of the Hungarian papers grew quite eloquent
Finally, the log was invented by Humfrey Cole
over the matter, and justly so, as to quote an before 1578. His instrument is fully described in
'
editorial comment
the dweller on the Magyar Bourne's Inventions or Devises/ which appeared
that year.
This important invention is not menAlfb'ld would never, even in his boldest
flights
'
of imagination, have dared to dream that it was tioned in his life in the Dictionary of National
L. L. K.
one of his own countrymen who had taught the Biography.'
English mariners the art of navigating the wide
' "
MACBETH" ON THE STAGE.' (See 7 th S. vii. 68,
ocean. In order to clear away all
suspicion of a
* "
Macbeth " on the
hoax, the cautious editor wisely quoted chapter 130.) In an article entitled
and verse, so that sceptics might be able to satisfy Stage,' which appeared in the December number
themselves with their own eyes that the statement of the English Illustrated Magazine, the authors,
had appeared in print.
Messrs. Archer and Lowe, make a statement which
On turning to the original the March number of is scarcely excusable, coming from two writers of
the Proceedings of the Society we find that neither such eminence and so thoroughly steeped in drathe author nor the title of the
Hungarian treatise matic literature. In writing about the early repreis given.
This is much to be regretted, as the sentations of 'Macbeth' they quote four entries
work is wholly unknown to bibliographers. And from Pepys's ' Diary,' as follows
as the passage, as
" November
To the Duke's house to see
quoted supra, is a long string
5, 1664.

nfred), accepts without hesitation the popular

b( lief, which to this day seems to hold its
tl at Jean wrote his continuation as late as

I

|

I

j

l

:

of glaring inaccuracies, it is reasonable to demand
that some authority should be
supplied before we
accept such startling statements.

There

no uncertainty whatever about the year
1537, in which the first Portuguese treatise apis

peared, as, according to Da Silva's 'Diccionario
Bibliographico Portuguez' (Lisbon, 1860), there
are at least three copies of the editio
princeps of
Dr. Pedro Nunez's book extant
(vol. v. p. 440).
During the period mentioned, viz., 1537 and
1580, many other works appeared on navigation,
of which it will suffice to mention the * Breve

Compendio de la Sphera y de la Arte de Navegar,'
by Martin Cortes (Seville, 1556), which was translated, as early as 1561, into English by Richard
Eden.
copy of this is in the Grenville

A

Library.
Wright's book was anticipated also by
several editions of William Bourne's
'Regiment
of the
Sea,' the first edition of which was published,
without date, in 1574 or the
following year.
According to Klaprotb, the variation of the compass is distinctly mentioned in a Chinese treatise

'

Macbeth,' a pretty good play, but admirably acted.

" December
28, 1666. To the Duke's house, and there
saw Macbeth,' most excellently acted and a most ex'

cellent play for variety.
"January 7, 1667. To the Duke's house, and saw
'
Macbeth,' which, though I saw it lately, yet appears a
most excellent play in all respects, but especially in

divertisement, though it be a deep tragedy ; which is a
strange perfection in a tragedy, it being most proper

here and suitable.
" October
16, 1667, he again saw this most excellent
play, and. was vexed to see Young (who is but a bad
actor at best) acb Macbeth in the room of Better ton,
who, poor man, is sick."

The introduction of the words variety and divertisement in connexion with Shakespeare's most profound and serious tragedy seems to have so puzzled,
and even misled, these usually accurate writers,
that they seriously doubt whether Pepys's notices
refer to Shakespeare's 'Macbeth,' and are more
inclined to favour the hypothesis that the abovequoted notices refer to Davenant's version of the
same play. The question really is beyond all doubt.
In 1673 appeared a quarto edition of ' Macbeth,'
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as acted at the Duke's Theatre.
This edition is
simply a reprint of the First Folio, with songs taken
'
from Middleton's Witch added, which accounts
'

"

divertisement."
"variety" and
page of this quarto the names of the
principal actors are given, with their corresponding
parts, identical with those prefixed to Davenant's
MORRIS I. JONAS.
version of 1674.
for the epithets

On

the

first

M.
ST. GERMAIN-EN-LAYB.
Reinacb, in L'Ami de.s Monuments
(No. 8, vol. ii.), in a sketch of the history of this
palace, writes:
"We have very few documents with regard to the
Here is a fact
chateau in the eighteenth century.
which is, I think, new. In the month of February,
Horace
wrote
to
Madame
1773,
Dudeffand, askWalpole
ing for information with regard to a natural daughter of

CHATEAU DE

[7-S. VII. FEB.

works for the Restoration Committee.

He

23,'f

proves by a

careful survey that the total internal area of St. Michael's
is 24,015 square
feet, while that of St. Nicholas's, as mentioned by Lord Grimthorpe, is 23,265 square feet, thus

showing that

St.

Michael's exceeds

its rival

by 750 square

feet."

If the cubical contents of the two fabrics were
the difference would be still more
strikingly in favour of St. Michael's.

compared

W.

G. FRETTON, F.S.A.

Coventry.

Salomon

James

II.

named Ward, who

died at St.

Madame Dudeffand

six years before.

Madame

Germain

five or

wrote to her friend

'who knows every part of St.
there,' as well as to M. de Noailles.

de la Mark,

Germain and rules
her brother. She replied to Walpole on February

27,

The oldest of the Irish residing in the palace of
Germain have been questioned, and none of them remembers to have heard of the name.' It will be seen
from this passage that the palace continued up to this
date to serve as an asylum for the friends and companions in exile of the unfortunate James II."
'

1773,

St.

JNO. HEBB.

ERRORS OF TRANSLATION. A. writer in Blackwood's Magazine for June, 1825, vol. xvii. p. 740,
gives the following amusing examples of errors of
translation:

"I
remember, among other specimens of the French
translators' acquaintance with our tongue, that one of
them rendered the verse of ' Bessy Bell and Mary Gray '
'
(quoted in The Pirate '),

They

built a house on yonder brae,
theek'd it o'er wi' rashes,

And
into
elles

'

Elles se sont baties

en ont chasse
'

tranquille
to this."

for

(

les

un maison

imprudens.'

'

The Green Man and

sur la colline, et

L'hornme verd et
Still

'

is

nothing

One would like to know whether these blunders
ever occurred, or whether, as seems more likely,
they have been invented for the sake of raising
a laugh against our neighbours. For the second
no authority is given. It would surely be possible
to test the statement as regards Scott's 'Pirate.'
Copies of the translation referred to must still be
in existence.

ROKER.

In quotations of wholesale prices of

London market

this word often occurs ;
but, so far as I have been able to ascertain, it has
not yet found its way into any dictionary or ichthyological work. It appears to be a modern tradename, of late years getting into common use in
London. Some time ago it attracted my attention
that roker was quoted in London from Grimsby
fish in

the

reports only ; and as Grimsby trawlers do not fish
inshore (within the three-mile limit), but mostly on
the Doggerbank, they naturally come into contact

with Dutch fishermen.

This circumstance gives a

Dutch rock or
Dutch rog is
a generic term for any

clue to the origin of the word.
The
rog (ch and g are always guttural in

the

modern

spelling) is

;

species of the Raja genus, but often used without any qualifying epithet as synonymous with
gedoornde rog (i.e., thorny ray) thornback, Engl.
Raja clavata, Linn., characterized by being
studded at intervals all over the upper surface
with rounded nail-like tubercles, terminating in
The English word roker in
strong curved spines.

=

=

most cases signifies thornback, but is occasionally
employed to denote any species of the ray family,
with the exception of the skate, the probable reason
for this exception being that the latter, although

not what is termed a " prime " fish, is more
esteemed and fetches a higher price than the
thornback. To Scarborough and Whitby fishermen, who seldom fish on the Doggerbank, the
word roker is unknown ; on the north-east and
also on the south coast of England the fish is called
thornback. The Germ, roche, Low Germ, ruche,
Dan. rokke, Swed. rocka, are all generic terms for
several species of rays, but also used specifically,
the two German words for the thornback, while
the Danish and Swedish apply to the skate.
J.

ANON.

H. LUNDGREN.

LION BAPTIZED. Jerome ('De Scriptor. Eccles.')
THE LARGEST PARISH CHURCH IN ENGLAND.
says that some priest in Asia added to the Acts of
It has been frequently asserted, and
generally the
Apostles various tales.
Amongst them was
believed, that St. Nicholas's, of Great Yarmouth, one of the
Tertullian (' Contra
baptism of a lion.
bore the palm in this respect, but from a paragraph
runs on further, and relates that St.
which appears in the Birmingham Daily Times of Marcion')
John the Evangelist convinced this wicked priest
January 18 it seems that such is not the case
of altering the truth of the canonical book, and he
"
:

The controversy which has lately appeared

Church
Sells, and several other papers, respecting the comparative sizes of St. Nicholas's, Great Yarmouth, and St.
Michael's, Coventry, has been practically settled in favour
of the latter by Mr. G. R. Webster, the clerk of the
in

excused his conduct on the plea that he so loved
Paul.
The lion, as king of beasts, had, no

St.

doubt, the best right of any quadruped to this reNothing is recorded as to

markable distinction.

7"' S.
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his moral improvement, whether it progressed pari
It ought to
passu with his religious advancement.
have led him at once to lie down with the lamb.
C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.
MRS. GIBBS, actress, married the younger Colman. She was a Miss Logan, and appears to have
been alive in Brighton in 1840. When did she
What was her Christian name 1 With the
die ?
information supplied in books of theatrical reference I

am

URBAN.

familiar.

ENCORE. Is the current English use of this
word merely a blunder; or was encore ever used in
French (or ancora in Italian) in the sense of the
modern bis ? I should be glad to be furnished
with any English examples earlier than 1712
HENRY BRADLEY.
(Spectator, No. 314).
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student of Old or Modern French has met with'
the word epergne in its English sense in any French
text, or has heard the word used in France as we
A. L. MAYHEW.
use it in England.

LEIGHTON FAMILY. In Burke's pedigree of
Leighton, of Loton and Watlesborough, co. Salop
(Barts.), he gives Anne, daughter of Paul Darrell,
of Lillingstone Darrell, co. Bucks, as the wife of
Sir Edward Leighton, who died in 1593 ; and his
son, Thomas Leighton, is there given as the husband of Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Wm. Gerard,
Knt. , of Bryn. In the records of the Inner Temple,
where there are many entries of the Leightons,.
Elizabeth Gerard is given as the wife of Sir Edward, and Thomas Leighton, his son, as brother
(not father) of Joyce, who married Walter WrottesHaving taken much trouble
ley, of Wrottesley.
to trace correctly the Leighton pedigree for family
notes, as the Scarletts of Sussex and Jamaica are
descended from them in two distinct lines, I shall
be glad if any one can give me the right version of
the above, and refer me to proofs.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

MILTON'S SONNETS. Four sonnets of Milton
To Oliver Cromwell,' (2) To my Lord FairTo Sir Henry Vane,' (4) ' To Mr. Cyriack
fax,' (3)
spondent give me information of the following ?
are found at the
Skinner upon his Blindness
1. Lord Coningsby left two younger sons, viz.,
end of the life attributed to Phillips, the nephew
Humphrey and Fernando, the former baptized of Milton, which appears in " Letters of State,
February 16, 1681/2, at Bodisham, or Bodenham, Written by Mr. John Milton, To most of the
in Herefordshire, the latter at the same place May
Sovereign Princes and Republicks of Europe.
Did either of these leave any family
6, 1683.
From the Year 1649. Till the Year 1659. To
and, if so, where ?
which is added, An Account of his Life. Together
2. A Mr. Coningsby, of North Mymms and Potwith several of his Poems; and a Catalogue of
terils, Hertfordshire, and Koger Coningsby was
his
Works, never before Printed. London
buried at North Mymms on January 13, 1707. He
Printed in the Year, 1694." For good cause these
Humis said to have left five sons, viz., Thomas,
sonnets are excluded from the edition of the minor
'
Can any one tell
'
phrey, Roger, Harry, and John.
poems published with the Tractate on Education
me
of these in their
or
?
11, Bleisho

Road, Lavender

Hill,

S.W.

*

'

FAMILY OF LORD CONINGSBY.

Will any corre-

(1)

'

'

|

j

|

|

|

I

1

|

;

|

|

|

|

|

|

anything

family
marriages
Coningsby, who was married at
about
Meldretb, Cambridgeshire,
1730, any connexion ; and what ?
4. There was a Coningsby of King's Lynn, who
3.

Was Edward

had a daughter married, and lived at Bottisham,
Cambridgeshire, and was buried there. Would
the Edward of Meldreth be one of his sons (Roger) ?
5. A Mr. Coningsby, who lived the life of a recluse,

many years

end of a daughter,

ago, in consequence of the tragic
is mentioned in the county his-

Can any one give me any
tory of Worcestershire.
information of his descendants ?
If any reader can give me information on one or
all of these points I shall feel much indebted.
C.

Cambridge.

W. MARTINDALE.

in 1673.

print?

volume

:

|

Is this, in fact, their first appearance in
this case this unjustly neglected little
is entitled to rank as a first edition of a

In

SYLVAN.

portion of the poems.

DUGGLEBY.

The following undated MS. note

(or extract) has lately come into
possession :
"
The township of Duggleby has a population of 154
persons. It lies in a hollow, and has a neat Wesleyan
chapel. On the east of the village is a tumulus of considerable size, evidently never opened, and upon the
origin of which neither history nor tradition throws any

my

light."

Where is Duggleby? What are the meaning
and derivation of this place-name ? I have met
with Dugleby as a family name in Kent, but am
led to believe that

it is

of Yorkshire extraction.

Any information concerning place or family would
EPERGNE. This well-known word is evidently be
GUALTERULUS.
very welcome.
of French origin, but it does not occur in
any
modern French dictionary, nor in Littr^, Cotgrave,
JOSEPH DRURY. He was head master of Harrow
or Godefroy.
I should be glad to hear if any from 1785 to 1805.
Lord Byron was one of his
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and is said to have " expressed in his works pedigrees or information about the familie?, or
and respect for him." Where among his concerning the Angell estates, with names of preL. C.
sent owners.
works can I find Lord Byron's remarks ?
pupils,

gratitude

ALPHA.
GREENBERRY. Col. Nicholas Greenberry arIn the last rived in
ALICE FERRERS, OR FERRERS.
Maryland in 1674, accompanied by his
years of King Edward III. acquired ascendency wife, Ann, and two children, Charles and KatheWas
she
over him.
Is her parentage known?
rine, the latter of whom married, first, Mr. Henry
of the Ferrers family ?
W. L. K.
Eidgley, junior, and secondly, Mr. John Howard.

"A

DESPOTISM TEMPERED

Dupin,

in his

'

BY EPIGRAMS."

despotism tempered by epigrams," which seems to
me much more pointed than the other, and is
indeed itself one of the wittiest of epigrams. Who
"
is
Phomme d'esprit " mentioned by Dupin ; and

which

is

the correct version

?

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

TWOPENNY BANK-NOTE.
tings I

came

served as a

member

of the Privy Council of

Maryland under Governor Nicholson, and died in
Ann Arundel county December 17, 1697, aged
Modern French Reader/
seventy years. His widow, Mrs. Ann Greenberry,
"
homme

and Karcher's '
Senior Course, ed. 1885, says,
Un
d'esprit
a dit de 1'ancien gouvernement de la France, que
c'e'tait une monarchic absolue tempe're'e par des
chansons." I have always heard it quoted as "a
in Cassal

He

Plaidoirie pour Beranger,' quoted

Among some

old cut-

died April 27, 1698, aged fifty years. Two other
Ann, wife of Mr. John Hammond, and
Elizabeth, wife of Robert Goldsborough, Esq.,

children,

were born in Maryland.

The name

of Greenberry

appears in the 'London Parish Registers,' published by the Harleian Society, and Col. Greenberry in his will mentions a tract of land called
If any reader of 'N. & Q.' can
"Whitehall."

throw any light on his history in England, or that
of his family, I shall be under many obligations to

WM. FRANCIS TREGAR.

him.
Annapolis, Ind.

across one headed

uA
Twopenny Bank-note.
" The editor of the
Tyne Mercury acknowledges the
receipt from a correspondent of a curious specimen of
our early currency, namely, a very handsomely engraved
note of the Woodmancote Bank, Gloucestershire, dated
about half a century ago, and bearing the extraordinary
value of 2d."

I regret that the date of the paper from which the
above was cut is unknown. I should be glad to
know if any reader could tell me more of this
bank-note.
G. S. B.

WHITEPOT. At the mayor's feasts at Wottonunder-Edge, one of the liquors passed round after
dinner was lately (and probably still is) called
"
whitepot." The name does not seem very appropriate, since, if I am rightly informed, it was only
port wine, with spices and a burnt lemon put into
Is the name of this drink known elsewhere 1
it.
E.
7,

WALFORD, M.A.

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

ARMORIAL BEARINGS ON ALTARS. I recently
STAGE COACHES. Can any one tell me where visited a small church at Preston, near Brighton,
the coaches from Edinburgh to London in 1779 and on the altar was surprised to find armorial
Can you tell me if this is an
stopped to set down their passengers at the latter bearings depicted.
J. BAGNALL.
isolated case ?
Place?

J.

A.

DRILL. Can any of your military correspondents
say why in the drill of the British soldier the
right foot is drawn back in the motion of presenting arms ? The moving of the foot at this particular moment has
always appeared to me to have
no other effect than to unsteady the men
just
when they ought to be most steady.

VOLUNTEER.

ANGELL

ESTATES. The Angell family once held
considerable estates in Kent,
Surrey, and Sussex,
the greater part of which appears to have been the
of
much
subject
litigation through the peculiar will
of one John Angell, who died in Stockwell
1784,
who left the estates to the heirs male of the father
of his great-grandfather, and these
failing, then to
the heirs female of the same. I have
only been
able to discover two of these estates,
viz., Crowin
and
a
small
hurst,
Surrey,
property in StockI shall be obliged by reference to
well.
any

Water Orton.

CLOCKED STOCKINGS. Being a guest of the late
Mr. Augustus St. John, in his house at St. John's
Wood, I had the honour to meet Mr. Baily the
and
sculptor, Capt. Chesterton, Douglas Jerrold,
other wise and witty men, few of whom survive.
The captain, then Governor of the House of Corstate
rection, told of a prisoner who could always
"
the exact time by looking at his own legs.
Ah,"

said Jerrold, "you permit him to wear clocked
"
I have been interested in such gear
stockings.
I
through the long years that have passed, but
have never understood the term clocked as in this
connexion. There may be a few other readers of
'
Halliwell
N.
Q.' in the like unhappy case.

&

and Palsgrave
stocking

and

my

tell

me what I know

S.

scribed as clocked ?
[

that a clocked

one adorned, &c. Cotgrave ignores me
wants.
Why is a decorated stocking deis

See 2nd S.

vii.

70

;

5th g.

H.

7 i. 308, 436, 494, 523.]
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COLERIDGE'S 'EPITAPH ON AN INFANT.' This
not Coleridge's most famous poem, but it is quite
as well known as the Ancient Mariner,' for did

John and Charles Wesley, took the M.A. degree
It does not appear that he had
at Cambridge ?
any grudge against his own university, and the
the difference in distance from Lincolnshire would

is

'

Lamb recommend his friend rather to sell
copyright of it to a country lapidary than to go on
printing it in his works ; and did not Lamb write
it over the succulent remains of his favourite
1
Never till now have I enterRoast Pig ' ?
tained the shadow of a doubt that, good or bad
'
or indifferent as the
Epitaph' may be, it was
But this is what I read in the
Coleridge's own.

not

hardlv be matter of consideration with him.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
With

Times obituary notice of Sir
Henry Holland
Eminent Persons
Biographies reprinted from

In the days of the Rump,
When old Admiral Trump
his fleet swept the chops of the Channel.

WILLIAM G. ENGIAND.

:

('

the Times, 1870-9,' 1880, p. 98)
"
According to the Greek adage, He whom the gods
love dies Boon.' The same thought is expressed in one of
the most beautiful epitaphs ever written that on. the
grave of a new-born infant, by Bishop Lowth
Ere sin could blight [&c.].
But if it be a blessing or sign of Divine favour to die
young, surely it is a still greater blessing to live a long,
:

'

:

happy

Has

life."

been brought against the
honoured memory of Bishop Lowth before? Is
Coleridge's credit as a poet to be saved only by
such desperate measures as fixing another plagiarism
on him ?
J. D. C.
this accusation ever

EUSSIAN COINS. Seeking information as to the
value of some coins, I have come across this
" In the southern
of
a
:

Russia the peasants use
parts
coin of such small value that it would take two hundred
and fifty thousand of them to buy four shillings, and
these coins are so scarce that a man who has a hundred
is looked upon as
rich, and one who has a thousand is
considered very wealthy. It is strange to regard a person wealthy who owns two-fifths of a halfpenny, and
comfortably well off on one twenty-fifth of a halfpenny.
But the value of money depends, of course, upon what it
will buy."

"

I had an idea that

John Chinaman's small

cash," running to about a thousand, and African
"cowries," to about five thousand to the

pound

sterling,
if

were lowest in the numismatic scale

the above

depth

still.

is

a fact there

is

;

but

evidently a lower

Can any one say whether any such
name

coin really does exist;
and, if so, give its
and place in the Eussian or other coinage 1

Keplta*.

SEVEN CLERICAL ORDERS.
(7* S. vi. 28, 71.)
Although MR. HENRI LE LOSSIGEL and the
REV. ED. MARSHALL have replied to the query of
DR. BREWER respecting the orders of the Roman
Catholic Church correctly, I may, perhaps, be
able to state the matter more fully and comI purposed doing so when the query first
pletely.
appeared ; but as I wished to do so authoritatively,
I waited till I could supplement my own knowledge on the subject by information which I can
confidently offer as such.
The sacrament of orders is one only. But it is
divided into seven grades, which constitute one
entirety, completed by the presbyterate or priestSome writers have maintained that the
hood.
tonsure, the office of precentor, and episcopal
consecration constitute three several orders, and
Nor
that there are thus ten in the Latin Church.
does the language of the Tridentine decree seem
to assert that there are only seven.
The consensus of the great majority of writers,
however, may be considered to have fixed the
number at seven, so far as the Latin Church is
concerned, But in the Greek Church the number
of orders has been by different writers variously
reckoned from four to eleven the former number
:

consisting of priests, deacons, sub-deacons, and
readers ; and the latter number made up by adding
to these bishops, acolyte?, exorcists, ostiarii or

R. W. HACKWOOD.
doorkeepers, singers, confessors, and sextons. But
EAST SHEEN. What is the derivation of this the Greek rituals recognize only the first four
name ? In Edinburgh there is a district called the named and the episcopate.
Scienes (pronounced sh), derived from a convent
The seven generally recognized grades in the
dedicated to St. Scienna, which long since disHad Sheen, the district near Mortappeared.
THOMAS LAURIE.
lake, the same derivation 1

SAMUEL WESLEY.

The following extract

from the Cambridge University
register
"

is

:

Incorporated 1694.

Sam. Westley, A.B., Coll. Exon. Ox.
Samuel Westley, A.M., Coll. C.C. Camb., 1694."
Is it known
why the above named, the father of

Latin Church are ostiarius, exorcist, reader, acolyte, sub-deacon, deacon, priest.

The

latter three

are called the greater, and the other four the lesser
orders, the sub-deacon having belonged to the
former class only since the time of Innocent III.
Bishops, priests, and deacons are of divine instituThe five other orders are of human institution.
tion, but are all claimed by the Church to have

existed from Apostolic times.

The

office of ostiarius is

shown

to

have existed in
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the Apostolic Church by the letter of the Bishop
St. Ignatius to the faithful of Antioch.
The
duties of the office consist in opening the book for
the officiating priest ; in keeping the keys of the
church, and taking care of its cleanliness and
good order as well as of the furniture of it ; in
opening and closing the doors of the church at the
established hours ; in the maintenance of good order
among the congregation ; and in preventing the
entrance of Jews and heathens.
It was their
duty also to keep those attending the services in
to
their proper places,
separate the laity from the
clergy,

and males from females, and

to

keep

silence.

For the office of ostiarius elderly persons were
chosen ; so that it would not seem that it was
intended or supposed to be a step towards promotion in the hierarchy.
I observe that

MR. HENRI LE LOSSIGEL and

MR. MARSHALL

place the lector (reader) next
above the ostiarius in the scale.
authority
a highly placed ecclesiastic at the Vatican places
the exorcist next above the ostiarius in the scale.
But it would seem that this collocation has reference
only to the person who ultimately and in practice

My

it may be
said, into contact with the
demon. For the bishop, or priest delegated specially
by the bishop, can alone authorize the exorcism to
be exercised on a possessed person, or energumen,
or place infested by demons.
Many Greek writers
hold that the exerciser was the mere executant of a
and
not in any degree " in orders." But
ministry,
the Latin Church claims that the reverse may be
proved by the authority of the martyrs St. Dionisius
and St. Ignatius. The principal thing needed in
an exorcist is the capacity for distinguishing a
possessed person from one pretending to be such.
It is observed that the Church uses the
ministry of
an inferior official for this duty, to express the

comes, as

greater contempt for the power of the evil one.
The fourth Council of Carthage prescribes the ceremony to be observed in appointing an exorcist.
The bishop places a book in the hand of the

" Take this
aspirant, and says to him,
book, study
it, and receive power to lay hands on the possessed,
whether they be baptized or only catechumens."
In ancient times the lectores
(readers) were

[7*
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churches, especially in that of Africa, the lector
read the epistle.
This is now done by the subdeacon.
But the office of lector, though its duties
have nearly become obsolete, still exists, and the
ector still has the privilege of reading the lessons at
matins.
The fourth Council of Carthage prescribes
he ceremony for the ordination of a lector. The
aishop, in the presence of the congregation, places
"
the Bible in the candidate's hand, and says,
Receive this book, and be a reader of the word of
If thou exercisest thy ministry faithfully,
wilt have part with those who administer
jrod's word."
Persons of high rank were in
ancient times ambitious of filling this office.

God.
ihou

The

Emperor Julian and his brother Galba
were in their early youth ordained lectores in the
hurch of Nicomedia.
Justinian I., by his
'

Novella,' 123, forbade the appointment of lectores
under the age of eighteen. Before that time there
had frequently been lectores of seven or eight years
old.

The acolyte, as the word imports, was a follower
or attendant.
The office has existed in the Latin
Church from the third century. His duty is towait on deacon and sub-deacon in the ministry of
the altar.
He lights and carries the candles,
especially during the reading of the gospel by the
deacon, and prepares the vessels with wine and
water for the mass. Anciently, before the institution of sub-deacons, he discharged the duties now
incumbent on the latter. And in many respectshis part in the service is less prominent in these
days than it was formerly.
There is much difference of opinion among the
best authorities as to the date of the institution of
sub-deacons. The more general opinion is that it
The
dates from the close of the second century.
sub-deacon does not receive imposition of the
bishop's hands, but receives from him the patera
and cup empty ; and from the archdeacon the
cruises with the water and the wine and the

The sub-deacon must (barring dispensation)
have completed twenty- two years. The duties of
He
the sub-deacon consist of the six following.
has the custody of the sacred vessels used in the
mass, he pours the wine and the water into the
cup, he intones the epistle, he holds the book of
the Gospels while the priest reads, he carries the
cross in solemn processions, he pours the water far
towel.

young men who were being brought up for the
priesthood.
They served as secretaries to bishops,
and thus acquired instruction. The most studious
were
selected
for this office, and generally the priest's washing of his hands, and assists the
youths
proceeded in due course to the priesthood. But deacon in receiving the offerings of the faithful
many lectores remained such all their lives. Most composing the congregation.
authorities hold that the establishment of this
Of the institution of the diaconate it is not
one of the orders dates from the third
century, and that Tertullian is the first who speaks
of it.
Besides the duties indicated by the name,
the lectores discharged that of keeping the sacred
book, which was no light one in times of persecution.
They acted also as couriers for the
carrying of bishops' despatches. Formerly in some
office as

At the present time a
necessary to say anything.
person cannot receive deacon's orders till he is
twenty-two years of age, save, of course, by Papal
The duties of deacons in the
dispensation.
primitive Church were to administer the alms of
the faithful to the poor, and administer the Eucharist to the inhabitants of the districts of Jeru-

7"- S.
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salem assigned to them to administer, but not to
consecrate, which a priest alone was competent
to do.

Of the priest also little need be said. Of course,
the great specialty of that first of the orders was the
power of consecrating the elements and administerThe priest
ing the Sacrament of the Lord's Body.
is empowered also to administer all the other sacraments except confirmation and the conferring of
holy orders. Headers of the older ecclesiastical
writers should remember that when they speak of
"
and " secundi ordinis
"primi ordinis sacerdotes
sacerdotes," they usually

mean

bishops and priests,

though sometimes the second phrase

is

meant

to

A

include all ecclesiastics inferior to the bishop.
detailed account of the ceremonial observed in the
ordination of a priest will be found in the first
'
part of the Pontificale Romanum,' and the form
of benediction of the vestments in the ' Rituale

E-omanum.'

T.

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

Budleigh Salterton.

COLD CHISEL

(7

tb

S. vii.

87).- Cold

chisel im-
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wrought iron, but as cold chisels are used for cutting cold metal, bricks, and other hard substances,
the iron of which they are made is more highly
And, secondly, it is a mistake to sup-

tempered.
pose that hot chisels only are used with temporary
Cold chisels are also so
(or removable) handles.
used when they are large and the work to be done
is so heavy that the workman is obliged to use

both hands to his heavy hammer.
This

is

essentially a chisel for catting iron,

its

and

doubt that it derives
"
name from being used for " chipping wrought

there can, I think, be

little

when in a
(now

cold state, as distinguished
" sets
") emusually termed
The
hot
iron.
in
chisel,,
carpenter's
cutting
ployed
which is propelled by the hand or by a mallet,,

or cast iron

from the

chisels

comes into another category altogether. It has
an iron shank, which is driven into a wooden
handle, whilst the cold chisel is all of steel and is
struck with a steel or steel-faced hammer.
J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

A cold chisel is a steel chisel

specially hardened:

and hot chisel there is, at least in at the cutting edge, so that it will cut wrought
The French equivalents are ciseau iron or chip cast iron in a cold state, in contradisused for cutting iron
(or tranche) a froid and ciseau (or tranche) a chaud, tinction to a chisel which is
and if these terms are looked for in Mothes's 'Dic- which has been heated to enable it to be cut moreWARD.
tionnaire Technologique,' second edit., Wiesbaden, easily.
Kreidel, 1874, it will be found that cold and hot
Is there any doubt whatever as to the meaning
chisels are used for cutting cold and hot iron (or
that it is a chisel
of cold in the above connexion ?
metal) respectively; and hence, no doubt, the quaintended for cutting cold metal. Cold metal relificatives cold and hot.
-Entire" defines a ciseau a
it than
plies hot chisel,
the dictionaries.

"
la
froid as a sorte de ciseau qui ne tranche pas
iame, qui est mousse, sert principalement a faciliter
des
1'ouverture
caisses ou autres parties cloue"es."
No doubt there are blunt cold chisels that are
used for this purpose, for which they are well
;

adapted as they are made wholly of metal, and
have no wooden handle like ordinary carpenter's
chisels.
But the ordinary cold chisel is used for
the purpose I have stated above, and is by no means
blunt. The stem or body is, I am assured, of forged

A

and the cutting edge

of steel.
temporary
used with a hot chisel, clasping the stem near the head at a right angle, so
as to hold the tool and keep it
steady ; for, as the
hot chisel is used to cut hot metal, and therefore
quickly becomes hot itself, the workman could not
hold it with his left hand, as he does a cold chisel,
whilst he hammers on it with his right. This temporary handle may, when the hot chisel is small,
be held by the workman himself ; but, when the
hot chisel is large and the handle long, the handle
is held by another workman.
F. CHANCE.
iron,

handle

is, I

Sydenham

am

told,

Hill.

P.S.
Subsequent information, and the personal
inspection of three large hot and cold chisels (two
of them with handles), enable me to make one or

two

rectifications.

hot chisels are both

In the

first

place, cold and
of forged or

made throughout

cut
quires a chisel of far greater hardness to
cold chisel is used for cutwhen it is heated.
and
consists
ting metal, stone, and brick work,
itself entirely of iron, whilst a carpenter's and
Hencewood-carver's chisel has a wooden handle.
the cold chisel is always cold to the touch, whilst;

A

the other is not ; but this is accidental, and ha&
nothing to do with the etymology.
C. A.

WARD.

Walthamstow.

In the name of

this

implement does not the

mean what

wore!?

A

cold chisel is a.
says 1
chisel which has not, as other chisels have, a wooden
handle, warm to the hand, but which is simply one
blunt end, the end
piece of iron or steel ; and the
you hold by, is, of course, cold to the hand, being
A. J. M.
metal, and not wood.
cold simply

it

[Very many correspondents confirm these opinions.}

THE 'BRUSSELS GAZETTE'
134; vii. ] 8) .There

vi. 31,

th

(7
is

S. v. 127,

no doubt

374;
as to

your correspondent at the last reference having
found the song which we have so long been in
search of, and which has very likely been altered
to suit different circumstances. Certainly it appear*
to have rather a naval than a military air about it,
and one more modern version used to read, instead
"
of
heart of oak are our men," "jolly tars are our
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[7*

s.

VIL

FKB. 23,

m

men." The date appears to be 1759 "the year of way between Caer Cybi = Holyhead and Ynys
In conMinden, and Quiberon, and Quebec" a year in Seiriol = Priestholme or Puffin Island.
which the British arms were covered with glory by sequence of Cybi having to travel facing the sun,
the Marquis of Granby, Lord Hawke, and General while Seiriol had it at his back in going to and
Wolfe.
coming from the springs, Cybi was tawny and
The poem in Latin hexameters mentioned by Seiriol fair, or in Welsh " Seiriol wyn a Cybi felyn,"
th
me (see 7 S. vi. 31) as recited in 1755 in the or "Seiriol the fair and Cybi the tawny"; and it
Sheldonian Theatre at Oxford, and having refer- came to be considered a miracle that whichever
ence to Maubert and the Brussels Gazette, edited way Cybi or Seiriol travelled, yet they remained
See Lewis, 'Top.
by him, must be wrongly dated. Instead of 1755 tawny and fair respectively.
we ought to substitute 1759 or 1760; for the battle Diet, of England and Wales'; ' Beauties of Eng"
of Minden, which was fought in 1759, and the land and Wales,'
Anglesea," p. 191.
D. C. C.
Marquis of Granby, the most popular of British
commander?, are alluded to in it, and Maubert is
"BRING" AND "TAKE" (7 th S. vi. 225, 313,
taxed with assigning the victory to Lewis XV. in
is
uncommon

the Brussels Gazette

ter quamvis auctior, armis
Borbonidum cessit socors exercitus, atque
Vix centum hinc cassis, illinc plus raillibus octo,

Haud dubiam palmam
'

Lodoix, justamque reportat.
Selecta Poemata Anglorum,' p. 232.

In those days newspapers or news-letters were only
few in number and in their infancy, but the Brussels
Gazette seems to have been a power, and to have
had an influence and circulation in England.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

As the discussion about the Brussels Gazette
originated with a query of mine, perhaps I may be
allowed to add a few words of reply.
MR. MANSERGH has settled the question (7 th S. vii. 18) as
to the origin of Lamb's quotation. The
song that his
friend Norris used to sing was none other than our
'
old familiar friend Hearts of Oak.' But it seems
that since his time an alteration had been made
in it, which left out just the very line in which the
Brussels Gazette was mentioned.
With this important exception MR. MANSERGH'S version is
almost identical with that in the edition of ' Sea
'
Songs and Ballads published by Bell & Daldy in
1863. The lines given by MR. MANSERGH,

We
In

make 'em run, and we '11 still make 'em sweat,
spite of the Devil and Brussels Gazette,
'11

still

are there altered to
Britannia triumphant, her ships sweep the sea,
Her standard is Justice, her watchword " Be free."

In this edition of 1863 the words are said to be
by
Garrick and the music by Arne ; but DR. RIM<
rd
S. vii. 42, showed that it
BATTLT, in N. & Q.,' 3

was by Boyce.

J.

DIXON.

SPRINGS IN ANGLESEA (7 S. vi. 489, 518). In
reply to the two late inquiries I beg to state that
the springs are situated on the farm of
Cwrach, close
to the stone named Careg y Lleidr in the Ordnance
map, in the parish of Llandyfrydog, and are named
th

Cybi and

vii. 11).
nothing
Surely there
in the use of bring, by old writers especially, where
we should more usually now say take. MR. CURWEN says he had never seen it in print before reading a work by Mr. Oscar Wilde. If he will turn
to the English Bible, he will find it very frequently

454;

:

Dum tandem, numero

Seiriol.
In the beginning of the sixth
century these two saints used to travel and meet
at the springs to discuss the
religious affairs of
their districts weekly, the
springs lying about half

used.

For example

:

" Two of
every sort shalt thou bring into the ark [not
towards the speaker]." Gen. vi. 19.
"Abraham went with them to bring them on their
way
[not towards the narrator]." Ib., xviii. 16.
"
Bring these men home, and slay, and make ready
[Joseph, the speaker here, did not return home till
afterwards; see TV. 25, 26]." 76., xliii. 16.
It would be easy to give hundreds of similar ex-

JULIAN MARSHALL.

amples.

The use

of bring for take is certainly not a

Matthew Arnold

mere

('Essays in
Criticism,' second series, p. 141), "Voltaire does
not mean by ' treating in poetry moral ideas the
"Irishism."

says

'

composing moral and didactic poems
us but a very little way in poetry."

that brings
C. C. B.

;

EUROPEAN WOMEN AMONG SAVAGES (7 th S. vii. 6).
"A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Mary Jemison,
who was taken by the Indians in the year 1755, when
only about twelve years of age, and has continued to
Careamongst them to the present time
fully taken from her own words, Nov. 29th, 1823.
By James E. Seaver," 12mo., pp. 180, printed
by W. Walker, Otley, 1826. There is a later edi'
Deh-He-Wa-Mis or, a Narrative of the
tion,
Life of Mary Jernison, otherwise called the White
W. C. B.
Woman,' 12mo., 1847.
reside

;

th
PITSHANGER, BALING (7 S. v. 448 vi. 33, 317,
414; vii. 12). MR. A. HALL says he is "only
;

concerned with the alleged equation of y = z." No
one has suggested such an equation. It is true
that the Middle English symbol 3 stood for a consonantal y ( Anglo-Saxon ge), and as this symbol
resembles z in running hand, it is generally rendered
z when MSS. of that date are printed.
But it is
a confluence of symbol, not of sound. Any one
familiar with Scottish literature and nomenclature
must be aware how frequently z appears with the

=

7th s.
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value of y; e.g., tailzie, spuihie, bailzie, &c. ; in
proper names, Dalzell or Daly ell, Menzies, Macfadzean, &c. ; in place-names, Kirkgunzeon, CorseIn each of these cases the
malzie, Balzeland, &c.
sound is not (and never was) that of zt but of consonantal y.
Bearing this in mind, it seems obvious
that the oldest written form of Baling was Yealing,
which, by a confusion of symbol, came to be printed
Zealing, and modern practice has dropped the

ing seven volumes.
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illustrations in the early

volumes are by E. Seymour, and later on by
The closing numbers are
Robert Cruikshank.
signed "W. N." In vol. iii. p. 67 there is an
'
article
Movements of the Middle Men/ having
names something similar to those used by Dickens
Mr. Horatio Stubbs (Sparkins), the linendraper'sman (in 'Sketches by Boz'), Mr. Buggins (Smuggins and Spruggins, also in 'Sketches by Boz').
HERBERT MAXWELL.
This may be one of his contributions. It is not
initial y.
often a complete set of this somewhat scurrilous
th
The
definition
in
S.
vii.
COLTES
4).
(7
COLT,
journal is met with, the later ones having a differ'
the Encyclopaedic Dictionary referred to in the ent
heading and the numbering being very erratic.
editorial note at this reference has no illustrative
JAS. B. MORRIS.
quotation. The following is from Marryat's 'King's
SIR EGBERT NORTER (7 tu S. vii. 27). Sir
Own,' chap. viii.
James Galloway, of Carubie, Fife, created in 1645
" He
always carried in his pocket a colfc (i. e., a foot and
a half of rope, knotted at one end and whipped at the Lord Dunkeld, and who married SirEobert Norter's
other), for the benefit of the youngster?, to whom he was daughter, was conjoint Secretary of State with
'

:

a most inordinate tyrant."

William, Earl of Stirling, in 1640.

CONSTANCE EUSSELL.

'

Midshipman
Easy,' chap. xii. the word is used
"
as a verb
Then he colted me for half an hour,
and that 's all."
GEO. L. APPERSON.

In

,

:

Swallowfield, Reading.

JEANNE DE CASTILLE (7 th S. vi. 427, 518). See
Anatomy of Melancholy,' part iii. sect,
by MR. HALL iii. memb. 2, subs. 1 (ed. 1660, p. 610), where the

Wimbledon.

Burton's

Is not the "colting" referred to
as suggesting "a good thrashing" really "a quilting," which is to be found in some dictionaries as
meaning a beating, and given as of varied derivation, though it appears to me to be very closely
associated with, if not actually to belong to, the
series of synonyms for the operation which derive
their origin from the shoemakers, curriers, and
allied trades, as we find it in "a leathering," "a

strapping," "a tanning," "a welting," &c. 1 Indeed, it is worth noting in this connexion, from the
number of epithets applied to the operation, what
a deal of chastising has apparently been required
(let us hope in times past) in most trades and
occupations, for nearly all except, perhaps, the
carpenter's, where sticks are plentiful
appear to
be represented, and even in the domestic circle one
"
can have a choice of
a towelling," " a basting,"
"a
"a
"
"
clouting,"
rubbing down," a dressing," a
trimming," or "a wiping" when occasion requires.

E.

W. HACKWOOD.

A lady
once said to me, speaking of a girl who had a distinctly marked dark vein showing across the upper
" It is a
part of her nose,
pity, she will not live to
wear her wedding-dress."
W. 0. B.
VEINS IN THE NOSE

th

(7

S. vii. 25).

When a female child has a visible vein running
across her nose in a line with her eyes it is a sign
that she will never be married.
I heard this tradition in Oxfordshire in 1886, but it may not be
GUALTERULUS.
indigenous to that county.

'

"
Gomesius, in his third book
story is quoted from
'
of the Life and Deeds of Francis Ximenius, sometime Archbishop of Toledo.'" She followed Philip
to the Low Countries, and although

"kindely entertained by her husband, shee could not
contain her self, but in a rage ran upon a yellow hair'd
wench, with whom she suspected her husband to be
nought, cut off her hair, did beat her black and blew,
and so dragged her about."

"

Burton most improperly adds, It is an ordinary
thing for women in such cases to scrat the faces, slit
the noses of such as they suspect."
J. DYKES CAMPBELL.
THE SPECTRE OF THE BROCKEN (7 th S. vi. 406,

An instance of this phenomenon is given in
509).
the Moravian Missionary Reporter for January by
a missionary writing from Teh-Ngau, China
"Ngo Mei has always been a sacred mountain. It
owes its sanctity to the great crag which condenses upon
its surface the heated air from the plains into a vapoury
veil as it rises to the higher level ; and if you stand on
the edge with the sun behind you, you see your own
shadow upon the cloud surrounded with a halo of light.
This the people call the living Buddha, and many in their
frenzy throw themselves over into his arms, hoping to
attain Nirvana."
:

EDWARD DAKIN.
Selsley, Stroud.

JERNINGHAM

th

I possess
S. vi. 407; vii. 89).
(7
'
of the 1583 edition of Foxe's Book of Mar" Sur John Gertyrs,' and on the fly-leaf is written,
len[?]on." There are other names on the same leaf,
vol.

i.

DID CHARLES DICKENS CONTRIBUTE TO 'FIGARO "John Eichards, John Tester, A. Sharps." Can
LONDON ? (7 th S. vii. 3.) Figaro in London the first name be intended for Jerningham or
commenced with No. 1, December 10, 1831, and Gernegan 1 The seventh letter may be g, s, or t,

IN

'

continued to No. 370, December 31, 1838, form-

making

either Gerlenson, Gerlengon, or Gerlenton,
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it is difficult to tell which.
The name Richards is
beautifully written, and might be of the early part
of this century. The name occurs again in the body
of the work, twice in the margin, but the writing
is more that of seventeenth century.
John Tester

apparently old. A. Sharps was my great-grandmother, living, I believe, in Wiltshire about 1799.

is

H. MORPHYN.

FAMILY EECORDS

Hugh

th

S. vii. 68).
(7
Tirell, as well as that of

Adam

The name

of

de Hereford,

occurs in Oamden's list of the English who went to
Ireland in 1170 with Dermot, King of Leinster.

Thomas de Hereford married

Beatrix, daughter
of Theobald, first Baron Butler, and received "a
"
estate
in
large
marriage from her father (Rotht's
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
'Register').
Swallovvfield, Reading.

OMNIBOATS : ELECTROLIER (7 th S. vi. 466).
Electrolier is not quite such a recent addition to
the English language as MR. E. H. MARSHALL
seems to suppose. It was freely used during the
Electric Exhibition at the Crystal Palace in 1882.
I sent Dr. Murray a quotation for the word from
the notice of that exhibition in the Athenceum of
JOHN RANDALL.
April 22, 1882.

CLASPS (7 th S. vii. 68). The clasp with the gold
medal mentioned in the G.O. of Oct. 7, 1813, to
which MR. APPERSON refers, was undoubtedly
the first ever issued with a medal awarded by the
Crown. It is possible, however, that amongst the
sundry and manifold decorations which were, I
believe, in vogue in certain regiments prior to
1813 there may have been some which took the
form of clasps or tablets, either attached to medals
or worn alone.
The idea of the clasp may not,
therefore, have been altogether an original one on
the part of the authorities in 1813.
The medal
for the Sikh war of 1845 was the first silver medal
that had clasps attached to it.
M. 0.
This word does not occur in the ' Military Dictionary' published in the "British Military
J. F. MANSERGH.
Library," 1798-1801.
Liverpool.

YOUNGER'S COMPANY (7 S.
a Joseph Younger mentioned
th

vii. 47).

There

is

in the 'Thespian
"
was prompter at Covent
Dictionary (1802), who
Garden in 1774, and manager at Liverpool, PortsJ. F. MANSERGH,
mouth, &c."
'

Liverpool.

MANUAL

or

ARMS

ARMY, 1770-1778 (7*

IN

USE IN THE BRITISH
Almost fifty

S. vi. 507).

years ago a party of boys besieged an old soldier
of the American
revolutionary army with all manner
of questions about the War of
Independence, and

one question, as I remember, was very much to the
point of J. F. M.'s query, namely, whether it was
true that the British troops did not take aim

when

[7*

s. vii. F.B. 23, *89.

His reply was, " They didn't
but they larnt." And opposed as

they fired in battle.
to fust [at

first],

they were to men who aimed as if firing at still
game, they well may have found it needful to larn
to do the same.
My memory is that he "told us
that the British fired from the position of
charge
bayonets."

"
There is an old engraving extant of the Boston
Massacre," a collision between some of the British
soldiers in garrison here, March, 1770, and a mob.
This engraving represents six or eight soldiers with
The
their muskets levelled in the act of firing.
pieces are held against the left (!) shoulder, but the
men are not aiming. Their heads are erect, and
This engraving must
faces square to the front.
have been made between 1770 and 1775. Baron
Stubin's tactics for the American army, adopted
F. J. PARKER.
1779, direct a careful aim.
Boston, Mass.

ERROR REGARDING THE MASS
The word mass has

(7

th

S. vi. 506)..

several meanings.

The mass

proper is said on Christmas Eve, and mass is ordered
after nocturns ; but this is not the sacrament of
Other offices said in church had the
the mass.
name mass even a mere reading or lesson of
Holy Scripture was called a mass. The referenceto Sir Walter Scott is not given, but it is very
probable that he made no mistake, and the quotation from Hogg very likely refers to some usual
office or reading, and not to the Holy Sacrament.
W. F. HOBSON,
Temple Ewell, Dover.

Ainsworth writes
And apologizing to Viviana for the intrusion, told
her he came to confess her previously to the celebration,
:

"

of mass, which would take place that evening, in a small
chapel in the house."' Guy Fawkes,' ch. xi. p. 79r
Lond., 1857.

ED. MARSHALL.

ASTARTE

says that Sir Walter Scott has often
been laughed at for having represented mass as
said in the evening. If the allusion is to the following couplet in the introduction to the sixth cacto
of

'

Marmion,'

On
On

Christmas eve the bells were rung;
Christmas eve the mass was sung,
Scott has anticipated the laughers, as he adds a
note to the effect that " in Roman Catholic councries mass is never said at night except on Christmas Eve." Whether this is actually so or not
your Roman Catholic readers will know better
than I do ; but I can scarcely suppose that Scott
has made a mistake in so simple a matter,

JONATHAN BOUCHIER,
CASTOR

GO-CART

th

S. iv. 507
v. 54, 294,
DR. CHANCE suggested that
these were named from their use for "casting"
I differed from him; but just
pepper, salt, &c.
now referring to Ben Jonson for another purpose,

493;

vi.

:

93, 190).

(7

;

tb

S.
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ray eye caught the following passage in
Revells.'
Cupid says to Mercury

'

Cynthia'

"Now you are on eartb, we shall haue you file,
?poones and candle-sticks, rather than faile pray Jov
the perfum'd courtiers keep their casting- bottles, pick
tooths, and shittle-cocks from you ; or our more ordinari
gallants their tobacco-boxes, from I am strangely jealou
Ben Jonson, 1640, vol. i. p. 162.
of your nailes."
:

I

felt, in

common

fairness, I

could not do

publish this extract, which supports

les

DR

E. E.

CHANCE'S theory.
Boston, Lincolnshire.
th

CHURCH STEEPLES (7 S. v. 226, 393, 514 ; vi
Anent this subject the following maj
77, 158).
be of interest. It is from the pen of " Morien,'
who investigates, in the Western Mail, the origin
of the Welsh plygain, an early service on Christmas morning:
" It seems to me
beyond question that pulglain is pull
cano of the Latin, slightly altered, and to mean the
crowing of the young bird. In ancient Latin and Greek
mythology the cock was eacred to the dawn. Hence the
custom of placing cocks on the tops of church spires, &c
Indeed, the sun itself is represented on many ancienl
.gems as a young cock.
Payne Knight states, Weathercocks
though now only employed to show the direction of the wind, were originally emblems of the sun, for
the cock is the natural herald of the day.' Therefore,
the expression pull-cano, made use of after midnight at
Christmas the dawn of the new year conveyed to the
mind then the idea that the sun of the new year was
coming. The cock is intimately associated, too, in the
'

Welsh mind with the dawn of the new year. Prom their
Welsh children are told that that

earliest childhood the

day lengthens

'

Oam

'

ceiliog

(the step of a cock)."

ARTHUR MEE.
Llanelly.

J.

pray

M.

of the peculiar characteristics noticed in the
times of the Plantagenet kings.

many

W.

th

S. vii. 66).

Your correspondent

to the use of the word
as current in the county of
He likeSurrey.
calls attention

H. HALLIDAY.

Glenthorne, Lynton.

used as a verb in Suffolk, meaning " to
have seen in southern counties many
such a foot-bridge as A. J. M. describes, made to
hinge over or lift away from its position when required, or to prevent passage of animals from one
field or meadow to another over small brooks.
May
not the verb have been used as a noun ? I see
"a
herd of cattle driven from
Wright gives pray as
a common pasture and impounded." The removal
of such a bridge would, of course, tend to keep the
cattle in one pasturage.
E. W. HACKWOOD.

Pray

lift

ap."

is

I

JOSEPH FORSYTE
Mr. Young's
lowing

'

th

(7

Annals of

S. vi. 469).
In the late
Elgin,' p. 687, is the fol-

:

"Ann

Harrold, the second wife of Mr. Alexander
Forsyth. was the daughter of Mr. Harrold, tenant at
Mill of Dallas. He went to Perthshire with Mr. Cuming
of Craigmill, and took a farm from the Duke of Perth,
and, along with Mr. Cuming, he followed the Duke in
the unfortunate Rebellion in 1745. With Mr. Cuming he
was present at the Battle of Culloden in April, 1846,

where both were taken

Mr. Harrold was put
prisoners.
on board ship at Inverness, to be carried to England for
he
would
have suffered! with other
trial, where, doubtless,
prisoners, but he died on the passage."
J. A. C.

LORD

LISLE'S ASSASSINATION (7 th S. vi. 467;
John Lisle was one of the judges of
Charles I., one of Cromwell's lords, and a commissioner of the Parliamentary Great Seal.
His
widow, Lady Alicia Lisle, was one of the victims
of Judge Jeffreys.
In spite of a jury bringing
ler in "Not Guilty" three times, she was at
"
"
ast found
Guilty of High Treason on a frivolous charge, and put to death at Winchester in
1685.
"All the favour the king would grant
ler was to change her sentence from
Burning
vii.

A " PRAY " (7
A.

It seems to be an interesting case of a surwhich might naturally be looked for in a
district like Exmoor, which retains to this day
ture.

vival

:

than
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16).

wise tells us that the word means "a
long footbridge crossing a ford or a bit of meadow-land that
is apt to be flooded."
Finally, he says that he has
spelt it phonetically, having never seen it written.
"
I am able to supply the "
missing link from an
entry in the Ordnance map of the county of
- T^V,^;
gee Eapin's Hist.' (1732), vol. ii.
Somerset, and I venture to think that my informa750; Kennet's 'Hist.' (1719), vol. iii. pp. 192,
tion may be of some interest to
your readers. In the p.
"The Last Speech of the Lady
centre of the forest of Exmoor, where, at a wild 433, and 566.
Alicia Lisle" is given in Turner's 'Eemarkable
spot, the infant Exe emerges from a well-known
rovidences,' part i. chap, cxliii., but she does not
and rather dreaded locality yclept " the Chains,"
mention her husband in it.
J. F. MANSERGH.
the tiny stream is crossed by a
bridge leading
Liverpool.
directly up a steep hill, the road along which has
fro'tti time immemorial been known as
DR. GUILLOTIN (5 th S. i. 426, 497; 7 th S. vi.
Praynay.
As such it has appeared on the old Ordnance maps
The original maiden, the pre30, 292 ; vii. 11).
of the county of Somerset.
ursor of the guillotine, and by which its introducer
Probably the long foot"
"
of which your correspondent
bridge, the
pray
he Eegent Morton was decapitated in 1581, may
apeaks, was the original bridge at this wild spot
e seen at the
present day in the museum of the
when pack-roads were universal in this part of icottish
Antiquarian Society in Princes Street,
England ; but for some years the road crosses the Edinburgh. There is an engraving of it, accom'
stream by a wheel- bridge, though
anied by a description, in Chambers's Book of
retaining the
appellation derived from the more ancient struc)ays/ vol. i. p. 728. Of its use, or rather disuse,
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Major Galbraith of Garschattachin observes
'Bob Roy/ the probable date of which is 1715:

in

" But thia world winna last
lang, and it will be time to
sharp the maiden for shearing o' craigs and thrapples. I
hope to see the auld rusty lass linking at a bluidy harst
again." Chap.'xxix.
appended note explains the maiden to be "a

An

rude kind of guillotine formerly used in Scotland."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

CROMWELL FAMILY,
ditch

U.S. (7 th S.

vi. 489).

Bow-

Surnames/ Boston, U.S., 1861)
gives Cromwell amongst names extinct in Boston.
('Suffolk

C. C. B.

MARRIAGE ONLY ALLOWED AT CERTAIN TIMES
YEAR (7 th S. vii. 6). In the Roman

OF THE

"

Catholic Church in England
the solemn celebration of marriages is forbidden from Ash Wednesday
till after Low Sunday, and from the first Sunday
in Advent till the day after the Epiphany." See
'
the Catholic Directory/ 1889, p. 7.

A

I do not

know how

far

ROMAN CATHOLIC.
the Roman Catholic
'

'

Directory was published, but in every annual issue
is the following notice
" MARRIAGES. The solemn celebration of
marriages is
forbidden from Ash Wednesday till after Low Sunday,
and from the first Sunday in Advent till the day after the
Epiphany."
I have seen this rule versified, but I cannot remember where.
E. WALFORD, M.A.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.
:

MOTHER LUDLAM'S CAULDRON

(7

th

S. vii. 29).

Mother Ludlam (Ludlum or Ludlow) was a
white witch, who assisted her neighbours by lending them such culinary utensils and household
furniture as they wanted for particular occasions.
The business was thus transacted. The petitioner
went to her residence (a cave, popularly known as
Mother Ludlam's Hole) at midnight, turned three

times round, and thrice repeated aloud "Pray
Mother Ludlam lend me such a thing [naming the
utensil], and I will return it within three days."
The following morning it would be found at the
entrance to the cave. The cauldron concerning

which your correspondent inquires was borrowed
but the borrower failed to return
it within the
Mother Ludlam,
stipulated time.
irritated at this want of punctuality, refused to
take it back at all, and from that day to this has
discontinued her loans.
The cauldron was deposited in Waverley Abbey, whence, at the dissolution of the monasteries, it was removed to
Frensham Church.
WALTER HAINES.

after this fashion,

Faringdon, Berks.

ANON,

will find a full account of this vessel in

Aubrey's 'History of Surrey/ vol. iii. pp. 366-7;
in Salmon's ' Surrey/ p. 139 ; in
Manning and

s.

IT*

vn.
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'89.

'

Bray's History of Surrey,' vol. iii. p. 170 ; and in
a note on p. 140 of the same volume a like tradition
is recorded as to Ludwell in Farnham.
notice
'
will be found of it in Grose's Antiquities/ vol. v.

A

In Brayley's

'

p. 112.
History of Surrey/ 1841,
vol. v. p. 297, there is a representation given of it;
and in Murray's ' Handbook to Surrey/ under
'Frensham," route 11, it is also noticed.

G. L. G.

A full account of this will

be found in Thomas
Allen's History of Surrey/ vol. ii. p. 243 (London,
'
J. T. Hinton, 1831; also in Salmon's Antiquities
'

The latter says
need not raise any man's wonder for what use it
was, there having been many in England, till very lately,
to be seen ; as well as very large spits, which were given
for the entertainment of the parish at the wedding of
poor maids."
of Surrey.'

:

It

W.

R. TATE.

Walpole Vicarage, Halesworth.

COUNT LUCANOR

(7

th

S. vi. 199, 289,

353

;

vii.

R. R. asks whether MR. TROLLOPE would be
surprised to hear that this version of the story which
he remembers appeared in Bentley's Miscellany,
'
1839, under the title of The Patron King/ by Mrs.
55).

Yes in truth, I had totally forgotten,
where I had heard it. Of course my recollection of it came from the source indicated by
I had equally forgotten the fact that my
R. R.
mother had ever "written it. I have no idea where
she met with it.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Trollope.
as I said,

!

Budleigh Salterton.

FRENCH TWENTY-FRANC PIECE (7 th S. vii. 49).
M. Madier de Montjau, speaking in the French
Chamber on January 31 last, is reported to have
said with reference to the Boulangists that they
were conspiring for " the sort of Government that
existed when Napoleon ordered coins to be struck
'
having on one side the words Republique Franon
the
other
and
'Napoleon, Emperor of
9aise/
"
the French
(Daily News, February 1, p. 6, col. i.).
'

GEO. L. APPERSON.
Wimbledon.

Napoleon the Great, in associating his empire
with the republic, only followed the example of the

Roman

emperors, especially that of the

first

four

who endeavoured to keep up all the forms
they strove to do away with all the liberty

Caesars,

whilst
of the republic.

JULIUS STEQGALL.

BURIAL OF A HORSE WITH ITS OWNER (7 th S.
Under this heading may pervii. 56).
vi. 468
;

haps be mentioned the case of Dr. Cross, hanged
at Cork on January 10, 1888, for having poisoned
his wife. This criminal was said to have left directions for giving "his body to his hounds and his
The wish was not obeyed,
soul to the devil."
at any rate in the former case.

JULIUS STEGGALL.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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CONCERNING CROMWELL (7 th S. vii.
not be out of place to remind ANON.
hat the same story is told respecting the Lord
STORIES
It

6).

)ffaly,

may

one of the

earliest ancestors of the

ducal

iouse of Leinster, who was saved by an ape when
he castle of his parents was in flames.
Hence
he Fitzgeralds to this day bear a monkey for

heir crest and two apes for their supporters.
"
'
Leinster."
iurke's Peerage,' s.v.

E.
7,

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

MILL'S 'Looic' (7 th

S.

See

WALFORD, M.A.

vii.

9).

The outcome

of the intention expressed in the late Prof.
'
'
Jevons's Principles of Science was three articles
which appeared in the Contemporary Review of
dates December, 1877, April, 1878, November,
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establish the right of way through the park.
He
was successful. Died aged seventy-seven, and a
mezzotint portrait of him was published with his

"
He was unfavourite expression as inscription,
willing to leave the world worse than he found

W.

it."

S. B.

In default of getting nearer to the origin of this
saying, will the following, from Gulliver's Voyage
to Brobdingnag,' part ii. chap, vi., point in any
'

way to it ?
" And he

gave it for his opinion, that whoever could
ears of corn, or two blades of grass, to grow
a
spot of ground where only one grew before,
upon
would deserve better of mankind, and do more essential
service to bis country, than the whole race of politicians
put together."

make two

K.

W. HACKWOOD.

'
They were never published separately.
Dr. Johnson, in his Life of Pope (" Lives of
For some of the impression made by them on the most Eminent
English Poets," vol. iv. p. 189,
students of philosophy see Mind, vol. iii., 1878.
London, 1781), says: "Perhaps neither Pope
A. W. ROBERTSON.
nor Boileau has made the world much better than

1879.

'

W. E. TATE.
LIQUID GAS (7 th S. vi. 448; vii. 37). What he found it."
Walpole Vicarage, Halesworth.
MR. STEGGALL describes as liquid gas is probably
what was known in London about 1824-7 as
WORDSWORTH'S ' ODE TO THE CUCKOO (7 th S.
'

portable gas, manufactured by the Portable Gas vii. 67).
I cannot see the difficulty in translation
Co.
The coal gas companies had for competitors which is mentioned. Vox is certainly applicable,
this company and the oil gas
The for when the Lacedaemonian plucked the nightincompanies.
portable gas was, as he states, sent out in iron gale, on seeing so little substance, he cried out, <wva
cylinders with hemispherical heads, and were re- TV TLS ecrcri Kal ovSev aAAo, " Vox tu es et nihil
placed when empty. In fact, gas was served to prseterea" (Plut., 'Opp. Mor.,' "Lacon. Apophth.,"
the houses like milk.
I do not remember the
The epithet vaga, or
Xylandr., foL, p. 233A).
It was a very
special contrivance for lighting.
errabunda, or errans, when one thinks of the
At one end was a short tube, various applications of them in the best writers,
simple matter.
" Errabunda vox " has
with a cock and burner. The portable gas was
may very well go with it.
" errabunda bovis
used mostly by small shopkeepers, and the almost a
in
the
vestigia"
parallel
'
cylinder being put on end under the counter, the of
Vaga seems to suit almost
Vergil, Eel.' vi.
burner was pulled through a hole in the counter
or
is
also
there
So
erratica, or
vagans,
anything.
and lighted. The arrangement was therefore very
fugitiva, as for either metre
simple, and it dispensed with gas fittings, then
Alme nascentis peregrine veris,
very costly and frequently very bad. It was diffiLsetor audito sonitu, cucule,
cult to get tubing which would make a
Aliger, vel si melius voceria,
bend, and
Vox fugitiva.
were
therefore common.
escapes
Besides, the
cylinder was its own meter.
So far as I re- Or again
Cucule, avisne, vel vocanda
member, the collapse of the Portable Gas Co.
Vox medio fugitiva caelo.
and of the oil gas companies, which had not been
literally, to keep to the two words.
Quite
the
coal
"
bought up by
gas companies, was due to
In English the " wandering voice would not be
what was considered an unexpected and wonderful
the context to exrevolution.
The price of coal gas per thousand taken for the cuckoo without
ED. MARSHALL.
plain it.
feet fell from 28s. to
21s., a price with which it
:

:

was thought impossible to
After the
compete.
death of portable gas, and ita utter
extinction, it
is now to be seen
for
employed
railway carriage
lighting, besides the purposes named by your
HYDE CLARKE.
correspondents.

Though not in Augustan Latin, some approximation to a rendering is found in post-Augustan
'
Greek, as Plutarch, in his Apophthegmata Laconica,' preserves a saying which perhaps may
have suggested to our English poet his phrase of

the

"To LEAVE THE WORLD BETTER THAN YOU
FOUND IT"
don,' p.

(7
132.

th

S. vii. 28).

See 'Greater Lon-

Timothy Bennet, shoemaker, of
action against Lord
Halifax, the then Banger of Bushy Park, to re-

Hampton Wick, entered an

voice."
Among the anonymous
is as follows
rt'Aas TIS ar)86va,
irdvv crap/ca evpwv, ct?re, ^Pcova TV

"wandering
No. xiii.

sayings,

:

KOL ^Spa^etav
" Laco cum
rts eo-o-t, Kat ov8ev aAAo.
plumis
lusciniam nudasaet, ac parum admodum carnis
' "
nihil prseterea
reperiret, dixit, Vox tu es, et
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233 A, or in Wyttenbach's ed., Oxon, 1795,
8vo., vol. i. p. 929. The above words, which have
become proverbial, I have introduced into the

(p.

following version of Wordsworth's two lines
O, cuckoo shall I call thee bird,
Or but a wandering voice ?
O, cucule, an volucris tu diceris ] anne vagaris
Tu passim mera vox, praetereaque nihil ?
Some aspirant for the academical honour of the
Hertford or Ireland will, I hope, furnish the Alcaic
or Sapphic desiderated in pure Augustan, after a
careful study of the fifth fable of Ovid's 'Metamorphoses,' iii. 350-400, the story of Narcissus
:

!

and Echo, which may be suggestive
felicitous turns of expression.
In the General Index to the First

'N.

&

"
after

of

Series of

Q.,' p. 108, add to the references
Vox eb praeterea nihil," 419.

W.

some

given

E. BUCKLEY.

The vague sense of vaga makes it, obviously, an
"
imperfect rendering of
wandering," as applied to
a voice. But the same objection would hardly
apply, I venture to think, to vagula or vagans.
In music we find, for other reasons, the latter used
as a name for the " Quinta Vox " in old madrigals,
where it was not restricted by rule to a particular
register, but wandered at the will of the composer.
There was, however, nothing doubtful about it
when once set down.
JULIAN MARSHALL.

Do not Wordsworth's own stanzas meet the
point of this query 1
Vagus or vervagus, applied
to the cuckoo's notes, would be no
more, if no
tess, obscure in meaning to the ancient Roman
"
than wandering" would have been to the modern
Briton, in the absence of further explanation in
-either case ; but Wordsworth's stanzas have explained the term for the latter
From hill to hill it seems to pass,
At once far off and near ;
:

-and

any Latin

rendering of

-equally supply the ancient
planation.

would

the

ictures noticed in the
Diet of Nat. Biog.'

article

vn.

FEB. 23,

on Carter in the

Can any one inform me

where the original of Carter's picture of the Farmer
notion

is

?

In looking at the seventeenth volume of the
Diet, of Nat. Biog.' the other day I noticed, s.v.
that this painter also chose for
Mliott, William
he subject of one of his pictures ' The Action
>etween H.M.S. Quebec and Le Surveillant/ and
.his picture was exhibited at the Royal
Academy
n 1789. A similiar companion picture by him,
entitled 'The Action between H.M.S. Serapis and
Je Bonhomme,' was exhibited at the same time.
Elliott was a lieutenant in the Royal Navy and a
marine painter, and " gained some repute from his
mntings of naval actions between 1780 and 1790."
EEe died at Leeds on July 21, 1792, and was a
What is known
captain at the time of his death.
of these two pictures'?
Are the originals traceable ?
Have they, or either of them, been enIf so, by whom, and where can the engraved ?
gravings be seen? Did Elliott depict the same
ncident in the action as Carter ? These actions
seem to have been favourite subjects with the
painters of the time in which they were fought,
ind naturally so. Is it known whether they have
been immortalized by any other painters, either
contemporary or since ? Perhaps some of those
correspondents who were kind enough to reply to
my previous query may be able and willing to give
me some information on the above questions.
relative of mine has recently bought an en-

A

graving of Capt. Farmer's portrait by Murphy after
Charles Grignion, jun., similar to the one menIt was displayed in a
tioned in my former query.
printseller's

window

as

'Amiral Americain

ou

Anglais,' and was obtained for a small price, thanks
to the inability of the vendor to identify it. Perhaps
the fact that the original was exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1778 as 'A Naval Officer' may

account for the description.

the

CAPT. GEORGE FARMER (6 th S. ii. 467, 522 iii.
237; 7 th S. iv. 409, 473, 537). In the above
references I have included those notes which
appeared in the Sixth Series under the heading ol
*
Navel Duel,' as they all relate to
Farmer.
;

Capt;.

note chiefly concerns the
engravings of
naval action fought by Capt. Farmer. At the

The engraving was

name was added.

POUNDS

ALPHA.

th

S. vi. 408
(7
after the orthodox

There is a
vii. 31).
Pickwickian pattern a
mile from Baling, on the highway to Uxbridge,
and a short time ago I saw a horse and a donkey
in melancholy companionship therein.

pound

engraved by James Caldwell (b. 1739).
Neither
this picture nor the
companion picture mentionec
The Serapis engaging the Bon
by MR. PICKFORD
Homme Richard' is enumerated amongst hi

;

JOSEPH BEARD.

thi
firs

reference the engraving is
correctly stated to hav<
been after a picture by
George Carter, who
flourished 1737 to 1794.
The picture is entitled
'
The Quebec engaging the Surveillante,' and was

'

s.

poem
"
Roman with that ex- termed a Belle epreuve avant la lettre," which I
suppose implies that it is an original proof before
THOMAS J. EWING.

Warwick.

My

[7*

Baling.

CANTLIN STONE

(7

th

S. iv. 109, 258).

I find this

stone"; but query cromlech,
explained "rocking
"
"
i. e., the
bowed stone ; distinct from a boulder
or bowder, because of artificial construction.

A. H.

MERCURY

th

(7

S. vi. 448, 497; vii. 55).

plant dog's mercury

is

The

the Mercurialisperennis, so

7 th S. VII.

Fm 23,

:amed from
rell-known

its
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producing salivation and the other
of mercury on the canine
A. H. BARTLETT.

effects

pecies.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

&0.

By John William Burgon,
2 vols. (Murray.)
B.D., Dean of Cliichester.
and one that would not
of
lover
men,"
"a
good
As
of their lives be lost to posterity,
willingly let the odour
the memory of twelve
embalmed
Dean Burgon has
worthies personally known to himself in these two interThey come to us with pathetic assoesting volumes.
the hands of their pious
ciations, as having only left
author in his dying moments. He did not live to see
their issue from the press; and, as if prescient of the
with the touching remark
fact, he closes his preface
"
where I shall soon
that a friend lately lost
sleeps
myself be sleeping in Holywell cemetery."
Lives of Twelve

Good Men.

Dean Burgon defines his aim in this work as an attempt
to show that biographies might with advantage be confined within narrower limits than they usually are, and
at the same time exhibit their subjects in such a way

may think that they had seen
and known them. This aim he has fully succeeded in
vivid portraits of the men as
lives
are
His
realizing.
they lived and spoke and acted, their peculiarities of
and gesture being presented,
of
voice
and
look
manner,
often with a good deal of dry humour, so that we almost
seem to have enjoyed their personal acquaintance. The
three which will probably interest the largest number of
that future generations

i

readers are the sketches of the venerable Dr. Routh,
"the learned divine" a very full one; Henry John
Eose, to whom more than any other one man, Dr. Burgon thinks, is to he assigned the honour of having
originated that great revival in the Church of England
known as the Oxford Movement ; and Samuel WilberThe notice of Dr. Routh, as a
force, the model bishop.
survival into our own times of a generation long gone by,
affords an opportunity for depicting the manners and
customs of Oxford as it was in a digression which is
We have here the
exceedingly quaint and amusing.
locus dassicus (vol. i. p. 73) for the often-quoted story
about the quintessential axiom which the aged President
of Magdalen drew out of his lifelong literary experience,

"

Always verify your references, sir." It was in response
to a request of young Burgon that this invaluable precept was formulated. These records of nineteenth century saints, as edifying in matter as they are attractive
in their manner, are worthy to stand on the same shelf
with Izaak Walton's charming Lives and the ecclesiastical biographies of Christopher Wordsworth ; and
Dean Burgon, sound and typical churchman as he was,
would desire (we imagine) no better commendation for
his book than that.
'

'

Transactions of the Royal Institute of British Architects.
Vol. IV. New Series. (R.I.B.A.)
ALTHOUGH the series of which this is the latest member
has been distinguished by many a searching essay,
thoughtful narrative, and pregnant history, it has never
been more fortunate than in the present instance, which
includes a valuable paper by one competent to deal with
a subject in which (whether by commercial energy or
success in exploration the more happily it would be hard
to say) he is a master. Mr. Brindley has brought into
modern vogue marble used in antiquity, e. g., giallc
antico and rosso antico, as at the National Gallery and
the New Gallery. He has furnished an account of his
journey across the desert between the Nile and the Red
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Sea, a mountainous country, in the recesses of which the
ophthoi, or monks of paganism, the Christian recluses
of St. Anthony and St. Paul, and the Roman convicts
who were condemned to the marble quarries, existed
century after century. Meanwhile, during fifteen hundred years much of the trade between Europe and the
East traversed the passes to and from Coptos and the seas
on the north and east. But the crowning interest of this
region exists in the ancient and, for more than seventeen,
hundred years, deserted quarries, where countless slaves,
captive?, and criminals were slain by labour before Cambyses and Darius wrote their names upon the cliff-like
sides of the prodigious Hammamat excavation of eandstone which is still a wonder of the world. At Porphyrites blocks lie so hard that a fragment will cut

At Mons Claudianus lie many cylinders weighing:
two hundred tons each, and shaped with exquisite
accuracy. Of the antique quarries the last lease was

glass.

granted to Epaphroditos, imperial freedman, A.D. 147.
There has been no other lessee till Mr. Brindley set to
work at this place. How lie went by the route of Roman
commerce ; how, often toiling amid remains of antique
quarrying, vast slides for ponderous masses of stone to be
let down, and stations for guards and labourers, he discovered a prodigious quantity of the porphyry he was in
search of, the reader must learn for himself.
The

and geologist will profit by Mr. Brindley's
energy. From him they may hear of the alabaster of the
and
of their porphyry, granite, diorite, syenite
ancients,
(statuary and building materials of the Egyptians), sandstone (breaking up of which has supplied materials for
the desert), limestone (which outlasts granite), and many
He purposes to supply us with the
conglomerates.
veritable imperial porphyry (which the emperors absolutely monopolized) at the price of granite, and worked
like that material.
After this any Briton's son may be
born in a porphyry chamber, as were the Porphyrogeniti
of Byzantium, and our County Councils may try to
make us pay for porphyry columns like Constantino's,
architect

which was one hundred

feet high.
This volume is
further devoted to useful papers on the Recent Deve'

'

for Students,' an eloge on
the late Mr. Beresford Hope, ' Viollet-le-Duc ' (coma
noble
to
a
wonderful
prising
testimony
man, who was
worthy of the laudari a (audatis which has been his lot),

lopment of Vienna,'

Masonry

'

'

Illuminants and Ventilation
(a highly practicable
paper), 'The Temple of Jupiter Olympius
(by Mr.
F. E. Penrose), 'On Legal Decisions affecting Architects
Mr.
F.
M.
Art
in
the
India
(by
White), Mogul
'
Museum,' A Tour in Provence and Languedoc (rich in
intelligent notes and sketches), 'A Tour in Italy' (of
which the same may be said), a capital Prize Essay on
Church Planning,' and Sculpture in its relation toArchitecture,' with an introduction by Mr. G. Aitchison.
'

'

'

'

'

'

The Floating Island in Denoentwater,

its History and!
Mystery, with Notes of other Dissimilar Islands. By
J.
F.R.S.
G.
Symona,
(Stanford.)
THIS little book gives an account of the circumstances'
relating to the curious phenomenon that near the southeastern shore of Lake Derwentwater a small island, or
rather three little islets (the westernmost of which is
the largest, being about forty feet by thirty in extent,
and its western side about 480 feet distant from the
shore), appear at irregular intervals, about once in four
years, floating on the surface of the water, and remaining so for about a month. The mass of matter
composing them is at other times at the bottom of the
When elevated, the upper part is from six to
lake.
eighteen inches above the level of the water, and covered
with aquatic vegetation.
The peculiarity of these as
compared with other floating islands (of which Mr.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Symons mentions a few taken from ancient and modern
authors) is the fact of their occasional instead of permanent appearance. The earliest account of them which
Mr. Symons has been able to discover is in 1773, by
'
Hutchinson, author of the History of the County of
Cumberland/ which was published

in 1794.

which trigonometry

" that
in the autumn of 1876, and thought it probable
there is a depression of the lake bottom at the place
where the floating island appears." It can hardly be
doubted that the mass is caused to float by the formation
of gases in its interstices, which render at times its
less than that of water ; and
specific gravity somewhat
this view has been well expressed by Dr. Alexander
more complete knowledge
But
Knight, of Keswick.
respecting the special conditions which lead to the
formation of these gases in such a way as to produce the
effect in question would be of great interest; and Mr.
Symons has published this interesting little volume for
the purpose of calling attention to the subject and
eliciting further information with regard to it.

The Archceological Review. Vol. I. (Nutt.)
WE are now able to take a fair view of the work which
Mr. G. L. Gomme and his fellow-labourers are seeking
to accomplish, and we are glad to find that the new
review bids fair to hold its own with good promise of
usefulness in the field of scientific archaeological research.
hope that everything will not be settled off-hand by
a reference to totemism, or to exogamy and endogamy.
Sir Henry Maine's warnings on this latter point, in his
'
Early Law and Custom,' deserve more attention than
they receive, as do also his warnings, in the same work,
on the evidence alleged for customs among savage races.
Mr. Gomme has himself been too confiding, we cannot
but think, in accepting as an old Scottish custom an
absurd story of a practice attributed in legend to a
"
Celtic saint whom we do not recognize as St.
Cowie,"
though we are familiar with the district said to have
been under his patronage. Prof. Kovalevsky gives some
very interesting details both of Russian village communities and of the survival which he believes he has
traced of Iranian culture among the peoples of the
Caucasus. Some of the facts collected by the professor
and by official friends of his in the Caucasus are certainly very striking, as evidences of an apparent survival
of Zoroastrian practices and beliefs among nominally
somewhat analogous case of the surChristian races.
vival of their original Christian practices and beliefs

We

A

among a nominally Mohammedan people might have

been cited from Bosnia, where the Begs accepted Islam
only to save their lands and their position. Mr. J. G.
Frazer's paper on 'The Language of Animals' is full of
interesting folk-tales, and opens a wide field for research.
The various index lists in course of publication will form
a useful addition to the archaeologist's library. The
Review, as a whole, seems likely to supply a want in our
periodical literature, and its second volume promises to
be quite as full of interest as the first.
WE have received The Railway Diary and Official
and two volumes of the "JNovoDirectory for 1889,
"
from Mr. Walter Scott, Newcastle-oncastrian Series
Tyne.
MR. W. RAE MACDONALD, F.F.A., has published a
volume of great interest to mathematicians, in which he
gives a translation of Napier's original description of the
invention and construction of logarithms, which have
so greatly abridged the labour of calculations of many
kinds, but especially those required in astronomy, in

is

vn.
He

concerned.

FEB. 23,

*

also gives in

it

a

complete bibliography of the various editions of Napier's
works, with the names of the principal public libraries

which possess

Messrs. Blackwood are the pub-

copies.

lishers.

The view

(now known to be erroneous) is there expressed that the
island does not float, but simply appears above water
when the level of the lake is low. Sir G. B. Airy (late
Astronomer Royal) made some careful observations of it

s.

[7*

MESSRS. TRUBKER & Co. have published a second ediThe Bacon-Skakspere Question, answered by C.

tion of

Stopes.

The First Part of Henry IV. Edited by 0. Elton.
(Rivingtons.) An admirable little edition of the play
for educational purposes.

UNDER

A

'

the authority of the Corporation of Gloucester,
'

Calendar of the Corporation Records will, by subscription, be issued in two volumes, in an edition limited
to 300 copies, of which fifty are on large paper.
The
publication will be under the eminently competent

Mr. W. H. Stevenson and the Rev.

editorship of
Bazeley.

MESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON

& HODGE

Wm.

will begin

Monday a four days' sale of the Hopetoun Library.
fine library includes bindings by Clovis Eve, and

on

This

many

books and MSS. of the kind which appeal most directly
to collectors.

i)tfcerf

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake

to

answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."
F. W. D. ("Bibliography"). Like most last-century
books relating to America, the Poems of Freneau in the
It was reprinted by John Russell
original is scarce.
Smith in a form similar to that of " The Library of Old
Authors," now published by Reeves & Turner.
A. T. ("Black Maria "). Your question was asked
6 th S. vii. 309, and elicited a conjecture from MR. JULIAN
MARSHALL (6> S. vii. 355), but no definite information.
'

'

LAKE LOTHING. (" Jettison Justice.") Do you not
Jedwood justice, to hang a person first and try
him afterwards? See Scott, 'Fair Maid of Perth,'
Some concap. xxxii.
(" Curse of St. Ernulphus.")
refer to

tributor

may be

able to state

what

G. S. P. (" Photographs ").
the information you seek.

this signifies.

We

are unable to supply

Church owned by the Corporation ").
inquiry after other churches so owned, 7 th S. iii.

J. E. P. (" Bristol

An

148, remains unanswered.
F. B. (" Dancing as a Christian Ceremony "). See 7 th
S. iii. 166, 435 ; iv. 254, where all the information you

seek

is

given.

X. Y. Z.

(

Diet

").

Such

inquiries are outside our

sphere.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and

"at

to this rule

we can make no

exception.
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of musical notation, the neums (neumce or neumata*), used in these MSS. , having some resemN 166.
blance in form to the Tironian notes, and written
S.
St. Gall, 161-TeIegram,
without a stave, could at all serve the purpose
rOTESt-Antiphonariesof Metz and
i9 The Bt Ediths in the Western Calendar, 163-Fashion- in view, except as a mere aid, subordinate and
Wives in
awrwords in iSlGi-Yahoo-Epitaph-Selling
A Sporting Bet The French Church of Lisburn, supplemental to the recollection of traditional
Fntrland
g
for
Direction
Orthodox
viva, voce teaching.
On this point Pere Lam165 -Sr. Fell-Great Judges-The
Scotch Burgh Eecords,
Building Churches Prize Money
billotte, to whose work I shall have occasion to
166.
refer again, says, p. 193
Lease 167JUERTES :-Lockwood Family- A Shakspeare
" The neumic notation had
hardly any thing in common,
Ode on Intimations of Immortality
Wordsworth's
3 regards musical
"Banker out the wits" G. N. Vincent The Oxen of
value, with ours. In the latter the
Tnhicles-Lady Hill-T. Gilliland-Maxims in Coke -Poetry mere inspection of a note tells us the precise tone correE.
-Price! 168-' The Sceptical Chymist '-Berkeley-Sir
sponding to it, and we need no external help to show
Cave Chromo, 169.
whether we are to sound do or re or any other note.
REPLIES John Bunyan, 169 Last Believer in thePhrenix, Such, however, was neither the effect nor the aim of the
Arms
of
Norwich
Wanted-Highering
Visitations
neums. These only indicated: 1. How many sounds each
170
ExCol. Whitelocke Schoolgirl's Epitaph, 171 Yorkshire
sign represented 2. Whether the order of those sounds
pressions-Quotation from Dante-Definition of a Proverb was ascending, descending, or unisonant
3. What was
;
Fotheringhay Castle, 172
Biography Rev. J. Hackman the vulue of the signs in relation to the mode to which
Burchett
Chymer
Vase, 173
Book Illustrating
of
the
music
this value,
174
Anderson
belonged.
W.
Heraldry,
piece
Eev.
O'Conor,
Consequently
Bells
"Gofer"
Howe Family, 176-Book which may be called numerical value and approximate
175 The Nimbus-Sir J. Friend
" Dolce far niente "
Villontonal
is
all
that
we
can
from
the
neums.
Marryat
Muslin-Capt.
value,
expect
Aldermen of London History of the Court of Charles II.
This is attested by the language of all ancient writers on
Chapman's All Fools,' 177 Rose, Thistle, and Shamrock
this
It was impossible to learn singing without
"The one" and "the other" Burton Betham Long the point.
help of a master ; an air was not read, but learnt by
Perne Court" There's a difference I ween" Sir A. Hart,
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ANTIPHONARIES OF METZ AND OP

ST.

GALL.

I beg permission to reply under this heading to
'
'
th
the query Pope Adrian I. and Charlemagne (7
S. vii. 47).

It seems to have been men, rather than books,
that Charlemagne asked for, and Adrian sent, to
revive the genuine Gregorian chant among the
monk of St. Gall in the eleventh
Franks.

A

Ekkehard IV., otherwise named Ekkehardus Minimus, records the circumstance in his

century,

chronicle called 'Casus
Galli,' cap.

iii.,

[i.e.,

de Casibus] Sancti

as follows:

"Karolus Imperator cognomine Magnus
rogat
ut iterum mittat Romanes cantuum gnaros
Papatn
Mittuntur secundum regis peticionem
in Franciam.
Petrus et Romanus,* et cantuum et septem liberalium
artium paginis admodum imbuti, Metensem ecclesiam,
ut priores |> ., as those formerly sent], adituri."
As a matter of course the envoys took with them
"
the necessary teaching apparatus," in the form of
transcripts from the Antiphonarium. of St. Gregory
the Great, which, we are told, was at that time
(say, A.D. 790) carefully preserved at Rome as a
standard for reference.
It

*

is

questioned, indeed, whether the system

"

Chant
Martigny (' Diet, des Antiq. Chnt..' s.v.
Eccle'siastique") calls them Theodore and Benedict, apparently on the authority of Joannes Diaconus, a Neapol'
tan chronicler in the tenth century.

I regard the antiphonary volumes in the present
case as intended for the personal use of the bearers

and

their pupils, rather than as a direct gift to the

emperor.
Of the two manuscripts thus started on their way
to Metz one was arrested in its progress by the illness of Romanus, who sought and found needful
hospitality and nursing in the monastery of St.
Gall. In compliance with a subsequent order from

Charlemagne Romanus settled in that community
as a teacher of the Gregorian chant ; and apparently there is much reason to believe that his
Antiphonary has remained in the possession of
the abbey during the eleven centuries that have
since elapsed.
Forty years ago the MS. believed to be that

Romanus was and presumably it still is
No. 359 in the catalogue of the MSS. in the
It bears the title, "Antiphoabbey library.
narium B. Gregorii M."; and, in a second but
of

ancient hand, the following addition :
" Liber
pretiosus, item Graduale, et absque dubio illud
ipsum Antiphonarium S. Gregorii Magni quod cantor
Romanus ab autographo Romano descripsit et, a Papa in
Germaniam missus, in theca secum ad Sanctum Gallum
attulit."

This long-hidden, or by the outside world long-forgotten, MS. was brought into notice about the year
1827 by Herr Sonnleitner, a member of a musical
society at Vienna, who made a journey to the
The Emperor
library of St. Gall in search of it,
of Austria is stated to have caused a facsimile
from the Antiphonary to be made about the
"
* JVeumce= l Notae
quas musicales dicimus (Ducange,
"Pneuma "), a meaning distinct from that of the
Pneuma treated of in Smith and Cheetham's invaluable
Diet, of Christian Antiquities.'

s.v.
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Vienna Library. The learned
the 'Monumenta Germanise' agrees
with Sonnleitner and others in pronouncing this
MS. to be the identical Antiphonary brought to
St. Gall by Romanus, "as is clear," he says,
" from
many indications" (" ut ex multis indiciis
volume containing the story and depatet ").
account of the external
scription of the MS., an
and internal evidence of its identity with that
brought by Romanus, and a facsimile (unfortuwhole of its 132
nately not photographic) of the

same date
editor

for the

of

A

S. J.,
pages, with dissertations by Pere Lambillotte,
was published at Brussels in 1867.
Father Lambillotte, an enthusiast for the revival

of the true Gregorian chant, after examining, with
that object in view, many ancient MSS. in Belgium, France, England, and several parts of Ger-

for a time,

[7* s. vii. MAR.

made

a feeble effort to defend him,
mad fury of the sister
university, and bowed to the Cambridge idol telegrapheme. The Times newspaper was crowded with
letters on the controversy.
So many and so fierce
were these letters, that at length the proprietor of
the Times came down with his baton, and would

and then gave him up to the

have no more of

Just previously I had got one
it.
short letter in the Times offering a new theory,
which Walford, the Oxford champion, adopted,
and so renewed the battle in favour of poor teleThe controversy was carried on in other
gram.
papers, and in letters published in the shape of apamphlet, now out of print, of which I have only
one imperfect copy A. C. on behalf of telegram f
H. doing battle for telegrapheme. The former is
the writer of this note; the latter the then Greek

many, paid a visit in 1848 to both Metz and St. professor, William Hepworth Thompson, afterwards
successor to Dr. Whewell in the mastership of
Of the former he says only:
Gall.
" I knew that this
city had formerly possessed precious Trinity College, Cambridge, of which college I also
had the honour of being a scholar and first
liturgical documents and renowned Chant-Schools; I
hoped that time might possibly have still left it some classman. My first point was to show that on the
fragmentary remains of those ancient treasures to my adverbial
theory telegram could stand and maintain
storm had robbed
that the
;

grief, I
it

of

found

them

revolutionary

all."

From Metz

early in September, 1848, F. Lambillotte proceeded to St. Gall ; and, the two canons
in charge of the library being absent on their vacation, succeeded, by the intervention of the landammann of the canton, in obtaining access to the
The ultimate result was a facsimile
Antiphonary.

in that and the following year by a M.
Naef, the fidelity of which to the ancient MS.,
"
especially as regards the musical notation," was,
after a careful collation, attested in a certificate

made

signed by the dean, director of the library, and
by the librarian.
One cannot but wish that a facsimile, by one
or other of the processes of recent invention
based upon photography, could be made from the
Such a reproduction of even an isolated
original.
page or two would furnish a means of measuring
the accuracy and merit of the one edited by
Lambillotte, and help to a sound palseographical
judgment of the age of the St. Gall manuscript.
The abbey of St. Gall was secularized after the
French Revolution. Its church is now the cathedral of the diocese of St. Gall and Appenzel, while
the library has, I understand, passed into the
hands of the Municipality, and is under the
management of a commission.
JOHN W. BONE, F.S.A.

TELEGRAM.

Among

your researches,

critical, historical, anti-

quarian, &c., will you deign to give space for a
note on telegram ? Telegram made his first appearThere was an awful
ance in the autumn of 1857.
ado at his birth. Cambridge rose as one man to
stifle, kill,

and exterminate him.

Oxford hung

fire

his position, thus, 6
ov, just like 6" thatT^Aeypa/zyzos,
which is far off delineated,"

eirypa/ifios, ov,

a very good and appropriate sense.
regard to his rival telegrapheme.

Not

so with

An

adjectival
form TYjXeypdffirjiJLos, ov, would have been too great
a grammatical monstrosity to be proposed, so his
supporters set him up as a noun substantive
and they quoted as parallel in-

(T-rjXeypdffrrjpa),

stances

ovaaypa<??/>ia, SeAToypa<r?p;a,
wypaBut all these differ toto ccelo. They
are compounds of nouns with nouns, not of a noun
with an adverb. Fancy such forms as
evypa^/m
shades of old grammarians ?
or 8voypd(f>rjfj.a.
<>7/ja, &c.

what would you say to such atrocities 1 No telegrapheme is a grammatical impossibility. On my
setting this before one of the most eminent ot
Greek professors he fully admitted, as had done
his predecessor in the Greek professorial chair,
that telegrapheme is a barbarism, an impossible
term.
But another question arose indeed, it had
;

been present to

my mind

from the

first

viz.

,

how

to justify the venerated forms "the telegraph"
and " to telegraph," which had been in vogue fifty

a hundred) years previously through all
Person's time, certainly. - They could not stand
though Dr. Donaldson and others attempted to
any more than
place them on the adverbial theory
euypa<?7, Tjypa<os, e^ypa^ew, &c. Let the previz., that r^Ae,
positional theory be admitted
like 7rpocr#e, oTTicrOe, and several other such forms,
and all is right ; " the
is used as a preposition

(or nearer

telegraph" (r^Aeypa^), "to telegraph" (r^AeConfer
ypa$eiv), "a telegram" (r^Aeypa/x/xa).

The word

?riypa(av, eTrtypa/i/^a.
e7riypa(?7,
and
rrjXe governs a case, is prefixed before nouns,
in many of its compounds, as it seems to me, has
the force and discharges the duty of a preposi-

7th s. VII,
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On either theory telegram is safe ; on either
ion.
have
,heory telegrapheme is an impossibility.
previously shown that it is so on the adverbial, it
a equally so on the prepositional.
Fancy such a

We
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Wiltonise pontifice Ethel waldo
merito videret."
the evening (not the vigil) of St. Edith's Day
vespers of St. Edith herself were sung, and a commemoration (mentio) made of St. Lambert, B. and

On

The very thought might

M., whose feast falls next day (September 17).
For some reason, while St. Lambert has been relumbers. How I pity poor schoolboys, who still, tained in the present Anglican calendar, St. Edith
*
has been omitted in fact, both the St. Ediths are
Greek Syntax
I fear, have to learn in Farrar's
ohe grammatical falsehood that telegram is a mon- absent from it.
There are about eighteen columns of print in the
strous barbarism, but that telegrapheme is a correct
Acta SS.' about St. Edith of Wilton. The Bolform!
During the contest in 1857 I had occasion to landists expressly state that there were a number
Therein I read, of St. Ediths, and therefore Mr. Hawker's error is
look into an English grammar.
"Now lettest Thou Thy servant," with the remark most excusable.
The ancient town and
St. Edith of Wilton.
added, "Observe the force of the imperative
mood." I dare say that same English grammar is borough of Wilton, near Salisbury where the
still on the list of books recommended by educamagnificent basilica built by the late Sidney Her"
tional authorities for elementary schools.
dura bert, first Baron Herbert of Lea, now stands"
messorum ilia
No ; the garlick was nothing derives its name from the little river Willey (comcompared with such grammatical garbage"prepared pare Williton in Somersetshire), at the confluence
"
for the young.
dura puerorum ilia
indeed, of which with the Nadder the town is built. It
if they can swallow the same without utter deformerly returned two members to Parliament.
struction to their mental digestion
Ellandunum is mentioned as its earlier name
A. C.
The battle of the grams and graphemes, as e. g., there was a Weolstan, Earl of Ellandunum.
P.S.
witnessed by Tiresias, may follow, if permitted, in While St. Edward the Confessor was building the
church collegiate of St. Peter of Westminster,
another note.
on Thorney Island, in midstream of the Thames
marshes, his wife Edith was building a stone
THE VARIOUS ST. EDITHS IN THE WESTERN church at Wilton in lieu of the wooden one where
she
herself and other noble young ladies had been
CALENDAR.
The chief authorities that I can find on the saints educated. Vide the charter of Edgar of A.D. 974,
and
the 'Vita S. Edwardi Confessoris':
named Edith in the Western Church are
'Porti" Dum S. Edwardus monasterii B. Petri Westmonast.
forium ad usum Ecclesias Sarisburiensis,' i. e., the
Sarum Breviary ; the Bollandist ' Acta Sanctorum,' molitur, Editha ejus uxor Wiltonise, ubi educata fuit
form as cTrtypa^/Aa.

itouse

old

grammarians

from

death's

deepest

'

1

!

!

:

dieXVI Sept. , torn. v. (folio), Antverpiae, MDCCLV.,
'
Memoirs of late Rev. H. S. Hawker,'
pp. 364-72 ;
by Mr. Baring-Gould, which books I have consulted ; and also another book, by a German
ta

scholar, which is contained in one of the catalogues
issued by Messrs. Parker, the eminent
publishers

at Oxford and London, "S.
Editha, sive chronicon
Vilodunense im Wiltshire Dialekt, aus MSS., CotFaustina
B.
ton.,
III., herausg. v. Horstmann."
The late Mr. Hawker, of Morwenstow, in Cornwas
a
man
of
wall,
whom, as a kind and generous
friend (and many are now
living who bless his
name), as a sacred poet of a high order, as an
and
a
eloquent preacher
profound believer in the
Christian mysteries, I would always
speak with
faigh respect ; but he was a little visionary and
erratic in the historical
as
Mr.
region, and,
BaringGould candidly states, he fell into a very pardonable blunder by
two
distinct
St.
Ediths
confusing
i. e
St. Edith of Wilton, near
Salisbury, and
her aunt, St. Edith of
Polesworth, in Warwickshire.
They were both nuns, and presided over
^

,

their respective houses.
The Sarum Portiforium,
Sept. 16, "Edithse Virginia Fest.," has a collect
which I do not here give, as your
space is valuable,
"
and also various "
Interveniente sancto
lections,"

regio opera lapideum monasterium pro ligneA ecclesid
inchoavit."

Dr. Todd, of T.C.D., mentions in his valuable
St. Patrick that primitive Christian
churches in Ireland were built of wood, or even of

work on

mud and
of St.

St. Edith of Wilton was daughter
clay.
Edgar the King, by Wilfrida, his wife.

In one chronicle the saint's name is misspelt
"
"
Oditha." Wilf rida's name is spelt Walftrudis "
in the 'Life of St. Edith,' Ex. MS., Rubra
She died a virgin and abbess of Wilton,
Vallis.
and was buried in the church of St. Dionysius or
"
"
Denys. Her depositio is said to have occurred
on September 16, A.D. 974. Here I may be pardoned by your learned readers for noting that, as
Dr. Todd has shown, in mediaeval church Latin
depositio is an ambiguous term, and sometimes
"
"
burial," and sometimes = the putting off of
the flesh," i. e., the day not of interment, but of
physical death.
Anyhow, it was the day either of
St. Edith's death or of her obsequies.
She was
laid in the church which she herself had founded,
and her popular cultus rapidly spread. There is a
well of St. Edith at Church Eaton, in Staffordahire,
which was a place of pilgrimage, and believed, like
the

"Holy wells"

in Wales,

London, &c., and the
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shrines of our Lady of Walsingham, &c., to be
miraculous. Possibly Stoke Edith, in Herefordshire, and Edith Weston, in Eutlandshire, derive
their names from St. Edith of Wilton ; but, though
I write under correction, I incline to think that
Stoke Edith and Edith Weston commemorate the
cultus of the other canonized Edith, of Polesworth.
Two copies of the Sarum Breviary, one said to have

been published in London in 1499, and another, said
to have been published in Paris in 1557, give September 16 as St. Edith's Day, but it would appear
that November 3 (" the morrow of All Souls ") was
also kept as the "festum elevationis corporis S.
Edithse virginis et sanctimonialis."
St. Edith of Wilton's aunt was St. Edith of
Polesworth, or Pollesworth, Warwickshire ("sanctissima amita sua Editha, Edgari regis, patris sui,

germana ").
St. Edith of Wilton
Sarum, and
transported

said to have appeared
He was sleeping at
therefore close to Wilton, and was
in vision to St. Edith's grave at
is

Wilton. There he saw St. Dionysius himself officiating at the altar, surrounded by angels of light.
St. Edith addressed St. Dionysius, and told him to
reveal her wishes to the "stranger" (i. e., St. DunSt. Dionysius replied
Look, my brother, on this vision which thou hast
just seen as being true in virtue of that which this one,
She is
beloved of the Lord, has declared unto me.
worthy to be venerated by mortals, who has merited to
be crowned among the company of Heaven this body is
worthy of honour, this temple of virginal chastity, in the
which the lover of virginity, the Lord the King of glory,
did reign, for her suffrages, acceptable unto Christ, are
necessary for men. The holy body was therefore disinterred on the 3rd day before the nones of November."
stan).
"

:

:

proofs of her power as a saint, St. Edith,
of old, was believed to be able
to punish her enemies or those who disbelieved in

Among

like

s.

vn. MAR.
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but I take it that this Edith is in every
;
to be distinguished from both the canonized
Ediths or ^Eadgithas. But possibly some confusion
has occurred in chroniclers about the various Ediths,
and perhaps this has been complicated by the pardonable licence of poets and novelists. But the
1
Acta ' themselves distinctly admit that much

Harold

way

doubt and confusion exist even about the canonized

H. DE B. H.

Ediths.

SOME FASHIONABLE WORDS

For our

IN 1763.

'New

English Dictionary/
ed. Murray and Bradley, it is most important to
record all notices of the incoming or upcoming of
fresh words.
One such is in the British Magazine
of April, 1763, p. 542.
correspondent thus
Philological Society's

A

comments on the words

humbug,

rotation, police,

patriotism, &c.
'
I have often observed particular words and phrases
come much into vogue, grow to be the mode among polite
people, and in a ehort time become universally fashionable among the vulgar. This has lately been remarkable
of the word rotation, introduced by advertisements from
:

death to St. Dunstan.

after

[7*

Hera or Athena

King Canute found this out one Whitsunwhen feasting at Wilton. He sneered at her,
and said that no daughter of King Edgar could
her.

tide,

have become a saint, since Edgar had always abandoned himself to lust and tyranny. Archbishop

Ednothus protested, and forthwith the grave
opened, and St. Edith appeared girdle high
u
( cingulo tenus "), and made as though she would
assail the king, who fell in a swoon.
The king
afterwards apologized, and greatly honoured St.
Edith, who subsequently aided him during a storm
at sea by her intercession.
On another occasion
she was believed to have delivered Aired, Archbishop of York, when he invoked her during a
storm in the Adriatic. She appeared, and said
simply, "I am Edith," and the storm ceased. The
whole legend, as given by the Bollandists, is too
long to quote.
lady has drawn my attention to

A

the fact that in Bulwer Lytton's 'Harold' and
Tennyson's fine play with the same title is mentioned the "swan -necked Edith," beloved by

the Police relating to the justices sitting by rotation, the
felony -rotation iu Bow-street, and the patrole of thieftaking rotations, proposed to be established on all the
great roads. In short, nothing is done now but by rotaAt the card-playing routs, instead of cutting in to
tion.
a party of whist, they play the rubbers by rotation; a
fine lady returns her visits by rotation; and the parson
of our parish declared yesterday that preaching every
week was hard duty, and therefore he, his curate, the
lecturer, and now and then a friend, would for the future
An oyster-wench t'other night, at
preach by rotation
the corner of White-Fryars, being pressed by two or
three customers at once, who were each in a hurry to be
served first, very politely desired them to have patience,
and she would serve them all in rotation
" This
morning business obliged me to enquire for a
gentleman in Marlborough-square, Westminster, when I

was told his Worship was just gone out on his
and might possibly be found at * The Chequers

'

rotation,
in Peter-

'

In
in Thieving- lane.
short, Sir, here is such a rout at present about rotation,
has
into
as
it
I
and
of
that I
sick
got
hope,
it,
quite
such very low hands, it will soon be out of fashion. I
remember the origin of humlug, which has reigned in
street or

'

The Horse-and- Groom

am

high vogue for several years, but I hope this will not
prove another hunibug.
" The word
police has made many bold attempts to get
a footing. I have seen it more than once strongly recommended in the papers ; but as neither the word nor the
thing itself are [is] much understood in London, I fancy
it will require a considerable time to bring it into fashion
perhaps from an aversion to the French, from whom
this word is borrowed ; and something, under the name
of police, being already established in Scotland, English
prejudice will not soon be reconciled to it. Not long
igo at a bagnio in Covent- Garden, on my complaining of
lome imposition, I was told by a fair North-Briton that
;

was the regular established

This,
police of the house.
the only time I have heard it used in polite
considerit
has
made
I
nor
do
believe
any
yet
company;
able progress (except in the newspapers) beyond the
purlieus of Covent-Garden.
"
(Economy, patriotism, adequateness, privilege, and a
few other such like words, have lately had their run, but
now we hear no more of, them. I should not wonder,
t

I own,

is

th

h

S.
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month's time they should all come about
end of the town. TOM

eneral terms

in rotation, at the polite

ing from the
1831:

'
Dictionary the earliest dates for the two
E eanings of adequateness are long before 1763,
i

our

'

ramely, 1664 and 1672 respectively.

i
1

YAHOO. This term for one brutally rude and
we have adopted from Dean Swift's Gulver's Travels/ where it is the generic name for a
'

ncouth

lestial

race

of

undeveloped savages resembling

frhakspeare's Caliban. The name has been regarded
es an arbitrary invention, but I have reason to
think that, like most other seemingly arbitrary

terms, -it was based on some conventional word
fJready existing. Swift describes the Yahoo as
"
"
being of a brown buff colour (' Voyage to the
Houyhnhnms,' chap, i.), and as
Country of the
"
having a face flat and broad, the nose depressed,
the lips large, and the mouth wide but these differences [he adds] are common to all savage
"
In penning this description
nations (chap. ii.).
I think it is evident he had the negro type in his
;

mind, with which he would be familiar from the
fact of negroes being frequently employed as
menials in great houses. The Yahoo is a drudge
to the Houyhnhnm, as the negro is to the white
man. Now I find that these negroes sometimes
bore the name of Yahow. In the funeral registers
of St. Giles's, Cripplegate, occurs

entry :
Nov.

3, 1657. A blackamore called
Powell against Bunhill.

See

J. J. Baddeley,
Parish of St. Giles,

the following

Yahow from

M

r

'Account of the Church and
Without Cripplegate,' 1888,

p. 140.

Possibly Yahow was a name of such frequent
occurrence that it became a kind of nickname for
the species, like Sambo at the present day, or like
Pat as a synonym for an Irishman. I conjecture
that Yahow may be only an African form of

Yachoob (Yachoov), i.e., Jacob or James. Compare the Kussian form Jacov and the degraded
connotation of Jeames amongst ourselves.
Or
perhaps it may be another form of Yahya, which
is an Arabic
pronunciation of John (Sale's 'Koran,'
ch. xix., note a.
A. SMYTHE PALMER.
Woodford.

EPITAPH ON CHARLES V.
in a note toOzel's translation of
is

attributed to

name

The folio wing occurs

"Witnesses
Whalley."

is not given.
Exaggeration has here, perhaps, reached its utmost limit
Pro tumulo ponas orbem, pro tegmine
coelum,
Sydera pro facibus, pro lachrimis maria.

Gordon

Joseph

W.

J.

G^ Wood

George

FlTZPATRICK, F.S.A.

Dublin.

[See

6th s. ix. 388.]

A

SPORTING BET. In a leading article in the
Daily Telegraph, Nov. 23, 1888, on betting, I
read these words

:

"It is vain to recall the man who fell down in a
fit on the steps of White's Club, and about whom George
Selwyn instantly betted one hundred pounds that he
would die, and objected to the calling in of a doctor as
unfair to the backers of a fatal issue."

would be interesting, indeed,vif this incident
could be traced to George Selwyn. Casanova, who
was in London August, 1763, says (' Me" moires,'
vol. v. p. 469):
" Un
matin, il y avait un rassemblement dans Picca-

It

je rencontre Martinelli, a qui j'en

dilly;

demande

la

cause.

" Tout ce
monde, me dit-il, se presse autour d'un individu qui va mourir d'un coup de poing qu'il a rec.u en
boxant.
"j$e peut-on le sauver ?
"Un chirurgien s'est presente pour le saigner; mais
voila le curieux de 1'affaire, c'est que deux gentlemen ont
engage cent guinees sur la vie ou la mort du boxeur, et
ils s'opposent a ce que le chirurgien lui donne les secours
de son art.
"Ainsi done cetatroce pari coutera la vie a ce mal1

heureux ?"
I note the locality, which varies in both accounts.
It is possible that Casanova, writing from memory
twenty-five years after the occurrence, may have
mistaken the steps of White's Coffee- House, in St.
James's Street, for a portion of Piccadilly, but, in
any case, it is curious that the same anecdote
should have been related by Casanova, and attri-

BrantomeV Spanish buted

It
edition, 1744, p. 20.
a certain Spanish author," whose
:

of the StocTcport Advertiser for

file

'SELLING A WIFE. The following memorandum,
Is. 6cZ. stamp, will best explain the nature
of a bargain between two fellows at a beer shop in the
Hillgate, in this town. Millward is a butcher, and was
last week fined before our Magistrates for using uneven
balances in his trading transactions. The other persons
are unknown to us.
"
his
I, Booth Millward, bought of William Clayton,
wife, for five shillings, to be delivered on the 25th of
Mr.
John
a
at
to
be
delivered
in
alter,
March, 1831,
WILLIAM CLAYTON.
Lomases house.

Ehodomontades, second
"

evi-

I take the follow-

drawn upon a

FURNIVALL.

F. J.

but here we have documental

.ence of a distinct transaction.

1 PSET."
I

;
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33,

to

two unknown gentlemen.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.

Tedworth Square, S.W.

THE FRENCH CHURCH OF LISBURN.

The old

Court House (originally the French
Church), which stood in Castle Street, Lisburn,
Lisburn

was pulled down in 1882. The site is now occuASTARTE.
pied by a dwelling-house and part of Sir Eichard
SELLING WIVES IN ENGLAND. The system of Wallace's new estate offices.
EGBERT PILLOW.
wives
in
selling
England has been often alleged in
English Street, Armagh.
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DR. FELL. The celebrated epigram on Dr. Fel
appears to be copied from an earlier adaptation o
Martial's lines.
In Thomas Forde's ' Virtus Eediviva,' 1661, in a collection of familiar letters, I
find the following passage :
"There are some natures so Hetrogenious, that the
streightest, and most gordion knot of Wedlock is not able
to twist, of which the Epigrammatist speaks my mind
better than I can myself
Non amo te Sabide, nee possum dicere quare,
:

Hoc tantum possum dicere, non amo te.
Take the English in the words of a gentleman
his wife

their
16,

149, there
that of Ogle

this curious point has before
It is to be regretted,
Q.'

&

structures.

JOHN

J.

STOCKEN.

W.C.

Street,

Pp. 106-7.

:

strange that Sir W. Grant's
fame has not impressed the non-professional mind,
so far as I am aware, nor "filled his sign-post" like
Eldon, Stowell, Lyndhurst, Mansfield, and Holt.
It will be interesting to learn from some
legal
is

authority in what his greatness specially consisted.
W. E. BUCKLEY,

'

a curious appeal reported. It is
Sansom. It appears that Capt.
Chaloner Ogle, in command of H.M.S. Tartar in
1708, agreed with Capt. Michael Sansom, then in
command of H.M.S. Mary Galley, to divide the
produce of the prizes to be taken by them respectively during the war.
Capt. Sansom afterp.

0. H. FIRTH.

it

modern

Montague

mentary Cases

SIR WILLIAM GRANT. In a
letter to the Times, January 26, p. 10, col. i., Lord
Coleridge speaks of Sir William Grant as being, he
"
on the whole the greatest judge who
supposes,
ever sat in an English court since Lord Mansfield";
and a few lines above he refers to him as "a greater
man than Lord Eldon." No one is more competent
to form a judgment on such a subject than the Lord
Chief Justice, and many will thankfully receive
this dictum as a piece of legal intelligence and
legal

But

2,

ACTION FOR PRIZE-MONET. In Brown's 'Parliabefore the House of Lords, vol. i.

1 love thee not, Nel,

GREAT JUDGES

vn. MAK.

although it is not irremediable, that Smith did noc
go further, and test whether the direction of the
older fabrics did accord with the rule he supposes.
Any way, it will be interesting if some of your
professional correspondents can throw some light
upon the subject, and account for the deviation
which, I presume (in ignorance, perhaps), dominates

:

I love thee not, Nel.

s.

to

But why, I can't tell;
But this I can tell,

history.

west, nor do I think
been noted in N.

[7*

is

v.

wards commanded H.M.S. Bonadventure, and
subsequently H.M.S. Moore, in which he died
in 1711, leaving John Sansom his personal representative.
Capt. Ogle instituted a suit in Chancery
against John Sansom to compel specific performance of the agreement. It seems rather cool of the

two captains to calculate on the certainty of their
capturing prizes from the enemy, and altogether
was a queer transaction, and scarcely creditable to
the two naval officers.
I am not aware of any
other instance of the kind coming before the public.
I have not a note of the result ; but I think the bill
was dismissed on the ground that the agreement
was against public policy.

HENRY L. TOTTENHAM.
THE ORTHODOX DIRECTION FOR BUILDING
OLD SCOTCH BURGH AND KIRK SESSION BECHURCHES. I take the following extract from
Smith's Old Topography of London,' p. 5
In previous communications, under the
CORDS.
"The investigations of this print (John Leake's re- above headings, I referred to the almost absolute
duced 'An Exact Surveigh of the Streets, Lanes, and authority wielded by Kirk Sessions, &c., two or
Churches contained within the Ruines of the City of three hundred
years ago, and in several ways illusLondon,' Wencelaus Hollar fecit, 1667) brought to my trated this
by extracts, such as those laws and
recollection an observation I
'

:

had read some years ago,
but in what author I am, at present, unable to state, that
Churches do not stand due East and West, but immediately opposite to the sun as it rises on the day on which
the Saint died, to whom the Church is dedicated.
Now,
as this truly curious print, etched by the hand of
Hollar,
from a plan taken by six Surveyors, expressly for the
City's use, may be depended upon for its accuracy, I tried
all the aspects of the churches, and
hardly found two of
them to accord ; indeed, in many instances they varied
many degrees. As to Westminster Abbey, and its close
neighbours, St. Margaret, and St. Catherine in the Little
Cloisters, which I have minutely measured for my plan
of Westminster, they vary many points from each other
;
and we may, therefore, very reasonably conclude, that
the ancient Architects had their reasons for thus deviating from due East and West."

In common, I venture to think, with the
majority
of the disciples of Captain Cuttle, I have been
under the impression that the orthodox direction
of the length of each church was due east and

regulations bearing on the drinking customs of
certain districts, the fixing of fines, &c., payable by
the offending partie?. Further evidence of a power

which exceeds the imperial or local authority
our day I now give.
Readers will admit a
"
local option would be a mild measure compared
x> the
arbitrary action of some Scotch burgh and
drk authorities of bygone days. In 1693 the
Town Court of K
s, holden w'in the dwelling house
)f Rob Smith, Yor, Cutler,
by the forsaid baillies upon

of
'

'

1

;he

twentie theird day of

Suits

May jajvi &

nyntie three years.

Court laullie affirmed.
Rob* Smith,
m Smith (alias),
The qlk day
iVeaver, dempster.
r
rouper, pro' 1 fischall p sued William Smith, officer for
>reach of ane bond sub' d be him to the Min'r of this
'aroche & Session by his drunkenness and swearing since
he dait of the s d bond, daited March 27, 1693. Comleired the s d William Smith and declaired that to his
knowledge he had not broken the sd bond as to drinking
r swearing, hot wes most willing to give all obedience y r to
Called.

W

T*

s.

vii. MAR.

2,
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from the fprsd8 transgressione, and
that he had entered to the publict place this last Lords
was
and
willing to continu his obedience arid give
day
that it were proven he was in transgressione ...... he
s qu' soe
should leave this paroche
ordered, and
soe decerned."

to be all descended from Robert, a companion,
though not a shipmate, of Governor Winthrop.
Can any one show evidence which would attach
Edmond or Robert Lockwood to any English locality

appears the man Smith had done
penance and had entered into a bond, no doubt
carrying with it a moneyed penalty, and now he
binds himself to leave the parish should he be
found again drunk or swearing.
For one year and seven months Smith seems to
have kept sober, or at least out of the clutches of
the inquisition (Presbyterian) ; but I find on
Oct. 29, 1694, the following
" Anent ane claim
given in be the Reverend Minister
and Eldershipe of K
s against William Smith, officer
yrin his being found often in drink and found swearing
...... and curseing, after mature deliberation had be them
m
in the said matter, decernes and ordaiues the said
Smith to flitt & remove forth of this town with his wife &
familie goods & gear, and that betwixt the dait hereof
and what tym soever hereafter the sd Min r & Elders
pleases and that he is iyable in the penaltie aytained in
his bond to the session for that effect conform to the
term y r of and ...... gave doom."

Again Gershom Lockwood, a younger son of
Robert Lockwood, born in 1643, married an Eng-

in keeping himself

K

From

this

-

ifc

:

-

W

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.
Swansea.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

LOCKWOOD FAMILY.

The family

of

Lockwood,

or family

1

;

lady named Millington, of whom the following
curious story is preserved in New England.
I
give it in the words transmitted to me by
lish

my

Pennsylvanian correspondent, Mr.

wood

W.

E. Lock-

:

" Lieut. Gershom Lockwood married
Lady Ann Millingfrom England, daughter of Lord Millington. This
lady came to this country in pursuit of her lover, a
British army officer.
Failing to find him, she taught
school, and subsequently married Gershom Lockwood, of
Greenwich, Connecticut. In 1660 her parents sent her
a large oak chest, ingeniously carved on the outside, and
strongly built. Tradition says it contained half a bushel
of guineas and many fine silk dresses, &c. This identical
chest is now [1880] at Mr. Ferris's house in Greenwich,.
Connecticut. It is said that Lord Millington bad but two
children, both daughters. The title may have become
extinct in him or gone to another male branch of the
ton,

family."

The legend is manifestly inaccurate.
There
never was, so far as I can find, a Lord Millington,
or any person of the name bearing an hereditary
title.
There was a knighted physician, Sir Thomas
Millington, in Charles II.'s reign, and there was a
family, long settled in Cheshire, Millington of
The chest, of which I have seen a
Millington.
photograph, is a fine specimen of the kind belonging to the time of James I. or Charles I. Ann

Her
Millington was probably of gentle blood.
is romantic, and she deserves to be identified.
Can any one produce a clue 1
It is, of course, possible, though not probable,
country.
They have not, however, as yet en- that a gentleman of the name of Millington mardeavoured to go behind the date of their arrival in ried a Lady Ann, died, and left her a young widow ;
America, or to attach themselves to any branch of that the young widow followed a faithless lover to
the wilds of Massachusetts, and cast in her lot
the name in England.
Being connected by marriage with an offshoot of with a Puritan farmer. I knew a case of a deserted
in Scotland of humbler condition who pursued
the ancient family of Lockwood, of
DewshaU, Essex, girl
who have now assumed the name of Wood, I have a fugitive admirer across the Atlantic, overtook,
and married him more successful, perbeen asked by the American Lockwoods to
origi- captured,
nate inquiries as to the extraction of the first emi- haps not more fortunate, than Lady Ann.
NAPIER AND ETTRICK.
grants, and for this purpose I invoke the good
offices of your reader?.
Thirlestane, Selkirk.
The good ship Arbella carried out, in the year
SHAKSPEARE LEASE. Lloyd's Evening Post
1630, a certain Edmond Lockwood, noticed after- of
September 15-18, 1769, p. 267, col. i., says
wards by Governor Winthrop as " Goodman Lock" The deed
executed by Shakespeare, and now in the
wood " (Winthrop, ' Hist, of New England,' vol. i.
possession of Mr. Wallace, of Norfolk-street, is not reAppendix, p. 449, Boston, 1853). In the same lating to any lands in Warwickshire, as mentioned in the
fleet went forth also Robert Lockwood
but is an Assignment of a lease of an house which
(by tradi- Papers,
and the
tion), in the ship Mary and John.
Robert is Shakespeare held and inhabited in Black Friars
scite of the house is so accurately described therein, that
reported to have been a brother of Edmond, and some Gentlemen have been
and not
to Black
in the

United

States, prompted by the prevailing
love for historical and genealogical research, are
engaged at this time in compiling memorials of
their descent, distribution, and fortunes in that

story

A

:

;

was certainly

The posterity of Edextinct in the second generabefore
the
end
of
the
tion,
seventeenth century, the
American Lockwoods, a numerous race, are believed
his executor.

mond having become

only

Friars,

discovered the exact spot, but (we hear) that part of the
is still standing."
If this is not the conveyance in fee of March 10,
identical house

1612/13, by

Henry Walker

to Shakspere

and

his
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trustees of the

Puddle Dock house, does any one

know more about

it ?

I suppose that the so-called

assignment of lease is the said conveyance, which
was enrolled in Chancery.
F. J. F.

WORDSWORTH'S ' ODE ON INTIMATIONS OF IMMORTALITY.' What is the meaning of the line,
The winds come to me from the fields of sleep ?
A. L.

"BANKER OUT THE WITS." In
commentary on Amos iv. 1, he says

MAYHEW.
Dr.
of the

"Amos, however, speaks of Teine, not, as David, of
He upbraids them not for fierceness, but for a

bulls.

more

delicate and wanton unfeelingness, the fruit of
luxury, fulness of bread, a life of sense, which destroy
all tenderness, dull the mind, 'banker out the wits,'

deaden the spiritual sense."
What is the meaning of the expression " banker
"
out the wits ? I do not find " banker" used as a
verb in Murray's ' Dictionary.'

A. METCALF.

Auburndale, Mass., U.S.

[To lancke, or bank=to

beat.]

GEORGE NARBURNE VINCENT.
he

?

2,

'*

mann, and other authorities to try and discover the origin
of that expression. In the Odyssey there was an account of Ephiclus and his oxen, but how it came to be a
proverb he had never been able to find out. Years ago,
when he was in the House of Commons, he ventured to
ask Mr. Gladstone who, whatever people might think
about his politics, would be allowed to be a considerable
scholar if he could enlighten him on the subject, but
without success; and a similar appeal to Mr. Lowe and
Mr. Goschen had been equally fruitless. If Mr. Reid
would tell him where 'Quid hoc ad Iphicli bovesV was
'

'

found he should be extremely obliged to him."
'
N. & Q.' may be able to
M. T.
solve the mystery.
to be

Pusey's
u kine

of Bashan":

HENRY

VII. MAR.

Whose

son was
where was he buried ?

When did he die ? And
married Mary, daughter of Thomas Clarges,

Perhaps some reader of

LADY HILL, the second wife of Sir John Hill,
was the sister of the fourth Viscount Ranelagh.
She survived her husband. When did she die ?
G. F. R. B.

THOMAS GILLILAND,

author of 'The Dramatic

particulars concerning him
of his works is in a 'Biographical Dictionary of Living Authors,' and he is
mentioned in Evans's f Catalogue of Portraits.' I
seek particulars of birth and death, &c.

Mirror/ &c.
obtainable]

Are any

A

list

URBAN.

MAXIMS

IN

COKE WANTED.

I shall

be glad to

learn where I can find in Coke two legal maxims
that with a right the means necessary to its
and sister of Sir Thomas Clarges, third baronet. (1)
enjoyment are implied (2) that an act must be
Narburne
of
George
Vincent,
Berkeley Square,
from its intention.
had a daughter Sophia, who married, July 28, 1815, judged
Can any one give me a reference to " Natura
William Jervis Eicketts, whose father succeeded in
"
non facit saltum in the works of Leibnitz?
1823 his uncle, first Viscount St. Vincent (under
W. I. THOMAS.

He

:

;

the special patent granted on his creation as viscount), when he assumed the surname of Jervis
William Jervis Jervis died February, 1839,
only.
his wife having died November 2, 1828, and their

Carnegie Robert John Jervis, became
third Viscount St. Vincent on the death of his
fifth child,

grandfather in 1859.

POETRY FOR CHILDREN.
me the name of

Can any

of

your

a book of poetry for
children, published probably in Dublin for the Irish
Board of Education about fifty or sixty years ago,
containing a piece beginning
readers tell

:

REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.
National Conservative Club,

9,

Pall Mall.

THE OXEN OF IPHICLES. The following, which
I have cut from a Reading paper, has
not, I believe, been reproduced in any London newspaper.
It is a passage from some observations made
by
Lord Coleridge at a meeting of the Berks Archaeoa
of
a
logical Society,
propos
paper read by Mr.
Reid

Berlin, N., Chaussee Sir., 28".

:

"

There was a kind of personal matter as to himself, in
regard to which he would also say a word to the lecturer.
He (Mr. Reid) would confer a great favour upon him
and others if he would extend his researches into an obscure corner of the novel of Kenilworth.' There was in
the book an interesting passage in which
Tressilian, the
ill-fated hero, was described as putting
up at a blacksmith's forge to have his horse shod. A good deal of conversation occurs, in the course of which he
quotes the
proverb Quid hoc ad Iphicli boves? (' What has this to
do with the shoeing of my horse ? or, What has this to
do with the oxen of Iphiclus?') Being interested in
uch matters, he had looked into Erasmus, Wolf, Hoff'

'

'

'

'

As

I walked over the hills one day,
I listened and heard a mother sheep say,

" In

all

the green world there

is

nothing so sweet

As my little lambie with his nimble feet," &c.
Also
moon have you done something wrong in heaven,
That God has hidden your face ?
:

!

Also

:

January brings the snow,
feet and fingers glow;
February brings the rain,

Makes our

Thawa the frozen lake again,
and so on through the months of the year. Can
ALICE R.
this book now be got ?
1. Thomas Price,
PRICE, A CLERICAL FAMILY.
D.D., Archbishop of Cashel, died August 4, 1685.
He bore for his arms Argent, a chevron between
2.
Arthur
three boars' heads couped sable.
Rev.
Price, D.D., Archbishop of Cashel, son of the
Samuel Price, Vicar of Straffau, was born in Dublin

VII. MAE.

.
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In 1732 he was a party to a deed of settle- not indicated. Then it seems that while the author
1678.
ment on the marriage of his niece Frances, daughter was preparing a new edition his printer died, and
of Stephen Deane, Esq., and one of the witnesses the person to whom the legal right of printing the
The English copy came having been out of England for
was the Rev. James Price, of Banagher.
The Eev. Edward many years, a dispute arose among the stationers,
3.
archbishop died 1752.
Price, M.A., Chancellor of Kilfenora 1676-1701, some of whom pretended to an interest in the
In the
thus causing a long delay.
ord. 1670, had a son, the Rev. John Price, M.A., work,
born in Galwray 1674, who was father of the above- mean time a traveller had informed the author
named Kev. James Price, B.A., born at Killala that he had seen nine several impressions of the
His son was the Ven. Edward Price, Arch- book in Latin, and since then another edition had
1707.
deacon of Killaloe, died 1832, father of the Eev. been brought him (the author) from Geneva, thus
Robert L. T. Price, whose four sons went to making, if the traveller's account was correct, ten
The copy I have
America, and I know not whether any of them or eleven impressions in Latin.

attempted to describe is evidently, then, one of
the second English edition.
Were there any subsequent editions, either in English or Latin ; and
between them and the Rev. Edward, who was who was the author ? I have seen somewhere the
probably brother of the Rev. Samuel, father of work attributed to Baylis, but I have lost the reference.
W. NIXON.
Archbishop Arthur Price.
(
I see in Burke's Armory
that Peter Price, of
Warrington.
have followed the clerical lead of their ancestors.
I should like to know whether any relationship
existed between the two archbishops, and also

'

Whitford, co Flint, had a son, Capt. Samuel Price,
of Keenagh, co. Longford, whose son Christopher,
Gentleman of the Ordnance, died 1642, and bore
arms similar to those of Archbishop Thomas Price
as given above.
HENRY L. TOTTENHAM.
Guernsey.

'THE SCEPTICAL CHYMIST.' I have a copy of
the following anonymous work, about which I
am desirous of eliciting some information from

BERKELEY, OF BEVERSTONE, co. GLOUCESTER.
is the descent, with the names of their wives,
of the Berkeleys, from Thomas, third Baron
Berkeley, through John, his son by his second
"What

wife, Catherine Clevedon, to Elizabeth, daughter
of Sir John Berkeley, of Beverstone, who married
first Lord Cherlton of Powys, and secondly John

de Sutton ?

B.

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

SIR RICHARD CAVE, KNT., M.P. for Lichfield
correspondents of N. & Q.,' the full title of which
I give, with the publisher's name and date of from 1641 until disabled as a Royalist in August,
With what branch of the Cave family was
1642.
publication
he connected ? When was he knighted ? He sat
" The
Sceptical Chymist or Chymico - Physical
in the king's rival Parliament at Oxford in 1644,
Doubts and Paradoxes Toufcching the Experiments
whereby Vulgar Spagirists are wont to Endeavour to but was dead before the end of 1646.
Evince their Salt, Sulphur and Mercury to be The
W. D. PINK.
True Principles of Things To which in this Edition are
Leigh, Lancashire.
'

:

|

|

|

|

J

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

subjoined divers Experiments and Notes about the Produci bleness of Chymical Principles. Oxford, Printed
by Henry Hall for Ric. Da -vies, and B. Took at the
Ship in St. Paul's Church-yard. 1680."
|

|

|

|

|

|

Collation
the title as above, on the back of which
is the licence to
print, "Mail 30, 1677.
Impri:

|

matur

Hen. Clerke, vice - Cane. Oxon." Then
follow the preface introductory, and errata to the
appendix, eight leaves
contents, one leaf ; the
publisher's advertisement to the reader, with the
"
initials
G. M." attached, four leaves ; ' Sceptical
Chymist,' pp. 440. Then follows a new title
"
Experiments and Notes about the Producibleness of Chymicall Principles being parts of an Appendix, designed to be added to the Sceptical Chymist.
By the Authour of that Book. Oxford Printed by
|

;

CHROMO. I want early quotations for chromolithograph and all its derivatives and shortenings.
Can any one turn to likely sources for mention of
the new art in 1850 and 1851, such as the art
I remember hearing
journals of those years ?
chromos from an artist in 1857. Please send direct.
J. A. H. MURRAY.
The Scriptorium, Oxford.

KrpUctf.

:

|

|

|

j

|

I

H. Hall,

The

(7

|

|

|

JOHN BUNYAN.

|

I

for Ric. Davies, 1680."

and author's preface, eight leaves ; introduction to the notes, two leaves and
pp. 268,
It appears
comprise the whole work in 12 mo.
from the author's preface to the '
Experiments
that the first edition was
published in 1661 in
English, and that soon after an edition in Latin
was printed, but whether in England or abroad is
title

;

'

The

S. vii. 7, 77.)

parish register of Elstow
Bunyan's children are these:
Mary, the daughter of John Bonion, was baptized

asked
"

th

entries in the

for relating to

the 20th day of July, 1650.
"
Elizabeth, the daughter of
14th day of April, 1654."

John Bonyon, was born

These were children by his first wife. The baptism
of one of his children by his second wife, Elizabeth
Bunyan, is recorded in the register of St. Cuth-
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bert's,

Bedford, under 1672: "Baptized Joseph
e
y son of John Bunyan, Nov. 16." There
is no record known of either of Banyan's
marriages.
Neither of them appears in the Elstow registers or
Even
the
Christian
name
of
his first
transcripts.
wife is unknown.

speak of the congregation of which Bunyan was

Bunyan,

minister as a Baptist church. The original licence
granted by Charles II, May 9, 1672, to minister
in Josias Roughed's house
at Bedreally a barn
"a
teacher of the congregation of the
ford, was as

It will be observed that the entry in the Elstow
register respecting Banyan's second daughter,

yan's two immediate successors were Peedobaptists,
and so was Mr. Symonds, the third in succession,.
on his first appointment, though he subsequently

Elizabeth, records her birth, not her baptism. Dr.
Brown, however, has shown that this was merely
a verbal change, made in obedience to a recent Act
of Parliament, which, in order that the register
might be a proof of age, which baptism is not
necessarily, enacted that the date of birth should
be substituted for that of baptism. There is, there-

no ground

for doubting that this
child, like
in common with all those entered on the
same page of the register as " born," was also baptized at Elstow Church.
is
Banyan's own

fore,

the

first,

persuasion

commonly

called Congregational."

Bun-

adopted Baptist tenets, a change which caused the
secession of John Howard, the philanthropist, and
other members of his congregation.
But even
after this separation it did not become a Baptist
church.
It is described in the trust deed of 1774
"a
as
Congregation or Society of Protestants dissenting from the Church of England, commonly
called Independents or Congregationaliats, holding
mixt communion with those who scruple the baptizing of Infants, commonly called Baptists." This

baptism
proved by the transcripts of the Elstow registers, liberality of view and practice has been consistently
unearthed by Dr. Brown's industry, to have taken maintained throughout its history, and still con"
"
place Nov. 30, 1628, at Elstow Church. Bunyan tinues to characterize the
Bunyan Meeting at
himself makes no mention of the second
baptism Bedford, of which Dr. Brown, whose admirablewhich his earliest biographer, Charles Doe, states and accurate biography of John Bunyan is the
he received on his admission to the Nonconformist standard authority for all facts and dates connected
That this baptism was with the immortal dreamer, is the present pastor.
congregation at Bedford.
I hope enough has been said now to close this
by immersion in the river Ouse, and performed by
the prototype of Bunyan's
Evangelist, Mr. Gifford, controversy, and to show that John Bunyan was
is a traditional story, which
may be true, but there not himself, in the strict sectarian sense of the term,
is no early
authority for it. Bunyan's complete a Baptist, and that the body of Christians of whom
silence as to any second
baptism is, at least, sin- he was minister were not Baptists, but ConIt is true that in his 'Grace
EDMUND VENABLES.
gular^
Abounding' gregationalists.
he omits many facts which we might have
expected
to have found there. But
THE LA.ST BELIEVER IN THE PHCENIX (7 th S. vK
these, for the most part,
'
belong to his outward, secular life.
The various 481). The readers of N. & Q.' are much indebted
stages in bis inner, spiritual life he is careful to to DR. GREENHILL for the insertion in full length
mention. He records his
a speculation as that contained in the
"joining in fellowship of so curious
"
with the people of God in
Bedford," and his being letter of" Jack Morris," or, as he was sometimes
" admitted
"
by them to the Lord's Supper, but called, Brande Morris," by the accentuation of
nothing more. His baptism may be comprised under his Christian name. It will possibly cause a sneer
the former phrase ; but a more distinct reference at the influence which the fathers have exercised
to it might certainly have been looked for. But how- on theological
I will therefore ask leave
thought.
ever this may be, it may be
safely asserted that Bun- to insert their defence in the words of the present
yan was not what is commonly known as a Baptist, Dean of St. Paul's. In the notes to his translation
of St. Cyril of Jerusalem there is
i.e., one who insists on the necessity of adult
bap"
tism, and that by immersion.
He repudiated the
The existence of the phoenix is believed by Tertitle of Baptist,
regarding it, and all such dis- tullian, Epiphanius, &c., as well as by Clement a8 wastill a comparatively late date the doctrine of four eletinctive names"
Independent, Presbyterian, and
ments, or of the motion of the sun round the earth. In
"
the like
as inventions of the Evil
One, natur- like manner the existence of megatheria and icthyosauri
ally tending to divisions." The only title he wished was not known till
lately, nor the connexion of mag"
to be known by, he
a Christian." And netism and electricity." Ox. Tr., p. 243, on Lect. xviii..
says, is
whatever his own opinion on the
sect. 8.
he
point might be,
had no desire to enforce it on others. The title of
J. B. Morris in his argument in favour of thehis tract, Differences on Water
Baptism no Bar existence of the phoenix might also have referred
to Communion,' shows how far he was from
making to the book of Job, in which, according to one of
baptism by immersion an essential to Christianity. the most recent commentator?, it finds mention, of
The mode of baptism was a matter of indifference course
only as an illustration properly understood.
"
"
to him, for which he
thought it the part of babes On Job xxix. 18,
my days as the sand," Dr.
"
and carnal persons" to break the
and
comobserves
Davidson
peace
munion of Christians." It is also a mistake to
"'Sand' is the usual renlering of the word occurring
:

;

'

:
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Most modern
here an imaga of countless number.
writers translate 'a* the phoenix,' in accordance with
Jewish tradition. The Sept. reads 'as the branch of the
palm' (^oiviKOQ). The Heb. word, however, can hardly
have been translated palm,' a meaning which does nobelong to it, and the present Sept. text may have arisen
from a misunderstanding of it* original reading, like
'

'

The word

'

'

nest in the first clause favour
This bird was fabled to live 500 years
this translation.
himself
and
his nest with fire,
and to consume
only t(
Hence the name
arise anew to life out of the ashes.
became a proverb, expressing the highest duration o
to live as long as the
life, <poiviKog trrj fiiovv,
phoenix
The fable being current in Egypt, the author of the book

the phoenix.'

might readily become acquainted with it."
bridge Bible/ ad loc., Univ. Press, 1884.

'

The Cam

Another very high authority, the present Bishop

Durham, offers a defence of the fathers in con
He remarks
nexion with this passage.
" It thus
appears that Clement is not more creduloui
than the most learned and intelligent heathen writers o
the preceding and following generations. Indeed, h
may have thought that he ha 1 higher sanction than the
testimony of profane authors. Tertullian (' De Resur
of

:

Cam.,' 10) took Ps. xcii. 12, SiicaiOQ we $oivi
avQi]an, to refer to this prodigy of nature, and Clemen
may possibly have done the same. Even Job xxix. 18
is translated by several recent
critics, 'With my nes
shall I die and like the phoenix lengthen
my days
(comp. Lucian, 'Hermot.,'
53, ^ v
Qoiviicog ITT]
therein
some
rabbinical
authorities."
following
fiiway),
"
St. Clement's
Epistle," ch. xxv., 'Apostolic Fathers,
rect.

^

vol.

i.

p. 95, 1869.

In the

'

Addenda

'

(p.

422, 1877) several references

to recent authorities

upon the subject are supplied,
and it appears that by the interpretation Phoenicia,
which

suggested, the phceaix is altogether taken
out of the passage.
Further on he states the proper explanation of
the symbolic fable:
is

" It is now
known that the story owes its origin to the
symbolic and pictorial representations of astronomers.
The appearance of the phoenix is the recurrence of a
period marked by the heliacal rising of some prominent
star or constellation."
P. 97.

DR. GREENHILL possesses a large store of literary
reminiscences. Readers of ' N.
Q.' will be thank-

&

ful if

he makes this paper the means of communi-

cation for a portion of

it.

ED. MARSHALL.

VISITATIONS OF THE DIOCESE OF NORWICH (7 th
399; vii. 133). The variations in the forms
of surnames are very often
perplexing, and often
S. vi.

lead to confusion.
The best rule to follow when
you have to write about a personage with a name
that is spelt in half a dozen ways is to
adopt one

form and stick to it. In Le Neve's Fasti
Bishop
Jane (as I have spelt the name) appears with the
"
"
"
variants
Jan or Jann "; and in Mr. Maziere
'
Brady's
Episcopal Succession' he figures as
Thomas Jane, though in the original document
quoted (vol. i. p. 45) he is called "Jan." Let
F. R. S. E. make himself
easy, and flee from vain
AUGUSTUS JESSOPP.
jangling.
'

'
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ARMS WANTED (7 th S. vii. 28). The arms are
those of Farindon, or Faringdon, impaling Parker.
The crest should be a "wivern" sans wings.
Anthony Faringdon, son of Anthony Faringdon,
of Batnors, in Lingfield, co. Surrey, married Elizabeth, daughter and eventually heiress of James
Parker, of Reigate, Esq. He was baptized thereJanuary 15, 1652-3, as James, son of John
The entry of marriage occurs in
Parker, gent.
"
the parish register of Reigate:
1715. June 11.
Mrs. Eliz: Parker p'
Mr. Anthony ffaringdon
Licent." There are entries in the register of Lingfield of the baptisms of seven of their children and
of the burials of five.
Elizabeth Faringdon was
buried at Lingfield.
The entry is : " 1743.
14.
Farindon
Gent Affid." And
Elizabeth
Ap.

&

Anthony Faringdon also: "1753. Nov. 9. Anthony Farindon Esq. Aff." In the north side of
the chancel of Lingtield Church, on the floor, is a
long blue marble slab with the arms of Faringdon,
a chevron between three leopards' heads, and on
an escutcheon of pretence those of Parker, a stag^
The inscripand in dexter canton a galley.
tion, in Latin, records that
his beloved wife lies buried

"near the ashes

of

Anthony Farindon,

Esq., who died October 31, 1753, aged seventy."
In the same church, against the north wall of the
chancel aisle, is a marble mural tablet with arms
as before, and Latin inscription to "Elizabeth,,
wife of Antony Farindon, Esq., only surviving
issue and heir of James Parker, of Ryegate, Esq.,.

expired on April 9, 1743. Aged fifty-eight."
In a deed in my possession, dated August 13>
1683, Anthony Farindon the elder is described as

His signature is
of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields.
to two deeds, dated respectively Janudeed of
ary 4, 1720, and February 2, 1727.
appended

A

January 20, 1775, signed by James Farindon, has
his seal, bearing a chevron between three leopards*
This James, who was the grandson of
heads.
Anthony Farindon and Elizabeth Parker, was
baptized in St. Mary Magdalen's Church, BerG. L. G.
mondsey, April 14, 1747.

The arms and

crest are those of Farrington

E.

paling Parker.
Axbridge, Somerset.

HIGHERING

(7

th

S. vi.

467

;

im-

FRY WADE.

vii. 57).

Wycliffe's rendering of Matt, xxiii. 12,

Compare

"

He

that

higheth himself shall be meeked."

HERMENTRUDE.
COL. WHITELOCKE (7 th S. vi. 487). There is
ome account of the trial of Lieut.-Gen. J. Whiteocke in the 'Annual Register' for 1807 and 1808.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

SCHOOLGIRL'S EPITAPH
his

is

f life

th

S. vii. 66).
Surely
(7
not rightly named ; schoolgirls are not tired
as a rule.
I have a cutting from a news-
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paper dated January, 1884, in which the following
Tired Woman's Epitaph is quoted from Longman's Magazine :
Here lies a poor woman, who always was tired,
Who lived in a house where help was not hired
Her last words on earth were " Dear friends, I am going
Where washing ain't done, nor sweeping, nor sewing;
But everything there is exact to my wishes,
For where they don't eat there 's no washing up dishes.
I '11 be where the loud anthems will always be ringing,
'

'

;

:

But, having no voice, I '11 get clear of the singing.
Don't mourn for me now, don't mourn for me never,
I 'm going to do nothing for ever and ever."
It reminds me of the poor old woman of whom the
Countess de Gasparin writes in ' Near and Heavenly
" *
This Paradise, how do you represent
Horizons,'
it to yourself?'
'Ah, well I suppose that, like at
church, there must be chairs put all along the sky ;
!

one

sits there, and sings
psalms throughout eter' "
Mr. Ellacombe had an unverified quotanity
tion from some ancient author that the occupation
of the blessed in heaven would be the endless
W. C. B.
ringing of bells.
!

[MR. JOHNSON BAILY, MR. GEO. B. STNETT, MR. WM.
JACKSON, MR. W. RENDLE, and G. F. R. B. supply the
same poem. MR. SYNETT quotes it from Mr. Payn's
Thicker than Water/ vol. iii. pp. 72, 73.]

YORKSHIRE EXPRESSIONS
th

HAL OF KIRKLEES

:

For a very circum(?) Hal of Kirklees,
174-177.
Q. V.

S. vi. 328, 397; vii. 33).
(7
stantial account of the original

see

'

Yorkshire Folk-lore,'

i.

vn. MA*.

s.

IT*

st
The use of the pro(and 1848, in 1 S. ix. 522).
verb by Lord J. Eussell to Sir James Macintosh I
take to be the earliest instance of the proverb, and
'

the repetition in the Memoirs the first known
publication, while the insertion in the note by
Eogers is a farther corroboration of authorship,
'
which was also confirmed in N. & Q.,' at a reference which I cannot hit upon, by MR. F. EULE,
in a statement to the effect that he learnt from
Lord Eussell himself that it was his invention.
'

ED. MARSHALL.
th

BIOGRAPHY

449

S. vi.

(7

;

vii. 55).

put on record here that the passage
by Chaucer

is

paraphrased

:

For, of Fortunes scharp adversite
The werst kynde of infortune is this,

A man to have be in prosperite,
And it remember, whanne it passid

fol-

:

cousin-german of Frederick William IV.. born in Berlin
He entered the army in his youth, and made a
Pasvoyage to Brazil, of which he wrote a narrative
from
sages
my Travelling Diary ('Aus meinem Reisetagbuch,' 1842). He obtained command of the Prussian
navy about 1850. Died in 1873."
in 1811.

'

:

'

'

According to Celebrities of the Century,' ed. by
Lloyd C. Sanders (p. 13),
''between the years 1826 and 1837 he visited all the
principal nations of Europe, and in 1842 sailed from
Italy down the Mediterranean for South America,
where he explored the coast of Brazil and parts of the
course of the Amazon. In 1847 he published a large

work on his voyage, Aus meinem Reisetagebuche,' with
a few illustrations and copious carefully drawn charts.
Next year he was appointed to organize a national German navy, and published a pamphlet, Denkschrift iiber
die Bildung einer deutschen Flotte,' in which he criti'

'

surveyed the possibilities of the formation of a Gerfleet of steamships of war, and maintained ita
necessity for the cause of German unity. In 1856 he
was wounded in an engagement with the pirates of
Morocco. During the Danish war of 1864 he acted as
admiral of the Austro-Prussian fleet."

No

authorities are

appended

to this extract.

ALPHA.

is.

Troylus and Cryseyde,' bk. iii.
It has also often been noticed by commentators
that perhaps the original of the passage is to be
found in Boetius
" In omni adversitate fortunae
infelicissimum genus est
infortunii fuisse felicem et non esse."
'De Consol.

The

'
lowing short account is taken from the Universal
and
of
Mythology,' by J.
Biography
Dictionary
Thomas, A.M., M.D. (Virtue & Co.)
"Heinrich Wilhelm Adalbert, a Prussian prince,

QUOTATION FROM DANTE (7 th S. vi. 486). To
who read MR. PICKFORD'S note on Dante's
"
Nessun maggior dolore," it may be of interest to cally
man

those

2, *69.

'

EEV. JAMES

am

indebted

HACKMAN

annexed extract from the

:

Philos.,'

1. ii.

pr. 4.

Gary, in his notes on the passage, quotes also

some

close imitations

by

Italian writers.

KOBERT HUDSON.
Lapworth.

THE DEFINITION OF A PROVERB (7 th S. vi.
The Editor of ' N. & Q.' gives the authority
449).
for assigning the proverb to Lord John Eussell,
'

Memoirs of Macintosh,' vol. ii. p. 473, in a note
at 5 th S. iv. 221.
The 'Memoirs ' were published
by his son in 1835. It is also repeated 5 th S. v.

435 by MR. WM. UNDERBILL. It was previously
stated in 4 th S. ix. 320 that it was attributed to
Lord John Kussell in Eogers's ' Italy/ 1856, p. 453

Church, Gosport
"Baptisms.
Lieuten1 Wm.

Some

th

I
S. vi. 87, 212).
to the Eev. Oliver S. Walford for the
(7

register of

Holy Trinity

:

1752,

December 13

Hackman and Mary

information relative to

murder of Miss Eeay

will

th
.

James,

son of

his wife."

Hackman and

the

be found in Add. MS.

5885, fol. 75, British Museum. Hackman is represented as having entered at St. John's College,
Cambridge; it is probable that he did so after
mezzoquitting the army in 1776. There is a small
tint portrait of him, in profile, dated 1779, designed by Eobert Dighton and engraved by Eobert
Laurie, in which he is represented with a patch on

DANIEL HIPWELL.

his forehead.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

FOTHERINGHAT CASTLE AND KlNG JAMES
S. vii. 106).

In his

'

I. (7

th

Historic Notices in Eeference

7*
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Fotheringhay Castle/ 1821, the Kev. H. K.
that it was surveyed on April 3,
It
1625, the last year of the reign of James I.
then been in fair order, one large
appears to have
" well
room being
garnished with pictures." Soon
after the survey was taken the castle seems to
have been allowed to go to ruin. Sir Robert
Cotton bought some of the arches and columns of
the great hall, and worked them into the lower
Castle.
Other
part of his mansion, Connington
taken by Robert Kirkham for his chapel
parts were
at Fineshade, and the remainder were utilized in
the middle of the eighteenth century for repairing
to

Bonney shows

the navigation of the

F

Nene.

Bonney

truly says

:

having been destroyed by order of
James, on account of its having been the scene of his
mother's sufferings, is clearly disproved ; and must be
left to those only who are fond of seeing events clothed
in the language of fiction."
''

The

tale of its

ALBERT HARTSHORNS.
BOOK ILLUSTRATING (7 S. vii. 47). Let me
'
add a most earnest warning to readers of N. & Q.'
in Grangerizing not to be led away by this mania
th

to mutilate books, by abstracting portraits or other
plates in order to insert them in other works to
which they do not of right belong. The havoc

done to rare and valuable books in the past by
this craze is most deplorable, and it is to be feared
that it has been productive of much dishonesty in
the surreptitious removal of portraits and other
plates from volumes not the property of the
Did not something of this
rapacious Grangerite.
kind on the part of a frequenter of the British
Museum lead to the dismissal of Mr. Beloe, on
the ground of his want of sufficient vigilance ?
Very few "illustrated" books of this kind are
satisfactory, as there is generally a want of harmony between the text and the plates, which differ
in date, paper, colour, style, size, &c., and often

173

of paper about one inch larger than the book,
folding them to form two leaves ; if the engraving
to be inserted is not large enough I inlay it, that
is I cut clean out of the leaf an opening about an
inch on all sides smaller than the picture, I then
paste the edges only, and having laid the engraving
over the opening in the paper, put it into a press,

taking the precaution to place plain paper between
each engraving ; after a few hours they may be
removed, being perfectly flat. It takes some extra
trouble, which is amply compensated for by the
neat appearance of the engraving. If they are
pasted on to the paper they are certain to pucker,
and the effect is most unsatisfactory.
J. B. MORRIS.
Eastbourne.

H.

A.

S.

will find a chapter

on Grangerizing in

'Book

Fancier,' 1886, pp. 168-192.
very good idea of the lavish and prodigal ways
of Grangerizers may be obtained from the catalogue of the very choice library of the late John
Leveson Douglas Stewart, Esq., whose collection
was disposed of at Sotheby's the first three days
of March, 1888.
A. L. HUMPHREYS.
Fitzgerald's

A

Baling Dean.

H. S. A. may be interested in the description of
'
'
Grangerized copies of Howell's Familiar Letters
and Bryan's ' Dictionary of Painters and En'
'
th
S. x. 520.
gravers to be found in N. & Q.,' 5
Some little time ago the Pall Mall Gazette stated
that a well-known firm of booksellers in the Strand

had on

sale

:

"A
copy of Boydell's edition of Shakespeare's Works,
which by the insertion of many thousands of plates has

Some idea of the
vast quantity of the plates
may be gained from the
price of the book, 1,5001. It is said that this by no
means represents the original cost price."
been extended to thirty-six volumes.

MANSERGH.

J. F.

Liverpool.
produce an unpleasing impression from one or
more of these discrepancies.
The practice can
PRONUNCIATION OF "VASE" (7 th S. vi. 489).
hardly deserve to be honoured with the title of
" an
If three of our most celebrated poets -Pope, Byron,
art," in the sense in which that term is
and Moore may be cited as orthoepists, then are,
applied to the fine arts in any of their forms ; and
I never met with any book or authority on the or were, "case," "face," and "grace" correct
"
rhymes to
vase," in proof of which I append a
subject, though, of course, there may be guides to
quotation from each poet.
this, as there are to nearly all things and places.
*
To judge from books advertised in catalogues,
Pope, The Rape of the Lock,' canto v. adfin.:
There heroes' wits are kept in ponderous vases,
there appears to be a good deal of this " illus"
And beaux' in snuff-boxes and tweezer-cases.
now done, and if it could be confined to
trating
'
using plates published separately, and not taken
Byron, Don Juan,' c. viii. s. 96
out of books, no harm would be done and such
A pure, transparent, pale, yet radiant fac
Like to a lighted alabaster vase.
separate impressions are generally early, or on
(
India paper, and so more valuable.
Moore, Odes of Anacreon,' v. and Ixxviii.:
:

;

W.

In reply to H.

S. A., I

,

E. BUCKLEY.

Grave

Deep

have Grangerized several

books, especially a history of my native county,
Sussex, extending the two volumes to nine, by the
addition of about three thousand views and portraits.
The plan I have adopted is to get sheets

me

a cup with brilliant grace,
and holy vase, &c.

as the rich

Ode Ixxviii. has
The question
"

vase," the

was

it

only

the same rhyme.

such pronunciation of
is, Was
"
pure well of English undefiled," or
"
or
poetic licence,"

caprice, fashion,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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or custom

Of

?

many words

course,

alter their

pronunciation from age to age, and "vase" may
be one of them, as at present, I think, the word is
with
generally pronounced as though it rhymed
'
" stars."
DictionNuttall, in the preface to his
" The standard of
pronunciation is not
ary,' says,
the authority of any dictionary, or of any orthoepist ; but it is the present usage of literary and
well-bred society." If this be so, such usage seems
" safest standard " we have for our
to be the
pro-

FREDK. RULE.

nunciation.

makes "faces" rhyme with "vases
Fair

And

":

roses brush against our faces,
flowering laurels spring from diamond vases.

My

Winterton, Doncaster.

JOSIAH BURCHETT (7 th S. vii. 29, 74). Burchett
had a daughter Elizabeth, who married the first,
and was mother of the second, Admiral Sir Charles
Hardy. As the second Sir Charles was born about
1717, Elizabeth must have been the child of the
first marriage.
I have recently come across the
following names, which may be interesting to MR.

RUTTER

:

Egerton MS. 2524.
Alderman Burchet, one of the owners of the
ship Bantam, trading to the Mediterranean, com
manded by Capt. (afterwards Sir Richard) Had
dock, 1667.

Thomas Burchett,
a

certificate of the

for

John Burchett, Esq.,

Bantam's accounts,

signi

May

12,

1669.

Admiralty Commission and Warrant Books.
Paul Burchett, master gunner of the Poole,
August 6, 1709.
Richard Burchett, certificate as schoolmaster in
the navy, August 6, 1709.
His latest appointmen
that I noted was to the Preston, Capt. (afterwards
Sir Robert) Johnson, November 26, 1717.
George Ann Burchett, comptroller of the accounts of the receiver of the duty of 6d. a month
out of seamen's wages for the use of Greenwich
Hospital, in the room of Mr. F. Gashry, to hav
a salary of 100Z. per annum, together with such

allowances and privileges as his predecessors have
enjoyed, September 30, 1736.
From the dates, these may possibly be Josiah
Burchett's father and uncle, brothers or cousin?
and son or nephew, but I have not found any evi

dence to that

CHYMER

(7

K. LAUGHTON.

effect.

J.

th

It is

S.

yi. 487).
'

tackle the philologists of

N.

&

an awful thing t
Q.,' and my pen

vn. MAR.

2, '89.

C. F.

S.

WARREN, M.A.

Foleshill Hall, Longford, Coventry.

spelt chymere in Close
chimere in Wheatley's
Common Prayer,' p. 110 chimera in 'Testamenta
'
Abella in Prompt. Parv.,'
Eboracensia,' i. 322.
abolla.
as
must
be
the
same
75,

Chymer is a cloak. It
Roll 7 Henry IV., 21 ;

is

;

HAMILTON WYLIE.

Rochdale.

"

GOFER" BELLS

47).

Halliwell has

dewy

When I was a boy, about 1843, we had a read'
The
ing book, one story in which was about
Broken Vase.'
father taught us to read it to
rhyme with "case," but we afterwards came to
"
think ifrought to be something between "Mars
and "vauz"
J. T. F.

s.

rembles as I suggest, Is not DR. MURRAY on a
rong scent ? Are not the words forms of chimere,
abolla, that i?. a vestment or cloak 1

J.

Keats, in one of his miscellaneous poems,

P.S.

[7*

:

"GOFER" MONEY

(7

th

S. vii.

:

Gofer, a species of tea-cake of an oblong form, made
of flour, milk, eggs, and currants, baked on an iron made
expressly for the purpose, called a gofering iron, and
divided into square compartments (L nc.)."
;

same word with that used at Bridport, "gofer money" might be money for buying
"gofers," as for doles of bread so commonly givea.
"Gofer bells" might also be bells carried by
itinerant sellers of "gofers," as in some places by
There is the verb " goffer,"
sellers of crumpets, &c.
"
to plait, to crimp ; and
gofering work," a sort of
crimping performed on frills, caps, &c.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

If this be the

In Lincolnshire A. J. will find
cakes,

and

gofers, or gofer-

make them with. The
and appear to be made of batter,

gofer-irons to

cakes are very nice,

and are cooked by being placed in the irons suffiand they come out of the irons in
ciently heated
;

small squares, with indentations according to the
I always concluded that the name is
iron mould.
a corruption of gofre, figured ; and there may once
have been a special day for eating gofers, which
would account for the gofer bell, just as pancakes

have their pancake bell on Shrove Tuesday.
T.

W.

R.

REV. WILLIAM ANDERSON O'CoNOR (7 th S.
The following particulars relating to my
68).
lamented friend

vii.

late

interest your correspondent,
an answer to his query at the
above reference. Mr. O'Conor was born in Cork hi
1820, and was educated at Trinity College, Dublin,
where he graduated B.A. in 1864. He was ordained deacon in 1853, and priest in 1854 by the

and

may

will serve as

Bishop of Chester. After holding the curacies of
St. Nicholas and St, Thomas, Liverpool, from 1853
to 1855, he served as curate at St. Michael's with
St. Olave, Chester, from 1855 to 1858. For a short
time he was also Latin lecturer at St. Aidan's,
Birkenhead. In 1858 he was appointed Rector of
SS. Simon and Jude, Granby Row, in this city,
which position he occupied till his death at Torquay,

March 22, 1887, cet. sixty-six. For nearly thirty
years Mr. O'Conor was active amongst us with
voice and pen in the theological and literary

7*

S.

MAR.

VII.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

2, '89.]

I subjoin a list of his works in both
lepartments
1869. The Truth and the Church. Simpkin & Marirenas.

:

A Commentary

1871.

on the Epistle to the Romans.

Longmans.
1872.
1874.
1876.

The Epistle to the Hebrews. Longmans.
The Gospel of St. John. Longmans.
Commentary on Galatians. Hatchards.

1881.

Faith and Works.
A History of the Irish People.

Simpkin

The

1887.

An

Irish

Massacre of 1641.

additional

one misses him more than I do, to whom (as
to all) the rich store of his knowledge and his large
and I treasure
library were at all times available,
the letters he wrote and the books he gave me as

No

that was never
precious souvenirs of a friendship
shadowed by a word or a look of unkindness. Peace
to his

manes

J. B. S.

!

Manchester.

& Mar-

shall.

1885.

175

Abel Heywood

&

volume of a History of the Irish

The Rev. William Anderson O'Conor was a
clergyman of the Church of England and for many
years Rector of St. Simon and St. Jude's Church,
Manchester. He was born at Cork in 1820, and
'
died at Torquay on March 22, 1887. Besides The
Truth and the Church he wrote
'

People.

:

list

of essays or papers read

before our literary club,

and afterwards published

The following
:;n

is

a

Faith and Works. 1862.
Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans.
Epistle to the Hebrews. 1872.

the Manchester Quarterly :
1876. Browning's Childe Roland.

Epistle to the Galatians.
St.

1877. Shakespeare's Hamlet.
1878.

Tenmson's Palace of Art.
The Book of Job.
Wit and Humour.

On

1879.
1880.
1881.

Proverbs.

The Prometheus Vinctus of ^Eschylus.
The Relation of Religion to Literature.
- The Prometheus of ^Eschylus and Shelley.

Morals and Art.
From Lancashire to Land's End.
Miss Jessie Fothergill as a Novelist.
1883. Force of Character.
1884. Swiss Notes.
1882.

On

Fables.

1885. Passages from an Italian Note-Book.
1886. Italian Impressions.
On Ghost Stories.
Religion and Intellect.

His writings, like his pulpit and platform utterances, were marked by extraordinary originality,
power, and eloquence, while his grasp of his subject and his logical

acumen made him an awkward

John's Gospel.

1871.

1875.

1874.

History of the Irish People. 2 vols. 1881. Second
and enlarged edition. 1886.
He was a prominent member of the Manchester
Literary Club, and read before that society many
brilliant literary essays,

which

will

be found in

its

'
printed Papers.' It is the intention of the club to
reprint and publish Mr. O'Conor's papers, with a
biographical introduction, and I am sure your correspondent and many others will be glad of the
opportunity of perusing these really striking productions of a remarkably gifted man, whose death
was, and continues to be, felt as a great loss to
the social and literary circles of his adopted city.
C. W. S.

(7

HERALDRY: DESCENT OF ARMORIAL BEARINGS
With regard to the
vii. 132).
S. vi. 427, 496

th

;

descent of armorial bearings, might I be permitted
to suggest that the differencing of coat armour is not,

upon as MR.
armour was so
remem- differenced that no two members
any family,
ber well the flash of humour that sparkled in his however nearly related, ever bore exactly the same
on
the
of
a
lecture
church
an
yes as, during
delivery
coat, heraldry would become
impossible science,
defence, he ended an eloquent passage on the work except for the lucky few who happened to be heads
of the early Irish missionaries in Britain with the of houses.
It surely was never contemplated by
words, "Labouring for the conversion of the Saxon?, heralds that ninety-nine out of every hundred
[pointing to the writer] their successors are doing gentlemen of coat armour should have their arms
"
o this day
mangled by successive differences piled one upon
When his pamphlet on the Irish Massacre of another.
641 was in course of preparation, I asked him if
But that this, fortunately, is not the case I think
he intended offering it to some magazine, and that I am able to show. Two or three years ago I
e replied, with a characteristic smile, "No; the had my pedigree
placed on official record at the
"
editors are too fond of cutting and carving
The Heralds' College, which pedigree included, among
ittle work was a trenchant rejoinder to Miss Hickother things, my descent from the daughter and
opponent. Yet his geniality and courtesy, joined to
"
rare wit,
racy of the soil," endeared him even

a,

to those

who

differed

from him in views.

at least in England, so rigidly insisted

UDAL would imply 1

In

fact, if coat

of

I

!

*

'

!

jon, et

hoc genus omne,

It is to be regretted that his signature was not
'
>etter known to the readers of N.
Q.,' and it is
matter of painful though proud recollection to
ne that his last appearance in its pages was in

&

nswer to a stricture of mine on one of his historical
.obbies (6 th S. xi. 394).

eventual heiress of one Stephen Grosvenor, a cadet
of the Grosvenors of Dray ton, a junior branch of
I inquired at the time
the Grosvenors of Eton.
whether, in the event of my assuming the surname
and arms of Grosvenor, the kings of arms would
permit me to bear the simple arms of the Grosvenors of Drayton without a difference, or whether
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THE NIMBUS, OR AUREOLE

(7

th

S.

yii. 65).
is right

5t.

in

;

of heaven. The circle is a square perfected the square
Chrisin the language a diminished or broken circle."
tian Iconography/ vol. i. pp. 76, 77 (Bonn's edition).
;

'

Touching colour, the author speaks more doubt-

He

says (pp. 164, 165) :
colour of the nimbus is occasionally symbolical
a fact which is proved by the black nimbus, the ' nimbe
en deuil,' given to the traitor Judas ; Btill in numerous
instances it is purely hierarchical."

And

after describing how it is distributed in a
painting of the heavenly paradise which occurs at
the end of a MS. in the public library of Strasbourg, he observes that
u the
hierarchy of colours might easily, in ideas of th<
Middle Ages, have allied itself with symbolism. Gold i
the most radiant of all colours, and it is here awarded t<
saints of the highest eminence.
Silver, the colour of the
moon, which, though inferior to the sun, is ever his con
stant attendant, stands next in rank ; then red, or fire
colour, the attribute of those who struggle agains
passion, which is inferior to the two metals of golc

and silver, -> the sun and the moon, being merely
an emanation from the former; then green, the
of hope,

appropriately assigned to married
a
sort of yellow,
an equivoca
persons;
lastly,
tint, partly white and partly yellow, a mixed colour
to
saints
who
had
given
formerly been sinners, but bj
prayer and penitence had again become acceptable in th
eight of God."

Nothing

is

suggested as to the symbolism of a blu
it may be worthy of note that Mrs

nimbus, but

Jameson interpreted that colour

in religious art a
signifying heaven, the firmanent, truth, constancy

and

fidelity

('

Sacred and Legendary Art/

Japin says

^SiR JOHN FRIEND

vol.

i

(7

th

gives a short account of Sir

Le Nev<
John Friend, and John

monument was
"

:

Friend had risen from mean beginnings to great
His purse was more considered
credit and much wealth.
,han his head, and was open on all occasions, as the party
to
him. He had a commission for
Jacobite) applied
raising a regiment for King James, and he entertained
and paid the officers."
Vlacaulay calls him "a silly, ill-educated man,"
ind says that the multitude who were eagerly look-

ng put for his execution had been incensed against
aim by reports touching the exceeding badness of
his beer, and it was even hinted that he purposely
He was
supplied the navy with poisoned beer.
executed in 1696 for conspiracy against William
'
His trial is to be found in State Trials.'
III.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Beading.

Though unable to say whether there is a pedigree in existence of the family of this unfortunate
gentleman, executed for high treason in the reign
of William III. in 1696, yet allow me to refer to
*
the account of him given in Macaulay's
History
It is there said of him
of England/ chap. xxi.
that he was "a non juror who had, indeed, a very
slender wit, but who had made a very large fortune
by brewing, and who had spent it freely in sedition."

There is an interesting contemporaneous account
of his execution at Tyburn in company with Sir
William Parkyns,who was one of his co-conspirators,
and written apparently by an eye-witness, to be
found printed verbatim in

'

N.

&

nd
Q./ 2 S. i.^ 25.
was driven

It is there said that just before the cart

away from under the gallows Mr. Cook, probably
a nonjuring clergyman, pronounced over them the
absolution from the Visitation Service and it is
;

"
hanging above half an hour,
being a considerable time dead, they were cut
down, and quartered according to the sentence."
The three ministers who attended them in their
Mr. Collyer
dying moments are mentioned
(Jeremy Collyer probably), Mr. Cook, and Mr.

also

added that

Snet.

ST. SWITHIN.

p. 36).

Katherine's Church, where a

rected to his memory. Sir John was born in St.
aterines p'cinct by the tower," and was also a
He was one of the Commissioners of the
irewer.
He married
Sxcise, and was knighted in 1685.
Butcher and secondly a
irst a daughter of
Huntington, of Stanton Harlaughter of
He built the brewhouse in the
:ourt, Oxon.
Vtinories called "Sir John Friend's Brewhouse."

The

colour

2, 'so.

7

:

"

vn. MAR.

Gibbon wrote a pamphlet called The whole Life
nd Conversation of Sir John Friend.
Le Neve
"
Friend, of St. Kateays he was the son of
ines p'cinct, brewer, no descent higher to be
ound." His father died 1665, and was buried in

taking the square nimbus as a sign that the person
distinguished thereby was living at the time when
the representation of him was made
"Men who had attained an undoubted and recognized
degree of sanctity were honoured during their lifetime
with the nimbus a fact which is positively asserted by
John the Deacon, and repeated on his authority by Ciampini ; but in order to preserve the high position due to
departed saints, the nimbus of the living saints was square.
was held inferior to the circle by PythaThe square
goras and the Neo-Platonists. The square, according to
their doctrine, was a geometrical symbolic figure employed to designate the earth ; the circle was the symbol

fully.

s.

'

they would insist on mangling it first ; and the
reply which I received, and have still for I have
not destroyed the letter was to the effect that most
certainly I should be entitled to bear the arms undifferenced, and that, moreover, the kings of arms
had no power to difference them. My informant
was himself an officer of the college, and therefore I may say that the authority is absolute and
settles the question.
Surely poor younger sons
would be badly off indeed could they not even bear
ARMIGER.
their family arms unmutilated.

According to Didron, H. DE B. H.

[7*

after

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

S. vii. 47).

*

HOWE FAMILY (7 th S.
Monumental Inscriptions

In
348).
of the British

vi.

Archer's

West

In-

7th s.

VII. MAR.
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2, '89. J

the only notice of the name of Howe is an
ascription at The Palisades, Port Royal, as fol

lies'

verbialia Dicteria

and Owen repeats

177

'

(Decade
it

in his

which appeared
Epigrams (i. 53)."

16),
'

ows
"Here
:

lies the body of Stephen Howe, Esq., Brigadr.
and Coll. of the 5th West India Regt., died 19 day
July, 1796, aged 33 years."

3enl.
>f

B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

iu 1566,

'

EDWARD BENSLT.
VILLON

(7

th

The

S. vii. 109).

line given

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE
Mais ou sont

les

by MR.

neiges d 'an tan]

reminded me of the beautiful ballad ' The
Snow,' written by Samuel Lover, the words of
which are as follows
An old man sadly said, " Where 'a the snow
That fell the year that 's fled where 's the snow ? "
As fruitless were the task of many a joy to ask
As the snow.
The hope of airy birth, like the snow,
Is stain'd on reaching earth, like the snow
at once

BOOK MUSLIN

th

Will. Beck, in
,he 'Draper's Dictionary,' gives the following quota'
:ion from some one writing in 1690
" The advantages of the East India
Company is chiefly
in their Muslins and Indian Silks, and these are becoming
Fashion is truly terme
the general wear in England.
The dearer and scarcer the commodity, th
i witch.
nore the mode.
Thirty shillings a yard for Muslins
and only the shadow of a commodity when procured."
In 'Social Life in Former Days,' by Dunbar,
copies are given of extensive mercantile orders sent
by the Elgin firm of Sir James Calder, of MuirIn one of these orders, sent to " Alex.
town.
Carstairs, merchant in Roterdame, and John &
(7

S. vii. 69).

:

William Gordones, merchants in Camphire," and
dated February 24, 1694, occurs the following
"Three peece muslen, wherof one fyne strip t about
thirty-six gilders the peece; one peece at thirty; an:

other at twenty-eight."

In this same work a letter is given written by Sir
Harrie Innes in 1716 " to the Laird of Thunderton" [Archd. Dunbar], in which the following
passage occurs
:

"If ye be to writte to Holland, cause bring home one
thousand weight of twyne ffor next years fishing. Also,
two or three pieces of holland musline I want, but I
understand nott how to commission for itt."

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

CAPT. MARRY AT (7 th S. vii. 9, 74). Frederick
Marryat was born "in Westminster," July 10,
1792. See 'Life and Letters of
Capt. Marryat,'
by Florence Marryat, 2 vols., London, 1872.
DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, W.C.

" DOLCE

FAR NIENTE"

(7

th

S. vii.

28, 111).

_

Will you allow me to rectify an error in
my letter
on "Dolce far niente," which
appeared at the last
reference?
"Incidio in Scyllam cupiens uitare
Charybdim" should, of course, be Incidis, &c.
The line is from Philippe Gualtier's
Alexandras,'
'

v.

As

301, written early in the fourteenth century.
regards the second "puzzling line," "Tempora

mutantur, nos et mutamur in illis," it will be best
;o
give a translation of Btichmann's own account.
The line, he writes,
according to Webster's 'Dictionary' (ed. by Goodp. 1374), quoted by Matthias Borbonius, a
merman, who made Latin verses, as a saying of the
Lothair I. ; but I have searched in vain for
this line in a
copy of Borbonius's 'JSTugje,' which ap>eared at Baslo in 1536.
With the transposition et nos,
he line is already contained in Andreas
Gartner's Pro'is,

rich, 1862,

'

:

:

While

A

'tis

sparkling in the ray, 'tis melting fast away,
Like the snow.

cold deceitful thing is the snow,
it come on dove-like wing
the false

Though

'Tis but rain disguis'd appears,
tears,

snow
and our hopes are frozen
:

Like the snow.

I do not possess Villon's poems nor their translation, but perhaps MR. LEE can say whether Lover,
in comparing the transitoriness of our joys and our
hopes to last year's snow, was indebted to Villon's
ballad, which furnishes this line, "Where's the
snow that fell the year that 's fled ? "
poet does
sometimes borrow from his Parnassian brother,
"
as Lord

A

but,
Byron says, he had better borrow
anything (excepting money) than the thoughts of
another they are always sure to be reclaimed."
I think the question may be asked Did Lover
:

"borrow" the metaphors in his lyric either from
Villon or from some precedent poet ?
FREDK. RULE.
Ashford, Kent.

ALDERMEN OF LONDON

(7

th

S. vii. 128).

Many

nteresting particulars respecting the aldermen
from A.D. 1579 to 1664 maybe found in 'Remembrancia,' privately printed by the Library Committee of the Corporation of London, 1878.
It
would seem from this volume that the aldermen
from
the
of
one
ward
frequently passed
presidency
to that of another, e. g. (p. 287), Sir John Watts,
elected
alderman
of
clothworker,
Aldersgate in
1594, removed to Tower Ward in 1601, back to
Aldersgate in 1605, and to Langbourn in 1606, in

which year he became Lord Mayor. When did this
custom of removal cease ? We never meet with it
n more recent times.
J. MASKELL.

DOMESTIC HISTORY

:

COURT OF CHARLES

II.

7 th S. vii. 108).
Full particulars of this murder
will be found in the volume of ' State Trials ' re-

ating to that date.

J. ST.

CHAPMAN'S 'ALL FOOLS': "To
VALSINGHAM " (7 th S. vi. 47). Since

V.

S.

SIR THO.

writing the
,bove I have searched in vain for the copy of 'All
i'ools
which Mr. J. P. Collier said he possessed
'

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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containing this dedication.

Dr. Garnett, of the

whom

also I applied to know
I could find a sale catalogue of Mr. Collier's

British

Museum,

to

where
books and MSS., most kindly searched it himself
without finding any copy. Not at all willing to
bring forward another charge of forgery against
Mr. Collier without good proof, I would earnestly
ask any readers of this who may know of the

whereabouts of Mr.

copy

Collier's alleged copy, or of any
'
of 'All Fools containing this dedication, to

make known

the same.
While, however, not willing to bring such a charge without due proof, I am
bound to say that I cannot detect in this sonnet
such traces of Chapman's style as would enable me
to say that, judging from this, I believe it to be his.

BR. NICHOLSON.

THE KOSE,

THISTLE,

AND SHAMROCK

(7

th

S.

C. C. B. says, "It is
207, 311, 429, 455).
well known that the elder Pliny, discussing the
etymology of the name Albion, suggests that our
island may have been so called from the white
roses which abound in it."
So far as I know the
vi.

only mention which Pliny makes of Albion is iv.
1, 30, 102 (Sillig), where no explanation of the
name is to be found.
A. FELS.
Hamburg.

" THE ONE " AND " THE OTHER

"

th

(7

S. vii. 25).

Questions of grammatical propriety are so often
nothing but quibbles and quirks that I think the
REV. MR. SPENCE should have set down three or
four instances of vicious expression at the same
time that he drew attention to the evil practice.

The Authorized Version seems

to contradict itself

It begins by saying " we are
a sweet savour," and then that " we are a savour
"
"
of death unto death
to
them that perish." How
can that be ? Still that does not affect the grammatical point raised.
Does MR. SPENCE find that
those who err, err also as to " this" and "that " in
sentences of similar purport? for they evidently
are similar, and should follow one rule. The forms
celui-ci, celui-la, render the mistake almost impossible in French.
C. A. WARD.

in the passage cited.

On the day that I read MR. SPENCE'S note I also
read this sentence in Pearson, ' On the Creed,
art. iii. (1848, p. 235):

"Jesus increased

in wis-

dom

and stature (Luke ii. 52) ; one in respect of
his body, the other of his soul."
W. C. B.

BURTON (7 S. vi. 443, 517; vii. 53). It may
interest MR. PEACOCK that a copy of the '
Anatomy
in my possession is the second
edition, and the title
accords with his description in every
particular.
It has the following entry by me on the
:
th

fly-leaf

"Purchased October 5tb, 1841, of Edward Lumley
Chancery Lane ; cost 6s. 6rf." At this shop I me
with several other

rarities

about that time.

HENRY W.
Wells, Somerset.

LIVETT, M.D.

[?*

s.

vn. MAR.

BETHAM (7 th S. vii. 9). Looking at a
Staffordshire by Robert Morden, I find a

2,

m

map

of

Betham
This may

)etween Wollgaston and Otherson.
"ead to the name of the parish.

ALFRED CHARLES

JONA.S.

Swansea.

This place

given as Botham, in the hundred
in the county of Stafford, and
marked as the residential seat of one gentleman,
)f

is

Totmonslow,

by Adams in his

'

Index

Villaris,'

printed in 1680.
C. GOLDING.

Colchester.

LONG PERNE COURT

(7

th

S. vii.

109).

If I

might hazard the guess, Perne seems to be a corruption of the law Latin term firma, derived from
A.-S. feorme, food. Stephens defines/gorme thus
"
Farm, or feorme, is an old Saxon word signifying
provisions, and it came to be used instead of rent or
render, because antiently the greater part of rents were
reserved in provisions in corn, in poultry, and the like:

the use of money became more frequent ; so that
a farmer (firmarius) was one who held his lands upon
payment of a rent or feorme; though, at present, by a
gradual departure from the original sense, the word
farm is brought to signify the very estate or lands as
held upon farm or rent."
till

In the glossary to 'Boldon Buke' (Surtees Society,
1852)jfirma, orferm, is described as the sum estimated from the assize rents, the fines, and other
issues of the county courts, and rendered yearly by
the sheriff of each county on behalf of each county.
Bailey defines firma, as used in a different sense,
"a
as
tribute antiently paid towards the entertainment of the King of England for a night." Dr.
Littleton gives the same meaning as Bailey.

JULIUS STEGGALL.
"

THERE

's

"
th
I WEEN
S. vi.
(7
of a song in the 'Uni-

A DIFFERENCE

The second verse

447).
versal Songster' (1825), vol. i. p. 269, commences
"
There ; s a difference between a beggar and a

queen," and continues somewhat similarly to MR.
KELLY'S version. There is a good deal of " patter"
after each verse, the first one beginning with the
"
line,
Merry Proteus of old, as by Ovid we 're
told."

The song

is

entitled

'

Beggars and BalladJ. F.

Singers.'
Liverpool.

SIR ANTHONY HART, LORD

IRELAND

MANSERGH.

CHANCELLOR

OF

A

th
S. vii. 7).
short memoir will be
(7
found in Foss's ' Judges of England,' vol. ix. p. 23.
Add. MS. 6674, fol. 288, opinion of Anthony
Hart, of Lincoln's Inn, upon the tithe suit of Des

Voeux v. Whittingham and Burton, 1815. Add.
MS. 21,507, fol. 464, letter to J. Wyatt, 1831.
DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

Does the following throw any

the
light on
mystery enveloping Hart's parentage, as stated by
your correspondent ?

7*

s.
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"I went this day to pay my compliments to Sir
A ithony Hart upon his appointment to the Lord Chanwhat he had declared
c llorship of Ireland. He repeated
u on his nomination, that he would take no part in
litics

p

&
t

or religion. I of course congratulated the country,

Entre nous, Sir Anthony, in his early days, was a
litarian preacher at Norwich."
:.

the above is culled bears
long letter from which
d ite "Brooks'd, October, 1827," and appears in
F ^Patrick's 'Life and Correspondence of Bishop

T ae

I oyle/ popular

edition, vol.

ii.

EBLANA.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS
g}\

pp. 34-35, Dublin,

_
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The commencement of a song, written by W. H. Bellamy,
W. Hobbs. May be obtained
WILLIAM H. CUMMINGS.

and set to music by John
tlrough any musicseller.

&o.

The Iliad of Homer done

Way.
&Co.)

S.

-into

By Arthur
(Sampson Low

English Verse.

Vol. II., Books 13 to 24.
'

IN the carefully phrased preface to his Virgil in English
transVerse,' Sir Charles Bowen likens the way of the
lator of the classics to a road strewn with the bleaching
bones of previous pilgrims. Yet it is a road that always
finds a fresh Child Roland to sound again the slughorn
One of the latest gentlemen
of its hopeless enterprise.
adventurers on this track is Sir George Young:, who, in
a tall volume, with Triptolemus in a winged car on the
cover, presents us with a new version of him who, above
"
" saw life
singer
steadily, and saw it whole," the
all,
of sweet Colonus, and its child." It would take a considerable space to compare him with the Plumptres,
Kennedys, Whitelaws, and Lewis Campbells who have
already essayed the presentment of Sophocles in English
verse, and it is obvious that such a comparison could not
be here attempted. But from his very excellent preface,
(which is in itself a kind of manual of the translator's art,
iwe gather that his aims have been of a kind so distinct
from those of his predecessors as to justify the reader
in taking him upon his own merits. He has borne in
mind the supreme canon of Dante Rossetti that, in translating, it is not permissible to turn a good poem into a
and he has moreover remembered that an
jbad one,
English translation should be in English. So far as we
have been able to test his labours he has succeeded in
what he has attempted. His blank verse is careful and

j

i

|

I

scholarly, and rises easily where elevation is required,
[n the lyric passages he is not always so happy, but in
where he has employed some of the choric
many of these,
measures of ' Atalanta in Calydon,' his success is signal.
Bis book we imagine will hold the field for a long time

new comers.
Of Mr. Way's Homer what

gainst all

'

'

shall be said that has
been said by the crowd of critical witnesses who
somewhat to the defacement of his volume) he has
iummoned in support of his second and final instalmem
f the ' Iliad 1
His swinging, strenuous verse is stil
lelightful to read; his English is manly, plain, and onl^
archaic
liscreetly
; and the abiding effect of his work is
ot

'

The Roxlurghe Ballads. Part XVIII. Edited by Joseph
Woodfall Ebswortb, M.A., F.S.A. (Printed forth*
Ballad Society.)

UNDER Mr.

Ebsworth's care, and as a result of his undaunted labours, one more volume, the penultimate of
this most precious collection, is now practically completed. Half only of it is as yet issued. For the delay in
ihe appearance of the remaining half the lukewarmnesa-

members who leave their subscriptions in arrears is
The whole is ready for the press, and some
way has been made with vol. vii. We cannot hope to
bring pressure upon dilatory or recalcitrant subscribers.

of

We

can only urge how important it is that this portion
of the society's work should be concluded, and how desirible that the services of the most competent and thfr
best informed of editors should be retained. Where, asin this case, the work is wholly a labour of love, and
ideal service is rendered with no thought of personal advantage, it would be ill policy to coquet too long with
such advantages. In the present instalment Mr. Ebsworth,
after an editorial prelude in the characteristic strain,
resumes the series of " Ballads of Good Fellows," in which
r
are such priceless compositions as Phillida Flouts Me,
4
Hallo my Fancy,' Wade's famous song in praise of
" the leather
'The
Noble
bottel,"
Prodigal (which the
editor is inclined to ascribe to Thomas Jordan), and manyothers of equal merit and popularity. A group of " Legendary and Romantic Ballads," to the index to which is
affixed a marvellous design, includes Montrose's nobl&
"
lines beginning My dear and only love, I pray," with a
second and a third part ; ' The Famous Flower of ServingMen '; The New Balow '; Johnny Armstrong's Last
Good-Night '; and ends with The Spanish Ladie's Love,'
which has always been a signal favourite of ours. Mr.
Ebsworth's introductions supply in the pleasantest
fashion a large amount of erudition drawn from the
most varied quarters. The quotations alone which he
introduces, now from Brome's plays, now from Wells's
Joseph and his Brethren,' show how wide is the rangeof his knowledge and his sympathies. In short, the
appearance of another part is welcomed like the temptation to a summer ramble or frolic, harmless, necessary,
and under such tutelage delightful.
'

The Dramas of Sophocles rendered in English Verse,
Dramatic and Lyric. By Sir George Young. (Bell

& Sons.)

lifting of the reader's spirit which is certainly not the
worst or least sympathetic state of mind in which to
follow "the light of the Maeonian Star."

a

responsible.
th

My ancestors were Englishmen,
An Englishman am I, &c.
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The Travels of Dr. Richard PococJce. Edited by James
Joel Cartwright, M.A., F.S.A. Vol. II. (Printed for
the

Camden

Society.)

CLOSE upon the heels of the

first volume of this interesting record of travels in the last century treads the second.
The period during which the journeys recorded took
place consists of the years 1754, 1756, and 1757. Beginning in Lancashire, where he arrives from Ireland, Dr.
Pococke wandered by way of the West of England and
Wales to Bath, and so down the valley of the Thames to

He then proceeded to Kent, and visited thesouth coast from Margate to Weymoutb, returned to
London, and subsequently revisited Wales. Many spots
of highest interest are, of course, included in these tours.
His observations are often acute, and much curious information is to be extracted. How completely a thing
of the past is drinking gea-water, which is one of the
purposes for which people in 1754 visited Margate and
Brightelmston (sic), though it prevailed in the North weremember so late as 1840. We find that bathing machines
were in use in 1754 in Margate. They are noticed, howOur author's observations are often
ever, as curiosities.
regrettably brief. It is a pity, moreover, that he had not
a further acquaintance with literature. In speaking of
London.
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Sir James Ley, the first Earl of Marlborough, it is said
that he died without an heir. This may be true; but
Milton's sonnet to Lady Margaret Ley, beginning
Daughter to that good earl, once president
Of England's council,
with
advantage have been mentioned. Dr.Pococks's
might
admiration for scenery remains noteworthy for the time
His editor eays, justly enough, that
in which he wrote.
"
while his remarks on places and things, based upon his
own observation, are unimpeachable and of high interest
none of his statements or theories touching hisor antiquarian matters should be
torical, genealogical,
Of how many
accepted without careful scrutiny."
travellers since the days of Herodotus may not the same
in other
is
not
evidence
be said
accepted
Hearsay

v* s. vn.

MAR.

2,

m

PAUL NEUBNER'S " Antiquariat " (Cologne, Passage,
43-47) has lately issued a catalogue (No. 13) containing
many interesting memoirs of celebrated statesmen,
alike of old and modern times, commanders by land
and sea, economists, and others, as well as genealogies
)f German, Dutch, and even British noble
houses, the
last being represented by the Butlers and the
Campaells.
Among the statesmen and commanders we find
Great Britain to the fore with a Blake and a Frobisher
among sea captains, a Fox and a Pitt among statesmen,
a Romilly among jurists and philanthropists, side by side
with a Eugene of Savoy, a Humboldt, a Bismarck, a
Gambetta, a De Witt, a Sully, a Cornelius Sulla, and a
Garibaldi, not to speak of a Washington and a Lincoln.

!

Poet-Lore

places besides law courts.

Out in

the '45; or,

Holt.

(Shaw &

Duncan

Keith's Vow.

By Emily

S.

Co.)

The King's Daughter. (Same author and publishers.)
THE works in which Miss Holt seeks to give a popular
and antiquarian view of different epochs in English his'
Out in the
tory multiply until they now form a series.
'

describes with archaeological accuracy the state of
the North and in London at the period of the
last Jacobite invasion, while the companion volume deals
with religious persecutions in Essex in the time of Mary.
In the vividness and truth of the scenes depicted
lies the chief among many attractions of these books,
which, for the rest, are written in admirable English.
'45

affairs in

The Journal of

the

Gypsy-Lore

Society.

Vol.

I.

No.

1.

(Printed for the Society.)
periodical, though in a certain sense a publication for specialists, cannot fail to have an interest
wider than the limits of the comparatively select numTo the anthropologist
ber of Romany-lore students.
and to the student and collector of folk-lore the Journal

THIS new

of the Gypsy-Lore Society must be a welcome addition
The names
to the literary resources at their command.
of C. G. Leland, F. H. Groome, and H. T. Crofton, among
and
of
Paspati of
English-speaking students of Romany,
Athens, Constantinescu of Bucharest, Pincherle of
Trieste, are in themselves a sufficient guarantee of the
value of the material which the united effort now being
made is likely to secure if duly supported. Among the
more noticeable contents of the initial number of the
'
Journal we would point to Dr. Constantinescu's Roumanian Gypsy Folk-tale,' the parent of which Mr.
Groome thinks has not yet been found. Its variants are
traced over a wide area, as far north as Norway, and as
The statistical information confar south as Greece.
cerning the gipsies in the German empire, contributed
by Dr. von Sowa, of Briinn, is useful and, in some cases,
The tables are official, and are supplemented
curious.
by facts obtained in personal visits to some of the gipsy
In not a few cases we read of the
colonies named.
almost entire Germanization of the Prussian gipsies,
"
"
one old woman remaining who knew
sometimes only
the Romany perfectly. The facts collected by Von Sowa
are alone enough to justify the foundation of the GypsyLore Society and of its Journal, while there is yet time
to gather up traditions which would otherwise soon be
lost beyond all hope of recovery.

The Life Register.
(West, Newman & Co.)
THIS work is intended to contain the records of birth,
and
to be filled up afterwards by
of
a
child,
baptism, &c.,

the

a proposed Philadelphia
under the auspices of
study of Shakspeare and
Browning. One of the editors (Miss Charlotte Porter)
has for more than two years past conducted Shakespeariana, an able periodical, to which we have from
time to time called the attention of our readers. If the
scheme be taken up by the American public, we shall be
somewhat curious to see how the two rather distinct
is

monthly magazine,
J. B. Lippincott

&

title

of

to be devoted,

Co., to the

suits re{

will be found to work together.
MK. ARTHUR MEE, F.R.A.S. (editor of the South Wales
'
Carmarthenshire
Press, Llanelly), has commenced
rig

Notes, Antiquarian, Topographical, and Curious,' which
appear first of all in the journal, and will be afterwards
reproduced in permanent form.
THE Plainsong and Mediaeval Music Society, among

the objects of which is the reproduction in facsimile of
Inearly unpublished music, is the latest of societies.
tending members may address the hon. sec., Mr. H. B.
Briggs, 40, Finsbury Circus.

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondenta
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
"
to head the second

communication

Duplicate."

H. T. wishes to know in what numbers of the Fortnightly Review or other periodical appeared Lichtenberg's criticism on the acting of Garrick.
In 1815 an absolute
F. E. T. C. ( Grist Tax ").
prohibition on the delivery of wheat out of warehouse
and its importation for home consumption until the price
reached 80s. per quarter was imposed. In 1822 this Act
was amended, and in 1828 a eliding scale was established.
PROF. FELS (" Which is correct, ' The first two centuries or The two first centuries ? ").
The former.
S. E. DRUITT.
Query not traceable.
'

'

'

NOTICE.

himself with the principal events of his life. If these
records were conscientiously filled in and preserved,
what a curious contribution to the world's history would
they not make, and what trouble would they not spare

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and

biographers

to this rule

!

"at

we caa make no

exception.

;h

s.
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MATTHEW CONCANNEN.
There are so very many pitfalls for even the
most careful investigator into the literary history
of the earlier half of the last century, that one
ought to make statements with a great deal of

Probably the journalism of the period
"
"
the most
slippery of all its manifold phases.
No more striking illustration of this could be given
bhanMatthewConcannen's 'Speculatist.' Ever since
'
Pope carelessly alluded, in a note to the Dunciad/
"a
to Concannen as the author of
paper called the
'Speculatist," it has been the custom to regard this
a periodical. Nathan Drake who, how\roik as
ever, can scarcely be regarded as an authority
las carefully propagated this error, and even so
fareful and painstaking an inquirer as Mr. Leslie
Stephen has been led into making the same mis;ake.
It must, however, be remembered that the

reservation.
i.s
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scribers

was a trumped-up story of the Tory jour-

nalists.

Concannen was a contributor to the British
Journal and to the London Journal in 1725, and
They were both Walpossibly before that date.

The British Museum file of the former is
polian.
'
at the binder's," where it will probably remain for
an indefinite period, so that I am compelled to
confine myself to the London Journal.
It was in
this periodical for Oct. 16, 1725 (No. 325), that
'

Concannen's paper on Ambassadors appeared. As
'
six others precede this in the
Speculatist,' they
must have been published in the British Journal.
of
the
were
first
Seventeen
essays
published in the
London Journal from Oct. 16, 1725, to Oct. 26,
and
these
deal
with
'Re1728,
'Ambassadors/
'
formation of the Law (four papers), Duelling,'
'Street Bobberies,' 'Insolvent Debtors,' 'Dis'

'

tributive Justice,' 'Stockjobbers/ 'Encourage'
'
of Learning,' Commentators,' a novel, The
Frauds of Booksellers/ 'The Nobility of Blood/
'
'
Comedy/ and Stage Plays.' There are fifty-one
essays in all, and of these the remaining thirtyfour appeared in the British Journal.
The essays

ment

are far above the then average newspaper articles,
the writer expressing himself in clear and forcible
whose
English, and the charge made by Pope
'
'
Miscellanies are unfavourably criticized in one
paper that they were scurrilous is utterly false.

In the London Journal, the pseudonyms assumed
"
"
"
by Concannen are Philonomos and Poplicola,"
whilst in the British he used, at various times,

no fewer than seven,

viz.,

"Will.

Sharpsight,"

V.," "Paul Poorwit," "Peregrine Ramble,"
Seventh Son," and "Civicus."
Justicola,"
The title of the work in question is as follows :
" The
Speculatist : a Collection of Letters and
Essays, Moral and Political, Serious and Humor"
ous ; upon various subjects (pp. [viii] 283). It was

"A.
"

"A

"

over against the Royal
published by J. Walthoe,
Exchange in Cornhill," the second edition being
dated 1732.* In the introduction, it is distinctly
" all
stated that the essays and letters were
published either in the London or the British Journalst
"
on the day they bear date."
They are not," the
"
now republished from any
author goes on to say,
Speculatist' is a very rare book, and that the British opinion of their excellence, but to refute the
Museum was without a copy until April, 1886. calumny of a rancorous and foul-mouthed railer
'
sut Drake, in his
Essays on the Eambler/ &c., who has asserted in print that the author of them
nakes matters worse by repeating an absurd fiction wrote several scurrilities in those papers." The
" railer " was
ririch is inexcusable, because he knew of, had read,
Pope, of course ; and this is only
md quotes from Conannen's defence against the
*
The first edition must have been published in 1730,
ttack by the Grub Street Journal (Nos. 35 and
It is also evident that Drake had never seen as it is referred to in the Cfrul Street Journal of Aug. 13,
J8).
'
in which appears an amusing bit of bantering ;
"
1730,
he Speculatist.' He states that the subscribers
Concannen being desired, among other things, to have the
lad reason to complain that it was little more than
humorous papers marked in the next edition with an
republication of our author's former periodical asterisk, so that there shall be no mistake !
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another instance of his mean-spirited and unscruto admire
pulous character. It is not possible

Concannen, who decided, when he arrived in
London, whether to write for or against the ministry
by tossing a halfpenny ; but Pope here plays a
discreditpart which is dishonest and thoroughly

[7* a. vii. MAR.
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and copies of which are
sometimes met with at enhanced prices in secondhand booksellers' catalogues. For example, the
other day in such a catalogue I saw a copy of Mr.
Punch's Guide to the Chinese Collection ' offered
are, perhaps, forgotten,

'

for 3s.

It

was published, price

6d., in the

year

1844.

able.

The Speculatist' was attacked by the Grub Street
A
Journal, as will be seen from the^ foot-note.
in the Daily
reply from Concannen appeared
Journal, to which he was a contributor, of Sept. 8,
In this defence Concannen repudiates the
1730.
*

statement, which is still current, to the effect that
Swift assisted him at some time or another. He
declares that he never saw Swift but four times in
his life, and that he had never conversed with him
" at one of which times I dined with
but twice,
him, and he then expressed some intentions to
serve me, which he declined at the next visit I

It might be interesting to give the titles and
dates of publication of other works in connexion
with Punch that were " published at the Punch
Office, 194, Strand," or at a later date at the
"
Punch Office, 85, Fleet Street." Gilbert Abbott
'
a Beckett's two tiny volumes The Almanack of
the Month (1846), illustrated by Doyle, bore the
latter address on their title-pages, although they
had no connexion with the weekly journal.
copy of those two volumes is now worth 17s. Punch
'

A

was commenced July 14, 1841, at 13, Wellington
Street, Strand ; and in the second volume and its
successors appeared Albert Smith's
paid him, and I never made any more application immediate
1
to him." The Grub Street Journal does not rest
Physiology of London Evening Parties,' in which
with reproducing the defence in its issue of he first introduced the Mr. Ledbury whom he
'
September 24, but follows it up with Mr. Con- afterwards turned to much account. The illustracannen's Second Letter,' which is described as tions were chiefly by Newman, with a few by
"being an explanation of his first," and adding "Phiz." He then contributed to Punch his Curioinsult to injury by stating that it was rejected by sities of Medical Experience,' in the number con" M.
the Daily Journal, signing it
C.," and thus taining No. 10 of which series appeared Thackeray's
To the third
pretending that it was in reality by Concannen 'Legend of Jacobrahim-Heraudee.'
volume Albert Smith contributed 'The Medical
himself
'
Concannen also contributed several pieces of Students New Series,' and the Physiology of
illustrated by Leech; and to the
poetry to the London Journal, his first appearing the London Idler,'
'
on Nov. 19, 1726. It is a translation from Horace fourth volume Side-Scenes of Society,' illustrated
republished and
(Ode viii. bk. 4). This brings me up to another by Leech. "Were any of these
"
The Physiology
point which needs a slight correction. It has been issued from the Punch Office ?
*
stated that the Flower-Piece a Collection of Mis- of London Evening Parties was republished, and
'
of Society,' but by D.
cellany Poems,' printed for J. and H. Walthoe, I think the Side-Scenes
Were ' Punch's Heathen Mythology ' and
1731, was formed by Concannen. I cannot find Bogue.
'
any grounds for this statement. The address of the Labours of Hercules,' illustrated by Hine, re" The Publisher to the Reader " would not seem to
published at the Punch Office ?
show that Concannen acted either as editor or
In the third volume of Punch, 1842, were comBut here again it would be unwise to menced 'Epistles of Punch to his Son,' shortly
publisher.
be dogmatic, for the 'Miscellanea' (third part, afterwards altered to ' Punch's Letters to his Son ';
'
1701) was "Published by Jonathan Swift," &c. and in the next volume appeared The Story of a.
The meaning of the word "publisher" has evi- Feather,' both productions being illustrated by
"
dently changed. It contains several of his poems, Kenny Meadows.
They were republished at the
*
besides The Kite of P. Bacon, verses by Mallet, Punch Office," 1844, in two five-shilling volumes,,
Ambrose Phillips, Allan Ramsay, Buncombe, with the name of the author " Douglas Jerrold."
'
Frowde, and others. Several had appeared in the His 'Punch's Complete Letter- Writer was also
"
"
London Journal.
W. ROBERTS.
republished at the Punch Office in a half-crown
10, Charlotte Street, Bedford Square.
volume, 1845. Gilbert A. a Beckett's 'Comic
"
Blackstone was also republished at the Punch
Office" in a half-crown volume, and the same
'
'
THE 'PUNCH' PUBLICATIONS.
author's Rejected Comedies (1844) at one shilOf late years the publications issued in connexion ling. In the same year at the same office were re"
with Punch have been numerous as well as impor- published Punch's Anti-Graham Wafers," price
"
Punch's Anti-Graham Envelopes,-' price
tant, including the republication of the social 2dL, and
'
Punch's Almanack was also issued, price
sketches by Leech, Keene, and Du Maurier, and Id.
In the earlier days of 3d., and 'Punch's Pocket-Book,' price 2s. 6d.
the cartoons of Tenniel.
Punch now more than a generation ago there Leech did all the etchings for the Pocket-Books up
were also many extra publications, some of which to the issue for 1849, when, except the folding
*

!

:

'

:

'

'

'
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the page illustrations
(' Higgledy Piggledy '),
on wood with a tint.
In 1844 also was "published at the Punch
"
a half-crown volume, gilt-edged and in
'ffice
:iff paper covers, Punch's Snapdragons for Christlate

ere

'

{
j

illustrated with four steel engravings by Leech.
of writers are given to the 112 pages of
One of the four illustrations by Leech
etterpress.
'
Prose
in 1852 as the frontispiece to
ias,'

".To
]

names

eappeared
Verse/ by Mark Lemon, the book of which
Prose and
Douglas Jerrold said "you meant
'
Worse." It illustrates the article Christmas Eve

md

a Sponging-House,' which, therefore, we know
be Mark Lemon's contribution to the previous
'
volume. Were Punch's Guide to the Watering'
'
places and The Lions of London republished as
"
"
the Punch Office 1
separate issues from
'A Bowl of Punch,' by Albert Smith, illustrated
in

io
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Mr. B. Webster, Lessee of the Haymarket Theatre,
Comedy illustrative of English
Manners.' Thackeray's 'Our Street' and 'The
Book of Snobs were issued from the Punch Office
in 1848 ; and, unless I am mistaken, the twenty
for the Best Original
'

'

monthly parts, in yellow covers, of Vanity
the manuscript of which had been rejected
also came from
by many London publishers
the Punch Office in 1847-8, though I think that
the two title-pages of the volumes bore the names
of Bradbury & Evans, 1848. It is worthy of mention that in a second-hand bookseller's catalogue,
December, 1888, the twenty monthly parts of
'Vanity Fair,' with the suppressed woodcut of
shilling

Fair

'

Lord Steyne, are

offered for 181 10s.

'

by Henning, Hine, and
Bogue, 1848, but was so

Sala, was published by
"
called
because some of

altered, however, and freshly illusappeared before the public in that

the ingredients
trated

first

CUTHBERT BEDB.
Miss MELLON.

Among the pictures in the loan
be seen at Burlington House is a
charming portrait (No. 176) by Romney of Miss
Mellon, concerning whom the Catalogue furnishes
collection

now

to

information

the

following
in the book, 'An Act,'
"Harriet, daughter of Matthew Mellon, the actor;
Punch, iv. 245.
born about 1775; followed her father's profession, and
Gilbert A. a Beckett's Comic History of Eng- first
appeared as 'Lydia Languish'; married, first, T.
land,' with Leech's illustrations, was published at Coutts, the banker, and, secondly, William, Duke of St.
the Punch Office in two vols., 1847-8. So also was Albaus died 1837."
the later edition of 1864. At the conclusion of the This notice is, of course, intentionally brief, but it
second volume of this work (the death of George contains (equally of course, unintentionally) as many
"
U.) its author states that he only bids farewell errors as lines. Miss Mellon's Christian name was
"
"
for a time
to his history, and that he hoped
to Harriot, not Harriet, and most certainly she was
resume " it on a future occasion. I imagine that not the daughter of " Matthew Mellon, the actor,"
Jiis design was
indeed I am not aware that there ever was an
(happily) not carried out.
Douglas Jerrold's Man made of Money,' with actor of that name.
twelve illustrations by Leech (1849, price 7s.), ^as
Her mother, who by a second marriage became
published at the Punch Office. So also were John Mrs. Entwisle, was the daughter of poor Irish
'
Leech's twelve coloured lithographs, The Rising peasants, name not given, and was at one period of
His Young Trouble- her life a member of a strolling company of players,
Generation,' pricellOs. 6d.
some,' price 7s. 6d was, I think, issued by "Brad- where her genius seems to have shown itself chiefly
bury & Evans." But Douglas Jerrold's Shilling in the fulfilment of the various, if modest, duties
Magazine was "published at the Punch Office, of wardrobe-woman, dresser, and money-taker. She
The first two volumes was subsequently a shopwoman at Cork, where she
92, Fleet Street," 1845.
contain Leech's twelve etchings to the editor's became acquainted with a young man who had,
'
History of St. Giles and St. James.' This maga- doubtless designedly, taken lodgings opposite, and
" Lieutenant Matthew
-zine extended to seven volumes
(1845-8), the last who described himself as
three of which were not illustrated. His five plays, Mellon of the Madras Native
Infantry," but con'Time works Wonders,' 'Bubbles of the Day,' cerning whom, even as to his name, which under
'
*
The Catspaw,' Retired from Business,' and St. the circumstances it may be supposed was assumed,
Cupid' (which was pronounced to be a misprint everything remains a mystery. Mrs. Entwistle
"
for
Stupid "), were originally issued, at one shil- used to state that on Twelfth Day, 1777, she was
ling each, from the Punch Office, and reissued by married to this lieutenant, in behalf of whom,
'"Bradbury & Evans "in 1853 in their collected when all trace of him was lost, she put in a claim
to have belonged to the aristocracy.
In the foledition, in 8 vols. of the works of Douglas Jerrold.
But his Chronicles of Clovernook were repub- lowing March he left her in London to proceed to
lished from his Illuminated Magazine at the Punch
India, where she was to join him when his finances
Office, with a frontispiece by Kenny Meadows, should afford the expense, which it appears they
1846.
never did or perhaps he died at all events she
Another issue from the Punch Office in 1844 was never saw him again.
*
Scenes from the Rejected Comedies by some of
Harriot Mellon was born after his departure,
the Competitors for the Prize of 500Z. offered
by that is to say not "about 1775," but on Nov. 11,
periodical."

The

first article

Ac., will be found in

'

;

'

*

,

41

,

c

'

:
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woman

appears

approaches.

It is

his

own

Dismayed, he falls on his knees and
" to
supplicates God
pour out a flood on the earth
!

that the brooks may overflow, the torrents rush
from the mountains, the plains be inundated, so
that his wife be compelled to retrace her steps."
His prayer is heard.
The
deluge descends.
floods obstruct her path, but cannot arrest the
young wife hastening to her doom. Manol prays
God " to send a great wind that may tear up the
plane trees, strip the pine trees, overturn the
mountains, so that his wife be compelled to return
to the valley." The storm rages in all its fury,
but his wife presses on

A

:

But yet the masons, the nine master masons,
Feel as they view her a trembling of joy,
Whilst that Manol, with grief in his soul,
Takes her in his arms, mounts up on the wall,
There sets her, alas and speaks to her thus
" Be
still, my beloved, rest here without fear,
For we will in jest, in jest, build thee in."
And Flora believed, gay-hearted she laughed,
Whilst that Manol, aye true to his dream,
Sighs low, and begins to build up the wall.
Slow rises the wall and covers his spouse
!

:

:

;

!

limbs."

!

!

'

young wife

me

!

CHARLES WTLIE.

A

deadly to

:

W.

Europe." With nine companions Manol began
the work, but an invisible power frustrated their
labours; the walls were thrown down as fast as
reared; each night destroyed the work of the preceding day. In a dream Manol has it revealed to
him that the charm will only cease when he and
his comrades swear to bury alive in the foundation
the first woman, wife or sister, who shall appear
the next morning at daybreak.
The morning
comes. Manol, aloft on the scaffolding, looks out.

'J

Still rises the wall and covers his spouse
TJnto her ankles, and unto her knees,
Unto her girdle, and unto her breast.
But she, woe is me bitterly weepeth,
And waileth again "Manol, Manol,
Master Manol enough of this jest.
O Master Manol
1 soon will be mother.
The wall fast bindeth and killeth my child.
My bosom in anguish weepeth tears of milk."
But Manol is silent and buildeth alway.
Still rises the wall and covers his spouse
Unto her ankles, and unto her knees,
Unto her girdle, and unto her breast,
Unto her eyes and unto her head ;
So that to the sight she no more was seen,
And so that hardly her voice could be heard
Within the wall moan " Manol, Manol,
O Master Manol the wall fast binds me,
And choketh my life."

in 1886. The
of biography,
but I have never heard that either the facts or
dates recorded have been called in question.

all

'tis

O Master Manol
The wall fast binds me and bruises my
Mnnol is silent and buildeth alway.

and of which a new edition appeared
book cannot be praised as a model

*

of this jest,

Manol, Manol,

my

THE BALLAD OF MANOL.' (See Kirk-Grims,'
7 th S. vi. 265, 349; vii. 13.) Among the folksongs of Eoumania this wild ballad holds a foremost place. Manol was the architect of the Church
of Arges, in Wallachia, built in the thirteenth century by the founder of the Principality of Wal" a church which still
lachia, Rodolph the Black,
remains one of the most complete monuments of
Byzantine art not only in the Principalities, but in

9,

!

Enough

interest to all her early surroundings. I may menstatement the memoir
tion as the authority for
by Mrs. C. Barron Wilson, first published in 1839,

Earl's Terrace, Kensington,

MAR.

Unto her ankles and unto her knees;
But then the poor one her laughing gave o'er,
seized on with fear, bewails herself thus
And,
"
Manol, Manol, O Master Manol

To the statement that she first appeared as
"
"
Lydia Languish should be added in London,"
for she had been on the stage from childhood.
Had she remained Miss Mellon, the actress, this
note might have been deemed unnecessary; but the
extraordinary career that culminated in her becoming the Duchess of St. Albans, after a marriage
with probably the richest man of his day, gives an
1777.

"

3,

[7th S. VII.

:

!

ARTHUR LAURENSON.
Lerwick.

PASTELS BY JOHN SAUNDERS.

th
(See 7 S.

vi.

Information as to this artist may
96.)
be found in Redgrave's 'Dictionary of English
*
'
Artists and also in Nagler's Kiinstler-Lexicon,'
published at Munich in 1835. The elder John
Saunders, or Sanders, exhibited in the exhibition
of the Royal Academy in 1771, contributing por461;

vii.

and subject pictures. His most cele'
'
brated pictures were a St. Sebastian in 1772,
and ' Jael and Sisera' in 1773; latterly he exThis
hibited crayons and water-colour drawings.
artist was evidently the painter both of the crayons
or pastels mentioned by CUTHBERT BEDE in his
article at 7 th S. vi. 461, and of those of the Postletraits in oil

thwayt family mentioned by MR. A. HARTSHORNE
I know very few details as to his
7 th S. vii. 96.
life, but he must have belonged to the Norwich
How he came to be in Worcestershire in
school.
1750 I do not know. His sen, John Sanders, jun.,
was a student at the Royal Academy in 1769, and
in 1770 gained the first prize (a silver medal) for
the best Academy figure. This I know from documents in the possession of the Sanders family.
John Sanders, jun., exhibited at the Royal Academy for the first time in 1775, sending a FoundSketches
ling Girl' and 'Jacob and the Angel.'
'
for these pictures, and those of his father, the St.
'

*

'
and the Jael,' are still in possession of
the Sanders family. He removed to Norwich about
She was
1778, and married a Miss Arnold there.
a very beautiful woman, and sat as his model for

Sebastian

many subsequent paintings. Some of these, and
portraits of her father and mother, are still extant.
died in 1825, and, I believe, was born in 1750;
but it was his father who was artist of the pastels

He

.

VII. MAK.

'
If CUTHBERT
N. & Q.'
MR. ALBERT HARTSHORNS would kindly

r

entioned lately in

]

EDE

i

j.

5

i

l

;

me

to see the pastels in question, it would
a descendant of the above-named
neatly interest
I should also be very much obliged to MR.
rtist.

low

W. HACKWOOD

he would kindly re-examine
nd find out the names of the pastelist he mentions
a his note at the second reference. Would CUTHERT BEDE kindly inform me as to the names of
he family who were drawn and pictured by my
ncestor, the elder John Sanders ?

j 1.
;

or
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if

PERCY CLARE.
24,

Duke

Street, St. James's.

A friend who
UNCONSCIOUS CEREBRATION.
himself an atheist avers that he awoke one
morning last year about 2 o'clock with the first of
he wrote them all down "mechanically," which
he explains as not without his volition (like Mrs.
Kate Fox Jencken or her baby, and other "writing
mediums "), but without " consciousness of what I
was about to write," and adding, " moreover the

my

ideas set forth are opposed to
real convictions,
and are not, so far as I am conscious, the revived
!

production of anything I have ever read or heard."
This last point is what I doubt, and expect that
some reader of ' N. & Q.' may convince us that he
only unconsciously remembered them
There 'a a Spirit in Man that 's unmeasured in Night,
Born for the Victory born for the Light
Born yet to conquer the Powers that oppress !
The Portals of Paradise call'd to possess.
Though toilsome its Path through the Ages afar,
Though 'tis bound to the Sod, it shall soar to the Star.
Though the Coils of the Flesh, with the Pow'rs of the
:

!

Air,

Have

Icagu'd to enthral it in Bonds of Despair,
Unscath'd in the Battle, unsing'd in the Flame,
'Mid Charnel's Corruption, itself and the same,
As Air of the Mountain, unfetter'd and free,
It breathes o'er the City, it sweeps o'er the Sea.
Though laps'd in Pollution, though sunk and deprav'd,
Through JBons of Anguish, it yet shall be sav'd.
Though its Garments be stain'd, though its Wings be defil'd,

A Star's on

its

Brow,

'tis

Eternity's Child.

These

lines appeared in the January
Lucifer, but were not sent by me.
F.
(Signed)

number

of

W. DYER.

E. L. G.

THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO. Some two or
three years ago in London every one was charmed
with a cleverly executed panorama representing
this battle ; but inasmuch as we were shown rows
of tall poplars on either side of the Brussels
road,
the artist introducing real trees into the
foreground
torn as with shot, it was
no trees exmisleading,

isting at the time represented.
in reply to
question, said,

The spokesman,

"This represents
my
the battle at half-past eight in the
morning "; and
it is to a
question of doubt as to the hour at which
the battle commenced that I think a
clearing note

'

'

of

Wellington relating to Waterloo.
Paris,
17th August, 1815. The battle began, I believe,
at eleven."
In the Eev. Edwin Sidney's ' Life of
Lord Hill ' we are told by the author that he was
dining at the house of his friend Lord Teignmouth
his first evening on his return from the battle. He
was asked at what time the action commenced.
He replied, " I took two watches into action with
me; on consulting my stop watch after the battle
was over I found that the first gun was fired at
ten minutes before twelve."

calls

these sixteen lines in his head, and, taking paper,

185

That a doubt existed
given in N. & Q.
from the first the following shows, taken from my
'
Records of the 18th Hussars (Clowes & Sons,
"Extract from a Letter from the Duke
1868):

may be

'

HAROLD MALET,

Colonel.

FREEDOM OF CITIES GIVEN TO WOMEN.

I read
in a paper
" The freedom of the
City of Barcelona has been given,
with due ceremonial, to the Duchess of Medina-Cseli
We
do
not
that the like has ever come
remember
(Celi).
to pass before that the freedom of a city has been conferred upon a woman."

been done in the City of Dublin, for I have
of twenty women, all spinsters, who
were admitted to their freedom between the years
1695 and 1751, taken from the muncipal records a
good many years ago. Of these two were admitted
It has

the

names

right of service, four apparently by special
grace, and the remaining fourteen in right of
in

birth.

HENRY

L.

TOTTENHAM.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCHERY. (See 7 th

S. v. 363.)
I have to suggest a further addition to your
of
list
books
on
the
of
valuable
subject
archery,
'
viz. , Antient and Modern Methods of Arrow ReE.
Morse.
It
is
an
S.
American
lease,' by
pamphlet of fifty-six pages, reprinted from the Bulletin
of the Essex Institute, vol. xvii., Oct.-Dec., 1885,
and contains a most interesting and intelligent description, with illustrations, of all possible (and

some apparently impossible) methods of arrow release, or loose, as gathered from observation, description, pictorial representation, sculpture, &c.,
whether ancient or modern, savage or civilized. It

back every method to the very simplest form
which every child adopts in its first trials with a
bow and arrow, and it further attempts to classify
by distinct ethnological differences all the gradual
divergences from this simplest method used by
children and even by the lower types of modern
traces

all sorts of variations up to the
modern European (called here the Mediterranean)
release and to the other most generally Eastern
method (called here the Mongolian), the main difference being that in the European the fingers, and
in the Eastern the thumb only are called into use.
In Col. Lane Fox's ' Catalogue of the Anthropological Collection exhibited in the Bethnal Green
Branch of the South Kensington Museum 1874'

savages through
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(printed by Eyre & Spottiswoode in 1877) will be
found a most complete and exhaustive description
of bows and arrows from all parts of the world

with

illustrations.

A

picture in the National Gallery, No. 292,
of St. Sebastian (1429-1498),
probably gives the best early representation of the
actual attitudes of archers and crossbowmen, who
were real warriors when other arms of precision
The artist was also a
were in their infancy.
sculptor, and is said to have been the first to study
anatomy for the purposes of art.
F. T. FOLLETT.
'

'

The Martyrdom

BOOKS OF TRAVEL.

am

fond of reading books
of travels in Europe which were undertaken before
the age of railways. The battle of Waterloo opened
the continent to Englishmen, and between 1815
and 1845 a long series of books of continental
travel was issued.
Most of these books will repay
a glance, some few are worthy of serious reading.
I

The observations made by

intelligent people

[7*

s.

VIL MAB.

9,

w.

than a century had elapsed after the Restoration.
Sir Harris Nicolas's ' Chronology of History ' and
several other books based on that valuable compilation give 1649 as the first of Charles II.
This mistake will not, I trust, prejudice your
readers against Mr?. Romer's writings.
They are
not very deep, but are bright and chatty, reflecting the better feelings of the time in which she

ASTARTE.

wrote.

SIXTEENTH CENTURY PRICE-LIST.

As the three
Grafton, Tottyl, and

sixteenth century printers

Toye were connected (by residence) with this
county of Pembroke, when I can do so on reasonable terms I like to secure specimens of their work.
The other day I purchased a black-letter square
18mo. volume, bound in the original parchment:
" Here in is contained the booke called Nouae Narrationes, the booke called Articuli Ad Novas Narrationes,
and the booke of diuersitees of courtes. Newly imprinted
1561.

In aedibus Richardi

who Not a

cum

Tottell,

privilegio."

inside the

very interesting
However,
were utterly uninfluenced by modern scientific
is a sheet of
paper, on which is printed in
discoveries and the popular theories on artistic binding
black letter a price-list. Some of the items quoted
and social subjects are sometimes most useful, as
are so curious that I venture to think a copy may
they bring home to us the fact, too often thrust
prove
interesting to readers of N. & Q.' There is
that
are
there
of
aside,
ways
viewing the world no date to the
price-list, but on a piece of paper
and our destinies beyond those popular at the
which covered it is written in a contemporary
moment.
handwriting the date November, 1573
lot.

'

The blunders these travellers made are sometimes amusing. I came yesterday across one that
has amused me extremely.
It occurs in Mrs.
Homer's ' The Rhone, the Darro, and the Guadalquiver : a Summer Ramble in 1842.' When this
lady visited Fontainbleau she was shown the table
on which Napoleon signed the Act of Abdication,
and read on a brass plate affixed to this historical
relic an inscription stating that this event took
" the
place in
twenty-first year of the reign of his
Mrs. Homer
Majesty Louis the Eighteenth."
thought, and I entirely agree with her, that the
of
a
should
be
counted
from the
years
king's reign
time he became king de facto, not as extending
over the months and years when he was but a pretender.
Had she been content with stating this
she would have done well, but she went further:
" The
of that other doomed

folly
race, the Stuarts
never went so far as to think that by a stroke of the
pen they could obliterate all recollection of the Commonwealth, and assume that they themselves had,
during the whole period of Cromwell's protectorate,
held the sceptre of the land that had driven them
"

into exile

(vol.

i.

p. 21).

This is an absolute mistake.
The year of the
Restoration was counted as the twelfth of Charles
II., and so Acts of Parliament were numbered and
so they are quoted in law books at the
present
time.
So determinately was the notion followed
that Charles II. began to reign immediately on his
father's death, that I do not think any calculation
of a different character could be found until more

:

Fragment.
Colloquintida the pound, xiiof.
Colloquintida the C containinge V, XX., v, li.
Coles the chauldre, vis. viiid.
Gotten silke, the clout containinge iiii pouude, iii,
Gotten threde, the bale, xii, li.
Gotten gold or silver, the mast containing ii, li. dt.,

li.

xiii*.

\i\\d.

Corall white or read, the mast containing ii. li. dt., xx.
Gotten hempe, the eacke co'taining iii C, iii, li.
Gotten hempe, the C containing V xx xii pound, xx.
Gotten he'pe, the dozen li, ii*. \id.
Corslet harness, the pece, xxs.
Cusshen clothes course, the dosen, xxiiii*.
Cusshen clothes of Hollande makinge the dozen, xxxs.

Curten ringes, the pound, viiid.
Cuttle bones, the M, xiii*. iiiicf.
Crewell

(Turn

over.)

for carpenters or joyners the dosen,

Compaces
Copper round or square the G containing

ii*.

V xx xii,

xl*.

Counters the nest containing iii in one, xxvi*. viiirf.
Counters the pece, ii*.
Gofers with barres, the nest containinge iii, xvi, *.
Gofers p!ain y e nest co'taining iii, vi*. viii, d.
Coddes beads the last containing xii barels, xl,

Coddes beads y e barel, iii*. iiii, d.
Codde fishe the laate containinge iiii C,

vi,

s.

li.

Codde
Codde

fishe the C containing vi, xx, xxx*.
fishe the barell, xs.
Cole fishe the C containinge vi xx, xx*.

Colliander sede the
xiii*.

C pou'd containinge vxxxii

mid.
B.

ii.

collo-

EDWARD LAWS.
Tenby

li,
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We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.
CISTERN FOR A DINNER TABLE. In
for September 7, 1677, Pepys records

his 'Diary'

187

a "survival" after its original use had ceased; ia
which case the likeliest employment of it would befor a wine cooler.
I should be very glad to obtain any other mention of the word or thing from the literature of the-

I to see the price of a
which is very pretty, and
But I will have one."

Copper Cisterne for the
they

demand

61.

or

11.

table,

for one.

14,

Norham Road,

Oxford.

A PETITION FROM THE LETTERS I AND U TODAVID GARRICK, ESQ.' This is frequently given
'

However, he did not quite make up his mind this
time, for on March 14, 1667/8, he says, "Thence
to the pewterer's to buy a pewter sesterne which I
have ever hitherto been without." He goes on to
say, "Anon comes my company, viz., my Lord
Hinchinbroke and his lady, Sir Philip Carteret
and his lady, Godolphin, and [some others]."
Doubtless, therefore, on this occasion his table was
graced with the cistern.
Hereupon a recent editor,

Dr. Mynors Bright, notes
"
A cistern was formerly part of the furniture of a
well-appointed dining-room. The plates were rinsed in
it when necessary during the meal ";
:

and he mentions a splendid cistern of silver preserved atBurghley.
Such a cistern, "worth above
700Z.,

MOUNT.

C. B.

:

"

Can any

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

one supply evidence, in particular, as to the disuse
of a cistern appearing on a dinner-table ?

belonging to the princesse of Denmark,"

was "stole from Berkley House" in 1695 (Luttrell) ; and such a cistern Mary Wortley Montagu
dreamt of as she inspected and coveted the rich
treasure of the Jesuits' Church at Cologne.
Here
are her saucy words :
" I had
wickedness enough to covet St. Ursula's pearl
necklace; but I went further, and wished she herself
["c] converted into dressing-plate. I should also gladly
see converted into silver a great St. Christopher, which I
imagine would look very well in a cistern." To Lady
Rich, August 16, 1716.

But now

for the use.
Can the "rinsing," with
attendant splashing and mess, have really been
" the
enacted, and on
table," only two centuries
ago, or less ?
Pepys bears testimony to the place
of it, and one would
scarcely suppose that so
gorgeous a piece of silver as the Burghley or
Berkeley House cistern should be relegated to the
sideboard or the floor.
It would be one degree
less nasty if we should
suppose the use to have
been the same which has been assigned (though I
believe incorrectly, together with the explanation
"
of the word) to an
^pergne, viz., as a
save-all," a
receptacle for bones and rejected fragments from
plates which were retained throughout the meal.
No doubt it was once the custom to make such a
The famous old " tub "
disposition of fragments.
its

of Winchester
College hall, still employed, is evidence for this. But here, as before, one is scarcely
disposed to associate so base a purpose either with
the handsome silver vessel or with the manners of
the eighteenth
One only alternative I
century.
can think of that the cistern
may have lasted on as

as the title of the pamphlet in which Sir John Hill
took Garrick to task for his faulty pronunciation on
the stage. I have been unable to find any pamphlet under this title in the British Museum Catalogue, and should be glad to know if I am right in

To David Garrick, Esq. the Petition of I on Behalf of Herself and Her Sisters,'
is the correct title of Hill's pamphlet, to which
G. F. K. B.
reference is so frequently made.
thinking that

'

:

EDOUART'S SILHOUETTES. What has become of
the fifty thousand silhouette, or "black shade"
" most
likenesses of the
eminent public characters
of the Nobility, the Church, the Military, and the
Bar from England, Scotland, and Ireland," cut by
M. Edouart between the years 1825 and 1835, or
later, of which, in his treatise on the subject, he
says he kept duplicates in about fifty indexed
folios ?
likeness took five minutes in cutting,
and the charge was five shillings. If the admirable
which include fullportraits given in the book

A

lengths of Daniel O'Connell, Buonaparte, and
Paganini, who assured the artist it was the first
uncaricatured likeness of himself he had seenare
fair specimens of M. Edouart's skill, the collection
should prove a valuable record of the somebodies
and nobodies of the decade. The artist tells us
that his silhouettes were seldom recognized by
sitters, but always by their friends, and hence the
Few of us, perreason of innumerable quarrels.
haps, are acquainted with the shape of our own
prodle.
The Leadenhall Press, E.C.

ANDREW W. TUEK.

LADY ASTON was the eldest daughter of Lord
Chancellor Northington. She married Sir Willoughby Aston, Bart., on December 26, 1772. I
should be glad to know the date of her death.
G. F. K. B.
"

LEFT - HANDED " TOASTS. The Gentleman's
Magazine for May, 1806, contains an account of
the murder of the Eev. Mr. Parker in 1806 under
the title of ' Netherwood Barn.' In this article
allusion is made to the drinking of the health of
the parson " left handed," both by the parishioners
after the Easter vestry and also at the midnight
meeting for arranging the murder. On reference
to the newspaper reports of the trial I find that the

188
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was, I believe, a lieutenant- colonel in the Guards
the 3rd Guards), in which regiment my granduncle Lome Campbell served, and was killed at
he battle of Alexandria in 1801. I cannot trace
he family further.
C. RUDDELL-TODD.
Union Club, Trafalgar Square, S.W.

witnesses laid great stress upon this drinking the
health of the obnoxious individual left handed, as
if this was the great sin, atid t^e destruction of the
individual so toasted only the natural sequence.
Is there any record elsewhere of this drinking healths
left handed as an avowal of bitter hostility ?

ESTB.
WORDSWORTH AND SHELLEY. The stanza at
BALFOUR FAMILY.- Can any one kindly inform he head of Shelley's 'Peter Bell,' quoted from
me who was the father of Sir William Balfour, of iVordsworth, does not appear in any edition of
Munquhanney and Pitcullo, co. Fife, who was Wordsworth I am acquainted with. Is it an exLieutenant of the Tower 1630-41, and died in
1660, leaving three daughters and one son Charles ?
The present representative of this Sir William,
through his son Charles, possesses the original
grant of arms and supporters in the sixteenth
century, to Sir James Balfour of Pittendreich and
Munquhanney (died 1584), and also the commissions in the Dutch army of Henry, his fourth
son, general in the army of the States of Holland.
This would suggest this son as being the ancestor
of Sir William Balfour, Lieutenant of the Tower ;
'
but neither Wood's Douglas's Peerage nor other
works containing printed pedigrees of the family
seem to afford a clue.
F. S. A.
'

purgated passage, or a practical joke

'
his Parallel Hisus that Dugald Stewart
divides government into four varieties, monarchy,
I have no
oligarchy, polyarchy, and mistarchy.
access to the works of the "Scottish Plato," but have
many dictionaries, and cannot find the word mistarchy, and do not understand what government is
so called.
Will some one of your learned readers
I will not insult Dugald Stewart by sup,elp me ?

MISTARCHY.

Mr. Prince, in

.ory,' vol. iii. p.

posing

him

to

459,

On

Feb.

1569/70,
at Christ Church, London, formerly the old conventual church of the Grey Friars, adjoining
Christ's Hospital, and within a few yards of the
"
Mathew Shak
spot where I write, were married
The exact words of the
spere and Isbell Peelle."
entry in the register from which I quote are these
" februarii 1569. The v
Daye was maryed Mathew
5,

:

tells

mean mistus-apxnE.

CURSING STONES.

SHAKSPEARE AND PEELE.

?

R. A. SHORT.

me any

COBHAM BREWER.

Can any

of your readers give
"
information about "cursing stones ?
E. M. B.

FOLHAM.
favour

me

Will any philological readers kindly
with any information which will throw

upon the etymology of this name ? I am acquainted with the opinions of Camden, Norden,
The first-named derives
Lysons, Faulkner, &c.
the word from the Saxon Fullonham= valuer um
domus, or resort of birds. Is there such a form in

light

Shakspere and Isbell Peelle." The last figure (9)
of the year, like others on the same page of the
A.-S. ? Early orthographies of the word Fulham
same year, has apparently been altered from 6
be sent me direct.
Was this Mathew related to would oblige. Answers might
i.e., 1566 into 1569.
CHAS. JAS. FERET.
the future poet, then aged some six or seven
49, Edith Road, West Kensington.
" the
years ? We know that George Peele,
City
JOHN SHAKSPEARE. If John Shakspeare died
poet," educated in the grammar school here,
1565-71, and afterwards at Oxford, was associated intestate (?), as is stated, in 1601, his widow or his
with Shakspere in after life ; that he was a son of eldest son must have taken out administration,
James Peele, the clerk of Christ's Hospital from and in the usual course of such proceedings a bond
November, 1562, to December, 1585 ; and that he would have been given by the administrator and a
was at one time connected with the Blackfriars surety (probably William Shakspeare himself), and
"
Playhouse as one of her Majesty's poor players.' the usual inventory of John Shakspeare's estate,
We know further that he was a shareholder in the real and personal, would have been exhibited. Is
theatre with the two Burbages, Shakspere, anc
there anything recorded about these important
twelve others, and died about 1598.
Shakpapers 1 It is most improbable that John
A. W. LOCKHARD.
unless under an
speare's property was dealt with
Steward's Office, Christ's Hospital.
administration, which I assume will be in the
Worcester or Lichfield District Registry Office if

ALLAN RAMSAY. I should feel obliged if anj
'
of the readers of N. & Q.' can give me any infor
mation of the family of Allan Ramsay whethe
any of the descendants of the poet are still alive
great-granduncle, General Sir Archibald Camp
bell, K.B., M.P. for Stirling, married the daughte
of Allan Ramsay, the painter (the son of the
poe
Allan Ramsay). Allan Ramsay, the painter's son

My

preserved.

C.

MARSHALL.

The
63rd Foot formerly wore as regimental badges a
How were
fleur-de-lis and an eight-pointed star.
There is no official
these distinctions earned?
It has been suggested that the fleur-de-li s
record.
commemorated successes against the French in the

REGIMENTAL BADGES OF THE 63RD FOOT.

7th s.

VII. MAR.
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9, '89.]

Vest Indies, notably in 1859, and that the star
vas granted for distinguished service in America,
It may be that the authority for the
.775-1783.

was lost, with other docuvearing of these badges
nents, when the regimental baggage was captured
n Holland in 1795. The regiment was nicknamed
'

When

The Bloodsuckers."

and why 1
GUALTEKULUS.

When was the word landused; and by whom] I have heard
Dean Swift mentioned, and Mr. Chamberlain.
M. K.
LAND-GRABBING.

jrabber

1

first

'THE EING OF AMASIS.' What are the facts
apon which Owen Meredith founded his story
The Eing of Amasis (1863) ?
JAMES D. BUTLER.
'

Madison, Wis., U.S.
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He appears to
Dove, Bishop of Peterborough.
have used as his arms Gules, a saltire ermine,
the
old
Nevill arms, Or, frette"
quarterly with
gules on a canton per pale ermine and or a ship

EDWARD DOVE.

P.

sable.

SUGAR-TONGS.
According to Macaulay, Dr.
Johnson pronounced the French to be an indelicate
people, because a French footman touched the sugar
with his fingers. Were sugar-tongs then known,
or was a spoon used for the purpose ?
L. L. K.

ENGRAVED SILVER MEDAL.

I possess

an en-

graved silver medal a little larger than a crown
It bears on the obverse, within an ornapiece.
mented oval, "Eton Brocas Festival Aug* 16 th
1810"; and on the reverse, within an ornamented

The medal,
knot, "We preserve Our Eights."
has a hole for wearing by a ribbon, is
LAMBERT OF MAIDEN BRADLEY. Can any one which
hall marked on the reverse with the maker's
bring down and otherwise supplement the pedigree
'
of this family given in Berry's Hampshire Genealogies,' or mention any present representatives of
the family 1
HERALD.

CONVICT TRANSPORTS. A writer in the Academy
(No. 858) shows from Middlesex County Eecords
that onward from 1664 conventiclers were transported to any of His Majesty's foreign plantations
(Virginia and New England only excepted).
Why
was this exception ; and how long did it last?
In the next column to the notice of this excep-

EM,

initials,

with the letter

P

for

date.

It is

an old sixpence. It does not seem to
be an Eton College medal, but rather to have
as thin as

been made to commemorate the successful issue of
a lawsuit respecting some encroachment on common land at least so I gather from answers to
my letters from old Eton men and the town clerk
of Windsor.
But from nobody have I yet got anyThe medal is not
thing like definite information.
I shall be much obliged
at the British Museum.
if any correspondent can explain the medal.
W. G. SEARLE.

tion the writer mentions a true bill found
against
Eobert Dutch, in 1666, "for conveying a man on
CHRISTIAN ERA. Will any one look us out a
shipboard with the intention of carrying him to quotation for this before 1778; also one for churchVirginia and there selling him." This purpose of man as opposed to " dissenter " before Defoe, 1715 1
Dutch proves that it must have been customary to
Examples of churchman= church warden are also
bring men into Virginia for sale.
J. A. H. MURRAY.
Again, a corre- wanted.
th
of
'N.
& Q.' (5 S. v. 503) holds that
spondent
Oxford.
the schoolmaster of Washington was a convict
whom the boy's father had bought. In 1754

Elizabeth Canning was transported to New EngThe Gentleman's Magazine for 1750 (p. 279)
speaks of a convict servant in Maryland, and in
1753 concerning upwards of a hundred
shipped on

Bsyifetf,

land.

July 13 for Maryland and Virginia.
Though 'N. & Q.' has elicited much recondite
lore, it has thus far showed the name of only one
convict sent to New England,
namely, Elizabeth
Who can give me the names of more ?
Canning.
JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison, Wis., U.S.

ENGLISH.
(7

formation about the family of Sir
alias Nevill, of Holt,
Leicestershire,

Thomas Smith,

whose daughter
Arthur, son and heir of Sir
Thomas Brooke, of Great Okie, Northamptonshire,
and second (as his second
wife) Sir William Dove,
of Upton,
Northamptonshire, eldest son of Thomas
Dorothy married

first

S. vii. 107.)

"
The guess that England is named after
Angles, started by Bede, is not supported by

ment
;he

:

"

The coolness of this assertion is amazing ;
seems to me altogether too bad that no
attempt whatever has been made to inquire into
listory.

and

it

A

man who

deliberately shuts his
not entitled to ask us to
any rate, we shall be very
bolish to take him for a guide.

;he matter.

SIR THOMAS SMITH, ALIAS NEVILL, OF
HOLT,
LEICESTERSHIRE. I should be grateful for any in-

tb

am

not concerned with the etymology of this
word except so far as relates to the following stateI

jyes to all evidence is
'ollow his leading ; at

Perhaps no fact is better supported by history
n the true sense, i. e., by ancient records. If we
ire bound to ignore Beda, we are not bound to ignore
of Beda,
King Alfred. In Alfred's translation
"
Hist.,'

iii.

2,

where the original has

in lingua

NOTES AND QUERIES.
Anglorum," the translation has "on Englisc."
Here the E in Englisc is the regular mutation of
A ; and we can no more dissociate English from
Angle than we can dissociate French from France.
We find " Frencisce menn " and " Denace " in the
A.-S. Chronicle,' Laud MS., an. 1070; and, of
course, we see that the e is the mutation of the a in
Frank and Dane. French means Frankish, and
has nothing to do with frink (whatever that may
mean) and similarly English means Angle-ish,
and has nothing to do with ing.
;

It is impossible to ignore the known connexion
of English with Angle.
It is indelibly recorded in
such forms as Anglia, Anglicus, Anglicanus, as
well as in the common old English terms Angel-

to A.-S.

[7*

on-mang (among);

S.

VII. MAR.

hinge,

M.E.

9, '89.

henge,

is

derived from hang; singe, M.E. sengen, is allied to
A.-S. sang, pt. t. of singan; swinge, A.-S. swengan,
to swang ; string, A.-S. streng, is from strang
even find such changes in words of
(strong).
French and Latin origin. Thus pin is allied to Lat.

We

penna; ink, M.E. enke, to Lat. encaustum; print
Dr.
is from premere, and was often spelt prente.
for bench; and, of course,
both to stench and to stank. Strinth,
But we do not
for strength, is not uncommon.
find en coming out of in, nor eng out of ing.
It is not at all the case that Dr. Sweet knows
nothing of all this. He marks the old vowels of

Murray records bink

stink

is

allied

stench, wrench, French, quench, drench, bench, &c t>
Angel-cynn, meaning English or Angle- also of England, English, also of singe, string,
For wing, mingle, all alike, to show that they all go back
people, English or Angle-race, and so on.
'
these words see the Bosworth-Toller '
See his Hist, of English Sounds,'
Dictionary,' to an original a.
the references in which might be multiplied largely. p. 313. If the
appeal is to phonetics, the answer
Thus Angol-theod (sic) is in Alfred's translation of is decisive.
WALTER W. SKEAT.
Beda, ed. Smith, iii. 5 ; and Angel-cynn is in the
The "Eng-er folk," from whom MR. ERNST
same chapter. In the next chapter is the gen. pi.
It is tedious to proposes to derive our national name, appear to be
Anglo,, and the dat. Angel-theode.
hunt up all the passages, and I do not see what is a creation of his own. He has evolved them from,
to be gained by repeating what every one
the Ingsevones of Tacitus, the Inguseones of Pliny,
ought to
know, and what no one who knows the phonetic whom MR. ERNST calls the principal tribe of the
laws of Anglo-Saxon can possibly question.
Saxons.
It would be more in accordance with theThat the
in Engla is
a mutation of the knowledge we possess to say that the Saxons were

theod,

A

E

in

really

also from the purely
philological consideration that we sometimes find the
alternative spelling with JE. It is
scarce, of course ;
but here are references:
'A.-S.

Angle appears

JEngla-land,

Chronicle,' Parker

MS., an. 1070; other MSB.,
Engla-land; ^ngla-landes, 'A.-S. Chron.,' Laud
MS., an. 1100. So also Englisc, ' A.-S. Chron.,'
Laud MS., an. 1016; ' A.-S. Chron.,' introduction
in MS. Cotton, Tib. B. 4, ed.
Thorpe, p. 3. If
any one wants to realize the difficulty of finding
such spellings, let him hunt for the form Frcencisc.
In the introduction to Gregory's ' Pastoral
Care,'
as translated by Alfred, he calls the
English
and
their
people Angelcynn,
language Englisc in
the same sentence. It is absurd to
expect the
whole English nation to give
up such facts at a
moment's bidding, and for a whim.
It seems to me that the whole trouble has
arisen from not
understanding that the change
from M.E. en to modern in, in
pronunciation, is

Many common people talk
of the Frinch and Frinchmen.
I have explained
'
all this in my
Principles of English Etymology,'
p. 402 ; but I suppose I must repeat some of the
instances. Inglish is the pronunciation of
English,
and is derived from Angle; mint is from Lat.
sufficiently regular.

mentha; grin is from A.S. grennian, M.E. grennen;
blink from M.E. Menken; link
(of a chain) from
A.-S. hlence; skinkfrom A.-S.
scencan; think, A.-S.
thencan; wing is M.E. wenge, &c.
get back
to original a sometimes.
Thus think is allied to
thank; ling, to A.-S. lang (long) ; mingle is allied

We

probably the chief tribe of the Ingsevones. MR.
the Ingsevones "Eng-er" or
"
meadow-folk " on the strength of his derivation of
" a meatheir name from provincial English ing,
dow." This etymology is, however, quite inadmisThe English ing, meadow, is from the Oldi
sible.
Norse eng, fern., enge, neut, which represent Old
Teutonic angjo- and angio-(m), if both forms are
The change from ang- to eng- has been
original.*
produced by the presence of the i (j) of the suffix,
according to rule. As this change had not occurred
in Gothic in the fourth century, it is evident that
it could not have occurred before Pliny wrote ia
the first century. Therefore any derivative of eng, a
meadow, must have yielded ang, not ing, in his time.
The name of the Ingsevones is in all probability
derived from Ingwio, one of the three mythical
stem- fathers of the Teutons. This is Jacob Grimm's,
of
suggestion, and it is supported by the traditions
Thus
this hero preserved by the Teutonic tribes.
in 'Beowulf the Gotho-Danish King of Skaan is
" eodor
"
called frea Ingwina," 2368, and
Ingwina,"'
lord or prince of the Ingwinas an appellation that
is illustrated by a name of the Norse god Freyr,
who is called " Ingwi-Freyr " or " IngunnarFreyr." It is from this Ingwio that the Ynglingar,
the royal house of Sweden, derived its name, t

ERNST has renamed

* As the declension of the fern,
it if
eng ia irregular,
See
probable that the word was originally neuter only.
Wimmer, 'Fornuordisk Formiara,' Lund, 1874, 41 b,
an. 3.

f See further

on

this

subject

Grimm, Teutsclie

|

:

1*

MAR.
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Weser (Visurgis) of Jomsborg in later times were not deterred by the
MR. ERNST asserts. It voyage round the Skaw from participating in the
been more probably connected with the root of attacks on England. As to MR. ERNST'S third

It

is

aeans
.as

VII.

S.

"

hardly likely that the

meadow

river," as

which is preserved as wisi in Visigoth, and
est Saxons.
)robably in O.E. Ge-msse, the
MR. ERNST objects to the derivation of English
the Angles never lived
rom
(1) because

W

vest,

Angle,

Sea ; (2) because they must have
ilong the German
ailed or rowed across the Baltic to reach England,
jrhich MR. ERNST thinks was an impossible feat ;
because there is no clear evidence that the

invasion of
point, the evidence in support of the
the Angles is quite as substantial as that in favour
He cannot, therefore^
of the Saxon conquest.
not.
accept one and reject the other. English is
derived from Angle, but from the true Old English

form of the name Engle, plural. English can be
derived from this word without the slightest diffiThis name occurs as Engli in three out of
culty.
'3)
to England, as he admits four of the oldest MSS. of Beda, against the Angli.
Angles ever emigrated
that the Saxons did ; and (4) because he thinks it of the Moore MS., which Mr. Sweet/ Oldest English
is difficult to derive .English from Angle.
Now, Texts/ p. 132, holds to be a mistake due to the antiin the time of Tacitus the Angli were apparently
cipation of the following Latin Angli.* The O.E.
located east of the Elbe, but when Ptolemy wrote Engle is the representative of an Old Teutonic,
In its
ihey were on the banks of the Middle Elbe. When Angli-, which is the form used by Tacitus.
we next hear of them they are settled round turn Angli- can be analyzed as a compound with thei- suffix, which was a favourite suffix in Old EngSlesvik, at no great distance from the German
Zeuss has
Our evidence for this is Beda, who, it lish for forming national names, t
Ocean.
must be remembered, was writing within a few derived the name from a lost Teutonic word mean"
generations of the migration of the Angles to ing
bay, creek." The existence of a Teutonic
He tells us that the Angles came from *angu-lo-z with this meaning is rendered probable
England.
Angeln (Angulus), which lies between the country by Alfred's Angle, the nom. of which would be-

and the Saxons, and their country,
he says, remained unoccupied even to his day
This migration of the entire
( H. E.,' i. 15).
nation of the Angles is borne out by their great
in
England, and by the dispreponderance
of the Jutes
C

name from

of their

appearance

tinental history.

the later con-

Beda's statement

is

supported

who

by King Alfred,
states, in his account of
Ohthere's voyage, that the port cet Hce'\jum (at the
heaths) lies between the Wends, the Saxons, and
Angeln ; and he tells us that the Angles dwelt in that
district before they came to England.* Ethel werd,
writing a little later, says that Old Anglia lies
between the Saxons and Jutes, its chief town being
called "Slesuuic" by the Saxons and"Haithaby" by
the Danes.f

by the

This evidence

is

further strengthened
is still known as

fact that this district

MR. ERNST cannot maintain that it
Angeln.
would be impossible for the inhabitants of Angeln
to reach England.
Even if they were obliged to
sail down the Slie Fjord, and
through the Cattegat, the feat would not be very difficult. The vikings
Mythologie,' p. 320, and
Historie,' I.

i.

Munch,

'

Det Norske Folks

59.

" to
Voyage of Ohthere
fjse'm porfce pe man lie't[t]
set Hse'jwtn; se stent betuh Winedum and Seaxura and
On jjae'm landum
Angle, and hyrft in[n] on Dene
eardodon Engle ae'r hi hider on land coman."
" Porro
'Mon.
Hist.
502
D
t
Britt.,'
Anglia Vetus
f
sita est inter Saxones et Giotos, habens
oppidum capitale,
sermone
Saxonico Slesuuic nuncupatur, secundum
quod
vero Danos Haithaby."
The town of Slesvik is first
mentioned in A.D. 804 as " Sliesthorp " by Eginhard and
i.
Regino (Pertz,
191, 563), but it was afterwards called
'Sliaswik," &c.
By the Norseman it was called
"Heath-by" (Heifta-lcer), the Haitha-by of Ethelwerd.
This name is still preserved as
Haddeby, the name of a
suburb of Slesvik. See Muncb, op. cit., I. i. 381.
*

:

:

*Angol

or *Angel.%
The meaning of angu-lo-z is"
by the O.N. angr, creek, bay," which

illustrated

But
represents an Old Teutonic *ang-ro-z.
although there can be, I think, little doubt about
the form of the Teutonic word from which Engl&
is derived, there must be considerable doubt as to
do not know the chaits precise meaning.
racter of the country inhabited by the Angli when

We

they first took up this distinctive appellation. It
is a mistake to derive their name from that of
frequently done, because we find them
of Angli before they occupied
Angeln, which must, therefore, have derived its

Angeln, as

is

bearing the

name

W.H.STEVENSON.

name from them.

th
Miss Porden,.
S. vii. 68).
(7
her full name, Miss Eleanor Anne
Porden, was the daughter of William Porden,,
She was married on
architect of Berners Street.

Miss PORDEN

or,

to give

* The O.E.
Angle, which occasionally occurs instead
of Engle, is, no doubt, similarly due to Latin influences.
of the Marches"; Nortanf E.g., Mierce, "men
" men from the
north, south of
hymbre, Suftan-hymlre,
the Humber," &c.
form of
a
Latinized
J Beda's Angulus may be merely
*Angol or *Angul. The O.E. angel, "angle, hook," is,
probably the same word with a slightly different meanThis word also occurs in O.H.G. as angul, and in
ing.
O.N. as Sngull (for older *angul-r), and appears to answer
in history and formation to the Greek oyicv-Xo-g,

"crooked, curved."
I would suggest that the name of the Angri-varii of
Tacitus, the 'Ayypi-oudpiot of Ptolemy, should be referred to ang-ro-z, bay, rather than, with Zeuss, to O.H.G.

angar, meadow.

A name

like

"meadow-men"

is

an

not
unlikely appellation for a Teutonic tribe, for it doe&
who must have
distinguish them from the other tribes,
"
been just as much " meadow-men as they were.
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Aug. 19, 1823, to Capt. John Franklin, K.N.,
afterwards Sir John Franklin, the celebrated navigator, and died on Feb. 22, 1825, in Devonshire
Street, Portman Square, at the age of thirty.
Miss Porden is best known as the authoress of
'
The Veils ' and ' Cceur de Lion.' She contributed
also, I believe, to a magazine called the Salt Box,
ANON, will
published at Eaton Hall, Cheshire.
'
find a review of Miss Porden's poem The Veils '
in the Gentleman's Magazine for 1816, p. 45; and
there is a notice of her death in the same magazine for 1825, accompanied by a long eulogistic
account.
F. S. SNELL, M.A.
Southport.

This lady was the youngest daughter of the late
William Porden, and the wife of Capt. (afterwards
Bear- Admiral Sir John) Franklin, K.N.
Her
father, who was a native of the town of Kingstonupon-Hull, was a well-known architect in London,
the firm being known as Porden & Chambers.
He -was the architect of Eaton Hall, Cheshire
(Lord Grosvenor's), the King's stables at Brighton,
&c., and resided at Berners Street, London, where
he died on Sept. 14, 1822.
Miss Eleanor Anne Porden, born in 1795, was an
authoress of considerable note in her day.
Her
'
principal works were The Veils ; or, the Triumph
of Constancy, a Poem in Six Books,' 8vo., 1815;
'The Arctic Expeditions, a Poem,' 8vo., 1818;
'
An Ode on the Coronation of His Most Gracious
Majesty George the Fourth in July, 1821'; and
*
Cceur de Lion ; or, the Third Crusade, a Poem
in Sixteen Books,' 2 vols. 8vo., 1822.
The poem on the Arctic expeditions was written

by Miss Porden after having visited H.M.'s ships
Alexander and Isabella, on March 30, 1818, then
lying at Deptford, and the publication of the poem
is said to have brought the authoress under the
notice of Capt. Franklin, which ultimately led to
their marriage.

On Aug. 19, 1823, at Marylebone Church, Miss
Porden was married to Capt. John Franklin, E.N.;
and on Feb. 22, 1825, about a week after the
departure of her husband for the Polar regions,
the death of Mrs. Franklin took
place, at her residence in Devonshire Street, Portman Square. She
died at the early age of thirty
years, leaving an
only daughter.
In the Hull Advertiser, Aug. 23, 1822, are the
following lines by Mary Kussell Mitford
:

To Miss PORDEN,

On Her Poam

of

'

lofty Poetess

vn. MA*.

9,

gorgeous train of England's chivalry

Or worthy of his kingly foe, the might
Of Paynim Saladine. Oh, proud of thee

Is Woman
proud of thy bold Muse's flight
Proud of thy gentle Spirit's purity
June 10, 1822.
W. G. B. PAGE.
!

!

!

77,

Spring Street, Hull.

An

this lady
who subsequently
wife of Capt. (afterwards Sir
'
John) Franklin will be found in Allibone's DicHer first two poems, 'The Veils' and
tionary.'
'
The Arctic Expedition,' were published by my
grandfather in 1815 and 1818 respectively.

account of

became the

first

JOHN MURRAY,

Jun.

Albemarle Street.

An account of Miss Porden, quoted from Miss Mita Literary Chronicle
ford, is given in 'John Francis
of Half a Century,' vol. i. p. 423.
:

JOHN EANDALL.
[MR. G. L. APPEKSON points out the allusion to Miss
Porden indicated by MK. RANDALL. MR. JULIUS STEGQALL says that Capt. Franklin, in accordance with the
earnest wish of his wife, left to fulfil his engagement on
the fixed date, Feb. 21, 1825, and that she died from
MR. DANIEL HIPWELL,
consumption the next day.
M. R., and others also send replies.]

THE GARRARD FAMILY (7 th S. vii. 48). Attegare very probably means "at the Gore," a frequent
local term.
But how prove that it could become
Garrard 1 Garrard or Garret, as it is also written,
is a variant of Gerald.
A. HALL.
13, Paternoster

Row, E.G.

MEDAL

OF THE PRETENDER (7 th S. vii. 107).
It appears from the preface to the New Gallery
catalogue that Mr. H. A. Grueber is responsible
for the portion relating to coins and medals.
The
statement is evidently curtailed from the following
account of the same medal
"
It commemorates the visit of Prince Charles to
:

London in 1752. In that year another insurrection was
planned by the Prince, Alexander Murray, Macdonald
of Lochgarry, and Dr. Archibald Cameron.
Murray
came to England, and the other two conspirators went
to Scotland.

Prince Charles also repaired incognito to

London, where he stayed, as in 1750, in the house of
Lady Primrose (see No. 361, p. 656). He remained some
weeks; but seeing no hope of the plot having any sucThis visit was known to
cess, he returned to Paris.
Lord Holdernesse, who is said to have reported it to
'
Medallic Illustrations,' &c., compiled by
George II."
Edward Hawkins, and edited by A. W. Franks and H.
'

Grueber, vol.

ii.

In Ewald's
p. 212,

proudly may tell
How thou hast sung the arms invincible
Of Him, the Lion-hearted, in the snare
!

Of Austria, as amid the sultry glare
Of Palestine, triumphant or the spell
Of poor Maimoune--or the thoughts that

s.

4

p. 670.

G. F. E. B.

Coeur de Lion.'

Proudly thy Sex may claim thee, young and Fair

And

And

[7*

'Life, &c., of Prince Charles,' vol.

the following occurs

Hume, the historian, in writing to Sir John Pringle
'
About five
[about Prince Charles's visit in 1752] states
years ago I told this story [Charles's visit to Lady Primrose in London] to Lord Holdernesse, who was Secretary
of State in the year 1753, and I added that I supposed
this piece of intelligence had at that time escaped his
"
By no means," said he ; '* and who do you
lordship.
:

swell

"When thrillingly the old remembered air
Rings from the harp of Blondel or the bright

ii.

:

"

7*

s. vii.
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told it me? It was the King himself; wh
'And what do you think, my lord, I shoul
"
Lord Holdernesse owned that he wa
lo with him ?
>uzzled how to reply ; for if he declared his real sent

hink

first
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1869? These works are
me, but I have a note respecting
'
them, extracted (I believe) from Burke's Landed
Leslie/

by

unknown

ubjoined,

'

might savour of indifference to the roya
The King perceived his embarrassment, an
amily.
"
xtricated him from it by adding,
lord, I shall jus
lo nothing at all ; and when he is tired of England h
vill go abroad again." I think the story, for the honou
'
f the late king, ought to be more generally known (se
Nichols's 'Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Gen

Col. Leslie,

to

GUALTERULUS.

Gentry.'

cents, they

If

MACROBERT

to Rev. R. J.
Leslie, St. John's Vicarage, Holbeach, he will, I
believe, gain the information he seeks.

My

write

will

LEATON BLENKINSOPP.

E.

STROUD AS A PLACE-NAME (7 th S. vi. 187, 309,
P.
vii. 77).
To the discussion which
357, 449, 516
"STRUCTA SUPER LAPIDEM QUI RUET ISTA has been going on in N. & Q.' over this place-

tury,' vol. ix. p. 401)."

;

'

DOMUS " (7*

lightly copied

1

Is this sentence quit
88).
It requires to be interrogative

and should be read "quis." Then the rendering
would be, " The house that is built upon a rock
who shall overthrow it 1 " It is only an adaptation
of Matt. vii. 25. The house built "
super petram
?

is assailed

name,

S. vii.

by the rain and

floods

irruerunt in domum illam, et
erat super petram."

non

and winds, "e
cecidit: fundata

enim

The house on solid rock is laid,
Ah! who shall cast it down 1

WARD.

Walthamstow.

:

Sapiens qui aedificavit domum suam super petram ; ei
descendit
et venerunt flumina, et flaverunt
venti,
pluyia,
et irruerunt in domum
illam, et non cecidit, fundate
erat super petram."

St.

Matthew

upon the rock, how

is

add the opinion of a Glou'

Local

Names

M.A., Rector of

Saul (John Bellows, Gloucester)
"
Stroud, Strood, Kent, is the same word, having been
indifferently Stroud, owing to the unfixed pronunciation
of ou. Stroud was Strod, Esch Ace. 30 Hen. VIII. and
;
Strood was Strode, Register of the Hospitallers, thirteenth cent. in both cases doubtless with long o, which
sounded oo and answering to strdd (as does stone to
stdn), which appears in Stradsett (Norf.), Stradishall
:

And I believe this is ystrad, W., a dale, as
Ystrad-Dwr, valley of the Core: Lib. Land, in 1128,

Ystradowen (Glam,)."

EDWARD DAKIN.

"

nim

to

cestershire philologist. I quote from
of Gloucestershire/ by R. Hall,

Selsley, Stroud.

This seems to be only a metrical
adaptation o.
the words at the conclusion of the Sermon on the

Built as it

may be well

(Suff.).

0. A.

Mount

it

vii.

24, 25,

shall this house ever

KENELM HENRY DIGBY

th

S. vi. 507; vii. 51,
(7
the publisher "went to
church" is not a matter of great interest; but since
the question has been raised I may be allowed, as
one of his large circle of acquaintance, to state the
fact that he belonged to that eccentric class of

94).

Where Lumley

who made a mystery of whether they
had joined the Catholic Church or not he would
a motto to his works, or quoted it from some other neither allow nor
deny it. I have heard the statement that he had done so both positively asserted
W. E. BUCKLEY.
writer, I am not able to say.
and denied by persons whose individual testi"
Qui" "is used adverbially, " How can that house
have been taken to be
The line must have been written long mony, uncontradicted, might
fall, &cJ
inal.
However that
religionists

Whether the author composed

this line himself as

be, he certainly, to my
"
" went tomay
church
knowledge,
habitually at the
Tesuit church in Farm Street, and by no means as
mere Protestant spectator, but devoutly kneeling,
CHARLES LESLIE (7 th S. vii. 109). He is a fairly
"
"
,nd
well-known person. His father was John
wagging that wonderful white wig of his
Leslie,
born at Balquhaine, in Scotland, and afterwards as Cardinal Manning once playfully spoke of it to
interest in the service,
Bishop of the Orkneys, then of Raphoe, and finally me) in the fervour of his
'hat he should feel real " annoyance " that " wife
Charles Leslie was his second son, and
Clogher.
'the angel" he used to nickname her] should
was born in Ireland in 1651. He wrote ' The Snake
ine at Edmonton while self should dine at Ware"
in the Grass and
many other theological treatises,
most of his friends might doubt. R. H. BUSK.
as well as various
political tracts, was an ardent
opponent of the latitudinarian party, and a
NOTES ON EPICTETUS (7 th S. vii. 4). I have not
thoroughgoing Nonjuror. He died at Glaslough,
et had an opportunity of seeing Mr. T. W. Rollescounty Monaghan, April 13, 1722. See Chalmers
on's edition of Epictetus in the "Camelot Classics,"
and Thompson Cooper.
ut I gather from the note above referred to that
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
e has mentioned two previous translations only of
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.
MR. DOVE has added another name to
pictetus.
Has MACROBERT consulted ' Laurus
he list of translators, and perhaps it may be pf
Leslseana,'
the
Rev.
Wm.
by
Leslie, published at Gratz,
>me interest to state that the ' Enchiridion ' was
'
Historical Records of the
1692, and
anslated into English in 1710 by the famous and
Family of
after classical days, for

rock.

"

"

is never used for
lapis
J. CARRICK MOORE.

,

'
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accomplished Lady Mary Wortley Montagu. She
MR. C. C. DOVE at 7 th S. vii. 4 drew attention to
would be only twenty years old at that time. I do Stanhope's
This
'Epictetus his Morals' of 1694.
" with
not know whether the translation was ever given to
is, of course, the
Encheiridion,'
Simplicius
the public. It is not contained in the edition of his Comment." I have a
copy, the third edition,
her works which I possess ; but it was emended dated
MDCCIV., "with the life of Epictetus from
and corrected by the well-known Bishop Burnet, Mons. Boileau."
of Salisbury.
In a letter to Bishop Burnet, dated
Besides the complete translations of Mrs. Carter
July 20, 1710, Lady Mary writes
and of Dr. Long, there is another which I omitted
"Here is the work of one week of my solitude by the to mention in the introduction to
my "Camelot
many faults in it your lordship will easily believe I Series" volume. It is
by T. W. Higginson (Boston,
spent no more time upon it it was hardly finished when
and
professes to be "based" on Mrs. Carter.
I was obliged to begin my journey, and I had not leisure 1865),
Two attempts to render the ' Encheiridion in
to write it over again. You have it here, without any
with
all
its
blots
and
errors
I
endeavoured rhymed heroic verse belong to the curiosities of
corrections,
at no beauty of style, but to keep as literally as I could literature.
One is by Ellis Walker, M.A., Lonto the sense of the author. My only intention in predon, 1708, and is, indeed, a very poor return for
it
is
to
ask
I
whether
have
undersenting
your lordship
Epictetus afforded to Mr. Walker's
stood Epictetus.
The fourth chapter particularly I am the stay which
"
soul during
the present troubles in Ireland." The
afraid I have mistaken."
The rest of the letter is taken up with an apology other is also by an Irishman, and dates from a time
of trouble in Ireland
the Hon. Thomas Talbot,
for "an address that looks so very
presuming" in
T. W. EOLLESTON.
one of her sex (' Works of Lady M. W. Montagu,' 1881.
in 5 vols., pub. 1805, vol. i. pp. 6, 136).
There were English translations of parts of EpicE. W. C. HUNT.
tetus by Ja. Sanford (1567), John Davies (1670),
Weimar.
'

:

;

:

'

:

Walker (1692), and William Bond (1736), for
which see Bohn's Lowndes.
To these may be
added Jo. Healey (1616), Hon. Thomas Talbot
(1881), and F. W. Farrar ('Seekers after God,''

Ellis

The "Oamelot Classics"
drawn his information too

seems to have
exclusively from the
critic

preface to Mr. Long's 'Epictetus.' Besides the
translations by Dean Stanhope and Mrs.
Carter,
'
the Manual ' was rendered into English by no less
a person than Lady Mary Wortley
with

Montagu,

W.

pp. 186-256).

OLD WARDEN CHURCH, BEDS.

(7

th

C. B.

S. vii. 69).

These wood carvings were got together by the
Lord Ongley, who, it is said, took the
idea of this style of church decoration from the
beautiful woodwork in the neighbouring church of
Hastings Corporation Eeference Library.
Cockaigne Hatley. Lord Ongley, however, instead
Mrs. Carter's and Mr. Long's are translations of of merely transplanting into his English church the
carved interior of a continental chapel, as did Mr.
the complete works of Epictetus. Dean
Stanhope's Gust at
Hatley,* appears to have collected all kinds
work, referred to by MR. DOVE, is a translation of
of antique wood-carvings, sacred or profane, and
the comment by Simplicius on the Encheiridion
used them according to suitability of size rather
alone.
Dean
Simplicius still wants a translator.
than of subject, mounting genuine oak in panels
is
Stanhope's work, though very pleasant reading,
a paraphrase rather than a translation e.g., in the of painted deal, and eking out carved woodwork
with imitations in plaster. Of the genuine carvings
last sentence of the
preface he employs 68 words
much is undoubtedly from the Low Countries.
to translate 18.
I have noted other passages in
which 92 words are rendered by 230, 24 words by There are a series of panels, with sacred subjects
in relief, which actually bear titles in Dutch, and
80, &c.
others are of unmistakable Dutch workman'
'
the
translators
of
the
Encheiridion
Among
Mr. many
But perhaps the most interesting pieces in
Kolleston himself deserves honourable notice. His ship.
the church are the panels mentioned by your
version, published by Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.
correspondent, which bear in low relief the initials
in 1881, is all that a translation should be.
Of this panel
A.C., united by a true lovers' knot.
E. M. SPENCE, M.A.
there are thirteen specimens distributed throughout
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.
the church ; and there are other panels of similar
P.S.
George Long says ('Epictetus,' Bobn,
and size, and bearing a great general re"
The commentary of Simplicius is shape
p. 390, note),
worth reading. But how many will read it ? Per- semblance to each other and to the A.C. panels. One
of these, of which there are six specimens, bears a
haps one in a million." If this be true, the more
the pity.
To those who care to study Epictetus leopard's (? wolf's or lion's) face, bearded ; the
the friendly supervision of Bishop Burnet.
The
translation is printed in Mr. Moy Thomas's ad'
mirable edition of her Letters,' &c. It is dated
1710.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

'

'

and Simplicius in the original I recommend the
edition by
Schweighseuser, Leipzig, 1799,

great

6

vols. 8vo.

last (third)

* Such an
interior, from the Carthusian convent of
Buxheim, in Bavaria, was sold in 1886 at a London sale
room. What became of it I do not know.
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But there are at least
quite unknown in England.
two living Englishmen of that name to wit, the
Rev. Alexander James Donald D'Orsey, B.D. of
Cambridge, who is a professor at King's College,
London; and his son, the Rev. Lambert Murray
A. J. M.
D'Orsey, M.A. of Cambridge.

)ther, of which there are three specimens (two, bj
;he way, placed upside down), bears the heraldii
What the leopard's (or other savag(
iscarboucle.
mimal's) face stands for I have failed to find out

but the escarboucle

is

:

the heraldic cognizance o

This fact lends support to
of Cleves.
the tradition that A.O. stands for Ann of Cleves,
like
a tradition which,
your correspondent, I was

Duchy

ihe

to regard with some scepticism,
One objection to this is, of course, the true lovers
knot, which unites the two initials as if they were

before inclined

those of separate persons.
Perhaps some of your
readers may know of an A. with cognizance a
leopard's face who married a C. with cognizance
an escarboucle, and thus explain all three panels.
On two of the panels the central device is surmounted by a crown ; the A.C. by a crown com-

posed of three whole and two half strawberry leaves,
jewelled ; the escarboucle by a crown composed ol
three whole and two half roses.
The leopard's face
panel bears no crown, and the ornament is rather
bolder in design than in the other two ; but it is oJ
the same general style, and bears oak leaves and
acorns, as does the escarboucle,

though not the

A.O.

There can be no doubt that the three
I should
panels are connected with one another.
be happy to lend drawings of these panels to any
of your readers who may be able to throw
light on
them. If any of your readers pay a visit to Old
Warden Church, I wish they would read, if they
can, the scroll proceeding from the mouth of the
Abbot of Warden, in the relic of stained glass from
the once famous Warden Abbey which is placed in
one of the north windows. I have tried in vain to
decipher

it

into

any sense.

F.

W.

B.
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" TWIZZEL " IN PLACE-NAMES th S. vii.
(7
28).
"Twistle: Northumbria: a boundary," says Canon
*
in
and
but
the
Words
Taylor
Places,'
proper
study of place-names makes most of us sceptics
till we see the proofs. Sometimes the bubble derivation, sought for at the canon's mouth, bursts after
Hence, mean time, so far as I am concerned,
foregoing explanation has only a guarded
acceptance, especially as doctors differ about this
very thing. I say this without the least discourtesy
'
to Words and Places,' one of the best used and
most esteemed books in my little library. Like
most others it is fallible.
book about Northumberland, otherwise charmingly written but weak in its place-name lore (Tomall.

the

A

linson's

'Comprehensive Guide

to

Northumberland,'

derives Twizzel on the Till from

"

A.-S.
So far, where
Twislung, storehouse" (p. 552).
the place is on the Till. On the Tyne it is different.
Haltwhisle (p. 168) "signifies either 'the holy
'
hill of the high water' or
the high watch- hill or
"
I fear philology cannot be at high water
beacon.'
in both places
Next best to solving a difficulty is to supply the
means of solving it. Perhaps the under-noted old
1888),

!

help to make the quietus of this one.
is well known, varies little from
Hautwysel in early writings. Twizzel merits more
It saw the opening act of Flodden
detail.
the
English crossed
spellings

may

Haltwhistle,

it

:

Since I wrote this note a friend has suggested that the knot connecting the A.C. may be
The Till by Twisel Bridge.
the three-knotted waist-rope (cordeliere) of the
'
Franciscan Friars, or Cordeliers. He points out
Marmion,' canto vi. st. 19, is historically true, as
that the ornamental use of initials, often twined will be seen by a comparison with Hall's ' Chrowith such a cord, is characteristic of the French nicle' under "the
yere of Kyng Henry the
In 1296
Renaissance, and hazards the conjecture that A.C. VI IJ," where the spelling is Twysell.
might stand for Anne of Bretagne (who un- Agnes de Twysel, having signed the Ragman Roll,
doubtedly used the cordeliere as a badge) and her received a writ of restitution of lands in Berwickfirst husband, Charles VIII.
I fear that a few stray shire ( Rotuli Scotise,' i. 26a). The oldest instance
carved panels, colonized by chance in a country
have seen is in 1276, when mention is made of a
;enement in Twyshille (Bain's 'Calendar,' vol. ii.
church, cannot be a matter of wide interest. Otherwise I should hope that some of your readers, with
So. 70).
Is there not here a decisive clue ?
access to works on history, heraldry, and
English for a bough
ornament, Twyst is well-known Middle
'
might settle the question definitely.
'Mayhew and Skeat's Concise Dictionary ').
P.S.

V

[

GEO. NEILSON.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT (7 th S. vii.

P. W. F.
128).
will find the information he
requires in a report on
"
The various methods of carrying into effect the
sentence of death in capital cases "furnished to the

New York
in the

same

Legislature Jan. 17, 1888, and printed
year.

DARCY OR DORSET
CREGAR,

D.

W. DOUTHWAITE.

th
S. vii. 88).
MR. W. F.
(7
of Annapolis, thinks that
Dorsey is a name

Glasgow.

A

work by H.

C. March, M.D.Lond., enNomenclature and Rochdale
STames,' London and Rochdale, 1880, 12mo., at p. 28
little
'

i

tied East Lancashire

las

:

"

Boundaries have always been matters of importance.
a division betwixt contiguous farms. Such are
xtwistle and Birtwistle, the oak and birch boundary;
)awaldtwistle, the boundary of Oswald, and Entwistle,
'ttistle is
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that of Endr, a name found in Enderby, and in Endrod,
King of Norway in 784, as well as Twiss Green, Twisse
Barn, and Lower Twistfield (' Radulfus de Twisil,' fourteenth cent., Lib. Vit.). Tintwisle is a fenced boundary,
from A.-S. tynan, to hedge. Hazel tine is hazel hedge."

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

is used as a surname or nickname in
Calais Packet/ contained in the 'Universal

Twizzle
'

The

"

'

Well, Twizzle,
(1825), vol. i. pp. 137-8,
do you like it," &c. The English

Songster

how

crossed

The

by Twisel Bridge
to attack the Scotch at Flodden.
See Scott's
'
'
'
Martnion,' canto vi. xix. In Paterson's Roads
is
Twizell
and
Twisel
Twysel.
(1822)
spelt
Till

F.

MANSERGH.

165

think
vol.

i.

Halliwell, because it is certain that
Bennet may
usage varies in different counties.
confused with Benedict, but
occasionally be
bent, as a grass, is generally given in the plural,
collectively as bents; it is a common name for
several coarse grasses, as agrostis, cynosurus. Prof.

p.

Skeat

of

calls

German

it

uncertain, but classes it with the
I think the word must be

binse, a reed.

connected with bamboo, largest of reeds, in Sanskrit vansa. Here we have the German form phoThis last is probably from the
netically exact.
Slavonic, while bamboo is a Malay corruption.
A. HALL.

EXECUTION OF DEEDS
"

th

(7

S. vi.

509).

"
clause appears in a Lancashire
Hijs testibus

names

are endorsed.

H. T. C.
F. W. FAIRHOLT (7 th S. vi. 508; vii. 57).
Memoirs
of him, containing extended notices of his literary
productions and works illustrated by him, will be
found in the Ediquary for 1866-7 (vii. 40-49), by

Llewellyn Jewitt; in Collectanea Antiqua for 1868
(vi. 296-311); and in
Eetrospections, Social and
the last two
Archaeological' (1883, i. 218-226)

by

Fairholt's

life-long

friend,

companion, and

executor, C. Roach Smith, who also contributed
of the material to the first.
His father
was of German origin, and bore the name of
Fahrolz.
This the son Anglicized into Fairholt,
and as he had no descendants, the name died with

much

He was

born in London in 1814, and died
Brompton on April 3, 1866. His friend C. Roach
Smith placed a tablet to his memory in the church

him.
at

9.

f

had

literary attempt appeared under
date 1831, in Hone's Year-Book,' 491-495, 14321434, and consisted wholly of extracts from a work
of 1685.
The Mirror of 1836 contains two papers
'
On an Antique Table at
illustrated by him

His

earliest

'

:

'

Stanton-Harold, Leicestershire,' and The House
The
of Ferrers' (xxvii. 24-5, 176-180, 198-201).
illustrations are believed to be the first that he

BRUSHFIELD, M.D.

T. N.
published.
Budleigh Salterton, Devon.

HOMER'S
The

129).

on the

lines

th
S. vii.
ILIAD,' vni. LL. 557, 558 (7
A. Paley has the following note

late F.

quoted by MR. BOUCHIER

:

This fine distich is omitted by Bekker, on
the authority of Schol. Ven., who supposes the lines to
have been introduced from xvi. 299-300. By omitting
them here, however, the tautology in aorpa fyaivtrni

and atrrpa tlderai becomes more marked."
I do not think the contradictory nature of Pope's
" Stars
gilding the
rendering is far to seek.
a
yellower verdure o'er
glowing pole, shedding
the dark trees, and tipping with silver [not in the
"
schoolboy sense !] the mountain's head is a fairly
and
a flood of
"Vales
average specimen.
shining
"
are among the
glory bursting from all the sides

I was going to refer MR.
beauties of this passage.
BOUCHIER to the Laureate's version, but I find it
quoted by Mr. Paley (" Bibliotheca Classica,"

Homer's

'

Iliad,' vol.

i.

p. 295).

E.

The

deed dated Second Sunday after Epiphany 19 Hen.
VII,; so any Act on the subject would be after that
date in all probability. Such an Act ought to be
The next deed on the
easily traced if it existed.
title before me is October 30, 1568, and contains
the"Necujus rei testimonium" clause, followed by
the "Datum," but omits the "hijs testibus," and
the (four) witnesses'

VIL MA*.

" 557-8.

Liverpool.

BENT OR BENNET (7 th S. vii. 25). I
MR. ADDY might very profitably study

s.

of Stratford-on-Avon, to which town Fairholt
bequeathed his Shakespearian collections.

_

J.

pr*

MR. BOUCHIER must be

MANS EL SYMPSON.

content to lose the lines

from ' II.,' viii., which he cites. But he will not
have to give them up as Homeric, for they are a
repetition from II.,' xvi. 299, 300. The omission
requires but a short note, which in Bothe's
'

'

Homeri Carmina,'

Lips., 1839, torn. i. p. 377, is:
556, 557, versus ravroXoyoi, quos nescio quis
sublectos hisce adscripdt." They are in
TT', 299,
brackets in the still earlier Homer by Dindorf,

"

Bekker's

"Leipzig

Young & Young,
to

Lond.,

Classics,"

Black,

Such repetition, leading
the exclusion of passages, comes into notice in
1826.

estimating the value of various readings in the
New Testament ; e.g., " to kick against the pricks"
is excluded from one of the passages in which it

ED. MARSHALL.

occurs.

SAMUEL PEPYS (7 th S. vii. 81).
interesting note MR. F. HENDRIKS

In his very
describes the
Memoires relating to the State of the Royal
'
Navy as put forth without name of publisher or
for
printer, and therefore as presumably printed
this
private distribution. But I have a copy of
little but important book bearing at foot of title
*

the following imprint
" Printed for Ben.
Griffin, and are to be Sold by Sam.
Keble at the Great Turks-Head in Fleet-Street over
:

|

|

against Fetter- Lane, 1690."

7th S.

vil. MAB.
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It was written by Lord Ranin red and black ink, and the names of 'Elijah's Mantle.'
and will be found in the Fortof
the
in
red.
Some
errors
Churchill,
and
dolph
publisher
printer
F. D. T.
on several pages, apparently by nightly Review for May, 1883.
press are corrected
JULIAN MARSHALL.
the hand of the author.
'DoRA THORNE' (7 th S. vii. 108). Bertha M. Clay

The

title is

IGNESHAM AND COTSMORE
A. would greatly

I.

names

if

(7

th

S. vi.

507).

facilitate reference for place-

he would give some portion of the context
By Ignesham is probably

to indicate the locality.

meant Egnesham, now Ensham or Eynsham, where
It belonged to the
I.; and so temp.

there was a Benedictine abbey.

temp. William
Bishop of Lincoln
" Abbas de

Edward

I.

Eynesham

:

tenet totam

villam de epiacopatu Lincoln." ('Testa de Nevill,'
I can make out no trace of Ignesham.
p. 108 b).

Cotsmore, probably Cotesmore ('Tax. Ecc. P.
1
Nich. IV., p. 65), Cottesmore, near Oakham, Rut.

Guide, 1888).
Temp. Edward I.
" Godefredus de
11
Gamages tenet x terre in Cotesmore quondam Warini de Clapham quam rex dedit
Willemo de Gamages patri Godefredi " (' Testa de

the author of the above, together with about sixty
"
other works, some of which were published in The
viz.
Family Story-Teller Library,"
is

:

From Gloom

to Sunlight.

Broken Wedding-Ring.
Rose in Thorns.
Thorns and Orange Blossoms.
Which Loved Him Best?
Wife in Name Only.

Woman's Temptation.
Golden Heart.
Lord Lynne's Choice.

And

CHAS.

several others.

WM.

F. Goss.

(Post Office

The notice of Cottesmore in
Nevill/ p. 39 a).
Bacon's 'Liber Regis,' Lond., 1786, is: "Cottesmore Rect. (St. Nicholas) cum cap. Barrow.
ED. MARSHALL.

Destmcta."
There can be

doubt that Cotsmore is the
Could Ignespresent Cottesmore, near Oakham.
ham have been Ickenham, near Uxbridge, or
Icklesham, near Rye, in Kent ?
little

E.
7,

WALFORD, M.A.

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

There is a Cotsmore (Camden), now Cottesmore,
about four miles north of Oakham.
J.

F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

CHOIL OF A KNIFE

ST.

ERNULPHUS

th

S. vii. 160).
Reaching down a form of Excommunication of the
Church of Rome, a copy of which my father had procured out of the ledger-book of the Church of Rochester,
writ by Ernulphus the Bishop."
Tristram Shandy,'
(7

'

vol.

iii.

chap. x.

The

curse (comprehensive enough !) forms the following chapter of Sterne's coarse, but immortal
S. B.

story.

Arnullph, Earnulph, or Ernulph, was Bishop of
Rochester in the reign of Henry L, and died 1124.
The original of his celebrated " curse " remains in
the possession of the Dean and Chapter of Rochester.
The curious in such matters can see it transcribed
in full in the pages of ' Tristram Shandy.'
Judging
from an extraordinary case which occurred a year
or two ago, the public (at least the ordinary Protestant public) are not aware of the existence of
the document.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

article

sought

S. vii. 127).

The word

i. e.,

and pocket knife making. My
on both paternal and maternal sides,
have been cutlers for the last 200 years. My late
(William Hems, of London) was one
ciated with pen

ancestors,

grandfather
of the judges of cutlery at the 1851 Exhibition ;
and my mother's father and brother (Messrs. Geo.
Wostenholm & Son, of Sheffield) were awarded a
for their cutlery.
gold medal at the same exhibition
late father was a cutler, and as a youth^I

My

passed three years

more

in

or less unhappily

the largest cutlery manufactory in Sheffield, and
perhaps in the world.
After a pocket-knife comes from the workshops
into the warehouse, polished and otherwise comwith others of its class upon a
it is

put

a long wooden shelf-like plate
dozen knives, and this,
capable of holding several
with its contents, in ordinary course is handed to
" whetter." Before that artificer proceeds to
the
he
put a cutting-edge on the blades, however,
takes his "three-square" file, and nicks out the
corner of the steel where the tang and the edge of
falls
the blade join.
neighbour MR. ADDY
" bolster."
into a little mistake in using the word
The bolster of a penknife is not a part of a
It is the act of
blade, but of the "scales."
of the tang and edge, wherefiling the junction
is materiby the general shape of the blade
is
commonly known in
ally improved, that
"
the same
Sheffield as
choiling." I have heard
word in general use in the cutlery establishments
near Pittsburgh, U.S.; but that
at Beaver

"board,"

i.e.,

My

Falls,

goes for
there,

little,

as Sheffield

workmen

are plentiful

and the word has naturally gone over there

with them.

HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

[Other contributors reply to the same

'ELIJAH'S

(7

the verb to choil, brings many old remembrances to my mind, and is intimately assochoil,

plete,

CURSE OF

"

th

effect.]

It is a difficult matter to grind a knife right

up

MANTLE' (7 th S. vii. 140). The to what is technically known as the "bolster."
bit of
for by MR. A. H. BROWNE is entitled
Consequently a small, rough, and jagged
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which has to be made smooth by a
"
choiling," and they
do it by means of a rather smooth, three-sided file.
"
to file," but it would not
Choil, then, here means
be used with that meaning if the filing were done
in any other part of the knife.
The " choil " of a
table-knife differs in appearance from that of a
penknife, for in the table-knife the word is applied
to the rounding off of the sharpened edge where it
adjoins the bolster, there being no indentation.

steel is left,

This

file.

The

definition of choil, sb., in the
applies only to a clasp-knife.

'

sary

tiling cutlers call

the
In that

-call

*

Sheffield Glos-

[7*

s.

vn. MAR

9,

*

bear transcription, perhaps F. W. P. will communiate them, as all matters connected with
Hogarth
are of general interest.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

The following extract I think will give the inbrmation sought for. It is taken from a
catalogue
new series, B5) issued by Mr. H. Gray, geneaogical and topographical bookseller, 47, Leicester
"quare, W.C.
"Curious Poetry. Latin and English Poems by a
:

Sentleman of Trinity College, Oxford [Wm. Loveling] ;
12mo., calf, 6s. 1741. A rare little volume. The Gent.'s

One could not
vol. Ixxiii., states, Though they are written with
" choil " of a
" indentation." Mag.,
a degree of licentiousness, pardonable only in a very
table-knife an
"
roung man, there is a flow of verse and an ease of
case it is a
rounding off." The word is,
'

however, nearly always applied to the indentation.
S. 0. ADDT.
Sheffield.

thought and expression throughout which render them
deserving of some notice, in regard that they bespeak
the efforts of no ordinary writer.' One leaf damaged."

E. RICHARDS.

DEATH OF OLIVE (7 th S. vi.
If MR. GROOME has
vii. 56).

JOSEPH DRURT (7 th S. vii. 147). Lord Byron's
eulogies of Dr. Drury will be found in Hours of
mystery of Olive's death, the following, as contem- tdleness,' in the poems and in the foot-notes to On
porary evidence, may be of use to him. On Nov. the Change of Masters at a great Public School'
23, 1774, Horace Walpole writes to Lady Ossory
;i805), and in Childish Recollections (undated);
207, 293, 430, 518;
not yet solved the

'

'

'

'

:

" The nation had another
great loss last night Lord
dive went offfsuddenly. He had been sent for to town
and died. You may ima"by one of his Indian friends
In short, people
gine, Madam, all that is said already.
:

will be forced to die before as

Queen

many witnesses as an old
brought to bed, or the coroner will be sent for.

is

Lord H. has just been here, and told me the manner
of Lord Clive's death. Whatever had happened, it had
flung him into convulsions, to which he was very subject.
Dr. Pothergill gave him, as he had done on like occasions,
a dose of laudanum, but the pain in his bowels was
so violent, that he asked for a second dose.

Dr. Fother-

he took another, he would be dead in an hour.
Pothergill was gone, he swallowed another,
for another, it seems, stood by him, and he is dead."
'
Letters (Cunningham's ed.), vol. vi. pp. 151-2.

.gill

Eaid, if

The moment

but it is in
foot-note to

circumstantial enough, and seems to suggest that Olive's death was only semi-suicidal. But
the question seems to have been involved in
mystery from a very early period, for on Nov. 29, 1774,
IValpole writes to Sir H. Mann

'

"Lord

Olive has died every death in the parish
register; at present it is most fashionable to believe
iie cut his throat.
That he is dead, is certain."

M.

G. DAUGLISH.

Lincoln's Inn.

LOVELYN'S

'

POEMS

th

(7

S. vii. 49).

The name

July

13th, 1728, aged seventeen years."
Banbury,' p. 510.

His name occurs in

Foster's

<

Beesley's 'History of

Alumni Oxonienses,

from which it appears that he
did not take a degree.
Halkett and Laing, who
mention only the second edition, 1741, 12mo.
"
call him
William Loveling." This must be an
iii.,

error.

as above,

If the

75, that

iv.,

I

may

refer

ALPHA

FREDK. RULE.
to a source

where one would

naturally expect to find Byron's opinion of Dr.
'
Drury ; i. e., Moore's Life of Byron,' vol. i. p. 64,
vol. vii. p. 147, and vol. viii. p. 225 (edited with
'
Works ' in 14 vols., 1832), will give him all he
wants.
E. M. S.

[Other communications are at the service of ALPHA.]

BEARDED DARNEL AND BARLEY

(7

th

S. vii. 46).

Lolium temulentum
'

one of the very few deleterious grasses, and there
instances on record of its serious effects even
death being caused by eating bread containing darnel.
Its poisonous properties were well known to Theophrastus
and other Greek writes, and Gerard, in his Herbal,'
says, The new bread wherein darnel is, eaten hot, causeth
drunkenness,' hence in some books it is called drunken
"
darnel.'
It is also said to
is

are

many

;

'

'

'

cause blindness

(Smith's

'Bible Plants').
'

should be Loveling.
"
Benjamin Loveling, Vicar of Banbury, was educated
-at Clare Hall,
Cambridge, where he took the decree of
M.A. in 1697. His son Benjamin, who was born at Banbury, was matriculated of Trinity College, Oxford,

vol.

s.

Works,' 1837.

is

:

and in the
Lord Byron records his feeling

Childe Harold,' canto

of gratitude and veneration for Dr. Drury, ' ' the
best and worthiest friend I ever possessed."
See
Murray's one-volume edition of Lord Byron's

'

This

'

MS.

notes be contemporary, and wil

This confirms Mr. Taylor's statement.
H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place,

W.

The

attribution of poisonous properties to the
bearded darnel (Lolium temulentum) is not mere
folk-lore.
Linnaeus says that the seeds, baked in
bread, are hurtful, and if malted with barley produce giddiness. Bentley suggests that this may be

due to the seeds becoming ergotized,

as the effects
described closely resemble those of the common
0. 0. B.
ergot.

"

The
Withering has of Lolium temulentum :
seeds of the plant are said to produce intoxication

7th s.

a

d

b

s

VII. MAR.

fatal
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A

ith the progress of the work.
Shakspeare with
gher claim to popular support has not recently been,
ven to the world. As more than half of the plays have
een published, the close of this important undertaking

Systematic Arrangement

condensed form of
o British Plants,' Macgillivray's
Walker, in
iginal work, p. 91, Lond., 1848).
'
Flora of Oxfordshire,' p. 32, refers to Monthly

within measurable reach.

similar statement.
1 eview vol. Ixvii., for a

'
THE BALUOH AND AFGHAN FRONTIEES OF INDIA r
esumes in the Fortnightly the series of all-important
ontributions to our knowledge of the military outlook
hich are owing to the author of Greater Britain.' It

ED. MARSHALL.

'

NOTES ON BOOKS.

difficult to over-estimate the value of the information,
o a certain extent reassuring, here supplied.
Madame
JIaze de Bury, writing with indignation on The Decaence of French Thought,' finds the beginning of the corin Victor Hugo, and delivers an animated inuption

&0.

'

By James E.

"he Story of the Nations. Holland.
Thorold Rogers. (Fisher Unwin.)

"

'
many others of the present day in one
eighal against Germinie Lacerteux and subsequent
volumes succeed each other with such
ench works of a kindred nature. Supplying a second
with
them.
Hoidifficult
to
it is
keep up
rapidity that
nstalment of The Characteristics of English Women,'
and is, however, so connected with England and bound up
Irs. Lynn Linton begins with the heroic death of Anne
with our history that we advise every one to read what
and ends with Mrs. Thrale. Dr. Robson Roose
Prof. Rogers has to tell us, and in a very pleasing form writes on The London Water
Supply and Prof. Max
does he contrive to bestow upon us a great many facts
liiller on 'Some Lessons of Antiquity.'
The Nineteenth
and a good deal of general information. An exhaustive
is
Wace
and
the Bishop of PeterCentury
polemical. Dr.
it is not
history of the Seven United Provinces of course
to the recent paper of Prof. Huxley on
orough
reply
no one could expect it to be such but a chatty, agreeAgnosticism,' and the former, while courteous in phrase,
able hook, in well expressed English, and freer than
ontrives to be severe in implication. Prof. Huxley himusual from the blunders that generally disfigure commeanwhile, in The Value of Witness to the Miraelf,
The
is what we have found it.
pilations of this kind,
ulous,' opens out ground for further debate, and Mrs.
author can convey his meaning in a very terse manner
lumphry Ward in The New Reformation has more
at times, as when he tells us that "Drake had gone
peculation' upon evidence and authority. Mr. Myers,
round the world in 1577, and had picked up a good deal
vriting on Tennyson as a Prophet,' does not '"scape the
of experience, and some property which belonged to the
Prof. Max Miiller answers the Duke of
nfection."
King of Spain, on his voyage."
on the question whether we can think without
Argyll
We cannot agree with one remark made by Prof,
ords. Under the head of Westminster Abbey and its
of the great
Rogers. He says: "The rout and ruin
Monuments Mr. William Morris suggests the forbidding:
Armada is the best-known fact in the history of all
memorials in Westminster Abbey in place of
urther
Surely this is a mistake
English-speaking nations."
a Victoria chapel, and the editor suggests the
Have we not been told from the days of our extreme erectingof future monuments
in the Cloisters.
The Cen)lacing
youth even until now, in many and various places, amid
A delightful paper on
\ury still holds aloft its head.
various ranks of our English-speaking peoples, thai
has some sound criticism upon that
York
Cathedral'
"Oliver Cromwell destroyed all the old castles and
noble edifice, and gives pictures of it from every point
buildings that yet exist in tradition, broke all the glass of view that must
delight the lover of the great northern
in our cathedrals and larger churches, and cut off King
cathedral. Gaddi and Taddeo Gaddi are treated by Mr.
This series of facts (]) we take to be
Charles's head."
'
Stillman in his essays on Old Italian Masters.' Some
more deeply impressed on the national mind than anj
curious particulars concerning the Grand Lama of
other fact or fiction recorded by history. We have tested very
the Trans-Baikal are supplied in a finely-illustrated
the index to this 'History of Holland,' and are very
picture of travel. Not a very tempting spot to visit
glad to be able to say that we have found it unusually
Christian Ireland is a
appears to be that depicted.
accurate. This is, we are aware, no great praise, con
'
The Use of Oil to Still the
very attractive paper.
eidering the style in which an index is generally pre
be commended to an interminable series of
Waves
may
sented to the public.
inquirers after the origin of the well-known phrase of
'
James Smith is
The Works of Shakespeare. Edited by Henry Irving am " pouring oil on troubled waters."
the subject of a brilliant and discursive essay in Temple
Frank A. Marshall. Vol. V. (Blackie & Son.)
THE fifth volume of the Henry Irving Shakespeare in Bar, which, after supplying much gossip of highest inte'
'
Leech's
eludes 'All's Well that Ends Well,' 'Julius Csesar
rest, ends by discussing the Lyceum Macbeth.'
Bottle deals with the well-known mark on his designs.
Measure for Measure,' 'Troilus and Cressida,' an
The play last named is substituted fo
To the North Cape describes what is perhaps the most
Macbeth.'
'
'
Rabelais is an
Hamlet,' which, according to the scheme of the editors
enjoyable summer tour in Europe.
should have been included in the present volume. It
appreciative, but a rather disappointing article. In Macmillan's Mr. Alexander Stuart endeavours to answer the
non-appearance is due to accidental causes, and the edi
much-debated question ' What is Humour ]
Leave*
tors, rather than postpone the appearance of the work
'
in
its
to
Macbeth
from a Note-Book deals with Matthew Arnold's verdict
have wisely decided
give
place. If, lik
"
his great adversary Macduff, Macbeth is thus untimel
on Macaulay's Lays of Rome.' Very striking is Sir
Robert Ball's account of 'Celestial Photography.'
ripped," his appearance at least is opportune. At th
General Booth, in Murray's Magazine, tells What ispresent moment the thoughts of playgoers and studenl
the Salvation Army,' and defends that curious and
are fixed upon 'Macbeth,' and Mr. Irving's theories a
to the parts to be excised are of immediate interest. Mr
assertive movement.
'A Blind Deaf Mute,' by Mr. C.
Marshall gives a long and valuable account of the literar;
Percy Jones, describes an interesting individual whose
history of the play, to be enriched in some future editio
enjoyment of existence seems to have been independent
'
Exotic Birdsof faculties customarily held necessary.
by the discussion on the 1673 Macbeth at present bein
conducted in'N. & Q.' The introduction and notes t
for Great Britain,' by Mr. W. H. Hudson, is admirable.
all the plays are worthy of the most careful study, an
It echoes vainly it is to be feared
the protest against
the illustrations improve, or, at least, grow upon on
the so-called naturalists who kill birds to enrich th.ir
'

T
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and the women who select carcasses
Mr. James Button, in the Gentleman s,
'
under the head Once upon a Time,' gives some particuof which any
lars of foreign opinion concerning England,
amount may be found in a volume of one of Mr. Elliot
columns. Mr. ArStock's series recently reviewed in our
'
chibald Forbes describes a thrilling Outpost Adventure.
the National Galto
Visit
How
in
Mr. Percy Fitzgerald
kind of catauw ^i
^v the
Has some goou
good suggestions
lerv
cug^con^uo aso to
J has
,
_i.,i
:__.
^A
"Mr.
V.
Wolfnrrl
dpsr.rihps a
describes
E.
Walford
logue still required, and Mr.
a paper by
'
has
Newetead.'
to
Longman's
Pilgrimage
'
the late P. H. Gosse, F.R.S., on A Country Day-School
with
deals
which
Poole, in
Seventy Years Ago.' In this,
Dorset is some folk-lore with new variants of well'
known rhymes. Cool Orchids,' by Mr. Frederick Boyle,
shows with what ease some varieties may be cultivated.
<
Snow, Frost, Storm, and Avalanche,' in the Cornhill,
of life in mountainous
gives some curious particulars
Desert Sands is a readable contribution to
regions
'
our knowledge of wild life. An account of Leeds in
the English Illustrated gives a good idea of that swarthy
of its picturesque
capital of labour, with the grimy beauty
surroundings. 'Kensington Palace' is also described,
'
Moroni's Portrait of a Tailor is reproduced, and there
'
is a pleasing design, called
Carpe Diem,' to a verse of
has the beginShakspeare's. The Scottish Art Review
'
in Anticoli-Corning of an attractive account of Life
Melville's
Arthur
Mr.
It reproduces
picture of
rado.'
The Snake-Charmers.'
pitiful collections

as adornments.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Old and

New

London, Part XVIII., leads

off the

& Co. This part deals
with Islington, Canonbury, King's Cross, Pentonville,
Sadler's Wells, Bagnigge Wells, Copenhagen Fields, &c.
Two very interesting views of London from Clerkenwell
in 1753, by Canaletti, are in the number, and the views
"
a century ago are very suggestive
of " Merry Islington
Our Own Country is to be
to the modern Londoner.
completed in sixty parts, of which the fiftieth has apSouthampton and Dorchester, with pleasant
peared.
views of abbeys, churches, Roman remains, &c., are given.
Why this agreeable publication should not be extended
to twice the length we fail to see. Our country will not
be exhausted in ten more parts. Part XXXVIII. of the
'
Illustrated Shakespeare all but completes
King Henry
The illustrations
VIII.,' and with it the historical plays.
are principally occupied with the king in his gallantries.
The Encyclopaedic Dictionary, Part LXIL, carries the

publications of Messrs. Cassell

"

Retroversion," and
alphabet from "Re-enthrone" to
gives specially ample information under "Regeneration," "Religion," and "Reptile." Naumann's History
of Music, translated, Part XII.., is still occupied with
the Netherlands School of Music, and gives a portrait of
"
Lassus, with the beginning of an "adoramus te Christe
of his composition. It has also facsimile autographs of
Haydn and Gliick. From Fiji Picturesque Australasia,
Part V., passes to Tasmania, giving a good account of
Hobart, of the lovely site of which and the picturesque
environs good views are supplied. In the letterpress the
customary climb of the visitor to Hobart to the top
of Mount Wellington is described. Celebrities of the
"
Arnott,"
Century, Part II., is occupied with A from
and B to " Berryer." Balzac, Odillon Barrot, Beaconsare
and
Beranger
among the
field, Belzoni, Bentham,
more important biographies. Woman's World has an
interesting and a capitally illustrated paper by Miss Ella
'
Hepworth Dixon, Women on Horseback,' and an account
of the ' Birthplace of Angelica Kauffman,' which, among
other designs, includes a reproduction of the portrait by
this painter of herself from the Uffizi Gallery.

PART XX. of the Bookbinder has a 'Short History of
Bookbinding,' by Mr. Quaritch ; a paper on Worcester
'

CT*

s.

vn. MAE.

9,

<.

Cathedral Library,' by Mr. Salt Brassington; and much
A fine binding by Padeloup for
practical information.
Louis XV. is reproduced.

PART LXIV. of Mr. Hamilton's collection of Parodies
contains travesties of Rossetti, W. Morris, Oscar Wilde,
and Martin Tupper.

MR. E. J. WALL has published through Messrs. Hazell,
Watson & Viney a Dictionary of Photography, which,
while well up to date, fulfils its purpose of a popular and
a trustworthy manual.

flutter** to

C0rre*patUient*.

We must call special attention
ON all communications must

to the following notices:
be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake

to answer queries privately.
secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate Blip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."

To

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
named Ned Lud, living

(1)

" Luddite."

" An imbecile

in a village in Leicestershire,

pursued one of them
being tormented by some boys
broke two stocking frames. His
into a house and
name was taken by those who broke power looms "
(Harriet Martineau, quoted in the Reader's Handbook,'
"
by Dr. Brewer). (2) Rebecca."" The name arose from
And they blessed Rea perversion of Gen. xxiv. 60,
let thy seed possess the
bekah, and said unto her
hate
them"
of
those
which
(Brewer's 'Reader's
gate
*
Agreeable Surprise,'
Handbook'). (3) "Old Plays."
'Lottery,' 1731, by Henry
1781, by John O'Keefe.
'
Fielding.
Capricious Lady,' 1771, by Mrs. Page and
1783, altered from Beaumont and Fletcher, by William
'
Cooke.
Dissipation,' 1781, by Miles Peter Andrews.
1781, by
Divorce,' 1771, by Lady Dorothea Dubois
Isaac Jackman.
Duellist,' 1773, by William Kenrick.
'
Cross Purposes,' 1772, by Obrien or O'Brien.
Riches,'
'

;

'

;

'

'

'
Romp,' 1789, attributed
1810, by Sir J. Bland Burgess.
'
Two to One,' 1784, by George Colman.
to
Lloyd.
'Word to the Wise,' 1770, by Hugh Kelly. 'Unhappy
Marriage,' we know of no such play.

PROF.

FELS ("Notea on English Translations of
Such would be welcome, and might appear

Schiller").
occasionally.

AN OLD READER wishes to know if the phrase " It had
the nodosities of the oak without its strength, the contortions of the Sybil without her inspiration," is by
Johnson or Binks.
"
Hobson's Choice." See 2 nd S. i.
E. CASSEUS.
(1)
472 ; ii. 57. (2) We dare not take the responsibility of
answering legal questions.
CORRIGENDA. P. 118, col. i. 1. 12 from bottom, for
" lain to rest " read laid to rest.
P. 155, col. ii. 1. 23, for
"
" 1846 " read 1746.
P. 168, col. i. 1. 24, for
George
"
Narburne Vincent read George Narbonne Vincent.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notea and Queries '"Advertisements and
"
the Office, 22,
Business Letters to The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and

"at

to this rule

we caa make uo

exception,
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Lewis's

'

'

:

Venables's 'Life of John Bunyan'
Plumptre's Life of

Holy Places of Jerusalem

Thomas Ken.'

i

'

and, again, in the old French romance of Berinus/
an abstract of which is given in my appendix to
the spurious, but curious, Canterbury 'Tale of
Beryn/ printed for the Chaucer Society. In a
'
Gesta
slightly different form it occurs in the
'

Drinking the.Sea Dry, 201' Dictionary of Nationa
Shakspeariana, 203
] iography,' 202
Bat-fowler, 204
Seine-Mounted Infantry The 92nd Foot Befront
Chronicle of Henry VIII.'' Lives of Twelve Good Men,
1 )5 Latten and Pinchbeck Skits on Exhibition of 1851
French Termination in " -Sge "
Enoch
1 lac-stockings
s rden 'Young England Poet
Meeting Table, 206' The
I onduct of the Allies,' 207.
" Divine
As
Ql ERIES Public Executions W. Mitford
asia "Diary of Light-keeper at the Eddystone Heraldic
1
--W. James "Yeoman service "Grindstone and Sapling
Ffolkes Baronetcy
--Books noted in Young's Travels
Acheson: Bulla, 207 Watering Place I. Barrow Wood
rove Family Col. F. Maceroni Sir H. Light Mrs. Goodal
- -Lord BroughtonWy re-lace: Hummed
D. Peachel, 208
Martin Holbeach Ludovic Sforza W. Physick Authors
Wanted, 209.
REPLIES The Pelican, 209 Definition of a Proverb -Did
the Greeks tint their Statues ? -' The Topic
Wanted
Lord Mayor's Show Mrs. or Miss, 211 Tailed Englishman Bridge at Schaffhausen J. Fennell Henry Cromwell,
212' The Brussels Gazette 'Poetical References to Lin-

N< FES
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'

Romanorum/ tale xix. of the
English texts edited by Sir F.

first

of

Madden

the old
for the

Roxburghe Club ; in the Italian novels of Sacchetti; and in the pleasantries of the German
arch-rogue Tyl Eulenspiegel, where to the question
of
sea

"How many
"

gallons of salt water are in the
the joker answers
"Four hundred and eighty millions, seven hundred
and thirty thousand, two hundred and sixty-four, and
If ye believe not what I say,
two-thirds, good measure.
cause ye all the rivers and streams which run therein to
stand still, and I will measure it, and if it prove not as I
say, then will I confess that I am unwise."
?

:

I find those singular people the Ainos are also
acquainted with this jest, which they relate thus,
according to No. xxxii. of Prof. Basil Hall
(
Chamberlain's Aino Folk-Tales,' privately printed
for the Folk-lore Society :
There was the Chief of the Mouth of the River and
the Chief of the Upper Current of the River. The former
was very vainglorious, and therefore wished to put the
Matter to shame or to kill him by engaging him in an.
ittempt to perform something impossible. So he sent for
aim and said: The sea is a useful thing, in so far as it is
;he original home of the fish which come up the river.
But it is very destructive in stormy weather, when it
seats wildly upon the beach.
Do you now drink it dry,
so that there may be rivers and dry land only.
If you
'

'

Notices to Correspondents, &c.

so, then forfeit all your possessions.' The other
to the vainglorious man's surprise) said: 'I
the
accept
challenge.' So, on their going down together
10 the beach, the Chief of the
Upper Current of the
River took a cup and scooped up a little of the sea-water
with it, drank a few drops, and said: ' In the sea- water
tself there is no harm.
It is some of the rivers flowing
nto it that are poisonous. Do you, therefore, first close
he mouths of all the rivers both in Aino-land and in
Tapan, and prevent them from flowing into the sea, and
hen I will undertake to drink the sea dry.' Hereupon
he Chief of the Mouth of the River felt ashamed, ac:nowledged his error, and gave all his treasures to his

cannot do

DRINKING THE SEA DRY.

(greatly

In the diverting tale of 'The Sandal- wood Merhant and the Blind Old Man/ which occurs in all
'
he Eastern versions of the Book of Sindibad,' the

I

nlucky merchant, having played at dice or draughts
a sharper and lost, is required to " drink up
he waters of the sea " or surrender all his property.
ie goes at night in disguise to the house of the
haykh of Thieves, a blind and decrepit old man,
Cith

rithal

exceedingly intelligent, where all the sharpers

bembled to recount to him the day's adventures ;
hd when the dice-player tells of his bargain with
lie

merchant, the old

man

says that he has done a

merchant might ask him
stop all the streams and rivers that are
owing into the sea, which the merchant takes
>od care to do the next day, when he is required
foolish thing, for the

jery
first

perform the task.
This seems to have been a favourite jest in
It reappears in
urope during mediaeval times.
e apocryphal 'Life of Esop,' by Maximus
lanudes, a monk of the fourteenth century,
here we are told that Xanthus, the master of

drunk at a symposium,
agered his house and all it contained that he
ould drink the sea dry, and Esop gets him out
the scrape next morning by suggesting that he
e

fabulist,

getting

'

ould

demand

that the rivers be

first

stopped

;

ival."

Now

it

may be argued by "anthropological"

such an idea as this might well be
onceived by any people, and therefore we have no
need to seek for some foreign source. I grant it
aving and excepting such a stupid and barbarous
ace as the Ainos, who never could have imagined
uch a thing. No
They got the story from the
"apanese, who in their turn obtained it, along with
many other Indian stories, through Buddhist books,
t is the opinion of not a few learned men who
lave made a special study of popular fictions that
'
out of which sprang the
lie
Book of Sindibad
work generally known in Europe under the title of
The Seven Wise Masters of Rome,' which, howver, was not imported in a written form, as Paulin
was originally of
aris has conclusively shown
Buddhist contrivance ; and, if this be so, the existolk-lorists that

!

'
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ence of the story of drinking the sea dry among
the Ainos, who must, as I think, have had it from
the Japanese, would seem to point to some Bud'
'
dhist form of the Book of Sindibad having been
at one time, if it be no longer, known to the latter

W.

people.

A. CLOUSTON.

233, Cambridge Street, Glasgow.

(See 6th s. xi. 105, 443 ; xii. 321 ; 7* S. i. 25, 82, 342,
376; ii. 102, 324, 355; Hi. 101, 382: iv. 123, 325,422;
vii. 22, 122.)
v. 3, 43, 130, 362, 463, 506
;

XVII.

Vol.

"

"
P. 5 b. For Einsiedlen read Einsiedeln.
P. 12 b. "Staller"?
P. 34 a. For "Cottenham" read Cottingham,
near Hull.
Pp. 72-3. Papers on the battle of Towton, by
C. R. Markham, A. H. D. Leadman, and T. M.
Fallow, in Yorkshire Archaeological Journal, vol.
x.; and by G. F. Townsend in the 'York' vol.
Archaeological Institute, 1848.
P. 75 b. Kobin of Redesdale was Sir Robert
Hildyard, and not Sir William Conyers. See the
late Robert Davies's account of Symnell's rebellion
in the 'York' vol. Archaeological Institute, 1848,

3n.

p.

See Stukeley's
b. Arthur Edwards.
'Diaries' (Surtees Society).
P. 283 b. Dolgelly.
P. 114 a. Dolgelley.
"
P. 118 a. For "Fossilogy read Fossilology.
P. 122. Of Edwards, Locke and Molyneux speak
P. Ill

with contempt, Limborch with respect (Locke's
Criticism of his animadversions
'Letters,' 1708).
'
on Dr. Clarke in Nelson's Life of Bull,' second
Add to his works ' Fait h
edition 1 7 1 4, pp. 333-9.
and Justification/ 1708, and 'Remains,' 1730 or
,

1731.
P. 124 a. An account of Jonathan Edwards's
part in the controversy with Williams and Lobb
in Nelson's 'Life of Bull,' second edition, 1714,
pp. 269 sqq.

P. 126

b.

Thomas Edwards's Latin

Italian cities are printed in Schott's

'

verses on

Itin. Ital.,'

n.d., p. 603.

P. 161. There are four epigrams on Thomas
Egerton in Owen. He was the patron of William

Thomas,

Bull's tutor (Nelson's

'

Life of Bull,' 22).
'
Pathway of

Great praise of him by Robert Hill,
Piety,' 1613.
P. 163. A. L. Egg.

P.

164.

F.

See Frith's 'Reminisc.'

Eginton,

sen.

'Mem.

of

Amos

Green,' 1823, p. 89; 'N. & Q.,' 4* S. ix.279;
S. xi. 168, 273.
There is an edition
P. 165 a. F. Eginton, jun.
of Anstey's 'New Bath Guide,' 1807, with plates
in stipple by F. Eginton, Birmingham.
P. 213 b, line 6 from foot. For " acllous " read
caUout.

5*

vn. MAR.

ie,

m

P. 227 a. For " Moen " read Moms.
P. 242. H. T. Ellacombe was born May 15
(I
have it in his own hand that the year was
1799,
which must be a slip for 1790). He was his father's
youngest son. See J. H. Ewing's 'Life,' 1885,
'
Misc. Gen. etHer.,'
p. 21 ; 'D. N. B.,' v. 443 a ;
ii. 33
Church Times, August 7, 21, 1885
'N. &Q.,' 6 th S. xii. 120; Church Bells, December 5, 1874, of the bell- ringing department of
which he was the editor. His books were not all

1876,

DICTIONARY OP NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY':
NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.

.

;

privately printed.
P. 243 a. Stytnam, now Stittenham.
P. 243 b. For "Cotingham" read Cottingham.

P. 244 a. Dr. Ellerton also founded a scholarship at the University of Durham in 1848 (see the
'
Durham University Calendar'). See Mark Pattison's 'Memoirs,' 1885; J. B. Mozley's
'Letters,'

1885

;

Dean Burgon's 'Twelve Good Men.'

P. 252 a. For "Osgodvie" read Osgodby.
P. 265 a. Coleridge's criticism of Elliotson rs
translation of Blumenbach, 'The Friend,' 1st land,
pi., ess. 5, n.

Pp. 266-7. Accounts of Ebenezer Elliott, by
S. C. Hall, in the Art Journal, and in Chambers's
"
"
'Papers for the People.'
January Searle was
the

pseudonym

of George S. Phillips.

P. 283 b. Dr. John Ellis's Latin treatise on the
Thirty-nine Articles was reprinted Ainst. 1696.
The English version was reprinted London 1710.
J. L. was doubtless J. St. Loe.
There was a John
'
The Knowledge of
Ellis, D.D., reputed author of
Divine Things from Revelation, not from Reason

or Nature,' 1743.
P. 293. Welbore Ellis.

'Letters of Junius,'

1807, 188-9.
P. 310 a. Peter Elmsley, bookseller.
Other
testimonies collected by Mathias, 'Purs, of Lit./
181-2.
P. 329 b, line 17 from foot. For "1594" read
1494.
"
P. 332 a. For Pinkethman " read Penkethman.
P. 334 b, line 2. For " Cal." read Cat.
"
P. 335 b. For Wheelock" read WhelocL
P. 341. Elwall.
See ' N. & Q.,' 6* S. iii. 508 ;
iv.

50.

P. 343. Horace Walpole said that Topham's
'Life of Elwes' was "one of the most amusing
anecdotical books in the English language"
('Letters,' 1840, vi. 294); Retrosp. Review, ix.;
'Lives of Characters born in Essex, Suffolk, and
Norfolk,' London, 1820, with steel portrait of

Elwes by Page.
P. 359 b. Blackwall says Martin's argument
against Emlyn is irresistible ('Sacred Classics,'
third edition, 1737, ii. 209).
In Spelman on 'Tithes.'
P. 384 a. Erbury.
1647, app. p. 3, mention is made of his publicly
disputing at Oxford against" ministry and tithes.
P. 392 b. For "Ellerlee read Ellerton (?).
Pp. 404-7. "Godly Sarah; or, the Sighing

7*

l

;

i

]

8.

VII. MAB. 16, '89.]
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a Pastoral Dialogue between Andrew Club
and Tho. Woolrich, with a Prayer and Dedica
.on to the Eev. Mr. E[benezer] E[rskine], and
iemarks on some late Authors," 8vo. , Edinburgh

sues by which Shakespeare significantly adumbrates
the future relation of Cromwell to the
Church, he
interposes in the name of decorum, but is quite as
ready as Gardiner to bustle through the decision
which is to consign Cranmer to the Tower ; that
he is to be understood as content to think that
execution would follow imprisonment in due course

ister,

>n

737.

P. 410

a.

Sir

nended Gray

to

Henry Erskine

in 1762 recom
Lord Bute for the Cambridg<
Modern Languages ('Gray,' by

Professorship of
:
lason, 1827, p. 238).

Pp. 435-443. Lord Erskine. He was counse
John Williams against Faulder, reported at
< nd of Gifford's 'Baviad and Mseviad.' See Mathias,

ior

xv. 184, 211, 253, 372, 379 sqq.,
Pryme's'Autob.,' 63, 298 (his vv. at Holkham):
his 'Speeches.' edited, with memoir, by Edward
Walford, 1880. That in Paine's case was widely
-circulated as a tract.

'Purs, of

Lit.,'

203

appears from his next speech. When Norfolk sees
proof in Cranmer's production of the royal signet
that " the king will not suffer the little
finger of
this man to be vexed," he agrees " ; Tis now too
certain,"

and adds

How much more is his life in value with him ]
There is too much on record of Sir Thomas
More's bitterness towards professors of the new
opinions which fully justifies this typical example

it.
At p. 348 of the black-letter folio of Sir
Thomas Erskine, of Linlathen.
See
Thomas More's Workes we read the exultation of
'Culture
and
and
his
Shairp,
Religion,' p. 135,
the author of tolerant ' Utopia over the fate of a
letters in
Principal Shairp and his Friends/ by
"

P. 444.

of

'

'

'

'

William Knight.

His book on 'Internal
Evidences is recommended by Prof. A. S. Farrar,
'Synopsis of Lectures at Durham,' 1869.
P. 446. William Erskine's verses on Scottish
superstitions, supplementary to Collins's 'Ode/
and often printed with Collins's poems, originally
appeared in the Edinburgh Magazine, April, 1788;
.and see N. & Q.,' 7"1 S. vii. 38.
W. C. B.
Prof.

'

'

SHAKSPEARIANA.
*

HENRY

VIII.'
The Lord Chancellor, who first
'
appears in the fifth act of Henry VIII.' and takes
an important part in the second scene, is no other
than Sir Thomas More, and the question arises
whether there is any good reason why his speeches
should not be headed by his name. His succession
to Wolsey in the
chancellorship is specially introduced as a topic in the scene between Wolsey and
Cromwell
:

That 's somewhat sudden
But he 's a learned man. May he continue
Long in his highness' favour, and do justice
For truth's sake and his conscience.
:

:Nor

|

he introduced as a mere colourless character
like any lord chamberlain or a
secretary, with no
colour that is not a mere reflection from the
general
is

attributes of his office. The
temper assigned to him
by the poet in the incident in the council chamber
agrees precisely with the explicit intimations of the
chronicler Hall, who was not
his contem-

merely
porary, but in a position which made him often
absolutely an eye-witness of the conduct which he
records

and

in his

own

heretic who
could not agree that before the day
of doom there were either any saint in heaven or
soul in purgatory or in hell either," for which hor-

rible heresy he was delivered at last into the
secular hands and " burned as there was never
wretch, I ween, better worth." But we have confirmation in an account by a contemporary which

came under the eye

of Shakespeare, who
of a passage in it which also helps us to
set right a corruption of his text.
The passage occurs in Hall's account of a riot at
certainly

made use

St. Paul's Chapter-House, which was provoked
by
an attempt of Stokesley, Bishop of London, to bind
ihe clergy to an unfair charge by the acquiescence
procured from some six or eight specially convened.

Temporal men took part

in the disturbance, and
strake the bishop's officer over the
ace." The bishop by a speech, of which more is to
" after
divers of his servants
said, quieted all
had been buffeted and stricken," and sent all away
with his pardon and blessing, and injunction to deSo it was supposed there was an
part in charity.
end to the matter. By no means

one priest

"

r

:

" The

bishop went to Sir

Thomas More, then being

Chancellor, which greatly favoured the bishops and
clergy ['a great persecutor of such as detested the
supremacy of the Bishop of Rome,' Hall, p. 817], and to
him made a grievous complaint and declared the fact
very grievously."

In consequence fifteen priests and five temporal
men were arrested and sent to various " prisons,
where they remained long after." This story is
much abridged after Hall by Holinshed, whom

More, then, as Chancellor, after being a party
keeping Archbishop Cranmer waiting outside among "
pursuivants, pages, and footboys,"
lectures him
solemnly and soundly when he is
introduced on his divers and dangerous
heresies,
and then leaves him to be dealt with
by his bitter

Shakespeare chiefly makes use of, as proved by
Malone ; but that he had also perused Hall is
jertain, for the unctuous speech of the bishop in
his fuller account is made use of by him for the
peech which he assigns to More. The bishop is
all blandness and
humility when he intends to im>ose, as More in the play affects to be when not

enemy Gardiner.

unwilling to triumph.

fashion characterizes.

to

When

the sharp altercation en-

NOTES AND QUEKIES.
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"My friends all, ye know well that we be men of frail
condition and no angels, and by frailty and lack of wisdom we have misdemeaned ourselves toward the king
our sovereign lord and his laws."
now hear the poet
;
More. My good lord Archbishop, I am very sorry
To sit here at this present and behold
That chair stand empty; but we all are men,
In our own natures frail, incapable ;
Of our flesh few are angels out of which, frailty
And lack of wisdom, you that best should teach us
Have misdemeaned yourself, and not a little
Toward the king first, then his laws.

So the chronicler

:

:

I correct here the corrupt text by changed punctuaand following Malone, retion, and then further
jected of the Cambridge editors by substituting
"
incapable "(cf. "incapable and shallow innocents,"
" and
*
Richard III./ III. ii.) for the meaningless

W. WATKISS

capable."

THE OBELI OF THE GLOBE EDITION
SURE FOR MEASURE (7 th S. v. 442

LLOYD.
IN

'

'

MEA-

vi.

303,
The variant distribution of 11. 21-2, II. L,
422).
all but the elision of
hit upon by MR. SPENCE
that, and the line is as easily scanned with it,
though not so iambically regular as without it
;

suggested by Steevens, and then adopted
by Dyce. Why, too, this distribution was not
adopted earlier and by all is to me a mystery, for
the alteration is of the easiest, approves itself at
once to any metrical ear, and is undoubtedly
But Shakespeare students must take the
right.
strongest possible exception to the change to
In the first place, though the form
justice eyes.
seizes was generally, though not always, adopted
about the time of the First Folio, ceazes and
ceizes were not uncommon Elizabethan spellings.
In the poems we have ceaze four times and seize
twice.
Looking merely into Nicholas Breton, we

was

first

cease, ceaze, and ceizd.
Secondly, coincidences as a final ce followed by a commencing
ce, or the like, cannot by the laws of chance be
very uncommon, and then the necessity of ize
being a misprint for eyes falls to the ground.
Thirdly, while it must be admitted that these
arguings of mine would themselves fall to the
ground if the original were nonsense or even
bad sense, and if MR. SPENCE'S reading gave
good sense, I contend that his reading gives

find

bad and the

The funcwho, by the way, was always

original excellent sense.

tion of Justice
represented as blindfolded is not simply to sit
with her hands folded and eye criminals, but to seize
and judge them. And this her seizing of them
makes .Angelo's thought, his expression of it, and

his argument more emphatic, and far more to his
Moreover, in the very case he is speakpurpose.
ing of Claudio has not been merely eyed with the
intent of seizing him, but he has been seized, found
guilty, and condemned to death.

39
Some run from brakes

II.

i.

This, Malone's reading

of vice, and answer none.

as plainly stated

IG,

by MR.

SPENCE, though MR. DANIEL MOORE too carelessly
had been
attributes it to the latter gentleman
adopted by Dyce, second edition, 1864, and I had
long wondered why it had been passed by others
I now refer to it for two reasons.
First, M_>.
"
"
SPENCE seems to take brakes in this passage as
"
" thickets." But Malone
adopted it as the
equal
engine with which farriers confined the legs of such
unruly horses as would not otherwise submit themselves to be shod, or to have a[ny] cruel operation
"
run
performed on them." Taken in this sense
from " attains its full significance. Taken in this

"
sense also it gives full sense to and answers none,"
"
while if it be taken in the sense of "thickets these
three words are, so far as I can see, senseless.
Secondly, MR. SPENCE says that the error was due
"
to
mishearing of the passage," and MR. MOORE
I venture to differ, believing that it
echoes this.
was one of the many press errors due to the mis-

He took up
the compositor.
and from the assonance of/ and
" brakes of ice."
v these words became to him

remembering of

" breaks

of vice,"

BR. NICHOLSON.

THE OBELI OF THE GLOBE EDITION IN
You LIKE IT (7 th S. vi. 263, 344; vii. 42).
'

'As
IV.

"
I owe it to DR. NICHOL88,
ripe sister."
SON to state that the obelus which marked ripe as
doubtful in the earlier issues of the Globe edition

A

iii.

has, I find, been removed from the later issues. ]
two notes on the
was not aware of this when
were written. But, though I can no longer

my

passage
claim even the indirect support of the Globe, my
own opinion as to what is the right reading remains
unchanged. DR. NICHOLSON is too well acquainted
with his mother tongue not to know that noun and
a
adjective cannot always change places without
True, as he says
change in the meaning also.
" one has heard of ' a maiden now
th
S. vi. 344),
(7
ripe for marriage'"; but I do not think," except
about a
ripe
cannibals, one would speak
young maiden." I know but of one apparent exfind
it in the rightwill
NICHOLSON
DR.
ception.
hand corner of Hogarth's plate entitled Times of

among

'

Day Noon.' There is there a splendid specimen of a ripe young maiden, duly labelled with
the

"

Good eating." But Hogarth
the speaking motto
always knew what he was about. The individual
who is thinking or saying so with such evident
gusto is a nigger, probably an imported cannibal.
"
an old man ripe for the
So, too, I can speak of
sickle of death "; but were I to speak of "a ripe
old man" I should be understood to mean that he
like Trinculo.
was "
reeling ripe,"

B.

Manse

M. SPENCE, M.A.

of Arbuthnott, N.B.

BAT-FOWLER AND BAT-FOLDER.

The former

D,,' the latter is not ; and yet
I find it in F. Buckland's notes to his edition of G,

word

:

vn. MAB.

is

in the

'

N. E.
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Vhite's 'Nat. Hist. of Selborne' (Macmillan, 1875),

represent

it

205

in their armorial escutcheon, Argent, a

"
The passage runs, The bat-folders about fesse nebulae azure or as it is otherwise given,
There can also be
jondon take numbers of field- fares, red-wings, and Azure, a bend nebulae argent.
en blackbirds." And this passage is singularly no doubt that the Edens (Lords Aukland) derive
.ke one quoted in the 'N. E. D.' from G. White their patronymic from the Cumbrian stream which
"The bat-fowlers
take Wordsworth reminds us bears a " sweet name
himself, and which runs,
386.

;

]

3
'

;

aany red-wings in the hedges." And well it may
that Buckland's note is a comment on
>e, seeing
It seems, therefore,
his very passage of White.

Jmost certain that bat-folder

is

a mere misprint

or bat- fowler; but, if so, the misprint was not disoovered by Buckland, for I find bat-folder perpetuated in the edition of 1883, p. 320

fetched from Paradise."
Don and Dee are the names of families and also
of rivers; but I am not aware that any connexion
has been proved to exist between the two.

ASTARTE.

:

F.

Sjdenham

CHANCE.

Hill.

MOUNTED INFANTRY

IN 1567. Nicolas Cous'
tureau, in his Life of Louis de Bourbon,' speaking
of what occurred in a battle fought at St. Denis in
the above year, says
"Louis de Bourbon suivit la victoire jusques assez pros
de la porte Sainct Denys, et tailla en pieces les harque:

ST. SEINE.
late

The following passage occurs

in the

Miss Louisa Stuart Costello's 'Pilgrimage to

Auvergne':
" The source of the River Seine

is

at a little distance

from the town [Dijon], and seems to have supplied the
Romish calendar with the saint who presides over the
spot."-I. 280.

Can this be true ? Miss Costello seldom made
rash blunders, but it seems very unlikely that the
Bnrgundians should have dreamed themselves into
such a state of muddle-headedness as to take a
'
river for a man.
Ulysse Chevalier, in his Repertoire des Sources Historiques du Moyen Age,'
gives several references to biographical notices

He does not, however,
Seine.
Butler's 'Lives,' but that work
does not profess itself to be a complete catalogue.
It is possible that the saint may have taken his
concerning St.
to

refer

Alban

name from

the river, but judging from English
Few of
analogies such a thing is not very likely.
our English rivers have given names to families.
have not, so far as I can call to mind, a Mr.

We

Ouse, a Mr. Humber, a Mr. Thames, or a Mr.
Trent
though this last furnished a personal
designation (not, as it seems, a family name) to an
unfortunate wight who figures in Eobin Hood
and Guy of Gisborne':
His shoote it was but loosely shott,
;

*

Yet flewe not the arrowe in vaine,
For itt mett one of the sheriffes men,
Good William a Trent was slaine.
It

had bene better of William a Trent

To have bene abed with sorrowe,
Than to be that day in the greenwood
To meet with Little John's arrowe.

Had William a Trent not entered

slade

the service of the

he might have founded a family in which the
name of Trent became hereditary.
well-known
Yorkshire race bear the name of Swale, which is
taken directly or indirectly from the river
Swale,
which skirted, if it did not indeed pass through,
their domains.
learned Yorkshire genealogist
once assured the writer that so attached were the
Swales to the mountain burn from which
they derived their designation that
they endeavoured to
sheriff

A

A

busiers quo le dit sieur Prince (Conde) et les siens
avoyent amenez en croupe en venant a la charge pour les
mettre a la teste des chevaux entre deux un."

RALPH N. JAMES.
THE 92ND FOOT.

The 2nd

battalion (raised in

1803) embarked for Ireland on Nov. 29, 1803, and
remained there until Oct. 10, 1811, when it returned to Scotland, and was disbanded at Edinburgh in 1814. During its existence it supplied
by drafts to the 1st battalion (then almost continuously on active service) some 1,006 men, and
of these about 600 were sent from Ireland. It has
occurred to me to suggest that perhaps some of
these men were headquarters recruits, and thereROBERT EAYNER.
fore Irishmen.

BEFRONT. I heard this word used for the first
wittime the other day in the sense of in front.
ness (a Surrey man) spoke of his companion as
being "about six yards befront." I cannot find
the word in any of the local or provincial
glossaries, but it seems a counterpart to behind,
and equally worthy of a place in our vocabulary.
G. L. G.

A

'CHRONICLE OF HENRY VIII. OF ENGLAND.
th
S. vii. 139.)
(See 7
Supplementary to your review of this book, I beg to point out a fact unmentioned by the translator, Mr. Hume, who, in
making use of the report on the MS. by the Marquis de Molins, does not seem to have been aware
that he had published the following excellent edi"
Cronica del rey Enrico Ofcavo de Ingalaterra,
tion:
escrita por un autor coetaneo, y ahora por primera

vez impresa 4 ilustrada, con introduccion, notas, y
"
(Libros de
por el Marques de Molins
Antano, t. iv.), Madrid, 1874, 12mo., pp. ciii, 523.
HENRY E. TEDDER.
ape"ndices,

'LIVES OF TWELVE GOOD MEN.' (See 7 th S.
Will the reviewer kindly excuse me for
159).
"
adding that one of the twelve good men," to whose
name he has no reference, was a correspondent of
N. & Q.,' and continued such, with long intervals,
vii.
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A

for many years, with the signature C. P. E. ?
reference to Jeremy Taylor brought him out most
The last comfrequently, as he edited his works.
th
munication that I make out was at 6 S. xii. 258.

I refer to the REV. C. P. EDEN.

ED. MARSHALL.
S.
In N. & Q., 3
396, the analysis of the metal called latten is
given as composed of copper 64 per cent., zinc 29|
In
per cent., lead 3| per cent., and tin 3 per cent.
the same, 6 th S. i. 213, pinchbeck is said to be
composed of copper 75 percent, and zinc 25 per cent.
It is worth while to notice the close resemblance of
these compounds. Pinchbeck is a simplified latten,
with a little more copper and a little less zinc.
'

LATTEN AND PINCHBECK.

rd

1

xii.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

ARTISTIC SKITS ON THE GREAT EXHIBITION
OF 1851. There were, doubtless, many of these
separate publications in addition to the illustrations in Punch and other journals. I can mention

[7*
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way.
foreigner of rank refused to accompany a
friend to one of these parties on the plea of
being
in his travelling costume, to which there was the
"
Oh
we
mind
never
on
dress
these occareply,
sions; you may come in bas Ueus or blue stockings,"
with allusion to Barry's stockings, when the
foreigner, fancying that bas Ueus were part of the
necessary costume, called the meeting ever after
the Bas-bleu Society (ibid.}.
ED. MARSHALL.
!

FRENCH TERMINATION

IN "EGE." (See 7 th S.
In the seventh edition of the ' Diction100.)
naire de l'Acade"mie Franchise' the orthography ege
has been adopted not only in nouns?, but in verbs,
vii.

and has been generally received by French printers.
The pronunciation of the termination, which has
been long wavering between ege and ege, is thus
definitely decided in favour of the latter.

A. FELS.
Hamburg.
'

ENOCH ARDEN.' The theatrical reviewer of the
Times accuses M. Zola of taking the idea of his
story, 'Jacques Damour,' from 'Enoch Arden.'
But a similar story has been told by M. Zola's
countryman Le Sage, who himself is not always
In ' Gil Bias ' is the story of ' Donna
original.
This lady marries Don
Mencia de Mosquera.'
Alvar, who, through a fatal duel, is compelled to
He is absent for seven years, and
folding panorama, eighteen feet in length, the fly from Spain.
She
designs, about 350 in number, being coloured, Donna Mencia hears a report of his death.
Not very long since I saw a copy then marries again. After a time, Don Alvar reoblong octavo.
of this, priced 38s., in a London catalogue of appears in disguise.
He makes himself known to
CUTHBERT BEDE.
his wife, but expresses an intention of going away
second-hand books.
'

Overland Journey
to the Great Exhibition, showing a few Extra
Articles and Visitors,' by Richard Doyle. These
sketches were in nine panoramic plates in oblong
2. 'The Great Exhibition "Wot is to
quarto.
Be"; or, Probable Results of the Industry of All
Nations/ by George Augustus Sala. This was a

two by distinguished men.

1.

BLUE-STOCKINGS. (Compare 7 th S. vii. 24.)
Mrs. Amelia Opie, in 'Detraction Displayed,'
"
London, 1828, has a chapter (xii.) On some of
the most prominent Subjects of Detraction, Authorand
esses, Blue-stockings, Medical Men," &c.
she is not of the same opinion with MR. J. POWER
HICKS as to the statement that the name oriShe writes
ginated with Dr. Stillingfleet.
" I shall now
give as true a history of blue-stockingism
as my scanty means will furnish.
" About the
year 1784 and '86 some ladies and gentlemen of rank, fashion, and literary taste agreed to

again without disturbing her present wedded state.
But Donna Mencia likes her first husband best,
and insists on going with him.
E. YARDLEY.

THE YOUNG ENGLAND POET. Another illusion
gone
Certainly, even though Shakspere's works
be Bacon's or Sir Anthony Sherley's, one would at
least have thought that no one could deprive the
noble owner of Bakewell of the honour of first conceiving that sublime idea
Let wealth and commerce, laws and learning die,
But leave us still our old nobility.
Yet Lord John was anticipated. In Modern
assemble at each other's houses for the purpose of rational
conversation and at these parties persons of every de- Gulliver's Travels,' London, 1796, on p. 192, will
scription of genius were kindly welcomed. I have been be found the well-developed germ of the noble
Thus it runs
frequently told, from what appeared to me good autho- duke's aspiration.
rity, that the society owed its peculiar name to the
Be aristocracy the only joy
homely dress of one of the visitors, namely, that highlyLet commerce perish let the world expire.
gifted but eccentric being James Barry, Professor of
Alas
HALKETT LORD.
Painting to the Royal Academy, who was at that time
Scotch Plains, N.J., U.S.
employed on his admirable pictures in the great room of
,

!

:

:

'

;

:

:

!

the Adelphi, and used to go to this assembly of the highborn and the intellectual in the same dress in which he
painted: in short he appeared there in his worsted blue
stockings."

To

P. 252.

:

"It is also said that
not Barry, was the cause of this

this there is the note,

Dr. Stillingfleet,

appellation."
It is further stated that the

MEETING TABLE. In the register of burials of
the parish of St. Mary Magdalene, Canterbury, I
"
find the following entry
1709/10, January 19,
John Paris was buried in the Church hard by the
As I have not met with the
meeting table."
"
"
meeting table before, I make a note of it.

name

arose in this

J.

M. COWPER.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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corre'THE CONDUCT OF THE ALLIES.'
Dondent, signing himself F. G., states in a recent
umber of the Academy that the first edition of
"
'
wift's
Conduct of the Allies/ though published
i i
November, 1711, is dated 1712." I have never
( Dme across the first edition, but I have seen the
eacond, third, fourth, and fifth, all of which are
ated 1711. F. G. was probably misled by Scott.
S. LANE-POOLE.
t

:

{

(
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the terrible occurrence at the Eddystone Lighthouse, when one of the two keepers died, and the
survivor had to remain alone with the corpse until
This purports to be taken from the diary
relieved.
of the survivor, and the contributor of it proposed
Was this
to publish other extracts from the diary.
ever done 1 If so. where may they be found ?
W. S. B. H.

HERALDIC. Can any of your correspondents
me when and to whom the following arms
and crest were first granted ? Or, a lion passant
proper, on a fesse azure three escallops of the field
inform

ttttftff*.

We must

request correspondents desiring information
en family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

(possibly the escallops are proper).
head collared, issuant, proper.

Crest, talbot's

CHARLES W. MAcCoRD.

WILLIAM JAMES. Particulars desired of the life
PUBLIC EXECUTIONS IN SUSSEX. In 'Sussex
and family connexions of William James, a wellArchaeological Collections,' by the Sussex Archaeoknown historian, and author of The Naval History
logical Society,' vol. xxiii. p. 214, it is stated that
of Great Britain,' in 5 vols., 1822-4, and other
one of the last public executions in Sussex was
works. He resided about the year 1826 at No. 12,
that of two brothers named Drewett, who had been
South Lambeth. It is understood
convicted at the Spring Assizes of this county in Chapel Fields,
that he resided in Jamaica in the early part of the
1799 of robbing the Portsmouth mail on North
Heath Common, near Midhurst. The older re- century, but left no descendants.
DANIEL HIPWELL.
sidents of the neighbourhood of Midhurst, to
which the Drewetts belonged, still talk of the
"YEOMAN SERVICE." This phrase is now much
Drewetts' gibbet and of the deeds of daring with in fashion.
By whom and when was it first
which their names were associated. A belief pre- introduced; and what is its exact meaning?
vails in Midhurst and the neighbourhood that the
W. E. BUCKLEY.
'

younger brother suffered death in place'of his father,
who was the real offender. A copy of the placard
headed " The Last Dying Speech and Confession
of Robert and William Druitt " is
occasionally to
be met with.
Where can I find a copy of this
placard, an account of the trial, or any other
information about these two brothers ?
G.
8, Strathmore Gardens, Kensington, W.

WILLIAM MITFORD.

Where did

the historian

of Greece receive his education ?
Lord Redesdale,
*
ais brother, in his memoir
prefixed to the History,'
only states that he was removed from school at the
and was sent to
age of fifteen, owing to an

GRINDSTONE AND SAPLING.
tell

me where to

find

Can any one kindly
an account of a sapling germi-

nating through the hole in the centre of a grindstone which was lying on the ground, and, in course
of time, as it grew and filled the aperture, lifting
the stone off the ground ?
E. F. B.

BOOKS MENTIONED
Can any one

VELS.

IN

ARTHUR YOUNG'S TRA-

identify these

two authors,

quoted in Arthur Young's famous French travels,
1787-9, and not to be found either in the Cata-

British
of the
Museum, Allibone, or
Lowndes? 1. "Prof. Symonds's 'Essays on
Oxford when his health permitted. Other books Italian Husbandry'"; 2. "Mill's 'Husbandry.'"
content themselves with saying that he was Is anything also known of a certain "Dom
educated at Queen's College, Oxford, and remain Cowley," who in 1788-9 was writing on agriculsilent as to his earlier
M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
I have had it ture at Metz ?
training.

logue

illness,

to me that he was sent to Westminster
School, but I have not seen the statement corroborated in print.
ALPHA.

stated

"

DIVINE ASP ASIA." Who was Lady Elizabeth
"
divine Aspasia," whom " to love
Hastings, the
was a liberal education " ? Is there any authority
for the above words
being attributed to Congreve ?
Leigh Hunt, among other?, does

so.

VERDANT GREEN.
DIARY OF LIGHT-KEEPER AT THE EDDTSTONE.
In Fraser's Magazine, vol. xxxix. there is a nar,
rative (p. 432) of circumstances connected with

Villa Julia, Hastings.

FFOLKES BARONETCY. Who in 1885 was heir
presumptive to Sir William Hovell Browne Ffolkes,
the then baronet?
Walford's 'County Families'
" his
for that vear says,
brother, Martin William,
born 1849"; but in Foster's 'Baronetage,' 1881,
no mention is made of this brother, and the heir
presumptive is given as Henry Edward, the then
baronet's uncle.
The two statements are clearly
F.

conflicting.

ACHESON

W. D.

George Acheson married
about 1815 Mary Anne Bulla, the daughter of
:

BULLA.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Thomas Bulla, a flour dresser. Their children,
fourteen in all, were born at Slane, Meath co.,
Ireland, before 1843.
Wanted, the names of the
parents of George Acheson, and full record of their
family ; also maiden name of the wife of Thomas
Bulla, and record of his family.
GENEALOGIST.
Chelsea, Mass., U.S.

WATERING PLACE.

How

did this

somewhat

curious expression for a sea- side resort come into
Were people ever said " to water " or
being 1
41
"
to go a- watering when they went to the sea-side ?

A. SMYTHE PALMER.
Woodford.

ISAAC BARROW. The date of Barrow's birth has
been much disputed. The ' Dictionary of National
Biography,' without discussion, gives 1630; but
'
Hill, in his
Life,' says that when Barrow was a
"
boy at Felsted school his master made him little
"
tutor
to (William, third) Viscount Fairfax, who,
according to Burke, was born June 6, 1630, and
succeeded to the title September 24,1641. Barrow
seems to have gone into residence at Cambridge in
1644.

Can the date

of his birth be ascertained ?
J. SARGEAUNT.

Felsted, Essex.

OR WOODROOP, AND PuDSET
Lady Elizabeth Percy, eldest daughter

WOODROVE,
FAMILIES.
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that he claimed, Mrs. Goodall, the once celebrated
Is it known
actress, disappears from stage annals.

when and where she died ?

URBAN.

JOHN CAM HOBHOUSE, LORD BROUGETON.
Where are the two letters alluded to in the following passage to be found?

"We trust that lie [Hobhouse] will not forget the
famous letter in which he boasted that three hundred
Muciuees had sworn to murder Canning. He may apto it as a fitting note Canning's complimentary
Eend
illet
that the author of a certain pamphlet was a liar
and a scoundrel, who only wanted courage to be an assassin."
Gallery of Literary Characters,' No. Ixxii., in
Fraser's Magazine, vol. xiii. p. 568.
The first letter is probably the one elsewhere
" in a
alluded to as appearing
newspaper of the
'

day," and being "long remembered as one of the
G. F. K. B.
keenest of satires."

WYRE-LACE HUMMED. In the ' Exact and
most Impartial Account of the Indictment, &c., of
Twenty-nine Eegicides,' London, 1660, occurs the
:

following passage
" Carew. I desire I
may be heard. I have not compassed the death of the late King, contrived the death of
the King. What I did, I did by authority.
"Court. That is not to be heard. You have heard
There could be no
what hath been said to you.
such authority, neither was nor could be ; but you would
it
You have confessed
a
in
this.
by wyre-lace bring
by
the Fact, which must be left to the Jury."
:

and coheir of Thomas, Earl of Northumberland, What is a wyre-lace ? The word is not in HalliK.G., who was beheaded 1572, married Richard well. Its meaning appears to be a device or fraud.
Woodroof, of Woolley, co. York. Lady Margaret Can it be the equivalent of a snare or springe 1
During this trial it not unfrequently occurred
Nevill, third daughter and coheir of Charles, sixth
"
"
and last Earl of Westmoreland of that house, mar- that the people hum'd as an expression of disI do not remember to have seen this use of
sent.
ried Nicholas Pudsey, of co. York, who was
living
I suppose it would read
the word elsewhere.
1604. Can any of your readers tell me of
any
known descendants living at the present day from " groans and hisses" in a nineteenth century reJ. ELIOT HODGKIN.
either of these marriages 1
port of the trial.
C. H.
Florence.

DR. PEACHEL, MASTER OF MAGDALENE COLFRANCIS MACERONI.
When did this LEGE, CAMBRIDGE. When the University of Camauthor, who was aide-de-camp to Murat, die ? He bridge sent up a deputation to the Crown, in 3 687,
published, amongst other writings, a record of his to protest against being compelled to admit Father
own life, but the details of his later career are not Francis, a Benedictine monk, to the degree of
COL.

to be found in ordinary books of reference.

W.

E. A. A.

SIR HENRY LIGHT, K.C.B. Can
any of your
readers kindly inform me as to the
following
Where was the above born ; where
points ?
educated ; and where did he die ? What
family
of Lights did he belong to ?
His appointment to
the governorship of the Bahamas and British

Guiana

is stated in the Gentleman's
Magazine.
information about the above or his
family
will greatly oblige the
undersigned.

Any

PERCY CLARK.
MRS. GOOD ALL.

After the famous criminal
conversations case Goodall v. Fletcher, in which
the plaintiff got 5,OOOZ.
damages, which was all

M.A. without taking the customary

oaths of allegiance and supremacy, the deputation (of which
Newton was a member), was presided over by
Dr. Peachel, Master of Magdalene College, who
was then Vice-Chancellor of the University. A
very incompetent spokesman he proved himself;
and the story of the browbeating of the deputation
by the infamous Jeffreys, who did not fail to bring
in a quotation (garbled from two texts) from Scripture, of which he was so fond, is well known. My
query is regarding the subsequent history and
death of the vice-chancellor in question. Deprived
of office by the king's order, he was reinstated in
October of the following year (1688). In one of
the marginal notes affixed by the first Earl of
'
Dartmouth to his copy of Bishop Burnet's His-

7U.
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Time (which with others are
>ry of his Own
dnted in the edition of that work published by
Press in 1823) it is stated that
t le Clarendon
THE PELICAN.
th
after the revolution he starved himself to death,
S. vii. 108.)
(7
him
rebuked
upon Archbishop Bancroft having
The fable of the pelican nourishing her young
in
the
ill
fir setting an
example
university, by
with her own blood is thus explained by a Roman
c runkenness and other loose behaviour, and after
writer on ecclesiastical matters
have
but
could
would
abstinence
f >ur days'
eaten,
" Per un'
apertura o falso esofago che ha nel inferior
rot." I should like to know whether any corparte del collo tra le clavicole, cava fuori dallo stomaco
Dboration is extant of this statement of Lord i cibi
quasi digeriti, e di quest! alimenta i supi nati;
In the printed note, PeachePs name e non dal proprio sangue. Ond' 6 simbolo di amore
I >artmouth.
No date is paterno e di amore del sovrani pe' popoli."
ii erroneously spelt as "Rachel."
'
cientioned as that of his death ; but as the Cam- He has not got it quite right, however, because it
of is from a
Calendar
1690
as
that
gives
University
bridge
pouch entirely distinct from the stomach
tae succession of Quadring as Master of Magdalene that this bird feeds its
young, and the food is not
The
College, it is to be presumed that Peachel died in digested, but macerated while waiting there.
that year.
W. T. LYNN.
membrane of which it consists is very fine and
and is used in Costa Rica (and proMARTIN HOLBBACH. Can any one add any strong,other
casual sight of
bably
places) as a bag.
information to these notes concerning Martin Hoithe bird feeding its young in this way would be
'
beach, whom Kippis, in the Biographia Britan- well calculated to
The error
suggest the legend.
nica,' calls celebrated, but of whom he has no life ? is
scarcely to be regretted, as it furnished the
At Queen's College, Cambridge, B.A. 1621, M.A.
mediaeval Church with a beautiful subject of sym1625.
Under the tutorship of John Preston. bolical
decoration, for "the pelican in her piety"
Head master of Felsted School, 1627-1649, with is
to be seen everywhere carved and chased and
and
four
Cromwell's
sons among
Wallis, Barron,
on chancel and chalice as a type of the
his pupils.
Vicar of High Easter, 1649-1660. painted
A tryer under the Propagation of the Gospel Act Eucharist.
and meditations
book of
t

j

'

:

'

A

1

of 1654.
Deprived of his vicarage, 1660. Retired to Felsted in 1660, and died there in 1670.
!Sir John Bramston, in his autobiography, says
that Henry Mildmay " was bred under Holbech,
scholemaster of Felstead, whoe scarce bred any
man that was loyall to his prince." Any furthur
facts and references will be welcome.
i

J.

SARGEAUNT.

The curious
by
prayers
Thomas Dekker, called 'The Foure Birdes of
Noah's Ark' (1609) a sort of tour de force for
that sprightly playwright, like M. Zola writing Le
'

embodies and amplifies the current tradition of the pelican, which had survived the Reformation.
His "foure Birdes" are "the Dove,
"
the
the Eagle, the Pellican, and the Phoenix." Of
"
Pellican he says, in his prefatory note
" The Pellican carieth the
figure of our Redeemer on

Rere'

:

Felsted, Essex.

LUDOVIC SFORZA. For ten years this unfortunate personage was interned in the castle of
joches, and died of joy on receiving the news of
his liberation.
Can any reader of * N. & Q.' furL ish me with
the date of his incarceration 1
J. B. S.

W. PHYSICK, ARTIST. I have several oil paintngs by this artist, who was living in or near
Manchester about 1830. I seek information about
aim.
When and where did he die ?
H. FISHWICK.
Dearly bought the hidden treasure,
Finer feelings do bestow;
Hearts that vibrate sweetest pleasure
Thrill the deepest notes of woe.

K. E. W.
thou-,

no more with pomp and

sacrifice

Shalt be inquired at Delphos, or elsewhere,
At least in vain, for I will make thee mute.

AN
And

all for

INQUIRER.

love,'and nothing for reward.
J. A. J.

And

under its own heading he writes
" The third Bird that came out of Noah's
Ark, is the
The nature of the Pellican is to peck her
Pellican.
owne bosome and with the dropa of her blood to feede
her yong-ones so in our Prayers we must beate at our
brests till (with the bleeding drops of a contrite and
repentant heart) we haue fedde our Soules with the
nourishment of euerlasting life. The Pellican is content
so in our
to yeeld vp her owne life to saue others
Prayers, wee must bee willing to yeeld vp all the pleasures of the world and to kill all the desires of the body
:

:

:

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.

And

the crosse, who shed his blood to nourish vs (hee being
the right Pellican) ; with the drops of which blood haue
I writ Prayers against all those deadly and capitall
sinnes to wash out whose foulnes our Sauiour suffered
that ignominious death."

H.

for the preseruation of the soule.
As Christ suffered
abuses before his death, and agonies at the time of hia
death (both of them being to the number principally of
ten) so (because our Pellican is a figure of him in his
passion) doth this third Bird take tenne flights; at
euery flight her winf;s bearing vp a praier to defend vs
fro those sins for which Christ died."

He continues in this strain through many pages
of symbolism considerably tire, par les cheveux.
He makes out his ten flights, or prayers, by apply-
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ing one against each of the seven deadly sins, one
for morning and one for evening devotion
only
really nine in all.
Therefore, and to make out the

jumps without explanation from No. 1
No. 3.
The pelican legend has served the turn of other
meanings also. Thus, among the devices which
count, he
to

each of the Venetian trade guilds chose for their
banners, that adopted by the guild of the speziali
(druggists) was "the pelican in her piety," with
the motto " Kespice Domine," as a token that they
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history and combining them with the symbolical
application of later writers. So St. Augustine has,
very cautiously, writing in his commentary on
Psalm cii. (Hebr.):
'
Let us not pass over what is said of this bird, that is,
the pelican, not rashly asserting anything, but yet not
passing over what has been left to be read and uttered
by those who have written it."

And

then, referring to the mother birds which
have killed their young, he goes on " They say
the mother wounds herself deeply and pours forth
were ready to shed their blood for their patriot. her blood over her young, bathed in which they
And Eobert Greene, in his ' Quippe for an Vp- recover life." Then, "it may be false or true."
start Courtier,' has
But " it agreeth with Him who gave us life by His
" Since the time of
See also St.
thy hatching in Italy, then famoua blood" (Ox. Tr., vol. v. pp. 9, 10).
for chivalry and learning, the imperial! state, through
Jerom., in loc. Epiphanius makes the female to
thy pride, hath decaied, and thou hast, like the. young kill the young by over affection, and the male to:

:

Pellican, peckt at thy mother's brest, with thy presumption, so hast thou been the mine of the Roman

Empire."
So recent a writer as M. Theodore de Banville has
not scorned to condiment one of his poems with it

:

Lorsque

le

pelican ouvre sa chair vivante

Pour nourrir se8 petits et qu'ils mordent son flanc
Avec une douceur dont 1'homme s'e'pouvante
II regarde leura bees tout

;

rouges de son sang.

K. H. BUSK.
Dr. Kidd, in his 'Bridgewater Treatise,' fifty
years since, made a comparison between the state-

pierce

himself

for

their

"

recovery

('

Physiol.,'

ED. MARSHALL.

c. viii.).

In connexion with MR. J. C. GALTON'S striking
th
paper at 4 S. iv. 61, I think it well to consider
the testimony of that eminent naturalist CharlesWaterton, whose observation of the pious pelican
resulted in the following opinion, published in his
'
Essays on Natural History,' third series (p. 26).
Some one asked Waterton whether he believed
that the bird fed its young ones with blood from

own

its

breast.

ments of Aristotle on several questions of natural
" I answered that it was a
nursery story.
Then, sir,'
history and those of Cuvier, in parallel columns, said he, let me tell you that I do believe it.' A personwith a view to show how, as an acute observer of of excellent character, and who had travelled far in
nature, the former approached very nearly to the Africa, had assured him that it was a well-known fact.
results of modern science
while allowance, of Nay, he himself, with his own eyes had seen the young
And how did
pelicans feeding on their mother's blood.
course, was to be made for his ignorance of such she staunch the blood.' said
when the young had
I,
discoveries as the circulation of the blood.
Now, finished sucking? Or by what means did the mother get
Aristotle says of the pelican
a fresh supply for future meals'?' The gentleman looked
'

'

;

'

'

1

:

And .-Elian has a similar notice, more briefly
(' De Nat. Animal.,' iii. 20), with the further

The whole mystery, sir,' said I (which, in fact,
no mystery at all), is simply this. The old pelicans go
to sea for fish, and having filled their large pouch with
what they have caught, they return to the nest. There,
standing bolt upright, the young ones press up to them
and get their breakfast from the mother's mouth, the
blood of the captured fishes running down upon the
parent's breast.' And this is all the keen observer saw.
a strange wonder how such a
'Tis, indeed, a wonder

mention that

tale as this could ever

'

O6 Se TreAe/caves, ot ev TOIS Trora/zots
yiyvo-

Koa^

KaraTTLvovari rots jueyaAas
orai/ ev TO) Trpo T^S KOtAias TOTT
Lva xaovcovcrwi/ TO, /cpea

iWt.

'

/ecu

Hist. Animal.,' ix. 10.

the pelican, rrjv eairrou \6i@}v
ave/xeo-as Tpo<j>rjv, feeds its parent like the stork
(23).

So MR. BARTLETT, the naturalist, comparing
the origin of the story of the pelican with the
habits of the flamingo, observes :
" I
have no doubt the flamingo feeds its young by disgorging its food, as shown by the bloody secretion that I
find ejected by these birds in their endeavours to feed
the craving cariamas. This habit has been observed and
remarked on, and has doubtless led to what we have so
long considered a fable. I have yet to learn if the same
power may not exist in the pelicani, and perhaps in
other birds, of supplying nutriment to their youn" by
this

means."' N. &

Q.,' 4"> S. iv. 361.

This suggests the source of the fable by reference
to the statements of the ancient writers on natural

grave.

'

is

be believed.

Still,

we

see repre-

sentations of it in pictures, drawn by men of science^
But enough of infant pelicans sucking their mamma in
the nursery. I consign them to the fostering care of

my

great-grandmother."

The Rev.

"When

J. G.

Wood

says

:

the pelican feeds its young, it does so by
pressing its beak against its breast so as to force out of
it the enclosed fish.
Now, the top of the beak is armed
like that of the cormorant, with a sharply curved hook,
in
the
of
case
the
only
pelican the hook is of a bright
scarlet colour, looking, when the bird presses the beak
against the white feathers of the breast, like a largedrop of blood. Hence arose the curious legend respecting the pelican which represented it as feeding its young.
with its own blood, and tearing open its breast with its.
hooked bill."' Bible Animals,' p. 498.
ST. SWITHIN.

7 th s. vii,

MAR.

16,
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THE DEFINITION OF A PROVERB

th

(7

449

S. vi.

;

At the latter reference the REV. E. MAR172).
SHALL states that he cannot hit upon
reply
was ex cathedra) anent this question. The
vii.

my

(which
'
'
th
query is headed Anecdote Lives (5 S.
th
and my reply appears at 5 S. ii. 452.

ii.

the best hymnologists in England

Brooke, of 26, Camberwell
doubtless instruct

In confirmation of the statement attributed to

New

is

Road.

W. T r
He would

Mr.

MR. WINTERS.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A..

Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

365),

FREDK. KULE.

211

The hymn
sists of

referred to

is

by Gambold, and con-

seven verses, the words quoted forming a

portion of the

fifth

and sixth

verses.

It occurs in

MR. F. EULE, the reference to which MR. ED. 'Sacred Poetry,' No. 151, published by W. OliMARSHALL says he cannot hit upon, I am able phant, 1827. A portion of the verse, slightly
from my own knowledge to say that Lord Eussell altered, will also be found in a very early edition
There
certainly claimed the definition as his own.
some difference in the form in which it has been
" The wisdom of
many and the wit of

is

one," is the one given by Rogers, but Lord
Russell was in the habit of turning the phrase in
various other ways; and I believe the form that
" One man's wit and
he himself preferred was,

many men's wisdom."

G. F. S. E.

of the Countess's collection, No. 44.
J. B.
Eastbourne.

MORRIS.

LORD MAYOR'S SHOW (7 th S. vii. 47). J. C.
much information in the following works

will find

:

History of the Lord Mayor's Pageants from 1236
to 1841,' by Frederick W. Fairholt, issued in two
'

parts by the Percy Society; also in 'Gog and
th
(7
Magog,' by the same author.' He might also refer
not
the
least
doubt
386;
with advantage to Herbert's History of the Twelve
94.)
that the answer to this question must be in the Livery
Companies, London,' by Charles Knight
There is the amplest evidence of the Hone's 'Table, Year, and E very-Day Books'; and
affirmative.
fact that the sculptures of the Parthenon
at least Chamber's ' Book of Days.' All the Year Round>
some of them were tinted, but they were not Second Series, ix. 29, No. 208, furnishes full parpainted with solid paint, like the statues in the ticulars of the show for the year 1761. I have a
Architecture and sculpture were collection of the official programmes issued from
Crystal Palace.
often tinted, not by the Greeks alone, but the the Mansion House during the last forty years
Coloured which J. C. may inspect by appointment.
Etruscans, Assyrians, and Egyptians.
EVERARD HOME CoLEMAN.
statuary abounded in the Middle Ages, as any one
71, Brecknock Road.
may see for himself who examines mediaeval monuments. Of these a good, but rather late, instance
William Hone, in ' Ancient Mysteries Described/
is (or rather was) the striking tomb of Sir Giles
London,
1823, devotes a chapter (pp. 246-261) to
Daubeny in Westminster Abbey, the effigies on the
history of the Lord Mayor's show. He quotes
which, comprising a whole-length life-size statue a
description of the show by a writer in 1575.
of the knight, in full armour, retained till lately
A. W. CORNELIUS HALLEN.
its authentic colours.
It has quite recently, I
Alloa, N.B.
understand, been removed in order to be done up
See Maitland's 'History of London' (1756),
and made as good as new. In due time it will be
and vol. ii. p. 1193.
replaced, and its smartness will be an excuse for vol. i. pp. 220, 541-3,
J. F. MANSERGH.
a tasteful and reverent generation to insist upon
Liverpool.
furbishing the whole of the interior of the famous
Miss BUSK will find in the background
church.
In the Mirror for Nov. 5, 1831, p. 313, is a
of the curious picture of James I. praying near the notice of " Mr. Nichols
pamphlet of Accounts of
tomb of his father, which is now in the New Gal- London Pageants, with the Court and City Glories
lery, a telling instance of the practice of painting of the last Six Centuries."
H. G. GRIFFINHOOPB.
effigies to resemble the life. The recumbent statue
of Darnley is in gilded armour, or rather the
34, St. Petersburg Place, W.
pic'
ture of it has been painted to resemble that.
[MR. A. COLLINQWOOD LEE refers to Sharp's CovenF. G. S.
(New Shaksperetry Mysteries,' The Digby Mysteries
works of Peele and of Jonson; and article'THE TOPIC' (7 th S. vii. 67). See 'N. & Q.,' "Society);
London " in Encyclopaedia Londinensia.' Other con7 th S. i. 508 ; ii. 56.
tributors
are
ALPHA.
thanked.]

DID THE GREEKS TINT THEIR STATUES ?

S. vi.

vii.

There

is

;.

'

'

'

HYMN WANTED (7 S. vii. 108). This is by
John Gambold, first an Anglican priest, then a
Moravian " bishop," who died in 1771. I have
two copies by me, but as they vary considerably,
and I know not which is correct, I send neither.
Since the death of Mr. Daniel Sedgwick, one of
th

MRS. OR Miss (7 th S. vii. 104). It should perhaps be noted in this connexion that a maid-of-allwork now expects to have her letters addressed
"
address
Miss," and that masters and mistresses so
them. So that if, which is not impossible, a young
lady of the name of Smith were staying in a house

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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where the servant bore the same surname, the
would be " Miss Smith," while the former
would require to have her letters addressed, " Miss
latter

Smith, of

,

c.o.

Bp. Hatfield's Hall,

J. T. F.

."

For many years past two very elderly lady correspondents of mine, one in the North of England
and the other in the South, one of whom is, I
know, an unmarried lady, have always insisted
on being addressed, when written to, as " Mistress
" Mistress
J. J. C." re[in full] Mary S." and
"
"
and
are
;
they
spectively
evidently
touchy on
the point, as I have been privately advised not
to drift into the usual form of superscription in
their cases under pain of incurring grave displea-

R.

W. HACKWOOD.

In the country it is not unusual to style elderly
unmarried women "Mrs.," out of respect to age.
I believe that among servants the cook expects to
be called "Mrs."
W. 0. B.

TAILED ENGLISHMAN

(7

th

S. vi. 347,

493

vii.

;

In the edition of Pegge's Alphabet of Kenticisms prepared by PROF. SKEAT for the English
132).

'

Dialect Society is appended the following valuable
note to the matter originally published in explanation of the nickname "Kentish Longtails"
(pp. 64, 65):" In the old
Romance of Richard Cceur de Lion, ed.
Weber, ii. 83, is a remarkable passage in which the emperor of Cyprus dismisses some messengers of Richard
with the contemptuous words
'

;

:

Out taylards, of

Now

my paleys

!

go and say your tayled king
That I owe him no thing
A taylard is a man" with a tail: the tayled king
Richard I. himself

s.

vn. MAR.

*

IQ,

8 9.

with Dr. Gerard, or Gerald Fennell, one of the
Irish Commissioners about 1646.

Mary, daughter of William Fennell, of Reaghill,
Tipperary, married about 1758 Joseph Jackson,

co.

Durham.

sure.

CT*

!

is

!

I wonder when this general reproach on Englishdied out if, indeed, it be extinct, which may
well be doubted.
ST. SWITHIN.

men

of Tincurry House, Cahir (adjacent to Garryroau
House), eldest son of Thomas Jackson, Clonbullock,
King's County, from whom are descended the
families of Greer of Rhone Hill, co. Armagh;
Walpole of Cahir ; Jacob of Limerick ; and Pigott
of Dellbrook, Dublin.

Thomas Jackson, son of the above Joseph, married Eachael, sister of David Malcomson, of Clonmel.
William Fennell, of Suirbank, Cahir, had a son
Joshua, of Cahir Abbey, married in the Friends'
Meeting House, Cork, to Sarah, daughter of John
Newson, of Cork (Dublin Gazette of August 20,
1765), and had issue (1) John Fennell, of Cahir
Abbey, who married Arabella, daughter of Gough, of Horetown, co. Wexford, and Mary,
married to the above David Malcomson, by whom
she had (1) William of Portlaw, and (2) Robert of
Kelcominon, Cahir, who married a Miss Garret.
Dublin Gazette, May 12, 1764, "Died at Kil-

common Joshua

Fennell."

There was also a William Joshua Fennell, of
Bally braddo, who had a son Joshua William; and
also a Joshua Fennell, of Carrigata, who had a son
Joshua William, born 1832.
It was Robert Fennell, of Garryroan, who was
the principal in capturing the celebrated robber

Brennan.
I fancy that the families of Fennell, of Ballybraddo, Reaghill, Carrigata, Garryroan, Cahir
Abbey, Suirbank, and Cottage, were all descended
from Capt. Fennell, of Cappagh.
E. S. PIGOTT.

In Burke's ' Gentry,' and in connexion with the
family of Markham of Becca Hall, occurs the following mention of Fennell
"Daniel Markham, Esq., served under the Duke of
York, and settled at Kinsale, in Ireland. He married
:

WOODEN BRIDGE AT SCHAFFHAUSEN

th

(7

S.

There

is, or was lately, an antiquarian
Schaffhausen, from the officials connected with which, or from those of the Bibliotheksgebande, on the Platz, I should think MR.
BALL would be able to learn something at first
hand respecting the model of the fine bridge destroyed after the battle of Stockach.

vii.

47).

society

at

R.
P.S.

Has

it

W. HACKWOOD.

been noted that the cathedral at

Elizabeth, daughter of Capt. Fennell, of Cappagh, in
Ireland, by Frances, his wife, daughter of General Fleetwood, and granddaughter through her mother of Oliver
Cromwell."

FCENICULUM.

HENRY CROMWELL

th

S. vii. 85).

Curiously
enough, a couple of hours before reading the communication of ASTARTE I had been looking over
(7

some back numbers of the Irish Builder, and at
202, for August 1, 1888, I came across an
article on the prebendaries of
St.
Andrew's
Church, Dublin, in which it is stated
p.

:

JOHN FENNELL, OF CAHIR

th
S. vii. 128).
(7
is said to have married

Capt. Fennell, of Cappagh,
Frances, daughter of General Charles Fleetwood,

Lord Deputy

of Ireland, and granddaughter of
Oliver Cromwell, the Lord Protector, and it is
possible that this Capt. Fennell may be identical

" In 1653 Mr. John

Murcot, one of Cromwell's preachers,
styles himself in the vestry book of St. Michan's as
John Murcot,
'preacher of the Gospel at St. Ouen's.'
who was born about 1625, and who graduated B.A. at
Merton College, Oxford, on March 30, 1647, was ordained
in Lancashire, and came over to Dublin in 1651 at the
pressing invitation of Sir Robert King, whose guest he

7* s vii. MAR.
.

16,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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He died, aged twenty-nine, on November 26,
was buried in St. Mary's Chapel, Christ Church
His funeral was attended by the Lord Deputy
j'leetvvood, the Privy Council, the mayor and aldermen,
rnd by the citizens in very great numbers. Dr. Winter
ledicated a posthumous volume of Murcot's worka to the
Lord Deputy Fleetwood and Lord Henry Cromwell."
,

ecame

654, and
Jathedral

There

is

.

a eood deal

more about him

in this article.

Y.

M.

S.

'

Samuel Winter also dedicated his Sermons,'
Dublin, 1656, "To their Excellencies Charles
Fleetwood, Lord Deputie of Ireland ; and the
Lord Henry Cromwel, Commander in chief of the
W. C. B.
Forces in Ireland."

'THE BRUSSELS GAZETTE'
31, 134 ; vii. 18, 151).
" the
flat
in illustration of
"
coming over in darkness ?
vi.

th

(7

May

I

S. v. 127,

374

add a few

lines

;

213

additional explanation of the word as applied to
T. ADOLPHTJS TROLLOPS.
a style of writing.
Budleigh Salterton.

DRILL (7 th S. vii. 148). VOLUNTEER may well
why the right foot is drawn back in the motion
The movement is faulty, and
of presenting arms.
ask

absolutely unmeaning probably a mere fad, as a
"
"
trap movement, of some drill-sergeant in the
It is highly improbable that it will
distant past.
find a place in the revised (universal) 'Manual
'
Exercise now in preparation.
By the way, I do

not remember ever having seen another military
'
N. & Q.,' viz., the origin of the
"
trooping the colour." It
quaint performance of
was actually a test of officers' sobriety after the
curio noticed in

"

wet

"

nights too

common

in the good old times.

W.

bottoms of our foes

D. M.

150 more
Grace in building 150 flat-bottomed boats
Port L'Orient,
are building at Brest, St.
Malpes, Nantes,
Morlaix, and other parts of Brittany." Annual Regiiter,

right foot is drawn back at the third motion
of "present" the better to keep the equilibrium.
"
"
Let VOLUNTEER try the
present with the heels
together, he will have a strong inclination to fall

1759, p. 94.

forward out of the ranks.

" Two thousand workmen are
employed

The

at

Havre de

was in March of the following year (1760) that
'Hearts of Oak,' with the lines about the Brussels
Gazette, was published in the Universal Magazine.
Is it possible that no portion of this journal has
been preserved to the present time? It had a long
run.
The passage I have quoted was printed in
1759, and under the date of 1787 the Gazette is
mentioned in Madame D'Arblay's ' Diary/ &c., as,
still in course of publication.
J. DIXON.
It

POETICAL REFERENCES TO LINCOLN

(7

th

S. vi.

I know not whether Spenser's reference
Faerie Queene,' iv. xi. 39),
And Lindus that his pikes doth most commend,
Of which the auncient Lincolne men doe call,

468).
('

or Pope's (' Imit. of Horace,' Epistle ii. book
line 245),
Half that the Dev'l o'erlooks from Lincoln town,
will be of

any use

to

ii.

CANON VENABLES.
E. MANSEL STMPSON.

MACARONI (7 th S. vii. 48, 129). The explanation of this term as given by C. C. B. must surely be
the correct and complete one ; and I cannot think
that the word was ever common in the sense of a
" droll " or buffoon. I never heard it so
used in
England, and though I fear that the KEY. W. E.
BUCKLEY and many others will consider me to be
I think that Addiguilty of literary blasphemy
son, in the Spectator, in the passage cited by MR.
BUCKLEY, is wrong, at least in his reference to
Italian modes of speech.
I think I may say that
maccaroni never bore, and certainly does not now
It should
bear, the sense Addison attributes to it.
be observed that Italians know no such word as
maccaroni, their term for the food in question
being maccheroni.
Furthermore, we want some

EX-ADJUTANT.

Is it not that the gestures which represent the
highest compliment a soldier can pay, that of presenting his arms, should be accompanied so far as
possible by the gestures of the more ordinary compliment of a bow? The right foot is therefore
drawn back, though the remainder of the gestures
would be inconsistent with a soldier's attitude.

KlLLIGRBW.

JOHNSON OR BURKE

(7

th

S.

vii.

200).

The

phrase required by an OLD READERl is Burke's,
and it is given in full in Boswell's Life of Dr.
Johnson,' under the year 1781.

FREDK. RULE.
'SCEPTICAL CHYMIST' (7 th S. vii. 169). This is
by the Hon. Robert Boyle, and will be found in
various bibliographies under his name.

W.

CnYMER(7

th

S. vi.

E. A. A.

MESSRS.
487;
174).
have given the right exif they meant their informavii.

WARREN and WYLIE

;
but, alas
'
tion to be of use to the
Dictionary,' they should
have sent it to me in December last.
object
in asking questions is the simple prosaic one of

planation

!

My

getting the information I need,

and

of getting

it

It may be given
at the earliest possible moment.
or
graciously or ungraciously, contemptuously,
amount of comment upon
with
ignorance in

any

my

in the
asking, as the writer pleases ; I do not mind
it in time.
least, if I get the information, and get
In the present case, as it happens, no harm is done ;
even before my question appeared I had discovered
the answer, and chimere has long since passed into
" final." But it often
happens otherwise ; and I
cannot too earnestly beg those who are able to
'
'
to
answer
queries, and who wish

any Dictionary
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CT*

s.

vn. MAH. w,

'

*

youthful career of a weak, timid lad, the son of a
farmer, who, being unfit to follow his father's
spondentDR. CHANCEalways does which, of course, occupation, is placed in an office in London. In
need not interfere in the least with their also dis- the metropolis he imbibes unorthodox views of
'
cussing the matter in N. & Q.' if it be of sufficient religion, a subject upon which he is not much
full address is as below.
general interest.
qualified to form an opinion one way or the other.
The father, after a couple of years, hearing that his
J. A. H. MURRAY.
The Scriptorium, Oxford.
son is not behaving prettily in London, sends for
[Replies sent to DR. MCRKAY, and forwarded by him, him, and as he cannot reform the lad by moral
find insertion. We heartily support his request.]
suasion which it is only fair to state he tries first
he burns his books, and gives him a thrashing,
" BANKER OUT THE WITS " th S. vii.
Dr.
(7
168).
(accompanied with violent abuse), the description
'
Pusey was quoting Love's Labour 's Lost,' I. i. 27 ; of which is enough to sicken one. If an English
but from some inadvertence on the part of some- father in these
days were to commit such a savage
body the bankerout of the folio was printed as two assault on his son, for any cause whatever, he would
words instead of one, and so becomes a wonder.
unquestionably get (and deserve) a term of imDr. Murray does not ignore it in his * Dictionary ';
prisonment with hard labour. The most curioua
"
it is to be found under
Bankrupt, vb.," where it part of the story is that the poet not only expresses
is given as being a sixteenth century form of
no disapproval of such barbarity, but he evidently
that word. Knight's edition of Shakespeare has
approves of it witness the following lines
"
bankerout the wits "; but he says that other
Till all the medicine he prepared was dealt,
modern copies have "bank'rout quite." In the
And every bone the precious influence felt
Globe edition, by which I mostly swear, the pasSuch cures are done when doctors know the case.
The father ceases only when he has left the poor
sage runs
"
"
The mind shall banquet, though the body pine
lad with
panting flesh," and red and raw," and
Fat paunches have lean pates, and dainty bits
with the comfortable assurance that the dose will be
Make rich the ribs, but bankrupt quite the wits.
repeated when needful.
ST. SwiTHIN.
May I ask admirers of Crabbe if a poet who
[Very many replies to this effect are acknowledged.]
approves of such unmerciful treatment of a son by
his father can justly be called a moral teacher?
LONG PEKNE COURT (7 th S. vii. 109, 178). I
it must be remembered, is the greatest of
do not certainly know whether perne is here con- Cruelty,
all sins.
nected with the law term pernour or pernor (see
I have not seen Mr. Kebbel's recently published
BlountVNomo-Lexicon'); but I know that Nares 1 Life of Crabbe,' and I do not know if he alludes
gives the verb to pern, to take profits, which he to this
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
painful story.
very justly says is a made-up word, formed from
Ropley, Alresford.
the substantives pernor and pernancy. Pernor is
said by Blount to be from the French
DUGGLEBY (7 th S. vii. 147)." Parish ofKirby
preneur, a
taker.
However, pernour is the correct Anglo- Grindalyth. Upon Duggleby Wold there was at
French form, and occurs in the compound main- one time a group of three barrows lying very close
pernour in the Statutes of the Kealm, i. 54, A.D. together. Of these, one was removed several years
1283 j and in the Year-Books of Edward I., A.D. since, and of the two remaining I opened the
Of course the derivation of larger. This was 74 ft. in diameter and 6 ft. high."
1302-3, p. 109, &c.
'
these words is from the Latin prcehendere.
That This in an extract from Canon Greenwell's British
"
a corruption " offirma is, of course, Barrows,' p. 140, and the remainder of the paraperne can be
impossible; even "corruptions" follow phonetic graph gives details of the results of the opening,
laws.
Initial p may become /, but / does not which were of such a nature as to leave no doubt
whatever that the barrow must be referred to the
WALTER W. SKEAT.
become^?.
same archaeological period as the preponderating
th
CRABBE'S 'TALES or THE HALL' (7
S. vi. majority of the barrows opened by the writer in the
506; vii. 114). As this dreary, but no doubt same district ; and that is the age of the bronzepowerful poet is on the carpet of 'N. & Q.' at using people who must have been in occupation in
present, may I take the opportunity of pointing the later prehistoric period. I did not see this barout an episode of course, well known to readers row
opened myself, although associated with Mr.
of Crabbe
which I do not remember ever to have Greenwell in the examination of a good many
seen alluded to by any critic or moralist, and of the barrows on the Wolds. As regards " the
which curiously marks the difference between our meaning and the derivation of the name"
milder manners and those of a century
ago, and Duggleby, all that can be safely said is that it
proves what great strides in humanity we have occurs on fo. iii of the Yorkshire Domesday
as
I
made,
hope, since those evil lash-ruled days. facsimile, in the form Dighelibi, and on ff. xxxiv
The tale entitled ' The Learned Boy ' describes the and Ixxxvii in the form Difgelibi, and that as early
see the Dictionary as perfect as possible, to write
to me directly
as, for example, my obliging corre-

My

:

:

:
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is

in the last quarter of the thirteenth century the
had settled down

the Danish element -by
prefix to
It
into the dissyllable Deuchel.

would be easy

to

wggest a Scandinavianized Celtic name-form, or
one depending on simply Teutonic elements, either
But it
of which might supply the said prefix.
would be no better than a guess.
J. C. ATKINSON.
Danby in Cleveland.,
Duggleby is situated on the chalk wolds of the
East Eiding of Yorkshire, and is a township in
It appears as
the parish of Kirby Grindalyth.
Dighelibi and Difgelibi in Domesday, as Deukelby
or

Deukylby

in

1284,

and

as

ISAAC TAYLOR.

GOFER BELLS

GOFER MONEY

th
S. vii. 47,
(7
If these expressions are related to
gofer, a
wafer, all difficulty vanishes ; for gofer is the
:

seventeenth century counter, being one of a set of
There is
thirty-six issued about the year 1632.
another set, also of thirty-six, but with busts instead of standing figures, issued about 1636.
See
'

Medallic Illustrations,' vol. i. p. 379.
These
counters are stamped in imitation of engraving,
and are in the style of those issued by Simon Passe
and his brother. Isolated examples of the counters
are common, but complete sets, like the two in the
British Museum, are rare.
JOHN EVANS.
Nash Mills, Hemel Hempstead.

Duggelby in 1293.

In Domesday it is entered as one of the manors
In 1284, it was in
held by Berenger de Todeni.
the fee of Roger Bygod, Earl of Norfolk and Earl
Marshall ; from him it passed to the De Vesci
family, and in 1293 was in the hands of the king.
One of the largest tumuli on the wolds stands close
to the village.
The first part of the name seems
to be a proper name.
We have Diccelingas, in the
'Cod. Dipl.,' 314, while Dowgles and Dugles
as
Yorkshire names in the reign of Elizaappear
beth.
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the daughter of a

von England,'

tiler.

But

in Pauli's

'

Geschichte

vol. iv., Alice is said to

have been
born in Devon and the daughter of a weaver.
PAUL Q. KARKEEK.
W. L. R. is informed that the lady's name was
She was daughter of Sir
Perers, and not Ferrers.
Perers, and maid of honour to Queen Philippa,
and married to William, Baron de Wyndesore. As
much as could be said of her will be found in
'
Duchetiana,' under the history of the Wyndesore
family in that work. It may be seen at the British

Museum.

T.

174).

French gavfre, derived from the Teutonic word
which in English is spelt wafer. The supposition
that

"the name

is

a corruption of gofre, figured,"

shows a singular confusion of thought ; indeed, the
"
use of the word " corruption is always a sign of

We

should not say that
etymological weakness.
fringe is a corruption of fringed ; and, similarly,
gofre or gaufre is the past participle of the verb
gaufrer, which was made from the sb. gaufre,
and from nothing else. See Littre's French Dic'

tionary.'

BERKELEYS OF BEVERSTON

th

S. vii. 169).

(7

Sir John Berkeley, father of Elizabeth, Lady Cherlton, was the same as John, son of Thomas, Lord
Berkeley, by his second wife. Sir John's wife was
Elizabeth Bettesthorne.
pedigree of the Berkeleys of Beverston, as far as known, is in Dr. Blunt's
'
Dursley and its Neighbourhood,' p. 135. If your
correspondent will give me an address to send it to,
I shall be happy to copy it.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Foleshill Hall, Longford, Coventry.

A

WALTER W. SKEAT.

EXPULSION OF THE JEWS (7 th S. v. 328, 492 ;
For "Gofer," see Skeat's 'Etym. Diet.,' s.v. vi.
The passage relating
57, 195, 317; vii. 74).
Wafer," where there is a reference to "a quota- to the expulsion of the Jews, quoted by Milmau
tion, dated 1433, given by Roquefort, in his Sup- (' Hist, of the Jews,' vol. iii. p. 262, note g, fourth
plement,' s. v. "Audier." The more usual O.F. edition, 1866) from the 'Report on the Dignity of
form was gaufre, or goffre, in which g is substituted a
Peer,' may be much more conveniently consulted
for the original w.
In this quotation we have in Wykes himself, as published in the Monastic
mention of unferawaufres,"a,n. iron to bake wafers." Annals' of the Rolls Series. It will be found vol. iv.
The whole subject is very interesting to trace in its p. 326. The banishment of the Jews is also menramifications.
When applied to the gilded and tioned in other chronicles of the same series, e. g. y
embossed leaves of richly-bound books, for example, the 'Annals of
Waverley' (ib., vol. ii. p. 409)
it is difficult to remember that the ornament
began where it is attributed to the influence of Eleanor of
with wafers.
JULIAN MARSHALL.
Provence, the queen mother, whom Bishop Stubbs
Any one who wants to know about gauffres can, calls "their steady enemy" (' Constit. Hist.,' vol. iii.
by going to Villiers Street, Strand, see one made, p. 532) and those of Dunstable (ib., vol. iii. p. 362)
buy it for a penny, and eat it. These are made by and of Bermondsey (ib., p. 467). Mil man mentions
with regret that the Act ordering the expulsion of
Italians in the same
way as in France, Flanders,

"

'

,

Holland, &c.

HYDE CLARKE.

3e

HERRINGTON CHURCHYARD
113).

th
S. vi. 205
(7
The presumed medal of Henry V.

;

vii.
is

a

"

Jews has not come down to us." This is to
accounted for by the fact that the measure was
not one coming with the authority of an Act of
Parliament in the ordinary sense, but, as Bishop
;he
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Stubbs has said (u.s. t p. 122), "an act done by
the king himself in his private council, ' per regem
et

secretum concilium.'

"

The safe conduct

for their

departure how brutally and shamefully violated
by the ship-masters of the Cinque Ports, Wykes
and Matthew of Westminster tell us is dated
'

July 27, 1290 (Rymer, Feed.,' vol. i. p. 736). The
day fixed for their finally quitting England was
All Saints' Day, Nov. 1. Any Jew, with some
stated exceptions, found in England after that day
was to be hanged or beheaded.
E. VENABLES.

VEINS IN THE NOSE (7 S. vii. 25, 153). The
superstition alluded to is one that prevails in the
North Riding of Yorkshire. In Mr. R. Hunt's
th

'Popular Romances of the West of
p. 431, ed. 1881, is the following

England/

passage

:

"A fond mother was paying more than

ordinary attention to a fine healthy-looking child, a boy about three
years old. The poor woman's breast was heaving with
emotion, and she struggled to repress her sighs. Upon
inquiring if anything was really wrong, she said the
old lady of the house had just told her that the child
could not live long, because he had a blue vein across his
"
'

nose.'

F. 0.

BIRKBECK TERRY.

I think the right version is
If he has blue veins on the nose
He '11 never wear his wedding clothes.
:

me by a Somersetshire nursery-maid,
but I have lived to disprove it, for the " he " in
question married twice and died a widower. The

This was told

veins disappeared as his complexion became manly;
P. P.
perhaps this is generally the case.

In

Wo rcestershire they say

:

Born with a blue mark over her nose
She never will live to wear wedding clothes.
J. B.

WILSON.

Knightwick Rectory.

WILLAM BLIGH

(7

th

S. vii. 128).

Vice- Admiral

Bligh lived at Farningham, in Kent, and died in
Bond Street, London, whither he had gone to
obtain medical advice.
See
Pitcairn,' by Rev.
T. B. Murray (S.P.C.K.).
The author adds
" The remains of Admiral
Bligh were deposited in a
vault in the churchyard of the parish church of St.
Mary, Lambeth. On the south side of the church is his
tomb, which has been repaired and restored by the
'

:

Society of Arts."

This, I imagine, is conclusive ; but a reference to
the parish register would best remove your corre-

spondent's doubts.

The insertion of this query gives me an opportunity of asking for further information about
Bligh ; I mean with regard to his conduct when in
command of the Bounty. Though I have read a
good deal about that celebrated mutiny, I have
never met with Mr. Edward Christian's comments
on the courfc-martial in which Bligh's conduct was
put in an unfavourable light, nor with his own

vii. MAI, ic,

answer to them. But a book has lately been published
I think by Ballantyne
under the title of
'
The Lonely Island,' in which Bligh is spoken of
"
scoundrel," and
by the disaffected officers as a
certainly the language towards them attributed to
him there is of the grossest kind. One would
wish to know the real facts, for it is not pleasant
to believe that so distinguished a navigator

and

so

man

could be guilty of mean and ungentlemanly conduct.
Mr. Murray admits that he had occasional outbreaks of anger and excitement, in common with
many naval commanders in those days, but says
that it was his study to make his men comfortable
and happy, and the truth of this statement would
seem to be confirmed by several incidents related
in the history of the voyage.
Perhaps some of
your readers may be able to throw light on the

brave a

matter.
I should also much like to know whether there
'
authority for the account given in The Lonely
Island of the proceedings of the nine mutineers
at Pitcairn, beyond the barest facts.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, E. Yorks.
is

'

Admiral William Bligh was born at St. Teath,
in Cornwall, on Sept. 9, 1754 ; became a viceadmiral of the blue in June, 1814 ; died in Bond
Street, London, on Dec. 7, 1817 ; and was buried in

Lambeth Churchyard.

He

married

Elizabeth

Betham, of the Isle of Man she died at Durham.
Place, Lambeth, on April 15, 1812, aged sixty.
The admiral's brother, the Rev. James Bligh, head
:

master of Derby Free Grammar School, died
Of the admiral's
18, 1834, aged seventy-five.
children, Harriet Maria, the eldest daughter, died
Feb. 26, 1856, having married in 1802 Henry
Aston Barker, exhibitor of panoramas, who died
July 19, 1856. The second daughter, Mary Bligh,
She married (1) in 1804
died Dec. 10, 1863.

Aug.

of Butler's Grove, Kilkenny, and (2)
1810 Sir Maurice Charles O'Connell, K.C.H.,
who died at Sydney, Australia, May 26, 1848.
GEORGE 0. BOASE.
36, James Street, Buckingham Gate, S.W.

John Patland,
in

Admiral Bligh lived at Farningham, and may
have died there. As a child I have stayed at his
house, and handled the bullet with which he
weighed the food to his companions during their
perilous voyage in an open boat after the mutiny.
He was probably buried in London, as a mourning
coach came there to fetch my father to his funeral.
ALFRED GATTT, D.D.
'

[See

N.

&

Q.,'

2 nd S.

ii.

th
S.
411, 472; 4

vii.

432;

fe.

531.]

ALEXANDER (7 th S. vii. 128). There can be
no doubt that the reason of Alexander being so
of the
popular a name in Scotland is on account
long reigns of Alexander II. and III. of Scotland.

z*

s.
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Their united reigns lasted seventy-one years, from
1214 till 1249 and from 1249 till 1285. During this
time Scotland enjoyed a period of comparative peace
and prosperity. But with the death of Alexander
his little granddaughter, MarIII., followed by
two years afterwards, all this
garet of Norway,
came to an end, and the troublous times followed
which only ceased with the accession of James VI
to the throne of England as James I.

CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.
St. Saviour's,

Southwark.

Miss Yonge,

'

History of Christian Names,' i.
extreme popularity of Alex200, attributes
ander, Saunders, &c., to the English Margaret
Atheling, who, having resided in Hungary before
her marriage, imported the name, her third son
becoming King Alexander I. of Scotland.

whom very little is known. Irving, in History
of Scotish Poetry,' p. 483, has the following
"Samuel Colville was a poet of considerable reputation.
He is described as a gentleman ; an expression which is
perhaps intended to signify that he belonged to no profession; and his name occurs in a 'bond of provision,'
executed by his father on May 5, 1643. His popularity
as a poet seems at least to have equalled his merit.
His
'

:

A. H.
th

S. vii. 68).
Bromley, in his
'Catalogue of Engraved British Portraits,' enu
merates four portraits of this unfortunate woman
(7

one by Bartolozzi, from a picture " at Dr. Peckard's,
Magd. Coll., Camb., done for Harding's Shakspeare, 1790," adding, in a note, that "he was
informed that this painting had been regularly
of

traced up to its original possessor, Dean Colet";
another, by the same engraver, for the same work ;
a third, by Faber, sen., from a picture at Eton
College ; and a fourth, by Tyson, from a

painting

at King's College,

pictures

still

Cambridge. I cannot say if the
remain in their original positions.

JULIAN MARSHALL.
I have a small engraving of Jane Shore, said to
be "from the original picture" in the Provost's
lodging?, King's College, Cambridge. The costume
of the portrait is
remarkable, consisting of an
"
elaborate jewelled head-dress and necklace

only

and nothing more."

this,

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

There is a portrait in Brayley's
'Graphic and
Historical Illustrator,' p.
54,Lond., 1834, with this

note

:

"The annexed

portrait ia copied from that in the
Hastings family, engraved for Bell's
Huntingdon Peerage '; but a more correct background
showing the spire of old St. Paul's Cathedral and the
cross in Cheapside, has been introduced."

possession of the

Whiggs Supplication was circulated before it appeared
and manuscript copies of it are still to be
found ; it was published in the year 1681, and has passed
through several editions. Colville is manifestly an imitator
of Butler, but he displays a slender portion of Butler's
wit and humour."

Alexander

original picture in the Provost's Lodge at
King's
College, in Cambridge."
Both of these had been

engraved.

SAMUEL COLVIL

J. F.
(7

younger son of Lord

th

MANSERGH.

S. vii. 128.)
This
Colville of Culross,

was a
about

Hume

inscribed his

'

Hymnes

or

Sacred Songs' to Lady Culross, Colville's mother,
author of '
Godly Dream.' Colville is probably
author of a theological work entitled ' The Grand
Impostor Discovered ; or, an Historical Dispute of
the Papacy and Popish Religion, Part I.'
See

A

Irving's 'Scotish Poets,'

ii.

299.

THOMAS BATNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

MARK RIDLEY (7 th S. vii. 68). He was the
son of Launcelot Ridley, rector of Stretham, near
He was educated at
Ely, and was born in 1559.
Clare Hall, Cambridge, and proceeded M.A* in
1584 and M.D. before 1592.
In 1594 he was
made a fellow of the College of Physicians, and
immediately afterwards went to Russia as physician
to the English merchants there, and chief
physician to the Czar, to which post he had been
recommended by Lord Burghley.
He remained
there four years, and after the death of the Czar
he was recalled by Queen Elizabeth, and received
permission to return home. He fixed himself in
For
London, and died before Feb. 14, 1623/4.
more particulars vide Munk, 'Roll of the Royal
College of Physicians,' vol. i. p. 106, Lond., 1878.
Besides his ' Short Treatise on Magneticall Bodies
and Motions,' 1613, he wrote ' Magneticall Animadversions upon certaine Magneticall Advertisements lately published from Maister W. Barlow/
1617, to which the Archdeacon of Salisbury replied, in 1618, with 'Magneticall Advertisements,
whereunto is annexed a Breife Discoverie of the
[die

'

ED. MARSHALL.
Two portraits of Jane Shore are mentioned
by
Granger in his 'Biographical History' (1779),
vol. i. p. 68, one of them
being "the original
picture in Eton College," and the other "an

'

'

in print,

the

JANE SHORE
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Animadversions of Mark Ridley upon this
DE V. PATEN-PATNB.

Treatise.'

[

ALDERMEN OF LONDON (7 th S. vii.
am inclined to think the custom

128, 177).
of removing

Tom one ward to another has not been exercised
by the Aldermen of London (except by the fathers
of the City) since the removal of Sir Humphrey
Mwin from Cheap to Tower Street ward, on
Sept. 22, 1689.
Certainly there have been none
since the commencement of the eighteenth century,
["hese removals are a source of serious confusion

o the chronicler, some aldermen having passed
hrough no fewer than five wards. The origin of
he custom possibly arose in the period when
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aldermen were permitted

to hold office for one
although this limitation does not
appear to have been very strictly enforced, unless
But the
they were re-elected to the same ward.
custom developed into a prerogative (apparently
during the sixteenth century) of exchanging or
"
removing, in anticipation of occupying the chair."
What course was pursued in the event of no
vacancy by death is not clear. The earliest instance I have noted is that of Henry Frowick,

year

only

;

custos in 1272, from Cripplegate to Cheap ; an
instance not confirmed by Orridge, as he omits him
from his list. Cheap ward apparently was the
favourite one, doubtless on account of its more
wealthy inhabitants. The period concerning which
MR. PINK inquires the Commonwealth is the
most defective and, at the same time, the most
I know of no complete list of the
important.
Court of Aldermen between 1640 and 1671. The
number of unattached aldermen is considerable,
and the designation of such must be received with

caution, being frequently used without any warrant.
When the Corporation is more favourably inclined
to open its records to srious and earnest inquirer?,
we shall know more of these things. Seeing that
it is the custodian, simply, of these
public records,
one is inclined to doubt not only its right, but its
policy also in this reserve.
It is too late, I presume, to protest
against the
introduction of the title Alderman into the County
Councils as an ill-advised departure.
The mischief may be minimized by ignoring it in addressOthering them, either in print or personally.
wise the confusion will become in time irre-

mediable.
16, Montague

WHITEPOT

JOHN
Street,

(7

th

J.

STOCKEN.

W.C.

S. vii. 148).

The corporation

of Wootton-under-Edge became extinct in 1886,
when the mace, all remaining of its insignia, was
presented to Lord Fitzbardinge, lord of the manor.
The mace, the gift of Lord Berkeley in 1747, is of
silver-gilt, and the head or bowl is so constructed
that it can be taken off for use as a
loving cup,
and it was so used for " ye Spicey Bysshoppe " at
the mayoral banquets.
" The
composition of the cup was as follows a bottle
:

of old port put into a wine warmer, with sufficient
quantity of loaf sugar. Then roast a lemon nice and
brown, and stick a dozen cloves into it. Place the lemon
in the mace, and pour the hot wine over it."

The above

from 'The Corporation Plate and Insignia,' by the late Mr. Jewitt, now passing through
the press under the able
H.
editorship of Mr.
St. John Hope, F.S.A.
H. H. B.
is

W

The

whitepot to which your correspondent alludes was a very different concoction from that
which formerly bore the name.
In 'A True
Gentlewoman's Delight,' 1676, the following recipe
is given :

IT*

s.

vn. MAE. ie,

'59.

" To
make a white-pot. Take a pint and a half of
cream, a quarter of a pound of sugar, a little rose-water,
a few dates sliced, a few raisins of the sun, eix or seven
eggs, and a little mace, a sliced pippin, or lemon, cut
sippet fashion for your dishes you bake in, and dip them
in sack or rose-water."
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

There was a dish of this name made of Devonand raisins. There is a receipt "To make a white-pot" in Sir K. Digby's
shire cream, custard,

1

W.

Closet,' 1677, p. 188.

C. B.

Webster-Mahn gives, " White- pot, 'a kind of
food made of milk, cream, eggs, sugar, &c., baked
in a pot.

King."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL,

M.A..

Hastings.

CHARGE OF ENGLISH AND FRENCH REGIMENTS
th

I find iu the 'Life and Times
of Wellington/ by Lieut. -Col.
Williams, vol. i. pp. 213-4, the following passages,
from either of which the incident referred to by the
querist may have possibly had its source.
It was in 1811, during the third Spanish campaign, that

(7

S. vi. 349, 495).

of the late

Duke

"Beresford
on the morning: of the 23rd of March,
his advanced guard, consisting of 2,000 cavalry and a
brigade of infantry, under Col. Colborne, came up with
the enemy, who, having heard of the advance of the
British, were in the act of evacuating Campo Mayor.
The French retreat was covered by a strong detachment
of hussars, but these not being sufficient to beat off their
pursuers, four regiments of dragoons advanced to their
The 13th Light Dragoons and the French
support.
cavalry, then charging with loose reins, rode so fiercely
up against each other that numbers on both sides were
dismounted by the shock."
"At Fuentes d'Onor a similar exploit was performed
by the 1st Regiment of Heavy Dragoons. They charged a
French regiment of cavalry, and the shock was so tremendous that many men and horses were overthrown on
each side."

The

chivalrous, not to say foolhardy, exploits

performed that day (March 23) by the "undisciplined ardour" of the 13th met with a severe
" If the 13th Drareprimand from Wellington.
"
are guilty of this conduct, I
goons," wrote he,
shall take their horses from them, and send the
officers and men to do duty at Lisbon."
See 'Life'
R. E.
quoted, voL i. p. 214.

K

Bishopwearmouth.

RADICAL REFORM
275, 415

;

(7

th

S. v. 228,

296

;

vi.

137,

The Marquis of Downshire,
the House of Lords on March 26,

vii.

32).

speaking in
1798, is reported to have said
"I never knew a Catholic of knowledge or education
who was a friend to what is termed unqualified Catholic
emancipation, nor an enlightened Presbyterian who was
an hadvocate [c] for radical reform."
Parliamentary
:

'

Debates,' xxxiii. 1356.

The first two references are given in the Index
"
to the Fifth Series under
Radical reform, first
use of the term," while the next three appear under
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"
Deform, radical but moderate." Surely the same
h ading should be kept throughout the indices of

&

when

the same subject

';

L

tl

an one volume

Q.'

is

AUTHOKS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED
6; )

T
'

C

A dreary place
poem

iis

is

by

New

would be

th

S. vi.

this earth, &c.

and may be found in
published by Houghton, Mifflin &

ED WARD DAKIN.

York.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Life of

(7

J. G. Whittier,

Jhild Life in Prose,'
).,

more

treated in

G. F. E. B.

!

John Bunyan.

&0.

By Edmund

Venables, M.A.

(Scott.)

LIVES of the great dreamer of Elstow multiply upon us.
New facts turn up but rarely, but the life of the author
fascinates men whose views
of the Pilgrim's Progress
are not sorry
of life are as wide as the poles apart.
Of most men even great men one good life
for this.
or
A prime minister, a novelist, an inventor,
is enough.
when once the facts of his life have been given to the
world with lucidity and fulness of detail, may well be
permitted to rest, at least for a generation ; but it is
not so with regard to the great imaginative intellects of
the world. The influence of men such as Dante, Shakspeare, and Bunyan, is not only direct but also reflex.
They touch our lives at a hundred points where the men
of mere practical ability or governmental faculty are
unfelt, and because this is so it is very desirable that,
as well as one great standard life if such can be come
by there should be a multitude of others appealing to
all sorts and conditions of men.
Dr. Brown, some two
or three years ago, produced what we and, indeed, everyUnless great
ione else consider the standard life.
future discoveries are made a thing which is nearly
impossible it must remain for many years the book
which the student will consult who desires to possess himself of all that is known and to be assisted
in forming a picture of that unpleasant time in which
'

'

We

|

i

life was passed.
Theologians, we believe,
discussing the moral responsibility of those who
remain without needful knowledge on vital questions,
when it is at hand if they but knew how to seek for
it, call a certain kind of denseness ignorantia crassa.
We know no other term that so well describes the state
of mind in which so many of Bunyan's contemporaries
permitted themselves to remain. How far they were
responsible it is not for us to say. They were somewhat
more humane than their great-grandfathers. It really

Bunyan's later

when

would not have given them any gratification to burn the
wonderful mystic who went about among them they did
not hate him enough for that. They had perhaps even
got so far as to have arrived at the conclusion that he
was not an impostor ; but we are sure that they did not
distinguish him from the hundreds of others who went
about preaching, and who, when the press was free, in
the Commonwealth time, poured forth tracts and pamphlets which it is now almost impossible to read. Of this
lull time, and the stupid people who flourished in
it,
Dr. Brown has given an admirable picture.
No one who
has hot tried knows the extreme
difficulty of the underIt is not every artist who can paint a fog-bank,
though Tnrner could.
Canon V enables has worked on a much smaller scale.
He has not had room to tell us over again much that we
were glad to hear from Dr. Brown. It was not needed.
The details concerning Old Bedfordshire, once
given, did

taking.
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but it is quite another thing
to deal with the man himself and his
the fierce modern controversies which
have distracted his native land the poet of hell and
heaven has seemed to be on the side of every fervid soul
who has struggled for freedom or for faith, so among
English-speaking people almost every grave and serious
person has found the Bedfordshire tinker in harmony
with his deepest convictions. We do not call in question
the good faith of llossetti, Balbo, or Hettinger, because
the Dante that each has seen is so widely divergent from
the vision vouchsafed to the others ; yet the dissimilarity
is probably not greater than the
Bunyan that has appealed to the imaginations of Dr. Brown, Mr. Froude,
and Canon Venablee. It is well that it should be BO.
England is split up into endless faction?, and it would
be a bitter thing if one small section of our people should
succeed in appropriating to themselves an intellect of
such marvellous width of sympathy. Canon Venables, asthe last interpreter, has had some advantages denied to
his predecessors
yet, notwithstanding this, it would
have been very easy to have built up a partisan biography, which would have been useless to all but those
of one school.
He has avoided this. We have before us
a picture of the Calvinist mystic told from the standpoint of the great permanent thoughts which were at
the bottom of his mind, not of the rubbish which floated
at the top, a transient phase of thought which could
not possibly have existed at any other period than during
the reign of Charles II.
not require repeating;

when we have
As in
works.

;

the Holy Places of Jerusalem. By T. Hayter Lewis.
(Murray.)
IN the days of our fathers little was known as to the
holy places of Jerusalem beyond the traditional knowledge that had always been a possession of the Christian
Church. This knowledge was blended with fable and
pious dreaming to such an extent that sceptically minded
people not a few were inclined to believe that no single
site in the holy city could be identified with
certainty.
This was an error ; but it could not be demonstrated to
be such until the ground had been gone over by archjeologists who approached their work without preconceived
prejudices.

There are few cities in the world that have been
wrecked so often and so thoroughly as the city of David.
Except for a short time after its destruction by Titus it
has never been uninhabited. But Roman, Moslem, and
Christian, infidel, heretic, and orthodox have, from time
to time, done their best to efface those landmarks which
direct us in our endeavour to reconstruct a picture of
the past. During the last thirty years the presses of
Germany, France, and England have poured forth more
volumes than we can remember concerning JerusalemSome few are mere rubbish, pious or sceptical dream
but the greater part add
fabrics, as the case may be
something to our knowledge of the past.
Mr. Lewis's volume is well illustrated, but not large.
It

is

much

so pleasantly written that

we

are sorry that so

condensation has been employed. It can never
supply the place of more elaborate and costly books ; but
as a guide to those who are about to visit the
East, or to
the far larger number of those who stay at home but
wish to realize what was the character of that holy city
for which Godfrey and Saladin
fought, it will be invaluable. We must not look here for an attempt ta
untie the various knots which puzzle all who
attempt
to identify the various holy places.
On this much has
been written, but no conclusion has been reached which
satisfies the dispassionate searcher after truth.
Mr. Lewis's book is a handbook to the architecture of
Jerusalem, not a guide to the religious and sentimental

fully
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interests of which it is the centre.
Many cities possess
grander architectural remains than Jerusalem can boast
From the
of, but there are none so worthy of study.
days of Constantine until our own it has been a place of
Middle
the
of
whole
the
and
during
;
pilgrimage
pious
Ages its sacred edifices profoundly affected the builders
of the West. The Temple Church, or the round churches
at Cambridge and Northampton, may have little in common with the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, but they
nevertheless were intended, if not as copies, at least as
memorials of the sacred edifice on Mount Zion. Gothic

may owe its origin to England and what is
now northern France, but its evolution has been pro-

architecture

foundly affected by Eastern models.

The Life of Thomas Ken, Bishop of Bath and Wells.
By E. H. Plumptre, Dean of Wells. 2 vols. (Isbister
&Co.)

DEAN PLUMPTRE is a zealous student. We do not wish to
make disparaging remarks of others, but we may assert
without fear of contradiction that there is no cathedral
dignitary at present among us who has written so much,
of which is of so high a degree of excellence. As a
translator from Greek and Italian he is valued by all
cultured people. His great work on Dante, taken alone,
might have been the work of a lifetime. It is not a mere
translation only, but as an English version there are
those who are well capable of judging who hold it to be
the best rendering into English which the 'Divine
'
Comedy has yet received.
Our memory may play us false, but so far as we remember this is the first occasion on which the dean has
all

undertaken an extended biography.
Bishop Ken has had several biographers. Bowles's
Life used to be considered the standard biography
'

'

some five-and-thirty years ago, it was in a great degree superseded by a work by an author who withheld
and was content to appear before the world as
A Layman " only. For reverent and affectionate treatment it will never be surpassed. In some ways we have
always considered it a model of the way in which a holy
man's life ought to be given to the world ; but the " Layman," though full of minute detail as to the object of his
affection, wasbutscantily furnished with general historical
knowledge. The saint appeared drawn to the life ; but
the low, vulgar, coarse world with which he was surrounded seems to have eluded the Layman's grasp. It is
well that it was so. Had he known all Dean Plumptre
knows of the days that passed between the birth and
death of Bishop Ken, the harmony of his picture would
until,

his name,
"

have suffered.
Ken's biographer has employed a much larger canvas.
He knows the time well, and fills in the background of
his picture in a manner beyond our praise. He is minute
in his details, and writes with amiable charity of those
who were little worthy of regard. There can be no
doubt that for the future this must be the standard life,
though it may require correcting or supplementing in a
few particulars. We will not call in question a word the
dean has said as to that violent change which our grand"
fathers were wont to call the " Glorious Revolution. The
results have been, so far as England is concerned, so beneficial that historians have for the most part shrunk from
prying too curiously into motives. We would remark,
however, that as the documentary evidence of the time
unfolds itself, and is dispassionately studied, we come to
see that the good results we all acknowledge were brought
about by instruments in whom a narrow ambition had
almost complete sway. All who read these volumes will
rise from them with the gratified sense of having received much now knowledge in the pleasantest possible
manner. As we turned over the pages a dream crossed
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our minds that perhaps the author might feel moved to
continue his labours, and give us a history of the English
Nonjurors. It is a noble subject, concerning which most
persons Mr. Lathbury's labours notwithstanding continue to be in complete ignorance.

WE have received the first part of Sir James Picton's
Report on the Moore Charters relating to the City of
They are a valuable collection, extending
Liverpool.
from the thirteenth century until recent times. In the
report before us most of them are given in a translated
form. The rendering seems well done, but we must complain of one serious defect the names of the witnesses
This is a great drawback. As,
are not given in full.
however, we may trust that the records will be given in
:

full,

the error

may

be corrected.

tc

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake
To secure

to answer queries privately.
insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
head the second communication " Duplicate."

to

JANE JEROME (" Stanza "). A part of a poem containing every variation of measure in that poem. Milton has
stanzas in the ' Ode on the Nativity '; Wordsworth in
'
Peter Bell,' &c. Longfellow's ' Hiawatha,' so far as we
recall it, has not.

BOOKWORM

("Fuller's 'Church History,' &c., folio,
Copies of this sold last year by public auction

1655").
for

from

Tu

28s. to 30*.
'

Medulla Historic Anglicanse,' 1694 "). It is
attributed to William Howel, LL.D., on the strength of a
MS. note by Wood in the Bodleian copy. It is held a concise and valuable history, but the various editions have
very trifling pecuniary value.
("

ARTHUR MEE ("Oddments"). This word, applied to
or odds and ends, is familiar in the North. It is
'
given in Halliwell's Dictionary.'
CORDUFF (" Etymological Dictionary "). You cannot
do better than get Skeat's ' Etymological Dictionary
(Clarendon Press).
COACH ("Cockades "). You will find the information
nd
you seek in N. & Q.,' 2 S. vii. 158, 246, 304, 421, 465,
522 ; viii. 37; ix. 219, 274.
trifles

'

M. DAMANT (" Commonplace Book "). We shall be
glad of the brief account you are good enough to offer.
JOHN TOMLINSON ("Rice scattered at Weddings").
See ' N. & Q.,' 4th s. ii. 343, 450, 521 ; xii. 327, 396, 438.
" Ant-sean-bean
E. A. H. ("Shan Van Voght ").
bhocht," i. e., the poor old woman.
R. F. S. (" Gofer "). Not received.
CORRIGENDA. P. 155, col. 1, 1. 9 from bottom, for
"
"
read Prayway ; p. 189, col. 1, 1. 1, for
Praynay
" 1859 " read 1759.
NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries "'Advertisement and
"
the Omce, 22,
Business Letters to The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and

"at

to this rule

we can make no

exception.
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heiress presumptive from the time of her birth,
Feb. 11, 1464/5, until the birth of her brother
Edward, Duke of Cornwall, Nov. 4, 1470. She
became Queen de jure upon the deaths of her
brothers Edward and Richard in June, 1483 (her
youngest brother George having died in the lifetime of his father), being then heir general and re-

presentative of William the Conqueror.
N.B. It may be a question if Princess Cicely,
afterwards Viscountess Wells, second surviving
daughter of King Edward IV., was not heiress
presumptive from the time her sister Elizabeth
became queen, Jan. 18, 1485/6, until the birth of
Prince Arthur, Duke of Cornwall, Sept. 20 followShe, of course, became heiress presumptive
ing.
de jure in June, 1483, when her unfortunate
brothers were (probably) murdered in the Tower,
and Elizabeth became the rightful sovereign of
But Elizabeth never was queen regEngland.
nant.
Henry of Richmond reigned alone from

August, 1485, till January 18 following, when he
condescended to fulfil his matrimonial engagement
with the rightful heiress of the realm, who then
became queen consort only, with the understanding that if she died without issue Henry's issue by
another wife would succeed before her sisters.
Cicely never was Henry's heiress presumptive in
any sense, as, if he had died before the birth of his
son, Elizabeth would probably have been made
regent until the young king attained his majority,
and his heiress presumptive until he had a child of
his own would have been his own mother
!

HEIRESSES PRESUMPTIVE TO THE ENGLISH
5. Princess Margaret, Queen of Scotland, eldest
THRONE.
daughter of King Henry VII., was heiress preI have had occasion lately to make out a list of sumptive from the accession of her brother, Henry
those illustrious ladies who at various periods since VIII. in 1509 until the birth of Henry, Duke of
,

the Conquest have occupied the position of heiress
presumptive to the English crown. As I think it
may interest some of your readers, I subjoin it as
follows
1. Princess Maud, or Matilda, Empress of Ger:

many, daughter of King Henry I., who became
on the death of her brother
Her long contest
(or brothers ?) Nov. 25/6, 1120.
for the crown with her cousin Stephen is matter

Cornwall, Jan. 1, 1510/11, and from his death,
seven weeks later, until the birth of the Princess
Mary in February, 1515/6, with the exception of
the few days in 1514 during which King Henry's
second son, another Duke of Cornwall, lived.
6. Princess Mary, afterwards Queen Mary I.,

daughter of King Henry VIII., was heiress presumptive from the time of her birth, Feb. 8,
1515/6 (save for the few hours or moments of
of history.
life enjoyed by an infant brother in 1518), until
2. Princess Eleanor of Bretagne (the Pearl of
displaced by direction of her father in favour of
Brittany), daughter of Geoffrey, Duke of Bretagne, her half-sister Elizabeth, 1533/4. After the divorce
granddaughter of King Henry II., and niece of and death of Queen Anne Boleyn, Elizabeth was
King John or Princess Joanna, afterwards Queen pronounced illegitimate and incapable of succeedof Scotland, eldest daughter of King John, con- ing to the throne, but it does not
appear that Mary
was reinstated in her place as heiress presumptive.
cerning whom presently.
3. Princess Philippa of Clarence, Countess of
Upon the accession of Edward VI., however, she
March, only child of Lionel, Duke of Clarence, and was once more recognized as heiress to the throne
of
was
Edward
heiress
in case the young king died without issue, and
granddaughter
King
III.,
presumptive from the accession of her cousin, King remained so until June 21, 1553, when she was
Richard II., June 21, 1377, until her death 1377/8, deprived of her rights by the illegal
assignment
a period of little more than six months.
made by her brother in favour of Lady Jane
4. Princess Elizabeth, afterwards Queen of
Eng- Dudley.
land, eldest daughter of King Edward IV., who was
7. Princess Elizabeth, afterwards Queen of Engheiress presumptive

;
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11. Princess Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, eldest
King Henry VIII.
Declared heiress presumptive soon after her birth. daughter of King James I., was heiress presumpDisplaced and declared illegitimate by Act of tive from the accession of her brother Charles I.
Parliament 1536. Became again heiress presump- March 27, 1625, until the birth of her nephew,*
tive on the accession of her sister, Queen Mary, Charles James, Duke of Cornwall and Rothsay,
May 13, 1629, and again from his death (which
1553, and succeeded her on the throne 1558.
8. Lady Jane Dudley was declared heir to the happened almost immediately) till the birth of
throne by King Edward VI. June 21, 1553, and Prince Charles, afterwards Charles II., May 29 %
was proclaimed Queen July 10 following. Upon 1630.
12. Mary, Princess of Orange, afterwards Queen
the death of King Edward VI. the order of succesMary II., became heiress presumptive on the
sion stood thus
1, Princess Mary ; 2, Princess
accession of her father, King James II., in Feb.,
Elizabeth, the king's sisters ; 3, Mary, Queen of
and so continued until the birth of her
Scots, representative of the king's aunt Margaret ; 1684/5,
of Lennox, cousin -germ an brother, James Francis Edward, Duke of Cornwall
4, Margaret, Countess
to the king ; 5, Henry, Lord Darnley, her (then) and Eothsay, June 10, 1688. She was proclaimed
Feb. 13, 1688/9.
only son ; 6, Frances, Duchess of Suffolk, cousin- queen

land, youngest daughter of

:

to the king ; and 7, Her daughter, Lady
It will be
Jane, wife of Lord Guildford Dudley.
noticed that the next male heir at the time of Edward's death was his cousin, the young Lord
Darnley, who afterwards became the husband of

german

Mary, Queen of Scots, and father of King James I.
The four immediate heirs to the crown were
females, and the next male heir after Henry
Stuart was Edward Courtenay, only surviving son
and heir of Henry, Marquis of Exeter, who had
been executed in the reign of Henry VIII. Edward's own idea was to exclude all the females of
his family from the succession, and for that reason
the Duchess of Suffolk, Lady Jane's own mother,
who certainly had a better right to the throne than
her daughter, was passed over. But this did not
suit Northumberland's views, who intended the
crown ultimately for his own son, Guildford
Dudley, or at least contemplated it prospectively
on the head of a future grandchild. He prevailed

upon the dying king

make

to alter his

programme

so as

"

the order of succession run thus
First
lack of issue of my body) to the Lady Frances'
(Duchess of Suffolk) heirs male if she have any such
before my death, then to the Lady Jane and her
heirs male, then to the Lady Catherine's heirs male,
the Lady Mary's heirs male," and so forth.
Thus
entirely passing over Jane's mother and her sisters.
9. Lady Catherine Herbert, afterwards Countess
of Hertford, was virtually heiress presumptive to
the throne during the nine days of her sister's
to

:

(for

The Duke of Northumberland informed
reign.
his daughter-in-law that her sisters Catherine and

Mary were to

succeed her in case she died without

issue, and of course she could have ruled it so herself ; but, by the assignment of Edward VI., the
crown, in default of male issue of Jane, was to go
to the son of Catherine if she had one, thus pass-

ing over Catherine herself altogether.
10. Mary, Queen of Scots, only daughter and

King James V. of Scotland, became heiress
presumptive to the English crown on the accession
of Queen Elizabeth, Nov., 1558, and so continued
until her own death in Feb., 1586/7.

heir of

13. Princess

Anne

of

Denmark, declared

heiress

presumptive by Act of Parliament 1689, and so
remained until the death of her brother-in-law
King William III., when she ascended the throne
as

Queen Anne.

14. Princess Sophia, Electress of Hanover, declared heiress presumptive by Act of Parliament
(failing heirs of

from March

Queen Anne), and remained such
her death, June 8,

8, 1701/2, until

1714.
15. Princess Victoria of Kent (our present most
gracious sovereign) became heiress presumptiveupon the accession of her uncle, King William IV.,
1830, and so remained until his death, June 20,
1837, when she succeeded to the throne.
16. Victoria Adelaide Mary Louisa, Princess
Royal (now Empress Frederick of Germany), was
heiress presumptive from her birth, Nov. 21, 1840,
until that of her brother, Albert Edward, Duke of

Cornwall and Eothsay, Nov. 9, 1841.
Thus the list begins and ends with a princess of

England who became Empress of Germany.
The Princess Eleanor of Bretagne (La Belle Bretonne), sister and heir of Arthur, Duke of Bretagne
and Earl of Richmond, would certainly have been
if her brother .had succeeded
Richard Cceur de Lion on the throne. But as he
did not do so, the unfortunate princess had to pay
for her vicinity to the crown by a life-long imprisonment at the hands of her uncle, King John,

heiress presumptive

and her cousin, Henry

III.
She might be considered as heiress presumptive of John himself,
however, from the time of her brother's death to
the birth of Prince Henry, afterwards Henry III.,
in 1207, unless Mrs. Green is correct in giving
1203 as the date of Joanna's birth (the eldest
daughter of John, and afterwards Queen of Scotland), in which case that princess would have

been her

father's heiress presumptive for that
period of time. Miss Agnes Strickland (who claims
most of the chroniclers of the period in support
of her statement) gives 1210 as the year in which
Joanna was born (' Lives of Queens of England/
vol. i. p. 341). If that was so, Eleanor of Bretagne
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been her uncle's heiress presumptive
This makes the
the space of four years.
umber of heiresses presumptive to the English
hrone since the Conquest sixteen in all.
H. MURRAY LANE, Chester Herald.
iust have

Dr

'HARPINGS OF LENA.'
(See 6th s. v. 129, 209, 314, 370, 413.)

I note that a review of the above work is
iven by K. R, Boston, Lincolnshire, and a short
In justice to
aotice of the same by BRITO.
ill parties I think it is right to say that the material
gathered by R. R. at the age of ten is erroneous.
Edward Lenton was a clerk in our office, and I
have frequently heard my father and mother speak
of him as a promising poet.
Of Bateman they
i*ave a very different account ; indeed, I personally
knew the latter, and no such delusion should exist
as that a single creditable line (if any line at all)
in 'Harpings of Lena' could be placed to his
account.
"
Facts are stubborn things " is as old an adage
as our Wold hills, and it is as to facts, for poor Lenton's sake, and for the credit of
about to name, I write.

a third person

I

am

"The

Hermitage," in the garden adjoining my
paddock, West and Lentoa used to meet
and compose poetry, &c., admitting Bateman (who
had somehow made the acquaintance of Lenton)
into their sanctum.
Lflnton was born on October 29, 1812, and died
on June 11, 1828. West was born at Louth in
After Lenton's death Bateman (who
July, 1810.
father's

had doubtless secured his MSS.) persuaded West
to assist him in publishing '
Harpings of Lena.'
I come now to the question of the real authorship of the work, and I am glad to say Dr. West's
sister permits me to
append the following extracts
from her letters, from which it will be at once evident that the "gems" of the book were from the
pens of her brother and Lenton, out of which Bateprofit.

Extracts referred

to.

"Sonnet written at Alford January, 1829, and first
printed in a monthly periodical the Olio, afterwards,
with many other poems by R. U. West, inserted in a
little volume
Harpings of Lena
'

'

:

A

Reverie.

'Crazed beyond all hope.' Byron.
Borne by the wings of thought, I took my flight
Far where the Orbs of Night in splendour roll'd
for a thousand tongues to tell the
sight,
The wonders which those brilliant worlds unfold
A soft, a soul entrancing music stole
O'er my lost senses lost in rapture
deep ;

:

'

The

glare how bright how painful !
wilt thou thither wing, ne'er

When

Methought I look'd around me for the view
Of that bright world I'd left how small the star
So small, so pitiful, I scarcely knew
Which was the speck 'mong myriads gleaming far.
To love that speck, the prison of Mankind,
How proud is Man, how low, how poor, how blind
"
Lenton, R. U. West, and Bateman used to meet in
our Hermitage, and there show each other the prose
articles, poems, &c., which they at first contrived to get
inserted in a magazine, the Olio, R. IT. West signing
'.Roger Walton.' I myself remember several of these
'
poems as my brother's. In the volume Harpings of
Lena the following poems are certainly by R. Uvedale
\Vest :_ <A Colloquy,' September 3, 1828; 'A Dream in
Spenserian Stanza,' January, 1829; 'The Fire Bridge,'
1829; 'The Lost Ship,' 'Counsels,' December 9,1828;
'
The War Ship,' May, 1829. In his own copy of the
Haroings of Lena,' now in the possession of his son,
John Gilby West, R. U. West wrote the above dates and
his own signature in pencil. Perhaps he foresaw they
would be attributed to or claimed by others. But besides
these proofs that they are his composition, there is my
own testimony, because when the book came out it made
:

!

!

'

'

some sensation, of course, in Alford, and I was questioned
'
as to the authorship of
Colloquy,' which was very

A

much

admired, and, not being undersigned by E. Lenton,
was not believed to be by Bateman. I asked my brother,
and he told me it was his, and also the others I have
named. He also related how he received the idea of
'
The Fire Bridge,' which poem had struck my youthful
fancy as better than the Colloquy.' I remember Lenton
We all looked on
well, a little, pale, and very shy boy.
him as promising to be a genius. As for Bateman do
his
name
Baitman was
you know that the spelling
adopted because he thought Bateman common 1 his real
name was Bateman he was quite incapable of writing
any of those poems, or any articles, without corrections,
supervision, and assistance of every kind. He was a low,
ignorant fellow, and it seems strange to me that he ever
was accepted as a coadjutor by the 'poets.'
1 have read with interest, and also great indignation,
'

Adjoining my father's house lived another lad,
Robert Uvedale West, subsequently known as Dr.
West, and as vice-president of the Royal Obstetrical
Now in a rustic building called
Society, London.

inan subsequently made
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O my soul
more

to

!

!

weep 1

;

the article in Notes and Queries. I am sure the person
who wrote it knew nothing about the Alford of the time
he writes. I have good reason to believe that Bateman
did not write any of the poems in Harpings of Lena.'
Those with the name of Lenton were undoubtedly his ;
but all those unsigned were written by R. U. West. R. TJ.
West never posed as a poet, and did not care to have his
name affixed, because he was half afraid they were not
'

good enough to be published. The tales and articles he
wrote for the Olio were signed Roger Walton.' Lenton
I do not recognize the descripalso wrote for the Olio.
tion of Alford and its society in Notes and Queries at all.
The Listers, Carnleys, &c., and very numerous others
made up a society that could not be classed amongst the
'poachers and smugglers.' Certainly William Bateman
had not access to any of these families. Bateman was
an ignorant, immoral, dishonest fellow, a scamp in every
For a long time my brother helped him here and
sense.
there years after the acquaintance was given up, and my
brother had returned to settle in Alford. I do believe
there was plenty of poaching and smuggling going on in
I remember
the neighbourhood and in the marshes.
many romantic cases of the latter myself. In all little
market towns at that period there were plenty of
Bateman was one. To call
idle and dissolute people.
Alford vulgar and ignorant is an injustice on the part
'

of the writer of that article in Notes and Queries,
is in error in almost all his statements and asser-

who

" The last time I saw Bateman shuffl
ingalong (when I was
in Alford years ago) my brother, who was with me, said
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'
I do not even speak to
a worthless vagabond and
he
'Had
I
an impostor.'
said,
any ability really]'
'
Not any pretensions to poetical ability ; he could not
write a line correctly. He was a parasite who hung on
Lenton. He was older than Lenton, who really would
have turned out a genuine poet had he lived.' I also recollect my brother said that Lenton would have been at
least a second Henry Kirke White."

as

we were approaching him,

He

It is impossible.

him.

is

[7*
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and some of it is true, being merely comBut the account of bluepiled from other sources.
stocking is written in blissful ignorance of a certain
'
article in Murray's
Dictionary'; and the same is
true of the remarks on bachelor.
But we are not
without gems.
are gravely told that it is now
"
the
generally received opinion" that Domesday
is derived from domus dei, the house of God
bebetter,

We

;

dead, and with him I would bury
my thoughts concerning him. I know, however,
that he never was married, and was the terror of
many of the poor folk in the neighbourhood, and
when he asked for a meal they dare not refuse
him. The statement that he knew Lord Byron
*
when in Italy, and had translated William Tell,'
'
Silvio Pellico,' &c., is too absurd to need com-

Bateman

is

LISTER WILSON.

ment.

"
cause (I always shudder when this because " has
to be used) the Domesday Book was one preserved
in a sacred edifice.
After this, I am not surprised
to learn, also for the first time, that navvy is a corruption of the Danish nabo, a neighbour ; and that
the verb to cow is merely a contraction of coward.
At what period of our history such a phrase as " he

cowarded him " would have been

intelligible

we

are

not informed.

To prove

Alford.

references.

that I

am

not romancing, I give the

Both of these amusing

articles will be

ENGLISH AS SHE is DERIVED. We have heard found in Knowledge, in the number for Feb. 1,
"
OELER.
of some amusing facts concerning
English as she 1889, pp. 77 and 92.
is taught "; it would be equally amusing, if it were
THE ADDITIONAL NOTE IN EOGERS'S ITALY,'
not deplorable, to illustrate "English as she is ED. 1838.
th
(See 7 S. vi. 267, 352, 409, 457.) It
'

derived."
In a scientific periodical we are really entitled to
expect science. But I have just met with two
article?, in the same number of the same paper,which cannot justify a claim to anything of the

kind.

The

first is

called

'

Aryan

Speech traced to the

Stone Age.' Here we have an argument to prove
that the English words kill and hill are the same
word; which is easily proved by an abuse of
Grimm's law. The author takes a couple of pages
to prove what he might have proved, according to
his method, in a line.
Briefly, hill is cognate with
Lat. collis ; and the connexion between collis and
kill is obvious.
Q.E.D. This is all wrapped up in
a cloud of words and most peculiar illustrations.

The following specimens are choice.
The E. horse is the same word (!)

'

is

'

is responsible
for some of this).
Dictionary
Further, cal-x, which means a stone, is so called
from its kill-ing people, or from its Tmr-ting them.
Of course, kill is the same as the hur- in hurt; the
final t cannot matter.
Coil-is, a hill, is composed
of stones.
Hence the Aryan languages go back to
the stone age ; for the stones of the hill, i.e., of
Do
collis, were used for kill-ing and hur-ting.

not, gentle reader, put

mad.

I

ordinary

am merely

the

as suddenly gone
extra-

summary of this

article.

A few pages
'

me down

giving a

further on

History of some

we have an

Common

Words.'

'

mite at the Escurial, as related by Wilkie's travel'
History of
ling companion Lord Mahon in his
England,' vol. vi. p. 498 (published 1851). Much
negative evidence has now been brought to show that
Is this
there was no Dominican convent at Padua.
particular the only part of Rogers's story which
may justly be regarded with suspicion 1 Did the
same thought occur to the Jeronymite at the
Escurial and to a Dominican or other monk at

and was the same remark actually made
;
Wilkie at the one place and to Rogers at the
other ; or must some other solution be sought for

Padua
to

very curious problem 1
Wilkie visited the Escurial in October, 1827,
and his ' Journal ' comprises notes both on Titian's
'Last Supper' in the refectory and the same
this

as the Goth.
cognate with the Latin equus.
This is because the ho- in horse answers to Goth.
aih- ; the -rse does not matter.
Next, equus is so
called because he was "sharp "; the word is allied
to ac-er, and is derived from the Skt. go, to sharpen,
whence also the E. whet (I am afraid Benfey's

aihws, which

was long since pointed out in N. & Q.' (1 st S. v.
196) that the very same remark which Rogers here
says had been made to him by an old Dominican
at Padua was made to Wilkie by an old Jerony-

article

This

on
is

'
On the
in another apartment.
he observes, " S. Rogers has a sketch
of it."
He was at this time corresponding with Sir
Thomas Lawrence, who wrote to him on January 10,
1828:

master's

'

Gloria

latter picture

"
one or two pasI read to our friend Mr. Rogers
sages of your letter (perhaps more), and he was much
his sketch inof
had
interest
have
the
to
gratified
creased by your eloquent description of its original."
Cunningham's Life of Wilkie,' vol. ii. pp. 485, 492.
'

Wilkie's letter is not given, but as it related to the
that
pictures at the Escurial it seems not unlikely
The lines
it mentioned the incident in question.
to which the additional note refers, where the contrast is drawn between the transiency of the man
and the permanency of the picture, are in the
'
second part of Italy,' which was published in 1828.

j

|
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] at whether or not Rogers had then heard of the
J sronymite's remark, he must have known of it in
1 535, several years before the appearance of his
n >te, as it was then made public by Wordsworth
ii
the 'Lines suggested by a Portrait from the
I encil of F. Stone,' contained in the volume en-

t bled
s

'Yarrow Kevisited, and other Poems,'
"To Samuel Rogers, Esq.":

in-

ribed

The hoary Father

in the Stranger's ear
"

Here daily do we sit,
for daily bread, and here
Thanks
Pondering the mischiefs of these restless Times,
And thinking of my Brethren, dead, dispersed,
Or changed and changing, I not seldom gaze
Upon this solemn Company unmoved
By shock of circumstance, or lapse of years,
Until I cannot but believe that they
They are in truth the Substance, we the Shadows."
Breathed out these words
given to

:

God

R. D. WILSON.

An amusing error, almost
good as the historic curmudgeon of Ash, suggests with what a slender equipment of French
Dr. Jamieson made his Etymological Dictionary
of the Scottish Language.' He explains chows as
"
a particular kind of coal, smaller than the common kind, much used in forges ; perhaps from
French chou, the general name of coal." Now, of
course, chou is not, and never was, coal, but it is
"the general name" of cole, i.e., cabbage. But
coal was formerly spelt cole, so that it is evident
either that Jamieson lost his way between the
COAL OR CABBAGE.

as

fame, it now appears that Martha Gwynn either
never had any existence at all, or, if she lived and
practised all the virtues, at least was the cause of
sin in her grave, seeing that her epitaph was, in
Macaulay's phrase, stolen, and marred in the stealI have obtained what I suppose must be
ing.
accepted as the original and veritable matrix from
which Mr?. Martha received her mythical being.
It is an epitaph in Toddington Church, Bedford-

mentioned and
('Magna Britannia')
"

partly quoted by Lysons
in his description of that
"
and affectation, it
church. In spite of conceits
has some literary merit, and at least presents something better and closer in thought than the flabby
and pointless saying, "She was so very pure
shire,

|

A. H. MURRAY.

it is

in full

:

Thomae Comitis Cleveland Filia premortua prima animam virgineam exhalavit
Januar an Dni. MDCXXXII., aetat. xviii.
And here y c pretious dust is layde

"Maria Wentwortb,

illustris

[1

purelie temper'd clay was made
So fine that it y e guest betray'd.
Else the soule grew so faste within,
It broke y e outwarde shelle of sin,
And soe was hatch'd a Cherubin.

Whose

In height it soar'd to God above,
In depth it did to knowledge move,
spread in breadth to generaile love.
Before a pious duty shind,

And

To Parents

On

curtesie behind,
either side an equal minde.

Good to y e poore, to kindred deare,
To servants kinde, to friendship cleare,
To nothing but herself severe.

chou, cole, and the charbon, cole, of a sixteenth
century French dictionary, or else that some wag
to whom he applied for help upon the Scotch
chows, small coals, poked fun at him by referring
him to the French choux, coles.
J.

Here

within."

'

1
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See though a Virgin yet a Bride
To everie grace, she justified
A chaste Poligamie, and dyed.
C. B.

PIGOTT.

MOUNT.

As the verb "to pigott" may hereafter
common as that "to boycott," will

A FALSE EPITAPH " MARTHA GWYNN become as
HATCHED A CHERUBiN." All men (i.e., a great 'N. & Q.' record, for the benefit of Dr. Murray's
many) have heard of Mrs. Martha, or Margaret, descendants, that the former word was born in the
Gwynn, celebrated in an epitaph which I may give House of Commons on February 28, 1889 1
as follows
HERMENTRUDE.
:

:

Here

lie

Who was

the bones of Martha Gwynn,
so very pure within,

She broke the outer shell of sin,
And thence was hatched a Cherubin.

Being desirous to find the true form and also the
place of this epitaph, I lately searched for and found
it in three published
collections, each of which
For the
gives a text differing from the other two.
place of it one collector, Mr. Augustus

Hare, says
Cambridgeshire. Had he said England he would
have committed himself to less, and the reference
would have been about equally useful. Another

more

By

definitely assigns it to St. Albans, Herts.
the help of a friend I was enabled to learn with

something like certainty that it is not to be found
there, though my friend happily suggested that as
Nell Gwynn once had a house of her own not far
off, Martha the immaculate and
naughty Nelly
may have been sisters. But unhappily for her

POPE'S SIZE. A year or two ago I bought a
merino vest. On the bill I noticed P.S. after it,
and by inquiry I elicited that P.S. stood for
size," and that "pope's size" meant short
This was very humiliating, as I had
stout.

"pope's

and

always flattered myself that I was of middle height ;
but I consoled myself with the reflection that I
had, after all, probably learned something, for it
seemed likely that in days gone by popes, as a race,
had been looked upon as short and stout. I knew
very well that abbots, monks, and friars had had
the reputation of being fat and jolly, but I was not
aware that popes had likewise been charged with a
too vivid enjoyment of the things of this life. I
could not, however, discover any further evidence
upon this point, and' let the matter drop. Very
recently, however, in Madame Phaeton,' a novel,
by Clovis Hugues, p. 21, I came across the follow-
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" II

comme un

pape," so that i
and perhaps still enjoy, the reputation of being stout.
And I would compare also the name pope, appliec
to a small, short, thickset fish with a large head
also called ruff.
That pope in this case is no corruption, but is really the name of the head of the
Eoman Catholic Church, is shown by the German
Papst, which has the same two meanings (Hilpert,
F. CHANCE.
Sanders).

ing

:

e"

tait

gros

seems that in France

also popes enjoyed,

f

DESSERT IN AMERICA. The review of Americanisms, Old and New,' by John S. Farmer, given
in *N. & Q.,' ante, p. 119, contains the following
sentence :
" Desaerfc in America is
not
to
only
applied
fruit, as in
England, and fruit and cheese, as in France, but to the
Bweets, such as pastry, puddings, &c."

The words here italicized had better have been
scratched out, or altered to make them correct.
"
Littre* has the following definition
Dessert, le
dernier service d'un repas, compose" de from age,
:

de confitures, de fruits et de patisserie."
The
same article in the dictionary of the Academy is
as follows

:

"Dessert, ce qu'on sert, ce qui se mange & la fin du
repas, comme le fruit, le frpmage, les confitures, la paOn disait aussi quelquefois le fruit, surtout
tisserie, &c.

dans

grandes maisons."

les

I think, then, that the sentence above quoted

would have run more accurately thus

:

"Dessert in America is applied not only to fruit, as in
England, but, as in France, to the sweets, such as pastry,
puddings, &c."

No doubt the Americans have derived the meaning of the word from their intercourse with the
French towards the end of the last century.
DNARGEL.
Paris.

[7*

s.

vn. MAB.
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longing to the famous John Byrom, but now located
in the Chetham Library, Manchester, according to
the bequest of my friend the late Miss Atherton,
is the
Life of Archbishop Whitgift,' printed for
Ei. Chiswell, and to be sold at the Eose and Crown,
and at the Eose in St. Paul's Churchyard, 1699.
Before coming into John Byrom's possession it was
the property of Dr. White Kennett, Dean of Peterborough, 1707-18, and afterwards bishop of the
same. The book-plate describes him as dean. On
the fly-leaf of this volume occurs an entry of which
I send a copy, in the thought that it may prove not
only interesting to your correspondents as somewhat exemplifying the episcopal leanings of the
Stamford, but also
"George Inn," St. Martin's,
'
useful as a record in N. & Q.' There is no signature to indicate the writer, but as the handwriting seems to be of the end of the seventeenth
or beginning of the eighteenth century, I incline to
the belief that it is a note by Kennett himself, to
say nothing of his close neighbourhood to the inn in
question. Perhaps some more learned correspondent
may know who the Mr. Griffith is of whom mention is made, and so determine the matter
"
in his MSS. Collections in
Mr.
'

:

my custody,

Griffith,

writes thus

:

his Ma' ie Masters of Reth
quests) told me on the 27 of January, 3672/3, that train
thro
Lincolnshire, he accidentally
Stamford,
vailing
met \v th a picture of ABp. Whitgifts in his lodgings at
the George Inne in that Town, cb he knew to be so by
e
y Coat Armour and Motto under express'd in one corner
9
ch he
bought for fifty shillings, and so y
thereof, w
Colonel is come into the possession of this Picture,
wch he told me he would not take twenty pounds for, it
being an assured Original done by an excellent hand upon
wainscoat, wch by some accident is cracked, tho not much
to the Detriment of the Piece.

"Col Gervase Holies (one of
1

w

"Mr. Henry Peachman

[st'c], in his 'Complete Gentlebeing directions for Painting, describes
John Whitgift, ABp. of Canterbury, llackhaired and of a

man,' ch.

iii.,

Public Opinion of
copying from St. James's Gazette,
states that the well-known lines of Goldsmith

brown complexion"

commencing

THE ZODIAC. In an old book of mine entitled
'The Marrow of Physick,' dedicated"to the Honourable and Singularly Virtuous Mrs. Margaret Evre,"
by Thomas Brugis, and published by Eichard Hearne,

LITERARY PLAGIARISMS.

February

1,

When

lovely

are taken from a
follows

woman

stoops to folly

(Paris, 1719) as

poem by Segur

:

Lorsqu'une femme, apres trop de tendresse,

D'un

homme

Comment pour

London, 1640, there appears the following curious
description of the signs of the zodiac

sent la trahison,
cette si douce foiblesse

Peut-elle trouver une guerison

:

" And

?

Le seul remede qu'elle peut ressentir,
La seule revanche pour son tort,
Pour faire trop tard 1'amant repentir
Helas trop tard est la mort.
!

Perhaps the above may be considered worthy of
being preserved in 'N. & Q.'
A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.
Waltham Abbey.

'LIFE OF ARCHBISHOP WHITGIFT.'
v.

241, 294, 330.)

JOHN TINKLER, M.A.
Askengarth Dale, Yorks.

th
(See 7 S.

Amongst the books once

be-

raignes Aries in the month of March, for
in that signe (say they) God made the world, and to this
the
old
Jewish
signe
Philosophers gave the name Aries:
that is to say, a Bam ; forasmuch as Abraham made his
offering to God of a Ram for his sonne Isac; and whosoever is borne in this signe shall be timerous or dreadfull ; but he shall have grace and good inclination.
" The second
Signe Taurus raigneth in April, it bath
the name of Bull: forasmuch as Jacob wrastled and
strove with the Angel: whosoever is borne in this signe
elial have good successe in all manner of beasts and cattle
of the field.
The third Gemini raigneth in May; it hath the
name of twinnes, forasmuch as Adam and Eve were
first
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>rmed, and

made

of one kind

:

Whosoever
he

is

borne in

account of the

trial
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which I have was published in

be, and shall live in
1765, at Edinburgh, and contains two hundred
bewailed their fall.
On the last page, just above the list of
"
The fourth Cancer raigneth in June, and hath the pages.
" N.B.
tame of Crab, or Canker, forasmuch as Job was full of errata, there is the following paragraph :
be
will
this
Trial
which
of
is
a
worme
The
conclusion
kankrous
that
and
sores,
published and
pprosie
hrough the permission of God eatheth away the flesh. given gratis to the Purchasers, so soon as the ProVhosoever is borne in this signe he shall be feeble of
ceedings of the Court, with regard to Katharine
)ody, but shall obtaine grace, if he seek it of God.
Was this promised conare finished."
" The fifth
signe Leo raigneth in July, and hath the Nairn,
name of a Lyon; forasmuch as Daniel the Prophet was clusion ever published ; and was Katharine Nairn
put into a Lyon's den Whosoever is borne in this eigne ever executed ?
shall be a bold and stout man, and a hardy.
I am afraid it would not be quite within the
" The sixt
signe Virgo raignes in August, and hath the
'
of N.
Q.' to discuss this remarkable
name of a Virgin, forasmuch as our Lady that blessed province
trial.
Certainly the depositions, as given at length
Virgin before birth, in birth, and after birth was a pure
Virgin Whosoever is borne under this signe shall be in the publication above mentioned, contain the
wise and learned, and shall suffer blame for a just cause. material for the most
In fact, the
exciting novel.
" The seventh
signe Libra raigneth in September, and
is quite worthy of the pen of Wilkie
hath the name of the ballance that hang in equall poise, subject
I should be very much obliged to any of
forasmuch as Judas Iscariot tooke couusell with the Collins.
Jewes for the betraying of our Saviour. Whosoever is your contributors for any side light they can throw
Katharine
borne in this signe he shall be a wicked man and a upon this singular social tragedy.
traytor: an evill death shall he dye if the course of Nairn was the daughter of Sir Thomas Nairn of
Nature prevaile, but if he seeke after grace and mercy Dunsinnan
She married Thomas
(Dunsinane).
he may escape it.
was
The eight signe Scorpio raigneth in October and hath Ogilvie of Eastmiln, in January, 1765. She
the name of a Scorpion, forasmuch as the children of accused of forming a guilty connexion with his
Isreal passed through the Bed Sea
Whosoever is borne brother, Patrick Ogilvie, who lived in the house,
in this signe shall have many angers, tribulations, and and of
poisoning her husband with arsenic, sent to
vexations.
her by the said Patrick Ogilvie, less than six
"The ninth signe Sagittarius raigneth in November,
6.
and hath the name of the Archer, forasmuch as David months after her marriage, namely on June
Whosoever is borne under this There appear to have been unfortunate family
fought with Goliah.
his signe poore
riefe because

and feeble

shall

Adam and Eve

:

&

:

:

signe shall be hardy and Lecherous.
" The tenth
signe Capricornus raigneth in December,
and hath the name of the Goat, forasmuch as the Jews
lost the blessing of our Lord Jesus Christ
Whosoever is
borne under this signe shall be rich and loving.
"The eleventh signe Aquarius raigneth in January
and hath the name of the water-man; forasmuch as
:

John Baptist baptised our Saviour in the flood of
Jordan to beginne to institute the new law of Baptisme,
and end the old law of Circumcision
Whosoever is
borne in this signe shall be negligent, and lose his goods,
and shall be carelesse in his course of life.
"
The twelveth signe Pisces raigneth in February, and
hath the name of fishes ; forasmuch as Jonas the Prophet
was cast into the sea and three daies and three nights
lay in the belly of a whale Whosoever is borne in that
signe shall be gratious and happy, if he make use of
Saint

:

and the defence
the Ogilvies
was that the accusations, both of incest
and murder, were got up through the instrumentality of Alexander Ogilvie, the youngest
brother, who had offended his family by a misdifferences

among

;

practically

alliance with the daughter of a common porter in
Edinburgh, in order to regain the favour of
Alexhis eldest brother, the Laird of Eastmiln.
ander Ogilvie sent one Ann Clarke, a distant
relation of the family (said to have been a person
of immoral life, and to have lived as the mistress
of the said Alexander Ogilvie), as an emissary in

She was received by the
family there, including the mother, Mrs. Ogilvie,
without any suspicion ; and it was stated by the
time.'
"
"
that she succeeded in setting the laird
0. A. WHITE.
pannels
Preston on the Wild Moors.
against his wife and his second brother Patrick,
and that she maliciously concocted this charge
With regard to the many curious
against them.
facts connected with this trial, one is that both the
We must request correspondents desiring information "pannels" were condemned on the indictment,
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their although there never was any post-mortem on the
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the body of Thomas Ogilvie, nor was it proved that he
answers may be addressed to them direct
had died of arsensic. But it was proved in spite
that
of his solemn declaration to the contrary
TRIAL OF PATRICK OGILVIE, 1765. Can any of Patrick Ogilvie had
purchased arsenic, though
your Scotch readers, or others who are interested none was ever traced directly to the possession
in the study of celebrated criminal
cases, tell me of Katharine Nairn, nor was any found on the
whether Katharine Nairn and Patrick Ogilvie, who
premises at Eastmiln. I should like very much to
were tried for the crimes of incest and murder in
know, if any of your correspondents can inform me,
August, 1765, and convicted on a verdict of a what was the opinion of the contemporaries and
of
the
majority
The associates of the Ogilvies as to the guilt of the two
jury, were both executed ?
;

:

his interest to Eastmiln.
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It may be interesting to note that one
prisoners.
of the members of the court before whom the
prisoners were indicted was Alexander Boswell of
Auchinlecb. Was this the father of the great little
Boswell ? I have not at present access to Burton's
1
Criminal Trials of Scotland,' and I forget whether
this case is included in that book.
F. A. MARSHALL.
Folkestone.

SIR RICHARD PRESTON.

Does any one know the

ancestry of Sir Kichard Preston, how he came
to be Earl of Desmond, and whether he was connected with the Earl of Denbigh's family ? Sir
Eichard Preston died 1628.
HISTORICUS.

Walthamstow.

nd

S.

(2

xi.

four referred to in

Where

G. F. E. B.

Can any one

tell

HISTORICUS.

EOSSETTI'S SONNETS. I have been writing upon
the sonnet, and have had occasion to
study Eossetti's sonnets more
In the
closely than before.
Boston edition of 1870 sonnet vi. of ' The House of
'
Life series (' Supreme Surrender
') opens thus
:

the spirits of love that wander by
Along the love-sown fallowfield of sleep.
all

In the 1881 edition of 'Ballads and Sonnets'
is

this

altered to

To

Has

all the spirits of Love that wander
by
Along his love-sown harvest-field of sleep.
Rossetti left on record his reasons for the

change ?
Sonnet

("True

woman."

iii.

this seer?

find the saying

What

is

Dante?

If so, where shall I

?

the interpretation of sonnet
xcviii.,
C . 0. B.

and I"?

'POLITICAL AND FRIENDLY
London,
A correspondent of ' N. &POEMS,'
Q., signing W.,

1758.

insufficient;

or

some

it ?

K. LAUQHTON.

J.

;

He

said to have transplanted the shaddock tree
from China to the West Indies in the beginning of
the eighteenth century.
WALTER W. SKEAT.
is

WORDS

OF SONG WANTED.

Where can

the words of a song set to music
beginning with the lines,

I find

by Maltre Adam,

Aussitot que la lumiere,
redore nos c6teaux,

A

Je commence ma carriere,
Par visitor mes tonneaux

1

I think there are three verses, but can only recall
two.
D. E.
c

SKETCHES FROM ST. GEORGE'S FIELDS,' 2 vols.
In Bohn's edition of Lowndes this book ia
ascribed to John Cam Hobhouse, Lord Broughton.
Can any reader of N. & Q.' give me any informa12mo.

tion about

artist

it,

or inform

who

signed P.V.

me where

a copy of it can
G. F. E. B.

known who was

Is

it

1

It occurs frequently

the

on

the woodcuts in 'Heures en Franoys & Latin,'
by Mace" Bonhome, 1558. He seems to have been

a

fertile

and

clever designer of ornament.
J. C. J.

BORDER HERALDRY. In ' Lady Baby/ a novel
now running in Blackwood, the author, at p. 350
number

for March, referring to a seal on a
Those three stars on an azure ground
figured very generally in the arms of those families
whose ancestors have lived on the Borders and
have been partial to starlight excursions."
Is

of the

letter says,

"

there any foundation for this statement historically
or heraldically ; or is it merely a pleasing fiction ?
The Murrays bear silver stars on an azure ground,
and the tribal arms of Sutherland and Innes show
mullets, differently tinctured.

GEORGE
St,

Andrews, N.B.

In Mr. Spurden's supplein the English Dialect Society's
reprinted glossaries of 1879 this is explained as
"
the alphabet as it stood in the horn-book, in the
shape of Christ's cross, the consonants in the

"Her ment

If to grow old in heaven ia to
grow young
(As the seer saw and said).

"He

to trace

CRISS-CROSS Eow.

Iviii.

heaven"):

Who is

me

is

Can W.

exist.

SHADDOCK. What is the date of Capt. Shaddock and what is known of his life or death ?

me

the names of
the Leases, Bedale, Yorks, has be-

?

To

reference

other friendly reader help

Of the be seen ?
the obituary notice in Gent. Mag.
MONOGRAM P.V.
the British Museum

(N.S. xxxiii. 660-2)
appears
'
only to possess The Observations on the Law and
Constitution and Present Government of India.'

longed

The

428).

no such book seems to

*

SIR ARCHIBALD GALLOWAY, K.C.B.
can I find a complete list of his works ?

THE LEASES.
those to whom

23,

quoted from the above nearly thirty years ago

CLARENDON HOUSE.

In the Quarterly Review,
June 1852, p. 204, mention is made of the house
of the great chancellor and of the celebrated hotel
built on its site, " it is said, some small fragments,"
of the old house, remain.
i. e.j
Does anybody
know whether that was a fact ? If so, some part
may still be remaining, as the Albemarle Street
0. A. WARD.
portion has been little altered.

vn. MAR.

s.

[7*

to

Forby

and the vowels in the horizontal part.
a horn-book, such as I learned my letters
from, would already be a thing for a museum. Can
'
any reader of N. & Q.' explain more fully the
arrangement of the alphabet here referred to ? In
my quotations for the word the alphabet is said to
have been so called because it began with Christ's
vertical,

Alas

!

*S.VILMAB.
c: )ss
'

o
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is confirmed by such phrases as
one's letters from Christ's cross to and-

+, which

know

r-se."

p

28,

Do any

horn -books with a cruciform

:angement of the alphabet exist ?
J. A. H.

a:

given to children to explain in a recent public
friend and self have searched
examination.
Green's, Ince and Gilbert's, Hume's, and Collier's

A

England, Hone, Haydn, and Maunder,
but failed to discover the term, much less an exhistories of

MURRAY.

Oxford.

ie
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S.

planation.

SECRETARY. In the Times of February 14 there
an account of the examination before the Special

C immission of a very ignorant Irish witness, named
E eanne, who was unable even to spell his name,
lu his cross-examination he was asked, "What is

" Not to
"
tell anya secretary ? and he answered,
body." It produced loud laughter in court. Littre"
notices that the oldest meaning of secretaire (from
"
which secretary comes) was confident, celui a qui
Fen confie ses se'crits." Does the old meaning still
L.
subsist in Ireland ?

What was the

LINDLET MURRAY.

V. H.

family

name

of the wife of Lindley Murray ?
The latter died
at Holgate, near York, February 16, 1826.
Did
she return to America after her husband's death ;
and when did she die ?
J. J. LATTING.
36,

Woburn

Place,

W.C.

RIDGELEY, OR RiDGLEY. Col. Henry Ridgley,
of Ann Arundel and Prince George's counties,

sometime J.P. for the former county, brother to
William Ridgley, arrived in Maryland in 1659,
and died in 1705-10, having married, about 1664,
ALMORAN'S KING. In Sharon Turner's ' His- Elizabeth Howard, by whom he had three children,
tory of the Middle Ages' is the following pas- Henry junior (born in 1669), Charles, and Mary.
A Robert Ridgley arrived later, settled in St.
sage
"His [i. e., Richard, Duke of Gloucester's] choice lay Mary's County, was an attorney of the Provincial
among difficulties, dangers, and temptations, but so does Court and Clerk to the Privy Council of Maryland,
every man's path ; and it is this which makes self-govern- and died in 1681, leaving a widow, Martha, and
ment, wise tuition, fixed principles, and the divine aid so four minor
children, Robert, Charles, William, and
essential to us all. The daily experience of life gives
Martha. They were all Protestants.
constant evidence that these are attainable by every one
If any of the readers of N. & Q.' can put me in
who will direct his mind to their acquisition ; and perhaps our greatest safeguard is to cultivate not only that possession of any facts in relation to the early hismoral delicacy of spirit which, like Almoran's ring, will
tory and ancestry of these gentleman, their kindpain us at the first approach of what is wrong, but also ness will be much
appreciated.
the habit of immediately obeying its admonition, and
WM. FRANCIS CREGAR.
abstaining from what it censures, though we may not be
:

'

;

!

'immediately satisfied

why

Annapolis, Ind.

the forbearance should be

necessary."

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
An advocate skilful, who made it his care

Will some of your more learned contributors enlighten my ignorance, and tell me who Almoran
,was, and where I can find some account of him ?
The name has an Eastern ring about it, and
Almoran may possibly be a character in some

To paint things

as they ought to be, not as they are.

NEMO.

I

Asiatic fairy tale.
Ebberston.

F.

W.

J.

ENGLISH CANTING SONGS.

P.S.
The extract from Turner is from the 1830
'
8vo. edition of his Works,' vol. iii. p. 434.

WARREN. What was the
Humphry Warren, 06. 1561,
Council,

descent of Capt.
of the Irish Privy
Elizabeth, whose sons were Sir

temp.
Sir William Warren, Knts. ?
Was
Admiral Sir Peter Warren, ob. 1752, of this
What
lineage ; and who was his grandfather ?
ground is there for supposing that Nathaniel Warren, M.P., of Dublin, 06. 1796, was either son or
nephew of Sir Peter ? Replies direct will oblige.

Henry and

(Rev.)

THOMAS WARREN.

Upper Norwood.

"PRESENTMENT or ENGLISHRY."

(7

th

S. vii. 104.)

Harrison Ainsworth had more than one predecessor in the writing of flash songs.
are known to me, in addition to the

by MR. CLOUSTON
1. Dekker's Lanthorne and Candle-light,' 1609,
'
has 'A Canting Song,' with a translation. Works,'
:

'

ed. Grosart, vol. iii. p. 203.
Martin Mark-all,' 1610,
2. Samuel Rowlands's
has songs in cant.
See Hunterian Club's reprint

(1874), pp. 42, 43.

Middleton's ' Roaring Girl,' 1611, Act. V. sc. i.
song in canting language.
'
New Canting Dictionary, comprehending
4.
and a Comall the Terms, Ancient and Modern
plete Collection of Songs in the Canting Dialect,'
12mo., 1725.
5.
The Prison-Breaker a Farce,' 1725, has a
3.

A

A

Can any

of
your readers kindly explain what the above sentence means?
It was alluded to in the
Daily
Telegraph about the middle of last December as
being absurd, with several other sentences, to be

The following
example given

:

canting song.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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6.
Academy of Wit, with the Mystery and Art
of Canting, illustrated with Poems, Songs in the

Canting Language,' &c., 12mo., 1735.
7.
Bacchus and Venus ; or, a Select Collection
of near Two Hundred of the most Witty and
Diverting Songs and Catches in Love and Gallantry, with Songs in the Canting Dialect.' 12mo.,
8.

George Parker's

'

Life's Painter of

Variegated
Characters,' 1789, has, at pp. 124-135, cant songs

vn. MA. a,

s.

'<

at composition in any foreign tongue often pass for
criticized by one to the manner born.

good until

'

1737.

[7*

16,

Montagu

Street,

R. H. BUSK.
Portman Square.

MR. CLOUSTON rightly says that W. Harrison
Ainsworth's canting song was preceded by that in
'
The English Rogue of 1665. Without, however,
going into the question whether Ainsworth really
intended to claim the credit of his being the first
'

made by an outsider,
and doubting whether "Nix my dolly pals" is
If MR. CLOUSTON will turn to Richard Brome's "less than nothing and vanity" compared with
A Jovial Crew ; or, the Merry Beggars,' 1652, "Bing out bien Moris," I would say that there are
he will find two canting songs of an earlier date two such songs in English of an earlier date. They
than the one he quotes, or if he looks to Middle- were written by Th. Dekker, and appeared in his
'
'
ton's
Roaring Girl he will find a couple more 'Lanthorne and Candlelight,' 1609. The first, a
much earlier. I have not hunted out any more stanza of seven lines, is entitled Canting Rithmes,"
sources, but from the date of Harman's Caveat and begins
for Common Cursitors'many writers availed themEnough with bowsy Cove maund Nace.
"
selves of
pedlar's French." Besides Middleton The second, entitled 'A Canting Song,' consisting
and Brome I can recollect that Fletcher's Beggar's
of two stanzas of seven lines each, commences
Bush,' Ben Jonson's
Gipsies Metamorphosed,'
The Ruffin cly the nab of the Harmanbeck,
Dekker's 'Lanthorn and Candlelight,' and 'Belman of London contain much of this stuff. There and is a curse upon the constables for interfering
with their operations and bringing them before the
may be songs interspersed. I think Ram- Alley
the galmagistrate, and the judge, and finally to
has also a dose of it.
BE. NICHOLSON.
That sometimes entertaining and always dis- lows.
'
reputable work The English Rogue is, amongst
other more serious charges, freely open to that of
INDICTMENTS AGAINST GAMING DURING THE
and

GEO. L. APPERSON.

dialogues.

true English canting song

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

plagiarism.

It

is,

in fact, disgustingly plagiaristic,

and every one reading it should bear that in mind
and take nothing on authority from it. There is
an account of the dodo in it that gave me a lesson
once, as well as a description

of, I

think, the king-

dom of Siam or Bantam, all foisted from respectable
H. C. HART.

writers.

As MR. CLOUSTON does not allude

to

some much

have been often reprinted,
I suppose he is indulgently inclined to accept them
as genuine rogue productions, as it cannot be that
they are unknown to him. But I am inclined to
think that a little consideration will betray their
earlier canting songs that

Not

to occupy too much of your space
make-up.
with this not very high-class literature, I quote a
few of the least unsavoury lines of one of them:

The Ruffin cly the nab of the Harman-beck
If we maun'd Pannam, 1 lap 2 or Ruff-peck,3
Or poplars4 of yarum; 5 he cuts, bing to the Ruffmans,
Or els he sweares by the light-mans
To put our stamps6 in the Harmans,? &c.

Thus Englished

:

The Diuell take the Constable's head
If we beg Bacon,3 Butter-milke,2 or
bread,*
Or Pottage, 4 to the hedge he bids vs hie
Or sweares (by this light) i' th' stocks? we shall lie.
"
"
can
Perhaps, however, only a
canting-chete
really decide the question,|for the learner's attempts
s

Milk.

Legs.

COMMONWEALTH

th

(7

S. vii. 104).

Shovegroat or

was a well-known game, and is frenames in the
quently mentioned under various
dramatists and other writers of the seventeenth
In '2 Hen. IV.,' II. iv., Falstaff bid*
century.
Bardolph "Quoit" 'Pistol down "like a shoveWives of Windgroat shilling." In The Merry
and in
sor,' I. i., the game is called shovel-board,
*
Taylor the Water Poet's Travels of Twelve-Pence
It was one of the games proit is shove-board.
hibited by statute 33 Hen. VIIL, where it is called
Nares quotes from Bliss's ed. of Ant.
slide-thrift.

slidethrift

'

Wood, iii. 84, a poetical description of the game.
It is also described by Strutt as being still in use.
C. C. B.
will find the game shovegroat or
slidethrift fully described in the following works,
and Pastimes,' ed. 1838,
Strutt's

MR. BETHELL

'Sports
298 ;
published by Thomas Tegg ' & Son, pp. 297,
'
Nares's Glossary '; Douce's Illustrations of Shak454-6. See also Johnspeare,' ed. 1807, vol. i. pp.
son and Steevens's Shakspeare, 'Merry Wives ot
'
2 Hen. IV.,'
Windsor,' Act I. sc. i., notes, and
The game is not infrequently
Act I[. sc. iv.
alluded to by the old dramatists.

viz.,

"

Cloiscailes.

See Strutt,

s.v.

"Kayles" and

Closh," pp. 270-2.
I am unable to find any descriptive
Trepan.
account of this game. Skinner has the verb trepan
to ensnare, which, he says, we have from Trapani,

=

7 th S. VII.

MAR.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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\ place in Sicily, where some English ships, being
invited in there by the inhabitants, were not per"
mitted to go out again. Bailey ha?,
Trapan, he
that draws in or wheedles a Call, and Bites him.

Trapann'd, sharp'd, ensnar'd."

F.

W.

J.

Ebberston.

231
'

in Wood's Curiosities'of
Watches and Clocks or in the catalogue of the
Clockmakers' Company, I think it may safely be
assumed that he was not a watchmaker.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN-

name does not appear
'

71,

Brecknock Road.

S. vi. 347; vii. 110).
ARMORIAL BEARINGS ON ALTARS (7 th S. viL
GENEALOGICAL (7
answer to a query, I wish to 148).
So far as Roman Catholic practice is conThanking H. B. for an
(
are not
place on record that A Cronikyl of the Erles of cerned these are quite legitimate, but
I think some
Ross,' to which he refers me, deals not in facts, placed in a conspicuous position.
but in fables, as numbers of existing and not may be seen in the Carmelite Church at Kensingfabulous documents can prove.
In mediaeval times coats armorial often
William, third ton.
Earl of Ross, died at Earle's Allane May, 1274. appeared on copes and other vestments, and in
His son William, fourth earl, after being a prisoner Rome the custom of embroidering or working such
in England 1296-1303, was liberated, and died at on vestments still obtains.
GEORGE ANGUS.
The Presbytery, St. Andrews, N.B.
Delny January 28, 1322/3, having been reconciled
to Bruce at Auldearn 1308.
His son and heir
1
th
MACBETH,' 1673 (7 S. vii. 68, 130, 145). The
Hugh, fifth earl, married, in or about 1308, as first
remarks under these headings make me regret that
wife, Lady Maud Bruce, the king's sister, by whom
he had
sixth
another
and a I did not carry out my once-commenced article on
th

earl,
William,
son,
"
See, with others, charter to
daughter.
Hugo de
Ros and Mauid, sister to the King, of lands of

Name cum

burgo." Earl Hugh married secondly
Margaret, daughter of Sir David Graham (see in
Theiner the dispensations for her three marriages),
by whom he had, with daughters, one son. Earl
F. N. R.
Hugh fell at Halidon Hill 1333.

CORN LAW RHYMES (7 th S. vii. 107). The
Haydn 'Dictionary of Biography' says that the
Corn Law Rhymes were first published in a Sheffield
'

paper with 'The Ranter' before 1829. The date
of The Vernal Walk,' his first
poem, is given as
1798, when he would be about seventeen years of
'

J.

fcg*.

W. ALLISON.

Stratford, B.

BUTTERFIELD (7 th S. vii. 49). He was the author
'Niveau d'une Nouvelle Construction,' Paris,
1677; 'Odometre Nouveau,' 1681; and died on

of

May

I have
28, 1724, aged eighty-nine years.
two photo negatives, showing the obverse and reverse of a small combined brass sundial and compass made by Mr. Butterfield, which was lent to
me by a gentleman residing here. The sundial is
a very interesting and ingenious
instrument, and
on the reverse or underneath side are given the
names of a number of countries, and figures showing the relative time at the various places mentioned.
MR. WARD will also find an account of

Butterfield in the

tome sixieme

(p.

Biographie Universelle

596), by C.

M.

'

(1812),

Fillet.

W.

G. B. PAGE.

77, Spring Street, Hull.

In the Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal
Society for the year 1678 Mr. Butterfield is described as "Instrument Maker to the French

His communication was with reference to
In 1698 a further
making of microscopes.
'
paper was read on Magnetical Sand '; and, as his

King."
the

the so-called D'Avenant'Macbeths'of 1673, 1674,
To Furness is due the discovery
1687, and 1695.
" in other
that
respects [than the witch songs] the
edition of 1673 is a reprint of the First Folio"; and
he thus places it in a category wholly distinct from
those of 1674, &c., these latter giving a transmogrificationthis word best suiting the change
I would add that, happenof Shakespeare's play.
ing to have a copy of 1673, I had observed that it
was a reprint of F. 1 before the publication of the
Furness ' Macbeth '; and I would emphasize the

statements made and implied by him, because, as
appears from p. 130, the vital difference between
the 1673 and 1674 'Macbeths' has not been
clearly seen.
They are not editions of one play:
1673 is Shakespeare's 'Macbeth,' 1674 a roly"
'
polied Macbeth.' It is simply an impossible explanation of the discrepant statements as to this
quarto [of 1673, though I confess I know not the
discrepant statements], that some copies of D'Ave1674 quarto may have been printed in 1673."
MR. F. A. MARSHALL has been misled by an erronant's

neous quotation, to which I shall immediately refer.
As to this 1673 ' Macbeth,' the conclusions that
I came to were, I think, these,
(a) That the new
songs were in all probability, though not certainly,,
by D'Avenant. (6) That the text was copied from
F. 1; such blunders as "gallowgrosses" and "Thunders:" (I. i. 13, 26) were repeated throughout,
though F. 2 and F. 3 had in the meanwhile been
issued, (c) In especial that the gross displacements
in the metrical lines were slavishly followed, a fact
I note separately because it of itself proves that
neither D'Avenant nor any even near him in ability,,
or poetic knowledge, or sense could have had a hand
in it. (d) That though F. 1 was thus slavishly followed
in its blunders there were a goodly number of verbal
alterations, and some phrasal ones of two or three
words each variations due, no doubt, sometimes to
the printer, but sometimes to a would-be varier of

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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MR. JONAS'S word

mediocre power. So far as I remember, the only
" now " to
noteworthy change was the addition of
the previously unmetrical line, II. i. 51, one probably due to the memory of some old actor, and
which, it is but fair to add, is meo judicio the
best reading hitherto proposed, and mine of "while"
The line is
I have in consequence withdrawn.
this

:

|

|

|

Nor

tions,

Amendments, Additions"; nor does

edition claim these in

"Macbeth:

|

A

1673

this

It runs thus:

its title-page.
|

|

|

Dukes-Theatre
William Cademan at the Popes- Head in the
New Exchange, in the Strand. 1673." The editor
of D'Avenant's collected works, 1874, gave, by some
|

|

|

|

|

mistake, the title-page as quoted by MR. F. A. MARSHALL not of the 1673, but of the 1695 edition.
The excellent Furness would that he would return
to his former practice of giving us his own carefullyweighed text! also collated the 1673 reprint with
the folios, all the variations marked "Dav." being

from

it, though some I find have been omitted,
while the name is not added when it agrees with
F. 1, as, for instance, in the " gallowgrosses and
"

this title-page lies the explanation of the mystery.
It may be that we shall find in this matter a

''

before spoken of. To collate the 1674
version with that of 1673 or with the folios would

"Thunder:

repetition of the tactics of the pirate publishers in
Shakespeare's own time; that is to say, some

be an absurdity.
In other notings I shall speak of the entry in
Downes under the year 1671 or 1672, and of the
D'Avenant versions if there be any of 1674,
BR. NICHOLSON.
1687, 1695.

enterprising successor of Mr. Pavier may have
'
'
published a reprint of the text of Macbeth from
the First Folio, merely adding the words of the two
songs introduced, instead of only the first words,
as given in the stage directions of F. 1, and have
attempted to pass this off as a correct edition of

In the Dyce Library, South Kensington Museum,
is an edition of 1673 in 4to. with the followActed at
ing title-page: "Macbeth: a Tragedy.
the Dukes-Theatre. London, printed for William
Cademan at the Popes-Head in the New Exchange,
in the Strand, 1673." There is no name of writer
on the title-page, but the text is Shakespeare's, with
two or three additions and songs for the witches.
R. F. S.
there

'"MACBETH" ON THE STAGE'

(7

th

the play as altered

"

says,

The question

beyond

all

I confess that, for my
can come to on the facts which Mr. JONAS states
is exactly contrary to that which he arrives at on
the same ground.
These two facts first, that the
cast in the 1673 quarto is identical with that in
Davenant's version, 1674; secondly, that (I take

MARSHALL.

Clifton Gardens, Folkestone.

MARY DE LA

RIVIERE

Sir Roger Manley,

MANLEY

who was

tb

(7

S. vii, 127).

a captain in Charles

Regiment, was Governor of Languard Fort.
this fort is the Island of Mersey.
May
not this name have been corrupted into Jersey ?
He had two
Sir Roger came of a very old family.
brothers, Sir Francis, a judge, and John, who was
a major in Cromwell's army. The latter was the
father of John and Isaac Manley, the friends of
II.'s

Very near

S. vii. 68,

doubt."
part, the only conclusion I

really is

by Davenant.
F. A.

2,

130, 145.) MR. MORRIS I. JONAS supplies the
information that I wanted with regard to the
1673 quarto of Macbeth ; but he should not be in
such a hurry to impeach the accuracy of Messrs.
Archer and Lawe because " they seriously doubt

whether Pepys's notices refer to Shakespeare's
1
"
Macbeth,' and are more inclined to believe that
MR. JONAS
they refer to Davenant's version.

without collating) the

'

At the
Acted
Tragedy
Printed for
[Device] London,
|

it,

MAB. a, TO.

'

tain'd sleep
[now] witch craft ce lebrates.
are these trifling variations such as would
" With all the Alterajustify the title-page words,
|

for

a vii.

1673 quarto " is simply a reprint of F. 1 with songs
'
taken from Middleton's Witch added," prove
to me that this quarto was issued because Davenant's version was not ready for the press ; but they
do not prove that the version acted was Shake'
speare's Macbeth,' the text being taken from the
I am quite convinced, and I think
First Folio.
any one with any practical knowledge of the stage
will agree with me, that Betterton and his colleagues would not have studied a virtually new
play between 1673 and 1674; and I give Betterton
sufficient credit for good sense to assume that if
'
ever he had played Macbeth from the text of
Shakespeare, he never would have played the
abominable rubbish that is to be found in Davenant's version. MR. JONAS may answer that Pepys
saw the play in 1664, and that it is quite possible
that between that period and 1674 the alterations
were made.
But if the title-page of the 1673
"
quarto professes to be a version of the play as
then played at the Theatre Royal," or "at the
Duke's Theatre," this argument falls to the ground.
I hope MR. JONAS will favour your readers with
an exact transcript of the title-page of the 1673
quarto, if he has a copy in his possession, for in

:

The cur

CT*

Swift,

who

them in his letters to
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

often alludes to

Stella.

Swallowfield, Reading.
-

FRANCIS MACK AY (7 th S. vii. 89). I am afraid
Stephen Mackay greatly exaggerated the importance of the role which his worthy grandsire had
played in Transylvania, His heroic deeds are not
recorded in history, and, on the other hand, we
know that fche principality had been ceded by
to the Hapsburgs by the peace of Cariowitz in 1699, so that Mackay appeared too late on

Turkey

7th S,

VII.

ae scene to

i
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make the conquest during

the reign of

His name does not
laria Theresa (1740-80).
ccur in the list of governors (gubernatores), nor in
lat of commander-in-chiefs of the military forces

commendantes), both
Transylvania (generates
'
Benko in his Imago Nationis Siculicse
Neither Arneth ('Ge92.
( Jibinii, 1837), pp. 91,
ihichte Maria Theresia's,' 10 vols.) nor Wurzbach
des
Kaiserthums
Oesterreich
(
Biograpb. Lexikon
seit 1750,' &c., 50 vols.) mentions a single
^
The
of
him.
the
seal as
ford about
description
s
upplied by your correspondent is not very happy.
;Iow can the two ostriches, which, according to
i

i

j

iven by

necessary to observe

233
that every vestige

FREDK. RULE.

'

;

:

the French deed, were granted as supporters to
Mackay, surmount the shield, to say nothing of
the bull contained in the statement that one of
the ostriches surmounts the shield in the base ?

of the

Shakespearean house was obliterated in the great
The last statement rather
fire of 1666," &c.
damages this one in Lloyd's Evening Post, 1769,
"
that
[we hear] that part of the identical house is
still

standing."
th

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT (7 S. vii. 128, 195).
f
I have several (too several for the pages of N. &
shall
be
I
which
notes
on
Q.')
capital punishment,
glad to do my best to transcribe for P. W. F. if he
I do not think
will favour me with his address.
"
"
they are current modes from what I recollect.
3,

R. W. HACKWOOD.
Woodland Terrace, Matlock Bath.

OLIVER CROMWELL AND CARLISLE CATHEDRAL

lam
S. vi. 244, 331, 397,454; vii. 112, 136).
extremely sorry for having made a blunder through
Can Francis Mackay be the son or descendant misunderstanding MR. BOUCHIER'S words. Less
of Francis, second son, or Daniel, third son of I could not well say, and I can say no more.
But
Donald Mackay, colonel in the Dutch Eegiment, in writing about Virgil,
why not call him Virgil ?
who was killed at the siege of Tournay? He was What need of a periphrasis? I remember the
son of Eneas, brigadier-general and colonel pro- story of an elderly rector who found fault with his
prietor of the Dutch Kegiment in the service of the young curate for saying in his sermon to a country
States General, by his wife, Baroness Margaret congregation, "Now the son of Amram and JochaPiickler.
From Eneas, eldest son of Col. Donald bed declared that," &c. " Sir, if you mean Moses,
"
"
Mackay, descended the fourth Baron Reay.
pray say Moses." Still I cry Mea culpa !
L. L.

B.

K.

th

of the Tufton Family,' published in 1800, will
further illustrate the subject :
"
Among the Harleian Manuscripts is a very remarkabit) note taken from Mr. Attorney- General Noy's readings in Lincoln's Inn in 1632, in which, upon the point
whether the office of a justice of a forest might be executed by a woman, it was said that Margaret, Countess
of Richmond, mother to Henry VII., was a justice of the
peace ; that the lady Bartlet was made a justice of the
peace by Queen Mary in Gloucestershire, and that in
Sussex one
Rowse, a woman, did usually sit upon
the bench at the assizes and sessions among other justices gladio cincta (girded with a
sword)."

GEO.
Shooters' Hill, Kent.

SHAKSPEARE LEASE (7 S. vii. 167). In
J. 0. Halliwell-Phillipps's 'Outlines of the Life of
th

Shakespeare,' fourth edition, 1884, pp. 196-7, the
"
Blackfriars estate, the only London property that
the poet is known for certain to have ever owned,"
is

"The house was

situated on
Andrew's Hill, formerly otherwise termed Puddle Hill or Puddle Dock Hill,"
&c.
The conveyance by
Walker, a London
fully described.
the west side of St.

th

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

NOT, ATTORNEY GENERAL (7 S. vi. 247, 297)The following extract from Pocock's ' Memorials

A

(7

Henry

musician, to Shakespeare, in March, 1613, for 1401,
is doubtless the one mentioned
by F. J. F. The
poet some short time previous to his death granted
a lease of the premises to John
Robinson, probably
the so-called "
assignment of lease." I will only
add this from the 'Outlines': "It is
scarcely

E.
7,

WALFORD, M.A.

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

DEVICE FOR PORCH OF COUNTRY HOUSE

(7

th

S. vi. 107, 214, 373).
To those who cross the threshold of this door
hearty welcome both to rich and poor ;
'One favour only we would bid you grant
Feel you 're at home, and ask for what you want.

A

is inscribed on
Beedingwood, Sussex, the seat of Mr.
See West Sussex Gazette, Feb. 21.

The above comprehensive welcome
glass

at

Cattley.

T. B.

"TWIZZEL" IN PLACE-NAMES
I believe it was Whitaker,

WILMSHURST.

th
(7 S. vii. 28, 195).
'
in his
History of

the now generp. 377, who first suggested
ally accepted explanation that twisle in Lancashire
place-names means "a boundary." In the earlier

Whalley/

'

editions of Words and Places I gave this etymology on Whitaker's authority, but this reference,
with many others, was necessarily omitted in the
'

cheap abridged editions. I am now inclined to
think that Whitaker was wrong.
Ettmiiller, in
bis 'Lexicon Anglo- Saxonicum,' gives tviseljan,
bipartiri "; but the meaning of twistle in place-

names

is more clearly indicated by the A.-S. tvisel,
"furca," which corresponds to O.H.G. zwisila,
M.H.G. zwisele, N.H.G. swiesel, all of which, like
" fork." All the German
the A.-S. tvisel, mean a
slace-names which contain this word are, I believe,

We

on the "fork" of two rivers.
have, for instance,
Zwisila (tenth century), now Wieselburg, in Lower
Austria,Zuisilperich (eleventh century) in the Tyrol,
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and modern names such as Zwiesel, Zwieselen,
Zwieseku, Zvviselstein, and Buheimzwiesel. See
Forstemann, Die Deutschen Ortsnamen,' pp. 37,
'

This is also, I think, the case in Northum110.
berland. Twizel on the Till stands at the junction
of that river with the Tweed ; Haltwistle, at the
junction of a large burn with the Tyne; and there
is a Twizell close to the junction of the Pont and
the Blythe.
It would be interesting to know
whether this meaning suits the Lancashire twistles.
Perhaps some of your correspondents could inform
us whether any of them stand at the junction of
two streams.
Is A. AC TAYLOR.

The

early spelling Twyshille surely points to the
hill of the Saxon god commemorated in Tuesday.
have Tuesley in Surrey, which Eemble ascribes
to this source.
This seems the more likely, as the
root Twiss seems used without the affix.
Boundaries were commonly connected with the gods.

We

RALPH NEVILL,
COACHING PRINTS

(7

th

F.S.A.

In attribut-

S. vii. 29).

ing these prints to an artist named Halkyn the
probably meant the well-known Henry Alken,
into the bargenerously throwing a superfluous
I am at a loss to understand MR. PEAK'S
gain.
remark, "they bear a great resemblance to his
Is MR. PEAK
[Halkyn's] other productions."
aware of a contemporary sporting artist with name
so spelt ?
I have a set of Alken's ' Symptoms,'
published by McLean, Haymarket, 1822, the date
of the prints in question.
Any of Alken's productions that I have seen are signed by him.
0. A. PYNE.
Hampstead, N.W.

seller

H

INSCRIPTIONS ON ALTARS (7 th S.
"
"

the

vii.

9).

As

discoverer

of the inscription on the altartable at Whitchurch, near Denbigh, I must
protest againt the report that it is in Greek characters.
It is still on the framework of the altar-table on
the right-hand side of the front, just under the
slab.
The letters are ordinary Latin capitals, NON
INCOGNITO DEO, with IR 1617, beneath which IR
again occurs. On entering the church on Aug. 23,
3887, 1 went straight up to the chancel, and lifting
the cloth saw the inscription, and on account of
the dim light did not at first make it out ; but

Archdeacon Thomas, whose eyesight

is considerably
better than mine, at once read it, to the
surprise of
the incumbent, who previously had never seen it.

BOILEAU.

MEDAL PORTRAITS

th

"Christianus
Hugienus" is, of course, Christian Huygens, the
well-known eminent Dutch mathematician and
Jean
astronomer, born 1629 and died 1695.
Varin, born at Liege in 1604, was one of the first

members

of the

Academy

S. vii. 8).

and Sculp"

of Painting

and was a celebrated
"D'Antonio Quiroca"

ture in France,
me'dailles."

(7

graveur en
should be

IT*

a vn.

MAR.

23,

Antonio Qairoga, who was a Spanish general,
born 1784.
He took part in the insurrection in
Le"on in 1820, fled to England in 1823, and died
1841.
"M. F. X. Belzunce Eve" is evidently
intended for Henri Francois Xavier de Belsunce,
son of the Marquis de Belsunce, a nobleman of
Guienne. He distinguished himself by his noble
conduct during the plague at Marseilles in 1720-1,
and was known as " the
of

good Bishop

Mar-

CONSTANCE RUSSELL,

seilles."

Swallowfield Park, Beading.

MARRIAGE ONLY ALLOWED AT CERTAIN TIMES

YEAR (7 th
ROMAN CATHOLIC

S. vii. 6, 156).
Neither A
nor MR. WALFORD in their
enumeration of the times during which the public
celebration of marriage is forbidden mentions the

OF THE

prohibition of marriage from the Rogations to
I fancy the rule which they give
Trinity Sunday.
is not very old, not much older than the Council
In the 'Liber Sacerdotalis
of Trent.
Secundum Ritum Sancte Romane et Apostolice Ecclesie '
(Venetiis, Victor a Rabanis, 1537,
forbidden times are as follows:

fol.

"Ab

usque ad epiphaniam

31), the

adventu

a septuagesima usque ad
a secund feria in rogaoctavas pasche inclusive
tionibus usque ad primam dominicam post penteI
think the old English
costen exclusive."
medieval rule was like this, only the prohibition
at Advent lasted to the octave of the Epiphany,
and at Ascension the prohibition began on RogaIf I remember right, these rules
tion Sunday.
came down in England into the Caroline period,
for I believe they are given somewhere by Bishop
Of the verses of which MR. WALFORD
Cosin.
speaks there must be two or three sets ; is not one
'
printed in the first volume of the Life of Bishop
:

:

as he found them in the
vestry of the church in the Isle of Wight which
was one of his early livings? I can only give
distant recollections in this bookless place.
J. WICKHAM LEGG.
Cannes.

Samuel Wilberforce,'

On the ecclesiastical prohibitions see a valuable
catena of authorities from A.D. 365 to the eighteenth
century in Blunt's 'Annotated Prayer Book'
J. T. F.
(1884), p. 447.
Bp. Hatfield's Hall, Durham.
Upon

this

subject

&

N.

spondents to

may

Q.,'

4"1

I

refer

S. xii.

your corre474 ?
J. S. UDAL.

Inner Temple.

EPERGNE

th

vii. 147).
See 6
S. v. 269,
There is, perhaps, not much
worth adding to what has been already written on

414, 475

;

(7

vi.

S.

78.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

this subject.

TOUCH

th

th S. i. 76
rii.
;
; 7
F. R. A.'s question depends very much on
How did the Rev. Mr. Touch at
pronunciation.

111).

(6

S. xii. 407,

519

7to

s.

vii. MAR. 23,
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1739 pronounce his name and how is
pronounced by its other owners ? One thing is
Touch with ch soft can scarcely come
lefinite.
A.bertour in

;

t

:rom Touch with ch guttural, and for that reason
jannot be from Stirlingshire.
There, as F. R. A.
shows, Touch was Toulch, Touchadam having
I may add
formerly been spelt Toulcheadame.
that in 1367, in the 'Scots Acts of Parliament,
p. 529, it has the unequivocably guttural form oi
Tuhhadam, a spelling which well represents its
modern pronunciation as I have heard it in the
There
vicinity of the battlefield of Bannockburn.

235

would certainly be taken for exactly the reverse of
that which was intended by its use.
Unfortunately
encore itself, as any one taking notice will find, has
"
become reduced to " Core, core I a fact which it
would be well to record for the sake of any twentyfifth century Dr. Murray.
Nugent, in the thirteenth edition of his

'

French-English Dictionary,'
1810, gives Encore, French, with the equivalents
and
the Anglicized encore with
"more,"
"again,"
"
"
the French equivalents
bis."
encore,"

K.

FAMILY OF LORD CONINGSBY

W. HACKWOOD.
th

S.
147).
(7
was more than one place called Tulch. RobertA folio line engraving, bearing the date of G.
'
son's Index of Early Charters
has two of Tulch,
as the painter, 1722, and G. Virtue, as
in Fifeshire (see p. 139, 14 ; p. 159, 6).
These do Kneller,
a middle-aged man
not assist our quest, but much light comes from an engraver, 1723, represents
at the entrance of a mansion.
He is seated,
entry in the 'Index' (p. 50, 12) about another
his right arm resting on the base of a pillar, on
In a roll of charters by
place of the same name.
u Tacta
David II. appears, " Carta to Isabel Toulcb, sister which is a coat of arms, with the motto
and underneath is the inscription
to Henry Toulch, of the lands of Toulch in the vie. libertas,"
"This first coat was in this manner born by John,
de Aberdeen." Note how the guttural survives,
Lord Coningsby, Baron of Coningsby, in Lincolnshire,
for the Toulch of this charter is now the
parish of who was slain in the battle of Chesterfield in the Barons'
GEO. NEILSON.
Tough.
wars in the reign of King John, the which town and
Glasgow.
Castle of Coningsby being then confiscated, is now in the
vii.

'

:

CAVILLING DATS (7 th S. vii. 69). Brockett, in
'
Glossary of North Country Words,' describes

his

this as follows

:

"

To cast
Cavel, or Kavel, a lot, a share, Teut. Jcavel.
cavels, to cast lots, to change situations.
Teut. Icavelen.
Cavil is the place allotted to a hewer in a coal mine by
'
ballot.
I 've getten a canny cavil for this
quarter, however.'
It means also an allotment of ground in a com-

mon field."
The word is

still

WM. LYALL.

in use.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

In North Country coal pits the working places
At
vary, some being good and others bad.
periodical intervals the men draw lots for them, so
that each may have a chance of a
good place. The
shifting of the gear from one place to another
causes a stoppage of the work, and the day
upon
which it occurs is called " cavilling day." It is
not considered a working day at the
pit, hence its
J. C.
exception in the agreement referred to.

ENCORE

(7

th

S. vii. 147).

Littre" says, s.v.

:

"Encore!

pris elliptiquement/Bignifie, suivant 1'occasion et le verbe sous-entendu, soit recommences,
ajoutez ;
soit I'improbation et le mecontentement
que fait eprouver

un

fait qui se renouvelle."

Lithe" gives an instance of the
he gives none of the former.

possession of the Lord Sheffield, and this is approved by
the Heralds upon perusal of the evidence of Humphry
Coningby, of Nendsollers, who is linially descended from

the said John."

His right hand holds a scroll, inscribed " Magna
Charta 9 of Henry the 3rd. This is my birthright,
purchased with the blood of my ancestors." At
his side stand two girls of from ten to fourteen
I do not know whether this will
years of age.
assist MR. MARTINDALE in his inquiries ; but if
he can refer me to an account of the battle in
H. H. B.
question I shall be obliged.
Derby.

" DOLCE
FAR NIENTE" (7 th S. vii. 28, 111, 177).
With regard to the second "puzzling line," a
reference to the list of phrases and quotations at
'
the end of the Encyclopaedic Dictionary ' would
have given the correct reading and the authority ;
and that list will probably clear up many other
cases of disputed authorship.
Mr. Scherren, who
furnished the authorities in that list for me, informs me that Biichmann's failure to find the line
n the ' Nugse ' is due to the fact that these are the
productions of Nicolaus (not Matthias) Borbonius,
'
that the Dictum,' which in its full form runs

md

thus,
latter

meaning, but

Omnia mutantur, nos

DNARGEL.

Ilia vices

Paris.

The use of this word surely represents an
ellipsis
where either the addition of une fois (once
more)
or de nouveau
An an im(again) are implied.
ported word, to answer the purpose it does, it is far
better than bis, the French
equivalent, would be,
which, sounded by any number of average Englishwould
men,
produce an amount of sibilation which

quasdam

et mutamur in illis
res habet, ilia vices,

;

be found in the 'Delitise Poetarum Germanorum hujus Superiorisque J&ri illustrium,'
pars. i. p. 685, collectore A. F. G. G., Francofurti,
MDCXII.; British Museum press-mark 238 i. 14.
EDITOR 'ENCYC. DICT.'
will

Belle Sauvage.
>

ERROR REGARDING THE MASS (7 th S.
Some years ago I was scoffed
154).

vii.

vi.

at

506 ;
by a
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*
th
correspondent of N. & Q.' (6 S. xii. 91) for mentioning the opinion of a friend of mine that the

Roman Catholics
in speaking of other offices than that to which it is
If MR. W. F. HOBSON be right,
properly applied.
then was my friend justified in the saying, and I
but this is a matter of no consequence.
If we may credit Mr. W. W. Story when he
says of Christmas Eve ('Roba di Roma,' vol. i.
" At about nine o'clock the
same evening
p. 62),
the Pope performs High Mass in some one of the
term mass was sometimes used by

great churches, generally at Santa Maria Maggiore,"
that is, indeed, a mass celebrated at night on

The midnight offering belongs of
Christmas Eve.
right to Christmas Day, which is marked by the
fact that three high masses are enjoined, the first
at midnight to greet the hour of our Lord's birth,
the second at daybreak to commemorate the rising
of the day-spring from on high, and the third at
the ordinary time of sacrifice.
To continue my
citation from Story, he says of the use of Rome

[7*

s.

vn. MAR.

23, -80.

It was once, and even within my own
memory,
pronounced so as to rhyme with "cause," and
the only conceivable reason for making it
rhyme
with "case," or "face," or "grace" is that (so far
as I know) there is no word which in serious verse
can be made to rhyme with its present pronunciaIn comic verse it is easy enough, as
tion, vahse.

thus

:

That brutal boy,
"
Exclaim'd,

Ha

with, loud
has,
I 've smash'd the china vase

"
!

You have 1 " said I ; " it was mamma's "
which three lines are extracted by permission from
the works of that voluminous poet Anon.
A. J. M.
"

!

ANSON'S < Voyages' (5 th S. iii. 489 ; iv. 78, 100,
396 ; 7 th S. vi. 92, 235, 351, 432 vii. 112). There
is no reference to "Divine Providence" in either the
;

seventh edition (Dublin, 1748) or a recent popular
edition published by Milner & Co., London.
J. F.

MANSERQH.

Liverpool.

63):" When the

(p.

clock strikes midnight all the bells ring
merrily, mass commences at the principal churches, and
at San Luigi dei Frances! and the Gesu there is a great
and very good music."
illumination

Bat it was at one of these two churches on Christmas
Eve that Mr. Beatty-Kingston experienced what I
think he

calls

" the
stomach-ache of sound." He
'
Music and Manners.'
ST. S WITHIN.

tells of his sufferings in

"The mass proper

said on Christmas Eve," as
it is daily throughout the year,
except on Good
Friday, but in the morning, not in the evening.
On Christmas Day there are three masses, the first
"
being the midnight mass," or missa de node, or
in gallicantu. Thi?, from being said immediately
after midnight, has been inaccurately said to be on
Christmas Eve, as by Sir Walter Scott. The second
is at dawn, in aurora, and the third is the
high
mass. Evidence that "other offices said in church,"
even mere lessons of Holy Scripture, were ever
called mass by Catholics would be interesting to
is

many if

J. T. F.

forthcoming.
Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

AUSTRIA
a captious

(7

th

S. vii. 67).
With no desire to be
but for the sake of historical

critic,

accuracy, may I suggest that information about
the Austrian Empire in 1700-1770 is not very

Francis II. did not delikely to be attainable 1
clare himself "Emperor of Austria" until
1804,

and did not bring the Holy Roman Empire to a
close until 1806.
Surely the learned and versatile
Dr. Bryce has not written in vain
!

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

PRONUNCIATION OF " VASE "
vii.

173).

ever have

th
S. vi. 489 ;
(7
It is impossible, I think, that vase can
been pronounced as if it were spelt vace.

'CHRONICLE OF HENRY VIII.'

(7

th

S. vii. 205).

In answer to MR. TEDDER'S note, may I be
allowed to say that, so far from my being unaware
of the existence of the Spanish edition he mentions,
it was the publication of it in 1874 that first attracted
attention to the subject, and
translation was primarily made from the printed copy.
I thought this was sufficiently indicated in p. xiv

my

my

introduction, where I mention the particular
selected by the Marquis de Molins for publication, and commend his judgment in the selection.
Since the publication of my edition of the
*
Chronicle ' I have been favoured with an interesting communication from the Rev. J. H. Pollen,
S. J., of St. Asaph, who informs me that there is
a MS. of Father Persons (1595) in the archives of
Stonyhurst College, in which there are several exof

my

MS.

'

from the Chronicle,' and the authorship is
attributed to a certain Garzias, or Garzias Hispanus. I have not yet been able to find any trace
of such person in England at the period, and
although I have not had an opportunity of inspecting the Persons MS., I am inclined to think that
Garzias may possibly be a mistake for Guaras.
Antonio de Guaras is mentioned in the ' Chronicle'
somewhat prominently as a merchant resident in
London, and acted subsequently as Spanish Consul
far into the reign of Elizabeth, by whose orders he
was imprisoned whilst acting as diplomatic agent
during the long interruption of official relations
between England and Spain. It is rather curious
that Father Persons should know the name of the
'
'
author of the Chronicle forty years after it was
written, whereas the contemporary copyists were
An inspection of
evidently in the dark about it.
the Persons MS. at Stonyhurst may lead to intertracts

esting discoveries.
Devonshire Club, S.W.

MARTIN A.

S.

HUME.
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OASA DE PILATOS

th
S. vii. 107).
I went ove
(7
about ten years ago. According t
'
(Murray's Handbook for Spain ') it is

his building
'\>rd

so called because said to
'ilate at

Jerusalem.

be built in imitation of that c
cross in the Patio is th

The black

from whence Las Estaciones, the stations to th
,'ruz del Campo, begin.
Few Spanish cities are withou
hese stations, which generally lead to the Calvario,
iolgotha, or hill with crosses on it, and erected i
nemorial of the crucifixion. During Passion Week thes
tations are visited, and at each of them a
prayer is said
This palace was built in 1533 by the great nobleman o
;he day, Fadrique Enriquez de Ribera, in commemora
ion of his having performed the pilgrimage to Jerusalem
,n!519. He was accompanied by the poet Juan de
>oint

li

;

Sncina,
521)."

who

published

their

tour (Tribagia,

Roma

The traditional part of the Via Dolorosa at Jeru
salem commences with the palace of Pilate
(now
the governor's house), and
zigzags through th
to
the
Church
of
the
city
Holy Sepulchre.

HENRY DRAKE.

practice of placing
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them

in the

manner MR. TATE

supposes to be a modern innovation was resorted
to in days which I remember, and which are probably long anterior to any remembrances of his. I
"
may add that I think in dating the period of
the perfection of roads and road travelling " from
1784 he puts it a good thirty years too early.
first coach journeys date from about 1817, and I
can testify to very notable improvements both in
roads and coaching much after that date.

My

Now for my confirmation. The illustrations,
by H. Railton and H. Thomson, which "always
depict two persons on the box seat beside the
coachman," which MR. TATE objects to, are in
truth a monstrosity in the eyes of an old coaching
man. MR. TATE says that invariably there was
but one. Alas we have trouble again with that
dangerous invariably; and very serious trouble
often arose from the fallibility of it.
The fact is
that there was a very heavy penalty (501, I think)
on placing a third person on the box, the very
reasonable motive of the regulation being that it
was quite justly considered that the driver could
!

The story I was told on the spot was that it was
built by a noble Romero in
memory of his visit to
the Holy Land as a facsimile of the house where
our Lord was judged, made out from the remains not have sufficient elbow-room and "scope and
"
for doing his work with safety if
that were pointed out to him as such.
I cannot at verge enough
encumbered with more than one passenger
the moment refer to
my notes to ascertain the on were
the box.
Romero's name, but I fancy it should be in the
Moreover, this heavy penalty was one
I remember the marble stairs, the of those which were recoverable by any informer ;
guide-books.
and the result was that the roads were infested
pillar of the flagellation, the basin in which Pilate
washed his hands, &c., in reputed facsimile.
by such gentry, not only on the look-out for a coniravention, but practising all sorts of dodges to inR. H. BUSK.
reigle agood-natured or greedy coachman into letting
This beautiful Moorish house was built
by a
third man get up "just for a few miles."
But
Duke of Medina Cceli, and remains in his
family.
,he game was so well known that such an
applicaIt is most
like
the
probably,
exquisite Alcazar in
;ion was apt to be answered by a coil of
thong
the same city, the work of Moorish
I
captives.
winding itself round the thighs of the applicant.
visited it some years
It
" The box
was
then
in
a
sad
ago.
R. TATE writes,
seat was the coveted
state of neglect, unlike the
Alcazar, which has been
lace, for which a small extra fare was demanded."
The reason of its being called lead
carefully restored.
"for which a small extra tip was expected."
the Casa
i

de Pilatos is, as I was then
told, that it
was the house of Pilate in
Jerusalem, and removed
by the hands of angels to Seville.
E. LEATON BLENKINSOPP.

'COACHING DATS AND COACHING WAYS' (7
106).-M R W. R. TATE says he, "for one."
regrets the breaking up of the old system of road
travelling ; and I say ditto to MR. TATE.
But I
S. vii.

.

have one correction and one confirmation to offer
remarks on the work by W. 0. Tristram
which he criticizes.
to his

The correction regards his (MR.
TATE'S) remark
that whereas the illustrations he is
criticizing re"
present the leader's reins as
drawn
being

through

on the wheelers'
cheeks," they invariably
passed over the heads of the wheelers in the case

rings

the old coaches.

IATE

Invariably is a dangerous
The reins were generally
arranged as MR.

But there always were some horses
10 were
annoyed and made nervous by the reins
passing between their ears, and in such cases the
asserts.

'he

demand

of extra fare points to a

ay of more urgent competition and

much

later

less liberal

ealings.

As an

indication of the rapid oblivion of the

Tightest glory, I may mention, while on the subect of coaching, that I read the other day (in All
he Year Round, I think) of " the famous Quick"Iver" starting from Piccadilly at 4 P.M. ! and

caching Exeter late the following evening
ear
oh, dear ! Shade of Jack Pier
!

!

!

Oh,

!

T.

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

Budleigh Salterton.

LIQUID GAS (7 th S. vi. 448 ; vii. 37, 157).
Rowing appears in Pigot's 'Directory'
829),a.0.
"

The

The
(circa

"Hull" :-

is an establishment in which the
habitants of Hull must necessarily feel considerable
terest, oil being one of the staple articles of its comerce and we are happy to report that the institution
fast rising to a state in which it will be profitable to
s proprietors.
The residuum, by a process recently
;

oil

gas works
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discovered, forma a beautiful varnish, applicable to
The brilliant lantern at the bottom
various purposes
of Queen-street, which is thirty feet high, is illuminated
from these works, and is very useful to the shipping ;
the method of lighting it is ingenious a tube, perforated
at intervals from the bottom of the burner, admits a
stream of gas by means of a stopcock, which, issuing
through the apertures, by lighting the bottom jet, the
ignition passes rapidly from one to the other till it
reaches the burner in the lantern." P. 961.

J. F.

[7<* s.

vn. MAR.

23,

be made " de blancheto." In an article in the
Quarter ly Review for 1846 the idea that blankets
take their name from one Thomas Blanket is ridiculed.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

The derivation

of this

word

is

generally attri-

buted to the name of the first manufacturer of the
article, who is sometimes said to have been a
Flemish weaver settled in Bristol. In an article on

MANSBRGH.

Saturday Review recently this
was given ; but Blanket was a
surname in England as early as the fourteenth
(about
and fifteenth centuries, so it is not necessary to
1844) possessing a copy in facsimile of this document on a large oblong folio sheet, at the top of search beyond our own country for the name.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
which was an etching of the unfortunate king,
I have always understood that these articles of
haying long hair descending on the shoulders, and
wearing his George suspended round his neck by a creature comfort were named after the man who
This was presumably the same which he first manufactured them, a native, or at all events
ribbon.
gave to Bishop Juxon on the scaffold, saying at the a parishioner, of St. Stephen's parish, Bristol.
same time, "Remember." The warrant was enE. WALFORD, M.A.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.
grossed in the ancient court hand at that date in
use, and the signatures of the commissioners were
The date of the supposed Thomas Blanket, of
appended, having at the sides their seals in red
Bristol, is 1340, and it would probably be difficult
wax, though the heraldic bearings incised upon
them were very faint and indistinct. The first three to get behind that. The name, however, was forto white garments and to a white
merly/n
applied
-,
..
-.
signatures adhibited were Jo. Bradshaw, Tho.
ear
sw&aWMm TLittleton), from which
0?ey, 0. Cromwell; and the warrant, which was P would
(Pfum
that Wane is the root, as Murray,
"
appear
dated January 29, 1648, ended, Given under our jf
and otner modern etymologists tell us.
hands and seals." It was bought in London, and Skeat>
C. C. B.
its ultimate destination was being pasted upon the
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
wall of a bedroom.
DEATH OF CLIVE (7 th S. vi. 207, 293, 430, 518;
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
vii. 56, 198).
Horace Walpole's letters about
It may be worth while to mention that a fac- Lord Clive's death show, when taken together, that
simile of this document, with the seals, was pub- they only give contemporary gossip, not evidence.
lished some years ago by Mr. J. C. Hotten, and is The family naturally kept silence although one of
the man 7 rumours was that he died by cutting his
still advertised for sale by Messrs. Chatto & Windus,
at the price of two shillings.
throat, the fact was first published in a circumstan*
tial account by Mr. Gleig in his
Life of Clive in
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Liverpool.

DEATH WARRANT OF CHARLES I. (7 th S.
I can remember many years ago
114).

this city in the
latter derivation

vii. 8,
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1840.

Hastings.

There

U. recced faesi.i.e
"Waverley Novels,"

of this (^coloured)
forty-eight volume
edition, 1860 ('Woodstock'), with the signatures
and seals clearly reproduced.

in the

BLANKET

(7

S. vii.

106).

know

that contemporary reports of
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is in substance as
tradition in my
- family,
fou
Lord C li ve suffered P
pain greater than he
could bear from an intemal CQ mpl jfntj though notj
as Dr. Johnson had heard, from remorse of mind.
He was playing cards one evening in his house in
,u. secretary
*
his
io muuu.
friend and
w*~**..j
Berkeley t^um^
MJ^^^^^J
Square with

,
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JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
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We

Thomas Blanket

was one of three Flemish brothers, clothmakers in
Bristol, and was in 1340 ordered by a local court Henry Strachey, Mrs. Strachey, and Miss Patty
to pay a heavy fine "for having caused various Ducarel.
During a game, he got up and went out
machines for weaving and making woollen cloths to of the room. As he did not come back, Mr. Strachey
be set up in his houses and for having hired said to his wife, " You had better see where my
weavers and other workmen for this purpose." And lord is." She went out, and found him lying on the
in a licence to the officers of the port of Bristol floor
She told the story to
with_his throat cut.
permitting the Pope's collector to export certain her son Henry, who told it to me, his nephew.
household goods in the year 1382, are enumerated His father could never bear to mention the sub" duos blanketos
pro uno lecto." But we find the ject.
word in different forms before the fourteenth cenNot long before Mr. Gleig's death I wrote to ask
i
_*._
~~.Urtf
tury.
Ducange gives a quotation from a monastic him where he got his account from, as it somewhat
rule of 1152, where certain clothing is ordered to differed from mine.
But I had unfortunately dei
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,yed too long.
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lough he thought
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could not then remember,
was from the Clive family
EDWARD STRACHEY.

Sutton Court.
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for thought as shall set the brain a-working, trying tosolve problems the interpretation of which is not for this
world. What we desire is a succession of pleasant pictures clothed in clear and homely language, which shall
not set us thinking of the last fashions in philosophy or
of the words to be added to the vocabulary of Dr. Mur-

ray's great dictionary. The gentleman who calls himself
Owen Squire " has just hit our taste. The only fault
we shall find and as reviewers it would never do if
tre did not carp at something
is that he has not made it
long enough. He must in his long experience have noted
many other curious facts which he has not committed to
'

NOTES ON BOOKS,

&0.

'rands Bacon (Lord Verulam) : a Critical Review of his
With Selections from his Writings.
Life and Character.
By B. G. Lovejoy. (Fisher Unwin.)
a most timely book. It might
written
has
I IK. LOVEJOT
'
Bacon a Protest against Hero
i ot unfitly be entitled
enter
into the never-ending concannot
Worship.' We
troversy as to Bacon's moral character. That, however,
n a email matter compared with the tendency which
shows itself in all directions to whitewash every
i ow
man, no matter what his acts may have been, who
has had a long and deep-seated influence on the life and

j

:

conduct of succeeding generations. This is at once foolish
and dangerous. The laws that govern right and wrong
are immutable, though of course men of one age see their
way among the complex things of life more clearly than
those of another. But because a man has been incidentally a benefactor to his race it does not follow that his
ends were good or his actions worthy.
may believe

We

1

I

|

j

l

j

that the religious changes of the sixteenth century were
inevitable without thinking Henry VIII. or Elizabeth
admirable. We may be thankful that there was a party
opposed to the court in the reign of Charles II., and that
it found an efficient leader in the first Earl of Shaftesbury, without giving way to a feeling of admiration for
the patron of Titus Gates. In like manner we may value
the great treasure of lofty thoughts which we possess in
the writings of Lord Verulam without absolving him
from the many mean and degrading things recorded of
him. To try to efface the moral guilt of a man because
he was intellectually powerful is as stupid a blunder in
morals as it is to value men solely for their physical
strength, as some savages are said to do, or for their long
and illustrious ancestry, a weakness which we find in all
Sir Thomas More flourished in a less
stages of culture.
refined time than Bacon. He was a man of powerful
intellect, but in power of thought by no means to be comared with the author of the Novum Organum '; yet no
ne who has followed his career and noted his simple and
loneat life, which ended on the scaffold, can bring him;lf to believe that he would, for anything in the world,
ave been guilty of the tricks which degraded the latter,
because Bacon's is a great name in thought and letters
t is not fair to think worse of the evil in his nature on
hat account. The temptations which surround the man
of genius are as hard to bear as those which oppress the
dolt.
To maintain that genius gives an extra power of
resisting evil is a mistake ; the wise man and the stupid
icre stand on a level. It is, however, far more dangerous
to explain away the errors of a man like Bacon than it is
o speak lightly of the divergences from the straight
ine of those men who are only remembered for their
Nation of the law of justice.
'

Memoirs of above Half a, Century.
(John Bumpus.)

By

" Owen
Squire.'

s cannot make our readers understand the pleasure
this book has given us. It is in no sort a great work. The
author, we are quite sure, is not under the impression
iat it is; but though not a work of high class, it is
ust the volume to take up after a long run with hounds
or a heavy day's work in the office. When body and mine
are tired we do not want anything exciting or such fooc

"

"

Owen Squire's memories are just of the kind
paper.
;hat would have delighted Lord Macaulay, if
anybody of
the time of William III. or Anne had been sensible
in
to
write
his
vein.
about
what a man
enough
Jottings
das himself heard and seen are much more
interesting
than what he has gathered from books or the investigations of scientific experts.
The author visited Tasmania
somewhere about thirty years ago, and that, our readers
must remember, is a very remote period in the annals of
that lovely dependency. There are a few jokes scattered
about, at which we have been inclined to laugh. They
are not, however, among the best parts of the volume.
The story of the preacher who, on being taken to task
for some important violation of one of the ten command-

" God's lambs will
ments, said,
play," is not, as the
author thinks, a new perversity. We have met with it
in more than one obscure tract of the time of our
great
No one has yet found out what is the lowest
Civil War.
depth of imbecility to which the designers of sepulchral

monuments can sink. The Pembrokeshire sculptor who
carved on a monument to one of the Bulkeleys a tear
surrounded by a laurel wreath must have gone very near
to reaching the bottom.

We

have heard of the wood-

work of a church being, when a great man

died, painted

black, picked out with white tears, looking for all the
world like wriggling tadpoles, and we have seen the
marble tears in the eyes of certain cherubs round tha
tomb of William the Silent at Delft ; but a tear treated
as a separate object is new to us. It is worthy of the inventive faculties of the eighteenth century heralds, wha
have done their best to fill the peerage with hideous
monstrosities.

The Two Town Halls of Liverpool.

By Sir J. A. Picton.
(Liverpool, Walmsley.)
the Local Historical Changes in the
Surface of
the Land in and about Liverpool.
(Same publishers.)
THE present town hall of Liverpool is one hundred and
forty years old. With the exception of a part of the
Bluecoat School it is the oldest public building in the
It replaces an older building, covered
city.
originally
with thatch, which can have had little claims to architectural beauty. Though Liverpool is not a new
city it
was incorporated by John it has so few antiquities that
the inhabitants have come to look upon their town hall
as a venerable antiquity. Sir James Picton's
history of
it will, we are sure, be of service to
many. The interest
that a building has to men of the present generation
cannot be measured by years. As an architectural composition the Liverpool town hall is pleasing, though
built at a time when English architecture had sunk to

Notes on

low-water mark. We should be very sorry if we heard
of any plan being on foot for replacing it by any "
Early
"
or " Queen Anne " structure such as it is now
English
the fashion to admire with sectarian exclustveness, which
is sure to produce a violent reaction.
The vast accumulation of buildings around what wasold Liverpool has so altered the features of the
country
that no one but a local antiquary can reconstruct in
imagination what the neighbourhood was like in'Plan-
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tagenet or Tudor times. Where are now streets and
squares was then a land of streams and jutting rocks.
The valleys have been filled up and built over, the rocks
hewn away for building material. We do not grudge
the fact that these features of natural beauty have been
but we are very
replaced by the abodes of humanity,
glad to have at hand what we may call a guide-book to
of man.
domain
the
under
fell
it
before
Liverpool

By Benjamin
Old Chelsea: a Summer Day's Stroll.
Illustrated by Joseph Pennell. (Fisher
Ellis Martin.
Unwin.)
THIS is a charming book ; text and illustrations are alike.
That is just what they should be. The only fault we
Chelsea is
have to find is that it is far too short.
an historic village, connected with the national life in a
the
last
reach
we
and
when
thousand ways
page we are
We do not know whether Mr.
still hungry for more.
Martin is an antiquary or not. We should conceive he
his feelings in the background ; for,
is, though he keeps
slight as are his sketches, he has avoided blunders, or we
have not been keen enough to detect them.
A good history of Chelsea is much wanted one that
shall give us minute details, and, above all things else,
shall have maps showing us the state of the village
from time to time. One of these should mark the spots
memorable for the abode of persons we all love and
reverence. How few of us there are who identify as we
go along the place that was once the home of the holy
chancellor Sir Thomas More, the house where L. E. L.
(Miss Landon) was born, or that in which Carlyle lived
for so many years. We believe that Mr. Martin could
produce an excellent book of this kind, embodying all
that is valuable in Faulkner's now antiquated volume
and giving much new knowledge.
Mr. Martin's English is remarkably good ; but, like
the rest of us, he trips now and then.
Speaking of
;

families in pre-Beformation times building chantries
attached to their parish churches, he tells us of the
founders " deeding or bequeathing it, as they did any
other real estate." Deeding is a frightful word. He
fear he has ; but that
may have authority for it.
"
"
makes it none the less hideous.
Conveying by deed
is the proper form, which we trust will take the place
"
"
in any new edition.
of deeding

We

Fragments of

the

Greek Comic Poets. With Renderings
By F. A. Paley. (Sonnenschein

into English Verse.

&Co.)
question English Greek scholarship, we should be most justly taken to task for showing
either ignorance or extreme prejudice, Several names
at once occur to us which rank on a level with the best
of the German students. It is, however, none the less
true that the instruction in Greek furnished by our universities is of a far narrower kind than is to be wished.
The "good men" who come out in honours know their

IF we were to

call in

books well, but few know anything beyond them. Englishmen have not yet freed themselves from the narrow
surroundings of the revival of letters. They do not seem
to be aware that the use of learning a language is not to
be able to construe, but to master its literature. The
literature of Greece that has survived leaving out of
consideration the Christian authors, which belong to a
different category is so vast that but few persons can
master it all ; but it is not well that men's reading should
be cabined in within the rim of a circle of short radius.
Mr. Paley is admitted on all hands to be one of the
greatest living scholars. 'We are thankful to him for
having produced the little book before us. It is in itself,
from the first page to the last, interesting to those even
who do not know a word of the Greek language. The

s.

[7*

translations are excellently done,

vn. MAB.

2s,

and show a complete

mastery of English as well as Greek.

They are a thought
too free, perhaps, to give satisfaction to persons of
very
but
rigourist tendencies,
they admirably give the sense.
Had Menander or Antiphanes been Englishmen we can
imagine that they would have used the very words in
which Mr. Paley has re-vested their ideas. We confess,
however, that the chief value of the book in our eyes
consists in the fact that it opens out new lines of thought
to young scholars, who have been but too apt to think
that there was little worth reading in the tongue of
Hellas outside the books used in their university course.

THE " Record Series " of the Yorkshire Archaeological
and Topographical Association is making good progress.
We have received the fifth volume, which consists of the
second portion of a calendar of The Feet of Fines for that
The years covered are from 1571 to 1582
shire.
a
short period, yet one embracing vast changes in landed
Such
a
book
is
not
meant
to
be
read
but it
property.
will be constantly referred to by every one who is inter;

ested in the manorial or genealogical history of that great
So far as we have been able to test it, we are
shire.
bound to say that Dr. Collins, the compiler, has done his
work excellently. There is a twofold index, one of persons and another of places. We have, for the purpose of
testing it, made many references, and have not detected

a solitary error.

Le Lime for March 10 opens with a further and encouraging report upon M. Uzanne's scheme for the
formation of the projected Societe des Bibliophiles
Contemporains. The correspondence, not wholly edifying, of the Prince de Ligne with Casanova is closed,
and there is an excellent paper on * L'OEuvre Poetique
d' Alexander

Dumas.'

ME. ELLIOT STOCK

is

about to bring out a facsimile of

'ABC

'

Primer of 1538, which
in the library of Emanuel College, Cambridge. Mr.
Shuckburgh, the librarian of the college, will write a
bibliographical introduction to the reproduction.
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WALTER LYNN,

M.B.

" case "
printed for distribution to the House
of Commons in 1726 introduces a fresh name into
that of Walter
the history of the steam engine
Lynn, who claims to have made considerable im
provements upon Capt. Thomas Savory's invention.
This document is. I think, worthy of preservation

A

In'N.&Q.':The Case of Walter Lynn, M.B.
In relation to divers Under takings of his ; particularly
for the Improvement of an Engine to raise Water by
Fire, which would save a vast Expence of Coals to the
Nation, &c. offer'd to the Parliament in 1726. With
other Essays for the draining of Mines, improvement

I

I

!

of Lands, &c.

|The Petition of Walter Lynn, M.B. humbly represents,
jthat your Petitioner has for divers Years endeavoured to
serve the Publick in different Ways and Capacities as
:

n the Year 1714, by publishing an Essay about the Small^ox ; wherein he plainly shews what Methods might be
sed, easier and safer, than what were at that Time in
.se ; and of so great Excellence, that the Patients maniged in that Manner, should not only run no Hazards
ither of damaging their Face or Eyes,* but 'twas absoutely more secure than any other for the whole Body,
here being scarce any one Chance against their doing
well in this Way, tho' there is always a great many in
he common Methods.
This Treatise was show'd after publishing (as well as
some Parts of it had been before) to a Person of very
* P.
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great Skill and Experience in Physick,* who after
Perusal, told me, he had read my Book all over and coneider'd every Line of it, and that he liked it all.
Sir
Richard Blackmore declared, that I had showed Mastership, other more particular Encomiums will be met with,
in the Second Part,f which was wrote as a Supplement,
md to answer a groundless Objection to the first. Nevertheless, both these Parts had the same Fate I was partly
foretold they would; for shewing the first only to Dr.
Mapletoft (who had been once President of the College
of Physicians) he, upon hearing of the Preface read,
asked me if I was qualified, or had a Licence to practice
in London ? upon my answering him, no
he advised ma
to get one before I published my Book, intimating, that
it would be difficult, if not impossible for me to
procure
it afterwards.
This was plainly his Meaning, as will appear clearer from the rest of my Conference with him,
which is in the Beginning of my second Book, published
in the Year 1715.
I at that Time neglected to procure
!

any such Licence, haying not Money to bestow upon it,
and had less Inclinations after, not only from the Hazard
of a Disappointment, but from a greater Unfitness I had
found in my self for the Employ ; for running over the
whole Works of Hippocrates, while I was writing these
two Treatises of my own, I found him absolutely condemning, and discouraging any Person in the Practice of
Physick, who was not both of excellent Qualities and
Endowments, but who had not, besides a perfect sound
and strong Constitution naturally
Mine I found was
bad by Experience, and what was the most melancholy
of
the
Case
'twas
it would admit
so
that
part
Hereditary,
of no Cure or firm Establishment; and of Consequence it
must often happen, that when my Patients would want
me to look after them, I should either be laid up my
self, or want perhaps another Physician to take care of
me. This, with the ill Will I had gain'd amongst my
Fraternity by the Freedoms I had used in my second
Part, being justly provoked, as I thought, must of necessity cast me out of all Business ; and having then nor
since never met with a Gratitude suitable to my sincere
Intentions to serve the Publick, especially the Ladies and
Gentry. No wonder that I have appear'd morose, lazy,
discontented and melancholy to most Persons ever since
1

:

these are Faults, I am sensible, that I am taxed with,
but will admit of some Excuse from the foregoing Premises. However, in this State I found no Relief, but by
diverting my self with Musick, as well as I could, and
by giving up my Thoughts to another Manner of Employment, which I had always a natural Bent and Inclination for, and that was Mechanicks. Many of my
Attempts may perhaps be reckoned Trifles, yet some of
these were well approved, and by one of the highest
Judges ; for Brevity I omit the Order of them, till what
happen'd in the Year 1721, when being in Town I observed the Variety of Bubbles which bore a Vogue in
Change- Alley, where every thing almost that had ever
been contrived or thought of before, made a new Appearance, and bore a real or imaginary Value ; yet one
Engine that I expected to see there was wanting, which
was the Engine for raising Water by Fire Speaking of
it to a certain Person, and asking him the Reason of it,
he told me, that that Engine was under a Cloud from
some Defects found in it, which he mention'd. I had
perused an Author, who was rightly judged to be the true
original Inventor of that Machine ; but 'twas so obscurely
described in him, that none could make out his true
:

Meaning and tho' Captain Savery wholly founded upon
him, and made some Experiments that prov'd its force,
yet he could never make it answer in his Time ; so he
;

* Dr.
More, late Bishop of Ely.
t P. 22.
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sold his Patent at a low rate to the present Proprietors,
fit to fix it more securely by an Act of
Parliament after. They have improved it in some Things,
yet the main I found was wanting ; I therefore address'd
self to these Gentlemen, offering my Service, and
upon this equal Lay (which I thought waa proper at that

who thought

my

Scheme upon these ConTime) to throw them down
ditions, (viz.) that if upon admitting or trying of it, the
Shares of their Engine offer'd to sale, rose ten per Cent

my

upon it, I should have a Claim of such a stated and
moderate Reward, if higher in proportion This would
not be hearken'd to, they pretending, that I could have
no Knowledge of their Engine, and that it had no De:

As to this last, I was satisfied of my Intelligence,
fects
which was originally from one who had seen and
examined divers of them. I knew, likewise, that I could
supply those very Defects, which were not in the original
Invention ; what private Reasons the Patentees had for
!

their great Reservedness, I won't positively determine,
but when I offer'd to get my Scheme approv'd by the
best esteemed Judge in the Kingdom, I could yet have
no answer. However, I attempted it, but was repulsed
where I at first designed ; but afterwards trying another
Person, who, for some Reasons, I knew must have a
better Knowledge or Judgment in my Matters than any
other, and who, besides was a very eminent Person, I
was not only heard but approved by him. I afterwards
took the Judgment of two more, and they all three joined

their Hands to the same Certificate, (via. ad finem) the
Original of which will be laid before you. This I carry'd
to the Patentees, and had three Conferences with them
upon it, but with little good Effect; they demanding,
Scheme before them, withthat I should lay down
out any previous Articles or Agreements for Rewards,
which I must stand to their Courtesy, when or whether
I should receive or not. This, considering their shyness,
and a sort of Threatning from one of them, to get
Scheme from one of my Judges that he was acquainted

my

my

me

Confidence, Faith or Relyance upon
with, gave
any of them. One Thing they told me, (viz.) that they
were under Contracts and Bargains for their Engines as
they were already and for all Improvements, they were
under no Bargains, nor could Demand any thing of their
Contractors, so should be all out of Pocket, This, tho'
admitted, could be but part of an Objection, for they
might make the better Bargains for new Engines, which
they were setting up daily. However, the Matter was
thus put off, and I had no Recourse, but to put out an
Advertisement to the Miners or those who had purchased
their Engine. This I did by Advice; in the mean Time
little

;

improving my Draught or Scheme, so as to make it answer and more than answer all the Objections they were
able to raise against it. These additional Parts I endeavoured also to get approv'd, and part of them were
so, as the Whole would have been, had it not been for
the inflexible Obstinacies* aforementioned. I had but
one Man came in upon my Advertisements, who shew'd
himself of a very good Temper, and willing to come to
Measures, but would not answer for more than himself,
.fter this I took the Pains to travel into those Parts
/yhere some of the best of their Engines were, that I
might be satisfy'd of their Deficiencies or Goodness, but
found them all defective in those very Parts I had described.

Towards the End of the

last Parliament, I en-

deavour'd to bring in a Representation of my Case, but
met with such Delays, that I found it would not be done.
Since that I have proposed another Engine, which I have
* These were so
apparent, that two Lawyers who were
with me at the last Conference I had with them, could
not forbear declaring, that these were not Men proper
for

me to

deal with.

u* s.
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so,
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Reason to think excells this for many Uses Most of it
bas been approv'd, but designing to have it try'd by the
Royal Society, and entirely confiding that it would be so,
:

am in this Thing disappointed ; for which I humbly
irave a Redress.
Whatever Reasons are given for this
aard Usage, I am ready to answer 'em all.
I have
aeard of but one that is material, and a matter of State

I

may be reckon'd, (viz.) that if the Charge and Expence of Fuel be lessen'd, the New-Castle Trade wilt be
ess, and our Nursery and Employment for Seamen
diminished ; but this is whole and entirely false, as I am
ready to prove when required. I hope from the Pro*
mises you will consider candidly the State of your
Petitioner, not only his Merits, but how low he is reduced, and that only by his Endeavours for the Publick
Good which is both the Nations general, and every one
of your particular Concerns.
That it is wholly imthat

;

possible for him to follow the Employment of Physick,
not only for the foregoing Reasons, which are very
weighty, but from an ill Education early in his Yooth,
which he could never recover; that he is at present stopt
in his other Employs, but not for reasons sufficient, as he
offers to maintain, and attends for that Purpose, hoping
your Redress, and a Requital of his Labours, which
should be his Support and Maintenance, that he is deof.
This Kindness would still encourage and enhim to compleat every Thing begun ; and not only
but
to
undertake
new ones that may be for the Pubso,
lick Good, which none wishes or endeavours more than

prived
able

Your

Petitioner, &c.

WALTER LYNN.
This is much too short to have the Justice or Merits
of it throughly understood, but will be cleared up before
the House.
I desire at least a Day's Notice beforehand by
P.S.
the Votes or Gazette, when I am to attend the House,
for Reasons I shall give when I attend or appear in the
House.
Answers to some Objections.
I have been told that a Parliament would hardly meddle
with this Affair, and that for two or three Reasons.
First, Because it would be reversing their own Act and
Deed. But do we not see this done frequently, when
there happens to be Inconveniencies in an Act which,
were not foreseen. It falls out so in this present Case;
the Act being given for the Improvement of the Engine,
which we see by the foregoing Matters, is rather a Lett
and Hindrance, and a Cause of their concealing its very
Faults, or quite denying them ; and standing out to the
last against the best Testimonies that can be given,
rather than part with a very moderate Sum, demanded
in Hand ; and which every body but themselves think
reasonable should be allowed For if they conceal its
Defects now, why may they not deny its Excellencies,
when brought to its utmost perfection 1 Or deny that to
This they have done
one which they allow to others
already frequently, I believe ; for they have been used
to give out to most People, that their Engine takes but
Thus
little Fuel, yet all who use it relate the Contrary.
I may be deceived by taking their Report, and loose my
:

!

due by that Means.
But a farther Objection some

will have, is, that this
great Expence of Fuel is for the Good of the Nation,
But sure here must he
the
Newcastle
Trade.
especially
a Fallacy, for tho' the Newcastle Colliery and Navigation
is a great Branch of Trade ; yet Coals are not so cheap
here or any where, that we don't know what to do with
them. If they were but cheap enough, we shou'd have
a great many of these Engines erected to raise Water by
Fire here in Middlesex and about ; whereas we have but
in one Place in Westminster, and that like to be a
Grievance to the Poor and almost all sorts. But if my

7* s. vii. MAR.
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shemes and Advice were followed, and the Expence of
us Engine lessened at least one half, it would then be
for many Peoples Use ; and neither the Poor nor any
ae repine, for the Price of Goals need not be raised or
tllen ; and yet there would be a great deal of necessary
ervice done, for which we now employ Horses at a great
And this would turn to the Advantage of the
Ixpence.
Jolliers, by at least equalling the Demand at present
t

which they will be able to furnish more easily
aan now, when they themselves shall be eas'd of much
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pamphlet on the small-pox which he issued in
He does not appear to have been a graduate
of either Oxford or Cambridge, and he himself
mentions that he had no licence to practise medicine.
Perhaps this note may be the occasion of
eliciting some further information.
WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
or

1714.

lade,

^abour and Expence.
Petition is for

My

some Reward, and for a Support
this farther Reason I demand it,

Maintenance For
tecause I have shewed

:,nd

:

my

self absoluty the best

Geo-

metrician in the Nation, by divers Facts, and solving
everal Problems and Difficulties not solveable by others.
These have been proved before Sir Isaac Newton, Sir
Christopher Wren, Mr. Wren, Dr. Taylor, and since them
;i
Noble Peer, who has seen and observed things well
both at Home and Abroad. Every one of these were
moat proper Judges of those particular Matters lay'd before them, even so proper, that I could not have chose
better any where ; and 'tis an unalterable Maxim with
me, to take particular Judges for particular Things,
pitching upon those who are well vers'd in a Matter, if
they be Men of probity, rather than depend always upon
the greatest Name. This must appear rational to any
unprejudiced Reader. Why I farther presume to call my
self the best Practical
Geometrician, ig, from a peculiar
Bent I have always had that Way. My Delight in Mechanicks, Natural Philosophy, and Physick, have carry'd
me beyond the common Rules of Art. This seems to be
confess'd by one of my Subscribers,
(viz.) Dr. Taylor,
who, after hearing one of my Proofs and Schemes drawn
up, could not forbear expressing himself in this Manner:
I see you have a Talent, and are resolved to mend
your
Fortunes by it, I don't discommend you for it. At another Hearing of a second Part, which was before Sir
Christopher Wren, and his Son (Dr. Taylor being absent
upon an Affair of some Importance to himself) a certain
Person in that Family, who happened to be within hearing all the Time, and had the Opinion of one of them,
even before I could take it my self, expressed thus, I see
your Matters are right again, I am pleased to see a
'.

Gentleman aiming

to mend his Fortunes by doing someHere was a truly generous
thing for the Publick.
But are there no others that
Thought and Expression
have the same Sentiments and Wishes 1 I believe there
may, but that I am hindred by some self-interested or
!

ill-designing Persons,

me.

from coming at them, or they to

What

unfair Things I have reason to suspect, have
been practised upon me with this Design, I shall not recount, being willing to pass them by, if I may but have
Justice and my Due, which I hope to obtain from this

August Assembly; who certainly have the Power, and I
hope, the Will, to right me.
Trusting upon this, and
the real Merits of my Cause, I remain
Your Petitioner, &c.
June 22, 1721.
WALTER LYNN.
These are to certifie, that I have discoursed with Dr.
Walter Lynn, and examined his Proposals for the Improvements of the Engines and Vessels for raising Water
by Fire, and am of Opinion, they will fully answer the
Purposes he intends thereby for the publick Service, and
that his Scheme very well deserves
Encouragement.
CHK. WREN.
I am of the same Opinion CHR. WREN.
I am of the same Opinion BR. TAYLOR.

The only additional fact about Lynn in the
ordinary books of reference is the title of the book

THE "RAM JAM
'

(See

Inn

INN," RUTLAND.

th S. vi. 427
Signs,' 7

;

vii. 92.)

Since the year 1871 I have, at various times and
in divers publications, written many notes concern"
Ram Jam Inn," Rutland, and
ing the celebrated
I imagine that some of my notes thereon appeared
'
in N. & Q.'J but I write this away from home and
my' papers and books, including the index volumes
of N. & Q.,' and T am unable to give any precise
reference to what I have heretofore written on the
I can, however, claim as my own the
subject.

paragraph signed "Viator," and copied by ST.
SWITHIN (p. 92) from the Grantham Journal,
October 26, 1878. The "Ram Jam" stands in
the parish of Greetham, but the high road in front
of it is in the parish of Stretton, to which living I
was presented by Lord Aveland (now Lord Willoughby de Eresby) in the year 1871. I lived
fourteen years at the rectory, which is a very short
"
distance above the
Ram Jam," and I was, thereFor the first
fore, well acquainted with the inn.
two years of my residence the Stretton school was
held in the largest room of the " Ram Jam," a
room built on to the main building as a sort of
club-room. The family then living at the " Ram
Jam" was named Spring, and they were there
during the greater part of my residence at Stretton.
Spring had a little land, but was more of a
day labourer than anything else. He had a wife
and family, his two elder sons being among the
best performers in my cricket club, and one of
them, who was taken into the gardens at Stocken
Hall, Stretton (Lord Francis Cecil), has since then
been my guest more than once in my Lincolnshire
home when we have had a special cricket match.

The

real

keeper of the

"Ram Jam

Inn" was

Spring's unmarried sister, whose unmarried brother,
Joseph Spring, was the master of the Stretton school.
There, in the club-room, the boys and girls assembled on the five mornings of the week, the
girls in the afternoons having to go to a cottage for
their instruction in sewing.
When I attended the
school I had to run the gauntlet of the tap- room,
with its drinkers and smokers, before I could get
into the schoolroom.
Mr. Joseph Spring was

paralyzed in his right arm and leg, but he was an
excellent schoolmaster and disciplinarian, and with
"
his left hand wrote the most beautiful
copperHe gave his country scholars an education
plate."
that was thoroughly suited to their position in life,
and did not attempt to cram them with that varied

miscellany

of

useless

information

which

Her
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Majesty's school inspectors expect to find stored ii
the brains of bird-scaring boys before they will giv
a Government grant that shall satisfy the rate
As the chairman of a Board School in
payers.
purely agricultural district, I can speak feeling!
on the subject. But at the end of my first tw
years the new school, built in Stretton by th
generosity of Lord Aveland, was ready for us, am
while we were debating on what pension we coul<
give to Mr. Joseph Spring he had another, am
So I ceased to attend
fatal, attack of paralysis.
"
school at the Earn Jam."

[7*

s.

vn. MAB.

so, -89.

the neighbourhood.
Tom Cribb had slept a little
further on, at the "Blue Bull." Their fight was
recorded in a sculptured bas-relief, coloured to the
life, in front of one of the cottages in Stretton.
Not only was the inn much too small to receive
and entertain a plethora of visitors for the night,
but there was not the slightest probability that
they would there wish to break their journey.
Further on was the "Blue Bull," just mentioned,
a poor place, and the " Black Bull," an important

accommodation and extensive
the property of Eobert Heathcote,
The real o
Esq., of Manton, and a capital hunting-box ; and
I have often seen in print (elsewhere in the Stamford direction, half a mile from the
to discover,
than on p. 92) the explanation that it was called "Earn Jam," was the well-known and spacious
"
Greetham Inn," sometimes marked on maps as
the "Earn Jam" because, being a favourite inn
"The Oak." It still bears its name of "inn,"
people flocked to it until it was choke-full, o
rammed with guests. It is evident that those wh< though it has long ceased to be so, and its projectbelieve in this wild idea have never seen the inn
ing bar-parlour, with the archway under which the
It is of the shabbiest type, one room deep, anc
coaches used to drive, disappeared some years ago.
"
only a first floor over the ground floor. I know It is now a farm-house, and, with the Earn Jam,"
all its rooms upstairs and downstairs, and it was is the property of G. H. Finch, Esq., M.P., BurleyOn the first Monday in November
barely large enough to accommodate the Spring on-the-Hill.
drover may have occasionally got a the first meet of the Cottesmore hounds for the
family.
night's lodging there, or WombwelPs man in advance season is always held at the "Greetham Inn," and
to buy old, worn-out horses for feeding time at the it is a well-known and popular fixture.
There are
It usually passed along the North also inns at Colsterworth, and with the famous
menagerie.
Road from Stamford to Colsterworth and Grantham hotels at Stamford and Grantham it is not proon the day before "London Sunday," for which annual bable that those who had not stayed the night at
event Joseph Spring had to give the previous " The Haycock," at Wansford, would push on to
week's holiday to the Stretton scholars, as his stop at the " Greetham Inn," much more at the
sister wanted to prepare the club-room for the exEarn Jam."
The chief fame of both these inns consisted in
pected guests and the show folk, who stayed there
half an hour or so to rest themselves and their the fact that they were about eight miles from
horses.
The elephants and camels had their lunch Stamford, and that the forty - four four - horse
in the open air in front of the " Earn
Jam," to the coaches that went to and fro daily from London to
great enjoyment of the onlookers, who flocked York here changed horses, half of them at the
thither from all the neighbouring villages.
Years "'Earn Jam," and half at the "Greetham Inn."
ago many of the shows used to stay over the Satur- An old man who had been ostler at that time told
day on the broad stretches of green sward on either me that there were four night mails, and that as
side of the road near to the " Earn Jam " j but this soon as they had got off the up mail they had to
had ceased in 1871, and they all went on to Colster- make ready for the down mail.
It will be reworth, there to open for the afternoon and even- membered that Nicholas Nickleby had not a very
When we
ing, and to make their way on to Grantham on pleasant experience of this coach ride.
"
London Sunday." As to the origin of the phrase, jot our new school at Stretton, I set on foot
I never could get nearer to it than this that all
penny readings," and when I read that passage I
these grand sights and shows were supposed to
;ook the liberty to introduce an interpolation decome from London. When Mr. Herbert Ingram scriptive of the immediate neighbourhood the
"
established his famous illustrated paper he called
the
toppage of the coach at the Earn Jam," and tne
it the London News, because he found from his own
fo
>pportunity thereby seized by Mr. Whackfi
"
Lincolnshire experience that the country
stretch his legs." it
people Squeers to get down and
believed all news to travel from the great metro- was only Dickens-and-water, but was acceptedlas
hostelry, with good
stables,

now

A

'

polis.

I never heard of but one eminent
personage who
tarried a night at the " Earn Jam," and that was
the prizefighter Molyneux the Black, who
slept
there on the night previous to his defeat at Thistleton Gap at the fists of the redoubtable English
champion Tom Oribb a contest that was attended
by all the aristocracy, gentry, and magistrates of

he genuine article.
I doubt if Mr. Squeers called for " ram jam,"
which was not "a famous ale," like to that subse[uently sold by Messrs. Goding, as mentioned by
MR. G. LAMBERT (p. 92). It was a spirit, or
ather a liqueur, sold in small bottles by the landord of the " Winchilsea Arms."
It was his own
He had
nvention, and the secret died with him.

as. vii. MAR,
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so,

IP 3d long in India as an officer's servant, and had
th ire obtained the secret of his liqueur, for which
hf coined the Indian-sounding title "ram jam."
sold it to passing travellers, just in the same
w; y that Cooper Thornhill sold his new cheese to

H

j

"
The Bell," at Stilton, or slept
th )se who went by
th )re (as did Byron), buying a Stilton cheese as a
Mer of course. Byron's cheese was sent to John
From the sale of the liqueur the small
array.
Wi.yside public-house got to be known as the
"."lam Jam" instead of the "Winchilsea Arms,"
though the latter title appeared on the sign up to
September, 1878. I am sorry to say that the landlo 'd's name has slipped my memory, and I am far
avray from my notes on the subject ; but he seems
to have accumulated property, and his spacious
family tomb (of the tea-caddy shape) is immediately
in front of the south porch of Stretton Church. In
the parish register he is complimented by the word
"Gent." placed after his name in the list of

m

M

burials.

i

was somewhere about his time, or immediately
"
Ram Jam " seems to have borne
it, that the
a doubtful reputation.
I have been told many
It

after

j

cock-and-bull stories concerning wealthy travellers
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She begged me
into the cellar to draw his beer.
to contradict all that he had said concerning the
" Ram
Jam," and I wrote to the paper, where my
letter never appeared, though the contradiction
was given in the Grantham Journal.

CUTHBERT BEDE.

HENRY MARTTN.

A

few

facts

about

this

learned and zealous man, now too little rememThe life was pubbered, may be worth noting.
" Memoir of the
lished just sixty-one years ago

Rev. Henry Martyn, B.D., late Fellow of St.
John's College, Cambridge, and Chaplain to Hon.
Ninth Edition. London,
East India Company.
J. Hatchard & Son, No. 187, Piccadilly, 1828."
Like many other men eminent in various wayssuch as Sir Humphry Davy, Bishop Colenso, and
the late R. S. Hawker Henry Martyn was a Cornishman, born at Truro, where a stately cathedral
now testifies to the faith, on Feb. 18, 1781. His
father, John Martyn, had originally been a working miner in the Gwenap mines, but rose in life

by his own energy, and became chief clerk to Mr.
Daniel, a Truro merchant. Young Henry, when
between seven and eight years of age, was placed
at the Truro Grammar School, of which the Rev.

who had stopped there, and had never been seen
One day, when a hedge was being re- Cornelius Cardew was head master, at Midsumagain.
moved and a steep bank levelled in Lord Aveland's mer, 1788. Martyn was a studious boy, but much
sallotments, immediately in front of the "Earn bullied at school. In the autumn of 1795 he stood
Jam," the diggers came upon a heap of human for a vacant scholarship at Corpus Christi College,
bones.
I was forthwith sent for, and went to the
Oxford, the natives of the two dioceses of Win-

,

;

I

"

"

I 've
There, sir," said one of the diggers;
often told you of the murders as used to be done

spot.

What do you
here, but you never believed me.
As a matter of course, the
say to these bones ?"
"
"
Jam was also connected with Dick Turpin
and his fabulous ride. The story of the clever
thief, quoted by ST. SWITHIN (p. 92), boring two
Iholes in a barrel, and
the landlord to ram

Ram

getting

land

jam

his fingers into the
apertures, can be made
fit in to this
subject ; but as it is a

ingeniously to

common story,
it may be

told of many inns in many
dismissed from notice. All
speak of the landlord going down into
Ithe cellar, and it is but natural to
suppose that the
cellar was in its usual
But it is a curious
place.
fact that the "Ram Jam" never had an underground cellar, but, as in the case of the cottages in
its
vicinity, the ground floor did not cover any reWhatever was sold in the way
ceptacle for beer.
of beer and
spirits was stored in a small room to
he right of the
entrance, of which locked-up room
Miss Spring kept the
key. Some years since one
of the
specials of the Daily Telegraph enlivened
Mie columns of his
paper by the account of a walkng tour, or "tramp." His description of the
and
scenery
surroundings between Grantham and

'very

[counties,
jthese stories

Stretton was
ludicrously incorrect, as also was his
conversation with Miss Spring at the
'maginary
'
Ram Jam," with the incident of her going down

chester and Exeter (in virtue of the fact that the
co-founders of C.C.C. Oxon., were Bishop Richard
Foxe, of Winchester, and his friend Bishop Hugh
Oldham, of Exeter) then, and up to 1853, having
preference to scholarships, with right, subject to
due approval, of subsequent succession to C. C.C.
While awaiting the result Martyn,
fellowships.
through the interest of a Mr. Cole, sub-rector,
lodged at Exeter College, not at Corpus. But
for some reason Martyn was not elected to a Corpus
scholarship, and therefore we cannot count him, as

we can Hooker, Pocock

(the Orientalist), General

Ogtethorpe (founder of Georgia), Dr. Arnold, the
Rev. John Keble, and others, among the distinguished alumni of that society ; also John Jewel,
Bishop of Salisbury, who was first at Merton College, and was afterwards elected a scholar of Corpus

Aug. 19, 1539. On"Oct. 20 of the same year
Jewel took the degree of Bachelor of Arts, with
'
"
great and general applause (cf. Prince's Worthies
of Devon,' p. 528 of edition of 1810, and John
Christi,

'

History of Salisbury Cathedral,' Lond.,
I should have added another
1814, pp. 42-3).
C.C.C. alumnus, the illustrious Bishop Henry
Phillpotts, of Exeter.
his failure
Martyn seems not to have regretted
'
*
at C.C.C., for he says in his Journal that he was
thankful that he failed to gain admission there, or
" the
at Oxford at all, since
profligate acquaintBritton's
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would have introduced me
ance I had there
to a scene of debauchery, into which I must in all
have sunk
probability, from my extreme youth,
The picture is probably exaggerated ;
for ever."
but, anyhow, life was coarser and more sensual
then at both universities than, happily, it is now
(ib.,

288).

Later in life this excellent
his Indian work, a confessor,

man (who

:

"The [Koman]

Catholics in the regiment are 1,000
strong, and disposed to be malicious ; they respect me,
and
cannot
help thinking that I have been
however,
taught by Roman Catholics, or have been in some way
connected with them. Certainly there is infinitely better
discipline in the Romish Church than in ours, and if
ever I am to be the pastor of native Christians, I should

endeavour to govern with equal strictness."

Martyn was ordained
St.

KJI/I.CUI.UJ

rest

jutsuuim, u.u.

j.u
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" This
exceedingly popular burlesque, the precursor of
a long line of similar entertainments, was first produced
at the Haymarket Theatre, August 7th, 1810.
The
Author, Mr. William Barnes Rhodes, rests his reputation as a contributor to the stage entirely on this production, for he wrote no other, and the celebrity that it
immediately acquired must be attributed as much to the
novelty of the treatment and the exertions of the original
actors as to

its intrinsic

merits. It

is still

frequently per-

formed, and the opportunity it gives the actors for displaying a fund of drollery, apart from the lines they have
to utter, has rendered it a favourite piece for private as
well as public representation.
It will give as much
pleasure in the reading as many pieces of far higher pretensions."

Characters represented, Haymarket, 1810.
^)
Artaxominous (King of Utopia) ... Mr. Mathews.
Fusbos (Minister of State)
Mr. Taylor.
General Bombastes...
Mr. Listen.
Attendants or Courtiers.
Army. A long Drummer, a short Fifer, and two
(sometimes three) Soldiers of different dimen-

priest in

sions.

Roborough, on the 14th day of October, 1829.
Tried at the Lent Assizes, March, 1830.
George Cudmore was Executed March 25th, 1830.
Sarah Dunn was Acquitted.
Judge Sir John B. Bosenquet [Bosanquet].
Swete, Esq.

Under- Sheriff H. M. Ellicombe, Esq.
County Clerk-H. M. Ford, Esq.
The inside cover contains the armorial book-plate
of Mr. Sanders and a bookseller's ticket, " Sold by
W. Clifford, Bookseller, &c. t Exeter." The skin is
"dressed" white, and looks something like pigskin in grain and texture. The culprit who furnished the material was a rat-catcher, about thirty
years of age, short in stature, and humpbacked.
He made especial prayer that his accomplice, Dunn,
might be detained in gaol for the purpose of seeing

M Us H.

Distaffina

Kelly.

C. A. PYNE.

Hampstead, N.W.

SALOPE.

:

bound with a part of the skin of George
Cudmore, who with Sarah Dunn were committed to the
Devon County Gaol on the 30th of October, 1829, by
Francis Kingdon, Esq., Coroner, for murdering and
poisoning Grace Cudmore, his wife, in the Parish of
is

J. B.

,

lesque Tragic Opera, in one act, by William Barnes
Rhodes. " The following preface may prove of inte-

BOOK BOUND IN HUMAN SKIN. In addition
the specimens of binding in human skin that have
already been registered in these columns, I beg
leave to report a copy of Tegg's edition of Milton's
'Works,' 1852, formerly in the library of the late
Ralph Sanders, Esq., of Exeter, and now in the
Albert Memorial Museum of that city, which contains the following inscription

Sheriff

>

vii. MAK, 30, 89

into hysterics and fainted when the
drop fell.
Cudmore's sentence included the dissection of his
body, and this portion of it was carried into effect
at the Devon and Exeter Hospital.
ALFRED WALLIS.

March, 1805, at
James's Chapel Royal, London.
H. DE B. H.

This Book

s.

fell

died, after

not strictly a marand sanctity were
tyr, in Armenia, and whose zeal
so appreciated that he was spontaneously given
the funeral honours usually reserved for Armenian
archbishops) proved that an enthusiast need not
He is claimed by the Evanbe also a bigot.
gelicals ; but this is what Martyn himself says of
the Koman Catholics, writing from Bankipore, in
India, to the Rev. Dr. Corrie, on July 11, 1808
if

[7*

his

th

The Editor, in
(See 7 S. vii. 140.)
'Notices to Correspondents,' seems to have

misapprehended my note, I meant to convey that
the Shropshire or Salopian lady, mistaken for a
French aristocrat, said that she was born in or came
from Salop, a place the mob was ignorant of ; but,
taking her answer literally, they burst out into
laughter, and finally released her. The anecdote is
The name of the lady might be
quite authentic.
readily ascertained in this county by inquiring
C. H. DKINKWATER.
among old inhabitants.
[If the mob did not understand the supposed aristocrat to use the vulgar term salope, we fail to see the
point of the story.]

FALSTAFF AND WTCLIF. That Falstaff was at
one time of his life a diligent singer of anthems we
all know, but that he studied Wyclif's sermons in
MS., and possibly went to Vienna for the purpose,
a new fact in his biography and a fresh claim on

is

the respect of his admirers.

Yet

I believe that no

earlier source for his characteristic remark about
"
his
tallow" in 'Merry Wives,' V. v. 16, had been

him executed, which request seems to have been
granted (though by what authority is not stated)
pointed out till Mr. F. D. Matthew spotted it a
and she was accordingly brought out, with a number few days ago in the first proof of vol. iv, of Prof.
;

of female convicts, into the prison yard, where she

Loserth's edition of Wyclif's

'

Latin Sermons

'

for
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Our reformer is
the Wyclif Society, p. 10, 1. 2.
speaking of eight sets of "religious," the black and
the white monks, the black and the white canons,
and the four orders of mendicant friars and the
draw out of England. He then says
money they
" Ista autem octo faciunt
of them,
regnum Anglic
Who shall say
mingere sepum [sebum] suum."
that Falstaff did not read Wyclif and inspire
Shakspere, or toe-tap him the information from
the spirit- world

"To

F. J. F.

?

'

F.

CHANCE.

Hill.

IRISH FOLK-LORE THE EAINBOW. The other
morning about 9.40 we had in view of our windows a very bright rainbow, but of very narrow
the ends being
space; apparently about two miles
:

My

visible.

that

when

Can any of your readers
information concerning the family of a
certain Robert Burnside, who was born at Glasgow
Was he related to the
in or about the year 1777?
American Burnsides ? He probably had a brother,
as there is known to have been a Thomas Burnside, who was a cousin of his daughter's, resident
believe that an
in Glasgow in (about) 1820.
uncle of this Eobert Burnside did settle in America,
BURNSIDE FAMILY.

give

me

We

or that his immediate ancestors came from there.
His crest was a crescent argent.
daughter of a
Lieut.-Col. Burnside was married in 1813 to Col.
Sir J. E. Thackwell.
H. BURNSIDE.
39, Montserrat Road, Putney, S.W.

A

In some daily paper, either on
or about Dec. 12, 1888 (in my note- book it is the
Daily News of Dec. 12, but this is incorrect), I
met with the expression "to lister a ship." I did
not note the context, and so can now form no idea
as to the meaning. I do not find the expression in
any dictionary, and therefore send it to N. & Q.'
LISTER."

Sydenham
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old Irish gardener, noticing it, said
a rainbow had both its ends " in one
it was a sign there would be a death

"
quarter land

in that locality within six months.
J.

W. HARDMAN, LL.D.

DOUGLAS. Was Lord James Douglas slain at
Teba in 1328, when the Spaniards deserted him?
have read a splendid anecdote about his gallantry
on the occasion. He was bearing the heart of the
royal Bruce, in a silver box that he wore around
his neck, to the Holy Land.
He, finding himself
I

deserted, flung the glorious relic before him into
the thickest of the fray, crying,
Pass first into the figbt as thou wast wont to do,
'Tis Douglas follows in thy train to die.
The box was treasured at Jaen till, in the Spanish
Revolution, 1848 (?), the reformers and patriots
His own heart, in a silver box, is still
stole it.
preserved in the cemetery of the Douglas family.
C. A. WARD.

Walthamstow.

'HARVEY DUFF' AND 'THE PEELER AND THE

We

must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct

CHRISTMAS TREE. It is commonly stated that
the Christmas tree was naturalized (or attempted
to be naturalized) in England by the influence of
the late Prince Consort, the earliest
examples
being in the royal household. Is any contemporary
evidence of this forthcoming ? Do the newspapers
contain any accounts of Christmas trees at Windsor
Castle about 1843 or so ? As an English institution I have no reference to it before 1854.
J.

A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

Can any of your readers help me to the
words of these popular Irish ballads ? The copies
I have are obviously incomplete.
H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.
GOAT.'

PUPPETS: COAL- WOOD. The overseers' account
book of Wakes Colne, Essex, under the year 1692,
has this entry " Paid for a hundred of pupets and
3 qrt. of a load of wood laid in for Hannah Knight
1. 9. 0."
What are "pupets"? Perhaps some
kind of faggot.
For the year before the same
Hannah Knight is allowed " 2 loades of wood and
a stack of coalewood," which cost \l. 10s.; and the
" 2 Load
of Wood and 5 Quarters of
year after
Stack wood" at 11. 15. la 1690 occurs, "Paid
:

hund of tits for mary beets 0. 5. 0."
'
"
Halliwell's Dictionary gives
Tit-faggots, small,
short faggot?." I can find no explanation of "pup"
"
Coalwood
sounds
like
pets."
brushwood, such
as was used as kindling matter in charcoal
for halfe a

'

CIRCULATING LIBRARY. Our earliest quotation
is from Sheridan's
The first is
'Kivals,' 1775.
said to have been established
by Samuel Fancourt
about 1740, a person who died in 1768,

is

at.

ninety

burning, and seems to be a convertible term with
stack wood.
Will any one who haa studied the
light on these terms ?

CIRCULATING MEDIUM. Our earliest quotation
throw
1807.
Buckle says it was a new expression in subject

1797,

referring to the

Will any one kindly send in quotations for
j. A. H. MURRAY.

these?

Oxford.

CECIL DEEDES.

'Parliamentary History,'

vol. xxxiii. pp. 340,
343, 548.

CONSTANTINE SiMONiDES. Many years ago a
little work was published, 'A Biographical Memoir
of Constantino Simonides,' by Charles Stewart
The book is apparently scarce, as after
(London).

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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repeated efiorts during the past couple of years I
have not yet succeeded in securing a copy. Being

anxious to obtain, if possible, a brief outline of Dr.
Simonides's history, will any reader kindly furnish
me with the information needed, either direct or

through the columns of 'N.

&

;

Q.

?

MATTHIAS JENKYNS.
Moy Koad, Roath, Cardiff.
CHURCHES OWNED BY CORPORATIONS. It

used by the mayor and corporation on
state occasions.
Can any reader inform me if this
If there are any other corporation churches
is so 1
in England, please name them.
J. E. P.
is

G.

W. REDWAY.

COFFEE- HOUSE SIGN OR TITLE. Where was
"
" The
Salopian coffee-house, referred to in a trial
in 1776, situate in London ?
I have searched in
vain Larwood and Hotten's ' Signboards and the
'London Directory' for 1775, 1777, and 1778.
1776 was not accessible.
NEMO.
'

Temple.

w.

Hamburg.

HISTORICUS.

STUART EXHIBITION.

On the back

of the silver
case containing a miniature of Charles I. , painted
jy Samuel Cooper, and signed S. C., there is the
Tollowing inscription:
Presented
to
P. G.

W. Wickham

NoV 5">
1744.

name is given
in full, only the initial letters of the recipient's
name are given. The date is also interesting. I
should be grateful for any suggestions as to who
It is curious that whilst the donor's

may have been some one of importance, I
should imagine, judging by the excellence of the

P. G.

W, M.

miniature.

'LORD DERWENTWATER'S FAREWELL.'

C.

Who

is

'

SOPHY DAWS.

What became

her large fortune and estate

BAFFLES.

30,

"

Can any reader

of N. & Q.' refer me to a more detailed account
of the battle of Kellinghausen (July 16, 1761) than
that give by Gen. Hamilton, in his * History of the
?

TO. MAR.

Like Fleetwood, he cried in the
Puritan, says :
bitterness of his soul that God had hid his face
rom him." To what circumstance in Fleetwood's
ife do these words refer ?
A. FELS.

*

Grenadier Guards

s.

is

said that the city of Bristol is unique in possessing,
as corporation property, a church or mayor's chapel,

BATTLE OF KELLINGHAUSEN.

th

SEAGRAVE. Can any one tell me how old the
ordship of Seagrave, in North Leicestershire, ia,
md through what families it has passed ?

9,

which

[7

?

of

Sophy Daws,
SUBURBAN.

In the 'Life of John

Hastings.
Clare,'

by

Frederick Martin, 1865, p. 112, the peasant poet
is described as
feeling "painfully uncomfortable
in his threadbare suit of labourer's clothes, patched
and
top
bottom, with leather baffles and gaiters to
match." Pray, what are baffles? The word is
not to be found in Dr. Murray's 'New English
Dictionary/ nor does it seem to have been known,
with such a sense as would suit the passage quoted,
to Grose, Halliwell, or Nares.
Clare was a North
Northamptonshire man ; does baffle occur in the
dialect of that district, or is it an invention of the
JULIAN MARSHALL.
biographer?

OLD PEWTER.

May

through your columns,
ask those of your readers who possess or have
access to old pewter, if they would
kindly give
me sealing-wax impressions or rubbings of the
imitation hall-marks
thereon, for which I should
be truly grateful.
R. 0. HOPE.
I,

Albion Crescent, Scarborough.

the author of Lord Derwentwater's Farewell,' be"
ginning Farewell to pleasant Dilston Hall." It is
MAC ROBERT.
ascribed to Allan Cunningham.

TREVELYAN. I have not the advantage of personal acquaintance with any one of this name, but
I have sometimes heard those who have pronounce it
exactly as spelt, Trevelyan. I think, however, that
as a boy I heard it called Trevilyan, which may
I should
perhaps be a shortening of Treve-lyan.
like to know which is the more approved pronunname.
ciation, or that used by families bearing the

JOHN W. BONE.

[The name
Trevilian

is

pronounced ad libitum Trevelyan

or

never Treveljan.]

"POSSESSION is NINE POINTS OF THE LAW."
Lord Justice Bowen lately cited this as a proverb
What
in the appeal in the Warminster pew case.
I am aware of the correspondis the origin of it ?
" Possession is eleven
points of the
ing expression,
in Ray
law, and they say there are but twelve,"
and Swift; such phrases as "In pari causa possessor potior haberi debet" (Paulus, in L. xvii.

non proSHELLEY PEDIGREE. What was the relation 128), or "Sine possessione prsescriptio
cedit" (Bonif. viii., in Sext. v. xii. reg. iii.); as
between Sir John Shelley, of
born
Michelgrove,
of
March 3, 1772, and Sir Timothy Shelley, father of well as the notices in some former volumes
'N. & Q.' I have not Warren nor Broome by
the poet 1
RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Hazlitt has, "Possession is nine points of
me.
33, Tedworfch Square, Chelsea.
the law" ('English Proverbs,' p. 331, Lond.,
FLEETWOOD. In his essay on Milton, towards 1882), and so has Bohn (' Handbook of Proverbs,
the end, Macaulay, giving a
description of the p. 475, Lond., 1855).
Clarke, in his 'Parcemo-

7 th s. vii.

MAE,
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so, '89.]

"Possession
>gia' (Lond., 1639, p. 256), has,
ED. MARSHALL.
leven points in the law."

is

Mr. Frederic Harrison, in
book on Cromwell in the
"
Twelve English Statesmen series, says
"
so
in
his
own
as
still, the memory
age,
perhaps
But,

OLIVER CROMWELL.

1
'

is

excellent
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inscribed "Tali dicata signo mens fluctuari requit."
Did the knights use the George noble as their
badge ; or had they an earlier medal of their own ?

JAMES D. BUTLER.

little

Madison, Wis., U.S.

:

Cromwell has impressed itself on the imagination of
oreigners more deeply than on that of his countrymen.
t is an eminent statesman and a great historian of
F

;

He is, perhaps, the
another country who has written
only example which history affords of one man haying
governed the most opposite events, and proved sufficient
It is a philosopher of
i'oT the most various destinies.'
'
another country who has said
Cromwell, with his
lofty character, is the most enlightened statesman who
"
the
adorned
Protestant
c ver
world.'
The " eminent statesman and great historian " is,
I suppose, Guizot.
Who is the " philosopher " ]
'

:

:

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

ANGLO-NORMAN GENEALOGIES.

Danish lady named Gunelda. Geoffrey had issue
Gilbert of Brione, Lord of Bee, Count d'Eu, and
Captain of Tellieres (ob. 1034), who married
Gunora, daughter of Fulk Alan. From this marriage sprang (1) Eichard FitzGilbert, Earl of
Brione and Clare, grandfather of Strongbow; (2)
Baldwin de Moels, who married Albreda, niece of
William the Conqueror; (3) William Crispin,
Lord of Bee, who married Eva de Montfort; and
The
(4) Gilbert, Lord of Tellieres, in Normandy.
son of the last-named, Ralph de Tellieres, married
his cousin, Eohais, daughter of Eichard FitzGilbert by his wife Eohais, daughter of Walter Giffard, third Lord of Longueville, who was created
Earl of Buckingham by William the Conqueror.
The offspring of Ealph and Eohais Eobert de
Tellieres
is said to have assumed the name of
Giffard, and settled at Whitchurch temp. Hen. II.

No

authorities are cited in support of this series
of statements, and I should be glad to learn if
any
of them rest on a substratum of fact.

W.

F.

PRIDEAUX.

Jaipur, Rajputana.

ST.

GEORGE AS A BADGE.

Look at my George
I am a Gentleman,
Rate me at what you will, you shall be paid.
'2 Hen. VI.,' IV. i. 29.
This couplet proves that the figure of St.
George in
Shakespeare's time was already a recognized badge
of knighthood.
How much further back is this
badge traceable ? The order of the Garter dates
from 1349, and knights of that order bear a
George
which is very much like that which was first
on
an
stamped
English coin, nearly two centuries
later, when Henry VIII. minted his George nobles,
:

In the twenty-fifth year
Adam de Fulham
London. Can any
was
correspondent oblige me with any information reI find that one
one of the two sheriffs of

Edward

I.

?
Any references to persons
bearing the surname of Fulham, ffulham, FoulAnswers
ham, &c., would be very acceptable.
may be sent direct to me. CHAS. JAS. FERET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

lative to this person

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
He shoots higher far
Who aims the moon than he who aims a star.
NEMO.

In Lieut. -Col.

Vivian's recently published 'Visitations of Devon,'
'
part x. p. 396, under the heading of Giffard of
Halsbury,' it is stated that Richard the Fearless,
Duke of Normandy, had a natural son, Geoffrey,
Eari of Eu and Brione (ob. circa 1000), by a

!

ADAM DE FULHAM.

of

CISTERN FOR A DINNER TABLE.
(7

The expression

th

S. vii. 187.)

"

a Copper Cisterne for
the table," may be taken in its general sense to
mean that it was part of the equipment of a diningroom, and as distinguished from an ordinary outdoor leaden water-cistern, but not necessarily placed
upon the actual dining-table, which, indeed, in a
small and hospitable establishment like that of the
Secretary of the Admiralty would have been
of Pepys,

already full enough.

In their modern use these cisterns first appear
in the shape of, and in service as, coarse fluted
oval or round wine-coolers of copper, pewter, or
bronze, and standing, with or without feet, upon
the floor.
Such a cistern " bassin en cuiyre re"

couvert de branches de vigne
charged with its
wine-flasks, may be seen in the foreground of
Vander Heist's noble picture, ' Het Schultersmaal-

Amsterdam, painted in commemoration of
the peace of Westphalia in 1648.
precisely
similar arrangement, with copper cistern, vine
"
in
a
shown
conversais
and
all
complete,
leaves,
"
tion piece
by Palamedes in my possession. In a
of
the
period representing a banquet given at
print
the Hague by the Estates of Holland to Charles II.,
tyd,' at

A

on May 30, 1660, no such object appears at all,
but a large wine-ewer stands on the floor. Six
years later, when Pepys bought his copper cistern,
silver ones were just coming in ; and these, from
their superior character, were probably soon placed
as ornaments upon the dining-table, or on the side
table or sideboard.
It is not quite clear whether in their new position the old use was at once abandoned, and the
finer vessels treated simply as receptacles for flowThis was, at any rate, an extravagant
ing wine.
and barbarous practice, detrimental to the wine,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
so much inconvenience that
such a use could not have been frequent. Smaller
cisterns, with fountains or taps, were, therefore,
the next step, and these, in their turn, as the art
of dining improved, were not found to provide the
best means for seriously treating the wine ; moreover, the monteith was just coming in, and a new

and attended with

want now

arose.

I gather from Mr. Oripps's charming book on
Old English Plate ' that towards the end of the
seventeenth century the fashion was becoming
general for the host to supply his guests with the
plate necessary for their use at his table twelve
being a large set and it became desirable, and a
point of etiquette, to wash the forks and spoons in
the dining-room from time to time during the proFor this purpose a cistern,
gress of the dinner.
whether of copper or silver, old or new, would
equally serve ; and the fortunate few who then
possessed silver plates would have them rinsed in
1

But silver cisterns could not have
been common or often put to the baser use ; but
when they were discarded from the table, the more
interesting monteith, with its movable rim, tall
the same way.

and ladle took their
doubt copper cisterns of the old shape
served indifferently for a time both as wine-coolers
and wash-tubs until their use in the latter capacity
came to be supplied by the oval lead-lined mahogany brass-bound tubs, fitting into a frame with
four short legs, and kept, when not wanted, in the
open space arranged for it under the middle of the
From this position the tub was ousted
sideboard.
in the time of Chippendale. The forks and spoons
had increased to such a number that they had to
be washed in the pantry, and the silver and china
plates were similarly removed in open-fluted mahogany brass-bound buckets, with brass handles.
The place of the tub was now taken by the cellarette, or by the hexagonal or octagonal brassbound lead-lined wine-cooler, with a hinged lid,
and having a tap in the middle of the bottom.
This had supplanted the earlier cistern, which has

punch-glasses, lemon-strainer,
place.

No

suggested this somewhat discursive note.

ALBERT HARTSHORNE.
I cannot conceive that such a thing as a
receptacle
washing up plates, &c. , in, should, even in the
have
been
roughest period,
placed on a dinner
table.
Such receptacles I have seen. I had one
at one time that fitted into a side table ; these I
understand were for rinsing out glasses in. Might
for

not Pepys he speaking of this side table. That
rinsing, with its attendant splashing and mess have
really been enacted, and on the table, only a
hundred years ago, though in a different form to
that imagined by MR. MOUNT, the
following will
At a dinner party at Dublin Castle during
testify.
the vice-royalty of the Duke of
Rutland, 1784-87,
a Col. St. Leger (a great
"buck") was present,
who was much enamoured of the justly celebrated

[7s.vn.MiB.so,m

beauty, the Duchess of Rutland. After dinner,
and before the removing of the cloth, finger-glasses
were placed before each, when a general rinsing of
the mouth took place.
Our " buck," who sat next
the duchess, seized her glass, so soon as she had
finished operations, and, with an air of gallantry,
drank the contents. The duke, observing thi?,
" St.
said,
Leger, you are in luck ; this is the nighfc

on which her ladyship washes her feet. You shall
have a goblet." Even with this story before us, I
cannot but think that plate and glass washing was
done at the side. I have seen the silver cistern
belonging to Earl Spencer, a gorgeous piece of plate,
and this is always on the floor at the side table.

HAROLD MALET,

Colonel.

I wish I could give MR. MOUNT any information
as to the use of the table cistern. It has often puzzled

The

me.

rinsing suggestion seems quite
wishes to obtain " mention of the word or thing from the literature of the
seventeenth or eighteenth century," I venture to
offer the following notices, although not, strictly
In the household books at
speaking, literary.
Althorp there is a list of things in the pantry, anno
"
1607, and among them are a little new cesterneof
lead," and a "cesterne of pewter." In Mr. Chaffers's
'
Hall Marks on Gold and Silver Plate,' &c., 1883,
"
p. 119, is a notice of a
Large Silver Cistern, dated
1681, the handles in form of peacocks, resting on
four lions' claws, weighing 2,000 oz., the property
" It
of the Duke of Rutland."
foot-note says
holds 60 gallons, and is said to have been filled with
caudle when the father of the present duke was born,
and with punch at the christening of the Marquis of
Granby, in Jan., 1814, the Prince Regent being

absurd.

plate

As MR. MOUNT

A

:

J.

sponsor."

DIXON.

[Very many more

replies are held over, in case condition of space should admit of their insertion.]

THE ORTHODOX DIRECTION FOR BUILDING*
CHURCHES (7 th S. vii. 166). The remarks of MR.
STOCKEN on this subject are rather of the vaguest.
'

His authority, Smith, of the Topography,' calls
to recollection an observation he had read some"
that
where, but where he was unable to state,
churches do not stand east and west, but immeon the day
the church is
dedicated." Now for this statement neither Smith
nor anybody else has ever given the slightest
authority, contemporary or otherwise ; but when a
man has a theory to propound, it is marvelloushow slight a basis will serve to support a theory of
stupendous dimensions.
That most of our old cathedrals and churches
stand in a rough way east and west is undeniable,,
diately opposite to the sun
on which the saint died to

but
I

as it rises

whom

how

am

they came to be so is far from clear.
not aware of any church authority on the

subject.

Certainly there

is

no Papal

rescript to

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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t

at effect, for the central
.

t
"

Peter's at

church of Christendom,
altar at the west end.

Rome, has the

ii. p. 516) says
.T. Ferguson (' Handbook,' vol.
The orientation of churches by turning their
:

a tars towards the east is wholly a peculiarity of
1 16 Northern, or Gothic races ; the Italians never
k aew or practised it." The Catholic Church to a

the practice.
In Paris the
g -eat extent ignores
nodern churches of St. Clotilde, St. Vincent de
stand
north
and south. In
I'aul, snd St. Lazare,
Ilngland it is a High Church piece of pedantry,
leads
to
a
cases
misridiculous
vhich in some
placing of the building where the circumstances
are not favourable to orientation.
The notion of the axis being set out facing the
sunrise on the saint's day can easily be tested by
any one curious on the subject.
There is another fad bearing in the same direction.
Some (not many) churches have the chancel
set out in a line diverging from the axis of the
This is assumed to be an allusion to the
nave.
bowing of the Saviour's head on the cross at the
If there is any authority for this, let
crucifixion.
it be brought forward.
If not, let it be discarded
as a silly superstition.
J. A. PICTON.
Sandyknowe, Wavertree.
If MR. STOCK EN will turn to the indexes of
'
N. & Q.,' and look under the word " Orientation,"
he will find that a discussion of this very point
nd
W. C. B.
began at 2 S. v. 378.

CAPT. JOSEPH GARNAULT (7 th S. vii. 108).
Joseph Garnault, of the Hon. East India Company's
His family were old Proservice, died in 1824.

251

disregard the mutation of
Garner.
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

"

garn

"

and " grain " in
A. HALL.

Garnault Place, Clerkenwell, erected in 1825-6,
received its name from Mr. Samuel Garnault, late
treasurer of the New Eiver Company, who died
March 11, 1827, at the advanced age of seventynear
six, and lies buried in Enfield churchyard,
the south door of the church, under a sarcophagus
of white marble, which was afterwards erected tohis

DANIEL HIPWELL.

memory.

34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

Garnault Place, Clerkenwell, was built 1825-6r
its name from Samuel Garnault, treasurer of the New Eiver Company, who died March
11, 1827, aged seventy-four, and was buried at
Grimaldi lived in Garnault Place from
Enfield.
1829 to 1832. See Pinks's History of ClerkenG. F. R. B.
well' (1881), p. 397.

and received

COUNTESS OF BLESSINGTON

(7

th

S.

vii.

47,

In the 'People's Gallery of Engravings,'
published by Fisher, of Newgate Street, about
136).

1843, is a fine line engraving of this celebrated
lady, which most probably originally' appeared in
'
Fisher's Dra wing-Room Scrap-Book at an earlier
It is a half-length portrait, depicting a
date.
very fine-looking woman, quite in the prime of

wearing a morning dress, and leaning her head
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
upon her hand.
life,

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

" ROODSELKEN " " L'HERBE DBS TROIS GOUTTE8
DE SANG" (7 tb S. vi. 307, 437; vii. 93). MR. R. W.
testant refugees, belonging to the true Huguenot
HACKWOOD'S reason for supposing that the vervain
'
The family arose with "has
branch, not Walloons.
trois
nothing to do with the appellation
Aimery Garnault of 1204, whose presumed reprede sang '" is a curious one indeed. It is
sentative of 1570

:

was ennobled as Jacob Aubert, gouttes
the very colour of the flower that occasioned the
MR. HACKWOOD should remember that
name.

Sieur de Garnault, from whom descended Peter, of
His son Michael in 1724
Chatellerault, Picardy.
acquired the manor of Goldbeater?, Bull's Cross,
where
their
descendants in the female
Enfield,
th
S. iv. 337; v. 112),
line, named Bowles (see 7
have since resided. A daughter named Margaret
married Peter Romilly, of Soho, and is direct
ancestor of William, second Lord Romilly, born
1835.
Capt. Joseph had an elder brother, named
Daniel, who took the landed property and was

secretary or treasurer, perhaps both, of the

New

our

forefathers

did

not distinguish

so

nicely

between colours as we do. The Adonis flower
is certainly crimson, but Shakspeare nevertheless
calls it

And

purple

:

in his blood that

on the ground lay

spill'd,

A purple flower sprung up,

chequer'd with white,
Resembling well his pale cheeks and the blood
Which in round drops upon their whiteness stood .
1

So

Milton
Smooth Adonis from

also in

:

his native rock

River Company. This gentleman died 1786, and
Ran purple to the sea, supposed with blood
it is from this connexion that the row of houses
Of Thammuz yearly wounded.
named Garnault Place, Clerkenwel], arose.
Blood may or may not be purple, but the purple
In the course of a discussion on the^family name orchis is to this
day called Gethsemane, because it
Garnet, I endeavoured to trace this name through was supposed to have been stained with our Lord's
th
the same prefix (7
S. iii. 10, 78, 175).
I com- blood, and for a similar reason vervain itself had
pared Garnault with Arnold, i. e. , Arnwald ; then for one of its names "Mercury's blood" or, as
" Merourie's moist bloude."
we have also Herault (Heraldus) with the same Gerarde
puts it,
"
termination. The French also have Gamier. Here
calls
the vervain
blue," but then
Mason, indeed,
the n seems intrusive, and Gar- works back to he wanted a
this quesdew."
to
Leaving
rhyme
"
war," meaning also a spear ; but I cannot wholly tion of the colour, however, the lines I quoted
' c
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before from White unmistakably connect vervain
with the Passion
:

Thou

And

healedsfc our Saviour Jesus Christ,
staunchedst His bleeding wound.

0. 0. B.

BEVERIDGE OR BELFRAGE

th

Four
S. vii. 9).
perhaps be sufficient

(7

centuries of Scottish life may
to give this name the character of "strictly"
Scottish in MR. HALLEN'S eyes.
So much is
'
attested for it by the Exchequer Kolls of Scotland,' vols. vi. to xi., and Beveridge's 'Culross

and Tulliallan.' Mr. D. Beveridge mentions Friar
Beverage, or Beveridge, burned to death on the
Castle Hill of Edinburgh along with Thomas Forret,
Vicar of Dollar, in 1538, and suggests that he may
have been a monk of Culross, where a garden adjoining the convent-yard was known in after days
as Beverage's Yard.
The name, he further says,
is a common one in Kinross-shire and the western

The derivation accepted by Mr.
"
Beveridge in his interesting book is Beverege,"
or Beaver Island, which he refers to as an island
in the Severn, mentioned under that name by Florence of Worcester.
Beverley is also instanced as
a cognate name.
Supposing this to be the true
derivation, the islet in the Severn would not necessarily be the actual source of the Scottish family
name, but a Beaver Island may exist or have
district of Fife.

existed in Scotland.
us James, John, and

The Exchequer
Thomas Beverage

Eolls give
as tenants
of Bonehill, in Fife, as far back as 1485-7.

NOMAD.
Burke calls Beveridge Norman ; there is a BeuBut as the bishop came
vrages, Nord of France.
of a Leicestershire family, it is well to note that the
fine domain of Belvoir Castle, pronounced
Beever,
is in the same county j the hill
may well have an
"
"
"
edge or ridge" to account for the joint Beveridge.
Belfrage is also given as Belfarge ; the
armorial bearings of Belfrage and Beveridge are
A. HALL.
very different.
13, Paternoster

How, E.G.

MEDAL

OF THOMAS JOHNSON (7 th S. vii. 48).
I think there is now a Thomas Johnson in Halifax, Nova Scotia, who would undoubtedly respond
to a letter of inquiry.

If he should

[7*

s.

vn. MAE.

so,

>*

manor of Frinton, in the county of EssexGeorge Lynn and several of his relations were
members of a society, founded at Spalding in 1710
under the name of the Gentlemen's Society, for the'

of the

cultivation of art, literature, and science.
This
society enrolled amongst its members a number of
distinguished persons, including Sir Isaac Newton during the latter years of his life, though it is
not likely that he attended any of its meetings; the
only record, I believe, of his connexion therewith
(besides his name in the list), being that in the rules
and orders as revised in 1725 it is stated to be by
"
his advice that
a correspondence is to be kept

up
with foreign members, &c."
I have no reason to suppose that George Lynn
was in any way connected with the Lynn family
(long settled in the county of Durham) from which
I am descended.
But as I also put a query re*
th
specting the latter in N. & Q.,' 7 S. ii. 288, it
may be worth while to say that I have met
with satisfactory evidence that the William

Lynn, of Clapham, there mentioned was, in fact,
my father's uncle and the "eminent surgeon"
referred to by Surtees ('History of Durham,'
vol. iii. p. 20).
He and his brother, my grandfather, were, I believe, natives of Sunderland ; but
his professional life was spent in London (like
my
father after him he was one of the surgeons of
Westminster Hospital), and in the latter part of his
life he held a house in Clapham, to which I have
recently found a letter addressed to him by my
father, written whilst

with the army in Portugal,

His wife, Dorothy, nee Bewicke, was,
therefore, one of the daughters of Robert Bewicke,
who was half-cousin to his father. She survived
her husband, and died in 1843, <xt. 80.
W. T. LYNN.
in 1809.

Blackheatli.

LEIGHTON FAMILY
'

th

(7

S.

vii.

147).

The

'

English Baronetage (vol. iv. p. 42, ed. of 1741)
gives Elizabeth, daughter of Sir William Gerard,
Knt., as wife of Thomas, son and heir of Sir Edward
The authority given in a note to this
Leighton.
statement is Le Neve's MSS., vol. iii. p. 286.

WALTER HAINES.
Faringdon, Berks.

ALPHEGE

not,
CROSS TREES (7 th S. vii. 8, 138). The first road
James R. De Wolf, Dartmouth,
crossed on leaving Salisbury for London is King
N.S., who might tell him about the Johnson
John's Lane, from Clarendon to Old Sarum. A
A. W. H. EATON.
family.

might write

New

York.

to Dr.

large

elm there

(a point in the

boundary

of the

"
borough) is called on some maps
Whipping-cross
GEORGE LYNN (7 th S. i. 368). I asked a ques- Tree," but in my boyhood I always understood it
tion at this reference
where
to
be
of
our
ancestors had
respecting George Lynn,
Weeping-cross,
South wick, near Oundle, in
Northamptonshire, and taken tearful leave of friends undertaking the
as no reply has been
received, I may mention that perils of a two days' travel to London, or possibly
'
I find in the ' Bibliotheca
Topographica Britannica
further, a pilgrimage to Canterbury or the con(vol. iii. p. xxi) that he married a daughter of Sir tinent.
Weeping-cross Tree was too far out of
Edward Bellamy, who was Lord Mayor of London town to be used for whipping. The market-place
in 1735, and by his
marriage he became possessed still retained, for my edification, the stout peculiar
m

7*8. VII, MAR,
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30, '89.]

showed me that many weareth whyght tafta or
mosyn in the suyte" ('Lisle Papers,' vol. r.
Is this an early reference to muslin ?
art. 31).

imp-post that had borne the pillory ; and ever
illage had adjoining its pound a pair of stocks
he two large openings for men's legs, and tw
mailer for boys',. like the curiously carved pai
rith Elizabethan date, that I remember in Waltham

where now, I wonder

U>bey town

?

WORDSWORTH'S ODE TO THE CUCKOO
'

'

(7

th

S

Allow me to congratulate you
learned correspondent the REV. ED. MARSHAL
67,

157).

>n his Latin rendering in a Sapphic stanza o
Wordsworth's lines. May I be excused for poini
ing out that your second correspondent (ante
p. 158) has introduced a false quantity by makin
the second syllable of cuculus short ?
Of. Horace
'Sat. 'I. vii. 31:
Cessisset

magna compellans voce cucullum.
F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.

There must surely be some misprint in MR
MARSHALL'S Alcaic line. May I suggest, not bj
any means as a version of the original,
avisne, an vocanda

Vox medio

fugitiva caelo

vii.

66, 171).

As

a contrast to this, and as a very natural
protes
against a too common representation of heaven, th

My

mother was trying
following is noteworthy.
to console a poor old
cottager on his deathbed by
to
him
the
His
describing
happiness of heaven.
"
reply, however, proved that she had failed.
Ah,
well, ma'am," he said, "mebby it's very nicet'
but I think I'd rayther be somewhere where ]
could dig a bit, and sich."
0. C. B.

COL.

WHITELOCKE

(7

th

S. vi.

487;

vii.

171).

The Lieut.-General Whitelocke, notorious for his
disgraceful capitulation at Buenos Ayres, on July 7,
1807, can hardly be the Lieut. -Col. Whitelock
inquired about by your correspondent, as the
former was dismissed under circumstances that

would debar him ever appearing
against the Government.

as

a plaintiff

^The Buenos Ayres Whitelocke produced at his
trial certificates of
good conduct and bravery in
the West Indies in 1794; and had he served at the
taking of Seringapatam in 1799 he would have
been glad to have quoted as well his services there
in extenuation of his conduct in 1807.
His trial took place early in 1808, at Chelsea
Hospital, and the proceedings were published in

two volumes immediately afterwards.

They some-

times appear in the
catalogues of second-hand
bookseller?, particularly in the Southern ports.

APPLEBY.

BOOK MUSLIN

S.

vii.

th

S. vii. 168).

In the

'

Monthly

Obituary published in the European Magazine
for August, 1789, p. 150, I find the following entry
under the date of July 17: "At Hard wick
Grange, near Shrewsbury, Lady Hill, wife of
Joseph Foster Barham, Esq., and on the 20th likewise Mr. Barham."

J.

MANSERGH.

F.

Liverpool,

WETHERBY (7 th S. vi. 308, 414 ; vii. 9, 73). DR.
ATKINSON, in his numerous writings, rides to death
his hobby of place-names being derived from the
owners of property, for we work round thereby in
a circle, and, bar such names as are derived from
trades (as Smith, Carpenter, &c.) or peculiarities (as

Redhead, Black, White, &c.), surely we fall back
on names being derived from places This is apparent in the titles we give even nowadays to our
nobility, as the Duke of Richmond, the Earl of
!

Sandy Mac

of Such-a-

DR. ATKINSuch-a-place.
SON is a Berkshire gentleman bred and born. On
his appointment to the living of Danby in Cleveland he, by the assistance of ancient Norse and
modern Danish, made himself a thorough proficient
in the Yorkshire dialect, and is one of the best
EBORACUM.
authorities extant on that dialect.
place

is

The

called

"

"

Passing by the question of roused ire and the
suppression of the essential qualification as to what
"
I had said about the prefix in the preponderating
majority of the place-names ending in by" SIR
J. A. PICTON'S notice of my communication is

somewhat amusing.
he

3ose that
'

is

For

it is

in earnest

impossible to sup-

when he makes by

to

mean

the same as ton in Anglo-Saxon," ignores
he distinction between Saxon and Angle in the

'

and quotes to mention no
"
Bullockby as an introduction of the
name of an animal in Danish nomenclature." I
hink further commentary on SIR J. A. PICTON'S
lommunication is scarcely necessary.

making

of England,"

ither case

J. C.

Danby

ATKINSON.

in Cleveland.

SUGAR-TONGS (7 th S. vii. 189). The remark of
Johnson about the French footman is in Boswell (anno 1775).
Mr. Chaffers, in his 'Hall
Marks on Gold and Silver Plate,' &c., 1883, p. 122,
)r.

ives an

example of sugar-tongs, dated 1720, in the
ossession of the Corporation of Dorchester.
J.

RUSSIA
IR.

th

John
69, 177).
Bekynsaw writes from Paris, Oct. 23, 1539, to
"
Honor, Viscountess Lisle :
Howbeit, the peltier
(7

(7

Carlisle, whilst in Scotland
"
"

?

P. J. F. GANTILLON.

SCHOOLGIRL'S EPITAPH (7 th S.

HERMENTRUDE.

LADY HILL
'

E. L. G.

di.

253

(7

DlXON.

S. vi. 149, 177, 275, 372, 475).

HOBSON has misquoted

n reference

He

th

to the

'

Words and Places
etymology of the name Russia.
'

will see that the passage really refers to the

tymology of Prussia, and not of Russia. As to the
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would refer him to the Ilchester Lectures
Vilhelm Thorn sen on The Origin of the
Ancient RUBS.' Dr. Thomsen has discussed the

latter, I

'

of Dr.

name

at considerable length,
highly probable that it is
a corrupted Finnic loan-word from the Swedish,
originally applied to the Varangians, and meaning
" boatmen " or " rowers."
ISAAC TAYLOR.

ancient forms of the
and has shown that

it is

POETRY FOR CHILDREN (7 th S. yii. 168). In
Jean Ingelow's Poems (the first series, published
in 1863) are the following lines in the 'Songs of
'

'

Seven':

[7*s,vii.MAB.ao,'8.

re to seek, the term being only proper and belonging to
rgans fixed to a certain place, and is used in contraistinction to portatif, a term applied to those portable
nes, which, like the Regal, may be carried about.i We
England call it the choir, and by corruption the choir

;an."

In the ' History of the Organ,' by Rimbault and
Hopkins, 1855, p. 40, I find the following
:

We

here see the origin of the choir organ, which was
le smaller organ, called the positive, used in monastic
mes to accompany the voices of the choir. Afterwards,
hen the organs were joined together, and the organist
the cfonY-organ became
ook his seat between them,
In one of Matthew
orrupted into the c&atr-organ.
'

You moon, have you done something wrong
That God has hidden your face ?

in heaven,

jocke's organ pieces, printed in his Melothesia,' 1673,
'
'
'
ic great organ and the chair organ are mentioned."
'

JULIAN MARSHALL.

I hope if you have you will soon be forgiven,
And shine again in your place.

HENRY DRAKE.
th
S.
(7
states that after

REGIMENTAL BADGES OF THE 63RD FOOT

DARCT OR DORSET (7 tb S. vii. 88, 195). Hockis now
ey in the Hole was in Clerkenwell, and
ay Street, Farringdon Road. The name appears
o have been changed towards the end of the last
The bear garden in Hockley in the Hole
Century.

1

j

Major Laurence- Archer
the escape of Napoleon from Elba "the 63rd joined
an expedition against Guadaloupe," and that was the resort of questionable characters, and there
"
eagles and standards were surrendered by the are numerous references to the place in the literaure of the last century. See Pope's Dunciad,' i.
French"; also that "about this period the fleur
Jonade-lis badge was adopted."
Spectator, No. 436 ; Fielding's
222, 326
In describing the badges of the present Man- han Wild,' book i. chap, ii.; and 'Beggars' Opera,'
chester Regiment, Major Laurence-Archer mentions Act I.
For most of these references I am indebted
"
that the
the note on p. 134, vol. iii., of Mr. Birkbeck
eight-pointed star with number in centre
was on the buttons of the officers." Capt. Trimen Hill's edition of Bos well's Johnson.'
The D'Arcys are an Irish family (Burke's 'Peersays that no authority can be found for the use oJ
the badge of the fleur-de-lis. I may mention that ige,' Carberry Baron). A Col. D'Arcy obtained
the star (silver, on a frosted gilt centre) is worn on ;he Victoria Cross for gallant conduct at Ulundi,
the "waist plates" of the present Manchester Zululand, in 1879.
J. A. J. HOUSDEN.
vii. 188).

'

'

;

'

ROBERT RAYNER.

Regiment.

LOCKWOOD FAMILY (7 S. vii. 167). The query
relating to this family refers to the Essex branch
as using the name of Wood; but I may mention
that the present head of the family is known as

21,

It

tb

Lockwood. His seat of Bishop's Hall adjoin
the site of Dewshall, the latter house having been
I. C. GOULD.
pulled down long since.
Loughton.

Col.

Canonbury Park North.

may

interest

MR. CREGAR

to

learn that

Clutterbuck's 'History of Herts' (vol. i. p. 3i
contains a notice of the family of D'Arci, of BovingC. Smith's
don, in that county, and further, that
'English Atlas' (1821) gives a place called Hockley
in the Hole as situate within the boundaries of
Bucks, but distant about two miles from BovingF. W. D.
don.

'

Winter in the Visitation of Worcestershire
1569,' the last volume of the Harleian Society
pp. 147-9 ? There is no mention of the name o
Underbill in this, but it is very full before th
date of 1569, and I shall have much pleasure i
copying it if this would be of any use. It is take
from Harl. MSS. 1566, fo. 120.

of

B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

CHOIR-ORGAN

th

(7

S. vii. 87).

In Sir

J.

Haw

'
History of the Science and Practice
Music,' 1776 (new edition, 1853, vol. ii. p. 614
occurs the following passage
"In cathedral churches where there are generally tw
organs, a large and a small, the latter the French di
tinguish by the epithet Positif, the reason whereof w

kins's

:

not

[" The distinguishing appellation of the place
without parallel. There is a parish in Shropshire called
Ockley, in Surrey,
Hopton in the Hole. There is also
"
six and a half miles from Dorking
(BoiLEAu). A long
is at the service of MR. CREGAB,
HACKWOOD
MR.
reply by
if he will send a stamped and directed envelope.]
is

WINTER OF HUDDINQTON, co. WORCESTER (7*
Has HERMENTRUDE seen the pedigre
S. vii. 108).

FLINT FLAKES (7 th
memoir

refers to the

S. vi.

489 ;

vii. 36).

of Flint Jack.

The

L. L. K.
title is

"

Smithson's Lives of Michael Parker, the Malton
Gravedigger, David Greenbury, Tom Mawkman,
Malton
and Flint Jack (Edward Simpson).
H. Smithson,
printed at the Messenger Office by
ED. MARSHALL.
Yorkers Gate, 1877."

:

UPPISH

(7
'

th

S. vii. 99).

At

this reference the

reviewer of Major Fraser's Manuscript' suggests
that opish might be Popish with the initial lette
the latter,
dropped out, rather than uppish, because

.

vii. MAR. so,

m
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the sense of proud, &c., "is surely of much later
-owth." The following quotations seem to show
t iat
uppish in the sense named was in use at the
"I find
Ijginning of the eighteenth century:
I ingley smelled a rat, because the Whigs are
if ever I hear that word again I '11
it oish ; but

membrance, however, that the lad who got a good
"a
cowtin," and if
thrashing for his misdeeds had
his punishment was particularly heavy it was a
" bad cowtin." I am
speaking of Derbyshire in

v opish you" (Swift, 'Journal to Stella,' January 25,
" Others of that
1 712) ;
kidney are very uppish
aid alert upon 't" (Tatler; 1710, No. 230).

usually, and the chivvying of the animal with
" fun " of the
sticks and pieces of rope was
highest
When all was over the lads would talk of
order.

i

GEO. L. APPERSON.
In the Tathr, No. 230, Thursday, September 28,
1710, "a copy of a letter" is given to illustrate the
One passage runs thus "'Tis
siang of the day.
said the French King will bamboozle us agen,
which causes many Speculations. The Jacks and
others of that kidney are very uppish and alert
upon 't, as you may see by their Phizz's." I quote
the Tatler, ed. 1774, vol. iv. p. 156.

particular, where boys and stray donkeys always
came together, to the detriment of the latter

"
" cowtin "
the
they had
ginth norter," providing
the excitement had been of the right sort.
THOS. KATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

:

W.

G. S.

How POPULAR INFORMATION is ACQUIRED
DAUGHTER (7 th S. vi. 283, 370, 510). SIR J. A.

My original query has been quite overlooked. It
appears that Walsall had a body of men called
"
coltes," of rowdy character ; they might have resembled the old potwallopers and longshoremen of
London, and they carried staves or bludgeons.
A. H.

COCKER'S

:

|

PICTON, MR. FROST, and ST. SWITHIN quote a
formidable array of authorities in favour of Jacob
Grimm's suggestion that daughter means " the
little milkmaid."
Dr. O. Schrader, however, the
latest and best authority, seems inclined to discard
"

"

of prehistoric times, and sugidyl
more probable explanation that daughter
" the
is equivalent to the Latin
filia, and means
'
suckling." See Schrader, Sprachvergleichnng und
Urgeschichte,' pp. 36, 195; and compare Fick, i.
" Filial."
p. 113, and Skeat, s.v.
ISAAC TAYLOR.
this

little

gests the

\

'

DICTIONARY

'

th

(7

S. vii. 129).

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

According to the British Museum Catalogue,
edition, 1704 ; second edition, 1715 ; third
edition, 1724, very much enlarged and altered, by
J. Hawkins.
See also s.v. " Cocker " ' English
first

E. C.

Dictionaries,' E.D.S., 1877.
18, Philbeach Gardens, S.W.

HULME.

In 'N. & Q.,' 6 S. v. 223, I find the
BYRON'S 'MONODY ON THE DEATH OF SHERI- ing:
th
DAN' (7 S. vii. 108). I can answer for the fol"1715. Cocker's Dictionary.
Thirty-third
lowing

first

editions of Byron's pieces having been

in brown- paper wrappers, viz., 'Childe
Harold' (canto 3), 'The Siege of Corinth,'
'Mazeppa,' 'Manfred,' and 'Prisoner of Chillon';

issued

In

the "List of Dictionaries" appended to the 'En'
cyclopaedic Dictionary (vii. 644) Edward Cocker's
'English Dictionary' is entered under the year
1704. There is no reference to the second edition.

followedition.

Printed for T. Norris at the Looking Glass on London
Bridge, C. Brown at the Crown in Newgate Street, and
A. Betterworth at the Red Lyon in Paternoster Row.
1715."

The Waltz,' The I possess this edition, dated 1715, but in the titleOde to Napo- page it is stated to be the second edition, not the
Can anybody explain this extraleon' (second edition), 'Beppo' (fifth edition), thirty-third.
'The Bride of Abydos' (third edition), were ordinary discrepancy ? See also some remarks on
nd
also the first 8vo. edition of

Age

of Bronze

'

;

'

'

(second edition),

published in similar form, so that probably the
editions of these last may be added to the
former list. I have two copies of the Monody,'
both (to judge by their title-pages) first editions ;
but in one of them 1. 99 begins " To mourn the
vanished beam," and in this one the poem of 118
lines ends at the bottom of
p. 11; in the other,
\99 reads "To weep," &c., and 11. 115-118 are
on p. 12.
Can MR. WELCH or any other correspondent inform me which of these two was
"ssued first ?
F. W. D.

the third edition, 1724, in 'N.

first

'

COLT, OOLTES (7 th S. vii. 4, 153). I cannot be
but if memory is not at fault the long whip

sure,

used by horse-breakers was often called "a
colter,"
pronounced "cowter." I have lively enough re-

&

Q.,'2 S.ii. 312.
F. W. J.

Bbberston.

[Many

contributors are thanked for replies.
DR.
first edition is rare, and gives an

BRUSHFIELD says the
abridged

title.]

ST. MARK'S, VENICE (7 th S. vii. 105).
From
the 'Memoir of George Edmund Street, R.A.,' it

that as early as 1879 (when MR.
dates his own last visit to
Venice) the pavement of the north aisle of St.
Mark's had been repaired, and the surface made
absolutely level, the result being a commonplace
effect, which Mr. Street, together with many other
men of taste, very deeply deplored. He spoke on the
subject of tampering with the glories of St. Mark's

may be gathered

J.

STANDISH

HALY
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[7*

s.

vn. MAB.

so,

an indignation meeting held at Oxford in the open arches, and an iron pump represented the
of 1879, and there was subsequent dis- well.
This last year the arches have been filled
cussion on the very point to which your corre- up with glass, and it appears to be turned into a
J. W. HARDMAN, LL.D.
spondent has again drawn attention. Some urged shop.
that the unevenness of the floor resulted from subThe
church
of
Bishop Wilton, East Yorkshire,
sidence of the ground, owing to the shrinking of
water beneath
but Street maintained that the is dedicated to St. Edith (of Wilton ?).
at

November

;

W. C. B.
undulations were designedly introduced to figure
forth the sea, the building itself being regarded as
MRS. OR Miss (7 th S. vii. 104, 211).
copy
the ark of the Church resting on the waters. He of the Newcastle
Weekly Chronicle of Feb. 16 has
pointed out that, in spite of the lack of level in the just been sent to me. It contains a notice of a
pavement, the small pieces of marble of which it certain visiting card, inscribed as follows,
was composed had not broken away from each
Miss Foster and Miss Vassall,
other, as they would have done if there had been
Grosvenor Street,
any displacement of the kind alleged, and reit seems, has
been found "amongst a
which,
marked that certain large grey slabs before the
bundle of letters relating to the period from 1715
choir were actually waved on the surface.
The to 1725."
choir, too, is built over a crypt, which shows no
The lecturer, a Mr. John Robinson, who extrace of settlement, though the floor above it was,
hibited the card "last week "at
informs
as we have seen, uneven.
The pavement at his audience that the Editor of Newcastle,
*
N. & Q.' has said
Murano was mentioned as another case in point,
that this card, having on it the word Miss, and not
and in the * Memoir ' is quoted a Latin description
cannot be older than 1760. He professes
of the flooring originally laid down at St. John Mistress,
to quote the Editor's ipsissima verba ; but gives no
the Baptist's at Ravenna, wherein undosum undique
And then he truly but
reference for the same.
is taken to mean that the stones were
purposely irreverently says that " from 1740 to 1750 the term
put down unevenly, and not merely arranged in Miss was
regularly used ." He might have clinched
wave-suggesting patterns. Chap. xi. pp. 248-254 this statement
by observing that Samuel Richardof
Arthur E. Street's pious memorial is not
^Mr.
son died in 1761, and that long before that Miss
ST. SWITHIN.
uninteresting reading.
Clarissa Harlowe, and Miss Home, and Miss Lucy
*
I do not believe with Mr. Greville or
your cor- Selby, and Miss Harriet Byron, had all of them
respondent MR. HALT that the undulation of the appeared in print. But I can hardly think that
floor of St. Mark's is due to
design of the archi- our Editor really did give Mr. John Robinson this
tect. It arises from what builders call " settlement." chance of taking his name in vain.
St. Mark's is built on the
I see that, according to J. T. F., a maid-of-allsoft, yielding mud
The work now expects to have her letters addressed
brought down in old times by the Po.
"
enormous pressure of the walls of the church on
Miss." It may be so ; but even in recent years,
such incoherent materials produces a subsidence of I have known more than one such maidservant
the building, and consequently a
certain maidsqueezing up of who was superior to that folly.
the soil in the interior. The leaning towers at of-all-work, for instance, transferred her savings to
and
on
at Pisa are instances of settlement the Post Office Savings Bank,
Bologna
my advice ; and
due to the same cause. Pisa stands on the old delta I asked her how she did it. " The young lady give
" to
of the Arno: the pressure of the
write my name in ;
tower, when its me a book, sir," she said,
height is considered and the comparatively smalt and her wrote my name in another book ; and her
'
c
area of its base, must be
Neither,
enormous, and accordingly says to me, Are1 you Mrs. or Miss" ?
settlement has taken place.
That young
The Duomo, which is ma'am,' I says ; 1 are a servant.'
woman
herself
and
her
contiguous, gives similar evidence by the perpenrespected
calling ; she had
dicular rents in the walls.
Again, Bologna, with not been educated at a Board School. Again ; a
its leaning
towers, is built on the old alluvium of servant of my own had a letter addressed to her,
the Po, now thirty miles distant. I do not believe only a few months ago, at her native village, which
"
that any architect of celebrity
(and the men who was directed simply to "Harriet," without any
built these works were not
And that shows," said
vulgar artists) ever pro- surname. It found her. "
as there 's precious few
posed to build a leaning tower or an undulating her sagacious parent,
floor.
Harriets in our parts."
A. J. M.
J. CARBJCK MOORE.

A

A

'

[Other replies are acknowledged with thanks.]

THE VARIOUS ST. EDITHS IN THE WESTERN
CALENDAR (7 th S. vii. 163). There was a well of
Edith in Bristol, just opposite St. Peter's
Church, and not far from the barbican of the old
castle.
It was under a kind of
portico with two
St.

it

SERINGAPATAM (7 th S. vii. 27, 113).
may be worth noting that Sir Robert

Perhaps
Sale, one

and bravest officers in the British army,
was present as a young subaltern of seventeen at

of the best

He fell
the storming of Seringapatam in 1799.
forty-six years afterwards, in 1845, at the battle
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Sutlej, when
as quartermaster-general, in his sixty-sixth
The Duke of Wellington, then Lieut.-Col
yc ar.
ellesley, who was present also at Seringapatam,
o:

Moodkee, on the banks of the

bequeathed

B

rker

fine picture

representing

the

of

Wellington,

in his cabinet at Apsley House, reading the dispatches from India, is now in the collection ol
th 3 Kev. Thomas Witham, at Lartington Hall, near

Bernard Castle. In the same collection is the
co aipanion picture, by the same artist, representing
Njlson composing his prayer in the cabin of the
Victory, just before the battle of Trafalgar.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge,
FFOLKES BARONETCY (7 th S. vii. 207). Martin
William Browne Ffolkes, the eldest son of the
second baronet, predeceased his father, leaving as
his heir his elder son, Sir William Hovell Browne

th

S.

Why

vii.

205).
(7
the second battalion of this regiment, the
out
of the
Highlanders, quartered eight
years of its existence in Ireland ?

by William Jones

Duke

BIRKBECK TERRY.

F. 0.

THE 92ND FOOT

^

The

" his
body to his hounds and his soul

to the devil."

ac :ing

di )d in 1852.
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was
Gordon
eleven

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
6,

Freegrove Koad, N.

SALLE CHURCH, NORFOLK

th
S. vi. 202 ; vii.
(7
That a place should take its name from any
particular thing would be likely, and no doubt is
of frequent occurrence where the particular thing
is of any prominence.
There may, of course, in
times gone by have been large willows ; but the
times and the willows are both gone by, and is it
not more likely that Blomfield is correct in his
He says (' Hist, of Norfolk/ vol.
suggestion ]

44).

viii.):

"Most towns, I am persuaded, took their names from
and present baronet. His heir
some stream or water near to them, the names of which
presumptive is (or at any rate was, according to
&c. now through length of time are lost and
streams,
Burke's 'Peerage and Baronetage,' in 1884) his
unknown. So that Salla may be derived from Sa or Sal
as stated and A thus Salisbury, Salford, Salton, &c., and Sala is
brother, Martin William Browne Ffolkes
Walford's County Families
who was born in a river's name in Germany."
jin
The Henry Edward mentioned by Foster A
J1849.
stream, nameless beyond that it is the Beck,
was the third son of the second baronet's eldest runs
through Salle, or rather, I fancy, divides
feion.
Having survived the second son, he would Salle from Hey don.
Hie ET UBIQUE.
Ffolkes, the third

,

:

'

'

bnly be heir presumptive to the baronetcy in the
bvent of the present baronet dying without male
issue and of the death of his
nephew Martin
William Browne Ffolkes since 1884 without issue
!

nale.

ALPHA.

According to Foster's 'Baronetage,' 1883 edition,
:he heir presumptive to this title is
given as
Martin William, brother of the then baronet.

JAMES GRIGOR

(7

th

S. vii. 107).

TRUTH.
The preface

Eastern Arboretum ' is dated " Norwich,
Oa p. 5 the writer claims " an
pprenticeship of about twenty years to practical
mtanical pursuits."
He wrote a ' Report on
Mminghatn and Runton Plantations, in the
bounty of Norfolk, belonging to Sir Edward
^orth Buxton, Bart.,' published in the Transthe

<

Sept., 1841."

I.

ctions of the

Highland Agricultural Society of
557-574, for which he
btained a gold medal, and where he is described
a "Mr. James
Grigor, Nurseryman and Land
mprover, Norwich." He died on April 22, 1848,

Scotland, vol. x., N.S., pp.

about thirty-seven years old."
G. F. R. B.
P.S.
In the advertisement of his death in the

Norfolk Chronicle

and Norwich
"

848, he is styled
nurseryman
idow still resides at Norwich.

BURIAL OF A HORSE WITH

Gazette for May 6,
of this city." His

ITS OWNER (7 th S.
If my memory does not
56, 156).
lay me false, it was, according to the newspapers,
he father of Dr. Cross and not Dr. Cross who
m

i.

468;

vii.

CURSING STONES

(7

th

S. vii. 188).

In Lewis's

'

Topographical Dictionary of Ireland,' in the descriptions of some of the counties, E. M. B. will, I
think, get information about cursing stones. There
are a good many scattered about Ireland, but the
only one I can just at present call to mind is one
near Blacklin, co. Fermanagh, which is a slate with

number of
and

bullauns, or bowls, cut in it (thirteen I
in each bullaun but one there is a
round stone. The curser moves the round stones
a

think),

rom one bullaun to another, going round with
sun, and as he moves each stone he curses.

f

;he

There
;own.

is

another cursing bullaun near Donegal
sec. R.H.A.A.I., Mr. Thomas

The hon.

Plunkett, M.R.I. A., Enniskillen, could, I think,
G. H. K.
give information about them.

"
COMING OUT OF THE LITTLE END OF THE
HORN" (7 th S. iv. 323). I do not remember to
lave ever previously heard
t

may

still

be

this adage,

common enough

in

although

some

of the

Midland Counties. It is, however, doubtless very
Id, and it would be interesting to ascertain its

MR. HODGKIN'S curious picture is evidently an illustration of its meaning as to the
esults of suretyship ; and he will be glad to
icar that in my possession is a picture relating
o the same subject, on canvas, measuring about
8 in. by 14 in., and which was attributed to
logarth by a former owner, and is certainly of
is time.
Into the large end of an enormous ox
orn, ornamentally mounted with gold at each
origin.
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end and suspended by a black cord with loops
(or knot) and bullion tassels, a man with brown
coat, red breeches, white stockings, and shoes,
his legs turned back and face towards the specOut of the open
tator, is falling head foremost.
little end of the
horn, proportionately about
twelve feet distant through its curved centre,
the head and neck of another unfortunate individual appear, his face also turned towards us,
it being, apparently, impossible for him to
There are no accompanying
further out.
figures, nor does the horn hang upon a tree, as
in your correspondent's picture, but between each
end of the horn is the explanatory inscription

and
get

:

Beware

You

of Suretiship, take heed of Pleasure,
may go in w th ease and come out at leisure,
"
"

horn may here be symbolical, as it is
in Scripture, of power, pride, or empire.
And
certainly at the prospect of the ordeal in question
one would draw in his horns.
W. I. R. V.
Possibly

[7*

s.

vii. MAB. so,

w.

'

Parish Registers,' London,
1872,
30, note, showing how a working man was able
establish his claim to property worth a million

rell-Langmead's
.

f

ED. MARSHALL.

money.

CRITICASTER

(7

th

n his work entitled

Tauchnitz edition,

"I have the

Mr. James Payn,

S. vii. 129).
'

Some

Literary Recollections'

remarks as follows

p. 223),

:

heartiest

contempt for that school of
(as Charles Keade called them) who are
Iways praising tbe dead at the expense of the living."
R. M. CAREW HUNT.
Weimar.

riticasters

Manifestly starting from Dryden's epigrammatic
"
assertion that the
corruption of a poet is the
generation of a critic," Mr. Swinburne writes in

"

Under

the Microscope,' p. 36,
The rancorous
reptile poeticules, who decompose into criticasters."
The word is duly entered in the 'Encycl.

and

THOMAS BAYNE.

Diet.'

Helensburgh, N.B.

WORDSWORTH AND SHELLEY (7 S. vii. 188).
The stanza quoted by Shelley as from "'Peter
th

Bell,'

by

W. Wordsworth,"

does not occur in that

printed in Moxon's 1837 edition
of Wordsworth in 6 vols., or in any later edition
I
It
that
have.
can, however, hardly have been
written by Shelley himself as a motto for his
burlesque, since Charles Lamb quotes from it in

poem

as it

is

Worcester's
nferior critic.
'
Criticism in

'

"

'

Dictionary has,
Criticaster, an
Qu. Rev." There is an article on
No. 120, where it may occur. But

1 cannot refer to

ED. MARSHALL.

it.

DUGGLEBT (7 S. vii. 147, 214). Excessive
caution in an etymologist is certainly one of the
failings that lean to virtue's side ; but I think
his 'Chapter on Ears' ('Elia,' 1822) comparing DR. ATKINSON might safely have been more
"
the " auditory at an oratorio to that
positive in his suggestion that this place-name is
from a Scandinavianized Celtic personal nameParty in a parlour
All silent and all damned
that is, of course, from Dufgall, the Norse form
"
"
whereas Shelley's
Peter Bell the Third was not of the Irish Dubhgall.
Surely the Domesday
(according to Mr. Rossetti) published until 1839, form of the name points strongly to this. There
is other evidence that Irishmen, or men of Irish
C. C. B.
although written in 1819.
descent, took part in the Scandinavian colonization
Any one who cares to trouble himself about of the north of
HENRY BRADLEY.
England.
Shelley's buffoonery can see Mr. W. M. Rossetti's
At Pocklington, in the East Riding of Yorknote ('Poetical Works,' ii. 439), in which it is
shire (ten or twelve miles from the village of Dugstated that
"these lines were in the original edition of Words- gleby), I well remember there was living so lately
worth's ' Peter Bell,' but were afterwards sacrificed on as 1850, and probably for some years later, a family
the shrine of public opinion, and do not appear in the of this name.
R. HUDSON.
now current editions."
Lapworth.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

ANGELL ESTATES (7 th

S. vii. 148).
John Angell,
possessed property at Binfield, in Berkshire; at Stockwell, in Surrey; at
Temple Ewell, near Dover, in Kent ; and at CrowSome account o
hurst, near Battle, in Sussex.
his life, with extracts from bis
will, may be founc
in the third volume of Wilson's Eccentric
Mirror,
published in 1807, which I shall be pleased to lend
your correspondent L. C. if he will send me his
address.
WALTER HAINES.
Faringdon, Berks.

the testator referred

to,

'

An

anecdote connected with the action for the
recovery of the Angell estates occurs in T. P. Tas

th

ROSSETTI'S SONNETS (7 th S. vii. 228). The seer
who " saw and said" that " to grow old in heaven
In
is to grow young" was Emanuel Swedenborg.
'

De

Ccelo et Inferno,' printed in 1758, he says,
in Coalo sunt, continue ad vernum vitse pergunt," "They who are in heaven constantly advance towards the springtime of life." Sweden-

his

"

Qui

borg concludes an extended statement of this doc"
trine by declaring,
Verbo, senescere in Coelo est
" In a
word, to grow old in heaven is
juvenescere,"
to

grow young" (Op.

cit.,

par. 414).
J. R. BOYLE.

CURSE OF ST. ERNULPHUS (7 th S. vii. 160, 197).
I have before me what I think to be the first
printed copy of "The Pope's Dreadfull Curse:
|

|
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of old Frisia,

nsular fragment
It has been a depenof the
Being the Form of an Excommunication
dency of our crown for about eighty year?, and is proChurch of Home. Taken out of the Leger-Book bably as prosperous as any part of Her Majesty's
Rochester, now in the Custody dominions. It is not our fault altogether that this
o the Church of
Writ by Er- sloud of ignorance has surrounded us. Books of geoo the Dean and Chapter there.
little concerning it, and
n ilfus the Bishop," a broadside, "London, Printed ;raphy and travel contain
Mr. Black has not only
,hat little is not accurate.
a id are to be sold by L. 0. on Ludgate-Hill
visited Heligoland, but also Sylt and other insular
It contains the following note: "The
1581."
ragments, where remains of the old Friesic stock
P ablication of this is to show what is to be Ex- till dwell and speak a language nearly kin to our
if he come to be Supream
He has written a most interesting book, which
own.
the
from
>,cted
Pope,
p
H ead of the Church in this Nation." It is all in will, we feel sure, have the effect of sending many
|

|

|

|

:

Cf. Nares, s.v.

English.

"

and candle." an English wanderer
he German Ocean.
JULIAN MARSHALL.
f the

Bell, book,

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED
And

all for love

S. vii.

and nothing for reward.

The Faerie Queene,'

'

th

(7

bk.

ii.

c. viii. s. 2.

B. S.

Dearly bought the hidden treasure
is from a poem on
Sensibility,' addressed to Mrs.
of
Dunlop by Robert Burns. The verse quoted
Dunlop
by K. B. W. is the last of the poem, which contains
'

four verses.

It begins
Sensibility,

how charming.
H. B. WILKINSON.

with pomp and sacrifice
Shalt be inquired at Delphos or elsewhere,
At least in vain, for they shall find thee mute.
Paradise Regained,' bk. i. 11. 457-9.
Milton in his last poem repeats the thought expressed in his earliest, that the advent of Christ silenced
the devils who, in the disguise of gods, had been uttering

And thou no more
'

oracles:

oracles are dumb ;
voice or hideous hum

The

No

Runs through the arched roof in words

deceiving.

Apollo from his shrine

Can no more

steep of Delphos leaving.

E, YARDLEY.
(7

A

(not

" An

th

S. vii. 229.)

flattering painter
advocate skilful ").

who, &c.

Goldsmith's

'

Retaliation,'

1.

63.

FREDK. RULE.

NOTES ON BOOKS,

&0.

Heligoland and the Islands of the North Sea. By William
George Black. (Blackwood & Sons.)
FEW of our readers have, we fear, visited Heligoland.
With that strange indifference which Englishmen have
always shown for the smaller possessions of the British
Crown, most persons are content to be as ignorant
concerning it as if it were a bare rock within the
When farmers wish to impress on
Antarctic Circle.
their landlords the harm rabbits do to agriculture, the
fable is sometimes quoted as to how a former governor
Sir Henry Maxse introduced rabbits into the island
and that now these noxious animals have gone near tc
scratching the whole isle into the sea. This stupk
piece of modern folk-lore and Campbell's poem 'The
Death-Boat of Heligoland,' which contains the memor
able line regarding
ribbon that hung where a rope should have been,
are about all that the commonplace man knows of this

A

these little-known specks in

Compression is now the order
day. Eighty years ago a man with one-half
Mr. Black's personal experiences would have produced
We wish he had been somewhat more disa quarto.
The fragments of folk-lore he has given are
cursive.
all good, and make us very anxious for more.
We
trust that either he or some one else inspired by his
us
a
scientific
will
account
of
the
mgea
give
popular
jeliefs of these interesting spots in the ocean.
These
old-world tales can be gathered now.
In another
German culture and
generation it will be too late.
newspaper reading will have dissipated the golden
cloud-landscape which yet lingers on the horizon. At
3ylt two hundred years ago death by drowning could
ae, and was, inflicted on certain profligate people not
t>y a legal court, but by the relatives of those injured.
It appears also that until quite recently the custom of
what we English call Borough-English, but for which
the book-word Junior rite has of late been invented,
existed " in the Theel-lands at Norden, in East FriesThis old
land, not far from the mouths of the Ems."
law of succession, whatever may have been its origin,
points to a very early state of society. Every fact conWe hope
cerning it ought to be carefully garnered.
some scholar who is a master of the Friesic tongue
and has access to the documents which bear testimony
as to this ancient custom will give us a full account

Much interest is now felt in many quarters as
it.
to those obscure saints who have lived on from age to
age in men's memories but have never found a place
in the Roman Catholic calendars. One of these is kept
in memory by St. Tietsberg, a little hillock in HeligoWho was St. Tiet? Is he a heathen deity
land.
Christianized 1 Mr. Black thinks he has discovered his
"
Gies, or Kies," the heathen protector of
prototype in
Heligoland fishermen. We do not remember ever to
have heard of this latter worthy.
Local tradition
affirms that Hengist sailed from Sylt to conquer
Britain.
One would like to know if the story be
ancient or the invention of some one in days since
printed history-books have been common. Any genuine
traditions which connect Saxon, Angle, Jute, and Norse
ancestors with their old homes would be of extreme value.

of

divine,

With hollow shriek the

to

Principal Shairp and his Friends.
(Murray.)

By William Knight.

SCOTCHMEN were proud of Principal Shairp, and reverence
his memory.
He represented many of the better traits

A

member of one of their old
families, with much of the dogged perseverance of his
race, he was utterly without that unpleasant angularity which has distinguished some of the notable
of the Scottish character.

He had a vein of
persons born north of Berwick.
poetry in his nature which those who are fond of
scientific genealogy may perhaps be able to trace to faroff ancestry, in the same manner as it has been surmised
that Sir Walter Scott inherited some part of his marvellous poetic gift from his ance8tor that Earl of Stirling
who in the Stuart time wrote 'Dooms-Day,' 'The Tra-
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gedy of Darius,' and other productions forgotten of all
but book collectors. Shairp's poetry is of a gentle and
but
loving sort. The cadences are at times exquisite;
the reader feels that the spirit of Wordsworth has

moulded the manner of the writer. Though a true poet,
he never gets quite out of sight of his master. It is, we
will be
believe, as a critic, not as a poet, that Shairp

remembered by those who had not the advantage of
His Poetic Interpretation
knowing him personally.
of Nature and Culture and Religion are works which
stand far apart from the ordinary books of essays with
which the bookshelves of libraries are loaded. It must
be very long before they cease to be a delight and a
solace to mind-weary souls troubled with the endless
controversies which go on around them.
It may, however, most truthfully bo said of Shairp
that he was greater than his books. He had the faculty
of attracting men of the most widely diverse natures.
'

'

His quiet, thoughtful character, his zeal for goodness
all that is noble and pure in life, drew to his side
friends of the most opposite character.
Many who
thought that the foundation of some of his fondest hopes
were laid on the sand were bound by the ties of strong
affection to a man who endeavoured to make his whole

and

coherent.
Prof. Knight has done his work well. In these days
biographers commonly make their books far too big.
The picture is often spoilt by the vast size of the canvas.
All sorts of irrelevant matter is crowded around the hero,
who is hidden by the piles of rubbish with which he is
surrounded. Here it is not so. One volume has been
found sufficiently capacious to contain all that was
needed. The selection has been well made. There is
hardly a line that we could willingly have spared.
life

and Surprising Adventures of Baron

Munchausen. (Triibner & Co.)
IN a pretty shape and well printed, with illustrations by
Alfred Crowquill, and in two different covers, each
equally artistic and tasteful, Messrs. Triibner have issued

" Lotos
as the first of a new series, to be entitled the
The
Series," a new edition of these famous adventures.
books are unencumbered with preface or notes, but are
elegant and desirable little volumes. For the first instalment of a new and amusing series a better choice than
this well-known satire on the travels of De Tott could not
easily have been found. Many editions of Munchausen
have seen the light since the first appeared in or near
1786. It is still a rather uncommon work.

The Tragedy of King Richard 111. Edited by W. H.
Payne Smith. (Remington & Co.)
THIS edition of ' Richard III.' is thoroughly suited to the
student. Its notes are lucid, useful, and explanatory.
It is well printed, and its appearance is opportune, since
study

is

afresh directed to the subject.

Volumes in Folio. By Richard Le Gallienne. (C. Elkin
Mathews.)
'
N. & Q.' does not deal with modern fiction or modern
It is only, accordingly, as a book wholly occuverse.
pied by bibliographical subjects we mention the pretty
volume issued by an old contributor to our columns.
'

Mr. Le Gallienne hymns his Elzevir, sings Ballads of
Binding,' depicts the 'Bookman's Avalon,' and gives
'
voice to the Bookman's Lament.'

AT

the meeting of the Royal Society of Literature
Delahay Street, S.W.) on Wednesday, the 20th inst.,
when Mr. Walter T. Rogers, F.R.S.L., read a paper on
'
The Destruction, Transmission, and Preservation of
MSS. and Books in all Ages,' the president, Sir Patrick
Colquhoun, Q.C., gave some curious particulars con(21,

s. vii.

MAB.

so,

nected with the career of the once too celebrated
Simonides, a good deal of whose material he believed to
have been genuine spoils of Mount Athos libraries. Mr.
J. Offord, jun., spoke of the mode of preservation and*
value of the Herculanensian papyri, and expressed the
hope that their decipherment and editing would be
continued. Mr. J. W. Bone, F.S.A., exhibited a MS.
martyrplpgy, and Dr. Arata, Mr. P. H. Newman, and*
others joined in the discussion.

'

'

Original Travels

[7*

THE

subjects in literature and science announced by
Academy of Sciences of Turin for the competition, now open, for the Bressa Prize, to be adjudged
by the Academy after the close of 1890, were communicated to the meeting of the Royal Society of Literature
on Wednesday, the 20th inst., by the foreign secretary,
Mr. C. H. E. Carmichael, M.A., who will also include the
list in his report, to be presented to the
anniversary
meeting in April.

the Royal

THE Delegates of the Clarendon Press have in preparaan Intermediate Greek-English Dictionary,' newly
abridged from the eeventh edition of Liddell and Scott.
It differs from the present abridgment in that the matter
contained is greatly increased by fuller explanations
of the words, by inserting more fully the irregular forma
of moods and tenses, by citing the leading authorities for
usages, and by adding characteristic phrases. Care has
been taken to insert all words usually formed, from Homer
downwards, to the close of Attic Greek.
'

tion

to

We must call special attention to the following notices:
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake

to answer queries privately.
insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
"
to head the second

To secure

communication

Duplicate."

J. CUTHBERT WELCH.
(1) "Jacques Rhenferd." An
account of this Oriental scholar and writer on Rabbinical
subjects appears in the 'Nouvelle Biographic Generale'
of Didot. The Observationes Selectse,' &c., like his
other works, have no quotable value. (2) "Gulielmus
Of this writer we know nothing. His
Bucanus."
'
Institutiones Theologicae/ however, cannot be of much
value.
pecuniary
G. C. PRATT. Plumb, more ordinarily plum, is a word
once current for the sum of 100,000^. For origin supposed to be the Spanish tiene pluma=hQ has feathered
his nest. See ' N. & Q.' 2 nd S. iii. 289 ; iv. 13, 99.
'

J.

E.

HALL

'

("

The Uncle,' with accompaniment by

Benedict"). Inquire of Messrs. Hutchings &
Romer, Conduit Street, W.

Sir J.

RUPES.

We know

of no qualification being requisite.

Apply to the secretary.
TREASURER, Accrington.

We

do not answer

legal

questions.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries "Advertisements and
'

Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
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In the third line were the Graphemes, and Telegrapheme in the midst of them.
Now the only respectable portion of the Grapheme
family are those which are mated with nouns, such
trician family.

171.

N< TES: Telegram, 261 "The" in Place-Names, 262 CobLes Pantins
J att
Regents and Non-Regents
Family
Carols and Songs T. Percy, Earl of North
] ternels,' 263
of Sparsholt, 265
i mberland, 264 -Caravannish- Craven
Dickensiana English Ceme] .antanning
C. Davenport
1 jry,
Rome' Village Musings 'Clocks Thomas Guy, 266
- -P. A.
Paley-Magazine Literature, 267.
'

the Zographemes, the Skiagraphemes, &c.
These had been invited to join Telegrapheme'a
standard.
They soon, however, perceived that he
was not one of their honest, decent race, but an
impostor and a monster that ought never to have
seen the light.
So they altogether withdrew from
T. Chatterton
Cicerone Cicisbeo
Dragoons
QI ERTES
rnd Hussars Swing, 267 Heraldic Joachim's Prophecies him, and refused him any help or countenance
whatsoever.
Rev. J. Webb "I do not like
Maturins
Telegrapheme, therefore, was left in
--Trapezium
the third line, with only the preposition-headed
thee, Dr. Fell" Works by North Family C. Davenport
Heraldic, 268 -Picture by Crowley Portrait of J. Harrison
on
the one side of him, and the adverbGraphemes
"
W. Whitfleld, headed
--The Huttons-W. Duff "Warple way
on the other here the Eugraphemes, the
S69.
Dysgraphemes, and other such outlandish folk;
REPLIES Milton's Sonnets A Fool and a Physician, 270- there the
Anagraphemes, the Epigraphemes, and
" Divine
The
Conduct
of
the
271'
Allies
'Great
Aspasia,"
the like.
Now I saw in my dream that just as the
Judges: Sir W. Grant Steel Pens Indictments against
Gaming Literary Plagiarisms, 272 Gibbon's 'Autobio- signal was about to be given for the battle, the
as

:

:

'

Blue
Chittlehampton, 273
Soapstone Figures
Stockings Samuel Pepys, 274 'Macbeth' on the Stage
Twizzel
Grindstone and Sapling, 275
Sir T. Smith

graphy

men

of the

whom

first

two

lines

demanded

to

know

'

they were being led,'* for hitherto
it had been concealed from them.
When they
Land-grabbing-The Oxen of Iphicles-Dr. Peachel-Smut, were told that it was
against Telegram a mighty
76 Wyre-lace Hummed Drill, 277 Clarendon House
The Nimbus W. Mitford Heraldry -Wordsworth's Ode hubbub arose among them. They said Telegram
on the Intimations of Immortality
Kenelm H. Digby, was their friend and brother; nay, each party
278.
claimed him to be of their proper stock, kith and
It ended in both the first lines going over to
kin.
NOTES ON BOOKS :-Jessopp's Coming of the Friars.'
Telegram's side, and turning their arms against
Notices to Correspondents, &c.
Telegrapheme. Upon this Telegrapheme was hard
But worse was in store for him,
pressed indeed.
for the vile rabble by whom he was
surrounded,
got**.
mutually aware of their own hideousness and hateTELEGRAM BATTLE OF THE GRAMS AND fulness, and no longer able to bear the light of day,
THE GRAPHEMES.
began to hack and cut at one another the pre(Continued from p. 163.)
poaition-headed against the adverb-headed, and
The roar of approaching conflict on classic ground the adverb-headed against the preposition-headed.
himself fell in the general m&fa.
might well arouse the shades underneath. Tiresias, Telegrapheme
" I further
saw in my dream that the Classic
ever watchful, gives the alarm. Bacchus rallies
IHercules
who had been in a state of apoplectic Field- Marshal was saved by the intervention of
stupor ever since his surfeit at the cookshop in Minerva, who loved and respected him for his
'
and for his many amiable
JNephelocpccygia (see Aristoph., Aves ') perhaps general scholarship
She reproved him, however, for having
|by administering a hair of the old dog as a re- qualities.
lent
himself
to
so
bad
a cause, and commanded
storative.
Minerva is on the field armed cap-apie, as the arbitress of the elegant arts and of classic him not again to draw his classic sword till an
warfare.
Tiresias records the battle as witnessed occasion should arise more worthy of his championfrom Dreamland.
ship and her favour.
" To the leader on
the other side Minerva sent
Loquitur Tiresias "I had a dream, and in my
dream I saw the battle of the Grams and the Gra- her congratulations on the victory that had been
phemes. The latter had been drawn up by Classic gained, while she expressed her regret at the want
Field- Marshal Eichard Shilleto, after the most
ap* "
They were being led." In the telegram controproved ancient (not Greek, to be sure, but Eoman)
versy several other questions came in incidentally for
in three lines.
These were the
against

:

'

'

I

'

!

i

:

!

:

'ashion,

Hastati,

he Principes, and the Triarii.
In the first line
were the Anagrams, the Epigrams, and all the rest
the preposition - headed children of the old
In the second line were the dea/A/xa stock.
scendants of Dame r/oa/z/wy, the Monogrammi, the
Parallelogrammi, and their brethren, a rough and
incouth set, diflicult to combat with. In this line
also were the
Eugrammi, and some others of pa-

discussion, among these the use of the verb substantive
with its own participle, as in the instance above. H.
"
ihought it a kind of grammatical incest." In defence
I quoted the German "Ich bin
gewesen," "Ich war
gewesen," "gewesen sein," "Ich werde werden," "Ich
werde geworden sein," &c.; and from ' Eton Grammar
Is such a grammatical
poor old "futurum esse."
enormity to be alleged against such old friends? The
usage has now become common. See R.V., Acts ii, 47,
'

-,nd in general literature passim.
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of generalship that he (the leader of Telegram
had shown, especially at the discourage
ment which he had occasioned to many of Tele
gram's friends by even partially acknowledging th
claims of Telegrapheme.
Indeed, she made n
secret of it that the victory was not owing to an
skill or ability on his part, but solely to the intrinsi
goodness of Telegram's cause. To Telegram him
self, now duly installed in office and commissionec
in England's service, Minerva heartily wished Ion
forces)

and happiness."

life

Received at Oxford and Cambridge rnidwa;
office between Plutonia and
Nephelococcygia.
A. 0.

"THE"

IN PLACE-NAMES.

CT*

s.

VH. APHIL

6.

month. These, and a few more of like character
I cannot account for.
4. Used before a range of mountains
The
Mounth, The Ochils ; but not before a

single

mountain
7,

Criffel, Ben Cruachan, unless per Rule
The Cobbler, and possibly per Rule" 6, The

Knipe.
5.

Not used

before

compound

Celtic

names of

ordinary Celtic structure (by which I mean having
the noun first) Ben More, Loch
Striven; but
sometimes used where the noun comes last The
Garelocb.
6. Used before a limited
number of Celtic
words, chiefly monosyllables, which have in a sense
entered the local English vocabulary The Knock
The Cloch, The Inch.
The same rule applies

where an English suffix is tagged on The Knockcaprice or rule which decides whethe
hill.
The is or is not admissible before place-names
Properly speaking, however, the original
couple of years ago I found myself puzzled to noun becomes an adjective by the change. We
account for the fact that while many places have say Lochmaben ; but there is a stone called The
"The" as a recognized official prefix, and many Lochmabenstane. In the same way we should say
" the Lochmaben town
more have it on the common tongue, there is yet a
clock."
7. Used before Teutonic descriptive
considerable class of names before which " The " is
names, simnever put, and would be universally felt to be an ple and compound The Thwaite, The Horseclose,
error if it were.
is this ?
Since the ques- The Kirkbeck ; but not before words ending in by,
tion occurred to me I have striven to formulate whether descriptive
Newby, Aldby or from persome law of place-name grammar on the point. I onal names Warmanby,* Gillesbie.
8. Not used before names
fear this article will only demonstrate my ill sucproperly amalgamatcess; but the field of inquiry is so large, and so exact
ng a personal name, whether surname or baptismal
a knowledge of records and of custom and dialect
Glenstuart (locally best known as The Glen, and
hus illustrating a former rule), Charlesfield, Purthroughout the whole British Islands would be
This rule is definite and important,
needed to explain the seemingly contradictory phe- domston.
nd may receive one lengthier instance. Near
nomena, that a man witk my very limited acquaintance with places and their names could not hope to my home in Dumfriesshire there is a long
solve the difficulties of the problem.
The follow- traight parish road, made some time this century
y a Mr. Roxburgh. Hence the road was known
ing notes are crude and insufficient.
They are so
s Roxburgh's Road.
But mark what thirty year*
tentative that I dare scarcely dignify them with
id. Roxburgh is generally pronounced
the name of conclusions, even when restricted to
Rosebrugh,
place-names within my own ken. But they may
loosebrugh, or Roosebro', and the name got down
Roosebrus Road.
lead to the establishment of sounder principles.
Hence the transition waa
The present generation of school children
That some such rules as I suggest do exist in
asy.
all it The Roosebuss Road, and I am
place-name grammar I am perfectly satisfied.
pretty sure
he name giving " roosebuss " or " rose-bush " will
Possibly they have already attracted attention ; if
e pointed out to me on an early visit
These remarks suffiso, references will oblige.
9. Not used before towns,
villages, or parishes
ciently disclaim all dogmatism in my statement of
Is

it

"

"

A

How

!

some apparent

results of place-name study in some
observation points in the
parts of Scotland.
direction of the following general principles, which
by"no means claim the rigidity of mathematics.
The," officially (by which I mean in documents
and printed papers, &c.) or colloquially, is,
1. Used before all plural names of places
The
Trosachs, The Lothians.
2. Used before all names of rivers
The Nith,

My

The Annan.
3. Not used

Rule

1

tions are

To

names

(We

of districts

Kyle,

cannot say " The "

this plurals are exceptions, per

The Rinns, The Mearns. Other excepThe Garioch, The Lennox, The Stor-

Rufehwell,

Cummertrees

A curious distinction obtains about this.

Warmanby

a mansion near Annan. Its early spelling was Werenundebi plainly from Weremund, a personal name.
ince writing this article, however, I have learnt that
he Warmanby (despite my rule to the contrary !) is
ccasionally employed to denote not the mansion, but a
arm on the estate. The same distinction holds near by
Northfield, the mansion, The Northfield, the farm.
" The " before farm-names.
So common, indeed,
names of houses that its absence is almost a sure
gn of antiquity and aristocracy. Perhaps I may point
ut that HERMENTKUDE'S valuable topographical notes
th S. vii.
61), published after this paper was in the
'
ffice of N. & Q.,' are full of instructive cases of the use
nd non-use of " The."

put

before

Annandale, Strathmore.
Kyle, &c.)

Dumfries, Lockerbie,
*

it

in

'

n
si

T
T
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except in some anomalous cases of descriptive
rnes
The Langholm, The Falkirk (in Stirlingire = the spotted kirk), following Rule 7, The
-oon (in Ayrshire = the point) following Rule 6,
le Largs (in Ayrshire) following Rules 6 or 1.
10. Used before street-names where descriptive,
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B. B. Cobbett, of Manchester, passed from this
The eldest daughter, Anne, died some years
The two younger daughters, Eleanor and
ago.
Susan, kept home at Wilrnslow, near Manchester,
whither they removed from London. At Wilmslow also reside two of the grandsons of the
Cobbett, William and Richard, of the firm of
The
Cobbett, Wheeler & Cobbett, Manchester.
younger of the two sisters, Susan, died on Feb. 2.
life.

The High Street, The Trongate, The
7
F :iar's Vennel, The Rottenrow but not used
where named after persons, per Rule 8 George's
E oad, Gladstone Street. These street-name rules She was born

p * Rule

;

very far from exhaustive.
Cui bonof is happily seldom asked in * N. & Q.';
bat there are potentialities here to answer the
The rules now crudely formulated if
question.
psrfected may test or tend to prove etymologies.
For example, take Murraythwaite, a mansion and
estate in Dumfriesshire.
It has belonged for centuries to a family of Murrays, and it has very
naturally been thought that from them it took its
a..-e

name. But whilst neighbouring mansions

Castle-

milk, Hoddom, Kinmount, and Denby never, on
the popular tongue or otherwise, have " The " prefixed, it

is

generally

The Murray what that

is

spoken of. Now if Rule 8 is accurate the Murray
for
etymology must be wrong. And so it is
Mourithweyte appears in the Annandale account
;

in 1302, many years before the first of the
Morays
settled in the county. The name means the " moory

thwaite."
I take it as a thing nobody will
dispute that
in
least nine cases out of ten a
prefixed
at^
'*
The " is a sign that a place-name, however unwas
once
well
understood by
intelligible now,
folk of English speech.
Thus records show the in-

comprehensible name The Murrays to have been
The Moorhouse, whilst a name without a " The,"
like Comlongon, warns us that we need not look
for a derivation from a Teutonic source.
Nor are
we entirely beholden to the local popular parlance
of to-day to guide and aid in the
For eight
quest.
or nine centuries, at any
rate, the prefix has left its
traces in innumerable charters and
writings. Turning to the first volume of records at hand, I find
" Le
three of my examples there in old deeds
Garviach " (the Garioch) in 1321, an annual rent
"de terra de le Trone in vie. de Are "in 1371,
"le Mernys" in 1375 (Robertson's '
:

Index,'
Moreover every personal

95, 300; 119, 23).
with "de la" or "del," such as
Crokidayk or Thomas del Strother

7 th S.

Adam
('N.

84;

8,

name
de

&

la
;

Q.,

vii. 31, 92), is an instance in
point, and
back the association of the definite article
with a place-name to a date
indefinitely distant.
GEO. NEILSON.

carries

Glasgow.

THE COBBETT FAMILY. William Cobbett, the
famous author of the ' Political
Register,' left four
sons and three daughters.
It is now about fourteen years since the last of the
sons, Mr. Richard

at Botley, Hampshire, April 6,
1807, thus having nearly attained to eighty-two
She was a good linguist, and some
years of age.
years ago published a translation of a little work
for young pupils from the German of Aurelia
'

Schopper, and a book of French Verbs and ExerAs a letter-writer the deceased lady's
cises.'
powers were remarkable. From an early age she
assisted her father, at least as his occasional amanuensis, and probably from such close contact with
her father derived, in addition to her natural
capacity,

much

of the clearness of thought, epi-

grammatic sarcasm, and trenchant power of exthat characterized her correspondence.
This much-regretted lady was peacefully laid to
rest in Wilmslow Church on Feb. 5.
Her sister
the elder by about two years still remains to
her
alone.
earthly pilgrimage
pursue
G. JULIAN HARNET.
pression

Macclesfield.

REGENTS AND NON-REGENTS.
I

asked a

Some time

since

the

Regents' or
White-hood House in Cambridge University, and
or
the Non-Regents'
Black- Hood House.
Rymer,
'
Fcedera,' vol. iv. p. 411, col. 1, with p. 413, col.
the
a
1, explains
difficulty.
Originally
regent was
a tutor who was bound to deliver lectures to the
question respecting

students, and non-regents were Masters of Arts
and Doctors who were exempt from these duties.
The Regents' House was that of the tutor?, professors, and lecturers ; the Non- Regents' House
was that of older graduates who had served
their time.
The distinction ceased long before
1858, when the terms were abolished, the duty
of lecturing being confined to professors and
irrespective of their university standing.
quite true that men took out the white
lining of their hoods when they were really or

tutors

It

is

nominally excused from lecturing.
E. COBHAM BREWER.

'LES PANTINS ETERNELS.' A discussion has
taken place in the columns of a daily news-

lately

f
paper as to the originality of the ballad of Auld
Robin Gray.
Whether Lady Ann Barnard saw or
did not see the exquisite little poem now published
cannot make much difference. It seems to me
'

doubtful, for, had Lady Ann imitated the French
poem, she would certainly have given the same
dramatic ending.
The most simple and most
The
pathetic stories are as old as human nature.
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most touching of

all,

the

'

Death

of Gelert,' is not

only of great antiquity in Wales, but is, I believe,
It is a tradition of
the oldest story in the world.
every ancient nation, and has been known in
Persia, the oldest monarchy, from time immemorial, the difference being that in the East a
serpent takes the place of the wolf.
The story of the 'Bride of Lammermoor' is
probably coeval with the institution of marriage.
True lovers have been wronged in the same way
for ages before Janet Dalrymple and Lord RutherWithin my own knowledge a case
ford existed.
of a similar kind occurred, but without the same
Robert Spencer, a real poet,
tragic termination.
achieved immortality not by the invention of Beth
Gelert, but by writing the ancient tale in clear and
Sir Walter Scott took the Wigtonflowing verse.
shire story of the House of Stair, and, transferring
it to the wilds of Lammermoor, gave it, by his skill,
an interest that will last for ever.

two thousand years ago, that it is
subjects your own.
Byron, appreciating this truth, took for the motto
'
of Don Juan/
Difficile est proprie communia dicere,
and in that poem decidedly succeeded in conquering
Horace told

difficult

to

us,

make common

the difficulty.
The following may interest your readers. I asked
the late Lord Lytton which he considered the best
"
of Sir

Walter

Scott's novels.

He replied

The one

that I think the best is the one that you think the
had not at
best the one that is the best."
any time discussed the novels, nor had I given
the slightest hint as to what was my opinion. I
said that I was much honoured by his confidence
He answered, "You know
in my judgment.
which is the best." I wrote some initials on a
I told
scrap of paper, without his observation.
him that I had done so, and asked him to write
down his opinion. On my paper were the letters
'
"
B. L.," on his The Bride of Lammermoor.'
WILLIAM FRASER of Ledeclune Bt.

We

[7*

s.

vn.

APL %

>.

mogony, Astrology, and Theology, with Medicine and History ; and the references in the Christianized version to
the lily-white boys clothed all in green, the seven stars,
and the triple Trine, unmistakably proclaim its derivation."
S
Mr. Long also states that
" in the
north-western parts of France a Latin version is
current, and sung by the children of the peasantry. It

runs thus

Die mihi quid unus?
est Deal,
Qui regnat in coelis.
Die mihi quid duo 1

Unus

Duo

[sunt] testamenta,

Unus est Deus, &c.
Die mihi qui sunt tres 1
Tres sunt patriarchae,
Duo sunt testamenta, &c.,
Four are the Evangeso on to the number twelve.
the books of Moses; six, the pitchers at the
marriage at Cana ; seven, the Sacraments ; eight, the
beatitudes ; nine, the chorus of angels ; ten, the commandents eleven, the stars as seen by Joseph ; twelve,

and

lists; five,

:

the Apostles."

would be interesting if any contributor to
N. & Q. could finish a complete version of this

It
'

'

Latin canticle.
is perhaps not so well known
should be. It contains several folk-songs,
taken down from oral recitation, but unfortunately
As the book was only pubthe tunes are absent.
lished in 1886, and many of the singers must be
still alive, the omission could without much diffi'
culty be supplied. Such songs as Will the Weaver'
and ' The Little Cappender must have a racy lilt
about them.

Mr. Long's book

as

it

'

Apropos of tunes, Mr. Lang says in the paper
from which I began by quoting that he has been
told something resembling a memory of the music
"
" What is
to which the words of
your one, oh ?
"
The Merry Man
are sung may be heard in a duet
and his Maid," in Gilbert and Sullivan's opera of
weeks ago a
The Yeomen of the Guard/
few;
lady told me that she had heard the identical tune
which is heard in the opera sung some years ago
CAROLS AND SONGS. In the January number of by a fisherman on the coast of Devon, but she did
Longman's Magazine (p. 328), Mr. Andrew Lang not remember the words of the song.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
has given two versions of the carol, " What is your
"
Jaipur, Rajputana.
one, oh 1 on which a good deal has been written in
'
N. & Q.' during recent years. Mr. Lang suggests
THOMAS PERCY, EARL OF NORTHUMBERLAND.
that the words of the carol contain, perhaps, a rude
The following verses on Thomas Percy, Earl of
memoria technica of Catholic doctrine, or even
Northumberland, who was put to death for the
something older than that, a reverberation from
in the North, have not, I think, been
The latter theory is adopted by Rising
Celtic legend.
I transcribed them many years ago from
Mr. W. H. Long, in his ' Dictionary of the Isle of printed.
B. 4, fol. 245
At Cotton MS. Caligula
Wight Dialect' (Reeves & Turner, 1886).
The Copie of a ryme made by one Singleton a gent of
p. 152 of this very interesting compilation is Lancashire now Prisoner at York for
religion.
given a somewhat sophisticated version (as I
A dolefull time of wepinge teares
imagine) of the carol, which, according to Mr.
doe
to wofull plantes
best agree
But nowe such time my songe requires
Long, is

A

*

:

"really a Christianized version of a rhythmic chant
derived from the ceremonies of the Druids
The
original Druidic rhythm combined precepts on Cos-

As never

erst

was wont

to be

Such heavie hap of cruell epite
More then my hand and pen can

wreite.
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I lothe to tell howe nowe of late
that cruell Scotland hathe procurde
The sclander of their Realme & state
By promise broken most assurde
ch
shamefull Act from mind of man
Shall not departe doe what they can
The noblest Lord of Percie kind
of honors & possessions faire
As God to him the plan assigned
To Scottishe grounde made his repaire

published in 1844,

Who
Who

after promise manifolde
betrayed for Engliahe golde
shall hereafter trust a Scott

Or who

will do that nation good
That themselves do staigne & blott
In selling of such noble blood
Lett Lordes of this a miror make
and in distresse that land forsake
Their Lordes and Limmo are forlorne

holt, it is stated

like

more in

Space

original.

left for

about one

line.

Tesmonel a Sadler in Yorke did cutt of a pece of the
Brie of Northumberland bearde after he was executed
and wrapt it vp in a papier and writt theise wordes
followinge.

The heare

of y e good Earle of Northumberland,

L

Percie.

This is y heare of y e bearde of y c good Earle of
Northumberland.
e

EDWARD PEACOCK.
CARAVAN NISH.

This word is given in the New
'
English Dictionary as used by Ruskin, with date
1856.
No other quotation is supplied. May I
supplement the quotation from Ruskin by one
from 'State Poems/ 1702?

'

'

The next a CaravanisJi [sic] Thief,
A lazy Mass of damn'd Rump Beef.
The Converts,' p. 124, State Poems Continu'd.'
<

F. C.

c

BIRKBECK TERRY.

whence they sprung, is remarkable for possessing
two rectors, two parsonages, and two pulpits, but
only one church. Sparsholt is on the Berkshire
downs, near Wantage, and with it is united the
chapelry of Kingston Lisle, where in former years,
about 1830-40, resided Mrs. Hughes, the wife of
Dr. Hughes, Canon Residentiary of St. Paul's, and
grandmother of the author of 'Tom Brown's
Schooldays.' She was an intimate friend of the
Rev. R. H. Barham, the author of the ' Ingoldsby
Legends,' to whom she imparted many legends and
stories, some of which are amusingly reproduced
and retold in his ' Life and Letters,' and was also
the mother of John Hughes, the original of Buller
of Brasenose, as he is

the inimitable

called in

'

Noctes Ambrosianse/ though he was really a
member of Oriel College. Barham used to visit
Mrs. Hughes and her family at Kingston Lisle,

and attached great weight, and very

justly, to her
opinion in regard to literary matters, mentioning
particularly that in deference to her wishes he had
'
published the Ingoldaby Legends
'

:

CRAVEN OF SPARSHOLT,

TON LISLE.

co.

has been

'

they stinge
enyie
great desire of heapes of golde
Ye shulde before have weighd this thinge
The cause of mischief manifolde
For envie makes men doe amisse
Groked covetise did all this
The Scottes have done the worst they maye
And nowe doe frame some greif therfore
But whatsoever they thinke or saye

O

No

"

successively

Peerage,' 1876, does not show any
place in it occupied by either Sir Anthony Craven,
of Sparsholt, or by his father, Thomas Craven, or
by Margaret, his wife, whose maiden name was also
Craven. Apuldrewick (sic), or rather Appletreewick,
whence the afterwards ennobled family of Craven
originally came, is a township or hamlet in the extensive parish of Burnsall, covering about 25,000
The
acres, in the deanery of Craven, Yorkshire.
'
Extinct Baronetage does not record whether Sir
Anthony Craven, of Sparsholt, was married or
single.
Perhaps the missing link might be found
either in the pedigree existing or in the account of
the Craven family in the new and enlarged edition
of Whitaker's 'History of Craven.'
Burnsall,

in Burke's

men

wch

cruell

on the same authority,

A careful examination of the pedigree of Craven

lost for

herafter saye
When we are gone they shall it reede
That Scottland is a cursed ground
The like I knowe can not be found
The Pearcies Stocke an ancient foe
To Scottishe Lowndes in filde
Yet did he still relieve their woe
If once the man did yelde
Vnto his Prince and Countrie praise
As noble men have noble wajesj
will all

possessed

Berkshire.

a beast
aye
Sithe Duglesse did so foule a dide

Thus

a very

by the families of
Palmer, Richmond, and Gabbit." The arms given
are, Arg., a fesse between six cross crosslets fitchee
gules, and are the same as those borne at the present time by the Earl of Craven, who is also
Viscount Uffington and Baron Craven of Hampstead Marshall; the two last-named places are in

Their people cursd of eche degree

is

s.v.,

"

since

Their faith & promise all to torne
And Rumor rings it to the skie
how they for mony solde their gest

Longhleven now

given, on p. 140,

that he was of Sparsholt, in
there said of him
the county of Berks (son of Thomas Craven, Esq.,
of Apuldrewick, by Margaret, his wife, daughter of
Robert Craven, Esq., of the noble family of Craven),
was created a baronet in 1661, but dying in 1670
The heading, however,
s.p. the title expired."
which is misleading, gives 1713 as the date of the
The manor of Sparsextinction of the baronetcy.
is

last

Vnto the Schambles

is

brief account of this baronetage, which seems to
have had only one holder, Sir Anthony Craven. It

W

Was
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BERKS.: KINGS-

In Burke's 'Extinct Baronetage/

To Mrs. Hughes, who made me do
Quod placeo est si placeo tuum.

'em,
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At Kingston Lisle is the curious stone called the
Blowing Stone at the little inn there, and at Ashbury is the celebrated cromlech called Wayland
The vicarage of Sparsholt with the
chapelry of Kingston Lisle is in the gift of Queen's
College, Oxford, and is now held by the provost of
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
that college.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
Smith's Cave.

monument

is

[7*

s.
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becoming dilapidated, portions of the
broken off, it is overgrown with
inscription is becoming obliterated.

floriated cross are

moss, and the
Possibly some

relative of the deceased may like to
be informed of the condition of the tomb, with a
view to measures being taken for its preservation.
Keats's grave will be interfered with by the proposed improvement, and will, it is stated, be left
in the midst of a thoroughfare.
JOHN HEBB.

RANTANNING. At the Leek Police Court a man
75, Elgin Avenue, W.
was recently charged with making a bonfire within
the prescribed limits of the public road at WaterVILLAGE MUSINGS.' A book not recorded by
"
It was deposed in the
houses, a neighbouring village.
Village Musings on Moral
bibliographers is
evidence that he and others had ignited a bundle and
Let all
Religious Subjects.
By a Villager.
of straw saturated with paraffin oil attached to the
1 Cor. xiv. 26.
things be done unto edifying.'
top of a pole before the house of a publican, whom Norwich
Jarrold & Sons, 3, London Street.
"
'

'

:

they were said to be rantanning," in the observance of a custom in that district when man and
wife quarrel.
B. D. MOSELEY.

CHRISTOPHER DAVENPORT. Bishop Heber, in
Life of Jeremy Taylor,' prefixed to his edition
{

his

'

of Taylor's Works/ writes
" This
Franciscan, whose real name was Christopher
Davenport, but who was also known by the name of
in his time an extraordinary person. He was
was
Hunt,
born of Protestant parents, and with his brother John
entered at an early age in the year 1613 as buttler, or
poor scholar, of Merton College. The brothers as they
grew up fell into almost opposite religious opinions."
:

P

15.

I transcribe the passage for the sake of juxtaposing
the singularly parallel cases of the two Newmans
and the two Froudes.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

This little book
8vro. pp. xi, 203.
dedicated by permission "to the Rev. W. G-arthwaite, Wattisfield, Suffolk." The author thanks
him for the courtesy with which it was granted
" The
public will, I doubt not, consider it as a testi-

MDCCCXXXVII.,"

is

:

of your liberality of sentiment thus to encourage
so deserving in me, who happen to beto
another section of the Christian Church."
long

mony

what you deemed

The dedication
"

Pulham,

St.

is

signed "C.

W.," and dated

Mary Magdalen, July

24th, 1837."

Amongst the contents are The Quaker and his
Robin,' 'The Jackdaw's Grave,'
'Extempore
There is not
Preaching,' and The Treacle Can.'
'

*

a single line of real poetry in the volume, which is
more " edifying " than excellent. One poem, addressed 'To a Little Girl,' applies, we are told, "to
a little girl who was born without either legs or
arms, and who, of course, is altogether dependent

[See p. 268.]
upon her parents under all circumstances." AnDICKENSIANA. (See 7 th S. vii. 143).!. I think other is entitled The Armless Artist,' and is prethat Mr. Bunsby'a suddenly bellowing " In the faced with this brief introduction
" The lines below were
suggested by seeing an artist
Bays of Biscay, 0," was due to the musical ear
who was born without arms, who supports himself and
with which his chronicler credits him.
(See his
The parties being
'
parents also by his profession.
His [worthy but in humble life, the circumstance
Dombey and Son,' chap, xxxix.)
ought to be viewed
'
N. & Q.,' had just as one of Jehovah's extraordinary methods of relieving
friend, the patron saint of
quoted "There he lays all his days," when those who were in a trying position."
Bunsby makes the response.
The verses are not worth quoting, but the remark2. I have often wondered how Cousin Feenix able circumstance of an " armless artist " is worth
'

:

could,

when

signing the register, possibly

have

his noble name into a wrong place," and
enrol himself as having been born " on the morning of Mr. Dombey's second wedding-day.

"put
"

A

noting, though not, of course, without parallel.
of such cases I have elsewhere mentioned.
was tha author of ' Village Musings ' ?

number

Who

WILLIAM

P. J. F. GANTILLON.

ENGLISH

CEMETERY,

ROME

:

FINCH.

The

Municipality of Rome are making improvements
in the vicinity of this cemetery, which, as all the
world knows, contains the grave of Keats. Facing
the entrance, on a small mound, surrounded by
cypress and other trees, is a monument to the
memory of the Rev. Robert Finch, M.A., of
Balliol College, Oxford, who died Sept. 16, 1830,
in his forty-seventh year.
The monument consists
of a Gothic cross of travertine stone, with a slab of
marble for the inscription in front and rear. The

CLOCKS.

In Sir

E. A. AXON.

W.

Dugdale's 'Diary' (Athenceum, November 3, 1888, p. 592) is recorded
for M" Dilke of Maxa
for
clocke
"Paid
(1666),
th a box to
stoke-castle, w
carry it in, and carriage
HYDE CLARKE.
nto Smythfeild 3 U 7 s ."

THOMAS GUY AS A PUBLISHER. A note in the
Times of January 3 announced that Mr. J. W.
"
Butterworth, F.S.A., had "made a discovery concerning the founder of Guy's Hospital. From the
note in question it would appear that the fact is
"or

the

first

time made public

that

Guy

pub-

*

s.

vii.

Arm

6,
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A

reference to
led books as well as sold them.
"
"
th
'. & Q.'
(4 S. vi.) would show that the theory
As Guy died in 1724, he could not
is aot new.
h; ve published, as the Times says he did, "a
vdume of poems" in 1739, which is probably a
li
'

:

m

W.

sprint for 1709.
Charlotte Street, Bedford Square.

ROBETTS.

10,

th
It
S. vii. 240.)
F. A. PALET.
(See 7
not often that 'N. & Q.' is caught tripping;
but when it is written that "Mr. Paley is admitted
on all hands to be one of the greatest living

MR.

is

probably forgets that Mr.
Piley "joined the majority" last autumn, much
tc the regret of Oxford as well as of Cambridge.
E. WALFORD, M.A.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.
scholars," the writer

MAGAZINE LITERATURE OF THE PRESENT CENI have often thought how useful and inter-
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"
Viewnunciation of the following derivatives
the beauties of the building, under the
"
(Church Times,
ciceronage of one of the clergy
"
Delighted to have the pretext of
1884, p. 716) ;
"
ciceronism to revisit all manner of queer haunts
" The
;
girl
(BlacJcwood's Magazine, 1853, p. 289)
while she ciceronized
showed me three rooms
in the following words" ('Tour of a German
I have never heard
Prince,' 1832, vol. ii. p. 195).
any of these, and do not know how they are inPlease send suggestions,
tended to be spoken.
:

ing

direct to
Oxford.

A. H. MURRAY.

J.

Smollett is quoted in some diction"
a
having used this word in the sense of
knot of silk or ribbon attached to walking-sticks,
to the hilts of sword?, or to the handles of fans."
Will any one who knows where this occurs kindly
send me the quotation and reference ? I know it
as an Italian sense of the word?
J. A. H. MURRAY.
CICISBEO.

aries as

would be a work on this head, giving reference
some of the many gems that lie hidden in the
ponderous volumes. So far as I know, such a
work does not exist. I am collating information
THOMAS CHATTERTON. In Horace Walpole's
on the subject, and should be greatly obliged if
Narrative (first printed in the form of a letter to
some 'N. & Q.' correspondents would I know the Kev. Mr. Cole in 1782) relative to his conduct
in regard to Chatterton may be found these
they can kindly aid me in this.
JNO. TAYLOR.
words
esting
to

'

'

:

[Our contributor is doubtless familiar with Poole's useful

'

Index

with supplement.]

to Periodical Literature,'

" He

[Rowley] was well acquainted with Butler, or
Butler with him, for a chaplain of the late Bishop of
Exeter has found in Rowley a line of Hudibras."

What was
We

the line alluded to

?

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

CICERONE. Is anything actually known as to
the origin of this term? Everybody knows the
"
ordinary explanation," but has that any foundation in fact ?
I have not found any earlier instance
than in
Addispn's 'Medals' (1726) ; but this is a
whole generation earlier than the first Italian example in Tommaseo ; while the Vocabolario della
Crusca (which in the edition now publishing aims
at being historical) has no history or data for the
'

'

word

at all.
Seeing the way in which some Engwriters have moralized upon the word, and
seen in it a type of modern Italian frivolity and
lish

degeneracy, it would be fanny if the term should
after all turn out to have originated in some English traveller's joke, or should perchance be actually
the proper name of some Italian local antiquary of
the seventeenth or early eighteenth century,
observe that in a work of 1762 the writer protests
against the prostitution of the term by applying it
to ordinary guides, since it is " the
proper title of
learned antiquarians who can show and explain to
foreigners the antiquities and curiosities of the
country."
I shall be glad of
suggestions as to the pro-

33,

Tedworth Square, S.W.

DRAGOONS AND HUSSARS.

The llth Hussars
were one of the regiments composing the Light
Brigade at Balaclava. Is this regiment identical
with the llth Light Dragoons, whom we read of in
Egypt under Sir Ralph Abercrombie in 1801 ? If
so, when was the change of designation made ?

The number of light cavalry regiments in the
British service is now twenty-one, comprising three
regiments of Light Dragoons (1st, 2nd, and 6th),
four of Lancers (5th, 9th, 16tb, and 17th), the rest
being Hussars. When were Hussars first introduced into the service ; and were the old Dragoon
regiments simply turned into Hussars by a change
of uniform ?
In the Napoleonic wars we read of no British
Hussar regiments, but of the 26th and 27th Light
Dragoons. Were these disbanded at the peace ?
Are the 4th Hussars and the old 4th Light Dragoons identical in tradition ?
A. H. BARTLETT.
156,

Clapham Road.

SWING. In the great Winglebury duel ('Sketches
by Boz ') Mr. Trot gives the Boots an anonymous
letter to deliver to the Mayor with caution. Boots
"
"
Perhaps even your
says, I see a bit of a svingsh.
middle-aged readers will not understand the mean-
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About the time of the first Eeform BUI
letters were circulated under the
anonymous
"
pseudonym Swing." But what I want to know
is the origin and
meaning of the name. I was at
Eton about the year 1832, when old Keate received
ing.
riots

a letter
"If you do not lay aside your Thrishing machine you
will hear further from
SWING.
I should be glad if any of your readers could en:

me on

lighten

HERALDIC
name of rolls
occur

:

the subject.

SEPTUAGENARIAN.

ANTHONY ARMS. I want date and
of arms in which the
following arms
Gu,, ten plates, four, three, two, and one.
:

CHARLES ANTHONY, Jun.
JOACHIM'S PROPHECIES. What is the earliest
edition, and where printed, of Joachim's 'Revelationes super Statum Pontificum Romanse Ecclesise'?
I have the German edition
(1527), but I want to
see a copy in Latin with earlier woodcuts.
J. 0. J.

TRAPEZIUM AND TRAPEZOID.

How

is

it

that

English writers, lexicographers and others, who are
all agreed about the difference between an
oblong
and a square, or a circle and an
ellipse, differ toto
ccelo
that
between
a
and
a tratrapezium
^respecting
pezoid ? The termination oid is always indicative
of some irregularity, of an
imperfect resemblance
with something else, as in rhombus and
rhomboid,
metal and metalloid, planet and planetoid, aster and
asteroid, typhus fever and typhoid fever, variola
and varioloid, &c.
trapezium has two of its
sides parallel, whereas a
trapezoid has none of its
sides parallel.
So say, with perfect accuracy,
Admiral Smyth (' Sailor's Word-Book '), Hamblin
Smith
^'Elements of Geometry), and Todhunter

A

Yet we find the very reverse stated
('Euclid').
in such standard works as the
English dictionaries
of Ogilvie, Webster, and
Latham, in Chambers's
'Cyclopaedia,' Brando's 'Dictionary of Science,
Literature, and Art,' &c.
Brande, however, contradicts his own definition in his article on
canals,
where he says : " The section of a canal is
usually
a trapezium, of which two sides are
The
parallel."
French are all at one on this
point : their trapeze
to
the English trapezium, and their
corresponds
trapezoide to the English trapezoid.
should
some of the best
authorities in ether

Why

respects

known

make a

figures

MATURING

?

English

confusion between these two wellF. E. A. GASC.

In Townsend's Manual of Dates'
a reference to the
Maturines, or Trinitarians, as being an order of friars founded in
France about A.D. 1197 for the
redemption of
It further states that on
captives.
being introduced into this country in A.D. 1224
they received
the lands,
revenues, and other privileges of the
decayed order of the Holy Sepulchre, and that

there

is

'

th

[7

S.
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they were possessed of about twelve houses in this
What existing records are there of this
country.
order in England or in France; or whence could information respecting its history be obtained ? In
the prologue to one of Chaucer's tales there is a
mention of a St. Mathurin. In a sketch of the
poet Villon's life which appeared in one of the
magazines some years ago it is recorded that one
of his earliest exploits was the attempted robbery
of the church of St. Maturin, in Paris.
In Rabelais's 'Works,' bk. i. ch. xx., the
sophister is represented as "with great confidence demanding
his breeches and sausages in a full assembly held
at the Mathurin's."
What record is there of the
saint ; and what was his connexion with the religious order of the same name which Townsend
states to have been founded by St. John de Matha
and Felix de Valois ?
F. G. MATURIN.
25, Shooter's Hill Road, Blackheath, S.B.

REV. JOHN WEBB. Whom did the Rev. John
Webb, M.A., F.S.A., F.Camd.Soc., marry? He
was Rector of Tretire with Michael Church in the
county of Hereford, was born 1776, and died 1869.
His wife I find described as a niece of Judd Hardof Solihull, in the county of Warwick, J.P.
were the parents of Miss Harding; and what
relation was the father to Judd Harding, of Solihull?
Perhaps one of the Hardings of Baraset, Stratfording,

Who

on-Avon, could give the information I require.

WM. RICHMOND.
" I DO NOT LIKE
THEE, DR. FELL." Can any
of your readers give me the French equivalent for

Tom

Brown's translation of Martial's thirty- third
" Je ne vous aime
epigram? I believe it begins,
"
Are there equivalents in any other
pas, Hylas
DE V. PAYEN-PAYNE.
language?
!

WORKS BY NORTH FAMILY.
mentioned books to be found

Are the underin

any

library

'

accessible to the public ?
Life of Edward, Lord
'
Forest
North,' by Dudley, third Lord North ;
of Varieties,' by Dudley, third Lord North ; English translation, by Sir Thomas North, of Guevara's

A

'

Horologium Principium ';
by Sir Dudley North.

'

A Voyage to Smyrna,'
W.

B.

CHRISTOPHER DAVENPORT. I am anxious to
obtain information respecting Christopher Davenport, of "New Inn, Esq." (1689), who married
Ann Fox Wyllis, daughter of Sir Richard Wyllis,
Bart. Was he the Christopher Davenport, called in
" Franciscus a Santa
Clara," who edited
religion
*
Supplementum Historic Provincise Anglise in
quo

est Chronosticon,' &c.,

1671

?

W.

WINTERS.

[See p, 266.]

HERALDIC. Will any of your correspondents
kindly inform me whether in any of the editions
of Gwillim's Heraldry (other than that of 1660)
'

7 th S .vii.APBiL6,'89.]
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of the family is given who bear the foland thus
owing coat of arms, figured at p. 152,
" He beareth
lescribed
Sable, a Turnip proper, a
"
Y. T.
Gutte de Larmes ?
3hiefe

he

name

:

or,

PICTURE BY CROWLEY.

In the Family Friend,

in a sketch
855, the following passage occurs
leaded 'The Desmond's Bride':

1

Hutton was
History of England a John
at Brussels, and was required by
to report on all
Henry VIII.'s minister Cromwell
knew of as suitable for a fourth
eligible ladies he
'
Can any reader of N. & Q.'
wife for the king.
referred to was the Pensay if the John Hutton
G. W,
rith John Hutton ?
'

Knight's

ambassador

Penrith.

"

Our frontispiece (engraved by Dalziel from a picture
the property of the
>y N. J. Crowley, Esq., R.H.A.,
the painful scene that
;ditor) represents most forcibly
bride
is
presented to the Desmond
mppens when the
She leans with modest reserve upon her lord,
'amily.
,vho hears with undaunted gaze and firm demeanour the
mrsh sentence of expulsion which the parents, who sit
on the dais, feel called upon to pronounce. But there is
a figure crouching to the left of the foreground to whom
the alienation caused by this lowly alliance is high
In him the foul fiend Envy had
gratification indeed.
iong abided, and this unhappy event gave strong hope of
dire revenge.
Accordingly we find that he turned to
liis own advantage the discord before him, and assiduously
fomented the resentment then felt. So deeply were the
family imbued with the manners of the period (1430),
that he was enabled to urge the followers to expel the
Earl Thomas thrice from his country when he returned
assume his inheritance, and at length compelled him
make a formal surrender of his estate and dignity.
The unfortunate lord retired to Rouen, where, says the
'
historian, anguish and melancholy soon put a period to
to
to

his life."'

I

|

am

afraid the painter

drew

as

much on

his

imagination for the motif of his picture as its possessor does for its date.
If I read the history of
the case aright, the parents of the earl were dead
long before he contracted the (so-called) mesalliance
that eventuated in his expulsion from his Palatinate,
and he died at Rouen in 1420, on August 10. If
"
"
by the foul fiend Envy is meant the earl's uncle
James, the usurper, both artist and editor are at
one with facts, the only accurate feature of the
But artists, like poets, possess, I
production.
Does any consuppose, a professional licence.
tributor to 'N.

&

know where

Q.'
picture is now domiciled]
Manchester.

this misleading
J. B, S.

MR. WILLIAM DUFF, M.A.

He

was a pro-

fessor of the Marischall College at Aberdeen 1727
to 1736, came to London in 1739, and published

while there a
1749-50. He

Walk

in

or

*

History of Scotland/ in parts, in
supposed to have lived in Flask

is

Well Walk

in

Hampstead, and

to

have died there in or after 1750. Where did he live
in London ? Did he live in Hampstead, and where ;
and when and where did he die ? Did he leave
any family ; and, if so, are any of his descendants living? Any information about him after
he left Aberdeen in 1739 will be most acceptable.
0. A. J. M.

"

WARPLE WAY."

hood

There are in this neighbour"
and perhaps further afield many warple
"

"

What is a warple way ? is a question I
ways."
have unavailingly asked of several old inhabitants.
"
Hoping to find some mention of warples" in the
Rolls of the Manor of Wimbledon, which go back
to the reign of Edward IV. , I have met with the
following entry, which, however, throws little light
upon the question

:

Vis' Franc' Pleg'

cum

Cur' 26 Apr. 7 Eliz.

Homagin
Ordinacio

Warpelles.
Cum ad ultimam Cur' Generalem hie tent' ordinat'
fuit de exponend' anglice Warpels in Co'nibus campia
de Wimbledon p divs' tenen' et inh'itant' ib'm quo ordo
fac' et obsvt' fuit in hac forma.
p.

follows the statement that divers holes were
in the middle of the warples, and between
furlong and furlong and shott (sic) and shott. And
order is made that henceforth no one shall plough

Then
made

"
within seven feet of such
warple," nor sow nor
PORTRAIT OF JONATHAN HARRISON. I have a mow grass from thence under penalty.
"
"
small oil painting of a 'person in what appears to
I hazard the guess that a warple may have
be naval costume, and possibly of a date from 1730 been a strip of common land upon which there was
to 1780, and named Jonathan Harrison.
Can a right of stint. Is this so ? Whence comes the
"
"
any reader enlighten me as to who the original of word warple ? Is the term local ?
HENRY ATTWELL.
the portrait is ?
GEORGE C. WILLIAMSON.
THE BUTTONS OF BUTTON HALL, PENRITH.
There was a regular line of this ancient family
from Adam de Button, who was living at Penrith
n the reign of Edward I., to Addison Hutton in
746, on whose death the family became extinct.
These Buttons were a notable family in their
ounty, and not unfrequently took prominent part
n the affairs of the nation.
William Button was
iving in the fourth year of Hen. VII. ; his son and
leir,

John Hutton, would, therefore, appear to be
Henry VIII. According to

:ontemporary with

WALTER WHITFIELD,

A.D. 1694.

Can any

of

your readers tell me who was the Walter Whitfield
who in 1694 A.D. received a grant from the Corporation of Trinity House of certain dues on shipping, in return for which he was to erect a lighthouse upon the Eddystone reef, which condition he
fulfilled by the aid of Mr. Winstanley in A.D. 16961699 ? The surname is said to be a common Essex
or Sussex one, and is known to have existed in

London and
above date.

also in

Plymouth

shortly after the

W.

S.

B. H.
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'
Life of Vane is well enough known to all students
of Commonwealth history.
Forster, in his 'Life
of Vane,' makes frequent reference to Sikes, and
in a note on p. 134 actually quotes from Milton's

MILTON'S SONNETS.
(7* S, vii. 147.)
1 do not believe there exists any printed version
of the sonnets to Cromwell, to Fairfax, and to
Cyriack Skinner earlier than that of Phillips in
1694 ; but the sonnet to Sir Henry Vane, the
younger, was printed thirty-two years before this,
in the life of him written by his devoted friend

George Sikes. The title-page of this work reads
The Life and Death of Sir Henry Vane, Kt
|

|

|

|

|

MONTGOMERY CAEMICHAEL.

Angellfield.lEnfield.

P.S.

Since writing the above, I have referred

new

life of Vane by Prof. J. K. Hosmer, of
St. Louis, Missouri, published at the end of last
year, where, on p. 376, I find the sonnet printed

to a

No

|

direct from Sikes.
mention, however, is made
Prof. Hosmer of the error which Milton's
editors have hitherto always made in supposing
the sonnet first printed in 1694.

A short Narration of the main Passages of his Earthly by
j

or

:

sonnet, without, however, mentioning the fact that
appeared in the work which he has so largely

it first

used.

Pilgrimage Together with a true Account of his purely
Christian, Peaceable, Spiritual Gospel-Principles, Doctrine, Life and Way of Worshipping God for which he
suffered Contradiction and Reproach from all sorts of
Sinners, and at last a violent Death June 14 anno 1662
To which is added His last Exhortation to his Children
the day before his Death Printed in the year 1662.
;

|

|

The sonnet

will be

found on pp. 93 and 94, and

is thus introduced
"The character of this deceased
statesman
I shall exhibit to you in a paper of
Verses, composed by a learned gentleman and sent
him July 3, 1652." This extract is of importance
in finally determining, what had hitherto not
certainly been known (see Masson's edition of
Milton, ii. 298), the date of the composition of
the poem. Vane was born in 1613, and was, therefore, thirty-nine when it was addressed to him.
I subjoin a literal copy of the sonnet as
given
in Sikes's Memoir,' and it is
interesting to note
:

'

contains none of Phillips's errors, but is
word the same as Prof. Masson's version,
taken from the celebrated Trinity College MSS.
It should also be borne in mind that the
copy sent
to Vane on July 3, 1652, was the author's final
MS., and that Sikes's version is, therefore, even
of higher authority than the
MS. It
"Cambridge
"
is printed in
italics, the words
Home," Epeirot,"
"
"
and
African being in ordinary characters
that

it

word

for

:

Vane, young in years, but in sage counsel old,
Then whom a better Senatour ner'e held
The helme of Rome, when Gowns not Armrepell'd
The fierce Epeirot and the African bold.
[So much on p. 93.]

Whether to settle peace or to unfold
The drift of hollow states, hard to be spell'd
Then to advise how war may best upheld,
Move by her two main Nerves, Iron and Gold
In

all

her Equipage

Both

spiritual

What

:

know

besides to

power and

civil,

what each meanes,
which few have

severs each, thou hast learn't,

done.

The bounds of either Sword

to thee we owe ;
Therefore on thy firm hand Religion leanea
In peace, and reckons thee her eldest Son.

It

is

somewhat curious that

this early appearance of the sonnet should have escaped the notice
of all Milton's editors down to Prof.
Masson, who
also states that it was first
printed by Phillips in
1694 (Milton's 'Poetical Works,' ii. 298), for Sikes's

'

Prof. Masson, in his edition of Milton's Poems/
" Golden
in the
Treasury Series," 1874, vol. ii.

142, says
" To most of the editions of the Minor Poems that
have
appeared since Milton's own second edition of 1673 there
have, of course, been added such scraps of verse, not
inserted in that edition, as Milton would himself have
included in any final edition. Thus the scraps of verse,,
whether in English or Latin, interspersed through hiaprose-writings, are now properly collected and inserted
among the Poems. Those four English sonnets, also,
which Milton had, from prudential reasons, omitted in
the edition of 1673, are now in their places. After the
Revolution of 1688 there was no reason for withholding
these interesting sonnets from the public, and, accord-

p.

:

ingly, when Milton's nephew, Edward Phillips, published, in 1694, an English edition of the 'Letters of
State,' which had been written by his uncle as Latin
secretary during the Commonwealth, and prefixed to
these Letters his memoir of his uncle, he very properly printed the four missing sonnets as an appendix
to the Memoir.
From that time they have always been
included in editions of the Poems."

have an impression perhaps a mistaken on*
that the edition of Milton's ' Poems ' from which
I have quoted the above is no longer included in
"
the
Golden Treasury Series." If so, it seems to
me a great pity, as, it is, I think, without exception, the prettiest edition of Milton I have ever
I

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

seen.

A

FOOL AND A PHYSICIAN (7 S. vii. 68).
early as circ. A.C. 610, Mimnermus spoke thus
of the crafty incompetence of physicians
oia 8rf
ra (fravXa /xetw, Kae
ffriXovcriv oi tarpoi
th

So

:

Aeyeii/,

SetV v7Tp (f>6/3ov, TrvpyovvTts avTovs (Stobseus,
803, Francof., 1581).
I subjoin the original form of the saying which
has become " Every man is a fool or physician at
forty," with variations
rJKOvcra roivvv
TO.
p.

:

7TOT6

Kcucrapa

eiTrecv

ws dvrjp

ye-yovws err), /cat Trporeivuv
"
yeAao-To's eo-rii/ (Plutarch,

Tif3cpi6v

De

C^KOVTCI
\dpa, Kara-

vTTtp

iarpa

Sanitate Tuenda,"

ED. MARSHALL.
Opp. Mor.,' folio, p. 136 e).
I can see neither analogy nor opposition between
Mrs. Quickly
these two in the passage quoted.
1
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.
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Mrs. Page, who is not present
her influence with both parents
Nay, said I, wil
ays, "This is my doing, now.
ou cast away your child on a fool [this she sug
"
This
jests she said to Page] and a Physician ?
he pretends she urged to Mrs. Page.
more
.ccurate speaker might have allotted the fool t
'age and the physician to his wife ; but Mrs
Quickly is not an accurate speaker.
toasting, not to
>nt to Ford, of

r

A

CARRICK MOORE.

J.

am

disposed to think that the well-known
"
Every man is either a fool or a physician
saying,
oy the time he is forty," dates from a period long
subsequent to Shakspear's day, and that Mrs
Quickly 's juxtaposition of them has a purely accidental connexion with it.
It is told, I think of Canning, that when Halford cited the dictum to him, the former looked
into the physician's eyes, with a sly twinkle in his
"
own, and said, very demurely, I suppose it could
not be that a man should be both."

I

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPB.

T.

Budleigh Salterton.

" At

forty a man is either a fool or a physician,
says the proverb. There are instances of his being
both ; but I do not think Mrs. Quickly intended
to assert that this was the case with Dr. Caius.
Charles Knight comments on the passage cited by
"
The fool was Slender,
your correspondent thus
:

the physician Dr.
patronized by Master Page
"
Caius, whose suit Mistress Page favoured (' Pictorial Edition of the Works of
Shakspere,' ComeST. S WITHIN.
dies, vol. i. p. 181).

letter the note

"
:

We wish

271
Mr. Swinburne would

The attribution of these lines
give his proof.
to Congreve has been disputed."
I forget at the
moment where I got my MS. notes for the " attri"
bution
of the three distinct portions of No. 42
of the Tatler to as many distinct writers
Steele,
Congreve, and Addison respectively but I have
"
"
marked opposite the letter written,
Congreve
from " Well's Coffee House, July 15 [1709]," and
descriptive of the virtues and excellencies of the
"
Divine Aspasia." At the bottom of the page I
find the annotation, "The character of Aspasia
was written by Mr. Congreve, and the person
meant was Lady Elizabeth Hastings." See the
authority for this, with an edifying account of this
extraordinary lady and her benefactions in a book,
'
Memorials and Characters,' &c.,
London, 1741, printed for John Wilford, p. 780.
a
to
this work, accessible to frereference
Surely

in folio, intituled

quenters of the British Museum, should decide
as interesting a literary question as any I have
'
seen raised in N. & Q.' for a long time past.

JAMES HARRIS.
Neuadd Wen,

Cardiff.

Sir Richard Steele, in his 49th Tatler, says of
"
Though her mien carries much more
invitation than command, to behold her is an
immediate check to loose behaviour, and to love
her is a liberal education."
G. B.
this lady

:

Tenby.

;

"DIVINE ASPASIA"

(7

th

S.

vii.

Mr.

207).

Swinburne, in a letter addressed to the Spectator,

March

The saying

and may be seen in the
*
(See Bartlett's Familiar QuotaIs this the Lady Betty Hastings, known
is Steele's,

Tatler,

No. 49.

tions.')
for her

accomplishments and good works

sister-in-

law of Selina, Countess of Huntingdon, and sister
bo Lady Margaret Hastings, who was married to
the Rev. Benjamin Ingham ? She was born 1682,
and died 1739, and Mr. Barnard wrote her 'HisThe Tatler was begun in 1709,
torical Character.'
when she was twenty- seven years of age.

22, 1884, states
" There are certain
errors or perversions of fact which
are apparently as hard to kill as it is
easy to show. In
the Spectator of to-day I meet, for the hundredth
time,
with a reference to ' Steele's beautiful
eulogium on Lady
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Elizabeth Hastings.'
It is as certain as any fact in
Hastings.
literary history can well be that this most exquisite
tribute ever paid to the
"
memory of a noble woman is no
Aspasia,
pattern to all who love things praisemore Steele's than it is yours or mine. The character
of Aspasia in the forty-second number of the Taller was
orthy," was intended for Lady Elizabeth Hastings,
written by Congreve. But ever since Leigh Hunt could who was born in
1682, and died iu 1739. She
not help thinking that the generous and
trusting hand was noted for her piety, and she was highly accomof Steele was visible throughout this
it
has
portrait,'
an interest in all the good movebeen assumed, with a placid perversity which bids de- plished, taking
nents that came before her.
fiance to unacceptable fact, that the sentimental debauchee
Upon the death of
known to modern sympathies as 'dear Dick Steele must ler brother George, ninth Earl of Huntingdon, she
be credited with the
;ook up her abode at Ledstone House, and became
authorship of an immortal phrase,
which is considered by his admirers too beautiful to be ihe
Lady Bountiful of the neighbourhood. VERthe property of a cynical
worldling whose name has
ANT GREEN will find fuller particulars in 'An
never been exposed to the posthumous
homage of such
listorical Character relating to the Holy and Extouching and tender familiarities.
So convincing an
argument is hardly to be overthrown by the verdict of
mplary Life of the Right Honourable the Lady
'
all the sentimental
in
Elizabeth
Letter Land,' though
journalists
Hastings,' 1742.
it was not the author of
The Conscious Lovers,' but
Aspasia's character is drawn in Nos. 42 and 49*
the author of The
Way of the World who said of a f the Tatler. The
portion of No. 42 in which
good woman that To love her was a liberal education.' "
Aspasia is described is often attributed to ConThe editor of the Spectator
appends to this
reve ; No. 49 is by Steele.
It is Steele, and not
:

'

'

'

'
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Congreve, who says, "To behold her is an immediate check to loose behaviour, and to love her
is a liberal education."
There appears to be no
evidence beyond tradition, and the fact that Congreve knew Lady Elizabeth's half-brother Theophilus, for attributing No. 42 to Congreve ; and I
think it very probable that Steele was really the
author of that paper as well as of No. 49.
G. A. AITKEN.

[7

th

s.

vn.

A,

6, -89.

1738, and comprised in (being the occasion of
Pope's delightful verses Warburton ardently admired) 'On receiving from the Eight Hon. the
Lady Frances Shirley a Standiah and Two Pens':
Yes, I beheld the Athenian queen
Descend in all her sober charms;
"And take " (she said, and smiled serene)
"
Take at this hand celestial arms
:

Secure the radiant weapons wield ;
This golden lance shall guard desert;
And if a vice dares keep the field,
This steel shall stab it to the heart."

Some four or five years ago Mr. Swinburne, in
a letter to the Spectator, claimed the famous compliment to this lady for Congreve ; but he did so

Awed, on my bended knees I fell,
it occurs in No. 42 of
Received the weapons of the sky;
the Tatler, in which the character of
And dipp'd them in the sable well,
Aspasia is
The fount of fame and infamy.
described by that poet. As a matter of fact, how" What well 1 What
weapons 1" (Flavia cries)
ever, the compliment does not occur there, but in
"A
standish, steel and golden pen
No. 49, a paper by general consent attributed to
It came from Bertrand's, not the skies;
Steele.
Mr. Justin McCarthy afterwards pointed
I gave it you to write again," &c.
out Mr. Swinburne's error, and Mr. Swinburne in
which hints at Flavia not underThe
humour
a subsequent letter admitted that,
occurring where
the exalted compliment of the poet
it does, the
note standing
compliment must be Steele's.
is one of
to paper 42 in the 1819 edition of the Tatler being, in short, a woman
Pope's subtlest
Mrs. Bertrand kept a stationer's and
('British Essayists') says that an account of the touches.
Lady Frances was Pope's
lady is to be found in a book in folio, entitled toy shop at Bath.
'Memorials and Characters/ London, 1741, printed neighbour in Twickenhamshire ; she died 1762.
F. G. STEPHENS.
for John Wilford, p. 780.
C. C. B.

upon the supposition that

!

A

[Very many replies corroborative of the preceding
statements have been received, and are at the
disposal of

INDICTMENTS AGAINST GAMING

(7

th

S. vii. 104,

VERDANT GREEN.]

"Shove-groat, named also slyp-groat and
slide-thrift," is described by Strutt (Hone's edition,

'THE CONDUCT OP THE ALLIES' (7 th S. vii.
207).
Though the second, third, fourth, and fifth
editions of this pamphlet are dated
1711, the first
edition undoubtedly bears on its
title-page the
date 1712.
Though issued in November, 1711,

and other similar games are described in the same
work (pp. 270-272).
It is a mistake to confuse shove-groat, a game
affected by the frequenters of low taverns and

the publishers, who did not foresee its
great success, post-dated it, as was, and is, often done with
books published towards the end of the
year.
There is a copy of the first edition in the British
Museum. I may add that the bibliography of
'
The Conduct of the Allies was fully and accurately described by the late Mr. Solly in the
Antiquarian Magazine for March, 1885.
F. G.
'

GREAT JUDGES
vii.

166).

230).

1831, p. 301).

Kayles, closh (or cloish), loggats,

tap-rooms, with shovel-board, a pastime very
fashionable in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and described by Strutt, in the edition
above quoted, pp. 297-8.
Shovel-, or shuffleboards were favourite pieces of furniture in the
greatest houses, where they preceded the bagatelleboards and billiard-tables of modern times. The
two games were entirely different, and played with

and appliances.
nor
Trepan was never the name of a game
it so mentioned in the passage extracted,
p. 104,

different objects, rules,

;

SIR WILLIAM GRANT (7 th S.
In answer to MR, BUCKLEY'S
inquiry
:

regarding this great judge, let me refer him to
vol. i. Statesmen of the Time of
George III./ by

Lord Brougham, who passionately
eulogizes him,
in particular
describing his judgments as "the

perfection of judicial eloquence." He is incidentally
praised in similar terms by Lord Campbell (vide
index, 'Lives of the Chancellors').
He was
Master of the Rolls 1801-18.
D. F. C.

is

but simply as " the new way [of cheating] called
the Trepan." It was probably some precursor of
our ever-successful "confidence- trick." There is
nothing to connect it with any game.
Skinner's derivation of trepan from Trapani, a
place in Sicily, is humorous; but most people
prefer the etymology given by Prof. Skeat, from

O.F trappan, a

trap;

O.H.G. trapo, a trap.
JULIAN MARSHALL.

th
[LADT RUSSELL, MB. A. COLLINGWOOD LEE, and MR.
S. v. 285, 397, 496 ; vi.
(7
57, E. H. MARSHALL, M.A., also oblige with replies.]
Perhaps the 'most interesting, and doubtless one of the earliest references to the use of
LITERARY PLAGIARISMS (7 th S. vii. 226). The
"
steel and gold pens, both of which are mentioned
by Segur (Paris, 1719)," is interesting, as
poem,
in notes supplied as
above, is that dating from quoted, because it supplies an instance, if correctly

STEEL PENS

115).
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q oted, of two quatrains, by a French poet, the
jond of which does not scan (nor construe
S( ircely) as does the first.
Unfortunately, I do no
B(

'

Poems

and

I should, therefc re, be glad to be informed how the lines of the
se jond quatrain really run, if they are indeed from
tie pen of that poet; for scansion is a matter
al out which French poets are extremely particular,

p

asess the

of Segur,'

JULIAN MARSHALL.
The two verses given aa the supposed French
oiiginal of Goldsmith's 'Stanzas on Woman' have
a very suspicious look.
They bear a strong resemblance to some of Father Prout's mystifications as
to the origin of Wolfe's ode on Sir John Moore's
Moore's " Lesbia
'

1

I

i

burial, Campbell's Hohenlinden,'
huth a beaming eye," &c.
One would like to verify the statement by some
more definite information. Who was Se'gur, the
What is the title
professed author of the verses ?
and subject of the work in which they appeared 1
Where can a copy of the work be referred to?
Where and at what date was it published ? This
is vaguely stated as Paris,
1719, but is more likely
to be at Sir Walter Scott's town of
Kennaquhair.
Forgeries, literary and other, appear to be in the
ascendant at present. Some people take a perverse pleasure in attempting to attach the
charge of
plagiarism to our classical poets.

Looking at the verses themselves, there is evidently a translation, but it is the translation of
"

i

"

English into French.
Stoops to folly is badly
rendered by " trop de tendresse." "To hide her
"
shame from every eye is not translated at all.
The verb " to die," which gives point to the whole,
" C'est la mort."
is
insufiiciently replaced by
.

However, I am quite willing, if sufficient proof
can be found, to acknowledge my error ; but at
present with regard to M. Se'gur I am much of the
'opinion of Betsey Prig in regard to Mrs. Harris,
" I don't believe
"
there is no sich a p<
person
!

J.

A. PICTON.

Sandyknowe, Wavertree.

Though I am not quite sure as to the correctness
of the term " plagiarism " when an author inserts a
translation, with variations, I offer a similar instance of Goldsmith's
from the
apparently copying

Latin to that which MR. A. COLLINGWOOD LEE
gives of his borrowing from the French.
In the
'
Schoolmaster ' there are the well-known lines
But still the wonder grew,
That one small head could carry all he knew.
:

In Fuller's 'Abel Redivivus'

GIBBON'S 'AUTOBIOGRAPHY': JOSHUA WARD (7
In the year 1777 Dr. Maty published

S. vii. 82).

the 'Miscellaneous Works and Memoirs of the
Earl of Chesterfield,' in 2 vols., 4to., and on the
margins of his copy Horace Walpole wrote ^ a good
number of notes. This copy having come into the
possession of the late R. S. Turner, Esq., he printed
a few copies of these marginalia for the members
of the Philobiblon Society, one of which notes re'
In vol. ii. p. 1, Miscellates to Joshua Ward.
laneous Pieces,' Lord Chesterfield writes
"I very early took Mr. Ward's Drop, notwithstanding
the great discouragement it met with in its infancy, from
an honourable author, eminent for his political sagacity,
who asserted it to be 'liquid Popery and Jacobitism.' I
reaped great benefit from it, and recommended it to so
many of my friends that I question whether the author
of that great specific is more obliged to any one man in
the kingdom than myself excepting one."
On this Walpole notes thus
" General Charles
Churchill, the great Patron of Ward.
Queen Caroline, asking the general if it was true that
Ward's medicine had made a man mad, as was reported,'
he said, ' Yes, madam, very true.' 'And do you own it ?
said the Queen.
Yes, madam.' 'And who is it ?' 'Dr.
Meade, madam.' "Turner's reprint, p. 50.
Again, there is a brief note on vol. ii. p. 377, 1. 13:
Tom Page. He was made Secretary of the Treasury,
and was patron of Ward's medicines." Turner reprint,
:

:

'

'

p. 79.

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

I add to W. A. G.'s notes on "Spot Ward
and John (or the Chevalier) Taylor, that their portraits
that of the former explaining by a large
blood-mark on the face why the worthy was called
are conspicuous in Hogarth's famous
"Spot"
'
'
'
Consultation of Physicians or The Comprint
'

May

A

pany of Undertakers
ally advertised as

'

This etching was origin-

'

?

A Consultation of Quacks.'

was published March

The one-eyed Taylor

is

It

1736, and for sixpence.
leering at Mrs. Mapp, the

3,

bone-setter ; in the head of his physician's staff is
fixed a human eye (this alludes to his practice as an
"
Opthalmiator." Mrs.
oculist) ; he called himself
Mapp is seen between these empirics. See the
Catalogue of Satirical Prints in the British Mu-

Pope,
seum,' Nos. 1985, 1986, 2091, 2299, 2325.
Swift, Walpole, Churchill, and others have commemorated Ward, who desired by will to be buried
"
n front of the altar of Westminster Abbey, or as
near to the altar as might be."
F. G. STEPHENS.

NOTECHITTLEHAMPTON, NORTH DEVON
WORTHY CHURCH TOWERS (7 tb S. vii. 128). MR.
S. FLINT CLARKSON will find a very careful
:

(vol. ii. p. 118, 8vo.,
'
1867) there is in the Life and Death of Lambert
Danaeus':
" He
had a vast memory, and read over many authors,
ie was so versed in the fathers and school divines that
few attained to the like exactness
therein, whence one
th of him, ' Mirum est homuncionis unius
ingenium
it

273

"
tarn diversas scientias haurire et retinere
potuisse.'

ED. MARSHALL.

of the fine west tower of St.
Chittlehampton, in the second volume
of the Transactions of the Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society, 1847.
It is drawn by Mr. Eichard
3. Gould, architect, the present borough surveyor
f Barnstaple, and is one of nine illustrations of

measured drawing
EEieritha, at
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different Devonshire towers given by him in a
'
very useful paper on the Towers of the North and
North- West of Devon, 'read atthe quarterly meeting
of the Society in Exeter, August 31, 1844. The engraving measures 17 in. by 10^ in., and the tower
is drawn an eighth of an inch to a foot.
By it the
base of the tower measures 3d ft. 6 in. square at
the base (not 24 ft., as quoted by MR. CLARKSON).

[7*
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when

first dug, but hardens and becomes
Does not adhere to the
exposure.
tongue. Feels unctuous. Yields to the nail." Saponite is found in Cornwall, in Derry, in Sweden, and
steatite in various parts of
t>y Lake Superior;
England, Scotland, Ireland, in Saxony and Bohein
Canada
and
the United States (see Bristow's
mia,
'
Glossary of Mineralogy,' where the fancy articles

Dutter

Drittle

on

made of Chinese steatite, at Hing-po and TseChittlehampton tower, which is perhaps known to Ivocgsa, are mentioned).
most admirers of church architecture in this diocese, is
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
the nearest approximation to the highly ornamental
Hastings.
structures of Somersetshire which we possess; but there
is nothing in its detail that is not of the most pure and
Soapstone or steatite is defined as a hydrated
faultless description, and the admirable grouping of the
silicate of magnesia and alumina ; it is used, mixed
with
its
pinnacles,
general arrangement and proportion, with
clay, to increase the translucency of the
leave it without a rival, at least in this county. The
There are several beautiful
finished porcelain.
erection of the towers of Bishop's Nympton, South
of art at South Kensington, in the soMoulton, and Chittlehampton is traditionally ascribed to objects
the same architect, but this story has probably originated called soapstone.
A. HALL.
from the mere fact of the contiguity, together with the
circumstance of their possessing many identical features.
BLUE STOCKINGS (7 th S. vii. 24, 206). The folThe same authority has further distinguished these by
lowing account of the society or club is before
the really significant appellations of ' Length,' 'Strength,'
me:
and 'Beauty,' the former having reference to that at
From France it came to England in 1780, when Mrs.
Bishop's Nympton, which rises to the greatest height in
the badge of the Bas-bleu Club
proportion to the square of their several bases, and the Montague [sz'c] displayed
other terms equally apply to those at South Moulton and at her evening assemblies. Mr. Stillingfleet was a conof
attendant
the
stant
soirees, and went by the name of
Chittlehampton to the one on account of the considerable thickness of the walls, with the massive proportions Blue Stockings."
of the buttresses, and the excellency of the masonry emNow, as Benjamin Stillingfleet died in 1771, to
ployed in the whole construction; and to the other with make him an attendant of the club in 1780 is cerreference to its ornate character. But the latter exanachronistic.
However, when Mrs. Monample fairly combines the acknowledged good qualities tainly
of its less pretending neighbours with that so deservingly tagu formed the Blue Stocking Club (it must have
allotted to itself."
been before 1771) Mr. Stillingfleet no doubt was a
'
'
his blue stockings may have been the
Kisdon, in his Survey of Devon (Risdon died member, and
A.D. 1640), says (pp. 319-20)
origin of its title, or, according to Mrs. Amelia
James Barry's may have been,
"Chittlehampton, called of old Chidelinton, was the Opie (ante, p. 206),
Hannah More,
Since the earls of though he in 1771 was but thirty.
King's demesne at the conquest.
*
Gloucester were lords of this manor and barton, the in her poem Bas-Bleu,' does not give the origin,
chief house whereof adjoined to the churchyard, now but in a short
preface she tells us that
demolished
This parish is graced with a fair church
and a stately tower, and in times past hath been notable "the following trifle owes its birth and name to the
mistake of a foreigner of distinction, who gave the literal
for that Hieretha (born at Hoforde, co. Devon) canonized
a saint, was here interred; unto whose memory the appellation of the Bas-bleu to a small party of friends,
church was dedicated, and she esteemed to be of such who had been often called, by way of pleasantry, the
Blue Stockings."
sanctity, that you may read of many miricles ascribed to
her holiness, in his book that penned her life."
I think, therefore, that the bas- Ileus of some one
to the club, and if the
The local saying runs in North Devon precisely gave the original name
" Not
on the same lines as is the rhyme quoted from verdict should be
Stillingfleet's," then our
faith in an old tradition will be shaken, and we
Oxfordshire, viz.:
shall begin to ask ourselves, Are we sure that
Bishop's Nympton for length,
*
South Molton for strength,
Milton, and not Oliver Cromwell, wrote Paradise
And Chittlehampton for beauty.
Lost ? Mrs. Opie's history of the club dates from
1784, but the contention is that it existed prior to
HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.
1771 ; that Mr. Stillingfleet was a member, and
that from his bas-bleus originated the Blue Stocktb
'
*
SOAPSTONE FIGURES FROM SHANGHAI (7 S.
ing Club. See Boswell's Life of Johnson under
vii. 8).
There are two mineral substances known the
FREDK. EULE.
year 1781.
The comby this name, saponite and steatite.
SAMUEL PEPYS (7 th S. vii. 81, 196). Taking
position of the former is, "Silica 45 '56, alumina
and MR. JULIAN MARSHALL'S note in conjunction
10-34, magnesia 24'95, water 1915
100";
of the latter, " Silica 62 '14, magnesia 32 '92, water with mine, we now have some clear particulars both
4-94=100."
The characteristics of the two are of a privately printed and of a published edition
much the same " Very soft and soapy, almost like of Pepys's * Memoires relating to the State of the
In his paper Mr. Gould remarks

:

"

.

'

:

'

=

:
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,oyal

In

Navy.'

my

copy there

is

a

MS. number

Pepys was so methodical
t lat it would be quite in character for him to have
3 umbered this as well as other private copies him4 3lf, and registered their distribution in his noteThere are corrections of the press at pp. 11,
} ook.
which also seem to me to be in
0, 70, 92, and 120,
The collation of the volume runs
1 is autograph.
taus
portrait, title in red and black, pp. 1-152,
fjlding table, pp. 153-214, index of seventeen
<

a the title

"R. 35."

<.

:

MR. J. MARSHALL will per{ages, blank leaf.
aps state if this agrees with his copy of the pub-

i

Lshed edition.

The results of the patriotic efforts of Pepys in
strengthening the Eoyal Navy, so that there were
ships at sea and in reserve whose total comple-

men amounted
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'
Middleton's Witch.' But this does not get over
the difficulty of supposing Davenant's version to
have lain on the shelf until three years after his
MR. JONAS adds, too, that "on the first
death.
page of this [1673] quarto the names of the princi-

pal actors are given, with their corresponding part?,
identical with those prefixed to Davenant's version
of 1674." This seems to show that the 1673 quarto

did not purport to be what MR. JONAS apparently
takes it for to wit, the play as acted before 1671.
On the contrary, the publisher evidently intended
to pass it off as the version currently acted at the
Dorset Garden Theatre. We know from Downes
that the 1671 production "recompenced double
the expense, and proved a lasting play." May we
not conclude, then, that an enterprising bookseller,
desirous of exploiting its popularity, but unable to

to 42,003 when he left
end of 1688, seem to have edu- beg, borrow, or steal the prompt copy, simply recated the public mind for a good many years for- printed the First Folio text, added the songs interward into the conviction that such was about the polated by Davenant (which could easily be taken
down in the theatre), prefixed the playbill, and
right number of seamen to provide for in the
" book of the
play,"
If the votes of Parliament issued the whole as a correct
national estimates.
in fact, it was nothing of the kind ? This
when,
be
the
ten
1702-11
it
years
during
examined,
will be found that 40,000 men for sea service piratical proceeding would afford an additional
are regularly provided for financially in each motive for the publication of the genuine text
to Davenant) in 1674.
year of that stirring period.
This, at 521. a (according
WILLIAM ARCHER.
year for each man on the average, and including
EGBERT W. LOWE.
special votes, amounted in the ten years to
Then there were the ordinary dis22,880,000*.
"TWIZZEL" IN PLACE-NAMES (7 th S. vii. 28,
bursements of the navy, amounting in the same
"All persons passing by this Twitchel
195, 233).
time to 1,247,6002. We thus get at a grand total are
requested to go up or down directly, without
of 24,127,600?.
But the whole of the votes of
&c." The

ment
office

of
at

the

Parliament in 1702-11, including the grand total
with 27,060,066Z. for the army,

just mentioned,

and

of war,
and
contracted, did not
for the ten years to a larger
From this the conaggregate than 53,763,638*.
clusion may be drawn that in those years of
Queen Anne's reign 45 per cent, of the whole
subsidies,

other

2,575,972*. for
swell the total

expenses

new debts

loitering, causing obstruction,

foregoing

words are painted on a small board attached to a
house in a narrow alley leading from the street of
ShillingtoD, in this county, to the church, which,
by the way, is situate on a hill. There is a small
brook running at the foot of the hill. I forward
this hoping it may afford a clue.
F.

A. BLAYDES.

Bedford.

public revenue was disbursed for naval purposes

FREDK. HENDRIKS.

alone.

'MACBETH' ON THE STAGE

(7

th

S. vii. 68, 130,

GRINDSTONE AND SAPLING

(7

th

S. vii. 207).

E. F. B. has doubtless heard of or read the chapter
on the ' Powers of Vegetation in Charles Water'

The 1673 quarto cited by MR. MORRIS ton's 'Essays on Natural History,' wherein he
JONAS does not appear to us so conclusive as speaks of a derelict water-mill near Walton Hall,
our critic would make out. The question is this, the ruins and grounds of which had been laid to
Was Davenant's version of Macbeth first pro- an adjoining meadow. In the course of time
145, 231).

I.

'

'

duced about 1671, after the migration of the
Duke's Company from Lincoln's Inn Fields to
Dorset Gardens
or was it produced soon after the
;

and seen by Pepys in 1664, 1666,
1667, and 1668 ? We inclined, and still incline,
Restoration,

the latter opinion, for reasons stated in our
in the English Illustrated Magazine for
December, 1888. MR. JONAS, on the other hand,
thinks our theory finally refuted by the existence
of a quarto 'Macbeth' of
1673, "acted at the
Duke's Theatre," which is "simply a reprint of
f
<he First Folio," with the addition of
songs from
to

article

nothing remained to indicate the site of the mill
except a large millstone seventeen feet in circumference.
Waterton supposes that some of our nuteating animals in the autumn of 1813 had deposited
their winter store of nuts under the protecting
cover of the stone, and that one nut, having
escaped destruction, in the course of the following
summer "sent up its verdant shoot," to quote his
own words, "through the centre of the procumbent
millstone."
The tree year by year increased in
size and beauty, bearing excellent fruit, till by its
enlarged growth it had raised the stone eight inches
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from the ground.
tory,' p.

Vide

464, ed. by N.

'

Essays on Natural Hie-

Moore

(F.

and

Biography

Warne, 1871).
W. N.

Warrington.
E" To be found, with a picture, in the biographical
introduction, by the Rev. J. G. Wood, to Waterton's
'Wanderings.'" E. M. The same information is supplied by E. M. MILLER, W. D. SWEETING, P. W. J.,
A. B. S., JOHN CHURCHILL SIK.ES, W. W. DAVIES, JAS.
B. MORRIS, W. RIDLEY KENT, and C. P. S. WARREN.]

,

Mythology,'

VII. APEIL

s.v.

6, '89.

"

or

Iphicles

Iphiclus" (No. 3), mentions his being one of the
Argonauts, and, like the patriarchs of old, being
rich in large herds of oxen (Horn., ' Iliad,' ii. 705
;
He was the father of Podares
Odyssey,' xi. 239).
and Protesilaus. Wayland Smith's cave is in the
parish of Ashbury, near Faringdon, in Berkshire,
and is a kind of cromlech, made by a huge flat
stone being placed horizontally on upright ones.
'

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

SIR THOMAS SMITH, ALIAS NEVILL, OF HOLT,
LEICESTERSHIRE (7 th S. vii. 189). Clara, daughter
and coheir of Ralph Nevill, of Thornton Bridge,
Yorkshire, married, firstly, Henry, or Thomas (as he
is sometimes called) Smith, of Creasing
Temple,
Essex, son of John Smith, Baron of the Exchequer;

as

and, secondly, Sir Thomas Nevill, of Holt, hence
the alias.
The arms mentioned by MR. DOVE,
Gules, a saltire ermine, are those of Backhouse ;
and it is stated by Le Neve and at Heralds' College, in the Backhouse pedigree, that Flora, widow

suitors for his daughter's hand as they advanced
their several claims, and ignored the one imperative
condition that he had laid down the harrying of
It has some analogy to
the cattle of Iphicles.

John Backhouse, KB., married,
Henry Smith, alias Nevill, of Holt.
of Sir

the case,

Is not the saying
much due to Sir
"
"

ment

of

"

Quid hoc ad Iphicli boves ?"
Walter Scott as many a frag"
or
old play" that he prefixed

old song

to his chapters ?
It
of thing that Neleus

Patelin's

is

ben trovato, exactly the

might have said to the

"Revenons &

ces moutons."

secondly,
If this

be

curious that there should be no mention of this second husband on her tombstone,
which is in Swallowfield Church. Sir John Back-

sort

various

KlLLIGREW.
Rome.

it is

house died 1649, and she died in 1652, at. sixtytwo.
Perhaps some reader of 'N. & Q.' may be

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.
(7

th

S. vii. 189).

I

do not find

the term land-grabber in The Drapier's Letters
and other ' Tracts relating to Ireland/ by Swift,
Swift writes of
published at Dublin in 1735.
"
Graziers engrossing vast Quantities of Land," and
"
of that abominable Race of Graziers who
were
'

Liverpool.

many

of his mottoes were.

ED. MARSHALL.

DR. PEACHEL, MASTER OF MAGDALENE COLLEGE,

CAMBRIDGE

(7

th

S. vii.

208).

MR. W.

T.

LYNN

points out that Dr. Peachel's name "is
*
"
in Burnet's
History
erroneously spelt as Rachel
of His Own Time,' vol. iii. p. 142 (Oxford, 1823),
Yes ; but Dr. Routb, who prints the note, also
takes care to correct the misprint most zealously. It
it appears
is Peachel in the index (vol. vi. p. 449)
among the errata of vol. iii. in vol. vi. p. 460 and
;

IPHICLES (7 th S.

vii.
168).
Iphicli boves ?" now
resuscitated, has already been asked in 'N. & Q.'
th
S. ii. 48 ; vii. 308 ; 6 th S. v. 448), and no
(5
answer returned. It is not quite correct to state
that it was put " at a blacksmith's forge," for in
reality it is put by Tressilian to Master Erasmus
'
Holiday, the pedagogue in Kenil worth,' chap, ix.,
whom he is questioning at the cottage of Gammer

The question "Quid hoc ad

The scene is laid in the Vale of Whitehorse, and the question has reference to the shoeing of his horse by mysterious agency. The whole
chapter is full of Latin quotations, some easy to
be verified, others not at all, as "lucus a non
Sludge.

lucendo," and this

further say,

'

ready to engross great Quantities of Land." The
italics are mine.
J. F. MANSERGH.

THE OXEN OF

'

poor nag ? ") in Kenilworth,' chap. ix. ; or whether,
no such early instance being forthcoming, it was
not an invention of Sir W. Scott himself, as, I may

able to settle this point definitely.

LAND-GRABBING

At < N. & Q.,' 6 th S. v. 448, there was an inquiry
whether any one was able to point to an earlier use
"
"
of the proverb than
Quid hoc ad Iphicli boves ?
(" What has all this to do with the shoeing of my

the last of them.
Perhaps it
may be found in Erasmus, and Scott gives us
a key in the name of the schoolmaster. What
its exact meaning
may ba it is difficult to say.
Dr. W. Smith, ' Dictionary of Greek and Roman

;

" additional
in the
annotations," which came out
several years later, there is at p. 89 :
v Vol. iii. p. 142, col. i. 1. 1, note g, in the beginning
substitute
Dr. Peachell, Master of Magdalen College
(Cambridge), and Bancroft's for Bancroft."
:

ED. MARSHALL.
In the Lansdown MS. 988 there is an autograph
letter from Dr. Peachel to Dr. Simon Patrick, Prebendary of Westminster, and subsequently Bishop
of Ely, respecting the mandate from the king to
admit Father Francis to the degree of M.A. without the usual oath or subscription.
J.

is

SMUT

th

MASKELL.

There is an article by
Francis Bauer, who writes from Kew, in the supplement of the Penny Magazine, March 31, 1833,
on the ' Smut Balls or Pepper Brand,' which he de(7

S. vii. 109).

7'

h S.

VII. APRIL

ignates

Uredo

NOTES AND QUERIES.

6, '89. J

He

foetida.

states that its distin

" its

extremely offensiv
is the only plant which i
In the same periodica
iable to be affected by it.
issued May 11, 1833, the same writer gives an
Dust Brand' (Uredt
or
ccount of 'The Smut,
"
per
egetum) in barley, oats, and wheat. This is
uishing characteristic
mell," and that wheat

;

is

3

i

.<

3ctly scentless," and
the whole ear is often found entirely destroyed man;
weeks before even the individual florets are quite deve
or the sound ears emerge from the hose. Some
Ipped,
times, but rarely, the infection takes place after the
]>arts of fructification have been formed, and even after
fecundation has taken place ; in that case the progress o
the disease can easily be observed."
i

"'

"

.

The fungi vegetate and multiply so rapidly thai
in a few days the whole ear is completely filled."
Both articles are illustrated by diagrams.
J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

P.S.

I notice in a bookseller's catalogue a

work

'
by Dr. M. C. Cooke entitled Eust, Smut, Mildew, and Mould an Introduction to the Study of
:

Microscopic Fungi,' 1878.
I shall feel more satisfaction than the
^Esopian

cock, which scratching in a dunghill found a jewel,
if a fact that I have discovered in
turning over my
manure merchant's annual circular be of any value
in the sight of
LINCOLNSHIRE FARMER. It ap"
treats
pears that an article which
of

A

the

life

history

exhaustively
of the

and mode of propagation
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3. Uredo rubigo constitutes the fungoid disease
of cereals, chiefly of -wheat, which is known as
"rust," "red robin," "red rag," &c. It mostly
attacks the chaff- scales surrounding the grains, but
it is not always confined to that region
various
:

parts of the plant may be implicated. The fungus
consists of an aggregation of minute microscopic
granules of an orange or rust colour.

Corn mildew is occasioned by Puccinia graminis,
a fungus of a similar character. It affects the straw

and leaves generally.

JAMES A. SALTER.

S.

Basingfield, Basingstoke.

[B. D. MOSELEY, C. C. B., L. L. K., R. W. HAOKWOOD,
which are at our correspondent's dis-

&c., send replies,
posal.]

WYRE-LACE

:

HUMMED

(7

th

S. vii. 208).

I

do

not find wire-lace in any dictionary, but I doubt
"a
its meaning
device, fraud, snare, cr springe."
On the contrary, if I may hazard a conjecture in
the absence of definite authority, I would guess it
to be a part of a construction, or of a garment or
Thus Carew, in the view of the Court, by
shoe.
bis pleading would only have shown himself an
" To
accomplice, or necessary part of the action.
hum " is explained by Johnson as " to make a conFused noise ; to make a low dull noise ; to murmur
[P.

Fletcher)

:

to express

applause

;

approbation

was commonly expressed in publick assemblies by
a hum ('Trial of the Regicides')." The word is

JULIAN MARSHALL.

clearly onomatopoeic.

smut-fungus (Ustilago segetum), the varieties of
Wyre-lace in the extract from the account of
smut," and so forth, was contributed by the pen of Lord Carew's trial must have been written instead
J. L. Jensen, of Copenhagen, to the volume of the
f windlass or windlace, a word of which Nares
Royal Agricultural Society's Journal for October, writes as follows, "
machine for winding up
1888 and therein, methinks, may many doubts
weights metaphorically art and contrivance, sub"
concerning cereal distempers of the smut kind be leties." That
the people hum'd " would be, I
ST. SWITHIN.
satisfactorily resolved.
hink, a sign of assent, as the word hum did someYour
A LINCOLNSHIRE FARMER is imes have the meaning of applaud.

A

correspondent

_

right in enumerating several kinds of smut as attacking several crop?. They are vegetable growths
of a very low and
elementary order, and are known
" dust
as
fungi," consisting of very minute microscopic granules or cells in great abundance, and a
few equally minute threads.
They belong to the
genus Uredo. Three species are commonly met

with in this country
Undo fcetida, Uredo segetum,
and Uredo rubigo.
1. Uredo fatida
produces the smut within the
grain of wheat without altering its form.
When
examined under the microscope it is found to consist of minute
balls, and it is estimated that as
four millions of these
may exist in a single
In this disease the seed retains its natural

many as
grain.

form.

hence
2.

The fungus has a peculiarly foetid
odour,
familiar name
"stinking smut."
is a smut that attacks oats and

its

Uredo segetum

barley chit fly it consists of a sooty powder, having
no odour. The disease shows itself
conspicuously
on the ears of com before the
of the
;

ripening

crop

JULIUS STEGGALL.

DRILL

th

S. vii. 148, 213).
"
hat the origin of the
quaint
(7

W. D. M.

says

"

performance of
"
actually a teat of officers'
rooping the colour was
What the origin of this ceremony was
obriety."
t would
"perhaps be rash to undertake to say; but
certainly was not that alleged by your correpondent. At no time could it have been peraissible to put a regiment under arms and bring
ut the venerated colours for such a purpose. The
dea strikes me as supremely ridiculous. W. D. M.
probably at some time heard that on trooping

when forming duties, the officers are placed
ppoaite their guards, so as, after "recovering"
heir swords, to march about fifty yards on the
econd file from the right of their respective commands, and that certain old generals jocosely preend to believe that this march on a given point,
hen first introduced, was thought a good test of
le officer's fitness for duty. Your correspondent's
>arades,

collection

must have been confused when he

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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wrote to N. & Q.,' assorting that this somewhat
mythical explanation of a particular detail of the
ceremony applied to the ceremony itself. Although
no account of trooping the colour is given in
Militarie Discipline' (1643) nor in
Bariffe's
'
James's ' Military Dictionary (1802), it may reasonably be conjectured, from the fact that the verb
" to
"
" to
troop was used about 1750 for the verb
'

'

march," that the ceremony of trooping or marching
the colours was simply introduced in order to fix
in the minds of all military men, by a periodical
display, that regulation which requires colours, if
uncased, to be at all times saluted with the highest
G. W. KEDWAY.
honours.

CLARENDON HOUSE

(7

th

S. vii. 228).

In John

Archer's 'Vestiges of Old London/
1851, there is an etching of the then existing
remains of Clarendon House, consisting of two
pillars supporting an entrance into the stable-yard
" The Three
of
Kings." It is there also stated
that the stable-yard presents the features of an old
galleried inn yard, and is noted as the place from
which General Palmer started the first Bath mailWhether these relics of the past are still
coach.
to be found is very doubtful under the steady

Wykeham

march

of Piccadilly improvements.

JOSEPH BEARD.

word "

s.

now

When

vn. APBII

find, in
I said "I

6,

an unwarrantably

am not his lineal
escendant," I meant I am not the head or repreentative of the Hamilton family, to which I
elong, but merely from a collateral branch.
My
rst query meant this
I, as the descendant
f a
younger son, entitled by Scottish heraldic law
o bear the family arms? In reality, as the son
f a Hamilton mother, unless I should take her
ame, I am, of course, at best entitled to quarter
:

hem.

Am

glad of a positive answer to

I shall be

his.

My

second query was plainly this In a certain
>ranch of the Hamilton family the estate, first
nherited by the eldest SOD, went by purchase to
lis younger brother, the third son.
Since then
he succession has been regular ; but early in the
At some
ighteenth century the estate was sold.
period a martlet was introduced into the coat of
Was this because of the transfer from the
irms.
ddest to the third son, or because of the loss of
he estate ? Does the martlet now borne by the
'epresentative of the family belong alone to his
arms, or should other branches likewise bear it ?
I, as the descendant of a younger son, obliged
>y Scottish law to difference the arms, or not?
What is the fee of the Lyon King at Arms for
:

Am

differencing

arms

?

ARTHUR WENTWORTH HAMILTON EATON.

MR. WARD
by

lineal," as I

arrow sense.

Baling.

tion

[7*

will find a full

referring to

'

Old and

answer to his quesNew London,' iv.

Mus
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THE NIMBUS OR AUREOLE (7 th S.

IN URBE.

vii.

New

York.

WORDSWORTH'S ODE ON THE INTIMATIONS
IMMORTALITY (7 th S. vii. 168).
The winds come to me from the fields of sleep.
f

OF

'

65, 176).

'

There was a paper upon the umbrella in the Z/ompare with this that verse in the Song at the
Feast of Brougham Castle,'
English Illustrated Magazine (last year, I think),
The sleep that is among the lonely hills.
in which the writer gave it as his opinion that the
nimbus of the saint was a relative, by aesthetic or These are surely two of Wordsworth's most characartistic evolution, of the ceremonial umbrella of teristic utterances, and are meant to convey the
Eastern countries. As Buddhist saints have nimbi, sense of the deep peace and quietude which haunt
it would seem that the Western mark of being
the fells and moors.
Sleep, moreover, or a state
raised to the order of saints was of Eastern origin. akin to sleep, seems to have been habitually induced
in Wordsworth by deep emotion, and especially
H. A. W.
that occasioned by the sight or the remembrance
WILLIAM MITFORD th S. vii.
matriculated by
207)
(7
at Queen's Coll., Oxon., on July 16, 1761, agec
'
Ac
eighteen (see Alum. Oxon./ pt. iii. p. 965).
cording to the obituary notice in the Gent. Mag.
he was educated at Cheam School, Surrey, undei
Dr. Gilpin, and from there went to the university

i.
There is, however, littl
p. 368),
doubt that he did enter Westminster School, am
that he acted as one of the stewards at the anni
versary dinner in 1781 (see 'Alum. West.,' 1852

{xcvii. pt.

Unfortunately, the admissions to th
school prior to the date of his matriculation hav
been lost.
G. F. E. B.
p.

548).

HERALDRY (7 th S. vi. 427, 496 vii. 132, 175).
am grateful for the valuable replies to my heraldi
;

I

queries.

I should,

however, explain that I used th

C. C. B.

of beautiful scenery.

The meaning of the line,
The winds come to me from

me

the fields of sleep,

In the poet's imagination
it is early morning and nature is not yet awakened
be
described as slumbering.
and so the fields may
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

seems to

obvious.

;

KENELM HENRY DIGBY

(7

th

S. vi.

507;

vii.

51,

Miss BUSK'S note only shows that
Edward Lumley, like some other people, changed
94,

193).

I know nothing of the matter except
his views.
from his own words, and am sorry that she should
have thought fit to imply that he was guilty of

Our acquaintance was of long standing,
having begun a year or two after he opened his

falsehood.
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creatures had a claim upon those around. It waa
in Chancery Lane, nearly opposite happy
a claim to which no one seemed to listen. So Francis
Inn gateway, and I cannot imagine any cast
away from him all the pleasures of life, and made
m tive he could have had for speaking untruth. himself a brother to these poor sufferers. Soon he
he did not do gathered around him men like minded with himself, and
I >refer, therefore, to believe that
use of the term there grew from his efforts an order that spread through
so and to suppose that if he made
ironic- Europe and beyond. It is true that as years passed on
sh 3 attributes to him, it can only have been
the Franciscans, like the other religious orders, lost their
G. S.
al
fir

shop

t

Li icoln's

NOTES ON BOOKS.

&0.

Friars, and other Historic Essays. By
(Fisher Unwin.)
;he Rev. Augustus Jessopp.
Du. JESSOPP'S 'One Generation of a Norfolk House'
ms,de an impression on its readers such as few antidone. A volume of obscure
quarian books have ever
of were, and must
biography aud the people he treated
ever remain, obscure save to those who take an interest
of religion
decadence
and
in the history of the growth
has not in it the elements of popularity, and yet that
book has in it attractions which put it on a par with a
Dr. Jessopp is a strictly accurate perfirst-class novel.
Tl

e

son,

Coming of

the

an antiquary

as plodding as

who has read as discursively
Melancholy'; but
,' Anatomy of
one

Thomas Hearne, and
as the author of the

these

qualifications,

to the heart
'though they might have endeared him
'
N. & Q.,' would
of some of the correspondents of
never have made his account of the Walpoles popular.
He has behind and beyond these qualifications the power
of writing in a picturesque style which is unique among
English men of letters. It flashes and glimmers with
(thought in a way which reminds us of nothing in our
We could mention two German authors with
literature.
Iwhom he has kindred, but it is a remote relationship,
accidental it may be as far as anything can be considered
so in a world where all relations are so complex and fari

I

!

reaching.
;

The volume before us

consists of articles

which have appeared from time to time in the Nineteenth Century.
They are slight essays, not exhaustive
treatises; but no one can read them without having
ihis sympathies quickened and the range of his knowledge enlarged. In what Dr. Jessopp tells us of the
friars there is perhaps nothing new as to the facts, but
the picture given us is most effective. English people
and Italian
|know little of Dominic and Francis. Spanish
When they do not
[ecclesiastics do not attract them.
often
are
too
and
fraud
idleness
repelled by
they
suspect
the dread of mysticism. Francis may have been a mystic
human
and
of
the
best
the
family are
greatest
many of
open to this charge but Dr. Jessopp shows that he was
one of the moat loving souls that ever devoted himself to
the service of his fellows. His ways were not the same
When a great wrong forces itself on our attenas ours.
tion

and became subject to the mockery and sneers
of the world ; but this in no way reflects on their devoted
founder.
Dr. Jessopp has painted a picture of him and
his such as no other Englishman could have produced.
We trust that what he has said will be read by many who
never saw the articles when they appeared in the Nineteenth Century. The two papers on ' The Black Death in
East Anglia are, perhaps, as works of art inferior to
those concerning the friars, but they are of terribly pain-

first love,

y.

we form

societies, call meetings, give lectures,

and

have public dinners, at which dukes and cabinet ministers
make speeches. Such means could not be used in the
dark and barbarous Middle Ages, so Francis did what he
If we feel that his plan was inferior to ours, we
could.
must admit that it called for certain sacrifices which our
civilization
ilgher
gives us the means of avoiding. What
s called the "parochial system" had broken down.
Francis beheld masses of people ignorant, diseased,
avage, with none to minister to them.
Every form
f evil was rampant.
They were starving, they were
jaten up with every foul disease with which we have to
leal, and with some dire forms which have, happily,
become extinct since his day. What was to be done for
these poor lost creatures ] If the inherited moral teachng were true if mercy, love, and charity were not mere
uames without any corresponding realities these un-

'

and give us much information which has
been utterly unknown to the historians from whom we
most of us get those ideas of the lives of our ancestors
which pass for knowledge.

ful interest,

THE Monthly

Chronicle of North-Country Lore

and

(Scott) forms a delightful repertory of information relating to the Northern Counties. It is fully illustrated, the designs of Lambton Castle, Morpeth, &c.,
having special attraction.

Legend

THK author

of

'

'

Greater Britain continues in the Fortjortant papers on ' The Baluch
and Afghan Frontiers
India.'
A discussion of the
ossibility of an invasion of India by Russia is promised,
'
'

Dowden

writes on Edmond Scherer,' and Mr. MaiCowardly Agnosticism.' A highly interesting
Alfred de Musset is sent by M. Arsene Houssaye, who pronounces the poet "the most charming man
in the world, though the most fantastic."
Once morethe Nineteenth Century is controversial. Prof. Huxley
sends a rejoinder on Agnosticism,' Mr. Scrutton replies
to the question whether twelve millions per annum are
wasted in the sea, and Lord Powerscourt gives ' Casual
Notes on Ireland.' Lady Blake writes entertainingly on
'Seals and Savages.'
'Noticeable Books' form the subject of comment by Mr. Gladstone, Dr. Jessopp, Mr.
Walter Pater, Mr. Hamilton Aute, and Mr. F. Harrison.
'rof.

lock on
study of

'

'

'

'

'The Sequel to "A Queen Anne Pocket-book,'" in
Longman's, furnishes curious pictures of life at the beginning of the past century. A. K. H. B. has a charac*
teristic essay entitled
Of taking in Sail.' There are
also a ghost story from the Chinese and Mr. Lang's custhe Sign of the Ship.' The Cornhill contains
tomary 'At
'
r
papers on Napoleon and Elba and on Birds of Prey,
the latter a pleasing specimen of observation of nature.
The Century is this month almost exclusively occupied
with American subjects. The four opening papers deal
with Washington, whose inauguration is described at full
'

'

Excellent illustrations accompany the papers,
series of portraits are reproduced.
The
highly interesting series of papers on Russia is continued,
the present number dealing with the Russian police.
'
Round about Dotheboys Hall,' in Temple Bar, gives a
length.

and a whole

good description of Bowes, its church and its castle, and
of Bowes Hall, supposed to be the original of Dotheboys
Part I. is given of a description of ' Mr. Disraeli.
Hall.
The Pulpit in the Good Old Days has quasi-antiquarian
interest.
Mr. Saintsbury sends to Macmillan an admirable account of 'Leigh Hunt.'
Mr. S. O. Addy
writes on 'The Study of Field-Names,' an unusually
An
in
Berlin
edifying paper.
Englishman
depicts the
present temper of the Berliners, and 'The Great Dog'

'

'

'

'

recommends the substitution of other for
canine favourites. Lighter and lighter become the contents of Murray's, which is now largely occupied with
Superstition
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'
Quite Out of the Way,' by Lady Du Cane,
however, a pleasant sketch of country life. Mr.
A. W. Pollard writes on The Governess and her GrievMr. Robert Shindler writes in the Gentleman's
ances.'
'In Praise of Chess,' and refers to the Evans of the
'
Scotch Gambit as likely to appear in the Dictionary of
Evans does not
Biography.' As a fact, this particular
seem to be there. Prof. Hales supplies a capital account
of 'Chevy Chase,' and Mr. H. Schiitz Wilson has a paper
on 'The Genesis of Othello.' In the English Illustrated
Mr. William Sime gives a pleasingly illustrated description of French and English seaports opening on to the
Channel. This he calls 'On Two Shores.' Mr. Swinburne has a ballad entitled 'A Jacobite's Exile.' In
'
A Suburban Garden' letterpress and designs are both
Will Go'
by Mr. J. E. Hodgson, R.A. 'A Hunting We

fiction.

gives,

is

'

characteristically illustrated

VIL APRIL

Clerkenwell Green in 1789, St. John's Gate, Hicke'sHall,
and other places and objects of interest. The Encyclo" RetrePart LXIII., extends from
paedic Dictionary,

"Roman," "Romanesque,"

&c.,

"
"
the
Riddle," Rhythm," and its compounds, are among
" Rhobest instances of the special character of the work.
"
articles
are
also
other
botanical
and
dodendron
specially
Part XIII. of Naumann's History of Music
valuable.
has a portrait of Johann Adolph Hasse, a second of

to
Philippus de Monte. It passes from Netherlandish
'
Early English Music, and begins a chapter on History
of the Tonal Art from the Time of the Renaissance to
the Century of the Rococo.' Picturesque Australasia,
Part VI., takes the reader to the gold-fields, and gives
pictures of camp life, the rush to the fields, the processes
of cradling and farming, &c., and of adventure. Part III.
William
of Celebrities of the Century ends with Bunsen.
Louis Blanc,
Blake is the subject of a long article.
the
the
the
Booths,
Blomfield,
Bonapartes,
Bishop
Brontes, Bright (whose death is, of course, not reported),
of
Own
Our
are among the subjects
biographies.
Country
for this month does not appear among Messrs. Casaell's

glasses; and the engraved, gilt, and cut wine glasses and
goblets of the latter part of the last century. Mr. Hartsborne will be glad of any notes of dated examples, with
descriptions and heights of such glasses, their shapes and
the fashion of their stems, and references to collections
of such objects.

IN the loud chorus of regrets over the death of John
Bright it is right to mingle our voice of mourning. John
Bright was a not infrequent contributor to our columns
in which he always took a keen interest.

THE Rev. R. H. Hadden, the Vicar of St. Botolph,
Aldgate, makes an appeal to the descendants of Lord
Darcy of the North and Sir Nicholas Carew to restore to
its place the handsome monument to these
worthies, who
were executed in 1538.

flatter* to

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query.
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
head the second communication " Duplicate."

to

A. FELS ("Milton and Sir Henry Wotton "). The
passage from Sir Henry Wotton's letter is prefixed to the
first and to many subsequent editions of Comus.' " Doric
"
delicacy refers, doubtless, to Doric music what Milton
himself calls
the Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders
(' Paradise Lost,' i. 550-551),
and so conveys an idea of sweet lyric cadence.
'

A. M. T. desires to be told the author's name of the
Latin hymn to the Blessed Virgin beginning

O
and where

it is

Sanctissima,
purissima,
Dulcis Virgo Maria !
to be found in the Breviary.

A. D. ("PooleV Annotations upon the Holy Bible'").
This work, selected from the Synopsis Criticorum
of the same author, is in the list of books recommended
to clergymen by Bishop Tomline. It is in good estimation, but a copy in the state you mention would have
slight pecuniary value.
'

periodicals.
THE Scottish

letterpress

and

Art Review improves both as regards
illustrations.

The

latest

number

is

excel-

lent.
'

TECHNICAL BOOKBINDING is continued in No. XXI.
of the Bookbinder, which gives, among other good illustrations, a coloured plate of an Arabian binding.

MR. ALBERT HAKTSHORNE, F.S.A., of Bradbourne
Hall, Wirksworth, has in hand a work on the picturesque
subject of Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Wine
Glasses and Goblets.' It will be fully illustrated, and
will include the drinking-glasses of the time of the Civil
War and of the Restoration ; the glasses with coins in
the stems ; those of which the fashion was introduced at
the coming of William III., the glasses of the Jacobite
and rival clubs those which came in on the accession of
George I. ; the tall champagne glasses ; punch and ale
'

E. H.
Glossary

"Hogarth" glasses; masonic glasses; thistle
commemorative, memento, and memorial glasses ;

armorial glasses; betrothal glasses; sealed glasses; "blunderbusses"; political glasses; square-footed glasses; liqueur
glasses ; rummers ; coaching glasses ; the numerous variety
of beaded, twisted, threaded, and coloured stemmed

'

COLEMAN ("Casting-Bottle").
'
'

See 'Nares's

and Encyclopaedic Dictionary s.v.
KELLY. The Miss H. Kelly who played Distaffina at
the Haymarket in 1810 was no relation to Miss Frances
Maria Kelly nor to Miss F. H. Kelly, the daughter of
Michael Kelly. Nothing is known concerning her family.
M. A. B. ("Renwick "). The man concerning whom
you ask was Renwick Williams, found guilty of assaulting
women in 1790. See Knapp and Baldwin's Newgate
'

'

'

Calendar,' vol.

iii.

pp. 161-166.

NOTICE.

;

glasses;
glasses ;

e,

by Mr. Hugh Thomson.

THE historical plays are completed with Part XXXIX.
of the Illustrated Shakespeare of Messrs. Cassell, and the
to vol. ii. A new volume begins
title-page, &c., are issued
with ' Troilus and Creseida,' of which one act is supplied.
Old and New London, Part XIX., extends from Clerkenwell to Smithfield, and gives views of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital and Church, Old Smithfield Market and place of
execution proceedings before the Court of Pie-poudre,

vert" to "Round."

[7<-s.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at

We
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of these productions that further eulogy is needless.

In those sumptuous brain-pictures which constitute
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the imaginative faculty, in that lofty flight which,
leaving the baser regions of the earth, soars amid
the ideal and the ethereal, in that existence which
"
insubstantial pageant "
takes its being from the
of the untangible-sesthetic,De Quincey is unrivalled.

In calling attention to De Quincey's works a
word or two of criticism on them may not be out
of place.
Of the much that has since his death
been written of him nothing is worthier of survival
that
brief word of the Blackwood reviewer,
than
" De
Quincey's logic cuts like a razor and his

Much else
imagination flames like a furnace,"
"
"
that has been written of the
is
Opium-Eater
weak and transient, a singular lack of moral insight
has beset all his historiographers, and yet no man
ever stood more in need of a kindly, penetrative,

We

and sympathetic criticism.
have space only to
look at his literary character, to note the fact that
his strength lies in the manner in which he comDe Quincey was
bined literature and philosophy.
collectively the greatest classical scholar, analytic
thinker, logician,

and

idealist

produced by Eng-

Garnett's Twilight of the Gods'' Dictionary of National
Biography,' Vol. XVIII. Nichol's Francis Bacon '-Gatty's
'
Book of Sundials.'
Notices to Correspondents, &c.

land during the nineteenth century, and his matchless art in uniting these functions and forming
from them a concrete whole was the foundation of
His style is built upon the Greek.
his greatness.

THOMAS DE QUINCEY.

play an exquisite depth and tenderness. His mode
of thinking and reasoning and his method of expressing his thoughts is not so intensely English,
but his dictation is purer, more classical, and
scholarly than that of Macaulay. Macaulay's style,

:

'

'

His works are models of

In correspondence with the recent cheap editions
of the works of Carlyle and Macaulay, were it not
well that some enterprising publisher should issue
a cheap, popular, and portable edition of the complete works of our third greatest literary Englishman of the nineteenth century, Thomas de Quincey ?
Such an edition could be thus divided to great ad-

classic purity,

and

dis-

graphic and brilliant though it be, is, nevertheless,
somewhat coarse and parliamentary ; it savours
rather of the forum than the study. Macaulay had,
perhaps, the more capacious, but De Quincey the

more profound intellect. De Quincey and Carlyle
are far less fluent, but much more thoughtful
The autobiographical papers, including the writers than Macaulay ; it is doubtful, in fact,
Opium -Eater' and 'Sketches,' which section which of the two was the better thinker. De Quinwould in itself be a rich mine of literary wealth cey is certainly the closer, more patient, and more
ind reminiscential information.
subtle but Carlyle the more earnest, vigorous, and
2. The lives, critical and biographical,
comprising, original. In scholarly diction, criticism, analytic
}f course, the brilliant
essays on Shakespeare, Dr. thought, and curious information De Quincey excelled both Macaulay and Carlyle. He was a richer
Parr, and Goethe.
3. The philosophical and critical
articles, trans- intuitive thinker than Maca.ulay, but was inferior
itions from Kant, propositions on education, the to him in the knowledge of politics, general history,
ashing attacks on Bible Idolatry,' Goethe, Plato, and miscellaneous literature; nor was he gifted with
md Josephus, together with a variety of other dis- Macaulay's unrivalled power of inductive and anauisitions, all of them interesting in themselves logous reasoning, or that forensic skill in bringing
nd conducted throughout with a closeness and one fact forward to prove and demonstrate another,
ubtlety of thought, profundity of insight, and which is done with such matchless effect in the
'
'
:cidity of expression such as few writers save De essays on Bacon,'
Milton,' and The Civil Disuincey have ever possessed, and always illumi- abilities of the Jews'; his skill, as we have shown,
ated with a rich, trenchant humour
peculiarly his lay in an altogether different department.
wn.
To say that a mountain is less than Chimbarazo
4. The imaginative and humorous
So or a river shorter than the Amazon is, we conceive,
pieces.
1.

I'

;

'

auch has been said with perfect justice in praise

faint censure.

To say

that

De Quincey

is

in moral
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and
force, literary strength, intuitive fecundity,
general completeness not so great as Thomas CarThe
lyle is surely no very severe animadversion.
mission of Carlyle was such as devolves upon
in the long roll of centuries ; the
man
any

rarely

mission of De Quincey is such as any highly-cultured age must inevitably produce. The mission
of Carlyle was to reveal the infinite, to dispel the
clouds which environ and benarrow human vision,
to awaken us to those eternal realities which we
are so liable to overlook, and to invigorate the lifepurposes of mankind. The mission of De Qaincey
that excellence peculiar to literature and philosophy, to criticize, systemize, create,
instruct the intellect, convince the reason, and feed
noble mission, but not the
the imagination.
C. 0. DOVE.
noblest!

was

to

embody

A

Armley.

PRECIOUS METALS IN THE BRITISH ISLES.
(Continued from p. 103.)

With reference to the above, allow me to add
the following, which I have just come across in the
shape of a note from Campbell's 'Surrey,' 1774, i.
184:

[7*s.vii. APRIL

is, '89.

Mines'Royal. Under this society Houghsetter was
deputy-governor and Thurland first assistant. The
Cardiganshire mines were first worked for the
benefit of the society.
Sir Hugh Myddelton afterwards rented them as above, realizing the handsome monthly return of 2,OOOZ. from Cwmsymlog
mine alone. They were next leased to Sir Francis
adolphin and Thomas Bushel, Esq., the latter
said to have been "a favourite servant" of Bacon;
and it was then that Charles I., in 1637, granted
the licence to coin silver at Aberystwith, and
'pennies, twopences, sixpences, shillings, and
half-crowns" were so coined, stamped as before
stated.
Whether Bushel did as well with the
mines as Sir Hugh Myddelton or not, he is found
afterwards supplying the king with 40,OOOZ. towards
the

payment

of troops,

and

is

reported at his own

" clothed the whole
army "; beexpense to have
sides which Fuller says he
" converted the mattocks of his miners into
spears, and
their shovels into shields, formed them into a regiment,
and commanded them in person in defence of a cause too
desperate for recovery."

After the Eestoration the mines became the
property of another company, of which Sir John
Pettus was a member, and he says
"These are the chief which produce silver now in
working, though not effectually, and by negligence
:

"There

ia

a mine at Conaumblock

(Cardiganshire)

with which it is believed both the Saxons and Romans
were acquainted, and from which silver was procured.
In Queen Elizabeth's reign some Germans began fresh
researches, and a man of Great Reputation and high
favour with her, one Mr. Smith, who, from hia taking
the Customs to farm, has been known to posterity by the
name of 'Customer Smith,' wrought these mines with
effect; and at a great expence sent the silver that was
drawn out of them to the Tower of London to be coined.
After him came the famous Sir Hugh Myddelton, who
farmed them from the Society of Royal Mines for an
annual rent of 400?. He was so fortunate as to make
2,0001. a month, and acquired here in a short space the
greatest part of that vast wealth which he buried in the
project of bringing the New River to London. Upon hia
demise Sir T. Godolphin and Thomas Bushel, Esq.,
undertook the working of these mines, and King Charles
I. gave them leave to set up a mint at Aberystwith, where
they coined shillings and crowns marked with the ostrich
At some seasons they have yielded forty
feathers
ounces of pure silver for every Tun [sic] of metal from
this ore."

As more than once Sir Hugh Myddelton's con
nexion with these mines and his success with them
has been called in question, a few closer particulars
respecting them from local sources may be serviceCampbell's Consumblock is really the Welsh
of a large group of argentiferous
lead mines which have long been worked in the
Aberystwith district of Cardiganshire. In 1563
able.

Cwmsymlog, one

were granted to Thomas Thurland
and Daniel Houghsetter, two Germans, giving
them powers to work " all the mines royal of gold
silver, copper, and quicksilver" within specified
counties of England and the principality of Wales
and in 1567 these letters patent became the groundwork of a corporation entitled the Society for the
letters patent

we lose a million of money a year."
In -1690 a very rich mine was discovered jusfc
under the surface at Bwlch-esgair-hyr, the property

therein

Carbery Pryse, and in course of a legal dispute, tried in Westminster Hall, the patentees
produced proof that the lead of the mine contained
silver to the amount of from 48 oz. to 60 oz. troy
This mine it was that procured the
to every ton.
celebrated Act of 6 William and Mary, entitled
1
An Act to prevent Disputes and Controversies
concerning Royal Mines,' which vested minerals
in the proprietors of the soil, reserving the right of
The
pre-emption to the Crown at fixed rates.
mines appear to have flourished till about 1744.
In 1800 Sir Thomas Bonsall, of Derbyshire, worked
the mines of Cwmystwith, Grogwinion, and Grelli
Eirin, realizing a large fortune, and employing "on

of Sir

an average 150 men."
That there was, and

ample scope for work
one of the Cardiganshire
veins in the Bronfloyd mine at one time yielded its
lead and silver for a width of 60 ft., and another
"
vein (the Frognoch) is reported as
charged with
metal to a width of 120 ft."; added to which all
these Cardiganshire mines are embedded in the
is

shown by the

Cambrian
eminent

still is,

fact that

slate

which, according to
the extraordinary
thus rendering the "pros-

formation,

geologists,

attains

thickness of 20,000 ft.,
"
pect next to inexhaustible.

The Cwmsymlog mine

name

is

of the East Darren,

also still worked,

now worked under

the

and the Cwmystwith,

produced a half century since

for

M

.
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Lewis Pugh,

its

then owner, some 11,OOOZ. a

ir.

ye

continual reference is made in past accounts
the mines as to what might result from
be ;ter or more systematic working in producing
th ) precious metals, this particular field seems, in
addition to those before mentioned, to be one in
A.S

of

which improved plant and methods of extracting
ore will for some time to come give a very
th
)

sa isfactory output.
In the similar slate formation at Snowdon and
in its vicinity gold veins are continually cropping
up, and many years since a very fine specimen was
given me by one of the "guides" there in return
for some slight service rendered to him. This specimen ultimately went to a friend in South Africa.
May I close this note with a query or queries 1

What more
the date

is known about "Customer Smith,"
and cause of discontinuance of " the farmAberystwith Mint," and the

" the
ing of Customs,"
"
"
ostrich feather

coinage

?

R.

W. HACKWOOD.

Since the above was written gold is reported to have turned up in the rocks near Torquay. To what extent it is likely to be found
does not seem to be satisfactorily decided ; but at
all events vigorous
prospecting is going on, and,
from all accounts, the local authorities are interthemselves
in
the matter.
esting
Possibly some
local correspondent may be able to furnish closer
P.S.

details.

m
THE

PRESERVATION

ANCIENT

AND RESTORATION

OF

BOOKBINDINGS.

Being a great advoconservation of all that originally belonged to a book, I view with great
suspicion rebinding ; for if a volume can in any
way be preserved in its original state with
pafety, it is most desirable, though there are
cate

for

the

bases in which it may be hardly possible to patch,
br even to protect.
Such being the case, it is a
knatter for consideration whether the binding should
foe a replica of the old
(sometimes an impossibility,
the tools being wanting) or a work of our period.

For old books, and particularly black-letter books,
there seems something inharmonious in morocco
n <l gay gilding for instance, to see a Caxton in
gros grain morocco with a dentelle border seems
nharmonious vellum, calf, or pigskin being the
most appropriate.

Having some few years since rescued a copy ol
Laws/ a book imprinted by Redmond
n 1530, from a fireplace, in which it had been
ihrown as unworthy of being catalogued for sale, I
ound the book in its original binding, which was
Britton's

sheepskin or calf, but so ragged that I deemed
rebinding necessary, though the book itself was
perfect and the sewing intact.
For the benefit oi
others who love old tomes I will recount what I
did with it,
taking care to preserve all possible.
)f
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Having taken the book to pieces myself with
scrupulous care, I placed the same in the hands of
Mr. Zaehnsdorf, the bookbinder, who kindly carried out all my instructions, as I find by a note I
bave appended in the volume, which is as follows
May 1, 1885. In rebinding this volume tbe old style
of the original work has been followed, a sample of the
former cover being inlaid within the end board. The
book was sewn (as now) upon four leathern bands, and
bound in brown calfskin, with flaxen bands to tie or to
pass over a little ball and thus to clasp it."
:

!

The enclosed four printed leaves
"

(part of a Latin

end papers," sewn
upon vellum slips, and covered with MSS. of an
earlier date, all of which are carefully preserved,
and bound up herewith, the utilization of the
printed pages of another book as end papers for
a durable binding indicating an economy hardly
The ancient pasteboard
to have been expected.
covers were much worm-eaten, but the book itself, happily, is but little injured.
The book is black letter, and having noted that
I careas was at that date usual
it was unpaged
fully collated it by the signatures of the sheets, and
made a drawing of the water-mark in the paper
(a hand and flower). The book has been cut; but,
curiously, on signature P P 3 it will be found that
a leaf has been turned down, as it has remained
for 306 years, and this when laid out shows the
exact size of the original paper on which the book
is printed, with its virgin "deckle" intact, the
The
water- mark indicating it to be an octavo.
book had been decorated with a renaissance
"blind roll," and was lettered in ink upon the
fore edge leaves, as books were titled prior to the
use of gold upon the leather backs.
Thus, on
the shelves of an ancient library the leather bindings stood with their fore-edges to the front and
the vellum bindings with their backs out, all the
The tome being of
titles being done in ink.
psalter) having

been used as

value, I enclose it in a slip- case, simply lettered
"
LUKE LIMNER, F.S.A.
Britton, 1530."

THE PARLIAMENT OF 1491-2. It is well known
that the returns to all the Parliaments between the
Edward IV. (1478) and

17

1

Edward VI. (1547)

with the exception of a few fragments towards
are
the end of the reign of Henry VIII.
totally lost.
This hiatus in our parliamentary annals is greatly
to be regretted ; the more so because of the inter-

A

esting and critical period embraced within it.
of the Parliament 21 Henry VIII. (1529 to

list

1536), found among Lord Denbigh's papers, and
printed in the Blue Book Returns, fortunately
supplies the names of the members who formed
that historically important assembly ; at all event?,
at its earliest stage.
And still more recently, the
discovery of the greater part of the returns to

VIII.'s last Parliament (1545-7) leads to
the slight hope that there may yet be found, in

Henry
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some out-of-the-way hole and corner, some portion
of the missing documents bearing upon the earlier
Tudor assemblies.

As an instalment towards filling up this break
in our Parliamentary chronology, the existence
among the MS. treasures of the British Museum
of a list of the members constituting the Parliament of 1491-2 is of considerable interest. Not
only is it the only Parliament of Henry VII. which
so far has been thus brought to light, but coming
nearly midway between 1478 and 1529, it is the
more valuable. The Parliament to which it refers
was the fourth Parliament of the king's reign. It
was summoned to meet at Westminster on Oct. 17,
1491, had two sessions from Oct. 17 to Nov. 4,
and from Jan. 20 to March 5, 1492, respectively,
on which last-mentioned date it was dissolved.
The Speaker was the afterwards notorious Richard
Empson, who sat as knight for the shire of Northampton. The total number of members returned
was 294; namely, 74 knights, representing 37
This total
shires, and 224 citizens and burgesses.
is much the same, and the constituencies nearly

[7*

s.

vn. APKIL

13,

view for March, p. 140, where the following pas" Henri III.
sage appears
gambled at tennis, a
game which in late times has been absolutely free
from such a reproach." Now, the statement that
:

Henri

III.

gambled

at tennis

for that feeble, frivolous,

is,

of course, absurd

;

and corrupt prince never

played any manly game at all, least of all tennis.
The writer of the article has been led into this
blunder by quoting Brantome at second hand,
through A. Steinmetz. The reference should be
to

Henri II.

As

to

modern gambling at

tennis, the

accuracy of the statement made by the writer of
the article depends on the signification of the term
gambling. By this many people would understand
the act of betting at all on the result of a game
or match, or on any other doubtful issue.
Others,
again, would say that it meant "playing extravagantly for money," as Johnson defined it. But
That
then, what does "extravagantly" mean?
which is an extravagance on the part of a poor
man is not such when done by a millionaire, who
can afford to bet and lose 100Z., while his neigh-

identical with those in Edward IV.'s Parliaments.
The list is drawn up in the following order. First,

bour may be intensely chagrined at the loss of a
The only safe course, if one bets
single sovereign.
at all, is to bet within one's means, as said George

the counties, beginning with the most northerly,

Herbert,

and Cumberland, and ending
Play not for gain, but sport ; who plays for more
Than he can lose with pleasure, stakes his heart j
with Devonshire and Cornwall. Then follow the
important cities or towns of London, Bristol, York, though sterner moralists will say, Bet not at all.
Coventry, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and Norwich ; Thus, in my experience of tennis, I have seen most
next the seven Cinque Ports ; and, finally, the men play for a shilling or two, or a crown ; many
remainder of the cities and boroughs, in much the for a pound, or more, on each set. I have known
same order as the counties, commencing with Car- 10Z. frequently betted on a set, or match ; and in
lisle and Appleby, and ending with Truro and
Paris as much as twenty, fifty, a hundred louis,
Dunhevid.
and more, depending on the result of a match, and
call
for
this
to
Parliament seems
One return to
nearly as much sometimes in English tennis-courts.
especial note. Ely city sent two representatives in Indeed, unless I am much mistaken, I remember a
John Tygo and Thomas Carter. This upsets the match for 25Z. being played in 1880, within the
belief heretofore held that no member has been knowledge of the writer of the article in the
sent to Parliament by this city since the time of Quarterly Beview.
Whether this be "extravaEdward I. To the first Parliament of which we gant playing for money " or not, depends, to my
have returns that of 1295 Ely elected two mem- mind, on the circumstances of each case but few
bers, and once afterwards, in 27 Edward III.
people, I think, would contend that it was not
"
(1353), was summoned to send representatives, but
gambling, within the meaning of the Act."
made no response. From that date no further
JULIAN MARSHALL.
summons or return is on record and as it is cerThis
BREE.
quasi- singular of breeze, a gadfly,
tain that none was made in 1478 nor afterwards
as though from a plural brees, is noticed by Dr.
to the Parliament of 1529, it is clear that Ely's
but his only reference is to Adam Littlerestoration to parliamentary honours must have Murray,
ion's 'Lat. Diet./ which gives, "A bree, asilus,
been temporary only.
The word, so spelt, occurs in W.
tabanus."
I may add that the following were elected in
'God's Husbandry/ 1619, i.
1491 for Middlesex and the two metropolitan con- Whately's treatise,
Middlesex Sir John Rysley, Knt. ; p. 68
stituencies.
'For the hypocrite, his greatest devotion (vnlesse it
Sir Thomas Lovell, Knt.
London Robert Tate, be when
superstition (like a bree doth the poor beast)
William Coyell, Nicholas Alwyn, Thomas Bullys- doth
pricke him forward) is in duties that may be, and
Southwark John Kyrton, William Yonge. are done with a witnesse."
don.
W, D. PINK.
As Littleton was a native of Hales Owen, and
Leigb, Lancashire.
Whately of Banbury, perhaps this form of the word
GAMBLING AT TENNIS. An odd blunder occurs may be considered to have been dialectical in the
;
But there seems to have
in an article on ' Gambling in the Quarterly He- West Midland counties.

Northumberland

;

;

:

:

:

:
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I sen another dialectical form, brye, for which an
'
Diet. ,' or brie, as
a tthority is quoted in the
The edition of this
g yen in MorelFs Ainsworth.

New

me

the eighth, 1808

reads thus
" A brize
[gad-bee], a breese, a brie, or beer, A.
No doubt beer is a
.Asilus, tabanus *Aestrus."
These forms of the word were
nr isprint for bree.
clearly not obsolete in the seventeenth century.
I o they survive anywhere now ?
0. DEEDES.
v,

srk before

:

CONFIDE. Scott's use of "confide," in this
sentence from a letter to Southey, in 1807 (' Life,'
"I
ii.
128), is noteworthy
grieve that you have
renounced the harp ; but still I confide, that,
hiving often touched it so much to the delight of
the hearer?, you will return to it again."
One is
reminded of Adam's address to Eve on the approach
of Michael (' Par. Lost,' xi. 226-37):
:

One of the Heav'nly host, and by his gait,
None of the meanest, some great Potentate
Or of the Thrones above, such majesty
Invests him coming, yet not terrible,
That I should fear, nor sociably mild,
Like Raphael, that I should much confide,

Sec.

At

the date of his letter to Southey, Scott
wa^i
busy with his edition of Dryden, and his diction
'
as variously seen in Marmion,' which
belongs to
the same period
shows traces of seventeenth

Further instances of this use of
confide by modern authors would be important and
century influence.

THOMAS BAYNE.

interesting.

Helensburgh, N.B.

EXECUTION OF CHARTERS.
Bridgett, in his

'

The Rev. T. E.
History of the Holy Eucharist in

Great Britain,' 1881,

vol.

i.

p.

203, has the follow-

"

I

I

I

Thus in a charter written before the high altar of
St. Peter, in the city of
Winchester, in 855, King Ethelwulf requires, in return for his benefactions, that all the
brethren and sisters of Winchester and Shireburn every
week, on Wednesday, in each of their churches shall
sing fifty psalm, and each priest shall say two masses,
one for the king and another for his generals or nobles
(ducibus), for their good estate and pardon of their sins."

A

Mr. Bridgett speaks of
question arises here.
the charter as being " written before the
high altar
of St. Peter."
Would it not be better to change
the words here, and to say
"signed," or "exe"
sealed " before the saint's altar 1
cuted," or
It is
but natural to expect that a document of this kind
should be executed before the altar, but it is extremely unlikely that the whole of the document
should be written, that is,
prepared for execution,
tnere

-

" SWEETNESS
less

expression

K. P. D. E.

AND LIGHT." This is a meaningunless we know the context.
It

may, therefore, be useful to give it. In Swift's
Battle of the Books' there is a
dispute between a
spider and a bee.
Afterwards ^Bsop takes up the
cause of ancient
authors, whom he likens to bees
and says that "instead of dirt and
poison [such
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as are collected by modern authors or spiders] we
have rather chose [sic] to fill our hives with honey

and wax, thus furnishing mankind with the two
noblest of things, which are sweetness and light."

WALTER W. SKEAT.
REFERENCES TO SHAKSPEARE AND CHAUCER.
I find the following references to Shakspere and
Chaucer in a book entitled "Caroloiades Redivivus ;
or, the War and Revolutions in the Time of K.

Charles the First.

An

Heroick Poem.

By

a

Edward Howard is the " person of honour," and signs his. name to the preface.
The first edition of this poem is dated 1689, mine
is 1695.
At p. 129 Howard describes the dwelling
" a denomination under
of a certain
Person of Honour."

Polyaster,

which is here described a character of science whose
then aboad near Oxford's confines stood." Polyaster's study was adorned with statues of eminent
mathematicians and men of science Napier, Briggs,
Outred, and Hobbs were there, whose merits are all
set forth at length in most unmeritorious verse.
Beside them were " persons whom the muses did
renown," powerful sons of Phoebus (p. 137):
;

Of which he Chaucer. Spencer, much beheld
And where their Learned Poems most excelled.
Tho' words now obsolete express their Flame,
Like Gemms that out of Fashon value Claim.
Near these in Statue witty Shakspere stood,
Whose early Plays were soonest next to Good.
And Like a vast Dramatick Founder show'd
Bounties of Wit from his large Genius flow'd.
Whose worth was by this Learned duely weigh d,
As in Effigie there he stood display'd.
But more stupendious to his Soul appear'd
Proportions which great Johnson's form declar d,
Whose deep Effigies he wish'd longer date
Then Polish'd art in stone cou'd Celebrate.
Admiring next the wit that Crown'd his Bays
Whose Scenes were works, when most fell short of Plays.
Whilst other Dramaticks like Planets were,
Rambling to find their Center near his Sphere.
A Province Phoabus did on him bestow,
When made his Wits Lieutenacy below.
As duly he* did Fletcher's Soul explore,
The Stages most Luxuriant witty Store
With worthy Beaumount to his Figure Joyn'd,
Adapted most the Muses Twins in mind
Whoso Genius so conspired that Beaumont might
Divide with Fletcher wit by equall right.
:

.

C. H. FIRTH.

FLEANCE AND HIS SON ALAN. MR. ELLIS
having voluntarily drawn attention to this longth
S. x. 402, 472), I take
forgotten subject (see 5
the opportunity to revise it for him.
In the first
place the title involves a non sequitur.
Fleance,
son of Banquo, is lost to history, though all alive
to myth, to legend, and to fancy
like our King
Arthur whereas it seems to be admitted on all
hands that the Stewarts are historically deducible
from a certain Alan of Oswestry, sheriff of Shropshire temp. William L, obiit 1113.
The question

*

He," *.&, Polyaster.

NOTES AND QU ERIES.
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[7*

s,

vn. A P*IL 13,

*

plank; flat, flank. So the Breton Flaad, our flat
and flood, are all related words; a,ndifflat =
broad,
Flaad, Flahald, Floaud, Fladald, Fledald, Flod- brod, bread, we read in full Vlaad-wald for breadwill
ward.
above
the
A.
but
&c.
HALL.
examples
;
wald, Flodoald,
Herein the point is as to the proper posisuffice.
GOD'S JUDGMENTS MANIFESTED IN THE BURNtion of the second l t the terminals being all variING OF LONDON, 1666.
Many readers of 'N. &Q.'
ants of a form reducible to wald, from which it
are familiar with the somewhat long-winded
would appear that the final I has been shifted forhomilies on this subject written by
well-meaning
ward, leaving Flad as the real nomen. It is, how- divines
shortly after the great conflagration, wherein
Alan
is also
the
same
that
certain
ever, equally
it is most clearly manifested that the sins of London
"
described as son of Flancus," and this last form
richly deserved the retribution which fell on that
is thought to be reducible to Fleance ; but the
devoted city. To select one out of several such
authorities we have for the name all describe
is
is

as to his real parentage. This baronial chieftain
variously described as son of Fleald, Flaald

three

a foreigner who reached England under the ConIt is thus that the name of
queror's patronage.
Flancus introduces us to Alan as a fief-holder at
Mileham, Launditch hundred, Norfolk ; also as a
noble of Brittany (Hundred Rolls, i.
434, temp. Ed. I. ; two charters of Henry I, at
Windsor, Sept. 3, 1101; and the Andover endowment).
The first, final, and fatal objection to the Fleance
theory is, that the lapse of time intervening between
1075 and the date of Banquo's death, as supposed,
does not admit the possibility that Fleance could
have in the interval founded so stable and wideMiss Yonge, ii. 101,
spread a family in Brittany.
writes "Fleance means 'rosy,'" and certainly in
"
Gaelic flann, flannach, have the sense of
red,"
which last form might readily be softened into
Fl(e)ance ; as for Flancus, why not read Plancus,
i.e., "flat-footed" ? while Flaad is easily reducible
territorial

to

Danish flad, our

"flat."

The English Alan, son

of Flaad,

had a younger

son Walter (FitzAlan), from whom the Stewarts
\ave sprung. His status in Brittany, fully proved,
vvas that of seneschal or steward to the archbishops
:>f
Dol, among his properties', perquisites, or possessions being the right of mill- ward and the monopoly of bread for the entire district, which, however,

he partly relinquished in 1075

He went

for religious uses.

and died 1113.
a Flemish word vlade, Ger-

to the crusade of 1096,

As to Flaad, there is
man fladen, " a flat cake."

If this refers to the flat
loaves baked by the Breton monopolist, it will suit
his position asa master-baker to the archbishop and
his tenants. I had preferred to connect Flaad with
the Slavonic Vlad in Vladimir, German Wald in
Waldemar ; but it involves a reduplication.
have, however, a village of Worcestershire named

We

Fladbury, i. e., Flowtown, anciently Fleodanbyrig
or Fleathanbyrig, which all work back to fleet,
float, flodden : cf. Flodwald, Flodald, Fledald ;
but none of them helps us to separate Flancus from
the Latin Plancus, which we shall see is closely
allied.
Thus Latin placnus, platanus ; Greek
7r\dg, TrAaK, TrXarvs ; Sanskrit plu, plava ; Latin

From all this we get the
Greek 7rA.eco.
;
Danish flad ; German plait ; Dutch vlaJc, vlaJct ;

pleo

Gothic flodus ; English plat(form), plate, plain,

'

God's Terrible Voice in the
(by a writer modestly signing himself T. V.)
makes the whole matter plain by the enumeration
of no fewer than twenty-five distinct species of
"
wickedness, starting with Slighting of the Gospel,"
and running through "Profaneness and a Loose
"
and Frothy Spirit," Fullness of Bread and Intreatises, that entitled
'

City

temperance in Eating," "Extortion," and "Lying,"
down to " Carnal Security," and proving to demonstration that London merited a punishment
ten times more terrible than it suffered from plague
and fire combined. These arguments, if not absolutely convincing, are at any rate trite and familiar.
But a very different explanation of the disasters,
still from the standpoint most in accordance with

the theology of the age

that of retributive judg-

given by another set of people, who were
just as well entitled as the English divines to have

ment

is

a voice in the matter.
I have just come across a rare
titled

'

vaerdige Straffe,' &c., 4to.,
1

London's Dust - Heap
Punishment of the same
;

Dutch

tract en-

Godts RechRotterdam, 1666, i.e.,

Londens Puyn - Hoop
or,

oft

God's

in the

Righteous

Burning

of the

Town

on account of the great Cruelties inflicted
on the poor and innocent People of the Island of
It would certainly seem quite as
Schellingh.'
reasonable to trace the calamity to this special
piece of cruelty as to a vague catalogue of citizens'
shortcomings. Early in 1666 a detachment from the
English fleet, under Sir Robert Holmes (the admiral
to whom we are indebted for the possession for a
century or so of New York),
" entered the
2 men
and burned 140

merchantmen,

Vlie,

of war, and the village of Brondaris, in the island of
Schelling, then a flourishing place, containing above a
thousand families, all of which were now reduced to extreme misery, their effects having either been pillaged or
consumed in the flames."

Is

to be wondered at that the memory of this
unhealed wound should excite a certain amount

it

still

of exultant moralizing in Dutch hearts when the
Great Fire laid low the enemy's capital? How
near the Dutch were to completing the destruction
of London in the next year, and how helpless that
would have been had De Ruyter been somecity

what better equipped,
ate.

let

Mr. Secretary Pepys reJ. ELIOT HODGKIN.

s. vii.
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is,

7e must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
na ies and addresses to their queries, in order that the
an wers may be addressed to them direct.
:

TRINITY SCHOOL, DORCHESTER. I should be
if any of your readers could give
gr< atly indebted
UK farther information about the above beyond
wlat I have already elicited. In Hutchins's His'

toiy of Dorset/ first edition, vol. i. p. 612, ap
peadix, the following is stated:
"
The Under School at Trinity, in Dorchester.
A new school was erected and founded by the incorporation and townsmen about the year 1623, and
The old
cost in building and furnishing about 100.
house and ground formerly belonged to Trinity parish.
The new house was built by the benevolence of the inhabitants, and is at the disposing of the Corporation to
put in what schoolmaster they shall think fit, to be removed upon just occasion, and the said schoolmaster and
his successors are to undergo such order and government
as Mr. White (then rector of Trinity) and Mr. Cheek
(then master of the free school) and their successors
think fit, being a subordinate school unto the free
jghall
school to train up boys and prepare them for the said
;

jfree

school.

"Schoolmasters.
April, 1628. Aquilla Purchis.
"
March, 1632. Christopher Gould.
"
October, 1668. Gabriel Gould."
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Dorchester last year as to the existence of
deeds or documents relating to this school, I
"nformed that no one had knowledge of such,
I was equally unfortunate in obtaining any

any
wa*

and'
1
old
grounds, although I

print of the school-house and
learnt that it was a nice brick house of

Queen

Anne's date.

The only fact I have ascertained is that Gabriel
Gould, who died in 1692, was succeeded by his
son John as master of the Trinity School, which post
he retained until his death in 1739. The said John
Gould directed in his will that he should be buried
as near his school-house door as possible (the burying-ground of Holy Trinity extended from the
church to the old school-house). From that date,,
and
viz., 1739 to 1872, who were the masters ;
where did Hutchins get his information from if na
deeds existed ?
A. W. G.

MACAULAT.

Can you

tell

me, through your

valuable paper, where to meet with Macaulay's
"Every schoolboy knows"? I have tried ten or
twelve books of quotations without success.
I
want to find, first, what he knew; second, whether'
the expression occurs once only, or whether it is acommon expression of Macaulay's.
LUNETTE.

"

Also on p. 382,

vol.

i.:

"

Trinity School.
Four marks per annum were paid to the master by
the Corporation for the training and preparing of six
for the free school till about 1700, when Sir
jboys
Nathanael Napper, of More Critchil, rebuilt the house,
with the promise of an endowment of 20Z. per annum.
The Corporation then withdrew their benefaction, and
no other salary being substituted, the masters from that
time have continued to teach the boys and support the
louse without the assistance of the townsmen or any
ther person."
11

From

the

Charity Commissioners' Eeports,
ol. xxix. part i. pp. 15 and 16:
"Joan Gould, by will bearing date 4th November,
630, directed that Gilbert Loder, within two years after
icr decease, pay to the mayor, bailiffs, aldermen, and
mrgesses of the borough 281. 6s. 8d. to be employed for
he benefit of the new school lately erected in the parish
f Holy Trinity towards
maintaining the schoolmaster."
The master of this school has under his care several
hildren whose instruction is paid for by the following
;'

harities:

"

Mrs. Ann Napier's Charity.
"
Mary Strangway and Lord Pitt's Charity.
"
Hussey Floyer's Charity."
This school dated from 1623 until 1872,

was done away with, and

m Williams',
by Will
N. & Q.' readers afford
me any information respecting Mr. Chalmers and
"

a painting after the

F.K.S. A."

Can any

life
C

of

the date of his " reign ?
the painting

know whether

I should also like to

still exists,

GEORGE

and where.
PRATT.

C.

Norwich.

SAVAGE OF AVEYRON.

Can any reader refer
to information as to what eventually became
of the wild boy found in the woods of Aveyron
towards the latter end of last century, whose
education was taken in hand by Prof. Bonnaterre,

me

and

by the Deaf and

later

Dumb

Institution of

H. M.

Paris?

BATTLE or GORDE, OR THE GOHRDE.

Can any

of your readers kindly refer me to accounts of
this action in 1813 ?
The allied forces were under

I am acquainted with BeaHistory of the King's German Legion,' also
'
what Cannon, in his Historical Records of 73rd

Count Walmoden.
mish's

when

it

funds, together with
ihe above-named charities, handed over to the
Dorchester Free Grammar School.
That a school
should have existed for two hundred and
forty
nine years and left no records seems almost in3redible, and yet, with the exception of the above,
t can find
When making inquiries at
nothing.
its

CHALMERS. I have in my possession a copperplate engraving, being a portrait of a Mr. Chalmers,,
an actor. Under the picture is the following in"
Mr. Chalmers, of the Theatre Royal
scription:
at Norwich, in the character of Midas.
From

'

'

Regiment (the only British corps engaged), says
as to the above action.
I would like to obtain, if
S. V. H.
possible, further details.

MATTHEW ARNOLD. About the year 1841 the
Oxford prize poem was gained by Matthew Arnold;
the subject was Cromwell.' It does not appear in
'

the published edition of

Matthew Arnold's works,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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and the copy I had has been mislaid. It is. not to
be found in our library here and if any one can
teH me where I can see a copy I shall be greatly
obliged. It IP, in my opinion, as grand a production
;

as anything he ever wrote.
at Oxford, I wonder.

now

'

forty-five years ago.

to be got
copy there
GEO. J. STONE.

Is the

poem

I got

my

[7*

Job Throckmorton

to

Warwick

of

s.

vn.

Hasely in the County

don 1596, and purchased New Place, Easter, 1597,
from Underbill. He might have resided at Hasely
whilst New Place was being got ready for him.

Oxford and Cambridge Club.

C.

FOLIO. Under the General Order made in pursuance of the Solicitors' Remuneration Act, 188],
there are certain allowances for drawing, perusing,
"
&c., legal documents, e. g.,
Drawing each brief

of

all his right &c. in a certain cottage
Hasely aforesaid wherein one William
now
dwelletb." Shakspeare left LonShakespeare

esquire

in

MARSHALL.

"ARELLIAN."

Peter Lowe, the Glasgow sur"
on the title-page of
geon, calls himself "Arellian
*
'
his Spanish Sicknes (London, 1596) and of the
'

*

edition of his Chirurgerie (London, 1597).
drops the title in his second edition (1612).
His name appears in the ' Index Funereus Chirurand immediately after the
gorum" Parisiensium,"
word Arellian " (but separated by a comma or a
" Doctor in the
Facultie of
colon) he calls himself
What is " Arellian"?
Chirurgerie in Paris."
'
viii. 126).
MERYON WHITE.
Astruc, writing De Morbis Venereis,' second ed.,
Oxford and Cambridge Club.
Paris, 1740, professed to know nothing of it, unless
it meant a native of Ayr, which seems absurd.
It
LINCOLNSHIRE MSS. OP THE LATE REV. G.
has been suggested that the title is connected with
'
D.D.
In
the
to
the
of
"
OLIVER,
preface
History
Arelltus," applied to the Earl of Errol, Lord High
the Holy Trinity Guild of Sleaford, co. Lincoln,
Constable of Scotland (see Irvin's 'Nomencladated from North Street, Wolverhampton, Nov. 11,
ture '), but the connexion seems obscure.
More
1835, Dr. Oliver says
plausibly it is suggested that it is from the Latin
" I embrace this method of
announcing, for the inforfrom Orleans, with which college he ia
mation of any future antiquary, who may be desirous of Aurelianus,
alleged to have been connected ; but this has not
the works of our remote

sheet of eight folios," so much.
I am curious to
know how this term originated as signifying
seventy-two words in conveyance?, &c., and ninety
words in parliamentary proceedings. Did it arise
from the ancient practice of writing on leaves 1
"Credit* me vobis folium recitare Sibylla? " (' Juv.,'

first

He

:

forefathers within
investigating
the county [of Lincoln], that I have made copious collections towards illustrating the Wapentakes of
Yarborough,
Bradley Haverstowe, and Walshcroft in Lindsey Langoe,
Flaxwell, and Aswardburn, in the Parts of Kesteven;
and almost the entire division of Holland."
;

A

few weeks ago a Lincolnshire Record Society
was started here, the success of which must depend
in a great measure on the exertions of individual

In French lists Aurelianensis frequently occurs, but always meaning not a
In the ' Index
student, but a native of Orleans.
'
Timereus Peter Lowe figures in the same way as
"
" Scotus." Is
any one else ever called Arellian ";
been clearly proved.

and what does

it

mean

?

J.

FINLATSON, M.D.

Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons, Glasgow.

BLUNDERS OF AUTHORS. I do not like to throw
members putting their shoulders to the wheel.
The above collections are probably still in exist- a doubt on the accuracy of a poet and scholar of
Arnold's quality; but does
if you would
ence,
kindly insert this in the late Matthew
*N. &and^
Q.' some one of your numerous readers he not make a strange blunder in 'Philomela,'
may know, and inform those interested in the when he asks her
Dost thou again peruse

subject where they are.

W. H.

"MULTUM

SMITH, Major- General.
SED
NON MULTA." Gibbon,
LEGERE,

in his 'Autobiography,'
quotes the above.

one

tell

me who

Higbgate, N.

is

Can any

the author ?
C. TOMLINSON, F.R.S.

SHAKSPEARE'S HOUSE.

With hot cheeks and sear'd eyes
The too clear web, and thy dumb

in one of the reports of the Hist. MSS. Commission.
Can it be possible that this document refers to a
house inhabited by Shakspeare the
after his

poet
marriage with Anne Hathaway, or at any other
time ? Hasely is only a few miles from Stratfordon-Avon. " John Weales note of the
to me

grant
of Shakspeares House,
by good wife Sharpe." The
document is dated March 4, 1597, and is signed
with the mark of John Weale. It states that John
"
Weale, of Hatters, had given granted and assigned

shame?

not such a question have been more proI am not aware if
perly addressed to Procne?
this has been noticed before.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

PATE FAMILY AT EPSOM.
The following appears

Sister's

Would

William Pate

of

his wife, and two daughters,
both of whom are believed to have been baptized
there, were living at Epsom in the last century.
I am anxious to collect any particulars of the
to
family and their coat of arms, having reason

Epsom, Christian

believe that the two daughters were the only issue
The eldest, Catherine
and coheiresses.
left,

Frances, baptized 1754, married

Edmund

Shallet

of Sutton and Netley Place, Surrey, in
1777 (the eldest son, by his first wife, of Lomar,
of Childwickbury, co. Herts, who left the latter

Lomax,

.
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his younger son by a second marriage).
younger daughter, Mary, married Baron de

et ate to

T

e

E
w

10

(one of the Swiss Guard to Charles X.),
raised a regiment for the Bourbons at his own
expense. Baroness de Kolle died in 1843, aged
ei,

lie

B.

;hty-five.

Ftb.

there
reference to the

2, p. 7, col.

in

gnph

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

In the

OANCINATING.

Piince of Austria

3,

Times of Saturday,
is

the following para-

death of the Crown

'

me a ' Necrologia published at Naples on the
occasion of his death (which occurred there of
cholera on the night of August 10, 1854), and
" a suo
find the expression with regard to it,
agio
(avendo raggiunto appena il 53 anno)." But it is
strange that usually good authorities should be in
error.
I may add that both Larousse a,nd the
'American Cyclopaedia' give the date of his death
of
incorrectly by one year, making it 1853 instead

fore

1854.

:

'

With regard to the late Prince's fall from hia horse
neir Luxemburg, in November last, while he was out
The Crown Prince complained afterwards of
ric.ing.
calcinating pains in his head, but although the pains
continued to the time of his death he never consulted a
physician about them."

The dictionaries do not record the word.
is it

;

or

is it

a misprint

?

W.

289

(See the Athenceum of September 2, 1854.)
W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Upon

the sacred steps from far

Seen sparkling like a trembling star,
And casting back the golden ray
From every polished flower and gem,
Bright as when once, in happy day,
H. A. D.
It burnt in high Jerusalem.

What

E. BUCKLEY.

CHAUCER'S WORKS. Which is the first edition
works in which appears the woodcut
border of kings and queens enclosing the title of
the 'Canterbury Tales'; and in how many subof Chaucer's

sequent editions does it also appear? Is there
always the fine split in the woodblock, about the
middle of the lower half?
K. I. O.

PULPITS IN CHURCHES.

Is there any rule with
regard to the position of the pulpit ; or does convenience rule ? The church of my native parish
has, I find, been lately restored, and when I asked
why the pulpit had been removed from the north
side and a new one placed
upon the south side of
the nave, they told me the new rector said that
was the proper place for it.
C. C. B.

HERBMAN ON SKATING. The late W. G. Herdman, of Liverpool, wrote a book on the art of
skating.
copy of the title, with date, would be
steemed a favour by
C. W. S.

A

BACON'S 'RELIQUES OF ROME.'
Was this
by Thomas Bacon ever published 1 I canot find it in his three volumes of works
printed
H. A. W.
y the Parker Society.

realise

Where can
FRANCIS, MARQUIS OF HASTINGS.
'
copy of the Memoir of the Most Noble Francis,
Vtarquis of Hastings, K.G. and G.C.B., Governor
general, a Commander-in-Chief in India,' &c.
'
London, 1819, 8vo.), referred to in N. & Q .,'
rd
S. vi. 109, be seen ?
G. F. E. B.

DATE OF THE BIRTH OF MELLONI.

he true date of the birth of the
great Italian
Macedonio Melloni? In Poggendorff's
Biographisch-Literarisches

'

'

(7

th

S. vii. 182.)

Perhaps some further particulars in addition to
the exceedingly interesting notice by COTHBERT
BEDE on this subject may not be out of place, especially those relating to|the several alterations in the
wrappers of the early numbers of this facetious
The first number was published for the
periodical.
week ending July 17, 1841, and has on the cover
an illustration of the show as seen at the present
day, with Punch and Judy occupying the stage
board, while a gaping crowd, in the costume of the
period, are looking on, and in the foreground a boy
is easing a stout gentleman of his handkerchief,
with the words " Punch " in large sprawling letters
"
at the top, and underneath, or the London Charivari"; at the bottom, "London, published for the

by R. Bryant, at Punch's Office,
The engraving is
Wellington Street, Strand."
probably by E. Landells. This cover was used for
the first twenty-four numbers, forming vol. i. With
No. 25 commenced a new cover, by H. K. Browne
(" Phiz "), which will bear close inspection, every
proprietors,

figure being characteristic of the subject, and is by
With No. 51, vol. iii.,
far the best wrapper issued.

an entire change takes place; the Punch and Judy
disappear, and the drum and pipes only remain,
This is by Landells.
occupying the foreground.
77, vol. iv., another cover is introduced,

What was With No.

)hysicist
;iven as

THE PUNCH PUBLICATIONS.

Handworterbuch

'

it is

April 11, 1798, and this seems to be folowed in the ' Encyclopaedia Britannica '; but both
Larousse and the 'American
Cyclopedia'
md Dana) give it as 1801. The latter is (Ripley
probably
Correct (at least as
regards the year), for I have be-

by E. Landells, when Punch again occupies
the post of honour, with his bowl before him.
With No. 103, vol. y., another change occurs.
This time the
is by Kenny Meadows, and
coyer
cannot compare with either of the preceding ones.
With No. 130, vol. vi., another alteration takes
place, when Judy puts in an appearance in additron
to Punch.
There is no name to this, but in all pro-

also
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it is

bability
till

No. 391,

alteration.

by Doylr.
vol. xvi.,

No
when

further change occurs
there is a considerable

This bears the

initials

of R. Doyle,

and is the facsimile of the present wrapper, with
which we are all so familiar, no preceptible alteration having taken place since 1848.
On the cover
of No. 157, July 13, 1844, is the comic Mulready
envelope and wafers, or the cmfi-Graham envelopes,

one penny each,
price twopence.
1845,

in Chancery."

serving

:

" Tremendous

Sacrifice of Jokes !!!
The Proprietors
of Punch, or the London Charivari, have made arrangements with the Heirs-at-law and next-of-kin of the late
Joseph Miller for the purchase of the whole of the unpublished stock of Witticisms of that inveterate wag,
which they are determined to offer to the public a", a
ludicrous abatement.
The Sale will commence with
No. 1 of the New Series of Punch, on Jan. 1, 1842, comPunch's
prising
Almanack, 1842, embellished with an
infinity of cachinnatory cuts, and enriched with upwards
of five hundred original jokes at the irresistibly comic
charge of threepence ! jokes are warranted to go in any
climate."
!

!

I give a few additions to COTHBERT BEDE'S list
of Punch publications.
January, 1844, 'Punch's
Twelfth Night Characters.' In March, ' The Song
of the Shirt/ with music by J. H. Tully, price 2s. 6d. ;
'
also
The Small Debts Act,' price 6d., and '
'
Shillings Worth of Nonsense '; and in 1847, QuizAnother
ziology of the British Drama/ price 2s.
book of importance was George Cruikshank's 'Table

A

in twelve numbers.
My copy
has on the title-page, " London, published at the
'Punch's
Office, 92, Fleet Street, 1845."

Book/ published

Punch

Letters to his Son' was first published in book
form (of which I have a copy), by W. S. Orr & Co.,
1843, and is confirmed by the advertisements in
Punch. This was also published by the office in
the following year.

There can be no doubt that Thackeray's Vanity
Fair/ as first issued in the yellow covers, was pub'

lished at the

Punch

Office,

as

advertisements on the covers of

there are

Punch

many

to that

I have the first edition of this
work, with
the woodcut of Lord Steyne on
p. 336, bound up
effect.

from numbers, but unfortunately I did not pre-

serve the covers ; also the first edition issued in
cloth, the title-pages of both being exactly
alike,

but the
published by Bradbury & Evans, 1848
woodcut previously alluded to is not in this last
edition.
The first number came out in January,
" New Work
1847, under the heading of
by
Michael Angelo Titmarsh, published at the Punch
JAS. B. MORRIS.
Office, 85, Fleet Street,"
;

With
Punch

reference

the interesting article on
Publications/ I do not see the first proI have a copy, four pages, small
spectus named.

'

to

13,

I never saw any other ; and
with a lot of first numbers of
papers, illustrated and otherwise, I wrote to offer

when I bought

it,

to a

gentleman largely interested for many years
Punch. The reply was, "How much did I
want for it 1 " So I dropped the matter, as I never
intended to become a dealer.
Does any one else
H. J. A.
possess a copy ?
it

in

WORDSWORTH'S
vii.

Perhaps the advertisement on the wrapper of
No. 24, the close of vol. L, may be worth pre-
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octavo, illustrated.

and the wafers, sixteen on a sheet,
On the cover of No. 212, Aug. 2,

"Punch

is

.

'

ODE TO THE CUCKOO

'

A

(7

th

S.

deeper draught of the
Pierian spring would have saved MR. BIRKBECK
TERRY from the mistake of charging me with
having been guilty of a false quantity in the word
cuculus.
The authority for using the woid,penultima correptd, is the 'Elegia de Philomela/ in
which are these lines, vv. 35, 36
Bt Ciiculi cticulant, fritinnit rauca Cicada,
Bombilat ore legens muuera mellis Apis.
67,

157,

253).

:

The

poem

being assigned, among others, to
Ovidius Juventinus, it was frequently
It will be
printed in the earlier editions of Ovid.
found in Burman's 'Anthologia Latina,' ii. 423;
in Meyer's 'Anthologia/ No. 233 ; and in Werns-

Albius

'

Poetse Minores/ torn. vi. pt. ii. p. 388. Ib
was also printed by Charles Nodier, in his Dictionnaire des Onomatopees Francoises/ Paris, 1828,
with notes, and issued again separately by him in

dorf's

'

1829.

Its date is very uncertain, opinions placing

from the second to the seventh century A.D.,
but it probably contains many old Latin word?,

it

not likely to occur in general literature, descriptive
of the notes of birds and the cries of animals.
None of the learned editors of the above works takes
exception to the form cuculus, and it must, therefore, be received as equally legitimate with cuculus
or cucullus.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

MR. GANTILLON'S criticism as to ne and
which the printers have no share, if it is to
this that he refers.
It used to be thus before
Ernest! in Cicero's 'Epist. ad Q. Fratr./ I. ii. 4,
"
Sed in publicum vel in pistrinum, non satis ex
I allow

vel, in

litteris ejus intelligere potuimus."
But Ernesti
has an, with this note, "
ex ed. Rom. dedi.
Ceterse inde a Jensono habent vel, super quo, sc.

An

vel pro an dici possit, est longa torquentis se
'
Malaspinse nota" (Cic.,
Opp./ t. v. p. 903, Or.,
Most probably vel is the correction once
1810).
more from the MSS. from what I have seen. Will
any one favour me with a reference to what it is
in Nobbe, as I have not his Cicero 1
MR. GANTILLON'S correction itself will not scan, so far as I
can see, if it is the metre which he wishes to
correct.
My friend the REV. W. E. BUCKLEY
can at least shelter himself under the authority of

an

the Auctor Anon.,

where

it is

'

Carminis de Philomela/

v. 35,

:

Et cuculi cuculant,

fritinnit

rauca cicada.

ED. MARSHALL.
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WANTED

OF SONG

(7

th

S. vii. 22

quoted are included in a chanson
chique, which can be found in an old book en'
led Les Chevilles de Me Adam, Memusier de
As this
avers,' second edition, 1694, p. 266.
ok is pretty rare, even in France, I sent to you
The true name of
e whole chanson bachique.
9 author is Adam Billaut.
PAUL RODET.
le

verses

the original is not named.
be deemed noteworthy

D. R.

will find the

Adam

words of

B 3llault's)

They, however,

may

:

"

Cuicunque aliquis quid concedit, concedere videturr
quo res ipsa ease non potest.
If I a house unto a man do grant,

et id sine

,

He shall enjoy what'er's appurtenant."
" Omne actum ab
agenda intent-tone est judicandum.
The
The

Vosges.

1,

291

intention of the actor i?, in law,
point from which conclusions we should draw."

R. E.
Billaut's (or

N.

Bishopwearmouth.

'

ferocious bacchanal at p. 144 of
La
WINTER OF HUDDINGTON, co. WORCESTER (
Lyre Frangaise,' edited by the late Gustave Masson
aho at p. 101 of Oxenfo'rd's 'Illustrated Book of S vii 108 254). I am greatly obliged to your
French Songs.' There are slight variations in the correspondent who signs B. FLORENCE SCARLETT
two copies. As a thorough-going drinking song it for her kind reply. In response to my query I
an excellent pedigree sent to me
is said to be
equalled only by Abraham Cowley's have already had
bv an
fr?e rendering from Anacreon, " The
correspondent, and I need not, therefore,
thirsty earth
drinks up the rain."
T. B. WILMSHURST.
8 ive the trouble which she so kindly offers to
Chichester.
undertake. But if the pedigree named (which I
[As the song is to be found in publications easily have not seen) should give the dates of birth of
the three sons of George Winter Robert, Thomas^
accessible, we have not printed the copy M. RODET
obligingly sends.]
and John I should be very grateful lor these.
The date must be about 1562 to 1572.
th
;

-

-

^

EDWARD BOWER

S. vii.

(7

88).

Col.

Pole-

HERMENTRUDE.

Carew, being in India, has asked me to answer the
above query. The picture of Charles I. here
represents him as wearing a short
grey beard, of apparently only a few days' growth, seated, and with a
I shall be glad to afford
(hat on.
any other information that lies in my power.

CAPT. JOSEPH GARNAULT

Amongst those who
besides

Ouvry,
Society
elected

j

E. S. FURSDON.

sex, Capt. Carington Bowles.
Aime", son of Pierre Garnault, the patriarch of

Antony, Torpoint, Devonport.

IN

non

"*'**

lers, and had himself been a jeweller in Paris.
There seem to have been five brethren, of whom"
one only (Jean) abode in France.
H. W.

of former time,
this note at 3 rd S. xii. 14l_

"'Natura
I

am aware

in operationibus suis non facit saltum.
that this has been ascribed to
Leibnitz, and
In the ninth volume,
however
of

also to Linnaeus.
.

tv

.

.

,

.

New

^

,

cours Veritable de la Vie et de la Mort du
Theuto
bocus,' and in it this expression is given as a citation
It
can scarcely, therefore, be ascribed to either
Leibnitz or

77, 1751.
is

'

From

Law Ma*im*
7*S!?fw!SL
!
M
Westminster
'

b.

qucere.

Q. V.

tr
naslated
} n iA
tran
.

Sed

i^~
mto

T?

r u

-English

:

ra

wo wanted b
to*L*
MR.

'

Hannover I da

:

"I

ED. MARSHALL.
49

H

keiten der Kurfiirstin Sophie vou

already active in 1640

also a repetition of other references.

(1) Co. Litt, 56 a.
(2) Ib.,
Leibniz.
See 7 th S. vi. 133.

tb
S. vi. 247, 292, 354; viu
(7
29 ) -Unless I mistake the fourpenny tooth-brush
f l729 clted b
ARTSHORNE, is the earliest
? MR<
that has been mentioned in ' N. & Q.' As I have
not access to Dr. Adolf Kocher's Denkwiirdig'

1

There

Univ. Club.

TOOTH-BRUSHES

^^yytS^^S^fSS&f^
St

Botan.,

th

S. vii. 108, 251).
derive from the Garnaults,
the Romillys and the late Mr. Frederick
who was for a short while President of the
of Antiquaries', we may note the newly
member for the Enfield Division of Middle
(7

rose at seven in the morning [writes the
lively
mother of our kings tn be] and was obliged to go every
en
deshabille to Mile. Marie de Quat
day
who made
me pray and read the Bible. She then set me to learn

the

'

'

Quadrains de Pebrac while she employed the time
her teeth; her grimaces during this performance are more firmly fixed in my memory than the
in brushing

lessons which she tried to teach."
Pp. 4-5.
Years aero some time in the fifties I was told of
butf the author of B
girl, daughter of a well-to-do farmer I believe,

Magazine, April, 1780), I
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who was

mediaeval as regarded the cleaning of her

inasmuch as she merely rubbed them with a
I sometimes think that the attrition
towel.
soapy^
in which we so joyously indulge when we " sharpen "
teeth,

our

ivories, as the unsophiscated maidservant reported of a man whom she saw at work with his
brush, may be easily overdone, and tend to the
In
profit of the dentist rather than to our own.
Egypt the finger made before tooth-brushes as
"
"
well as
before forks
is sometimes used as a
substitute for bristles, vegetable fibre, or other

detersive agent
" After
every meal servants were in attendance with
napkins, ewers, and basins. One servant holds the basin,
while another pours a stream of fresh water over the
hands. Some of the natives, while performing their ablutions, made a thick lather of soap, which they thrust into
their mouths, using a finger as a tooth-brush."' Court
Life in Egypt,' by Alfred J. Butler, p. 11.
:

ST. SWITHIN.

SIR HENRY LIGHT, K.C.B. (7 th S. vii. 208).
was the son of William Light, of the Madras

He

Civil Service, by the daughter of the Chevalier
Alex, de Lu'ders, Knight of the Holy Roman Empire,
Charge" d'Affaires in England from the court of
Eussia, and grandson of William Light, of Baglake, co. Dorset, by the daughter of Thomas BroadHis greatrepp, of South Mapperton, Dorset.
grandfather was William Light, of Broadstock and
co.
and
he
to
have claimed
Baglake,
Dorset,
appears
descent from the family of Lyte of Lyte's Gary,
near Charlton-Mackerell, co. Somerset. He was
born in 1782 or 1783, and after an education at
Eugby and Woolwich entered the army in 1799.

In 1836 he was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of
Antigua, and from 1838 to 1848 served as Governor
of British Guiana. From the ' Colonial Office
List,'
1886, it does not appear that he was ever Governor
of the Bahamas. In 1819 he married the
daughter
of Eichard Parry, of Warfield, Berks.
He was
created a K.C.B. April 27, 1848, and died at Fal-

tyrant followed the advice,
sea a precious signet ring.

'THE RING OF AMASIS'

(7

th

S. vii. 189).

chaps, xxxix. -xliii. of the third book of his history
unfolds the plot, and in chap. cxxv. relates the
The story in Herodotus is, in brief,
catastrophe.
as follows. Polycrates, tyrant of
Samos, had formed
an alliance with Amasis, King of
but
his

by
continuous good fortune made that monarch fear
Egypt,

such success should excite anger in the gods.
Therefore the Egyptian sent to suggest to Polycrates to temper his good fortune with some
evil,
and to cast away what was dearest to him. The

lest

vn. APBIL is,

and threw into the deep

Some days

after a fine

which had been presented to Polycrates by
the fisherman who caught it, was, on being cut
open, found to contain the ring in its belly. Polycrates was informed, and wrote to Amasis on the
The latter sent back to renounce the
subject.
friendship of a man whose good luck would surely
have a sad ending. Some time after Polycrates
was invited to the mainland by Oroetes, the Persian
governor of Sardis, and when there treacherously
seized and crucified near Magnesia, in Lydia.
JULIUS STEGGALL.

WOODROVE AND PUDSEY FAMILIES

(7

th

S. Vii.

The descendants of Thomas Woodrove, of
Woolley, and the Lady Elizabeth Percy, who would

208).

be senior coheirs of Percy, Earls of Northumberland,
to the baronies of Percy and Poynings, have
not been traced beyond two generations, as set

and

'

forth in Foster's Visitations of Yorkshire.'
The
claim set forth by the late Mr. Paver, of York, to
represent this line of the Percy coheirs has, I
With
believe, been proved to be unsubstantial.
reference to Nicholas Pudsey, I have a note that he

died s.p., but am not sure as to my authority.
Should there be any of his descendants still existing they would be the senior co-representatives of
the once potent house of Nevill of Raby.
W. D. PINK.

DRINKING

HEALTH

IN

BLOOD

(7

th

S.

vi.

If not too late to revert again
474).
to this subject, it may not be without interest to give instances other than those quoted
mentioned of the drinking of
at the pages
In the time of Beaumont and
health in blood.
Fletcher it is well known that the young gallants
used to stab themselves in the arms and elsewhere
on the body in order to drink the health of their
mistresses and to write their names in their own

388,

'

In the

Oxford Drollery ' (1671) there

reciting
I stabbed mine

is

:

The more

arm to drink her health
fool I, the more fool I.

:

And:
I will no more her servant be
The wiser I, the wiser I ;
Nor pledge her health upon my knee.
:

I have

not read Owen Meredith's (Lord Lytton's)
work,
but presume it is founded on the legend of Polycrates and Amasis, narrated by
Herodotus, who in

s.

fish,

mouth on March 3, 1870, aged eighty-eight. His blood.
widow is said to have died in London within a song
See
twenty-four hours of her husband's death.
Dod's 'Peerage,' &c., 1869, &c., p. 399; and the
Times for March 4 and 5, 1870.
G. F. E. B.

[7*

J.

W. ALLISON.

Stratford, E.

CHROMO (7 S. vii. 169). DR. MURRAY only
requires quotations, but a note on the christener of
the art may be of interest.
Aloys Senefelder
th

('

Yollstandiges Lehrbuch der Steindmckerei,'

&c.,

Miinchen, 1818) simply named it "colour printing
with several stones." It was baptized " cbromo"
lithographie by M. Godefroi Engelmann in 1837;

and for his improvements on the process M. Engelmann's son received a prize of two thousand francs
and a gold medal in 1858. It was used in Eog-

7*8. VII. APRIL
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nd some few years before 1850 under this name,
wing been introduced chiefly by Mr. C. Hull

1
1

tandel.

i

A full account of the art will be

English dictionary of which they were the pubBut surely the controversy is now purely
academic," and is hardly worth reviving. I have
a copy of the little pamphlet to which your correE. WALFORD, M.A.
spondent refers.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.
lishers.
'

found in

ami's 'Diet, de 1'Industrie et des Arts Industriel?,
I aris, 1883, tome iii. pp. 381-6. T. S.
Boys's 'Pictureique Architecture in Paris,' &c., 1839, is one of
3

1 10

earliest

s ^verai

English books printed in colours from

know

stones that I

J.

of.

TOURS

DORMER.

awarded quotations from

WHITEPOT

th

The

S. vii.

I

'

:

therein

till it

W

_-^c

,

t

be cold
^'_.

;

rr

The

i

then put in the yelks
ts
u ar Sinamon,
? &

?",

>

.'

as thin as if it 'were a
custard; and so bake it and serue
it in the pot it is baked
in, trimming the top witl
or comfets."
P. 122.

J. F.

m m
Tom
Thumb, m
,

an ancient metrical history of his
ban-

is

lasafrsssa^ v

joy they do

|

^^ ^
6

'

1

To keep well cramm'd with thrifty Fare
As White-pot, Butter-milk, and Ciurds,

Such

as a Country-house affords.

^

Ret up
rly
of the Dom.

he

on Sundav morning and go up to the top
There, unless things have changed very

will find the citizens seated in

TOM ^rsEssrfflKs

have the beautifully clean white marble roof all to
himself.
And I would further advise him, at least
in speaking to Italians, not to evoke painful
memories by speaking of their church in German.

and

better confine himself to English or Italian,
the duomo or the cathedral.

call it either

T.

TELEGRAM

(7

th

S. vii. 162, 261).

Your

spondent A. C.

is fairly accurate in his account
of the
long-forgotten controversy of telegram v.
ielegrapheme, but as he refers to
as the

MONTE VIDEO (7 S. vii. 7). The question was
asked at this reference as to whence the word
Video is derived, and how it should be accented.
With the great efflux of emigrants to the River
Plate, an authoritative answer is very desirable.
It would seem to be the adjective of Portuguese
*
a vine. If so, the accent would fall on the e.
W. P. W.
th

me

'

-

f tal

-.-

egram induced Lord Macaulay to recommend
Longman to embody the new word in an

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

BudleighSalterton.

corre-

then champion of
Oxford, and accuses Oxford of
having been "feeble" in the matter, I desire to
that
as
say
then,
now, I strongly defended telejram (r^eypa/z^a) as formed quite
regularly,
Ae
a
nj
being
preposition as well as an adverb.
Beyond that I was not called to go. Because I
hmk telegram defensible and correct, that is no
eason why I should decline to
accept telegrapheme
Iso.
1 understood at the time that"
defence
JTmy wv.wiioo
*"j

*

,.

I back A. J. M.'s advice so far as going
.
the
B to
roof of the cathedral at sunrise is concerned.
But
I would further advise any whom it may concern not
to exect to meet an Milanese citizens, breakfast-

He had

J T F
Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

,

family parties
upon the clean white marble slabs of the roof, each
group breakfasting alfresco on manchet bread and wine
and sausage or cold fowl, and gazing, meanwhile," &c.

tbe

'l700 p. 15)

.

A. J. M. advises MR. BOUCHIER, when he goes
Milan to

lately,

seize,

SCOTT STJRTEES.

'**

,..

,

1

He fell in a white pot.
As he was nearly drowned, it was
evidently some
"
all in

"

,

to

:

where

69).

known) Abbey of St. Quentin, which still
presents one continental parallel to our English
minor eastern transept.
E. L. G.

and adventures, arrives at court, when a
quet was prepared," riding on a butterfly

dish at
^the banquet,
abound.'

28,

.

MANSERGH.

The which in vain they strive to
Till his unhappy lot,
As on him steadfastly
tl
Ifastlv they
gaze,

vii,
'

,
n T
cnurcn belonged till the Revolution to the Abbey
" certaineof Cluny, which V. le Due calls (i. 258)
ment Pe"glise la plus vaste de 1'Occident." Bufc
when he speaks (p. 260) of " ce double transsept
^ Qn ^ aucane 6 B ]i&B en France ne nous donne d'exe m ple," ne overlooked the very fine (but seeming!
jy

.

life

S.

little

Liverpool.
,

th

.

for

f?!lf"

(7

A

183.9 onwards.

148, 218).
receipt
a " whitepot " which Gervase Markham gives
in The English House- wife '
is
(ed. 1631)
" Take the best and
sweetest creame. and boile it with
good store of Sugar, and Cinamon, and a little rosewater, then take it from the fire and put into it cleane
pickt rjce, but not so much as to make it thicke, and
(7

CATHEDRAL

Neither of the churches at that city was of firstrate magnitude.
plan in the Monographie de
S.
shows the destroyed St.
Clement,' by Palustre,
Martin, smaller in all dimensions than the existing
verv beautiful, but not large Cathedral of St.
Gatien - rt seems to have been more famed for
wealth, and hence the mistake of Sir Walter Scott.

In the contemporary reviews of Boys's
P.S.
book the art receives its proper title.
I have
f
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i

srs.

j

Miss MELLON (7 th S. vii. 183).
It may be
worthy of mention that a portrait of Mrs. Coutts
(late Miss Harriet [sic] Mellon) was published in
the Ladies' Monthly Museum of January, 1816,
in the issue of the following month a short

and

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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life up to that period was given. In
stated that she was " the daughter of a
gentleman in the East India service, who died
previous to her birth, in the city of Westminster";
and she is highly praised for her " benevolent dis-

account of her
this

it is

The " portrait was taken from a paintposition."
ing" by Foster, but the writer of the memoir
candidly admits that the engraving does not do
"justice to this painting."

J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

MARRYAT

CAPT.

th

I
S. vii. 9, 74, 177).
(7
original query, on the authority of
Mrs. Church (nee Florence Marryat), that this
" born in
Westminster," but
charming writer was

stated in

my

I wanted more definite information, which has
I have learned, on the
happily been supplied.
highest family authority, that Capt. Marryat was
"
born in Great George Street, Westminster, July
J. MASKBLL.
10, 1792."

[7*

s.

vii.

13,

at cards ; and he is fatter than ever."
Ludovic
died in his prison at the end of eight years. la

another account

*

Europe,' vol. i. p. 230
related that Louis XIL.
caused the duke to be confined in a dungeon,
here, it is said, he was shut up in an iron cage
f the

Dyer's

imprisonment

it is

and it was only
eight feet long and six broad
;owards the end of his life, which was proonged ten years, that the hardship of his
was mitigated, and the whole of
captivity
he castle laid open as his residence. Dr. Wm.
'
Student's France,' states that
Smith, in his
Ludovic languished fourteen years in captivity,
and on being informed of his restoration to freedom, at the end of that time, expired from the
effects of the sudden shock on his worn and shat'
tered frame.
Daru, in his History of Venice/
also says Ludovic died of joy on the day he was
liberated from his cage.
!

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
6,

Preegrove Road, N.

WILLIAM JAMES (7 th S. vii. 207) died on May 28,
On opening my 'N. & Q.' I read, under the
1827, leaving "a widow, a native of the West
A subscription is now above heading, the query of J. B. S. By a curious
Indies, entirely destitute.
I had within an hour before read in
raising for her relief, the Literary Fund Society coincidence,
'

having liberally contributed a donation of 50Z."
See Gent. Mag., xcvii. pt. ii. pp. 281-2J
G. F. R. B.
[R. P. S. supplies the same information.]

LORD MAYOR'S SHOW (7 th S. vii. 47, 211).
J. C. may like to have his attention drawn to the
following, which was advertised for sale in Pickering & Chatto's catalogue for (about) September last

year

is

Paris, 1818):
" Et du
temps de nos

peres, ce Ludovic S force,
dixiesme due de Milan, soubs qui avoit si longtemps
bransle' toute 1'Italie,

on

1'a

veu mourir prisonnier a

a
Loches, mais aprez y avoir vescu dix ans, qui est le pis
de son marche."
a
En Touraine, sous le regne de Louis XI., qui 1'y
avoit fait enfermer en 1500. Gr.
" Dans une
cage de fer, quo j'ai vue en 1788. E. J."
'

:

"A

Dialogue betwixt Jack and Will, concerning the
Lord Mayor's going to Meeting-Houses with the Sword
carried before Him, &c.
London, reprinted in the yeir
1702. 4to., sewn (unbound), rare and curious, 15s."

ALPHA.

THE

the railway train, in Montaigne's
Essays,' the
"
Qu'il ne
following passage in livre i. ch. xviii.,
fault iuger de nostre heur qu'aprez la mort," which
gives exactly the information sought (the edition

'

BRUSSELS GAZETTE' (7 S. v. 127, 374 ;
MR. J. DIXON
31, 134 ; vii. 18, 151, 213).
asks at the last reference whether any portion of
th

vi.

the Universal Magazine has been preserved to the
present time. Yes. I have vols. Ixiii., Ixiv., and
Ixv., being the portion for 1778 and the first half
of 1779, and a capital magazine it is, full of information of the most varied and interesting kind
foreign advices, Parliamentary debates, births,
deaths, publications, gossip, anecdotes, &c., to say
nothing of its purely literary contents.
0. C. B.

LUDOYIC SFORZA (7 th S. vii. 209).

It is recorded in

Guizot's 'France/ vol. ii. p. 563, that Ludovic Sforza
fell into the hands of the French on
April 10, 1500
He was subsequently conducted to the castle o!
in
Loches,
Touraine, where he was at first kept in
strict captivity, but it was afterwards less severe
The Venetian ambassador, it was remarked in a
"
despatch, said that the duke
plays at tennis and

The G. who

initials the first foot-note is Mile.

de

Gournay, Montaigne's adopted daughter.
E. J. who initials the second I do not know.

The

It is curious that

Montaigne, the great raconteur,
so rarely misses any circumstance that adds
point to his story, should have omitted to mention
" died of
the fact, if fact it is, that the prisoner
joy
on receiving the news of his liberation."

who

R. HUDSON.
Lapworth.
[MR. J. F. MANSERGH sends, from the Penny Cyclopaedia, information agreeing with the above. ME. LEO
CULLETON adds that he was first imprisoned at Lis Saint
George en Barri. LADY RUSSELL gives the period of
imprisonment as ten years.]

"FAIRE UNE GAFFE"

(7

th

S. vii. 66).

Is the

rendering of this phrase given by the Daily Telegraph
correct 1
Gaffe is from the German gaffen, to stare
about, to stare idly or with stupidly open mouth ;
hence the phrases "etre en gaffe " = "fairesentinelle";
"gaffe a gaye"," a mounted policeman ; "gaffe de
sorgue" = "gardien de marche"" or "patrouille
grise"; "gaffeur," a sentinel ; all referring to the
" Faire
same idea, " looking out," " staring at."

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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"

"

wasting one'
would, therefore, mean
"
lounging and loitering
about
with vacan
masher who dawdles
bout."
" fait une
care
gaffe." Not, as the Daily Telegraph
"
lys,
puts his foot in," but idles about listlessly
;aring with vacant gaze.
E. COBHAM BREWER.
ne gaffe

:

me by

i

.-

t
?

staring about,"

A

Fishing off Polperro, Cornwall, it was once my
lick with very light tackle to hook an enormous
r iy, who, for ease, I suppose, came to the surface
;
Our boatman said, "Don't ee pull, I'll have 'n
oat with the gaff." And so he did. His gaff,
made by himself, was a blunt, stout hook of iron
securely fastened to a broomstick.

W. RENDLE.
JOHN CAM HOBHOUSE, LORD BROUGHTON
The

(7

th

sought by G. F. R. B,
u with
appeared in the Times of April 14, 1818,
the exception of the most violent paragraph, which
ran nearly as follows":
8. vii. 208).

"

If

prison,
jest at

first letter

you ever accuse me of treason, throw me into
make your jailors load me with chains, and then
I Will Put You To Death."
sufferings

my

had been sent to Canning a few days previously
in pamphlet form, to which he replied on April 10,
1818.
A copy of his letter is given at p. 385 in
Memoir of George Canning/ by Leman Thomas
Rede, Esq. (1827), from which the above quotations
are taken, at p. 384. In the preceding pages (362-85)
of this octavo volume which, unhappily, has no
index will be found copious extracts from the
"indiscreet speech" made by Mr. Canning at
Liverpool, also some stinging verses by Moore in
castigation of this statesman, and comments on the
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volume of the new issue of the ' Encyclopaedia,'
just published, the notice is cut down to ten lines,
an abbreviation accounted for by the fact that in
the interval since 1862 the clipper has been superseded by the steamship, and is now little more
than a memory.
Fortunately, however, a competent author, who evidently writes from experience, has put on record a vividly realistic picture
of the actual working of a China tea clipper, and
of the life of a sailor on board.
This is contained

'Spunyarn and Spindrift/ by Robert Brown,
published in 1886 by Messrs. Houlston & Sons.
It purports to be a sailor-boy's log, and is a narrative in the form of fiction of the voyage out and
home of the Albatross, a China tea clipper or
barque of 722 tons. The race home of the three
rival clippers from Foochow is a graphic and
stirring piece of writing, and, apart from the now
historic value of the book as a description of an
obsolete state of things in the seafaring world, the
story shows that Mr. Brown is not unworthy to
take his place among the best of our modern sea
in

JOHN H. NODAL.

novelists.

Heaton Moor, Stockport.

It

'

i

j

circumstances leading up to the publication of the

famous letter in the Times, which at the moment
was attributed to the author of " Junius."
R. E. N.
Bishopwearmouth.

The similarity is very apparent between Can"that the author
ning's "complimentary billet"
of a certain pamphlet was a liar and a
scoundrel,

who only wanted courage

to be

an assassin

"

THE ROSE, THISTLE, AND SHAMROCK

" I DO NOT
LIKE THEE, DR. FELL " (7 th

,' ii.

Ne
Ni

:

he was a scoundrel and a coward a scoundrel
charging a blunderbuss against religion and morality
to fire it off himself, but left half-a-crown to a beggarly Scotchman (Malet) to draw tbe trigger after his death."
Sir,

:

;

a

coward because he had not resolution

3ee Boswell's
ear 1754.

ng

me

ships, accompanied by a woodcut illustration of
of them, in the first edition of f Chambers's
'

Encyclopaedia

26

:

(1862), vol.

iii.

p. 80.

In the third

:

me

sais quelle mouche
point,
pourquoi c'est je ne puis dire

"

is
quoted by MR. S.
Q./ 1" S. i. 482, as follows
Je ne vous aime pas, Hylas,
Je n'en eaurois dire la cause ;
Je saia seulement une chose ;

W. SINGER

^ATNE,
N.

&

C'est que je ne vous

FREDK. RULE.

S. vii. 128).
MR. EDGCDMBE
find a brief notice of the so-called
clipper sail-

S. VU.

Hylas version by Roger de Bussy, Comte
de Rabutin (ob. 1693), alluded to by MR. PAYEN['he

Life of Dr. Johnson' under the

TEA CLIPPERS (7 th
ill

S. vi.

Sinon que je ne t'aime point.
"

'

'or

p.

Jan, je ne t'aime point, beau sire

Dr.

satire
"

th

The following is Clement Marot's version
268).
"
f Martial's
epigram, Non amo te, Sabidi," &c.,
as given in Chapsal's ' Modeles de Litte"rature

and

Johnson's denunciation of Lord Bolingbroke's
works, under the name of Philosophy/ published
by David Mallet, 1754. This is Johnson's playful

(7

I am sorry I can207, 311, 429, 455; vii. 178).
not give PROF. FELS chapter and verse reference
to Pliny, not having a copy of his works at hand ;
but I have so frequently seen him credited with
what MR. MANSERGH calls that "lovely etymo"
that I can have no doubt as to
logical nonsense
tiis
Canon Ellacombe (' Plantbeing its author.
Lore of Shakspeare,' p. 251) quotes his very words
'rom an article in the Quarterly Review : "Albion
nsula sic dicta ab albis rupibus, quas mare alluit,
vel ob rosas albas quibus abundat."
C. C. B.

aime

in

:

pas.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
[Several correspondents are thanked for the latter
uotation.]

EAST SHEEN
iurrey,

ame

th

S. vii. 149).
(7
Richmond,
was originally known as Sheen, the latter
being changed for the present one by

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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at the time when he rebuilt the the box for me," to the disgust of the
coachman,
The name Sheen is of Saxon deriva- who had hoped for five shillings from the young
The bright- gentleman from Cambridge in return for the
tion, and signifies bright or beautiful.
ness and beauty indicated by the name were accommodation.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
expressive of the place, and not of the splendour
derived from its royal associations.
Sheen is menHastings.

Henry VII.,
palace there.

tioned in the Harlein MS8. as Schene, while Stowe,
*
in his Annales,' refers to it as Shine; it was subsequently called Shene, and Sheene, and finally
Sheen. In the German word Schoen, shining or
splendid, we have a slight variation of the word.
East Sheen is the present name of a hamlet adjoinT. W. TEMP ANY.
ing Richmond.

Richmond, Surrey.

REV. JAMES HACKMAN (7 th S. vi. 87, 212 vii.
There is, according to " Bromley," another
;

172).

portrait of this person, also

after

dated 1779, but engraved by

I.

prefixed to

Hackman's

'

Dighton, and

Taylor, oval, and
Life,' 8vo.

JULIAN MARSHALL.
I have ascertained that his name is not found in
the University Matriculation Books and the St.

Your correspondent MR. THOMAS LAURIE has
John's College Admission Register during the
made a mistake. The district in Edinburgh called the
DANIEL HIPWELL.
1776-9.
Sciennes does not derive its name from a convent years
Clerkenwell.
34, Myddelton
there dedicated to St. Scienna, but to St. Katharine
of Sienna.
She was a nun of the third order of St.
Dominic, died April 29, 1380, and was canonized
by Pope Pius II. Pope Urban VIII. changed the
day of her festival to April 30. Sb. Scienna is unknown in the calendar.
A. G. REID.
Auchterarder.

The convent from which the Sciennes takes its
name was certainly not " dedicated to St. Scienna"
'

been, even in an Acta
Sanctorum'), but to that very actual Sancta Katherine de Sienna, and was founded by the Lady
Seytoun whose husband was killed at Flo d den.
It was the last pre-Reformation foundation in
Scotland, the confirming bull of Leo X. being
dated January 29, 1517. The convent, like the
capital, suffered in 1544 from the invasion of the
Its
English, and in 1567 passed into lay hands.
maintenance of the strict rule was such that David

(whoever she

may have

that unsparing flagellant, represents
"
Chastitie as taking refuge " amang the sisteris
of the Schenis," where she found "hir Mother

Lindesay,
"

and Devotioun her twin sister," fled, like
from other religious houses. The present
convent of St. Catherine was erected some thirty
years ago in memory of the old one.
Povertie,

herself,

NELLIE MACLAGAN.
[A. H. says that the name Sheen=3hine is said to
arise from a profusion of buttercups in some places,
yellow gorse in others. MR. R. W. HA.CKWOOD quotes
the derivation of the name from Thome's Environs of
London.']
;

Square,

MISTARCHY (7 th S. vii. 188). Mysteriarch, one
who presides over or has the charge of sacred
Did not Dugald Stewart mean the
mysteries.
word to be mysteriarchy, or a government by the
I take it also that polyarchy is a
priesthood ?
JOSEPH BEARD.
misprint for polygarchy.
Baling.

By mistarchy (or mistharchy) seems to be meant
a government the executive and legislature of which
The word is, apparently, taken from
are paid.
'
Acharnians,' vv. 596-7, where
Aristophanes's
Dicacopolis compares himself, an honest (and unpaid) soldier, with Lamachus, whom he styles
/A6o-0apxM, a "paid general, or, as Liddell and
an hereditary candidate for paid
Scott renders it,
JULIUS STEGGALL.
offices, a born placeman."

MANUAL

OF

ARMS

IN

USE

IN THE BRITISH

th

The
S. vi. 507 ; vii. 154).
idea that the British troops in the War of Independence did not take aim, but fired from the position
"
At
of charge bayonets," is simply preposterous.
the Battle of Fontenoy, in 1745, Voltaire tells that

ARMY, 1770-1778

(7

two English battalions, the Guards and Royal Scotch,
met face to face a battalion of French Guards and
a Swiss battalion at a distance of fifty paces. The
The English colonel, Lord
story is well known.
"
Charles Hay, cried out,
Messieurs, tirez." They
are the French Guard, and never fire
answered,"
first." The order to fire was given by the English,
and from a single discharge 399 men of the French

We

Guard fell, of whom nineteen were officers. Of the
COACHING DAYS AND COACHING WATS (7 th Swiss Guard nearly an equal numberfell. Assuredly
In illustration of the number of these English troops took aim and fired from the
parsons who could be accommodated on the box-seat, shoulder. The story of their firing from the position
we should not forget David Copperfield's " First of " charge bayonets " may have arisen from some
1

'

S. vii. 106, 237).

Fall in Life." Had three been allowed on that
coveted perch, there would have been no need for
him to retire in favour of the breeder of Suffolk
Punches.
And again, it will be remembered that
when Sir Pitt Crawley took Miss Sharp down to
"
Queen's Crawley, the amiable baronet said, Keep

nervous soldier having been seen to discharge his
It was not unpiece in raising it to the shoulder.
common for an engraver who did not know his business well, to invert the picture, and so to represent
troops as firing from their left shoulder.
J.

CARRICK MOORE.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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CRISS-CROSS How (7 th S. vii. 228). I think it
" the
a mistake to describe
alphabet as it stood
i the hornbook, in the shape of Christ's cross";
ad I believe that DR. MURRAY'S explanation is
cDrrect.
My opinion, however, sinks into insig
i ificance
when compared with that of the late
i. 0. Halliwell, who printed in 1849, for private
'
circulation, A Catalogue of Chap-books, Garlands,"
a frontispiece
c., in his own possession, with
vhich represents a hornbook of 1570. My copy
i

i

i

cf this 'Catalogue' contains also a MS. description and sketch of another similar hornbook by
Both these representa^
the late E. Cole, F.S.A.
tions confirm DR. MURRAY'S view; and no men
tion is made of the cruciform arrangement, as

vould surely have been made

if

such had been
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Surely this odd name must be somehow related
with a ceremony that I have heard forms part of

Romish consecration of every church, and
which was done about 1865 in Notre Dame at
Paris, which the Emperor discovered never to have
been consecrated in all the centuries it had stood.
The floor, or two diagonals thereon, across the
whole nave, must be dusted with ashes, and the
the

bishop then writes along one diagonal all the Latin
alphabet, and along the other the Greek alphabet,
both crossing at their middles, in the centre of the
floor (which possibly may have something to do
"
or
with "
in the Catechism and Marriage
Over the arms of Crucifixion pictures
Service).
we often see the letters
and i2, but not any of
the intermediate row.
E. L. G.

M

N

A

known

to either of those antiquaries.
The book
at DR. MURRAY'S service for inspection, if he
cares to see it.
JULIAN MARSHALL.

w

Perhaps the following mention of this, whatever it may mean, from
Tristram Shandy/ in
which most likely the author depicts his own
juvenile experiences, may prove an illustration.
It is quoted from the
Life of Sterne/ by Percy
'

'

Fitzgerald
" He
must, therefore, have got over the preparatory
the five years with a bib under his
stages at home
chin ; four years in travelling from Chriscross row to
a
and
a half in learning to write hia
Malachi;
year
own name.' He was now to consume ' the seven long
"
years and more TvTrrw-ing it at Greek and Latin.'

STAGE COACHES (7 th S. vii. 148). It may be
serviceable to J. A. to inform him that in Kent's
'London Directory for 1777 there is an advertisement of the "Shopkeeper's and Tradesman's Assistant
containing an account of the several Inns
in London where the Coaches and Carriers put up
and go out from," &c.
J. F. MANSERGH.
'

Liverpool.

:

.'

Vol.

i.

The

p. 82.

two volumes of

'

mechioned in 'The Schoolmistress/ by Shenstone,
published in 1742

Their books, of stature small, they take in hand,

St. George's

high achievements does declare,
thilk wight that has y-gazing been
the forthcoming rod, unpleasing sight, I ween

On which
Kens

!

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

In the South Kensington Museum there is a
case containing eleven hornbooks, dates of six
given as circa 1750-1770 ; two 1800 ; two 1820 ;
one, Scottish, dated Glasgow, 1784, with a cross
"n the handle.
Seven of them have a cross in the
eft corner,
preceding the letter A. Not any of
them has a cruciform arrangement of the
alphabet.
There are also several engravings of hornaooks not in the Museum, but these are also
without the cruciform
It seems
arrangement.
more than probable DR. MURRAY is correct in
ieriving the criss-cross row from the cross in the

corner; and the Museum authorities designate
.hem as criss-cross books.
JOSEPH BEARD.
eft

Ealing.

iii.

We

p.

133

:

A country woman made a remark
lore.
Year's Day which brought to light rather an
of
weather-lore. It was to the effect that
interesting bit
the days between Christmas and Twelfth Day are representative days, indicating by their character the months
of the new year if mild, stormy, or otherwise, such
would be the state of the month corresponding to them.
Thus December 26 was to stand for January, 27 for FebWeather

New

on

Which with pellucid horn secured are,
To save from finger wet the letters fair ;
The work so gay, that on their back is seen,

S. vii. 106).

In January,
parallel.
1879, 1 sent the following to a local journal, which
'
printed it in Salopian Shreds and Patches/ vol.
need not go far to find a

14

:

if

FOLK-LORE IN THE AZORES (7 th

'

Tristram Shandy
were published at York in 1759. The hornbook,
specimens of which may be seen in museums, is
first

th

S. vi. 468).
E. S. V. P., who
(7
the etymology of Eppingen, in Baden, is
known to our German cousins, will find the in'
formation he seeks in Forstemann's Altdeutsches
ISAAC TAYLOR.
Namenbucb/ vol. ii. p. 451.

EPPINGEN

asks

and so on to January 6, which would represent
December. Has this bit of weather-lore been noticed in
your columns before?"
ruary,

I heard this near Shincton, in Shropshire, when I
to visit Buildwas Abbey, on Januway
"

was on
ary

1,

my

BOILEAU.

1879.

DYER
Several

OF SHARPHAM

Dyer pedigrees

th

(7
will be

S. vii. 27, 137).
found at pp. 33 to

of Harleian Society publications,
being 'Visitation of the County of Somerset in
1623.'
See also Burke's 'Extinct Baronetage,'
second edition, p. 179, and 'Account of the House
of D'Oyly/ by William D'Oyly Bayley, p. 59.

35 of

vol.

xi.

of Sharpham Park, near Glastonburie, was
same family as Dyer of Koundhill. The
latter was the elder branch, and Sir Ludowick
Dyer belonged to it. This Sir Ludowick Dyer

Dyer

of the
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n conversation in Italy in any other sense than

appears to have been the first baronet of StoughHe married Elizaton, so created in June, 1627.
beth, daughter of Sir Henry Yelverton, Knt., but
dying without surviving issue, his title expired.
Catherine Djer, the wife of Sir Edward Coke,
appears to have been the sister, and not the
This Sir Edward
daughter, of Sir Ludowick.
Coke was a grandson of the great Sir Edward
Coke, the celebrated lawyer, and was created a
He had several children by
baronet in 1641.
Catherine Dyer, but the title is now extinct.
Sir Ludowick's grandfather was Sir Richard
Dyer, Knt., of Stoughton, who married Mary,

hat of a food
i

England

or, for the matter of that, maccaroni
I find in such an ordinary bock of
'

Pocket Dictionary,' besides
sference as Graglia's
maccheroni, a sort of pastemeat," "un maccheone, a blockhead ; also maccheronea, macaronicks."
for pronunciation, an Englishman's pronunciaion of maccheroni would be maccaroni or macca-

Macaronic verse certainly does not seem a
appy expression, as the elements of maccaroni are
armoniously blended, and those of macaronic
erse are not.
It would be better typified by a
KILLIGREW.
Sologna sausage.
ony.

daughter of Sir William Fitz William, Knt., and
had an eldest son, Sir William Dyer, .Knt., of

YEOMAN'S SERVICE (7 th S. vii. 207). This phrase
ppears in Shakspeare's play of Hamlet,' V. ii.,
Stoughton, who married, February, 1602, Catherine,
second daughter and coheir of John D'Oyly, Esq., where the Prince of Denmark says
I sat me down,
of Merton, in Oxfordshire, by his wife Anne,
Devis'd a new commission; wrote it fair:
daughter of Francis Barnard, Esq., of Abbington,
I once did hold it, as our statists do,
near Northampton. Sir William Dyer, Knt., and
A baseness to write fair, and labour'd much
Catherine D'Oyly had issue Sir Ludowick Dyer,
How to forget that learning but, Sir, now
who was created a baronet in 1627, but died s p.
It did me yeoman's service.
Richard Dyer D'Oyly Dyer; James Dyer; Anne
Steevens, in a note on "yeoman's service,"
Dyer, who was married to William Gery, Esq., of says
Bushmead Priory, and died in 1684, leaving issue,
The meaning, I believe, is, This yeomanly qualificaher present representative is William Hugh tion was a most useful servant, or yeoman, to me. The
Wade Gery, Esq., of Bushmead (see Burke's ancient yeomen were famous for their military valour."
4
Landed Gentry,' 1886, p. 719); Mary Dyer
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
Catherine Dyer, the wife of Sir Edward Coke, of
71, Brecknock Road.
"
Longford, co. Derby.
is now much in fashion,"
This phrase, which
The Dyer arms, granted to the family in 1575,
'
was used by W. Shakspere in his play of Hamlet,'
were Sable, three goats passant argent, attired or.
V. ii.:'

:

:

;

;

;

:

'

'

W. H. NOBLE,

Waltham Abbey,

CENTURY

:

Colonel.

Now

Essex.

CENTENARY

(7

th

S. v. 467; vi.

36

I have met with the word century = a
154, 217).
hundred years in an earlier work than the one
quoted from at the second reference. It is entitled
'The Revelation of Saint John,' &c., Amst., 1644
was originally written in Latin by Thomas Bright
man,
and, according to the Biographical Diction
'
"
made much noise in the world." Th<
ary (1809),
extract
following
may be of some interest
" The which
1560
about the
came to
3

'

:

thing
yeare
paese
certaine learned and skillfull men made tha
worthy worke of the Centuries at Magdenburgli. In whic'
thirteene Centuries, whatsoever is to be had scattering!
in the ai.cient Ecclesiastical or political writers, a
touching matters done from Christ's birth to the year
1300, is framed into one body
[and] set under on
view. Our Countryman lolin Foxe, and lohn S.'eida
tooke a torchlight from these mens writings, and by th
helpe thereof continued the History to the yeare 1555
-P. 126.

When

151 occurs, " Thus farre do the thirteene Cen
turies reach, which end in the yeare 1300."
Se

At

p.

also p. 134.
Liverpool,

MACARONI

J. F.

MANSERGH.

(7

S. vii. 48, 129, 213).

Though

suppose that none of us has heard macchcroni use

did

me yeoman's

service.

is sufficiently

JULIAN MARSHALL.

vant (Johnson).

[MR. GEO. F. CROWDY and MB. E. YARDLKY
the same effect. ]

HOMER'S ILIAD,' vm. LL. 557-8 (7 th
I n connexion with Wordsworth's
'

196).

write to

S. vii. 129,

censure on

following exPope's rendering of this passage, the
*
Moore's Life of
tract from Macaulay's essay on
Lord Byron may be worth notice, since it seems
to point to the same passage as rendered by
'

Pope

:

" In the tense in which we are now using the word
correctness, we think that Sir Walter Scott, Mr. Wordsthose
worth, Mr. Coleridge are far more correct than
who are commonly extolled as the models of correctness
Pope, for example, and Addison. The ' single description of a moonlight night in Pope's Iliad contains more
"
inaccuracies than can be found in all the Excuraion.'
'

'

Whether

of the two,

wrote this censure

Wordsworth

first it

know.
3,

th

it

''Yeoman"
obvious.
was a title sometimes given to a soldier (hence
"Yeomen of the Guard") or to a gentleman ser-

The meaning

or Macaulay,

would be interesting
JULIUS STEGGALL.

to

Queen Square, W.C.

IGNESHAM AND COTSMORE
197).

A

th

(7

William de Cottesmora

S. vi. 507;
is

found

vii.

in a

B.
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right's edition, like other reprints,

which speaks of the feast of St.
filius
postquam H. Hex Angloruin

early record,

ver

r

An

Irew,

Me

-ildaj

"

the
imperatricis," received

homage

Re

So 556,

of the

York.

1,

m.

M. D. DAVIS.

2.

mistakes should be allowed to go unchal'
en ;ed in N. & Q.,' so permit me to correct MR.
W/LFORD'S mention of Icklesham as being "near
and the town of
Ry >, in Kent." Both Icklesham
JOHN E. T. LOVED AT.
in Sussex.
By.) are

No

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED

(7

th S. vii.

He shoots higher far
aims the moon than he who aims a star,
he lines have a parallel in the dedication of George
" That 1
have a
':
to the

Who

may
erberfs Priest
Temple
ark to aim at ; which also I will set as high as I
in, since he ehoots higher that threatens the moon,
As the stars proper are
ian he that aims a star."
.rther off than the moon, there is not so much meang in the two lines as in Herbert's preface. And so,
George Herbert also writes in his poem, 'The
'0,
'

iiurch

Porch

'
:

Who aimeth
Shoots higher

much than he

The Temple,'

p. 12,

that
11.

at the skie

means a

9, 10,

ussed, letter

tree.

Lond., 1660.

ED. MARSHALL.
from
[Replies to the same effect are acknowledged
:ERHENTRTJDE, C. C. B., J. A. J. HOUSDEN, A. B., ST
WITHIN, and F. J. P.]

MitteUmeau*.
NOTES ON BOOKS.
e

Morte Darthur.

with the exception
Dr.
Southey'0, was simply intended to be popular.
)mmer's edition is intended for the philologist and the
For such the first edition alone has value, and
;holar.
IB various readings of subsequent editions will be given
n notes. Founded as it is upon the French, and giving
s it does the later versions of the legends of the
,ound Table, Malory's book is epoch making in prose,
nd deserves all the popularity it has enjoyed. Most of
he popular notions concerning the Arthurian legends are
erived from its delightful pages. The Laureate, it is
nown, has paraphrased Malory, and has not alwayseached the simple, magical pathos of his original,
either in Berners's Froissart nor in any early English
rose work, nor for more than a century later, is there
nything to approach the lamentation over the death of
ancelot. We shall watch eagerly for the completion of
Meanwhile we are thankful for the
his undertaking.
eauty of the volume. Paper and type are admirable and
uxurious. A facsimile of a page of the original edition is
refixed, and nothing that can add to the pleasure of the
eader is wanting. We are alike grateful to Mr. Nutt
or enriching our shelves with a noble volume, and to an
ditor who has spared no pain?, has twice sent over to
America to verify the facsimiles in the Althorp copy,
which were made up from the Osterley Park copy, now
11 New York, and, interpolating nothing and
omitting
lothing, has followed his original line by line, word by
word, and, with a few exceptions, to be hereafter dis'

Reference, Exchequer, Queen's
lembrancer, Ancient Miscellanea, Jews' Rolls,

Sc( bs at
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By Syr Thomas Malory. Th
William Caxton, now Reprinted

Original Edition of
and Edited, with an Introduction and Glossary, by
Ceskar Sommer, Ph.D., &c. Vol. I. Text. (Nutt.)
t?o the Early English Text Society men have naturally
for an authoritative reprint of Sir Thomas Malory'
jooked
Le .Morte Darthur.'
Weary of waiting, Dr. Somme:
task of reprinting the firs
Ijas at length undertaken the
of
Caxton.
We
are glad that it has fallen into
jdition
competent hands. How much labour has been in
ved is made plain when it is stated that every word
number over four hundred thousand, has been copie
himself from the one perfect copy that is accessible
far the text only is issued, with a short prefator
The editorial portion, which will includ
iroduction.
glossary, an essay by Mr. Andrew Lang upon th
ose of Malory, and Dr. Sommer's prolegomena, wi
low in a second volume. It is as yet too early to spea
the labours of the editor. The book itself is welcome
ith the exception of Wright's edition, which is in
ided in the "Library of Old Authors," and the Glob
ition, the various issues of the work are all rar

H

meanwhile, is founded upon the lates
the black-letter editions (London, 1634), and th
edition is modernized and abridged.
Wrigh
ausibly defends the selection of an edition which, whf
is not, as is the first, likely to be difficult
he calls
the modern reader, has, at least, with i
repulsive
sprinkling of obsolete words not 'sufficiently numerou
>
be embarrassing," a "certain clothing of medisevi
"
one of the charms
haracter," which is held to be
he book."
All this just amounts to the fact tha
right's edition,

lobe

"to

<

by

letter.

Gods, and other Tales. By Richard
(Fisher Unwin.)
is a learned man ; but scholars, like lesser
As a
folk, cannot always remain at high pressure.
relaxation, as we should imagine, he has given us a
volume of tales, every one of which is well worth
We must own that 'The Twilight of the
reading.
Gods,' the one from which the volume takes its
name, is to us the least pleasing in the collection.

The Twilight of

the

Garnett.

DR.

GAKNETT

The Demon Pope' is excellent. The quiet humour
n it entertained us more than we can tell. It was,

we

suppose, part of his plan to keep all learned discussions in the background.
cannot help wishing,
however, he had told us why, in his opinion, Gerbert

We

was reckoned a magician. There must have been some
other reason beyond the fact that he could read Arabic.
The last tale in the book, * The Poison Maid,' is one of the
best, and contains within it a high moral, which we are
afraid careless readers will not grasp.

The Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Leslie
Vol. XVIII.
Esdaile
Finan.
Stephen.
(Smith,
Elder & Co.)
latest volume of this noble work, which, with commendable punctuality, comes exact to its time, is noticeable for the series of admirable articles, with a few
exceptions by the Rev. W. Hunt, upon Saxons bearing
names such as Ethelred or ^thelred, Ethelbert, and the
In the cases of saints (Etheldreda and others) the
like.
life falls into the no less competent hands of Canon
Venables. This portion of the work is accomplished in
unsurpassable fashion. The most important biography
of the editor, which is also the most important of the
volume, is that of Fielding, which comes near the close.
Mr. Stephen pays a tribute to the life by Lawrence,
which has not got the praise it merits. Mr. Stephen
" however
says of Fielding's novels that
wanting in
delicacy," they "show a study of moral sense as well as
a masculine insight into life and character." He regards
him as beyond question the real founder of the English
novel as a genuine picture of men and women. Mr.
Stephen also writes a very appreciative account of Henry

THE
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Fawcett, giving a striking account of his courage and
resolution after his blindness, and is responsible for good
articles on William Falconer the poet, Farquhar the
dramatist, and John Evelyn. The younger John Evelyn
is in the hands of Mr. S. L. Lee, whose long list of ex-

among other?, Sir John
and Sir
Falstaff, Thomas Farnaby, Anthony Farmer,
Henry, Sir Richard, and Sir Thomas Fansbawe. A symtranslator
of
the
pathetic account of Edward Fairfax,
cellent biographies includes,

Mr. C. H. Firth sends a
Lord Fairfax. Among the
dealt
with by Mr. H. R.
are
Evanses, the booksellers
Tedder. F. W. Faber is dispassionately treated by Mr.
Thompson Cooper. It is satisfactory to find the initials
of John Tyndall, F.R.S., to the life of Faraday. Mr.
Cosmo Monkhouse supplies the life of Etty, and Mr.
Louis Fagan those of the Faithornes. Prof. Laugh ton's
familiar signature appears at the foot of many good lives.
Other signatures that are sought are those of Mr. Thomas
Bayne, Dr. Garnett, Mr. Robert Harrison, Mr. G. C.
and Mr.
Boase, Mr. Russell Barker, Dr. Norman Moore,
'
Horace Round. So far from falling off, the Dictionary
natural
improves as it progresses. This is, indeed, but
as the contributors become more familiar with their
One or two special departments, notably the
work.
lives of naval officers, entrusted to Prof. Laughton, could
not possibly be in better hands.
Tasso,

is

by Mr. A. H. Bullen.

brilliant account of tbe great

'

Francis
Classics for English Readers.
Bacon, his Life and Philosophy. By John Nichol,
in
the
Literature
of
University
English
LL.D., Professor
of Glasgow. Part II. Bacon's Philosophy.
(Black-

Philosophical

wood &

Sons.)

IN the opening pages Prof. Nichol makes short work of
the popular view of the Baconian philosophy, which may
be found in a condensed form in Lord Macaulay's brilliant essay. As Bacon was a critic of old as well as a
promoter of new methods of speculative research, Prof.
Nichol rightly devotes the first part of this volume to a
concise but comprehensive survey of the work of Bacon's
predecessors. In the second part he grapples with the
'
Instauratio Magna,' and gives us a masterly summary
Those who are familiar
of the Baconian philosophy.
with Bacon's works will readily understand the difficulty
of Prof. Nichol's task, and will be the first to appreciate
the able manner in which these difficulties have been
surmounted, while to those who are unfamiliar with
Bacon, but are desirous of obtaining an insight into his
life and philosophy, we can cordially recommend these

two small volumes.
The Bool of Sundials. Collected by Mrs. Alfred Gatty.
Edited by H. K. F. Gatty and Eleanor Lloyd. (Bell &
Sons.)

of the past appeal more directly to a
cultivated taste than the sundials, the descriptions and

FEW monuments

taste, which has been impugned by foreign
nations in consequence of its liking for didactic and
elegiacal forms of literature, the brief and pregnant lessons
conveyed on sundials especially commend themselves, and
a reference to the indexes of ' N. & Q.' will show how diligently the mottoes have been preserved. Not seldom the
Over the
dial itself is an object of interest and beauty.
church porch in Catterick, where Mrs. Gatty lived, was a
curious dial, now unhappily destroyed, with what may be
"
called a canting motto,
Fugit bora, ora." In the Yorkshire dales near at hand churches and halls and even cottages had dials. The mottoes to these Mrs. Gatty half
a century ago began to collect, with the result that she
published ultimately a volume, which has since been a
delight to the antiquary and the cultivated reader.
second edition of this, with numerous and important

To English

A
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now been issued under care in part at least
Mrs. Gatty 's opening sentences indicated that she
treated her subject from the poetical and
literary rather
than the scientific standpoint. In the new edition even

additions, has
filial.

the poetical aspects are uppermost. An
appendix by
Mr. W. Richardson, now supplied, gives, however, scientific information on the construction of dials.
This furnishes the information necessary to the mechanical construction of sundials, and is illustrated by
diagrams. It
adds considerably to the practical value of a work the
main interest of which remains, as heretofore, in the descriptive passages and in the catalogue of known dials
and mottoes. In its enlarged and handsome shape, with
its pleasant and appreciative record and its numerous
designs, the book makes direct appeal to our readers. Those
indeed, who are so modest in taste or means as to have
few books will do well to include this suggestive volume
among the number.

RECEIVED

The

Advertiser's

Guardian

for

1889;

Bourne's Handy Assurance Directory ; and A Manual of
Cursive Shorthand, by Hugh L. Callendar, B.A. (Clay &
Son).

BARNET EXHIBITION.
terest in

An

exhibition of objects of inis to be held at the

connexion with Old Barnet

Church House, Wood Street, Barnet, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday in Easter Week, between the hours
of 2 and 10 P.M.
The honorary secretary is Mr. E. A.
Maxwell, 50, High Street, Barnet, to whom objects of
such as old prints, paintings, signboards, coins,
signatures, and, in fact, illustrations of any kind of local
interest may be sent.
The Rev. D. W. Barrett, the
Rectory, Barnet, desires personal help in a matter in

interest,

which Barnet

sets

a good example.

Leicestershire and Rutland Notes and Queries, an illus-A-J
i._i_
trated quarterly journal,
j a announced.
If is to be issued
It
---jrna^ is
T. Spencer, of Leicester.
by Messrs. J.
'

&

to

We must call special attention to the following notices:
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake
To secure

to answer queries privately.
insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
head the second communication " Duplicate."

to

THE REV. E. MARSHALL writes that on p. 270 ('A Fool
and a Physician '), by an oversight the lines from Mimnermus were printed as prose, not verse.
A SEXAGENARIAN (" Fiat justitia ruat coalum "). All
that is known concerning this appears ' N. & Q.,' 4 th
94 j ix. 433 5 S. i. 404 ; iv. 339 ; v. Ill ; vi. 458.

S.

i.

:

KILLIGREW ("Llewellin Family"). We regret our
records enabling us to ascertain the addresses of correspondents do not extend back to the Third Series. If
INA sees this, she is invited to communicate with us.
NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to "The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at
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N

Secondly, the native Dutch name for
Sprokkel-maand, where Sprokkel, ac"
"
thawed
cording to Koolman, means
thaw," or
earth," whence the adj. sprokkelig, crumbling,
guised form.

20, 1889.
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THE ANGLO-SAXON NAMES OP THE MONTHS,
Verstegan's 'Kestitution of Decayed Intelligence the author gives what he is pleased to call
he Anglo-Saxon names of the months after the

."n

'

ibllowing fashion, beginning with January.
They
Ivere, he says, Wolf-moneth, Sprout-kele, Lenct-

is

It is clear that Verstegan's Sprout-kele is
to a desperate attempt to find an etymology

friable.

due

for sprokkel, a word which he did not understand.
Not to waste more words upon the above farrago,

'

'

301

which is not even correct for the Dutch language,
whence several of the examples are drawn, it may
suffice to say that not one of the names is correctly
given, and most of them are entirely wrong.
By
good fortune the A.-S. names of the months are all
of them found in a manuscript printed in Cockayne's
'

Some of them occur in the ' MenoShrine,' p. 47.
logium,' printed by Fox, and reprinted by Grein,
and some in a manuscript in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, described in Wanley's 'Catalogue,' p. 106, and elsewhere.
Beginning with
January, the names are as follows (1) Se seftera
:

Geola (the

Yule); (2) Sol-monath ; (3)
Hreth - monath
(4) Easter-monath ; (5) Thrlmylce ; (6) Se aerra Lltha (the former Lltha) ; (7)
Se aeftera Litha (the latter Lltha); (8) Weodlatter
;

monath

;

(9)

Halig-monath (10) Winter-fylleth ;
; (12) Se aerra Geola (the former
;

(11) Blot-monath

Yule).

A

few notes may be added. The old notion
that in the name of February the o should be long,
and that the word sol would then mean "sun,"
is absurd.
February is not usually a "sunmonth." Sol means simply mire, or mud, whence
I regret to say that "mud-month"
E. sully.
sadly appropriate, and answers to the Old
Dutch name Sprokkelmaand, discussed above. The
for March is said to be from a certain goddess Hreda.
(See the note in Bosworth and Toller's
is

name
'

I do not quite see

why it may not
April is "Eastermonth." May is
three-milkings month" i.e.,
the cows might then be milked thrice a day.
The
name Litha is merely the definite form of lithe,
Dictionary.')

mean simply "fierce-month."
"

Oster monat, Tri-milki, Weyd-monat,
Ueu - monat
monat, Gerst - monat, WynThis is in
lonat, Wint-monat, Winter-monat.
mild, so that June and July are the mild, or warm
|ie true old spirit of hardy guesswork, and is
months. August is "weed-month." September
rrong on the face of it, because such forms as
"
is
holy month," and it is on record that it was so
honat, Oster, heu, and others are plainly German,
called as
a
time for sacrifices to idols
\nonat,

,

Am

cannot possibly be Anglo-Saxon. It will suffice
show how he came by the name of Sprout-kele
r February, as we can then tell how
worthy he is
His own account is
trust.

being
great
the heathen days.
Compare the offering of
The reason for the name of October is

|nd
3

'

:

"

by Me meaning the
It was
le-wurt, which we now call the cole-wurt
ie first herb that in this moneth
began to yeeld out
holesome young sprouts, and consequently gave therecalled February Sprout-Me,

They

nto the

name

his is a

of sprout-Me."

specimen of the daring imagination with

hich the whole

Eirst-fruits.

left

and

unexplained.* November is "sacrifice-month,"
is also explained to refer to heathen sacri-

fices.

It appears that out of Verstegan's twelve names
only two are even approximately correct, and these
iwo, Oster-monat and Tri-milki, are given in

foreign spelling.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

book teems.

It is all rubbish, of
iurse, and crumbles to pieces on investigation.
will suffice to mention two
points.

The A.-S.

in

not kele at all, but cdwl,
eing merely the Latin caulis in a slightly disfor cole is

*

As a

;o fell,
'

guess, I should refer fyllelh to the verbfyllan,
to cause to fall, and so explain Winter-fylleth by

storm-felling," i. e., the time of year when a storm or
colder weather causes the leaves to fall from the trees.
Compare the old name 'all, the equivalent of autumn.
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SHAKSPEARIANA.
<

HBNRT

th

S. vi. 84, 304).
V.,' II. iii. 16 (7
Table of greeno fields." Folio.
"A' babbled of green fields." Theobald.
"

A

Theobald's famous and much admired emendation
had held the field unquestioned so long that till I
read, the other day, MR. PERCY FITZGERALD'S remarkable note at the first of the references given
above I never presumed to question it. I regard
MR. FITZGERALD'S objection to the emendation as

I need not occupy your space by
insuperable.
his argument ; I state only his conclurepeating
'
" The ' table of
sion
green fields must, therefore, be some sort of description of his [Falstaff's]
face or nose, suggestive of the green hue of coming
:

death, that is, if it is to stand." MR. FITZGERALD
thinks it should not stand, agreeing with those who
regard the words as belonging to a prompter's
direction. In this I do not agree with him.
Suppose you had never seen this passage, and that a

When he had read
sharp as a pen, and,"
would you not expect another simile (and, as
coming from Mrs. Quickly, a grotesque one) de-

friend was reading it to you.
" His nose was as

thus

far,

scriptive of Falstaff's appearance
this the continuation had been

green

fields,"

?

If instead of
babbled of

"A'

would you not have been surprised

return to another class of symptoms of
approaching death, from which the narrator in her

at this

was
description had passed away ? What, then,
"
the simile ? Not, certainly, the nonsensical table
of green fields," but most probably something not
unlike this in sound, for which this had been misheard.
Pray observe that it is not the only instance of mishearing the copy in this very speech
little further on we find in the
of mine hostess.
" for
"
Folio
upward. Remember, once
up-peer'd

[7*

s.

vn. APRIL

20,

w.

his complexion.
The former suggested the bill of
a bird, the latter a bird of greenish hue.
I know I have broached a terrible
heresy.
Luckily for me, heretics are not burnt

nowadays!

I can only be hooted and hissed.
I once believed
in Theobald's " emendation " with a faith
strong as
that of any who believe in it still.
It was a great

shock to me when this faith was not shaken
only,
but utterly overthrown. I was compelled to
go ia
I have found what, for the
quest of a new belief.
present, supplies

Manse

my

need.
R.

M. SPENCE, M.A.

of Arbuthnott, N.B.

"A' babbled o' green fields " has been so
long
familiar that it holds right of possession and
prein
mind
as
asked for, the folpossession
my
; yet,
lowing quotations, for want of better, may go to
confirm the reading of the 1623 folio, advocated
by MR. INGLEBY

:

" The Earth disrobed ...... is like a
naked table where'
in nothing is painted."
Lithgow, Travels,' 1632, pt. iii.
"Like to those ...... wandring Etnpiricks which ia
Tables and pictures make great ostentation of cures."
Bp. Hall, Heav. upon Earth,'
1, 1614.
" As some affect to have
great personages draune in
little Tablets."
Bp. Hall, Decade 6, Ep. 10, 1614.
" Your
picture, which I have hanging in my house,
'

painted in a table."

Fleming, 'Panoplie of

Eppistles/

1576.

From a very small reading, as yet, of his contemporaries, I think Shakespeare is not to be
taken too strictly, either in phrase or use of words
they surely are not even in plain prose and it
is certain local allusions and circumstances lost to
us add to the difficulty of grasping his prodigal
wealth.
W. C. M. B.

NOTES ON SHAKSPEARE LEXICOGRAPHY (7 01
Motion: Move. I beg to "move"
the rejection of MR. GRAY'S "motion." His confrom whose ception that
Claudio, when he spoke of "this

A

S. vi. 342).

it is Mrs. Quickly who speaks
mouth you expect nothing pathetic, but the ludi- sensible warm motion," meant to indicate himself
crous only. Are you much surprised when you hear under the figure of a marionette, a puppet, an.

more,

"
her say, His nose was as sharp as a pen and the bill
"
of a greenfinch ? With poor Falstaff, even when
" cold as
any stone," Shakspeare wished to keep
the theatre in a roar. If you ever saw a dead
greenfinch lying on its back, with its sharp bill,

its frontal protuberance, its short legs, and its
greenish hue, you have seen a grotesque miniature
of Sir John Falstaff.

And now to
Such, I believe, was the simile.
"
"
"
"
before
table has
account for the misprint.
"
been misplaced. It should stand before green."
" Table " has been misheard for " the bill n
(mark
" fields " has
the close resemblance in sound), and
"
the
sibilant
sound in
been misheard for finch,"
which both words close, as well as the identity in
for
of
the misthe commencement
each, accounting
take. Mrs. Quickly had in mind both the sharpness
of Falstaff's nose and the deathlike greenness of

A

automaton

moment by

called

a

himself in that most tragic
the fantastic Lucio used

name which

of the villain Angelo (' Meas. for Meas.,' III. ii.
119) only in ribald jest that conception is equally
out of keeping with the true meaning of the word r
with its context, and with the intensity of the

occasion.

That " motion " meant puppet
'

Two Gentlemen

of Verona,' II.

is
i.

:

admitted

(see

"0

excellent
where is the

exceeding puppet "); but
" the
proof that it meant automaton ? Even if
dramatists" supply the proof, do they prove the
dignity of the word as a fit symbol of a man ?
"
The view that " move " sometimes means move
"
automatically is as wide of the mark as the refer'
ences to Macbeth,' III. iv. 23 and V. iii. 35, are
wide of the lines intended. The fact is that the
automatic or non- automatic character of motion is

motion

!

!

I

s.
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To "move"
the word itself.
qi te extraneous to
to the motive
simply to move, without regard
" move "
If MB. GRAY merely means that
ca ise.
is sometimes an intransitive verb, no one questions
is

th

proposition.
Does not " this senSlow look at the context.
warm motion " contain a contrast to the line

I

If

303

have been anticipated in this (suggested)

emendation, I have to apologize for troubling you
with this communication ; but if not, perhaps you
will kindly give publicity to it in your world-wide
publication, for acceptance or rejection in future
editions of our great poet's works.

CHAS. FLEET.

sil le

wl ich precedes as well as to that which follows ?
It .3 an antithesis to the inert lifelessness suggested
" cold obstruction" of the
one, no less than
by the
" kneaded clod" of the other. In the first
by the
co itrast there

is

no mixed metaphor at

all,

and

in

The cold obstruction
th) second it is but slight.
and the kneaded clod are each, of course, a figure
Has an automatic toy any fitness as a
of death.
fig are of life ? Would it free us of mixed metaphor 1
Has Shakspeare perpetrated a confusion of images
wcrse confounded than that of making a "warm
"
aubomaton become a kneaded clod 1 This warm
automaton will not work. Don Quixote once took
a puppet for flesh and blood, but we really cannot
take Claudio's flesh and blood for a puppet.
The
phrase "sensible warm motion" naturally interpreted is so apt an expression of the idea of living,
breathing flesh and blood i?, in short, so inherently
Isymbolical of life
that'.Milton (' Paradise Lost,' II.
146-151) makes one of the chiefs of the embattled
" sense" and " motion" as the
seraphim speak of
essence of even celestial existence

'
'

:

Though

full

would

lose,

of pain, this intellectual being,

ing

'

JULIUS CAESAR,' III. i. In the edition of
Shakespeare's plays edited by Mr. Howard
Staunton (Eoutledge & Co., I860) several readings
are suggested of the disputed
passage in the speech
>f Brutus over Csesar's
body
For your part,
To you our swords have leaden points, Mark Antony
Our arms, in strength of malice, and our hearts,
Of brothers' temper, do receive you in
With all kind love, good thoughts, and reverence.
Of the suggested readings by Mr. Collier's anno:

:

main as

it is

folios.

It

is

approved

who

suffers the passage to re(I presume) in the First and succeeding

may have been

corrected in later edi,ions than that of Mr.
Staunton, and by other
editors ; but if
not, will you allow me to propose
an emendation a
very simple one not of the
word supposed to be
corrupt by the foregoing
"
" in "
tors,
malice," but of the little word
?
"
Make this no," which I have little doubt was
written by
Shakespeare, and the passage becomes

k

perfectly intelligible

and grammatical

Our arms no strength of

:

malice.

scorn death, and bear

in his destruction.

J.

STANDISH HALT.

Temple.

'

NOTES BY SIR W. DUGDALE UPON WHITELOCKE'S
MEMORIALS.' Among the Clarendon MSS. is

preserved the following paper of notes, in the handwriting of Sir W. Dugdale, for corrections of statements in Whitelocke's well-known book, published
in 1682, and again in 1732, to which the bracketed
:

printed 1682.

GEO. NEILSON.

Mr. Dyce, and Mr. Singer, none

fate,

His hopes 'bove wisdom, grace and fear.
The Furies are henceforward joined with the Fates

Memorialls of the English Affaires, &c.,

Glasgow.

iator,

Macbeth that
He shall spurn

pages refer

Those thoughts that wander through eternity,
To perish rather, swallowed up and lost
In the wide womb of uncreated Night,
Devoid of sense and motion 1

by Mr. Staunton,

'

of
are given, it is to be noticed that in the course of
the tragedy six witches are brought together.
In
the first scene of the fourth act, " the three witches "
are discovered singing the incantation round the
"
enter Hecate and the other three
cauldron, then
witches." I believe that Shakspeare by the first
three witches typified the Fates, and by the second
the Furies.
Hecate had recently declared respect-

I

Who

MACBETH.' Although in the dramatis persona
Macbeth only " Hecate and Three Witches "

P. 58 b [8b], He says the Archbpp. of Canterbury
[Abbot] was suspended by reason he refused to license
the printing of Dr. Sibthorp's Sermon. This is a mistake, for it wag by reason of his Killing the keeper.
P. 56 a [58 b]. He says the L d Paget came to the King
I believe he came not to him till he came to
at Yorke.
Oxford with the Earle of Holand.

Dugdale
on June

is

wrong.

Paget came to the king at York

17, 1642.

P. 60 b [63

bl He

says that about the beginning of

November, 1642, Pr. Rupert and Pr. Maurice arrived in
England. They were both at Edghill battell 23 Oct.,
1642, and at Shrewsbury long before.

Whitelocke, or his transcriber for the press, has
evidently written November by mistake for September, as he goes on to mention what Prince
Rupert did in the latter month, as well as his

Rupert came to England
in August.
P. 61 b [64 b]. He saya the left wing of the King's
horse were routed at Edg Hill fight. This is very false.
76. He says the number slayn there were 5,000.
A
grand mistake, for upon buria'll of the bodies they did
not amount to one thousand, as I can sufficiently prove.
Five thousand is also the number given by Clarenpresence at Edgehill.

don

;

battle

but the difference in the accounts of the
is

well

known.

P. 66 a [69 J. The manner of the
at Litchfield much mistaken.

Lord Brooke's death

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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P. 64 b [68]. He says that the Scots army came a
1642[-3] into England over the Tine to assist the Parlia
ment. This is a mistake, for they came not in till thi
15th of January, 1643[-4].
Whitelocke mentions the entry of the Scots subse

quently, and correctly, under January, 1643/4.
P. 77 a [81]. Sir Edw. Bering's going from Oxford to
the Parliament. The reasons not so as he relateth.
P. 79 b [83]. He says the Earle of Carlisle deserted
the King and came in to the Parliament. There was no
Earle of Carlisle at that time.

Here again Dugdale

is

wrong.

There was an Ear

P. 101 a [106]. Sir Richard Grenevile

No

made Baron of

such thing.

P. 102 a [107]. The fire in Oxford burnt the fourth
part of the citty. Not the 20* part.

Wood's account shows that it was nearer a fourth
part than a twentieth.
P. 198 b [202]. That upon the King's escape from Oxm
ford the Duke of Richmond, Earle of Lindsey, Sir
Fleetwood, and others, came in to Col. Raynsborough,
and did cast themselves on the mercy of the Parliament,
whereupon the[y] were ordered to be sent prisoners to

W

A

Warwick

Castle.
great mistake.
P. 271 b [269]. Propositions sent to the King from the
Officers of the Army, lower than those from the Parlia-

S
ment, and that the BPP disswaded the King, against his
own judgment, from yeilding to them. Very false.
Many more errors and mistakes upon a serious perusall
of the volume may (no doubt) be found.

Alas for the fallibility of historians even of their
The above list of supposed mistakes
times
shows that they may be about equally divided between Whitelocke and Dugdale.
W. D. MACRAY.

own

!

WERE PROOFS SEEN BY ELIZABETHAN AUTHORS ?
It is generally stated that they were not.
And
doubtless authors living in the country did not receive proofs from a London printer, but had to trust
"a
to the supervision of
reader," sometimes, as ap'
pears from the Return from Parnassus,' a disapman.
But the following inpointed university
stances will, I think, make it tolerably clear that
proof-sheets were seen by town authors if they

wished

it

:

When

Scot's 'Hop-Garden' was first published in 15*74, the publisher inserted this note
"Forasmuch as [aster] Scot could not be present at
the printing of this his Booke, whereby I might have
used his advise in the correction of the same, and especiallie of the Figures and Portratures conteyned
therein,
whereof he delivered unto me such notes as I being unskilfull in the matter could not so thoroughly
conceyve,
nor BO perfect expresse as
the Authour, or you," &c.
1.

:

M

2. At the end of Bishop Babington's *
Exposition
of the Lord's Prayer,' 1588
as communicated to
me by my friend Mr. W. G. Stone there is the

following
"If thou findest any other faultes either in words or
distinctions [=, I presume, " in punctuation "J troubling
a perfect sence (Gentle Reader), helpe them by thine
:

20,

w.

owne judgment, and excuse the
absence,

who

presse by the Authors
best was acquainted to reade his owne

hande."
3. So at the close of N. Breton's ' The Wil of
a bit recalled to rny
Wit,' &c., 1599
memory by
Mr. Tyler there is at its close
" What faults
are escaped in the printing, finde by discretion, and excuse the Author, by other worke that let
him from attendance to the Presse Non hi che non si
N. B. GENT."
:

:

*

of Carlisle (the second) at that time, but he appears
to have lived in Barbadoes.
Lestithiell.

vn. AMU,

4. Similarly in
The Mastive or Young Whelpe
of the Olde-Dogge, Epigrams and
Satyres,' 1615,
we find :-

'^The faults escaped in the Printing (or any other
omission) are to be excused by reason of the Authors absence from the Presse, who thereto should have
given

more due

instructions."

As

another very strong proof I would refer to
the accuracy of Jonson's quartos, and more especially of his first folio, not only as to the words,
but as to the very careful punctuation, a punctuation which is clearly his own, and not that of his
5.

compositor.
Certainly there are occasional, but
very occasional, word errors, and more in the
quartos than in the folio ; but as to these I would
remark that no one but those who have tried know
how readily a press error may escape notice, and,
secondly, that Jonson was notoriously over-fond of
liquor stronger than milk and water.
6. I would also urge that the corrections and
alterations made while copies of the edition, say of
a play, were being printed off must have been due
to earlier sheets having been seen by the author.
The press " reader," having once finished his work
and passed it, was not at all likely to revise it while it
was passing through the press, especially when, as
in the case of a play, it was almost a pamphlet.
And, secondly, there is the fact that some of these
alterations could not have come but from the author.

BR. NICHOLSON.

Permit me to suggest, through the
medium of N. & Q.,' that a good work would be
done by anybody who should take the trouble of
giving us an extended account of these once popular
publications.
They are all, or nearly all, extinct
now, but from the year 1823 to about 1845 they
formed a great part of the light reading of the then
rising generation.
Many of them have now become rare ; very few are to be found except on the

ANNUALS.

'

shelves of the great libraries.
Though containing
rubbish, there is something of interest in nearly
every volume. Much useful information concern'
ng them is to be found in Watts's Life of Alaric
Watts' and Madden's 'Life of the Countess of

ANON.

Blessington.'

GEORGE DARLEY. In
volume of "Poems of the

a
late

recently

published

George Darley

rinted for Private Circulation" (Liverpool, A.
lolden), I find a very beautiful lyric, which must
"
e as familiar to many of your readers as it has

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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ever since I knew
verse is as follows

me

b en to

T

ic first

what poetry was

:

It is not

A

Beauty I demand,
crystal brow, the moon's despair,

Nor the snow's daughter, a white hand,
Nor mermaid's yellow pride of hair.
was "
us that this

A

note informs

in

Archbishop

poem
published
*
Trench's
Household Book 01
the
but
without
author's
name.'
iglish Poetry,'
'
Golden Treasury,
It will also be found in the
wiere it is placed in the second book, which
"
the latter eightj
according to the editor, embraces
No author's
ytars of the seventeenth century."
is given, nor is there any note upon it.
I have considerable respect for George Darley's
mamory, but I do not think he ever wrote so
exquisite a lyric as this, and I should be glad to
know if it was not, as I suspect, well known long
before his time.
HERBERT E. CLARKE.
10, Benson Road, Forest Hill, S.B.

mme

"To JOIN THE GREAT MAJORITY." Mr. J
Chamberlain, in his speech on the death of John
Bright in the House of Commons on March 29
:

"And now

that he has passed away, now that in a
beautiful figure, which he himself was the first to use
now that he has gone ' to join the great majority.' "

May

not this be worth recording in 'N.

&

0.'

J N.

privately printed by William Pollard, of North
Street, Exeter (part i., 1881, part ii., 1883). Vol. i.
p. 95, are mentioned black mortuary mass vest-

ments, bequeathed by a lady to St. Katharine's
Church. The vestments were of
black chamlet, and the priest was "to pray
"
for the souls of the lady's ancestors.
It
tenderly
may be answered that these were mortuary masses,
and therefore prove nothing as to the general custom of ritual colours in other masses. And in
Kouen Cathedral, at vespers of the dead, I have
myself observed that the priests and cantors had
black copes with silver (i. e., ritually white) oraltar in Bitton

E

said
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?

B.

[Other correspondents draw attention to the utterance of Mr. Chamberlain, and to the insertion of the

But this is only as an illustration. Ib. is
mentioned a cope of "blak velvett" (sic) and "a
cope of blake [sic] chamlett, embroidered with
garters of gold and silk," and also a cope of purple
velvet.
Moreover, in Mr. William Money's admirable little monograph on Parish Church Goods
in Berkshire,' there are several proofs, from inventories made and returned at the Reformation,
that church vestments (and chasubles in par"
vestment " means strictly
ticular, and of course
a chasuble with orphreys and stole, the alb being
assumed) were blue, green, and purple. These facts
destroy, if such destruction were necessary, the
phreys.

'

complete error that black, blue, green, and purple
as ritual colours are purely Roman, and not Sarum
Green vestments are also mentioned in
also.
'
Britton's
I may add as anSalisbury,' p. 85.

that in a German picture gallery
(Munich, I think, or possibly Ratisbon) I have
"
myself seen a picture ^(of
Cologne school ") of a
BOGUS WORDS.
Possessors of Jamieson's deacon's martyrdom, in which the orphreys of the
But here possibly,
Scottish Dictionary' will do well to strike out saint's dalmatic were bluo.
the fictitious entry cietezour, cited from Bellenden's as one or two of your recent correspondents have
the
blue may not have been used as a
Chronicle' in the plural cietezouris, which is shown,
merely a misreading of cietezanis (i. e., with Scot- ritual colour, but as a symbol mystically of per=
'ection.
But
my chief hope now has been to
y), cieteyanis, or citeyanis, Bellenden's
pish z=]
One regrets to see this break down by fair appeal to ancient English
regular word for citizens.
absurd mistake copied from Jamieson
sacred archaeology the notion that Sarum had only
(unfortuwo ritual colours.
H. DE B. H,
nately without acknowledgment) by the
illustration

iword great. ]

c

j

i'

3f

compilers
Encyclopaedic Dictionary.'
of Drayton's 'Barons'
Wars,'
xxxvii., read

CasselPs

Some
i>k.

vi. st.

'

editions

And

ciffy

Cynthus with a thousand

birds,

Rrhich

nonsense

jell's

Specimens of the British Poets,'

is

new

solemnly reproduced in Campiii.

16.

It

nay save some readers a needless reference to the
lictionary to remember that it is a misprint for
a favourite word of
Drayton's.

*Wi

J.

ERROR AS TO SARUM COLOURS.

A. H. M.

Any additional

vidence should be welcome to
prove that the
Sarum ritual colours were only
and red is unfounded. Inventories
prove
therwise.
Take, for example, some facts in the
ite Eev. H. T. Ellacombe's
valuable History of
be Parish of St,
in
Mary,

opinion that the
rtiite

'

Bitton,

VERBAL COINAGE. As we seem to have reurned to the cycle of verbal coinage, when the
lightest pretext is seized upon to give birth to a

Gloucestershire,'

verb, I venture to

o a paper

'

On New

draw the

reader's attention

Words,' which appeared in

he Annual Register for 1772. Although the style
that paper is rather pedantic, differing in
every
espect from MR. C. A. WARD'S sublime definition
" dress of
f the
thought,"* yet I cannot but think
he article instructive in so far as it absolutely
marks the birth of two words still in common use
amely, flabbergasted and bored :
"
Anon, everything was the "barber: if even a chimney
weeper ran against a decent person, he was the barber ;
>f

*
Style should, like a star, dart its rays of light
hrough the night of thought.' N. & Q.,' 7th s. v.
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[7*

s.

vn.

Arm 20,

>S9.

the larler presently turned into the shaver, and we were
trimmel by the shaver from St. James's to Wapping.
Now we are flabbergasted and bored from morning to
night in the senate, at Cox's Museum, at Ranelagh,and
even at church."

shall

The writer concludes by appealing

Version "worthless shepherd." Now this question
has cropped up again, it may find a fit place in
'N. & Q.' An "idol" is a counterfeit, and an
"
"
idol shepherd is a counterfeit shepherd
one who
sets himself up for the adoration of his congregaHis motto is "admire me," not "worship
tion.
God." The New Version quite misses the idea.
The Pharisees of old, who did their good deeds to
be seen of men, were " idol shepherds."

to the editor to

exert all his influence to extirpate the race of insigwhom he has pointed. The editor's
foot-note is in itself consoling
" I am informed
by a curious gentleman [says the
guileless editor] who keeps an exact list of these animals,
that they have diminished in number three hundred
"
within these two months.
nificants at

:

I humbly echo, " Great Scott
'
the birth of Pigottism in the Senate."

To which

!

behold

'

Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

DOG-WATCHES. The following note, signed
Charles Armfield, appears in a recent number
(March, 1889) of the Daily Telegraph, and it seems
worthy of being embalmed in

'

N.

&

Q.' :

"During the naval manoeuvres of 1837 I was with
Admiral Baird's squadron as a guest of a relative of
mine, and one day at dinner I asked what was the derivation of dog-watch.' The answer came immediately
It
is a corruption of dodge watch
by means of it the crews
hours
of
watch
their
get
keeping
continually changed
without it a man once on watch from twelve to four
would always be on watch at those hours but by having
the short or dog watch this injustice is dodged, and each
'

Chippenham, Wilts.

"IDOL SHEPHERD"

;

;

man

only gets his fair share of duty in the small hours of
'
the morning.' Much of the sailors' lingo may easily
be traced to corruptions similar to the one under discus'

sion."

WALFORD, M.A.

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

'ROBINSON CRUSOE.' The first edition of this
famous book is well known to be very scarce. The
fact that a copy is exhibited in the British Museum
(Case 13 in the King's Library) is sufficient evidence of this. It has also been published in facsimile by Stock. Having lately become possessed
of a copy of the original first edition, I have been
"
facsimile," though on
surprised to find that the
the whole very good, is not quite accurate in the
engraved preface, where one would have expected
In the original the word " apply " is
extra care.
"
There are
apyly." This is not followed.
r't some other slight discrepancies in the preface
I
(the lines not all ending with the same words).
should be glad to know whether any other happy
possessor of an original Crusoe can confirm my
statements. Though there were no fewer than four
editions published in the first year (1719), mine appears to be the first, and is so considered by an experienced second-hand bookseller who has seen it.
The date of first issue is April 25. The book contains 364 pages, exclusive of preface (two pages)
and four pages at the end of advertisements of
" Books Printed for and Sold
by William Taylor
at the Sign of the Ship in Pater- Noster-Row."
I
'

'

xi. 17), in

the

New

COBHAM BREWER.

:

and feet, intended to publish
an exact account of the whole for the use of students,
but this work has never appeared."
studies of the heads, hands,

On

'

E.

(Zech.

SIR JAMES THORNHILL AND RAPHAEL'S CARTOONS.
The plate opposite to p. 48 in Hogarth
(1822) has the following note engraved upon it
"Mr. Walpole, in his 'Anecdotes of Painting,' &c.,
vol. iv. p. 22, speaking of the cartoons at Hampton Court,
observes that Sir James Thornhill, having made copious

:

:

7,

be happy to give further particulars of my
any one interested. WM. A. CLARKE.

to

E.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
33,

book

seeing this recently I

remembered a

torn

bundle of old tracings which came into my possession some years ago, and on carefully separating
them I find that they answer fully to the descrip"
tion of the " copious studies
above mentioned.
number
over
two
They
hundred, and are fairly
well preserved.
On one of them is written " Legg

S l Andrew, J. T. 1729." Is it probable that
these are the original tracings, and that the note
If so, may not some of
is Sir James Thornhill's ?
them be Hogarth's work, as the date is that of the
year preceding his elopement with Sir James's
of

RB. RB.

daughter?
Lawton.

TEETH WIDE APART A SIGN OF GOOD LUCK.

(See

I 9t

S. vi. 601.)
In the note referred to the connexion between wide apart teeth and good luck is
In France the conlimited to no particular teeth.
nexion would seem to be limited to the two upper
central incisors, as will be seen from the following
'
quotation from Les Contes du ReVeillon,' by H.

Datin, Paris, 1888, in the tale called

No. 4 '

(p. 256),

viz.

'

Le

Pavilion

:

" Les deux
principals incisives de la machoire
superieure etaient un peu distancees Tune de 1'autre
On pretend, dis-je, que ces dents legerement ecartees et
ne se joignant pas sont 1'indice certain de la chance et
du bonheur."
F. CHANCE.

Sydenham

Hill.

PURRE. In Thomas Becon's Displaying of the
Popish Mass' (Parker Society, p. 280) purre is
c

A

note on the
call for pigs.
passage informs the reader that Bishop Latitner
I have not,
used this word in the same sense.
however, succeeded in finding it in his writings.

spoken of as a

7*

s.
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trust the word may have a place in the forthoming Dialect Dictionary.' Whether it be extinct
Check is the word I have
r not now I cannot tell.
Iways heard used for this purpose. I am sure
hat the pigs with whom I have been acquainted
ASTARTE.
vould not understand purre.
'

Regiment

of
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In 1713, after

Dragoons.

it

;

sentations of these trophies

Gtttrfc*.

known

to exist

?

A. E. WELBY, Major Scots Greys.

We must

request correspondents desiring information
MI family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

official

became the 2nd Regiment. But regiments seem not to have been known by their
numbers till the reign of George If.
At Ramillies, in 1706, the Greys captured the
and at Dettingen,.
colours of the Regiment du Roi
in 1743, they took the famous white standard of
Are any reprethe French household cavalry.
inquiry,

13,

Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.

JAMES MACRAE, GOVERNOR OF MADRAS, 1725Does any one who reads this happen to
1731.
whether there exists any portrait of the
know
PRESBYTERIANISM UNDER THE COMMONWEALTH.
R. M.
There is in the Bodleian a copy of the minutes above named ?
of the Bolton Classis of the Commonwealth time,
EUCHRE. What is the etymology of this name

one of the nine classes into which the province of
Lancaster was divided on the organization of the

Of
Presbyterian system in that county (1646).
this Walker says ('Sufferings of the Clergy,
"
p. xxv),
copy of the proceedings of the second
class in Lancashire, sent me by the late Rev. Mr.
Gipps, Rector of Bury, near Manchester." And
in the Bodleian copy (which is this same one of
Walker's) Walker has written "Mr. Gipps
communicated to me a transcript of these proceedings (but not done by an accurate hand),
and this is a transcript from that transcript, np.t
done by an accurate hand neither."
Is tire

A

volume anywhere in existence, or is anything known of it, or of any other volumes simi-

original

larly illustrating

the history of Presbyterianism

under the Commonwealth

THOMAS OTWAY.

?

WM.

A. SHAW.

The 'Biographia Dramatica'

attributes to this dramatist a translation from the
French entitled '
History of the Three TriumI cannot find the book in Lowndes.
virates.'

A

What

is the
the author ?

title of

the original work

;

and who

is

URBAN.

SECOND DRAGOONS, ROYAL SCOTS GREYS. Can
any correspondent tell me of the existence of any
picture or print showing the early uniform of this
regiment ? There is an oil painting in Windsor
Castle, and an illustration in a MS. book in the
British Museum, showing the uniforms of 1745
and 1752. I cannot find anything earlier. The
historical records of the regiment mention a series
of prints published in 1742, but do not
say where
they can be seen. The first troops of the regiment
were raised in 1678.
In 1681 these were constituted a regiment, under the title of the
Royal
Regiment of Scots Dragoons. In 1707 this was
changed to the Royal Regiment of North British
A few years ago this was altered to
Dragoons.
Royal Scots Greys, the name Scots Greys having
been long used previously as a
secondary title.
When the regiment was added to the English
establishment in 1688, it took rank as the 4th

game of cards, played originally, I believe, in
the United States'? I have met with only one
'
attempt at an explanation, and that is in the EnIt is there stated that it
cyclopaedia Britannica.'
has been supposed that the word euchre is a metafor a

morphosis of

ccarte.

But

this is incredible.

A. L.

MAYHEW.

Oxford.

MINOR ORDERS.

Can any one

tell

me

to

what

extent the minor orders were represented in
mediaeval English village church ?

a

HENRY LITTLBHALBS.
Clovelly,

Bexley Heatb.

WHETMAN.

A

Mr.

Whetman, vinegar mer-

chant, entertains the Fellows of the Royal Society
after they have heard Denne preach a sermon at
Dr.
St. Leonard's, Shoreditcb, June 4, 1750.
Stukeley, in his MS. journal, says he had an
u
pleasant place,
elegant house by Moorfields,
encompassed in gardens well stored in all sorts of
curious flowers and shrubs, where we spent the
day very agreeably, enjoying all the pleasures of
the country in town, with the addition of philoWould this be on the site of
sophical company."
Champion's Vinegar Yard, City Road ? Is there
anything to show that Champion succeeded
Whetman?
C. A. WARD.

A

Walthamstow.

IRVINE, OR IRWIN, OF BONSHAW TOWER,
DUMFRIESSHIRE, N.B. Can any one inform me
where I can find the pedigree of the Irvines, or
Irwins, of Bonshaw Tower, Dumfriesshire, N.B. ?
One of the family was historiographer to King
James IV. of Scotland, and fell at Flodden Field.

Any information as to pedigrees of the Irish
branches of the family (especially of Roxborough
and Streamstown) gladly received. No information is required respecting the Irvines of Drum,
Aberdeenshire, who came from Bonshaw Tower
The pedigree of Eyles Irwin also deoriginally.
sired.

Chiverton, Bournemouth.

S.

T,

ANTROBUS.
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JOHN, SECOND BARON HERVEY, OF ICKWORTH.
Is it possible to discover the real date of Lord
"
"
Hervey's marriage with
Molly
Lepell, and
why there" was any mystery about it ? Croker
the publications of the day and all the
says that
as of the 25th of October, 1720,
and there is no doubt that it was only then pubSee 'Lord Hervey's Memoirs'
licly declared."
G. F. R. B.
(1848), vol. i. pp. xxii-xxv.

peerages date

it

me

will kindly inform

freestone

[7*

was obtained
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in your columns where the
to build this church.

HY. TUCK.
JOB JOHNSON'S COAT.

In a

dated Janu'
ary 10, 1842, in the recently published Corre'
spondence of the late John Lothrop Motley, the
letter

writer remarks (vol. i. p. 96)
"These latter [the palaces of St. Petersburg], compared
to the marble halls of Venice, Florence, and Rome, are
:

tawdry and insignificant, although of great size,
THE DELAY AL PAPERS. What are the Delaval most
and ornamented, like Job Johnson's coat, with the most
Mr. John Robinson has been lecturing lordly indifference as to taste and expense."
Papers?
on them at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and he says, or, Will some
one kindly explain the allusion ?
at any rate, his reporter says, not
only that they
GEO. L. APPERSON.
have been " recently discovered " in some place not
Wimbledon.
named, bub also that their dates extend " from the
OFFICE OF THE VIRGIN. Can any one tell me
days of Richard III., in 1188, down to the last of
the Delavals in 1815, a period of upwards of 620 to what extent the mass, hours, and little office of
the Blessed Virgin were used on Sundays and
I do not think that Richard III. was
years."
living
in a mediaeval English village church,
in 1188 ; and, on the other hand, it seems
unlikely week-days
that letters of the time of Richard I. should have and the time of day and succession of each generHENRY LITTLEHALES.
been preserved, seeing that that time is the extreme ally followed ?
"
Clovelly, Bexley Heath.
the memory of man runneth
limit, beyond which
not to the contrary."
A. J. M.
CLANS. Is it strictly correct to speak of Border
DANCING CHAIRS. In George Anne Bellamy's families (on either the English or Scottish side) or

A

theatrical history there is the
following
" Mr.
Rich, wearied out with the succession of bad
houses, produced by the pieces which were then performed, thought of reviving the ' Prophetess ' of Beaumont and Fletcher. His chief inducement was because
he could introduce into it a good deal of machinery

of

Lowland Scottish

families as clans

:

which,

well known, was his hobby horse. In
parhe contrived to bring on a number of dancing

chairs."

What were

they

GEORGE ELLIS.

?

John's Wood.

BURNSIANA.

of

HENRY GRAY.
47, Leicester Square,

HOLLAND'S PLINY
"Agrippa

?

W. H.

EATON.

information

Any

re-

specting Sir Robert Yaxley, Knt. (1628), and Sir
W. Savyell or Saville (1636) will oblige.

W.

WINTERS.

Waltham Abbey.

REGIMENT OF SCOTS. I should be glad to have
any information about a regiment of Scots in the
High Mightinesses the United
I have before
Provinces between 1730 and 1740.
me the passports of a soldier of this regiment,
giving him permission to visit Great Britain for
six months.
The English passport is from the
colonel of the regiment, John Lamy of Dunkennin.
service of their

Who

was the writer of the article
Robert Burns,' signed R. L. S.,
in the Cornhill Magazine for
October, 1879 ?

Some Aspects

W,C.

The Dutch

SUNSTEAD.

:

saith that all JEthyopia,

and take the land
with it of Prester Jehan bordering upon the red
sea,
containeth in length 2,170 miles and in breadth,
together
with the higher -Egypt, 1,291." 'The Historie of the
:

World,

YAXLEY AND SAVYELL.

it is

ticular,

St.

A.

&c., of G. Plinius Secundus, Holland's transla-

London, 1601, tome i. p. 148.
Who is the Agrippa here referred to; and how
does Prester John get into
There is
Pliny?
nothing in Holland's text here to indicate an intion,

terpolation.

By the way, Holland in this translation usually
has sunstead for solstice.
Did this word ever get a
proper footing in the language ?
C. C. B.
CARTMELL CHURCH,

in Lancashire,
built of freestone.

is from Friederich Jacob, Landgrave
Hesse, &c., and Governor of Tournay.

H.

JEREMY TAYLOR,

a very

ancient place, and is
There is
nothing but bluestone and limestone within twenty
miles, and I shall esteem it a great favour if you

W.

L.

Living,' p. 204 of
Eden's edition, "Like the mice of Africa, hiding
the golden ore in their bowels, and refusing to
be
give back the indigested gold till their guts

What

out."
error

is

Holy

the explanation of this vulgar
J.

]

J. F.

PORTRAIT OF CROMWELL'S WIFE. I have
bought an old oil painting, which I have been

jusb
told

for years past is the only portrait of the wife of
one who reads
Oliver Cromwell extant. Does

any

this
is

'

of

know

another

?

H.

J.

A.

Will some one kindly inform me
where Elwes, the miser, was buried, and whether
there is an inscription on his tomb? Tophams

JOHN EL WES.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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does not appear to vouchsafe this informa- slept at Windsor Castle, when. Her Majesty priand I have not been able to discover it my- vately invested him with the insignia of the
The twelfth edition of the Life/ enlarged, Thistle " previous to his leaving for nearly a year's
tains an epitaph on the miser, in which occur absence in Australia.
He had been recently apfollowing lines
pointed Dean of the Chapels Royal in Scotland
and Dean of the Order of the Thistle.
Here, to man's honour, or to man's disgrace,
Lies a strong picture of the human race
Y. S. M.
ce

tio

,

c

sel

.

coi

th(

:

In Elwes' form.

have been copied from the Chelmsford
known who wrote the lines ? Are
th( y to be found on his tombstone ?
Elwes died
at Marcham, in Berkshire, where was
part of his
pro perty ; but I learn from the vicar that there is
no entry of his burial in the parish register.
It

s said to

Ch

onicle.

Is it

ALPHA.
HEIDEGGER.

Where

is

young maid having married an old man, was

Nates does not enter

statement in Mr. Lecky's ' History (vol. i.
533) that the great nobles attracted Heidegger
ohe rival theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields ?

p.

"A

observed on the day of marriage to be somewhat moody,
as if she had eaten a dish of chums."
it

as a

there any authority for
'

the
to

CHUMS. Can any one explain or suggest a
meaning for this word in the following passage,
'
Witty
quoted by Nares, *.v. "Cheery," from
1669?
Apothegms,'

word
J.

own order.
MURRAY.

in its

A. H.

Oxford.

G. F. E. B.
'

THE KALEVALA.'
work appears

in a recent catalogue :
Max Muller places ' Kalevala on a level with the
greatest epics of the world, and says it possesses merits
not dissimilar from those of the
'Iliad,' and will claim
is place as the fifth national
epic of the world."
this

PLURALIZATION.

The following remark upon

(7

th

S. vii. 142.)

'

Where is this opinion of Prof. Mullet's expressed ?
.n what order are the four
greater national epics
ranked by him ?
W. E. BUCKLEY.

SPRAT AND CLIFFORD.

Are any descendants

of
Mr. T. Sprat, Cowley's
biographer, or of his friend
Vtr. M. Clifford
living ? Is anything known about
heir respective families ?
F. C. H.

THE CELIBACY OF THE CLERGY.

Is not this a horrible coinage ?
However,
MOUNT makes his paper highly interesting.

MR.
But

has he not, as nearly all do who alight upon a
bright idea, grown a little dazzled with its proper
brightness ?
When we use the plural " brains," it is in the
man with plenty
sense of capacity, intelligence.
of brains is otherwise to be described as a man of
good parts.
surgeon may write on the brain,
and study its anatomy, as being a single object,
non-plural ; but the vernacular will always have
" man of brains " for a
its
clever fellow, and myself

A

A

Froude, in I cannot see why not. Literal views on such mathad seen a list of ters are always in danger of falling into literal
wenty English ecclesiastics (temp. Henry VIII.) nonsense. Language is a haphazard engine, that
?ho had "licences to
keep concubines." Were flashes a meaning, and leaves logic limping to
uch documents really issued ; or is it a Protestant rearward.

me

of his essays, declares he

Qvention ? Surely
ruth on this point

!

it is

J.

possible to ascertain the

W. HARDMAN, LL D.

ESTIENNE LE NOIB, FRENCH CLOCKMAKER.

I

ave a fine old French clock,
temp. Louis XIV.,
rith the name of the
maker, "Estienne le Noir,
'aris," in black letters on a piece of white
enamel,
jt into the brasswork below
the dial.
Though I
ave seen many of similar
style, I have not met
rith any
bearing the name of the above maker,
nd therefore send this
query in the hope of elicitinformation.
g
W. E. BUCKLEY.

Now, what is there commendable in the French
phrase, "II s'est brute* la cervelle d'un coup de
"
The brain is left in the singular. So
pistolet ?
"
far so good. But *' s'est briile"
is absurd.
He has
not burnt anything, except gunpowder.
As to the line of Milton's, I am pleased to see
that MR. MOUNT is of opinion that that foolish
folk the modern editors and verbal critics would
have altered it, or corrected it, to " circumstances."
They are always correcting what is not wrong,
when often what is wrong they cannot see to be so.
" circumstance "
means an
Still, although the word
environment, it means a vast deal besides that.
It means even a condition and state of affairs.
"
You
man is in

INSIGNIA OF KNIGHTHOOD. When the
sovereign
any person with the insignia of an order of
does
it
not follow as a matter of course
mghthood,
may correctly say,
good cirlat he
must, ipso facto, receive the honour of cumstances." Young says
?
I
ask
mghthood
the question because I found
Who does the best his circumstance allows.
i
the World of March
23, 1887, the statement A man may speak of a remarkable circumstance
Dr.
Cameron
jat
Lees, the well-known minister in history.
There it is merely an incident, and
St. Giles's
Cathedra], Edinburgh, dined and incidents may be plural or singular.
There is no

ivests

A
:

'
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The less rule the custom of reducing all Christian names to a single
must decide in each par- syllable. What is the cause 1 Is it the natural
cultivated judgment can tendency of vulgar English to end its words with a
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
hiss ?

rule in all this to be laid down.
better.

A

good

ticular

instance.
abolish rules.

stylist

A

MR. MOUNT'S remark about the plural as applied
to "politics," "ethics," &c., is very interesting,
but I do not see that the slightest preference is to
be given to languages that retain the singular in
such cases. The Greek expresses the art of government by 77 TroAtTtK^, whilst TO, TroAirt/ca is state

Our "politics" represents the latter. When
talk of government, and the art of it, our word
'E 7roA,m/o? is
is far better than the Greek.

affairs.

we

simply an adjective, r^vr] being understood ; and
then it only means the citizen-art, which is a painfully vague abstraction as against our phrase
"government" or "the art of government." The
French follow the Greek precisely, and, of course,
are as faulty as that.
Dr. Johnson defines polias "the science of government, the art of
administering public affairs"; but his three examples show nothing of a science, only the art of

tics

Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

Worcestershire folk are great sinners in this
For instance, old people have often com"
plained to me that they can no longer eat cruss"
Not long ago
esses
(crusts), for lack of teeth.
'N.
Q.' gave us some verses about "ghostesses
sat upon postesses," and other examples are to
be found at 6 th S. xii. 286. Choristers are fond

respect.

&

of singing

"

W.

for

me a great value

on the use of the plural ; but I could
well wish away all that he says about the " nonsense
and of the useless and senseless significa-

as observations

tion iu this general tendency to employ plurals, when
possibly the singular might answer the same purIt is not more foolish to say " even in my
pose."
"
heart of hearts than " in
heart of heart," for
there is no definite sense in the latter. If there
be a choice the former is the better the innermost heart, as it were, of all the hearts ; the innermost shrine of all the shrines adytum adytorum,
sanctum sanctorum, holy of holies.
It is only

my

:

sine."

C. B.

Your correspondent asks for examples of ignorant
I can supply him with one.
singularization.
lady of
acquaintance entered a shop and asked
The salesman, after exhibiting
to see some hose.

A

my

several pairs, called her attention to a particular
*
stocking, with the remark, There, madam; that's
as fine a ho as you will find anywhere."

WM. HAND BROWNE.

state affairs.

MR. MOUNT'S remarks have

Let saints on earth in concerts

Baltimore.

About six years ago, when arranging the transfer
of a lease, in order to meet the wish of the owner
of the property I proposed the insertion of a special
clause in the agreement ; but the tradesman then
in possession of the lease declared he saw no need
A. J. 0.
of any such claw.
Your correspondent MR. MOUNT
Beside, besides.
writes that, according to the rule, "If it be dry on all
"
should be besides : i. e., that the
the earth beside
word is apparently adverbial. Is not this a mistake ?
If it were intended to say that the earth was dry in
addition to something else e. g., the earth was hot
and dry besides the word would be adverbial, and
But is it not here really
correctly written besides.
prepositional, the object beside which all the earth
is dry being understood ; i. e., the fleece 1
Etymp"
by the side," and in
logically, beside is no doubt
some cases may be taken in its literal meaning ;
but this is not necessary to justify its use in thia

a mode by which we reach the superlative. But
" heart of heart "
reaches, if I may so say, nothing.
If Shakspere could have said " heart of very heart,"
I should have backed his phrase ; as it is, I find
it unmeaning, less expressive, and a hundredfold
less vernacular than Keble's "heart of hearts."
I
have already expressed my high appreciation of
MR. MOUNT'S paper, as showing breadth and
while besides would not have correctly conmastery. As a mass of observations it is really case,
E. C. N.
valuable ; but the drifting into plurals which he veyed the sense.
condemns appears to me to lie at the root of right
BALLADS AND SONGS OF THE WEST OF ENGexpression. Like much, or perhaps all, instructive
The announcement
wisdom, it runs dead contrary to logic.
Logic LAND (7 th S. vi. 442; vii. 44).
never invented anything since the world began. that the REV. S. BARING-GOULD is collecting,
finds
laws.
Mother-wit, by breaking rules,
with a view to publication, the ancient melodies
C. A. WARD.
of the West of England, which has been made in
'
Walthamstow.
N. & Q.' as well as in the Western Morning News
Western Antiquary, viii. 103), is of very_ great
of
(see
one
the
forms
of
error
most
comPerhaps
"
interest and importance, since no systematic atmonly in use is I will summons him." H. T.
tempt has hitherto been made, I believe, to recover
In connexion with MR. MOUNT'S interesting these venerable tunes from the mouths of the peapaper may be noted the habit of people in the santry, and in a few years, for the reasons stated
lower classes of adding an s to surnames of one by MR. BARING-GOULD, it will be too late. The
for his
syllable, which is very prevalent ; as also is the late Mr. Chappell gathered the materials

tb
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.
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and a corrupted version, which had been published
in the Ipswich Journal, are to be found at these
references.
J. F. MANSERGH.

rk on 'Popular Music' entirely from printed
manuscript sources; and although we may confic antly assert that every ballad possessed its own
lamented by M. Gaidoz,
sp jcial tune, it has been
'
in a review of Prof. Child's English and Scottish
B; llads,' that it did not fall within the scope of
th it magnificent work to include the music of the
ballads, although in several cases the airs were
kr own to the learned compiler (Melusine, tome iv.
The French have acted on different
co. 207).

w

ai I

principles

m ght

when making

their collections,

and

Liverpool.

"SOMETHING ABOUT EVERYTHING"

it

j

(7

th

S. vii.

This saying, with some modifications in
form, has a much longer pedigree than the query
While yet a schoolboy I heard it
assigns to it.
from an old English squire, the late Thomas
Northmore, of Cleeve, near Exeter, who graduated
in 1789 at Emanuel, Cambridge, having been a
pupil of Gilbert Wakefield and Bennet, the friend
of Dr. Parr, and subsequently Bishop of Cloyne.
He was an accomplished scholar, as evinced by his
edition of Tryphiodorus in 1791, and with additions
in 1804, and an ardent lover of liberty, which led
him to print a poem on Washington, which has, I
imagine, become a very scarce volume. Knowing
that I was designed for the university, he told me
that the definition of a scholar was "one who
88).

be worth the while of MR. BARING-GOULD
to consult some of the more recent works on the
'
subject, such as Eolland's Recueil de Chansons
Populaires,' which has just been published in five
volumes, and has formed the basis of M. Anatole
Loquin's masterly and exhaustive series of articles
or. old French melodies which are now appearing in
The motif in so many of
the pages of Melusine.
the French and English ballads is identical, that
it is not unreasonable to assume that in some cases
the airs are also founded on a common theme.
It

might also repay MR. BARING-GOULD to refer to
Mr. Newell's 'Games and Songs of American
Children,' which includes several quaint old airs
of undoubted English origin.
There are several old Devonshire ballads which
have not been included in the more accessible collections, and of which MR. BARING-GOULD may,
:perhap3, have met with traditional variants. Some
of these I noted a few years ago in the Western
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knows something

and one thing
emphasis on the last word.
This had no doubt been impressed on himself by
the distinguished scholars above mentioned, and
seems to be traceable back to Aristotle, who, when describing those who would alone be profitable hearers
of his teaching on moral and political science, says,
of

everything,

well," laying a strong

e/cacrros Se Kpivei KaAws a yivwo~Ki, KOU TOVTWV
kcrriv dyo.do'S Kpirrys.
Kad' zKaarTOV apa 6 [K<X$'
aTrAws S' o
eVacrTOv, or Trept' TI] TreTrcuSev/zei/os.

j

\Antiquary, and I may add a couple in the Euing
collection in the University Library at
Glasgow,
which bear the following titles, ' The Devonshire
Damsel's Frollick' and 'The Devonshire Boy's

Trepi Trai/

7T7rai8e^i/os

i

i

j

Courage and Loyalty to their Majesties King William and Queen Mary.' The former of these bal"
llads was sung to
a pleasant new Play-house Tune ;
This tune is not inor, Where's my Shepherd."
cluded in Chappell's collection; but as the musical
notes are printed on the broadside, it would not be
I

difficult to recover

It

a rare thing to find the
airs noted on the broadside
sheets, and it seems a
pity that when they do occur they should be overlooked.
Of the weird old dirges which were sung by our
ancestors when their dead were
and
it.

is

"waked,"

which corresponded with the Irish " keens," few
specimens survive. A Devonshire dirge was printed
in N. & Q.,' 1 s5 S. iv. 405, and if it be MR. BARINGGOULD'S happy fate to rescue a few others from
oblivion, he will indeed earn the gratitude of all
who love and reverence the past.
'

W.

F.

PRIDEAUX.

Jaipur, Rajputana.

Eth. Nic.,' i. 3).
W. E. BUCKLEY.

I have always understood that this was Whewell's
an educated man a man who knows
something of everything and everything of someAs I am remote from any library, I cannot
thing.
supply chapter and verse. Prof. A. W. Momerie,
in his 'Agnosticism,' ascribes the authorship to
definition of

EDWARD DAKIN.

Whewell.

GUNDRADA DE WARRENNE

th

S. IV. 96, 131;
(6
207; xi. 307; xii. 8,76). The following lines in my contribution at the third reference
appear to have been overlooked by your corresvi.

66;

viii.

pondents, viz.
" Will'mus de Warrena
postea vero processu temporis
et Will'mo Rufo filio Regis et conquestoris Anglic cuius
iiliam deeponsaverat plurimum honoratus est," &c.
Excheq. Treas. Rec. Misc.,' 60/36,' Ric II. to Ed. IV.
:

H. H. DRAKE.

CHRISTMAS TREE (7 th S. vii. 247). For the
origin of and introduction into England see
N. & Q.,' 1 st S. viii. 619 2 nd S. i. 191 ; iiu

'

;

The ballad a portion of which is given at the
latter reference was discussed in
N. & Q.,' 5 th S.
vii. 387, 436,
495, but only a fragment of it, commencing
'

Cold blows the wind o'er

('

my

true love

;

184

;

iv.

505

;

x.

363

;

3 rd S.

507.
EVERARD
71, Brecknock Road.

xii.

viii.

489, 491

;

5 th S.

HOME COLEMAN.

[Many replies have been forwarded to DR. MURRAY.
The substance of these is found at the references supplied
by MK. COLEMAN.]
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SERINGAPATAM
Sir R.

accompany

(7

th

To
113, 256).
large historical paint-

S. vii. 27,

K. Porter's

ing of the Siege of Seringapatam there was published Narrative Sketches of the Conquest of the
Mysore, effected by the British Troops and their
Allies, in the Capture of Seringapatam,' 12mo,,
sixty-six leaves, fifth ed., 1804. The compiler says
he has used contemporary accounts printed in
India and the despatches of Lord Mornington,
and he gives lists of all the troops and their officers,
and of the killed and wounded. The picture (of
'

vn. APBIL

20,

w.
1

cap. x. ('Select Charters,' p. 193); 'LI. Henr. I.,
In the text he says
92, 6.
"The practice of presentment of Englishry in the
case of murder, which was once attributed to Canute, is
now generally regarded as one of the innovations of the
Norman Conquest."
:

c

It is also given in Feilden, Short Cons. Hist, of
It would, therefore, preEng.' (1882), p. 69.

sumably be a

fair

question to ask in a constitutional

history examination.

EXAMINEE.

MR. THOS. J. EWINQ, LADY RUSSELL, and
which prints were issued) contained portraits of the REV. W. F. MARSH \ JACKSON are thanked for
to
the
same effect.]
replies
W. C. B.
twenty British officers.

"PRESENTMENT OF ENGLISHRY"
229).

For

this refer

'

to

th

S.

vii.

Englishry was abolished by 14 Edw. III., st. 1,
"
Soit 1'Englescherie et le presentement dycel
4,
W. H. Q.
pur touz jours ouste," &c.
"The name of murder (as a crime) was anciently
c.

applied only to the secret killing of another (which the
word, moerda, signifies in the Teutonic language), and
it was defined, 'homicidium
quod nullo vidente, nullo
sciente, clam perpetratur,' for which the vill wherein it
was committed, or, if that were too poor, the whole
hundred, was liable to a heavy amercement; which

amercement itself was also denominated murdrum. This
was an ancient usage among the Goths in Sweden and

who supposed the neighbourhood,

unless they
produced the murderer, to have perpetrated, or at least
connived at the murder ; and, according to Bracton, was
introduced into this kingdom by King Canute, to prevent
his countrymen, the
Danes, from being privily murdered
by the English; and was afterwards continued
William
;

by

the Conqueror, for the like security to his own Normans.
And therefore if, upon issue had, it appeared that the
person found slain was an Englishman (the presentment
whereof was denominated Englescherie), the country
seems to have been excused from this burthen. But this
difference being totally abolished by statute 4 Edw. III.,
c. 4, we must now (as is observed
by Staunforde) define
murder in quite another manner, without regarding
whether the party slain was killed openly or secretly, or
whether he was of English or foreign extraction."
Blackstone's ' Commentaries,' vol. iv. p. 194.

G. 0. E.
Inner Temple.

The term

lish."

is

The following

Conf.,'

'ENOCH ARDEN' (7 S. vii. 206). Has any
one pointed out the resemblance between l Enoch
Arden and Miss Procter's little poem Homeward
'

'

Bound' ('Legends and Lyrics,' vol. i.) ? Miss
Procter's must have been the earlier of the two
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
pieces.
Hastings.

A

and older, is that in the old
Old Robin Gray.'
A. B.

similar story,

sweet song of

'

VATHEK' (7* S. i. 69, 154, 217).
the first of these references I asked for
information about the scarce original editions of
'
Vathek,' printed at Paris and Lausanne; and at
the second I received replies of great value from
two correspondents, to whom I duly expressed my
I hope that what
gratitude at the third reference.
I now wish to add may be considered worth recording here, or that it may lead to further elucidation of the mystery which seems to surround the
first publication of Beckford's book.
In a sale at Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson &
BECKFORD'S

'

At

Hodge's rooms, on Friday, March 29, lot 373, a
copy of Vathek,' uncut, was sold (as described),
"Lausanne, chez Isaac Hignon and Comp.,1787,"
to which the following note was appended
'

:

"

On

are the following most interesting lines,
written by M. Chavannes, the Savant whom M. Beckford
entrusted
with the correction of his manuscript:
originally
'A la demande de M. Beckford je me suis charge de
coriger son Manuscrit et de le faire imprimer a Lausanne. Je me suis repenti d'avoir cede a sa solicitation.
L'ouvrage ne me paraisaait ni moral ni interessant. J'ai
de plus des desagremens. M. Beckford en quittant Lausanne se hata de le faire imprimer a Paris au prejudice
de 1'imprimeur de Lausanne, et je dus menacer M. Beckford de mettre dans les papiers son infidelite qui fit qu'on
arreta a la douane de France 1'envoy de 1'imprimeur
Hignon les troia exemplaires qu'il envoyait a Paris, et
M. B. se hata de dedomager 1'imprimeur pour eviter la
publicite.' It proves conclusively that this is the genuine

the

title

first issue."

explained in a foot-note, on p. 215,
'
vol. i., of Stubbs's
Cons. Hist, of Eng.': " If an
unknown man was found slain, he was presumed
to be a Norman, and the hundred fined accordingly, unless they could prove that he was Eng-

Edw.

C.,

th

(7

Mr. Justice Stephen's

History of the Criminal Law of England,' vol. iii.
pp. 30-40, where the learned author quotes the
He says at p. 31, " The
passages from Bracton.
effect of a presentment of
Englishry was to free the
hundred from the fine which was to be paid if the
presumption that the person slain was a Frenchman
was not removed." This seems to explain shortly the
meaning ; and it is interesting to note that lower
down the historian says, " I have found no definition in Bracton as to what constituted
Englishry."

Denmark

[H. J.

references are given:

'LI.

16; 'Dialogus de Scaccario,'

i.

Does

it 1

to me.

Is

The statement does not seem very clear
true ? If really written by Chavannes,

it

who claims to have undertaken to correct Beckford's
MS., it does not present him in a very favourable
Some faults may be
light as a master of style.
due, no doubt, to the printer; for auctioneers'
catalogues are not, and can scarcely be expected to

*avii.ApBiL2o
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f

be models of typographical accuracy. Butitisdiffi
cu t to believe that Chavannes, or any other savani
" mettre dans les
or Frenchman, ever wrote
papier
"
so infidelit^," for
publish his breach of faith ii
should Beckford have wishe(
th
papers."
Is it likel]
to defraud the printer at Lausanne 1
There seems here a strang
th .t he would do so ?
we nt of motive and likelihood in the fraud attri
bu ed to an author who was, as has been hithert
i

Why

i

Wha
be ieved, more sinned against than sinning.
do ME. BUCKLEY and G. F. R. B. think ? Th
bok was bought by Quaritch at the very high
JULIAN MARSHALL.

price of 51. 10s.

CLARENDON HOUSE

first

formed by two magnificen
columns, the cornices of which
were elaborately carved.
These pillars cami
'riginally from Clarendon House, the stately resi
dence of the great chancellor, and had once formed
74,

Piccadilly,

pillars, or

building itself in that immediate
the time I refer to a fishmonger
business at No. 74, but the lease having
the premises were put into complete rejfallen in,
and let to Mr. H. Wearne, wholesale woollen
jpair
draper, who remained there for several years. Some
of

>art

Peut-elle trouver une guerison,

has two syllables more than the second verse,
D'un homme sent la trahison,

with which it ought to correspond.
verses of the second stanza,
Le

At

alterations were then effected, and Mr. Kamus,
in works of art, was the next tenant, and
Dealer
"What became of the Claren^s still in possession.

don House columns

is

uncertain, but most pro-

bably they disappeared some twenty years since,
during the alterations consequent on the rebuilding or extension of the St. James's Hotel, which

No.

74, Piccadilly.

GEORGE
35,

Warwick Road,

Earl's Court,

J.

MERRY.

T.

S.W.

The pioneer of mail coaches was Mr. John
Calmer, M.P. for Bath, and not General Palmer.
?he first coach on his system began
on
running

.ug. 8,

1784, and went to Bristol as

its

destina-

ion, and
)assed.

not Bath, through which latter place it
When John Wykeham Archer published
lis
'Vestiges of Old London,' in 1851, a mail on
r. Palmer's
system was still nightly leaving the
General Post Office.
In memory of him to whom
he prosperity of the Post Office is due I must
iorrect

seul

remede

The

first

two

qu'elle peut ressentir,

La seule revanche pour son tort,
not to mention that they would seem, I should
think, to a Frenchman an intolerable jargon, could
as
not, I am sure, be scanned by any Frenchman,
The last
they each have a syllable too much.
Helas

!

trop tard

est la morfc,

cannot be scanned for want of a syllable. Moreover, in the first stanza, masculine and feminine
rhymes alternate. The second has only masculine
rhymes. This last feature is almost conclusive that
the verses are the product of an English translator
E. P.
into French.

the

ocality.
icarried on

idjoins

the last verse of the

stanza,

th

S. vii. 228, 278).
(7
thirty years ago there was a private en
;rance on the west side next to the shop now
N\>.

Now,

by inexorable laws.

About

wooden
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MR. ARCHER.

HAROLD MALET,
LITERARY PLAGIARISMS

(7

th

Colonel.

S. vii. 226, 272).

-I do not know whether the French verses
quoted
inder this title in
roldsmith's

When

lovely

N.

&

Q.' are a translation of

woman

stoops to folly

y an Englishman unacquainted with the rules of
'rench versification, or are an inaccurate
transcript
the original of Goldsmith's stanzas. The
rhythm
French verses is not very appreciable to an
Engsh ear, but French versifiers
themselves
govern

TRIAL OP PATRICK OGILVIE (7 th S. vii. 227).
somewhat surprising that, on looking back
some ten or twelve years over N. & Q.,' not a
note one can find on this subject. Most undoubtedly it was an extraordinary case, causing very
considerable sensation at the time, and must be of
It is

'

great interest to those who study celebrated crimiI have read and reread the case as it
nal cases.
was reported in the Scots Magazine of the day,
and I would call MR. MARSHALL'S attention thereto.
The September number of the magazine referred to

contains the opinion of an English lawyer, named
M'Carty, dated from London, from which I will
only quote a few lines
:

I am of opini
opinion that, if the crimes charged are cone
sidered severally, and the evidence
produced to support
one crime is taken singly,
ngly, without the assistance of the
ther, no jury in England would have found the prisoners guilty."

And
ame

with regard to the charge of poisoning, the
writer says

:

" The matter
might have been cleared up by opening
he body. Surgeons were present and ready to perform
he operation, but were prevented by the person who has
spirited up the prosecution, and who is to be the only
jainer by the death of the prisoners."
In the October number I find it recorded that
In February,
Ogilvie was reprieved four times.
766, among the births, it appears Mrs. Ogilvie,
while in Edinburgh prison, gave birth to a daugher ; and in April there are a few verses on the
.eath of the child.

With regard to Katharine Nairn's
know my authority, but am quite

ot

death, I do
of the opi-

ion that she was not executed.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.
prisoner was executed under rather
evolting circumstances, as the rope broke. Kathe-

The male
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rine Nairn pleaded pregnancy, and was respited.
She afterwards gave birth to a child, and a few
"
days after escaped from the Heart of Midlothian/
where she was imprisoned (not at that period a
very retentive prison), in man's clothes, and
to get to London, and eventually to
France. It is stated she married again. The trial
is in Burton.
W. 0. WOODALL.

managed

I quite agree with your correspondent that this
story is not suitable for discussion in the pages of
'
N. & Q.
There is a very full account of the
trial and subsequent events in the Annual Register,
vols. viii. and ix.
Ogilvie was hanged in the
Grass Market on the evening of Nov. 13, 1765.
Catherine Nairn, who was necessarily respited,
escaped from prison, and got away to France.
'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

POETRY FOR CHILDREN (7 th S. vii. 168, 254).
The name of the book asked is Poetry Book

-.7* s.

daughter, the dignity reverted to George Feilding,
who was created, November 22, 1622, Lord Feilding of Lecaghe and Viscount Callan in the peerage
of Ireland, as also Earl of Desmond, which title
was to be enjoyed after the death of Sir Richard
I have never
Preston, then holding the dignity.
come across a pedigree of Sir Richard Preston.

GHERADINO.
"

WARPLE WAY"

WELL
Acton

R. J. MANNING.
SIR RICHARD PRESTON (7 th S. vii. 228). Sir
Richard Preston was one of the Prestons of Whitehill, near Edinburgh, and descended from Andrew
de Preston, fourth son of Sir Simon de Preston of
Craigmiller, who was knighted about 1360. Being
one of King James I.'s favourites, Sir Richard was
loaded with honours. He was created Lord Dingwall, and married Elizabeth, daughter and heiress
of Thomas Butler, tenth Earl of Ormond, by whom
he had one child, Elizabeth, whom the Duke of

Buckingham intended

for the wife of his nephew,
George Feilding, second son of William, first Earl
of Denbigh.
With a view to this marriage Mr. Fielding was
created Baron Fielding, and Lord Dingwall created
Viscount of Callan and Earl of Desmond, with remainder to his intended son-in-law. The scheme
was frustrated by the murder of the Duke of Buckingham and the death of the Earl of Desmond, who
was drowned in his passage between Dublin and
Holyhead, October, 1628. The barony of Dingwall
devolved on his daughter, who, however, married
the following year James, Lord Thurles, afterwards
twelfth Earl of Ormond. The earldom of Desmond
devolved on Lord Feilding, in whose'family it still
remains.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

th

S. vii. 269).
MR. ATT"
"
will find reference to a
warple way at
in the reports of the case of Serff v. Acton
(7

Local Board (L. R., 31 Ch. D. 679; 54 L. T. R.
(N.S.), 379; 55 L. J., Ob., 569; 34 W. R. 563),
before Mr. Justice Pearson, in January, 1886. I
believe the Law Times newspaper gave a note on
"
"
the term
warple way
during February of the
same year ; but I have not the paper to refer to.
Q. V.
See <N. & Q.,' 1" S, ix. 125, 232, 478.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

'

Unfortunately I have only a fragment the remains of one used by a very young
child years since
ergo, cannot state publisher.

for Schools.'

vn. APRIL 20,

71,

Brecknock Road.

HENRY MARTYN

th

(7

S. vii. 245).

It should be

mentioned that the f Journals and Letters' of
Henry Martyn were published in 1837, in 2 vols.,
under the editorship of the Rev. (afterwards Right
Rev.) Samuel Wilberforce.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

There is a good deal about Martyn in Carus's
'Life of Rev. C. Simeon.'
See also 'Memoir of
Joseph Pratt,' 1849, pp. 54, 65; 'Life of W.
'

Wilberforce'; Seeley's Later Evangelical Fathers,'
St. Chrysostom and Henry Martyn died
1879.
under similar circumstances, and are buried at the
same place. See the parallel drawn out in the
large edition
Paul.'

of Conybeare

and Howson's

W.

FRANCIS MACERONI

(7

th

S.

vii.

208).

'St.

C. B.

In

or

about 1836 Francis Maceroni lodged at the house
of Lieut. Raymond Evans, R.N., Chapel Place,
Lower Norwood. Evans living next door but one
to my parents, I knew Maceroni well by sight,
and was often at Evans's house. Maceroni waa
then engaged with a Frenchman named Marquet,

who

lived at Kennington, in bringing out a steam
In an expericarriage to run upon common roads.
mental run at Chelsea the carriage ran into a
jeweller's shop at the corner of Sloane Street.

THOMAS FROST.
CHURCHES OWNED BY CORPORATIONS (7 th S. vii.
In

are the

the

proGlasgow
Corporation
The earldom of Desmond was conferred by 248).
of the following churches (Presbyterian, of
James I. on his favourite, Sir Richard Preston, prietors
Blackfriars, St. Andrew's, St. George's,
course)
Knt., Lord Dingwall in Scotland (who had
St. Enoch's, St. David's, St. John's, St.
married Lady Elizabeth Butler, descended in the Tron,
and St. Paul's.
J. B. FLEMING.
:

female line from the original earls). Sir Richard
Preston had been drowned on his passage from
Dublin to England in 1628, and, leaving only a

James's,

SOPHY DAWS

(7

th

S.

vii.

248).

Sophy Daws, her connexion with

The story of
Chantilly, and

us. vii. APRIL
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mj

the
subsequent to the mysterious death of

eer

c;

20,

written
Conde", have been lately exhaustively
a friend of mine in two articles in St. James's

la t

b

1

G

The

zette.

first

appeared on March 22, and the
R. H. BUSK.

'"MACBETH" ON THE STAGE'

\\ill

(7

th

S. vi.

A. C. kindly give
'Annals of Elgin,'

J.

Y mng's

469

me

vii.

the full

of

12,

Whilst every look the tyrant's guilt confest

Grave Mossop next to Foris ehap'd his march,
His words were minute-guns, his actions starch

th

STUART EXHIBITION (7 S. vii. 248). According to the list of the names published in the Athenceum as intended to be inserted under the letter
in the Dictionary of National Biography,' there
were in the last century two Scotch judges called
Patrick Grant.
One of them lived from 1690 to
The following
1756, and became Lord Elchies.
short account of the other is taken from the 'Bio-

!

May not this have been the man to whom the
miniature was presented ?
Besides the above, the only possible names in
the list mentioned appear to be the Rev. Philip
Oibbs, stenographer, fl. 1736, and Peter Grant,
Catholic divine, fl. 1784.
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

Can the initials P. G. on the back of the case
Containing the valuable miniature portrait of
Charles I. signify "Princeps Gallise" (Prince of
Wales), and the gift have been to Prince Charles
3d ward of his great-grandfather's likeness.

H. C. WALTON.
Preston.

RICHARD FRANCKLIN, BOOKSELLER (7 th
As MR. W. ROBERTS has no notice

S. vii.

of the
uthorship of the essay on the Thirty-nine Articles
hich he mentions as published by R. Francklin,
et me observe that it was Anthony Collins.
At
1).

;

But beef and pudding kept his meaning down.
Next careless Smith tried on the murderer's mask,
While o'er his tongue light tript the horrid task.
Hard Macklin late guilt's feeling strove to speak,
While sweats infernal drench'd his iron cheek ;

'

igraphical Dictionary' (1809):
"Patrick Grant, a judge in Scotland, was born at
Edinburgh in 1698; in 1754 he was made one of the
lords of session, with the title of Lord Preston-Grange.
He wrote several tracts against the rebellion in 1745.
|He died at Edinburgh in 1762."

;

Bough Holland too but pass his errors o'er,
Nor blame the actor when the man's no more.
Then heavy Ross essay'd the tragic frown,

Onslow Gardens, S.W.

I

over the stage.

Then the cold Sheridan half froze the part,
Yet what he lost by nature, sav'd by art.
Tall Barry now advanc'd tow'rd Birnam Wood,
Nor ill perform'd the scenes he understood.

Museum, but as yet without success.
H. W. FORSYTH HARWOOD.

G

and pass in order
Banquo the last.)

Eight kings appear,

Old Quin, ere fate suppress'd his lab'ring breath,
In studied accents grumbled out Macbeth.
Next Garrick came, whose utterance truth imprest,

including date of
name of the author ? I
pi blication and Christian
gather from J. A. C.'s quotation that there are
fu-ther particulars relating to the Forsyth family
in the book, and, if so, I should much like to see
a jopy of it. I have searched the calendars at the
British

S. vii. 68,

:

155).
title

th

'
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF MACBETH.'

(
;

(7

In this connexion the following jeu d' esprit from the European Magazine
for July, 1877, may be read with interest
130, 145, 231, 275).

se ;ond will follow shortly.

JOSEPH FORSYTE

315

Like Fielding's kings his fancied triumphs past,
all he boasts is, that he falls the last.

And

0. C. B.

CANCINATING (7 th S. vii. 289). This is obviously
a mere misprint for lancinating, an ordinary word,
"
"
commonly used, and meaning tearing," lacerating," or (as in this case)
pain in the head.

"

shooting," as applied to a

JULIAN MARSHALL.

[Very numerous correspondents write

to the

same

effect.]

SAMUEL PEPYS (7* S. vii. 81, 196, 274). The
MS. corrections occur in my copy on the same
pages as in that of MR. FREDK. HENDRIKS they
;

presumably identical. This proves
almost certainly that the published and unpublished books are from the same type, unconnected and
unaltered in any way, except only the presence or
absence of the publisher's name on the title. Otherwise there is no difference the edition is one and
the same.
The collation of my copy agrees with
that which MR. HENDRIKS gives, except for the
blank leaf at the end ; and I doubt if that is part
of the book, for there are four leaves to signature
S without it.
JULIAN MARSHALL.
are, therefore,

:

I have a copy of this book, which somewhat resembles that of MR. HENDRIKS. Like his, it has

MS.

a notice of the " King's Declaration
efore the Articles in 1628," with which corn-

corrections on pp. 11, 40, 70, 92, and 120.
collation is exactly the same, but it has no MS.
letters or figures on the title.

are 'N.
One particular
Q.,' 6* S. i. 331.
aore of his connexion with N. Amhurst may be
iven.
It is stated that he "was buried at the

It is very interesting to find that there were two
editions of this work.
I should not have thought

.

28 there

is

The

G. FIELDING BLANDFORD.

&

barge of his printer Richard Francklin" (W.
'Chronological, Biographical, Historical,
nd Miscellaneous Exercises,' London, 1811, p. 129).

Cutler,

ED. MARSHALL.

was a very rare one, as I have often seen mention of copies, but do not remember to have seen
the privately-printed and more interesting one described.
copy has the same imprint as ME.
it

My
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JULIAN MARSHALL'S, and has MS.

corrections in

the following pages: 39, 40, 57, 70, 90, 92, 103,
and 120. It seems impossible to say whether they
I have
are in the handwriting of Pepys or not.
seen a copy described as being on large paper.
Query, if there are two sizes ?
J.

ELIOT HODGKIN.

book by Pepys
corresponding to that described by MR. JULIAN
MARSHALL in every way. The corrections are
also in it as described by MR. HENDRIKS, with
I also have a copy of the

JAMES ROBERTS BROWN.
(7

th

S. vi.

489;

vii.

Is it worth while to reproduce these
173, 236).
clever verses of James Jeffrey Roche on this

subject

it

the fate of the vase

is

celebrated

The poem, which

serious verse.

one

is

of

:

!

M.A

Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

ARMORIAL BEARINGS ON ALTARS

(7

th

S.

vii.

There was a shield of arms (I
148, 231).
forget
the charges)- carved on the front of a modern stone
altar in Bramhope Church, near Leeds.
I saw the
church some ten years ago ; since that time it has
become disused, but I am not certain that it has
been pulled down.
T. M. FALLOW.
Coatham, Yorkshire.
th

^

The Vase.
Prom the madding crowd they stand apart
The maidens three and the Work of Art.

And none might

tell

and motto

reality

The Gotham Million fair to see,
The Philadelphia Pedigree,
The Boston Mind of azure hue,
Or the Soulful Soul from Kalamazoo.
all

Long they worshipped but no one broke
The sacred stillness, until up spoke
The Western one from the nameless place,
"
Who, blushing, said "What a lovely Vase
;

:

!

Over three faces a sad smile flew,
And they edged away from Kalamazoo.
But Gotham's haughty soul was stirred
"

lovely vaze

1

unworthy triumph, when
one from the home of Penn

brief her
lofty

Exclaims

"

'

It is quite a lovely vahs
glances around with an anxious thrill
Awaiting the word of Beacon Hill.
:

!

And

But the Boston maid smiles courteouslee,
"
gently murmurs,
Oh, pardon me
I did not catch your remark because
I was so entranced with that lovely vaws."

And

!

Dies

erit prcegelida,

Sinistra

quum

Boslonia.

W.

(1380-

charter),

drew

his dirk, or dagger, and

on the table at which he was sitting, said,
is my charter," adding some words in
Gaelic,
meaning "with a strong hand." The hand and
dagger seem then to have been adopted as the crest.
In the oldest form the dagger is represented as
held upright ; but when Sir Donald Mackay was
raised to the peerage in 1628, with the title of
"
Lord Reay," he seems to have changed the crest
somewhat, and made it a dexter arm couped and
erect, grasping a dagger also erect, with the motto
"

stranger with one small word.

:

Angus Dhu Mackay

this.

it

" This

loved Art in a seemly way,
soul and a capital A.

Deftly hiding reproof in praise
She cries " 'Tis indeed a

no

striking

With an earnest

To crush the

is

1429) being questioned as to the validity of the
charter by which he held his lands (he had in

from sight alone,

In which had Culture ripest grown.

But
The

In

ra APML am

FAMILY MOTTOES (7 S. vii. 127). The tradition in our family regarding the origin of our crest

?

For

M.

more

s.

touching beauty, begins thus:
That brutal boy the china vase
Knocks down, and all its beauty mars
'Twas painted with sun, moon, and stars
0. F. S. WARREN,

little

additional ones at pp. 33, 57, 90, 103, 138, 142.

PRONUNCIATION OF VASE

A. J.
in

[7*

H. BURK.

I recollect about seven years ago
frequently
hearing this word pronounced in Staffordshire as
if spelt vause, rhyming with cause.
I also knew
several people who invariably used
vaze, as if to
rhyme with haze. But this pronunciation is rapidly
being superseded there by the usual one vahse.
J. CUTHBERT WELCH, F.C.S.

There is a second volume of Anon.'s poems
which from its rarity is probably unknown to

Manu

forti."

The motto of the Abrach Mackay s (descendants
of John Abrach Mackay) is "Bidh treun" ("Be
valiant "), which was very appropriate, as they were
considered the wardens of the clan territory. The
ancient banner (the bratach bhari) of this branch of
the Mackays is still preserved, and is now in the
possession of Mr. Alex. Mackay, Thurso. It was
exhibited at a meeting of the Clan Mackay Society,
held in Glasgow on December 27

last.

figure in the centre, said to have

been a

the above motto ; but the figure
and the motto hard to decipher.

is

banner several years ago.

It

had a
and

stag,

now worn

out

I examined the

JOHN MACKAY.

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.
I think that MR. J. S. FARMER will find great
difficulty in making his intended collection, from
the fact that while arms are hereditary, mottoes are

not at all universally so.
For instance, the Cole" Cole
ridges formerly used the punning motto
"
Regem," but now Lord Coleridge adopts Qualis
vita finis ita." In my own family, the late Mr.
Cornelius Walford took as his motto, I know not
on what ground, " Fortis et stabilis " ; one of my
"
brothers has taken Fortis ut leo cui fides in Deo,"
in allusion to our lion and cross crosslet ; while I

have adopted

"Per

the
ardua," in allusion to

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Gibbon, too, speaks (
iggles of a literary life.
" Ubi
pathetic motto of the Courtenays,
lapsus
"
But the late Earl of Devon told
qt d feci ?
th t he had exchanged this for the somewha
st

th

m

co amonplace
;

,

"

Quod verum tutum."
E. WALFORD, M.A.

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W,

BATTLE OF KELLINGHAUSEN (7 S. vii. 248).
Tb s action is probably the same as that of Villings
ha isen, which is described in the ' Annala of th
irs of the Eighteenth Century,'
by Lieut.-Genera
tht Hon. Sir Edward Gust, D.C.L., vol. iii.
p. 63
The battle was begun on the evening of the 15th
and was fought out on the 16th of July, 1761.
W. 0. L. FLOYD.
th

W
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uncertainty as to the birth-date, and even the
existence of the grandson, brother, and heir preF. W. D.
sumptive of baronets.

MAGAZINE LITERATURE OF THE PRESENT CENth
S. vii. 267).
MR. TAYLOR is but ex(7

TURY

Poole's
pressing a wish of every literary worker.
*
Index ' is excellent, but far from complete.
want an index which will include certainly such
useful periodicals as the Athenceum and Notes and
I
Queries, and which will be brought up to date.
commenced myself an index to the magazine literature of 1888, but pressure of work has prevented
its completion.
I should be glad, however, to cooperate with MR. TAYLOR or others.

We

FREDERICK HINDE.
HERALDIC (7 th S. vii. 268). The arms to which
How POPULAR INFORMATION is ACQUIRED
a name is wanted by Y. T. will be found unde
DAUGHTER (7 th S. vi. 283, 370, 510 vii. 255).
"
Turnip in Papworth's Ordinary, p. 860. They May I correct an
inaccuracy I detected in CANON
ire those of the family of Dammant.
TAYLOR'S note on this subject ? Dr. 0. Schrader,
C. R. M.
in his quoted work,
Sprachvergleichung und
Diss.
Urgeschichte,' by no means explains the word
"
COFFEE-HOUSE SIGN OR TITLE (7 th S. vii. 248) daughter to mean the suckling," but he confines
"
-In Louis Fagan's The Reform Club, 1836-1886, himself to the remark, Whether duhitdr (i. e,, the
primitive form of daughter) means the milkmaid,
70, the following occurs
" Four rooms were
the suckling, or the sucking one, is more than untaken at the Salopian Coffee House
:

'

'

;

7

'

'

:

Charing Cross, from December 29, 1840, to
anuary 21, 1841, at a rent of 81. 9s. per week, including
uel and allowances to the servants of the hotel.
This
10U
now [1886] occupied by the Horse Guards, is
(louse,
"-ut to be demolished."
...
Vo. 41,
r

GEO. B. SYRETT.
Eeform Club.

The old Salopian Coffee-House is supposed to
what is now 41, Charing
)ross.
The premises, indeed, though altered from
lave occupied the site of

ime to time, may never have been entirely

rebuilt.

W.
CROSS-TREES

(7

th

S. vii. 8, 138, 252).

H.

It

may

L. G. and others to know that the
uriously carved stocks indicated at the last refernce are still " on view " at Waltham Abbey,
being
Qclosed in a small angular space between the road
nd the schools opposite the abbey church. The
arved ornamental details and date 1598 are still

certain,

and by the side

ost bearing

of the stocks is the
high

remains of the pillory.
I.

C.

GOULD.

Loughton,

FFOLEES BARONETCY (7 th S. vii. 207,
257).
'
ince writing
query I have seen Marlborough
It states (p. 96) that
ollege Register' (1870).
(

my

.artin

William Browne Ffolkes, son of M.

B

folkes, Esq., Hillington Hall, Lynn, Norfolk, was
jed fourteen at the date of his admission to the
liege in August, 1864, a statement clearly at
iriance with
Burke's, viz., that he was born
It is strange to think that in this
ily 19, 1849.

neteenth century there should have been this

(cf.

1.

c.,

p. 196).

H. K.
Will CANON TAYLOR kindly give us the pith of
he reasoning which leads Dr. 0. Schrader to his
conclusion respecting the etymological signification
f daughter ?
ST. SWITHIN.

'LORD DERWENTWATER'S FAREWELL' (7 th S.
The ballad on Lord Derwentwater for
248).
hich Allan Cunningham is responsible is in
3romek's 'Remains of Nithsdale and Galloway

vii.

Song,' p. 107 (Gardner's reprint, 1880).

hus

It opens

:

Derwentwater

nterest E.

isible,

and can never be decided"

Fu' yellow

is

's

a bonnie Lord,

his hair.

Cunningham,
introducing
Cromek, says
" The editor cannot find
any

the

through

lyric

:

tradition

on which

this

founded. It is taken from the recitation of a
oung girl in the parish of Kirk-bean, in Galloway."
allad

is

Without any such explanation he gives it in his
Scottish Songs,' iii. 192, where he likewise quotes
rom "a very beautiful song popularly known by
he title of 'Lord Derwent water's Good Night'":
And fare thee well, my bonnie gray steed,
That carried me ay sae free, &c.,

Why

the whole of
ight lines being quoted in all.
"
"
his
is not given the editor
very beautiful song
oes not explain.
THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.
'

ST. GEORGE'S FIELDS (7 th S.
Lord Broughton did not write this work,
he author was Peter Bay ley, of Sampford Arundel,
'

ii.

SKETCHES FROM
228).
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in Somersetshire, and of Handford, in the parish
of Trentham, Staffordshire.
As the general public know nothing of him
beyond what is contained in the 'Dictionary of
National Biography,' perhaps I may be allowed to
add that he was a member of an old family seated
for many generations in Cheshire and Staffordshire,

and now represented by Mr. James Hayes Bayley,
of Willaston Hall, in the former county ; and that
through his grandmother, the second wife of James
Bayley, of Stapeley, eldest son of James Bayley,
of Wiataston, High Sheriff of Cheshire in 1717, he

[7*
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-so.

r capable of keeping a secret.
Besides the more
amiliar meaning,
Littre"
gives

"Secretaire,

anciennement, confident, celui a qui Ton confide
I heard the word so used not
ses secrets."

long

ago by a Scots lady by no means very old or given
It may be found in
,o archaic forms of speech.
Allan Eamsay's 'Gentle Shepherd.' I have not
.he book at hand.
But I am somewhat surprised
find no mention of this use of the word in
,o
Jamieson's 'Scot. Dictionary.'

ALEX. FERGUSSON,
Lennox

Street,

Lieut. -Col.

Edinburgh.

was descended in several ways from the Plantagenet
Secretary, in the sense suggested by L., is not
Kings of England. His death was most sudden, used in Ireland not, at any rate, in the south.
and an account of it is given in the Annual [t seems
probable that the witness simply caught
Register for 1823. Before that time he was living
she sound of the word secret, and framed his anin London.
swer accordingly.
GUALTERULUS.
A copy of Sketches from St. George's Fields
would probably be found in the Library of the
ERROR REGARDING THE MASS (7 th S. vi. 506
British Museum.
But this was not his only work. vii. 154, 235). I think I can state the matters
He was also the author of a poem called 'Idwal'; which seem to have given rise to doubt respecting
a tragedy, Orestes in Argo?,' which after his death she celebration of the mass somewhat more clearly
was brought out at Covent Garden Theatre ; and than has been done.
several other works, among which a Greek poem
No sacred service whatever in which the Consecration of the Elements does not take place is,
may be mentioned.
I may state that I am Mr. Bayley's only grand- or can be, called a mass.
The word itself is
son, and last remaining male descendant, and that sufficient to indicate this.
the particulars that I have here given of his family
No mass is celebrated on the vigil of Christmas
connexions are taken from private sources of in- Day, or on any other vigil. It is usual in Rome
and
have
never before been published. to celebrate a midnight mass, i. e., on the morning
formation,
This mass may be begun beC. W. STRETTON.
of Christmas Day.
I have a copy of this book, "by Giorgione di fore midnight, but it must not be finished till
Castel Chiuso," published by Stodart & Steuart, after, it being absolutely necessary that the conof the elements should take place in the
Strand, 1820. It is in one volume, 8vo., not 12mo. sumption
I shall be happy to show it to G. F. E. B.
Do morning i. e., in the hours between midnight and
This Christmas mass is merely a matter
any of the readers of N. & Q. know by whom the midday.
There is nothing to prevent a mass
of usage.
illustrations, head and tail pieces, were executed 1
said any morning immediately after midThey are much in the style of Robert Cruikshank. being
night.
G. FIELDING BLANDFORD.
The statement about the three masses on Christ71, Grosvenor Street, W.
mas Day is likely to mislead. Any number of
G. F. E. B. will be enabled to see a copy by masses
may be said in any church, which can be
J. H. F.
applying to
said at the different altars in it within the canonical
'

'

;

'

c

20,

Molesworth

;

Street, Dublin.

hours

"A

Gentleman's Magazine, April 20, 1825
new tragedy by the late Mr. P. Bailey, author of
'Sketches from St. George's Fields.'" No doubt
G. F. E. B. will find it under that name in the
British Museum or at Guildhall
Library, but I
have not seen it.
WILLIAM EENDLE.
:

SECRETARY (7 S. vii. 229). Had the Irish witness who stated that he understood
by this word
the keeping of a " secret " been examined in the
course of the Scots Parnell case, his
testimony
would possibly not have caused such merrimenl
the
court
and
audience as it seems to hav(
amongst
th

done in London.
The word is not uncommon in Scotland in its
apparently original sense of one who is confidential

it

being understood, of course, that they

must be said by different priests. No priest can
on any occasion celebrate more than once in each
In all large churches many more than three
day.
masses are probably said each day.
be mentioned that according to the
the rules respecting the canonical
hours for saying mass are not quite the same as in
the Eoman rite.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Budleigh Salterton.
It

may

Armenian

rite

In connexion with this question, it may be worth
while to note the following entry in the records of
the Drapers' Company at Shrewsbury
"1527. Paid to Sir Richard Forton, Chaplain, and to
the Parish Priest at a funeral for a mass of Requiem by
:

night

11."

See Phillips's 'History of Shrewsbury' (1729),

!

s.vn.ApKiL2o,m]
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This would appear to be an instance in
word mass was used for an office other
the celebration of the sacrament of the

36.
v'h

ia

;h the
i

T M. FALLOW.
-

laharist.

C -atham, Yorkshire.

f

NOTES ON BOOKS.

&0.

The earlier volumes, though

ever before translated into English, have been,

it

would

but slight exaggeration to say, reproduced piecemeal,
o fur as their more important parts are concerned, in
core than one of the various books on folk-lore that
The coniavc appeared during the last twenty year?.
ents of the volume before us will be almost entirely
It consists of an appendix
tew to the English reader.
y the author, and supplementary notes from his unublished papers, arranged by Prof. E. H. Meyer. It
rould not be easy to exaggerate their importance,
of which
anging, as they do, over almost every subject
Folk-lore has been
ae former volumes have treated.
The
efined as history and science without perspective.
tatement is more of an epigram than a definition. We
not
understand
who
do
that
those
lay remark, however,
oik-lore are not in a position to comprehend the facts
In estif history when they are presented to them.
lating the characters of the men and women of long
ast times, as of our peasantry now, who have remained
n touched by educational influences, we have to bear in
lind that they were influenced by a whole family of
Omens and
lotivea which have no place with us.
e

orients
i

Origin, Constitution, Objects, and Later
By the late Cornelius Walford. (Redway.j
second edition of a valuable book. It is in
very respect a great improvement on its predecessor,
mportant, however, as it is, we can only look upon it as
collection of material for the gild-book of the future.
?he history of gilds is a vast subject. Gilds extended
over the whole of Latin Europe. Did they originate
with the collegia opificum of classic days? have we to
eek their birthplace in the German forests? or are they
a product of Christianity?
Such questions are easily
We have no
asked, but would take volumes to answer.
room for discussion and the balancing of evidence, and
must therefore perforce speak dogmatically. We do not
ee any reason lor tracing them back to a remote date.
The principle of association is common to all people
vhcn they attain to a certain degree of civilization.
Vhen the tribal systems became weakened the principle
of voluntary association naturally took its place. Religion was in those days the one link which bound people
ogether, and therefore, as a matter of course, the centre
)f the gild was usually the parish church.
We have

Gilds

:

their

History.
m His
is a

,

Teu onic Mythology.
By Jacob Grimm. Translated by
mes Steven Stallybrass. Vol. IV. (Bell & Sons.)
jome respects this is the most important part of

rimm's monumental work.
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The signs in the earth and the signs in the sky
hich to us are but the results of fixed laws, were to
lem momentous facts which had a direct bearing upon
It is not until we have gone far below the surition.
,ce of life and the recognized religious creeds that we
in understand what was the moving cause of some of
The
IB most terrible tragedies of the Middle Ages.
hurch fought against the popular superstitions, but her
tie was not attended with complete victory.
Magical
ctices cross our path in every century in every
ade, indeed, during the Middle Ages and the remed religions, when organized, were not so capable
battling with the inherited traditions of an older
rid as the mediaeval clerics had been ; for they were
such a strictly organized body, and did not possess
ode of doctrine so clearly formulated.
n a volume so thickly built up of facts it is hardly
>ssible to say where we have derived the most instruc"
n, as every page has been valuable to us.
Day anc
"
Time and the World," if we
Animals," and
ght,"
re obliged to pick and choose, we should perhaps be

svidence of some few old gilds which are said to have
seen non-religious, but this is probably a mistake. The
jfild of the Annunciation of Cambridge might be quoted
Mr. Walford has recorded that one
in evidence of this.
of its rules was that no priest was to be a member.
Local circumstances may well explain this. Cambridge
overflowed with priests, and the gild-brethren may well
have feared that if ecclesiastics were once admitted
the whole government of the gild would slide into their

hands.

The mediaeval gilds were of immense advantage in
when a poor law was unknown and the banking
system and life assurance were undreamt of. Their
times

destruction is one of the greatest blots on the ReformaAs Prof. Rogers has pointed out in his ' History
of Agriculture and Prices,' it would have been easy to
remove from them the characteristics of mediaeval reli-

tion.

gion without sweeping them away altogether.
Mr. Walford has given what he called a geographical
survey, treating of the English gilds county by county.
It is most useful so far as it goes, but we trust his readers
will not lay the book down with the conclusion that he
meant it to be exhaustive. Old wills and other documents
of pre-Reformation time show that there were gilds in

nearly every parish. He was compelled to make a selection, and only dwell on those which seemed the more
important. In Yorkshire, for example, the gilds of but
six places are mentioned. If we mistake not, the wills published by the Surtees Society furnish the names of many
others. Corpus Christi seems to have been a very common
gild title. Mr. Walford mentions eight, and we could add
All the more popular saints had gilds
to their number.

under their patronage. St. Botolph had naturally one
at Boston ; why he was also thus honoured at Norwich
we do not know. We find but one St. Helen's gild in
Mr. Walford's list. This is strange, for on account of
the legend making her out to have been a British
least able to spare.
Though in no sort folk-lore, in princess she was very popular in this country. The
ordinary meaning of that term, the article on the solitary St. Helen's gild he mentions was at Beyerley.
glo-Saxon genealogies is most important. It has been It had some very picturesque rites connected with it.
habit of persons who write on history in these latter On the gild-feast a boy was clad in royal robes and personated the empress, and a scenic representation of the
ys to say that the royal genealogy of the English lin
mythological when we get beyond Kerdic, the Kentish discovery of the cross was given.
of
Grimm
was
a
different
In
his
view
All readers, we are sure, will rise from the perusal of
g.
opinion.
eh of the traditional pedigrees which it has been th< this book with a higher opinion than they had aforetime
.ctice to cast on one side as mere dreaming is unques
of our simple ancestors. Had the author lived to comnably authentic. We do not see how the argument
plete his labours we believe the book would have conimm has produced can be upset. If they are accepted tained much more than it now does. To a learned
stretch
iy
further, perhaps, than the limits to which antiquary such as Mr. Walford the difficulty consisted
has assigned them.
not in finding material, but in compression and rejection.
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The Historical Register of ike University of Oxford :
Calendar.
being a Supplement to the Oxford University
With an Alphabetical Record of University Honours
and Distinctions completed to the end of Trinity
(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)
MUCH of the information contained in this volume used
in former times to appear yearly in the University
'
Calendar.' The Calendar is, like an almanac, intended
for use during the current year, and it has been found
as time went on that the accumulation of fresh facts,

Term,

1888.

'

'

was making it more and more
to transfer
unwieldy. It has been a most useful reform
matters not relating to the
other
and
the honour lists
current year to a volume which may be kept for permanent reference. A book of this sort has wide interest.
Many persons here, in our colonies, and in America will
often desire to consult it who have never had the advanTo read such
tage of being members of the university.
a book is impossible, but there are -very few who will
not have occasion from time to time to turn over its
it is accurate in
pages. So far as we are able to judge,
minute details. We have consulted it with regard to
many among the living and the dead, and found no errors.
The chronological lists of heads of houses, prizemen, and
There is a complete list of the
is very useful.
C'essors
pton Lecturers from 1780, the first year they were
in 1834 and 1835 no appointgiven, to 1889. It seems that
ment was made. There ought to be a note explaining
the reasons for this. Did the funds run short] Then,
aa now, there was agricultural depression, and the

which grew year by

year,

Bampton endowment is, we believe, in landed estate.
One great improvement might be made. The honours
and higher appointments which have fallen to those
should certainly be given. It
"
Gladstone, Wm. E.," to tell us that
absurd, under
in
certain
he was
years burgess for the university, and
not to add that he was also on certain occasions First
"
Lord of the Treasury; or under
Newman, John H.,"
to inform us that the person indicated was once a classical
examiner, and not to add that he is now a cardinal.

who have taken honours

is

The Life of Sidney, Earl Oodolphin, K.G.
By the
Hon. Hugh Elliot. (Longmans & Co.)
piece of good solid work in a
satisfactory manner, but he has not written an inter-

MR. ELLIOT has done a

Godolesting book. That, however, is not his fault.
phin was an upright, conscientious public servant, who
lived at a time when uprightness among those who
played the game of politics was rare ; but he was a most
uninteresting person. His virtues were of the commonplace order, and he had none of the picturesque vices
which throw an unwholesome glamour over the career
of a

man

He was

like Bolingbroke.

a skilled politician

served his country faithfully, and seems to have
found his chief pleasure in the conscientious discharge
The chapter that
of the routine of ministerial work.
details his dismissal and death, though a plain narrative
without any fine writing, will be touching to the few
who know what was then the state of England. Why
has not Mr. Elliot furnished his book with an index ?

who

Le Livre for April contains an announcement of the
formation of the Societe des Bibliophiles Contemporains,
which is limited to 168 members,- all now appointed,
An
140 candidates being necessarily disappointed.
honorary presidency has been given to the Due
admirable
of
Richard
Some
caricatures
d'Aumale.
Wagner and Hector Berlioz and a portrait of' M.
Les
Adolphe Jullien accompany the following article.
Rencontres d'un Bibliophile gives a curious account of
a feud originating in the Academic between the Bishop
of Noyon and the Abbe de Caumartin. The ' Bibliographic Moderue notices one book at least published
'

'

in
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England concerning which English

authorities are

silent.

Kullur und Industrie SildameriJcanischer Volker (Culture and Industries of the South American
Peoples') as
illustrated by the collections of A. Stiibel, W.
Reiss, and
B. Koppele in the Leipzig Ethnographical Museum,
by
Max Uhle, in 2 vols., with plates, is promised by Asher
& Co. The first volume, illustrating the early period is
nearly ready.

WE have to note the death of a once frequent contributor to our earlier volumes, the Rev. Benjamin Hall
Kennedy, D.D., Regius Professor of Greek at Cambridge,
and Canon of Ely, which occurred at Shiphay House,
near Torquay, on April 6th. For thirty years he presided over Shrewsbury, the school in which he had
received his own early education, and sent thence
many
distinguished scholars to the universities. He was one
of the " Tres Viri" who edited the 'Sabrinse Corolla'
in 1850, his coadjutors being his old pupils James
Riddell and W. G. Clark. It is said that Dr. Kennedy
was engaged upon the preparation of a fourth edition
when, at the advanced age of eighty-four, he died.
jJuttccg to Cam0$antt?nt*.
We must call special attention to the following ncticet :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."

ALPHA. The performance wholly by women of Con'
Love for Love,' on June 25, 1705, at the Haymarket, appears to have been repeated on the 27th and
29th of the same month.
After women had been
regularly employed on the stage feminine parts were
played by actors such as Noke the younger, Turner, &c.
We know of no case, however, in which the parts were
all played by men after the period indicated, and we
recall no other instance of pieces acted altogether by
women. If another instance can be advanced we will
greve's

gladly mention

it.

R. HUDSON (" The Bissextile or Intercalary Day ").
Julius Caesar, about 45 B.C., adopted the plan of repeating
each fourth year the sixth day before the Kalends of
March. This was thus to reckon twice February 23.
In 1683 Archbishop Sancroft issued an injunction that
the Feast of St. Matthias should be celebrated for ever
on February 24. That, then, is the period regarded aa
marking the introduction of February 29th.
T. A. C. ATTWOOD, of Malvern Wells, would be much
obliged if J. B. Whitborne would apply to him respecting information requested some years ago as to the
Carless (or Carlos) family.
CORRIGENDA. P. 257, col. 1, 1. 2, Sir Robert Sale was
killed at

Moodkee

in his sixty-third year, and not his
p. 276, col. 2, 1. 5, for "Po-

"sixty-sixth," as stated;
"
dares
read Podarces.

NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
"
the Office, 22,
Business Letters to The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and

"at

to this rule

we can make no

exception,

th
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ime-A. Young, 322 Anthony a Wood, 323

V(
"
1

"Dal tuo
Sancho Chasm

Antiquary'

J. GraScott's

Portrait of

stellato soglio," 324

321

The A.-S. brom, broom, becomes brom, and then
brum; hence Bromyard, Bromley, Brompton.
The A.-S. die, dyke, becomes die; hence dieton, and by assimilation Ditton.
The A.-S. dun, a down, becomes dun; hence

We also have
Dunton, Dunwich, Dunmow.
Downton. In such cases we may expect Downton to be a later form i. e. that the place is of
" Pakeha Maori " J. Bright and
N. & Q.'
QIj ERIES
g; John and Arundel Historical Rings The 'Monthly less antiquity than Dunton.
I agazine 'Circumbendibus -Work on the Great RevoluThe A.-S. fill, foul, becomes ful; hence FulM. Lepell, Lady Hervey Boswell's
t on-C. Kingsfleld
in which the vowel was formerly long.
It
Supporters Earl of Ross J. and C. bourne,
Life of Johnson,' 327
_ Biggg _ Heraldic Silk Charindarnley R. B. is spelt Fuulburne in a charter.
V es ey
The
328-'
Buscarlet
Masque'
Queen's
Family,
fiaeridan
The A.-S. gos, goose, becomes gos ; hence gosAnti-Sabbatarian
--Ringing the Great Bell of St. Paul's
Sitire Parliament of Bats Ripon Spurriers' Guild, 329.
ling, and Gosfield (Essex).
The A.-S. ham, home, becomes ham; hence
]

;

natius
-Clerical Explosives

15

Clicker

Human

Curious Mistake-Gay,
Leather, 326.
'

,

:

*

:

r

]

Douglas, 329 -Note in Rogers's

REPLIES:

'Italy,'

330-

Date of the 'Roman de la Rose' Wetherby, 331 -Monte
Video St. Seine Direction for Building Churches, 333
" Divine
Aspasia," 334 Dragoons and Hussars
Swing
"Arrant Scot," 335 Shakspeare's House -Cromwell and
Becon's
Reliques of Rome'
Cathedral, 336
Russia Carols and Songs Dessert in America Baffles
Miss
East Sheen, 337
or
Mrs.
English Canting Songs
Notes on Epictetus Wordsworth and Shelley Lady HillPublic Executions in Sussex Almoran's Ring, 338.
'

Carlisle

SOTES ON BOOKS Gardiner's History of the Great Civil
War Rolfe and Ingleby's Naples in 1888 'Hodgson's
'How to Trace your own Pedigree '' St. Bartholomew's
Hospital Reports,' Vol. XXIV.
'

:

'

'

i

|

N'otices to

Correspondents, &c.

But there
parallel to E. homestead.
also A.-S. hamm, gen. hammes, an enclosure,
So we cannot always be
quite distinct from ham.
Hampstead,

is

sure as to this prefix.
The A. -S. hdeth, a heath, becomes hceth, pronounced as E. hath. Slightly altered, this occurs
in Hadley and Hatfield, spelt in the charters with
the form for heath.
The A.-S. mor becomes mor ; hence Morton and
.

Morland and Westmorland.
The A.-S. read, red, is now red; and the A.-S.
In Red Hill we
hreod, a reed, also becomes red.
probably have the former. In Kedbourne (Hants),
the A.-S. form Hreodburne shows that we have the
latter.

J20U*.

VOWEL-SHORTENING IN ENGLISH
PLACE-NAMES.
In

'

Principles of English Etymology,' chap,
xv., I have given examples of vowel-shortening
a the former syllable of dissyllabic words, and at
494 I instance Whit-by, Whit-church, from the

my

The A.-S. seep, a sheep, gives a form shep. In
Hence Shepton,
Shropshire sheep are called ships.
Shipton, Shipley.
The A.-S. stdn, a stone, becomes stan; hence
Stanton, Stanford, and perhaps Stamford.
also find Stainton and Stonton, where stain is the

We

Norse form, and ston is from M.E. stoon.
The A.-S. form of Sherborne is Scire-burne,
A few more examples may be from scire, pure, clear, Mod. E. sheer.
djective white.
The A.-S. strdet becomes street, pronounced strat;
teresting by way of making the principle clearer.
The A.-S. ac, oak, with loss of accent, becomes hence Stratford. The Mercian form is stret, which
Ack-land. I remember once becomes stret; hence Stretton, Streatham.
c, hence Ac-ton,
The A.-S. Stur, the river Stour, becomes stur ;
ing at Acle, in Norfolk, and remarking that it
ght to be called Ack-ley, and not Aikl, as is now hence Sturminster.
The A.-S. stith, south, becomes suth ; hence SutI was at once informed that "that was just
lal.
hat the old people did call it." This piece of in- ton (for suth-ton}, Sudbury (for suth-bury), Sussex
rmation may as well be put on record. It is fair (for suth-sex), and Surrey (A.-S. Suthrige).
The word swain is of Norse origin. The A.-S.
conclude that it meant oak-lea.
Perhaps Benacre (Suffolk) means lean-acre. We form is swan. This, shortened to swan, appears in
But this is a Swanswick, as Prof. Earle can tell us.
ve Benefield (Northampton).
The A..-S. swm, swine, becomes swin; hence
ess, and guesses are not at all advisable in the
esent disgracefully backward state of the etymo- Swinden, Swinford, Swindon.
The A.-S. for Tadley is Tadan-leah, i. e., Toadgy of place-names. Most books on the subject
e ludicrously wrong.
field.
We find the same vowel-shortening in the
A word like Blackmore presents great difficulty. common tad-pole.
Lo not see how to decide whether it is from A.-S.
The river Teme gave its name to Teem-bury,
Let us wait now spelt Tenbury at least, so I have been told,
ic, bleak, or from A.-S. blcec, black.
evidence.
and it seems quite reasonable.
The A.-S. brad, broad, becomes brad; hence
The A.-S. tun, town, becomes tun ; hence Tun-

>.

adford.

bridge, Tunstead.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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The A.-S. hu-aete, wheat, becomes hwcet; hence
There
Whatfield (Suffolk) and Wheathamstead.
is an A.-S. place-name Hwaete-dun, lit. wheatdown. This became Whatdon ; then Whotton,
by influence of wh on the vowel, and by assimilaThis is
tion ; and it is now Wotton (in Surrey).
an excellent example of the futility of guessing
and of the exact operation of phonetic laws.
The A.-S. hwtt, white, became hwit; hence

[7-
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Boutree, elder tree.
a rattle, or bell, used by common criers.
Cannach, a plant that grows in moorish and marihv
with
a leafless stalk and a silky white tuft at the
places,
Skillet,

top.

Srniddy, smithy.
Blawn, blown.

Rowan

tree,

mountain ash.

It is strange that in

so very short a list Mr
Grahame did not think it worth while to
arrange
the
words
Whitcliff
in
Whitfield
His definition of
(A.-S. hwltfeld),
alphabetical order.
Whitchurcb,
is
different
from
what
would
be given here or
skep
(near Ludlow).
must remember, on the other hand, that in the neighbouring shires. In the northern parts
Modern English sometimes lengthens the A.-S. of Lindsey skep signifies (1) a wooden measure of
In this case the place-name may keep
vowel.
Such is the case with
the original short vowel.
Cranbourne, Cranfield, Cranford, from A.-S. cran.
The modern word is crane. Dalby is from A.-S. bees. I do not understand what the poet means
Denton is from A.-S. denu, a when he says that a skep is of " a size to hold a
dcel, Mod. E. dale.
"
nests are of very various capacities.
One
valley, a dene, with long e in Kottingdean, Oving- nest
is reminded
in
Tenterden.
short
dean, though
by this definition of the gentleman
"
in
from
is
W.
cwm.
a
for
book
to
his
who,
Combe-town,
Compton
describing
son, said,
Well,
The name Quinton illustrates the common English my boy, I don't know how big it was. It might
be
also
find
so
from
en
to
in.
somewhere
about
the
size
of
a
Testament."
Quendon,
change
The interpretation of quern seems to indicate
that Quinton stands for Quenton. Qnen is the A.-S.
that
loss
and
a
with
of
subhand-mills
were
in
use
in
Scotland
when these
vowel-length
cwen,
queen,
notes were written.
stitution of the Anglo-French qu for A.-S. cw.
Of course many of these examples are old ; but
or
means
in
Lincolnshire
a sauceSkellet,
skillet,
I have grouped them together so as to illustrate a pan.
I never heard it employed to indicate a

We

We

principle.

guide us

if

We

shall

have to accept principles to
is to be made.

ever any advance

EDWARD

rattle or bell.

PEACOCK.

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

ANTHONY YOUNG, MUSICIAN.
JAMES GRAHAM E.
James Grahame holds a minor place among
His Sabbath, with SabScottish verse writers.
bath Walks, and other Poems is<, 1 have underThe sixth edition
stood, considered his best work.
of this was published in 1808. The first edition of
his 'Birds of Scotland, and other Poems' was
'

'

nd
(See 2 S.

itself interesting.

It

is

also useful to students of

have certain carefully considered definitions which were made more than eighty years
dialect to

ago:
Bield, shelter, a small rudely formed bower, or hut.
Skep, a basket of coiled straw or rashes of a size to
hold a nest; also a bee-hive.
Quern, the hollow stone of a hand-mill.

Know, knoll
Cleugh, the cleft; of a hill, a recess.
Blae, a deep purplish blue.
Soughing, producing a sound like the wind through
trees or a wand moved quickly through the air.
Shatv, a small copsewood.

Hearlsome, cheerful.

63

;

x. 301;

3 rd

S. iv. 327, 417; v. 267.)

to time I receive applications for information respecting this once popular performer
and composer, erroneously supposed to have been
organist of All Hallows Barking at the end of the

seventeenth century, and, on very insufficient evi*
dence, the composer of the music to God save the
Queen.'
In certain privately- printed notes on the family
"
of Sir Peter Young,
preceptor to James I. of
England and one of the Commissioners to negoa
tiate
marriage with the Princess Anne of Den-

This little volume contains at the
end a glossary which may be useful to your readers
I therefore send you a
for more than one reason.
transcript, which I hope in due time may appear
in *N. & Q.'
The compiler evidently thought
"
unknown or little known mark,"
that these words were
" The
on the south side of the Tweed." This fact is of
issued in 1806.

vii.

From time

I find

:

great Rebellion of 1649 so ruined this family
Anthony Young became the Organist of All Hallows, Barking, London, and of St. Katherine Cree Church,
near the Tower, and the composer of ' God save the
that

King.'"
is no evidence, however, for his having held
the office of organist of All Hallows, although the
post was held from 1713 to 1758 by his son, Charles
Young, the father of Mrs. Arne and Mrs. Lampe.
No mention is made of Anthony Young in Grove's
'
Diet, of Music and Musicians '; nor is his claim
'
God save the King
to be the composer of
even given in Grove's article on this topic ir
Nor is the
vol. i. of the 'Dictionary' (p. 605).
'
claim recognized in the Notes on the National

There

a

A
vc
th

no
H.
It
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in Chappell's Music of the Olden Time,'
on
pp. 691-707; in the exhaustive papers
same topic in vol. xix. of the Musical Times ;
in an article on the National Anthem by Canon
rford in the Antiquarian Magazine, vol. i. p. 229.
would be interesting to know upon what evi-

them

.

'

ii.

.
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several days, (more Particularly because he had left
several Querys w" me, to answer, which I knew he very
impatiently desired) upon enquiry. I was surprised to

heare, that he lay a dying of a Total Suppression of
Urine Immediately I sent to see him, w h was y e 22 d
Nov. His Relations sent me Word there were no Hopes
th
of his recovery, being the 11 day, but that he apprehended no Danger, was very froward that they dared not
that therefore they did very much beseech
speaJc to Aim
me, to come to him, being the only person they could
think on, that probably he would hearken to
I was
very sensible of the Difficulty, but having been so long
:

'
'
de ice the music of God Save the King has been
No doubt he was deservedly
at; ributed to him.
The
esteemed as a composer in his own day.
following songs are attributed to him.
Copies of
th >tn all are in the British Museum Library, but and Familiarly acquainted, I thought myself obliged to
His relations ventured to leave his
go, without delay.
foi the most part without bearing any date or pubDoors unlockt, so I got up into his room, which he never
lis aer's name
let me see before
At first sight, Poor Man, he fell into
"With arts oft practis'd and admired." Words by a a Fit of Trembling, and disorder of Mind, as great as
Young Lady, set to music by Mr. Anthony Young. possible I spoke all y e Comfortable Words to him, and
complained that he would not send for me after he had
The Reproach ': " Send back thy strayed eyes to me." composed himselfe, I then began to be plain w th him ;
1720?
He was very unwilling to believe any thing of it, insistAuong.
To the Agreeable Memory of Two Sisters who Lived ing that he was very well and would come to see me at
and Died Together': "Sylvia, Delia, sweetest pair." night : I was forced to debate y e Point w th him, till at
last, upon mentioning a Parallel Case of a Common Ac" While at
th
your feet I sighing lye." 1720 ?
quaintance, w whom I was conversant every day, He
'
The Shy Shepherdess.' 1720 ?
yeilded, and sayd 7* L^ Will must be done: What would
A new song by Mr. Anthony Young
I desired him to loose not a minute,
have
me
do?
you
Give me but a friend and a glass, boys,
in vain Complaints and Remonstrances, but proceed
I 'le show ye what 'tis to be gay.
directly to settle his Papers that were so numerous and
:

:

:

;

'

'

:

1720?
Bright Terarainta crossed the grove." A cantata.
set to music by Mr. Anthony
Young. 1725?
A new Scotch song " Belladyna's blythe and pretty."
This is published in a collection of Scotch songs printed
"
J. Walsh, Servant to His Majesty, at the Harp and
jy
Hoboy in Catherine Street, Strand." The date of this
volume is 1740, but the song was probably written long
"

The words by Mr. Carey,
:

before.

The same printer published in 1730 a volume of
'

:

Suits of Lessons for the Harpsichord, or
Spinnet.

By Mr. Anthony Young, Organist of

St.

Clement

Danes."

known of
If Henry

'
ey wrote the words of God save the King it
not improbable that Young wrote the music to
.hem.
But there is really no evidence for this ;
ind, in spite of all that has been written on this
;opic, there is still a very prevalent opinion that
oth words and music were
composed by Carey.
'

s

J.

MASKELL.

ANTHONY A WOOD.

The following description
the last hours of the historian of Oxford has
ust been purchased
by the Bodleian Library from
Miss Clara Millard, of Teddington.
It is from

)f

Arthur Charlett, the Master of
University College,
ind is, I should
assume, though that does not
ippear, addressed to Archbishop Tenison.
Other
iorrespondence of Charlett is among the Ballard
USS. in the Bodleian.
Univ.

May

Coll.,

Dec.

1, 95.

it

please your Grace,
Having been Absent some
this Place, I crave leave
now, to give your
irace an Account of e Death of our Laborious
Antiy

from

quary,

Mr Antony a Wood

him

:

by

M'

:

Having missed him,

for

Tanner.

After I came home I repeted all that I had sayd, in a
long letter to Him, being somewhat jealous of Him, and
sent

It is to be regretted that more is not
his able and once popular musician.

jays

He then askt, Who he could trust ? I advised
to Mr Tanner of All Souls, for whose Fidelity I
could be responsible. His answer was, he thought so too,
and that he would in this and all y e other particulars
follow my advice, promising me immediately to set about
his Will and prepare for y e sacrament y e next day (he
having otherwise resolved to recreate on Christmas day)
I was extremely glad to find him in so good a Temper,
and having discount him about several Things, I told
him I never expected to see him again and therefore took
my last Farewell, telling him I should heare Constantly
confused

it

by M' Tanner.

He

kept his word punctually, and immediately sent to
a very good man, his Confident, to pray with him,
e
appointing his Fours, receaved y Sacrament the next
morning very devoutly, made his will, went into his
Studdy w h his two Freinds Mr Bille & Mr Tanner, to
sort that vast multitude of papers, notes, letters,
about two bushells full, he ordered for y e Fire, to be
h
lighted, as He was expiring, w was accordingly done, he
expressing both his knowledge & approbation of what
was done, by throwing out his Hands. He was a very
strong lusty man Aged 65 years, he was 22 hours a dying,
God Almighty spared him so long, that he had his senses
entire, and full time, to settle all his concerns to his
e
content, having writ y most minute Particular under his
Hand, about his Funeral. He has gave his Books &
e
Papers to y University to be placed next his Freind S r
W. Dugdales MSS., wh are very valuable to any of his
own Temper. His more private Papers he has ordered
not to be opened these seaven years, and ha? placed them
r
in y e Custody of Mr Bille (?) &
Tanner of whose
care I am told, he makes me Overseer. The Continuation of bis Athenae Oxon in two Fol. w oh he had carried
on to y e 19"> of October last, (De Merret & Dudley
Loftus being the two last) he gave the day before he
h
r
Tanner for his sole use,
dyed, w great Ceremony, to
without any restrictions.
His behaviour was very well during his Illnesse, was
very patient & quiet, especially towards the latter end,

M

M
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all tbat he had injured, and desired
the prayers of all the Publick Congregations. The last
night he was very decent'y buried, all the Particulars
were prescribed by himselfe. He has given great charge
I beg your Graces
to burne any loose reflecting Notes.
Pardon for this long hasty letter, and crave leave to

he askt pardon of

it

please your Grace

Your Graces
Most Obedient

s.
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gives it as his opinion that future ages will regard
the Waverley Novels as the greatest achievement
of English literature, after the dramas of Shakespeare and the poems of Milton. The more I read
Scott, the more I feel that this judgment is, on
the whole, correct.
Without knowing who wrote
article, I have a suspicion that it is by

remain

May

[7*

this

N. & Q.' 's good friend, Dr. Doran,
believe, a devoted lover of Scott (see
5 th S. ii. 2).
'

& Most

Dutifull Servant
A. CHAELETT.

H. T.

who
'

N.

was,

&

I

Q.,'

suggest to your readers generally that is,
whom the idea has never occurred, and
who, like myself, are, with Milton's pensive student,
"
"
blest with a large amount of retired leisure
that
there are few pleasanter and more profitable ways
of spending the said leisure than in reading the
works of great authors on this principle of mutual
"y epistolary correspondensh," as old Edie has it?
Readers will, of course, select their authors according to taste, but I think Shakespeare, Moliere, and
Scott are especially suitable for reading of this
kind.
Let two book-loving friends who have not
already tried it begin forthwith, and I think they
will be grateful to me for the suggestion.

May I

to those to

SCOTT'S 'ANTIQUARY.' I am at present readfriend
ing the Waverley Novels with a distant
on the principle of mutual criticism (by letter).
have just finished the 'Antiquary,' and I
do not think I have ever been so much imof the leading
pressed by the powerful delineation
characters, especially Mr. Oldbuck and Edie Ochilthe romance as a whole.
tree, and by the vigour of
are both, however, struck by the somewhat
morbid episode of Lord Glenallan's unfortunate
marriage. Even had matters been as Lord Glenallan thought, this was no reason why he need have
" blotted
considered his entire life as blighted
out of the book of the living," as he expresses it by
an act which he did in ignorance. Nay, had he even

We

We

committed it knowingly, he might in time have got
Cardinal Newman, I believe, says someover it.
where that a true penitent never forgives himself,
a view which Frederick William Robertson justly
It is remarkable
characterizes as utterly false.
that Scott, who seems to have known Shakespeare
almost by heart, did not call to mind the opening
'
Winter's Tale.' No
lines of the fifth act of the
one who has been kind enough to read my numer'
ous notes on, and references to, Scott in N. & Q.'
could suppose for a moment that I could speak
disrespectfully of one who has been like an
I should
intellectual father to me all my life.
consider myself guilty of something like literary
I merely
impiety were I to do such a thing.
mention it as a singular circumstance that

Scott should for once, seemingly with approval,
have allowed one of his characters to lapse into a

kind of morbid self-consciousness. It was, I fear,
really this that poor Lord Glenallan was suffering
from self-consciousness which he himself mistook
for remorse.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alresford.

"DAL TOO STELLATO soGLio." These words
are familiar to us as occurring in a famous and
so
popular Italian opera ; but it is perhaps not
well known that the phrase comes from one of
the Antiphons in the Little Office of the B.V.M.,
"
Aesumpta est Maria in ccelum gaudent angeli,
:

laudantes benedicunt Dominum. Maria Virgo assumpta est ad sethereum thalamum, in quo Eex
regum stellate sedet solio." Another beautiful idea.
of course, is that of representing the B.V.M. (as
Mary glorified) with stars forming a radiant crowo
famous instance of this is a
around her head.
Madonna circled with stars by Perugino. These
Christian art- forms may or may not have been

A

but the
copied from or influenced by pagan art,
of the later
parallelism in this and other cases
of Christian art is remarkable.
classic and
"
of
Except in the Old Testament, the title Queen

Heaven," Eegina

Coeli, is

ings of St. Augustine's

first

bete

found in the
noire,

writ-

the African

Neo-Platonist Apuleiu?, who applies it to Jano,
of a suppliant,
putting the words into the mouth
and the whole prayer is remarkable as showii
both the strength and the weakness of the highei

Poor old Elspeth's case is not quite the same as
Lord Glenallan's. She was suffering from remorse
for a deep wrong she had done which she could at and mystical paganism.
As a far more learned man than myself, Mr.
any time have remedied, at least to a certain extent, by a confession of the truth to Lord Glen- Symonds, of Magdalen College, Oxford, has pointec
allan, which confession she had not the moral out in his admirable essay on Antinoiis, origin
later
courage to make; but Lord Glenallan's marriage, ally published in the Cornhill Magazine, the
even had it been as he thought, was irremediable. paganism was essentially syncretist; and thus, fo:
or J
Amongst my Ket/^Ata I have a long article on example, the originally ignoble Roman
Scott which I cut out of the Athenaeum of 1871 (I goddess of trade and barter (venum) was ultimate
have not noted the month), in which the writer idealized, and identified in art and worship witb

|

!

I
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tb delicate and radiant Aphrodite, the foam-born
Further, Aphrodite, or
gr Ideas of the Greeks.
nus, was identified with the Egyptian Isis, who,
HI e another in a higher and holier creed, has been

V

"
he loured as
daughter, mother, spouse of God."
Tl e planet which we now call Venus was origin"
"
all 7 also named Isis, and it was her
starry veil
wl ich, having passed through the two stages of
G) seco-Egyptian mysticism and Byzantine sacred
was the prototype of Perugino's and other
,
idoal presentations of the B.V.M., the African and
Bvzantine pagan and Christian traditions and artforms reinvesting themselves with life in preKiiffaelite and also Renaissance Italy. As the Greek
ar

tragedian

prophetically said,

iroXviovvfJios,

/>ua

H. DB B. H.

PORTRAIT OF IGNATIUS SANCHO. The Athenccum of March 16 contains an advertisement of
the sale at Norwich on Thursday and Friday,
March 21 and 22, of the library and curiosities
belonging to the late Henry Stevenson, F.S.A,,
of Norwich.
In the collection is mentioned particularly a portrait of Ignatius Sancho by Gainsand it seems very remarkable that a
Borough ;
portrait should have been painted of a man in
iso humble a walk in life and
by so distinguished
San artist.
He was, on the authority of the ' Life
!of Sterne/ by
Percy Fitzgerald, vol. ii. p. 370,
i"a

man

black

in

the

service of

the

Duke

of
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that the revisers sometimes altered words from
the translation of 1611 which would perhaps
have better been left as they were, in this particular instance alteration would have been improvement, as it is a case in" which " the A.V.
would probably have inserted chasm had that

word then existed. Doubtless "chasma" was
considered to have too strange a sound if, indeed, there was then any precedent" for its use in
The Eheims version has chaos."
English.

W.

T.

LYNN.

Blackheath.

CLICKER.
"

A

CLICKEE, AND WHY ? At the Clickers' Benevolent
Society's annual dinner, on Tuesday evening, Mr. H. B.
Randall, who was in the chair, puzzled himself and his
audience with a conundrum What is the origin of the

word

clicker

that there

who

clicks.

Nobody could

?

a verb

is

tell.

The presumption

to click, and that
is to click ?

But what

is

the clicker is one
Johnson's ' Dic-

and other authorities follow, says to click is to
a sharp, small, successive noiee (with the mouth
one presumes), and suggests that it is derived from
Thus Gay says
cliken (Dutch) or cliqueter (French).
The solemn death-watch clicked the hour she died,
tionary,'

make

And shrilling crickets in the chimney cried.
And then Johnson follows up with a somewhat uncompli-

'
definition, Clicker (from click) A low word for
the servant of a salesman, who stands at the door to inBut these definitions do not bring us
much nearer the philosophy of the clicker of the shoe
trade. I am told there is a Turkish word click, meaning
a short sword or broad knife. As the clicker's knife is a
"
short, broad article, has that anything to do with it?

mentary

:

vite customers.'

Montague, and was born on board a slave-ship
in 1727."
Once in the employment of some
maiden ladies at Greenwich, he passed from their The above
paragraph is culled from the
Northamp'
Iservico into that of the
N. & Q.' may
duke, and seems to have ton Mercury under date March 23.
!won the favour of Sterne by his
appreciation of perhaps be able to throw light on the meaning of
'Tristram Shandy.'
The intelligent negro, who the word.
JOHN T. PAGE.
(obtained the name of Sancho from some fancied
Holmby House, Forest Gate.
iresemblance to Sancho Panza in 'Don Quixote,'
in 1780, as proprietor of a
CURIOUS MISTAKE IN TRANSLITERATION. I
grocery store,
pied
just eight years before Gainsborough's decease. take the following from a well-known second"
Allibone's Dictionary of
Is it worth a corner
San- hand bookseller's catalogue.
Authors,' under
ho," gives some notice of him, and refers to his in 'N. & Q.' as a curiosity ?
"
Letters, with Memoirs of his Life,' by Joseph
234. Charles I.Eikon Baziaikh, Pourtraicture of His
Tekyll, London, 2 vols., 1782; second ed., 1783; Sacred Majestie in his Solitudes and his Sufferings;
'

hird ed., 1803.
He is said once to have thought
f
going on the stage in the character of Othello,
jut not to have done so on account of his indisinct pronunciation.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

CHASM. It would be interesting to know when
word in its modern form was introduced into

his

frontis.,

crown

8vo.,

one cover cracked,

2s. 6d.

1824."

R. F. COBBOLD.

GAT. Prof. Max Mullet, in his 'Lectures on
'
the Science of Thought (Chicago, 1888), p. 36,
says that "gay is the German gahe, literally
going, or as we now say, going it."
Kluge (s.v.
"jab,") also connects the French gai with Ger.

he English language.
It is well known that it
jdh (gahe), but adds "zusammenhang mit gehen
first
adopted in its original form from the ist unmoglich." I doubt whether there is any conjreek (^acr/m) chasma. That word occurs once nexion between
There is an old
gay and gahe.
>nly in the New Testament, in the parable of form of gai in Old French in William of Wad'
Oives and Lazarus ; but the Authorized transManuel des Peches,' ed. Furnivall,
ington's
ators preferred to leave the
Now gu- in Old
rendering "great 1862, 1. 3109, namely, guai.
?ulf," which appeared first in the Genevan verFrench points not to a Germanic g, but to a
ion.
Tyndale translated "great space "; Wy- Germanic w, and this leads us to O.H.G. wdfii,
liffe
"great dark place." Although one regrets " pretty, fine, good," as the original of gai. The
vas
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O.H.G. gdhi (whence gdhe) is represented in
French by geai, our jay, just as O.H.G. gardo is
A. L. MAYHEW.
the source ofjardin.
Oxford.

CLERICAL EXPLOSIVES. Everybody, I take it
some time or other to relieve his
French priests
feelings by a hasty exclamation.
are, as is well known, accused of using on these
occasions sac a papier, which is quite harmless anc
feels inclined

yet has a flavour about it of the familiar French
oath sacre.
In an Italian book by G. Carcano, en'
titled Angiola Maria (ninth edit., Milan, 1873).
I find in p. 70 an Italian priest exclaiming " per
dincibacco," and I shall be glad if anybody can tel
me the meaning of the dinci (per bacco, alone, is a
common oath enough), and whether the expression is
supposed to be a favourite exclamation with Italian
As for English clergymen I have never
priests'.
heard them charged with using any particular
*

exclamation.

Sydenham

F.

CHANCE.

HUMAN LEATHER.

Some years since the pens
of your correspondents were exercised in noting
of
the above.
In connexion with the
specimens
"
note with a vengeance
subject the following
to
be permanently recorded, if only as a
ought
curiosity.

s. vii.

APBU 27,

what I have seen and heard about it, it excelled other
kinds of light leather. I had a small section of the
leather in my possession for some time. In texture it
was very soft and pliable, and to tome extent resembled
dog-skin and kid-skin, not so porous as the dog nor so
close as the kid.
Not knowing the pint from which the
piece I had was cut, my description of its texture and
appearance may not be altogether correct. The skins of
which I speak were surreptitiously obtained, and as surreptitiously tanned in a local tannery, where light skin
tanning is far from a success. These conditions appear
to prove conclusively that the human skin is superior to
all others,
particularly if properly experimented upon
and brought to its highest degree of perfection in a
It could never be
regular and legitimate way.
anything
like a waterproof leather, as it contains more pores and
sweat glands than any other skin."

Thank goodness
and may prevent
lowers and others

that last sentence

is

a

relief,

but unscrupulous camp folof that ilk from engaging in a
new industry when "horrida bella" sweep over
the land!
The "Tewksbury horror" referred to
is unknown to me.
Some of your readers may
all

know

the details so far as they relate to
little pathetically business-like
touch in the above as to the unhairing is charming, and it is a pleasure to gather that all thinskinned people, such as etymologists, Shakespearian
commentators, church choirs, &c., will be spared, as
useless for the purpose.
I have not the means of
reference at hand ; but if the following further
notes of cases of tanned or otherwise prepared
human skins have not already found a restingplace in the pages of 'N. & Q.,' it may be well
possibly

Hill.

[7>

this subject.

The

The Boot and Shoe Trades Journal, in a late
number, after stating that for some time past the
question of using human skins and converting
them into leather has been ucder consideration in to embalm them.
Germany and other countries, and that recent reUnder the ironwork on the door of the church of
searches show that such skins, if properly dressed,
Copford, Essex, there used to be (perhaps still is)
excellent
possess
wearing qualities, and are said to a piece of a kind of parchment-looking material,
be unequalled for fine and light goods, further in- said to be "the remains of the skins of some Danish
forms us
robbers who had committed sacrilege," and whose
"We hare seen a pair of shoes made from human skin, skins, after they were put to death, were nailed
as
it
we
are
bound
to
and, ghastly
may seem,
And in Gordon's Grammar of Geosay they possess there.
A Canadian correspondent
many excellent qualities
two human skins, one male and the other
forwards some particulars which may be interesting to graphy'
our readers. Some time ago the civilized world looked female, are referred to as in the University of Ley"
aghast at the revelations in regard to the Tewksbury den,
prepared and tanned like leather, and a pair
(Mass.) Aims-House horror, when it became known that of shoes made of such leather," a shoe made of the
such ghoulish proceedings as skinning the deceased entrails of a
man, and another "human skin dressed
paupers and converting their skins (black and white) as
parchment "; whilst a letter from French Guiana,
into leather was practised. Now, how
many of these people recorded in
who talked so loud and wrote so deprecatingly of the
1859, states that
" an officer of the marine
affair care one iota for the late
infantry, who commanded the
paupers 1 Now, could it
become custom, the human skin would be likely to form penitentiary of St. Mary a la Comte, lately died of dis:

'

an important item as an article of commerce, and Avould
certainly be a better wearing leather than some now
used.
The human skin possesses high wearing qualities
if properly prepared.
Being an almost naked skin, it
would not require to undergo the injurious effect of unhairing. However, there would be one eerious drawback

to its use, viz., that fresh skins could not be obtained unless the battlefield were resorted to.
It is well known
when animals die from disease, &c., that the skin ia
somewhat injured by the causes which led to the animal's
death, and that to give the best results the animal reto be bled immediately, so that the skin will be
auires
rained of the blood and other impurities. I have seen

some shoes made and worn from human

skin, and,

from

eases contracted at that insalubrious station. The inventory of the objects he left behind him comprised a
very curious cuirass, with straps and other accessories.
On examination it proved to be of human skin. A convict had died whose breast was covered with extremely
>eautiful tattooing.

The commandant

of the station

and had the man fltyed before he was buried.
moment it was thought that this human relic would
lave been put up for auction with the officer's other
Sects; but, fortunately, it occurred to somebody that it
was rather too disgusting. It was known that the officer
lad worn the cuirass several times when fencing with his
omrades."
B. W. HACKWOOD.
:new
?or a

this,

j
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THE MONTHLY MAGAZINE.'
f

There was a set

magazine in 201 vols. (1749-1829) which
had formerly belonged to Griffiths, and had his
MS. notes of the name of the writer appended to
every article from the beginning down to the year
1815 sold at Heber's sale (viii. 1666) in March,
1836.
Can any one tell what has become of it ?
of this

v

must request correspondents desiring information

'e

on amily matters of only private interest, to affix their
uai es and addresses to their queries, in order that the
ins vers may be addressed to them direct.
'

PAKEHA MAORI."

In a recent

article

on Aus-

high praise was given to a work
iLed Old New Zealand/ by "A Pakeha Maori."
hi.t book has been ascribed to "Judge Manning."

F.

tra ian literature

N.

'

Mir William Manning meant ; and, if so, during
hat part of his life did he reside in
Zealand ?

New

like mock-Latin, and one
began in some parody of legal

CIRCUMBENDIBUS looks

wonders whether it
phraseology preceded by cum,
earliest

occurrence

known

to

in, or sine.

me

is

in

The

Dryden,

"
Spanish Friar/ Act V. sc. ii., I shall fetch him
back with a circum-bendibus." Pope, 'Art of Sink"
has the Periphrasis which the moderns
g appeared in the Manchester City News of ing,' 100,
call the circumbendibus." Can earlier examples be
pdl 13
J. A. H. MURRAY.
"JOHN BRIGHT AND 'NOTES AND QUERIES.' The furnished?
Oxford.
ditor of the London [sic] Notes and Queries, in recordg the death of John Bright, says he was a not infreWORK ON THE GREAT REVOLUTION. ' Cornuent contributor to our columns, in which he always
ok a keen interest.' Can any one say how his com- pleat Collection of all the Reports, Lye?, and
unications were signed, and what were his chief sub- Stories which were the Forerunners of the Great
cts? I have failed to find anything signed by his
Revolution in 1688.' Who is C. D. L., whose
ame. ION."
initials are prefixed to this book, printed in LonQ replying to "Ion "I stated that Mr. Bright's
don, and sold by T. Welford, near St. Paul's,
th
st contribution to
N. & Q.' is to be found at 6
WOLSELEY.
1732 ?
xii. 12, but was unable to give him any further
Ranger's Lodge, Greenwich Park, S.B.

D.

JOHN BRIGHT AND 'N. &

Q.'

The

*

follow-

:

'

A

'

formation, as I only possess copies of the journal
uring the period of my own contributorship, from
lh
S. x. (July-December, 1884) up to the last. It
ould be interesting to give in ' N.
Q.' all the

&

Mr. Bright's communications ; and
erhaps some one happily possessing back volumes
ferences to

)

initio will favour us with a

list.

J. B. S.

Manchester,

N. & Q.' consisted simply
are given by other contributors,
communications.
reply on
illiam Penn, 6 th S. i. 157, is from him. as is a second
i Dr. John Brown at
p. 299 of the same volume.]
'

[John Bright's signature in
Ins
is

initials.

A

JOHN AND ARUNDEL.

Can any of your
with information relating to
St. John, who married one of the daughters
Sir John de Arundel, of Conarton, Knt., by his

|saders

I'

As these

difficult to trace his

ST.
|

'

t
r,

favour

me

wife Elizabeth, daughter, and eventually coof Sir Oliver Carminowe (marriage settlement

8 Edward III.) ? I cannot ascertain as yet
her the Christian name of Sir John Arundel's
ughter or that of her husband. They had issue:
;ed

'.ver

St.

John, who married Elizabeth, daughter

d heir of Hugh Luccombe, and died August,
73 ; and Henry St. John, who died in 1406.
J. J.

H.

HISTORICAL RINGS. Is there a record in any
emoir of two rings belongings to Marie Antoione a ruby, cut in shape of a heart, pierced
a diamond, surmounted by a
crown, and
and the ring on blue enamel the motto "Je
eris la playe"; the other a table
diamond, with a
tte

th

ver fleur de Jys on either side?

BETA.

CHRISTOPHER KINGSFIELD, MASON, 1622.
Could any of your readers tell me of any sculpture

known

to be the work of Christopher Kingsfield, a
freemason of London in the first half of the seventeenth century ? The Account Book of the Merchant Taylors' Company for 1622-3 shows an entry
of 131. 6s. 3(2. paid to him for making the tomb of
Mr. Dowe in the Church of St. Botolph without
Aldgate. This monument is now undergoing restoration at the expense of that Company.
By the
courtesy of Mr. R. L. Hunter I find that C. Kingsfield was a member of the Masons' Company, and

probably of some note, although after 1620, when
the accounts now extant commence, he does not
appear as serving either as master or warden.
However, one of his name, Thomas Kingsfield, appears for several years as an auditor, and therefore
was presumably a past master ; and Christopher
himself is mentioned in 1645 as one of the surviving parties to a lease of houses adjoining the
Masons' Hall.
H. A. F. CHAMBERS.

Merchant Taylors' Hall.

MARY

LEPELL, LADY HERVEY. Is it possible
where Mary Lepell was baptized and
married ? The entries in the registers would clear
up two doubtful points referred to by Croker in
his edition of 'Lord Hervey's Memoirs.'
G. F. R. B.
to ascertain

'

BOSWELL'S LIFE OF JOHNSON.' Will any of
your readers be kind enough to tell me what pages
in the first edition of the above (2 vols. 4to., 1791)
are incorrectly numbered ?
My copy has several
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such blunders in vol. ii., which include the entire
omission of pp. 585 and 586. I am unable at this
moment to compare with other copies, or I would
not trouble you. In my copy of ' Jane Eyre ' (first
edition, 3 vols., 1847) I also find a wrongly numbered page, i. e., p. 85, vol. iii., is marked 89. Is this
the same is all copies ?
JERMYN.

[7*

s. YII.

APBIL

27,

.

prove his connexion with the Hampshire
"amily I shall be grateful.
In 1653 a John Eiggs acquired land in Lower

will

Norfolk County, Virginia. Can he be identified
with any family in England ?
Any replies to the above queries, or others
under my name that may appear in 'N. & Q./
will be much appreciated, as any facts that
may
be thus brought to light will be used in
annotating

SUPPORTERS EARL OF Eoss. Can any one
me at what period supporters came into use in a collection of
inscriptions and family records, to
Scotland and where or when they are first men- be edited
by a committee of the Historical Society
tioned ? Also, what was the family name of the of Ann Arundel
County, of which I have the
:

tell

;

Earl of Koss, 1300 to 1375

?

OLD SUBSCRIBER.

JOHN AND CHARLES WESLEY.
mine has medallions

A

friend

honour to be chairman.
of

two noted men, and
the set also comprises Fletcher of Madeley and
George Whitefield. The medallions are circular,
about two inches in diameter, and are stamped out
of thin metal and gilded.
Each one is surrounded
by a metal rim in a black wood or papier- mache*
such
as was much in vogue for miniatures
frame,
at the end of the last century.
On the one of
Charles Wesley are the letters " M. and P." They
are all doubtless the work of one die-sinker.
They
are beautiful medallions, very well cut, and the
likenesses are good.
Can any reader of N. & Q.'
of these

{

give the name of the die-sinker of the medallions,
or of the publisher of them ?
ION.

Birmingham,

WM. FRANCIS

HERALDIC. Can any one kindly say who bore
the following, which I find on a portrait of a
gentleman in costume temp. Charles I. ? Arg., a
fess gu., in chief two nags' heads couped sa. ; and
in base, a bugle-horn of the last, garnished gold
and stringed of the second. Some of the tinctures
are very hard to make out on account of the picture wanting cleaning, but I think I have blazoned
it as given.
I have referred to Papworth and all
the well-known authorities, but without success.
A. VICARS.

Francis Eiggs, of Colvert County,
Maryland, son of John Riggs, of Southampton,
arrived
in Maryland before 1663, and
merchant,
acquired extensive estates, dying in 1667, when
his estates in the province were claimed
by his
first cousin and nearest of kin in
Maryland, Joseph
a
of
native
Eiggs,
Fareham, Hants, son of Francis
Eiggs, of Southampton, who had settled in VirThe
claim
was allowed, the facts as above
ginia.
set forth having been
proved to the satisfaction of
the High Provincial Court; and
Joseph Eiggs
established himself in Colvert
County, where he
died in 1671.
The brothers Francis and John
Eiggs were, I think, the sons of Eafe and Mary
(Blake) Eiggs, who are mentioned in Berry's
'
Hampshire Pedigrees,' as it appears by the wills
of two members of the
family that the former had
a son Joseph, and the latter a son
John, who
were of an age, and making their
identity with the

What

SILK.

We

is

the etymology of this word?

find the forms O.E.

seolc,

Icel.

silki, Russ.

usually derived from Lat. sericum.
What is the relation of the three Ik forms to one
another ? No doubt one of them the English, or
the Icelandic, or the Eussian may have been deBut which ? On
rived directly from the Latin.
the one hand I do not remember any analogy in
=
English for Ik rk, and therefore for seolc sericum;
and, on the other hand, Miklosich, the learned
Slavonic scholar, holds that shdku was not derived
directly from the Latin, but from one of the Scandinavian languages.
Along what route did the
word sericum in this new form travel into Northern
A. L. MAYHEW.
Europe?
Oxford.
shelku,

BIGGS.

CREGAR.

Annapolis, Ind.

all

What is the name Charma place or a person ?
INQUISITIVE.

CHARINDARNLEY.
darnley

?

Is

it

EICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN was buried in
Westminster Abbey, yet we are told in Mr,
Lord Stratford d
cousins in Maryland
If any of Stanley Lane-Poole's 'Life of
quite possible.
in a
your readers have any evidence that will further EedclinV that Sheridan's skull was exhibited
Car
establish this point I shall be
shop in the Strand. Surely this is an error.
glad to hear of it.
be given ] See vol. i. p. 14.
In 1716 a John Eeggs, styled
gentleman, was any explanation
ANON.
living in Ann Arundel County, Maryland, where
he married in 1720 and died in
BUSCARLET FAMILY, LAMBETH. I had note'
1762, aged seventyfive years.
I have not been able to establish his of a
family of this name, which is of Swiss origin
descent from Joseph Eiggs of Colvert
of t
County, who, from tombs in Lambeth parish churchyard
though not proved to have died without issue, in last century, and having lost my notes, should t
his will (1671)
If any of much obliged to any one who can refer me eithe
only mentions his wife.
your readers can communicate any evidence that to the book from which I took them (some history
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of ihe parish), or send me a copy of the inscrip'
I have looked again at Lysons's Environs,'
tic is.
bu he only gives one of the names, and says " and

the family are buried here."

otl era of

So

my

of the rules of the Spurriers' Guild of that place.
I imagine, from what he said, that it is of the
sixteenth century or earlier.
I shall be glad to
know its present place of custody. Ripon was, in
former days, noted for its spurs. " As true steel
"
as Ripon rowels
Nares
passed into a proverb.
quotes a passage where Ripon spurs are mentioned

notes

we e not taken from his account.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
Is the

c.

W.

Gilling, 193, Strand,

1842

"

author of

w

'

Princess Royal : a Satire.
second edition, London, J.

'

from

They Wont Go ences
T/ A
T

;

329

The Wits!'

to the

I shall be glad of other refermention of the connexion of Ripon
trade from the literature of the

seventeenth or earlier centuries.

By the Hon.
W. Southgate, Library,

EDWARD PEACOCK.

Strand, 1841, known ? The three satires, as
.he author calls them, are scurrilous.
,

W.

BETHELL.

Rise Park, Hull.

DOUGLAS.
.n

RINGING THE GREAT BELL OF ST. PAUL'S.the Times of April 8 it is stated that during

afternoon of Saturday, April 6, the great befl
Paul's waa tolled for the death of the
Duchess of Cambridge.
Was this according to
recedent? the general idea beino- that the great
ell is only tolled on the decease of the
sovereign,
he heir to the throne, the Lord Mayor, and the
)ean of St. Paul's. The Home
Secretary's letter
3 the Lord
Mayor on this occasion requests him
3
give directions for tolling the great bell.
Is
sis a form of
speech, meaning that the Lord
layor is to ask permission from the Dean and
h infer tn VIOTT
<-v,
u n
ii j
'L
hapter to have the bell tolled ; or does it imply
I
Mayor has some right and jurisction in connexion with St. Paul's Cathedral ?
.he
f

St.

4.

GEORGE
36,

James

Street,

BOASE

Buckingham Gate

poem

:

is

the

poem

to be found

and
E. WALFORD, M.A.
this

248)
ving elicited no response, and the subject
'being
lin brought
up by the discussion in the Daily
egraph of a school examination paper " set " by
College of Preceptors, I shall feel much obliged
tny correspondent will inform who the
body thus
i aaed
was, or what gave rise to the epithet

BONACCORD.
SPURRIERS'

oMwii,

solicitor, of

:nere

GUILD.
Ripon, told

The Canon

of Chimay, in his twentieth
cha P ter > saJ s tha t Sir James landed at the port of
Valencia in the Spring-time of 1328, and joined
fche Kin 8 of Spain, who had taken the field
?

against

Saracen King of Granada. " Then," saith my
hls English,
>
" Sir James
Douglas drew out on the one side, with all
his com Pany, to the intent to shew his
prowess the
J.
Lord
Berners

m

^nT^

o^Sh

T^

6

SUFf&V***

on Dottl fides
sides, ana saw that the army of the King of
Spain began somewhat to advance towards their enemies,
he thought then verily that they would soon assemble
together to fight at close quarters; and then he thought
rather to be with the foremost than with the hindermoat and struck his horse with the spurs, and all hia
company also, and dashed into the forces of the King of

The

late

me some

host stood still. And so this noble kniht
knight and all his
company were surrounded by the Saracens, where he
wonde
n rm8 >U
11
he Could nofc
th'
'J ,1 1".* *
m so tbafc\ he and
a11 his company were slain
;
wblch was a sre&i mi8for ^ne, that the Spaniards would
fc

'

;

PARLIAMENT OF BATS. An inquiry as to
your number for March 31, 1877 (5 th S. vii.

RIPON

>

him

,

Andrew Agnew,

course,

-

^

cmnaay virumque cano, quo non atrocior unquam,
Verily do thinko, terris apparuit humbug,
vir
nf nnnr
ot
was Sir
vir,

where

MRR A WARD
ARD ass,
as Lor
Lord James
ames Douglas
Doulas
asks, Was
,
slam at Teba in 1328 when the Spaniards deserted
-

I

'

1837, a mock-heroic Latin
Inch began thus

t

* S. vii.
247.)

Mr.
years

was in existence a
manuscript copy

not rescue them."

Thus

appears that Sir James, like Rupert at
full gallop at the foe without making sure that he was supported ; and
herefore ifc is hardl y fair to say that the
Spaniards
it

Marston Moor, went

^
deserfced

him

-

This same

pwfavidum ingenium had already
made Dou 8 la s untrue to the promise he had given
Ro Dert Bnice ; for, with such a trust and such a
'

burden he ou g ht to have gone straight

to the

Holy

Sepulchre instead of turning aside to fight infidels
oa tlle wav> -^ ut Froissart is too
good an artist
to spoil his
touching story of Bruce's deathbed by
He does not
calling our attention to this failure.
say one word, so far as I can see, as to what
became of King Robert's heart. And it is a little
odd that the crowned heart of " Douglas tender and
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"
true should symbolize nothing better than an infirm purpose and an unfulfilled behest.

A.

J.

M.

Sir William Fraser's ' Douglas Book' may be
consulted with advantage on any point relating to
the distinguished family with which it deals.
Meanwhile Scott, in * Tales of a Grandfather,'
i. xi.,
thus describes the last moments of the

" Good Lord James":

" When he found the
enemy press so thick round him
as to leave no chance of escaping, the earl took from bia
neck the Bruce's heart, and speaking to it, as he would
have done to the king, had he been alive, ' Pass first in
as thou wert wont to do, and Douglas
fight,' he said,
will follow thee, or die.'
He then threw the King's
heart among the enemy, and rushing forward to the
place where it fell, was there slain. Bis body was found
lying above the silver case, as if it had been bia last
object to defend the Bruce's heart."
'

As Bruce

died June 7, 1329, Douglas must
Teba the year after. One authority
"
survived little more than one year
says that he
the demise of his royal master," and adds that
both casket and heart were brought home by

have

fallen at

THOMAS BAYNE.

Douglas's followers.
Helensburgh, N.B.

[Very many

replies are

acknowledged with thanks.]

THE ADDITIONAL NOTE

IN ROGERS'S 'ITALY'

-In

th

S. vi. 267, 352, 409, 457; vii. 224).
December last, when
note (7 th S. vi. 409) called
attention to the want of foundation of Rogers's
" old
Dominican " of Padua, I received
story of the
(7

my

from a friend well read in Southey a reference to a
precisely similar story recorded in The Doctor as
I
having happened to Wilkie at the Escorial.
verified the quotation and found the story (ed.
1848, pp. 220-2) sure enough, but no means supplied of arriving at the source whence the author
obtained it.
On the other hand, all that has been
published of Wilkie's 'Journals and Letters' is
very well known to me. I knew that he spent six
days studying the paintings in the Escorial in
October, 1827, and later on visited it again, and
all his remarks connected with the Cenacolo have
a special interest for me; but in no part of his
(published) letters or journals i3 there any mention
of the " old monk's " philosophical remark. Before
communicating my friend's reply, therefore, I
waited for some confirmation of it to turn up.
'

'

A

piece of corroborative evidence is now supth
S. vii. 224,
plied by your correspondent at 7
st
I have verireferring to the note at 1 S. v. 196.
fied the quotation in Lord Mahon's
history, and
find it almost identical with the version in The
'

Doctor,' but
'

still it
;

cannot be Southey's source, as
'
before the His-

The Doctor was published long

tory.'

At 1 S. v. 475, however, I find that a correspondent who signs J. quotes a very similar
account from Wordsworth's memoirs as having
st

L7-B.vn.ApMi 27, w.

been narrated by Wilkie himself at Rydal Mount,
whence it may be inferred that Southey may very
well have heard it verbally either from Wilkie or
Wordsworth.
It is curious to note the perfect
coincidence of the two, as it would seem, entirely
independent versions of the tradition as recorded

by Lord Mahon and Southey respectively.
Furthermore, Wilkie in his Journal mentions
the fact that "Mr. Stanhope and his brother Lord
Mahon " (as well as Washington Irving and his
brother) went to the Escorial at the same time as
himself, though their stay was not so prolonged as
his
for he boasted that he was the first English
artist who had studied the art treasures of Spain,
and he did it with some thoroughness.
We have here, then, a chain of evidence as com'

'

;

as it is possible to be in support of the
While for the
Wilkie-Escorial-Jeronymite story.
Rogers-Padua-Dominican story not only we cannot
trace a shadow of foundation, but every investigaplete

tion tells against

it.

has not occurred to any one to doubt
Two correthe accuracy of Rogers's statement.
st
spondents of <N. & Q.' (1 S. v. 281, 475) decide that there is no way of accounting for the
repetition, but that it must belong to the vulgar
" order of
stereotype," and is a stock speech re"
"
peated by all old monks who have pictures to
show. This has hitherto remained uncontradicted,
and the question of one of them " What better
"
has remained for thirtyexplanation is there ?
five years without an answer.
Hitherto

it

I have already had occasion to show, however, in
these columns (6 th S. xi. 261) that the picturesque
" old monk " has not the entire
monopoly of errors
and solecisms.
Unless some friend of Rogers's can clear him by
reference to his journal, as I suggested 7 th S. ri.
410, and can produce proof that there was actually
such a convent and such a picture as he mentions,

though they have escaped mention by every other
writer, we seem to have no alternative but to conclude that he absolutely plagiarized the incident, or
else that he was betrayed by an overcrowded

memory

into fancying that

it

had

really happened

to himself.

Wordsworth himself notes the strangeness of the
coincidence without drawing any inference.
Why
did he not, it may be asked, take an opportunity
of clearing the matter up, unless he feared to offend
or mortify his friend by eliciting the awkward
truth.

The irony of the fact that man's works are much
more stable than himself must constantly force itself on the consideration of all who think at all.
It has been attempted to be embodied in the
" Men
refrain which makes the stream say that
may come and men may go, but I go on for ever,
which has enjoyed great popularity, though
wanting

in logic

;

for the

quite
the

stream of water and

j

*s,vii.ApBiL27,'89.j
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men flow under identical conditions
atoms of each are continually varying, the
idarity of the whole has in both cases an equal
earn of

st

tb
so

)

nc orinal identity.
Young has put this better :
In the same stream none ever bathed him twice,
To the same life none ever twice awoke.

0; her moralizers have, however, dwelt upon the lesand Southey adduces instances on the very
i,
pa*e already quoted; but in the particular instance
under consideration the attendant circumstances
of the refectory, the Cenacolo, and the "old monk
alJ
point to a plagiarism rather than a repetition.
so

R. H. BUSK.

In Wordsworth's 'Memoirs,' ii. 272-3,
P.S.
dictated more than thirteen years after the
event,
he says that he believes the story as embodied in
bin lines on his daughter's
portrait was thus first
communicated to the public; that Southey heard
the story from Miss Hutchinson, and transferred
it to
The Doctor.' But these ' Lines ' are dated
1834, and therefore must first have appeared in
the 1836 edition of his poems, whereas the third
volume of ' The Doctor' was published in 1835.
The note in Rogers's ' Italy ' was first inserted in
1838.

THE DATE OF THE 'ROMAN EE LA ROSE'
The point noted by
144).
F. N.
the bearing of the line

vii.

(7

th

S.

your correspondent

Bet ore de cecile roia
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by Meon as containing internal evidence of having
been written not later than 1305. The lines are
those in which the entering of certain religious
orders is advocated ; and among these is mentioned
the order of the Templars, which Me"on says would
not have been mentioned as a reputable body after
1305, about which time the icandals in connexion
with it came to a head. But these lines, on examination, seem, if they prove anything, to show
evidence rather of having been written after these
scandals had come to light.
The speaker is FauxSemblant, the personification of Hypocrisy; and
after enumerating, as fit orders to be entered,
Gil blanc moine,
Gil noir, cil reguler chunoine,
Gil de 1'Ospital, cil du Temple,

he adds significantly,
Gar bien puis

faire d'eus oxemple.

He has

told us before that he shuns really religious
folk, and he evidently means to imply that the
Templars were a fraternity after his own heart.*

Do not the MSS. throw any light on the question of date ?
Has any one attempted to note or
collate the numerous MSS. of the
Roman ' which
of
the
In the
or
to
fix
the
date
earliest?
yet exist,
valuable collection of books presented by Sir George
Grey to the South African Public Library at Cape
Town there is a fine folio MS. of the ' Roman de la
Rose,' whose date has been assigned, from an examination of the illuminations, to the "close of the
reign of Edward I. or the beginning of that of Edward II.," or somewhere between the years 1300
'

on the date of Meung's continuation has been repeatedly taken notice of, ever since M. Paulin Paris
drew attention to it in the Journal des Savans, and 1320. This MS. has lost some leaves, and
October, 1816, in a review of Me'on's edition of appears, from the slight examination I was able to
the 'Roman de la Rose.'
But it should perhaps make of it, to have been written either from dictabe remarked that these lines occur in the first tion or by a very unintelligent scribe.
Doubtless
third, hardly beyond the first quarter, of the work. there are other MSS. which can be fixed to a date
The writing of the remaining 15,000 lines must as early, perhaps earlier. In Ward's Catalogue of
iave taken some time, and the
passage, which was Romances there are mentioned twelve MSS. of the
"rue when it was written,
may have been left stand- 'Roman de la Rose' belonging to the British
if
no longer true by the time the
ng, even
fragments).
poem Museum (one contains only a few
"
was finished.
Four of these are
to the
One
xivth cent."
'

'

would like to know what
authority Kausler has for stating (as your correthat
Jean de Meung wrote his part
spondent says)
3f the Roman ' before his translation of
Vegetius,
De Re Militari.' Further, of what value is the
of
authority
Papirius Masson, who (as quoted by
M4on) alleges that Jean de Meung lived in the
of
reign
Philippe le Bel (1285-1314), and continued
it his
Gallicum poema cui Rosse
instigation the
aomen,' begun by William de Lorris " in the times
)f St. Louis"
(1226-1270) ? There are certain lines
11,608 Meon, 12,340 F. Michel)* which are quoted

assigned

Are there no indications in any
definite date

them

of

of a

W.

F.

?

more
B.

'

'

* I am
taking my knowledge of Meon's statements
:rom the edition of
Fiancisque Michel, 2 vols., 1864
who reproduces raoet of Meon's
prefatory matter, and
this EO slavishly
in
EO slovenly a
(or
fashion) that he has
lot corrected the line citations to
suit the numbering of
bis own edition.
A difference of nearly 400 lines in the
lumbering 13 caused timply by a printer's error in

WETHERBY

th

S.

(7

EBORACUM makes
land

Glossary.'

308, 414

yi.

kindly reference to

3408,

is

is

73, 253).

my

'

Cleve-

better than

of excision, revision,
it up to

and addition in order to bring

Michel's edition.
jf

vii. 9,

But no one knows

myself what need there
correction,

;

In

vol.

i.

p. 112,

the head-line, instead

numbered 4008, and the mistake

is

carried

on

through the rest of the numbering.
* It
may be worth remarking that in the English version, which Prof. Skeatputs "perhaps as early as 1350"
;hat is, at least forty years after these scandals hadendedt
n the suppression of the Order of Templars these lines
ire arranged differently (the " templers and hospitelers"
come first), and the last line, the point of its sarcasm
" I wole no more
)eing by this time obsolete, is altered to
"
vol. iv.

ensatnplis

make

(Bell's 'Chaucer,'

pp. 224-5).

the present standard of philological knowledge and
criticism. But I fear old age, and the pressure of work
undertaken long since, preclude the very possibility
of such an attempt.
Re verting to the communication signed EBORACUM ; after passing with the
"
writer through the stages of hard
hobby-riding,"
the " derivation of names from places," my birth
and upbringing, with the Cleveland dialect as the
final halting-place, I feel as if I had been made to
perform an involuntary somersault which had
dizzied me a little.
All the same, I am indebted
to EBORACUM for two pieces of information.
if
ever
erroneautobiography,
projected, would
have stated that I had never set
ously, of course
foot in Berkshire until I was nearer forty years of

My

And I was concerned about my
age than thirty.
"
ridden-to-death hobby." But, on looking into
the stable, I am pleased to find he looks quite
"
fresh," and as equal to a long day across country
or by the quiet roadside as he has ever been for
many a year. And so long as he is backed by such
supporters as he has met with the late J. E.
Green being the last whose good word I have had
the pleasure of noting I hardly think he will be
withdrawn from the course. At the same time, I
should like to be assured that it is really a hobby
of mine, and not some " dark horse," that EBORACUM

is

m
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thinking about.

What

I have

advanced is this that, so far as
my own inquiries and studies have gone and
they have mainly been limited (as I have stated)
:

to the place-names in this district of Cleveland
the prefix in the preponderating
majority of
place-names ending in by is an Old Danish
personal name; and I may have added that I

think it very likely the same rule may be found
to hold good elsewhere.
Now, I published a
list of forty-three such
place-names in the introduction to my 'Glossary' twenty-one years ago,
all Cleveland names, and most of them still
existing.
Three of these names were given in the form
Englebi, and two in the name Normanebi. Deducting these three duplicates, the total number
remaining is forty. Of these forty the following,
Normanebi, Ulgeberdesbi or Ugleberdebi, Baldebi,
Barnebi, Alewardebi or Elwordebi, Grimesbi,
Bergelbi or Bergebi, Rozebi or Roscebi, Asuluebi
or Asuluesbi, Bollebi, Danebi,
Leisingebi, Ormesbi,
Bernodebi, Esebi, Badresbi, Tollesbi, Colebi, Maltebi, Tormozbi, Steinesbi, Berguluesbi, Turoldesbi,
Buschebi, Feizbi, and Swainby, twenty-six in all,
are such that the prefix is, in nine out of ten of
them, at once identifiable with familiar Norse or

Danish personal names, and the residue
equally
Of the other sixteen,
recognizable on inquiry.
Staxebi, Michelbi, Rodebi, Cherchebi, Bordleby,
Newby, Netherbi, Overbi, eight in all, are such that
their prefixes are evidently
qualifying terms ; and
I think Prestebi, and
perhaps Witebi and another
or two may admit of addition to the list.
Yearby

AMU, 27,

TO.

not quite so Protean as the old name of
Roseberry
Topping, which assumes five-and-twenty to thirty
different aliases, but it is met with under such
variant forms that it is hard to fix on any as
is

the likely original one, although I think this
ultimately referable to Ivar, Tar, Ir. As to Englebi,
Mr. Green, after writing, " Other hamlets give us
the names of the warriors themselves as they turned
c

plough and till,' Beorn and Ailward, Grim and
Aswulf, Orm and Tol, Thorald and Swein" all
quoted from my list above named proceeds, "Three
tell how here and there
Englebys or Inglebys
lords of the old Engle race still remained on a
To this I demur. It
level with the conquerors."
to

involves the anomaly that in three different instances
on a level
within a very limited area, '* lords
"
with the conquerors
were yet compelled to have
Engle (or Anglian) tons or hams, or what not,

renamed by Danish sponsors with appellations endOn the coning in the characteristic Danish by.
tary, I hold that the name, in either case, which forms
the prefix is infinitely more likely to be the personal
Norse and Danish name which repeatedly appears
in the form Ingald

which, moreover, occurs in the
Yorkshire Domesday in the form Ingold of Ingeld
;

;

two other ancient authorities and of Inguald in
yet a third (as noted by myself thirty years ago) all of
which are in the same relation to the original Ingialldr
as are Dane, Norman, and Dufgall to their several
in

;

;

On the whole, then, I think
position has been fairly stated ; but, to put it
in a still clearer light, let me refer to what I printed
and published, about the year 1872, in my ' History
'
of Cleveland
First, I quote
(vol. i. pp. 60-3).
ascertained sources.

my

from Freeman's

*

Norman Conquest

following sentence

:

"As

'

(i.

562) the

for the nomenclature of

villages, it would seem that places were
more commonly named directly after individuals in
the course of the Danish Conquest than they had
been by the earlier English occupiers." Then, after

towns and

adverting to the self-evident absolute not compaucity of names of English imposition
parative
in the district under notice (or Cleveland), I remark on the fact that, out of a total of many more
than 250 ancient place-names (119 of which were
derived from Domesday and the rest from ancient
charters and such-iike documents), only six involving
the patronymic ing (and one of these only appaAnd then
rently) are met with in the entire list.
" in
I
to say that
respect of the great

proceed
in the
majority of local or place names to be met with
in -by, fortydistrict, involving all those that end
nine in number ; in -thorpe, thirteen ; in -thwaite,
twelve ; in -grif, seven or eight ; in -dale, thirty-

-urn (the
; in
-beck, -gill, -houe, -scar, -Md,
most of them), -sty, -wic or -wyke, &c., there can
be no doubt that they are palpably, and with but
few exceptions or qualifications, due to the Danish
colonists who pressed in and began to occupy,

one

certainly before the close of the ninth century

;

*s. vii. APRIL
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an it is quite worthy of remark that the great!
th
pr ponderating majority give up the names of
in* ividual Northmen who in effect stood sponsor
And in order that it may be apparen
foi them."
th. t such a distinct statement does not rest on a
in any sense, I adduce in a not
ip; 3 dixit only, or
soi 16 five-and-twenty instances in which the fact i
ob rusively as represented, and allege that a Ion
lis of the same nature still remains ; ending u
"
wi h these words
Indeed, the rule in Clevelani
see ms to have been that each settler, with singularl;
called the place which his lot gav
fey exceptions,
Liu after his own name ; but that the subdivision
of the allotment, some of which are perpetuated in
tho townships of the present day, were much th
I

:

most frequently distinguished by designations sug
gefited by some local peculiarity or accidental cir
instance as in the case of Netherby, Overby
iestby, Stakesby, Thingwala, &c., all in or close
Whitby." When, then, EBORACUM mention
"
y hobby of place-names being derived from the
wners of property," without any reference to the
ssential qualifications of district and race,
broadly
stated by myself in divers of my " numerou
I
think that it is "
;

hardly

writing?,"

which he

my hobby

"

:

a horse of quite
writing, but
another colour." Of course, such criticisms if th<
word may be applied at all do no real damage
at all of

is

although they may and do excite a smile on mon
countenances than mine only ; but they often suggest to
ivould

"

me

the thought,
Oh, that mine enemy'
not " write a book " Heaven forfend
but compile the necessary lists of
names, personal
md local, make the necessary researches, investigations, collations and
comparisons, engage in the
requisite

!

of language, folk-speech, and
which must be undertaken before

studies

aistory, all of

ven the most exhaustive,
ist,

De

faithful,

and thoughtful

or series of lists of the nature indicated can
available for such an object as "

made

writing
book," and then he would find how much easier
is to write
careless, inaccurate, and flippant
saragraphs than it is to qualify oneself for speaking
>n such matters at all.
J. C. ATKINSON.

Baillet, dropped the name of Segestre ; and the
monastery and the little town by its side, which

near the source of the Seine at some
distance from Dijon, took the name of the
saint, who deceased about A.D. 580.
still

exist,

little

WILLIAM COOKE, F.S.A.
Sequanus, in French Seine, is commemorated
on Sept. 19. Baronius, in Mart. Kom.,' calls him
<f
presbyter and confessor," with a reference to
St.

'

Gregory of Tours,

MONTE VIDEO (7 S. vii. 7, 293).
ironunciation of Video there can be
Che accent is on the 0, Video.
th

ST.

SEINE

(7

th

S. vii. 205).

If

About the
no question.
G. D.

ASTARTE had

re-

alled the Latin name of the river
Seine,
ind upon this hint had turned to

Sequana,
September 19 in
Uban Butler's ' Lives/ she would have found a,
>rief account of St.
Sequanus, otherwise St. Seine,
therwise St. Sigon.
His piety culminated in the
oundation of an abbey in a situation which Adrien
Les Vies des Saints,' vol. ix.
Jaillet,
p. 496, decribes to have been "un lieu affreux
nomm4
egestre, enfonce" dans une e"paisse foret qui n'avoit
ervi de retraites
des
voleurs
et a
jusques-la
betes

farouches."

qu'a
This site, according to

'

De Glor. Confess.,' cap.

Ixxxviii.,

and Trithemius, <De Viris Illustr. O.S.B.,' 1. iii.
cap. 302, for his history. Alban Butler states that
he was " born in the little town of Maymont, in
"
the extremity of Burgundy," and that he
built a
monastery in the forest of Segestre, near the source
of the river Seine, which still bears his name";
also that he is supposed to have died "on the
19th of September, 580, and that his relics are
ED. MARSHALL.
kept in the monastery."

"

ASTARTE says that he (or, as Astarte was queen
of heaven," I suppose she) cannot call to mind "a
Mr. Ouse, a Mr. Humber, a Mr. Thames, or a
Mr. Trent." I have no recollection of ever meeting with the first three either in real life or in
fiction, but the last must be for ever dear to lovers
of Dickens, as it is Little Nell's surname. As this
devoted and charming child is invariably spoken
" Little
of, in allusions to her, as
Nell," I dare say
there are scores of people, even of people well
acquainted with Dickens, who could not at a
moment's notice say what her surname is. I understand that there is a tendency to a reaction against
Dickens. If so, I grieve to hear it. Dickens, though
not so great a literary artist as Scott or Thackeray,
is as true a
genius as either, and Little Nell (not
to speak of others of his characters) is, like Cordelia, Jeannie Deans, and Eebecca, one of the
canonized saints of fiction, never to grow old so
"ong as English literature

is

remembered.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
know nothing of St. Seine,

i

t
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I am sorry to say I
alias Sequanus, alias Segonus,aZws Sigo the Abbot,
aeyond the date of his death being Sept. 19. But
f it is of
any service to ASTARTE to know it, I
lave two friends by the name of Trent, and he will
ind three or four persons of that name, and one
or two of Humber, in the ' London Directory '; or
at all events there are such in a country copy of
1884 I have just taken up.

R. W. HACKWOOD.
ASTARTE says "we have not a Mr. Humber."
But there is, or was, a gentleman of that name, an
ngineer, who wrote a treatise on ironwork.

W.
THE ORTHODOX DIRECTION
LURCHES

0. B.

FOR BUILDING
With regard to

th
S. vii. 166, 250).
(7
le chancel not always being in a straight line with
he nave, it was, so far as I know, first suggested by
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Mr. Micklethwaite that when

this is the case,

Oxford have made them more

" which
unsightly than they are in themselves,
was unnecessary," by setting them with the front
elevation out of the curved line of the famous
J. T. F.
"High."
Winterton, Doncaster.

SIR J. A. PJCTON is very strong in assertion
one is able to give the slightest authority "
for deflecting a church from the true east, in reference to a saint's day.
For deflection in the direction of a saint's tomb there is evidence ; and from
this a slight transition would make the saint's day
:

"

No

a guide.
St. Paulinus of Nola, speaking of a
church he had built, says, " Prospectus vero
basilicas non, ut usitatior mos est, Orientem spectat,
sed ad Domini mei B. Felicis basilicam pertlnet
Memoriam ejus aspiciens" (Ep. xxxii., 'Ad Severum '). Of course memoriam is used for monument or tomb. This quotation proves at once both
the orientation and deflection as early as, say,

420A.D., and, from its local origin in Italy, that it
was not " wholly a peculiarity of the Northern and
Gothic races." " High Church pedantry " I pass
by.

W.

vn. APRIL

F. HOBSON.

27,

'
Great Winglebury Duel refers to.
have before me a pamphlet entitled
True
Account of the Life and Death of Swing the Rick
Burner, written by one well acquainted with him."
It was published by Rorke & Varty, in the
Strand,
without date, but evidently about 1831. Though
'

"A

I

building was standing, with the chancel arch
temporarily blocked up, and without the appliances
at the command of the modern architect.
At the
same time, the result, in a church on cathedral
scale especially, is satisfactory, much as a street
with a slight curve is more picturesque than a
straight one.
By the way, the perpetrators of the
at

s.

n Dickens's

one

or the other has been set out while the rest of the

new "schools"

[7*

"
is signed
G. W. S e," it was, I suspect, the
production of Mr. Rush, the sporting curate of
Crowhurst, who was very conspicuous at that time
in maintaining the local agitation against Earl
Grey's Reform Bill. As Rush is more than susit

pected of having forged a pretended confession of
Thomas Goodman, another rick-burner, with a
view to damage Cobbett (to such pious frauds did
reverend defenders of the borough mongers' monopoly condescend in those days !), I should not be
inclined to put much faith in his story of his long
conversation with the penitent Swing, then, as he
tells us, in goal under sentence of death ; but that

who assumed the alias of
The pamphlet I have quoted

there was a rick-burner

Swing seems

clear.

"
refers to another life, or, as here described,
pre"
"
tended life of Swing,
lately published by Car-

the Fleet Street Infidel"; and professes to
"
G. W. S e," howgive the true account of him.
"
a small farmer myself,"
ever, who professes to be
confirms Carlile's ^statement that Swing was "a
small farmer" who had got into debt and difficulties.
Cobbett and gin, according to the sporting curate in disguise, did the rest, and finally
brought the small farmer to the fate foreshadowed
by that alias which, doubtless in the spirit of
lile,

bravado, he had been induced to adopt.

W. MOT

Temple Ewell, Dover.

THOMAS.

The source of the term Swing was the subject of
At the conclusion of SIR J. A. PICTON'S reply
N. & Q.,' 3 rd S. iv.
several communications in
to this query, he alludes to the fact that
many of Some
appear of little interest. But of the others,
the early churches have the axis of the choir at an
at p. 398, AN INNER TEMPLAR has a notice of two
angle to that of the nave. The most striking inThe Life of Francis Swing, the Kent
stance of this feature that I know is that of
Whitby pamphlets
'The
'

'

:

Abbey, where, I

believe, the divergence is about
seventeen degrees. I believe this plan was adopted
the
mediaeval architects in order to obtain a
by
more effective view of the chancel from the nave.
G. W. TOMLINSON.

Rick-burner/ Lond., Carlile, 1830, pp. 24;

Genuine Life of Mr. Francis Swing,' Lond., Cock,
1831, pp. 24. COTHBERT BEDE, in the same place,
refers to
My Letters,' by Ingoldsby, with The
And
Babes in the Wood,' by Ingoldsby also.
W. BATES, at p. 440, mentions another book
Huddersfield.
"
Swing ; or, Who are the Incendiaries ? A TraSWING (7 th S. vii. 267). I cannot see any diffi gedy, founded on late Circumstances, and as perin
culty
understanding the origin and meaning of formed at the Rotunda, by Robert Taylor, A.B.,"
*

'

:

the references to Swing.
As your correspondent
SEPTUAGENARIAN himself notes, anonymous letters were circulated about the time of the first
Reform Bill riots under the pseudonym Swing.
These letters, addressed, as a rule, to Sussex
farmers, contained threats to burn ricks ; and as
they had been frequently followed by incendiary
fires, the name of "Swing the rick-burner" had
"
become at that time a name of
like
terror,

Re-

becca " in the days of the toll-bar riots in South
Wales, and "Jack the Ripper" in more recent
i:
It is evident that this is what the Boots

~"

Lond., Carlile, 1831. Among the dramatis persona are " Old Swing, John Swing, Francis Swing,
Polly Swing." It is noticeable that the name of
Francis always appears, which may contain, posAt p. 462, M. attrisibly, a clue for inquirers.
butes to the Master of Westminster School the
"
threshing
receipt of the letter respecting the
ED. MARSHALL.
machine."

[Many
"

replies are

acknowledged with thanks.]

DIVINE ASPASIA " (7 th S. vii. 207, 271).MB.
HARRIS is mistaken in thinking that there is any

*

s.
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" the character

au hority for the statement that
Aspasia was written by Mr.

Congreve

of

W Iford's

'

Memorials

"

in

and

Characters,' 1741,
there made to either
)f the characters which appeared in the Taller.
the daughter o!
ja ly Elizabeth Hastings was
his
?h)ophilus, seventh Earl of Huntingdon, by
1Kb wife, Elizabeth, daughter and coheiress of Sir
was
buried
She
Co'm Lewis, of Ledstone, Bart.
v ith great funeral solemnity in the family vault
to
the
at Ledstone."
According
inscription on her
;of in she was born on April 19, 1682, and died on
Des. 22, 1739, and was "a Pattern to succeeding
all that's Great'
Ages of all that's Good and
'
An Historical ChaGent. Mag., vol. x. p. 36).
acber relating to the Holy and Exemplary Life of
be Right Honourable the Lady Elisabeth Hastings,'
"Master of the
;c., by Thomas Barnard, M.A.,
'ree-School in Leedes," was published in 1742.
eprint of it, omitting the dedication to Francis,
"
jord Hastings, the preface, and the
conclusion,"
nd divided into chapters, will be found in the
Library of Christian Biography," edited by Thomas

pp 779-780.

No

allusion

is

A

ackson, vol. xi. (1839), pp. 215-296.
Barnard's pamphlet gives but few facts, and is,
o all intents and purpose?, a mere panegyric of
ady Elizabeth Hastinga's character. In a note on
e first page of a short biographical sketch of Lady
lizabeth Hastings, probably forming part of a

published by A. Benezet from 1780 to
stated that the character of Aspasia in
o. 42 of the Tatler was written by Sir Richard
teele.
G. F. R. B.
ries of tracts

783,

it is

Mr. Swinburne, in his letter to the Spectator,
akes Loigh Hunt responsible for what he conders the error of the eulogium on Lady Elizabeth
being generally attributed to Steele,
to
But Leigh Hunt,
Congreve.
ether rightly or wrongly, distinctly ascribes the
to
In
his biographical
ihorship
Congreve.
ice of that poet prefixed to his edition of the
ramatical Works of Wycherley, Congreve, Van-

astings

tead

of

gb, and Farquhar,' p. xxxvi, ed. 1840, Leigh
nt writes
:

There

one evidence in Congreve, nevertheless, of
love of the highest aspirations
We allude to the
jwerhe had to write such verses aa those on Lady
'hin, and such papers as the one he contributed to
Tatler on the character of Lady Elizabeth Hastings
n effusion so full of enthusiasm for the moral graces,
worded with an appearance of sincerity so cordial,
t we can never read it without
thinking it must have
c e from Steele.
It is in this paper that he says one
"'he most elegant and truly loving things that were
r uttered
To love her is a
by an"unworldly passion
ral education/
is

'

'

:

G. F. S. E.

)RAGOONS AND HCJSSARS

(7

th

S. vii. 267).

The

h Hussars are identical with the llth
Light
Their change in clothing and equiplagoons.
nt took place after the
had
the
honour
regiment
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escorting Prince Francis Albert Augustus
Charles Emanuel, Prince of Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha, the affianced husband of Queen Victoria,
from Dover to London, or Windsor, in 1840.
MR. BARTLETT must be corrected in his enumeration of cavalry regiments that are equipped
and enlist under the standard of *| light," for they
of

number eighteen, and comprise thirteen regiments
The three regiof Hussars and five of Lancers.
ments spoken of as "lights" are "heavies," and
the 12th Lancers make up the five regiments so
equipped.
I refer

MR. BARTLETT

to

'N.

&

Q.,'

6 th S.

iii.

274, for replies regarding our first regiments dressed
as Hussars.
Correcting my notes there inserted,
read the date of change of the 10th Light Dragoons
to Hussars to be 1806, and that of the 18th
though such change was approved of by H.R.H.
to have actually not
the Prince Regent in 1805
The
taken place until Christmas Day, 1807.

changes effected from time to time have always
been from Light Dragoons.
Not to go further, I need only refer MR. BARTLETT to Napier's Peninsular War and the Mar'

'

quis of Londonderry's narrative of the same, where
he will find chronicled the glorious deeds of the
four Hussar regiments, the only ones of that time.

The 26th and 27th Light Dragoons were disThe monthly Army
banded before the peace.
List for November, 1812, has the 25th as the last.
The 4th Queen's Own Hussars are identical with
the 4th Queen's Own Light Dragoons.

HAROLD MALET,
On

referring to

Colonel.

two or three of the Canterbury

parish registers, I find the following regiments of

Dragoons mentioned between the years 1769 and
1800 1st and 3rd Dragoon Guards; 1st or Royal
Dragoons; 2 ad and 4th Dragoons; 7th, 10:h, 15th,
L6th, and 20bh Light Dragoons; and the 6th or
In 1788 mention is made
Inniskilltng Dragoons.
"
of
Joseph Cook, of the 10th Regiment, now Light
J. M. COWPER.
Dragoons."
:

Canterbury.
[Very many correspondents confirm the reply of COL.
Their answers are at the service of MR. BART-

MALET.
LETT.]

"

"

ARRANT SCOT (7 S. vii. 45, 1 14). By the
courtesy of Mr. Anderson, assistant secretary to
he Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, I have
)een favoured with a transcript from the original
MLS. of the epitaph on Aretine, and a tracing of
he two words which led to the query. These two
are unmistakably " arrant sot," as already stated
>y MR. BAYNE, from the edition of 1856, which
was copied from that presented in 1832 to the
Maitland Club (No. 18) by William Macdowall of
Jarthland, Esq. ; edited by Thomas Maitland and
)r. Irving, with the assistance, I presume, of David
Laing, who had printed many of Drumruond'a
th
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in the fourth volume of the Transactions of
the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, but not this
These editors are open to the same cenepitaph.
sure which MR. BAYNE passes on the editor of the
posthumous poems in 1656, for the lines in Drummond's manuscript stand thus, according to Mr.

poems

Anderson's transcript:
Epitaph.
most bitter gall

Heer S

lyes

Who

whilst hee lived spoke evill of all
Onlye of God the Arrant Sot
Nought said ; but that hee knew him not,

~]

Here is no mention of Aretine, but of some one
whose name begins with S, and is of two syllables,
to

whom Drucnmond

applies the epitaph written

on Aretine, and said to have been placed on his

tomb

in St. Luke's, Venice:
Condit Aretini Cineres lapis iste sepultos,
Mortales atro qui sale perfricuit.
Intactus Deus est illi, causamque rogatua
Hanc dedifc, ille, inquifc, non mihi notus erat.

Or

in the Italian:

Qui giace 1'Aretin amarotosco
Del sem' human, la cui lingua trafisse
Et vivi & morti: d'Iddio mal non disse,
El si scuso, co'l dir, io no'l conosco.

And

still

more

briefly:

Qui giace 1'Aretin Poeta Tosco,
Che d'ognun disse malo che di Dio
Scusandosi col

dir' io no'l

conosco.

The suppression of the true reading in the first
and the retention of Aretine's name,
line, S
which appears in the 1656 edition, lead to the
,

supposition that the editors of the Maitland Club
edition in 1832 were unable to ascertain who was
intended by Drummond, and therefore left the
epitaph as a mere translation of that on Aretine.
Perhaps Edward Philips, when he published the

knew what he was

about, and had
good reason for the two changes he introduced.
At that date the political party to which Drummond was opposed were in power, and it would
have been dangerous to fill in the name, or even to
indicate by the initial the person aimed at, just as
we find that four of Milton's sonnets were suppressed in 1673, and only appeared after the Revolution of 1688, when it had become safe to print

poems

in 1656,

eulogies on Cromwell and Fairfax.
Although
Philips did not print the lines as they stand in
Drummond's autograph, he probably indicated to
the readers of that day who was meant by " Are"
"
"
"
tine
by substituting for sot the word Scot,"
and thus directing attention to some one north of
the Tweed, the character of whose polemical writings was so like Aretine's for scurrility, virulence,
and licentiousness that there would be little diffiThis is offered as a conculty in recognizing him.

and

Mr. Maidment's mantle has fallen
jecture ;
on the shoulders of any one equally versed in the
if

pasquil literature of Drummond's contemporaries,
the anonymous " Aretine " may yet be
to

brought

Had

[7*

s.

vir.

APML 27,

been " Scot

the

reading
ight.
and the printed text " sot,"

"

in the

MS.

,

might have been an
ordinary typographical erratum; but the change
it

from "sot" into "Scot" looks like a deliberate
substitution for some seemingly sufficient reason.
W. E. BUCKLEY.
The terms " sot " and " Scot " seem to have been
used indifferently to some extent.
Under the
word "Sot" Prof. Skeat writes: "It is known
that Theodulf, Bishop of Orleans, punned upon

j

the words Scotus and sottus (Scot and sot] in a
to Charles the Great; see Ducange, s.v.
:<
In the Twelfth Report of the HisSottus."

letter

MSS. Commission,

torical

upon the following

(p.

just published, I come
170) in a letter from Capt.

Williams to the Earl of Rutland, January, 1584:
"
I know not the certain causes, but sure I am he
is a skott and a drunckard."

HERBERT MAXWELL.
SHAKSPEARE'S HOUSE (7 S. vii. 288). It may
be taken as tolerably certain that the William
Shakespeare who lived in 1597 in the cottage at
Haseley, near Warwick, in which John Weale, of
Hatters, had an interest, was not the poet. It
seems far more likely that he was a member of
th

the family bearing the name of Shakespeare for
many years resident at Rowington, which is close
to Haseley.
In 1589 legal proceedings were instituted by
"
Mary Ruswell against John Vale and Katheryn
hys wyefe and Aylese Shackspire," who was mother
The male defendant in
of the said Katherine.
this cause was possibly the John Weale named
above; for at this period great liberties were taken
in the spelling of surnames, and in old records

Vale

is

Vele.

variously given as Vail, Veale, Veele, and
this indifference to exactness the six-

In

teenth-century scribe may have shared, and thus
"
have anticipated the elder Weller by putting it

down

a we."

"

upon further examination, may
prove to be Hatton, a village adjoining Haseley,
and this seems to receive some confirmation from
the fact that, in 1595, Tho. Shakespeare of RowWilington, filed a bill of complaint against one
liam Rogers in respect of lands at Rowington and
Hatton.
Richard Shakespeare, of Rowington, who made
Hatters,"

1591, had four sons, John, Roger,
Thomas, and William, and this last-named may
have been the occupier of the tenement at Haseley.
WM. UNDERBILL.
his will in

OLIVER CROMWELL AND CARLISLE CATHEDRAI
(7

th

S. vi. 244, 331, 397,

454;

MR. WALFORD'S apology

vii.

to

112, 136, 233)

myself

(p.

^

leaves nothing to be desired on the score of courtesy
I should be glad, however, to make one or twc
brief remarks with regard to his view that it
better to speak of a poet by his name than by

j

j

7*8. vii. APRIL
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according to circumstances
it would be very affected to
d iscribe an eminent man by a periphrasis ; there
a e, on the other hand, occasions when it is much
n ore elegant to do so. There is a noble passage
ii
Macaulay's famous third chapter, in which the
g: eat historian describes Milton by a periphrasis o
n fewer than five lines, without once mentioning
IV .ilton's name.
What does MR. WALFORD say to
tlis?
May I, in all good humour, suggest that

This

p >riphrasis.

1 icre are times

is

when

>

MR. WALFORD'S

objection to periphrasis is someNick Bottom's advice to his
brother actor, that when he comes before the
audience in the disguise of a lion he should " teli
them plainly he is Snug the joiner" ?

what in the

style of

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
BECON'S

'

RELIQUES OF ROME

'

(7

th

S. vii. 289).

Lowndes mentions editions in 1553, 1560, 1563.
The name is to be written "Becon," and the
Parker Society only published a portion of his
work, which fills three folio volumes.
ED. MARSHALL.

RUSSIA

th

S. vi. 149, 177, 275, 372, 475 ; vii.
reference to DR. ISAAC TAYLOR and
Dr. Vilhelm Thomsen, their Finnic origin for
Varangians and Russ does not fit the record in the
chronicle of Nestor.
It is sufficient to call attention to Varangian English not to be so accounted
for.
It can scarcely be otherwise than that

253).

(7

With

Varangian is Varini and English. Angli and then
'
Rugii are also to be found in the Germania of
Tacitus.
This I have explained long since in the
Transactions of the Ethnological Society, of the
Anthropological Institute, and of the Royal His-

rural Scotland
the term dessert is, as in America,
applied not merely to fruit, but also to puddings,
pastry, and other sweets that usually finish the
courses of dinner.
Doubtless the name is a legacy
from the French, from long international intercourse during the wars with England.
R. LEWINS, M.D.

BAFFLES (7 th S. vii. 248). This word is probably a variant of the Scottish bauchles or bachles,
meaning old shoes. The verb bauchle, or bachle,
denotes, according to Jamieson, "to distort, to
and the English verb baffle is said to be
derived from this expressive Scottish term. There
is no doubt about the
meaning of bauchles in Scotland, where to this day the word, as above exvilify ";

common use. There is, moreover, in
"Baxter's bauchles" an immortal prototype for
shoes of an extremely dilapidated character.
plained, is in

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.
Were the " leather baffles " referred to strips of
leather used here and there to keep the threadbare
and patched clothes together ? To baffle in the

Eastern Counties and Northamptonshire means
to twist irregularly together, or entangle.

HYDE CLARKE.

ENGLISH CANTING SONGS
In

(7

th

S. vii.

264).

Much

been gathered about the rhymes on the numbers 1 to 12 in 1 s ' S. ix. 325
4 th S. ii. 324, 452,
;
~99 ; iii. 90, 183 x. 412, 499.
I think there are
ther places, but I have not been able to find them
;

n the index. Who in the future would
expect to
ind "Die mini," &c. } under 'Carols and
Songs']

W.

C. B.

DESSERT IN AMERICA (7 th S. vii. 226). The use
if
the word dessert as
applied to the pudding

this

(7

th

S. vii. 104, 229).

connexion there should be added Byron's
language in 'Don Juan/c. xi.

five lines in thieves'
st.

xix. (also see note).

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

MRS. OR Miss (7 tb S. vii. 104, 211, 256). Can no
philological antiquary clear up for us the origin of
these

CAROLS AND SONGS
las

W. HACKWOOD.

R.

'

torical Society.
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common titles and abbreviations, Mr.,

Master,

Of the two abbreviaMistress, Mrs., and Miss ?
tions of Magister why is Mister (never written at
so
much
to
Master
that the latter
length)
preferred
is

confined to boys

?

Then,

is

Miss a diminutive

of Mistress, first invented for growing girls, or a
word of distinct origin ? It has for above a century, I believe, entirely displaced Mistress, for this
latter

was three or four centuries ago quite peculiar
No married or widow lady was

single ladies.
Mistress, but always
to

Dame, a

useful

title,

now

en-

E. L. G.
tirely lost.
America, but prevails to
some extent in Scotland as well. It
In
this
remote
old-fashioned
Sussex
village an
is, however,
in
obviously slovenly use of the term ; and, as re- unmarried lady receives the title of Mrs., and the
W. D. PARISH.
jards its French application, I would remind your married ladies that of Miss.
Selmeaton.
orrespondent DNARGEL that the sweet course in
rdinary domestic French repasts partakes much
EAST SHEEN (7 th S. vii. 149, 295). At the
nore of what we should
rightly call dessert than
atter reference two correspondents drop into an
he substantial
pudding and pie course that preedes that of the fruit and bonbons in an
etymological trap, and say, probably for the thouEnglish landth
lnner>
time, that sheen is allied to the verb to
BRITHER SCOT.
hine.
One of them compares the G. schb'n, which
Apropos to DNARGEL'S note on the subject, it las certainly nothing to do with G. scheinen.
"
"
lay be stated that in Scotland
at all events in
Sheen is properly an adjective, meaning
showy
;ourse is not confined to
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"

or
The G.
splendid," allied to the verb to show.
schon is exactly parallel to it, .and is allied to G.
schauen.
The account of the former maybe found
'
in my Etymological Dictionary/ and that of the
I know of no example in which
Kluge.
a modern English ee is allied to a long i ; and shall
be obliged to any one who will give me one.

latter in

of Hawkestone, Bart.; and thirdly, of
Joseph
Barham, of Trecwm, Pembrokeshire. (See
3urke's 'Landed Gentry,' 1882, vol. i. p. 77, and
Debrett's 'Baronetage of England/ 1835, p.
165.)
I need hardly add that this is not the Lady Hill of
lill,

Foster

my

PUBLIC EXECUTIONS

WALTER W. SKEAT.

Sheen = bright or shine will not do nay not
even with the buttercups and yellow gorae thrown
It is a safe general rule that, short of a
miracle, an adjective solus cannot form a place-

in extra.

name. The same applies
more so.

to

a verb

solus,

only

GEO. NEILSON.

NOTES ON EPICTETUS (7 th

S. vii. 4, 193).

When

my

former note was written, in which I referred
to Mr. T. W. Rolleston as the author of an excellent translation of the ' Encheiridion,' I had not
seen his recent work ' The Teaching of Epictetus
'

(" Camelot Series ").
Only those well acquainted
with Epictetus as reported by Arrian can fully
appreciate the amount of patient and skilful
labour of which this work is the outcome. From

Arrian we had received a basket of flowers thrown
together without classification, and with much adventitious matter adhering.
Mr. Rolleston has
culled from this basket all that is precious, and,
like an accomplished botanist, brought order out
of confusion.
The teaching of this " most noble
Stoic/' as St. Augustin justly termed Epictetus, is
now for the first time presented in our language in

an attractive form.

May

it

prove a message of

salvation to a materialistic and
ping;

age

Manse

mammon-worship-

R. M. SPENCE, M.A.

!

of Arbuthnott, N.B.

:

;

'

that ' the real author's name is P. B. Shelley,' I am constrained to clear Shelley of that charge
by recording
that the stanza is to be found in Wordsworth's
poem il
we look in the editions which, alone, Shelley can have
Been when he wrote his poem, namely, the first and
second.
I do not think it reappeared in later editions.
The only important liberty Shelley seems to have taken
with it is the suppression of a note of interrogation at
the end of the first line, and the introduction of a
long
"
pause before damned.'
'

W.

E.

BUCKLEY.

LADY HILL (7 th S. vii. 168, 253). The lady to
whose death MR. MANSERGH refers appears to have

th

S.

(7

vil.

& Wm.

Drewet?.

(Brothers) who were Executed on Horsham Common
13th April 1799. Pursuant to their Sentences, for Rob)ing the Mail on North-heath Common, near Midhimt
n Sussex. Price one penny.
" Robert and Wm.
Drewets, (Brothers) were born near
Midhurst in Sussex of Poor but honest parents, it being
mt of their power to give them but little education,
having so large a family Poor unhappy Men they heard
nothing but vice. Willm. being the eldest brother always
;ook the lead in his wicked actions, but at length the
land of Justice overtook him and put an end to his

wicked actions.
" He has left a
Widow, and six small children.
When young men begin to run astray
The law of God is by them done away.
" Robert
being the younger Brother and daily with
William gave way to the advice of his Brother by which
he met with his unhappy end.
The hour arrived which was to put an end to the
lives of these unhappy criminals, they received the
Sacrament and after which they were placed in a cart
& conducted to Horsham Common.
At the gallows Wm. declared his innocence and hop'd
that the spectators would take warning and not Hang
People wrongfully.
Beware in youth of their untimely fate
(

1

And

turn to

Be not

God

before

it is

too late.

intic'd to unlawful gain

That was the cause of their untimely end
Live honest and just & you '11 be

Rewarded

to all eternity.

"After hanging the usual time their Bodies were convey'd to the place where they committed the Robbery to
be

Hanged

in Chains."

00

the title-page is a rude woodcut of two men
hanging from a gibbet in chains. The pamphlet
is evidently the production of an illiterate person.
1 remember hearing it stated that near Midhurst
it was usually said that Robert Drewets was executed for his father's crime.
F. H. ARNOLD, LL.B.
Hermitage, Emsworth.

ALMORAN'S RING (7 S. vii. 229). If I am not
1
actually in a position to answer my own query,
am enabled at least, eo I think to throw some
I received a postcard on Monday
light upon it.
last from my friend Mr. Pickford, informing me
that Dr. Hawkesworth wrote a story entitled
th

been the wife

first

'

House, Salop

;

1761.

of Thomas Powys, of Berwick
secondly, of the first Sir Rowland

SUSSEX

It is as follows:
fears ago.
" The Last
Dying Speech of Robt.

'

edition of Shelley, 1877, vol. iii. p. 180
"It ought not to be necessary to inform the reader
that the stanza given as a motto is really by Wordsworth but as Mr. Rossetti states that it is cot to
be found in Wordsworth's Peter Bell,' and presumes

IN

In reply to a correspondent's wish for u
copy of the pamphlet entitled 'The List Dyin^
Speech of Robt. & Win. Drewets (Brothers)/ 1
send one which I made from an original some
207).

WORDSWORTH AND SHELLEY (7 th S. vii.

188,258).
This stanza is in the second edition of Peter Bell,'
in
at
near
the
end of
published
1819,
p. 39, very
It is also in the first edition,
part i.
according to
the following note of Mr. H. B. Forman in his

G. F. R. B.

query.

Almoran and Hamet,' which was published in
This mention of Dr. Hawkesworth caused

s.
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to refer to the Adventurer/ and in Nos. 20,
21 and 22 I found an account of a ring which was
to the Sultan Amu?h
by the Genius Syndarac
similar to that ascribed
rat i, possessing a property
'

me

m

The query
to Almoran's ring.
by Sharon Turner
I have never
7 is, Had Almoran such a ring 1
Will
aeea the story of 'Almoran and Hamet.'
an" one of the correspondents of *N. & Q.' who
ha; the work kindly lend it to me for perusal ?
no

FRANCIS

W.

JACKSON.

Ibberston Vicarage, York.
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l

jlntory of the Great Civil War, 1642-1649.
K. Gardiner, M.A. Vol. II. 1644-1647.

&

By Samuel
(Longmans

Co.)

H.B second volume of Mr. Gardiner's great history yields
n no respect of interest or importance to its predecessor,
t deals with the period during which the fortunes of
Jharles I. waned before those of Cromwell, and ends
with the collapse of the monarch's armies and his final
bandonment by the Scots. Of that time of struggle and
it gives the brightest and most animated picture
Beginning with a descripyet set before the world.
of Milton, to which we are not prepared wholly to
tssent, it brings Cromwell at once upon the scene, and
upplies an estimate of his political character on which
tie reader is asked to suspend his judgment, since it is
ustified by evidence as yet to be given. The combination
f the power of enthusiasm with the power of reticence is
aid to have been the distinguishing note in Cromwell's
haracter as a statesman " a note," it is added, "which
,nder malignant interpretation led easily to charges of

efeat

a

tion

ypocrisy." That such a combination is wholly inIt is rare,
ividualizing may perhaps be doubted.
lowever, and we will wait for the forthcoming evidence
efore pronouncing upon it.

No portion of the volume is more stirring than that in
which Mr. Gardiner describes the lightning-like expediions of Montrose.
Towards that gallant soldier our
.uthor has feelings, like the character of Cromwell, deiived from a "power of enthusiasm" and "a power ol
eticence." The scenes of Montrose's battles and marches
tave been explored with patient and unflagging indusry, and the pictures of combat would dp credit in vigour
nd in exactitude to a professedly military historian,
'hat they only indirectly, or, at least, partially influenced
e result was due to the distance of the combatants from
e real seat of war. At best they created a diversion,
d in so doing delayed a result already seen to be in'.table.
What hopes they inspired in the bosom oi
arles is fully shown.
A dream of joining Montrose
jems to have perpetually haunted the ill -starred
onarch. Whatever enemies may be opposed to him,
whatever devices he may resort, and with whatever
dividuals he may coquet, Charles remains the hero ol
e volume.
Seen in its manifold aspects it is a study
orthy of Balzac. Those, even, who will not accept Mr.
ardiner's estimate will admire the boldness of
analysis,
ich new light as is thrown upon the character is
prinpally derived from the Bellievre despatches and the
rrespondence of Montreuil with Mazarin, the latter
which have necessarily been studied in Paris. It
is,
rhapg, in connexion with the conduct of affairs in Irend and the constant attempts of Charles to obtain fresh
sources from that kingdom that the new matter is most
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mportant. It has, however, signal value as regards the
surrender to the Scots at Newcastle. With regard to
;he defeat of Charles's armies, Mr. Gardiner makes due
allowance for the king's " inferior financial position," to
ihe aversion from discipline of the classes from which his
principal supporters were drawn, that he had no one to
direct his armies who, like Cromwell, possessed the rare
In the " entire
quality of military genius, and so"forth.
want of sympathetic imagination on the part of Charles,
which rendered him incapable in the day of his power
of "understanding the nation which he claimed to
govern," and in subsequent times of rousing enthusiasm
in those even " who had rallied to his standard," is found
the true cause of failure. Hence he was never able to
win back the allegiance of the London citizens, "in
spite of the tendency of a great mercantile community to
The capacity of Charles to
rally to the side of order."
become a martyr and his resolution to be no king rather
than sully his conscience are plainly shown.
One result of the Bellievre and Montreuil correspondence is to remove the reproach from the Scots of
From them it is plain
selling their king for money.
"
"
beyond possibility of dispute that the Scottish leaders,
both civil and military, would willingly " have renounced
the English gold and have defied the English army to do
its worst if Charles would have complied with the conditions on which alone, even if they had been personally
willing to come to his help without them, it was possible
for them to raise forces in his defence."
Considerations of space forbid further dealing with
this scholarly and absorbingly interesting book.
Among
the minor portraits which are given, those of Prynne,
of Goring, and of Digby, with his inexhaustible faith
and hopefulness, are worthy of special mention.

Naples in 1888.

combe

A

Ingleby.

By

Eustace Neville Rolfe and Hoi-

(Triibner

&

Co.)

LIGHT and pleasant book, abounding with facts given
in such a way that the mind retains them without effort
is always a matter for rejoicing.
Messrs. Rolfe and
Ingleby have given us a work of this kind. It is not
deep or learned, but it will, if we are not mistaken,
stimulate many readers to consult works of greater pretension to detail. It is the custom to abuse Naples, and,
without going beyond the truth, many unsavoury things
may be told of the Neapolitans and their city. The
authors have felt this, and have given their readers

much

sunshine as well as shade. They evidently know
Naples well, and do not discourse of it after the manner
mere book-making tourist. The article on <l Secret
"
Societies
is remarkably honest.
It is very uncommon
to find this subject treated upon except from a
violently
"
prejudiced point of view. The paper on
Gambling,"
We are not rigourists with
too, is excellent.
regard
to popular amusements; but from what
they tell us
and what we have gathered from other sources it
seems important that the government lotteries should
be abolished. It is more than sixty years since we did
away with them in this country. At no time in England
were they so corrupting as they seem to be in the Italy
of the present. Our columns have contained from time
to time several paragraphs concerning pouring oil
upon
the waters. It seems that the Neapolitan fishermen are
in the habit of doing this frequently for the sake of
making the water clear and unruffled. Practical experience has taught them that a very little oil dropped
on the water makes it smooth.

of the

How

to Trace your own Pedigree.
By P. Fancourt
Hodgson, late Clerk, Heralds' College. (Pickering &

Chatto.)
THIS little handbook does not profess to do more than
indicate the sources to which the searcher after a
genea-
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value of the collogy should direct his attention. The
in the
lections, apart from the official records preserved
from perFancourt
College of Arms, is insisted on by Mr.
sonal experience. But the information given by him as
to the college fees for consulting those collections and records is disappointingly vague. "Accessible to the public
"
on the payment of a fee is, no doubt, a safe formula,
but it cannot be said to convey any knowledge which the
would-be searcher could not have obtained elsewhere.
And with regard to the valuable collections in the custhere is even
tody of Lyon and Ulster Kings of Arms,
less information as to search-fees, if any. That such exist
we do not doubt, and we also do not doubt that both
to do
Lyon and Ulster, so far as they may be empowered
to facilitate research for historical purso, are willing
poses by the relaxation or remission of fees on due representation inade. Bur, in so far as any scales for general
or particular searches may be fixed, we should think it
would be to the advantage of all concerned, whether
officers or public, that the authorities of the respective
Fancourt
colleges and courts of arms should enable Mr.
in his next edition to add so useful a feature to his

manual.
Bartholomew's Hospital Reports. Vol. XXIV. 1888.
Edited by W. S. Church, M.D., and W. J. Walsham,

St.

F.R.C.S.

(Smith, Elder

&

Co.)

The History of the First Treatise on
as
Our Pharmacopoeia and Apothecary's Shop,'
'
The Orders and Ordinances for the better Government
of the Hospitall of Bartholomew the Lesse (1884), The
Book of the Foundation of St. Bartholomew's (1885),
Records of Harvey (1886), and Notae Harveianae

SUCH

titles

'

'

Rickets,'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

(1887), occurring in the volumes of recent years, have
almost taught us to expect some paper of antiquarian
worth or general interest by way of preface to the

,

to
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We must call special attention
ON all communications must

to the
following notices:
be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication
but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note,
query
or reply be written on a separate slip of
paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "
Duplicate."

R. S. W. BELL ( rt Does London Proper extend to the
" The
limits of London,
Surrey Side of the Thames ? ").
as defined by Act of Parliament for
Parliamentary purposes are the circumference of a circle the radius of
which is of the length of threa miles from the General
"
'
Poet Office
(Peter Cunningham, Handbook to Lon'

'

don

').

What you mean by

"

London proper

"

is

not

The Registrar General's Tables of Morquite clear.
tality, the Metropolis Local Management Act, and the
London School Board districts include the southern side
of the Thames. The county of London consists of London
as defined in the Metropolis Local Management
Act,
and it is a curious fact that in the county of London the
area south of the Thames exceeds the area north of the
Thames.
Descendants"). See N. & Q. 1"
2nd S. ii. 381; iii. 168; vi. Ill
viii. 287; 3rd S. viii. 538 ; xi 207, 304,
325, 467; xii 18
78 ; 4tt s. ii. 74, 223, 309 ; vii. 246, 429, 481 ; viii'. is'
Consult generally
114, 550; x. 246,418, 476; xi. 66.
Indexes to ' N. & Q.'
E. S. (" Cromwell's
S. viii. 442; ix. 36;

'

'

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN,

sterner material of which hospital reports usually consist. In the present volume no such paper is to be found,
the expectant inquirer being immediately confronted
a precipitate entrance this
with The Sexes in Lunacy
into the subject-matter of hospital reports. Of the various
"
of which the latter consists several are excel"articles
lent, either from the intrinsic value of the cases described
Where so much is good it is,
or the treatment pursued.
perhaps, needless to draw distinctions but it is gratifymuch
that
note
to
greater use has been made of the
ing
cases occurring within the hospital wards without drawing upon other institutions for examples of disease or
accidents as texts on which to found a theory or from
which to draw conclusions as to treatment, &c. Surely
the field of observation is extensive enough and the harvest sufficiently plenteous.

Perch'd on the eagle's towering wing
The lowly linnet loves to sing.
This refers to the fable that the linnet in some struggle
for ascendency in flight mounted on the eagle's back and
soared higher than he.

THE committee of the St. James's Club appealed to
the members to assist by gifts of works of art or money
in the decoration of the club. M. Jusserand, one of the
secretaries of the French Embassy, whose work on
'
*
English Wayfaring Life in the Middle Ages recently
created so favourable an impression, applied to the
Minister of Fine Arts in France, with a view to obtaining a contribution from his department in furtherance
The Minister immediately reof the above object.
sponded by sending four magnificent engravings, to be
presented to the club. These engravings represent the
victories of Alexander, from paintings by Le Brun.
They were engraved by order of Louis XIV., and bear
the date 1670. The British Museum, we believe, posThis very graceful
sesses copies of these engravings.
and courteous gift will be fully appreciated, not only by
the members of the club, but by all who recognize the
value of such genuine demonstrations of international

appeared ante,

'

'

;

MR. JAMES YATES, Public Librarian, Leeds, is anxious
to trace forthwith in Livy the following quotation:
" Civitas ea autem in libertate est
posita quae suis stat
viribus, non ea quae alieno arbitrio pendet."
J. MALCOLM
BULLOCK, M.A. (" Ballade "). This
word is correctly pronounced with no accent, and with
both syllables of equal value.
A. B. The Ancient Order of Druids is only one of
many sick benefit societies for working men. It is still

flourishing.

T.

friendship

KERSLAKE

(" Brice for 'Buer'").

p.

HERBERT PUGH

The

correction

100

Tea Rose ").

So called, we believe,
("
because the scent is supposed to resemble that of tea.
A. E. W. ("William Tell "). Consult the Rev. S.
Baring-Gould's Curious Myths of the Middle Ages.' and
'N. & Q.,' 4th S. x. 285.
CORRIGENDA. P. 287, col. 1, ten lines from bottom,
for " Lord Pitt" read Lora Pitt ; col. 2, 1. 9, for "1692"
read 1693; p. 296, col. 2, 1. 29, for " Dicacopolis" read
" 1877 " read 1787.
Dicceopolis; p. 315, col. 2, 1. 4, for
NOT1GE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries "Advertisements and
'

'

Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
look's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, B.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and

"at

to this rule

we can make no

exception.

b

s.
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EDMUND KEAN.
The accompanying account of a benefit perform,nce of Edmund Kean was written by my father,
ubsequently of Lincoln's Inn, barrister, then aged
wenty-two, and having, doubtless, fresh in his
ecollection the later performances of Kemble,
rhom he greatly admired. The account enters
ito such minute detail that it may be thought to
'
eaerve a place in N. & Q.'
:

1, John Hicks,
row of Box 67
the second circle. The prologue, spoken by Russell,
as a fine specimen of the puff direct ; after mentioning
'
e various accomplishments of the faultless monster,'

Drury Lane, Monday, 12 June, 1820,

as present at Kean's benefit in the front

concluded after this manner
can act the Admirable Crichton on the scene ?
The answer 's plain, the Admirable Kean.
" Kean first
sung, accompanying himself on the piano
rte he has a deep, sweet voice, and would be esteemed
This was the accomplishment
capital amateur singer.
which he appeared to me most to excel.
"
which
I
am
of
more competent to judge,
Fencing,
llowed. Kean and O'Shaunesy (sic) (under whose tuion he had been for some time) commenced by thrusting
irte and tierce, in the salute of which they did not keep
me, Kean being behind hand; they then thrust the
:

Who

:

<nlres*

*

(sometimes, as

le

usual, doubling), first contre

[Note in original MS.] To thrust the centres is the
but it is parrying the centres or round
and round tierce upon the simple disengagement of

hool term:
\rte

is

antagonist.

was trifling.
"Dancing. After Miss Vallancey had danced seule,
Kean likewise danced alone with considerable activity,
At the end of this movement inbut without elegance.
stead of being at the back of the stage by Miss Vallancey
the
to
he was close
lamps. They wera then to dance
hand-in-hand, but Kean only walked till he quitted her
hand, when he again danced a little, but apparently unable (as he had also seemed while holding her hand) to
keep time, which raised in me an erroneous suspicion of
his intoxication. The curtain dropped, and Russell came
forward to apologize for the omission of Mr. Kean's appearance as Harlequin, he being unable to stand: he had
imagined that while dancing he had received a severe
blow, but in the opinion of a medical gentleman he had
sprained one of the muscles of his leg. I have no doubt

it

of the truth of this statement, since it accounts for the
defects in his dancing much better than intoxication.
" After a considerable
pause Russell again advanced
and requested the audience, as Kean was but little better,
to sanction the omission of the whole of the second act
except the imitations, which Mr. Kean would attempt.

Granted.
"Kean appeared, his left leg bound about the ancle
with a blue riband, and after some direct puffing, too
gross even for what might certainly be considered a
packed house (in more senses than one), proceeded to

Notices to Correspondents, &c.

"

and then contre tierce. Little, if anything, more was
done, and in the course of this O'Shaunesy twice fixed his
Kean in the riposte en seconde missed and passed
point.
by O'S., but drew back his point (which is not allowfixed it, and then the rabblement shouted. This
and
able)
exhibition concluded by Kean disarming O'Shaunesy
while he remained on the lunge.
They were both
dressed in white satin, the dress of O'Shaunesy being
fitted to the shape and having on the right (sic) breast a
red heart about four inches in length. To say the least,

carle
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Kean, 341-English Long Vowels 342"
Magna est veritas." 343-" On the
Mirrour
of Sir Geo. Rookec rpet^-Hatr turned White-Letter
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give his imitations.

They were

as follows:

Kemble

aa

'
Alas, poor Yorick ';
Hamlet, the speech commencing
and in the song ' While the lads of the village '; Braham, with a song; Bannister; Munden in
Abel Handy.; Braham and Incledon as Othello and lago
in third act, beginning about,
lago. Did Michael Cassio when you woo'd my lady,
Know of your love?
and continuing to about
he that filches from me my good name, &c.
That none of the intermediate part was omitted I am
not prepared to say.
" The curtain then
dropped at twenty minutes after
!

Incledon

eleven.

" The

imitation of Kemble my sister thought good, to
That of
it seemed the worst I had heard ; very bad.
Incledon more than any I had heard made use of a kind
of spitting or sniffing, which procured great applause.
Kean, like all other imitators of Braham's acting, either
caricatures most outrageously or else possibly gives an

me

imitation of his style of some years since, it bearing very
On the whole
little resemblance to his present manner.
I thought the styles of singing of Incledon and Braham,
most
the
successful
parts of his
particularly the latter,
Russell is, however, incomparably his
imitations.
superior in the imitation of Incledon's singing : indeed,
that is superior to Incledon's own singing of the
present day. My recollection of Bannister does not
enable me to give any opinion of this imitation. Imitations of Munden are perhaps more easy than of most
other performers; some parts seemed tolerable, but I
think I have heard much better. I am uncertain (from
the immense distance) whether he attempted to imitate
the faces as well as the voice and action, but I think he
In all the imitations he apdid, at least, with Munden,
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peared to be continually wandering from his original, to
This may be well
it required an effort to return.
accounted for by the want of constant practice.
raise
his reputation.
not
"This display will certainly
His admirers consider him as unrivalled in tragedy ; but
the most sanguine must consider him as very different in
those accomplishments which he has now attempted.
"A
rough draught for this account was written on my
return from the theatre, and this on the following
morning, Tuesday, 13 June, 1820.
" JOHN HICKS."
(Signed)

which

J.

POWER HICKS.

Lincoln College, Oxford.

ENGLISH LONG VOWELS AS COMPARED
WITH GERMAN.
Mistakes are constantly being made in etymology, especially by those who have not made any
study of phonetics, of the most elementary chaI here throw together a few remarks to
racter.

[7'

h S.
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sound to the diphthongal ai, aa it is written
"
romic." The English and German
spellings

main

ia
re-

as in mediaeval times.
Hence the English
represents its diphthong by means of the A.-S. I
(which was pronounced as ee), whilst the German
represents it by the mediaeval ei, once pronounced
as in French. Both are misleading ; but the
English
is the worse.
Dutch follows the English system
but represents the old long i (ee) by the symbol ii
pronounced as E. i in bite.

Teutonic long o. This was of two sorts, viz,
from pre-Teutonic long a (cf. Lat. mater, /rater
)'
and from pre-Teutonic long o (cf. Doric Greek
The
usual
mod. E. symbol is double o or
TTWS).
oo, but the sound is that of Ital. u ; as in E. cool,.
from A.-S. col The German developed this sound
at a very early period ; hence G. Mutter,
Bruder,
Fuss, Jcuhl. In the last word the u is written as
uh, to

make

sure of the length

;

so also A.-S. for,

remind your readers that laws regulate vowel- he went, is G. fuhr. English has shortened the
sounds of moother, broother, foot (once
rhyming
sounds, and should be regarded. The student who
wishes to compare English with German for the with boot), in ways with which we are all familiar.
Cf.
E.
A.-S.
G.
Blut.
The
mutated
blod,
blood,
purposes of etymology should consult Silvers's
form of this vowel gave us the A.-S. e, as in fet,
'Anglo-Saxon Grammar' on the one hand and
feet.
The
vowel
is
also
mutated
in
German, as in
Wright's Old High German Primer (Clarendon
He will then not go far Fusse, feet. Hence E. feel, G. fiihlen, is derived
Press) on the other.
from
a stem fol see Kluge.
wrong.
'

'

;

Even

my

'

'

Principles of English Etymology
I mention most of the facts concerning the long
I selected these for the greater clearness;
vowels.
because, if any one can be brought to see that the
long vowels follow regular laws, he may then be
led to believe that short vowels do the same.
half-knowledge is better than none at all, as it may
induce caution. I here give a few elementary facts,
selecting only the more remarkable results. Many
details are purposely suppressed.
Teutonic long a. There is practically none ; the
in

A

pre-Teutonic long a had already become long o in
Compare Lat. mater with
primitive Teutonic.
A.-S. modor, and Lat. frater with Goth, brothar.
"
See, therefore, under
long o."
Teutonic long e.
Original examples are scarce.
But we have a few cases in which A.-S. e is written
ie in modern German. Thus A.-S. her, E. here, is G.
A. -S. med, E. meed, is G. Miethe. In most
hier.
cases the A.-S. e arose from a mutation of long o.
See, therefore, under

Teutonic long

i.

"

long o."
This is,

usually,

A.-S.

I,

Teutonic long u. This has developed just like
Just as long i became ai (romic), so long
long i.
u has become au. In English this is written ou,
but German correctly writes au. Thus A.-S. Ms,
E. house, G. haus.
The English spelling ou is of

French origin

the French scribes naturally repre;
sented A.-S. u by the F. ou in soup. Soup retains
the F. sound because it was only borrowed in
modern times. For another G. au, see under au
below.
Teutonic long ce. This most commonly becomes
mod. E. ee; but the G. has long a. Ex.: A.-S.
sldepan, E. sleep, G. schlafen. Another A.-S. long
ce, which is much commoner, is the mutated form
of A.-S. a; for this see below, under ai.

Teutonic ai.
Ex.
G. ei.

This is commonly A.-S. a, E. long
Goth, haims, A.-S. ham, E. home,
Thus it will be seen that German has
G. Heim.
two distinct ei's ; the other is given under long i.
o,

:

The mutated form of A.-S. a is long ce ; this commonly gives E. ea. Hence from A.-S. hdl, E. whole>
comes A.-S. hdelan, E. heal. Here the German

modern E. long i. In Old German it was also I has no mutation, but derives heilen from heil at
(pronounced as mod. E. ee), but is now written ei, once.
Teutonic aw. This is commonly A.-S. ea, E. ea
and pronounced as in mod. English. Thus A.-S.
This is a very inter- (ee, e), G. au or long o. Exx. A.-S. heafod, E,
bttan, E. bite, is G. beissen.
The old sound is still kept up in head (M.E. heed) ; Goth, haubith, G. ffaupt.
esting case.
Scandinavian ; the Swed. bita is pronounced as E. A.-S. stream, E. stream; O.H.G. straum, G.
In the Middle Ages it was pronounced, Strom.
This diphthong can suffer mutation,
beetcih.
both in English and in German, like the ei in E. giving A.-S. long ie (or y), G. o. Ex.: Goth.
vein; at which time the German spelling was hausjan, A.-S. hleran, E. hear, G. horen.
:

Since
ei, but the English was let alone.
then both languages have further developed the

altered to

G.

This is Goth, iu, A.-S. eo, E.
Teutonic eu.
Ex, Goth, diups, A.-S. deop, E. deep,
ie.
:

ee,

G,

ft

ti

f.

ai i

S.

VII.
.

MAT
1

of its mutation are rare in English

Examples
the G. ie
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prove that the plates of this edition were engraved
in London, and it is highly improbable that they
were sent out of the country to be printed abroad.
Though Saxton was dead there were, no doubt,
others in England who could perform the work.
According to the title the volume ought to con"
tain also the exploits lately atchiued by the Right
Honorable the L. Admiral of England with her
Matis Nauie; and some former services don by
that worthy Knight S r Fra. Drake "; but nothing
of the kind can be found therein.
The British

not mutated.

is

WALTER W. SKEAT.
;

THE MARINER'S MIRROUR.'

In 1583 Chris-

Leyden, published in Dutch the
fint part of the 'Spieghelder Zeevaert,' a collec"
tic n of
sea-cards," by Lucas Janssz Waghenaer, oi
Ei ickhuizen. The book was dedicated to the Prince
of Orange, who, we are told, was greatly delighted
"
thsrewitb, and bestowed "a large allowance upon
tha author in order to enable him, to complete the
work. Waghenaer shortly after issued the second part,
and dedicated it to the states of Holland and West
"
was well paid for it." The charts
Friesland, and
supplied a long-felt want, and were well received
Soon
by "mariners, masters, and marchants."
after its appearance Charles
Howard, Lord Admiral
"
of England, presented a copy of
the book of the
sea-cardes " at the table of the
Privy Council, who
"
found it worthy of translation," the care of which
they entrusted to their clerk, Sir Anthony Ashley.
And thus towards the end of 1588, or at the beginning of the following year, an English edition,
41
fitted with
necessary additions for the use of
Englishmen," and bearing the title The Mariner's
to )her Plantin, of

*

Mirrour,' appeared, in all probability in London,
without date or place of publication or printer's name.

The

translator's dedication is dated "from the
James 20. Octob 1588." The full title
careful collation of the
taken from the

at S.

:

book,

Court

and a

Lam-

beth copy, are given by Mr. Hazlitt in his
Bibliogr.
Collections and Notes (second
series), which agrees
with that of the British Museum
copy.
The charts referring to the English coasts are
nine in number,
No. 5 and Nos. 20 to 22 of
'

'

viz.,

!

the first part, and Nos. 1 to 5 of the second half.
Sailing directions are printed on the verso of each
sheet.
The first-named chart gives the Channel
Isles, the other eight represent the coasts of Eng.and and Scotland from Land's End to Aberdeen.
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Museum

Catalogue refers us to Petruccio UbalDiscourse concerninge the Spanish Fleete,'
a small quarto pamphlet, printed by A. Hatfield
in London in 1590, with folio plates drawn
by
dino's

'

Robert Adams, engraved by Ryther, and sold at
the shop of the latter.
But in this work again no
mention is made of Drake's " former services,"
and Mr. Coote thinks they refer to the voyage to
Cadiz in 1587, an account of which was printed by
Hakluyt (vol. ii. pt. ii. pp. 121, et seq.), which surmise is no doubt right ('Diet, of National Bio" Sir
graphy/ sub art.
Anthony Ashley ").
Are there any other copies of the ' Mirrour in
existence ? If so, do they contain a more complete
performance of the promise on the title-page ; or
do they all end abruptly with chart No. 23 ?
The English version does not seem to have
reached another edition. The Dutch original was
reissued several times. It was also translated into
Latin (' Speculum Nauticum,' Amsterdam, 1586),
French (' Nouveau Miroir des Voyages Marins,'
ibidem, 1605), and probably into other languages.
Amongst English sailors the book was known as
a "waggoner" or "waggoner- book" (see Smyth's
'
Sailor's Word-Book ').
Thus Capt. Fox, in his
North- West Fox (London, 1635, p. 172), says:
" It had bin too late for me
(like the Holland Skipper to runne to his Chest) to looke upon his waggoner
'

'

'

aooke."

L. L.

K.

" MAGNA
There is also a general chart
EST VERITAS, ET PR^EVALET." Why
(No. 1 of part i.)
which includes Western
Europe so far as Rome in does every one misquote this fine saying of the
the south and
Lapland in the north, and the Third Book of Esdras (or the first in the Anglican
"
Mediterranean seaboard of Africa. Three of the
Apocrypha), making it
Magna est veritas, et
"
dates were engraved by
Augustine Ryther, the prcevalebit ? It is very annoying, and nothing is
i orkshireman ; some
by Jodocus Hondius, Theo- gained, so far as I can see, by the change. On
ior de Bry, and other
foreign artists ; many of ;he contrary, to my mind it seems a finer idea that
them, however, bear no signature.
Truth is " mighty above all things," and now has
Mr. Hazlitt says that the ' Mirrour ' was
printed the supremacy, according to the grand description
n Holland, but this is
evidently an error. Ashley's of it in the preceding verses, than that hereafter
dedication to Sir
after a struggle, I suppose) "it will prevail."
Christopher Hatton contains a
"
statement
ong
3ut whatever may be thought about this, the verb
apologizing for the slacke performance " of his promise to
complete the work sooner; s in the present tense in the Latin text, and not
ind one of his several excuses for the
n the future. I write this to relieve my mind
delay is that
ais daily attendance on his
lordship and the other not with much hope of working a reformation.
members of the Privy Council had
compelled him About nine years ago I called attention in
;o take such time
as he could by
N. & Q.' to another misquotation that of the
stealth, both for
KJ
translation

gent grauers."

and "the overseeing of the negliThus we have internal evidence to

ast words of Habakkuk, ii. 2: "Write the vision,
and make it plain, so that he may run that readeth
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it,"

into

which is commonly,
" that he who runs

not universally, turned
read it "; and as this

if

may

goes on its way merrily, and probably will do
so to the end of time, so I expect that prcevalebit
will hold its usurped place in scecula sceculorum.
Only I make my feeble protest against the corrupstill

Byde.

"

An

old labourer here used
ON THE CARPET."
this expression in -conversation with me a few days
ago to denote something which had been the subIt seems to be connected
ject of village talk.
" to
be called on to the
with other expressions
carpet" or "to have a good carpeting," meaning
to have a good lecture, talking to, or scolding.
It is a direct translation of the French sur le
tapis; but how do Sussex labourers get hold of
I find it is common among them ?
it ?
:

W.

D. PARISH.

Selmeston.
labourer called before his employer is called from
bare boards on to a carpet, and expects a scolding.]

[A

HAIR TURNED WHITE WITH SORROW, FRIGHT,
tt
(See 7 S. ii. 6, 93, 150, 238, 298, 412, 518 ;
The following extract from a recent number of the Metztr Zeitung (date not given), which I
copy from the London German paper Hermann of
Dec. 8, 1888, seems, if authentic (and it is scarcely
likely that so circumstantial a story should have
been invented), to show that the colour of the
feathers of birds is, like that of the hair of man,
liable to be changed suddenly to white by exAnd if so, it is protremely violent emotions.
bable that the hair of animals (beasts) also may be
blanched from the same causes. The passage runs

&c.

95.)

as follows

MAT
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there presented a speckled appearance.
F.

Syderiham

CHANCE.

Hill.

UNPUBLISHED LETTER OF ADMIRAL SIR GEORGE
ROOKE ON THE CONDITION OF THE ROYAL NAVY
IN 1695.
Following on Samuel Pepys's account
of the condition of the Royal Navy in 1678-88, as
'
th
S. vii. 81, it may not be
given in N. & Q.,' 7
uninteresting to read Admiral Sir George Rooke's
opinion seven years later, given in the following
letter, hitherto

To

Sir

unpublished
W. Trumbull,

und ihn obne Gnade gemordet haben wiirden, wenn sein
Webgeschrei nicht rechtzeitig Meiischenbilfe herbeigerufen hatte, die ihn seinem Harem TufUhrte. Mit dem
Verlust der schonsten Sehwanzfedern ware der Vorwitz
genugend gebiiszt gewesen ; das miszliche Abenteuer war
ihm aber so zu Herzen gegangen, resp. auf die Nerven
geschlagen, dasz er, der Tagsvorher noch in jugendlicher
Scheme die Garten durchwandelte, am anderen Morgen
als
Greis auf dem Futterplatze erschien. Die Federn
auf dem Kopfe sind vollstandig weisz geworden, am Halse
und auf dem Rticken etwa die Halfte, so dasz er hier
gesprenkelt erscheint."

For the benefit of those who do not know German
I give a brief summary of the above.
perfectly
black Spanish cock made his way into a pigsty.

A

pigs would speedily have

killed

him had not

He was rescued withhaving apparently sustained any greater
damage than the loss of his finest tail feathers.
On the following morning, however, it was ob-

his cries brought

:

Secretary of State,
Whitehall.

Queene att Spittheade,
e
Septemb 1 y &*>, 95.
This comes to acknowledge the favoure of your's of
the 29 th ult mo and to assure you that your commands
therein, as alssoe whatsoever you shall please to conferr
upon me hereafter, shall be obey'd w a care answerable
to that greate honoure and respect I have for you. I
have now my sayling Instructions, and am as fast as I cann
,

t!l

putting the shipps in readinesse to execute them, but God
knowes we are in a miserable condition both as to the
quallitie and number of our men ; and if those sbjpps
r
Russell leaves should not be in a much better condition in that particular than theise I carry w th me
I must be apprehensive, the consequence of coming
upon service may be verie fatall to us ; my thoughts of
w ch I doe assure you gives me some melancholy houres,
I pray god send us better successe then can reasonably be
hop'd for under theise unhappy circumstances, and give
me leave to conclude my letter with the assurance that I
am in truth and sinceritie,
S r, y r most obedient and

M

most humble serv 1

,

G. ROOKE.

einer Entdeckungsreisegeriethdieser stolze Spanier eines
Abends in den Behalter der Schweine, die, zur Gastfreundschaft nicbt geneigt, dem Armen ubel zusetzten

out

VII.

served that the feathers on his head had all
become perfectly white, whilst of those on his neck
and back about half bad become white, so that he

:

" Ich besitze einen
spanischen Hahn, der sich durch ein
schones schwarzes Gefieder, welches keine Spur einer
anderen Farbung aufwies, auszeichnete. Vermuthlich auf

The

S.

EDMUND RANDOLPH.

tion.

iii.

[7*

him

help.

After reading this it is not surprising to find it recorded in history that in 1696 Sir George Rooke,
having the chief command of the Channel fleet,
was ordered to prevent the Toulon squadron from
mangetting into Brest, which, from the defective
ning of his ships, he was unable to accomplish.
On this account he underwent a long examination
before the House of Commons, but nothing apbe
peared upon which a charge against him could
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
founded.
Svtrallowfield

Park, Reading,

LARRIKIN. The following account of the origin
word which is in common use in the Australian
colonies may perhaps be thought worthy of a place
'
It will be of interest to Dr. Murray,
in N. & Q.'
if he has not already heard of the sergeant's conof a

Our larrikin has lately
tribution to the language.
taken to himself a mate in the form larrikiness :
and bestSergeant James Dalton, one of the oldest
1

known members
Park
noon.

of the police force, died at the Royal

which he was in charge, yesterday aftei
Dalton was born in Kilkenny, Ireland, in It

station, of

and after serving

five years in

the Irish constabulary

j

i

i

;

i

7

atr

85'
ilei

nai
f f

8.

VII.

BLAY
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and joined the Victorian force in
During the early day*, when there were rough
ents in the population, he did excellent service in
Gaining order in the city. He was utterly incapable
His
to evildoers.
ar, and his name became a terror
i

to the colonies

.

in the witness-box will long be reaei ibered by those whose duties took them to the City
:ou -t, and the racy anecdotes told of him would fill a
He will be best remembered as the
;oo< -sized volume.
ui(
t

fc,

dry humour
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son are said to have made a vigorous defence, but as the
had been invested by 3,000 arquebusiers, they were
obliged to abandon the place and retreat to Calais."
caatle

I send this

more particularly on account of the

suggested derivation

Sangatte, St. Agatha.

RICH. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate, Kent.

xp:-ession

LE COUTETTR. When lately examining the old
parish register in Wexford I came across the following entry, which may interest some of your
I should say the captain was more proreaders.
bably a Jersey man than a Frenchman

felbourne Argus, Nov. 17, 1888.

"Capt. Leacutor [Le Couteur?] a french captain bee
longing to y honnorable Collonell Pryce was buried 4
August, 1708."
The registers of Wexford begin in 1676. The
ink is much faded, but the first volume (the only
one I looked into) contains a very large amount of
information of the ordinary description.

rip oator of the now universally adopted word 'larrikin.'
Th ?y were a-larrikin (larking) down the strate, your
ror ;hip,' said he one day, in describing the conduct
ome youths, and the Bench had so much diffi-

understanding what he meant, and the
was repeated so often, that it passed into
catch-word, and was soon applied universally to youthThe good work he did was appreciated by
ul "oughs.
In
hose in power, and in time he obtained promotion.
871! he was made senior constable, in 1874 second-class
exWith
the
in
and
first-class
1877
sergeant.
srgeant,
epiion of 1878, during which he was in Geelong, he
pent the whole of his time in and around Melbourne."
f

..

in

:

PERTINAX.

Y.

Melbourne.

"HORACE WELLBELOVED."

th
(See 7 S. vii. 220.) The author
the 'Life' published in 1854, who modestly
"
ppeared on the title-page as
Layman," was the

BISHOP KEN.

f

A

Mr. John Lavicount Anderdon. He published
1861 'The Messiah,' a volume of 830 pages,
'his also was
anonymous, without even a suggestion

jte

a

to its authorship, the title-page containing just

a

me

two words.

a copy
Mr. Anderdon gave
f both the above
works, writing in them a few
ind words of presentation.
J. DIXON.
lese

SANGATTE AND SANDGATE.
Canon
his Words and Places,' remarks on the

Taylor,

'

curious
Anglo-Saxon names over the disict which lies between Calais, Boulogne, and St.
mer, "It was singular a place called Sangatte
aould exist exactly opposite to our Kentish Sandi

istribution of

ate."

851,
"

it is

stated

:

The

tradition at Calais is that this part of the coast
as chiefly peopled from
England, and that the name of
angatte is a corruption of Sandgate, and was given to
10 village by its Anglo-Saxon colonists."

In the British

Museum

there

a

MS. work

entied
Antique and Armorial Collections,' by the
uev. Arthur
Suckling, and vol. viii. is apparently
a account, written
early in the present century,
f a
journey commencing with Amiens and contining references to about thirty places
in
icardy, and therein he remarks
"Sangatte is an obvious corruption of the words
is

'

:

saint Agatha,'
especially if the French pronunciation
3 used.
It is a little fishing
In the present
village
*.y it has but little to attract the notice of the
stranger,
ough in former times it was more
as it then

celebrated,
sed a castle of considerable
strength and importace.
This of which a very small
portion remains, was
* as early as the
It was the first
year 1173
[

vaulted by the
ad successful

place

Due de Guise when he made his bold
attempt upon Calais. The English garri-

M.

pseudonym
Handbook of

'
not given in Olphar Hamst's
It appears on the title-page of
'
a book (post 8vo., 1826), London Lions for Country Cousins and Friends about Town,' illustrated
with a coloured frontispiece and several wood en-

is

Fictitious Names.'

CUTHBERT BBDE.

gravings.

AN ERROR

RESPECTING THE PITT FAMILY.

Will you kindly allow me to correct publicly,
'
through the pages of N. & Q. ,' a serious blunder
which I find that I have made in my work on
'
Greater London,' vol. i. ? Towards the end of my
chapter on Brentford I mention that town as the
birthplace of an ancestor of the Pitts, Lord Chatham. As I find that their ancestral home was not
Brentford but Blandford , in Dorsetshire I should
like to add that the error shall be corrected whenever a new edition of Greater London is called
for, and that the correct account will be given in
'
my forthcoming Life of William Pitt.'
'

'

In the Illustrated London News. October 25,

S.

This

E.

WALFORD, M.A.

HUSBAND AND WIFE DYING ON THE SAME
DAY.

The following epitaph

large slab in the centre of the

is inscribed upon a
nave of All Hallows

Barking, Great Tower Street, London
" Hie
jacet Joseph Taylor, armiger, una cum uxore
sua Maria qui summo cum amore et mutua benevolentia
:

post annos triginta quinque exactos, eodem morbo (sci*
licet Hydrope) absumpti, eodem die ex hac vita simul
discesserunt, spe non inani ad meliorem resurgendi, ubi,
nuptiis licet nihil loci sit, illorum efflorescet amor plusquam nuptialis caelestis et in omnia seculo duranturus.
Erat ille Sandfordise juxta Tew Majorem in Com. Oxon.

natus ejusdem comitatus per

unum annum

Vicecomes.

Quo munere ornari satis glorise sibi duxit, Nam modestia
haud vulgari affectus, Honores mereri maluit quam exErat in commercio probus, impiger, fortunatus ;
periri.
in notos et vicinos comis et benignus erga cognatos liberalis et munificens; Omnium denique amerus et benefaciendi cupidus. Uxorem habuit sui quam simillimara
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Obierunt 23
66; hsec 60."

prorsua dignam.
Ille ^Etatis BUSQ

die Januar. A.D.

1732

This instance of a husband and wife dying on the
same day and of the same disease is probably
unique. There are, however, cases in some respects similar.
Compare Crashaw's epitaph 'On
a Husband and Wife who Died and were Buried
Together':
To these who death again did wed,
This grave, the second marriage bed.

For though the hand of fate could force
'Twixt soul and body a divorce,
It could not sever man and wife,
Because they both lived but one life.
Peace, good Reader, do not weep
:

Peace, the lovers are asleep!
?
They sweet turtles folded he
In the last knot that love could

tie.

Let them sleep, let them rest on,
Till this stormy night be gone,

And

the eternal morrow dawn ;
curtains will be drawn
they wake unto a light

Then the

And

Whose day

shall never

end in night.

the dramatist, and Frances, his second
^Shirley,
Forced by the
wife, also died both on one day.

Great Fire of that year to fly from their house in
Fleet Street, their loss and the terror so affected
them that they died both within the space of twentyfour hours, and were interred in the same grave in
the churchyard of St. Giles in the Fields, Oct. 29,
1666.
similar fate is recorded of the Italian painter
Farinato and his wife, who died in 1606. Both
were sick in the same apartment, and the wife,
"
hearing her husband cry out that he was
going,"
told him that she would " bear him
company," and
died at the same instant as himself.
Amongst the songs set to music by Anthony
Young, temp. Queen Anne, there is one entitled
'To the agreeable Memory of Two Sisters who

A

Died Together/ beginning
Sylvia, Delia, sweetest pair,

and ending
Lovely in their lives they were,
In one fate together joined;

Death
But

to us was too severe,
to them was doubly kind.

Had

she took one charming maid,
Not the world of both bereft,
with truth then might have said,
That there was no equal left.

We

How poor are these epitaphs when compared
with that terse and beautiful one by David in his
lament for Saul and Jonathan, " They were lovely
and pleasant in their lives, and in their death they
were not divided."
Can your readers supply any other instances of
the simultaneous departure of husband and wife
or friend and friend 1
J. MASKELL.
'

SIR GYLES GOOSE-CAPPB,' 1636 AND UNDATED.
The examination of 'The Queenes' and 'The

vn. MAI

4

,

m

Royall Exchange' has reminded me of a similar
discovery made and given me by my friend, that
well-known Shakespearian, P. A. Daniel, one which
will reduce the number of supposed editions of ' Sir
I had lent him my 1606 and unGyles by one.
dated copies of this play, and, not satisfied with
this, he took them to the British Museum, and
compared the undated one with that of 1636. The
result I give in his own words
'

:

" There are
two copies of 1636 in the Museum. One
(press-mark 161 a 36) has the date arranged symmetrithe
under
cally
preceding line, the other (643 c 17) was
originally undated ; but the date was afterwards stamped
in with printers' type at the end of the last line of the
imprint. These undated quartos are printed from the
same forms and on like paper as the 1636 edition. They
correspond with that edition in the minutest particulars,
such as type out of gear, &c. They are, in fact, undated
copies of that edition."

Were
;

s.

[7*

it

necessary in the case of one so careful,

might corroborate

this,

having made an

I

after ex-

amination, with, of course, the same results.

BR. NICHOLSON.

BISHOP OF ST. DAVID'S, WESTMINSTER. Considerable interest was some years since excited
by
the discovery of the embalmed body of an ecclesia rough recess in the north-east
angle of the crypt of St. Stephen's underneath the
window-sill.
The body was found wrapped in
many folds of cere cloth, and having a carved oak
episcopal staff lying diagonally across the breast.
The ingenious researches of Mr. Pettigrew, the
astic built into

well-known antiquary, apparently
the remains to be those of Stephen
Bishop of St. David's from 1442 to
Keeper of the Privy Seal to Henry VI.,
of several ecclesiastical works.
He
chantry during his

life

established

Lyndwode,
1446, and
author

and

founded a

at St. Stephen'?, as his

will,

which still exists at Lambeth Palace, expresses it,
"in bassa capelia," and directed that his body
should be there buried. It has been thought that
the position where the body was discovered was
not that where he was originally buried, but that
his descendants either hastily removed his remains
to save them from insult at the Eeformation, or
that his shrine was rifled of its ornaments and the
body put where found out of the way. This latter
supposition has the more probability, from the fact
that when the body was discovered the coverings
of both arms below the elbow were wanting, and
as

it

was usual

for bishops

when buried

often to

wear their gold embroidered greaves, and also their
of
episcopal rings, the spoiler would make prize

Mr. Pettigrew obtained leave from
Government to open the wrappings, when it
was discovered that so skilfully was the body embalmed that the features were perfectly distinguishthe lips still
able, and even the skin of the face and
;hese parts.
she

After this strange disinterment the poor
oft.
in the
bishop has found a resting-place once more
W. LOVELL.
3t minster Abbey.
Cloisters of

We

i

s.

:

vn.
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mi
must request correspondents desiring information
amily matters of only private interest, to affix their
and addresses to their queries, in order that the
ffers may be addressed to them direct.
fa

347

any correspondent give me any information about
the author, and say whether this is a unique copy,
or whether the whole edition was thus published?
J.

iea

CUTHBERT WELCH, F.C.S.

The Brewery, Reading.

PORTRAIT OP SIR ISAAC NEWTON. Among
Can any one some MS.
papers lately in my possession, and
any known portrait of which
formerly belonged to Mr. W. Pickering, the
"Uella"? 2. When she and Mountjoy were
publisher, of Chancery Lane, is the following inteex led from the Court of James L, whither did
resting note, probably transcribed from one affixed
they retire? In 1605 Stella wrote from ''Wan- to the back of the
picture to which it refers
steel," signing herself "P. Devonshire"; but this
Memorandum respecting this Picture received
ha 1 been her residence as Lady Etch. How came
from Miss Pilkingtpn.
sho, then, to remain there after her divorce and
This is an undoubted original Picture of Sir Isaac
remarriage? 3. Lord Devonshire died in 1606; Newton, and during the latter part of his Life always
Stella died in 1607.
was
He
buried in St. Paul's hung in his Parlour Sir Isaac died without a Will, and
at Westminster
without his wife's his personal Property devolved equally between 3 NewSTELLA (LADY PENELOPE RICH).

infirm

me

1.

la there

:

;

Abbey

Chapel

no monument or gravestone
exists, so far as I have been able to ascertain.
The registers, which are only extant from that
4.
very date (1606/7), do not contain the name.
Where was "Stella" buried at Westminster, or
PHILIP ACTON.
Chartley, or Wanstead ?
quarterings, but

tons and 2 Pilkingtons. Miss Pilkington, from whom the
Picture came, says, Her Grandfather was Sir Isaac's
second Cousin, and received among other Personalties
this Picture, His Medals, Pistols, Gun, and some Plate.
He used to say he frequently saw this Picture at his
House in St. Martin's Court, where he went to Dine

with him almost every Sunday during his Apprenticer Moore offered him 60 Gua 8 for it
nearly 84 years
ship
d
ago [i.e., circa 1721], but neither he nor her Father w
ever sell it, nor w d she have sold it but that her circumstances obliged her to part with most of Sir Isaac's
Articles ; Her Grandfather said Sir Godfrey [Kneller]
painted a whole length Picture afterwards from this
Original ; Sir Isaac promised to provide for Her Grandfather, but when out of his time told him he could not
do much for him, as he had lost between 20 and 30
thousand Pounds by the South Sea Bubble.
JOHN BRIDGE.
London, July 16, 1805.
[Indorsed :] Mem: of Sir Isaac Newtons Picture at
;

"A

CLAIRE- VOIE"

an expression employed
by the French to designate an engraving of which
the edges are not finished off by a line or frame,
but which flow, as it were, into the page. To describe such an engraving we should be obliged, I
Is there no
believe, to use the word vignetted.
other word or expression, less awkward, more
H. S. A.
English?
is

CRIKESMAN. I find the following in Trench's
'English Past and Present/ thirteenth ed., p. 137:
"
Crikesman (Kriegsmann), common in the State
Papers of the sixteenth century, found no permanent place in the language." An exact reference for the use of this word would
oblige me, as
I have hitherto been unsuccessful in
my search

among

the State Papers.

MAYHEW.

A. L.

Oxford.
I

bo

THE ETONIAN.' I have vol. i., from Oct., 1820,
March, 1821, and vol. ii., from April, 1821, to

Aug., 1821.

volumes?

Are there any other numbers
Hie ET UBIQQE.

or

M

|

|

P

Studlades [Philip Stockdale'a

|

1

?].

would appear from some words struck out in the
note, for the purpose of making the same read
more elegantly, that this portrait which was evidently not a whole-leugth was also painted by
Kneller.
Can any of your readers inform me
whether such was the case, and where both the
W. I. K. V.
pictures referred to now are ?
It

AUTHOR OF POEMS WANTED. 'Faction Disa Poem/ and 'Moderation, a Poem,'
J. F. M.
London, 1705.
played,
Bath.

ELLIS AND CORALLINES. John Ellis, author of
TITLE OF BOOK WANTED. Wanted, the name
Essay towards the Natural History of Coral- of author, publisher, and title of book having as a
'
lines (published
1755), is said in Pouchet's Uni- dedication six stanzas, of which the following is
verse' (p. 51) to have addressed a
hymn, on the the first:
'

An

'

"

to the glory of Him
completion of his labours,
who created so many marvels." The
hymn is not
published with his essay.
Where is it to be
found ?
C. L.

POEM. I have a copy of a poem, Zur Wiedertehr unserer
Durchlauchtigsten Prinzen,' by BiirIt consists of two
gerarde.
quarto leaves only,
printed on satin and bound in silk,
published at
on
Oldenburg
Aug. 14, 1807, in black letter. Can
'

There

And

is

a mystic languor in your eyes,

in the rhythmed cadence of your feet,
you kept some secret, strange surprise,
To cheer this lonely life of mine, O Sweet
The poem is headed " Dedication. To Emily," and
is evidently the dedication of the
book, of which
latter I possess only this page.
It is subscribed
"Brindisi, June 4, 1876." The size of paper is
7| in. by 4| in., and of common quality.

As

if

!

KAPPA.
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LATIN LINES. Can you or any of your readers
me who was the author of the enclosed
f
I have seen them
beautiful lines Ad Somnurn 1

inform

;

German
Thomas Warton

scholar Meibomius, and

attributed to the
also to

:

Somue

levis,

quanquam certissima mortis imago,
te tamen esse tori ;

Consortem cupio

Alma

quies, optata veni,

Vivere,

quam

suave

nam

morte mori.

LIGHTFOOT.

J.

CLUBBING. When a body of
upon itself, to the destruction

soldiers is driven
of order and dis"
clubbed." How comes
cipline, it is said to be
the word to be so employed ?
C. B. MOUNT.

"

THAT BAUBLE."

Of the museum

at Kingston,

Jamaica, Mr. Froude writes
" The most noticeable relic
preserved there, if it only
be genuine, is the identical bauble which Cromwell
ordered to be taken away from the Speaker's table in
the House of Commons. Explanations are given of the
manner in which it came to Jamaica. The evidence, so
:

far as I could understand it, did not appear conclusive."
The English in the West Indies,' pp. 217, 218.

What

is

the evidence

MAT

4, '89.

iscussion with Sir Arthur Wardour, from its
agueness, leaves the mists of doubt as thick as
Do any traces of it still
ver about the question.
xist in the British isles ? I have read somewhere
hat but one word has been assimilated or borowed by Irish Gaelic.
J. B. S.
Manchester.

sic sine vita

est, sic sine

JOHN
in

VII.

ST. SWITHIN.

?

th

7 S. vii. 247.) At the
QUARTER LAND. (See
'
,bove reference, under Irish Folk-lore : the Rain)ow,' it is stated that when a rainbow has both its

nds "in one quarter land" a death may be exacted in that locality within six months. What
"
s a
quarter land" ] The word is not to be found
lither in

the 'Imperial' or the

ionaries.

f

'

Encyclopaedic dicJ. B. FLEMING.

HIGHLAND DRESS. Has the question of the
antiquity or otherwise of the kilt as the costume of
ihe Scottish Highlanders ever been finally decided?
It is said to have been introduced by a contractor
rom London, who opened some smelting works at
But the Icelandic Sagas
?
relate how Magnus Olafson, King of Norway, and
lis followers when they returned from ravaging

Fort George circa 1720

i

"
about bare legged,
Can any the west coast of Scotland went
having short kirtles and upper wraps, and so men
called him Barelegs" (1093).
Nicolay d'Arfeville,
cosmographer to the King of France, published II
He
Sessions
Quarter
a volume on Scotland in which he

"HIMGILT AND HARSEM MONET."

of your correspondents throw any light upon the
above 1 I copy from the sixth volume of the North

Biding Record Society's
edited

cords,'

D.C.L.

by

the

'

Rev.

C.

J.

:-

Qu Sessions
" Before Sir

at,

Atkinson,

Jan'? 12, 1668/9.

Tho Gower, Sir Will Caley, Will Palmer,
John Gibson, Geo Mountaine, Tim Mauleverer, and John
Wyvell Esq M .
"
High Sheriff Sir John Armitage

says

:

(the Scots) weir, like the Irish, a long, large,
and full shirt, coloured with saffron, and over this a garment hanging to the knee, of thick wool."
1

They

The warriors who came from the Hebrides

to assist

Tyrconnell in his rebellion (1594) against Elizabeth
John Chapman are thus described :
Sheriff.
Deputy
The outward clothing they wore was a mottled gar" Presentments
among several others William Parkin
numerous colours hanging in folds to the calf
eon of Pickering, yeomn ; Thomas Dixon of the Castle of nient with
Life of
of the leg."
O'Reilly's translation of O'Clery's
York Yeomn and Matthew Alderson of Pickering Yeom"
:

1

'

,

for without authority receiving
(indirect[ij reciper[unt],
the sum of 1 8s. 7d., under colour of its being revenue due
(redditus debite) to the Queen Mother of England called

himgilt

and harsem money,' and the above-named

O'Donnell.'

It is natural to

Thomas Dixon

for extortionately receiving at the same
10*. as his fee, under colour of his office as mes
senger to the said Queen Mother, from the inhabitanti

time

of Brompton ; the same three persons for extortionatel]
taking from the inhabitants of Wrelton, for the use o.
the above-named Thos. Dixon under colour of his office
as messenger of the Queen Mother of
England, othe

In a note to the above Dr. Atkinson says he has
"

thought it better to give a fuller abstract than usual o
these two entries, by reason of their
nature, and the intro
duction in the former of them of a term or
phrase which
calls for notice and, if
At presen
possible, explanation.
such explanation seems to be not too easy to arrive at."

No

doubt the phrase

is

capable of explanation.

W. BETH ELL.
Rise Park, Hull.

is

the

IRISH SONG TEMP. PENINSULAR WAR. Can
latter
any of your correspondents give me the
verses of the following song, which seems to have
been composed about the time of the Peninsular

War?
Now

then, brave boys, we 're off for marchin'
Across the sea to Saint Sebastian,
Each man with his flask of powdther,
And his firelock on his showlder,
Love, Farewell
!

B.

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

OF LINCOLN, THE BISHOP. When
was defaced at the Reformation is
known what became of his bones 1 I have mad

SAINT

HUGH

his shrine

research into the matter, but have discovers
The late venerable W. B. Storehouse,
Archdeacon of Stow, told me that the bones

much
PICTISH LANGUAGE. Did this old tongue re
semble Gaelic or Gothic ? Oldbuck's well-knowi

suppose that the modern kilt
ONESIPHORUS.
this garment.
[See lt S. ii. 174, 470.]

development of

nothing.

-h

MAT

s. VII,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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4,

w( .-e burnt in the open space at the south- eas
Dr. Sfconehouse was an ac
co ner of the minster.
co iplished antiquary of the last generation ; an(
he would certainly not have affirmed this withou

ha ing something which he considered good autho
rit ? in support of his statement.
EBORAC.

FHE CURTSEY.

I should be glad if any of you
the names of any books on
th above subject, or of any pamphlet or book
illustrated or otherwise, that may contain informa
tion on the curtsey, its origin, development, &c,
ders could give

re;

me

>

LAURA ALEXANDRINE SMITH.
1

9,

Portsdown Road, Maida

Hill,

W.

pocket after death, and it was stated that this MS.,
headed ' The Indian Serenade/ did not then (1879)
appear to be accessible, and that it was barely

when it was deciphered by Mr.
Robert Browning. I therefore venture to ask 1.
Where is the Indian air to which the lines were
written to be found ? 2, How did Shelley become
acquainted with it ? 3. What has become of the
MS. which contained the lines in Shelley's handwriting, and was found in his pocket after death ?
legible in 1857,

:

W.

F.

PRIDBAUX.

Jaipur, Rajputana.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Go

A

CURIOUS MEDAL OR TOKEN. There was
brought to me lately by a railway navvy a curious
coin or medal which had been turned up in some

to

yon river when the

tide is low.

As well to look for lilies in the mud
As for pure aspirations in a mind
That is clogged with sensuality.
W. RIDLEY KENT.
Every instant dies a man,
Every instant one in born.
A heart at leisure from itself
To soothe and sympathize.
W. B.

excavations in the brickfields, Devonport.
It is
in size and style very similar to the old
halfpence
jf the Georges.
On the obverse is a bust, looking
The
left, and the inscription, BRUTUS SEXTUS.
reverse has something resembling the
ordinary

but the finder, or one of his
mates, rubbed it on a brick to clean it, and has,
unfortunately, obliterated the figure and inscripion, although there is a vestige of 1 7
perceptible
)n the lower part.
I imagine it to be a
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figure of Britannia,

political

medal or token

but as I have never
net with one of the type before, I venture to ask
f any of
your readers can throw any light upon it.
satirical

>r

;

W. H. K. WRIGHT.

Plymouth.
'

SHELLEY'S

LINES TO AN INDIAN AIR.' In one
some years
ago in Blackwood's Magazine under the title of ' In
v kuvwivBviug pajjoio YTuiuu
itpptjiutju

a

Studio '(vol.
"

1875, p. 685), the question is
the Indian air to which ' I
from dreams of thee was written ? "
The
'

irise

was as follows

reply

"

cxviii.,

Do you know

isked,

:

Very well and the words are admirably adapted to
The air is slow, languid, and a little monotonous
:

n

movements, but of a tender, dreamy character,
by moonlight. No wonder

its

ike the flowing of a stream
5helley was impressed by it.

I remember being shown
nany years ago, at the Baths of Lucca, the original MS.
f this
song, in Shelley's handwriting. It was then in
ie possession of

Colonel Stisted, and, according to his

was taken from the pocket-book which was in
lelley s breast-pocket afc the time he was drowned off
01
he MSt was worn > seined, and somewhat
url
?
iterated by having been so
long in the water: and
b
only from its being in the handwriting of Shelley
ut from the circumstance of its
being found on his body
liter death, had on a
very sad and peculiar interest."
In the Athenceum for
Sept. 6, 1879, Mr. Charles
.oaiaman, the composer of the beautiful air to
the serenade is
usually sung, asked for
nformation regarding some
discrepancies in the
Lccount,
'

i.

\

rordmg of two

different versions of the
poem. In
n editorial note
appended to his letter reference
fas made to the MS. which
was found in Shelley's

TAILED ENGLISHMAN.
th

493 ; vii. 132, 212.)
subject of tailed people in general, and of
tailed Englishmen in particular, has been
already
a good deal discussed in ' N. & Q.' See 1 st S.
xi. 122, 252 ; 2 nd S. iii. 473 ; v.
306
; xii.
179,
th
S. viii. 326.
These notes consist
100, 274 ; 5
principally of accounts drawn from old authors of
jertain persons, but more especially of certain
iribes living chiefly in the islands of the Eastern
Seas and in Africa, and supposed to be adorned
with tails. But at the same time the " Kentish
Of these
Longtails" are frequently alluded to.
notes I think the two most important are 2 nd S. xii.
th
LOO and 5 S. viii. 326. In thefirst,a Dutch traveller
s represented as
declaring that he had, in the
year 1650, with his own eyes repeatedly seen "a
man, a native of Southern Formosa, having a tail
)f more than a foot's
length, and this appendix
And I think it is
hickly covered with hair."
(7

S. vi. 347,

The

generally admitted by medical men nowadays
hat in certain very exceptional individuals there
s an undue development of the os (or rather
ossa,
or there are usually four), coccygis or
coccyx, the
mall appendage which in the human being correponds to the bones of the tail in animals, though
cannot at the present time lay my hand upon
ny passage to that effect in a medical work. The

econd note

is

"
tailed Englishmen,"
wholly about

nd the writer, MR. L. BARBE", winds up his longish
ote by saying that "it is satisfactory to think
bat the term is in no way associated with
ouard, coward, and was not applied to our
ncestors, as Ducange supposes, because of their
imidity and pusillanimity."

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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For my own part, I am
is

too easily satisfied.

of opinion that MR. BARBE
As far as I can see, the

[?

B. vii.

MAZ

v.

for in this wise, that the whites were ashamed of
their likeness to monkeys, and so concealed their

which Englishmen were charged with wearing caudated condition by wearing "bags on their
I remember reading in a book of African
in the first instance a moral tail, and in the legs."
In the two travel that the writer was frequently requested by
second instance only a physical tail.
passages quoted by MR. BARBE" from Ducange (s.v., the native princes to show them his tail, and that
caudatus}, there is in the first, from Jacobus de he could hardly persuade them that he was guiltless,
Vitriaco (died 1244), "Anglicos potatores et as were all whites, of this ornament. The name of
Caudatos affirmantes"; and in the second, from this book if, I think, Rogers's Explorations in
Matthew of Paris's 'Chronicle,' Robert, Comte Central Africa,' and the date of publication about
If ST. SWITHIN wishes to get the
d'Artois and brother of St. Louis, is stated to have 1849 or 1850.
said in 1250 of the English, "0 timidorum Cauda- accurate chapter and verse I shall with pleasure
"
A. PANCELT.
This last passage agrees well look it up.
torumformidolositas
with MR. TEW'S quotations (7 th S. vii. 132) from
Fuller, who records that the same Comte d'Artois
"To LISTER" (7 th S. vii. 247). In reply to DR.
in the same year 1250, called William Longs word, CHANCE'S
query, this nautical term is the verbal
"Coward, Dastard, English tail, &c.," as it does form of the noun list, which means an inclination to
tn
also with ST. SWITHIN'S quotations (7
S. vii. 212) larboard or starboard from an even keel. It comes
in which Richard Cceur de Lion's messengers are to
us, as do many of our naval terms, from the
(in the fourteenth century) called taylards, and Norse, and seems to have arisen in this way.
The
Eichard himself a tayled king. In all these four radical
meaning of list is a stripe, edge, selvage.
passages the tail is undoubtedly a moral tail, The old ships of the Vikings were what is called
and it should be noticed that taylard corresponds "clinker-built," i. e., the planks overlapped at the
exactly to the Italian codardo (=our coward), and edge, so that the striped appearance was very promeans, like it, a man with a long or big tail, or who nounced.
If the ship heeled over, more of the
shows much of it (see my note on ' Pollard/ 7 th S.
stripes would become visible, and thus she was
"
"
iv. 222).
It is true that the
Kentish Longtails
To lister, therefore,
said to have got a list or two.
are said to have derived their physical tails from is to haul over the
ship until the lists are visible on
an insult offered by their ancestors in the twelfth the
upper or weather side.
century (about a hundred years earlier than the
Shakespeare uses the word list in the sense of

tail

was

'

!

dates given above), to St. Thomas a Becket, in a
certain village in Kent, when they cut his ass's tail
off, but I do not know that there is any very early
record of this insult, and indeed the German
account of it, upon which MR. BARBE" relies rather
than upon the passages in Ducange, dates from 1507
It seems to me to be very probable that for
only.
a century or two after the Norman Conquest the
English, as distinguished from the Normans (though
the Normans may sometimes have become involved
in the reproach from living in England and being
regarded as English), did acquire abroad the reputation of cowardice, and that afterwards, when they
had decisively proved that they were no cowards,
the word caudatus and its equivalents came to be
understood of a physical tail, for which there may,

perhaps, have been some slight foundation in fact,
in Kent or elsewhere, but which was quite compatible with valour.
Ducange himself quotes a
passage from an author who wrote in 1477, and was
evidently acquainted with the physical tail reproach,
for the last two lines of the quotation run as
follows
C'est du lignage des Anglois,
Car il porte trea-longue queue.
:

F.

An

old sailor told

me

monly thought among

CHANCE.

year that it was comsome of the African tribes
last

that all white men are tailed.
He also said that
the wearing of breeches by foreigners was accounted

or stripe
The very list, the very utmost bound
Of all our fortunes.
:

'IK. Hen. IV.,' IV.
The French employ the word carener in much the
same sense. Sub voce " Carene," Littr6 says
"Abattreun navire en carene; le couchersurle
i.

:

cote pour le reparer dans les oeuvres vives."
(1) "Longuegives two explanations of the word
pieoe de bois qui fait le fondement d'un vaisseau"
" Les flancs du navire
jusqu'<a la
(Eog. Iceel) ; (2)
:

ligne de flottaison."

Careen was a term frequently employed by our
old navigators in the same sense, but it has gone
out of use.
To give a ship or boat a list is a term
Careen is doubtless
of every -day occurrence.
List is from a Teutonic
derived from Lat. carina.
source.
In the old days, when our ships were
"hearts of oak," and copper sheathing had not
been adopted, careening, heeling, and listwas a very
ing, so as to clean the foul bottoms,
ot
important naval operation. Thus, on the loss
the Royal George at Spithead in 1782
Eight hundred of the brave,
Whose courage well was tried,

:

_

Had make the vessel heel
And laid her on her side.
A Lnd breeze shook the shrouds,
And she was overset
Down went the Royal George,
;

With

all

her crew complete.

MAY
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List in English has several meanings, accordin
There i
its derivation from different sources.
It t, to hearken, listen, A.-S.
hlyst; list, to desire
c; oose, A.-S. lystan; A.-S. list, Ger. List, cunning
d ception. The most general sense is that of an
e( ge, border, A.-S. list, branching off into a variety
o; adaptive meanings, e.g., fillet, a selvage, streak
sHpe, boundary. List in the nautical sense
fr

'.

huve above endeavoured to explain.
List in the literary sense, like other paralle
takes its name from the material employed
Taus a poll-deed is a document with a smooth
shaven edge ; an indenture has a wavy or a chevronec
edge. .A list is a long narrow slip of parchment or
piiper, suitable for entering a series of names.
certain amount of confusion naturally arises
from the circumstance of the derivatives from
cf ses,

A
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Into your chamber they shall you bring,
With much mirth and more liking ;
Your blankets shall be of fustian,
Your sheets shall be of cloth of Rennes.
So, too, in the Wollaton Hall inventories (relating
to the middle of the sixteenth century), published
in vol. xix. pt. i. of the Associated Architectural
ris
.
Societies' Reports, there occurs (p. 91), "in
Sturles Chamber," " Item a fetter bed, a bolster,

M

a blankett, a gryne rugg, a whyte fustian blarikdt"
Fustian was originally of cotton, though in Norwich
and elsewhere woollen stuffs have had the same
denomination (see Beck's ' Draper's Dictionary ').
Fustians, whatever they may have been, were of
some importance among the bed furniture of our
forefathers.
In annotating the line in John
'

'

Boke of Nurture (fifteenth century),
which warns the chamberlain of a lord to see to
several distinct radicals having drifted into a
"
common form of spelling, and again expanded into the cleanliness of fustian and shetis," Dr. F. J.
Furnivall
Babees Book,' p. 179),
says
('The
various shades of meaning.
"
his
Henry VII. had a fustian and sheet under
My readers may, if they list, find amusement anc feather
'
bed, over the bed a sheet, then the over
perhaps instruction in following up these various
fustian above'"; and a little further on blanket
lists to their originals.
J. A. PICTON.
is used with cotyn and lynyn, generically as the
Sandyknowe, Wavertree.
name of a material, and not of any specific article.
In Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary listaris is In the Wollaton inventories mention is made of
entered, with the definition "small yard-arms,"
one is of fyve yardes
and the ' Complaynt of Scotlande is assigned as in One payre of fustians whereof
lengthe and of v breadea and the other is foure yardes
'

Russell's

'

:

'

'

the authority.
I am not at the moment able to
verify this ; but a reference to the glossary in Dr,
Murray's edition of the work, prepared for the

English Text Society, might be helpful.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

[Many
same

contributors are thanked for replies to the

effect.]

and a halfe longe and
'

vi breades.
of fustians of iij yardes longe, whereof the
breades and the other of iij and di.

One payre

one is of iij
" One fustian
more of

And

iij

breades and

there were fustians in

happily,
or "one

"

blankets,"

"

iij

yardes longe."

some

of the rooms, but,
"
blanketts,"
blankettes,"

blanked" in most, while with "other
stuff gathered to gether and layed up in the Dyninge
"
te
Chambre," we find, Blanketts, xlviij ."
ST. SWITHIN.

SIR ARCHIBALD GALLOWAY (7 th S. vii. 228).In Anderson's Scottish Nation I find the following works mentioned in the biographical notice of
"POPE'S SIZE" (7 th S. vii. 225). "P. S." in
Sir Archibald
vests stands, I believe, for neither more nor less
"A
on
the
Moohummuddan
Commentary
[arc] Law,
;han the name of a large hosiery firm formerly
jand another on the Law, Constitution, and Government
I
Firth in Waterof India. His work on Sieges in India
was reprinted Pope, now, understand, Pope &
by the Court of Directors, and used at their Military loo Place. I learnt this in the hosiery department
College [Addiscombe], He wrote also other military at the co-operative stores, Victoria Street, where
treatises."
four correspondent can verify the information.
NOMAD.
Meanwhile, the theory as to "short and stout"
th
BLANKET (7 S. vii. 106, 238). It seems to me Dopes, of which " pope's size " was the foundation
that as the word blanket was in use before it contone, tumbles down, having only the weak props of
a saying in a French novel and the name of a fish
noted any particular kind of textile
fabric, it is not
at all likely that Blanket
eft for the consolation of your correspondent, who
Brothers, of Bristol, condesires to shelter himself behind the example of an
ferred their name on the woollen
blessings of which
"
short and stout," line of popes.
ihey were the inventors or the best-known manullustrious, but
acturers.
It is even slightly more
G.
probable that
-he family itself was called after that of its
This is a term employed in the hosiery trade to
prolucts which gave it chief claim to fame.
In the
ndicate a size of "vests" or under-shirts, and
f
"
ihapter on the Normans ia his History of Engpants or under-drawers or trousers, and takes
ish Literature (vol. i. bk. i. ch. ii.
"
ts place between
p. 133, H. Van
men's " and " out sizes," usually
jaun's trans.) M. Taine
quotes, with modernized
bbreviated to " 0. S."
The different sizes are as
polling, from a romance in which a lady in need
ollows, the inches given being the measurements
>f consolation is
"
promised, inter alia,
ound the chest for
vests," round the waistband
'

'

:

J

'

'
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"pants": small men's, 32 inches; slender
men's, 34 ; men's, 36 ; pope's, 39 ; out sizes, 42.
Pope's is on the same scale as the other sizes, not
proportioned for men unusually stout or especially
thin.
The term is peculiar and its origin shrouded
in mystery.
may, I think, at once discard the
notion that it is in any way connected with the head
of the Eomish Church. 1 am not prepared to say offhand what were the bodily proportions of each of
the popes, but, considering their number and the
various families from which they were recruited, I
" short
should conjecture that they were not all
and stout," but rather of "all sorts and sizes."
The term pope's size has been in existence certainly
half a century, probably longer.
There is a legend
in the London trade that the expression arose in
this way.
The head of the well-known firm of
hosiers, Messrs. Pope & Plante, of Waterloo Place,
ordered this size to be made specially for him, and
the manufacturer called it after him for want of a
better name.
The firm is still in existence, and
could possibly elucidate the question, which is
It would be interesting to hear what the
curious.
manufacturers of Nottingham and Leicester have
to say in the matter.
H. S. A.
for

We

Compare with DR. CHANCE'S remarks about the
reputation of popes for being stout the words of
Persius, vi. 74: "Tremat omento popa venter."
Of course this means priestly (and not strictly
E. WALFORD, M.A.
papal) paunch.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.
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s.

4,

w.

method the advertisements are certain of being
bound up in the volume, and of attracting greater
notice, and so command a higher price for their
I must confess surprise that the public
insertion.
has not yet raised its voice in protest.
ALPHA.
ST. GEORGE AS A BADGE (7 th S. vii. 249).
The
*
subsequent quotation is from Windsor Castle and
Leitch
Ritchie
its Environs
(1840), by
"The habit and ensigns of the order of the Garter are
'

:

in six parts

;

the four

first [sic], viz.,

the garter, mantle,

and hood, assigned to the knights' companies by
the founder; and the two last, the George and collar, by
It is expressly prohibited by the laws of
VIII
Henry
the order that the collar should be ornamented with
precious stones. Not so the George, a figure hanging
from the middle of the collar, representing St. George
in his conflict with the dragon, which is allowed to be
adorned in as costly a manner as the owner chooses.
The lesser George was a model of the saint, worn on the

surcoat,

breast within the ennobled garter, to distinguish the
knights-companions from other gentlemen, who wore
gold chains, the ordinary ensigns of knighthood. This
George was suspended round the neck by a blue ribbon."

Pp. 76-8.
'

See also Heylyn's

Cosmographie,' 1657,
J. F.

p. 322.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

The " Constitutions
(c. iii.)

of the Order of the Garter"

ordain that

"the Sovereign shall put upon his [the knight elect]
neck a collar, or little chain or lace, having pendant
therefrom a massive golden image of an armed knight
[i. e., St. George] sitting on horseback."

MACAULAY (7 th S. vii. 287). I am afraid LUSuffolk, who is made by Shakespeare to use the
NETTE does not well know Macaulay's Essays '; words
quoted by PROF. BUTLER, was "a Knight of
otherwise he would not have needed either to search
the Garter, and could thus show the
George," as
ten or twelve
'

quotation-books or to write this
him set to at once and read the
will not read very far before he
'Essays.'
finds the schoolboy.
I can hardly find it in my
conscience to say anything to absolve him from
this duty ; but I suppose references must be
given.
Therefore, for the schoolboy, see essay on Sir
William Temple ; for him and his sister the school'
Boswell.'
Also for an
girl see that on Croker's
interesting sketch of the progress of that youth's
query.

Pray

let

He

education,
1870.

see Macmillan's Magazine for July,
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

Foleshill Hall, Longford, Coventry.

BINDING OP MAGAZINES

(7

th

As to Garter medals, I
the badge was called.
cannot say when they were first introduced. A
few specimens exist, but they belong to the seventeenth century.
They have no hole in them for a
ribbon.
They were used probably as largess
I have one
by the newly installed knight.
It is of silver, and meain my possession.
Round the St. George
sures 1-f-in. in diameter.
and the dragon is "En honneur du Souverain
du tres noble ordre de la jartiere"; on the
reverse, within an olive wreath, "Du tre" haut
tres excellent Prin
ce Charles
tre" puissant et
|

|

II.

S.

iii.

86,

155,

In connexion with this subject and
257, 336).
my previous note thereon at the second reference,
I should like, if it is permitted, to enter a protest
against the method now adopted by the Illustrated
London News with regard to advertisements. The

par la

Fran

|

|

Grace de Dieu roy de

De

la
|

Grande

Bre-

fenseur de la foy
M.D.CLXXI." John George II., Duke of Saxony,
was invested with the Garter 1669, but was installed by proxy at Windsor in 1671 along with
tag

|

et

Irelande

|

|

Charles XI., King of Sweden, and the second Duke
This medal was found a few years
of Albemarle.
in a
plan, as many will have noticed, is, towards the ago amongst a number of old German coins
There is another medal,
close of each weekly number, to devote half the hoard of a Saxon farmer.
at
page to the letterpress and the other half to adver- not of the same date, in the case of medals
The plan, to my mind (and that of the entrance to the Guildhall Library, London.
tisements.
The may further add that I have a piece of Flemish
others), is objectionable, and an eyesore.
reason of its adoption is, I imagine, that
this linen into which is woven a political design repre'.

by

th

S.

VII.

MAY
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s nting, so far as can be made out, the allian<
b tween Queen Elizabeth and the United Provinc
In this design England is represente
ii
1577.
b ' St. George and the dragon, over the knight
"
h >ad being the legend
Riter St. George." Th
h >usings of the horse are charged with a cros

p

A.

'tent.

W. CORNELIUS HALLEN.

Alloa.
th

SALOPE (7
S. vii. 141, 246).
MR. DRINK
ATER'S amusing story reminds me of the some
what analogous mot of a French lady returning t
hor home in Paris after the German invasion o
TV

1870 to find it defiled by every provoking ac
which the insolence of conquest could suggest
"
France has had to suffer from three invasions
We were overrun of old first by that of les Wisi
goths, then by that of les Ostrogoths; but the wors
was reserved for our own day, that of les saligauds.
A little forcing of history, justifiable in favour o
the excellence of the retaliative pun.

R. H. BUSK.

JOHN FENNELL, OF CAHIR

I

th

S. vii. 128, 212)
(7
That the Ffennells of the south of Ireland men
tioned in MR. E. S. PIGOTT'S last
paragraph were
all closely related is certain.
But, although the
ancestors of both may also have been
related, those

Tipperary families certainly are not the descend'
ants of the captain, who afterwards became Lieut.
Col. Ffennell during the Cromwell war. MR. E. S
PIGOTT is also mistaken in supposing that Col.
Ffennell and Dr. Gerald (or
Gerrott) ffennell, as
the name sometimes
in
MSS.,

appears
contemporary
and who was 'a member of the Supreme
Councilj

Col. Ffennell, who did not long surof Limerick, was nephew of Dr. Gerald
Ffennell.
The latter, the political friend and physician of the Duke of
Ormond, probably was the
Dr. Ffennell buried in St. Michan's Church. Dubin
1663.
lin,
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Mary Cooke 1714. She died next
and he married Elizabeth Fuller. They had

1689, married
year,

twelve children.
Their fifth son, William, bora 1730, married
Mary Lucas 1765. They had nine children.
Their eldest son, Joshua, of Ballybrado, born
1768, married Elizabeth Mark 1797. They had
fourteen children.
Their eldest son, William Joshua, born 1799, married Margaret Catherine Prendergast 1 830. They had
nine children. Of this last-named William Joshua
Ffennell, of Ballybrado and Carrigataha, both
places near Cahir, a notice will probably appear
in the forthcoming volume of the ' Dictionary of
National Biography,' as we owe to him the successful restoration of the salmon fisheries of the

United Kingdom.
The tombstone of John and Mary Ffennell used
to be shown to visitors in the grounds of Ballybrado.
The name John appears in almost all the
long lists of Tipperary Ffennells I have looked
through. The name of Gerald never once occurs.
It may interest H. to know that the present
owner of a portion of the ancient lands of Cahir

Abbey is Miss Harvey, granddaughter of Joshua
The
Ffennell, of Cahir Abbey, who died 1815.
house and grounds are at a distance, and quite cut
off from the remains of the old abbey, which are in
the yard of a mill in the streets of Cahir.
It may interest MR. PIGOTT to learn that the
pistol belonging to the robber Brennan to whom
e alludes is in the possession of Tom Ffennell
arlisle, grandson of William Joshua Ffennell, of
Ballybrado and Carrigataha, now living in London.

M.-H.

are identical.

vive the

fall

The Cahir

families of the name are numerous
and perhaps it is not to be wondered MR. PIGOTT
should become somewhat confused
among them, as
;

he has, especially with regard to the
Ballybrado
The Ffennells enumerated by him are
(branch.

descended from the same ancestor, who was a
Quaker when he arrived in Ireland. Taking a

all

special interest in the Ballybrado branch, I have
by permission of Mr. Robert James Lecky (a de-

scendant of the family now
living in London)
taken the following from voluminous extracts made
by him from the Friends' Registry for the province
of
Munster, kept at Cork.
John and Mary Ffennell, with their three
sons,

removed from

Cardiff, in

South Wales, to Cahir

about 1654.
They had nine children
Their fourth son,
Joshua, born at Kilcommonbeg,
aear Cahir,
1655, married Mary Phelps 1683.
They had sixteen children.
Their second son,
Joshua, of Reaghill, born
.

EPITAPH ON CHARLES V.

(5

th

S. vii. 162).

A

>ortion of the epitaph on Charles V. is given.
Allow me to supply the whole, with some varia-

ions

:

Liquisti exuvias gelido sub marmore, sed non
Quantus erat Caesar marraor et urna capit.

Pro tumulo ponas orbem, pro tegmine coelum,
Pro facibus Stellas, pro imperio Bmpireum.
'
Epigrammata Selecta,' p. 87, Romae, 1670.

ED. MARSHALL.

CHRISTIAN ERA (7 th S. vii. 189). Goldsmith,
who collected and reprinted twenty-seven of his
ssays, including two in verse, in the year 1765,
"
tates in the preface that
they had already apteared at different times, and in different publicaions "; so that, unless the several essays can be
raced to the magazine, paper, or pamphlet in
which they originally came out, it is not easy to
x the exact date of any one. But in the twentieth
ssay, which is a skit upon the medical prac" doctor
'tioners, he says of
Timothy Franks,
.O.G.H., that he was born in the year of the
hristian sera 1692, and is while I now write
xactly sixty-eight years, three months, and four
ays old," and thus presumably indicates the year

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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in which the essay was first printed, viz., 1760.
This carries back the phrase " Christian sera," or
u
era," eighteen years (see p. 183 of the 1765
It may perhaps also afford a clue to the
edition).
In 1760
publication in which it first appeared.
Goldsmith was writing for Smollett's British
Magazine, for Newbery's Newspaper, and the
Public Ledger, to which last he contributed the
'
Letters of the Chinese Philosopher,' printed afterwards in two volumes, 1761, as 'The Citizen of
the World.' The essay is probably in the British
W. E. BUCKLEY.
Magazine.
singular that DR. MURRAY appears to have
overlooked the occurrence of this expression (under
"^Era ") in the * Dictionarium Britannicum,' edited
was used by Johnson
by N. Bailey in 1730, which
'
as the foundation of his Dictionary.'
The ' Dictionarium ' (a second edition of which appeared in
It

is

was founded on

s.

Where the book must be rehe original work.
lound, and the back is completely gone, I use the
that is, inlay them on the end
ides as a double
thus retaining all that originally belonged
>oards
10 the book.
Very often, in removing covers, I
ind

down on boards MSS., black-letter
These I always bind in at the end of
volume. Pigskin is largely used in reproducing
bindings, and lends itself very well to blind
pasted

beets, &c.
,he

)ld

J.

ooling.

I verily believe that they (as well as our
Pious Churchmen) are a Blessing to this Nation."
Pp. 28-9.
"Shall I speak my Judgment freely ] It is this, tha
our Church cannot be safe without the Sober and Moderate Dissenters, no more than they can be without Us
Therefore no Churchman or Dissenter of sober Thoughts
can wish for or endeavour the ruin of either." P. 32.

Dissenters

and Low Churchmen
High Churchmen
"

are

men

tioned in
The Epistle Dedicatory " prefixed to
the third volume of Dr. South's Sermons,' pub
lished 1698.
In Moreri's 'Dictionary' (1694
appears, s.v. "Era," "The most famous Era's in
the Christian, which is placed by
Chronology
different Authors, in the 48th
of Home."
J. F. MANSEEGH.
'

Liverpool.

Is the passage in the
Spectator, No. 112, a cas
"
in point
friend Sir Koger, being a goo(
church-man, has beautified the inside of his churc'
with several texts of his own choosing." I
hop
:

LION BAPTIZED (7 S. vii. 146). MR. C. A.
has two patristic references, one of which,

WARD
from

St.

Jerome, I can verify at

Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

THE PRESERVATION AND KESTORATION
ANCIENT BOOKBINDINGS (7 tt S. vii. 283).

o
I

ch. vii. of the

there

mention of
which I am

is

other,

j

nclined to think is an imperfect representation of
'
a passage in Tertullian, De Bapt.,' ch. xvii., where
there is mention of an apocryphal work, written
out of love for Paul" ( Ox. Tr.,' p. 276). The
writing to which he refers is the Acta Pauli et
Theclse,' in which, so far as the now extant version
has it, the lions come to another end, while Thecla
'

The Latin runs :
herself is baptized.
"
Quod si qu3e Paulo perperam aiscripta sunt [exemplum TheclseJ ad licentiam mulierum docendi tingendique
defendunt; scianfc in Asia Presbyterum, qui earn scripturam construxit, quasi titulo Pauli de suo cumulans,
convictum atque confessum, id se amore Pauli fecisse,
Vol. iv. p. 175, Hal., Sernler, 1829, and
loco decessisse,"
note ibid).
It makes a great variation in the antiquity of
the fable to refer to the time of Tertullian, or St.
Jerome, for the authority for the statement.
St. Jerome's expression is:
"
Igitur irspiodovQ Pauli et Theclse et totam baptizati
leonis fabulam inter apocrypha computemus."
Cap. vii.
u.s. p. 13, Hieron. de viris illustr., Lips., Teubn., 1879.

ED. MARSHALL.

My

DR. MURRAY will not omit "good churchman,
as meaning " good reader or preacher in
church,
still in use as a
colloquialism. Is there any literar
example of the use of the expression ?
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A..

ZAEHNSDORP.

th

'

:

4 , 89.

ack, raise portions of the sides, and then insert a
ew leather back. On this leather I replace the
Id portions, filling in with tooling in keeping with

The word churchman, as opposed to dissenter, is work to which he refers, where
used many times in The Preacher,' by John Ed- the lion. I cannot verify the
I quote two passages taken from
wards, D.D.
the preface to "The Second Part," Lond., 1706
" He that
seriously weighs this, will find no reason to
blame me for my favourable thoughts concerning the

vn. MAY

eference to MR. LIMNER'S note, it may be of
nterest if I state how I treat a book in which it is
esirable to preserve the old binding.
Except
n cases where it is absolutely needful to reind the book (and a book must be in very
ad condition to require it), I prefer to use the
Id cover and back, and to strengthen rather than
I carefully remove the old
estitch the volume.

'

Bailey's Universal Etymological English Dictionary,' the first edition of
which was published in 1721, but not having this
at hand, I cannot say whether it contains the
W. T. LYNN.
expression in question.
Blackheath.

1736),

[7*

LORD BEACONSFIELD AND THE PRIMROSE
As confirming
S. v. 146, 416; vi. 55, 116).
views of those who think that the primrose

th

(7
the

was

Lord Beaconsfield's flower, the following letter from
Mr. Arthur Vernon ought to have a corner in
N. & Q.' He thus writes
'

:

"

to serve as land agent to the
late Earl for many years, perhaps I may be allowed to
on
no
the
that
one
Hughenden estate doubted h
say
woodmen
lordship's keen affection for primroses. The
had orders to protect thes3 plants, they were cultivated

Having had the honour

:

[AY

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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numbers alongside the walk behind the Manor
'
as the German Forest path,' and
ae, known locally
directions (given to me personally during
Earl's
he
by
a
clump of trees in the park
the last year of his life),
wh re the grass grew scantily, was thickly planted with
grounds I
fer s and primroses.
Upon these and other
'
his favourite
cat unhesitatingly assert that they were
"
,rge

Ho

1

vere.

Inother letter, sent to a Conservative newspaper,
up ets the statement from Truth which I sent last
'
th
S. v. 146)
ye; r to N. & Q.' (7
Windsor Castle, May 1, 1888.
The Queen did not send a wreath of primroses
Sir,
to Lord Beaconsfield's funeral, and consequently there
could have been no inscription of the nature you describe
h ive the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
HENRY PONSONBY.
.

:

[

JOHN CHURCHILL SIKES.
50,

Agate Road, The Grove, Hammersmith, W.

FLEETWOOD

(7

th

The

S. vii. 248).

reference

is

He was very popular
Clarendon's Rebellion.'
" the
svith
praying part of the army," and in Desember, 1659, he was greatly addicted to devotional
xerciaes, to the neglect of his more strictly pro*

;o

When his friends remonstrated
the answer they received was that
had spit in his face, and would not hear

essional duties.
rith

him,

God

all

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

nm."
Hastings.

BURNSIANA (7 th S. vii, 308). The article in
|uestion is, as might have been guessed, by Robert
Louis Stevenson.
It will be found reprinted, with

355

I think, of a corner in
the columns of your contemporary Le Lime,
Bibliographie Moderne,' 1883,
'
v. 619, where Mr. Hollingshead's
Foot Lights
"
is mentioned as
Foottights," with the addition
of "(Pantalons a pied)" by way of explanation.
The French are sad delinquents in this respect,
and similar blunders might be given ad infinitum.
The periodical just mentioned would prove a rich

well

kind,
'

N.

&

worthy,

Q.,' occurs in
'

'

H.

hunting ground.

S.

A.

LINCOLNSHIRE MSS. OF THE REV. GEORGE
th
In reply to a
S. vii. 288).
OLIVER, D.D. (7
query respecting some MSS. of my late father, I

am

of opinion that they are not now in existence.
whole of his papers passed into
the hands of my eldest sister, and I had no access
to them.
At her death, some years ago, I looked
over her papers, but did not find any referring to the
That such
subject of GENERAL SMITH'S inquiry.
papers did once exist I am quite sure, as I assisted
in their collection, particularly those relating to
the division of Holland.
I have a distinct recollection of hearing my father say he should place
in
in
them
some institute
Boston, but whether he
carried out that intention or not I am unable to
but
if
did
I
fear
he
say ;
not,
they have passed out
of existence.
Probably his executor, Mr. Henry
of
know
Goddard,
Lincoln, may
something about

At

his death the

CHARLES WELLINGTON OLIVER.

them.

!

Alfred Street, Bath.

FRENCH QUATRAIN

of a like nature and by the same
Familiar Studies of Men and Books,'
R. F. MURCHISON.
xmdon, 1882.
Trinity College, Cambridge.
Other correspondents are thanked for similar replies.]

jeveral others

uthor, in

(7

th

S.

iii.

349).

The four

*

Si vous etes dans la detresse,

O mes amis cachez-le bien
Car 1'homme est bon et s'interesse
A ceux qui n'ont besoin de rien,
!

are by Hoffmann (Francois Benoit), 1760-1828,
REGIMENTAL BADGE OF THE 63RD FOOT (7 th dramatic author and critic of the Journal des
vii. 188, 254).
The regimental number within Debats. They are found in his Poesies Diverses
'

eight-pointed star was worn on the buttons
ertainly from the end of last century, and
robably from the time when the number was
rst borne on the buttons.
This distinction, hower, was not very special, as it was common to at
sast a dozen other
infantry regiments.
The fleur-de-lys was never authorized as a badge,
id, to the best of my information, never appeared
h the regimental equipments.
It was worn by
e officers for some
thirty years previous to 1 855 as
skirt ornament, in
gold embroidery, on the ex-

emities of the coatee tails.

ERRORS OF TRANSLATION

S.

(7

th

M. MILNE.

S. vii. 146).

It

not always easy to give chapter and verse for a
)od story, of whatever kind

it

may be

;

nor do I

such for the rendering of ' Love's last Shift ' into
La derniere Chemise de 1'
Amour," although I can
it
my finger on the page in which a modern
"
rench writer converts Fle<
leet Street into
Rue de
Flotte.
One of the most curious errors of this

'

'

Poesies Fugitives.'
His 'GEuvres Completes'
were published in 1828, et seq., 10 vols. 8vo.
or

P. VILLARS.

THE EDDYSTONE,

ETYMOLOGY

th
S. vi.
(7
I cannot at all understand the idea
;hat some have elsewhere expressed that the name
of this reef has been corrupted from some personal

388

;

ITS

vii. 76).

The fact that, unlike a locality on shore,
such a rock or reef cannot possibly have been the

name.

possession or the dwelling-place of any person precludes the supposition that either of these circum;tances might have been the cause of a personal
name being connected with the place. Thus the
only remaining reason for such an appellation
would be the occurrence at the spot of some special
event in the history of a person which caused his
name and the place to be linked together. And
lie only event that could well have happened
would have been a wreck. Of course it is easy to
magine the vessel of some Norse or Anglo-Saxon

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Bat if he
leader being thus wrecked at the spot.
was so important a personage that his name was
thenceforth attached to the reef on which he
perished (or from a death on which he may per-

[7

S.

VII.

MAY

4, '89,

quite certain that the present form is found, as
t is over and over again in the patent
granted
5 William and
Mary (1694) for the erection of the
irst lighthouse.

What need, then, can there be for hesitation in
chance have been rescued), one might reasonably
expect the survival of some tradition concerning saying that, under all its various forms, the name
the circumstances which distinguished this par- las simply been a descriptive one, and has all
"
ticular disaster from the hundreds of similar ones along been nothing more than the rock or
stone
W. S. B. H.
which must have succeeded it. Not only has no of the eddies"?
such tradition been handed down concerning this
Edstone (Yorkshire), St. Michael, or Michel =
particular spot, but I cannot find a single instance
parallel instance of this ambiguity occurs
round the shores of England where a rock of similar ;reat.
n Gloucestershire, where Michel-Dean, with dedicharacter and situation to the Eddystone can be
cation St. Michael, has an adjoining Little Dean.
proved to have been named after any person.

A

L

The principal reason alleged for concluding that
the prefix eddy was derived from one of the personal names out of which it is philologically possible
that it might have been formed was the fact that
(especially in the locality) the name was, down to
comparatively recent times, spelt Ediestone, Edistone,

and Edystone, with one d

only.

Those who

lay stress on this fact suppose that what they consider the modern addition of the second d has
arisen from an ignorant attempt to explain the
name by a known word of merely analogous sound.
On the other hand, it is acknowledged that, so far
as the etymology of the simple word eddy can be
traced, it is equally possible that the prefix in
Eddystone may have been derived from the Norse
In fact, the forms which i$a
i$a an eddy.
would ba expected to assume viz., ede or ide are
those which, joined with stone, we have given to the
reef when we first find mention made of it. William
of Worcester calls it "insula parva
vocata
Edestone," and Oamden, in the first edition of his
*
Britannia' (1586) names it Ideston, while the
Mariners Mirrour of the same year gives the name
As regards the word eddy, I believe
as Idestone.
these forms are not known to exist, but when we
find them compounded with stone, as mentioned
above, it is, I take it, sufficient to show that there
is no possible occasion to seek elsewhere than in
the circumstances of the reef for the origin of the

=

name.

The difficulty arising from the duplication of the
d being supposed to be a modern variation disappears

when we can

Eddistone in a

letter

point to

its

occurrence as

from Sir William Monson to

the Admiralty in 1623, and can even trace the
exact spslling of to-day through a long series of
examples, including Gay's 'Trivia' (1716), Defoe's
'Storm' (1704), to the year 1693, or perhaps to 1664.
petition of Sir J. Brunker for the erection of a

A

lighthouse on Eidystone is referred to as existing
in the Trinity House Records under date March 1,
1664 (Hist. MSS. Commission, Eighth Report),
but not having been able to verify the .citation, I
do not vouch for the spelling in this particular
instance.
In Greenville Collins's. ' Great Britain's

Coasting

Pilot,'

published in 1693,

it is,

however,

THOMAS KERSLAKE.

Wynfrid, Clevedon.

MARRIAGE ONLY ALLOWED AT CERTAIN TIMES
YEAR (7 th S. vii. 6, 156, 234). Although

OF THE

marriage was forbidden from Ash Wednesday to
Low Sunday in Ireland at one time, the priest of
the parish in which the rocky islets called the
Skelligs are situated used to go out and perform
the ceremony on the Great Skellig after Shrove
Tuesday. Accordingly any couple who wished to
get married during Lent started for Valentia, off
This
the coast of which the Skelligs are situated.
gave rise in Cork to the custom of publishing
rhyming catalogues of unmarried women and

fact

which were called "Skellig lists."
These were printed and sold in immense numbers
on Shrove Tuesday. Many of them were rather
bachelors,

witty productions, the poetasters endeavouring in
the most absurd manner to join the most incongruous
The printers' names were never
pairs together.
appended to these lists, and, of course, an opportunity was sometimes taken of venting parsonal
spite, so that advertisements in the local papers
are occasionally met with threatening to indict
persons who may be discovered to have taken
liberties with the names of the advertiser or his
"
pilgrims to the
lady friends. The lists of the
Skelligs" were called by all manners of absurd

names, such as 'The Real Cheese Skellig List/
'The Paul Pry Skellig List,' 'The Corkscrew
Skellig List,' The Royal Hottentot Skellig List,'
'

<

'

Skellig List,' The Virgins of
'
Skellig List,' The Shrove Tuesday and
The custom reached
Spiflecator Skellig List,' &c.
its height about 1840, but has since gradually
died away, so that at present no such lists are
published. There was at one time a dilapidated
on the
equestrian statue of George II. standing

The Simple Paddy

the

Sun

It had been propped up
Early on Shrove Tuesday
felmorning, February 9, 1862, some wild young
lows took away the support on which poor old
"
George a-horseback," as he was popularly called,
The consequence was that when the hour
leaned.

Grand Parade, Cork.
with an iron crutch.

for taking

down

the shutters arrived the shopboys

found the ancient statue lying prone in the

street,

S.
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immediately gathered round it with tender in"
Yerrah, Georgie, are ye hurt darlin', or
the Skelligs ye are this foine Shrove
; off to
s
" "
Och who are yez goin' to
!u< sday mornin' 1
wid ye on the piligrimmage ? Is it for Blast
;ak
v he Quarry or Foxy Norrie [two noted beggarBTOI len] yer afther comin' down from yer pedesh"
E. STEWART PATTERSON.
;al
C rk.
DC

ui ies

:

!

j

MR.

WICKHAM

J.

LEGG'S conjecture that the

rohibition is not much older than the Council of
The rule is noticed
?re it may receive a correction.
y ^yndewode, Bishop of St. David's, who died in

448.

He

has in his

'

Provincial Constitutions

'

P-ovinciale'), lib. iii. "De Decimis," c. "Quia
uidam," on the words "nubentium solenniis"
ol. cxxxiv. vers., London, 1525)
"
Haec enim solennia cessant certis temporibus videlicet
prima dominica adventus Domini usque ad octavam
pyphaniae inclusive; et a septuagesima usque ad
;tavam paschae inclusive. Et a prime die rogationum
sque post septem dies penthecosten elapsoB."
" De Clandestina
his is repeated, 1. iv.
Desponsaone," c. "Quia ex.," fol. cxcviii. rect., on the
"
ord "solemnizationem," but with "exclusive
for
inclusive" after the prohibition for Epiphany,
"
'here is also the
:

:

sntrahi possit,"

licet quoad vinculum
addition,
which shows that this was not an

impedimentum dirimens."
j

These prohibitions have fallen into neglect, but
not been formally repealed so far as I
n aware.
ED. MARSHALL.

be rule has

Miss H. KELLY

(7

th

Mary Ann Kelly and

S. vii. 280).

There was

her daughter (either of
John Cornwall) went on
Dublin stage between the years 1808 and
323.
She was of a Protestant family, and
horn was married to a

I believe, of

tter,
blin, and
jiss

H.

(?)

Thomas

her daughter
Ib

Kelly.

was

Kelly, linendraper,

may have been

this

to elicit this fact, if

I asked my former question in ' N. &
Q.'
ly also state that she and her daughter were
Eible,
KELLY.
ires, and returned to private life.
I

'JOACHIM'S PROPHECIES' (7 th S.
lieve that the earliest edition

vii.

of this

268).

I

odd book

that printed at Venice

by Lazarus de Soardis,
There are many
and
editions,
attempts at explanation of the
mbolical figures and enigmatical legends
by Prolall 4to.,

1516, with woodcuts.

ber

stant as well as Catholic writers.
of these
cts I possess.
Considerable entertainment

Many

one,

and the answer not

ELIOT HODGKIN.

WORDSWORTH'S 'ODE ON INTIMATIONS OF IMHRTALITY ' (7 th S.
The winds come
ie

vii.

to

168, 278).

me from

the fields of sleep.

query as to the meaning here

is

an interesting

MR.

C. B.
apply at all, for throughout the entire stanza the
poet is picturing, not the quietude of moor and
fell, but a scene where, amid a chorus of echoes
thronging through the mountains, the roar of cataract?, and the cries of birds and beasts,

Land and

sea

Give themselves up to jollity.
I therefore send the following.
(1) Poets in all
times have been wont to represent the winds when
quiescent as asleep, or shut up in their caves, &c.
So Virgil speaks of the "closed prison of the

In Shelley's Pine Forest we have
The lightest wind was in its nest,
The tempest in its home.

And Montgomery
The

'

'

winds."

has

lulled winds, too, are sleeping in their caves.

'
Again, Wordsworth himself, in his sonnet on The
World,' describes the winds as "upgathered now
like sleeping flowers."
And if he thus describes
their quiescent condition, he might well have ima-

gined fields as their place of rest. So that, had the
" their " in
"
text read
the," the question
place of
of obscurity need not have arisen.
" The fields of
(2)
sleep," however, as a place of
issue for the awakening winds is so unmeaning as
to suggest a doubt of the correctness of the text ;
nor is the meaning of the "come to me," as regards
the winds generally, obvious. But if, as is possible,
the poet intended us to read not "sleep," but
"
sheep," the winds wafting to his ear that very
"
the call ye to each other
bleating of the flocks
make" which is part of the scene he is describing
is in entire harmony with the context, and the
meaning is as plain as Wordsworth almost always

makes

THOMAS

his.

J.

EWING.

Warwick.

With
by

the greatest diffidence I would suggest

that

The winds come

to

me from

the

fields

of sleep

the poet wishes to imply that, having given timely
utterance to his thought of grief, he falls into a
state of happy unconsciousness of the present aspect
of things and sees them under former conditions,
as one might do who breathed the dreamy air
which had but lately passed over the poppy and
mandragora bearing tracts where Somnus holds
sway. In this rapt condition he is once more
strong, and earth has for a while again

The glory and the

got out of the subject by a student whose hours
not too precious for such investigations.
J.

at all so obvious as

TERRY supposes. Nor does the suggestion of C.

may

s
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freshness of a dream.

ST. SWITHIN.
I do not know
S. vii. 309).
(7
the authority for Mr. Lecky's state-

HEIDEGGER

th

what can be
ment that " the great nobles attracted Heidegger
to the rival theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields."

Burney

tells

tract with

us (vol.

iv. p.

377) that Handel's con6, 1734, at

Heidegger terminated July
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the King's Theatre in the Haymarkefc.
On Oct. 5
Handel, having quitted the King's Theatre, began
his campaign in Lincoln's Inn Fields, and the rival
company, established by the nobility, took possession of the King's Theatre, and began their season
on Oct. 29, under the direction of Porpora. In
1737 (ibid., p. 418) we find that " Heidegger had
now undertaken the management of the opera at
the Hay-market, which the nobility had abandoned"; and after one performance, Oct. 29, he
opened with Handel's 'Faramondo' on Jan. 7,
1738.
This brief account does not show any probability
of Heidegger's having managed for " the nobility "
in the meanwhile, between 1734 and 1737.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

[7th S. VII.

MAY

4, '89.

he most lordly indifference both as to

taste and
xpense," is described in chap. Ixxix. of that once
work.
>opular

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.
Is it too trivial to observe the coincidence of

Vtotley objecting to

tawdry decoration

?

R. H. BUSK.

EUCHRE

th
Some information as
S. vii. 307).
(7
the etymology of this word may doubtless be
btained from Chatto's 'Facts and Speculations
on the Origin and History of Playing Cards,' or
rom the new dictionary of ' Americanisms, Old and
!tfew,' recently published by Messrs. Poulter &
J. W. ALLISON.
Sons.
,o

Stratford, E.

SHELLEY PEDIGREE

(7

th

S. vii. 248).

The

rela-

Some attempt at tracing euchre to its source will
tionship between Sir John Shelley, of Michelgrove, be found 7 th S. iii.
367, 521, under heading Spelland Sir Timothy Shelley, the father of the poet,
Tradition.'
R. H. BUSK.
must be very distant indeed, as they are descend- ng by
_

'

ants of different branches of the family.
In the
time of Henry VIII. John Shelley married the
heiress of Michelgrove, by whom he had four sons
and two daughters ; the poet is descended from
Edward, the fourth son. For further information
'
refer to Dallaway and Cartwright's Western Sussex,'

Arundel Rape, p. 40; Bramber Rape,

p.

367;

Horsfield's 'History of Lewes,' vol. ii. p. 176.
Perhaps the best information will be found in

M. A.

'

Lower's Worthies of Sussex,' pp. 64 and
128, but in this last there is a printer's error,
Richard being named fourth son instead of the
third.

J.

B. MORRIS.

Eastbourne.

The

John

Shelley, of Michelgrove, had,
besides other children, two sons, Sir William
Shelley, Justice of the Common Pleas, and Edward
From the former was
Shelley, of Worminghurst.
descended in the ninth degree Sir John Shelley, of
Michelgrove, sixth baronet, and from the latter
was descended, also in the ninth degree, Sir
Timothy Shelley, father of the poet.
first

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
John and

Sir

Timothy Shelley hailed from a
stock, but can hardly be said to have been
"
relations."
They appear to have been cousins in
the ninth degree, being tenth in descent from the
Sir John Shelley who married the heiress of
Michelgrove, and nourished in the time of Henrv
VIII.
H. W.

common

New

may be

j

moralized on with advantage by explainers

of old stories and would-be etymologists.
Christ's
cross was cruciform, the alphabet was called
" Row "
hrist's cross
the word
being of no consequence when it stops a theory therefore the

j

alphabet was in a cruciform shape. Imagination
further asks, How would this be done? The answer
comes readily, even from one of the meanest capacity
the consonants formed the perpendicular, the
vowels the shorter transverse. Q.E.D. Yet all is
imagination, and the fact that a cross commenced
I say
the alphabetic row is wholly ignored.
imagination," for I, like some of your correspondents, doubt extremely whether such an
eccentric arrangement as a cruciform one can be
Our ancestors had
found in any hornbook.
various faults, but they were practical, and not
faddists ; they seldom, too, moved out of a groove.
In addition to the examples of hornbooks quoted
or representations that I have seen, I would give

Minsheu, 1617, has, "The Chrisse-cross
B C"; Cotgrave,
(and Christs cross) Row, or
" Le croix de
or
par Dieu, The Christs-cross-row,
the horn book wherein a child learns it"; while

these.

Swallowfield, Beading.

Sir

CRISS-CROSS Row (7 th S. vii. 228, 297). The
assertion that the alphabet was written or printed
n hornbooks in the form of a cross is one that

University Club.
[Many other replies are acknowledged.]

A

Sherwood synonymizes the cross-row with "Le
"
1'
croix," &c., and with
Alphabet," this last work
being omitted by Cotgrave. Again, Th. "Cooper,
1574, and Holyoke's Rider "speak under Alphanot of the "crossbetum" and
Abecedarius
'

'

' '

"
" the cross row
rows " nor of the cross," but of
as synonymous with the alphabet and Thomasius,
'

;

JOB JOHNSON'S COAT
Johnson

(7

th

S.

vii.

308).

Job

is a chevalier
d'industrie, who figures
Hi
largely in Lord Lytton's novel 'Pelham.'
"green frock coat, covered, notwithstanding thi
hat of the weather, with fur, and cordonne with

1594, says,

"

The

cross

row

or

A B C."

BR. NICHOLSON.

There seems to be no improvement to be got by
"
is
changing Johnson's definition, Because a cross
end of
placed at the beginning to show that the

S.
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And
piety."
10 beginning of the first

eai
10

VII.

ling

1

ion of which he had given his life. The ' Dissertations
and Discussions' contain many pages which for calm

this reference of the cross

is

row

of letters is borne

dignity are riot surpassed in the language.
Even the very shortest notice of Mill would be incom)lete without something being said as to the essay on

by Shakespeare's

)ut

hearkens also after prophecies

He
And from
1. .j.

and dreams,

the cross-row plucks the letter G.
'

G. should have written

Richard

III.,' I.

"N or M";

Liberty.' It is not our province to criticize a work
raises so many unsolved political and theological

which

i.

Whatever may be the amount of truth contained
that memorable volume, it has been of immense serIt is a mistake to suppose that the value
vice to society.
of a book is to be estimated by the amount of absolute
ssues.

the in-

.n

ertion of the order of the letters makes a differ"nomen vel nomina"or the
nc<, either on the
ft have
cholas or Mary" theory. The letters

;

A

N

neaning

,

which renders any

to Christians

;ruth

it

'

The Liberty appeared at an opporVague cravings were expressing themselves
sides, sometimes in weak and incoherent verse,
contains.

tune time.

far-

'

_

on all
more often in fierce oratorical invective ; but no clear
statement had hitherto been given of what ideas were
covered by the word liberty when used as a political
watchword. Mill did an immense service. A word that
had heretofore been vague in his hands assumed a definite
meaning, from which it is not probable that it will ever

etcaed explanation unnecessary.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

H wtings Corporation
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Reference Library.

It is not our place to support or to cavil at his
conclusions, but we may remark, without fear of contradiction, that Mill's small volume gave clearness to a term
which had been hitherto vague in all the languages of

recede.

NOTES ON BOOKS,
Life of

"he

John Stuart Mill.

&o.

By W.

L. Courtney.

(Scott.)

say anything of Mr. Courtney's volume
hich shall not seem exaggerated. It is so very easy to
ive indiscriminate praise, and still easier to pick out
assages for censure. The truth is that Mr. Courtney
as undertaken the impossible task of writing a short
lemoir of Mill. It may be a question whether the promt feverish desire for the biographies of men and
omen who have made themselves noteworthy or
We do not think that it is
otorious is a healthy sign.
As Sir Thomas Browne has said, " The
in many cases.
to be as though they had
must
be
content
;eater part
3t been, to be found in the register of God, not in the
cord of man"; and there seems no adequate reason
hy, because a man has benefitted his country by a
fe of thought or action, the details of his private life
" readlould become the property of what is called the
g public." Mr. Courtney has discharged the duty he
It is the fault
is undertaken with wise circumspection.
the public, not of the writer, that there is a call for
,cts and speculations on subjects with which the world
nothing whatsoever to do.
Tohn Stuart Mill was from early youth highly esteemed
a narrow though highly cultivated circle. It was not
'
Political Economy
il after the publication of the
at the outside world became aware that an intellect of
markable acuteness was devoting itself to the elucidaof some of those problems on which the future welIt is far too soon for us to
re of our race depends.
limate the position which he will ultimately hold in
e very small band of Englishmen who have added to
Mill's position as a thinker is a
r range of thought.
itter on which controversy will not be stilled until the
test survivors of his own generation have passed away;
t his rank as an expresser admits of no doubt whater.
Pew men have ever lived who have been able to
press their thoughts or those of others so clearly. He
one of the very few men who it is safe to trust when
ring an account of the opinions of an adversary. When
oved by what he held to be a great wrong, Mill's Ianage rises to a white heat of passion, which may be
mpared with some of the finest pieces of invective ir
language but except when moved by what seemec
him public injustice, as in the case of negro slavery
d the Jamaica insurrection, his language is almos'
ways clear and limpid. As a man of letters he is per

r is difficult to

>

1

i

'

m

Europe. The speculations of Conservative thinkers, the
Papal encyclical Lioertas, and the leading articles of the
Radical press throughout the world, have each one of
them unconsciously to their respective authors it may
well be an accuracy of form about them which they
would never have attained to had that memorable work
remained in manuscript locked in the writing-desk of its
author.
Historic Towns. Edited by E. A. Freeman and W. Hunt.
Carlisle.
By M. Creighton, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D.,
Dixie Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Cambridge. (Longmans & Co.)

THERE are few cities in England which have been the
scenes of more interesting events than Carlisle. As the
Border city it has a distinctive character. Alone of all
the English towns it bears a purely British name. No
other town has been added to England since the Norman
Conquest. Its history is a long and momentous one.
Before the Roman invasion of Great Britain Caer
Lywelydd was probably a place of some importance.
From the time it became the Lugubalia of the Romans
down to December, 1745, when Carlisle surrendered to
the Duke of Cumberland and the cathedral was used as
a prison for the garrison, the Border city passed through
many vicissitudes of fortune. The editors have been fortunate in securing the services of Prof. Creighton, than
whom few men are better qualified to write a history of
their native town.
Though, as the professor remarks,
" a few
coins, a few altars, and a few pieces of pottery
are all that remain to tell us of Roman civilization in the
Border town," this was not the case in the beginning of
the last century ; for Stukeley, writing in 1725, records
that "fragments of squared stones appear in every
quarter of the city, and several square wells of Roman
"
workmanship "; and adds that at the present day whenever an excavation is made articles of Roman make are
turned up." Even in 1854, while making the great sewer
the workmen came upon the old wall three feet below
the surface of the ground, and Samian ware, coins, and
bronze articles were discovered in considerable quantities.

;

ps seen at his best

when

writing on subjects which are
circle of ideas to the elucida

removed from the great

Boot: Prices Current. Vol. II.
(Elliot Stock.)
Mr. Stock's publications this is the best worthy
of support. It does for London what, so far as we know,
is not done equally well for any European capital
supplies a full and an indexed account of the prices which

OF

all
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books have fetched by public auction. As the volumes
increase in number they will constitute a precious boon
for the bibliographer, and the ordinary collector will see
them multiply on his shelves with a contentment not
always displayed in the case of rapidly augmenting
Excellent as the book is, however, we desire
serials.
improvement in two respects one easy, the other perIn the case of works of which there are
difficult.
haps
various editions, instead of, as now, bringing them
together, let the editor deal with the catalogues in the
manner adopted by M. Willems in his bibliography of
'
'
Les Elzeviers.' We should then have, instead of Paradise Lost,' followed by a lot of numbers
1445, 4407,
Par.
have a list something like this
4642, 4782, &c.
Lost' (1668) 1445, (1669) 4642, (1827) 4782, and so
The number of foreign books given might also
forth.
with advantage be increased. So welcome is, however,
the work, we only hint at improvement, and speak with
no intention of fault-finding.
;

'

is not of much value to the grave student. Some
of the- pictures sketched as they are in a few lines
of the noble characters with which French history is
studded are, however, very good. We never read a better
account of St. Louis than that which M. Masson has
given us, and the picture of Jeanne d'Arc is truthful and
most touching. The chronological list of the French
Chancellors is a very useful addition to the work, as is
also the catalogue of sources of French history.

''

English literature so conscientious as not to find something new in Mr. Rees's essays, while to the miscellaneous
reader the whole is pleasurably varied.

THE Register of the Parish ofRoos, of which the first
volume has been published by the author, Canon Machell
(Hull, Brown), is one of those deserving enterprises
which merit a word of commendation. The register
begins in 1571, and the present volume brings it down to

'89.
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The Brotherhood of Letters. By J. Rogers Rees. (Stock.)
THIS work, now added to the Book- Lovers' Library " of
Mr. Elliot Stock, is less bibliographical than the previous
works from the same pen. It deals, however, with books
and bookmen from a pleasantly appreciative, if Transatlantic standpoint, and is an agreeable storehouse of
anecdote and information. There are few students of

MAY 4,

1678. The Great Plague of 1589, the siege of Hull
anc
the troubles of the Civil War all left their mark
in
parish books. Marmaduke, still not an uncommon namt
in the East Riding, occurs very
frequently. It probabh
came in with Marmaduke, Lord of Tweng, who in
the
thirteenth century obtained certain manors in
Holder
ness by his marriage with Lucy, coheiress of
Peter de
Brus, with whom the older male line of the Bruce=
became extinct. The name of Conan may have come
in
with Alan of Brittany or some of his followers.

:

The Story of the Nations. Mediaeval France, from
the Reign of Hughes Capet to the Beginning of the
Sixteenth Century.
By Gustavo Masson. (Fisher
Unwin.)
M. MASSON, like many another man of letters, endeavoured to perform an impossible feat. To tell the history of mediaeval France in a volume of 350 pages ought
Almost every year in
never to have been attempted.
the long national life of France is full of incident, and
every force, every movement that has agitated Europe
requires treating of if we are to understand the complex
civilization of the latter Middle Ages.
Orthodoxy and
heresy, the claims of the Popes and the independence
dozen
kinds
of feudal
French
a
old
the
of
monarchy,
systems, and the growth of towns, the inner life of each
of which was different from the rest, these and a hundred other matters require dealing with in a history of
mediaeval France. We do not doubt that M. Masson could
have done these things well. An English history of France
on an extended scale is much wanted ; but this volume,
though it shows great powers of description and a clear
insight into national growth, cannot be regarded as even
a stepping-stone to what we mean. It is a series of pictures, most of them accurate and brilliant, of persons
and events in French history. As a book for amusement
it ranks highly, but information so highly condensed and
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AUTHOR

of

"With Shakespeare Provincialisms in Use in Sussex.

By SCOTT SURTEES.

HENRY GRAY, 47, Leicester-square, London, W.O.
Now

LIFE

THE
JEWITT,
famous

and

ready.

DEATH

LLEWELLYNN

of

F.S.A., &c.,with Fragmentary Memoirs of some of his
Literary and Artistic Friends, especially of Samuel Carter
Hall, F.S.A., &c. By
GOSS, F.G.S, &C. 650
Pages, price 10s. 6d nett.
GRAY, 47, Leicester-square, London, W.C.

WILLIAM HENRY

.

HENRY

8vo. price 10. 6d.

GERMAN CULTURE
(1770-1830).

and

CHRISTIANITY

By JOSEPH GOSTWICK.

A laborious and able contribution to Christian defence."
"

An instructive and most useful volume." Literary Churchman.
"As a handbook of modern German philosophy this volume at
considerable merit, and evidences throughout a clear and correct
appreciation of the issues involved."
British and Foreign Evangelical Review.
"A
very careful survey of a wide and not easily exhausted field.
Sritinh quarterly Renew.
"A
clearer, more candid, or more timely volume we have seldom
read.... Our regret is that we cannot here deal with it at greate
length,-and show our readers how admirably tbe argument ifl carried
and with what wealth of illustration. "-Scottish Keview.
London: F.

NORGATE, 7,

King-street, Covent-garden.
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on a conduit erected in the main thoroughfare, and
named the street leading thence to the market Drake
Street. Such an honour would not have been paid to

memory of a profit-seeking contractor. Contemporary writers supported the popular tradition, and
garrulous age delighted to repeat it as I heard it in
A.D. 1827 while gazing in childish wonder at the
Drake's nephew included the
quaint old conduit.
gift among the hero's memorable deeds, "not for
glorifying the man, but to set out the praise of hia
and our good God that guided him," and to " stir
"
up the reader by his example (' Drake Revived ';
the dedication to the Queen was written by Sir
Francis Drake himself).
Mammon is the god that " stirs up " contractors,
and Drake steered no freshwater course to wealth.
Old Thomas Fuller wrote, " Lest his [Drake's] Soul
should rust in peace, in spare hours he brought
fresh water to Plymouth" ('Holy State,' "The
Good Sea Captain "). Fuller's informant was his
the

parishioner,

Henry Drake (nephew

of Sir Bernard

Drake), who had attended Sir Francis Drake's
deathbed.
Bishop Gibson, a conscientious his'

torian, states, in his translation of Camden's Bri"
tannia,' that Drake
brought fresh water to Plymouth by his contrivance and at his own proper

charge." The bishop knew aged Sir John Maynard, the famous serjeant-at-law, whose father,
Alexander Maynard, Drake's cousin, was counsel
for Plymouth in a suit touching her water rights,
living when Gibson pubBrowne Willis distinctly corlished his work.
He is described as an
roborates Bishop Gibson.
antiquary scrupulous and painstaking enough to
travel to the scene expressly to verify what he
His wife (an Eliot of Port Eliot, St. Gerwrote.

and Lady Maynard was

gdtttf,

IB FEANCIS

DBAKE AND THE PLYMOUTH
LEAT.

i
;

r,

The understanding suggests the materials of reasonThe Keason decides upon them. The first can only

:

This

is,

or ought to be so ; the last says, It must be

{.Coleridge,

<

Table Talk.'

Proud as his countrymen were of Sir Francis
ake, he was idolized by the inhabitants of Plyfor his munificent gift of water
ifuth, especially
tphe town, and his memory was revered until,
f'ia party purpose, an attempt was made in A.D.
Ul to metamorphose him into a contractor paid
b a Corporation too poor at its best to defray the
c t, and at that particular time too crippled financ ly to raise a loan.
To correct the misleading
t'dency of certain lengthy articles that appeared
iiL881 in the Journal of the Plymouth Institut: i and the Transactions of the Devon Associa'
N. &
tii, permit me to record in the columns of
(^ a series of evidences to prove that the familiar
tilition, ever on the tongues of the people as
h sehold words, is both morally and absolutely
u;

gi

that Drake's lawyer managed the
in the best, if not the only, way then

npeachable
for

him

pnticable,

and that no one but Drake (the Queen

y reminder of his generosity, placed his

belonged to the Fitz family, whose property was
under the trust of William Drake long before Sir
Francis was born.
Among other old writers who
declared that perpetual honour and gratitude were
due to Drake for his skill and generosity are
Westcote (p. 138); Kisdon (p. 203); Prince,
'
Worthies '; Cox, ' Mag. Brit.,' p. 506. The Rev.
FitzGeffrey, in his metrical 'Life and
of Sir Francis Drake,' published 1596, says
of Drake's gift to Plymouth
Jharles

Death

That

The

if all Poets' pens concealed his name
water's glide should still record the same
(verse 134);

and that the town

He

purged and cleansed with a wholesome

river,

lad the Corporation done this through a contractor
they, not he, would have had the credit.
arms
Charles FitzGeffrey was Rector of St. Dominic,

63 spted) could have been the donor.
Seventy-five
ye 's after Drake's death the grateful town, as a
d;

mans, near Plymouth) was a literary lady, connected by marriage with Drake through her near
ancestors, the Fitzes of Fitzford, with whose land
Drake stood enfeoffed at the time, and some of it
was required for the leat. Fitzford adjoins Crowndale, Drake's birthplace, and part of Crowndale
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a parish, like St. Germans, in the vicinity of PlyTavistock. The patron was an executor
of Sir Francis Drake's will, Sir Anthony Rouse,
whose sons, Richard and Francis, wrote verses in
commendation of the rector's book. FitzGeffrey
was a confidential friend of the family, and
became bondsman for Sir Francis Rouse (marriage

Westcote* alludes to a "composition " made between Drake and the Corporation, which will be discussed in its place. Suffice it to remark here
that, in

dicted before the nineteenth century.
Any unbiassed reader must admit, on reference, that their
eulogies are applicable to a donor and inapplicable to a contractor.

But Drake was the heart and soul of the navy, and
therein lay the pith of the matter.
Serjeant Hele>
who drew up the Act, was the private legal adviser of Drake and Hawkins, and, jointly with

But we naturally ask, Why should the Plymouth
Corporation have contracted with a sea-captain to
carry out their work if, as the said lengthy articles
assert, they had their own paid engineer and adequate means ? Why should they have waited five
years for a necessary of life, that is from A.D. 1585,
when the Water Act passed and Sir Francis Drake
sailed unexpectedly for the West Indies, till A.D.
1590, when Drake, having returned (after the
Cadiz action, the Armada, and the descent upon
"
"
Portugal), had the spare hours to which Thomas
Fuller alludes ? The question admits of but one
rational answer : the said articles teem throughout with inconsistences, misconstructions, and contradictions, as the reader may discover who takes
pains to analyze them. They prove in one place
that Plymouth was helplessly impecunious, or
liquidating a small loan by annual instalments of
4Z., and they show that the Corporation's annual
income for all purposes was under 300Z., when one

Christopher Harris, had acquired Buckland Abbey
for Drake.
Now Christopher Harris and Drake
were like brothers; Edmund Tremayne called
them his two sons (' State Papers, Dom.'). Harris
warehoused some of Drake's treasure at his
He was lord of
seat, Radford, near Plymouth.
the manor which included part of Crowndale,
He and Henry Bromley,
Drake's birthplace.
another of Drake's personal friends, were returned

mouth and

the nature of things,

some preliminary understanding

between them must have preceded the application
for an Act of Parliament (27 Eliz. c. 20, A.D.
1585^
which was obtained, be it observed, not for supply'
licence, Aug. 29, 1610, Rouse and Copplestone). ing Plymouth with fresh water, but for bringing in
Sir Anthony Rouse married the grandmother, and the river Meavy to scour Plymouth haven for the
a national purpose, to which
his eldest son, Robert Rouse, married the aunt of benefit of the navy
Our Plymouth was not called on separately to contriLady Drake, wife of the second baronet.
author must, therefore, have been well acquainted bute one penny, any more than to the building of
with the facts of the case, and all those writers, Plymouth breakwater or of the Eddy stone lightwith several others omitted, were never contra- house, which were similar national undertakings.

burgesses for Plymouth especially to support
Water Act, and Plymouth despatched a paid
messenger to London expressly to inform Drake
and Hele that their nominees were elected (Plymouth Receiver's Accounts). Harris and William
Strode (whose daughter became Lady Drake) assessed the moorland required for the leat, and were
both executors of Sir Francis Drake's will. Harris
represented Drake at the funeral of his godfather
Francis Russell, Earl of Bedford ; and to him, at
as

the

* " The streets
by the leat, laid damages at
[of Plymouth] are fairly paved and
some writers expressed it, kept clean and sweet, much refreshed by the fresh stream
it
Drake brought the water to Plymouth, capital running through plenteously, to their great ease, pleawas made by refining the distinction between sure, and profit, which was brought into the town by the
skill and industrious labours of the ever to be remem"
"
"
brought and
gave," which may certainly con- bered with due respect and honourable regard Sir
vey the same idea as applied to succour, alms, or Francis Drake, Knight, who, when it was a dry town,
charitable acts.
In point of fact, Drake, not the fetching their water and drying their clothes some miles
he
Corporation, brought the water to the high level thence, by composition made with the magistracy
conduit above mentioned, and there left it for the brought in this fair stream of fresh water. The course

interest alone, injured
6,0002.
Because, as

Corporation to distribute in their own way. At one
time the inhabitants even objected to pay rates
for Drake's gift, and the perplexed Corporation
quibbled over the wording of the customary toast
"
at their annual
Fyshing Feast," when the Mayor
and Corporation formally visit the fountain-head
to drink water "To the pious memory of Sir
Francis Drake," then wine to the toast " May the
descendants of him who gave [brought] us water
never want wine." Surely a contractor had no
pious memory to be so honoured, nor would the
Mayor and Corporation have taken much interest
in his descendants.

is seven miles, but by indenting and
circling through hills, dales, and waste bogs, but with
greatest labour and cost through a mighty rock generierced, at least thirty [we
stop to note here that "labour" and "cost" were
to
coupled together ; as the labour is attributed above
Drake so should the cost be], but in this his undaunted

thereof from the head

and bounty(!) (like another Hannibal making way
and
through the unpassable Alps) had soon the victory,
finished it to the great and continual commodity of the
town and his own commendation. But to leave a remembrance of this famous hero only for conveyance of water
not
(which hath so much ennobled his native soil, and
that alone but the whole kingdom) were an high ingrati
"
^
tude
(Westcote, View of Devonshire,' book v.)author was born in 1567.
spirit

'
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same time as to Drake, the Plymouth Corporan sent paid messengers to invite them to some

tl 3
ti

fc 'mal festivities in celebration of the first entrance
The writer of
of the stream into the town (ibid.).
ti 3 lengthy articles in question stated in respect to

"

D ivonport

that its whole history was
brought
thin the compass merely of two lives, so few are
tin links of human existence which occasionally
se.-ve to carry us back to what seems a remote
*
"
(Worth, Hist, of Devonport,'
period of the past
Plymouth
Dock, or Devonport,
Apropos,
p. 100).

w

wjis

founded in A.D. 1690, the leat was cut in A.D.
and we are now arrived at, say, A.D. 1890 ;

1590,

by simple arithmetic, it is competent
numbers now living to have received the account of Plymouth leat from others whose grandfathers had actually worked upon it or were othertherefore,

foi'

wise acquainted with all its circumstances.*
It is simply incredible that a poor population
to them
could themselves have incurred the
enormous expense of cutting a 4eat seven miles
long as the crow flies, and estimated at nearer
thirty in its windings through the valuable metalliferous lands of numerous lords, and lost all recoljlection of it and the consequent burden of additional rates extending over many years, or that
they and contemporary writers would have conspired to deceive their posterity by concealing the
'fact in order to give Drake the credit.
It is more
than incredible, for reason rejects the idea, and the
and
reverse of incredible, we may
irrational,
morally accept as true when corroborated in divers
too
and independent for the docnumerous
ffays,
trine of

chances to account

for.

I will next explain

yhy the popular tradition must be absolutely

true,
or every thing associated with Sir Francis Drake is
His
interest.
leat
was
the
public
Plymouth
pre-

r

i)f

of Sir Hugh Myddelton's New River, and
brobably of the Bedford Level constructed by
Francis, fourth Earl of Bedford, the descendant of
jsursor

second earl.
Brake's godfather, Francis, the

H. H. DRAKE.
(To

be continued.)

THE DIDACHE.'f
'

,

me

a reprint of a paper which appeared
the Guardian several months ago. The theology
in one aspect, like that of the earliest Chris-

Before

is

* Lord

Brougham related that he had conversed with
who had talked with an eye-witness of the execuon of Charles I. (1649). This witness could have known
ousanda who were adults before the leat was cut. In
lady

e present writer's family there are

still

more remark-

ile instances of
Cf. St.
far-reaching into the past.
zmes's Gazette, Oct. 9, 1885, on 'Links of Recollection,'
id Pall Mall Gazette, Feb.
on
the
same.
21, 1885,
'

An Essay on the Theology of the Didache, with
Greek Text, forming an Appendix to Two Lectures
the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles.' By C. Taylor.
.D., Master of St. John's College, Cambridge.
(

e

i
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tian writers, that is, mystical and figurative. This
indisputable, as Dr. Taylor shows ; but this is
not strictly theology it is style ; and the theology
only cornea in with the application of particular
examples in support or illustration of questions of
truth or morals. Dr. Taylor maintains that a pasis

:

sae

of the 'Didache'

Se

TTCCS

Trors 8eSo/a-

aXrjOiVo-s, TTOIWI/ ets ^varTrjpiov KooyuO"ias /x.ry 8i8da~KO)v Se Troieu/ ocra avTos

ov KpiBtjo-eraL e$' tyxwv' ftera yap 6eov
e^ei TYJV Kpio~iv' (ixravTWS yap eTronrjO'a.v KCU ot
ap^aioi 7rpo(f>TJTai teaches that Christian prophets had an abnormal privilege of doing things
mystically, as the Jewish prophets did ; and he
does not limit this privilege to rites, actions of
church routine, or an ordinary church rule, but
seemingly allows the privilege to cover even truth
and morals. Justin Martyr is Dr. -Taylor's great
authority and guide in a particular passage, of
which I am bound to say that, if Justin taught as
represented, the Christian Church must so far reject him, as it rejected Origen for a like extravagance.
But, with all deference to Dr. Taylor,
I cannot but think that he has, by a strange oversight, mistranslated Justin in the very place where
he gets his general principle of interpretation in
'
explanation of the Didache. ^ I must give the passage TIS 8e eyroAr) KOU 7rpais 6/toicos etp^TO rj1
ets fjivo'Trjpiov TOV Xpioroi} rj, K.T. A. ('Dial.,
This Dr. Taylor explains as meanc. xliv. 263 A).
" that some
things are said in the Old Testaing
ment to have been commanded or done with mystic
reference to Christ"; but the saying quoted is
plainly Justin's own opinion only, and not what is
said in the Old Testament.
Trotet,

'

:

So as to the ' Didache,' where there is some difficulty as to the exact translation, I think that what
" And
is offered is trying
any approved true
prophet doing (what he doeth) for an earthly (sign
of a) mystery of the Church, but not teaching to
do what himself doeth, shall not be judged of you;
for with God he hath his judgment ; for even so
And the exlikewise did the ancient prophets."
planation offered, without any limitation of sub"
That is to say, a Christian
ject, is intolerable :
prophet is not to be judged of men for whatever
actions of an abnormal kind he may perform ......
:

provided he performs them with symbolic referI think the fault of this explanation is
ence."
that it sets aside Christian morality, and that on.
a mere example taken from another moral sphere.
Dr. Taylor says in a note that he need not decide
" what sort of abnormal acts were to be condoned
to the Christian prophets." But this I cannot see.
If he translates and explains one part of the text
'
of the
Didache,' he may not, when the real crux
comes, pass it by. The moral aspect of the prophet's actions is vital, and only with a moral limit
'
may the teaching of the Didache be received.
Space forbids [the reference to examples and cr'
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But there is a
treme cases readily conceivable.
passage of the 'Didache' which, strangely enough,
Dr. Taylor passes unnoticed, and which I hold to
determine the sphere of the prophet's actions referred to: TOIS 8e 7iy>0(??Tcus eTrtrpeTrere ev\aHere the oaa,
oo-a, BfXovo-iv (x. 14).
pi0Tu>
" whatever "
(actions) are explicitly referred to the
Holy Eucharist; that is, prophets were to have
some liberty in church offices beyond others, or

CT*

s.

vn. MAY n,

1600, 23 Nov. Bateman, Thomas f. Thomas.
1665, 9 April. Bateman, Elizabeth f. Joas.

Burials.
1704, 18 April. Mr. Joas Bateman.
Bateman.
5
Jan.
Judith
1712,

Referring again to Moens, I wish to point ou
that the very last arms illustrated in that book
and of which only the crest remains visible, "bein
partly obscured by the vestry," give a crescent bt

tween two expanded wings proper, and I am in
ordinary ministers.
This passage is, moreover, a guiding text to the clined to believe belong to the arms of Mr. Joa
of the translated passage of the Bateman, the estoile, as is very likely, bavin,
proper reference
*
Could this at any time b
Didache ' before noticed, and, preceding it, is a been knocked off.
safe guide to what follows (xi.), both having one ascertained, and that the hidden coat of arms
element of thought ; and it sustains my contention similar or identical to that of Sir Anthony Bate
"
that the mystery named (Dr. Taylor's
mystery of man, and is that of Mr. Joas Batemao, it woul<
the church") is the Holy Eucharist, the expression establish the identity of descent between tbe tw
The Rev. A. D. Adama van Scheltem;
TTOiwi/
KKA^o-ias being a Greek "form often mayors.
But every informs me the wainscoting of the vestry is to;
found, and so I would translate thus
the
true prophet, being approved, who summons
firmly fixed to admit of examination. I am anxious
churches unto the ordered sacrament (mystery), however, to place this note upon record, as in th
his
do
after
routine
course of repairs or alterations at some future tim'
yet does not instruct others to
(oo-a avros TTOICI), shall not be condemned by you, an opportunity for examination may arise.
for his judgment is with God."
I have collected a few interesting notes upoi
*
So much of the theology of the Didache' depends these two branches of the Bateman family whicl
its
which
Dr.
calls
it may not be inapposite to give here.
Taylor
upon this one passage,
i

:

key, that its correct translation and interpretation
throughout is a paramount and preliminary demand. The other points of Dr. Taylor's able and
elaborate treatise are so

numerous

W.

touching them.

as to forbid

F.

my

HOBSON.

THE BATEMANS, LORD MAYORS OP
LONDON.

first

mention of the name in the records o
" Coke
is of one
Bateman th<

Corporation

Jew"

(i.e.,

Cook) in 1301. (SeeRiley's 'Memorial

The family of Batemai
of London,' introd., xiii).
can be traced back to 1439 as settled at Harting
ton, co. Derby, and from this branch the Mayor o
1663 and his

father, the

Chamberlain,

certain!;

derive.

Sir Anthony Bateman, Lord Mayor 1663, was
the third son of Robert Bateman, Chamberlain of
London, and bore arms, Or, three crescents, issuant
from each an estoile gules. Crest, a crescent and
an estoile, as in the arms, between two wings or.
Sir James Bateman, Lord Mayor 1716, was the
son of Joas Bateman, the son of Giles Bateman,
of Halesbrooke, near St. Omers, Flanders, who,
settling in London, died in 1704, and was buried
on April 18 in that year at the Dutch church in

Austin Friars, of which congregation he had been
a deacon in 1666 and an elder in 1678.
To Sir James Bateman were confirmed by patent,
dated October 9, 1707, the following arms Or, on
a fess sable, between three Muscovy ducks ppr., a
rose of the first.
Crest, a Muscovy duck's head
couped between two wings expanded ppr. The
pair of wings in each case is noticeable.
The entries in the Dutch church at Austin Friars,
according to Moens's Register,' are
:

'

:

Marriage.
1588, 24 Sep.
Delinck.

The
the

Lynken [Lincoln?] Bateman met Renters
Baptisms.

1597, 11 Sep. Bateman, Thomas f. Thomas.
1598, 15 Oct. Bateman, Cornelius f. Thomas.

The

earliest

mention of the Huguenot brand

among the strangers transferred from Lon
to Sandwich by decree of Queen Elizabetl
in the third year of her reign (1560).
(See Boys'
1
In that list occurs the nam
Sandwich,' p. 741).
of Thomas Bateman among those of the minister
and elders of the German church in London s
He is probably the Thomas Batemai
transferred.
occurs

don

the baptism of whose children is entered in th
Austin Friars register. This seems to preclucl
the probability of any connexion between th
I have met, howevei
families of the two Mayors.
with a very similarly probable double immigratioi
of a Flemish family, first in or about 1350 am

again in 1550.
There is another fact which makes it not im
probable that some of the family of Sir Anthon;
Bateman may have emigrated soon after 1666

Burke ('Extinct Baronetage') relates that th
Great Fire in that year ruined Sir Anthony, a
well as his brother Sir William, and his elde
half-brother Sir Thomas Bateman, Bart. Man;
of their houses were burnt, and their property
with their papers, destroyed. Confirmation of tl
n
is found in a list of the Lieutenancy of London
Sir John Frederick's mayoralty (among the Stat

ft
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the names of
pers in the Bolls), wherein, against
Anthony and Sir William, the word/'broak"
h; 3 been added by a later hand (certainly some

P

'

S:

the only memmisfortune overtook at
The
ttit time, although from a different cause.
'
( Calendar of State Papers (Domestic)/ under date
ay 7, 1662, has the following
ei ;ht

Nor were they

years later).

bf rs of that family

whom

M

:

The petition of Henry Prodgers to the King for a
of what he can recover from the estate of the late
Samuel Avery, Alderman, and Dudley Avery, his son and
former cashier, of a debt owing on their accounts as
Commissioners and Collectors of Customs in 1648 and
1619. Such debts were excepted from the Act of Indemnity, and Avery and Richard Bateman, now insolvent,
dii not take out a guietus est from the usurped powers,
whereby some were pardoned."
'

grmt

The same ' Calendar' makes mention (1654) of a
Lewis Bateman, merchant, of Flushing ; whilst
the registers of St. James's, Clerkenwell, contain
entries of the baptism of the children of

numerous

Richard, Robert, and Thomas Bateman between
break then occurs until 1652,
1584 and 1605.
whence until 1702 these entries are tolerably con-

A

secutive.

I hope I have in some measure shown the imce of examining the coat of arms now hidden
the vestry fittings in Austin Friars Church
uld the opportunity ever occur.
Should it be
that of Joas Bateman, and similar to Sir Anthony
iBateman's, the consanguinity between the two

(mayors will be established.
In conclusion, there was sold at Sotheby's in
1869 a manuscript collection for a history of the
Bateman family out of Lord Farnham's library.
Is it known to any
correspondent of 'N. & Q.'

where this is ?
16, Montague

JOHN
Street,

J.

STOCKEN.

W.C.
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advantage published it very imperfectly and corruptly.
And herein hath not only sinned against the 8th Commandement in taking away another man's goods without his leave, but also against the 9th Commandement
in bearing false witness against his neighbour.
For he
makes me to say not only such things which I never
absurd
are
and
As
irrationall.
said, but which
very
That the Body is the worst half of the
for example
That the party deceased had not only dona
Soul.
That I should tell a story of
sanata, but salutifera,
one good Pell, a Minister, born without doubt in
Utopia, for of such a man I never either read or heard.
:

"
To make some satisfaction to the living and the dead,
here you have the same Sermon in a truer edition, with
some few additions then omitted for want of time. If this
unhappy necessity may contribute anything to thy good, or
to the perpetuating of the Memory of the Reverend,
Learned, and godly Minister (at whose Funeral it was
preached), I shall not much repent for what I have done,
though I am assured, that he that brought me into this
necessity, hath cause to repent of this his irregular and
'
The Saint's Transfiguration :
unwarrantable practice."
a Sermon preached at the Funeral of Dr. Samuel Bolton,
Edmund
by
Calamy, B.D., October 19, 1654,' London,

1655.

"
allusion to
Pell, a Minister," was apparently
due to the scribe not catching the whole of the
name of Pellican, whose life is written by MelThose who are interested in Samuel
chior Adam.
Bolton may like to know that a good bibliography
has been comall of them rare
of his writings
municated to the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society by the Rev. J. Ingle Dredge, and
will appear in the next volume of the Transactions.
WILLIAM E. A. AXON.

The

Manchester.

ALDERMEN "REMOVING."

An

act of

"

Common

Council passed in 1714, and entitled An Act for
Reviving the Ancient Manner of Electing Aldermen," put a stop to aldermen removing from one
to another.
The act recites several acts and
ordinances of Common Council varying the ancient
method of election of aldermen, showing how in
the reign of Richard II. when a vacancy occurred
it was the practice to select at least two honest and
discreet men for presentation to the mayor and
aldermen, so that one of them (as the mayor and

ward

THE PREACHER AND THE REPORTER.
I

The quarrel between the preacher and the

re-

porter is an old one.
Quite recently there have
been disclaimers from popular clericals of any and
till
for
volumes purporting to conresponsibility
their discourses.
late ornament of the
(;ain

A

bench declared that there was no heresy
hat had not been attributed to him by heedless
piscopal

ote-takers

and

careless condensers.

Much might

robably be said on the other hand if it were worth
but it may comfort the injured popular
;
>reacher of to-day to know that his is an ancient
vrong, and that its sufferance has been the badge

vhile

f his tribe for

generations. That famous NonconCalamy preached the funeral sermon
or Dr. Samuel
Bolton, and an inaccurate report was
lubliahed.
This led Dr. Calamy to issue his own
uthorized and revised version with the
following

ormist Dr.

artly indignant protest
"
The iniquity of the times hath necessitated the
rmting of the ensuing Sermon. There is a Fellow
:

who he

is

I

know

not)

who hath

for his

own

private

aldermen might choose) might be admitted and
This number was, temp. Henry IV., insworn.
creased to four.
In 1711 another act ordained
that the number selected for presentation to the
Court of Lord Mayor and Aldermen should again betwo, but that one of them should already be an
alderman who was to be allowed to remove to the
vacant ward provided he were present when the report of the nomination and election should be made
in the Court aforesaid, and should declare his intention so to do.
The act of 1714 restricted the
election to one able and sufficient citizen and freeman, not being an alderman. The only removals
that take place at the present day are on the occasion of a vacancy in the aldermanry of the ward
of Bridge Without, to which the senior alderman
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may

elect to

remove by virtue of act of Common
1 725.
R. R. SHARPE.

Council passed in

'
'
the head Iron Coffins
the
words
occur
"where
118),
(7
yii.
Attila is instanced as having been lain to rest."
Whether this is a misprint for laid I do not know;
but perhaps it may be worth while to point out
how often this grammatical error occurs, even in
writers of repute.
Not to mention the well-known instance in
'Childe Harold,' where the exigences of rhyme
may in some sort excuse the poet, Shelley ('Revolt
of Islam,' vii. 33, 7) has
Smiled on the flowery grave in which were lain
Fear, Faith, and Slavery

GRAMMATICAL.

th

Under

S.

:

;

and, again, canto iii. 30, 9:
In trance had lain me thus within a fiendish bark.
'

Short Studies,' speaking of
'
"
Reynard the Fox,' says, We were at once satisfied that Reineke's goodness, if he had any, mujt

Froude, in his

lay rather in the active department of life."
Henry Kingsley, in his novel 'Stretton.' has,
"She has laid awake."

"

Trollope, in his La Vendee,' has,
Preparing
to lay down for the night," and "Old age and
persecution have lain a heavy hand on him."
'
Gordon, Letters from the Crimea,' p. 74, says,
'
laid off Odessa."
'

We

Can any one

justify this

common mistake
C. R.

?

H.

REPRESENTATIONS OF TEARS ON TOMBSTONES.
th
S.
(See 7

With regard to your re239.)
viewer's (' Memoirs of above Half a Century ') very
just remarks anent tears on tombstones, is not this
a common device in France ? I have certainly seen
it, I think, at Dinan, in Brittany, and possibly elsewhere. The tears were not the size of life, but a
vii.

[7*

s.

VIL MAT u, w.

*

passage in Sartor Resartus,' in which the honour
which attaches to a warrior who appears in public
with his slaying instrument belted on his
thigh
is contrasted with the ridicule which would attach
to a schoolmaster if he were to walk abroad with
his instrument belted on his thigh, an instrument

which I hope will be entirely obsolete long before
the end of the twentieth century.
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alresford.

However rare in England, tears carved on tombstones are not uncommon in France.
At least,
there are plenty of these monumental monstrosities
to be seen in the cemetery at Rouen.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

DR. EDWARD RIGHT, 1747-1821. There is a
statement in Mrs. Ross's ' Three Generations of
Englishwomen (vol. i. p. 3), which needs correction. Speaking of her ancestor, Dr. John Taylor, of
Norwich, Mrs. Ross says that his daughter Sarah
"married Dr. Edward Rigby, a Lancashire man,
who was educated at Dr. Priestley's school at
Warrington, and afterwards studied medicine
under Mr. Norgate at Norwich." The "Lanca"
shire man
whom Dr. Taylor's daughter married
was not the Dr. Rigby here mentioned, but his
father.
Dr. Taylor was, consequently, not the
father-in-law, as Mrs. Ross makes him, but the
grandfather of Dr. Rigby.
'

FLUCK. It may interest Dr. Murray, or some
other reader, to record this word, which occurs in
'
the following passage of The Life and Adventures
of Peter Wilkins,' by R. S. (Robert Paltock), 1751,
vol.

i.

p.

88:

"The

animal, being mortally wounded, bounded up,
and came tumbling down the Rock very near me. I
it
pick'd
up, and found it to be a Creature not much unlike our Rabbits, but with shorter Ears, a longer Tail,
and hoofed like a Kid, tho' it had the perfect Flud of a
Rabbit."

great deal larger ; so far as I can remember after
interval of nearly a dozen year?, about the size
of small racket-balls.
They were, however, distinctly tears, or I do not know what else they I
suppose fluck to be a provincial form of flue, or
could be meant for. No doubt it is a matter of
in any
fluff, for down or hair ; but I do not find it
" Peter
personal feeling, but this device seems to me in
dictionary that I have been able to consult.
very bad taste, and, indeed, slightly ridiculous. Wilkins " is
supposed to be a Cornish man. PerThis may be because we are unaccustomed to it in
haps fluck occurs in the Cornish dialect ?
England. Possibly chubby-cheeked cherubs, broken
JULIAN MARSHALL,
pillars, and reversed torches may seem as grotesque
to foreigners who are unaccustomed to these devices
SHAKSPEARE.
Having had occasion to com"
as sculptured tears seem to us. One of the strangest
Reduced Facsimile from
pare a reading of the
ornaments I have ever seen in an English burial- the Famous First Folio" of Shakespeare, 8vo.,
ground was an officer's sword, shako, sabretasche, 1876, with the book itself, I met with a variation
&c., modelled to the very life in cast iron or some which ought to be noted, as a rock in a sea-chart.
such material, and hung on, or rather attached to, On the last page (172) of ' 3 Hen. VI.,' col. 2, 1. 15,
his tombstone.
The representation of these war- the word " 'tis " most plainly appears in the fa
In the
like equipments was so perfect as to be almost simile, with its apostrophe most distinct.
On seeing the " pride, pomp, and cir- Folio itself the word is quite as plainly " kis."
startling.
cumstance of glorious war" so conspicuously en
Another case of the inefficiency of the facsimiles,
evidence in a city of the dead I thought of a quaint but I do not remember which, I can only quote

an
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certain recollection. Some years ago, the late
Halliwell-Phillipps declared in the Athenceum
the printer of the First Folio edition must
la
v, a renewed the supply of his types from a fresh
This he inferred
fou it in the midst of a scene.
i observing that for a considerable space one
jfroi
short
was
lett ar which had run
always replaced by
le reverse end of the shank of the type appearing
insi ead of the letter.
Although this seems to be a
ifl.cient ground for the inference, it was warmly
fro

i

[i

lisputed by another correspondent through several
peeks, and Mr. Phillipps's antagonist at last still
ield out, though with a confession that he had used
le of the auto- facsimiles, but which he maintained
that purpose was as good as the original.
I
lappened to have at my elbow a copy of the oriinal, and to gratify a momentary curiosity turned

the page, where I saw that the change for which
Phillipps had contended was confirmed by an
srvable change from that place of all the type
The faces of the letters were, indeed, the

[r.

jsed.

jame in size and style, but were sharper and newer,
change which would have almost necessarily disppeared in the auto-transfer. I communicated
ais to Mr. Phillipps, but in the meanwhile the
ditor of the Athenceum had forbidden a con tin u|nce of the dispute.
THOMAS KERSLAKE.
Wynfrid, Clevedon.
|

CAMBOUSE.
"Feb. 6, 1805. When the blacksmith cut up an old
mlouse of sheet iron we obtained for every piece of
ur inches square seven or eight gallons of corn from
e Indians."
'Lewis and Clark's Expedition vol. i.
'

199, Dublin, 1817.

cambouse

falls

Madison, Wis., U.S.

|"SKIPPANT
in

her

AND JUMPANT."

Mrs. Florence

'Footsteps of Jeanne
<irc,' p. 95, writes, in describing her journey
Villeperdue to Chinon
Further on, in a pool of yellow water-lilies and tall
1 rush
stems, where blue dragon-flies skim the sunny
i
errand much life is sJcippant and jumpant, the frogs
,ddy,

1

graphic

m

:

thick as leaves in Vallombrosa."

<

when I was at school at Edgbaston (Birmingham) the" expression was in every-day use among
us.
F. CHANCE.

for

Sydenham

Hill.

The following definition of the word
duffer is taken from a newspaper report of a case
which was recently tried in the Liverpool Police
DUFFER.

Court
" You are what
:

'
duffer 1 Comis generally known ag a
the
(excitedly) Do you know the definition of
plainant
'
word ' duffer ? Allow me to tell you a ' duffer constitutes a man who offers a piece of metal and it turns
'
out to be spurious under the 'jaws' and 'claws of the
law."
J. F. MANSERGH.
'

:

'

Liverpool.

CHINESE FOLK-LORE. The following curious
Pao in s^
narrative is translated from the
recent number of the North China Herald ;

Hu

"

A great crowd was in waiting outside the gates of the
li outside the Teh-sheng gate of
Peking, on the morning of February 22, to see a quaint
ceremony of the Lama priests, typifying the expelling of
evil influences from the temple during the new year,
fifteenth of Kuangsu.
After a solemn Buddhist service
of all the Lamas in presence of the Chief Priest seated
on a high throne, two little Lamas dressed in black and
white, like devils, and running about making all kinds of
diabolical contortions, were chased away by the other
priests, who pursued them with bamboo canes, pretendA good
ing to be administering an awful thrashing.
many petty officials with their attendants were present
to keep order among the crowd during this curious
function, called Sin nien ta Jcwei (' New Year DevilLama temple some 10

beating')."

This

under Dr. Murray's 1 6, and is
much earlier use of the word than he has given,
was no doubt used on shore as well as on a barge.
JAMES D. BUTLER.

lis
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a curious instance of the receptive quality
which readily incorporates ceremonies
and superstitions with which it comes in contact.
W. E. A. A.
is

of Buddhism,

INCUBATORS. Hatching by artificial heat is an
ancient Egyptian practice, and is mentioned by
Aristoteles (' Hist. Animal.,' iy. 2) and Diodorus
It is also referred to by Burchard of
Siculus.
Strassburg (A.D. 1175), William of Boldensele
'
(A.D. 1336), and the compiler of Sir John Mande'
ville's Travels (A.D. 1372), who, in this instance as
in many others, boldly appropriated the text of the
former. Coming to more modern times, Paul Lucas,
who travelled in the East by order of Louis XtV.,

e italics are

mine. Are those words of Mrs.
If so, her facile pen must
ddy's own coining ?
coinant.
They are new to me, as they may
'
sibly be to most readers of N. & Q.,' and are

gives an engraving and description of incubators,
"dea fours oil Ton fait e"clore les Poulets comme dans
toute PEgypte " (plate facing p. 7 of vol. ii.
of the Eouen edition, 1719, in his 'Voyage').

unworthy of preservation in these columns, or
n of use in our malleable
Prof. Skeat
tongue.
y look askance at them, but I, for one, hail such
>ful
J. B. S.
coinages with thankfulness.

According to London's 'Encycl. of Agriculture'
"
"
(No. 7463), they were
brought into notice about
the middle of the eighteenth century by Ke"aumur,
in his 'Art de faire eclore, &c, des Oiseaux
L. L. K.
Domestiques.'

Manchester.

BARLEY = PARLEY.
erjection is given as
rth of England
only.

In the 'N. E. D.' this
used in Scotland and the
This is certainly inexact,

'THE LEGEND OF GOOD WOMEN.' In 'The
Legend of Good Women there is a strange mistake which shows Chaucer to be somewhat weak in
'
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mythology. Hypermnestra is represented as the
daughter of JEgyptus, and her husband as the son
of Danaus.
Since Hypermnestra and her sisters

known by

name

of Danaides, and
is told by Horace, the error is obvious
But I observe that Robert Bell in his
enough.
edition of Chaucer has failed to notice it.
So it is
just possible that it may have escaped the attention
of other editors.
E. YARDLEY.

are so well
their story

the

.

vn. MAY n, w.

What connexion is there between them ? Stow,
if I am not mistaken, suggests that the street was
probably named from a publican's or tradesman's
sign, and I have long supposed (but do not now
know on what authority) that "needles" meant
"
sugar -loaves." Will some better-informed reader
kindly throw light on all or any of these points ?
GRAIENSIS.

POEMS WANTED.

1.

Who is the author of a little

poem, quoted by Chateaubriand in
la Litte"rature Anglaise,'

Why tarries my love,
Why tarries my love,
Why tarries my love from me
Come hither, my dove,
I '11 write to my love,

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.
CLAVERHOUSE.

In

the

Stuart Exhibition
(No. 195) was a quite admirable portrait of the
Viscount Dundee, but the name of the painter is
not given. I conjecture that it may be by Dobson,
and I hope that some of your correspondents may
be able to answer the question. The painting of
black breastplate, of brown wig, of white cravat,
are masterly, and the face is evidently the strong
likeness of an individual.
The modelling is fine,
but peculiar. It is a representation of a singularly
handsome young man, but the features are almost
feminine in delicacy and in sadness, and suggest
qualities which might harden into cruelty.

his

'

Essai sur

beginning:

1

And send him a letter by thee.
the context it would seem to be by Charles
Sackville, Earl of Dorset j but it cannot be found
in Lord Dorset's poems.
Chateaubriand gives one
verse in English, the others in French.
the author of a Scottish poem
2. Who is

From

beginning:

When

I was a wee thing,
A-toddlin' but an' ben,
The kitten was my plaything,
plague the clockin' hen 1

My

It

is

not

Miss

in

Aitken's

'Scottish Songs'

("Golden Treasury Series') nor in 'The
trated Book of Scottish Songs.'
H. S. W.
3. Where can I find a poem beginning
When I lived in baby-land
Wader, Earl of East
All the bells were ringing,

Illus-

:

RALPH DE GUADER,

or

Anglia, married in 1074/5

Emma,

daughter of

William Fitzosbern.
Some authorities say the
wedding took place at Exning, in Cambridgeshire.
Can any of your readers give a probable reason
for the choice of this place ? Was there
any castle
or ecclesiastical foundation 'of
any description at
at
that
?
Wanted
also
the names
Exning
period
of any bishops or abbots who were
present at the

M. M.

bridal.

B.

'Dies: STRIPE.' Who was the author of 'Dick
Stripe,' a satirical poem, written by one of the wits
of the day, on the occasion of Sir Richard Steele's

marriage
it

by

?

I have never seen

tradition.

I cannot

it

in print,

remember

all.

and get
It be-

gins
Habits are stubborn things,
And by the time a man is turned of forty,
His ruling passions have grown so
very haughty,
There s no clipping of their wings.
This fact can best be shown
by a familiar story of our
:

own:

POWHATAN CLARKE.
THREADNEEDLE STREET. I have just now, for

time, met with the statement that this
street is "so called from the three needles in the
arms of the Needlemakers'
But
?
first

Company."

4.

Has

the authorship of a

'

entitled The
in extenso in

discovered

?

poem

of

much

merit,

Old English Manor-House,' quoted
N. & Q.,' 5 th S. ii. 307, ever been
Does any one know of an old deserted
which the poet's description would
'

mansion to
In reading
apply ?

Milton's words, to be
melancholy."

the verses one seems,
"
wrapt in a pleasing fit

in
of

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

GOTHIC INSCRIPTION.

Mrs. Florence Caddy, in
Footsteps of Jeanne d'Arc,' p. 42)
her visit to the chapel of Our Lady of Bermont,
describing

('

says:"The

Gothic inscription round the bell has never
It runs thus, in thirteenth century
AVEMREIADEAARMANGT, which ingenious
characters,
readers have tortured into a motto of praise to Jeanne
d'Arc, which would be a wonderful prophecy, considering it was inscribed two centuries before she was born.
The inscription is worthy of a nook in ' N. & Q.'
J. B. S.
Can any one decipher it ?
Manchester.

been deciphered.

+

^

Dick Stripe was the friend and lover of a
pipe
To him 'twas meat and drink and phisic, &c.

the

which appeared in a magazine, I think in or about
1871? Who is the author I

why

CHARLES
tion, sent

Charles

I.,

containing

In the Stuart ExhibiI.'s GLOVES.
by Mr. Benett-Stanford, was a glove of
described on a brass plate on the case
it as having been worn by the king on

s.

h

MAT

VII,

scaffold,
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and handed by him to Bishop Juxon.

a fawn-coloured glove, similar to those now
e jg sold in London shops as khaki deerskin, but
It is a
wish handsome embroidery and fringe.
Where is the left one ? I have read
ig it glove.
is

:t

Martin Lluellyn's granddaughter, Mrs. Bowles,
which the king wore on the
and which were supposed to
e been given to Martin Lluellyn on the scaffold.

hi

b

jessed the gloves
of his execution,

ot
a;

a^
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tunnel as it springs from the ground, or the sides
Is it simply
of a ship from the hold upwards.
that being built of rubble, without regular bricks,
they were made to taper on the inside to save
unnecessary material; or was it an architectural
design to give the idea of the ship? Bingham
c. iii.) speaks of some ancient
(' Ant.,' vol. ii. bk. viii.
churches as ship-shaped, though I cannot say
whether any of the descriptive terms he uses imply

Wi s

this gift, in fact, that of the left glove ?
The that the walls were ever out of the vertical. Apart
dng put on a second shirt, on account of the from antiquarian interest, it might possibly affect
hi liness of the morning ; but he would not have the question of dilapidations, making all the differeen likely to have worn a second pair of gloves. ence if a slanting wall could be shown to be the
t would have been
interesting to have brought original plan, instead of arising from settlement,
/he two gloves together at the exhibition to comT. H. W.
&c.
let.e the
pair; but the left glove may have
In
the
'HUDIBRAS.'
Lancet
of
Saturday,
er shed long ago.
KILLIGREW.

REV. W. PALMER. Dean Burgon ('Lives of
Velve Good Men') speaks frequently, and with
mch affection, of the Rev. William Palmer, of
Vorcester College, a well-known name among the
aders of the Oxford movement.
So constantly,
adeed, does the dean quote and refer to him, that
seems strange he did not include him among
le men whose lives he has
written, especially as
e died
Is there any
only a short time since.
emoir of him 1 And when and from whom did
inherit a baronetcy ?
In recent years he was
"
Sir W. Palmer," but the late Canon Trevor
iyled
Id me that he could not find his name in
any
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
tronetage.
i

Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorke.

March 23, I find the following quotation, purport'
ing to be taken from Hudibras':
For men are brought to worse distresses
By taking physic than diseases ;
And

therefore commonly recover
as doctors give them over.

As soon

It looks very Hudibrastic, yet, after very carefully examining every page of
copy, I cannot
find the lines.
I have searched, too, Dr. Zachary
Gray's not absolutely exhaustive index, to meet

my

only with a like failure. Moreover, inasmuch as
'
the lines might be by the author of Hudibras/
though not contained in that work, I have explored

posthumous remains and collected
I cannot hunt down my quarry.
Can
kind readers of ' N. & Q.' help me with the book,
'
canto, and lines of Hudibras in which the passage
If not,
occurs, if it does occur at all in that work ?
I should regard it as a courtesy to have the source
otherwise indicated.
NEMO.
Temple.
all

Butler's

pieces

;

still

'

ORANGE BLOSSOMS AT WEDDINGS.

Nuptial

rlands are of the most remote
antiquity, and
pear to have been used both by the Jews and
"
the heathens.
Among the Romans the bride

bound to have a chaplet of flowers or hearbes
on her head"; and
amongst the Anglo-Saxons
and bridegroom were crowned with
Ijth bride
in
church
for the purpose.
These
Ijwera kept
tial garlands are said to have been
mostly of
or
mary
myrtle, sometimes of corn, and some,s

1

t

In some countries it is said that
crowned with a garland of prickles,
so delivered unto her
husband, that hee

es of flowers.

bride
id

ht

is

know

that hee hath tied himself to a
thorny
lasure."
object in writing this is to inre at what time it became the fashion to crown
^
brides with garlands of
orange blossom, and
that particular flower was chosen for this

My

s cial service.

;UBBLE-BUILT CHURCHES.

J.

W.

ALLISON.

Can any of your
explain a feature in some of the rubblechurches of East Anglia, and
perhaps of
parts? In some cases the walls, especially
o^er
tl chancel
on
the
inside are bowed, or at
walls,
t slanted outwards
from base to plate, slightly
the
form
of
the arch of a railway
reaching
lers

It

SPEECH IN ANIMALS. We know what the serand how the she-ass spoke to
Balaam. But what did the ass say to Bacchus,
lis horses to Achilles, the lamb to Phrixus
or
was it the ram? and the elephant to Porus?
Addison made the stars to say "The hand that
made us is divine." This was more wonderful than
pent said to Eve,

the music of the spheres, as it added a converBesides which, the animals have got a
tongue, teeth, and palate, the instruments prefor
requisite
speech. St. Gregory of Nice thought
Balaam knew how, as a diviner, to interpret the
Dray, and Le Clerc thought that if he believed in
the metempsychosis there would not be much to
astonish him in the affair, whilst St. Augustine
suggests that he was talibus monstris assuetus.
After hearing so many commentators, I wish we
could know what the ass herself thought of it, and
of them.
C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.
sazione.

TENNET.
s set

down

th
(See 7 S. v. 414.) The word tenney
'
N. & Q.' at the above reference as

in
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the

name

What

of a colour.

is

the colour

In

?

what language has tenney that meaning ?
JAMES D. BUTLER.

VII.
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swallowed up with a village by an earthquake
centuries ago is still continued ?

many

G. S. B.

Madison, Wis., U.S.

i

"YOUR

What

OTHERWISE.

.

is

implied by this word

when employed

in the index volumes to the wills
at Somerset House, in cases such as the following
"
Walton alias Denny, Thomas " ?
F. W. D.

WITS ARE GONE WOOL- GATHERING."
Can any one explain this common saying 1
C. TOMLINSON, F.R.S.
Highgate, N.

:

SCHOOL STOCKS. An old lady lately told me that
when she went to school, sixty years ago, it was
JOSEPH ALLEN, BISHOP OF ELY. Can any
customary to transfer any pupil who was found
readers give me any particulars of, and lists of
sitting with one foot over the other to a corner of
works and sermons written by Joseph Allen, the
room, where a shallow wooden box, with two
Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, and afterwards
in the shape of a V, was placed.
compartments
Bishop of Ely ? He died April 13, 1845.
Here she was required to stand, with a foot in
MEDICI.

"SADDLES, WONTOWES AND OVERLATES." I
have met with the above in a will of the seventeenth
What is meant by " wontowes and overcentury.
H. FISHWICK.
layes"?
*

WILLIAMS.
In Prendergast's
Cromwellian
Settlement of Ireland,' p. 433, in the list of "Adventurers," is mentioned (No. 919), "John Williams, ffeltmaker," who then lived in Glamorganshire, Wales, and subsequently went to Ireland
and settled on land granted him in return for his
What family in Wales did John
subscription.
Williams belong to?
Sfc.

J.

FLETCHER WILLIAMS.

Paul, Minn., U.S.

:

My sonne
1559

Stephen was borne the

Ms my
m

bis godfathers

xijth

day of June

brother Stephin

Vaughan

and Mr. Hardyng and
y lady harper alderwoman
godmother and his unkle Thomas Wieman husshipped
him.''

What

is husship ?
Unless there be anything in a
conjecture of my own, which I keep back for the
present, I have not met with any explanation, or
any other example of the word. The blanks in
the above extract represent words which I omitted
to copy as being immaterial to the present question.
J. T. F.

Winterton, Doncaster.

NONCONFORMIST REGISTERS. Where should I
look for a record of Baptist and other Nonconformists born, married, or buried in Lyme, co. Dorset, and its vicinity during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries
IN

?

F.

W.

D.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. Will any
RALEIGH,
tell me if the custom of people going out on
Christmas morning to a valley near Raleigh to
listen to the bells of a church said to have been
reader

Was this plan adopted at other girls'
quent.
"
schools
or rather
seminaries for young ladies,"
as they were then called
and does it exist anyWM. UNDERBILL.
where in the present day ?
JOHNSON FAMILY.
book of
"

In an old memorandum

births, &c., I find the following entry:

aunt Johnson died 28 th August, 1821, aged
Can any correspondent enable me
to identify this lady, who is believed to have lived
S A.
in or near London ?

My

seventy-two."

HUSSHIP. In a MS. book of Sarum Horse, in
the possession of G. S. Dewick, Esq., is the following note
"

each division, to cultivate deportment by turning
her toes out in the orthodox fashion, and here she
remained until she could attract the attention of
some other pupil to a fresh offender. Being thus
provided with a witness, she was able to prove her
case, and exchange places with the latest delin-

ST. CATHERINE DE RICCI.
February 13 is the
tercentenary of the death of this celebrated Florentine.
Can any one give a list of paintings of
this saint in the galleries of Europe ?
W. LOVELL.

"

MEN, WOMEN, AND HERVETS."

Who

was the

" God created
originator of the familiar saying that
"
men, women, and Herveys 1 It has been attributed to the Earl of Chesterfield, Lord Townshend,

and

to

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu.
G. F. R. B.

OXFORD DIVINITY DEGREES.
when

the statute

was

I wish to

know

enacted which made

it

necessary to be in priest's orders before graduating
in divinity.
John Wesley, in his famous Koran
sermon, speaks of a certain doctor in divinity of
his day who was a layman ; and Dr. Routh, President of Magdalen, was certainly only a deacon
when he proceeded to that degree. The Oxford
statutes of 1784 provide that the candidate for
the degree of B.D. should preach a Latin sermon
in St. Mary's
implying that he must be at least
in deacon's orders.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorkshire.

FESTIVAL OF TRINITY. Has the festival of
of the
Trinity ever had an octave in any part

Western

or Eastern

Church

?

IGNORAMUS.

'
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Keplta*.

THE ZODIAC.
(7
ty

d< scription

C

th

S. vii. 226.)

The following, which I have as from the " Loseley
SS.," appears to be a more original version of th<
A.

of the signs than that given

WHITE

by

MRS

:

"Also ther ben according xii months to y e

xii signs
wych the xii signes reign that is to say March.
A)riJ, May, June, July, August, September, Octoberj

in the

November, December, January, and February; and y'
xii flignes travellen and worke to good in echo monethe,
but one of them principally reigneth and hath domina
cjoun in his proper monethe.
"Aries first of all reigneth in y* moneth of March, for
in that signe God made y e world ; and that signe Aries
is cleped the signe for a Ram inasmuch as Abraham
made sacrifice to God for his son Isaac. And whoever
that is borne in this signe shall be dredful, but he shalJ

have grace.
" The second
signe, Taurus, reigneth in Aprill and is
signe of a Bull ; forasmuch as Jacob, the son of Isaac,
and
strove
with the Angel in Bethlehem, as a
wrastlyd
bull.
Whoso is borne in this signe shall have grace in all
beasts.

"The

third sterre, Gemini, reigneth in May, and is
clepid the signe of a Man and Woman, forasmuch as

Adam and Eve were made and formed

bothe of a kynde.
is borne in this signe
pore and feble he shal be;
he shal lefe in waylynge and disese.
"
The fourth signe, Cancer, reigns in June, and yt is
e
clepid y signe of a Crabbe or of Canker, which is a
worme ; forasmuch as Job was a leper, full of cankers by
e
y hand of God. Who that is borne in this eigne he shall
be fell, but he shall have y e joy of Paradise.
"The fifth signe, Leo, reigneth in July, and is clepid
e
y signe of a lyon, forasmuch as Danyel the prophet was
put into a depe pytt amonge lyons. Who that is borne
in this signe he shall be a bolde thief, and a
hardy.
"The sixth sign, Virgo, reigneth in August, and is
clepid the signe of a mayden, forasmuch as our Lady
e
Seynt Mary in y bearings, and before y e birthe, and
after y e birthe of our Lord Jesu Christ our
Saviour, was
a maid. Whoao is borne in this signe he shal be a
wyso
man and wel stored with causes blameabull.
"
The seventh signe reigneth in September, and is
e
clepid y signe of a Balance, for as much as Judas

Whoso

pcariott made his councell to the Jues, and solde to
them the Prophet Goddis son for xxx" of their weighed
money. Whoso be borne in this signe shal be a wycked

man, a traitour's and an evyl deth shall he dye.
" The
eighth syne reignes in October, and is clepid y e
iigne of a Scorpion, for as muche as y e children of Israel
passed throughout the Rede See.
Whoso is borne in this
aigne shal have many angers and tribulacons, but he shall
overcome them at y e laste.
"The ninth signe, Sagittarius, reigneth in
md is clepid y e signe of an Archer, for as muchNovember,
as Kynge
Javid, Prophet, fought with Goliath.
Whoso is borne in
ihis signe shall be
hardy and lecherous.
The tenth signe, Capricornus, reigneth in
December;
e
it is
clepid y signe of a goat, for as muche as y' Jewes
osten ye blessing of Christ.
In this signe whoso is borne
ihall be ryche and
lovynge.
"The eleventh signe is Aquarius; it reigneth in Januiry, and that is clepid ye signe of a man
pouring water
f
^ ot, for as moche as
u- c
Seynt John Baptist baptyzed
ur Lord Jesu in the fleuve Jordan for to fulfil
ye new
.
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Whoso that is borne in this
law, as it was his will.
signe shal be negligent, and lose his thinges recklessly.
" The twelfth
sign is Pisses [sic], that reigneth in
Fevere ; for as much as Jonas y e Prophete was cast inta
ye sea, and three days and three nyghts lay in the wombe
of a gualle. Who that is borne in this signe shall be
gracyous, hardy and happy."
I have a note that something akin to this is to
be found in a number of the Gentleman's Magazine in the early forties of this century.

Also the following, evidently much more modern,
giving "a gem for every month"; but a&
they are in MS. "by another hand" I neither
know their origin nor date. If not common, they
too may be worth recording
lines,

:

January.

By her who

No gem
They
True

month

in this

is

born

save Garnets should be worn,

will ensure her constancy,
friendship, and fidelity.

February.

The February born

shall find

Sincerity and peace of mind,
Freedom from passion and from care,

If they the Amethyst will wear.

March.
Who on this world of ours their eyes
In March first open shall be wise,
In days of peril firm and brave,

And wear

a Bloodstone to their grave.
April.

She who from April dates her years

Diamonds should wear,

lest bitter tears

For vain repentance flow ; this stone,
of innocence, is known.

Emblem

May.

Who first

beholds the light of day
In Spring's sweet flowery month of
And wears an Emerald all her life,
Shall be a loved and happy wife.

May

June.

Who comes with summer to

this earth,

And owes to June her hour of birth,
With ring of Agate on her hand
Can health, wealth, and long life command.
July.

The glowing Ruby shall adorn
Those who in warm July are born ;
Then will they be exempt and free
From love's doubts and anxiety.
August.
a Sardonyx, or for thee
conjugal felicity ;
The August born without this stone,
'Tis said, must live unloved and lone.

Wear

No

September.

A maiden born when autumn leaves
Are rustling in September's breeze,
A Sapphire on her brow should bind,
'Twill cure diseases of the mind.

October.
October's child

And

is

born for woe,

must know ;
But lay an Opal on her breast
life 's

And hope

vicissitudes

will lull those

words to

rest,
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November.

Who

first

comes

world below

to this

With drear November's fog and snow
Should prize the Topaz amber hue,
1

Emblem

of friends and lovers true.

December.
If cold December gave you birth,
The month of snow and ice and mirth,

Place on your hand a Turquoise blue,
Success will bless whate'er you do.

Herein the months in connexion with " the accident of birth " seem to have an entirely different
"
"
dominacyoun over the events of life in the case
of the gentler sex.
K. W. HACKWOOD,

The following characterisms of the Zodiacal signs
a century later may be worth comparing with the
curious account already given.
I abbreviate it
from an English translation of 'Spectacle de la

[7<
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valued him sufficiently to buy a copy of his work.
He was not a Churchman, for he says as much in
addressing the Vicar of Wattisfield; he was not a
Quaker, for he speaks of the Friends with respect,
but ab extra ; and he belonged to some sect which
actually allowed him to think well not only of
other sects, but even of the Church of England.
He apologizes, indeed and well he might for
this breadth of charity ; and his apology is the
more remarkable thing of the two, for he says that
" subsided in
his prejudices
proportion to his gaining acquaintance with the religious world." Such
a person almost deserves to be reconstructed, if one
could get at him, although he has not a spark of
humour and his blank verse is not verse at all, and
his rhymes are mainly of the tombstone
Cowper and water, especially water.
And therefore, though remaining lame,

sort

The first constellation in
I '11 magnify Jehovah's name
named from the animal says he, very properly just as if he were
writing
first brought forth with the new year, the lamb, or
a hymn for the Eev. John Newton.
its parent the ram
Ares in March the second
Such would thy lot have been, had Betsy slept
from the parent of the calf or the bull Taurus in
he again observes, and no doubt with truth. He tells
while
the
twin
kids
us
;
April
goat's frequent
give
an old gentleman who had made himself a chair
Gemini in May.
The crab's retrograde motion
out of a tree that
symbolizes the sun's commencing return in June,
If thou hadst not with early care
while July heats and the sun's power then are
Planted the spreading tree,
shown by the lion, or Leo. The harvests of August
Thou hadst not had that easy chair,
are figured by the virgin gleaner Virgo, and the
Nor heard these lines from me.
equal days and nights of the autumn equinox by the He knows (and here, too, we can quite agree with
balanced scales Libra in September. The scorpion
him) that
Nature/ 1743, vol. i.
which the sun is found

!

is

;

;

!

shows well the autumnal distempers of October,
formerly more dreaded than now, while the Sagittary represents November hunting. The high climbing goat Capricorn, like the returning crab in June,
illustrates the commencing climb back of the sun
in December.
January's downfall is shown in the
waterpot of Aquarius, and fishes appear and fishing sports begin under the Pisces of February.
W. C. M. B.

'VILLAGE MUSINGS'

(7

th

S. vii. 266).

I have

a copy of this little book, for which I gave fourpence. Probably Messrs. Jarrold, of Norwich, who
printed and issued the volume in 1837, could say
who its author was. Their firm, or at any rate a
firm of the same name, still exists ; and a
copy of
their catalogue of books for the current
before me.
The dedication to '

now

'

month is
MusMary Mag-

Village

signed "C. W., Pulham St.
dalen"; and as the dervish was able to describe
the camel and its load which he had never
seen,
so any observant person may easily reconstruct
0. W. out of his own 188 pages. He was a retired
village schoolmaster, or overseer of the poor, or
Btudious clerkly shoemaker.
He was a worthy,
amiable, middle-aged, little man ; a simple, halfeducated Christian, whose piety was of the " evan"
sort ; and, indeed, he knew no other
gelical
sort,
though our respected old contributor F. C. H.

ings

is

Should he who would a bride select
Be governed by her form,
He '11 afterwards some faults detect,
Perhaps may hear a storm
then he is also aware that
!

But

On

firmer ties his joys depend
has a polish'd female friend

Who

From which we may

!

he was a bachelor,
and was patronized by Mrs. Waller, of Pulham.
Again, he rises once more to higher themes. He
describes the harmonies of heaven
Ah what an entertaining treat,
infer that

!

To hear such music flow

!

And he

ends the tale of a converted coachman with
the statement that
as the tears ran down the Coachman's face
One heard him singing " I am saved by grace "
Precious as these sayings may be to the humourist
and they have been quite worth fourpence even
I do not quote them merely to make fun of
to me
!

He and his like are good
the excellent C. W.
specimens of the perfectly pure, but also perfectly
dull and commonplace literature which has long
delighted the respectable lower middle classes in
Britain, and often the respectable upper middle
And therefore I think that C. W.'s
classes too.
his
subscription-list is the most interesting part of
volume. It contains no fewer than 960 names; and.

th

S.
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of the subscribers took more than one cop
the total number of copies sold amounts to n
One thousand and forty copi
fe rer than 1,040.
of such stuff as that which I have quoted
The names are nearly all East Anglian. The
co isist, apparently, of Norfolk and Suffolk squire
an i parsons, and farmers, and tradesmen.
Som
of them are known to us from of old.
Thus, Ber
nard Barton, Esq., Woodbridge (note the " Esq."
takes two copies ; one of the Bevans, of Bury St
E( mund's, takes two copies ; no fewer than seve
Cattermoles subscribe, and these include the Re^
E. Cattermole, B.D., of the Royal Society o
Li;erature, and J. F. Cattermole, Esq., London
Ri shard Cobbold, of Wortham Rectory, Margare
Catchpole's biographer, takes two copies, and i
followed by another Reverend Cobbold and hi
wife ; the Rev. G. Crabbe, M.A., of Ufford, son o
the poet, subscribes ; so does J. J. Gurney,
Esq.
of Earlham Hall ; so does our old friend the Rev
F. C. Husenbeth, who dates from
so
doe
;
Cossey
Mrs. Amelia Opie, of Norwich ; so does the Rev
J. Unwin, M.A., of
Woodbridge, whose kin
af

William Montague Manning, of New South Wales)
was not the author of Old New Zealand.' Judge
"
F. E. Maning (not Manning), the Pakeha Maori,"
was at one time Native Land Court Judge in the
Auckland district of New Zealand. He was one
of the oldest settlers in the North Island.
He
died in London on July 25, 1883.

many

'

er ;h,

!

[W.

ship if any to William Cawthorne Unwin one
jwould be glad to discover.
In reading this feeble but estimable work
which probably gave to its subscribers a pleasure
akin to that conveyed by 'Boston's Fourfolc
State' to Maggie Tulliver's aunt
I have been

sonstantly reminded of a certain kind of hymn,
lear to our Protestant
fathers, but, alas not 'often
iudible in these days.
It is that kind which repeats three times the first half of the
penultimate
ine before you are allowed to
sing the second half,
is in this well-known
!

!

example

:

r this other,

which

How

is like

To
To catch a
To catch a

it

:

flee-

For this word
JULIUS STEGGALL.

310, 484.

CLUBBING (7 th S. vii. 348). Surely only the
for example,
When,
ordinary use of the word
"
" in
hair is turned
upon itself it is said to be
!

D.

"clubbed."

VERBAL COINAGE (7 S. vii. 305). In a novel
which I published in 1870 I spoke or" some one as
a great bore, or stated that one person had been
th

At this
mind what form

distance of time I canthe sentence assumed.
At that time there was living near here a member
of the medical profession, a graduate of Edinburgh.
He was an old friend of mine, and read the book
as soon as it was published.
After certain other
critical remarks, he said that he could not understand what I meant by the word bore. He had
never met with the word before. He was a learned
man, and one of much observation, and yet had never
leard till 1870 a word which the Annual Register

bored by another.

not

call to

nforms us was on men's lips ninety-eight years
Dr. Murray quotes it as a verb under
We may therefore conclude that
L768 and 1774.
he has come on very nearly the earliest date of the
EDWARD PEACOCK.
word.
aefore.

he disorderly kingdom of no-government, con-

flee-

A.

>rations.

J.

M.

THOMAS PERCY, EARL OF NORTHUMBERLAND
th
7
S. vii. 264).
With reference to MR. PEACOCK'S
uotation and query, if that gentleman will
go to
British Museum and refer to vol. ii.
108 of

lie

p.

de Fonblanque's 'Annals of the House of
printed for private circulation last year, he
ill find the verses
by Singleton on the surrender
y the Scots of the seventh Earl of Northumbermd in extenso.
J. H.
lr.

'ercy,'

S. vii. 327).

Sir Wil-

is

meant Sir

am Manning (by whom I
presume

disrespect to age, and general disbedience in the class-room and at home, is to
me melancholy.
The " evil, lash-ruled days "
arried the better promise with them, and the
lue wound had for its advocate King Solomon
as wise a man as most of us, and knowing man,
nd what is in man, quite as well as we. The
pplication of the rod may, of course, be carried
oo far, and so may the negation of it; the applica-

empt of law,

!

sing such hymns in serious mood
rere just the people who would
buy C. W.'s lucu-

(7

viii.

S. vii. 348).

CRABBE'S 'TALES' (7 th S. vi. 506; vii. 114,
What one sees the valued signature of MR.
SOUCHIER attached to is sure, as a rule, to make
ihe eye run to it.
His rejoicing, however, at
)he leaps and bounds towards humanity that Engand is making, and which soon will land her in

who could

"PAKEHA MAORI "

see 3 rd S.

th

(7

214).

;

vainly strive

ting breath

?hose

worm

unto

oft, alas, we
catch a flee-

W. KENNAWAY.

QUARTERLANDS

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

Man he is a poor pollMan he is a poor pollMan he is a poor polluted
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ion in excess may prove injurious to individuals,
ut the entire negation can, in its folly, ruin a
hole people.
Let the law, now impotent of jusr

^ce,

le

trespass yet more in wrong, and step between
father and due chastisement of a refractory

iild> administering to him imprisonment with
,rd labour. I say the law is a curse that so interferes

etween the offspring and a parent.

The

respect
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from that home will have vanished for ever. Put
yourself in the position of the convict-father when
he returns to his own hearth and listens to the
jibes of the young imp that he has begotten and
bred, that he must not correct, and cannot live
The Roman law would let him slay him.
with.
"Honour thy father." Is the Decalogue abolished ?
Can the law of any land abrogate the fifth commandment? If you have bred fathers that are
brutes, can you consistently sing the praises of the
abolition of the rod that would have tamed them ?
You have broken the king's sceptre, and then you
The sceptre is the rod
ask, Where is the king ?
symbolized, and there will be no government found
that is, for long
to last without it
!

0. A.

WARD.

Walthamstow.
th
It is worth
S. vii. 108, 209).
(7
that the earlier myth went further and was

from this. Bartholomseus, 'De Propr.
Kerurn,' bk. xii. cap. xxix., tells us that the Glose
on the Psalter I shorten the statements says
that when the children wax hoar they smite the
parents on their faces, wherefore the mother slayeth
them. But on the third day she smiteth herself on
her side, and, by virtue of the blood dropped on
Then he goes on
them, the birds quicken again.
to say that Jacobus de Vitriaco tells of another
cause of their death, viz., that the serpent (" who
hateth kindlye this Bircle ") climbs into the nest
when the mother is absent and stings the young to
death ; that after sorrowing three days the mother
smites herself on the breast, and shedding her hot
blood raiseth them from death; that she being
thus enfeebled the young have to seek their food
for themselves, and that some even feed their
mother, which she so notes that when strong again
she cherishes these, but drives away the others
from the nest. It is also noteworthy that neither
Bartholome, circa 1366, nor Trevisa, his translator,
in 1397, nor the first printed edition of his translation in 1471, nor the cribber Batman in 1582, says
a word about the mother thus feeding her young.
When any of these fables arose I know not
Trevisa or Batman, I know not whom, prefaces thi
"
myth just given by the statement, The Glose and
the same Plinius saith in this manner "; but Bar
tholome rightly omits any mention of Pliny as t(
this revival of her young from death by the pour
ing upon them of her own blood. Nor does Pliny
speak of their being nourished by the mother'
blood.
BR. NICHOLSON.
different

The
named

fable of

" the

pelican in her piety," as it i
heraldically, has not escaped the notice o

the Norwich knight, Sir Thomas Browne, who dis
cusses it with befitting gravity in his ' Pseudodoxi
" Of
Epidemica,' book v.,
many things question
able as they are commonly described in Pictures.
Chap. i. "Of the Picture of the Pelican ":

s.

m

vn. MAY n,

"And first in every place we meet with the Picture of
Pelican, opening her Breast with her Bill, and feedg her young ones with the blood distilled from her.

ie

h us
,

is it set

forth not only in

common

Signs, but in the

and Scutcheon of many Noble Families; hath been
sserted by many holy Writers, and was an Hieroglyphick
f Piety and Pity among the Egyptians ; on which conrest

ideration they spared

How me

to

refer

them

at their Tables."

your readers to the entire
replete with quotations and

hapter, which is
utnorities for the tradition.
Perhaps it may be
ortb noting that in St. Mary's Cathedral at Edin)urgh the pelican in her piety, cast from latten and
early eight feet in height, forms the lectern, and
rom which on one occasion I read the lessons.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
CIRCULATING LIBRARIES

THE PELICAN
noting

[7*

(7

th

S. vii. 247).

Dr.

Murray, after Watts, who is in agreement with
Southey's 'The Doctor,' Warter, 1848, p. 271,
_reatly underrates the time of the institution of cir-

Chambers, in his 'Traditions
culating libraries.
if
Edinburgh,' 1869, p. 25, states that Allan Ramjay in 1725 set up "a circulating library, whence
ie diffused plays and other works of fiction among
'
the people of Edinburgh." The Editor of N. & Q.'
n 1872 was inclined to think that the first circu.ating library in Scotland was at Dumfernline
At the same time he supplied a more
.n 1711.
jxact reference than that of Dr. Murray for
ihe institution of the first circulating library
n London at 132, Strand, about 1840, by a bookseller named Wright, on the authority of the
'
Monthly Magazine, 1801, xi. 238. See N. & Q.,'
4 th S. ix. 442.
ED. MARSHALL.
'
Timperley, in his Dictionary of Printers and
Printing,' states that Samuel Fancourt, who died in
1768, was the first promoter of circulating libraries
in England; but that St. Pamphilus, Presbyter of
Csesarea, who died on February 16, 309, erected a

library there, which contained 30,000 volumes.
This collection was made only for the promotion of
religion, and to lend out to religiously disposed

Jerome particularly mentions his collecting books for the purpose of lending them to be
read.
"This," says Dr. Adam Clarke, "is, if I
mistake not, the first notice we have of a CirculatSome traces of this library remain
ing Library."
to this day at Paris and elsewhere.

people.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71,

Brecknock Eoad.

Hutton says (' Life,' by himself, p. 279),
first who opened a circulating library

the

mingham

in

1751."

Franklin, in his

'

" was
I
in Bir-

Autobio-

began to write 1771), says of
graphy' (which he
London in 1725, " Circulating Libraries were not
then in use." The actor, G. F. Cooke, says in his
'Life '(vol.

i.

p. 202),

"la my humble

opinion a

license is as necessary for a circulating library as
for dramatic productions intended for representa-

7*

s. vii.

MA* n,
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Certainly the character of the books men
the
Kivals,' to say nothing of mor
cent times, offers some justification of the pro
>n."

t:

med

t;

r

'

in

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

sal.

p

Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

JOHN SHAKSPBARB

(7

th

S.

vii.

188).

John

"
S akspeare, notwithstanding his ups and downs,
certainly had property, and it has always appearec
tc me curious that no testamentary dispositions
thereof have appeared.
Looking also at many
of his career, I think it charitable to
he grew non compos late in life ; in this
case his gifted son would take possession as lega"
representative, and administer the estate during
This assumption may perhis father's lifetime.
h; ps be a correct and sufficient explanation of the
whole matter.
A. HALL.

several

productions,' London, 1659.,
The Dial of Princes (with the famous
Booke of Marcus Aurelius) compiled by Don
Antony of Guevara ...... Englished out of the
Frenche by T. North ...... & now newly revised
...... by hym/ &c. (London, 1568), fol.
Another

Paternoster

Row, E.G.

I
written diminutive notes, in which (as a contributor
to the Illuminated Magazine) he writes to me as
follows

(3)

G. F. R. B.
London, 1582, 4to.
B. will send me his address, I shall be
A Forest of
pleased to lend him my copy of
Varieties.'
WALTER HAINBS.
edition,
If

W.

'

Faringdon, Berks.

inter that

THE 'PUNCH' PUBLICATIONS (7 th S. vii. 182).
have before me one of Douglas Jerrold's neatly

QUOTATION FROM CICERO
vii.

INGLETT inquires

134.

th
S. vi. 427,
(7
for the source of

494;

CY vos AD LTSAND Multae etiam istarum arborum mea
:

manu

Cic

sunt
:

satae.

Nemo

sibi

solum natus

nilq' libero dignius.

The former phrase arose in this way. Lysander
went to Sardis to see Cyrus, who showed a " bene
"
consitus ager," saying,
Atqui ego omnia ista sum
dimensus
mei sunt ordines ; mea descriptio ;
multse enim istarum arborum mea manu sunt
satse" (Cicero, 'De Senectute/ cap. xvii., who
;

states that

:

"I am about to edit a little book, 'Punch's Snapdragons for Christmas.' The subjects must be all about
Christmas its festivities, New Year, Twelfth Night, and
so forth.
All brief; some light, some pathetic.
Can
"
you send me anything within a few days?

seasons

'

fol.

p( culiarities

13,

375

of

'

'

he took the story from the Economics
This refers to Cyrus, son of Darius

Xenophon).
Nothus.

The other

The note bears the address West Lodge, Putney

from Cicero, who in this
the statement from Plato :
Sed quoniam,' ut prseclare scriptum est a
Platone, 'non nobis solum nati sumus, ortusque

Common, and

nostri

dated November 25.
The enone of the anti-Graham
wafers, on which is a running fox, with the motto,
'You'll be run down if you break cover." My

^elope

is

is

sealed with

jontribution to * Snapdragons
Christmas in Kent '; and, if I

'

was

am

'

Our

right in

First

my

re-

nembrance, my old friend Miss Meteyard wrote
Miss Brightington's Polka Jacket.'
0. A. WHITE.
Preston on the Wild Moors.

instance

is

also

borrows

partem patria vindicat, partem amici

Officiis,' lib.

i.

c.

The

7).

("Ep. ad Archytam,"

i.,

1590), 8e.i (re ei/0v/>ieio-#at,
aurco fjiovov

'

"

('De

reference to Plato

is

'Opp.,' p. 726, Lugd.,

on

eKaaros

rj^Civ

ov

yeyoi/V.
The final clause, "nilq' libero dignius," is in
'
De Off.,' i. 42 " Omnium autem rerum,
icero,
ex quibus aliquid acquiritur, nihil est agricultura
melius, nihil uberiu?, nihil dulcius, nihil ho mine,
:

nihii libero dignius."

ED. MARSHALL.

Oxford.

SHADDOCK

,

(7

th

S. vii. 228).

Lunan, in
"

Hortus

This fruit is
Famaicensis,' vol. ii. p. 171, says,
near so large as the shaddock, which received
jot
ts name

from a Capt. Shaddock, who first brought
The name of
plant from the East Indies."
ae captain is believed to have been
Shattock, one
ot uncommon in the west of Somersetshire,
le

loane, in his 'Voyage to Jamaica/ 1707, vol. i.
41, says, "The seed of this was first brought

.

)

f
i

Barbados by one Capt. Shaddock, commander
an East Indian ship, who touch'd at that island
his passage to
England, and left its seed there."
R. C. A. PRIOR.

WORKS

OP

NORTH FAMILY

(7

th

S. vii. 268).

he following entries will be found in the Catague of Printed Books in the British Museum:
'
Some Notes concerning the Life of Edward,
)
ord North, Baron of
Kirtling, 1658,' (London,
8vo.
'A Forest promiscuous of
S82),
(2)

How POPULAE INFORMATION is ACQUIRED
DAUGHTER (7 th S. vi. 283, 370, 510; vii. 255,317).
:

Dr. 0. Schrader, after protesting against what
calls the fantasies of Justi, Fick, and Max
Vliiller, quotes Bohtlingk and Roth's opinion as to
he phonetic difficulties which stand in the way of
ixplaining daughter as the little milkmaid, adding
hat we should remember how excessively uncerain (uberaus unsicher) are all such " idyllic " interrelations.
Plainly the "suckling" theory, not
"
"
excesleing
idyllic," is not, in his opinion, so
"
ively uncertain as the other. Obviously also the
would have required a designation
rimitiye Aryans
or their daughters before they were old
enough
"
p milk the cows, whereas the term suckling,"
'ke filia, would be appropriate from the first.
"hough both etymologies are doubtful, one is more
pen to objection than the other.
le

ISAAC TAYLOR.
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PURRE (7 th S. vii.
know where this word

ASTARTJE wishes to

306).

occurs in Latimer.
the third of the 'Seven Sermons before
VI., p. 98 in Mr. Arbor's reprint

It is in

Edward

1

:

"I can not tell what, partely poperye, partelye true
They say in
contrye,
religion mingeled together.
when they cal theyr hogges to the swyne troughe, Come
to thy myngle mangle, come pyr, come pyr, even so they
made mingle mangle of it."

my

This is evidently the passage referred to in the
note which suggested ASTARTE'S query.
C. C. B.
I question if any pig since the Reformation
would acknowledge to a call of Purre. Cheque is
what a man would answer to who used to be called
"
"
Sea Islanders long pork."
Tigh,
by the South
"
them
I
heard
is
what
have
respond
tigh, tigh
!

to in Berkshire.

Perhaps every county has a pig

[7*

s.

WARD.

" COMING- OUT OF THE LITTLE END OF THE

HORN"

(7

th

S. iv. 323;

vii.

257).

This picture

must have been once very popular, and I was
much interested to read in N. & Q.' that it had
I believe it exists in some of
been recovered.
'

the early collections of emblems, but I have looked
through several unsuccessfully. It is alluded to in

1605 in Ben Jonson, Chapman, and Marston,
play of 'Eastward Hoe': "I had the horn of
You all know
suretiship ever before my eyes.
the device of the home where the young fellow
slippes in at the butte-end and comes squeezed
out at the buckall" ('Eastward Hoe,' I. i.).
Query, Is "buckall" for buckle, referring to the
prodigal's girdle or the part of his body emerging
Otherwise the word is unknown
to me; but I have not the new dictionary by
me. Subsequently there was a ballad on the subIs it still in existence ? Probably the ballad
ject.
popularized it into the Warwickshire proverb.
Thou wilt look to-morrow else
Worse than the prodigal fool the ballad speaks of,
That was squeezed through a horn.

from the horn

?

Fletcher's

'

Wife for a Month,' III. iii.
H. C. HART.

There is a proverbial expression analogous to
this in Spanish, but more nearly approaching in
'
its sense to our
Heads, I win; tails, you lose."
"

It is,
La ley del embudo ; el ancho para mi, el
estrecho para ti."
That is to say,' " The law of
the funnel ; the broad end for me, the narrow for

HENRY. H, GIBBS.

thee."
St.

Dunstan's, Regent's Park.

HERALDRY

th

496 ; vii. 132, 175,
In reply to MR. EATON'S query permit me
278).
to say that a man cannot bear his mother's arms as
his paternal coat without also assuming her name ;
and permission to do this would not be given
unless the circumstances of the case warranted it.
(7

S. vi. 427,

11,

.

was heraldically an heiress or coheiressthat is, had no brothers, whose claims to represen
the family would naturally come before hers; or i
a considerable estate were to come to her childrei
on express condition of assuming their mother'!
If she

name

then undoubtedly a warrant would isau
With regard to th<
such change of name.
quartering of her arms, it must be remembered
that this can only be done legally after proving
both her descent and right to arms, and also the
When these points
fact of her being an heiress.
have been established and recorded in the College
for

Arms, the right of quartering is incontestable
provided always that there is a paternal coat ID
existence with which to quarter them. The fees
of the Lyons College are much smaller than those
of the English one in Queen Victoria Street ; but
I do not exactly remember the tariff.

of

i

GENEALOGICUS.

patois, not understanded of the swine elsewhere.

C. A.

ra MAY

Unless MR.

mother is an heraldic
heiress or coheiress
he
i.e., having no brothers
cannot carry her arms. Should she have had no
brothers, he can quarter the arms of the branch of
the family to which she belongs, but only if his
EATON'S

father has the right to bear arms.
There is no
difference between Scottish and English heraldic
law in these respects. The martlet is the proper
The descendant of a
difference for a third son.

younger son must bear his arms properly differenced.

The Lyon
from

new

Office fees for a

forty-five to fifty pounds.

grant of arms

is

A. B. E.

MATDRINS (7 th S. vii. 268). These "religious
Holy Trinity" in 1226 or 1228 occupied the

of the

church built in Paris to the honour of St. Mathurin,
and were then called Mathurins. The order was
suppressed in 1790. Mathurin, or Maturinus, was
a confessor, born in the middle of the fourth century of pagan parents, whom he converted, and
died in the fifth century.
His body was interred
at Larchant in the Gatinais, where a church was
erected to his honour. There was another in Paris.
Mathurin was converted by a bishop named Polycarp about 346, who also baptized the parents of
Maturin, who were of noble rank. The bones and
relics of St. Mathurin are now preserved in a silver
bust in the parish church of Moncontour, in Brittany,

and numerous pilgrims

flock thither every

A

life of St. Mathurin is
year during Pentecost.
'
given in the Petits Bollandistes,' vol. xiii. pp. 289E. COBHAM BREWER.
291.

The order

of Mathurines, or Trinitaries, was, I
who was born

believe, founded by John de
in France in the year 1184.

Matha,
After he became a
he
with
a
named Felix, witl
retired
hermit
priest
whom he lived. It is said, in a dream, these two
were told to go to the Pope. The Pope having, i
with
appears, been favoured by a similar method
this information, waited their arrival, and it was
thereafter

resolved to establish the order.

This

7 th s.

vn. MAY
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ii, '89.]

was confirmed in 1207, and was introuced into England in 1357 under the order
So far as I can trace, therefore, St.
Inghatn.
ohn de Matha and Felix de Valoia were the
ainders of the Maturins, or Mathurines. The St.
rder

i

i

(

:

i

f

1 [athurin,

patron saint of idiots and

same Matha

I imagined was the
t ds may be wrong.
Swansea.

;

fools, so called,
but, of course,

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.

An
K

account of the order of the Trinitarians, as
as a representation of the habit, is to be found

ell

'

Stevens
in Dugdale's Monasticon Anglicanum.'
'
the best account is in the Hist, des
Siiys that
Ordres Monast.,' vol. ii. p. 310. There were, according to the above authorities, forty-three houses
in England, nine in Scotland, and fifty-two in IreSt. Maturin was supposed to cure madness,
land.

"
hence Manage derives the French word maturin-

CONSTANCE EUSSELL.

ade."
Swallowfield, Reading.

[Other replies are acknowledged with thanks.]

BYRON'S * MONODY ON THE DEATH OF SHERIDAN' (7 th S. vii. 108, 255). Since my query was
inserted I have come across the following editions
of Byron's

works, issued in wrappers, a

which. I send, since
as well as myself:

it

may be

list

of

of service to others

Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. Canto i. Edition 1.
Don Juan. Cantos vi., vii., and viii.; Cantos ix., x., and
xi.; Cantos xii., xiii., and xiv.; Cantos xv. and xvi. Edition 1.

Bride of Abydos. Editions 1-11.
Corsair. Editions 1-7.
Prisoner of Chillon. Edition 1.
The Deformed Transformed. Editions 1-3.
Giaour.

Hebrew

Editions 1-11.
Melodies. Edition

:

1

I

I

LONG PERNE COURT (7 th S.

vii.

'

F.C.S.

109, 178, 214).

n Glossographia Anglicana Nova ' I find the word
Pernancy (Fr.), Taking or receiving Tythes in
ernancy is taking such as are or may be paid in
ind." Has this any relation to Long Perne Court?
C. A. WHITE.
Preston on the Wild Moors, Salop.

ISAAC

BARROW

th

ruary, and, if he said true, it could not be either in
October or in 1630, that not being a leap year. I would
not have asserted this upon the credit of my memory had
I not this remarkable circumstance to confirm it. He
used to say, ' It is, in one respect, the best day in the
year to be born upon, for it afforded me this advantage
over my fellow collegiates, who used to keep feasts upon
their birthdays.
1 was treated by them once every
year, and I entertained them once in four years."

With regard to the latter account, Dr. Andrew
"
Kippis suggests that Dr.- Pope has, through forgetfulness, ascribed that to Dr. Barrow which he
had heard of some other friend."
CONSTANCE KUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

On referring to Hill's 'Life of Barrow' (prefixed
'
to Barrow's Works,' fol., London, 1716), I observe
that he not only gives the date of Barrow's birth,
but his reasons also for the statement that it was
in 1630.
At fol. a 3 recto there is, "He was bora
in London October, 1630," with this note
;

1.

WELCH,

:

:

Siege of Corinth and Parisina. Editions 1-2.
Island.
Editions 1-3.
Werner. Edition 1.
Manfred. Editions 1-2.
Letter on Bowles's Strictures on Pope. Editions 1-3.
Age of Bronze. Editions 1-3.
Mazeppa. Edition 1.
Beppo. Editions 1-7.
Lara. Editions 1-4.
Lament of Tasso. Editions 6-7.
Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte. Editions 1-10.
J. CTJTHBERT
The Brewery, Reading.

firmed by the date of his admission to Peterhouse,
'
Cambridge, which Ward, in his Lives of the Professors of Gresham College,' tells us was on December 15, 1643, at which time, according to the
express words of the college register ("annum
agens decimum quartum"), he was entered upon
the fourteenth year of his age.
Mr. Abr. Hill, in
his 'Account of the Life of Dr. Isaac Barrow,' also
gives the date of his birth as October, 1630.
Dr. Walter Pope (1697) says, on the contrary
"I
hope Mr. Hill will not be offended if I dissent from
him, and produce reason for so doing. I have often heard
Dr. Barrow say he was born on the 29th day of Feb-

'Dr. Pope, in the 'Life of Bishop Ward,' p. 129, says
this was a mistake
but it was not, as appears from Dr.

The

I

377

S. vii. 208).
His epitaph in
(7
Vestminster Abbey, written by his friend Dr.
"
Obiit 4 Die Maii, Ann. Dom.
fopletoft, says,
IDCLXXVII. set. suse XLVII." This is further con-

Barrow's epitaph, made from his father's information,
and mentioned by Dr. Pope himself p. 169."
The epitaph (fol. b 4 recto) has, " Obiit iv. die
Maii, ann. dom. MDCLXXVII. setat. suse XLVII." The
date of his removal to Cambridge was February,
1645 (Hill, w.s.), and he was elected Fellow of his

1649 (ibid.).
There does not seem any reason to question the

college

accuracy of the statement in the 'Dictionary.'
Hill himself considered the question of birth, and
decided it in agreement with the epitaph. Hill wrote
n 1683, six years after Isaac Barrow's death, and
Thomas Barrow, the father of Isaac, wrote the
dedication, and gave the information upon which
;he epitaph was written.
As regards the " little
;utor," fellows in the sixth at a public school may
De younger than some of the boys below them at
;he present time.

ED. MARSHALL.

[Other replies are acknowledged with thanks.]

WATERING-PLACE (7 th S. vii. 208). This appellaion seems to have been given originally to places
famous for their waters, whether baths, springs, or
wells

such

;

and thus there

are in all countries

many

designated Aquae, Aix, Achen,
Baden, Baths, Bagni, Spas, or generically wateringresorts,

.
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In this sense
Kecollections of

places.
*

it is

used by Graves in his
55,

who speaks

of

Shenstone,' p.
" the
loitering dissipation of our public wateringThis was in 1788 ;
places in the summer season."
and Sir Walter Scott applies the term similarly in
his novel to St. Ronan's Well
"In watering-places, as in other congregated assemblies
of the human species, various kinds of governments have

s

[7-

s.

vn. MAY n,

as old as the popularity of seaside towns.

m
The

Hastings Guide' of 1797 says, "No watering.
>lace can excel Hastings in the convenience ol

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
ea-bathing."
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

:

beeii dictated

Vol.

i.

chap.

by chance, caprice, or convenience."

iii.

p. 51, ed. 1830.

This was in 1823 ; and in the introduction to the
1830 edition Scott uses the term four times (pp. v,
" comes
that to

these places
stating
the saunterer, anxious to get rid of that wearisome
attendant himself/' as well as "the invalid for the
benefit of the mineral spring."
This was an old
characteristic of those who frequented such resorts,
for Cicero ('Pro Plancio,' 65) says that, having
come to Puteoli, he was interviewed by the gossips
of the place, "quum plurimi et lautissimi solent
vi, vii, viii),

esse in

iis locis," till

he

fairly lost his

temper but,
Destiti
finding this useless, adds, "Quid multa?
et
me
ununi
ex iis feci qui ad aquas
stomachari,
The term was naturally extended to
venissent."
;

include places resorted to for sea bathing, and

sometimes, as at Scarborough, the visitors could
either have the benefit of the spa or the salt water,
that famous watering-place having both of these
attractions.
guide-book printed in 1803 seems
still to preserve the distinction between these two

A

classes, as it is entitled

'

A

Guide

to

Watering and

Sea-bathing Places, with a Description of the
Lakes, &c.' Nowadays the term would be generally understood of the second of the two.
It seems that this phrase was not in use in 1768,
for in that year Sir William Browne, the physician,
and founder of the prize medals for Greek and
Latin epigrams at Cambridge, published his Valedictory Address to the College of Physicians in
English as well as Latin, and in it says

"that he means to attach himself no longer solely to the
by turns also to the medicinal springs of his
Behold an instance of human ambition
country.
not to be satiated but by the conquest of three, as it were
medical worlds ; lucre in the country, honour in the Col
College, but

own

lege, pleasure at

As

medicinal springs."

soon as he was out of

office Sir William started
on his visit to the springs, and went to Bath.
These springs were afterwards spoken of as waterThe notice of Sir W. Browne will be
ing-places.
found in Dr. Munk's Roll of the Royal College o

The phrase "going
amiliar to

me

to

the waters" has been

for the last forty years as used
by

jhe peasantry in the counties of

Huntingdon, Rut-

and, and Lincoln. By it is meant a seaside
ind not an inland watering-place, such as

place,

Maivern,|

An old clergyBath, Leamington, or Cheltenham.
man, long since dead, told me that when he
entered upon his Huntingdonshire rectory (about
,he year 1820) he preached on behalf of the Church
Missionary Society, and had the first collection for
"t that had ever been made in that parish.
On the
bllowing day he and his wife went to Cromer for
When he returned
a brief holiday at the seaside.
lome he discovered that his bucolical parishioners
magined that the real cause for the Sunday's colection was to provide himself and wife with funds
for Cromer.
They said and believed that "the
parson had a gathering to take him and his missis
CUTHBERT BEDE.
to the waters."
[Very many replies
SMYTHE PALMER.]

j

i

!

i

!

are at the service of the REV. A.

OLIVER CROMWELL

th

The Eng-

S. vii. 249).
(7
Priscilla Maria

Beckwith
(1837), of Guizot's admirable 'Lectures on European Civilization' contain?, among others, the
appended remarks relating to Cromwell
lish

translation,

by

:

was then, says Bossuet, that ' a man arose who
left nothing for fortune to do, which his own prudence
and foresight could effect '; an expression full of error.
'

It

No man

ever trusted more to fortune than Cromboundless ambition, an admirable talent in
drawing all possible advantages from the events of each
the art of profiting by fortune, without pretendday
ing to direct it this is the character of Cromwell. He
did, what no other man, placed in analagous circumHe accommodated himself to all
stances, has ever done.
the different phases of the revolution. He was a leader,
well

A.

He filled
its commencement and at its close
alone, all tbe parts, which during the course of moat
revolutions are divided amongst many great actors.
Once master of the government, this man who had
shown so bold, and so insatiable an ambition
displayed
a fund of good sense, prudence, and knowledge of re&c.
mo;t
violent
which
controlled
his
passions,"
sources,

both at

Pp. 421-3.
J. F.

MANSERGH.

'

Physicians,'

London, 1861,

vol.

ii.

W.

pp. 84-94.
E. BUCKLEY.

Liverpool.

One
that

of the passages in question is taken from
of Guizot's 'History of Civilization in

part
remember drawing attention to the use of this
Europe devoted to the English Revolution of 16
xpression in 'N. & Q.' some ten years ago. and after
years, and runs thus
Watering-place obviously is the name given to such
" II
lui [Cromwell] 'eat arrive ce qui n'est arrive peutresorts as Bath and Cheltenham, which
people fre- etre a aucun autre homme de sa sorte il a suffi toutes
"
quented for the sake of the waters," and has been les
les plus diverses de la revolution,
aux

I

'

:

;

incorrectly transferred to places where people go for
the sake of the sea and sea-bathing. The expression

phases,

phases

&c.

JULIUS STEGGALL.

i

s.

vii.

MAY

ii,
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WANTED

A ITHORS OF QUOTATIONS
e

,,

S. vii.

1 think

aually singing

t

ca

n the time of the Rump old Admiral Trump
nth his fleet swept the chops of the channel, &c.
mot say, however, if the words were originally

rittjn

by the author of
(7'

A heart

this

play or not.
R. STEWART- PATTERSON.

h S. vii.

at leisure

349.)

from

strongly
J recommends my going by the railroad> ftnd gayg t WQuld be a greafc pity that you ftnd
Mark gh ouid j sg the opportunity of seeing it, as there
ig no Danger
ngei for those who remain quietly in the carIn reference to the same subject, Mr. Grier
riage."
attributes to Mr. Bright the remark that "one of the
safest places on the face of the earth is the middle compartment of a firat-class railway carriage." We have
always understood that this statement was made in a
speech by the late Lord Houghton. It is quite possible,
however, that the idea may have struck both the peer
and the commoner, and that the remark may have been
nude by both one and the other without any conscious
'

one ot
one of the characters, Captain Lopp, is

becond

Mr

Grier.
illustration of this is given by
Lady Buchan
" I
have a letter from Sir
of Athlone writes thus in 1833 :

John,

Rump &c

In the days of the
It a play entitled 'Charles the
'ren
ren ;h'e series

th

(7

.

-o

itself

379

who

-

m

To soothe and sympathize
quotation.
from a poem by A. L. Waring, beginningThe Imitation of Christ.
Musica Ecclesiastica.
By
Father, I know that all my life,
'
Thomas Kempis. With a Preface by H. P. P. Lidof
may be found in Mrs. Alexander's Sunday Book
and
Canon
Chancellor
of
St.
Paul's.
C. L.
don, D.D., D.C.L.,
etry' (Macmillan).

Very many replies, stating that the poem
Ferent collections, are acknowledged.]

(Stock.)

appears in

IN the present translation of the renowned work of
a Kempis the text is for the first time arranged
in rhythmic sentences "according to the original inThis innovation distinguishes
tention of the author."
the edition, and will commend it to a large number of
So many theological, moral, and didactic
readers.
books have been written on verses or texts that the
That the work
idea is familiar to the English mind.
gains much by the arrangement some will not hold.
It loses little, however, and the volume is one that
for centuries to come will maintain its hold upon the
devout reader with a tendency to mysticism. Canon
Liddon gives a short preface explanatory of the hold
it has taken on the public, and eulogizing the present
translation. A short preface by the translator follows,
and wisely does not exercise itself with the often renewed disputes as to the authorship. Discussing the
claims of Gersen, or Gerson, it simply says of the
question of authorship, "In whatever way we decide
it, it is certain that we owe the book in its present
form to Thomas Haemmerlein," known among the
humourists as Malleolus and to the general reader as
A Kempis. The edition is handsome and portable, and
will no doubt be received with favour.

Thomas

"

Every moment [not instant "] dies a man, &c.
Tennyson's poem '.The Vision of Sin.'

FREDK. RULE.
"Other contributors point out the source of the quota-

MitttUmtau*.
NOTES ON BOOKS,

&o.

Vicar of Frees and Archdeacon of Salop.
Memoir. By his Son-in-law, R. M. Grier. (Riving-

:hn Allen,

A

tons.)

a dull book ; no one will read it for entertainbut it is valuable, first because it preserves, though
an
uninteresting fashion, much that is of permajjer
an active and energetic clergyl|at value concerning
on the
nn, and secondly because it throws much light
taken place during the Victorian
have
which
i^nges
A student who wishes to understand the life of the
u.
t fifty years when it has faded away into the dim disice will find Mr. Grier's book very useful.
Tohn Allen came of a good old race, and was all his
h an active and energetic worker. He had the good
((what are called the "lower classes" at heart, and in
unostentatious way he helped them in many direct|
life *u
in a*
u*o *ij^
no oycuu
A ueepiy
DIB.
spent his
religious man, he
deeply rcngiuuo
ttion of theological turmoil, without, so far as we can
Some of
iike out, being in any degree disturbed by it.
He was fond of books, yet
1 actions were eccentric.
ifoer than lend his copy of Fielding's works, which he
"
bec sidered to have_an evil tendency, he put the set
l"
This was surely a waste of property.
1 d the fire."
of
whole
number
out
the
1 d this auto da fe stamped

"\is is

j^nt

;

]

'

i

'

'

'

oies that exist of the great novelist's works, wo could
e understood, though not have sympathized with it ;
I the destruction of a single set could not influence
circulation of works which exist in about fifty edi-

Over-zealous people, like Roman Inquisitors,
letimes encourage the circulation of the very books
know an instance in point,
would fain suppress.
withhold the name. There is a certain foreign book
ch for very good reasons reputable people of all
hold to be very objectionable. Such a crusade
been made against it that copies have become scarce,
i4- Vtna V\AAVI ff\*iv\A a
v\atrivlfv +Vtin/
-f/M. o
/lATitaivi /lioa it
has been found a paying
thing for a certain disrutable foreign bookseller to reprint it, thus giving
ideas a far wider circulation.
ur older readers will call to mind the terror that railpa inspired when they first came into use. An amusing

'

18.

'

8

We

,

AN interesting number of the Fortnightly opens with
'
the inquiry by Lord Wolseley Is a Soldier's Life Worth
"
Living] and advances the opinion that all other pleasures pale before the intense, the maddening, delight of
leading men into the midst of an enemy." Highly dramatic and interesting is the account of Musset by M.
Areene Hous-aye, of which the second part, describing
the death of the poet, is given. Lady Dilke, answering
in part Canon Taylor, writes on The Great Missionary
Success which she finds in the social and political importance of the proceedings of the educated English
gentlemen and the gently-nurtured Englishwomen who
make themselves one with the Indian people. Mr. William Archer pleads earnestly for " an endowed theatre;
Mr. Karl Blind gives some personal recollections of John
Bright. Mr. Hamilton Aide deals with Colour in Domesand Cardinal Manning with The
ticity and Dress
Education Commission and the School Rate.' In the
Nineteenth Century Lady Jersey gives a picturesque
account of The Hindu at Home.' She is a close observer, and dwells upon points likely to escape masculine
attention. Mr. Edward Clifford gives a dreadful account
rtf lav\**/\ar nvl/^av. 4-Vi A
i*-ln
W;fl* EV. *!-,
T\v
of
leprosy, under the title of With Father Damien and
the Lepers.'
Much seems to be expected from the
the
An
oil.
gurjun
remedy
imposing array of contributors includes Lord Armstrong, Mr. Edward Dicey, the
Bishop of Peterborough, Mr, Gladstone, &c.; but the eub'

'

I

r\4-'

<
'
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"Orcagna,"
jects generally are political or polemical.
otherwise Andrea di Cione, is treated by Mr. Stillman in
and
are
some
there
the Century,
reproductions of quaint
very
figures of women of some nine feet or upwards.
attractive account is given of Samoa, and of American

A

'

Round about Jerusalem and The
relations with it.
'
Monasteries of Ireland are articles to be read, and there
are some delightful and well-illustrated recollections of
J. P. Millet.
Mr. W. J. Lawrence writes pleasingly and
eruditely on 'Stage FalstafiV in the Gentleman's.
Macmillan's has a characteristic paper by Mr. Walter
Pater on 'The Bacchanals of Euripides.' Prof. Freeman's 'City and Borough' deserves to be closely
'
'
Passion-Play on the Italian Lakes is
studied, and
to have been
vividly described. Very primitive appear
the representations. The brilliant description in Temple
Bar of Mr. Disraeli is concluded, and constitutes delight'

'

A

ful reading.
'Prototypes of Thackeray's Characters'
has interest for students of Thackeray's books and

The
now a rapidly dwindling few of the mass.
Romance of Dorothy Osborne draws fresh attention to
'

friends,

'

a not-to-be-forgotten book. Dr. Hamilton writes in
Murray's on Wild Bird Life in London and Mr.' Shand
Father
on 'The Personality of Prince Bismarck.'
Damien and the Lepers is treated in Longman's, also,
in which magazine appears an excellent account of
One of
Fiesole under the title A Hill-top Stronghold.'
'

'

the best articles of the month is 'The Last of the
of
Southeys,' contributed to the Cornhill. The account
'
Venice in Spring is readSouthey is quite admirable.
and
able.
Abingdon is well described by letterpress
illustrations in the English Illustrated. 'A Peep into the
Coal Country' is also well illustrated.
'

WE

have received the Fifth Annual Report of

the

Bureau of Statistics of Labour of the State of New York,
which was laid by the Chief Commissioner, Mr. C. F.
Pack, before the Legislature in April, 1888. It is a closelyprinted octavo of nearly eight hundred pages, full of
lucidly-arranged facts. We cannot profess to have read
the whole of it, for a good part of the volume is composed of tables. We have, however, read sufficient to
show that it is a work with which all English economists
ought to make themselves acquainted. Its facts and inferences are not of the kind with which we deal. It has,
some of the
however, a "certain interest on account of
words it contains.
We find " boycott " used several
times as a substantive, and are told that the " New York
longshoremen and the Old Dominion Steamship Company
had got into a snarl." Somebody should read Mr. Pack's
pages for Dr. Murray's Dictionary.'
'

THE

Art Review for May reproduces 'The

Scottish

Sulky Boy
'

'

of Qreuze, continues the articles on

'

Bohe-

mianism and Anticoli-Corrado,' and has a good paper
on 'Madame Sevigne aux Rochers.'
'

In the Bookbinder (Clowes

&

Sons) Mr. Quaritch con-

tinues his 'Short History of Bookbinding' and Mr.
Weale his ' English Bookbinding in the Reigns of Henry
VII. and VIII.'
binding by Wynkyn de Worde of
about 1516 is reproduced, as is in colours a magnificent
specimen of Monnier binding.

A

THE Monthly

Chronicle of North Country Lore and
Legend (Scott) opens with an account of the Bewick
Club and its founder. Pictures of John Bright and of
Kirkstall Abbey are among the illustration?.

MESSRS. CASSELL'S publications lead

off

with the

[7*

s.

vn. MAT n,

'

and heroine are acceptable, but that of Achilles presents
the hero as too feminine. Our Own Country, Part LIL,
now^ approaching completion, quits lona, Staffa, and

89 .

Arran, and deals with Richmond, in Yorkshire, no whit
inferior in beauty to its Surrey namesake. Good views
of the market place and of the three towers with the
Cistercian tower in the foreground, and of the castle
and bridge, are given. Easby Abbey is depicted, and
the reader is then taken to Wales, to St. David's and
Haverfordwest.
Old and New London, Part XX.
depicts Christ's Hospital, of which many views are given'
The Charterhouse and the old Fleet Prison, &c., have
abundant antiquarian interest. Part XIV. of The History
of Music, by M. Naumann, opens with Luther and the
music of the Protestant Church, and treats incidentally
Hasse.
Picturesque Australasia, Part VII., hag some
very curious illustrations of native houses, including the
tree houses, and of native life. The Owen Stanley Ranges
and York Island, Torres Straits, are exhibited in fullpage illustrations. Part LXIV. of The Encyclopaedic
"
to " Saul
Dictionary takes the alphabet from "Round
Tree." Under "Safety" and its combinations a large
"
amount of encyclopaedic information is given. Saffron,"
"
"
" San
Sanctification," are words
Benito,"
Saltpetre,"
to be consulted with special advantage.
Celebrities of
the Century, Part IV., has lives of Capt. Burnaby, Sir
Richard Burton, Lord Cairns, Randolph Caldecott,
George Canning, Lord Castlereagh, &c., and there is
a good and well-condensed life of Thomas Carlyle.
The Woman's World is well carried out. There
is a good engraving of David's picture in the Versailles
'
A Lady of Fashion
Gallery of Madame du Recamier.
in 1750,' by Mrs. Comyns Carr, is especially good.

THE first of two parts of Royal Academy Pictures has
been issued by Messrs. Cassell, the second and concluding
part being due at the close of the month. Among the
works in the present instalment are masterpieces of the
President, Messrs. Watts, Woolner, Alma Tadema, Frith,
Brett, Yeames, &c. The whole will constitute a pleasing
souvenir of the exhibition.

to
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to
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GATTICO OP NOVARA ON ALTARS.
John Baptist

Gattico, of Novara, a canon
Lateran Church, in his folio ' Prode
Usu Altaris Portatilis/ Romse,
ipectas Opusculi
j.770, added to which is a tract 'De Oratoriis

j

regular of the

valuable particulars as to
of precious metals,
heir origin was, as will be seen, Byzantine.
1. St. Ambrose is said to have celebrated the
essed sacrament privately in the house of a Eoman
ady "S. Ambrosius in domo matrpnse Komse celeravit," this reference being given in the index as
262 of 'De Or. Dom.'; but, though the stateent is in the tract, the number of the page is, I
hink, wrongly given in the index.
2. 'De Usu Alt. Port., 'cap. i. sec. iv.
p. 348.
"
Hebrews xiii. 10,
have an altar," is generally
iterpreted as applying to the Christian altar ; but
thought the reference was to Christ himSainas
,
"Allegorice hoc loco interpretatus Doctor
mesticis,' gives many
tars in whole or part

made

:

We

Thomas altare pro Christo."
In a chapel of Sta. Prudentiana at Rome can
ill be seen, between the chinks of the stone
altar,
le wooden mensa on which St. Peter is said to
ave celebrated; but Arringhi and another
writer,
Florentine," his name not being, however, given,
that
St.
Peter's altar is in the church of Sta.
ly
raxede.
Gattico says that the monks of Vallom-

ingelicus S.
5.

when

interro-

are distinctly spoken of

in.

'

'Ep. ad Ephes.' and Ep. ad Philadelph.'; inOrigen, Horn, ii., 'In Num.'; Tertullian,
'
De Orat.,' cap. x. ; St. Cyprian, Ep. 40, 42 ; and
But some quote
St, Firmilian, 'Ep. ad Cypr.'
Minucius Felix, Origen, and Arnobius on the
other side, as though (and the words are sublime)
" Deus in nostra dedicandus est
mente, in nostro
consecrandus est pectore."
'
5. Were altars ever of gold or silver ?
De Usu
Alt. Port.,' cap. ii. sects, iii. and iv. pp. 356-7.
In some old Pontificals, apud Martene, instead of the
words u ut lapidis hujus," &c., in the office for
consecrating an altar, the form runs "ut metalli
Anastasius Bibliothecarius, in his
hujus," &c.
" Life of St.
Pontificale (in
Hilary "), notes a silver
St.

rial

sonSir C. C. Pepys, 389.
REPLIES " The " in Place-Names, 389" Divine Aspasia
Portrait of J. Harrison Dragoons and Hussars Yahoo

ecclesise cultores,"

gated by Bianchini, declared their ignorance that
they possessed any such treasure, and Gattico therefore conjectures that this belief about the church
of Sta. Praxede originated in a confusion between
the name of that church and the church of Sta.
Prudentiana.
4, Christian altars

s llor

1

ejusdem

381

Ignat.,

weighing 40 Ib.

!&., in "Life of St. Sylstated that Constantino erected in the
Lateran Basilica an altar " argento et auro clusum
cum gemmis prasinis [i. e., emeralds probably] et

altar

vester,"

it is

hyacinthinis et albis 210 ornatum undique pensans
libras 350."
Ib., in the Basilica of St. Lawrence,
" In
Agro Verano," was an altar of purest silver,
weighing 200 Ib., and a similar one in the Basilica
of SS. Peter and Marcellinus.
J&., in "Life of
Sixtus III.," Anastasius says that that Pontiff
an
altar
of the purest
gave to the Liberian Basilica
silver, weighing 300 Ib., and also an altar and conIn
fessionary of St. Lawrence of the finest silver.
the "Life of St. Sylvester" Constantine is said to
have given to the Church of the Holy Cross in
Rome a golden altar, weighing 250 Ib. But in the
'De Sacrifio
Archbishop of Bologna's book,
Missse (and the famous writer was afterwards a
Pope), it is conjectured (and Gattico agrees with
him) that these altars were merely plated with
gold or silver laminae. One of these cases Anastasius records specifically
'

:

"In

Dei Genetricia quae est ad Prasepe in
altari ipaius Praesepis fecit laminas ex auro purissimo,
historiis depictis [compare M. du Caumont's reference to
" dalles historiees" in his 'Abece'daire'l
Bimul
Basilica SS.

pensantes

libras 105."

So in the " Life of Leo III." a pall or altar frontal
or antependium of gold and silyer is probably all
that is meant.
In the will of a Count Everard, who lived in the
tenth century, is noted "altare argento paratum
unum "; but (cf. French parures) this may mean
only with silver vestings, or perhaps only the
" stoles "
altar
were
silver.

Again, the Abbe" Suger, who built St. Denis,
near Paris, and the Sainte Chapelle in old Paris,
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in his 'Liber de

Rebus

in Administrations sua

:

lapis porphireticus [c], qui
colore quam quantiBuperest arse non minus qualitative
tativa magnitudine eatis aptus, concavo ligno, auro operto,
ipsa yetustate interpolate admodum disrupto cingebatur."
to use the distinction in Pausanias
But

though,

and Lucian between the pagan statues that were
solid gold (oAoxpuo-a) and those that were only

plated (cTTi'xpvcra), most altars were only tTrixpvw,
Gattico admits that some altars of solid precious
metal did exist. One was the altar of St. Sophia
at Constantinople, mentioned byPaulus Silentiarius
in his 'Descr.etLiber6,Constantinopol.Christianse,'
The passage is too long to quote, but he
n. 53.

mensse ex auro
speaks of the columns "sacrse
omnino conflatse "; and it is added that this altar
was decorated (vide also Ducange) with gold,
and also with
silver, and other precious metals,
'
Porphyrogenitus, in his Life
pearls and mosaics.
of the Emperor Basil, the Macedonian,' cap. lv.,

states that that sovereign erected in his own palace
an altar of the same material as that of St. Sophia.
"Possibly also [says Gattico himself] those altars were
of solid gold which were set up in the Basilica built by
Helena on the site of Christ's Passion, which Basilica is
called 'aureis dives altaribus' by St. Paulinus [of Nola]
'
in his Ep. ad Severum.' So also Sozomen tells us in
bookix. of his 'Eccl. Hist.,' cap. i., that the Empress
Pulcheria gave to the church of Constantinople a golden
mensa adorned with jewels. Similarly [he continues]
the altar constructed of gold and placed in the Basilica
of St. Ambrose in the year A.D. 832 by Angilbert, the
fifty-seventh Bishop of Milan, may have been said to
be of pure gold, although not actually of solid gold."

H. DB B. H.

HYMNS ATTRIBUTED TO ADDISON.
In the Christian World newspaper of April
the following paragraph occurs
" In our first notice of the new
'

the

hymn When
*

all

1.8

:

'

Hymns

thy mercies

Ancient and

'

is

attributed

Mr. John C. Francis writes to remind us
that the authorship was claimed by Richard Richmond,
He
Rector of Walton-on-the-Hill from 1690 to 1720.
eent it in a letter he addressed to Justice (Secretary)
and
Ellis
for
Church
preferment,
probably
Ellis, asking
handed it to Addison. The latter published it in the
Spectator, according to a promise he had made that he
would sometimes give his readers original unpublished
poetry which had fallen into his hands."

to Addison.

This statement, although supported by the high
authority of Mr. John C. Francis and the Athenceum, has been often refuted, or, at least, discredited, but it crops up again from time to time
Let us see how
as a new and original discovery.
the matter stands.

Three hymns which

first appeared in the
SpectaJoseph Addison. They
"
The Lord my pasture shall prepare," " The
are
"
When all thy
spacious firmament on high," and
mercies,
my God."
Whoever wrote one of them certainly wrote th

tor are usually ascribed to
:

s.

vn. MAY

is,

hole three. The flow of thought, the
rhythm and
of the versification, the mode of
expression
as
to
one
mind
as
does the
surely
point

melody

Gestis,' says
"Sacratus siquidem

Modern

[7*

style

)f

Cowper, Tennyson, Byron, or Wordsworth.

The three hymns bear the same signature "

C.

n

has never been doubted indicate the
authorship of Addison.
One would think that to overturn this plain
simple statement of fact, combined with the (until

which

it

recently) undisputed ascription to Addison during,
170 years, very strong'evidence would be required.
What does it amount to 1 The claim of Andrew

Marvell may be summarily dismissed. I cannot
find a shred of trustworthy evidence in its favour.
In the Athenceum of July 10, 1880, Mr. E. J. L.
Scott writes that he has found among the papers
of Mr. John Ellis, Under Secretary of State in the
reign of Queen Anne, an original letter, with no
"
Richard
date, addressed to Mr. Ellis, and signed
Richmond," and the writer encloses, as his own
the
above
and
founds
thereon
hymn,
composition,
a plea for preferment in the Church.
The letter
runs as follows
:

The Rt Worshipfull Mr Justice Ellis in Pall Mall.
Most honored S r Your piety and prudence, your
charity and candour, engrave your name for posterity, as
,

well as the present age to admire.
Therein appropriate
this most excellent hymn, suitable Sir, to your excellent
virtues and hope it may prove a motive for your honour's
Christian benevolence to the author in adversity to comShall be thankfull to heaven
fort the sorrows in life.

and your worship's most gracious hand.

RICHARD RICHMOND.

Mr. Scott adds that the author seems

to have

been Rector of Walton-on-the-Hill, co. Lancaster,
from 1690 to 1730. I suppose that Ellis on receipt
of the hymn handed it over to Addison, a fellow
secretary, to make what use of it he pleased.

Was there ever so formidable a superstructure
raised on such a flimsy foundation ? The whole
claim is so absurd that at the touch of the Ithuriel
spear of common sense it vanishes into thin air.
man who signs "Richard Richmond," and
gives neither date nor place, writes a begging letter

A

to a

Government official asking

for charity,

and 170

years afterwards a caterer for the public press accidentally picks up the letter and jumps to the conclusion that this man was a certain clergyman, of the
same name, and that what he wanted was preferment
in the Church. There is not the slightest indication
The identity of the twc
of anything of the kind.
men has not a particle of proof. There snrelj

might be more than one Richard Richmond aliv<
There were six Richmonds conflicting
on Bosworth Field, and fifty more might have beer
found if required.
The assumptions in Mr. Scott's letter are extra

at the time.

The

"

writer of the letter does not en
HI
as his own composition."
calls it "a most excellent hymn," "a motive fo:
honour's Christian benevolence." The wore

ordinary.
close the

your

hymn

i

i

I

|
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"
juthor evidently means the author of the letter.
does not "ask for preferment in the Church."
The letter
I e never mentions the Church at all.
it
simply a whining appeal for charity, such as
'

I e

II

ost of us are receiving every week.
now for the facts of the case,

which I think
And
g ve the coup de grace to this impudent claim. The
E 9V. Richard Richmond was rector of the parish
Walton-on-the-Hill, near Liverpool, from 1690 to
1 20. The living is one of the richest in Lancashire,
and the advowson had been in the family for generaHe was connected both by blood and
tions.
carriage with many of the gentry of the County
Palatine.
During his incumbency an Act was
passed separating Liverpool from Walton as a
distinct parish, and the rector received a considerable sum in compensation.
To suppose a gentleman in a position like this would ask for " your
honour's Christian benevolence to the author in
adversity, to comfort the sorrows in life," would
require an amount of credulity which would hesitate
?

at nothing.
It may be interesting to know that the Rev.
'
Leigh Richmond, in after years the author of The
Dairyman's Daughter,' was a scion of the same
stock.
,T. A. PICTON.
Sandyknowe, Wavertree.

SHAKSPEARIANA.
SHAKSPEARIAN COMMENTARY. For the next
Intermediate Examination in Arts of the London

University Shakspeare's 'King John' is
the books set.
I am
reading up
the Clarendon Press edition of the play.
The
annotation seems admirable in the main, but

one
i

of

on two points the
j

editors seem to me so hopelessly
bewildered that I should be more than obliged to
have your assistance in the matter.
In III. i., where Pandulph combats the hesita-

but beyond
its clearness
upon
" what
Shakspeare intended."

question it is not
What Shakspeare
intended he has set down exactly in the text as it
Johnson's suggestion of a full
stands in the folio.
"
"
stop at oath (or the usual colon) is, of course,
In those days full stops were not unfreobvious.
quently allowed to look after themselves, or be
supplied by the reader. But what poisons the
"
passage is to omit after truth," as all our modern
editions do, the comma which the folio so careCurrent practice makes the pasfully supplies.
;

The truth thou

"Thou art unsure to swear" is
in this way.
"
"
It is
not intended to qualify truth
directly."
meant as a sneer at the French King. " Thou "
it

refers solely to Philip, as if

"

Pandulph

said,

The

the truth absolute (which is my truth), and
which thou, Philip, art so unsure (or uncertain) at

truth

swearing although you stand up

stiffly

enough for
taken

this inferior, secondary sort of oath you have
this truth alone binds by an oath which

not be forsworn."
This rendering appears to

me

to clear

must

up

all

life into the passage.
To
prevent further error, I would suggest that the
folio
of
the
be
immediately restored,
punctuation
and perhaps that in the second case " truth " be
with
a
T.
large
printed
Point No. 2 occurs in IV. ii.
King John, exto his nobles for his double coronahimself
cusing

doubt and to put the true

tion, says

:

Some

reasons of this double coronation
I have possess'd you with, and think them strong;

And

more, more strong, than lesser

is

my

fear,

I shall indue you with.

:

The note on

Buttnou
Makest an oath the surety for thy truth
Against an oath : the truth thou art unsure
To swear, swears only not to be forsworn.
to this

art unsure to swear,

regarding "thou art" as equivalent to "one is,"
and taking the whole as a general statement. But
what truth is it which one is unsure to swear ? or
what meaning has " unsure" in this collocation? or
what meaning has the passage? Certainly none
with the Shakspearian ring about it. But regard

^

The note

all

sage run,

tion of the King of France, he says (as usually
printed)

383

'

1

to print the passage as in
;he First Folio, which
only differs from the above
"
"
.n
and a comma after
having no stop after oath
"
"
truth in the second instance.
The editor then
is, first

says:

"Johnson put a full stop at 'oath.' The great
culty of the passage lies in the words which follow
The truth thou art unsure
To swear, swears only not to be forsworn.

this passage surprises me. It says :
" More
strong in proportion as my fear is less. The
'
first folio reads then lesser,' the second and third
then
'
'
then less.
Then ' is the common
lesse,' the fourth
of
'than'
in
the
old
editions.
reads
Pope
spelling
'
the lesser.' Tyrwhitt suggested when for then,' and
was followed by Steevens."
'

'

'

The Clarendon Press editor adds, u There appears
to be no reason for departing from the original
"
reading

an opinion which

is safe,

but not

satisfy-

diffi-

ing.
:

The language is made
intentionally obscure. Staunton
Hudson have rewritten the passage, and thereby
given it a meaning which is sufficiently clear, but may
not be what Shakespeare intended."
I am
unacquainted with the emendation of
btaunton and Hudson, so can
express no opinion

Here again the folios clear up whatever doubt
may be. The discrepancy between "lesser"
and "lesse" (or "less") seems by no means haphazard, but rather shows that in the later folios
rhythm may have been sacrificed for the sake of
clearness and to avoid the very error into which
the commentators appear to have fallen.
I.ap
much exercised to know how these came to join
there
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There is no connexion.
"lesser" with "fear."
"More strong" and "lesser" both qualify "reasti
sons," as if John said, "Reasons3, I think, still
stronger, rather than lesser, than those which' I
" Is
is
fear"
have already given you."
my
simply
our usual "I am afraid," the weak, temporizing

and is merely parenthetical, but it
what has misled the commentators.
That "more strong" and "lesser "go together is
"
"
put beyond doubt by the less of the later folios.
The double in
"Less" is already comparative.
" lesser " is a
of
but the
affirmative,
seems to be

.

vn. MAT

is,

me the passage has presented no difficulty since
seeing a suggestion which, as DR. NICHOLSON
does not mention it, I presume he has not heard
and which

I venture to

hope will at once convert

him.

" Look on
beauty," says Bassanio, nine lines
and he shows how it deceives, despite
Then he pursues the subject
charms.
Thus ornament is but the guiled shore
To a most dangerous sea; the beauteous scarf

be-

fore,

its

:

Veiling an Indian

;

beauty in a word,

The seeming truth which cunning times put on
Shakspeare ;
T' entrap the wisest.
force of the "more" with the companion adjective
The last clause here deftly knits up the whole
led
to
have
which
may
suggested exaggeration,
" lesser "
on the treachery of outward show. All
being reduced a point in the later edi- argument
tionsa sufficient reason why "less" is inten- the change needed is to put the semicolon back
one word. By the common reading, supported by
tional, and that both adjectives should be joined
to say the least
in construing. I cannot speak for the punctuation DR. NICHOLSON, the meaning is,
of it, obscured, as the Globe obelus bears witness,
of the folio, not having it by me, but I have no
not
if, indeed, the phrase be
self-contradictory, for
doubt it will bear out this view.
has to persuade himself that an "Indian
I consider there is need here for immediate the reader
" is
not
a
beauty, which, after all, is not so
beauty
alteration, the modern text being not only not
plain, and in my opinion is not, as a matter of
but
nonsense.
downright
Shakespearian,
"
fact, the case.
Veiling an Indian," on the other
0.
partiality

J.

FLETCHER.

1 (7 th S. vii. 124).
With
'CYMBELINE,'
Mr. Daniel's inability to see the difficulty I confess I wholly sympathize.
lachitno, as I take it,
I.

iv.

hand, was as definite in Shakespeare's day as
"veiling a nigger" or veiling "Lord Salisbury's
black man" would be to-day.
These are my
reasons, which are favoured rather than otherwise
GEO. NEILSON.
by the First Folio.

" I could have looked on him without
being
helped or aided by admiration," which, put more
Glasgow.
shortly, is, "I could have looked on him withDR. NICHOLSON is quite right, and he might
out admiration." I see nothing slipshod in either
have quoted in favour of his opinion Shakespeare
" I can
see him
phrase, and one may surely say,
without the help of magnifying glasses," or " I can himself, who says
In the old age black was not counted fair,
see him without magnifying glasses." If anything,
Or if it were, it bore not beauty's name ;
this shorter phraseology is the more slipshod or
But now is Hack beauty's successive heir,
And beauty slander'd with a bastard shame.
colloquial, because the more elliptic, seeing that it
Sonnet cxxvii.
does not so clearly point out whether we without
For I have sworn thee fair, more perjur'd I,
glasses can see him, or we can see him where he is
To swear, against the truth, so foul a lie
without magnifying glasses.
Only, with regard to
Sonnet clii.
lachimo's words, we must remember for it is
With
the ancient Eomans, too, fair was the colour
necessitated by his previous words, "Crescent
"
note of
that we are to understand admiration of beauty, as ifc appears from the following lines of
says,

:

!

in its strongest and more etymological sense of
wondering or marvelling at, such as is expressed
in he
Is a creature such

As to seek
For one his like, there would be something
In him that should compare, &c.

Eclogue

May I add to MR, INGLEBY'S note that his own
reading of the sense of this passage does not seem
quite so inconsistent as he suggests? "I could
have estimated him myself without help of others'
praise or admiration, even though [= however so]
itemized and minute."
W. C. M. B.
"INDIAN BEAUTY": 'MERCHANT or VENICE,'

who

ii.

(7

th

S. vii. 42).

has bewitched too

I like not the sable belle

many

:-

Certe, sive mihi Phyllis, sive esset Amyntas,
Seu quicumque furor (quid turn, si fuscus Amyntas 1
Et nigrce violae sunt, et vaccinia m'gra),
Mecum inter salices lenta sub vite jaceret.

failing

BR. NICHOLSON.

III.

Virgil

commentators.

To

x. 37.

DNARGEL.
Paris.

'TiMON OF ATHENS/ V. ii.
The direct grammatical relation
parts, without other change,
clear

(7

th

S. vii. 125).

of the dismembered

seems to make

this

:

met a courier, one mine ancient fmnd ;
To whom
our old love made yet a particular
Though in general part we were opposed, &c.
I

face,

MR. LLOYD'S next suggestion, however, seems
happy, and clears the phrase for me.

W.

C.

M.

B.

I

j
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ETMOUR, A SOWER.

In the Saturday Review

889, in a review of a book entitled
'B rlase of Borlase,' I have read with some surpri e the following passage

larch 30,

of

]

:

"

The historian of the Russells made them ' De
Eoi ssel,' if we mistake not, and a still more impudent
;ue s turned the good old English yeoman name of
Sea aer or Seymour, a sower, into St. Maur."
It would be interesting to know what objections
can be urged against the commonly accepted view
tha ; we have in the famous family name of Seymour
It is certainly not the
% If ter form of St. Maur.

385

"FILER 1 L'ANGLAISE."

I cut the following
out of a local French paper.
As it bears
a family likeness to "taking French leave," I
slip

it might suit you
" Inutile do dire
que, lorequ'ils ouvrirent la sacoche,
Bonassi et Corradi n'y virent que des pierres et du feu.
Us porterent plainte au commissariat, mais il etait trop
tard. Les deux exploiteuraj apres leur vol a I'am&ricaine, avaient file a 1'anglaise."

thought

:

GEO. A. MULLER.
Nice.

HERALDIC. Afriend possesses a small portraiton
impudent guess of a modern antiquary, as this copper of the sixteenth century of a young man not
icount of the origin of Seymour is given by unlike Henry VIII., but it is not our king, I am
Damden in his ' Britannia* (see index); and early sure. There is a coat of arms on the right side of
locumentary evidence for the identification of Sey- the figure, Gules, a beacon in flames, vert or pernour with St. Maur may be found in Bardsley's
in fess two stars gules.
The arms
English Surnames,' p. 594. But, even supposing are almost certainly foreign, probably Swiss or
;he commonly received account of the origin of the Dutch.
The man is clothed in a slashed scarlet
lame of Seymour were found to be false, I should jerkin, over which is a dark cloak. At the bottom
ike to be allowed to point out that this new guess is the
1568."
inscription "JStatis suse 38.

A

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Seymour =Seamer, and that Seamer means
a sower," has nothing whatever to recommend it,
Bottesford Manor, Brigg.
It hapknd, indeed, can be shown to be absurd.
POEM BY THE LAUREATE. I found the other
ens that there never was an old
English word
"
in a little book called 'The Republic of
earner meaning
sower." There was an English day
a curious
which was sometimes used as a sur- Letters,' published in 1833 at Glasgow,
seamer,
'
jpord
"a
poem by Lord Tennyson, entitled The How and
lame; but this word did not mean
sower," but
a sewer," being the masculine original whence the the Why.' I do not find it in any collection that
I am acquainted with of the Laureate's poems, and
Irord seamstress was taken.
It is to be found in
probably it has never been reprinted and is not
jld English vocabularies in the form seamere as a
generally known. It begins,
loss to the Latin sartor.
of
is a
bat

'

r

Seamere,
course,
a seam. Evidently the
reviewer in this new guess has been
bnfusing the two distinct English verbs sow
and
sew (suere).
A. L. MATHEW.
\were)

derivative of O.E. seam,
"
indolent

I

I

but

is

'tmes of February

ouncement

The obituary

of the

23 contains the following an-

:

On
Lev.

the 21st insfc., at Ashill
Kectory, Norfolk, the
B. Edwards, within ten days of his one hundredth

ear."

he Rev. Bartholomew Edwards was ordained
eacon in 1812. He was
patron of the rectory of
ishill, near Watton, Norfolk, to which he
pre3nted himself in 1813,
having, therefore, held the
ving for the extraordinary period of seventy-six

THOMAS BIRD.
Romford.

AN AWKWARD REFERENCE.

IN

1558.

It

is

invariably stated

Greenwich (or, as termed,
"
East Greenwich ") sent two members to the last
Parliament of Philip and Mary January to
November, 1558 but not afterwards until enfranchised by the Reform Act of 1832.
The sole
authority for this return of 1558 is, I believe, Brown
'
Willis's Notitia.'
I have searched in vain for it
that the borough

of

The official lists of this Parliament
elsewhere.
appear to be unusually complete for the period,
but contain no mention of Greenwich. According
two members elected were Thomas
Farnham, Esq., and John Sackvill, Esq. Collins
(' Peerage, ii. 155) identifies the latter gentleman
to Willis, the

John Sackville, of Chiddingley, Sussex, grandfather of the first Earl of Dorset
an impossible

as

The

tribute of a
criptural quotation should be only rendered in
notices
with
due regard to the context.
Htuary
Q the Standard of
February 4 an announcement
f the kind is
followed by the words, " The Lord

ad need of him."

suitor,

E. A. BURTON.

GREENWICH

LONG INCUMBENCY.

any man's

AN ALLEGED PARLIAMENTARY RETURN FOR

Oxford.

A

am

rather too long for insertion here.

The friend who selected these

ords forgot that in the record of the
Evangelist
an ass of which the Lord had need.

as

R. HUDSON.

it

inasmuch as the last-named John Sackdied in October of the previous year. The

identity,
ville

other alleged member, Thomas Farnham, it can
hardly be doubted, is intended to represent the
Teller of the Exchequer of that name, who died in
1562. He was seated at Bed worth, in Leicestershire, and in 1553 was M.P. for Leicester town.
vacancy occurring at East Grinstead, in Sussex,

A
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shortly after the meeting of the Parliament o:
1558, he was elected by that borough a circum
stance that may be taken as proof positive that he
could not have been already in possession of a seat
in the

My

for Greenwich.
strong
the alleged return for Easl

same parliament

impression

is

that

a myth, and a mistake for East
this Sussex borough the members
originally elected in 1558 were Thomas Sackville
(afterwards Lord Treasurer Dorset) and Thomas
Sackville being returned also by co.
Parker.

Greenwich
Grinstead.

is

For

W.

D. PINK.

s.

vn. MAY

w.

is,

sometimes finds on old fire-backs, a most excelleni
collection of which was to be seen a few years
age
in the temporary museum formed at Lewes whet
the Royal Archaeological Institute visited thai
If pigs of this sort should fall
interesting town.
into the hands of any reader of ' N. &
Q.' ]
trust that they will be carefully examined.
It is

most unlikely that ornaments of some kind or
other should not exist upon them, and if they
do,
it is pretty sure that they will lead to the identification of their makers or their owners.

EDWARD

Westmoreland, and preferring his alternative seat,
his place at East Grinstead was filled, as before
mentioned, by the election of Thomas Farnham.
Leigh, Lancashire.

[7*

PEACOCK.

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

"

COUNSELLOR EITHERSIDE."

The

story of the

advocate who, on its being pointed out that
he,
was pleading against his client, proceeded to show
the fallacy of what he had advanced, and to argue
for the side for which he was retained, i?, I believe,

!

FROUDE'S

'

Two CHIEFS OF DUNBOY.

'

In

)

reading this powerful romance I could not help
feeling struck with the resemblance of the character
of Col. Goring to that of the hero of Khartoum.
of my amazement on coming to p. 294, 1. 14,
find "Gordon" printed in place of Goring.
This occurs again on p. 336, 1. 5, of my copy.

Judge
to

Surely these cannot be printer's errors, but must
clearly show the model from which the portrait is
drawn, although, by the way, the book has many

undoubtedly printer's errors in

it.

JAMES DRUMMOND.
Higbgate, N.

PIGS OF LEAD. Objects of this kind dating
from the Roman occupation are rare, but not
unknown. There are, so far as I remember, five
or six in the British Museum, and a few others
preserved elsewhere.
England has always been a
lead- producing land, yet I do not remember ever
having seen any pigs of lead manufactured in this
country between the Koman time and periods of
quite recent date.

I

am

generally supposed to rest on the authority of Joe
Miller, or some equally trustworthy book of
reference.
That such a mistake could really have
been made appears incredible ; nevertheless, it is
recorded as a fact by one who was engaged in the
case
" The anecdote book relates the
8
:

following particular
of the conduct of a case in which Mr. Scott (afterward 8
I had very
Lord Eldon) was Mr. Dunning's junior
early after I was called to the Bar a brief in business
in the King's Bench as junior to Mr. Dunning.
He
began the argument, and appeared to me to be reasoning
'

:

very powerfully against our client. Waiting till I was
quite convinced that he was mistaken for what party
he was retained, I then touched his arm, and upon hia
turning his head towards me, whispered to him that he
must have misunderstood for whom he was employed,
He gave me a
as he was reasoning against our client.
very rough and rude reprimand for not having sooner
set him right, and then proceeded to state that what he
had addressed to the court was all that could be stated
against his client, and that he had put the case as unfavourably as possible against him in order that the court
might see how very satisfactorily the case against him
could be answered; and, accordingly, very powerfully
"
Twiss's Life of
answered what he had before stated.'

anxious to learn if any mediaeval pigs of
known to be in existence. They would
run an equal chance of being lost in bogs, at fords, Lord Eldon,' vol. i. p. 103.
and in streams, during the times of the AngloI should think this case must be unique in the
Saxons, the Plantagenets of the earlier Protestants annals of the law.
CHARLES WYLIE.
and the Puritans, as they did when the centre of
3, Earl's Terrace, W.
the state was Eome.
The lead from numberless
conventual churches was torn from the roofs of the
INGRATIATED.
rare, if not unique, instance
buildings they covered and melted into pigs and of this word, used in the passive sense, occurs in
" How is it
'
"sows" by order of Henry VIII. It is almost
Pendennis,' 1850, vol. ii. p. 269
impossible to believe that some of these clumsy :hat we allow ourselves not to be deceived, but to
blocks should not have been lost in places where be ingratiated so readily by a glib tongue, a ready
"
This use seems to
they might since have come to light ; but I have
augh, and a frank manner 1
never heard of one single example being submitted me entirely wrong, and due only to Thackeray's
to the judgment of an expert.
It is impossible to carelessness
but I should like to know if the word
give a description of an object one has never seen is ever thus employed by a careful or classical
or even heard described.
We may assume, how- author.
JULIAN MARSHALL.
lead are

'

A

:

;

ever, pretty confidently that the pigs cast in the
earlier and the Tudor times would bear coats of

arms, heraldic badges, and letters not much unlike,
though somewhat ruder than the ornaments one

FAMILY OF JOSEPH GRIMALDI.

th
S.
(See 7

vi.

of an

The following copy
126.)
possession, not before printed,
original letter in
24,

404;

vii.

my

1

j

vii.

s.

MAY
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ma be interesting in connexion with those of Gri- that followe were baptised since the order was
ma ii already published, and as containing in- given in the Lord Arch-bishops visitation." The
The order referred to seems to have enjoined the menfer mtion not found in his printed 'Life.'
mark on the

pos

"Charlton, 1836," of

letter is

30irse the village between
It is endorsed by
tieajb.

of the death

tici

lars

ma

3i,

;he

celebrated actor":

an

and

Woolwich and Blackrecipient, "Parfamily of Joseph Gri-

the

This relates to the son of

actor, 1836.

.

las

known him from

:

J.

He
S R, I have made the enquiries about Grimaldi
was living in Bowling Green row, Woolwich, at the time
>f bis wife's decease, of which you have tbe register.
He
;hen moved to Battle Bridge, where it is supposed he is
QOV living. I had this information from a person who
left

tion of the mother's maiden name, as the first
"
succeeding entry runs thus
Thomas, the sonne
of Nicholas Flussher and Sarah Kennet, his wyfe,
was baptised." Where can I find some account of
this order given by Archbishop Laud ?

his infancy,

I

Woolwich.

am,

and saw him when he
ly
Sir, yours ob ,
T. S. CARVER.
.

K.B. His son died soon after his wife's decease. Mrs.
Bryant and Mrs. De Eyvelle were sisters to Mrs. Grinaldi.

D. J.

TRIAL OF BISHOP KING.

Perhaps

it

will not

out of place to call attention to a ballad, by the
Mason Neale, M. A. , Warden of Sackville
'
a Church Tour,' London,
College, in Hierologus
On p. 102 are these reJoseph Masters, 1854.
narkable lines
ie

Rev. J.

M. COWPER.

Canterbury.

MONEY SCRIVENER.
of this profession;

and

What is, or was, the nature,
now carried on ?

is it

THORNFIELD.

JACOB ILIVE'S 'MODEST REMARKS.'

A friend"

has been studying the history of Jacob Hive, printer,
'
type-founder, composer of the Book of Jasher,'
and prison reformer. Hive gained his prison ex'
periences on account of his Modest Remarks on
the Bishop of London's Several Discourses preached
in the Temple Church, 1756.'
Can anyone say
where a copy of this pamphlet or a report of the
trial of Hive is to be found ?
JOHN RANDALL.

:

:

AUTHOR OF VERSES WANTED.
some

igain shall long processions sweep through Lincoln's

minster pile

thoughtful prayer,
Lnd the daily sacrifice to God be duly offered
there;
Lnd tierce, and ncnes, and matins, shall have each their
holy lay ;
bad the Angelua at Compline shall
sweetly close the day.
the peace will dawn but not with]ngland of Saints
out the fight;
to, come the contest when it may
and God defend the
!

!

WM.
Belle

Vue

VINCENT.

Rise, Norwich.

We must request correspondents desiring information
n family matters of
only private interest, to affix their
ames and addresses to their queries, in order that the
Qswers may be addressed to them direct
"CITIZEN AND TOLOSER." So a testator
whose will was proved and enrolled

is

escribed
lie

in

Court of Husting of the
City of London, A.D.
Can your readers help me to the meaning
"
"
"

404.

Tulliser ?
It would scarcely
Tploset "or
lean in this connexion a citizen of
and

know

of no trade or craft to which

EEOI "iLD

Toulouse,
it can refer

R

SHAEPE

and where are they to be seen

'ORENZO AND SARAH.'
into

E. V.

?

I.

There has lately come

my

possession a remarkable volume, which
is greatly
It is a small
exciting my curiosity.
post 8vo., printed by Geo. Routh for the author,
Bristol, no date, but apparently in the early
Here is the full title:
part of the present century.

"Prose and Poetry on Religious, Moral, and
Entertaining Subjects, with a Brief, but Authentic
and Affecting History of Orenzo and Sarah from
the Year 1793 to the Present
Day. By Mrs. Rueful."
It is the part of the book indicated by the
italics which makes the interest of the
volume,
that part being a true and terrible tale of sin and
the
actors
in
which
were prosorrow,
principal
bably well known in Bristol at the time of publication.
Can any of your readers give me the
rue name of the author, or any other facts concerning this remarkable little volume ?
J. F.
48,

GARRATT.

Southampton Row, W.C.

CHUMP.

me (direct) quotabefore 1877, and for
bungler, before 1888?

Will any one send

tions for "off his

chump = blockhead,

chump"

J. A.

H. MURRAY.

The Scriptorium, Oxford.

PARISH REGISTERS or ST. GEORGE THE MARTYR.
/ANTERBURY.

Godfrey Gordon Gustavus Gore,
doubt you 've heard the name before,
Was a boy who would not shut the door ;

-

Guildhall.

,

wrote

No

:

^gain shall banner, cross, and cope gleam thro' the
incensed aisle ;
Lnd the faithful dead shallclaim their part in the Church's

right

Who

lines beginning,

In these registers, the
following
end of the year 1633 " These

ntry appears at the

:

SHAKSPEARE'S 'CORIOLANUS.' Has this play
England since it was produced at
Sadlert Wells ?
H. T.
seen acted in

.
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THE MONKEY. The following appears in the
Lady's Pocket Magazine for February, 1795
Verses on that fashionable part of female dress called the
Monkey.
Belinda weds a flimsy beau,
Lest she perchance should die a maid;
And hence be doom'd to shades below,
In durance sad, vile apes to lead.
:

To compromise with cruel Fate
Our wiser dames have found the knack,
For each, while in this mortal state,
Now wears her monkey on her back.

What

part of the feminine dress was the monkey ?
information can be obtained from the ' Cyclo'
paedia of Costume,' by J. R. Planche", Costume in

No

England,' by F. W. Fairholt, or
on Costume,' by the same author.

'

Satirical

Songs

EVEEARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

Brecknock Road.

PARDON BY QUEEN ELIZABETH.
me a pardon by letters patent under

I have before
the great seal

of Queen Elizabeth, dated January 15, 1559, and
granted to Elizabeth, the wife of Thomas Moncke,
The pardon is in
Esq., of Pudridge, co. Devon.
general terms, applying to all kinds of offences, with
a few exceptions.
Amongst the dull catalogue of
the latter one notes with interest acts concerning
the loss of Calais and the imprisonment of the

queen, "tempore nostrse prsecharissimEe sororis
Marise nuper reginse Anglise."
From a proviso
contained in it, it appears to have been open to
any one to apply for a grant not later than
June 20, 1559, on payment of 26s. 8d. There is
a draft of the form in the Record Office (Calr.
State Pap., Domestic, vi. 486), and it is printed
'
in Rymer's Fcedera.'
I shall be glad of any information as to the
history of the pardon in general, or the grant of it
to Mrs. Monk in particular.
I should also like to
know whether specimens are frequently to be met
with.
The lady to whom this particular

[7*8.711. MAY

is,

m

Has any one collated the two issues ] To me such
alterations as I have detected seem purely matter
''
f taste, not criticism. For instance,
Grauer " bejomes "Graver," as we now write it; "Smithweeke" becomes "Smethwick"; "Maiesty"

be-

3omes "Majestie"; "leaue" becomes "leave";
'
Wiues " becomes " Wives "; " vpon waues " becomes " upon waves," a complete bouleversement of
and v. So I doubt any responsible editorial reision whatever.
A. HALL,
13, Paternoster Kow, E.G.

Why

BOULANGIST.

rom

the

has this form been adopted

name Boulanger, instead

W.

of Boulangerist?

E. BUCKLEY.

DATE or OLD BRASS CLOCK SOUGHT.

There is an
old brass clock here with one hand, engraved front,
aell on the top, long pendulum working at the
On the front is inscribed " John Newton
aack.
Stoke Fecit." The bell gives forth a full melodious
I regret not being versed in the technical
chime.
terms, as I could then give a more satisfactory
Can any of your readers
description of the clock.
inform me of its probable date ?

FRANCIS B. FRASER.
Tornaveen, Aberdeenshire.

PROVERB. "There are as good fish in the sea as
have ever come out." What is the origin of this
proverb; and are there equivalents in other tongues?

R. D. SWALLOW.

GRADUATES OF SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES.

I

but in vain, to discover a list of
graduates of any Scotch university. Is it possible
that no such list has ever been published ? If so,
it is a reproach that ought to be quickly taken
"
"
away. To think of modern Athens being withY. S. M.
out such a catalogue is surprising.

have

tried,

BOOK WANTED. I shall be glad to know where
entitled The
pardon I can see a perfect copy of a book
was granted was one of the two daughters and Practice of Quietness ; directing a Christian how to
World.' The book
coheirs of Thomas Powkeswell (or
Poxwell), of live quietly in this Troublesome
Strode, co. Dorset, and the second wife of Thomas was dedicated to the Right Hon. Sir Henry
Monk, of Potheridge. The latter by his first wife Hobard, Knt., Lord Chief Justice of His Majesty's
was the great-grandfather of General Geo. Monk, Court of Common Pleas, and prefixed, I am told,
created Duke of Albemarle at the Restoration there was an engraving, by Thomas Slater, of the
and
(Pole's 'Collections for Devonshire,' Westcote's author, George Webbe, Bishop of Limerick
*
Devonshire in 1630,' Hutchins's Dorsetshire ').
chaplain to Charles I. The copy in the British
Museum is without the portrait. Is there a perCHAS. FREDC. HARDY.
fect copy in any London library or in the Bodleian?
Gray's Inn.
The book went through at least three editions.
CAPT. RUDDOCK. Can any of your genealogica,
have read that the one published in 1705 was the
'

'

]

readers help

me

to information concerning a Capt.
Ruddock who, in the reign of King John, for
some especial military service, was granted some
land in Ireland ?
E. R. N. MATHEWS.

SHAKSPEARE FOLIOS. Prof. Dowden (' Primer,
" The second
is

p. 30) writes,

of the

first,

conjecturally

folio,

1632,

amended

to

a reprin-

some

extent.'

WILFRID WEBB.

best.

The

Political

Agency, Bikanir.

GUNPOWDER

PLOT:

THE

WRIGHTS.

John

Wright, one of the conspirators of the Gunpowdei
Marmaduke
Plot, married a "sister-in-law of
01
Ward, of Newby, co. Ebor., gen." Can any
of Newby
Ward
of
the
with
pedigree
acquainted

!

7

'

me who

tel

Id be

Marmaduke Ward

married, and
daughter Mrs. John Wrigh
I should also be obliged for any in
this

whose

the 'efore,

wo
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tending to show who was the wife o
Ch istopher Wright, the younger brother of John

for lation

HERMENTRUDE.
'ODES TO THE PILLORY.' Is the author o
It forms a pamphlet of thirty;hi. work known ?
;w( pages, including the title-page, and was pubisbed about the year 1807 by J. Johnston, CheapThe
jido, and J. Blacklock, Royal Exchange.
winters were Hamblin & Seyfang, Garlick
The subject of the verses is evi["homes Street.
lently Lady Douglas, the heroine of The Delicate
It will be remembered that John
investigation.'
iton and Seyfang were respectively the publisher
md printer of Shelley's ' (Edipus Tyrannus ; or
Swellfoot the Tyrant.'
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
c

H^

'
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born in 1803, was there a false report of Ericsson's
death in November, 1853, which misled Mr. Hole ?
Will any of your readers who have ready access to
the daily or weekly papers of the " back end " (as
we say in Cumberland) of 1853 kindly see if this

was

so

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

?

Bopley, Hants.

SIR CHARLES CHRISTOPHER PEPYS.
I should
be glad to be referred to any accounts of this Lord
Chancellor. He was born April 29, 1781. Where?
At what school did he receive his education prior
to proceeding to Trinity College, Cambridge, where
he graduated LL.B. in 1803? He died on April 29,

1851, at Pretia Santa, in the Duchy of Lucca.
Where was he buried ? I should be glad of a copy
of his epitaph.
Are there any portraits or engravT. CANN HUGHES,
ings of him known ?

Jaipur, Rajputana.

NOYES. Information is wanted concerning Rev,
Villiam Noyes, Rector of Cholderton, co. Wilts.,
Robert
England, 1602 till 1616, when he died.
tfoyes, brother of Rev. William Noyes above,
iied at Cholderton Jan. 20, 1659,
aged eighty- nine
'ears.

When and

?ere their
i

62,

where were they born; and what
J. ATKINS NOYES.
parents' names ?

Leonard Street,

BYTAKE.

New

York, U.S.

At

the Welshpool Police Court a man
pas charged with stealing corn from a bytake
rhich he occupied as farm bailiff for the
proBcutor.
What is a bytake ?
W. F. MARSH JACKSON.

|

MOUNTSTEVEN OR MouNTSTEFHEN.

Can any

ne afford information concerning the
early history
f this
family, which belonged to counties Devon
fad Cornwall?
In Sir John Maclean's 'Trigg
linor' is a pedigree
commencing 1623, with the
rms as used by the family in the
eighteenth cenThe arms are wrongly depicted. Another
iry.
edigree of a branch occurs in the Harl. MSS.
Visitations of Northampton 1564 and
with

"THE" IN PLACE-NAMES.
(7

th

.

S. vii. 262.)

The

interesting note of G. S. deals with a usage
imperfectly discussed in most English
the best, Daniel's, gives the very
grammars. One of
" The is used before the
names of
inadequate rule,

which

is

The Danube, The
rivers, mountains, seas, oceans
Alps, The Adriatic. It is used before one name of
a town The Hague."
Your correspondent has
shown that there are numerous additions and exbut his discussion is not ex;
while he has given no general principles
ay which the rule may be explained. An examinaiion of some obvious exceptions to his rule
will,
I think, indicate the principle which underlies the
ceptions to this rule
laustiye,

usage.

1. The article is not used, he
says, before the
names of districts. Besides the exceptions which
le notes we have
The Deccan, The Carnatic, The
Punjaub, The Fayoom, The Soudan, The Negib,
[he Sahara, The Transvaal, The Ukraine, The
Dobrutscha, The Herzegovina, The Banat, The
1618)
ae arms and crest, the arms
being differenced from Salzkammergut, The Tyrol, The Palatinate, The
"
lose of the southern counties
by a bordure en- Breisgau, The Vintzgau, The Neumark, The Altrailed sable." Is name derived from a mount the mark, The Peak, and many others.
It will be
oticed that all these are descriptive appellations,
roperty of Stephen, whose name appears several
mes in Domesday as possessor of Devon lands, or ind have hardly yet become true proper names.
om a mount near the scene of the attack by
Thus we say The Altmark, recognizing it as a deKing
tephen on the city of Exeter ?
R. F. M.
cription of the old Teutonic march against the
Wends ; but when we say Denmark it is because
JOHN ERICSSON. On opening my copy of Hole's he name of the Danish
march has passed into a
seful and
handy Brief Biographical Dictionary,'
This process is in progress with
roper name.
I.
1866, in order to add the name of John Ericsome of the names enumerated ; newspapers of a
and inventor, who died in ow
>n, the engineer
type write Tyrol and Herzegovina without the
larch last in his
eighty-sixth year, I find,
xticle, though in the case of The Salzkammergut
John Ericsson, Swedish
he meaning is so transparent that this cannot yet
engineer in America,
orn

1803, died Nov. 2, 1853." As it is altogether
aprobable that there were two Swedish engineers
America, both named John Ericsson, and both

>e

done.

The article is used, G. S. says, before a range
mountains, but not before a single mountain.

2.
f

We
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have, however, The Matterhorn, The Weishorn,
The Schreckhorn, The Finsteraarhorn, The Blumlisalp, The Jungfrau, The Ortler Spitz, The Dent
Blanche, The Dent du Midi, The Aiguille Verte,
and many others. In all these cases ib will be seen
that we have rather a
description of a particular
Horn, Spitz, Alp, Dent, or Aiguille, than a true
name.
But
The
proper
Kigi and The Wrekin
come, I think, under another rule.
3. So again with capes and
straits, which G. S.

We

[7*

B.

vn. MAT

is,

TO.

biggest fishing village of the Boulonnais.

But

Spaniards seem, like ourselves, to be dropping it,
as we see Habana without it.
E. L. G.

MR. GEORGE NEJLSON,
late the

English

in attempting to formurules governing the employment of the
definite article before
place-names, has

thrown together some interesting observations. It
in the intention of adding to, not
detracting

is

from, their value that I venture to suggest a motive

have The Minch, The Bosphorus, The
Dardanelles, The Skagerack, The Cattegut, as well
as The Lizard, The Start, The
Naze, The Land's
End, The North Foreland, The Wurms Head.
Here there is either an ellipse of some such word
as "channel" or "point," or the names are mani-

for its use which he has not noticed.
"I take it,"
he writes, " as a thing nobody will dispute that in

festly descriptive.

My home is in Galloway, a district in which,
although from the ninth century at latest it was
penetrated by Anglo-Saxon missionaries and contained the Anglo-Saxon bishopric of Candida Casa,
Erse (Gaelic) continued to be spoken till the end

omits.

We now

say Bath and Devizes, but our grandThe Bath and The Devizes. The
article is omitted because we have ceased to think
of the meaning of the
word, which has now become
a true proper name. The Devizes
meant, as Dr.
Guest has shown, the boundary between the
old Welsh and English districts.
Scotchman still says The Lewis and a Frenchman
Le
while
an
says
Havre,
Englishman talks of
Lewis and Havre, because he has
forgotten that the
words have any meaning, and
merely uses them as
names.
The
say
Hague, because not so very
long ago it was the park of the Counts of Holland,
but we say Stuttgart, because the
memory that it
was a studyard has faded away.
talk of the
French departments as The Var, The
Gard, The
Lozere, The Loire, using the words adjectivally with
an ellipse of the word
"department." So with
4.

fathers

said

A

We

We

We

ranges ^of mountains, rivers, and seas.
say The
Atlantic, or The Ganges, meaning the Atlantic
Ocean or the Ganges river. The words Atlantic
and Ganges are used
adjectivally to designate the
particular ocean or river which is meant.
see
this more clearly in such cases as The Black
Sea

We

The Yellow

Kiver, The Pacific Ocean, where the
words "black," "yellow," and
"pacific" are obviously still used as descriptive adjectives.
After
Arctic we must still add the substantive
"Ocean";
after Pacific it
fluous.

is

optional, after Atlantic super-

Perhaps the rule may be laid down that the use
of the definite article is a
sign that the word before

which

it stands has been or still is
either an adjective or a description rather than a true
proper name.

T.

Two

English towns

at least nine cases out of ten a prefixed the is a
sign that a place-name, however unintelligible now,
was once well understood by folk of English
'

'

speech."

of the sixteenth century (probably until later in
the hill districts).
The bulk of the place-names

remain Gaelic

till

this day; needless to say that

some are single words, e.g., Larg, Lochans, Larroch, Knock, &c., others compounded of noun
and qualitative. The use of the English definite
article before such names seems to be governed,
almost without exception, by the position of the
stress.

If the

name

is

a monosyllable

it is gener-

by "the." Thus we talk of Tha
Knock, The Larg, The Claunch (cladh innse), The
ally preceded

Bar, &c. Polysyllables representing a single Gaelic
stress on the first syllable ; these
also frequently have the English definite article
prefixed in modern speech ; thus The Derry (doire,
a wood), The Larroch (lathrach, a place or house
site), the Lochans (lochcm, a lakelet or the lakes).

word have the

Then we come

to compound names.
These, in
accordance with Gaelic euphony, take the stress on
the qualitative if it is a monosyllable, on its first
syllable if it consists of more than one. The qualitative is usually placed after the noun; thus, Lochdo w (loch dubh, black lake), Barglass (barr glas,
green hill), Puld6w (pol dubh, black water). Such
names (with the single exception to be hereafter
"
the" before them. But somenoted) never take

times,

more

rarely,

the qualitative precedes the

noun, in which case the use of the definite article
is common ; thus, The Duloch (dubh loch, black
lake), The Glaisters (glas tir, green land), The
Dipple (dubh pol, black water). The single exception I have referred to is the name of the wide dis-

trict (comprising several parishes) known as The
quired the article, so far as I know The Bath and Glenkens, and I think the use of " the " here as a
The Devizes, have in our century
dropped it ; and prefix has arisen in accordance with MR. NEILSON'S
our tendency is now to drop it from
foreign names, first rule, and the cause of it seems to be the im-

the only towns that once re-

even where our neighbours
always retain it ; as in
Le Havre, Le Mans, Le Puy, La
Re"ole, and (to

come within

sight of our

own

coast)

Le

Portel, the

portance and width of the tract designated.
I cannot agree that a knowledge of the meaning
of the Gaelic name has much to do with the use of

nb s. vii.

MAT
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A

Saxon would be non's statement on the subject. The 26th were
raised in 1795, but numbered the 23rd in 1803.
This regiment served in Egypt, Spain, and France,
and was at Waterloo. In 1816 it was constituted a
n sncing a name with the stress syllable. It is corps of Lancers, and was disbanded in England
" I am in 1817. As
e: sier (for a Scotsman at any rate) to say
regards the 27th, also raised in 1795,
to the Duloch" than "I am going to Dulocb." it was numbered the 24th in 1804, and, after a
g. ing
S in monosyllabic names it comes more naturally distinguished service in India, the regiment was
disbanded in England after its return from Bengal
t< him to say "He came frae the Knock" than
" He came frae Knock." HERBERT MAXWELL.
in 1819.
See 'On the Institution of Light Cavalry
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
I need
out what a valuable in the British Army.'
P.S.
e

t)

English definite

article.

likely to understand Lochdow as Duloch, BarIt seems
g iss as Glaister, Puldow as Dipple.
r; ther to arise from a certain awkwardness in coma

hardly point

assistance in deciphering place-names is afforded
by the rule that the stress falls on the qualitative,
and generally on its first syllable. The rule applies
equally to Teutonic and Celtic names.

" DIVINE ASPASIA "
th
S. vii. 207, 271, 334).
(7
G. F. R. B. says I am "mistaken in
thinking that there is any authority for the statement that the character of Aspasia was written by
Mr. Congreve' in Wilford's 'Memorials and Characters/ 1741," &c., he himself makes a mistake.
I did not think anything on the subject.
I simply
adopted the editorial note in my edition of the
Taller, and suggested that Wilford should be con-

When

'

sulted in verification.

There are one or two errors

the transcription of Mr. Swinburne's letter,
quoted in my previous communication, which I
would thank the Editor to allow me to correct.
"
After show," at the end of the first sentence, the
words should come in, " that they ought to die."
Before " visible," in the extract from Leigh Hunt,
should be inserted "very." After "overthrown,"
"
in the last sentence, read,
by mere prosaic evideiice 3 yet the fact remains unalterable."
The suc"
ceeding word that" has been misprinted "though";
"
and Well's" Coffee House should, of course, have
been "Will's."
Through the stupidity of the
postal authorities here my proof did not reach
me in time, or these mistakes would have been
in

i

j

i

',

co.

regiments of the cavalry of the line, now that the
4th Dragoon Guards and 5th Dragoon. Guards are
"
"
being converted into medium regiments, and as
C. S. H.
such placed on the Indian roster.
'

YAHOO (7 S. vii. 165). In Me"tivier's Dic'
tionnaire Franco-Normand (1870), or dictionary
of the Guernsey dialect, I find the following :
th

"

Yahoue, s.m., he'be'te', lourdaud." But whether
word, or whether it has
genuine Guernsey
'
been borrowed from Gulliver's Travels,' I am altoMe'tivier himself does not
gether unable to say.
seem to have quite made up his mind upon the
du
point, for he adds, "Nous ignorons 1'origine
yahoo de Lemuel Gulliver, creation grotesque du
cynique anglican, 1'Irlandais Swift." But even if
the word is derived from yahoo, it is very curious
that this should have found its way into the patois
of the French-speaking inhabitants of Guernsey,
who, one would have thought, would know little
this is a

or nothing of Swift's works.
ever go to Guernsey ?

Sydenham

Did Swift himself
F. CHANCE.

Hill.

Cardiff.

DATE OF THE BIRTH OF MELLONI

PORTRAIT OF JONATHAN HARRISON (7 th S. vii.
The Annual Register (1803) records the
269).
death

Might I slightly correct COL. MALET'S answer
MR. BARTLETT'S query? The five Lancer
regiments and the 6th (Inniskilling) Dragoons are,*
together with the seven regiments of Dragoon
"
medium " cavalry. The 1st
Guards, classed as
(Royal
(Royal) Dragoons and the 2nd Dragoons
"
"
Scots Greys) are the only two surviving
heavy
to

JAMBS HARRIS.

rectified.

Neuadd Wen,

Freegrove Road, N.

"

at Mockerkin, in the parish of Loweswater,
" J.
Cumberland, in his forty-ninth year," of

He
Harrison, Esq., captain of the royal navy."
was distinguished for his courageous conduct in
off
Keppel's engagement
Brest, July 27, 1777; in
Lord Howe's victory on June 1, 1794; and in
Lord BridporL's action off Porte L'Orient. Is this
the subject of the painting ?
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

DRAGOONS AND HUSSARS

th

S. vii. 267, 335).
(7
COL. MALET'S remark that "the 26ch and 27th
"
Light Dragoons were disbanded before the peace
is not in accordance with the
late Richard Can-

(7

th

S. vii.

The " Necrological Table" contained in the
Companion to the British Almanac for 1855
gives the death of Macedonio Melloni, at the age
of fifty-three years, on August 11, 1854.
289).

'

*

'

'

J. F.

MANSERQH.

Liverpool.

The Univ. Diet, of Biog. and Myth.' gives 1801
as the year of Melloni's birth at Parma, but does
'

The appended
not give the day and month.
'
authority given is Nouvelle Biographie Ge'ne'rale.'

ALPHA.
Biographie Generate,' ind^ated by
[The 'Nouvelle
" Ne a Parme en
ALPHA, says,
1801, mort & Naples le
11 Aoftt, 1853."]

'BRUSSELS GAZETTE'
31,

134;

vii.

18,

(7

th

S.

v.

151, 213, 294).

127, 374; vi.
I have two
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volumes of the Universal Magazine,

Ixx.,

viz.,

the year 1782.
They are complete (excepting ^ the illustrations), with indices, and form
a very interesting history of the time, domestic
and foreign, with a good deal of miscellaneous
literature, and must have been a formidable rival
to the Gentleman's Magazine.
JOHN TAYLOR.
Park Lodge, South Norwood.
Ixxi., for

C. C. B. has misunderstood my question. I did
not ask whether any portion of the Universal
Magazine had been preserved till the present time,
but whether any portion of the Brussels Gazette had
been preserved.
J. DIXON.

BREE (7 S. vii. 284). In reply to MR. DEEDES'S
query, I would say that some years ago I took
some trouble in making and publishing a glossary
th

of

words

and

phrases at Upton - on - Severn,
Worcestershire, and I see that what I said about
bree

was as follows

:

"A large cattle-fly. Anglo-Saxon brimsa, a gad-fly;
Middle English brese ('Etym. Diet.,' Skeat). 'Troilus
and Cressida,' I. iii.
The herd hath more annoyance
"
by the brise than by the tiger.'
The word is in constant use.
R. LAWSON.
:

Rectory, Upton-on-Severn.

In the edition of Littleton of which I have a
copy (Cambridge, 1693) the forms bree, breez, brie,
are all given, with the Latin equivalents
asilus,
tabanus, ostrum, &c.
horse-fly,

The English synonyms

gad-fly, gad-bee, dun-fly, &c.

are
Halliwell

has:
"Brief, (3) a horse-fly. Elyot, in v. '(Estrum, says,
'
It semeth to bee the fly called a
briefe or horse flie, by
"
reason that it doeth so vexe cattell in sommer
tyme.'
5

C. C. B.

CHESTNUTS

(7

th

S. vi. 407,

436

;

vii. 52).

The

only explanation of this term I have heard out
here is that the jokes told in the Chestnut
Theatre,
Philadelphia, had at one time such a reputation for
being old, it became customary to designate tale
The chestnut gong became
jokes '^chestnuts."
something of an institution about four years ago.
It was a small gong to be fastened on the waistcoat, and sounded by pulling a cord whenever the
wearer was being bored by the relation of an old

The practice, however, had an unsavoury
taint, and was mostly enjoyed by those who apI was a little surprised to meet
preciate slang.
with the word in the Graphic in (I believe) November, 1887.
Y.

joke.

BLUNDERS OF AUTHORS (7 th S. vii. 288). It is
Matthew Arnold throughout his poem

clear that

confuses Philomela with Procne.
His capital
blunder, however, as I cannot but think, is in
at
all
so
close an association of the
attempting
nightingale's song with that horrible and revolting
The
myth.
vaguer allusions of Barnefield and

IT*

s.

vn. MAY

is,

m

"
serve to accentuate the
eternal
"
of the song ; but Arnold
passion, eternal pain
He would bring the
goes much further than this.
whole story vividly into view.
much truer

Watson do but

How

is

'

In Memoriam

'
!

Wild bird, whose warble liquid sweet
Kings Eden thro' the budded quicks.
C. 0. B.

REV. JAMES HACEMAN

(7

th

S. vi. 87,

212

;

vii.

An

engraved portrait of the Rev.
James Hackman was published in the 'New Newgate Calendar,' from which I gave an extract at
the second reference. The engraving represents
the unfortunate man as holding a handkerchief up
J. F. MANSERGH.
to one side of his face.
172,

296).

'HARVEY DUFF' AND 'THE PEELER AND THE
GOAT (7 th S. vii. 247). The former is a catch tune
'

I never heard words to it, but
given in a late set of Irish quadrilles.
The only refrain I heard attached to the tune was
the following:
Harvey Duff Harvey Duff
Pay no rent, but eat enough
(repeated ad lib.) not a bad rendering of the norent manifesto which was issued at the time.
'The Peeler and the Goat' was written by Darby
Ryan, of Tipperary, as a satire on the new police,
that did not at first meet the entire approval of the
people; but after the publicity it got at fairs, markets, and social gatherings, it met the fate of such
of

Yankee

the tune

origin.

is

However, the words
satires, and was forgotten.
and music to it were handed down to posterity in
one of the many short-lived magazines published in
1842-3 the Dublin Monthly Magazine, published

by Samuel

J.

Machen, D'Olier

Street, 8vo.

This

magazine was a continuation of the Citizen, and
each number contained four airs of native music

No chorus is given
in the magazine to the verses, but I always heard
and temperance band music.

Meg-a-geg-eg,* leave go my leg,
Or I '11 prick you with my horn, 0.

The Peeler and

the Goat.

Peeler.

peelers were out wan night
duty and pathrollin, 0,

As some Bansha

On

They met a goat upon the

road,

And tuck her

to be a sthroller, 0.
bay 'nets fixed they sallied forth,
And caught her by the wizzen, 0,
And then they swore a mighty oath,
" We '11 send
you off to prison, 0."

Wud

"

"

Goat.

Oh, mercy, sir! the goat replied,
"
Pray let me tell my story,
I am no Rogue, no Ribbonman,
No Croppy, Whig, or Tory,
I 'm guilty not of any crime
Of petty or high thraison, 0,
I 'm badly wanted at this time,
For this is the milking saison, 0."
!

;

* Imitation of the
goat's cry.

>

7

vii.

s.

MAY

is, '89.]
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"
Pedis positio," and Possessio pacifica pour anns
60 facit Jus." It has been said that Branch's book
contains the accumulated spirit and wisdom of
British law. If so, the wisdom of British law combines at the same time a glorious amount of quibbling and even fooling. One of the law's own

Peeler.
in vain for to complain
Or give your tongue such bridle, ;
You 're absent from your dwelling-place,
It

is

Disorderly and idle, 0.
Your hoary locks will not prevail,
Nor your sublime oration, 0,

For Peeler's act will you transport,
By your own information, 0.

maxims seems

Goat.

Well bound to Cashel you '11 be sint,
Where you will gain no favour, O.
The Magistrates will not cpnsint
To sign your condemnation, O
Prom thence to Cork you will be sint
For speedy thransportation, 0.
'

M. JENKYNS

of Simonides if he looks at a file of the Guardian
for August, 1862. There is his own autobiography
in a letter to the paper about that time ; also a
letter from S. P. Tregelles in February, 1863, in
which he refers to a letter from Canon Hort in the
Guardian of Aug. 13, 1862, and also to a letter
from Simonides to himself.
Tregelles writes

Peeler.

:

"

Goat.

Wud

whiskey, rum, or brandy, 0,
Or you wouldn't have such gallant spunk
To be so bould or manly, 0.
You readily would let me pass
If I had money handy, 0,
To thrate you to a pottheen glassOn its thin I 'd be the dandy, 0,
Phe song is now given in a penny song-book.
;ood companion to Mr. Spalding's 'Irish Min'
trelsy would be a volume on Irish satire.
!

A

M. DOREY.
Dublin.

ontain
!,000),

tdage.

'

As Simonides sent me

in Jan., 1861, the memoir by
Mr. C. Stewart to confute all that I have said about him
n 'Additions to Home's Introduction,' vol. iv. pp. 759,
760 ; and as at p. 32 Mr. Stewart says that ' if any doubfc
hould remain in the mind of the reader the authority
'or every statement will be at once furnished,' I am
ully justified in treating this book as being what
Simonides and his co-operators wished to be believed."
r

make no doubt but you were dhrunk

NINE POINTS OP THE

7 th S. vii. 248).
It is nine points on the
ystem, or eleven points on the duo-decimal.

th

S. vii. 247).
MR.
(7
will find the materials for an account

CONSTANTINE SiMONiDES

!

Let the consequince be what it will,
A peeler's power I '11 let you know,
I '11 handcuff you, at all events,
And march you off to Bridewell, O.
An' sure, you rogue, you can't deny
Before the judge or jury, 0,
You intimidated me with your horn?,
And you threatened me with fury, 0.

Branch's

jus,

true that if the proverb was always given in full,
as your correspondent gives it, with the addendum
" and
they say there are but twelve," that would
Is the
be sense ; but one never hears it so given.
"
"
form
nine-tenths of the law not, therefore, the
J. B. FLEMING.
correct one ?

;

is

"Summum

You may have

As generally quoted as above this proverb
always seemed to me to be simple nonsense. If
there be a thousand points of the law (and he
would be but a poor lawyer that could not make
out as many as that at least), nine points are not
I always thought the
many in any one's favour.
" Possession is nine-tenths of
correct proverb was,
It is
the law." There is some advantage in that.

Peeler.
I will chastise your insolince
And violent behaviour, ;

Goat.
This parish an' this neighbourhood
Are paiceable an' thranquil, ;
There 's no disturbance here, thank God
And long may it continue so.
For a peeler 's oath I don't care a pin,
To sign for my committal, O,
My jury will be gintlemen
To grant me my acquittal, 0,

injuria."

Walthamstow.

I have no certain place to rest,
No home nor habitation, 0.
Banshee is my dwelling-place,
Where I was bred and born, 0,
Descended from an honest race,
That 's all the trade I 've learned, 0.

"POSSESSION

to point to this,

too much legal
wisdom, evidently, and evidently the extremes meet
"
in
Summa lex, summa crux." 0. A. WARD.

summa

No penal law did I transgress
By deeds or combination, 0,

I
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LAW"

decimal

Thomas

Principia Legis/ 1753 (which is said to
20,000 maxims, and does not contain
does not give this constantly
repeated
It gives Coke's
stupid pun, "Possessio est

There is some further criticism, from which it
seems that Mr. Stewart's was an exparte statement.
In N. & Q.,' 3rd S. xii. 339 (Oct. 26, 1867), there
"s:

"Dr. Constantino Simonides, whose alleged discoveries
early MSS. formed the subject of a very warm conroversy here in literary circles, died of leprosy at Alexandria about five weeks since."
>f

3ut S. P. TREGELLES writes, N. & Q.,' 4 th S. iii.
!89, that "only a few months had passed when he
urned up in Russia, where the Rev. Donald Owen
ound him preparing for publication 'Historical
)ocuments of Great Importance in connexion with
Claims of the Russian Government.'
I am not aware whether Dean Burgon prints in
'
'
is Lives the story of his interview with H. 0.
doxe. But it may be seen in the Cornhill for Oct.,
867, p. 449, or Macray's 'Annals of the Bodleian,'
'

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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It took place in 1852.
Mr. Macray states
that in the Athenaeum for March 1, 1856, there is
full narrative with a letter from Sir F. Madden,

p. 280.

a

and

also

refers

graphica,' vol.

to

ii.

man's Magazine,

Sotheby's 'Principia

Typo-

See also Gentlepp. 133-136.
'
Oct,, 1856, Literary Forgeries.'

ED. MARSHALL.
4

A Biographical Memoir of Constantino

Simon-

D.Ph., with a Brief Defence of the Authenticity of his Manuscripts,' by Charles Stewart, 8vo.,
pp. 78, 1859. His Gospel of St. Matthew (' Codex
ides,

[7'b S.

VII.

MAY

18,

its position should be at the east end of the
nave, against one of the pillars, or by the side of
the chancel arch."
In 1849, Mr. F. T. Dollman published his

that

'

of Antient Pulpits existing in
England/
with plates.
Out of twenty-one churches
eleven
the
have
on
the north side,
described,
pulpit
and six on the south side of the nave. Those with
the north position are St. Michael's, Coventry,
Warwickshire ; St. Mary's, Wenden, Essex ; All
Saints', North Cerney, Gloucestershire ; Holy TriSt. Mary's,
nity, Nailsea, Somersetshire
Totnes,
Devonshire ; Holy Trinity, Cold Aston, Glouces-

Examples

4to.,

Mayerianus '), facsimiles of certain portions of the
Gospel of St. Matthew and of the Epistles of St.
James and St. Jude written on papyrus in the first tershire ; St. Andrew's, Benwell, Somersetshire;
St. George's, Brookworth, Gloucestershire
Holy
century, was published by Triibner, folio, 1862.
There is an amusing story (well known I believe) Trinity, Long Sutton, Somersetshire ; All Saints',
de
Suffolk
St.
Gloucester.
;
Mary
Lode,
of his interview with Coxe of the Bodleian.
See Sudbury,
Those with the pulpit on the south aide are St.
also 7 th S. vii. 260.
W. C. B.
Mary's, Frampton, Dorsetshire; St. Benedict's,
;

;

BEFRONT

(7

th

S. vii. 205).

I should think the

word would be
It

may be

dialectically used in various parts.
a counterpart to behind; but is it worthy,

We

have
therefore, of a place in our vocabulary ?
to befool, 'shall we introduce consequently to bewise when we endeavour, that very hopeless task, to
make a man wiser than nature has been pleased to

There is a pretty word beforen = before in old
books and present dialects. We have also ahead,
in front, before.
We have no need of befront, any
more than we have of beback If gentlemen would
oblige the community with leaving the English language alone, and rather oppose changes than evolve
them, it would be well. Our tongue is already
too copious for anybody to master it completely.
America adds novelties 50 per cent, faster than
they are needed. Englishmen had better stand
"
super antiquas vias," and speak discreetly.
C. A. WARD.

do ?

Walthamstow.

PULPITS IN CHURCHES (7 th S. vii. 289). The
eighty-third canon of 1603 enacts that
"The Churchwardens or Questmen, at the common
charge of the Parishioners, in every church shall provide a comely and decent pulpit, to be set in a convenient place within the same, by the discretion of the
Ordinary of the place, if any question do arise, and to be
there seemly kept for the Preaching of God's Word."
These pulpits are sometimes movable, as may
be seen in college chapels, though in parish
churches they are generally fixed.
In the church
of Middleton Cheney the pulpit is on the north
side, which, I think, is the usual position in this
district, and generally also, though there are some
on the south side, e.g., St. Mary's, Oxford. The
in Barr's
ground-plan of Haseley Church,

Oxon.,
'Anglican Church Architecture' (Oxford, 1842),
shows the pulpit on the south side ; but the
"
the Anglican Church
author, at p. 61, says that
does not prescribe any particular situation for the
pulpit i ancient custom, however, seems to dictate

Glastonbury, Somersetshire

;

St. Peter's, Wolver-

St.

hampton, Staffordshire;

Andrew's, Cheddar,
Somersetshire ; St. Saviour's Dartmouth, Devonshire ; All Saints', Hawstead, Suffolk.
In the
other four the position is not specified.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

The eminent ecclesiastical antiquary, the late
REV. MACKENZIE E. C. WALCOTT, N. & Q.,' 4th S.
" The choir
xi. 511, observes
pulpit was always
on the north side, as the sermon properly was an
exposition of the Gospel, read on the right of the
altar, facing southwards." For movable chair pulTraditions and Customs of
pits he refers to his
Such a movable pulpit I
Cathedrals,' pp. 125-6.
remember in use at C.C.C., Oxon., when I was
*

:

'

MR. WALCOTT

fellow.

"The nave

also states

pulpit was usually

:

on the south

side,

because the south side had been the place of the Gospelambo in the refectory; was the most honourable side in
the choir ; and became the only practicable position in
Friars' churches and many minsters of Austin Canons,
which possessed only a single aisle on the north."

WARD

At 4 S. xii. 77, MR. S.
quotes W. Pugin
"
as saying, when he rebuilt his church,
The north
side of the nave, near the chancel arch, was the
proper place for the pulpit, as the sermon was, or
ought to be, an exposition of the Gospel"; and at
p. 78, the REV. E.L. BLENKINSOPP expresses this as
th

his own opinion. At. p. 253 MR. WALCOTT dicusses
"
the variety in the position and use of the pul-

ED. MARSHALL.
pitum," in its original sense.
[Other replies are acknowledged, and are at the service of C. C. B.]

"FAIRE UNB GAFFE"

(7

th

S.

vii.

66, 294),

This expression certainly has the meaning given to
'
it in the Daily Telegraph.
See Barrere's Argot

and

Slang,' s.v. "Gaffe," where faire une gaffe is
" to take an
inconsiderate step ; to make

rendered

"

an awkward mistake, ' to put one's foot in it.'
For gaffe means not only a sentinel, a policeman,
a warder, a watchman, as stated by DR. BREWER,

s . vii.

7

MAT

is,
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blunder (balourdise.
In the first meaning I do not see why
aud).
should be referred to the Germ, gaffen, to

bui also a stupid thing, a gross
;

gaj 'e
sta e idly

or stupidly.
Surely it is more reason
with Larchey, to refer it to gaffe, a pole with
),
a c aw, or with a spike and hook, and so much the
sac 16 as our gaff and boat-hook.
Larchey says,
C e terme vient du Midi, oil gaffe se dit pour
rec 'Ts, parcequ'il saisit comme la perche a croc
apielee gaffe"; and I think that a policeman';
bar ds are not inaptly compared to the extremity
of v gaff or boat-hook,* whilst its pole reminds us
ab]

somewhat of his long, straight, stiff, and (in France)
It is not so easy, however, to
ofton thin body.
make out how gaffe has come to mean a mistake
though a gaffe is a very rough instrument, and is
used in such a hasty, haphazard manner, that he
who makes a coup de gaffe is not at all unlikely to

395

which presents a difficulty to MR. WARD, " there is
an allusion to the fragrant odour of flowers and
aromatics scattered around conquerors when going in
"
triumph (Bloomfield's Greek Testament,' in loco).
To those associated with the Imperator in his tri"
umph this would be a savour of life unto life ";
while to the doomed prisoners, led in fetters behind
the triumphal car, it would be "a savour of death
unto death." That the allusion is to the concomitants of a Roman triumph is evident from the use
'

of the

word 6pianl3evovTi

in v. 14.

R, M. SPENCE, M.A.
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

<DORA THORNE' (7> S. vii.
that MR. CHAS. WM.

108,

serve

F.

197).-! obGoss claims

Bertha M. Clay as the author of 'Dora Thome.'
This is an error. The novel was written by Charlotte Mary Braun, who lived at Hinckley, and died
his
in
foot
it."
F.
CHANCE.
'pat
in November, 1884.
She wrote for the Family
The word gaff (I spell it phonetically) also means Herald for many years, and I enclose a list of her
"
"
theatrical, musical, or
variety entertainment. works written for that serial, and which are now
have often heard the British soldier make use of in the Hinckley Free Library. Her contributions
the word when speaking of the entertainment got to the Family Herald were always signed C. M. B.
No doubt Mr. Stevens, the proprietor of the
GUALTERULUS.
ip for his benefit in barracks.
Herald, will, if asked, verify what I have stated:
th
TOURS CATHEDRAL (7 S. vii. 28, 69, 293).
At War with Herself.
V[R. TROLLOPE'S comment on what I said about
Diana's Discipline.
Dora Thome.
Vtilan Cathedral implies, or seems to imply, that
From Gloom to Sunlight.
he Milanese townsfolk never did breakfast on the
The Golden Heart.
oof of that building. I therefore beg leave to say
Her Martyrdom.
hat I have seen them doing so, in the way which
Her Mother's Sin.
described, and that on an ordinary Sunday and
Hilary's Folly.
Gwendoline's Dream.
,s a matter of course.
use
of
the
word
Dom
Lady
My
Other Stories.
Instead of Duomo was accidental.
But as Milan
Lady Button's Ward.
the word Dom is
Cathedral is a
Transalpine exotic,

jiot

A.

inappropriate.

THE ONE" AND "THE OTHER"
To the query which MR.

78).

th

(7

WARD

J.

Lord Lynn's Choice.
Ingleden House.

M.

Love's Warfare.
Love that Lives.
Redeemed by Love.
Romance of a Young Girl.
Romance of a Black Veil.
Rose in Thorns.

S. vii. 25,

has put to

I reply that, however often the rule may be
eparted from, "this" and "that" are used by
writers just as they use " the one " and
prrect
"
the other "; " this
being made to apply to the
"
"
that
to the former of any two subjects
itter,
eferred to.
Thus in Pope, that most correct of
le

Thorns and Orange Blosgoms.
Which Loved Him Best ]
Wife in Name Only.

'

rriters,

we

Two

find

:

principles in
Self-love to urge,

human

nature reign
and reason to restrain ;
Nor this a good, nor that a bad we call,
Each works its end, to move or govern all :
And, to their proper operation, still
Ascribe all good ; to their improper, ill.
Self-love, the spring of motion, acts the soul ;
Reason's comparing balance moves the whole.
Man, but for that, no action could attend ;
And, but for this, were active to no end.
'
Essay on Man,' ii. 52-62.
a the
passage quoted by me (2 Cor. ii. 15, ] 6),
"

In a quotation given by Rigaud, the banker's hand
seeping gains off a gaming-table is termed "une vraie
affe."

MANUAL OF ARMS IN USE
ARMY BATTLE OP FONTENOT
:

IN
(7

TENAX.
THE BRITISH
th

S.

vi.

507 ;

With reference to MR. J. CARRICK
154, 296).
MOORE'S allusion to the " well-known " story in

vii.

connexion with this sanguinary battle, it may be
mentioned that in the full account of the battle of
Fontenoy, at pp. 350-367 of the History of the
Trish Brigades in the Service of
France,' by J. C.
O'Callaghan (Cameron & Ferguson, Glasgow, 1870),
ihere is no reference to the exclamation said to
lave been uttered by Col. Lord Charles Hay when
'

;he two corps, the English and French Guards,
found themselves face to face in the battle in

question.
It is remarked in Guizot's

'

France/ at

vol. v.

NOTES AN D QUERIES.
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119(1876), that the words attributed to Lord 0.
" Gentlemen of the French
Hay,
Guard, fire!"
and the reply of Count d'Auteroche, " Fire yourselves, gentlemen of England; we never fire first !"

p.

are all fiction.

Voltaire's statements in connexion
with Fontenoy cannot be implicitly relied upon,
in consequence of the opposition of English and
Irish evidence on the subject.
What really happened was as follows, viz. : after a severe fire of
artillery on both sides from five to nine o'clock A.M.,
the Allies determined to bring the contest to a
The result is well known. The English
decision.

advanced under the Duke of Cumberland, and
cleared the ravine which defended Fontenoy.
"
They marched steadily, and as if on parade ; the
sergeant-majors, with small cane in hand, rested
it lightly on the soldiers' muskets to direct their
Several regiments successively opposed the
English column, which had the appearance of a
great oblong square, but were forced to retreat with
"There was one dreadful hour,"
great loss.
alleges the Marquis d'Argenson, a looker-on with
Louis XV.; "our Frenchmen being awed by the
steadiness of the English, and by their rolling

fire."

which

infernal; then it was we began
to despair of our cause."
And no wonder. Battalion after battalion of infantry, squadron after
squadron of cavalry, gave way, shattered by musketry or smashed by the cannon of the English.
fire,

is really

[7*

vn. MAY

s.

>

is, 8 s>.

>attle of Fontenoy.
But the subject has been
recently examined, and the evidence of an eyewitness is producible which both confirms the
authenticity and increases the interest of the
account.
M. E. Fournier writes
" L'on a doute
quelquefois de la realite du mot si
;hevaleresque, si franpais, c'est tout dire, quo M. le
^

:

comte d'Auteroches, lieutenant des Grenadiers,

adressa

lord Charles

Hay et a ses gardes anglaises, le jour de la
de Pontenoy: Messieurs les Anglais, tirez les
premiers. M. Alexis de Valon, quoiqu'il soit de ceux
qui doutent, en a fait, dans un article de la Revue des
i

bataille

Deux-Mondes (num^ro du

10*

1851), 1'objet d'une

fe'v.,

chaleureuse digression tout & 1'honneur des vaillantes
vertus de 1'ancienne armee de France. Quant a moi, je
liens le mot de M. d'Auteroches pour tres
authentique,
surtout si on le ramene & 1'exacte realite. Les deux
iroupes sont en presence. Lord Hay crie en s'avancant
'
lors des rangs
Messieurs les gardes frangaises, tirez.'
M. d'Auteroches alors va & sa rencontre, et le saluant de
'
'
'6pee
Monsieur,' lui dit-il, nous ne tirons jamais les
premiers; tirez vous-memes.'"
:

:

"

Upon which, being the common tradition in
he army," there is the following note
'
" Le
marquis de Valfons, dans ses Souvenirs,' Paris,
:

E. Dentu, 1860, in-18, p. 143, raconte ainsi le fait dont
avait ete temoin ' Get engagement se fit & distance
:

rapprochee que

les officiers anglais,

au moment

il

si

d'arreter
j

leur troupe, nous saluerent le chapeau & la main; les
n6tres ayant repondu de meme a cette courtoisie, un
capitaine des gardes anglaises, qui etait lord Charles

Hay,

sortit

de son rang et s'avan^a.

Le comte

d'Au-

The English column now had ceased marching, teroches, lieutenant des grenadiers, se porta alors audevant de lui. "Monsieur," dit le capitaine, "faites
arrested, no doubt, by the efforts of the French
done tirer vos gens." " Non, monsieur," repondit d'Au-

regiments, but nevertheless the English appeared
to be masters of the field of battle.
Marshal Saxe was preparing for the retreat of
m
his army, when a disorderly council was held
around Louis XV. The Duke of Eichelieu offered
the opinion that the artillery and all the disposable
regiments should be thrown against the English

"nous ne tirons jamais les premiers"; et
nouveau salues, ils rentrerent chacun a son
Le feu des Anglais commenga aussitot, et d'une

teroches,
s'etant de

rang.

telle vivacite, qu'il

du coup,

et

qu'il

nous en couta plus de mille homines
"
s'ensuivit un grand desordre.'

'L'Esprit dans 1'Histoire.' ch.

lii.

There is another mot which arose from the batth
of Fontenoy, when Louis XV. went on May 12
column.
Marshal Saxe galloped to the Irish Brigade, to visit the scene of the battle, with his son the
composed of six infantry regiments and one of Dauphin, father of Louia XVI.
"
The
Apres 1'avoir examine de nouveau avec attention, c<
cavalry, and nearly all Jacobite emigrants,
available forces of the French army now burst prince dit & son fils, en lui faisant remarquer les officien
Mon fils, cela fait connaitre de quel prix sonl
morts
upon the English. The Irish fought with fury. les victoires.' "P.
Ducros, Choix de Mots Celebref
(They depended upon the bayonet, as they did at d'Histoire/ p. 82, Paris, 1869.
Badajoz and elsewhere in the Peninsular War.)
ED. MARSHALL.
" Twice
the English rallied. At last they retreated,
" TRAPEZIUM " AND " TRAPEZOID "
th S. vii
(7
without disorder, without enfeeblement, preserving
I would suggest that M. GASC should (a;
in defeat the honour of a vigorous resistance." 268).
"
The battle of Fontenoy was thus gained, and at lawyers phrase it)
petere fontes, non sequen
t<
a moment when the most clearsighted
rivulos," in other words, that he should refer
it
thought
Euclid in the original. I have only Todhunter'
was lost.
The battle lasted from 5 A.M. to 1
The small Euclid (London, 1874), and on referring
:

'

:

<

t<

P.M.

French acknowledged a loss of 7,139 men, and
that of the Allies was given at 7,769
men, which
has been considered much under the number.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

MR. J. CARRICK MOORE gives the authority o.
Voltaire for the narrative of the incident at the

find the thirty-fourth definition stands as it di<
when I was at school, "All other four-sided figure
So tha
beside these* are called trapeziums."

it

"trapezium" includes "trapezoid," which" latte
word I have always understood to mean a tra
o
pezium two of whose sides are parallel," in spite
* /.

e,,

j

pp. 348-9, Paris, 1883.

square, oblong, rhombus, and rhomboid.

j

Ttt 3.

VII.

MAY
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18, '89.]

Todhunter's remark (op

saa

cit.,

p. 5),

"Some

word trapezium to a
propose to restrict the
ua< rilateral which has two of its sides parallel ;
nd it would certainly be convenient* if this rewere universally adopted."
trie ion
Probably
itei editions may state that this suggestion has
it
stands
its
terms
ake i effect ; but as
hardly
rrit

rs

a citation of Todhunter as an authority for
M. GASC considers the correct definition.
rha
7hile that gentleman is exploring the lexical histhat head this note, he may be
3ry of the words
iteiested in the following from Todd's 'Johnson's
usti fy

'

)ictionary

"

(London, 1824)

:

A

quadrilateral figure, whose four
des are not equal, and none of its sides parallel."
"
An irregular figure, whose four sides
Trapezoid
re not parallel."
r

Srapeiitm

bold the art of definition sink
10 latter

example

Q. V.

As Euclid made no

distinction between quadriwith no pair of parallels or with only one
iir, but applied this name to all that have not two
lirs, and as its primary sense, I believe, was a
.terals

he must have chiefly had in view
ich trapezia as have two parallel sides ; for we
in hardly suppose either tables or fixed counters
ere ever made without one pair of sides parallel,
inker's counter,

inventing the modern word trapexoid,
like (but not exactly) a trazium, we ought, I think, to have confined it to
.ch as have no sides parallel ;
whereas, according
Hutton's ' Mathematical Dictionary/ we English
Lve done the contrary.
Under " Trapezium " he
" When this
figure has two of its sides
mallei, it is sometimes called a trapezoid."
n hardly say which variety is the more regular
If one alone can have angles
;ure.
equal two
d two, the other alone can have sides two and two ;
,d the former alone can have three
equal angles,
ough either sort can have three equal sides. Our
ror is appropriately pointed out
by M. GASC,
'
hose Solution Economique ' was the first satisctory exposure of the wholly mischievous trade of
E. L. G.
tpezitce that I ever met with.
ience, in

inlying

somewhat

We

I think that Euclid's definition of a
trapezium is
any four-sided figure not a parallelogram." If so,
would include both the above figures. As the

rm

trapezoid was not used by the Greeks, it must
been coined by modern mathematicians. Proiety in such case would lead them to make the
ive

word the exception, so that trapezoid would
and for an irregular figure
consisting of four
lequal sides, two of which are parallel.
The
npez would be "any four-sided figure, not a
sw

Aristotle's definiirallelogram nor a trapezoid."
">n of a
trapezium is "an irregular four-sided
;ure."

The termination old does not indicate
The

italics

Littre"
irregularity, but likeness without identity.
defines as M. GASC would have it, and it is

curious that the infallible mathematicians should
differ in such a matter, but for the above reason I
think Littr4 wrong.
0. A. WARD.

Walthamstow.

BOOKS OF TRAVEL (7 th S. vii. 186). At the
above reference ASTARTE says
" So
deterrainately was the notion followed that
:

Charles II. began to reign immediately on his father's
death, that I do not think any calculation of a different
character could be found until more than a century had
elapsed after the Restoration."

In regard to this

are mine.

may

I

draw ASTARTE'S attention

to the title-page of the thrrteenth volume (published 1730) of the first English edition of Eapin's

This volume

'History'?
much lower than "
Memoirs

?

397

of

Mr.

De

is

there said to contain (1)

Kapin,"

"

(2)

The Common-

wealth, Protectorate of Oliver and Richard Cromwell, &c., with the Twelve first Years [1660-1672]
In vol. xiv. I
of the Eeign of King Charles II."
read, Charles II.
"
dyed in the Fifty-fourth Year of his Age, after he had
reigned, if we reckon from his Father's Death, Thirty-six
Years and eight Days ; or if we reckon from his Restora"
tion, Twenty- four Years, eight Months, and nine Days
(p. 370).
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

WORDSWORTH
spondent Q. V.
lines in

(7
is

Mr. John

th

S.

yii.

106).

Your

corre-

quite right in saying that the
Morley's excellent one- volume

edition of Wordsworth ought to have been numbered. This makes little difference to me, because
in these cases I generally number the lines myself;
but I cannot expect all people to have either the
leisure or the patience to do this.
Mr. Morley,
in his introduction, says
:

Ouly two writers have contributed so many lines of
daily popularity and application. In the handbooks of
familiar quotations Wordsworth fills more space than
anybody save Shakespeare and Pope."
'

(

In Bartlett's Familiar
is not quite correct.
Quotations (no date, but I seem to have got my
own copy in 1873), which may, I suppose, be conidered a typical book of the kind, Shakespeare,
facile princeps, fills seventy pages j then comes
Milton, twenty-three pages, including a page or so
of quotations from his prose works ; then Pope,
eighteen pages ; then Wordsworth, fifteen pages ;
This

'

hen Byron, fourteen pages. Gray fills five pages,
a striking testimony to his great excellence, seeing
low little he has written.
I do not see in this edition Wordsworth's
'
verses To the Queen,' beginning
Deign, Sovereign Mistress, to accept a lay,

written in January, 1846.
I have them in one of
my commonplace books. I think I took them
rom the Rev. A. B. Grosart's edition of Wordsworth's prose works, 1876.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Mr. Morley, quoting Mr. Myers, says that there
nothing to show that Wordsworth had ever heard
of Keats.
This is certainly an error. Keats was

is

[7*

s.

vn. MAY

is,

w

j

the parish and no use of them nor
rig
property in them can be exercised without tl
onsent of the Presbytery of Glasgow.
I doubt
here is in Scotland any example of a church
hapel possessed by a corporation similar to thi
mentioned by J. E. P. as occurring at Bristol
toses of
f

present at the "immortal dinner," as Hay don
called it, at Haydon's, where Charles Lamb behaved
"
in a very rumbustical " way, insisting on examinW. F.
ing the phrenological development of an unfortunate wight, a stamp-comptroller, who, deeming it
INSIGNIA OF KNIGHTHOOD (7 th S. vii. 309).proper to talk to a poet about poetry, asked if -Mr.
The insignia of th
?here is no difficulty here.
Wordsworth did not think Milton a great poet, Thistle with which Dr. Lees was invested
were, c
and followed up his inquiry by further demanding
ourse, those, whatever they may be (I do nc
if Mr. Wordsworth did not think Newton a great
at
nor
does
it
matter
present), proper to th
mow,
man (I quote from memory, and do not pretend to )ffice
of dean, not those of the knights.
Y. S. I/
'
*
verbal accuracy).
See Prof. Colvin's Keats in s correct in
supposing that only a knight is con
the "English Men o Letters" series, pp. 82, 83.
petent to receive an order of knighthood.
Prof. Colvin adds that Keats saw Wordsworth
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
often in the next few weeks. See also Lord HoughFoleshill Hall, Coventry.
ton's memoir of Keats prefixed to the " Aldine "
SAMUEL PEPYS (7 th S. vii. 81, 196, 274, 315).'Keats/ ed. 1876. Besides, Keats once'recited to
Wordsworth the hymn to Pan in the first book of On further examination of my copy of the 'Me
1
I find that MS. corrections occur on th
Endymion,' and Wordsworth pronounced it to be moir,'
"a pretty piece of paganism."
pages named by your other correspondent?*, as wei
I think the story of Lamb and the stamp-comp- is those which were first mentioned. That som
of these were by the author's hand I feel quit
troller, which is alluded to by Prof. Colvin, is told
at full length in Mr. Ainger's ' Lamb
in the sure, though this is a matter of opinion only, am
"
"
Others, on the othe
English Men of Letters series', which is not at cannot be settled ex cathedra.
hand for reference.
hand, are mere erasures or other corrections of
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
kind which does not offer sufficient individualit;
Kopley, Alresford.
of feature to enable one to attribute them wit!'
th
CHARLES OWEN, OF WARRINGTON (5 S. i. 90; certainty to the author, or, indeed, to any othe
viii. 355).
So long ago as 1874 MR. W. H. ALL- person. But, seeing that they were all apparent!;
NUTT expressed an opinion in which I concurred executed at the same time as the first-named cor
that many of the works attributed to Dr. Charles rections, and with the same ink and the same pen
Owen, of Warrington, were not written by him ; and are identical in the copies hitherto mentioned
in fact, that there were two Charles
wens, both there seems little reason to doubt that, if any, thei
being authors of Presbyterian sermons. I have all were made by Pepys himself. The opinion o
'
now before me a copy of the Account of the Life an expert would, perhaps, satisfy such doubts a
and Writings of Mr. James Owen,' written by may be still entertained on this point by any corre
his son Dr. Charles Owen, which was
JULIAN MARSHALL.
published in spondent.
1709, and on the blank page at the beginning is
th
At th.
MAGNA
CHARTA
S. iv. 153, 191).
(7
the following note, which fully bears out MR. ALL
latter reference NOMAD, to whom my best respect
NUTT'S idea
are due for a private communication still un
"Charles Owen, born in Montgomeryshire in 1654,
asks for my authority for the term "Duk*
settled at Bridgnorfch over a congregation.
He died answered,
of Ireland."
authority, at second hand, is th>
1712, wrote many pieces in defence of Nonconformity.
Charles Owen wrote 'Scene of Delusions Opened,' British Museum, but really a facsimile publishec
"
'Moderation a Virtue,' 'Moderation still a Virtue.'
by the late Mr. Hotten, which, if correct, run
" Johannes dei Gr'a Eex
The above appears to have been written when the
Angl' Dux Hyb'n Du:
book was nearly new, but certainly not later than Norman'," &c. All other authorities seen by m
"
1750. Is the writer correct ? Was there a Charles read Dom' or Lord," so if any one is now vendin;
this alleged facsimile it should be revised. Roger o
Owen, of Bridgenorth, who died in 1712 ]
Hoveden, or Howden, however, tells us of a highe
H. FtSHWICK.
to hi
claim, for in 1176 Henry II. gave Ireland
CHURCHES OWNED BY CORPORATIONS (7 th S. vii son John, and the following year constituted hii
an<
It is perhaps
248, 314).
misleading to English said son John King of (or in) Ireland by grant
readers to hear that the city churches of
Glasgow confirmation of Pope Alexander III. (Bandinelli)
are the property of the Corporation.
The Town further, that in 1187 two legates arrived in Eng
Council possess these churches only in the same land from
Pope Urban III. (Crivelli), who die<
Ire
sense and to the same extent as every
parish church the same year, to crown John King in (or of)
I
in Scotland is possessed by the heritors of th
land, which ceremony the judicious king,
that is, in trust for the ecclesiastical pur
parish
By this ligh
father, postponed indefinitely.
<

'

,

I

:
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formation, derived in part with due acknowledgment
from N. & Q ,' is given. We may note that Pharonnida,
not " Pharomida," is the title of Chamberlayne's poem ;
that the date 1568 on p> 104 is obviously wrong, and
'
should apparently be 1678 ; that Lust's Dominions,' advanced as the title of a play of Marlowe's, has a superfluous s. As a whole, however, the book seems trustworthy
well as agreeable.

"duke.
means something higher
o , than
ninus"
is
,

dr

S

'

iv'

was a

"

a

d

No doubt

i

n'f

'

,

((

a sort of
got-up
barons intermarried

family affair,
these Norman
among themselves, and naturally so, for they
ens settled among a hostile population ; but

ai ;er

b

.

.

"

is no discredit, for it was this sort
No
that ensured their success.
f imily bond
nfirsonal interests are served by the transA. HALL.

wnbination

Two Exiles (Kossuth and PulsTcy} and
Two Wars (Crimean and Franco- Austrian). By F.W.
Newman. (Kegan Paul & Co.)

Reminiscences of

PROF. NEWMAN is one of the few persons whose writings
are always delightful, however much we may differ from
him regarding the objects for which he is contending.
He belongs to that select band, rare in any age and
especially hard to meet with in the present time, who,
while ta king a deep and lasting interest in political
questions, hold themselves aloof from party organization,
wim of the club,, the covert,, the Stock ExWIUiUMJ
ary man
ctange or t he workshop, finds it so very much easier to
lefc ft compact organization rule him than to do the
thinking for himself, that he is never in disagreement
With Prof. Newman it is not so. It is
wifch hi partyi
to such men as he that we are indebted for many of the
little by little sink down into the
which
thoughts
higher
public conscience. Had we no detached thinkers of this
find ourselves the slaves of the
o
soon
order we should
great part i e s, or, still worse, of the newspapers.
6
pro Newman 8 reminiscences cannot, we imagine,
perfect 8a ti 8 faction to any single reader, though all
wiu erive much pleaaure from the lucid 8 ta tement of
thoge facfcg which te]1 in favour of their own Conc i u8 i n 8
The profe880r haa dur i n g a long life been the ardent
friend of oppressed peoples. When nearly every one in
England was careless as to the fate of Hungary he
bravely pleaded her cause. The "rebels" who served
Kossuth were, he saw, not mere unreasoning men of
violence and blood, striving for unrealizable ideas by a

,ction.~
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he Earlier History of

English Bookselling
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wir
William

(Sampson Low &

i
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Co.)
an entertaining and an instrucIB. ROBERTS has written
which is practically new. Keaaive book upon a subject
matter he supplies concerning the
Roberts.

Dg the interesting
hear thatthe volume which
ale of books, it is pleasant to
ow Bees the light is but a first instalment of a larger

which the

the encouragement
rork; and that, granted
resent volume is sure to receive, a second volume, carry
earliest
the
from
portion of the past cenhg the subject
of the present, and dealing in
Lry to the later portion

It is, ol
rse,
aa eccentric characters.
as
from a
ifficult to decide what, is a bookseller as apart
Murinter such aa Caxton, or a publisher such as Mr.
ky.

Between the

last

named and the author

there have

id to satire such as that which treated as a redeeming
Houses,
ait in Napoleon that he hanged a bookseller.

and the
>wever, such as the Murrays, the Didots,
*
WVWI*A-* a
uauttiio attain
-"-j , historic.
uantins
dignity
^^"-^ ^distinctly
ise of such names as the Etiennes, the Dolets, Caxton,
and vender are fused so
lie Alduses, &c., author, printer,
There are
to be only recognizable as an amalgam.
cond-hand booksellers also who deserve a book, or at
their
also
have
chapter, to themselves. These
The man who recalls
centricities and their claims.
and danger1P of Darhngton-a strange, covetous,
,
_ old Quaker, who vamped up Caxtons and Wynkyn de
ordes knew one of the strangest and, in a sense, most
ever lived.
teresting and obnoxious old grubbers that
Mr. Roberts deals only with English booksellers, which

^^

__ _ _

__

^^ ^

with such subjects as catalogues booksellers
that men who
Us, &c., will be issued. It is but naturalmore
of a diseal with books should have not seldom
in hosiery,
deal
who
than those
jnctive individuality
have
booksellers
farm
or
Many
we
aall
produce.
say,
a few have
,sen men of education and knowledge; not

known

_

_

_
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No Englishman

ft knowledge O f t h e picturesque and instructive
history of the Hungarian kingdom, and Prof. Newman's
friends have long regretted that he has never given us an
Hungarian history. We have no book in the language on
that subject worthy of comparison with what he could

|

i

produce.

We find in Prof. Newman's pages some hard things
ministers .; but, at the same time, one great
said of English
*
now the fashion to d
ag a
hich it
t
P
p t
O f blood and treasure is defined as a
ugelegg
i' enditure
t drama of human pro g r e 8 s.
acfc in the
neceg

i

with
practically with English publishers beginning
,xton and ending for the present with Edmund Curll
e infamous, John Dunton the eccentric, and Thomas
Concerning our first booksellers,
accessible particulars have been collected by antiIn spite of the revelations
ies such as Mr. Blaydes.
lied by the registers of the Stationers' Company,
learned
i can be
concerning our Days and Marshes
other publishers of the sixteenth century. Not, ined, until near a century later are satisfying particulars

.

R

th

author

A

d
h

>

8

eye8
*

is

the great enemy
* of liberty,

he WQUfd contend to be 8up\
t
orthodox de8po tism.
hec k t
p f Newnfan haa said 8ufficie ntly hard
w
Qf thfi , ate Bmperor of the p renc h. In
page8
us he appears in a more amiable light. We

Turk

'

h

.

the

$

thingg
before
that the writer thinks that within certain limits
a real friend of freedom. We trust that this little book will
be widely read. It is as enthralling as a good novel. We
wish, however, that there had been more personal details
regarding his two heroes whose names figure on the title-

|

page.

tainable.

materials as he has at his disposal, howa most entertaining
er, Mr. Roberts has written
we have read with singular pleasure, and
which
lume,
mnend to our readers. Tom Davies, one of the most
cresting of English booksellers, is reserved for the
lowing volume. Of the shops of booksellers in Little
itain and St. Paul's Churchyard or on London Bridge,
Tonsons and Lintots, and other like matters, much in-

.

THE

From such

I

Quarterly Review for April shows us that the
life of the Prince of Wales is in these days anya sinecure, which, indeed, is pretty much what
but
thing
y/e knew before Dr. James Macaulay edited the Prince's
'
'
speeches. In Motley's Correspondence we are introduced to an American diplomatist who had been a col" Boslege chum of Otto von Bismarck, and who could

public

wellize

"

Thackeray,

Macaulay,

Carlyle,

Brougham,
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of
Lyndhurst, and other lights of the English world
being able to tell us of the interest which
his historical labours created in the representative of
William the Silent. Mr. W. E. Norris's novels receive
a careful analysis and a high meed of praise, while, to
balance this very modern element in English literature,
we are carried back in another article to the days of the
"bright Occidental Star" and the ill-fated Raleigh,
letters, besides

courtier, historian, poet,

and

discoverer.

THE Edinburgh

Review for April discusses the execution of the Due d'Enghein, and seems to divide the blame
between Napoleon and Talleyrand as fairly as we are, or
In Bryce's
perhaps ever shall be, able to divide it.
'American Commonwealth' the Edinburgh reviewer
finds a book which cannot fail to be noteworthy in these
" as little a
days, were it only from the fact that it is
manual of Home Rule as it is a plea for the maintenance
of the Union." In 'The Centenary of 1789' we are
shown the celebration of the triumph not of " the cause
of liberty, but of democracy," though hopes are held out
that " the sacrifices made by a great nation for a hundred years will not have been made in vain." If from
the gloom of 1789 we turn to Cockburn's Circuit Journeys we shall be able to scatter our dubieties to the
winds at hilarious Edinburgh suppers and in pleasant
strolls by the shores of Loch Fyne.
WE have received as a specimen number of Poet-Lore
(Philadelphia, Pa., Poet-Lore Company) Vol. I., No. 2,
for February last, which contains about an equal amount
of matter of interest connected with Shakspeare and
Browning. The criticisms put forth on 'Rabbi ben
Ezra,' by H. L. Wayland, are of a kind to which not a
little of Mr. Browning's poetry naturally gives rise. The
critic doubts, with Mr. Andrew Lang, whether it is "the
essence of poetry to be cryptic." We should certainly
share this modest doubt, so modestly expressed. Shakspeare studies are well represented by Mr. Parker Norris,
under the heading ' Editors of Shakespeare,' in his sympathetic memoir of the late Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps and
the equally sympathetic words of Prof. J. D. Butler
(Madison, Wis.) and Dr. W. J. Rolfe, as well as by Mr.
Wyman's continuation of his valuable Bibliography of
the Bacon-Shakespeare Controversy,' which was commenced in and carried on through the columns of ShaJcespeariana down to December last. It will thus be seen
that there is something for each of the two cults between
which Poet-Lore is professedly dichotomized, but we do
not seem yet to have reached the comparative study of
'

'

[7*
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is,

a valuable preface and list of the rectors from 1300
which Mr. Hill has carefully compiled from Dugdale'
from the registers at Lichfield, and other sources. The'
transcript has been faithfully printed by Mr. W. H.
Robinson, of Walsall, with "record" and "cancel"'
type, to show as fully as possible tha exact state of the
register books, and forming, as nearly aa type can show
facsimiles of the entries.
The volume has been issued
by the Archaeological Section of the Birmingham and
Midland Institute.
Only fifty copies, numbered and
signed, have been printed for the subscribers, whose
names are published, and the admirable volume is already
out of print and rare.

THE ANASTATIC DRAWING SOCIETY has just issued its
twenty-fourth volume, edited by Mr. W. G. Fretton,
F.S.A., Coventry, the local secretary of the Society of
Antiquaries for Warwickshire. The volume is a handsome quarto, in an artistic cover, with gilt edges,' and
contains forty-five quarto plates, with other letterpress descriptions of the various drawings.
Many of
the plates contain drawings of several objects, and every
one

is

carefully

and

artistically drawn, and printed by
All sorts of remains,
buildings,
figures, costumes, furniture, sun-

the anastatic process.
crosses,

monuments,

dials, stained glass, &c.,

drawn and

described.

from all parts of England, are
good index enables the reader

A

example easily. No member of the society
need supply any drawing personally or vicariously
but every member subscribing half-a-guinea receives a
copy of a volume which is original, artistic, and historic,
to find every

which likewise belongs

to the

full of interest to all lovers of the past. The volume
is printed and published by S. H. Cowell, Ipswich, and

needs only to be seen to secure a large increase of members of so useful a society.

THE Rev. Joseph Eddlestone is engaged in copying and
publishing the parish registers of Gainford and Durham.
The volumes will contain the births, deaths, and marriages,

and

will

be issued by Mr. Elliot Stock.

with benefit to literature. Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps receives in Shakespearian^ his just meed of praise from the
pen of Dr. H. Howard Furness, and Mr. Alvey Adee
pleads for a reference canon of Shakspeare's plays as a
great need of the day, while Helen Mar Bridges pays a
tribute to the children in Shakspeare as by turns wise,
witty,

and

THE

at(c*4 to

We must call special attention
ON all communications must

to the following notices:
be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake

programme of

Shalcespeariana (New York, Leonard Scott Publishing
Co.), for the same month as Poet-Lore, Vol. I., No. 2
(February), asks whether the Browning cult will drive
out the Shakspeare, and answers the question satisfacTo our thinking there
torily to itself in the negative.
should be no question of driving out, the two cults being
essentially different, yet perfectly capable of co-existence

To secure

THOENFIELD.

"

At X.

there are a pond and a stream

"

correct, if not very elegant. Put it in the form of a
question, and you will see the use of the singular verb is

is

W. (" There lived a singer in France of old," &c.).~
Mr. Swinburne's allusion is to Rudel and to the Lady
of Tripoli.
See Mrs. Browning's 'Men and Women,'
"Rudel to the Lady of Tripoli."
NOTICE.

church of

Martin, Birmingham, 1554-1653, has been carefully copied, with the
the
of
the
Rev.
Canon
rector,
permission
Wilkinson, by
the generous and devoted labour of Mr. Joseph Hill and

Mr. W. B. Bickley,

to answer queries privately.
insertion of communications correspondents

must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appean Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."

lovable.

register of the parish

St.

The handsome volume

(pp. xvi,

"
"
of " Baptizings,"
Weddings," and Burialls," but

;

!

and

'

literature,

'

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
the Office, 22,
Business Letters to " The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception,

"at

We

j

i
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Horace Mayhew, Mr. Gilbert Abbot A'Beckefc;
Mr. Albert Smith ; Mr. John Leech ; Mr. Kenny
CONTENT S. N 178.
Meadows; Mr. Ebenezer Landells, pupil of Bewick;
N( TES '.Origin of Punch,' 401' Dictionary of National Mr. George Smith, editor of the John Bull ; Mr.
Re403
402
Archaeological
Shakspeariana,
] iography,'
O'Connell and Kome 'Kenil- Frederick Tomlins, of the firm of Whitaker, Ave
r ainsinthe Caucasus, 404
Dombey and Son' Indexes Maria Lane ; Mr. Charles Tomkyns, scene-painter,
vorth' Daffy's Elixir, 405
To
- Spanish Words-"
"Epitaphs in
scrape acquaintance
"
Drury Lane; Mr. Joseph Allan, landscape painter,
Thos. Chatton, 406.
1 cin. Coll., Dublin" To maid
these are the names of the
Leicester Square
m URIES Polldavy Wren Freeholders'ofSeals of Arms men who were
associated with Mr. Henry MayLady Temple
& uthor Wanted Gray Correspondence
of Punch, and is
Erasmus Earle, M.P., 407 St. Cuthbert Florio and Bacon hew, who was the real father
-Game of the Goose Cradle of the Tide Four-leaved responsible for the conception and birth of that
Pack
Dunston
of
a
Cards
Picture
Family
6 mmrock
remarkable person, and they may be described as
408 Defoe's Consolidated Barton,
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'
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'
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Berodotus

Younger,

the godfathers

409.
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Didache'
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416
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Eeid's 'Concordance to Burns'
'
Sussex Archaeological Collections
Bryan's Dictionary of
'
Painters and Engravers
Monthly Chronicle of North'

'

'

1

Country Lore and Legend'

'

Pring's

Captaine Martin

who assisted at his baptism. They
vow to collect all the stray jokes

did promise and

and lost Joe Millers in their power.
The bantling was by some of the godfathers
looked upon as a weakling, and thought to be short
lived. One of them even made a joke upon it, and
said that endeavouring to furnish London with
jokes was like feeding an elephant with tarts, and
that both would soon perish for want of nourishment. This, however, was not the case, for Mr.

Punch
asked,

It
is still alive, and likely to live.
is the author of this statement ?

Who

may be
At the

period alluded to he was living in the same house

with Henry Mayhew, and was his companion from
morning till night, The house in which we lived
was a haberdasher's shop in Heming's Eow, at the
We occupied
back of St. Martin's workhouse.
The conception of
apartments together there.
got**.
Mr. Punch first entered Mayhew's brain. He imparted the idea to me, and then it was talked over
THE ORIGIN OF 'PUNCH.'
with Mr. A'Becket and other men who visited us.
The following contribution to the literature of It was here that the
present form of Punch was
his subject is from the only survivor of the
folded as a paper so as to open and show a large
He is now blind and in poor
ounders of Punch.
It took some time, and I do not
political cartoon.
rcumstances, being in receipt of assistance from know how
long, before the idea expanded and beIn compliance with my
e Royal Literary Fund.
came the subject of a debate in another public
"
jquest, he sends the accompanying, which he
called the
Crown," in Vinegar Yard, oppohouse,
ctated to Mr. Eastcott, K.N., Deputy Insite the pit entrance to Drury Lane Theatre. Here,
>ector-General of Hospitals and Fleets.
in an upstairs room, not open to the general public,
WILLIAM PAYNE.
the godfathers, with Mayhew and the present
Southsea.
In fact, we
writer, used to assemble nightly.
The birth and parentage of most great men is formed ourselves into a sort of club, and there his
cradle was rocked till he became a vigorous and
'ten the subject of curious and interesting inquiry.
he birth and parentage of Mr. Punch forms no healthy fellow. It must not be supposed that this
Fringe.'

!

Notices to Correspondents.

somewhat general rule. Like
witty himself as well as the cause
His origin, however, is humble,
wit in others.
e was not born with a silver spoon in his mouth ;
r although the royal standard floated over the
lace where he first appeared, the palace was a
This palace was kept by Mr. Peter
n-palace.
mans, and was opposite Somerset House, in the
It may seem somewhat remarkable that
irand.
r. Punch's appearance should have taken place
so appropriate a dwelling as a tavern, yet such

cception to this
alstaff,

he

is

the case.
The writer of the present paper was about the year
40 associated with Mr. Henry Mayhew.
Mr.

is

room was exclusively frequented by Punch writers.
They often brought their friends with them, and
in this

way men who never wrote

a line in

Punch

frequently appeared.

The "Crown" tavern, in which Punch now held
his nightly meetings, was celebrated for its chops
and steaks, and occasionally there was an ordinary, whose visitors were called the "Leg of
Mutton Maniacs," in consequence of the frequency
It was here
of that joint appearing at the table.
that Punch's infancy and childhood were fostered.
The usual discussions that take place in clubs took
place here when Punch had arrived at such a maturity
that the different theatres thought it advisable to
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send free admissions to some of its members.
the rest the Italian Opera sent a bone.
It was this bone that was the bone of contention,
like the apple of discord which caused so much
and Minerva. It
jealousy between Venus, Juno,
was supposed to be addressed to the fairest, that

Amongst

[7*

s.

vn. MAT

25,

>.

P. 101. John Eyre.
See Countess of
Hunting'
don, ii. 412 Batcman's Life of Bishop
Wilson
i. 3, 27,
35.
1860,
29,
P. 115. Faccio.
See Leibnitz, ' Essais de Theodice"e,' 1760, i. 197-8; Burnet's 'Letters,' 1686

D

;

'

p. 14.

Of
to the best writers in the club.
course everybody wanted this bone. One of the
members of this club always wanted this bone because he knew the proprietor of a box in the opera.
This gave such offence to the other members that

P. 120. P. Fagius.
Hammond calls him "a
most learned Protestant" and made use of his
'
work on the Targum, Directory and Liturev

they gave him the cold shoulder, an appropriate
mode of treatment from "Leg of Mutton Maniacs."

'Biog.Leod.'
P. 132 a. For "Fuiston" (bis} read Fewston
(as 131 a).
P. 141 b. For "Heyworth" read Heworth.
P. 168 b. Faldo. See Smith, 'Bibl. Anti-Quak.'

to

is

say,

Douglas Jerrold and
joined the club, and became powerful
In fact, the fame
additions to the Punch writers.
of Punch attracted correspondents from various
parts of the kingdom, whose contributions were
sent con amore, and whose names were unknown.
further knowledge of the rise and progress
of Punch ends here, for I was obliged to go abroad
as a foreign correspondent, and, after an absence
of some years, on my return I found Punch
had moved his quarters to the " Sussex Hotel," in
It

was

at this tavern also that

Mark Lemon

My

Bouverie Street, where he was joined by Thackeray
and other writers of eminence, and had become a
power in the land. EGBERT RAXTER POSTANS.
Caprera House, Soutbsea.

DICTIONARY OP NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY':
NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.
(See 6th s.

376;

ii.

xi. 105, 443; xii. 321; 7* S. i. 25, 82, 342,
102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325,422;
506 ; vii. 22, 122, 202.)

v. 3, 43, 130, 362, 463,

Vol.

P. 12. Este.
bishop Boulter

XVIII.

See Boulter's 'Letters.' Archleft him by his will, 1729, 2,01 to

buy mourning.
P. 58

a.

Christmas Evans's 'Sermons,' trans-

'

p. 40.

P. 123. Sir P. Fairbairn.

Account

in Taylor

Pp. 170-1. Philip Falle presented to the D. and
C. Library, Durham, his own account of
Jersey
and a large collection of musical tracts. Wrangham's ' Zouch,' ii. 89.
P. 183. Sir H. Fanshaw. John Owen has an
epigram on him, to the effect that if he had had
the money of Maecenas he would have made

many

Maros.
P. 206 b. For " Branston " read Bramston.
P. 208. Prof. Farish was of the Evangelical
party, and was the friend of C. Simeon, Dean

Milner, and H. Venn, and befriended young men
of that sort coming up to Cambridge, e.g., Thomason and T. Dykes. He was a zealous supporter of
the C. M. S. and the Bible Society, and was a
member of the Eclectic Society, before which he
spoke on the Sabbath question, 1798. In Cambridge he built two schoolrooms and enlarged his
church.
See the lives of C. Simeon, 201 (a letter

from him), 329, 293, 415 ; I. Milner, 244, 465
H. Venn, passim: Thomason, 39; T. Dykes, 6.
40 ; ' Eclectic Notes,' 41.
P. 213 a. For the bibliography of " Demoniacs"
;

see'N. &Q.,'4*S.

vi.

78.

Religious Humorists,' by Rev. George Shaw (1885);
and Short Biographies for the People,' R. T. S., iv.

P. 215. R. Farmer. See Mathias, ' Purs. Lit.,' 95.
P. 218 a. Farnaby's notes were reprinted entire
in Corn. Schrevelius's 'Juvenal and Persius,' 1684.
In Dr. John Newton's 'Rhetorick,' 1671, Far
'
'
naby's Index Rhetoricus is spoken of as a snare

(1887).

to schoolboys.

lated from the Welsh, with memoir by Rev. Jos.
Cross, Philadelphia, 1859.
Biography of him in
'
the Churchman, January, 1882, pp. 265-274; Our

P. 251. John Favour.
See 'Memorials of
Biography of James Everett in the Barnsley Chronicle, January 7, 1882. He was also author Ripon,' Surtees Society, it 277-9.
of a
P. 252. B. Fawcett.
See Countess of HuntingReply to Douglas's Pamphlets against
Methodism,' Leeds, 1815; 'Reply to L. Waine- don, ii. 413, &c.
"
Observations on Methodism,' 1819;
P. 260 a. For H. Huntingdon " read 0. Huntwright's
'Poetical Tribute to the Memory of George III.,' ington.
P. 261. Joshua Fawcett. Is it necessary to tell
Sheffield, 1820; and others. See Boase and Courtus that Liverpool is in Lancashire ? His ' Church
ney, i. 126-7.
P. 98. Sir Thomas Exton's only daughter was Rides, Scarborough,' originally appeared in the
married to Sir John Sudbury, Bart., Fellow of Scarborough Gazette, 1847.
He also wrote a
Trinity Hal), Cambridge, on which see Wrang- 'Memorial of St. Mary's, Scarborough.' 12mo.,
ham's 'Zouch,' ii. 92. Henry Conset, of York, dedi- pp. 128, 1850. He was chaplain to Lord Radcated to Exton his 'Practice of Eccl. Courts,' stock. See ' Memorials of Ripoo,' Surtees Society

P.

88.
'

1681,

ii.

346.

7S.

MAT

VII.

Pp. 264-5.
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See Taylor,

'Biog

eod.'

!

P. 268 b.

'The Fawkeses of York' was by
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P. 334. Baschueber stands for the surname of
another painter, but is distorted beyond recognition.

L. L. K.

Robert Davies.

j

P. 269 a. For " Keswick read Neswick.
"
P. 275 a. For
Watts " read Watt.
"
"
P. 276 b. For
Spalatro read Spalato.
P. 291. Feinaigle.
See 'Life of W. Wilber

SHAKSPEARIANA.
'

TEMPEST,' III.

i.

I forget

:

f tree.

But these sweet thoughts, doe even refresh my labours,
Most busie lest, when I doe it. First Folio.

P. 293. Bishop Fell was at the expense of pubIshing Bull's 'Def. Fid. Nic.,' 1685. Dr. Hickes
cills him "the Editor of immortal
Name"; Nel-

this passage has evoked more criticism
than any other in Shakspeare, I am satisfied that
hitherto one and all have failed
some from wrong

'

There are two letters to him
George Wheler in Wrangham's Zouch, ii
and
an
account of his care of the incomes
149-156,
and buildings of Christ Church in Spelman, ' On
S)n's 'Bull,' 283, 519.

Sir

by

Tithes.'

P. 303. Felltham's ' Resolves ' are
in Newton's 'Rhetorick,' 1671.
P. 317. Fenner's ' Divinity ' was a

recommended

common

text-

'

book.

Mountagu, Appello Cassarem.'
"Newcastle- under -Lyne."

P. 322 a.

Though

to give its
reading, some from misinterpretation
true meaning. To one of the many failures I have
'
5 th S. vii.
myself to plead guilty (see N. &
,'
It is only after much thought, and
143).
many
futile attempts, that I venture to think I can now
at last present the true solution.
In the text I make no change but in punctuation and the omission of two letters. Modernizing
the spelling, I present it thus

Q

:

I forget

Read

Lyme.

But these sweet thoughts ; do even refresh
Most busiest, when I do it.

on

1. The received punctuation, with a colon after
forget," brings out a sense contradicted by the
context.
It is not true that Ferdinand,
forgetful
of his task, intermitted his labours.
He had no
time to spare if he hoped within the allotted

his death.

P. 330
P. 331

a.

For

b,

headline.

Highall" read Wighill.
For " Fenwicke ; read Fen'

labours

period
"sore injunction" to remove and pile
up some thousand logs. But while without intermission he plied his task, he did so with a buoyant
spirit, cheered as he was by the "sweet thoughts"
f Miranda and her sympathetic love.
The mistress which I serve quickens what 's dead
And makes my labours pleasures.
to fulfil the

wick.

P. 332

a.

Fenwick.

See the epitaphs in Yorki. 273-4.
Feme.
See Davies's 'York

shire Archaeological
Journal,

Pp. 372-3. H.
6 1, 62.
P. 382 b. For
Poemata read Poematia.
P. 390 a. Ferriar on Sterne.
See Mathias,
*Purs. Lit.'
Press,'

P. 399

a.

"

a marshy land," to the end of the last
century,
when various draining and
banking acts were
passed, South Holderness was always very low and
wet, and often subject to long floods.
Parts of
neighbouring parishes are called "marsh" to this
day, e.g., Ottringham and Preston.
P. 420 b.

Mathias

calls

'Tom

Jones' "that

great comic epic poem," one of the few novels to

be read.

431

I forget

But these sweet thoughts.

Fiddes.

It is hardly inaccurate to describe Halsham as in a marsh in Fiddes's time.
From the date of Chaucer, who calls Holderness

P.

my

I.e.,

I

forget

everything

except

these

sweet

houghts.

There are two indubitable instances of " but "
used in the sense of " anything but," as here in
he sense of "everything but ":

To think but nobly

of

my

I should sin
grandmother.
1

Tempest,'

I. ii.

118.

O, who shall believe
But you misuse the reverence of your place ?
'2 Henry IV.,' IV. Hi. 22.

The late Dr. Ingleby, who, writing in N. & Q.'
under his nom de plume of JABEZ, had characterized
'

Fiennes appointed Tombes to All
Saints, Bristol, in 1641.
Nelson's 'Bull,' 250;
Smith, 'Bibl. Anti-Quak.'
W. C. B.
a.

P. 333. For "Francis Paul" read Francis de
Paula.
Ferg was christened after St. Francis of
Paula (or Paola), the hermit of
Calabria, well
known to students of history
through the mission
which he undertook at the command of
Pope Sixtus
IV. to the sick Louis
XI., then staying at the
castle of Plessis-les-Tours.

my"construction

'

of the passage in the Tempest '
"
th
as
intolerable perversion
S. vii. 223), after
(5
everal letters had passed between us, acknow-

edged, though he himself did not adopt it, that
he last passage quoted, to which I had directed
is attention, justified the construction.
I may
;ere add that this is the
only part of my old note
o which I still adhere.
2. Ferdinand would have paid his mistress a
poor
ompliment if he had said, as the received punctua-
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"

tion makes him say,
These sweet thoughts do even
One
refresh my labours."*
Cela va sans dire.
might as well say that water even refreshes thirst.

articles

are

sold

[7*

for

s.

vn. MAY

a mere nothing,

25,

and

>.

are

willingly bought up by people of means for the
decoration of their rooms and other purposes. The
jewellers melt down the gold and silver articles

But Ferdinand showed how precious was Miranda's
sympathy to him when he said, as I maintain he and money.
As the number of these dealers in ancient
did say, that when he forgot all but the sweet
thoughts of her, his "most busiest labours," curiosities is very large, and the curiosities themendured for her sake, instead of wearying, even
refreshed him:
I forget (all)

But these sweet thoughts; do even refresh (me)

my

labours

Most

selves very abundant, there is little doubt that
Vladikafkaz in the near future will become a town
noted for its archseological antiquities. One of the
local engineers bought a fairly large collection from
the hillmen for the sum of 200 rubles (about
20Z.)

busiest."

;

and silver articles, money,
Roman, Greek, Arab, and Persian seals, most of
its verb.
Before the light shed by this simple
also many beautiful
them cornelian and opal
explanation the crux which has haunted the pasopal, cornelian, and amber beads, frequently attainsage so long has, I trust, fled for ever.
The milkmaids often
ing the size of a lemon.
3. The subordinate clause, "when I do it,"
decorate themselves with necklaces which at one
should present no difficulty.
It is equivalent to
time
to the ancient inhabitants of the
"when I do so." In prose the whole passage north belonged
of the Caucasus, and many ladies change
would read thus "I forget everything but these their
modern gold and silver bracelets for ancient
sweet thoughts, and when I do so my busiest
ones.
it

.

The nominative (no unusual

construction) follows

consisted of gold

;

j

I

:

labours, instead of wearying, even refresh me."
Honour to whom honour is due. I wish to claim
own. I believe it is to
nothing which is not
Mr. Holt White that we are indebted for the
u
"
"
happy correction busiest for busie lest." This

my

This trade has become so profitable that two or
three merchants have opened shops for the sale of
these ancient wares, which they buy up cheaply.
In one of these shops there are as many as several
thousand articles. Last autumn the president of the

was afterwards perverted into " busiliest," a readMoscow Imperial Archaeological Society inspected
Its author, Mr.
ing which has led many astray.
this shop with a view to buying up these treasures
John Bullocb, while usually the most reckless of
emendators, has in this instance made a to-do
about the preservation of the initial letter of "lest "j
and yet after all, to form his word, he has had to
knock out of the text an c, and insert an i.
R. M. SPENCE. M.A.
Manse of Arbuthnott, KB.
P.S.
It may save two unnecessary notes, an
attack and a reply, if I add here that the appearance of a colon in the Folio, where no colon should
'
be, is not unexampled. In Measure for Measure,'

V.

i.,

we

find

:

The wicked'st

May seem

caitiffe

on the ground

as shie, as grave, as just, as absolute

:

As Angelo.

ARCmEOLOGICAL REMAINS IN THE CAUCASUS.
I have translated the following article from the
Piedomosti (a Moscow paper).
new trade has lately developed among the
hill tribes of the Caucasus who live in the
valleys
of Darial and Djerakob, viz., a trade in archaeological remains which have been dug out of ancient
tombs.
At the present time hillmen go about
the town of Vladikafkaz selling these old curiosities

A

made

of flint, bronze, iron, gold,
to various periods of culture.
*

Mark, while this

and

silver, relating

As a

rule these

the punctuation in the Globe and
all modern editions, in the Folio there is a comma
after
"
thoughts," which I account for, which those who adopt
the ordinary interpretation cannot.
is

Moscow Historical Museum. However, the
hillmen do not willingly sell to this society, because
it buys at wholesale and cheap rates ; they find it
more profitable to sell their wares to local collectors.
Hotels and railway stations are resorts where one
may be sure of finding these ancient wares for sale.
Foreigners and those who come to drink the
mineral waters in the Caucasus readily buy them,
and often give large sums.
The largest number of curiosities was found in
the tombs of Faskay, which lie between the rivers
Sougokt Don and Galiat Don. Human bones and
curiosities lay at a depth of three feet from the
surface ; in other instances at a greater depth.
Only bronze articles were found in the Faskay
tombs ; there was a total absence of gold and silver
There were hatchets (for hewing and
articles.
for the

sacrificial purposes),

knives, daggers, lances, arrows,

javelins, pendants, bracelets, gigantic pins, helmets,
In other tombs were gold,
bridles, and so forth.
silver, precious stones, iron, all sorts of necklaces,

and Roman, Greek, Persian, Arab, and Gruzian
money. Sometimes the specimens of the different
found in
periods from the bronze to the iron age were
the ill-accessible mountain fastnesses ; whereas on
the lower ground were met solely articles of bronze,
and those in bad preservation, so brittle that they

There were many sharp flint
broke in falling.
arrows and hatchets rudely carved from stone.
But the Ocetins (hillmen) throw away these
articles as being of no use. Since the autumn of last

j

7*8,

}

>ar

h

'68,
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an active work has been going on
spade
and hatchets are the means of digging u
:

>m the depths of the earth articles valuable t
be regretted that thi
w
by experienced archseo
lo ;ists, but by swarthy and rude mountaineers.
Formerly superstitious fear prevented them from
m iddling with the tombs of their ancestors ; bu
fi

ai

n<

But it is to
shseology.
>rk is not being carried on

w

fear has

given

way

easy gain.

to the thirst for rapid and
C. H. POWELL, Capt.

The distinguished
O'CONNELL AND SOME.
Benedictine writer and orator Fr. Bridgett, in hi
*
sermon on Eash Speaking about the Sovereign
as reported in various newspapers
Pontiff'
said

405

" His will was a decree above that of
the Vatican
and Eome's amazed and trembling ministers saw
him as he stood even on the altar steps of Clarendon Street Chapel disobeying and denouncing
Eome's rescript."
EBLANA.
:

QUOTATION FROM

'

KENILWORTH.' (See 7 S.
168,276.) There is but little chance of finding
"
either the home or exact meaning of
Quid hoc
ad Iphycli boves ? " Be it, however, remembered
that Sir Walter Scott does not at any time appear
to have claimed accuracy as a classical scholar, and,
th

vii.

like his charming Baron of Bradwardine, was more
remarkable for his extensive acquaintance with
classical literature than for its accuracy.
In the same chapter in Kenilworth (ch. ix.) in
which the quotation occurs which has so powerfully
'

'

:

"I

my religion from Rome, not my politics.
the maxim. I have not been able to
with certainty on what occasion these wordi
were uttered, supposing them to have been uttered at all
but I believe it was in the circumstances that I wil
relate. In the year 1814 the Sovereign Pontiff Pius VII
was in prison at Fontainebleau, He had been violently
torn from his See by Napoleon, and was kept under restraint. Daring his captivity a question was agitated in the
English Parliament about Catholic Emancipation, and a
(measure was proposed on condition of a certain oath to
be taken by Catholics, and a certain power of veto [on
the appointment of bishops] to be granted to the Government. The minds of Catholics, both in England and
Some
(Ireland, were much divided on this question.
influence was brought to bear by one side on Monsignor
Quarantotti, sub-prefect of the Propaganda, and he issued
ft rescript, bidding the Catholics here to
support the bill.
Immediately our own Bishop Milner hurried to Rome, and
the Irish bish ops appointed a delegate to appeal not against
the Sovereign Pontiff, but to the Sovereign Pontiff
The Pope was just
igainst the conduct of his official.
then released from captivity, and almost his first act on
eaching Rome was to rebuke Monsignor Quarantotti for
lis action, which was
beyond his power, as well as imtake

readers of

'

N.

&

Q./ Scott makes

First, then, as to

exercised

discover

the schoolmaster, Erasmus Holiday, to say "he was,
indeed, inclined to think that he bore the name of

,

prudent."

did utter the words stated, but
p'Connell certainly
the date of Quarantotti's
|rot in 1814
rescript.

Exactly thirty years after we find Gregory XVI.
7hen O'Connell's monster
meetings were at their
.eight
issuing a rescript which counselled the
rish bishops to abstain from
From the
politics.

Correspondence of Daniel O'Connell' (London,
Murray, vol.

ii.
p. 335,
Patrick) it appears that

edited

"a

by

W.

J. Fitz

addressed to
3ishop Cantwell got into print, in which O'Connell
earned the prelates of Ireland that Mr.
Petre, an
nglish Catholic, had been employed by Peel to
Sect diplomatic
arrangements with Eome. O'Conell said that he was
ready to take any amount of
from
leology
Eome, but not politics."
As regards Quarantotti who issued the
rescript
1814 he was the Pope's
vicegerent during his
The fact that he was
ptivity at Fontainebleau.
ibsequently created a cardinal would seem to
low that he cannot have sunk into the disfavour
) often
Charles Phillips says of O'Conalleged.
ell,

in

'

letter

Curran and his Contemporaries

'

(p. 259),

many

Holiday, quasi lucus a non lucendo, because he gave
such a few holidays to his school." " Hence," said
le, "the schoolmaster is termed classically Ludi
Magister, because he deprives boys of their play."
"
udus is, however, quite good Latin for a school in
"
work, for it occurs in Horace, Noluit in Flavl
udum me mittere," &c., Sat. I. vi. 72, though the
is more frequently applied to the gladiatorial
encing schools. On the tomb of John Brownswerd,
distinguished scholar, in St. Michael's Church in
Vtacclesfield, who died in 1589, and was Master of
ling Edward VI.'s School in that town, he is

/erm

His epitaph is said
[escribed as Ludimagister.
o have been written by his pupil Thomas Newton.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER OF DAFFY'S
The following
monument formerly in
SLIXIR.

inscription

was upon a

chancel of Melton
"
Here lies the body of Thomas
lowbray Church
Daffy, A.M., and Master of the High School in
ais town 40 years.
He died May 12, 1716, aged
7 years."
Of this good schoolmaster I give a
rief memorial. Mr. Thomas Daffye was presented
n 1647, by John, eighth Earl of Eutland, to the
ectory of Harby, in Leicestershire, and in 16 ,
y the same patron, to Eedmile, in that county,
te is said to have removed from Harby to a worse
ving, to satisfy the spleen which the Countess of
lutland, a Puritanical lady, had conceived against
An
im for being a man of other principles.
dvertisement, translated from the Postboy of
th
an. 1, 1707-8, and quoted 7
S. vi. 258, shows
lat he was the inventor of the celebrated medithe

:

>

:

famous Elixir Salutis, prepared by Catherine
daughter of Mr. Thomas Daffye, late Rector of
in
the Vale of Belvoir, who imparted it to
ledmile,
is kinsman, Mr. Anthony Daffye, who published the
ame to the benefit of the community and his own great
Daffye's

affye,
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original recipe is now in my possession,
own brother Mr. Daniel
father.
Daffye, Apothecary in Nottingham, made this Elixir
from the same recipe, and sold it there during his life.
Those who know it will believe what I declare, and those
who do not may be convinced that I am no counterfeit,
by the colour, taste, smell, and operation of my Elixir.
To be had at the Hand and Pen, Maiden Lane, Covent

The

advantage.
left to

me by my

My

Garden."

JOHN TAYLOR.
Northampton.
[See

4>

S.

ii.

348, 398; iv. 77;

7*

8. vi. 138, 258.]

CURIOUS MISTAKE IN 'DOMBEY AND SON.'
Has it ever been noticed that Dickens makes a
carious mistake in chap. xxi. of
Dombey and
'

Son,' arising evidently from his having confused
The mistake
the games of ecarU and picquet ?
to which I refer occurs on p. 210 of No. 7 in the
original edition. The Major is sitting down to play
She is
picquet with Cleopatra (Mrs. Skewton).
tf
Do you propose, Major ? "
represented as saying,
"
"
Couldn't do it."
Ma'am," said the Major.
" No,
You 're a barbarous being," replied the lady ;
" and
my hand 's destroyed." One would certainly
not have expected such a mistake from Dickens,
who, if no card player himself, must have had plenty
of friends who could tell him the difference between
the two games. That it was not a slip is shown by
"
the fact that we have below,
Cleopatra had sharp

and later on, in chap, xxvi.,
Dickens mentions picquet as one of the games that
Carker and the Major played together. Was the
mistake ever corrected in subsequent editions ?
F. A. MARSHALL.
eyes, verily, at picquet";

INDEXES. I have noticed that in some books
recently issued an index is given at the end of
each volume, in place of a general one for the
whole at the end of the work. I do not know
whether there is any advantage to the publisher in
the change, but it is certainly inconvenient for
reference, and it would be well if those interested

would express

their disapprobation of

it.

CHARLES WYLIE.

SOME OLDER SPANISH WORDS.
come

I have recently

L7<" s.

vn. MAY

25,

Again, when did the particle et finally assume th
form y ? It is often written e, and in Mendoza'
Guerra de Granada ' i. In another of the De
Carpio ballads I have found nusco, obviously de
rived from nobiscum.
It is strange to observe th<
double conjunctive force of con nusco.
In th<
*

same poems occur ovo for hubo, sabredes for
later sabreis, and oviera for hubiera.
Facer
hacer

is

th(
foi

common

enough, being used, indeed, bj
Cervantes when his personages are speaking in ar
antiquated and slightly bombastic style.
May I further ask, Can appo, which I have mel
with in the 'Decameron' and in the 'Arcadia' oi
Jacopo Sannazaro, be referred to apud? The
senses coincide ; but how did a second p slip in
Is it, perhaps, a northern form ?
EDWARD PERCY JACOBSEN.
18, Gordon Street, W.C.
\

" TO SCRAPE
ACQUAINTANCE WITH."

'

The New

'
"
English Dictionary has the phrase to make the
acquaintance of," but the above expression seems
to have been overlooked.
I suppose that the ex"
"
in
and

bowing
pression originated
scraping to
a person in order to curry favour with him. Dr.
'
Brewer, in his Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,
"
"
gives a cock and bull explanation of the manner
in which the phrase came into use.
The phrase is
not of yesterday, cf.
:

" Lucinda.
Pray, good

Caesar, keep off your Paws;
no scraping acquaintance for Heaven's sake." Farquhar.
Love and a Bottle,' p. 5, ed. 1711.

'

I have

no doubt

earlier instances

F. C.

for its use.

can be quoted

BIRKBECK TERRY.

EPITAPHS AND MONUMENTS, TRINITY COLLEGE,
DUBLIN. In a forgotten nook at the back of the
chapel and a few yards from the kitchen there are
several much-decayed monuments with tablets and
inscriptions, I fear, too dilapidated to be copied.
May I ask, Does any full account exist of these

monuments or copies of the epitaphs ? When a
student in Trinity College, Dublin (Consule Planco),
I used greatly to grieve over an alabaster effigy on
an altar tomb, which was sadly eaten away by the

some rather curious Spanish forms, effect of the climate.
which may be supplemented and elucidated by
J. W. HARDMAN, LL.D.
some of your many learned readers.
In the
A
NEW
VERB " To MAID." In the Morning
Cronica de Don Alvaro de Luna/ written about
Post of March 2 I note an advertisement from a
the middle of the fifteenth century, is an excellent
" to ' maid a
female servant who wishes
lady."
transition form between civitas and the modern
This strikes me as a new term in a verbal sense,
The v, as usual, has becitidad, to wit, cibdad.
strict
formed
on
it
is
I suppose
analogy;
come 6, but the customary dropping of the mute though
"
"
"
for we talk of
grooming a horse and of valethas not yet occurred. In one of the oldest of the
"
M.A.
E.
a
WALFORD,
" Del
ing
"
gentleman.
one finds almost the conCarpio Romances
7, Hyde Park Marions, N.W.
across

'

:

'

verse to the above, homes resembling the French
hommes far more nearly than it does the modern
word hombres.
In the spirited ballad on the
'Destruction of Numantia' one lights upon the
word pujanza. May one infer that in derivation
as well as in meaning it is identical with puissance?

j

1

THOMAS CHATTON. I have in my possession
a very clean and perfect copy of the Book of Common Prayer (Robert Barker, 1614), on the fly-leaf
of which are the following quaint lines. I give the
is what
spelling exactly as it is, and the writing

j

am MAY m
25,
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j

be called at the period a good hand. It
be curious to know who Thomas Chatton
we s, for, though calling himself a common soldier,
he must have been a man of fair education and reThere is no place-name or date
sp< stable family.
we
we

ild

ild

the fly-leaf

>n

up

:

sieved us hast thou Grave noble hart
f what thou hast wrought for, we have eaten part
( race bee thy guide and peace and plenty bee
] ,ver the Estate of thy Posterity.
Leioyce mayst thou for ever & thy Seed
\ fho hast releved us in the time of need
And hast not grouged, but of thy purs been free
I ord do for thine as thou hast don for wee
Lord blis thy labor, bee thy gide all ways
Keepe and preserve thee & prolong thy days
1
(

happy mayst thou bee enioying peace
it thy Joy may never cease.
THOMAS CHATTON.
" This was reet in e Sitrell War
e
y
by one of y

Paul's Churchyard was built on the slant so that
he could overlook the works at St. Paul's. But

'

FREEHOLDERS' SEALS OF ARMS. Sims,
Manual for the Genealogist,' p. 295, says:

his seal to the clerk of the court in lead, in order to compare with other sealings, for fear of counterfeits ; and so
particularly careful were people of seals in those days,

one was lost, no means were wanting, by
proclamation or otherwise, to have it restored."
that, in case

Sims

What

Baling.

POLLDAVY, OR POLEDAVY. This was once the
lame of a sort of coarse cloth or canvas; and it
pas also used, metaphorically, much as we use the
ivord fustian. Nares and Halliwell
give references
I have found
jo Howell, Cleveland, Taylor, &c.
warrant ('Lord Chamberlain's Warrant Book,'
"

j,

vol.

make

Ixxxi. p. 270) for
94 yards of
valence for the curtaines of the

;

cture flourished still, or had once flourished.
I
unot find Pol d'Avis on the map. Is there such
Did it ever supply us with such a stuff
place ?
poldavy; or is there a better etymology for

SIR CHRISTOPHER

JULIAN MARSHALL.

WREN.

Where

did he live

ter the Fire of
London, 1666, while his
orks were going on ?
In his later

numerous

years he re-

ded at
treet

THOS. DE MESCHIN, LL.D.

AUTHOR WANTED

Read in English
being an Address to some
Friends," a small pamphlet published by John
KEN.
Chapman, London, 1854.

Hampton Court, and died
(which house ?). Where was

of "Plato, as

;

GRAY. In the volume devoted to Gray in the
"Aldine Poets," published by Pickering, 1853,
there is a certain Appendix E, which is nothing
less than a strong and severe criticism of the
It bears no name or initials; it is sup'Elegy.'
posed to come from the general editor of the edition.
This, if I remember rightly, was Robert
Bell; but doubtless 'N. & Q.' can inform me.
EDMUND YATES.

CORRESPONDENCE OF LADY TEMPLE. In vol. ii.
227, of Courtney's 'Memoirs of Sir William
Temple,' Lady Giflfcrd (his sister), speaking of
The Lady Temple, observes:

taw Tennice Court at Hampton Court," &c.
What is the origin of this curious word ?
teamed and ingenious Skinner, who quotes it
pouldavis) from a statute of 1 Jacob. I. c. 24
1603), seems to have been inclined to derive it
om Paul and David, who first (according to the
ecessity of the etymology) manufactured the
uff
but, while wandering after this ignis fatuus,
was warned opportunely by Dr. Th. H. to
ok for the real source of the term to Pol d'Avis,
town near Brest, in Brittany, where the manu-

leword?

Heraldry' as his authority.
Are there any such

statute enacted this ?
seals in the British Museum ?

by an Englishman

We must request correspondents desiring information
Dn family matters of only private interest, to affix their
pames and addresses to their queries, in order that the
mawers may be addressed to them direct.

[634-1641,

refers to Nesbitt'd

Sodgrs."

JOSEPH BEARD.

in his

" It was enacted
by statute that every freeholder should
have his proper seal of arms; and he was either to appear
at the head court of the shire, or send his attorney with
the said seal ; and they who wanted such seals were to
be amerced or fined. Every gentleman used thus to send

Keiogeing in

roldavis to

WYATT PAPWORTH.

query]

liver

Comon

407

in St. James's

his professional
isidence]
There is a tradition that he had a
ouse in Falcon
Foundry, Southwark; and also
lat the house near the south-west corner of St.

p.

" She was valued and
distinguished by such good judges
of true merit as

King WillUm and Queen Mary, with

whom

she had the honour to keep a constant correspondence, being justly admired for her fine style and delicate
turn of wit and good sense in writing letters, and whom
[the queen] she outlived about a month, the deep affliction for her Majesty's deplorable death having hastened

her own."

" Mistress
Dorothy Osletters, as
borne," have attracted such unusual interest and
sympathy that it is natural to wish to discover
any correspondence that may be still extant but
Are there any papers at Kensington
forgotten.
Palace now ? King William's were found there,
and as it was usual to keep letters in cabinets, is
it possible the private correspondence of Queen
Mary is still there, or that it can be traced.

Lady Temple's

S.

R. LONGE.

ERASMUS EARLE, M.P. for Norwich in the
Long Parliament. He was a barrister of Lincoln's
Inn, and was one of the batch of Serjeants made
by Parliament in October, 1648. From 1654 to
1660 he held the post of serjeant to the Common-
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wealth, notwithstanding that he was a pronounced
He was reappointed Serjeant at the
few
Restoration.
What became of him ?

and a teetotum, and the object of the players was
If any one can
to obtain the number sixty- three.
lend me a copy, or tell me where a copy can be

genealogical particulars will oblige.

purchased, I shall be obliged.
N.B. It is not to be mistaken for the " royal
game of the goose," which is a very different thing,
T. W. R.
and quite modern.

"Hamper."

A

W.

D. PINK.

ST. CUTHBERT.
Some years ago it was stated
Durham that in some Spanish monastery or
church was a plan of Durham Abbey, showing the
spot where the incorruptible body of St. Cuthbert
in

was

supposed to

anything about

this

CRADLE OF THE

J. T. F.

?

Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

FLORIO AND BACON.

Amongst the Pembroke
recently printed are some which
"
prove that John Florio, the Holofernes of Shake'
speare," and the translator of Montaigne's Essays,'
was amongst the able pens who worked for Bacon.
I shall be much indebted to any one who will
furnish me with an accurate list of the works
translated by Fiorio, and known to have been
written by Bacon. The passages to which I refer,
and which afford documentary evidence of relations
between Bacon and Florio, will be found in the
Government Commission, Historical MSS., vol. x..
xiv, 276, 277.
In a letter to M. Jurnall, Florio states that by
King James's orders he has translated the king's
Also Sir
works, and printed them beyond seas.
Philip Sidney's 'Arcadia' and some writings of
collection of

TIDE.

It

was asked

in a vil-

The question was relage school to explain this.
to me, but I could give no answer.
I
searched four books on tides, and have asked ten
or twelve university men, and five school ex-

Does any one know ferred

be deposited.

MSS.

Will some
aminers, but all plead ignorance.
correspondent help village lads of our national
schools to answer what has puzzled so many beE. COBHAM BREWER.
sides themselves ?

FOUR-LEAVED SHAMROCK AND

ITS VIRTUES.

I shall be grateful for information
(1) What is the exact
points.

legend?

(2)

What

on the

following

purport of the

the earliest record of the

(3) Are the benefits to be enjoyed
superstition ?
by the original finder only; or do the subsequent
(4) Is
possessors of the vegetable share them?
the theory of the rarity of the article confirmed by

experience

?

I shall
THE PICTURE CARDS OF A PACK.
be glad if any one can tell me whom each of the

kings, queens, and knaves in a pack of cards reand
which seems to presents. Also the meaning of their insignia,
have been presented by M. Jurnall to the duke why the hearts are nob distinguished by some
ecclesiastical sign.
(of Buckingham ?), sets forth that the king gave
John Florio a promise of 501.
[The subject is very wide. You will do well to consult
annum for

the Lord St. Albans.

A petition,
per

life,

as interpreter into foreign languages not only of
his Majesty's works, but of ' Arcadia' and " the
whole of the works of Via" St. Albans." "It is
"
now," says the petition, a year and a half since I
was relieved by your bounty." The petitioner is

and has a

credit of 3501
The
seventy years old,
date of this petition is 1621.
Then there is a letter from John Florio to the
Earl of Middlesex ; a pathetic letter beginning
:

"Two

Queens and the eminent subjects of the
Land, whereof 4 Earls and 3 Lords set with your
honourable Lordships at the stem of this State,
have heretofore been my scholars."
Like the
previous papers, the letter is written to ask for
arrears of pension due for certain services.
It
would be useful if a list could be made of all works
translated by Florio, under whosesoever names
they may have been published.
0.

GAME OF THE GOOSE.
games are constantly advertised ; but I am anxious to get a copy
of an old one, which I remember
sixty years ago.
It was a scroll of numbers
(1-63), with a goose
placed at various intervals, and a well, an inn, a
maze, &c.; and in the middle of the figures were
the laws and rules. It was played with counters

New

Merlin's

'

Origines des Cartes a Jouer.'J

DUNSTON FAMILY OF AYLESBURY.
ston

and

John Dun-

Alice, his wife, were living at Ayles-

the
bury, Buckinghamshire, about the middle of
She left a large number
seventeenth century.
of descendants, but the last of the name resident
at Aylesbury appears to have been their grandson
John, buried there 1692. Any particulars relative
to the above John and Alice, their ancestors, or

their descendants,

would be

gratefully received.

S

HERODOTUS AND THE SCYTHIANS.

A,

Has

anythe
thing been done by recent critics to establish
with
identity of certain of the Scythian nations
the ancestors of the modern Slavonic people ?
'
am acquainted with the ' Slavonic Antiquities of
the Bohemian savant Safarik; but I want to know
what has been done since his time in the identifica-

tion or otherwise of the Scythian nations; e.g.,
the Sauromati, the Budini, &c., with Slavonic
The subject is of great importance in its
tribes.
relation to early

European

history.

W.

S.

YOUNGER OF HAGGERSTONE.
passage occurs on

p.

10 of

'

LACHSZYRMA.
The

following

Autobiography of John

j

j

th

s.

Y

anger,

M

nzies

My

MAY 25,

VII,

Boswells,' Edinburgh,

grandfather, John Younger, was

lineally

from Younger of Haggerstone, in Northumbermy family as far back

so that I might fairly trace
-ny duke in Christendom."

lar, 1

as

;

Yhere can I find any account of the family of

Yc inger of Haggerstone ; and in what parish is
He ggarstone ? It does not rank as a parish in the
rgy List.

jCli

Reply,
(Rev.) A.

if

convenient, to

W. CORNELIUS HALLEN.

DEFOE'S

'

CONSOLIDATOR.'

There are several

contemporaries in Defoe's curious book,
'The Consolidator,' published in March, 1705, to
which little attention has apparently been given.
On p. 27 Defoe refers thus to Addison's ' Campaign,' published only a few months before
:

" Ad. ..son
the reason
may tell his master my Lord
from nature, why he would not take the Court's word,
lor write the poem called ' The
Campaign,' till he had
1001. per annum secured to him ; since 'tis known
they
mve but one author in the nation that writes for 'em
'or nothing, and he is
labouring very hard to obtain the
itle of blockhead, and not be
paid for it."

The story
:

battle of

is,

of course, well

known how,

after

Blenheim, Godolphin asked Halifax

knew any one who could worthily celebrate
occasion, and how Halifax replied that he

he

be

new
lesire

of one well qualified, but that he would not
him to write, because, while too many blockwere maintained in luxury at the public

pads
xpense,

men who were really an honour to their
and country were allowed to languish in
The result was that Godolphin agreed,
bscurity.
efore the proposed poem was
commenced, to make
.ddison a Commissioner of
Appeal in the Excise,
ad promised that something more considerable
ye

lould follow.

Early in 1706, at Godolphin's
commendation, Addison was made Under Secrecy of State. But who was the one author who,
wording to Defoe, wrote for the Government for
thing

?

another place (pp. 96-108) Defoe describes
machine called the "Cogitator," used in the
on,

and remarks that

it

would be very useful

to

ople who are always travelling in thought, but
ver delivered into action ; it
would, therefore,
"of singular use to honest S
, whose

pecu-

r it was, to be
always beginning Projects, but
ver finish any."
Is this an allusion to Steele ?

G. A. AlTKEN.
2,

Hornton

Street, Kensington,

W.

BARTON FAMILY.
rsons

I shall be obliged if all
descended from the Bartons of Lancashire,

of Smithells
Hall, Lancashire,
eshire, will communicate with
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7 th S.

vii.

223).

I have been considering whether I should

make

(6

j

any answer to MR. WILSON'S communication or
not, for I think those who can read between the
lines will easily see it is the amount of truth in the
account of Alford in former days which rankles.
it is just seven years since the Bait'
What a deal
papers appeared in N.
Q.'
has happened in seven years, and yet " society " in
Alford has not recovered its equanimity. It is sad ;
but on looking over the articles, I cannot withdraw
anything of importance. I might have put things
less
but I was " indignant," and meant
offensively ;
to be offensive ; which some may consider a mistake. MR. WILSON'S lady friend confirms part of the
!

&

and says, " there was plenty of poaching
and smuggling going on
and I remember many
romantic cases of the latter myself."
So that
portion of the indictment must be considered
account,

proved, notwithstanding a former correspondent
had said (' N. & Q.,' 6 th S. v. 314), " The statement is too remote from the truth to give serious
offence." It is very satisfactory to see the witnesses
for the defence demolishing each other in this
fashion.
As to

Baitman having been "a low, ignorant
" a worthless
vagabond and an impostor,"
quite incapable of writing any of these poems, or
a line correctly," one of the leading men of Alford
N. & Q.,' 6 th S. v. 314), says, " I re(J. A., in
member being present not much less than sixty
years ago, at the distribution of prizes at Alford
National School. The first prize was adjudged to
Baitman."
What! To that "low, ignorant,
worthless fellow " ? The best boy in the Alford
National School " a low, ignorant fellow " ? Quite
possible, but hardly flattering to Alford or to
fellow,"

"

"
The same gentleman says and
"society there.
no one was better able to judge "Baitman was
undoubtedly a man of talent." Another correspondent, J. M. T., says, "He was not without
friends, and his occasional visits to the vicarage of
your old correspondent, the late Felix Laurent
[vicar of Saleby, a village about two miles from
Alford] procured for him the loan of books and
other little kindnesses which rendered his latter
days less deary than they might have been, and for
which I believe he was not ungrateful."
The
testimony of two such witnesses is very valuable ;
the first probably the most cultured and gentlemanly

man

in

the place

;

the other a highly respected

and Deanwater, clergyman just in the immediate vicinity. Even
to acknowledge that Baitme and I shall MR. WILSON is forced
"
"
;

glad to receive any genealogical information
TINLET BARTON.
pecting the family.
Direncester

HARPINGS OP LENA.'

S. v. 129, 209, 314, 370,

man

allusions to

tie

'

th

Only think

^iioa, N.B.

i
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:

great

de tended

St,

Shoemaker,
Co., 1881

&
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man

did

somehow

get into the society of the

two geniuses of the place, West and Lenton. And
West was a gentleman, with a " paddock " and a
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" with two resented this fraudulent conduct ? Not a bit of it.
"
hermitage," mind you, and doubtless
3n the contrary, two or three years afterwards,
gowns and everything handsome about him."
To refute the inconsistent and contradictory when Baitman "published another volume, Poetics
E. U. West, Esq.," who had then
statements of Baitman's detractors is so delightfully and Prosaics,'
moved to Hogsthorpe, a village about seven miles off',
easy that it is difficult to treat them seriously
but I now come to a graver aspect of the case. A subscribed for four copies. In the preface to this
*

;

lady rather ruffled in defence of her brother may
be excused when not quite logical ; but the same
plea will not avail for her legal adviser, who might
be expected to be a man trained to weigh evidence
and to look at all sides of a question. Cannot ME.
WILSON see how seriously the statements he now
publishes reflect on his friends and on society in
Alford? He represents Mr. West as a kind of
man- cuckoo. For as a cuckoo lays its eggs in a
smaller bird's nest, so this big " poet," Mr. West, is
said to place his poems in the nest of the little birds
Lenton and Baitman and afterwards he does not
attempt to throw out the eggs, but worse, he throws
out and tramples on Baitman, the layer of most of
them. His witness says, " Baitman did not write
"
'
but
any of the poems in Harpings of Lena,'
that those not signed " Lenton " were all written
"
was half afraid they were
by her brother, wtoo

book the writer says
"When I made my first appearance in the Literary
World, it was manacled and gyved by difficulties under
which many would have sunk, to rise not again. But
cheered on by hope, and two kind individuals, I per-

not good enough to be published." So it is re"
"
presented that he assisted in having them foisted
into the world in the company of those of the

ant fellow," a "worthless scamp," who had laid
claim to poems in the first book which were known
If he were an impostor
to be written by another.
about to deceive the public a second time, what
must be thought of E. U. West (now brought
forward as the real author), who again aided and
" worthless
abetted this
scamp," and by having his
name printed in the list of subscribers sanctioned
the statements made in the preface, "that it had

;

lawyer's poor dead boy, and in the name of Bait"
man, a worthless vagabond and impostor "; and
afterwards, when West found the poems "very
"

much

:

and found that I did so not in vain. It were
unpardonable in me not to seize this present opportunity
of expressing my most grateful thanks to those persons
whose kindness in becoming subscribers to my publication
obscure and unknown as I then was contributed to
rescue me from the most spirit-galling bondage of
indigence and suffering under which I then agonized.
For the past two years the cheering effects of kind regard
and encouragement have spirited me on, and introduced
me into scenes and converse more congenial to my
severed,

and feelings.
to say, that it has

inclination

enough

domestic
me," &c.

affliction,

And now
face

it

is

Of the present work,

it is

been prepared amid much
with the sick and the dying around

asserted that this touching pre"

was a fraud, that

it

was penned by an

ignor-

all those unsigned."
admired," he claimed
There are three poems in 'Harpings of Lena'
"
professing to be written from Alford Workhouse,"
and not signed Lenton.
Now, if this "low, been prepared amid much domestic affliction, with
" "
could not write a the sick and the dying around," when all the time
ignorant, worthless fellow
poem, or even a line correctly," how came these he knew it had been nothing of the kind, also
to be
three poems to be dated from Alford Workhouse ?
confirming Baitman's claim on the title-page
Is it contended they also were written by West, the author ? In the other book Lenton's name had
and that he falsely dated them as a further pre- been
second book, when it is said
first, but in this
caution against the real author being found out ? it was known that Baitman had acted dishonestly,
Here is a dilemma. Either Mr. West wrote what and that "he was quite incapable of writing any
and
was false, and condescended to personate the
poem," then Baitman's name was placed first,
"worthless vagabond" Baitman, or Baitman did Mr. E. U. West, who knew best how false all these
And if he did, pretensions were, subscribed for four copies
actually write those three poems.
he may well have written most of the others, for second book it was for which Alfred Tennyson,
are
of
about
and many
the
same quality.
they
Montgomery, Miss Priscilla Taylor,
Another puzzle. It is said "Baitman (who had other distinguished people subscribed.
doubtless secured Lenton's MS.) persuaded West
MR. WILSON and his friend must have wntti
"
over t
to assist him in publishing the '
Harpings of Lena.'
hastily, and without carefully looking
In whatever manner they were obtained, Mr. West previous correspondence. For it is a curious w
"
not only " assisted " him, but, if he was the author of showing the respectability of Alford society
of any of the poems, he must have given the MSS.
by trying to prove that an eminent profes
to Baitman to enable him to get them printed. man there, when he was from twenty-three to
The poems were published as " Harpings of Lena, twenty-five years of age, not only associated witfi
k
being Original Poems by the late Edward Lenton, a fellow he knew to be "a worthless scamp,
and by W. J. Baitman," although it is now also gave MS. poems to him to be printed false,
asserted that none of the poems were by Baitman
in the name of that "scamp," for the curie
but by West, and that they were not " original," reason that their real author "never posed
but had many of them been printed before in a a poet, and did not care to have his nam
Is there any evidence that Mr. West
afraid they were
periodical.
affixed, because he was half
!

i

]
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enough to be published"; but when he found
"
were
praised by the public," he meanly
imed them, although he still left the lame,
eased young pauper to pay for printing one, if
I can speak positively as
t both, of the books.

g( >d
th >y
cl

di

n(

them

poor Baitman has rea subscriber, given
m 5 fifteenpence to take to Mr. Cussans, of HornWould it not have been
ca*tle, to pay for a copy.
rmre magnanimous for Mr. West to have kept the
secret, and not have claimed the authorship at the
the utter ruin and degradation of the poor
price of
fellow, thus made a handle of, and who appears never
to have overcome the mortification he felt ? It did
net enrich West, but it made Baitman poor indeed.
No stricture which has been passed upon former
generations of Alford people is half so damaging
the second of

to

pc atedly,

;

for

when he had secured

to their reputation as the character now given
To imagine that
to them by some of themselves.

a man could act as Mr. West is said to have acted
without meeting with universal reprehension is
sufficient to mark the tone of the place. That some
of its best society could even imagine an educated
man doing such a thing is not complimentary.
I am really very sorry to be forced by the
indiscreet advocacy of Mr. West's friends to show
how his conduct in this matter may strike other
This was a grievous mistake made in the
people.
youth of a man who afterwards deservedly bore a
Ihigh character ; and probably most readers will
silence had been the best policy.
jthink
Having pleaded Baitman's cause to the best of
my ability, I wish to be fair even to those who
seem not to have treated him as they should have
I therefore freely confess I see no reason to
idone.
doubt that Miss West is right in claiming the halfdozen poems which she names as the work of her
He either wrote them or so polished and
brother.
altered them as to be entitled to the joint authorship at least ; but to claim all the unsigned poems
for her brother is manifestly wrong.
Some of
them would be no credit to a man in his position,
are only tolerable as the work of a self-taught
jand
ipauper.
Many of them have words and phrases
(and awkward forms of expression, such as might
be expected in the writing of an imperfectly
ducated man, but which Mr. West could not
lave been guilty of.
Besides, the poem at p. 4 of
'
Poetics and Prosaics,' entitled
Minstrel's Lay,'

A

N. & Q.,'
long quotation from which is given
S. v. 371, carries conviction with it.
From
nternal evidence it is autobiographic, and naturilly and correctly describes what must have been
be state and feelings of Baitman ; and I am coninced it was written by no one else.
It would
ave been untrue of Mr. K. U. West.
It is one
f the best
pieces in the book.
'

5

th

harbour unkind feelings
whole community for seven years, espewhen some of them are your friends and

It is very difficult to

411

bear
acquaintances, and I now gladly (and freely)
testimony to the fact that Alford is a very pleasant,
not behind
bright, "superior" little town, certainly
any of its neighbours. It has a profusion of handsome villas, standing in their own roomy grounds,
and shrubberies. But I still
with

pretty gardens
think that a few of the upper classes have not
to look down upon
quite overcome a tendency
everybody unconnected with land.
It is not to be supposed that the upper classes
of Alford ever wished to be cruel to Baitman ;
but he was an anomaly. "Writing fellows"
were not much
especially common writing fellows
town at that
appreciated in any small agricultural
date, as I well know, and as the surreptitious way
it is

now

alleged that Mr.

West

got his

poems

Besides, Baitman,
published serves to prove.
although a clever, was an impracticable fellow,
who persistently sinned against the conventionalities and prejudices of the place, and indulged

much kicking against the pricks, for which he
But the poor,
was made to pay very dearly.
unhappy, much-afflicted man is in his grave ; there>
in

for charity's sake, let
Boston, Lincolnshire.

him

rest.

B. R-

PICTISH LANGUAGE (7 th S. vii. 348). In the
absence of Pictish literature it is natural to examine the place-names of those districts assigned
by the early chroniclers to the people known as
of the language
Picts, in order to form an opinion

spoken by that people.

The two

principal regions-

inhabited by Cruithne, or Picts, in Alba (Scotland)
in the sixth century (when St. Columba visited
CruithinBrude, King of the Picts) were, first,
north of the
tuath, including most of the district
Clyde and Forth, except Argyle ; and, secondly,
Gallgaidhel, now called Galloway, comprising WigIn both of these
tonshire and Kirkcudbright.
is
regions the vast preponderance of place-names
This is the more
in Goidhelic Celtic = Gaelic.
remarkable in Galloway because it is a small prowith the formerly Brythonic, or
closely
vince,

girt

It is true
Welsbhspeaking territory of Strathclyde.
that there are, in addition to the Welsh, many Gaelic
names in Strathclyde survivals, probably, from the
time before the divergence of Welsh from Gaelic

that
(It should be remembered
the early Welsh inscriptions are so Goidhelic in form
as to have been made the basis of a claim by Irish
of Wales by
archseologists asserting the occupation

speech took place.

Irish Gaels.)

the Picts of Galloway are known in the
chronicles long after the divergence of Welsh from
Gaelic speech, which Prof. Ehys assigns approxiErse, or Gaelic
mately to the sixth century.
we know,
(which is the same thing), continued, as
down to the reign of
in
to be

Now

spoken

gainst a

Queen Mary.

ially

ally different

Galloway
If the Pictish language was organicfrom Gaelic, how did the Picts of
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Galloway learn Gaelic speech after their only contiguous neighbours, the Britons of Stratchclyde,
had adopted Welsh. Is it not natural to suppose
that the men of Galloway in the sixteenth century
were speaking Gaelic inherited from their Pictish
forefathers, just as the men of Inverness and Ross
do to this day 1 The place-names of the two regions
are interchangeable, and so are those of Ulster,
where Oruithne, or Picts, existed also. It is reasonable to believe that the Picts were but a tribe
or tribes of the Gael, and that their speech differed
no more from Gaelic than the speech of Cumberland differs from that of Cheshire.

HERBERT MAXWELL.

[7

s.

vii.

MAT

25,

m

THE 'DiDACHE' (7 S. vii. 363). May I be
allowed to correct the impression made by a
quotation on p. 363 by pointing out (1) that I
" For the
really wrote,
purpose of this essay no
attempt need be made to decide what sort of
abnormal acts were to be condoned in the Christian
prophets"; and (2) that "an attempt to decide"
was made in the ' Lectures (pp. 88-90), to which
th

'

the essay

is

an appendix

?

C. TAYLOR.

THE CELIBACY OF THE CLERGY

(7

th

S.

vii.

309).

" Two
crimes, or at least violations of the ecclesiastical
law, had become almost universal in the eleventh centhe marriage or concubinage of priests, and the
In every country the secular or
benefices.
parochial clergy kept women in their houses on more or
less acknowledged terms of intercourse.
After the
twelfth century the abuse of concubinary priests was
reduced within limits at which the Church might connive. A writer of respectable authority asserts that the
clergy frequently obtained a bishop's license to cohabit
with a mate." From Hallam's ' Middle Ages,' pp. 173,
174 of the twelfth edition, Murray, London, 1868.
tury

FAMILY OF LOKD CONINGSBY

th
S. vii. 147,
(7
B. for the informa-

I am obliged to H. H.
235).
tion he gives me in connexion with my inquiries
concerning the Coningsby family, although pracI delayed
tically it is of little use for my purpose.

answering your correspondent's letter, and have to
With regard to the inquiries
apologize for this.
asking me for information of the Battle of Chesterfield, all I can give him is, that Chesterfield Castle
was occupied by the Earl of Derby autumn, 1256, and
that the barons were defeated by Eoyalist forces
spring, 1266 (' Encyclopaedia of Chronology,' Woodward, late Librarian to the Queen, Longmans

& Co.,

W. MARTINDALE.

C.

1872).
Cambridge.

BATTLE OF WATERLOO (7 th S. vii. 185). An
who is still allowed, I presume, to be
"The battle
unimpeachable on this subject,
says
"
began, I believe, at eleven (Duke of Wellington,
letter dated Aug. 17, 1815, in Words of
WellingEDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
ton,' p. 111).
authority

:

'

ANTHONY

Ji

letter is well

WOOD

S.

vii.

As

323).

this

known from

being printed in Dr.
Athense and his separate
Life,' it was not worth while

Bliss's edition of the

edition of
to reprint

(7

th

'

Wood's
it in
N.
'

'

&

'

But being

Q.'

reprinted,

sale

of

HENRY GERALD

HOPE.

Freegrove Road, N.
Is there not, unfortunately, such evidence as
leaves no doubt on the subject of the query?
Froude gives a list of twenty-three persons in the
Hereford diocese, from documents in the State
Paper Office, copies of them being in the Bodleian
Matthew
(' Hist. Eng.,' vol. i. p. 200, 8vo. ed.).
Button (sermon at York, 1579) argues that "the
ministers of God's word may please him in the
in which old way the
holy state of matrimony
priests of the East Church have walked, and do
walk until this day."
Speaking of the Latin

Church, he says
"
It is a new way leading
:

to perdition to forbid a thing

'si non caste
is honourable amongst all men, and
tamen caute,' to give give a licence to keep a concubine,
which cannot be dispensed with."

that

Bishop Stubbs ('Constit. Hist.,' chap, xix.)
"
Instead of personal purity, there is a long

says,

story

and unlicensed concubinage, &c."
H. H. B.

let me point out three mistakes made in this
copy.
For " to recreate on Christmas Day," read to receave

of licensed

on Christmas Day; for "appointing his Fours,"
read appointing his hours ; for " Dr. Bille," read

For documents (temp. Henry VIII.) see 'Ballads
from Manscripts,' i., edited by Dr. Furnivali for

W.

Dr. Bisse.
1

THE KALEVALA' (7*

ler's
*

allusion

to

It

Max

'The Kalevala' occurs

Survey of Languages,'

gate, 1855).

D. MACRAY.

S. vii. 309).

is

p.

116 (Williams

as follows

Miilin his

& Nor-

:

" A Finn is not a
Greek, and Wainamoinen was not a
Homer. But if the poet may take his colours from that
nature by which he is surrounded, if he may depict the

with whom he lives, ' Kalevala possesses merits
not dissimilar from the ' Iliad,' and will claim its place
as the fifth national epic of the world, side
by side with
the Ionian songs, with the Mahabharata,' the Shah"
nimeh,' and the 'Nibelunge.'

men

'

'

'

J.

YOUNG.

W.

the Ballad Society.

F.

i do not remember ever having met with the
document which Mr. Froude "declares he has
It is somewhat important that all who wish
seen."
to comprehend the history of the Reformation in
its true light should have proof beyond the asser" licences to
tion of an historian that he has seen
trust that some one will
keep concubines."
tell us where these documents are to be found.
Are they in MS. or printed ? By whom were they

We

given?
Strange tales get into print and MS.
Uatil the fact is proved beyond dispute I shall
not give credence to the assertion that licences for

r*s.

vn. MAY
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t ese purposes were granted by lawful authority in
e

t)

reign of

Henry VIII.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

Incidentally as to the practice, whether licensed
an important item in the
not, the fact was
glossary in the
di solution of the monasteries.
A opendix to the Forty-second Report of the DeputyKeeper of the Public Records gives the word
"
wuillage, a tax paid in times past by priests for
licenses," &c., making the meaning and the custom
See also a learned note (5), p. 324, vol. i. of
cl jar.
01

A

word couillage,
had without doubt been common, authorized,

Ribelais (Bohn's edition) on the
w'aich

indeed, by, inter alia, the-first Council of Toledo.
WILLIAM KENDLE.
Oi course
!

Forest Hill.

In Sir E. 0. Hoare's Modern Wiltshire,' vol. i.
102, is a letter from K. Layton to Lord Cromwell, written by him in 1537, when on a visitation
of the religious houses throughout England to reThe
port on the state and morals of the same.
p.

is an extract relating
Maiden Bradley, in Wiltshire

following

to the priory of

:

i

Wherat is an holy father, prior, and hath but vj children, and but one dowghter mariede, yet of the goods of
the monasterie, trystyng shortly to mary the reste; his

!

be tall men waittyng upon hym, and he thanks
Gode a never medelet w l marytt women, but all w l
'madens, the faireete cowlde be gottyn, and always
The Pope consyderyng his
imarede them ryght well.
fragilitie, gave him licens to kepe an hore, and hath
goode writyng sub plumbo to discharge his conscience,
ind to choys Mr. Underhyll to be his gostely father, and
Ihe to gyve hym plenam remissionem," &c.

:sones

It appears from the above that the prior was a
married priest, notwithstanding which he had the
Sir R. C. Hoare gives as his authority for
licence.
;his letter Cotton MSS., Cleopatra, E. vi. fol. 249,

I

British

Museum.

THOMAS H. BAKER.

Mere Down, Mere, Wilts.
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and of the Manchester Classis in the
Cheetham Library, and then being edited for
H. H. B.
publication.

Library,

RINGING THE GREAT BELL OF ST. PAUL'S (7 th S.
The great bell is tolled also for all mem329).
bers of the royal family and for the Bishops of
London. The Home Secretary's letter quoted is

vii.

couched in the terms which were used, inter alia,
upon the occasions of the deaths of George III., of
the Prince Consort, and the Duke of Albany.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M. A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.
The " general idea " mentioned by MR. BOASE
The great bell of St. Paul's is tolled
is incorrect.
on the decease of all members of the royal family.
The late Duke of Sussex died in the afternoon of
of April 21, 1843, and I well remember, as I crossed

Southwark Bridge that evening, hearing the

first

the great bell
Swinging alow with sullen roar
I was on my way to one of the
across the river.
oratorios of the now unhappily defunct Sacred
Harmonic Society, which, in honour of the late
duke, was prefaced by the performance of the
toll of

Dead March

EDMUND VENABLES.

in 'Saul.'
th

DARCY OR DORSET (7 S. vii. 88, 195, 254).
is a common female Christian name in this

Dorsey

Perhaps some of your corresponneighbourhood.
dents may be able to give its derivation.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.

BECKFORD'S
vii.

'

VATHEK' (7*

S.

L 69, 154, 217;

Whether the note attributed

312).

to

M.

genuine or spurious, it is difficult to
determine without some knowledge of the history
of the volume in question, or a comparison of
If authentic, it would go far, I
handwriting, &c.

Chavannes

is

PRESBYTERIANISM UNDER THE COMMONWEALTH
A minute book of "the Classical
S.vii. 307).

ft

resbytery of Wirksworth, in the province of
erby," is printed in extenso (72 pp.) in the
ournal of the Derbyshire Archaeological Society
r 1880.
Wirksworth was the usual meetingace for the Classis for the Hundred of the Low
eak, one of the six hundreds of Derbyshire,
here the organization appears to have been comlete.
The entries of the monthly meetings run
om December, 1651, to February, 1652, and from
An introanuary, 1654, to November, 1658.
*
uctionjby the Rev. Dr. J. C. Cox, author of The
'hurches ofj Derbyshire,' gives an interesting
tetch of
Commonwealth Presbyterianism,
ith

gthej
biographical notices of

amed in the minutes.

Dr.

many of the persons
Cox states that the

tured to express in
ford

in

Livre,
spective,' iv. 385.

DUGGLEBY

my

notice
'

Le

(7

th

1882,

S. vii.

on William Beck-

Bibliographie R4tro-

H.

S.

ASHBEE.

147, 214, 258).

If I

had

any concern about laying myself open to the
" excessive
caution," that concern would
charge of
have been removed on reading my friend MR.
BRADLEY'S notice under this head. MR. BRADLEY
felt

has specified the name I had in my mind when I
wrote my note on Duggleby, and the reason I was
"
not " more positive in my suggestion was that I
was not acquainted with any instance in which the
term Dubhgall was used in what may be called a
sense.
specific, in contradistinction to a generic,

the Bolton Classis minute book is not Thus I make no
scruple in admitting Norman and
and he mentions the two following that Dane as personal names used in forming the placethe London Provincial Assembly in Sion College names
Normanby (two places in Cleveland so

riginal of

ctant,
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[7*

s,

vn. MAY

25,

*.

Miss MELLON (7 th S. vii. 183, 293). I have a
named) and Danby, because I am aware that those
names existed strictly as personal names in Domes- small engraving of Mrs. Coutts
(formerly Miss
day times and before, and in more than one of the Mellon, and subsequently Duchess of St. Albans)
Northern Counties. As to the difference between published by Munday & Dean, from a
painting by
the terms Norman and Dane, and especially what Sir William Beechey, engraver T. Woolnoth. It
"
"
is termed the
is
distinction
between
very expressive and animated, and looks like a
chronological
'
JOHN TAYLOR.
them, see J. E. Green's posthumous Conquest of portrait.
and
and
I
68
am
not
n.,
elsewhere,
England,' p.
TOOTH-BRUSHES (7 th S. vi. 247, 292, 354; vii. 29
certain that this difference or distinction may not
I have a tooth-brush the handle of which is
prove a matter to be noted by some future his- 291).
And it may well be that just of gold, and bears upon one side the imperial arms
torian of Cleveland.
as Dane and Northman have crystallized from of France, and on the other the initial N.
It was
to me by a gentleman living in
generic or descriptive epithets into personal or given
Wiltshire,
and I was able to trace it backwards to the possesspecific names, so the prefix in the original form
It would
of Duggleby may be almost certainly is an sion of a valet of Napoleon I.
exactly fit
and here MR. BRADLET'S the space in Napoleon's dressing-case at Madame
analogous Dubhgall
Dufgall becomes of the greatest value and sig- Tussaud's, which is said to have been rifled by the
;

nificance.
^

Duggleby

Is it not a legitimate inquiry whether
the only instance of the kind in that

of the county?
In my own district of
Cleveland I know of nothing like, and, excepting the

part

Domesday

personal

name Magbanec,

I

know

of

nothing admitting of correlation. It may be otherwise in East Yorkshire.
J. C. ATKINSON.
"
th
TITO STELLATO sooLio
S. vii. 324).
(7
not, to say the least, highly probable that the
representation of the B. V. M. as crowned with stars

"DAL

Is

CHARLES

Prussians.

F. COOKSEY.

is

it

taken not from pagan sources, but from Scripture
The " woman " of the Apocalypse (xii. 1),
direct ?
"
having upon her head a crown of twelve stars,"
must have suggested the idea to religious painters.
The question is not affected, as an artistic one, by
the controversy as to the relevancy of the text to
the subject with which it is thus connected.
is

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

JOHN ELWES (7 th S. vii. 308). I have the
fifteenth edition of Topham's 'Life of Elvves.'
At
the end is a pedigree of the family, ending with
John Meggot

(Elwes), who died November 26,
1789, and a foot-note stating all those with dates
were baptized or buried at Stoke, in Suffolk. No
doubt if ALPHA inquires of the vicar of Stoke he
will obtain the desired information to this
portion
of his inquiry.
JAS. B. MORRIS.
Eastbourne.

MISTARCHY

(7

th

S. vii. 188, 296).

parent-

There can be little doubt that this is correctly
traced to mistharchy, government by salaried
legislature and executive. Mysteriarchy must be an invention, for it does not seem to occur in Greek.
what can be said for the barbarism polygarchy ?

Bat
It

should not stand in the columns of 'N. & Q.' without a protest ; and here I enter mine against it.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

MACAULAY

(7

th

S. vii. 287, 352).

Your

corre-

352 is in too great a hurry to
administer a snub to LUNETTE, who asks for a
particular quotation, and not for the mere mention
of the word schoolboy.
The quotation sought does
not exist either in the essay on Sir William Temple
or that on Croker's 'Boswell/ as suggested at
The word schoolboy occurs only three
p. 352.
times in the essay on Sir William Temple, and
about as often in the latter-mentioned essay, where

spondent at

p.

is the sentence "every
schoolgirl knows,"
which nearly every one misquotes in the manner
that LUNETTE has done, and which has caused him
(or more probably her) such a fruitless search in
"twelve quotation-books."
The phrase will be
found in what are almost the opening sentences of
the article, and relates to certain lines from ' Mar-

also

It might be worth while to
inquire whether
Elwes was buried at Stoke, near Clare, Suffolk,
where Murray says that his uncle, Sir Harvey
Elwes (also a miser) had a seat. If ALPHA finds
that one or both were buried at
Stoke, perhaps he mion.'
would be so obliging as to make it known in
Stratford,
'N. &Q.'
K. F. S.

J.

Arnold's
a Prize

June
lege,

cent,

W.

ALLISON.

E.

MATTHEW ARNOLD

I have no reference, but have a
strong impression
that Elwes was buried at Stoke, near
Clare, in
The Annual
Suffolk, where he had an estate.
Register, vol. xxxv., has a poetical epitaph upon
him.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

The

age of this mongrel word is wrongly attributed to
The expression he uses is
Dugald Stewart.
"mixed government," for which Mr. Prince has
thought proper to substitute mistarchy. By all
means let its real parent have the credit of it.
G. F. S. E.

poem

Poem

28, 1843.

Oxford.

is

(7
a rarity.

th

Matthew
"Cromwell i

S. vii. 287).

The

title is

Recited in the Theatre, Oxford,
By Matthew Arnold, Balliol ColPrinted and Published by J. Vin-

MDCCCXLIII.,

pp.

15."

issued in a paper

h s.

VII.

MAY

25, '89.]
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The poem, of course, wag printed before
Commemoration Day, and ought to have been

wr

-pper.

th

ited

re-

but the extreme unpopularity of the

;

.viter

a

su<h

WINTER OF HUDDINGTON,

co.

WORCESTER

(7

th

No dates of birth are given

S. vii. 108, 254, 291).
in this pedigree in the

'

Visitation of Worcester-

who unfortunately did not combine the shire/ 1569. The only two of the name of George
in modo with the fortiter in re, led to that occur in it are George Winter, son (by his
continuous row in the theatre that, second wife, Catherine Throgmorton) of Robert

pr ctor,
<

415

aftar

some two hours, the proceedings were
The row was not only
uptly put an end to.
anong the undergraduates, for the American

This
Winter, of Cawdwell, in co. Gloucester.
George had "Thomas Winter, sonn and heir,
1594." The next George Winter, who was nephew

mi lister, Everett, was presented for an honorary
which was distasteful to many of
th( High Church party, on the ground, I believe,
thut he was a Unitarian ; and their continuous
"
Non placet" stimulated the undervociferation of
who
thought that the masters in the
graduates,
area were joining in their demonstration, while the
noise from the gallery compelled the masters to
shout louder and louder through fear that their
It is
voices were not being heard or attended to.
singular that 'Cromwell* should have been the
I should imagine
subject on such an occasion.
that the poem has been long out of print.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

of the first
three sons,

doctor's degree,

prize was won by Mr. Arnold
1843, as I can testify from the fact that I gained
;he Chancellor's prize for Latin verse the same

The Newdigate

.n

jfear.
liited

Our poems, however, were not

publicly re-

commemoraion proceedings having been broken off by a row
n the gallery of the undergraduates, caused by the
in the Sheldonian Theatre, the

I heard the
unpopularity of one of the proctors.
toem, however, recited in rehearsal on the previous
and I possess a printed copy of it with
,vening
It is at
/Li. Arnold's autograph on the title-page.
lie
disposal of MR. STONE if I can lay my hands
pon it. I have always thought that Arnold's
Cromwell' was the finest poem in the series of
Tewdigates down to our time, except Heber's
Palestine
and Stanley's ' Gipsies.'
it is
)t
republished among the other works of Mr.

named

(son of his half-brother),

ST. SEINE (7 th S. vii.. 205, 333).
If river names
of families are to receive enumeration, why omit a
family so well known in art circles as the Severns ?
of one of which name, too, there is a note in

Arnold's

MSS.

'

'

Thucydides

"The two remaining

:

are in the library of

ford House, near

Mr. Severn, of Then-

Banbury"

(Ox.,

1832, vol.

mold
7,

Why

more than I can say.
E. WALFORD, M.A.
Park
Hyde
Mansions, N.W.
is

ii.

ED. MARSHALL.

pref., p. xiii).

It is a singularly unfortunate assumption that
no family names are taken from rivers. In addition to Trent and Humber, already cited, a few
minutes' study of the Blue-Book gives the following:
Annan, Tay, Tweed, Tyne, Eden, Swale,
H. WEDGWOOD.
Dee, Severn, Dove, Dart.

Messrs. Humber & Co., of Beeston, Notts, are
the inventors and makers of a particular type of
tricycle, called from them the "Humber."
J. T.

;

'

had

John, William, and Benedict, who
" was
slayne at Sea in the Fight made against the
Spaniards An 1588," and six daughters.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

F.

Bp. Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

THE DELAVAL PAPERS

(7

th

S.

vii.

308).

An

answer to A. J. M.'s inquiry, " What are the
Delaval Papers?" can be given very briefly. They
are a large collection of letters, state papers, and
old records belonging to the Delaval family of Seaton Delaval which I discovered last year in some
store-rooms of the disused Royal Northumberland
Glass Works, Hartley, near Seaton Delaval Hall.

The Hartley

offices

having been converted into a

CHUMS (7 th S. vii. 309). Bailey gives "Chum mission room, the old
ledgers, day-books, and
mong the vulgar), tobacco to chew," which does business papers were cast into a lumber room.
t seem
very relevant to DR. MURRAY'S question, While looking over the ledger?, &c., with the ob-

he story, which

not reproducible,

one of ject of tabulating the workmen's
wages of a century
and a half ago, I discovered some hundreds of
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
family letters, including others from Lord ChesterThe much despised Jamieson gives "Chum, s., field when Viceroy of Ireland, and Foote the
od, provision for the belly," alias scajf, which, dramatist ; several MS. historical memoirs, which
are now being examined at the British Museum ;
;ain, appears to be refuse, from Su. G. skap, prosion.
Guessing apart, skap is the English shape, and a valuable diary (from an antiquarian point)
"I
will take just a shaving"', of a visit to Genoa, Florence, and Rome in the
ave, and we do say
"a
rile chum
hangs on to chump, i. e.,
good vear 1709; a charter with the Great Seal of Henry
Cf. "chump-end," "chump-chop"; also VI I.; a letter with the Privy Seal of James L;
nap."
" to
" to
and one with the autograph of Queen Anne. The
amp,
chew," and chap, or chop,
cut," &c.
"
oldest document is perhaps that of a
Final conA. HALL.
"Bath-chap."
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.
cord made in the court of Eustace Baliol at Wood-

aeon's

'.

is

'

Apophthegms.'

is
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horn in the second year of Richard I. before Henry
de Pudsey," which will be about 698 years ago.
If A. J. M. should visit Newcastle-on-Tyne during
the meeting of the British Association, he will be
able to examine a large number of the older documents, from the twelfth to the sixteenth century,
in the Museum of the Society of Antiquaries, to
whose keeping I have presented them. There are
also numerous receipts for annuities paid to
almost every family of note in the northern counwhich for the sake of
ties, from 1590 to 1715,
The
their seals and autographs are of interest.
letters of the Delaval family are very numerous,
and give an interesting picture of society in England during the first half of the last century.
There are also innumerable letters and documents
on Irish affairs by Mr. John Potter, of Dublin
When I add that
Castle, from 1720 to 1745.
there is quite a library of political pamphlets, Acts
of Parliament, and sermons preached before the
members of the two Houses of Parliament, your
correspondent A. J. M. can form some idea of
what the Delaval Papers are.

JOHN KOBINSON.
6,

farmers in our neighbourhood had formed a kind
of association to keep watch and ward at
night for
mutual protection ; for though there were no
machines
in
in
use
our
threshing
parts there were
plenty of ricks and farm buildings, and

Swing

was not always so considerate as to give notice of
his intended visits. Moreover, there were no rural
police in those days.
"
"
I
always understood that the term swing was
connected with the gallows, and was used in the

threatening letters as an intimation of the fate
which awaited the receiver if he did not comply
with the demands of the writer.
Some of the
letters had a respresentation of death's head
and cross bones, and probably other emblems, in
addition to or instead of the word " swing."
I was not aware that Keate had actually received
such a letter as that referred to in ' N. & Q.,' but
I well remember the following epigram in a newspaper at the time, and which was supposed by
some of the collegers to have been written by one
of the numerous family of Thackeray a cousin, I
believe, of the author of 'Vanity Fair,' and, of
course, an old Etonian
:

Choppington Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Dr. Keate, Dr. Keate,

THOMAS OTWAT (7 th S. vii. 307). A copy of
work may be seen in the library of Trinity Col"

There 'a distress in your beat,
So the Sufferers say great and small

this

lege, Dublin, viz.,

rates; the First that

And

The History of the Triumviof Julius Caesar, Pompey, and

Now

;

and Lepidus

hapned under their authority. Written originally
in French, and made English by T. Otway," London, 1686, 8vp. See also Hob. Watt, Bibl. Britannica,' vol. ii. p. 722g, and Alex. Chalmers, Gen.

'tis

And

I

you

advise,

Dr. Keate, if you 're wise,
will keep your own tail out of harm,

You 'Jl desist whilst you can,
And adopt our new plan
Of a grand fundamental reform.

AN OLD

*

'

Biog. Diet.,' vol. xxiii. p. 423.

WORDSWORTH'S
IMMORTALITY'

G. A. SCHRUMPP.
University College, W.C.

;

plain to be seen

That your threshing machine
Must be at the bottom of all.

the Second that of Augustus, Anthony,
:
being a faithfull collection from the
best historians and other authours concerning that
revolution of the Eoman government which

Crassus

n* s. vn. MAY 25, w.

'

tb

OF

S. vii. 168, 278, 357).

(7

The Winds come

TUG.

ODE ON THE INTIMATIONS

to

me from

the fields of sleep.

Nothing short of an imaginative sympathy can

The title of the book translated from the French
" L'Histoire des explain such a line as this. And the worst of it
by Thomas Ofcway is as follows
is, that if you have the sympathy, a verbal exTriumvirats
Premiere Partie, du Triumvirat de
and
seems at once
:

:

Jules- Co" sar, Pompe'e, et Crassus

;

Seconde Partie,

du Triumvirat d'Auguste, Antoine,

et

Lepidus.
Recueillie fidelement des Meilleurs Historiens et
des autres Ecrivains, &c.
Londres, 1686, in-8."

A

CONSTANCE KUSSELL.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.

[MR. W. H. DAVIS and MR, E. H. MARSHALL, M.A.,
reply to the same effect.]

planation

The attempts

SWING
at

th

I well remember
and was myself in college at Eton
the time they occurred.
The objects were to

Swing

(7

S. vii. 267, 334).

Riots,

destroy machinery, especially threshing machines,
which interfered with the employment of manual
labour in agricultural districts, and to burn ricks
and farm buildings, from motives of revenge or
wanton mischief. In the holidays I found that the

made

A

one interpreter ; and why not ]
shepherd boy
appears in the very same stanza ; and it is said
that every beast keeps holiday, and sheep are
beasts ; and even in Cumberland sheep sometimes

and Cumbrian

fields are windy.
the line of argument ; but
it will not do ; not even a Shakespearean improver
would allow it. ST. SWITHIN has perhaps struck
" the
a scintilla of the true light in referring to
the first
for
of
a
dream
freshness
and
the
";
glory
two stanzas of the ode are surely a key to the

live in fields

That,

the

impossible.
of this kind have really
" Fields of
sheep," says

superfluous

lately

a quite pathetic interest.

we may

;

suppose,

is

What is the " thought of grief mentioned
third.
in the third ? Is it not the thought expressed in
the first and second? And if so, t
"

i

7tb S,

VII.

MAY

25, '89.]
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i

is those two stanzas themselves.
iterance
The;
of dreamlike and nocturnal imagery
th
"
the lumen purpureum of youth
celestial light
the midnight moon, the waters on a
il visions
re full

:

And the " fields of sleep " in stanza
well seem to be an echo of all this ; a note
c: two of the old theme, purposely struck again as
ve enter the new as the man is wakened out o
tae fields of sleep by the winds of a "sweet May
s

arry night.

i

i.

may

iiorning"; for the fields of sleep can hardly be
tiose in which the winds have been sleeping
They are the vast and formless world of sleep itself
speak of snowfields and fields of ice ; and when

We

"
his elder son was in the field," we
iu is said that
do not suppose that he was in the Four- Acre Close

417

echoes, and of the wind blowing upon him from
"
"
those mountainous retirements which habitually
beget in him a high tranquillity akin to their own,
at once a sleep and an awaking, which is the conIn reading the
dition of his fullest inspiration.
ode it is not necessary to think of these as now
It is through the force of association
sleeping.
and long habit that he calls them " fields of sleep,"
and I confess that, to me, the name seems sin0. 0. B.
gularly beautiful and appropriate.

WORDSWORTH AND SHELLEY (7 S. vii. 188,
258, 338). As the first edition of 'Peter Bell'
(London, 1819) appears to be somewhat rare, it may
perhaps be interesting to give a few notes upon a
th

copy in this library. The places in which it differs
from (say) the Centenary Edition are very numerous.
Verbal alterations have been made all through the
poem, especially in the earlier parts, whilst in nine
separate places a complete stanza, and in one case
two stanzas, have been entirely omitted. Eight of
"
trumpets except figuratively, yet the figure is easy them were in part i., and it is, perhaps, to some
and harmonious, whereas there seems to be a cer- extent an indication of their value that in a
tain incongruity in making the actual audible winds majority of instances no alteration of the succeedcome to you from the metaphorical fields of sleep ing verse has been made necessary by the omission.
in which you have been lying.
Nor do I see how The particular stanza taken by Shelley as his text
to reconcile this incongruity, unless
by the imagina- was the fourth from the end of part i., and it is
tive sympathy aforesaid.
For, when the great difficult indeed to imagine what connexion existed
central passion of the work, which
n the poet's mind between the grotesque idea it
begins with
or the

Waterside Meadow.

There is still, however
and it is that the first half of the line
is literal and the second half
metaphorical. The
winds of this line are as real as the echoes and the
of
cataracts
the lines which precede it ; and though
we know that the cataracts do not " blow their
a difficulty,

i

stanza v., has stilled itself into
acquiescence
at the close of stanza ix., the
May morning theme
is taken up again in stanza
x., though in a graver,
but we are now in daylight the
larger mood
light of common day, and no further echo of the

i

:

i

!

contains

and the

rest of the passage.

The other

which the author struck out are often " instances of the peculiar hallucination which seems
;o have beset Wordsworth at one period of his
areer" (BlacJcwood, xlix. 363) an affectation of.
and can be well
simplicity and singularity
,red.
There is one, however, where the author
jictures himself, on which account we may temjorarily recant the opinion that what the writer
ihought not fit to live the reader can safely let die.
lines

dreamlike thoughts with which we began is needed
or is possible ; the winds and the fields of
sleep
recur no more.
It is not a small matter if there be even one
single line of this ode which does not make itself
clear to educated
The stanza followed the (present) sixteenth of the
persons ; for this ode is not
merely the greatest poem of its kind in our lanPrologue, which begins
"Shame on you," cried my little Boat,
guage, it is the supreme utterance of the human
spirit upon the subject with which it deals.
There and runs thus
is
nothing aut simile aut secundum to it, except
Out out and, like a brooding hen,
jthe Tintern Abbey, and one or two of Matthew
Beside your sooty hearth-stone cower,
Arnold's best.
A. J. M.
Go, creep along the dirt, and pick
Your
Temple.
way with your good walking-stick,
"
Just three good miles an hour.
"
Fields of sheep will not do ; the bathos would
C. M.
be too steep.
Besides, we are not commenting
Warrington Museum.
upon a poem left in manuscript. If Wordsworth
had meant "sheep" he would have altered the
CLANS (7 th S. vii. 308). Whether it is strictly
line.
Nor is it correct to say that throughout this jorrect or not to
apply the term dan to families
" the
"
stanza nature is
utside
represented as giving herself up
Highland line I do not know, but it
to
It is rather the poet that is
jollity.
s certainly very usual to do so.
Sir Walter Scott,
represented
as
awaking to the joyousness of nature.
The whose authority on such a point must be allowed
stacza opens with a reference to his
o be conclusive, speaks of the Buccleuch clan three
depression.
A "timely utterance" has relieved that
melanimes at least in the * Lay of the Last Minstrel
choly, and he awakes to the gaiety around him.
In
canto i. stanzas 10, 30 ; canto iv. stanza 14).
Characteristically, he is conscious, first, of the
Guy Mannering,' chap, xxvi., some one says,
voices of the
dinna mind folk's after-names 'muckle here
hills, the cataracts and thronging
:

'

We
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they run sae muckle into clans."
Lord Macaulay, in the thirteenth chapter of his

[Liddesdale],
*

History,' says
" It would be difficult to name
any eminent

man

in

'

Keats, in his pretty poem entitled Robin Hood,'
applies the term clan (not very appropriately in
Messrs. Butcher
this case) to Robin Hood's band.
and Lang, in their fine prose version of the
'Odyssey,' translate eiAaTrtv^ (xi. 415) "clandrinking." I remember, when I lived in Cumberland, an old servant who married and settled in a
village in the neighbourhood of Carlisle, where she
felt like a stranger, complaining to me that the

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

JOHN FENNELL, OF CAHIR (7 th S. vii. 128, 212,
Would M. H. kindly inform me in what
353).
part of Tipperary is Cappagh, the residence of Col.
Fennell, situated, the colonel's Christian name,
and the ancestry of the William Fennell, of Reaghill,

whose daughter Mary married Joseph Jack-

son, of Tincurry House, with

family were connected

whom my

'MACBETH,' 1673

husbsnd's

?

S.

PIGOTT.

th

S. vii. 68, 130, 145, 231,
(7
glad to see that on this subject
we are to have the benefit of the luminous intellect
and undeviating accuracy of DR.BRINSLEY NICHOL
SON, and I am not without hopes that when he has
condescended to recognize what are the real points
at issue, we may be able, with his valuable help
to arrive at some definite conclusion.
He says
" It is
'
simply an impossible explanation of the dis
crepant statements as to this quarto [of 1673, though I

275, 315).

I

am

:

confess I know not the discrepant statements], that som<
copies of "D'Avenant's 1674 quarto may have been printe*
in 1673.'

The

discrepant statements to which I referred
the title-page of the 1673 quarto as given
in the preface to Davenant's ' Macbeth ' (' Works
1874), and (2) the statement to be inferred from
Dr. Furness's remarks on that quarto (1673), an<

were

(1)

confirmed both by

MR. MAURICE

I.

S.

VII.

MAT

25, '89

on from Halliwell's 'Dictionary of Old Plays,'
hich I repeat here. Under 'Macbeth' we have:
tragedy with all the alterations, amendments,
Acted at the Duke's Theatre.
dditions, and new songs.
This alteration was made
o., 1674, 1687, 1695, 1710.
y Sir William Davenant."

JONAS

an<

by DR. NICHOLSON

himself, that the said quart
is virtually a reprint of the text of the First Folio
No doubt two such irreconcilable description
of that edition would appear to most person
DR. NICHOLSO
slightly discrepant;
but, as

points out, I have been misled by an erroneou
quotation I should say a very erroneous quota
for I think in an edition such as that o
tion
Davenant's ' Works ' one would scarcely venture t
presume that the editor had made such a mistak
as to give for the title-page of the 1673 quart
what DR. NICHOLSON declares is really the titl
page of the 1695 quarto.
What, may I ask, is the title-page of the 167
th
quarto ? In 7 S. vii. 130 I have given a quota

under this description both
quarto of 1674 and the quarto of 1695 are in-

It will be seen that
le

[uded, so that it was natural for me to conclude
aat the title given in the fifth volume of Davenant's
Works' under the wrong date (1673) was the title
I have not that volume at
f the edition 1674.
and for the purpose of reference, but, so far as my
memory serves, the play as printed therein is unoubtedly the version known as Davenant's, and is

aid to be printed from the 1674 quarto. DR.
NICHOLSON says that to collate the 1674 version
"
nth that of 1673 or with the folios would be an
But that absurdity has been rendered
tosurdity."
innecessary by DR. NICHOLSON himself having
lone precisely what I wanted to be done, namely,
ascertain if the 1673 quarto was or was not the
ame mutilated, deformed, and defiled version of

j

j

1

play that
appears that

,he
it

ELIZABETH

lh

"A

:

whom national feeling and clannish feeling were stronger
than in Sir Walter Scott."

villagers were clannish.

[7

given in Davenant's 'Works.
not so, but, on the contrary,
is virtually a reprint of the First

is

it is

j

as I said before, it
folio, though, as DR.
;ains

NICHOLSON tells us, it con"a
goodly number of verbal alterations, and

some phrasal ones of two or three words each
varations due, no doubt, sometimes to the printer,
aut sometimes to a would-be varier of mediocre

We

th
S. vii. 231).
may take it now for
especially after MR. JONAS'S statement
7 th S. vii. 145) that there can be little or nothing
in common between the quartos of 1673 and 1674,

power"

(7

j

granted,

|

except the cast of the play.

DR. NICHOLSON seems to have entirely overlooked the main point in dispute, viz., Did Pepya
ever see Shakespeare's 'Macbeth'? and, as a
in
corollary to this, Did Betterton ever play
'
Shakespeare's Macbeth ? These two points, but
much like
especially the former, I should very

;

'

to see cleared

up

;

and now that DR. NICHOLSON

has descended into the arena, probably all incertitude thereon will soon vanish ; but I must confess
that until it has been proved by something more
than mere assertion I shall find it very difficult^ to
believe that any one not qualified for admission
into an idiot asylum could ever have seen the
'

wretched rubbish that Davenant called

Macbeth

'

without

having seen Shakespeare's play
and I
taking any notice whatever of the alteration,
do hope, for the sake of Betterton's memory, that

after

'

'

Macbeth he never
after acting Shakespeare's
thereon.
stooped to represent Davenant's burlesque

may say, in conclusion, that it never occurred
me that any of those post- Restoration quartos could
t<

1

'

'

Macbeth
real light upon the text of
as given in the First Folio.
As to the question of the songs, if DR. NICHOLthrow any

I

I

j

j

h

I

.

MAY
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condescend to look at the notes to ' Mac*
h of the
Henry Irving Shakespeare (vol. v.
e 192, p. 420) he will find that in a note of
made considerable use, with full
ie I have
nowledgment, of his valuable note on this subwill

so
be

.

S vii,

'

no
mi
|acl

'

in his edition of Scot's

sac
fro

'

Discoverie of Witchmuch that the
den death of Dr. Francis Hueffer prevented me
"
n further
his
of the

jec;
craft' (pp. 543-6).

I regret very

examining

copy

song

Come

Hecket," mentioned in my stage
awiy, Hecket,
'
history to Macbeth (p. 349, col. 2). I have been
as yet unsuccessful in tracing this edition of the
socg, which was from a MS. certainly previous to
If we could discover the exact
Look's setting.
date of that MS. it might help us to determine
the exact date when the songs were added to
'Macbeth.'
F. A. MARSHALL.
'

Folkestone.
|

" HARK THE HERALD
ANGELS" (7 th S.

vii.

360).

419

a full and most valuable
glossary, specially convenient of consultation.
It constitutes a noble volume
and, fragmentary as it is, can be read, as we have tested
with pleasure. Almost innumerable are the cross-references. To a Scotchman no difficulty whatever can be
experienced, nor, indeed, is much trouble imposed on an
Englishman thoroughly conversant with Burns. Some
simple orthographical knowledge is, however, desirable
on the part of the half-educated Southron. For in"
"
"
stance, under
Day and under " Cozie we found
Then canie in some cozie plea
They close the day.
Seeking, for the sake of verification, and also for explanatory purposes, under "Canie," we failed to find
either the quotation or the word. Further
search, how" canie :) was
ever, revealed that
one of four different
of
the
familiar
word
ways
spelling
"canny," under which
word the quotation was duly found. We are
glad to own
a debt of obligation to all concerned with the
production
of this splendid volume. Burns has had some time to
wait for his concordance. When it comes,
however, it is
as is but fitting, the best of its sort. Wherever British
literature is found or consulted the book will be welalso

:

The Editor is right ; but celava sans dire. Charles comed.
The first Sussex
'Wesley wrote the Christmas Hymn.
Archaological Collection?. VoJ, XXXVI, (Lewes,
as originally composed, was
H. Wolf.)
jline,
Hark how all the welkin rings
UNLESS our memory be at fault, the Sussex ArchaeoGlory to the King of kings,
logical Society is the oldest body of the kind in the
"
Its first congress was held at
are now, with south of England.
iwhich, in Dean Stanley's words,
Pevensey forty-two years ago, and from that period to
;?reat advantage, always altered to" the form in
the
no
!

which the

hymn

is

now

sung.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M. A.
"ARRANT SCOT"

1

th

S. vii. 45, 114, 335).
Is
(7
the biting epitaph on Aretin given incorInstead of
jectly ?
Che d'ognun disse malo che di Dio
line should run
Chi d'ognun disse mal, fuor che di Dio.
lot

J.

CARRICK MOORE.

present
year has passed without a pleasant antiquarian gathering. The papers in many of the previous
volumes are of much interest. The
present one is certainly in

no

way inferior to any of its predecessors.
Capt. * W. T. Attree's paper on the parish of Wivelsfield
is a continuation of one in a former
volume It is remarkably good, just, in fact, what a village history should
be.
Mr. 1 E. Sawyer is known beyond the limits of his
own county as a zealous antiquary. He is
publishing in
these Collections, little by little, the
proceedings of the
Committee of Plundered Ministers so far as
they relate
to Sussex, with notes of a
very useful kind. The same
gentleman contributes an interesting article on Sussex
Markets and Fairs.' We do not think he mentions all
for which charters have been
granted. In the time of
Edward I. many fair and market charters were
granted,
of * h ch
U be found entered on the Patent
Rolls!
j
We think,
but dare not speak positively, that we have
come upon entries as to fairs and markets there which
he has lefc unnoticed. The Rev. R. F. Whistler
gives an
account of the Penshurat
Ironworks, which were not
discontinued until 1811. He has figured three of the
curious fire-backs for the manufacture of which Sussex
was once famous. They represent St. Michael and the
dragon, Phoebus driving the chariot of the sun, and tineas
carrying his father from burning Troy.
The Sussex
Archaeological Society could not employ its funds better
than by publishing reproductions of all the ancient
pictorial tire-backs that have come down to
us.
There was
a most interesting collection of them in the
temporary
museum when the Archaeological Institute met at Lewes
in 1883.
One mediaeval example, in which heraldic lions
were the principal subject, struck us as
remarkably fine.
There was also a salamander in flames, dated
1550, which
might be reproduced for a similar purpose. \
.

.

'
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Complete Concordance to the Poems and So
Robert Burns. Compiled and edited by J B.
1
M.A. (Glasgow, Kerr & Richardson.)
'HE most zealous and loyal service that can be rendered
o a poet is to write a concordance. It is in a
high degree
work of interpretation, since, besides enabling a man to
nd the passages he seeks, it secures, when moderate
ains are exercised, correct quotation.
It is a tribute
BO, seeing that when a work calls for a concordance
B position is conceded.
So far, putting on one side the
Concordance to the Vulgate ' and that by Cruden to the
nglish Bible and the indices veroorum to the classic
uthors, and dealing only with English poets, adequate
ncordances have been compiled for Shakspeare, Pope,
owper, and the Laureate as regards a portion of his
ork.
To Milton has been dedicated a very inadequate
mcprdance, though a full one, which we have not seen,
said to be in existence.
The Shelley Society, mean'
Concordance to Shelley.' Burns
bile, is preparing a
M now a splendid concordance. On the other side of
ie Tweed this tribute to his merits will meet
with
On this side the book is " conathing but approval.
ived a double debt to pay," and is
consequently
Not only is it a concordance, it ia
oubly welcome,

II

I

w

Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and Engravers. New
By B< Et Graves and Walter Armstrong.

S S2*a
&
(Bell

x

Sons.)

THIS new and greatly improved and
enlarged edition of
Bryan s useful dictionary, the progress of which we have
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its
watched with interest and duly chronicled," now reaches
"

A supplement, including notices of

Dickie Doyle,
of Samuel Cousins, of Richard Ansdell, Cabanel, John William Inchbold, Frank Holl, Hans Makart, Edward Lear,
Carlo Pellegrini, Rajon (the great etcher), Richard Redthe ingrave, and others who have recently died, brings
formation precisely up to date. A useful portion of the
of painters.
supplement consists of a list of monograms
We prefer ourselves the old nomenclature to the new,
and do not wish to seek for Titian under Vecelli, or
Tintoretto under Robust! ; but ever the old giveth way
to the new, and we must yield to scientific exactitude,
even if it seems pedantic. After all, a century ago we
should have found Cicero under Tully. We have at least
to thank Messrs. Graves and Armstrong for their labours,
and to chronicle the completion of one of the most trustworthy and useful books of reference.
close.

The Monthly Chronicle of North Country Lore and
Legend. 1888. (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Walter Scott).
THIS portly volume represents a year's work of certain
Its contents are of
enthusiastic northern antiquaries.
Much that the eye
very various degrees of merit.
catches in turning over the leaves is not new to historical students, but all will probably be welcomed
gladly by the class of persons among whom it will
mainly circulate. It is not fair to judge books of this

kind by too high a standard. Their function is mainly
educational, and it is no argument against a well-written
One
article that it is not a record of new discoveries.
very excellent feature is the monthly north-country
was
much
a
Such
wanted.
compendium
Very
obituary.
few persons file newspapers, but we all want to know, at
times, when persons of local eminence passed away. Unless, however, they are people whose names find a place
in peerages there is no handy means by which our thirst
for knowledge can be gratified.
The series of biographical sketches called 'Men of
'twixt Tyne and Tweed are excellent, and we
have nothing but praise for the series of articles on ' The
Streets of Newcastle.' The serious complaint we have
to make is as to the illustrations. Some few are pleasant
to look upon, but the greater number are worthy of extreme reprobation. What pleasure can any one derive
from the group .of gravestones on p. 48, or the strange
'
imagination called The Countess and her Henchman ?
If the string of beads which that lady wears is meant for
a rosary anditlcokslikeone we must inform the artist
that prayer-beads were worn at the waist, not around the
neck. We have far too great a respect for the memory
of Joseph Ritson to desire to see him represented by the
black smudge that does duty for his portrait. If no other
likeness of that illustrious northern antiquary be known
it would be better that his outer man should continue to
be pictured in the imagination only.

Mark

'

'

Captaine Martin Fringe, tJie Last of the Elizabethan
Seamen. By James Hurly Pring, M.D. (Yarmouth,
Luke.)
THIS is a useful digest of the information which has
come down to us regarding an Elizabethan worthy whose
memor.y has, we are sorry to gay, been permitted to
become dim. We wish it had contained more personal
and family details. Our American friends have put on
record nearly every fact that has come down to us as to
the discoveries of our seamen on their continent. It
belongs to us to make out from documents in this country
all that can be discovered here of them and their
families.

THE
Street,

s.

vn. MAY

interest.

The catalogue of

old books

25/39.

autographs, &c., of Miss Millar,}, of Teddington, Middlesex, also challenges attention.

ta

We must call special attention to the following notices
ON all communications must be written the name and
:

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE

cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note,
query,

or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

Giulio

Carcano, a Milanese,

is regarded with much
interest, his
writings being clerical and religious in sentiment and
romantic in colour. His works include ' Ida della Torre,'

born August

7,

1812,

'

Angiola Maria,' 1839; 'Damianoo Storia d' una
Povera Famiglia,' 1869, perhaps his best-known work;
'Racconti Campagnuoli,' 1869; 'Memorie di Grandi,'
1870; 'Racconti Popolari,' 1871. Whether his translations from Shakspeare embrace the whole of the plays
we doubt. Some reader may have information on the
subject, and may be able to give the opinion you seek as
to their character and merit.
1834;

J.

A

CUTHBERT WELCH.- ('Bride of Abydoa.')

play

founded by Dimond upon Byron's poem was produced at
Drury Lane Feb. 5, 1818. Kean played the hero, Selim.
The allusions to which you refer are to this. Moore,
during Byron's absence in Venice, looked after its production. Moore and Kean were thus regarded as doctors,
but the play, seventeen days after its production, " descended into the family vault of the Drurys," i. e., was
withdrawn. (" Sir John Moore's Funeral.") See 7 th S. ii.
183, 253, 298, 389, 457;
ence especially.
C. T. T. (" Midland

We

iii.

33, 73, 158, the

second refer-

Railway Company Drivers

").

do not answer questions of this class. You give no
post town or district, so we cannot return enclosure.

JOHN ROBINSON.

'Manner Norfolciense,' &c., by
Britannicus, was ascribed, in Murch's 'DisIt is, in fact, by Dr. Johnsenters,' to Francis Webb.
son.
See ' Life,' by Boswell, ed. Hill, i, pp. 141-3.
Probus
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of your correspondents

speaking of Lord Lisle ('N.

&

mentions,

armie,"
" to seize six hundred
paire of brogues or pumps now in
the hands of Captain Cornelius McGillicuddy for the
use of the regiment now belonging to Collonell Charles
Murphy," &c.

In a letter dated Cork, July 6, 1691, Sir Richard
Cox, Governor of Cork, writes to Sir James, who
was an old friend of his, as follows
:

the score of our former acquaintance, and
the civility you have used to our friends whilst you were
governor here, and since, I think myself obliged to let
you know, that I have both station and inclination to
serve you. If it should happen that you throw yourself
upon me, without capitulation (for your party is certainly
ruined and will every minute decay,) you shall, undoubtedly be used as a man of honour; but, if you are of
this opinion, bring off as many as you can, and their arms,
because your terms will be so much the better. This
will seem odd if you don't apprehend the case as desperate,
but because I am sure it is so therefore you have this
Sir,
friendly advertisement from,
Your very affec. friend and servant,
SIR,

Upon

RICHARD Cox.

SIE JAMES COTTER.

One

Another paper, dated at Limerick, orders Sir
James Cotter, Knt., "Brigadier of His Ma'tes

while

th
S. vi. 467),
Q.,' 7

For the Hon. Sir James Cotter, those.
To this note Sir James promptly replies as follows :
SIR,
Notwithstanding our former acquaintance, it
seems to me you do not know me. Whatever I might
have done with sitting still, when laid aside, in civilities
which for Justice sake I distributed without distinctionI am now convinced, and will, I doubt not, be in a
condition to return your kindness, lor really your case is
so desperate that you will soon have occasion for it, and

was assassinated by Sir James Cotter in
Switzerland.
Bishop Burnet states that he was
killed at Lausanne by Irishmen in 1685, and does
the
names
of the assassins.
not give
I wish to
know if it is an assured fact that Sir James Cotter
was concerned in this crime, as it seems most unbe confident in anything that is just
likely that he was, owing to the high character
You find me, Sir,
which he bore.
Your very affec. friend and servant,
Burke tells us that he was "a gallant Cavalier."
JAMES COTTER.
He was a member of Parliament, was first married
Give, I pray you, my services to all old acquaintances.
to a daughter of Sir William Stapleton, Bart., and
Later on Sir James was obliged to succumb, and
afterwards to the Hon. Leonora Plunkett, daughter sue for
protection, which was at once granted ; and
of Lord Louth. This second marriage took
on
under signature of Baron de Ginckell, Lieutenantplace
about
three
after
the
assassina30,
1688,
July
years
General, he on October 9, 1691, obtained protection of Lord Lisle.
He had been appointed mar- tion for himself, family, servants, tenants, &c., with
shal and secretary in the West Indies in 1677; on
"lycence for himself and servants to keep three
February 12, 1689, he was appointed by King cases of pistolls, three fuses, and three swords for
James II. Governor of the City of Cork and of their protection."
Great Island, " to keep the officers and soldiers in
About this time Sir James obtained a number of
good order," and on February 26 he took over certificates from various persons
testifying as to the
from General McCarty the command of his humane and
generous treatment they had experiThe following year enced from him when in power. One of
Majesty's forces in Cork.
these,
Cork was taken by the Duke of Marlborough, and
signed by Daniel Croke, Mayor, Walter Neale,
in 1691, on April 30, the battle of Bottle Hill was Rector of St.
and
Mary, Shandon,
others, states as
fought, Sir James Cotter being in command of the follows
that he

.

:
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"Wee, the undermined of the Citty of Corke, doe declare that during Sir James Cotter beeing Governor of
the said Citty and County, the Protestants thereof, as
much as in him lay, did receive all manner of countenance and favor from him, and that instead of being confined and imprisoned upon all allarms, as wee were by his
depredecessors and successors in that Government, hee
sired all of us as were by them turned out of the Citty
which
for
them
into
come
and our houses to
again,
reason, and no other that we could either know or hear
hee hath (to our greate prejudice) beene removed,
being by the French faction represented as a man not
to be trusted where any Protestants were. All of which
we hold ourselves obliged to certilio under our hands at
Corke this 9'h day of Dec. 1691."
of,

fitt

The

bishop, Dr. Wetenhall, endorses this certificate in the following words
"I must acknowledge that wee received the abovementioned kindnesses from Sir James Cotter, and more
than above mentioned, but as to the reasons of his being
"
removed I know nothing.
E. CORKB AND Ross."
:

The Very Rev. F, P. Pomeroy, Dean, also testiin Sir James Cotter's behalf; and another

fies

clergyman, the Rev. Charles Northcote, who had
been a prisoner on board the French fleet lying in
the harbour of Cork, states that on being delivered
over to the Governor, Sir James Cotter,
"
the said Sir James did use me and the other two gentlemen, with all the humanity and kindness he was able,
notwithstanding our being under sentence for treason
against the then Government,"
dated May 12, 1692.

[7*
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only'a few extracts from manuscript minutes of the
meetings of governors of St. Thomas's Hospital.
On the purchase of the hospital, chiefly by the
liberality of the City people, the management devolved upon those who found the money. Of the
time of Elizabeth, I have a list " of sundry the
wisest and best Merchaunts in London to deall in
the weightiest causes of the Citie," and among them
are names of active governors of St. Thomas's

Hospital Offley, Wheler, Saltonstall, Woodroffe,
Osborne, and others.
September 23, 1571, the
name of Mr. Osborne first appears at the meeting
" Cowrtt of
of the
Governors," and soon he shows
"
his quality, as on Nov. 5 following he was
choisen
into the office of Treasurer w th Mr. Alderman Woodruffe late treasurer."
"Monday, the xxiiij December, 1571, in the presence of Sir Alexander
Osborne, Mr.
Avenon, Mr. Alderman Harvy, Mr.
"

payd to Mr. OsOffley," and others, there was
borne as Treasurer, for a benevolence to thuse of
the pore by the Deane & Chapitre of Paules,
the sum of iijZi. vjs. viijd" The next entry he receives -all. of a benevolent citizen, and another, it
"
being noted that the cowrtt like well of the same."
January 14, 1571, in the presence of Mr. Osborne

and Mr. Ward,
"
Hamerton of St. Olafs dothe

offer to

pay yerely for the

space of vj yeres xxs. yerely for Wyllyam Kyng, who ys
to be dismemburyd of one of his leaggs, and yf he may be
l
curyd w yn one yere & a halfe to be bound in the som
of xft. by obligacion for the p'formance of the same."

The Cromwellian Lord Lisle who was assassinated
had occupied an official position in Cork during The same
day Mr. Osborne receives of the matron,
the time of the Commonwealth, and was doubtless "
So we see
for work done by the poore, xjs. vd."
to the individuals who signed the
Is it probable that
they would speak so highly of a man who had been
concerned in such a crime only five or six years
before ? The Cotters were originally called Ottir, or

well

known

above-mentioned testimonials.

MacO ttir, and are said to have been of Danish descent.
James Cotter, who is sometimes spoken of as
of Ballinsperrig, and at other times as of Annagrove, died in 1705, and was succeeded by his son
James, who was executed May 7, 1720, for his
Sir

devotion to the house of Stewart.

R. STEWART PATTERSON,
Chaplain H.M. Forces.
'

Cork.
S.

G. 0.

AND

The Times

SIR

of

EDWARD OSBORNE OP

May

13

tells

us that

its

many
also

Mr. Osborne
sources of hospital income.
receives "owt of the boxe in the courtt

vli. vs.," and same time, "xxv day of
1571, xiiijs. xd. for old garments sold."
July 7, 1572, Edward Whitepane,
" at the
adrequest of Mr. John Mabbe, goldsmyth, was
mitted for the space of six month es, and yf the said
Whytpane wUn the said tyme cannot be cured, the said
John Mabbe hath p'mysed and byndeth himselfe unto
Mr. Edward Osborne, Tresaurer, for the removing and
dyscharging from this hospitall the same Whytepane."

chamber

Feb.,

This is especially interesting, John Mabbe being
the last owner of "The Tabard" while it was yet
" The
Tabard," and probably very much as Chaucer

John Mabbe was a rich
his pilgrims saw it.
His most interesting will
citizen and a goldsmith.
is given in full in the Athenaum, July 23, 1887.
There is an abundance of varying entries in this
and

1584.

benevolent,

active old correspondent Lord Sydney Godolphin
Oaborne went to his last earthly home at Lewes on
'
N. & Q.' may perhaps think it fit to imthat day.
The announcement reminded
occasion.
the
prove
me of the ancestor and founder of the Leeds family
the Osbornes, the apprentice Edward Osborne of
1536, who, by his leap from the house on London
Bridge, saved his master's daughter from drowning,

MS. of 1569 to 1574, showing the internal workoften very
ing of the hospital and the action,
I content myself with
curious, of the governors.
an item more
" Mr. Edward Osborne brought
:

into the Cowrtt the

made in th
Coppie of the words of the confyrmation
under
last parlyament for the spitalls in London made
thand of ffrancis Speylman Clark of the plyament.

at length married her.
Stow, and after him
Richard Thomson, the antiquary, who wrote of July, 1573, he first appears as Alderman Osborne,
London Bridge, tells us all about it. I shall give and takes precedence at the "Cowrtt." In 1575

and

!

.

j

j

th
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"

1580

Mr. Alderman Osburne

is

Lord Mayor; in
in
If 34 he is knighted by Queen Elizabeth
U 35-6 he is M.P. for the City in 1581 he is
ov ner of ships, and active among commercial corntrade with Turkey;
pa aies, especially promoting
Fyllpot Lane"; in 1583 he

in

is

;

;

1583 he bestirs himself against carriers departon the Sabbath, and he notes how beggars are
coming from Ireland "they shall be sent back,
at d no more permitted to come."
I may perhaps find in my MS. more matter

in

f

in

&

Q.'
quite as interesting to the readers of 'N.
For the present this will do as to the founder of
the house of Leeds, and the ancestor, as I suppose,
I

Lord Sydney Godolphin Osborne.

of

WILLIAM RENDLE.
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Four centuries later this influence had died away proand after Constantino moved the seat of empire
eastwards there would, I should fancy, be a reaction
against Greek?', e., Constantinopolitan authority, and
the Italian use of one vowel being short before another
would be likely to prevail.
"
As to Greek, whether the word be written with the
vowel i or diphthong ti, Hermann is no doubt right in
bably,

'

Quod ad proaodiam ejus attinet quartam syllabam ancipitem apud Latinos esse constat, apud Graecos
earn non memini correptam.' And though
'Aicadijpia
would seem to require the penultimate short he says, In
hoc vocabulo, quod communis sermonis usu tritissimum
esset, ea videtur obtinuisse pronunciatio, quse non a prosodia esset, sed ab accentu profecta,' in his note to Arissaying,

'

'Nubes,' 992, ed. Bekker, 1829, Londini,
In my day Oxford said Academia,
pp. 419, 420.
should think that Cambridge did the same."

tophanes,
vol.

iii.

and

I

D. 0.

Forest Hill.

"ACADEMIA" OR "ACADEMU."

My

tutor at

Harrow, William Oxenham, would accept either
quantity,
for both.

on the ground that there was sanction
Desirous

after forty years
to verify
recently applied to a distinguished
friend, who often instructs the world in your
columns the REV. W. E. BUCKLEY. His reply I
subjoin. It seems to exhaust the question, but, in
accordance with his suggestion, I submit his note
'
to
N. & Q.' to elicit the views of more recent
academics

j

!

this assertion, I

:

"

Your Harrow tutor was

right, so far as Latin is concerned, though the authorities for shortening the i are
late. Claudian (A.D. 395) has in his ' De Consulatu Plavii
Mallii Theodori,' line 94 (sometimes referred to as xvi.

94)In Latium spretis Academia migrat Athenis
and a century later Sidonius (A.D. 482) has

;

Obviet et quauquam totis Academia sectis.
In Epithalam. Polemii,' 120.
But at an earlier date temp. Augusti Laurea Tullius,
a freedman of Cicero, writes
'

Atque Academiae celebratam nomine villam,
in a quotation preserved by Pliny, Nat. Hist.,' xxxi. 3,
as if this were then the received
quantity. Oddly enough,
the passage in Cicero where the word occurs may be
read either way. It is in a quotation from his ' Poem on
'

his

'

'
quoted in his De Divinatione,' i. 13, 8
Inque Academia umbrifera, nihiloque Lycaeo,

Consulship

Hermann says, Quarta syllaba in Academia
brevis est, non elisa ultima '; and Moser, the latest editor
of the ' De Div.' (so far as
in his
on which

'

my

!

|

I

library extends),

note at p. 63 (the date of the book being 1828, Frank'
fort) says,
Ego quidem nunc in Hermann! de nostro
loco sententia
of

acquiesce,' having previously thought
reading by transposition

Umbrnera inque Academia,

nihiloque Lyceo.

But, without any transposition, if the final a be elided
the fourth syllable would be
long, and to this, in spite of
Hermann and Moser, I should incline, on the ground
that Cicero's own freedman
who, it must be presumed,
had often heard Cicero pronounce the word and
dutifully
copied him uses it as long, and also because in Cicero's
day the study of Greek and its influence was so great in

Home

Vos exemplaria Graeca
NocturnS versate manu, versate diurna.

"RooK," ITS DOUBLE METAPHORICAL SIGNIFICATION IN ELIZABETHAN ENGLISH. As to the
then
"

use of rook in its present
sense
of
"
fleeced by
sharper," and of rook'd as equal
I
remember
at
but
two
guile,"
present
examples,
both in Dekker, and the first not so clear as one
would wish. Nor does Greene in his ' Connycatch'
'
ing booklets, nor yet Harman in his Caveat for
'

Cursetors,' use the word. In Dekker's Wonderful
Yeare,' 1603 (Grosart's reprint, vol. i. p. 89), we
find:
Not for applauses shallow fooles' adventure
I plunge my verse into a sea of censure,
But with a liver drest in gall, to see
So many Bookes, catch-polls of poesy,
That feed upon the fallings of hye wit ;
And put on cast inventions, most unfit.
His second, more clear, is from his 'Lanthorne

and

Candle-light,' 1609 (vol. iii. pp. 238, &c.).
Speaking of the cozening which he calls falconry,

"
A couple of RooJces therefore (that were birds of
the last feather) conspired together to leave their nest,
in the Citty, and to flutter abroad, into the countrie."

While on horseback, " civilly suited, that they
might carry about them some badge of a Schollar,"
one of the "

"
divil's Ranck-riders
(one of another
cozening gang and in another line) overtakes them,
to whom they say that they are falconers, and then
that they had sprung a partridge.
They on this
ride up to a goodly fair place, where the good

knight or so is asked for. To him one of them produces a little book, well got up outside, wherein is
" Dedication to his
a
Worship."
Hereupon, of
course, sir knight gives him "foure or sixe Angells,"
asks him to stay breakfast, "or if the sundiall
points towards eleaven, then to tary dinner." In
other words, the knight is, as we should say,
rooked. It is hardly necessary to say that this
sense is derived from the thievish propensity of
these birds. For instance, if both male and female
be away from their unfinished nest, the others will
at once help themselves from it.
The second sense is one quite opposed to this
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"
may be expressed by our simpleton
and, as it may be necessary to give full proof
I give four examples from Jonson and three from

one which

Dekker
1.

:

Man

In his 'Every

in his

Humour/"

I.

i.

Bobadill speaks thus of Squire Downright, Hang
him, rook! he! why he has no more judgmen
than a malt horse." Now, exclusive of the com
parison, Downright, as his name implies, is
straightforward, honest English gentleman, with
as much idea of turning sharper or cheating a man
as the north and south have of coming together

perhaps less.*
2. In his Out of his Humour,' in the Induction
Asper says, when discussing the misuse of the

word humour

:

*****

As when some one peculiar
Doth so possesse a^man.
This

may

be truly said to be a Humour.

!

ridiculous.

3. So in I. i. Cordatus speaks of Sagliardo as "a
tame Eooke, you '1 take him presently," and he is

a sharper that he is ready to be gulled
one who throughout the play would
be a gentleman, but is a horny-handed country
little of

by any one

and in town an ignorant simpleton.
The sentence in II. ii. of the same explains
Here Macilente- Jonson says of the foolish
itself.
chuff
4.

Inns of Court man that would be in the Court
fashion, but always finds himself in the last but

and London,

vol.

ii.

p.

94

?

"
he is
a moping, melanDuring a hard frost
choly bird, appearing to avoid hia old companions, and
to be without sufficient energy even to seek for food
often remaining in one position for a considerable
length
of time."

Or was it for a similar reason to that which
makes the Italian give to cornacchia the double
sense of crow and chatterer, or idle talker?

Baskerville's books, indeed, form an
present.
exception, and are conspicuous by the blackness
of their ink. I had always attributed this paleness
of ink to want of good material ; but, from a
passage in Franklin's letters, it appears that the paleness was intentionally produced.
Franklin (himself a working printer), writing to Noah Webster
n 1789, speaks of a "fancy that grey printing is
more beautiful than black ; hence the English new
books are printed in so dim a character as to be
read with difficulty by old eyes."
He quotes a
remark of Lord Chesterfield's to a Dublin news-

who was praising his own paper.
Mr. Faulkiner," said my lord, " don't you think
t might be still farther improved by using
paper
and ink not quite so near of a colour?" (' Life of
)aper printer,

one:

'

I fain would

know

of heaven now, why yond fool
Should wear a suit of satin ? he ? that rook ?
That painted jay, with such a deal of outside 1
'
5. Dekker, in his Satiromastix,' near its commencement, makes Horace-Jonson, when callers

"

Peace

tread softly; hide my papers:
Some of my rooks, some
of my gulls?" Even if the one phrase did not explain the other, and show rook and gull to be the
same, no sharper would have thought it worth
while to seek out Jonson, and Tucca elsewhere

knock, say,

Who's

!

this so early?

him a

calls

gull-groper.

So afterwards the same Horace- JonSon says
to his richer toady Asinius, whose name is fitted
6.

to his nature

:

"Foh! come, your

great bellied wit must long

for

every thing too why, you Eook [*. e. s you ninni-hammer], I have a set of letters ready starch'd to my
hands, which to any fresh suited gallant that but
newly enters his name into my roll, I send the next
;

morning
my novice shall start
sees the sudden flash of my writing."
that

Before 5 also Asinius says, "

7.

the gull cried
"
plies,

you

i,

of the ink used in English books during the latter
part of the last century and the beginning of the

A

so

E

BR. NICHOLSON.

cable hat-band, or the three-pild ruffe,
yard of shoo-tye, or the Switzers knot
On hie French garters, should affect a Humour

more than most

vn. J

PALE PRINTING INK. Any one accustomed to
much reading must be familiar with the paleness

The

it is

s.

with his new satin suit, and both would be
lost, for
not fetching home by a day."
As the rook is accounted a bird of peculiar
sagacity and sympathy I confess that I do not
understand this second use of the name, and would
Can it be taken from this fact,
willingly learn.
stated in a note to Goldsmith's 'Animated
Nature,'
published by Blackie & Son, Glasgow, Edinburgh,

qualitie

But that a rooke by wearing a pyed feather,

O,

CT*

mew

at

it."

And

when he

ITALIAN AND FRENCH CATHEDRALS.
MR.
BOUCHIER asks me (by private letter) to supplement in 'N. & Q.' what I have said in reply to his
_uery about Tours Cathedral, by saying which I
onsider the (architecturally) finest churches in
taly, "other than Milan, St. Peter's, and St.
Mark's at Venice," and which the finest French

athedrals.

MR. BOUCHIER'S letter is dated, I am sorry to
bserve, so long ago as April 13. But I have been
or some weeks absent from home, and have only
ust returned. It is very difficult to assign superior
merit to one of two such buildings as St. Peter's
nd Milan Cathedral. It is almost as bad as being
ailed upon to state whether a month or a mile is
ae longer

when Musco

Horace-Jonson rerook
And

A pox on him, poor brainless

Benjamin Franklin,' edited by Bigelow, 1881, Hi.
J. DIXON.

445.)

!

remember, I told him, his wit lay at

pawn

!

Leaving

this difficulty, I

may

say,

owever, that the Duomo at Florence may fairly
laim to rank with (not next after) the churches
^R. BOUCHIER mentions.
Giotto's campanile, if
hat may be considered as an appendage to it, is

'.

|
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most architecturally perfect buildin
The cathedral at Orvieto, mainly a
the world.
a nuseum of sculpture and fresco, is a church o
The churches of St. Anthony
fir it-rate interest.
the
p( -haps
in
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philosophy of Rumpelstiltskin before the Folk-lore
Society, the philosophy of which seemed to consist in a superstition that the knowledge of the
name of a person, human or superhuman, gave to
another in possession of it power over him.
Dr.
Gaster Jewish Rabbi, I believe, and therefore, I
suppose, a reverend a foreigner of erudition, who
has recently come to this country, said the incidents mentioned by Mr. Clodd and other speakers
were in the magic of the Middle Ages and in

A
St. Zeno at Verona, St. Francis a
Clement at Rome, and the cloister o
th monastery at Monreale in Sicily, may be namec
as all of high interest, some, however, mainly on
But it may be
on 3 ground and some on another.
st; ted generally that, from any architectural poin
Would any of your
narratives of the Bible.
of view, Italy is immeasurably inferior to France in
readers inform me where in the Bible, whether
ecclesiastical buildings.
Then as regards the finest cathedrals of France Old or New Testament, are to be found parallels
Mr. BOUCHIER "hopes" that my vote will be foi to the philosophy of Rumpelstiltskin spoken of by
W. J. BIRCH.
Amiens and Rheims. But I am inclined to think Dr. Gaster?
Padua,

at

A;

St.

sisi,

)

that,

taken as a whole, the cathedral of Bourges

is

the finest ecclesiastical building in France.
It is
without transepts, therefore without sundry delight

THE FLEUR-DE-LIS ON THE MARINER'S COM-

"Las agujas en Flandes y en Francia se
But the extreme beauty of the unbroken comenaron a hazer y de alii fue el principio de
de lis por cabea en el Norte." From
nave and choir I think more than atones for this. poner flor
Medina's 'Regimiento de Navegacion'
Both Amiens and Rheims are, of course, very grand Dr. Pedro de
The first edition apchurches, but each of them for especial excellences (Seville, February, 1563).
in 1545.
L. L. K.
rather than as a whole. Chartres, Le Mans, Beau- peared
vais, Caen, Rouen (both the cathedral and St.
'THE POET'S SONG.' In all
PASS.

:

ful effects.

i

;

|0uen), St. George de Boscherville (near Rouen),
Aries (a cloister), are all buildings well worth
attention and admiration. Nor do I for an instant
It is far
pretend that this is an exhaustive list.
otherwise.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Salterton.
Budleigb

the
TENNYSON:
editions I have consulted I find that the first line
of
this
runs
verse
thus
of the second
poem

,

!

A

i

THEATRICAL PARALLEL.

The run

of

Mr.

'Augustus Harris's Christmas piece at Drury Lane,
I'The Babes in the Wood,' was from Boxing night
to the Saturday in Easter week ; and the newspapers have pronounced it to be "a run for a
Christmas entertainment that is without a parallel."

Something very like it, however, was to be found
run of Mr. Planches spectacular burlesque
The Prince of Happy Land or, the Fawn in the
^Forest,' with Madame Vestris in the leading chaThis fairy extravaganza was produced at
bcter.
(the Lyceum Theatre, with Beverley's scenery, at
iChristmas, 1851, and was performed nightly up to
in the

!'

;

lEaster,

The other piece that made up the
programme for the evening was The

1852.

excellent

'

sGame of Speculation,' adapted from Balzac " in
less than thirteen
hour?, and produced after only
two rehearsals" by " Slingsby Lawrence,
Esq."
(G. H. Lewes), with Mr. Charles Mathews as
"Mr. Affable Hawk." It had been first performed
at the

Lyceum on

Oct. 2, 1851.

The

play-bill re-

mained unchanged from Christmas to Easter, and
the newspapers of the
day pronounced the circumstance to be "unparalleled in theatrical annals." I
am happy to say that I saw both pieces, more than
once, in the early

months of 1852.

CUTHBERT BEDE.
RUMPELSTILTSKIN. In the Athenceum of Mar. 9
Mr. E. Clodd is said to have read a
paper on the

The swallow

stopt as

he hunted the bee.

one volume, containing the
omplete works), published this year, the words
appear thus
The swallow stopt as he hunted the fly.

In the

last edition (in

The

alteration, trivial enough in itself,
xample of the care which the poet takes

is

a good

in smaller

E. A. BLAKENET.

details.

Cambridge,

ANALCADE AND CAVALCADE. In the Pall Mall
March 1, in an article on ' The Carnival

Gazette of
f

Nice,' I find the following

:

analcades, or troops of men on donkey-back,
avalcades having gone out of fashion for reasons of exenae and restlessness, must consist of not fewer than
wenty members in each, and she-donkeys are in great
emand at this season on account of their greater

"The

ocility."
'his word analcade (should it not be dnalcade ?),
which is quite new to me, seems from this quotaion to be now in use among the French of Nice,
nd the question is whether it has lately come into
se merely as a joke, or whether it has already
ound its way permanently into the French lan-

If the latter is the case, I must protest
Cavalcade
gainst such a barbarous formation.
le Low Latin caballicata (Ducange), from caballus,
and
horse, and therefore cade is the termination,
ot alcade.
Consequently, instead .of dnalcade,
we ought at least to have had dnicade or dnecade,
r asinicade
asinicata, if it had been preferred to
guage.

=

=

word an Italian form, like cavalcade =
avalcata; or it might have taken the form of
ive the
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& vn.

JO NE

i,

asinade (or asenade), for in Provencal (the true and gardens must never be ploughed on Fridays. Even a
tooth must not be pulled unless the stars are right; if it
language of Nice) asinado (or asena^o)* means
is, it will come hard and cause great suffering.
"
"troupe d'aaes, cavalcade a anes" (Mistral, s.v.) ;
Pork, if killed during the small of the moon, will
and of this a more French form would be dnade or shrink to nothing in cooking, while that butchered
at
than
mere
But custom is stronger
ante.
gram- the full of the moon will continue white and firm. To
ensure
luck
in
the
of
domestic
animals the
matical rules, and 1 should not, therefore, be surmanagement
The wishbones of
sign of the zodiac must be in the leg.
prised if dnalcade, which seems to have the
.

advantage of

priority, finally

won

CHANCE.

F.

Sydenham

Hill.

*!N PRAISE OF ALE.' In a well-worn volume
of old songa, apparently of the time of Queen Anne,
I found the following, which seems worthy of insertion as a pendant to the lines on Belgian and
It
other beers in 'N. & Q.,' 7 th S. vi. 284, 396.
does not appear in the interesting and comprehensive volume 'In Praise of Ale,' by W. J.
Marchant, published

last year:

Song in Praise of Burton Ale,
set by Mr. John Barrett.
Oive us noble Ale, of the right Burton pale,
And let it be sparkling and clear,
We'll never repine at the God of the Vine,
If the Bed or the White he preferr.

In glasses full crowned let the Queen's health go round,
Let the English as ever be bold.
Let Prance and Spain's power both fade like a flower,
Britain and Britons the balance

still

hold.

If Bacchus refuse to joyn with our muse,
This glorious liquor to praise,
We'll soon change our note from the grape to the malt,
And Ceres adorn with our bays.

Then around

chime

our faces do shine,
And our chearfullcess make the world know
That the Barley supplies what the vintage denya,
Spite of France and her Duke of Anjow.
let it

till

J.

SUPERSTITION IN

KHODE

MASKELL.

A

New

York

7, gives this interesting

account of
a district where the belief in witches and wizards
still

flourishes

:

and rock-ribbed region, less than
a day's journey from Gen. Putnam's historic wolf den,
in North- Eastern Connecticut, is full of superstition.
It is one of the queerest of localities. In the centre of
Gloucester lies Ponagansett Lake, and all about the
shores of this lake are the dwellings of a hale and hearty
people, who make this country, far from the busy haunts
of men, averitable wonderland of legend and reminiscence.
The old men delight in telling ghost stories, and the
Gloucester lies on the
young people like to listen.
crooked old Indian trail which ran between Connecticut
and the Providence Plantations.
" For
generations back the Gloucester farmers have
believed in wizardry. They will do much of their work
the full of the moon. Otherwise they would
during
only
expect to die or to have very bad luck. Planting must
not be done until the signs of the zodiac are propitious,

"This

wild, wooded,

* In Proven
q
termination =Ital, ata, French ade.

'

catch

'

good clamming

tides,

and avoid

misfortune, is imperative.
"These people also believe that if you take up a
black snake and bite it your teeth will never decay
that if the nails are pared on Friday toothache will be
prevented, and that a child born in the heat of the day
can see into the future, and will be exempt from influences of witchcraft.
ship that has such a one on
;

board they say will never sink.
"
Perhaps the most curious belief still haunting these
hearthstones of interior Rhode Island is that relating to
the character of the little fish in Ponagansett reservoir.
This pond is the source of the Pawtuxet river, which
flows easterly into Narragansett Bay, and years before
the building of the dam across the outlet of the lake,
herring from the salt sea used to swim up the stream to
the shoal waters of the lake to spawn. The old settlers
who have lived about the lake all their lives aver that
the shiners which now glisten in its crystal waters are
naught else but the degenerate descendants of the herOne of
ring race, and show the same characteristics.
'the Bowen boys' at the lake frequently says that 'my
father used to say there was no shiners before any d -d
"
fence out the

World

There is
apparently a large survival of folk-lore in some of
the New England states.
correspondent, writing
Tribune, April

good harvests,

dams was built to
herrin's.'
There are here some curious parallels

ISLAND.

from Gloucester, Ehode Island, to the

fireplace in all Gloucester houses is a thing the settlers
could not live without. Its study, if one would reap

A

A

And

fowls are preserved on sticks. Some families
keep
hundreds on hand all the time. When tha zodiacal sign
is in the head, then the Gloucester people believe one
can do the most at catching pickerel and can hook the
Hence the almanac hung by the kitchen
biggest fish.
all

the day.

be a feminine

to

i

I

i

'

'

;

Old

The

superstition does not appear
to be of native growth.
It was an imported
article in bygone generations, but it seems to have
beliefs.

a congenial soil.
Manchester.

WILLIAM

E. A. AXON.

MISTAKE IN ADDISON'S SPECTATOR.' Beading
Addison's Spectator, I see that in No. 275 he has
attributed "Tribus Anticyris caput insanabile"
to Juvenal instead of Horace.
Hurd takes no
notice of the slip.
Perhaps it may have been
*

remarked by some more recent editor. If not it
may be noted now, though it is hardly likely that
it should have altogether
escaped observation.
E. YARDLEV.

THE WIND OF A CANNON BALL.

I have lately

seen it stated that military authorities say that no
one is ever hurt by the wind of a cannon ball, for
the very sufficient reason that a cannon ball has no
wind that strikes out sideways, as is commonly

The late Duke of Wellington must not
supposed.
Lord Stanhope,
be classed with such authorities.
'
in his interesting Notes of Conversations with the

Duke

of Wellington,' says

:

praise Lady De Lancy's
narrative of her husband's lingering death and of her
own trials and sufferings after Waterloo. The Duke

"I mentioned with much

,

I

.

VII.

JCNE

1, '89.]
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me that he had seen it, Lord Bathurst having lent
him many years ago. He was next De Lancy when
was struck; it was not by an actual wound, but by the
1
This it was afterwards found
i ind of a cannon ball.
Col. De
1 id separated the ribs from the backbone.
from
his
horse
to
the ground, and then bounded
1 vncy fell
He was
u again into the air like a struck pheasant.
t ought to be dead, and reported as such in the first
the
of
the
had
him
battle.
Duke
illetin
b
However,
c refully conveyed from the field in a blanket, and was
a 'terwards told not only that he was alive, but that he
would certainly recover
However, he expired at last
fiom the inward hurt."
JOHN CHURCHILL SIKES.
50, Agate Road, The Grove, Hammersmith, W.
t

Id
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I shall be glad of

wayes."

any explantion of

this

i

j

>

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct

PERO GOMEZ. Will a reader state where the
Gomez may be found after whom Sir
Joseph Hawley named a celebrated racehorse ?
character Pero

S. B:

Tennyson, I
think, speaks somewhere of "the mystery of a
word," and other writers, too, touch on the same
Will some one oblige with references ?
idea.

"THE MYSTERY OF A WORD."

Lucis.

SIR DAVID LINDSAY'S REGISTER. Could any
one tell me when Sir David Lindsay of the Mount,
the Lord Lyon, completed his register ? In Seton's
History of Scotch Heraldry,' 1542 is given as
the date from the register itself ; but it seems to me
1

that this

ning
CITY.
Everybody must be glad of Prof. Freeman's discussion of the use of city in England in
Macmillan for May. But he does not therein touch
on Ireland.
Which Irish towns rank as cities ;
and what is the criterion of a " city " in that
Also, how is "city" applied in AusAustralian towns rank as cities ?

country?
tralia

What

?

Canadian and U.S. usage appear to differ from
each other and from British.
And what constitutes a "city" as distinct from a "town" in

1

India

!

We

?

meaning of

want information as

city in all

to the current

English-speaking lands.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

MUMPING.

What is the derivation of

this

word

?

applied to the practice which the old women
hereabouts have of going round to receive presents
on St. Thomas's
usually the gift of sixpence
Is it connected with some old tradition
Day.
I have in vain tried to find out why that particular
St. Thomas's Day is the only
day was selected.
It is

I

!

may

very likely be the date of his begin-

LAELIUS.

it.

'I

'

have been
LIDDELL AND SCOTT'S LEXICON.
informed on trustworthy authority that there is
to be found in the large edition of Liddell and
Scott's
Greek Lexicon a second unintentional
pun of a nature similar to the following. Under
'

'

the heading a-vKcxfravTes, the suggested derivation
from arvKov, a fig, is given, but this, the editor
" is
remarks, in all seriousness,
probably & figment."
Inquiries have failed to elicit from numerous classical correspandents the word under which the
second pun is to be found. Perhaps you can help
me. The subject is of some interest, I think.
E. A. R. BALL.

[Through our obliging correspondent DR. GREENHILL,
Dean of Christchurch informs us that he is aware of
no second pun, and that the first no longer appears,
"
"
figment having been altered into invention^]
the

CHURCH BELLS.

May

I again ask help from

N. & Q.' in the collections I have
been making for some years past towards a com-

the readers of

plete account

'

of the church

bells of

the

them know anything about ; but Riding of Yorkshire ?
I shall be most
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
they never forget that.
for quotations or references from or to

festival

many

of

Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.

DR.

MEAD AND

DR. FREIND.

of

during his imprisonment? The sum is so large
that there is clearly some mistake, which I wish to

W.

A. G.

Hastings.

SIR NICHOLAS WENTWORTH, KNT., of Lillingstone Lovell, co. Oxford, by his will dated Feb. 7,
in case of failure
1551, leaves certain moneys
of heirs
"to be spent and distributed to the
marriage of poore

West YorkEYRE POPPLETON.

records relating to the church bells of

Can any

your readers tell me the earliest authority for the
well-known ancedote about Mead's handing over
to Freind the sum of five thousand guineas, said
to have been received from his
(Freind's) patients

rectify.

West

grateful
wills or

Maydens mendynge

of high

J.

shire.

Spring Vale Road, Sheffield.

SOURCE OF QUOTATION. Can any of your
readers furnish me with information as to the
name of the paper and date in which the following
"'
Wanted, descendants of the Storms
appeared ?
Storm
(or
family) of Ilfracombe.' From what we
know of the locality the advertiser had better
'
"
It is supposed to have
inquire for little gales.'
in
Punch
about
1876.
appeared
S.

DALLAS-GLYN.

H. LINDLEY.

appears that the actress
whose recent death has been generally deplored
Where and when
was married to a Mr. Wills.
It

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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did the marriage take place,
Christian name of the husband

SATING

OF

of

s.

VIL JUM i,

and what was the
VICTUALLER. Can any of your readers inform
?
me what was the exact calling, or trade, of one deURBAN.

LORD

BEACONSFIELD. In the
Turf/ Contemporary Review,
it
is
mentioned
that
"Lord Beaconsfield,
April,
in one of his most wicked sentences, said that

'Ethics

[7*

scribed as a victualler the middle of last century
A. G:

?

the

the jockey is our western substitute for the
eunuch." What did the great statesman mean ?
NE QUID NIMIS.

BISHOP BERKELEY.
vol.

i.

Southey writes ('Omniana,'

p. 251):

"A journal

of his [Bishop Berkeley's] travels in Italy

and many of his papers remain unpublished. His grandson, George Monck Berkeley, had he lived, would have
given them to the public. I know not what is become
of them since the family has been extinct. But of such

ITALIAN LITERATURE. Can any one recommend
a man not a relick should be lost."
a trustworthy handbook of Italian literature,
Can any reader of ' N. & Q.' suggest any probable
including the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
somewhat similar to Mr. Saintsbury's Primer of clue to the discovery of these MSS. ?
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
French Literature,' or Mr. Stopford Brooke's
Budleigh Salterton.
'Primer of English Literature'?
Is there such
a work, either in Italian, French, or
LORD TRURO. Where was this great lawyer
English?
Italian will do, but I should
How long was he Member of Parliament
prefer one written in born ?
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
English or French.
for Newark and Worcester respectively ?
Where
BOUCHIEE
was
he
buried?
T. CANN HUGHES.
[MR.
probably knows the volumes dedicated

me

'

to Italian literature of the important ' Storia Universale
della Letteratura' of Signer Angelo do Gubernatis

Milano, TJlrico Hoepli.]

BENTHAM VICARAGE, IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
Can any one explain the following announcement,
which is printed in the True Briton for Wednesday, January 16, 1751, No. 3, p. 71, under the

head "Preferments"? "Jan. 5. The Reverend
Mr. Creed, of Brazen-Nose-College,
Oxford, was
presented by that College to the Vicarage of

No

in Gloucestershire."
such place is
to be found in the list of Brasenose
livings, or in
'
the Clergy List,' the only Bentham
being a rectory in Yorkshire.
Although Foster, in his
'Alumni Oxonienses,' mentions three
persons in
the earlier part of the eighteenth
of the

Bentham,

century

name

of Creed of other
colleges, some one of whom
might have been elected to a fellowship at Brasenose, yet no evidence of such election occurs in
the college records.
Some other announcements,
which seem correct, are on the same
Veripage.
fication or explanation sent at
once, and direct
will much oblige.
W. E. BUCKLEY.
Middleton Cheney, Banbury.

"MATER

Dei "

first

DEI."

When

was the epithet "Mater

applied to the Virgin

Mary ?

" subsists
chiefly by its being a great thoroughfare, and
by many families of middling fortunes who live in it
and it is remarkable for Old Maids, because these families will not ally with tradesmen, and have not sufficient
;

fortunes for gentlemen."
is quoted in the Athenceum of April 13.
I should like to be informed whether these distinguishing characteristics have, in the lapse of
more than a century and in presence of the social
changes consequent on the development of manufacturing industry, disappeared or diminished.

This

"
Perhaps the letters P. P.," borne on a banner in
the arms of the city, may have had something to
do with its nickname of " Proud Preston "; but
as I do not think that this is their meaning, I

should feel obliged to any Lancashire antiquary
who would say what interpretations have been
given of them. He would, perhaps, also kindly
correct any mistake there may be in an old nursery
ago:

rhyme

for the
Walking Stationers." Is anything known
of the Walking Stationers ?
I suppose they were
itinerant chap-book vendors.
This
has

chap-book
been reprinted in Mr. Robert
Hays Cunningham's
"
Prose
Amusing
Chap-books, chiefly of Last Century," and I dare say many times before.

W. BETHELL.

that I quote from recollection of long

Proud Preston,
Poor people,

G.

WALKING STATIONERS. I have lately bought a
few tracts and
chap-books, and amongst others,
'The Entertaining History of the
King and
Cobler.
Part the first.
Nottingham. Printed

Rise Park, Hull.

" PROUD
PRESTON," IN LANCASHIRE. In Bishop
Richard Pococke's ' Travels through England in
1734 to 1757,' published by the Camden Society,
"
it is said of
Proud Preston " that it

Little churcb,

And low

steeple.

GRAIENSIS.

DEVIZES. A friend wishes to know whether
any etymology or explanation of the name of the
town of Devizes has ever been attempted; and, if
L. L. K.
so, where.
"

BADGER. What is the origin of the word
badger" as the name of a game played by

children?

The game

consists in throwing a knife

from certain positions in the hand so that the
blade

may

stick into the ground, the final throw

VII.

7"> S.

1,

' '
]

jing

1

it

1

i
f
f

The game,

badger."

I do not

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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know whether

I suppose, is universal,
the name is local.
W. F. SHEPPARD.

CELTIC CHURCH. What evidence is there that
16 Celtic Church, which St. Augustine and his
issionaries found in England, did not originate
om Rome ? Does not the church architecture
and in Ireland, which is totally distinct from

a ay other in many points, as well as the fact that
t le crucifixes are clothed, indicate that it had an

liastern rather than a

Roman

idea that the church in

Can the
origin?
Ireland was founded by

oae of the Apostles be supported by any direct
eridence ; and therefore the Celtic Church had a
Western rather than an Eastern origin ?
R. T. H.
ST.

ANDREW'S CHURCH, WORCESTER.

In this

church are large iron rings fastened to the western
piers by strong staples, and I would be glad to
know for what purpose they were used, and also
to hear of any other similar examples.
J.

BAGNALL.

Water Orton.
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SCHOOL STOCKS.
(7

th

S. vii. 370.)

These were in general use in

ladies' schools
years ago. I went, when a lad, to a girls' school
where there were six of these, and often three or
four were in use at one time.
They consisted of a
board two feet long, nine inches wide ; on the top
were fastened at obtuse angles four pieces of wood
about an inch thick, between which the feet were
placed, the heels touching. I have seen girls standThe backboard and the
ing in them for an hour.
iron ring were also in common use at that time.
The backboard consisted of a piece of wood two
feet six inches long, nine inches broad in the
The
centre, the two ends being four inches wide.
girl stood with the broad part at her back, the
arms being passed over the narrow ends, thus
bringing her perfectly upright ; the iron ring was
placed under the chin, being connected to a light
upright iron rod at the back, fastened to leather
straps, one going round the waist, the other two
passing over the shoulders, thus keeping it in its
I once saw a girl undergoing these three
place.
punishments at one time I believe for telling a
falsehood. This was at a school in Norfolk Square,
Brighton. The lady of the house took in what
fifty

JOHN ESTON, M.P. for Southwark from 1553
1559.
What is known of him ? He doubtless
was the " Johannes Eston " who represented Wigan
in the last parliament of Henry VIII. and Cirencester in the first parliament of Edward VI.
were
till

W.

D. PINK.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
But sorrow never could revive the dead;

And if it could, hope would prevent our tears
So we must weep, because we weep in vain.

;

A. 0.

Unthinking man, whose momenta quickly
Wakes but to sleep again, and lives to die

fly,
;

And when this short, uncertain life is o'er,
Man dies to live, and lives to die no more.
C. C. B.

Well might the great, the mighty of the world,
hey who were wont to fare deliciously,
d war but for a kingdom, more or less,
brink back, nor from their thrones endure to look.
Some say that in the origin of thinga,

When
The

creation started into birth,
infant elements received a law
all

From which they swerved
'

There

not since.

no food in Orleans," he replied ;
'Scarce a meal more." The assembled chiefs resolve,
thou should bring no tidings of near aid,
cut their way to safety, or by death
event the pang of famine.
happy earth
Reality of heaven
To which those restless souls that ceaselessly
Throng through the human universe aspire.
Tbou consummation of all mortal hope
is

'

>

!

!

!

Meantime Clorinda hastes against the Franks,
First of her band, with many a gallant knight
Whilst, in a secret porch, Argantes ranks
His troops, prepared for rescue or for fight.

E.

;

T
]S .

called parlour boarders; and having a relative
there as such, I (being only a small boy) was allowed
to spend a few days with her, and being encouraged
of course against
into the schoolroom by the girls
I thus had the opportunity of seeing
the rules
JAS. B. MORRIS.
what I have stated.
Eastbourne.

In ladies' boarding-schools a century ago the
rod was unsparingly used, and stocks were not
unfamiliar as objects of punishment or as instruments used in the cultivation of deportment.
The ' Diary of the Lady Frances Pennoyer, of

Bullingham

Herefordshire,' contains an
under the date of Jan. 1,
she writes :

Court,

allusion to these stocks

1760, when
Left them sitting
"After breakfast saw the girla
with their feet in the stocks and their backboards at
their shoulders, and went out."

A

History of the Rod,' by the Rev. W. M. Cooper,
B.A., contains some curious information as to the
means by which young ladies were once expected
to secure their education. The account of a boarding-school at the end of the last century, taken
from a letter written in 1862, makes another reference to these school stocks.
"Every morning,"
says the writer, speaking from her own experience,
for the information of her granddaughter, who is
about to begin her own schooldays,
when we had walked into the schoolroom and saluted
our governess with the latest dancing-master's curtsey,
we were placed with our feet in the stocks, the backboar
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at our shoulders,

and a large darning-needle, point uppermost, stuck in our bodice, so that if we stooped in the
least we scratched our chins."

The road

to

knowledge

is less

thorny nowadays.
J. W. ALLISON.

Stratford, E.

I recollect that an instrument similar to that
described by MR. UNDERBILL was in use at a
dame's school for little boys some twenty-five years

[7*

s.
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i,

w.

'Surrey Etymologies' (Surrey Arch. Soc. Coll.,
iii. pp. 247-8),
pointed out Mr. Kemble's error
in considering that Hwoete-dun was Wotton, and
proved I think, conclusively, both from the form of
the word and from its mention in connexion with
places in the neighbourhood of Croydon, that it was
vol.

Waddon,

Wotton

in that parish.

is

doubtless the

"
Woodton "j it is written in Domesday Odetun
" in
modern orthography," says Bray ley (' Hist, of
"'
an
;

ago in Norwich. The punishment consisted in Surrey,' vol. v. p. 18),
Wood-town,'
appellastanding in these stocks and holding an instru- tion manifestly referring to the woodland character
"
ment called a backboard, the ostensible object of of the district." The Survey says, There is a wood
which was to prevent the boy from
becoming yielding fifty swine for pannage and twenty-three
round-shouldered or turning in his toes.
for herbage," which indicates a considerable extent
of woodland ; and any one familiar with the local
FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

see how the
pronunciation of wood as "ood" will
"
came to be written " Odetun in Domesday.
The instrument of torture mentioned by your word
"
" The exact
operation of phonetic laws is better
correspondent MR. UNDERBILL was in constant
illustrated by the natural method by which Hwseteuse in the dame's school where I learned
my alpha- dun becomes Whatdon or Waddon than by introbet at
in 1855-57.
"Turn out

Norwich.

Eamsgate
your
"
was a frequent order. I suspect there are
few corners of England where the practice still
CHAS. WELSH.
lingers.
toes

I

remember

stocks, similar to those described

by

ducing a foreign
tion
'

vii.

making

it

letter o,

and by a forced

construc-

G. L. G.

into Wotton.

VILLAGE MUSINGS ': REV. W. J. UNWIN (7 tb S.
The Rev. William Jordan Unwin,
266, 372).

D. D. , of Highbury College, and sometime minister
of Beaumont Chapel, Woodbridge, Suffolk, was
ordained April 17, 1836. He died in 1877 (see
John Browne's 'History of Congregationalism').
VOWEL SHORTENING IN ENGLISH PLACE-NAMES: He was third son of Stephen Unwin, of Coggeshall,
th
BENACRE (7 S. vii. 321). Can this name be Essex, who was the second son of Thomas Unwin,
interpreted as Beanacre ? May it not rather be of the Grange, who was the son of Jordan Unwin,
regarded as having affinity to benerth, a tillage of the same, who was the third son of Thomas Unservice, whereby the tenant held his land upon the win, of Coggeshall. There the connexion is broken,
terms of ploughing or otherwise
is through
contributing to the although I have little doubt the ascent
cultivation of a certain
quantity, more or less, of the Unwins of Castle Hedington up to the original

your correspondent, being used about fifty years
ago in a ladies' school at Rochester.
F. GOSSELIN.

his lord's demesne ?
Benerth, Lambard states, was
a service which the tenant performed with his cart
and plough. It was undoubtedly performed with
his plough, and harrow too, but not
apparently
with his cart, as it was merely a
service. It
tillage

was always performed upon request and
summons,
in aid and help of other tenants bound to render
the like service without summons, but with an
allowance during employment of a "
coredy," i. e.,
diet or victuals, sometimes called "benebred."

Somner, in

'

his Treatise of
Gavelkind/ mentions
benerth as derived from the Saxon word
biddan,
and applied to this service upon the same
ground
as bydel is applied to a
crier, beadle, summoner, or
so
called from his office, which is to
bailiff,
warn,
summon, or give notice, as these tenants were to
be warned or summoned in a
bidden to

come and perform

word,

this service..

T.

W. TEMPANY.

Richmond, Surrey.

With all due deference to so high an authority
as PROF. SKEAT, I venture to
say that he is wrong
in identifying Hwsete-dun with
Wotton, in Surrey.
The late Mr. Wickham Flower, in a
paper on

stock at Chatterley, co. Stafford.

William Cawthorne Unwin was second son of
Morley Unwin, Rector of Grimston, Norfolk, &c.,
who was the eldest son of Thomas Unwin, of
Grocers' Company, and most probably a cadet of
the Castle Hedingham branch. But if A. J. M. is
I shall be
especially desirous of further particulars
I fancy I have collected
pleased to furnish them.

the Unwin
particular respecting
sources.
family, beside many others from family
I have failed to obtain any certain data respecting
the descendants of William Cawthorne Unwin
of
beyond the fact that he left several children,
whom William, second son, died at Croydon. The
time
representative of that branch at the present
informs me he knows nothing about his family,
wishes
and, if I read correctly between the lines,

every printed

I hope some
to intimate he does not care either.
this
day to have the opportunity of completing
at Somerpedigree by examination of the records
JOHN J. STOCKEN.
set House.
16,

I

Montague

remember

Street,

in

my

W.C.

childhood at Tunbridge Wells

often overhearing a laugh of

my

elders over the

j
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adition of a hymn- refrain akin to those quoted by
J. M., of which the version that reached me,
" the
s lid to have been
sung in Sir Charles's, or
"
c d church
The
there, differs slightly from his.
v omen's choir occupied the opposite side of the
gillery to the men's, and it used to be narrated
fond of introducing a hymn in
t lat they were
T hich the former had to sing
t

!

.

I

j

!

,

:

Oh
Oh
Oh

sion in the skies.

And

the latter responded

Come down
Come down
Come down

great Salgreat SalSal-

R. H. BUSK.

Montagu

CHARLES

Portman Square.

Street,
I.'s

GLOVES

'

I

Gloves, their Annals
Beck, it is stated that

(7

th

S. vii.

In

368).

and Associations/ by

S.

W.

"a melancholy
i

j

I

|

j

\

i

,

i

i

J

j

interest attaches to a pair of gloves extheir owner before the Archaeological Insti-

hibited by
tute in 1861, when a notable number of fine specimens
of art industry were gathered together. These were

averred to have been given by Charles
to William Juxon, Bishop of

I. on the scaffold
London, and to have been

subsequently preserved by the bishop's descendants at
Little Compton, Gloucestershire."

Again, by the report of the proceedings of the
Institute given in the Athenceum of May 11,
1861,
" Mr. Nelson
brought the black velvet gloves
given by Charles I. to Bishop Juxon on the scaffold."
It will be observed that the
description of
the gloves differ in such important points as colour

and material. Is it probable that the king would
select for wear a pair of fawn-coloured
gloves on
the day of his execution ?

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

Singular to say, we have in ouz
shoe, one of a pair said to have
belonged to Charles I.
SAMUEL SMITH, City Librarian.

KILLIGREW.

Worcester.

:

vation from the skie?.

16,

Mr. Park Nelson was Assistant Keeper of Public
Record?. I have given the above somewhat lengthy
quotation from the official catalogue of the temporary museum ; and as the volume was edited by
Mr. Albert Way, the note may be of some slight
The gloves exhibited at Worcester are
value.
evidently not the same as those alluded to by

museum an odd

manmanman-

for a
for a
for a
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Brecknock Road.

When

the Archaeological Institute visited Worcester, in 1862, a collection of Worcester and
Worcestershire antiquities was temporarily formed,
and included a
"pair of gloves of black velvet, with a division for the
thumb only, and curiously formed with a transverse
opening inside, across the fingers, so that they might
readily be drawn out of the glove, to give facility of
movement in grasping any object. The seams were
covered with broad black silk binding or lace. These
gloves were, as ifc is stated, given by King Charles I.,
shortly before his execution, to William Juxon, his chaplain in attendance, at that time
Bishop of London.
Shortly after the fatal event the bishop retired to an
estate which he possessed at Little Compton, Gloucestershire, and he resided there during the times of the
Commonwealth. His family subsequently settled at
Lechlade, in the same county. The gloves, believed to
be the identical relics which then came into their
possession, were given by Mr, B. H. Chapman, whose
ancestor had married a descendant of
Archbishop Juxon
to Mr, Nelson."

Will KILLIGREW kindly tell me what Mrs,
Bowles was granddaughter of Martin Lluellyn,and
where he read that she had King Charles's gloves 1
I have large collections relating to the different
families of Bowles, and am always glad to add to
them or to afford information to any one of my
GEORGE BOWLES.
name.
10, Lady Margaret Eoad, N.W.

STELLA (LADY PENELOPE RICH)
347).

Of

this celebrated court

(7

beauty

th

S. vii.

who was

no Penelope in the sense of the Homeric model
a notice is given by Miss Costello in her 'Memoirs
To
of Eminent Englishwomen,' ed. 1844, vol. i.
that account the following particulars may be regarded as supplemental.
The manor of Wanstead passed away from the
Rich family in 1577, when the Earl of Leicester
bought it of Robert, second Lord Rich, father of
Robert, third Baron, who was husband of Penelope.

Subsequently

it

came

to her brother Robert, Earl
and stepson of Lei-

of Essex, the royal favourite
cester.

An

inventory of the effects of Leicester taken at
at his decease in 1588 makes
mention of a portrait of Lady Rich, which probably
occupied a position in the apartment called "Lady

Wanstead House

Rich's

Chamber"

('Cart.

Antiq.,' roll

D,

Brit.

Mus.).
In the early part of 1599 Charles Blount, then
Lord Montjoy, purchased the manor of his friend
Essex, whose sun of prosperity was setting, and it
was at Wanstead, in 1605, that Montjoy, now Earl of
Devonshire, married Penelope after her divorce
'
(Banks's Extinct Baronage,' 1809, vol. iii.).
letter, written in the following March, re-

A

ports
difference between two lords of the Upper House who
ay chance met together in the King's Little Chamber
Foul words passed, and
;here, namely, Devon and Rich.
;he lie, as I am informed, given to Devon: the event is
"
ed.
in expectation
(' Court and Times of James I.,'

1848, vol.

i.

p. 61).

Shortly after this collision Lord Devonshire died,
and upon this event a controversy arose among the
leralds as to the propriety of impaling the arms of
Penelope as his wife, some questioning the validity
of the marriage on account of her previous divorce
Cal. of State Papers).
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I have lately inspected a brief epistle preserved at
the British Museum, and written by "Penelope
Eiche " in 1599. It is dated from Essex House,
her brother's town mansion, and is of no general

(Add. MSS., No. 12,506). The handwriting is large for the period, though thin, and
the signature, in tall upright characters, is not
without a certain impressive force.

[7'h S.
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1,

rest of her fortune she

and

sisters,

and her

de Rohan, who lost
Register for 1843.

bequeathed to her brothers
was disputed by Prince
his case.
See the Annual
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

will

interest

WM. UNDERBILL.
57, Hollydale

Koad, S.E.

"
ON THE CARPET" (7 th S. vii. 344). This query
has not the public library
suggests another.
at Hastings a copy of the *N. E. D.' so far as it
has gone?
If it had, my friend MR. PARISH
would have consulted it, and found that this is an
old English phrase, not
necessarily, nor, indeed,
probably, a translation of "sur le tapis," but in-

Why

digenous to England, and expressing the same idea
as the French.
Carpet was the old word for tablecloth, and "on the carpet" meant "laid on the
table for consideration."
great-aunt of mine
(floruit 1760-1842) always said "on the carpet,"
The phrase,
meaning "subject of discussion."
then, seems quite unconnected with carpeting
scolding, which probably does relate to the parlour
floor carpet, though the
explanation seems hazard-

A

=

RIPON SPURRIER'S GUILD

When James

(7

th

S.

vii.

329).

went to Ripon (1617) he was presented by the Corporation with a pair of spurs
which cost 51 Camden says Ripon spurs "might
be forced through an half-crown."
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
I.

Swallowfield, Reading.

"TO

JOIN THE GREAT MAJORITY" (7 th S. Vii.
In September, 1882, a note of mine appeared upon the phrase "Joining the majority,"
which led to several further communications, and
among them one from" MR. WILFRED HARGRAVE(6 th
S. vii. 136) asking,
Who first used the vulgarism
the great majority ? " and assuming that it was
probably an Americanism ; also stating that the
"
Pictorial World heads its obituary notices The
Great Majority."
W. E. BUCKLEY.
305).

[Many letters are acknowledged; but " the subject,
apart from the introduction of the word
great," was
discussed fully in the Sixth Series.]

DOUGLAS (7 th S. vii. 247, 329). As often as
when the nineteenth century moralizes on the
Surely MR. W. D. PARISH is wrong in alluding failings of the fourteenth, it errs when it does not
"
to the above as
a direct translation of the French know all the facts.
A. J. M. is not in advance of
'sur le tapis '"I
To say nothing of his accepting the
Tapis, of course, means a table- the age.

HENRY

ous.

H. GIBBS.

not,

cloth as well as a carpet, and this often mistranslated phrase is a metaphor derived from the deliberations of a council the

round a

members

table.

J.

of which

sit

M., Jun.

I very much doubt the
explanation of the phrase
"a
good carpeting" given at the above reference.
It seems to me much more
naturally derived from
the familiar operation of
beating a carpet, transferred metaphorically to a moral correction.
I
have heard "dusting his jacket" so used, even
by
educated men. Thus it would recal the French
words gourmer and gourmander, sometimes incorrectly interchanged.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

"0

PURISSIMA" (7 th S. vii.
SANCTISSIMA,
A.
^M. T. asks where the hymn of which
the above is the commencement in a correct form
It is an insertion
occurs, and who is the author.
in the Sicilian Mariner's
It may be seen
Hymn.'
'
in this collection
Hymnarium-Bliithen latein280).

*'

:

ischer Kirchenpoesie,'
Halle, 1868,
In the index of first lines,
p.

hymn 80,

vii,

"Sicilianiscb.es

unacht."

Schifferlied,

it

p. 129.

occurs as

2 u. 3.
Strophe
ED. MARSHALL.

SOPHY DAWS (7 th S. vii. 248, 314). She married
in 1818 Baron de Feucheres, and left the
greater
bulk of her property to her niece, Madame Thathe
naron,
The
daughter of one of her sisters.

authority of Froissart for the statement that the
Bruce's heart was a-journeying to the Holy Land
in the springtime of 1328, more than a year before
Bruce was dead, A. J. M. is surely rash in the
bit of moral he has tagged on.
To this new doctrine of his about the crowned heart as a symbol
of nothing better than an infirm purpose and an
unfulfilled behest I, for one, entirely demur.
A. J. M. cannot know the precise terms of the
behest so well as Douglas did, and if a few weeks
after the death of Bruce Douglas obtained a
protection from Edward III. for his journey towards the Holy Land to the aid of Christians
u
versus
against Saracens with Bruce's heart

Terram Sanctam

in auxilium Christianorum contra
corde Domini Roberti Regis Scotise
"
nuper defuncti
surely it is fair to assume that
the fighting of Saracens was included in the behest.
(Bruce's death June 7, 1329 ; safe conduct quoted,
dated Sept. 1, 1329.) And if at that very time
he distinctly contemplated going to Spain en route,
and obtained letters commending him to King
Alfonso (Sept. 1, 1329), surely there is little sign
of infirmity of purpose in the fact of his actually
year.. If A. J. M.
going to Spain in the following
had considered Hailes's ' Annals,' sub anno 1330,
*
and Bain's Calendar/ vol. iii. No. 990, my authorities for the foregoing safe conduct and letter, he
would never have penned his reflection.

Saracenos

cum

7*

S.
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THE OXEN OF IPHICLES

Mr. Joseph Bain, under date August, 1887, in
the
preface, p. xxxvii, of the last work cited
t ird volume of a series of calendars which wil]
I ik his name with that of Lord Hailes in the
e teem and admiration of many coming generations
.e

t

'

p
i:

Scotch historical students

g extremely interesting

fact

mentions the follow-

a propos of Douglas's

expedition:
" The late Count Edward
d'Albanie told the editor
a )out twelve years ago that during the then late Carlist
Don
while
Carlos's
force
was besieging the port of
war,
Sintander, in Biscay, under General Dorregaray, he was
vith that general on the heights above the town. Dorrsgaray, who was a Basque, pointing to a large grey
e;one near his tent, said it was a memorial of a great
rarrior called 'El Dugla,' who came long ago to fight
the infidels in Spain. He sent for champagne, and
they
drank to the memory of the brave Scotsman."
J. M. will, at least metado the same, and withdraw his dis
paraging imputation on the well-proved constancy
of the "good Sir James."
As MR. C. A. WARD'S question has not yet

I sincerely hope A.

phorically,

received a direct answer, I may say that Hailes
states that Douglas fell at Theba, on the frontiers
of Andalusia,

on August 25, 1330.
GEO. NEILSON.

CASA DE PILATOS

th

In
1519 a Spanish nobleman, Fadrique Enriquez de
Kibera, accompanied by the poet Juan de Encina,
made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem.
It was not,
however, until 1533 that he built the palace in
Seville known as the Casa de Pilatus, in commemoration of his visit to the Holy Land. It derives
its name from the fact that it was built in imita(7

while in Jerusalem..
I have a faint idea of having heard when in
Spain that Pontius Pilate, after leaving Palestine,
occupied an official position in Bcetica, a province
of Hispania, and was drowned in some lake in
that country.
Perhaps some of the readers of
'
N. & Q.' can afford information on this subject.

K. STEWART PATTERSON,
Chaplain H.M. Forces.
Cork.

WOODROOFE AND PuDSET FAMILIES

th
S. vii.
(7
of York, claim
to be descended from Richard
Woodroof, of Worley,
but I do not know whether the descent is
proved
or
not.
satisfactorily
May I supplement your

208, 292).

A family

The adage

named Power,

correspondent's query by asking who
living representatives of Henry Pudsey, of

are

the

Barford,

whose daughter Florence married Henry, tenth
Lord Clifford?
The Irish family of Allen, of
Tipperary, claim descent from Pudsey of Burford;
but is there any authority for the statement ?

W.

(7

th

S. vii. 168, 276).

not to be found in Erasmus, or at
least not in the good edition of Froben, 1513. But
the following, which is in his collection of 3,260
proverbs, may furnish an analogy
"
Idem
Quid ad Mercurium 1 ri Trpoe TOV tpfjirjv
cum illo? Quid ad rem? ovdtv Tpog ITTOC ; Nam
Mercufius orationis autor."
is

:

;

HUMAN LEATHER (7 th S.

J.

ELIOT HODGKIN.

vii.

326).

See Carlyle's

"
scathing denunciation of the
tannery of human
skins " at Meudon in the Reign of Terror (' French
Revolution,' part iii. book v. chap, vii.)
"History, looking back over cannibalism, through
Purchas's Pilgrims and all early and late records, will
perhaps find no terrestrial cannibalism of a sort, on the
whole, so detestable. It is a manufactured, soft-feeling,
"
:

'

'

quietly elegant sort; a sort perfide!

To

this I

can add nothing except an emphatic

Amen!

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

Bopley, Alresford.

There is a fine specimen preserved in Westminster Abbey, ascribed to the punishment inflicted

of flaying alive

for sacrilege.

when passing through the pyx

office

I

Under

this

head MR. R.

saw

it

ciceroned,

A. H.

with others, by Mr. Micklethwaite.

S. vii. 107, 237).

tion of the residence of Pilate when
governor of
Judea or, at least, of the building which tradition pointed out as the house in which he lived
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W. HACKWOOD

refers

'

Gordon's
Grammar of Geography for the
statement that in Leyden University there is pre"
a shoe made of
other
'

to

rarities,"
served, amongst
the entrails of a man. Gordon, however, says "a
;
shirt made of the entrails of a man.'
(See second
0. 0. B.
edition, p. 113.)

TAILED ENGLISHMAN (7 th S. vi. 347, 493 ; vii.
Lord Monboddo, in his work on
'The Origin and Progress of Language,' vol. i.
132, 212, 349).

book

iL chap. iii. p. 257, second edition, says :
" I have
given such authorities for the fact [of tailed
men] that we cannot disbelieve it, or even doubt of it,
without rejecting all human testimony, and resolving to
believe nothing but what we have seen,"
Dr. Johnson thus describes Lord Monboddo to

Mrs. Thrale

:

a Scotch judge, who has lately written a
strange book about the origin of language, in which he
traces monkeys up to men, and says that in some counHe
tries the human species have tails like other beasts.

'He

is

inquired for these long-tailed men from [Sir Joseph]
Banks, and was not plea5ed that they had not been found
in all his peregrinations. He talked nothing of this to

me."

See Boswell's
1835.
Edinburgh.

'

Johnson/

vol. iv. p.

73 n, Murray,

WM. CRAWFORD.

I cannot resist the temptation of recording in
& Q.' an amusing blunder made by one of

N.

my

schoolfellows at the Charterhouse, who positively
declared that some of the Romans wore tails, reEnnius
ferring, memoriter of course, to the line of
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quoted in Cicero in his 'De Amicitia' or 'De
Senectute':

POEM BY THE LAUREATE

How

is

WALFORD, M.A.

"cordatus."
E.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

The

s.

vn. JOM

i.

m

mother.
Miss Bellenden gave him her promise, [but
without disclosing the name of her betrothed and
then,
fearful of any obstacle being thrown in the way, she was
privately married to Colonel Campbell, one of the grooms
of the prince's chamber, and, many years
afterwards,
Duke of Argyll. It is conjectured by Mr. Croker that
Mary Lepell and Harvey took a similar course, fearing
lest their union should be disapproved of by their
royal
patrons. The marriage of both the Marys was announced
nearly at the same time. They had probably resolved to
brave the storm if storm there was together, and to
announce the step they had taken, and to give in their
resignation as maids of honour at the same time, just a
few days previous to the birthday, the 30th of October,
when two other young ladies were appointed in their
;

homo Catus ^Elius Sextus.
I need scarcely add the word used by Ennius
Egregte caudatus

'

[7*

(7

th

S.

vii.

385).

'

and the Why appeared in the 1830
'
(London) volume of Tennyson's Poems.' It is
also included in 'The Poetical Works of Alfred
Tennyson,' published by Harper Brothers, New
It is not mentioned in the
York, in 1873.
place."
anonymous concordance published by Strahan & The same
authors, if I remember rightly, attribute
Co. in 1870. The utility of this work is much im"
"
the saying
Men, women, and Herveys (7 th S.
paired by the absence of any reference or key to
vii. 370) to Lady Mary Wortley Montagu.
the editions of the poet's works which were used in
ALPHA.
its compilation.
WALTER HAMILTON.
th
OXFORD
DIVINITY
DEGREES
S. vii. 370).
'
(7
Lord Tennyson's little poem, The How and the
I cannot answer MR. TEW'S
I
question.
Why,' mentioned by Miss E. A. BURTON, is to did not know there was such special
a statute.
I see in
be found in an American edition of the Laureate's
Crockford that MR. TEW is an Oxford man. Why
works published by Lee & Sheppard, of Boston,
The poem alluded to was published in should he not go to the fountain head, which I take
in 1873.
to be his Regius Professor ?
However, I write not
this country first of all in
so far as I
1830, and,

can

trace, has never been inserted in any later
English editions. There are also a lot of small

poems which were published in 1833, and which
have also been omitted in later editions. These
poems (both those of the 1830 and 1833 editions)
number over forty in all, and I shall be glad to
furnish Miss BURTON with a
desires it.
Glenmore, Lisburn, Ireland.

list

of

them

if

she

W. W. DAVIES.

[Innumerable replies to this effect are acknowledged,
and MR. WM. PAYNE is good enough to send us a copy.

We

agree, however, with the author of the
"
query, that it is too long to quote."]

original

much to say this as to give these
may be of interest. It has been stated
so

notes, which
'
in N. & Q.'

am sorry I have lost the reference) that Dr.
Alwood, the lay D.D. of Wesley's Korah sermon,
cannot be found in the Graduati Oxonienses.'
The Gentleman's Magazine for 1733 (iii. 377) adds
" Dr. Fanshaw of
at end of a list of Oxford D.D.s,
C.C. and Dr. Green of Queen's, not in holy orders."
Can Alwood possibly be an ancient mistake for
Fanshaw ? The date would be about right.

(I

'

C. F. S.

GRINDSTONE AND SAPLING

WARREN, M.A.
(7

th

S. vii. 207, 275).

Will any of your correspondents who kindly
answered the above query inform me whether it
is possible that trees grow at all in height from the
bottom as well as from the top? Is it the generally

JOHN, SECOND BARON HERVEY, OF ICKWORTH
In 'The Queens of Society,' by
S. vii. 308).
Grace and Philip Wharton (1867, p. 339), it is
stated that the marriage between Lml Harvey received opinion that a tree grows only by shoots
and Mary Lepell " is believed to have taken place from the top in height, and only in lateral bulk in
on the 20th of May, 1720, but was not proclaimed any other part ? If this be so, how could Water-

(7

th

until the 20th of October, although she had visited
Ickworth, the seat of Lord Bristol, twice during
the summer of that year, still retaining her maiden

A

few lines further on the authors enname."
deavour to explain the secret marriage as follows,
on the authority, apparently, of Croker
"This mystery was explained thus. When Mary
:

Bellenden rejected the addresses of Prince Frederick,
she owned to him tbat her affections were engaged.
Frederic* had, he told her, suspected that this was the
case ; but he added, with the generosity of his nature
for he had that quality in a far more eminent degree
than any of his race that if she would tell him the
object of her choice, and not marry without his knowledge, he would consent to the match, and be kind to
her husband. Both the single Marys [Mary Bellenden
and Mary Lepell] were, be it remembered, somewhat in
his power, from their position as maids of honour to his

nut tree (of which there is an illustration in
I am
Essays ') have lifted the mill-stone ?
aware that it is argued that a fruit tree is nailed to
a wall with strips of cloth, and that it is stated
that the branches remain for years just where they
were nailed, and neither rise nor push up the strips
that hold them.
Is this statement fact ?

ton's

his

'

E. F. B.
th
IRVINE, OR IRWIN, OF BONSHAW (7 S. vii. 307).
More Scotico, may I ask MR. ANTROBUS if he is
Is the Irvine from
sure about some of his facts ?
Bonshaw who was historiographer to James IV.
and who fell at Flodden not in reality the Christopher Irvin who was historiographer to Charles II.,
and whose odd book Historic Scoticse Nomencla'
MR.
known?
is well
tura Latino- Vernacula
'

7-

S.

VII.

JUKE

NOTES AND QUERIES.

1, '89.]

.NTROBDS would oblige also if he would state his
uthority for saying that the Irvines of Drum came
om Bonshaw. Though I do not profess pedigrees,
am bound to say that in some studies of Dum-

.

:

j

]

iesshire history I have not seen proof for any
antiquity to be assigned to the Bonshaw

f

fiich

Drum

are found at least as far
Robert the Bruce. Irvines of
1
jionshaw I cannot find in my notes before the sixteenth century ; and I respectfully venture to disbelieve that Dumfriesshire has any claim to the
GEO. NEILSON.
Jrvines of Drum.
j

Irvines of
imily.
>ack as the time of

Glasgow.

AUTHOR OF VERSES WANTED

(7

th

S. vii. 387.)

Godfrey Gordon Gustavus Gore, &c.,
appears in a book of children's poems entitled
Little Ben Bute,' by Matthew Browne, author of
Lillipub Levee,' and published by Thomas Gray &
F. W. HUNT.
Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
'

'

Chelsea.

SHERIDAN

th

(7

S. vii. 328).

School of Art, Cork, a cast of Sheridan's head and
taken after death, and calculated to awaken
This cast may have led to the
painful emotions.
confused impression.
W. J. FITZ PATRICK.
face,

Garrick Club.

BORDER HERALDRY

&

th
S. vi.
Q.,' 6

468

;

(7

vii.

B.

th

S. vii. 228).

See

*

N.

193, 255.

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

THE ROSE, THISTLE, AND SHAMROCK

th

S.
(7
At the
207, 311, 429, 455 ; vii. 178, 295).
last reference C. C. B. has done me an undeserved
honour by attributing to me a phrase which of right
vi.

WARD

th
belongs to MR.
(see 7 S. vi. 456). "Honour
to whom honour," &c.
J. F. MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

ANNUALS

(7

th

S. vii. 304).

ANON, does

well in

drawing attention to the literary treasures which
lie hidden in these
I
nearly forgotten volumes.

me the Keepsake for 1837, edited by
Lady Emmeline Stuart Wortley. Amongst the
names of contributors who still survive will be
found those of the Duke of Rutland and Lord
Tennyson. Of those who have passed away the

have before

most notable were the Countess of Blessington,
Miss Landon (" L. E. L."), Hon. Mrs.
Norton,
Lord Nugent, Lord W. Lennox, Mr. Ralph BernalOsborn, M.P., Mr. Monckton Milnes (afterwards
Lord Houghton), the Marquis of Londonderry, and,
though last not least, the late Viscount Ranelagh,
K.C.B.
His ' Fragments of Letters from the Seat
of War in
Spain give a vivid account of his travels
^

'

in the Peninsula from December, 1835, to May,
1836, one of the most stormy periods of the Carlist
Lord Ranelagh returned to the camp
Civil War.
in the Basque Provinces during the following
autumn, and was present at the siege of Bilboa,

where I saw him on one occasion come out of the
breaching battery in a storm of rain, covered with
mud which the enemy's shot had thrown over him.
These "fragments " afford a graphic description of
Spain at the troubled period referred to, and the
information given is not to be found elsewhere.
His lordship often spoke to me in after years of
completing the work up to the date of his quitting
the Carlist headquarters, Jan. 10, 1837, but never
carried out the idea.
GEORGE J. T. MERRY.

SHELLEY'S ' LINES TO AN INDIAN AIR (7 th S. vii.
The air, it appears, was Persian, and not
Indian at all.
Mr. Rossetti has an elaborate note
'
(Shelley's Poetical Works,' iii. 402), but gives no
indication of present whereabouts either of the
'

349).

or the
stated to be

poem

It is asked
if any explanation can be given of the statement in
'
Poole's Life of Lord Stratford de Redcliffe ' that
Sheridan's skull was publicly exhibited, when it is
notorious that his remains were buried in Westminster Abbey. I remember to have seen at the

E. B.
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The correct title of the piece
The Indian Serenade.'
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M. A.

air.
*

is

Hasting*.

CLERICAL EXPLOSIVES (7 th S. vii. 326). DR.
CHANCE'S note opens up a very wide subject. Ex"
"
pletives of the kind used by
proper persons if
we could only get at them would, doubtless, fill a
big book; but as such explosives are, as a rule, only
used by them in camera, or take some such form as
that in vogue amongst domestics, who
Give the door a slam,
Which represents a wooden d

,

am

afraid the crop reaped will be scanty.
The
great advantage of getting such a record would be
that it would show how far it was considered requisite to dilute before profanity in such a matter

I

was supposed
"

to

disappear
Ods bobs " and " grammy

altogether.
"

I have heard from

clergymen of the old school, and these are evidently but well-known oaths of the past doubly
diluted.
Still, the modern cleric must surely say
something when the tin-tack on the carpet enters
his unprotected foot, or when he jams his finger,
or knocks his shin against the coal-scuttle.
Of
course we all feel, or say we feel, that the only ex-

which should be used by pastors, and espethe long-winded ones, is that which Mr.
Spurgeon is credited with having suggested, viz.,
" two
pounds of gunpowder sewn into the seat of
their unmentionables, and so timed as to go oil'
plosive
cially

whensoever they come to
courses.

'

'

secondly in their disR. W. HACKWOOD.

HOLLAND'S PLINY (7 th S. vii. 308). The Agrippa
is Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa, the
successful general and admiral of Augustus Caesar,
here mentioned

the

"

fortis et

of Horace.

hostium Victor, navibus aut equis,"
is frequently referred to as an

He
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authority by Pliny, who records that he caused a
map of the world as then known to be set up in
the portico of Octavia at Rome, the map being
painted on the wall, and accompanied it with a
detailed commentary, stating the distances from
one important point to another, and the length and
breadth of the different provinces (' Nat. Hist. ,'
See Bunbury's 'History of
Hi. 2, s. 3,
17).
Ancient Geography,' ii. 177, a most valuable
"
The land of Prester Jehan " is merely a
work.
geographical term, well understood in Holland's
day, for Abyssinia and the surrounding territories,
the dominions of this supposed mediaeval potentate
having been transferred in popular belief to Africa,
when it became clear that they did not exist in
Asia. For a full account of him see Baring-Gould's
'
Carious Myths of the Middle Ages,' first series,
W. E. BUCKLEY.
ii., London, 1866.

Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa, born 63, died 12 B.C.,
was the favourite and the son-in-law of the Emperor
Augustus. Bold and decided in character, he rose
by his bravery and energy, both in civil and
the highest dignities of the
career, in fact, was devoted to
the consolidation of the empire of his patron and
friend. To his great sagacity, and his victories over
military affairs, to

His whole

state.

Mark Antony and
Augustus owed
World." There

the younger Pompey, no doubt
title
of "Emperor of the

his
is

one remark of Agrippa which

apposite to the state of affairs at the present
"
time, viz.,
By union," he used to say, " small
things become great ; by division the greatest falls
to pieces."
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
6, Freegrove Road, N.
is

SIR CHARLES CHRISTOPHER PEPYS

A

(7

th

S. vii.

389).
good memoir of this Lord Chancellor,
better known as Lord Cottenham,
may be found
'
in Foss's
of
Dictionary of the

Judges
England,
from 1066 to 1870.' It appears from this that he
was educated at Harrow before proceeding to Cam-

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

bridge.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

He

better known as the Earl of
Cottenham,
and was three times Lord Chancellor, the Great
Seal being in commission the first time.
He was
is

born in Wimpole Street. There is a sketch of Lord
Cottenham, in a group of ministers, in the Illustrated London News,
July 25, 1846. There is a

memoir

in the

Annual

Register, 1851.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M. A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

My neighbour Canon Whately, Rector of Rise,
has a portrait of Lord Cottenham, who was his
uncle, and who presented him to the living which
he now holds. It is a large engraving, but I cannot
say by whom the picture from which it was taken
was painted. If MR. HUGHES will send me his
address I will try to procure him the desired in-

formation

;

or he

[7*

s.

vii. ju

i,

might write to Canon Whately
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.

direct.

Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.

MANUAL OF ARMS IN USE IN THE
ARMY BATTLE OF FONTENOY (7 tu S. vi.
:

154,296, 395).
account of this battle which
E.

BRITISH

507; vii.
After the confirmation of Voltaire's
is

given by the REV.

think, be admitted that
Voltaire's account was very accurate.
In fact, M.
Fournier's statement makes the carnage from the
British fire to have been even greater. But
my object in quoting Voltaire was to show that the ter-

MARSHALL,

will, I

it

rible accuracy of the British fire confutes the absurd
story of their firing from the hip, the position of
"
J. CARRICK MOORE.
charge bayonets."

One

It
story is good till another story is told.
rather odd that at this time of the day the old
first
to
the
world
should
legend,
given
by Voltaire,
still be trotted out, when another version was
produced by Carlyle in his account of the battle in
not
from
or
mess-room
Frederic,'
hearsay
gossip,
but from the actual letter, written less than three
weeks after the event, by no less a person than Lord
Charles Hay himself, which is still to be found in
the possession of the head of the family, the Marquis of Tweedale, at Tester House
is

'

:

"It was our regiment that attacked the French
guards, and when we came within twenty or thirty
paces of them I advanced before our regiment, drank to
them, and told them we were the English guards, and
hoped they would stand still until we came up to them,
and not swim the Scheld as they did the Mayn at Dettingen.
Upon which I immediately turned about to our
own regiment, speeched them, and made them huzzah
I hope with a will. An officer (d'Auteroche) came out of
the ranks and tried to make his men huzzah however,
;

there
did."

were not above three or four in the brigade that

JOHN CRIMPTON.

Verb. tap.
Manchester.

JOHN ERICSSON
the

'

Companion'

th
S. vii. 389).
According to
(7
to the 'British Almanac' for 1855,

Capt. Ericsson, mechanist, died Nov. 2, 1853 (see
I may mention
p. 245), but his age is not stated.
that Capt. Ericsson was the inventor of a screw"
Ericsson's propropeller for steamships, called
J. F. MANSERGH.
peller."
Liverpool.

The statement occurs

also

in

Mr. Thompson

'

Biographical Dictionary,' where it is
made on the authority of the ' English CycloIn Phillips's ' Dictionary of Biographical
paedia.'
Reference' he is stated to have died in 1863, on
the authority of ( Men of the Time.'
Cooper's

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

SEYMOUR, A SOWER
inquire

if

impudent

th
S. vii. 385).
May I
(7
"
still more
the author of the remark,
guess turned the good old English yeo-

A

7'h S.

<
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ian name of Seamer or Seymour, a sower, into St
[aur" (Saturday Review, March 30, 1889), was
ware of the following record when he wrote his
rroneous and misleading statement ?
"Seymour, or St. Maur, a baronial name, from St
laur, near Avranches, Normandy. William de S. Mauro
Jormandy, 1198 (M.R.S.). Wido de St. Maur came to
England 1066, and wag deceased before 1086, when Wil

am

Fitz-Wido, his son, held a barony in Somerset
Tilts, and Gloucester, and ten manors in Somerset, anc
*r&9 ancestor of the Seymours, from whom sprang Queen
ane Seymour, the protector Duke of Somerset, the
:)ukes of Seymour, the Marquises of Hertford, and other
]

.

lamilies."

From The Norman People/ published by Messrs.
H. S. King & Co London, 1874.
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
'

,

Freegrove Road, N.

THE PELICAN (7 S. vii. 108, 209, 374)." The
pelican in her piety" was the badge of Richard
Fox, Bishop of Durham, 1494-1501, and is still to
th

be seen in work done under his direction at the

" Est deo
Castle, together with his motto,
gracia.
The author of ' Rites of Durham informs us that
there was in the cathedral, at the top of the canopy
'

for the

Blessed Sacrament,

"a

Pellican, all of silver, uppon the height of the said
canopie, verye finely gilded, givinge her bloud to hir
Christ did give his bloud for
younge ones, in token that
"

the sinns of the world

(Surtees ed., p. 7),

and that

at the north end of the high altar
" there was a
goodly fine Letteron of brasse, where they
sunge the epistle and gospell, with a gilt pellican on the
height of it, finely gilded, pullinge hir bloud out hir
breast to hir young ones, and winges spread abroade,
wheron did lye the book that they did singe the epistle
and gosple. It was thought to be the goodlyest letteron
of brasse that was in all this countrye. It was all to bee
taken in sunder with wrests, every joynt from other"
(p. 11).

many brass pins, supposed to represent drops of
The effect would be ludicrous if it were
blood.
To any who knows the accomnot so pitiable.
plished gentleman who looks after the fabric of
the cathedral it will be needless to observe that
he was not responsible for the pelican. I hope
the same mistake has not been perpetrated in the
one at Edinburgh.
H. S. R.
"

THE BATEMANS, LORD MAYORS OF LONDON
th

S. vii. 364).
Even if it should be found on
examination that the arms on the monument to
Joas Bateman are identical with those of Sir
(7

Anthony Bateman it will not, I submit, establish
any consanguinity between the two. There were,
I

fear, unscrupulous seal engravers in the seventeenth century, as there are in the nineteenth, who
for a small fee would assign any coat of arms to
any one foolish enough to apply to them. The fact
that the Heralds' College granted to Sir James
Bateman in 1707 an entirely different coat from that

of Sir Anthony Bateman would clearly show that no
relationship whatever was proved, and that neither
Joas Bateman nor his son Sir James was entitled
to any armorial bearings' at all until 1707, the date

WARPLE-WAY

th

W. EVE.

GEO.

of the Heralds' College grant.

In Parish's
we have the
Dictionary of the Sussex Dialect'
"
"
same word as whapple-way (but it ia pronounced
as wharple), and defined as a bridle way through
It used to be said that the followfields or woods.
" If
ye go through the lag
ing was good Sussex
(wet meadow) you'll come to the gull (running
water), and if ye pass through the rue (hedge-row)
Some
you '11 get on to the whapple (bridle path)."
"
fields near Chichester were called the
Whapplefields."
JAS. FRASER.
(7

S. vii. 269, 314).

;

Lavant.

There was another, with an eagle on the top
of it, in the midst of the choir for use at matins
and other times (p. 12). This latter stood there
1650, when a fellow who was set to look after
the Scottish prisoners quartered in the
abbey after
Dunbar fight sold this lectern and other things for
till

his
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own

gain.
of the pelican lectern was revived at
the last " restoration " of the
cathedral, and that

The idea

PARLIAMENT OF BATS

(7

th

S.

vii.

329).

In

1427, during the regency, in the reign of Henry
VI., in consequence of the litigious character of
ihe Duke of Gloucester, the citizens were forbidden
;o carry arms, so when Parliament assembled the
members of the House of Commons came armed
with clubs and bats.
E. COBHAM BREWER.

The very useful ' Dictionary of English History,'
J. Low and F. S. Pulling (Cassell & Co., 1884),
has the following (s.v. "Bats")
characteristic of a thing made to order, without
The Parliament of Bats (1426) was the name given
any real knowledge or feeling was unfortunately
o the Parliament which assembled in this year, when
made. The young ones are eagerly lifting up their
he quarrel between the Duke of Gloucester and Cardinal
bills to be fed, but the mother is
holding hers Beaufort was at its height. It received its name from
down without any attempt to shed her blood for he bats, or bludgeons, carried by the hostile and excited
mrtisans of the rival statesmen."
them. This was soon noticed, and led to the
scoff,
Edinburgh was probably suggested by the Durham one. In the latter a curious mistake most
at

by

:

'

outside the sacred precincts, that the symbolism
could not be improved.
it was felt that

However,

must be done," so the "art-manu"something
"
turer
was sent for, and half a dozen holes drilled
in the
pelican's breast, into which were screwed as

'

'

GRAIENSIS.

PORTRAIT OF SIR ISAAC NEWTON
In

(7

th

S. vii.

Lodge's 'Portraits,' cabinet edition,
845, is a vignette engraving of him, after the picure by Sir Godfrey Kneller, which is there said

J47).
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to be

from the collection of the Earl of Eguiont at

Petwortb.

He

represented as seated, threequarters length, wearing a long, flowing wig, and
holding in his right hand a glove. The hands are
represented with that delicacy and beauty remarkSir Isaac Newable in portraits by Sir Godfrey.
ton died in 1727.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
is

Major-General A. H. Graham, lately deceased,
in the drawing-room of his residence,
Graham House, Malvern Wells, a portrait of the
great mathematician, in which he is represented
(approaching life size) in a sitting attitude, with a
geometrical diagram before him, which he is engaged in studying, and I rather think he holds a

had hung

pair of compasses in his right hand, as if in the act
of taking a measurement.
It is a well executed

and not improbably the work of Sir Godfrey Kneller, and there is no doubt of its being the
likeness of the person it is stated to represent.
It
would be a valuable addition to the National Porpicture,

Gallery if an opportunity was afforded to the
nation of acquiring it.
WANDERER.

trait

A

portrait (I believe by Kneller) may be seen
in the Marquis of Exeter's collection at Burghley
House.
guide to Burghley, containing notes on
the most important picture?, may be obtained from
A. G. S.
any bookseller at Stamford.

A

There is a curious mistake in Mr. Bridge's letter.
ought to read St. Martin's Street. Sir Isaac
never lived in the court.
C. A. WARD.
It

Walthamstow.

JEREMY TAYLOR

may not be of the cablegram or omniboat type,
ometimes there is a temporary demand for an unGoschens, for instance, or
bjectionable word

When it has served its purpose
should drop out.
Sometimes a writer suits himelf with a vigorous word of his own, with no inention of using it again.
Thus, when, three weeks
ince, a World leader-writer wrote, with regard to
Sir William Harcourt, that we do not unexpect anyhing of him, he probably unexpected the repetition
)f the expression by any one else. And when a lady,
n the skippancy and jumpancy of her heart, writes
utre-chose-isme.

t

ome words of more or less pretty nonsense, it is,
I submit, a grave mistake, and one which the
writer might be one of the first to recognize, to
lail them as a desirable addition to the permanent
measures of the English language.
Unfortunately
he words in question, having formed a heading to
will
attain
the
immortality conferred
paragraph,
*
by entry in the Index to N. & Q.'
i

KlLLIGREW.

One hardly knows whether
If he be in earnest,

not.

he

J. B. S. is in joke or
may be asked to ex-

Why

could
these words are so useful.
" much
life
not Mrs. Florence Caddy have written
is skipping and jumping"; or, better still, "skips
and jumps"? She did not find it necessary to
" are skitnmant," The
write that the dragon-flies
words are plainly formed after the old NormanFrench heraldic terms, and are foolish attempts at
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
a sorb of wit.

why

plain

Foleshill Hall, Coventry.
th

(7

th

S. vii. 308).

A

passage

from Topsell'a Historic of Fovr-Footed Beastes
(1608), which I subjoin, will throw some light upon
the quotation from
Holy Living given in th
'

'

query

[7*s.vn.j ra .vc9.

:

"It was also found, that in a certain Hand neare
Calybes, Mice eate and deuoure gold, and therefore the
Goldsmiths did cut them in pieces among their mettles
Plutarch, in the life of Marcellus saith, that there wer
many prodigies and fearful signes that did proceede th
war of Marius, amongst other he saith that mice did eat
the Gold hanging in the temple
Anthologius re
hearseth a witty exasticon of Antiphilus, vpon a mous
which was slit asunder aliue, for certaine gold-dust, whicl
thee had deuoured, whereby was signified how men
pro
cure vnto themselues exquisite torments, and unauoid
able mortall harmes by stealing, and encreasing of riche
P. 506.
signified by Gold."
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

CAROLS AND SONGS (7 S. vii. 264, 337). The
"
" other
places which W. C. B. laments not having
been " able to find " are 6 th S. xii. 484 ; 7 th S. i.
There is nothing in this
96, 118, 206, 315, 413.
jingling compendium of Christian doctrine to connect it necessarily with Christmas, though it may,
of course, often be sung at that time, as well as
In Wilts and in Rome, where I made
other.
acquaintance with it, it was most distinctly not
considered to have any application to the Christmas season; a carol, i.e., a dancing song, a bal-

any

I should
lata, ruota, or rondo, it undoubtedly is.
like to take this opportunity of correcting a word

inverted by a misplaced caret in

(7

th

S. vii. 367).

May I repeat a protest which you have before now
allowed me to make against the introduction into
the English language of a greater number of foolish
and unnecessary words than it is already burdened
with ] Occasionally a word is wanted, or is
supposed to be wanted. In such a case we pray that

my

th
S.
note, 7

i.

words there, of course, should stand

last

A

great number of versions, from
in
countries, Christian and other, are given
Dr. Pitre's Archivio ddle Tradizioni Popolari of
the year 1883, in a very painstaking and interest-

cielo

c'eloro.

many

ing

"SKIPPANT AND JUMPANT"

The

97.

article.

16,

Montagu

Street,

B. H. BUSK.
Portman Square.

CHRISTOPHER DAVENPORT (7 th
Whether the passage is taken
from the
lor,'

earliest edition of

there

is

for battler,

S. vii. 266, 268).

correctly or not
Life of Tay" butler "
of

Heber's

'

an error in the quotation
as

Canon Eden's

it appears in the life prefixed to
revision of Heber's edition of Tay-

u,s. vii.

'

Work?,'

)

ton.,' vol.

)

other,
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ii.

vol.
col.

i.

p. 20.

485,

So

There are but very few people who know
all this mass of treasure went to, leaving the king so
oor that he felt himeelf called on to debase the coinage,
till fewer are there who know what was the effect on
ic people of the sudden change in the ownership of so
rge an amount of landed property.

he book.

Wood

folio, of

'
has, Athen.
Davenport and his

rhere

"
They were only batlers." This gives
remark that for all critical
opportunity for the
'
the original edition of Heber's Taylor
.rposes
cast be considered as superseded by Eden's reAt p. cclv there
notes.
vision, with its excellent
'
Athen. Oxon.' (Bliss), vol. iii.
B a reference to the
It appears
cci. 1223, the same passage as above.
Wood that Franc, a S. Clara was not known
as Christopher Davenport after he became a Franhe could
ciscan, and that he died in 1680, so that
The
not be the Christopher Davenport of 1689.
'
Franciscan Davenport wrote the Historia Minor
,1

'

r.

nm

Prov. Ang. Fratrum Minor um,' which appeared
during his life, and he also wrote the 'Supple-

mentum,' which was not, however, published until
Lowndes makes a mistake in
after his death.
as his
calling the Franciscan Francis Davenport,
ED. MARSHALL.
name was Christopher.
at

As Christopher Davenport, the Franciscan, died
Somerset House on May 31, 1680, aged eighty-

two, he could scarcely have been the same person
as the Christopher Davenport who is described by
"
MR. WINTERS as being in 1689 of
Inn,
G. F. R. B.
Esa."

New

!
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the

to Illustrate their
Vol. II.

quet.

I

!

I

:

I

:

mate with.
In the present, as in the former volume, Mr. Gasque
with a fairness that makes one envy him. It i
so very difficult to write calmly when the feelings are ver
There is, however, hardly a passag
deeply touched.
from which it would be possible to deduce what wer
Mr. Gasquet's theological convictions, though he shows
as was to be expected, a sound hatred of murder and th
The story of the rising i
(tortures that lead up to it.
Lincolnshire and the Pilgrimage of Grace are excellent!
well told. We do not remember having ever met wit
ihese unhappy narratives so well given before. Chaps, x
and xii., The Spending of the Spoils" and " Some Re
"
ilts of the Suppression," are the most important parts
rites

'

Vorthumbria : a Repository of Antiquities of NorthWestmoreland. Durham,
umberland, Cumberland,
Yorkshire, Lancashire, and the Borders of Scotland.
Edited by T. Tindale Wildridge.
(London, Gray;
Hull, Peck.)
from
differs
WILDRIDG&'S
MR.
many others
compilation
f its class from the fact that it contains no padding.
There is not a single article that cannot well stand on ita
own merits, and some are of a high degree of excellence.
Ve are especially pleased to find a useful biographical
notice of William Fowler, the engraver (born 1769, died:
832). Retiring men such as he have seldom justice done
;o them during life or after death.
Many men who had
ot one tittle of the ability or self-sacrificing zeal that
Fowler possessed have had their names in all the nevvsHe was content if he could save from oblivion
>apers.
ihe memory of the remains of ancient and mediaeval art
vhich he saw perishing around him. Had it not been
'or Fowler's engravings we should have known nothing
hatever of several interesting objects which have been
destroyed since his day. With the solitary exception of
John Carter and Fowler's friend Willson, the Lincoln
architect, there was hardly a man in England who had
j,ny intelligent knowledge of mediaeval art when he began
Sir Albert Rollit, M.P.,
his great series of engravings.
contributes an interesting genealogical paper showing the
descent of Darwin from a mayor of Hull. Mr. Axon's
'
paper on The Significance of Kufic Coins in Northuinbria suggests lines of thought which we should like
It might well be expanded
to trace very much further.
into a large volume.
'

&0.

English Monasteries: an Attemp
Suppression. By Francis Aidan Gas
(Hodges.)
THK second and final volume of Mr. Gasquet's great work
We call it great without any hesitation
is before us.
for the first volume was admitted on all hands to be the
had as yet been produced concerning
that
fairest book
the great Tudor revolution. The second volume is large
than the first, and it has not so much of the romanci
This was inevitable
interest in it as its predecessor.
Whatever we may think of the need there was for a refpr
mation, or of the judiciousness with which it was carriec
out, it is not easy to turn Henry into a romance hero
and when a certain series of crimes has been committed
we look on with jaded interest as to those that follow
Quite free from all considerations of right and wrong, w
cannot help having as intense a delight in following th
careers of More and Fisher as we have in tracing the lo
But this cannot go on for ever
of Shakspeare's heroes.
We feel, wherever the right or the wrong may hav
the
the
that
rope, the knife, and the fire ar
axe,
been,
not objects which it is well for the brain to be long int

Henry VI II. and

:
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English Writers. An Attempt towards a History of
English Literature. By Henry Morley, LL. D. Vol. IV.
(Cassell

WE

&

Co.)

are glad to welcome another instalment of Prof.
Morley's magnum opus. In this volume he discourses
pleasantly of The Romaunt of the Rose,' Petrarch and
'
Boccaccio, Richard of Bury, the miracle plays, Cursor
Mundi,' John Gower, the old chroniclers, Maundeville's
'
Travels,' and William Langland and his Vision of Piers
Plowman.' In recasting the matter which was originally
published some one-and-twenty years ago, Prof. Morley
has omitted the chapters on Chaucer, hoping in the two
succeeding volumes to complete the literary record of
the fourteenth century and to carry it on from Caxton to
Chaucer. If this scheme is carried out the first six
volumes of "English Writers" will contain a history,
or, as the title modestly puts it, 'An Attempt towards a
'
History of English Literature from the earliest times
to the invention of printing. We trust Prof. Morley will
have both health and leisure to complete his courageous
and single-handed attempt; but, judging from the exhaustive manner in which he deals with the early period,
we shall not be surprised if he exceeds bis original estimate of twenty half-yearly volumes.
'

'

Records of ihe English Catholics of 1715.
Compiled
Edited by John
wholly from Original Documents.
Orlebar Payne. (Burns & Gates.)
THE English Roman Catholic body have been severely
blamed for the small interest which they showed in the
history of their forefathers. In former times the charge
may have been true ; it assuredly is not so now. During
the last dozen years a series of valuable works have been
issued relative to the Roman Catholics of the last three
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in a very
centuries, which puts them and their doings
different light from that in which historians have been
Historians such as Linin the habit of viewing them.
Milner were
gard and controversialists of the type of
evidence which has
record
of
masses
vast
of
the
ignorant

been preserved concerning the members of the Roman
Catholic body at the time it was a persecuted sect. Had
not have
they known of them their narratives would
been in all cases such as we find them.
the
time of
date
of
the
taken
has
1715,
Mr. Payne
what is called the first Jacobite rebellion, and has
who
registered their
grouped round the names of those
estates at that time

much

curious information, mainly,

though not solely, derived from wills. We are very glad
that he has given us all we possess, but feel, as we turn
over his pages, that they might have been extended with
It is, however, manifestly unfair to find
advantage.
fault with a book for being other than it has been planned
to be from the first. The details given are arranged
As to those parts of England with
under counties.
which we are the most familiar, we find many curious
details which have hitherto been unknown to local hisWe trust the book may be widely read, as it
torians.
shows in detail the cruel means used on the accession of
the house of Hanover for the purpose of enforcing uniformity in religious expression.

WE have received Andrew Brice and the Early Exeter
Newspaper Press, and Who Wrote the 'Exmoor Scolding
and Courtship,' a communication made by Dr. Brushfield to
the Devonshire Association for theAdvancement of Science.
It is well worthy of reproduction in pamphlet form.
The history of our newspaper press of the last century is
worthy of more attention than it has received. Who can
tell us what was the origin of our old newspapers, such
as the York Courant, the Northampton Journal, and the
Leeds Mercury ? We take our daily paper in these days

a matter of course that it never seems to
occur to us that newspapers have a history. We have
heard of peasants in the Eastern Counties who have
that grubs turned into
stiffly refused to be convinced
butterflies, and so we could well imagine people who
found it impossible to believe that the newspapers of today are any of them, the lineal descendants of the tiny
grey sheets which satisfied our forefathers' craving for
knowledge when George I. was king. Andrew Brice did
much for the newspaper press of the south-west. He
was, indeed, an enthusiastic man of letters in more than
one direction. The large gazetteer which he compiled
is but a literary curiosity now, but it was a most useful
book when first issued. Even now it is worth while to
turn over the leaves in search for facts and fallacies.
Brice was a man of marked character, and never seems
as BO

much

Exeter was his
Consequently he

have wished to disguise his feelings.
and he loved his home.
devoted fifteen folio pages to a description of that city,
while seven contained all he desired to tell of London.
The 'Exmoor Scolding and Courtship' is one of our
oldest dialect publications. It has been reprinted over
and over again. Who was the author is unknown. Dr.
Brushfield makes it probable that we owe it to the ready
to

native place,

pen of Andrew Brice,
have received No. VIII. of the " Papers of the
Shakespeare Society," a small pamphlet entitled The Construction and Tyi^es of Shakespeare's Verse
as seen in Othello' by Thomas R. Price, LL.D. (New

WE

New York

'

York, printed for the Society). It consists of but seventy
Size is not in such matters any test of value.
pages.
The labour gone through in the compilation of this
elaborate analysis must have been very great. Some
Americans with equal zeal have wasted their time in
pursuing a phantom. Such has not been the case with

*

s.

vn. ju

i,

>.

Mr. Price. All Shakspeare students will find hia
analysis
of the verse of ' Othello of great service.
'

Le Liyrejor May supplies a

full list of the members of
the Societe des Bibliophiles Contemporaina, otherwise
known as the Academic des Beaux Livres. The progress
of this scheme, long cherished by M. Octave
Uzanne, the
distinguished editor of Le Li-ore, has been followed with
much interest. In the list of founders, amidst names
principally French, appear a few that are English or
American. The English members, it ia pleasant to see,
are all contributors to ' N. & Q.' No full catalogue exists
of the Bibliotheque Nationale. It is a good idea, accordingly, of Le Lime to begin an Inventaire Detaille des
Catalogues Uauels.' With this is an illustration of a
Parisian library, showing the fine interior of the Maison
'
Conquet. In the Bibliographic Moderne much space
is bestowed upon English works, and there is a
specially
elaborate and laudatory analysis of the Life of John
Francis,' by his son, recently reviewed in these columns.
'

'

CANON SPARROW SIMPSON

is engaged on a companion
'
Chapters in the History of Old St. Paul's,'
Gleanings from Old St. Paul's.' Among other
chapters it will contain three devoted to the music of St.
Paul's in the olden time?, with illustrations. The volume
will be published shortly by Mr. Elliot Stock.

volume

to his
'

entitled

ta

Carrelpanttent*.

We must call special attention to the following notices
ON all communications must be written the name and
:

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,

,

or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address aa he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to

head the second communication "Duplicate."

HARROVIENSIS (" Jingoism

").
Jingoism has come to
be applied rebukefully to those who advocate a forward
or what may be called a Palmerstonian policy abroad.
A eong was written a few years ago the burden of which

j

,

j

was:

We don't want to fight, but, by Jingo! if we do,
We 've got the ships, we've got the men, we 've
money

got the

'

too.

was popular at music-halls, and the applauders of the
warlike sentiments were derided as Jingoes. For "by
th
Jingo," see N. & Q.,' 6 S. i. ii. iii. iv. passim.
It

W. WILKINS ("As mad
462

;

3 rd

S. v. 24, 64,

125 ;

as a hatter ").

See 2 nd S. ix.
(" Yellow

4th s. viii. 395, 489.

This term is applied opprobriously to the inhabitants of marshy counties as a means of likening

bellies ")

them
G.

to frogs.
S. B. ("
'

Byron,

Butchered to make a

Childe Harold/ canto

Roman

holyday

").

iv.

MRS. LEOPOLD SCARLETT begs to thank Mr. Bouchier
for kindly sending her a copy of the ballad for which
she inquired.
NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
"
The Publisher
Buainess Letters to
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at

<
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242Z. Is. 5d. against an expenditure of 3242. 2s. 6d.
(Trans. Plym. Inst., vii. 455). Doubtless the town
incurred many petty incidental expenses independently. Douceurs, lead pipes for distributing
the water, and the conduits were serious items, to
which Richard Hawkins contributed 50?. (Plymouth
Corporation Accounts).* Had not a composition
differed from an ordinary contract the undertaking
would not have cost Drake the great sum of money
that the Mayor and Corporation declared that it

did; yet, notwithstanding their contemporary evidence,f the papers (Trans. Plym. Inst. and Dev.
Assoc.) laboured to represent Drake as a well-paid
contractor, their author having lighted on the following note, for the year 1589-90, in a memorandum book of the Plymouth Corporation, viz. :
"

Also this yere the composyton was made betweene
the towne and Sr. Prances Drake for the bringinge of
the River of Mewe [Meavy] to the to.wne, for which the

towne have paied bym iic" [200/.] and more cu [KM.],
which he is to compounde with the lords of tlie land

for

over which

it

runneth."

:

'

Duffer, 458.

^OTES ON BOOKS:
'

Queries

'

'Leicestershire and Rutland Notes and
Fenland Notes and Queries.'

Notices to Correspondents.

SIR FRANCIS

DRAKE AND THE PLYMOUTH
LEAT.

(Continued from p. 363.*)
So soon as the Drake Memorial Committee
attracted public attention an obstructionist writer
hazarded the assertion that he was "prepared to
prove beyond the room of controversy that from
"
Deginning to end the Plymouth Corporation had
oaid the entire cost of bringing in the water, and
f

was not indebted to Drake for anything more
;han the moiety of a broken brass cannon, "f

Drake left 40Z. to the Plymouth poor, and the
Corporation paid Serjeant Maynard'a father 8s. in
1598-9 A.D. for an opinion on the will (Plymouth
Jorporation Accounts). He also gave the town 501.
in 1580-1
(ibid.), and the Mayor and Corporation
^ Plymouth in soliciting the aid of Sir Robert
in 1601 against Mr. Wm. Crymes for
apping the leat, stated that it "cost us and Sir
Baucis Drake, who upon composicion with us
indertook the bringeinge home of the same, a
reate some of money" (' State Papers,
Dom.').
contributed much,
'lyraouth could not have
jeeing that the corporate receipts in 1590 were
rjecil

*
Eleven lines from end of previous article, for"irational" read rational.
'

R. N. Worth, Western

Morning News, January

1,

This rough note antedates fact by one year, which
"
fatal discrepancy the author of the
papers hardly
knew how to account for " (Trans. Plym. Inst, Yii.
Nor did it occur to him that numbers of
462).
honourable men, rigid Puritans, who understood
the nature of this memorandum more thoroughly

than he did, had nevertheless given currency to
the tradition, and drank " to the pious memory of
Sir Francis Drake."
No intelligent tyro at the
Record Office would balance this memorandum for
one moment against the authenticated tradition; a
slight acquaintance with the familiar finales concor dice

and

recoveries informs

him

that the vast

majority are fictitious compositions, recognized by
law, while their real purport is explained by private and inaccessible deeds, with which, in this
case, the people's tradition corresponds.!
* Sir Robert Cecil
(ancestor of the Marquess of Salia
ury) served as a volunteer against the Spanish Armada.
3e was Lord High Steward of Plymouth in 1601. Aa
;o "room for controversy," I understand the author has
been controverting intermit tingly from 1881 till 1889.
f I understand that " one party desired, by trading on
Brake's name, to add a Drake's wing" to the Athenaeum
Institute, though Drake was neither an author nor a sage.
To stem the popular current, which ran in favour of a
tatue, Drake was attacked, his fame, name, and arms,
and Hawkins was held up as " the typical Englishman "
n 1883 (Worth, Trans. Dev. Assoc.) in place of Drake,
vho was " the typical Englishman " in 1871 (Worth.

Hist, of Plymouth,' p. 37).

{ Readers who know
don a digressive outline

all about legal fictions will
parfor the sake of those who do not
enow. When courts first condescended to entertain fic"
lons is a question of legal antiquai ianism which is conidered by many as still undetermined " (Hunter). Land
enure was really a trust. A tenant in capite, for example,
might not convey his trust to another without a licence
"rom the Crown to alienate. Should the conveyance of
important trust be contemplated the case was referred
o a jury to determine whether any damage would arise.
This inquiry was called an " Inquisitio ad quod damnum."

m
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Although compositions by final concords were of
wide and varied application, Serjeant Hele, having
no precedent for the transfer of powers conferred
by an Act of Parliament, had to exercise some
ingenuity in assimilating his composition, hence
the circumstantial form of the two-fold consideraOn the second
tion which needs explanation.
reading of the Bill for Preserving Plymouth Haven
two provisoes were added (D'Ewes, 'Jour. Ho.
Com.'), viz., all cultivated land, rights of grist mills,
tin clash mills, and such like, were to be compensated for before a sod could be turned. Hence
the legal fiction that 200Z. had been paid. Under
the other proviso all moorland was to be assessed
and paid for after completion. Hence the fiction
of a further payment of 1002 , and it is very probable that some composition was drawn up a year
It may be remarked here that in
in advance.
studying the case by the light of the tradition
if the tradition is
everything fits in properly
assumed to be false things constantly jar and con;

flict

together.

But the majority of readers will be satisfied with
a less technical mode of reasoning.
They know
the uses of a merchant's waste-book, cash-book,
and ledger, and before allowing a memorandum,
which is no evidence of an actual cash payment, to
unsettle their faith in the tradition of their fathers
they would naturally turn, for confirmation or explanation, to the cash-book of the Plymouth Corporation, which, fortunately, is well preserved. It is
"a
large folio of over 600 pages with many thousand
jorate receipt

and expenditure from A.T>. 1569 to A.D. 1657 inclusive,
and with it the Municipal Accounts are practically com"
plete from the year 1486 to the present time
(Trans.
Plym. Inst., vii. 446 ; and Trans. Dev. Assoc.)
Therein all the petty incidental expenses before
mentioned are recorded, such as fees for messengers
to Drake, horse hire, douceurs, charges for wine
and victuals consumed in junketings, lead pipes
.

and

warehousing them, plumbers' wages, and
various other detailed items too numerous to re-

[7*

capitulate; but the important
sums of 200Z. and 100?. are

s.

vii.

payments of the

said

Nor do any
wanting.
approximate amounts appear. Instead we find recorded two significant remissions of rent for old
mills leased to Drake, but
superseded by his six
new mills, which he presented to Plymouth in reversion.
In 1592 rent 30Z. was remitted and in
;
1593

'.

" Item
paied to Sr Frauncis Drake, Kuyght, in full
paiment of the ccc" thatt the Maior and Commonalty
were to paye hym for bringinge of the River and
purchas
of the land over which the same is
broughte, which is
allowed owte of the mille rent which was payable this
yere, 2<M. 16*. 8d." (Trans. Plym. Inst., vii. 466).
This is conclusive enough that the said sums of
200Z. and 100Z. were fictitious.
Among the costs
attending the rejoicings over the entry of the leat
into the town there was a sum, not
specified, paid
to Sir Francis Drake,
apparently to reimburse him
for some petty expense he had incurred.
In 1606
Sir Thomas Wise received some
claret, in full
payment of the composition between him and the
town for the land on the watercourse, &c., the
value of which had been assessed by a commissiontwo years before additional evidence that a composition in those days was not a hard and fast contract.

There remains the historical method of
testing
Drake having returned from Portugal
in July, 1589, could not have attended at once ta
Plymouth leat, for which the memorandum states
he was paid 300Z. in 1589-90. The
Corporation
accounts show no such payment within this
period,,
which is too short to admit of the
explanatory
assertion that the money was
paid in small, prothe truth.

tracted instalments.
Before Sept., 1590, P. Vosper received a
shilling
" to
for going to Buckland, Drake's
knoweseat,
when the Judges did come." The Judges of Assize
had arrived to assess the damages payable before a
sod could be turned.
They surmounted a very
serious difficulty, to be explained, and
Plymouth
was pleased to send them a gratuity of a tun of wine

which cost 201. (Plymouth Corporation
Accounts), and serves to explain the mayor's words
to Sir Robert Cecil.
After the completion of the
leat the judges came again
to assess
July, 1592
the moorland, in accordance with the second
proviso of the Act, which recognized only the
Mayor
and Commonalty as a matter of form, though Drake
paid the costs handsomely. That there should be
no bickering or dissatisfaction, he paid all round,

in 1590-1,

Methods of evading licences and inquisitions were soon
discovered. For example: if A wished to convey an estate
to B, absolutely or temporarily, B, under pretence that
the estate was his, commenced a suit against A, and, in
the words of Cruise, " when the suit was sued out and
the parties appeared in court a composition of the suit
was entered into with the consent of the judges." The
estate was acknowledged to belong to B, who then made
some nominal payment in return. This agreement was
recorded in the court to be held of equal force with the
sentence that would have been given "had the suit not

been compounded." Such compositions are known as
" Finales concordiae " or " Pedes
finium," and by them
offices and privileges were also transferred.
There were
other fictitious methods, such as recoveries and even
trials by battle, but sufficient is given to explain that
"composition" was the technical term for a feigned
contract. "Composition" and "agreement" are the
"Contract" is a nineonly terms used in our case.
teenth century gratuity.

freeholders and leaseholders, the same award, new
leases or leases nearly expired, which was tantamount to paying for the fee twice over. No profit-

seeking contractor would have done this, nor would,
nor could the Plymouth treasurer have so wasted
the town's slender resources, but Drake was a

wealthy and generous donor (Trans. Plym.
viii.

520).
to explain the serious difficulty.

Now

Inst.,

The

leat
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aversed a tin district, and tin anciently ranked
ith silver as a royal metal (Plowden, '
Com.,' 327,

:

Tinners had power (Chart. 9 Ric. I.,
B. Hearne, 360, Chart. 3 Jo., Madox Exch.) to
x ig in
royal or other lands (Act 33 Ed. I., April 10,
"
I 305) in Devon
without licence, tribute, or satisiiction" (Carew, 'Surv. Cornw.,' 13b); "Et
aquas
cursus aquarum ad operationes Stannariarum
p rsedictafum divertere ubi et quoties opus fuerit
< let 50 Ed. III., and Acts Ric. II. and Hen. VI.).
i.

1761).

j -Ik.

',

They might divert watercourses or pull down
t ouses in their search for tin.
Vindictive persons
vould purchase shares in decayed tin-works for the
of
them
purpose
injuring others or

victimizing
by
levying blackmail. Devonshiremen complained to
Edward II. (1314) that the tinners maliciously
destroyed three hundred acres or more annually,
and petitioned for a lord warden. Edward III.
(1328) appointed the Abbot of Tavistock (Plowden). Tinners were then restrained "ne bestonerer
eawe ou cours de eawe par malice." (Plymouth
imputed malice to the tinners who tapped the leat
Star Cham. Pro.).
But the tinners could summarily lodge in Lydford Gaol those who impeded
them, consequently two messengers, sent from
Plymouth to protect the leat on Roborough Down,
were set up on a bare ridged horse, with their
legs
tied under his belly, and trotted off to
gaol (Star
Chamber Pro.). By virtue of their ancient charter
they defied the Act of Henry VIII. (23 Hen. VIII.,
c. 8,
1531-2) for preserving the western havens,
which were choked with washings from the tinworks, and the Act (27 Hen. VIII., c. 23) which
increased the penalty against them from 10Z. to
20Z.*
Fifteen or twenty miles of watercourse lay
at the mercy of these
tinners, and not one drop of
water could have reached Plymouth without their
consent first obtained.
No one aware of these
facts would have asserted in the Devon Trans"
actions that there was
no room for the exercise of
Drake's influence or generosity"; or that "his influence, if exerted, would have prevented the necesAfter Drake's
sity for an Act of Parliament."
death Mr. Wm. Crymes did maintain his
right to
the
leat
for tinning purposes, as will be shown.
tap
The rapacity of the tinners would have taxed the
resources of Plymouth with all the other towns of
Devon united, and therefore we say that a tradition
which merely declares that Plymouth did not
perform what she could not perform is
absolutely unH. H. DRAKE.
impeachable,

CTo

le continued.)

PETTIPLACE FAMILY.
interest Berkshire archaeologists to know
that among some old papers
relating to Ockwells,
It

j

* "

may

The lower and first Buildings of the Court of the
[Plympton Mary, near Plymouth} be almost

Priorie

olene cbokid with the Sandea that
Torey [Brook] brin-"
*
gith from the Tynne works
(Lelaud, Itin./ iii. 33).
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once owned by my ancestors and formerly by the
Fettiplaces, I have found an original deed of covenant
made on the marriage of a member of the last-named
family, viz., Sir

John

Fettiplace, Knt.,

and

Eliza-

beth Carew. The document, the wording of which is
very quaint, but puzzling at times, is too long to
recite at length, but possibly you may find room
for a few extracts, should you deem them
worthy
of notice.
It runs as follows
:

" This Endenture made the 29th
day of August in the
10h yere of the Reigne of King Henry the VIII th
r
nt
betweene S Richarde Carew K Nicholas Carew Esquier
son and heire apparannt of the s d S r Richarde on thone
nt
r
on thoder partie
partie and S Thomas ffetiplace
Witnessith that the & d S r Richard covenannten and
d
gn'nten by these presents to the s S r Thomas that Elizabeth Carew one of the daughters of the s d S r Richarde
and sister to the s d Nicholas shall before the feaste of
Alle Saynts next comyng by the grace of God mary and
take to her husbonde the sd S r Thomas and hym espouse
and wedde after the lawe of Holy Chirche if the sd
S r Thomas will thereunto assent and agre And in likewise the s d S r Thomas coven'ntith and gn'ntith by these
d
r
presents to the s S Richarde & Nicholas that he shall
before the s d feast by the same grace of God mary and
take to his wif the s d Elizabeth and her espouse &
wedde after the lawes of Holy Chirche if the s d Elizabeth
will thereunto agre And the s d S r Richard & Nicholas
coven'nten &c by these presents to the s d S r Thomaa
to apparell and araye the s d Elizabeth in alle things
necessary and convenient for her degre for the said
mariage after theire discreciona And furdermore the
d
s d S r Richarde & Nicholas covenannten &c to the s
Sr
Thomas that the King or Sovereigne lorde by his sufficient 1'rea patents after the s d mariage and before the
feast of the Ascension of our Lord God next comyng
d
shall give and gn'nte to the s S r Thomas and Elizabeth
manors or manor or londes & te'nts within the Realme
of Englande to the yerly value of an hundreth merks
over alle chargs and reprises To Have and to holde to
the sd S r Thomas and Elizabeth and the heires of theire
bodies lawfully begoten reservyng only fealte to the
King's Highnes and his heires by his 1'res patents for all
and oder services withoute any oder thynge or
For the whiche
accompte yeldyng or making for the same
d
mariage Astats to be made and the s coven'ants gn'nts
d
r
promises and agrementa on the p'tie of the s S Richarde
and Nicholas to be done and performed The a d S r Thomas
coven'nteth &c by these presents to the s d S r Richarde and
Nicholas that he the s 1 Sir Thomaa or hia heirea within
sixe monethea next after the s d mariage and after the
eame 1'res patents of Manors or Manor or landes or ten'ts
of the s<i clere yerly value of one hundreth marks over
alle chargs to the s<i S<- Thomas and Elizabeth & theire
heires in forme beforesaid made or for defaulte of
makyng of the same Astats by the s d 1'res patents before
the Feast of the Aacencion the ad S r Thomaa or Nicholas
or one of them their executor and assignes consent to
d
r
jay to the a S Thomaa his executor and assignes two
ihousand marks that then within the vj monethea after
;he same Astate made or the s d
m'ks in forme
beforeaaid paied shall make or cause to be made by
ecorde or oderwise a sufficient and lawfull Astate to
S r John Gaynesforde S r Symon Hare'cote Knights the
s d Nicholas Carewe [sic] Ricbarde Broke Sergeauntm Stafforde of Bradatt-lawe Roger Copley Esquier
'elde in the Countie of Berks Esquier Henry Brigges
m ffermor
gentilman of & in the Mahor of
Esquier and
Shrivenham within the Countie of Berks with thap'ten'nts
and of and in oder londes and ten'nts which with the

K

W

W
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fame Manor of Shrivcnham sbalbe of the clere yerly
C merks And the s<i S r Thomas coven'ntith and
of
gn'ritith that he is very owner of tho eame manor
Bhrivenham with tha'pten'nts."
Then follow sundry covenants against incumvalue of

brunces, for quiet possession, &c.
"And furdermore it is covn'nted gn'nted and agreed
between the p'tiea that if any ambiguite or double hereafter happen to be hadde for any cause above writen that
then the same ambiguite and doubte shalbe interpretate
[tc] declared and made open by the s<i Eicharde Broke
and John Baldwyn and the longest liver of theym," &c.
"Into witnes whereof the p'ties abovesaid to these
Endenturcs entrechangeably have putt theire scales the
:

day and yere

first above-writer!.

"

RIOHABD CABBW.
"NICHOLAS CAREW."

Does this marriage appear in the Fettiplace pedigree
as given in the Heralds' Visitations and county
To which branch of the Carew family
histories ?
did Sir Richard belong, and in what county seated ?

Was

Richard Broke, serjeant-at-law, identical with
Sir Richard Broke, Knt., who was Chief Baron of the

Exchequer during the reign of King Henry VIII,,
and in the pedigree given by Sir Bernard Burke, in
his Peerage and Baronetage/ of the late Sir George
N. Broke Middleton, Bart., appears as that
gentleman's lineal ancestor, and is described as
*

fourth son of Thomas Broke, of Leighton, co.
Chester, by the heiress of John Parker, Esq., of
Copenhall? Is anything known of Sir Richard

Harcote ? Was he of Stanton
Was Thomas Baldwin the

Thomas Baldwin,

Harcourt,

as

Sir

Aylesbury, Bucks, Knt.
(about whom I inquired at length so far back
rd
as in 1862 3 S. i. 426 but I regret unsuccessfully), who was first a reader at the Inner Temple
and afterwards Chief Justice of the Common Pleas
from 1535 to 1545 ?
H. C. F.
of

Herts.

The

JOSIAH RELPH'S CUMBERLAND POEM*.

fol-

lowing version, in the Cumberland dialect, of the
nineteenth Idyll of Theocritus (more usually, I believe, ascribed to Bion), ruv KXtirrav 7roT'"E/)a>Ta,
may amuse your classical readers. Theocritus (or
Bion), of all poets, could not have complained of
being translated into what I may call English
Doric.
It is by the Rev. Josiah Relph, perpetual
curate of Sebergham (pronounced Sebram), Cumberland, a neighbourhood of which I may say, in

proprid persond,
Ah, happy

hills

!

ah, pleasing shade

5 th S. v. and vi. (s.v. 'Reminiscences of an American Loyalist ').* Amongst Relph's dialect poems is
one entitled Saint Agnea' Fast ; or, the Amorous
Maiden,' a poem which would scarcely have dewhich I may take
terred Keats, had he known it
from writing his own
it for granted he did not
Eve of Saint Agnes from despair of rivalling
'

'

'

it.

Here is Theocritus's poem:
Ae time, as Cupy, sweet-tuithed

A
A

1

Ah, fields beloved in vain!
Eelph died in 1743, at the early age of thirty-one,
and his poems, I fancy, have long since gone down
the stream of oblivion. The title-page of my copy
(Carlisle and London) is dated 1797, and the little
volume is dedicated by the editor, Thomas SanderRev. Jonathan
son, to my grandfather, the

Boucher, from whose (!VIS.) memoirs I
copious extracts, which I published in 'N.

made

&

Q.,'

fairy,

ower ventersome, wad herry,
bee was nettled at the wrang,
And gave his hand a dispert [desperate] stang;
It etoundit [smarted] sair, and sair it swelled;
hive,

He

pufft

and stampt and flang and yelled ;

Then 'way

And

full drive to

Mammy

scowr't,

't up, to blow 't and cur 't,
Wondrin gae feckless-like a varmint
mickle harm in 't.
fearfu'
sae
Cud have
She sraurked and pra' tha', says his mudder,
Is not lile Cupy seek [such] anudder?

held her

Just seek anudder varmint s he;
A feckless-like but fearfu' bee.

Relph cannot be charged with

literary presump"
he
Sanderson, his biographer, says that
had made such a low estimate of his poetical
powers that he could never be prevailed upon to
publish any of his productions." This is confirmed
by the following neat epigram:
Orinda's judgment 's just and true,
tion, as

made a slip but two;
she approved my lines was one,
The other, when she blamed her own.
It never

When

Oxon. ?

co.

same person

[7bs.vn.

This

is

unnecessarily modest

"senselessly ceevil,"

as the Scottish lassie said of her prim lover.
Relph seems to have been an unusually good
classical scholar.
According to his biographer,

he left Glasgow College he returned to his
native parish,
"
where, as something was to be done to gain a livelihood, he undertook the humble though useful employment of a schoolmaster, and taught the elements of
reading and the classics with such success that his native
in literaparish is indebted to him for that pre-eminenco
after

ture that

it

uncommon

at present enjoys. At Sebergham it is not
to see the husbandman amusing himself in

the intervals of his

toil

with a Virgil or a Horace."

This memoir appears to have been written towards the close of the last century, by which time
and I
Relph had been dead more than fifty years,
cannot help thinking that Sanderson must have
seen the Sebergham children of the soil through
Without doubting that
rose-coloured spectacles.
Relph taught his rustic pupils to read the classics,
knowing how little "learned leisure" an agricultural labourer usually has, and how he home* I understand that when
my grandfather, who was
vicar of Epsom at his death, was seized with his final
385,
illness, the Rev. Bartholomew Edwards (see ante, p.
'
A Long Incumbency '), who was a pupil in the neighAs
for
a
doctor.
into
London
grandrode
my
bourhood,
father died eighteen months before the battle of Tradied last February, this is a
falgar, and Mr. Edwards
"
"
indeed
link with the past
!

,

s.

;

vii. JUNES,

wa d plods
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weary way after his day's work,

his

it

xtremely improbable that more than one or two
w( ild have kept up their Latin reading in later
lif*
By 1797 many, perhaps most, of Relph's pupils
mi st have been dead, and one can scarcely suppose
" noble
th. t their children continued their fathers'

is

.

"

for Virgil and Horace, unless, as Dominie
Sa npson would say, the air of Sebergham is unAt all
us tally favourable unto classical learning.
ev snts, during the eight or nine months that I lived
at Sebergham, more than thirty years ago, instatu
pupillari, the genial current of the Sebergham
raj e

soul must have been entirely frozen, as I do
remember hearing of Lobbin Clout and Cloddi-

ru.itic

not

Had such been the
pole studying the classics.
situation I should have heard
case, I think in

my

of

it.

Do any

I

I

i

of your numerous clerical readers or
contributors know of any English parish at the
" it is
not uncommon to see the
present time where
husbandman amusing himself in the intervals of
"
his toil with a Virgil or a Horace ?
I must not conclude without a word of praise for
Relph's dialect poem in amoeban verse entitled
1

i

Hay-time;

really a

[literary merit,
i

This

is

little idyl, and it is not without
although it will not compare for a

moment with Allan Ramsay's amcebaean song
'

in

The Gentle Shepherd/ beginning

When
|

the Constant Couple.'

or,

tender

first

my

dear laddie gaed to the green

a song worthy of Burns.
best verse of Ralph's idyl

Here

is,

hill,

perhaps, the

1

Sweet

is

this kiss as smell of

Or the

fresh prumrose on the furst of May ;
Sweet to the teaste as pears or apples mourn [mellow],
far than sweetest honey-comb.
sweeter
Nay,

poet who could write like this may be small,
but he is not contemptible.
There is a copy of Relph'a poems in the London

(Library, published in Glasgow in
years earlier than the edition from
j

I

made the foregoing

1767, thirty

which

I

have

extracts.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Kopley, Alresford.

:

How old the word may be in our tongue I am
not prepared to say, but it is certainly older than
In 'The Merry Wives of
Marlborough's time.
Windsor ' Anne Page says
Alas, I had rather be set quick i' the earth,
And bowl'd to death with turnips
III. iv. 91.
:

!

Dr. Richardson gives examples from Drayton
and Holland. I believe, if it were sought for, the
word might be found far earlier than this. Guillim,
'
in his
Display of Heraldry,' fifth edition, 1679,
" He
p. 113, gives a coat of arms blazoned thus
beareth sable, a Turnip, Proper, a Chief or, Gutte
de Larmes." The name of. the family which used
:

this bearing

is,

strange to say, omitted,

OTHERS." I frequently read this
absurd expression, and sometimes hear it used, but
have never seen any explanation of it given.
The
error is not confined altogether to the

Times and

other papers, or even the parliamentary debates,
'
or modern books, for I read in
Elringfcon's Life of
Archbishop Hasher,' p. 237, that Prynne writes
"this Archbishop [of Canterbury] the very
worst of all his traytorous predecessors."
:

Y. S. M.
TURNIP.

It is doing a service to those who are
interested in word-lore to pillory absurd derivations

your pages. Here is a grotesque example.
In
1816 a gentleman, whose name was Ferdinand

and

there-

have no means of ascertaining at what date
K. P. D. E.
was granted or assumed.

fore I

LORD HARTINGTON

IN

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

In the portrait of Lord Hartington exhibited in
the Royal Academy the artist has made an heraldic
mistake by giving his lordship the coronet of a
marquis to his coat of arms. The eldest sons of
dukes rank above earls, and have precedence
amongst themselves in accordance with the creation
These are marquises, earls, and
of the dukedom.
viscounts by courtesy, amongst them the Earl of
Arundel and Surrey ranking first. Whatever the
title may be, they each and all bear an earl's coronet

H.

only.

"OF ALL

in

these roots passed into England, if I knew with certainty
that the name of turnip, which is given to them in English, was not more ancient than the reign of Queen Ann
for there is, near Brussels, a place called Turneppe,
which made part of the cantonments occupied by the
army under the Duke of Marlboro ugh." P. 40.

it

dwallowed [withered] hay,

A
i

Vanderstraeten, published a book entitled 'Improved Agriculture.' As the fashion was in those
days, the title is a very long one, but I have given
I do not know
sufficient for its identification.
whether the writer was a Netherlander or an
Englishman, but I surmise the former, although the
It contains much
style is not that of a foreigner.
sensible information on agricultural affairs, blended
The
here and there with nonsense.
following is a
part of what the writer says concerning the turnip:
" I should much incline to
believe, that it has been
from Brabant, rather than Flanders, that the culture of

:

Cursty [Christopher].
i

445

Temple.

At a short
To CHIDE.
CHIDDINGSTONE
distance to the north-west of Penshurst, in Kent,
is the village of Chiddingstone, formerly spelt
'
Chidingstone, and called in the Textus Roffensis
Cidingstane. Near the church is a remarkable
stone called the Chiding Stone, and the village
tradition is that on it the priests used to chide the
The A.-S. for "to
people, whence the name.
"
chide is cidan, but the origin of this is somewhat
"
uncertain.
Cidan, to scold,
Wedgwood says,
from the notion of speaking loud and shrill," and
" to
compares it with a Finnish word signifying
'
make a shrill noise." Prof. Skeat, in his Etymo:

'
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[7*s.vii.jn8

'

f

C 9.

"
Perhaps related to A.-S.
logical Dictionary,' says,
cwe^an, to speak, whence E. quoth "; but in the
" Errata and Addenda " he
suggests to compare it
with the Danish kiede, to tire, harass, weary ; kied,
tired, though he adds to this remark that "the

other descendants, first exhausting those of the
eldest son of the first paternal ancestor, followed
by those of the second son, and so on through the
entire sixteen couples, entering
besides as many
exact dates as possible the names, residence, pro-

connection

fession,

It occurs to me that the
is not clear."
tradition respecting the Chiding Stone near the
church in Kent may throw some light upon this,
and make it probable that the word really meant

speaking

(i. e. t

preaching) stone.

W.

T.

LYNN.

Blackheath.

PUNNING MOTTO ON SUN-DIAL. A friend sends
In the centre of a dial in Derbyme the following
:

"

shire is the simple word We," which he interprets
soon die all (sun-dial).
to mean,

We

R. E. BARTLETT.
Chelmsford.

[For your query as to a collection of these, see the
review, ante, p. 300, of Mrs. Scott Gatty's Book of Sun'

dials' (Bell

&

Sons).]

RICHARD LEE, OF VIRGINIA. John Gibbon,
the ancestor of the historian Edward Gibbon,
during the years 1659-1660, was in Virginia, and
visited the immigrant Richard Lee.
Under Dugdale he was made a herald-at-arms of the blue
'
mantle class.
In his
Introductio ad Latinam
Blasoniam he gives the arms of Richard Lee as
'

'In clypeo rutilo fasciam pluribus quadratis auri
et cyani, alternis sequisque spaciis inter octo

Robert Lee,
plinthides argenteis collocatain."
Mayor of London early in the seventeenth century, was a descendant of a Shropshire family.
Now, the billets belong to the arms of the
Richard Lee, of Virginia,
Shropshire Lees.
belonged to the Shropshire family, for on the
tombstone of his son in Virginia it is so declared.
This seems plain ; but the Rev. Frederick George
Lee, D.C.L., in 'Miscellanea Genealogica et

office,

employment,

university

degree,

marriage and place of celebration, family arms
(where borne), and any other information which I
thought might prove of interest at the present or a
future time.
I have thus made out a valuable
family record of about one thousand pages in a
quarto volume, in which is collected into one view
a vast fund of trustworthy information, by far the
greater portion being derived directly from members of the various families noted, besides extracts
registers, deeds, wills, and other
The index contains considerably over
one thousand distinct surnames (besides many

from

parish

records.

duplicate instances of various families bearing the
same name, such as Jones, &c.) of persons of whom
the most distantly related are our third cousins,

and their issue.
The book is compiled in pedigree, not in narrative form, as otherwise it would be impracticable
to make from time to time the additions which are
constantly coming in ; but it requires now to be
rewritten.
In despite of all my efforts the blanks
are still almost numberless, and, of course, from
the very nature of the work, where relatives are
scattered all over the world, it is impossible to
make it perfect ; but, at all events, others perhaps
may be induced to take up the suggestion, and
commence a similar family record, the value of
which, both in a genealogical and a legal sense,

Y.

can scarcely be over-estimated.

S.

M.

IN A CANDLE." I find this expression
in Ho well's Forraine Travell,' 1642, p. 77, Arber's

"THIEF

edition, 1869
"If there be a theefe in the Candle (as wee used to say
commonly), there is a way to pull it out ; and not to put
out the Candle, by clapping an Extinguisher presently
:

Heraldica,' second series, vol. i. p. 100, makes
Richard Lee, of Virginia, a descendant of Sir
Henry Lee, Knt., of the Lees of Chester, Bucks, upon it."
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
and Oxon., with a different coat of arms. Can any
of your readers tell whether the declaration of
THE LORD MAYOR AND THE GORDON RIOTS.
Gibbon, the friend of Richard Lee, is trustworthy 1 The Lord
Mayor of London would appear to have
EDWARD D. NEILL.
been considerably "obfuscated" during the memorSt. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.
able rioting in the metropolis in June, 1780, if the
How TO WRITE THE HISTORY OF A FAMILY. accuracy of the two "extempore "epigrams appearMany years ago it occurred to me to compile an ing that month in the Westminster Magazine can
account of my relatives in a peculiar fashion. I am be relied on. The first runs thus
not aware that a similar plan has ever been adopted
When Rome was burning, Writers all agree,
Nero was playing on the " Tweedle-dee ";
by any other person. I began by tracing not
Kennet, when he saw sedition ripe,
without considerable difficulty
my own seize
And London blazing, calmly " smoak'd his pipe."
quartiers, and subsequently those of my wife. I am
Lord Mayor's DilemTo
is added, under
which
very well aware of the great difficulty in general of
The result of that -first step was the ma':
doing this.
The Riot quite confus'd the Mayor
identification of our thirty-two great-great-grandBut where 's the wonder, when it
parents, going back for nearly two centuries. Next
Was such a critical affair,
I traced out in priority of birth the children and
His Lordship could not Kenn-it ?
:

'

:
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hese jeux
:scuiflg

$ esprit

of th.e period seem to
to the pages of

and transferring

me
'

worth

N.

& Q.'

R. E. N.
Bishop wearmouth.

We must

request correspondents desiring information
family matters of only private interest, to affix their
to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.
c i

cames and addresses

CLAM. Is anything known of the date of the
Old Verses inscribed in the Belfry of St. Peter's
Church at Shaftesbury,' which Nares quotes under
this word, ending
But when they clam, the harsh sound spoils tha sport,
And 'tis like women keeping Dover-court?

James White,

I shall be glad of other quotations for this verb
also of information as to the application of

;

dam

to various species of native bivalve shell-fish in
Great Britain.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

RICHTER'S

'

TITAN.'

have been trying with

I

by the advice of a German admirer of
Jean Paul, to read his once famous novel Titan.'
difficulty,

living near Deane, in

"The body of Thomas White, D.D.,late Bishopp of
Peterborough, deprived of that Bishopprick for not
takeing the Oathes of Allegiance and Supremacy establisht one thousand six hundred and eighty nine, is
buryed here in hope of a happy resurrection."

REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.
National Conservative Club,

9,

Pall Mall, S.W.

PRAYERS or LORD BACON. Some years ago, at
the opening of some building in London (I think
the Medical Hall, but I am not sure), in the
account given in the papers of the ceremony, it
" the
said,
prayers of Lord Bacon were used,"
Can any one tell me what those prayers are ? Also,
can any one give a description of Lord Bacon's
I think it is in some London,
walking-stick?
exhibition.

DOROTHY.

.

DATE OF GARRICK'S BIRTH.

Boaden

'

In the fourteenth chapter the hero, Albano, descends into the cellar, and opens a door, which
discloses to his astonished gaze a splendid view
from a terrace on the roof of the house. In a footu
note the author observes
Weigel of Jena invented the inverted stair (pans heteroclitus'), on
which we feel the illusion that we are descending
while we ascend.
See Busch, 'Handbuch der
Erfindungen,' vol. vii." What is the meaning of
this? Philarete Chasles translated 'Titan' into
French. Has it ever been translated into English ?
A. R.
:

WHITE,

OR

WHTTE,

AND

BALL.

Mary,

daughter of a (query Rev.) William White, of

Newport, Rhode Island, U.S. (I saw his portrait
lately at Brighton), married in 1727 or 1728 William Ball, of Philadelphia.
She died Sept. 28,
1767, and is believed to have been descended from
an English bishop. I find from Thoresby's ' History of Leeds' that Francis White (Whyte in
Thoresby), Bishop of Ely, had grandsons Francis
White, or Whyte, Recorder of Leeds and Pontefract (died November 19, 1692), John, William,
and Daniel. By the bishop's will, proved Feb. 27,
1637-8, by his relict Joane White, I learn he had
daughters Martha, wife of Thomas Goodherd,
wife of Mica Wickham, Elizabeth Nicholls, and
Hester Manby, and a daughter-in-law Margaret
,

Is anything known of the descendants of
Bishop White ? Can any one say where Dr.
Thomas White, the deprived Bishop of Peterborough, was buried ] In his will, proved July 19,
1698, he states that he was born at Aldington, in
Kent; names his uncle Paul White; his cousins,

Qately.
this

Kent; Mary,

wife of Mr. Rowsewell, minister of Riselip, near
Uxbridge, co. Bucks; and several cousins of the
name of Bleckynden. He leaves his printed book*
He desires*
to the town of Newark-upon-Trent.
to be buried wherever he dies, and on a little
stone the following to be inscribed:

'

:
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Correspondence,'

i.

ii)

('

Garrick

gives a copy of the entry of

Garrick's baptism at All Saints', Hereford, dated
Feb. 28, 1716, and 1716 is generally accepted asBut Malone, in a note
the year of Garrick's birth.
to Boswell (under year 1779), gives the year as
Has any reader of ' N. & Q.' consulted
1716-17.
the register at All Saints', Hereford, and discovered
with certainty whether the year is 1715-16 or
R. W. L.
1716-17?

ROYAL BAILIWICKS.

In an Act " to avoyde the
"

greate price and excesse of wynes (7 Ed. Vf. c. v.)
it is provided, inter alia, that none shall keep
taverns in cities or market towns except by licence
of the mayor, &c., or of justices in quarter sessions.
As subject to the Act, Gravesend, Sittingbourne,
and Bagshot are specially mentioned in three
I can find no reason for this, and
several recitals.
no mention of the Act in the county histories.
Was it that they were royal bailiwicks ? If so,,
were they the only royal bailiwicks ? And were
royal bailiwicks exempt from Acts for local government unless specially recited ? J. S. LEADAM.

A

DIALOGUE AS A SURNAME.
curious imitative
corruption of some local (?) surname appears in
the Philadelphia directory.
There are four Dialogues, with English Christian names prefixed.
Can any correspondent, English or American,
C. W. BARDSLEY.
suggest the original form 1
Ulverston Vicarage.

MEDAL. I shall be much obliged for any information about a silver medal that has been shown
to me, of which no specimen was in the Stuart
It is about the size of a crown piece.
Exhibition.
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On the obverse is a beautifully designed profile
bust of Charles I., with the legend " Utriusque
verus successor "; and on the reverse is a representation of an anvil, thereon (apparently) a gem
" Inbeing struck by a hammer, with the legend
SIGMA.
expugnabilis, 1648."
VAUSE.

In 1585 Guillemeau published his
des Maladies de TCEil,' which was reprinted
among his collected works in 1612. An English
version appeared, without the translator's name or
*

Traite"

any

date, as

'

A Worthy Treatise

of the Eyes,' &c.
In chap. ix. an operation on the eyelid is described,
"
and the writer says, With the point of a penknife
cutte it by little and little, or with a crooked
vause you may cutte it all at once." In
chap. xi.

" You must
another operation is thus noticed
cunningly with a lancet or crooked vause take of
the skinne," &c.
On referring to the French
original I find that the word translated vause is
historic courbe.
Vause is not in Nares, nor in any
of the dictionaries I possess.
Where is it to be
found ? Is it what Prof. Skeat calls a " ghost:

word"?

J.

DIXON.

HERALDIC KNOTS.

Would one of the readers
skilled in heraldry kindly
give me some information
about these knots ? I know of the
Lacy, Bowen,
and Heneage knots, but particularly desire information as to the Wake and Ormonde knots.
ONESIPHORUS.
^

KING OF ARMS OR KING AT ARMS.

Which

is

I am dogmatically assured,
right ?
by what ought
to be good authority, that the former is an error.
*
Noble, in the body of his College of Arms,' uses

both forms indiscriminately, but in the
patents and
other official documents in the
appendix, the title

invariably "Rex armorum," and "King of
As I take it, the more vulgar " King at
"
has simply grown out of a
supposed analogy
with " Sergeant at arms " (ad armd) and "
Serjeant
at law."
E C. R.
is

Arms."

Arms

.

BLACK MEN AS HERALDS

IN

THE BRITISH

ISLES.
According to Sir Walter Scott, the trumpeters of the Scottish Life Guards in the seven-

teenth century were
In ' Old Mortality'
negroes.
Sergeant Bothwell, obeying Claverhouse's command to " sound to horse," at the Tower of Tillie"
tudlem, hastened to give order to six negroes, in
white dresses richly
massive
laced, and
silver collars and armlets.
aries acted as

having
These sable function-

trumpeters, and speedily made the
castle and the woods around it
ring with their
summons." Hogarth, again, in
portraying the freak
of George Buchanan
(when, adhering to the letter

of the King's command that he should " never let
see his face again," he,
notwithstanding, made
himself conspicuously visible at an
upper window
as the king rode
by), places a trumpeter or herald
on either side of the central
group at the window,

him

[7*

s.
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both of which trumpeters, are black men. Their
features are not at all those of negroes. Their
attire, except that they have cockades in their hats,
seems to be exactly similar to that of the king
himself, or of the gentlemen in the room beside
them. But the painter distinctly makes them
black, or at least dark-skinned men, of quite a
different complexion from the onlookers.
I shall feel obliged to any reader of ' N. & Q.'

who

will explain to

me why Hogarth and

Scott

should agree in depicting official trumpeters of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in these
islands as men of dark complexion.

DAVID MAcRiTCHiE.
Edinburgh.

CLERICAL DRESS. What was the usual out-ofdoor costume of clergymen in England in 1790?
Did they still wear gown, bands, &c. and what
kind of hat was most generally worn by them ?
;

0.

AITKEN FAMILY.

I should be

much

obliged if
any one could give me particulars as to the pedigree
of a William Aitken, living at or near Dunbar
(N.B.) about the middle of the last century. Was
he in any way connected -with James Aitken, the
celebrated Bishop of Galloway, who died in Edinburgh in 1687, or with either of the two Aitkens
who sat as members for Dunbar and Culross, i. e.,
Edward Aitken from 1599 to 1608, and James
Aitken from 1648 to 1649 ? As I am trying to
trace the history of this family, I should be most
grateful for any information on the subject, or for
any hints as to where such information is likely to
be found. The arms borne by William Aitken
seem to have been Ar., a chevron az. between two
cocks in chief, and a buckle in base gu.
C. HAMILTON.

TURKISH COAT OF ARMS.

I should be much

any of your readers can explain the
meaning of that peculiar symbol which appears in
the centre of the Turkish coat of arms. Is it meant
to be a signature ?
G. S. B.
obliged

THE

if

"

BENI JESU." Where can we learn anything of the traditions held by that scattered tribe ;
especially on what grounds they claim lineal
descent from our Lord, or from his near relatives?
E. L. G.

BOURNES FAMILY. Will some one give particulars as to the origin of the Bournes family, once
owning a considerable part of county Mayo, in
Ireland? Their ancestor was one of Cromwell's
land.
officers, and received a grant of confiscated
The arms possessed by Mr. G. S. Bournes of Rossin
port House were two mullets, a hunting horn
the base.
Crest, a wheatsheaf with two birds
"
pecking. Motto, Vincit qui patitur." The name
and descent of the grantee mentioned are desired.
The College of Arms only know of a grant to

7"' S.

VII.

JUNE

3

dmund Burn

t

iC

crest
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at Lisbon, of Scotch descent, but
different.

and motto are quite

Keplta*.

W. W.

ALICE FERRERS.

GATER FAMILY.

In 1708 William Gater, of
Devon, married Margaret Kelland, and
1770 the Rev. William Gater, M.A., of Sidney
i
issex College, Cambridge, was buried at Lapford.
/"as the latter the grandfather of Anne Hoi well
wife of Admiral Vernon Harcourt ]
( tee Gater)
She died in 1879-. Is any one in possession of a
W. D. PINK.
pedigree of Gater?

I apford,
i

I

"\

j

i

i

Leigh, Lancashire.

DOGMATISM " AND " PUPPYISM." Dean BurTwelve Good Men,' second
edition, 1888, vol. ii. p. 218, attributes to Dean
"

g)n, in his 'Lives of

Hansel the well-known definition of dogmatism as
puppyism full grown." Surely this expression,
which has in it too much of philosophic truth to be
Is it
deemed a mere pun, is Douglas Jerrold's
not to be found in the Man made of Money.' At
p. 126 of the same volume the dean reminds
his readers of the story of the detection by
H. 0. Coxe of certain of the forgeries of Simonides.
la not this the story told more circumstantially of
Henry Bradshaw in Mr. A. Benson's article on
that great bibliographer in Macmillan's Magazine
for April, 1886 (vol. liii. p. 480)? Is the tale true
of Henry of Oxford, or Henry of Cambridge, or of
"

|

!

I

'

i

|

i

j

i

both

ACHE.

?

PHILIP STANHOPE.

Has any

portrait of Philip
Stanhope, the recipient of Lord' Chesterfield's
'
Letters,' been published ; and where can one of
him be seen ? I know that one, at least, was
made, and it is presumably in the possession of
the family.
C. S.

.

:

I

|

|

I

POPE JUTTE. In the many notices of Pope
Joan scattered through the volumes of 'N. & Q.'
I can find no account of the singular name of Pope
Jutte, by which the female Pope was commonly
known in the Netherlands. I suspect it to be
equivalent to our Judy, for Punch and Judy used
sometimes to be called Punch and his wife Joan.
But what adds to the interest in Pope Jutte is the
ittle-known fact that it was an Englishman who
has given the fullest account of this mysterious
Egbert Grim, in 1635, published at Wesel
lady.
an extraordinary book of 1098 pp. 4to., proving
Pope Jutte to be a woman, and going into the
curious

questions of the Sedes Stercoraria, &c.

The only writer on the subject who seems to have
known of Grim is Wagensei), in his Dissertatio de
Joanna Papissa,' where he styles Grim Nations
'

If so, his countrymen ought to know
Anglus.
something about him, but both biographers and
bibliographers seem equally silent, and neither the
British Museum nor any of the great libraries
Can any contributor enlighten
possess the book.
me on Pope Jutte and Grim ? NE QUID NIMIS.
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Your correspondent who asked

for information
concerning this lady has received but little, and
that little is partly doubtful and partly fabulous.
Alice Perrers can scarcely have been born both in
Essex and Devon unless she had as many birthand while she
places as Homer or Mr. Gladstone
may have been the daughter of a weaver or a tiler,
it is excessively improbable that she was either.
Unless decided evidence be forthcoming to the conassuming that Perrers
trary, it is much more likely
was her maiden name that she belonged to the
same Hertfordshire family as Sir Richard Perrers,

M.P. for co. Herts, who was miles Regis in 1328 ;
another Richard, who was M.P. for Herts in 1408 ;
James, who married in 1310 Ela, widow of Griffin
de la Pole ; and Ralph, who was the King's
Maid of Honour to Queen
scutifer in 1328.
Philippa she certainly was not ; and the fact is of
some importance to her history and character.
The biography of Alice Perrers has yet to be
written, and if it could be done with accuracy and
impartiality it would form a valuable contribution
Never woman had
to the history of her times.
more enemies than she and some of them are
alive yet.

Alice Perrers entered

the

service

of

Queen

Philippa before October, 1366, as Lady of the Bedchamber, a fact which places it beyond doubt that
she was then a married woman.
might at
once conclude that Perrers was her married name,
were it not that she has herself set on record a
complaint that she was called by this name in
official documents after she had become the wife of
This point, until fresh
Sir William de Windsor.
light can be obtained, must remain doubtful. That
Alice was guilty of no greater wickedness than that
of being sick nurse to the aged and imbecile monarch, and perhaps may have used her influence
too much for the advantage of her own friends,
has long been my conviction, and I believe it
would be that of every person who gave unbiassed
study to the subject. The further charges against
her are rejected by Dr. Barnes, and are only to be
found in a discreditable class of chronicles, written
for the purpose of blackening the characters of

We

certain person?, of whom Edward III. was one.
Sir William de Windsor, her husband, never
believed them, and stood loyally by her to the last;

while her

own conduct

is

that of an innocent

woman, indignant but undismayed.
The supposed gift of the Queen's jewels, out of
which so much capital has been made against Alice,
<(
and which is termed by Miss Strickland a disgraceful grant," is simply a blunder. The King
" all the
jewels, goods, and chattels,
granted to her
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which were ours as well as those of oar late Consort,
and came into the hands of Euphemia, wife of
Walter de Heselarton, Knight ; and afterwards
were received by the said Alice from the said
Euphemia, for our use." This is a very different
thing from the representation commonly made,
that the King bestowed on Alice all the jewels of
the deceased Queen. It is evident that the gift
consisted simply of certain articles which might
be many or few that had been in the keeping of

Euphemia

:

not of the entire contents of the royal

From a number

of entries relating to Alice
note-books I send you some of the
most interesting, one in especial having great
interest apart from her.
King Edward's grants,
between 1366 and 1377, were as follows
Two
tuns of wine per annum, 1366 ; custody of the
lands of Robert de Tiliol, with the marriage of his
heir, 1367; manor of Wendover, 1371 ; the jewels,

Ferrers in

my

:

&c., previously mentioned, 1373 ; custody of the
lands of John Payn, with marriage of heir, 1375 ;
marriage of Richard Lord Poynings, 1375 ; manor

s.

vn. Ju

s,

m

"

the new hostel lately made by Alice de
on the bank of the Thames, and all the new
in the Ropery between
houses which she built
the alleys called Westonlane and Wolfylane, in the
City of London"; and the manors of Arlington
and ffilberdescourt were granted to his son-in-law,
Sir John de Holand, afterwards Duke of Exeter.
To this period belong the two most interesting lists
of her goods and chattels, given on the first Close

received

Perieres,

Roll of Ric. II.

The

an order to the Sheriffs of London to
Alan Stokes, Keeper of the Great Ward-

first is

deliver to

treasury.

IT*

robe, all the goods of Alice Perrers seized to the
King's use, viz. :
One tester with a half celer, of one piece of red balde-

kyn.

One covering of

the same, value

Three curtains of red

SI.

taffata, 20s.

One folding table of Pruys, with one covercle, 40s.
One folding table of Pruyp, with one covercle, 20s.
One image of the blessed Mary in a tabernacle, 100s.
One pair of tables of Pruys in a certain causula.
One iron-bound coffer, 20s. ; two ditto, 40s.
One large iron-bound coffer lined with cloth, 10s.
One long table with trisldls, 4s.

of Braunford Spsek, with advowson of WemmeThe second list is of goods of Alice Perrers in
worth Church, co. Devon, 1375 ; pardon of debts,
1376 pardon of the value of the jewels which she the possession of John Surrey e, which he is comhad from us wood and fuel from the forest of manded to restore without delay
One pair of coffers.
Whittelwode for life, whenever she shall be at MoreOne petitz Towailes.
sende Castle ; two tuus of Gascon wine per annum,
A remnant of linen cloth.
She also received from the Wardrobe (like
1377.
Twenty-two buttons with eagles; 20 buttons with 89.
;

:

;

other

officials)

which
"

"

a

number

of garments, the details of

A

russet gown lined with white cloth,"
a cap of tanned kid leather, broidered with

thread, and

and
gold

bound with gold ribbon, furred with
ermine," 1375 (Rot. Magn. Gard., 41/10).

"For

the Smithfield tournament, after Pentecost, but not completed, a cloth of gold tissue,
lined with white and red taffata "; " a russet gown,
lined with white, furred with ermine," 1376
(Ibid.).
scarlet gown furred with
miniver, and
reversed with ermine, with a hood ; a
sanguine
cloak furred with gris ; a sanguine gown and
hood,
furred with miniver," 1377 (Ibid.).
From John of Gaunt, at one time a powerful
friend, but afterwards an opponent, Alice received
but one gift on record, a "hanap of
beryl, garnished with silver gilt, which was given to us
by
"
Mohun
of
John
of Gaunt,' vol. i.
Lady
('Register

"A

fol. 195).

Previous to her conviction, Richard II , or rather
who governed in his name, made her several
"
fourteen long cushions, and eight
presents
of
white
small,
camaca, coverchiefs, and pillows ";
" three
curtains of green taffata,... of green woollen,
wrought with chaplets of roses "; "a crucifix with
the images of Mary and John, for a frontal " (Rot.
those

:

Magn. Gard.,

Two

little gilt

basins.

One gilt spicedisb, one

follow.

41/10).

After conviction, her forfeited goods
John of
dispersed in various directions.

were

Gaunt

gilt salt,

one

gilt muscle.

Twelve

silver dishes.
almsdish, price 30s. 3d.

One
One silver gipeer cum anul, 2s.
One chaplet with three crowns

Two

of pearls, 4s.

silver lanterns.
forser.

One small

Thirty-three velx

petitz.

One collar with letters of N.
Another collar of silver, broken,
Four gold buttons, 10s.

12s.

One

pair of beads, 12d.
Two baskets, covered with velvet, and tied

(liez)

with

silver, 13s. 4c*.

A

pair of gloves cum daysies,
One small forser, Qd.

One

yoloive cappe, Id.

4.d.

[Entry repeated.]

Five yards of damask ribbon, 33s. 4d.
One yard of ribbon, I6d.
Five yards of strou damask ribbon, 5s.
Five yards of ribbon de cipers, 9s. 2d.
2% yards orfres de Ridemore, IQd.
H. aunes dor [sic], 71. 4s.
A pair of white camaka sleeves, 12c.
A pair of beads de degeori, Qd.
Three garters of N., gilt. [Wrought with the letter!]

Two

collars for

Six spoons of

two

little

dogs, with coJcebelles of silver.

silver, 20s.

One red primer, 4s.
One ditto, covered with cloth of silver, 3s. 4c?.
One black primer, with embroidered red cloth, 5s.
One small gite of camaka, with a revers, 3s. id.
One red cote, 2s.

Two

A

sloppes de Redeveluel, 6s. 8d.

camaca

kirtle, 4s.

7"- S,

VII.
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A camaca slop, 2s.
A head-sheet of camaca,

furred with pured, 20s.

Six white carpets of tapestry, 40s.
One celer and one tester in piece of white satin, rayed
^

gold, with cords, 51. 6s. 8d.
Three curtains of white taffata, 36s. 8d.
One feather-bed with one bolster, 21.

-ith

Two

sheets,

8d.

6,-.

One covering of white

fustian, and one caneuas, 6s. 8d.
banquers of white worsted, 12s,
One covering of cloth of s lk, 13s. 4rf.
Two sheets and one canvas, 6s. 8d.
One covering of red and blue cloth, panelled and furred
with pured, 40s.
One mattress with one pillow, 10s.
Two pillows of white camaca stuffed with down, 13s. 4cZ.
A mantel medlel, 5s.
A white mantle, 2Qd.
Two cushions of rayed baldekyn, 3s.
One covering of red cloth, furred with pured, 40s..
Two coverings of white fustian, 13s. 4$.

Two

:

Four pillows of linen cloth, 2s.
Three cushions of white camaca, 5s.
One coster of white tapestry, powdered with

loterilies

Six carpets of worsted, red and blue, panelled, 13s. 4d.
A tester and celer of rayed baldekyn, 40s.
Three curtains of red and blue sarcenet, panelled,
36s. 8d.

One covering and tester with gold, 6s. 8d.
Four cushions of white camaca, 10s. 8d.

From other entries on the Rolls we learn that
Alice Ferrers, " when single," purchased the castle
and manor of Egremont for 1,0001 (Close Roll, 10
Ric. II.) ; that
having been indicted in Parliament, and banished the realm, she continued within
the realm, in the company of William de Windsor,"
until on Dec. 14, 1379, her sentence was revoked,
with pardon to Alice for her contempt of Court,
and to her husband for his protection of her (Patent
In 1383 she was in
Roll, 3 Ric. II., Part I.).
full favour at Court, a
request being granted to
" our beloved
Alice, the wife of our beloved and
faithful William de Windsor " (Ibid., 7 Ric.
II.,
Part I.).
In the following year, Sir William died,
"
in heavy debt to the Crown," and the Sheriff of
Hull seized all his goods within his wardship
'

.

John de Windsor
trouble to Alice.

II.).

for

Soon

ber, 1384, appears her
of 6,0001. to Sir John

His nephew and successor,
he left no son was a sore
after his death, in
recognizance for

was decided in favour of the Bishop, who seems to
have sat as one of the judges. In 1393, John de
Windsor was in Newgate for debt, at the suit of
Gauterus de Bardes, citizen, for 660Z., of Alice
de Windsor for detention of her goods, value 3,0001. ,
and of Joan de Windsor (doubtless her daughter)
goods value 4,0001. He was bailed
Alice's will
for 8.000Z. (Close Roll, 16 Ric. II.).
"
was dated Friday in the octave of the Assumption
for detention of

Mary," J400 (Aug. 20), and
was proved on February 3 following. Extracts
from it may be found in ' Testamenta Vetusta,' and
in DucarelV Registers of the Archbishops of CanterShe speaks of her
bury,' Addit. MS. 6076.
daughters Jane and Joan, and cannot forbear a parting fling at her tormentor John de Windsor, who
persists in trespassing on her lands, "and on the pain
"
of my soul he hath no right there, nor never had
She desired to be buried in the parish church of
Upminster, on the north side, before the Virgin's
altar. There is an interesting entry concerning the
manor of Upminster on the Close Roll for 7 Hen.
"
IV., from which we learn that
Upminster manor
belonged to Lora, wife of William Morewode, who
died Nov. 4, 17 Ric. II. (1393), and reverted to
William de Windsor, Knt., by gift of Richard II.
John Deyncourt, Knt., died on the Monday after
All Saints in the same year (Nov. 3, 1393), seised
The
of this reversion ; Roger is his son and heir.
petition of Joan Southerey sets forth that she ought
to hold the manor at the will of John le Neve, by a
deed dated at Upminster, Michaelmas, 2 Hen. IV.,
wherein she is styled Joan Despaigne alias.
An
Southerey, daughter of Alice de Perrers.
order follows to do justice to Joan.
In the same Roll of the Great Wardrobe from
which my previous extracts were taken is a list of
wedding garments provided for the sister of Lord
Percy, on her marriage with John de Sothereye,
I do not find this lady in the Percy
early in 1377.
pedigree, from which genealogists appear to have
omitted her. A pedigree of Sotherey I have not
seen ; but it seems very likely that she was the
mother-in-law of the daughter of Sir William de
HEKMENTRUDE.
Windsor and Alice Perrers.
of the glorious Virgin

!

26s. 8d.

(Close Roll, 8 Ric.
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Novem-

a debt
de Holand (Ibid.); and
though John de Windsor was pardoned all the
debts of his uncle, no such relief seems to have
been granted to the widow. In January, 1386,
John de Elmeshale was before the Justices at Westminster, for breach of contract, because "being
in the service of Alice de Windsor at
London, he
left without her
licence, in contempt of us."
and
involved
on
the Close Roll for 12
long
entry
Ric. IF. contains an account of certain
jewels of
which
Alice
asserted
that she pawned
great value,
to William de
of
Wykeham, Bishop
Winchester,
after her indictment; the
Bishop affirmed that he
never saw nor heard of any such jewels. The case

A

JOHN DUNS SCOTUS
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;

vii. 133).

must apologize to your correspondent for this
tardy reply, which was unavoidably delayed by
sundry causes too numerous to particularize.
"
My " charge of scepticism or Pyrrhonism was
I

It
directed against the whole biography of Duns.
far to enter into a discussion of
the point how much reliance can be placed upon
historians who, though writing a few centuries
after the events which they record, had in all pro-

would lead me too

which
bability earlier documents at their disposal
are now lost.
For the present purpose it will sufadmit
contemfice to point out that if we were to
porary sources only as historical evidence, and dis-
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qualify every writer who lived later than the period
about which he writes, we should have to expunge
many an interesting chapter from history, and I
fear very few chroniclers would
pass muster.

With

regard to the place of burial of Dans, it is
what better evidence could be re-

difficult to see

quired than that supplied by Wadding. According
to his
testimony duplicate tablets were kept at the
Cologne house, one in the sacristy (in sacrario),
the other in the chapter-hall (in aula
capitulari),
which exhibited a list of all members of -the order
who died in that convent. The name of the "Subtle
Doctor," we are told, was the thirty-sixth on the
list, and the entry recording his death ran as follows
:

" D.
P. Fr. Joannes Scotus, sacrae theologize professor,
Doctor Subtilis nominatus, quondam lector Colonise,
qui
obiit Anno 1308. vi. Idus Novembris."

This entry proves the date and
place of his death ;
and unless substantial evidence be
forthcoming to
prove the contrary, we must assume that, according
to the established
custom, he was buried in the
church of his order.
Had he been a humble lay
brother he would have been interred in some out-of-

[7*
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your correspondent thinks can be discovered in the
passage quoted from this document. The reproach
of obscurity was clearly directed against the style
of Duns's books, and not the repute of their author.
It is a matter of opinion which of the two
passages
is

more

eulogistic

and magniloquent.

A reference to my note will show that

I did cot
suggest that the epitaphs should have been set out
in full. I simply stated the fact, without
comment,
that Hartzheim and Dr. Ennen (both Cologne men)

quote an inscription which is entirely different
from the one printed in the Dictionary.'
While upon this subject I may be allowed to point
out that no attempt has as yet been made to clear
up the difficulty about the date of Duns's birth.
According to his biographers he was born either in
1265 or 1274, but this is in contradiction to the
statement that he was at Paris the pupil of Alexander of Hales, who died as early as 1245 (cf., e.g.,
'
Wadding, Annales Minorum,' vol. iii. p. 136) or
a few years later, but at any rate long before Dans
is stated to have seen the light.
L. L. K.
'

ANTHONY YOUNG, MUSICIAN (7 th S. vii. 322).
The evidence on which the authorship of God
save the King is attributed to this musician is
utterly flimsy and unconvincing, dated, as it if,
about the time when G. S. Carey was claiming the
credit for his father, and quite unsupported by any
'

the-way corner, perhaps in the churchyard. But as he
had occupied the important position of
divinity lecturer and was held in
great esteem by his brother
monks, they naturally assigned a place of honour for
his restingplace, and buried him in such conspicuous
spot as the entrance of the sacristy.
Not to have
buried him inside the church would have been
tantamount to a verdict that he had died in disgrace, and forfeited his right to his seven feet of
ground within the sacred edifice.
Then, as regards the transfer of his remains, first
to the middle of the choir and
subsequently to the
back of the high altar, where
they now rest, we
have a full account of the
proceedings on the latter
occasion, copied from a written statement found in
the present grave when it was
reopened and the
bones were gathered up and
placed in a new double
of
wood and lead, at the beginning of the
coffin,
seventeenth century. From this account we know
that the second transfer was effected with
great

solemnity, and it is reasonable to suppose that the
was also carried out with a certain amount of
pomp, though no record thereof has seemingly been
preserved, and the very date of the event is not
first

known.

At any

rate, it is difficult to imagine that
the exact site of the
grave of such an illustrious
brother and bright star of their order as Duns
could have been forgotten
by the friars, or that
there could have been
any bungling in disinteriing
his remains.
With regard to the MS. Kalendarium referred
to by Dr.
Ennen, an autopsy would perhaps be a
far more
satisfactory way of determining its date
than the most ingenious conjecture.
Furthermore,
I fail to see the
emphasizing of praise, the attempt
at toning down a reproach of
obscurity, &c., which

'

'

Account of the National
Anthem,' and 'N. & Q.,' passim, as indicated at
the above reference). MR. MASKELL calls Charles

real proof (see Clarke's

the son of Anthony.
How is this estabIt would be interesting to know.
Anthony Young was organist of St. Clement Danes
(see Post Boy, June 3, 1707), and of St. Catherine
Cree (see Burney). He is described as organist of
All Hallows Barking on the copy of God save the
'
King on which he is also called the composer of
that air ; but this is probably a double mistake.
He was a subscriber to the Royal Society of
I have most of his songs
Musicians in 1738.

Young

lished

1

'

enumerated by MR. MASKELL, and also
" A
song set by Mr. Anthony Young,"
Ah how cruel Fate pursues me ;
another, beginning
Cease whining

Damon

to

complain

these:

;

and another,
your shape and air ;
broadsides ; but no contemporary setting of 'God save the King' with
the name of Young as that of its author ; nor do I
believe that any such exists.

Charming

is

all half-sheet songs, like

JULIAN MARSHALL.

As

I cannot see that the apparent facts of the
case at all bear out the supposition that the Youngs
" Great Reof Easter Seaton were ruined by the
bellion of 1649,"! should be glad to know whether

MR. MASKELL

thinks he has evidence adequate to

VII.

7U" S.
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ffiliate Anthony on that stock.
Of course he
aight belong to it, and yet an erroneous tradition
,rise in later days concerning the fortunes of the
As a matter of fact, the Youngs appear
anrily.

o have retained the Seaton property till 1 670, anc
ihen to have purchased part of Auldbar, from
vhich they were subsequently designed. I do not
ee the name of Anthony mentioned as that of any
ton, or grandson, or great-grandson of Sir Peter
Young of Easter Seaton, and the probability is
that if the filiation of Anthony, the alleged composer of the music of the National Anthem, had
been known to the editor of Anderson's 'Scottish
Nation 'he would have given some account of thai
member of the family s.v. " Young." NOMAD.
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(auxiliary sentinels, scouts, &c.), Admiral Boys
remarked that he believed dog-watches received
their name from the employment of dogs on shipboard for similar purposes.
KILLIGREW.

>

CLOCKS

(7

th

266)." Paid

S. vii.

cloak, or cloke, is meant;
as the cost was so great.

CRISS-CROSS

Row

for a clocke,
perhaps a fur-lined one,
;

BOILEAU.

th

S. vii. 228, 297, 358).
us that " the force of
{
"
things is against the certain people
( Amiel's

Mrs.

(7

Humphry Ward

tells

DR. NICHOLSON moralizes
about assertions, but he is wrong. In 1 st S. ix.
457 there is an extract from an author of 1580,
who says that he himself learned from a horn- book
upon which was printed the alphabet in shape of a
cross, which shape is there reproduced to stop
Journal,'

i.

p.

Ixxi).

;

'

ESTIENNE LE NOIR (7 th S. vii. 309). Has MR.
BUCKLEY looked into P. Dubois's 'Histoire de
1'Horlogerie,' Paris, 1849

?

It has biographies of

clockmakers.
Walthamstow.

C. A.

WARD.

CLUBBING (7 th S. vii. 348, 373). This is a somewhat curious modern application of the word. It
would bo one sprung from the rank and file, I should

Few educated men could

think.

start

Cultiva-

it.

long been obvious to me, loses the
instinct of constructive etymology; the intelligent
sailor, soldier, labourer, ploughman, woodman retain it.
new acception that comes from them
tion, it has

A

will mostly be right, and, as it springs from a
The educated in this dewant, so it will be rare.

partment mostly blunder.

Telegraph derivation is only the absurd guess of a
witty dog. There was an Armfield, whether Charles
or not I cannot say, who painted dogs for
ever, from
trundle-tike to mastiff, and he is now

They are too rich, or
rather superfluously supplied, to understand real
want, so that necessity does not help them towards
invention. They think, theorize, and are unnerved.
club is a knobbed stick, a clodded, clumped
Used aggressively, it cleaves.
thing, massed.
Wachter gives Kloben, to cleave, A.-S. cleofan. It
is an instrument that makes the Belgic Klove, rima,
Clubbish is clownish, lumpish,
chink, fissure.
loutish, according to Junius, and it has its ana-

his time with colouring dog-watches.
The
dog-watches aboard ship are two, and they are
half-watches, namely, from 4 to 6 and 6 to 8 P.M.
It is because they are fitful and short
they are
called dog, as in dog-sleep, and you
may have a
The watch may sleep
dog-sleep on a dog-watch.

Greek and Hebrew. It implies polar
mass together and to cleave asunder.
Skinner shows that a club of men associated is
based on a joint reckoning, each member contributing pro ratd.
There, again, is association
and division. This soldiers' word, then, of club-

Theodore Hook explained dog-watches as cur-taihd,
but this will scarcely serve as
etymology.

bing is of admirable instinctive exhibition, striking
profound root into cosmopolitan speech, not English only.
When their line is forced, driven in, or,
so to say, split by the blow, the adjacent men are

gainsaying. On the alphabet cross- wise at dedications see also 1 st S. ix. 457; 7 th S. ii. 411.
This
was sent to DR. MURRAY March 23.

W.
DOG-WATCHES (7*

S. vii.

306).

0. B.

The Daily

perhaps

amusing

when not wanted, but to sleep when we had naval
discipline was death for the officer of the watch.

!

It seems that the Scandinavians have a particular
watch named dagmalastad, described as the watch
immediately before the mid-day watch so extending from 7,30 A.M. to 10.30 A.M. See more in
Laing's Heimskringla.' Dag might become cor"
A. HALL.
rupted to dog, but means
day."
13, Paternoster Row, B.C.

0. A.

WARD.

Walthamstow.
If Mr. Charles Armfield had
only taken the
trouble to look into his Dr. Brewer he would have
found that the explanation of dog-watch which

he had recently learnt was
generally accepted.
There is another explanation, to which, when
abroad not long ago, I took the liberty,
considering
it
comparatively new, to draw your attention, but
which I have not yet seen in your columns. At a
lecture at the United Service Institution on

March

15,

on

'Dogs

for

Military

Purposes'

A

logies

in

opposites, to

A

snocked together, and get badly wedged.
wedge
s used to split, and here a split gets wedged.
It
felt
than
admirable, most appropriate, and easier
0. A. WARD.
explained.
is

Walthamstow.

Two CHIEFS OF DUNBOY (7 th S.
An exact parallel to this error is afforded

FROUDE'S
vii.

386).

'

'

what was a good deal talked of at the time, that
'
Lothair ' Lord Beaconsfield once or twice for
VTonsignor Catesby let slip the name Monsignor
Dy

n

3apel, his living prototype for that ecclesiastic.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
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CISTERNS (7 th S. vii. 187, 249). It may be worth
noticing that the poet Shenstone had one of these
articles in his

dining-room
"On his side-board he had a neat marble cistern,
which, by turning a cock, was fed with living water."
Bishop Percy to Dr. Anderson, in Cunningham's edition
of Johnson's

'

:

Lives,' vol.

iii.

p. 208.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

"LA DAGUE DE LA

"

th

MIS^RICORDE
S. V.
(7
In reading Tommaso Grossi's
is
which
Visconti,' the period of
1329, eight years after the death of Dante, I find
an allusion to the " dagger of mercy," which I may
perhaps be allowed to add to the former refer184,

272,

478).

romance * Marco

gilt

CT*

s.

vn. JUNE

s,

covering of the original shrine, pillaged by
VIII.'s officers

Henry

:

Texerat hos cineres aurum non marmora,

praeda,

Altera sacrilegis ni metuenda foret.

Quod

fuit

argentum nunc marmoria

Degeneri

setati

convenit

esse dolemus,

iste lapis.

Ingenium pietatis hoc est frugalis; Hugonis
Qui condit tumulurn condit et ipse suum.

This inscription proves that it was deemed
certain at that time that St. Hugh's body was
reposing beneath the place where the monument
was erected, which Bishop Fuller evidently in-

tended to serve for his own monument also, a
pace being left on the black marble slab for an

additional inscription. The latter part of the good
bishop's plan was, however, defeated by the piety
of his executors, who erected an altar tomb to his
nella cintura un pugnale largo col manico memory by the side of that he had raised in
tempestato di rubini ; uno di que' pugnali che si chiama- memory of his sainted predecessor.
*
vano allora misericordie/ perche atterrato che fosse il
Bishop Fuller's belief that the saint's body lay
nemico, serviva a spacciarlo, dandogli, come si dice, il
"
there was also proved to be erroneous during some
colpo di grazia
viii.).
(cap.
investigations carried on in the autumn of 1886. On
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
opening the ground a stone coffin was discovered,
GRADUATES OF SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES (7 th S. within which was another coffin of lead. This convii. 388).
I have before me, "Nomina eorum, qui tained
nothing more than a decaying mass of linen
Gradum Medicinae Doctoris in Academia Jacobi and silken vestments, arranged in the form of a
Sexti Scotorum Eegis quse Edinburgi est, adepti human
body, but in which the closest examination,
sunt.
Ab anno MDCCV. ad annum MDCCCXLV. microscopical and chemical, failed to discover the
Edinburgi Excudebant Neill et sociJ. MDCCCXLVI." slightest fragment of bone, or any trace of animal
THOS. W. CARSON.
8vo., pp. vi, 280.
matter. It was evident that the supposed reinterDublin.
ment of St. Hugh's remains had been a counterfeit
one, of the vestments only, the mouldering body
ST. HUGH OF LINCOLN (7 tb S. vii. 348).
having perhaps been rescued from possible desecrais
as
certain
known
to
the
of
St.
Nothing
disposal
tion by the pious care of some to whom the memory
at
the
remains
The
cus
Reformation.
Hugh's
of one of England's holiest bishops and most inof
at
line
action
that
time
with
to
tomary
regard
was dear. EDMUND VENABLES.
the relics of saints which had been the object of trepid patriots
veneration was to deface the shrine in which they
CITIZEN AND TOSOLER (7 th S. vii. 387). The
had been contained, carry off the precious metals
common surname Tozer is derived from the trade
and jewels and other articles of value with which
of the towser, who towsed or teased wool, combthese receptacles had been enriched for the king'i
ing out the matted locks of the fleece into straight
and
reinter
what
ol
remained
exchequer,
decently
Tosoler is not,
fibres in readiness for the spindle.
the bodies in some neighbouring spot.
The non- I
think, merely a variant form of Tozer, but deobservance of this rule in the case of St. Thomas
notes one who used teasle heads for teastling or
of Canterbury, whose bones, we know from Waltosoling the woven fabric in order to raise the nap.
"
and
were
was
due
to
his
Stow,
singham
brent,"
ISAAC TAYLOR.
as
of
treason
being regarded
guilty
high
against
his sovereign, and therefore amenable to the punMACAULAY (7 th S. vii. 287, 352, 414). At the
ishment of a traitor. No such reason for excep- first reference a simple question was asked as to
"
"
tional treatment existed in the case of St. Hugh. what it was that
every schoolboy knew, a quesThe burning of his bones would have been a viola- tion so simple that I was surprised to see it antion of the usual practice for which there was no swered otherwise than in the "Notices to Correwarrant. The tradition given by EBORAC, on the spondents." But I was wrong. It has not yefc
At p. 352 reference is given to
authority 01 t e late Dr. Oliver, which I never been answered.
heard before, can hardly rest on any solid founda- several similar passages. At p. 414 the existence
What the belief was at the period of the of the passage is denied. It is in the essay on
tion.
Restoration as to the disposal of St. Hugh's re- Clive, and runs, "Every schoolboy knows who
mains is shown by the erection of a marble table imprisoned Montezuma and who strangled Atahutomb by Bishop Fuller (who died in 1675) in th alpa."
Though the actual statement is preretro-choir of Lincoln Minster, with the following posterous, the expression is the merest commonand not
inscription, alluding in the first line to the silver
place, and it is for this reason, I submit,

ences
" Aveva
:

:

7*s.vii.jaHH8

f
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that mentioned at p. 414, that it is not to be
in any book of quotations.
The words, or
c hers like them, seem to have been continually
c 'opping into Macaulay's inkstand. In his Croker's
'
I oswell's Johnson he asserts that there is not a
f rward boy at any school in England who does not
k low that Montrose was hanged ; that the decisions
o the editor on points of classical learning, though
p -enounced in a very authoritative tone, are genera ly such that, if a schoolboy under our care were
tx> utter
them, our soul assuredly should not spare
that no schoolboy could venture to
fc r his crying
use the word Ovrjroi. in the sense which Mr. Croker
ascribes to it without imminent danger of a flogg ng j and that every schoolgirl knows the lines
f r
f

und

surely have been

unaware

origin

when quoting them

In the essay on Sir William Temple he asks
what schoolboy of fourteen is ignorant that the
Liberal politicians of the seventeenth and the
greater part of the eighteenth centuries did not
extend their liberality to the native Irish, and
us that the learning of the confederacy against
Bentley is that of a schoolboy, and not of an extraKILLIGREW.
ordinary schoolboy.
tells

I

i

i

i

fI

somewhat misleading.
The celebrated passage from Macaulay is found in
the first dozen lines of the essay on Lord
Olive,
and runs, "Every schoolboy knows who imprisoned
Montezuma and who strangled Atahualpa." It is
this reference, I think, and not that to the Dr.
Johnson

essay, that

is

LUNETTE

seeks.

JULIUS STEGGALL.

LETTER OP JOSEPH GRIMALDI

(7

th

Comber,

co.

in the

W.

'

Memoirs.'

J.

LAWRENCE.

Down.

BOOK WANTED (7 th S. vii. 388). There is a
perfect copy of George Webbe's 'Practice of QuietIt has an
ness' (London, 1653) in the Bodleian.
engraving of the author, and also an engraved
FAMA.
title-page as well as a printed one.
Oxford.
TRINITY SCHOOL, DORCHESTER (7 th S.
Perhaps the following extract from

vii.

287).

Carlisle's

Endowed Grammar Schools,' published in 1814,
much old and curious information
is recorded, may prove illustrative
a book in which

tribute to his minstrel's shade.

MR. ALLISON'S note

an

'

Scarce had lamented Forbes paid

The

of the existence of

earlier version of the verses, or he would doubtless
have made some reference to their remarkable

'

;
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S.

vi.

24,

:

"A

room

in the dwelling-house belonging to the
school was used as a school for the Lower boys before the
year 1660, and was no doubt the original School built
by the Townsmen before Mr. Hardy's Foundation: for a

large

south of the House door, upon the wall, are the
Queen's Arms, supported by a Lion and a Wyvern,
and under them the date 1569." Vol. i. p. 3d4.
little

The Dorchester Free Grammar School was, on
the same authority, founded in 1579, ten years
later than the date given under the queen's arms.
Very likely these bearings and date have become
obliterated, and no record of them remains except
in the now almost forgotten book just quoted.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Bectory, Woodbridge.
Probably the best resource to discover the names
of masters of the smaller schools in early times is
to consult the admission books of the various colSome of these
leges at Oxford or Cambridge.
records
but only some give this information
But the process
incidentally from an early date.
would be a tedious one, as very few of these books

404
In chap. vii. of the clown's
yii. 126, 386).
memoirs we are given a copy of verses inscribed
on the tombstone of the first Mrs. Grimaldi. As
the only inference to be taken from the text is
that these lines were written
by the lady herself, have been
published, and the names they contain
it
may possibly interest collectors of Grimaldiana
are, of course, never classified by their counties or
to learn the
source
whence
were
deoriginal
they
of education.
Probably Oxford would be a
rived.
In quoting from the Gentleman's Magazine, places
better hunting-ground than Cambridge so far as
the Nic Nac, No. 72
(1824), p. 160, says
;

:

"

Mr.

'
In
Lawrence, of Somers' Town, observes
ibe summer of
1770, being on a visit at Beaumont Hall,
in
I
was invited to ascend the attics to read the
Essex,
following lines, imprinted by a cow-boy of precocious

talent

J.

:

on the wall of his sleeping room
Earth goes upon the earth
Glittering like gold;
Earth goes unto the earth
Sooner than it would ;
Earth built upon the earth
Castles and towers ;
Earth said unto the earth
All should be ours,
:

:

John Meller, of Came, Dorset, son of Robert Meller,
AdEsq. At Dorchester School, under Mr. Harris.
mitted March 13, 1602/3."
"Henry Munden, of Poorstock, Dorset, son of Henry
Munden, Gent. School, Dorchester, under Mr. Cheeke,

are really golden verses, and may well be styled
ythagorean from their moral point; but from what
"
source did the boy obtain them
1

the earliest of those at Cambridge.
Whether or
not they refer to the school inquired about or to
the grammar school, is not apparent.
They are the
only such references between 1560 and 1676
"

3^hese

'

?

Perhaps some industrious reader of
'Answer the
query here propounded.

Dorset is concerned, since local proximity formerly
counted for much.
The following references to
schools in Dorchester are from the Caius register,

*

N. & Q/ can
Dickens must

a year and a half. Admitted April 20, 1616."
"John Loder, son of Gilbert Loder, of Dorchester. At
school there under Mr. Reeve six years.
Admitted
June 23, 1643."
J. VENN.
Caius College, Cambridge.
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BOOKS MENTIONED IN ARTHUR YOUNG'S About 1786 he was engaged by Mr. Daly, the Dublin
'TRAVELS' (7 th S. vii. 207). I think if Miss manager, with whom he continued several seasons, per-

M. BETHAM-EDWARDS

will look in the Bodleian
not Mill she will possibly
meet with the name; but the library is not so rich
in English books of his period as in some others.
There is this notice of him with more still

Catalogue for Mills

:

must have been a person of considerable eminence, though no record exists of his life exHe wrote 'A New
cept the bare name as above quoted
and Complete System of Practical Husbandry,' London,
1763-5, 5 vols., 8vo.; 'A Treatise on Cattle,' Lonlon,
1776; 'An Essay on Bees,' London, 1766; 'An Essay on
the Weather,' London, 1770 a translation of Duhamel's
'Husbandry,' London, 1759; 'Natural and Chemical
Elements of Agriculture,' from the Latin of G. A. Gyl-

"John

Mills, F.K.S.,

;

lenborg, London, 1770, &c." Donaldson's
Biography,' London, 1854, p. 51.

'

Agricultural

ED. MARSHALL.

Symonds, published 1778, 1788, and 1789, including a volume of sermons, but none on husbandry. Whether this latter writer was the same
as the Prof. Symonds mentioned in the query I do
not know.
J. F. MANSERGH,
Liverpool.

Mills is referred to, in not very complimentary
terms, as "agriculture Mills "in a letter from John
Gray to Smollett, dated July 8, 1771, printed in
the Life, prefixed to Smollett's ' Works,' written
'
by Anderson. He translated Gyllenborg's Elements of Agriculture' ia 1770 and Virgil's
'
1
Georgics in 1780.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A..
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

G ARNAULT (7 th S. vii. 108, 251,
The references to Mr. Samuel Garnault, obiit
1827, seem to render some further statement needCAPT. JOSEPH

291).

Peter, of Chatellerault had, besides Michael,

obiit 1746, before referred to, a
Aims, who continued the race.

younger son named
He was father of

Peter, Daniel (1), Margaret (Mrs. Kjmilly), and
Aime" (2).
Daniel (1) continued the race, being
father,

among

1786;

Samuel

others,

Daniel

of

(2),

obiit

obiit

1827; Capt.
Joseph, obiit
younger daughter,
Elizabeth, from whom descends the
present
Canon Vautier, of Truro.
Daniel (2) was
father of Daniel (3), obiit 1809, and a surviving
daughter, Mrs. Bowles, the great-grandmother of
Capt. Bowles, of Myddelton Houae, just elected
for the Enfield division of Middlesex.
A. H.

CHALMERS

above),
1824; and a
(as'

th

(7

The appended

S. vii. 287).

F.

MANSERGH.

MR. PRATT is in possession of a print which is
probably of some little value, as well as of interest
to an inhabitant of Norwich.
In Evans's ' Catalogue of Portraits,' vol. ii., No. 13,876, there is :
"
Chalmers, James, Comedian at Norwich, 1765 ;
w.l. as Midas ; fol. mez., very scarce, 11. Is.
W.
Williams Watson.
ED. MARSHALL.
SKETCHES FROM ST. GEORGE'S FIELDS (7 th S.
The illustrations, I have always
228, 317).
His attainheard, were the work of the author.

vii.

ments were numerous.
man of wide erudition,
a ripe classical scholar, a poet, and general writer,
he was also an able artist, and a proficient in music.
C.

BISHOP

W.

STRETTON.

BERKELEY

th
S. vii. 428).
The
(7
'Journal of a Tour in Italy in 1717-18' is printed
'
in the Life, Letters, and Unpublished
Writings of
Bishop Berkeley,' edited by Prof. Fraser, and published at the Clarendon Press.
An account of the
Berkeley Papers, to which Southey refers, is given
in the preface by Prof. Fraser.
D. 0. T.

FESTIVAL OF TRINITY (7 th S. vii. 370). Trinity
Sunday, being the octave of Whit Sunday, has, in
all probability, never had an octave.
There is no
corresponding festival in the Eastern Church, the
octave of Whit Sunday being therein observed as
the Festival of Holy Martyrs.
Every Sunday
was formerly regarded as commemorating the
:
Trinity
" Durandus ascribes the Festival
to Gregory the Great,
and says that the object of it was to counteract the
effects of the Arian heresy
Pope Alexander II.
(1061-1073) discouraged the festival on the ground that
it was needless, as the doctrine of the Holy Trinity was
recognized in the Gloria Patri."
Still a special observance was gradually adopted in
the Western Church in various parts, and " Thomas
a Backett, who was consecrated on the Octave of
Whit Sunday, 1162, appointed that Sunday for
the feast of Trinity," This at a time when some
churches already observed the feast on this day
and others on the Sunday next before Advent.

"The synod of Aries 1230 directed that the feait
should be observed in that province on the Sunday after
Whit Sunday, but Pope John XXII. was the first to enforce the universal observance of this day as Trinity
Sunday."
See Daniel's and other histories of the Prayer
E. W. HACKWOOD.
Book.

in-

formation regarding Mr. Chalmers is given in the
'
'Thespian Dictionary (1802)
" Mr.
Chalmers, actor, was some years ago at Cogent
Garden Theatre, and was esteemed a good Harlequin.
:

J.
Liverpool.

A

According to the catalogues dated 1814 and
1830 of the Liverpool Library it then contained
John Mills's ' System of Practical Husbandry,'
1762-5, in 5 vols. ; and three works by Dr. John

ful.

forming in tragedy, comedy, and pantomime. Hia wife
also on the stage, and died in Dublin,
May, 1792."

was

According to Dr. Kaauz ('Kortan,' Budapest,
1877) several old Hungarian documents ara extant
His
dated the Octave of the Festival of Trinity.
references are

"

:

'

FejeYs

'

Codex

Diploiniticus

7"> S.

in
o).

VII. JUNE

the British
ix., vii,

ol. ii.,
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Museum], vol. viii., vi, 59 ibidem
Codex Dipl. Cornitum Zichy,
;

328

'

;

L. L. K.

169, 320, &c."

SIR NICHOLAS WENTWORTH " POOR MAIDENS
IBNDING HIGHWAYS " (7 th S. vii. 427).
In
everal cantons of Switzerland and other countries
:

yhere the roads are
/ithout pay this work

mended by
is

the inhabitants
done by the young girls.

D.

WYRE-LACE
Richardson's

:

HUMMED

*

'

th

S. vii. 208, 277).
gives lace and latch as

(7

Dictionary
part participle and past tense respectively of A.-S.
to
Chaucer uses both words
iceccan,
catch, to hold.
in that sense
Lova will none other bird. catch
Though he set either nette or latch.
:

Rom. of the Rose.'
But, certes, loue, I say not in soch wise,
That for to scape out of your lace I merit.
'
Compl. of TJenus.'
'

The query whether

lace can be the equivalent
of a snare or springe appears,
therefore, capable of
an affirmative reply.

'The people hum'd." Humming, generally a
sympathetic sound, is certainly sometimes hostile,
and significant of a storm brewing. " It is a hoamwe shall have foul weather " (Dryden,
ing sea
'
"
!

Tempest

hideous

') ;

hum "

The

dumb, no voice

oracles are
'

(Milton,

or

Nativity Ode ').
T. B. WILMSHURST.

Chichester.

The

"

<;

a refinement," a
meaning seems to be
subtlety," "something far-fetched," an "indirect
process," and to be equivalent to, or analagous
The verb to wiredraw has,
with, a wire-drawing.
among other meanings, that of " to draw by art or
violence," in illustration of which these passages
are cited
"I have been wrongfully accused, and
my sense wiredrawn into blasphemy"
:

(Dryden,
quoted by Latham); "Nor am I for forcing or
wiredrawing the sense of the text" (South, 'Sermons,' vol. v. p. 2, quoted by Richardson.
lace
"
is defined to be
an ornamental fabric of linen or

A

cotton thread, or of gold or silver
wire," and wyrelace would thus be a
duplication of this meaning,
with the further sense implied that a metallic lace
or wire could be drawn to much
greater length and
fineness than one of ordinary thread, whence the

secondary signification above suggested.

W.
"QUITE THE CLEAN POTATO "

E.
th

(7

BUCKLEY.
S. VI. 366).

I find this expression
also,

minus the '''clean," in
Ainsworth's preface (1849) to his 'BookHe is there speaking of "fl^sb,"
wood,' p. xxxvi.
"
"
"
"
festive,"
slang," or
canting songs, and, after
"
'
declaring a
glorious Irish ballad," entitled
The

W. H.

'

Night before Larry was Stretched and attributed
to Dean Burrowes of
Cork, to be worth all the
"
others put together, he winds
Of all
up with,
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rhymesters of the 'road,' however, Dean Burrowes
as yet most fully entitled to the laurel.
Larry

is

is quite 'the potato.'"
Ainsworth was a Manchester man, and the expression may,
therefore,
F. CHANCE.
possibly be Lancashire.

Sydenham

Hill.

PORTRAIT OF IGNATIUS SANCHO

th
S. vii. 325).
(7
I have a small engraving of this individual executed by Bartolozzi from the painting by Gains-

He

borough.
individual,

certainly a very ordinary looking
I should like to hear what there

is

and

was about him that his lineaments should be
handed down to posterity by artists of such eminence as the above-named painter and engraver.

WIGAN.
LONDON PROPER (7 th S. vii. 340). The term
"London proper" can only mean what is now
called the City.
From time immemorial the City
Corporation have exercised jurisdiction over the
bailiwick of Southwark i. e., the defensive works
erected to protect the south end of London
Bridge,
where it extends into Surrey.
A. HALL.
13, Paternoster Row, B.C.

PUBLIC LOTTERIES

th

(7

S. vii. 339).

The

people
clamour for a " united Italy " used to
allege that one reason why the formerly existing
had to be abolished was the "imgovernments
"
morality of allowing the public lotteries. Nevertheless, though the said governments have been

who used

to

abolished, the State not only continues the lotteries,
but has increased the facilities for playing on them.
This is very instructive. But at the same time there
is a great deal to be said in favour of the
system.
People will gamble, especially those most unable
to protect themselves.
(1) The system of state
lotteries almost necessarily protects them from undue cheating
and (2) what they lose goes in
mitigation of taxation, which is surely a better use
of it than swelling the gains of sharpers.
Lottery
players in Italy thus make their amusement a benefit of over three millions a year to their
country.
E. H. BUSK.
;

THE 'MONTHLY MAGAZINE

'

th

(7

S. vii. 327).

thought that the Monthly Magazine was started
by Richard Phillips, -afterwards knighted when
For many years it was very
Sheriff of London.
I was told by one likely to know that
successful.
I

Longmans were, in its palmy days, in the habit of
sending a hackney coach on the day of its issue to
be loaded with it.
ELLCEE.
The copy about which

F.

N. inquires

is

now

in

Bodleian Library.
It was bought in 1838 for
In some cases only the initial of the surname
421.
s attached to the articles, in others sufficient indications are given to identify the authors ; but I
;hink there are but few instances in which the
;he

names are given

in

full.

W.

D. MACRAY.
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WHITEPOT

th

S, vii. 148, 218, 293).
(7
Gay, in
'Shepherd's Week,' a poem, according to
Thackeray, "graceful, minikin, fantastic, with a
-certain beauty always accompanying it," has the
In ' Monfollowing pleasant allusion to this dish.

his

day

;
or, the Squabble,' Cuddy says, or sings
In good roast beef my landlord sticks his knife,
The capon fat delights his dainty wife,
Pudding our parson eats, the squire loves hare,
But whitepot thick is my Buxoma's fare.
While she loves whitepot, capon ne'er shall be,
Nor hare, nor beef, nor pudding, food for me.
:

Gay, it will be remembered, was a native of
Devonshire. Whitepot here is, of course, a dish,
not a beverage.
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

RUBBLE - BUILT CHURCHES

:

S. vii. 369).
note which I ventured to
th
make in N.
S. vii. 166) respecting the
Q.' (7
orientation of churches brought me in reply a pamphlet from Mr. George Watson, of Penrith, in
(7

&

which he has ably discussed that subject. As Mr.
Watson's paper (reprinted from the Transactions
of the Cumberland and Westmoreland Association)
contains a reference to the curvature of church
walls, I extract the following for the information
of T. H. W.:
"
In the Apostolical Constitutions of the fourth cenLet the church be oblong, turned
tury it ia ordered
towards the east, with lateral chambers on both sides,
towards the east, as it is to resemble a ship let the
bishop's throne be in the midst, with the presbytery sitThe
ting on each side and the deacons standing by.'
oblong form allegorical of a ship, as an emblem of the
'Ark of Christ,' is said, with great show of reason, to
give us the origin of our word nave, as applied to the
body of the church, the original word in Latin being
A church in Rome, built A.D. 630, is said
navis, a ship.
to have had its sides curved like the hull of a ship."
'

'

:

Most probably this curvature of the inner wall
of a church is commoner than is
supposed. The
vicar of Saffron Walden, to whom I lent Mr. Watson's interesting pamphlet, wrote me that it hac
long been a puzzle to him why the interior walls
were curved, whilst the outer ones were perpendicular.
He had concluded that the architect
fancied he heightened the effect by this peculiarity

JOHN
Montague

Street,

WORDSWORTH

J.

STOCKEN.

W.C.
th

S. vii. 106, 397).
It ii
(7
that Mr. Morley should say there ii
nothing to show that Wordsworth had eve:
heard of Keats. There is, on the contrary, abund
ant evidence, in Keats's letters and elsewhere, tha
the two poets were fairly well acquainted with

strange

each other.

Wordsworth's attention appears to
called to Keats by Haydon in
It was in that year that Keats wrote hi

have been
1816.

S.

VII. ,/uHH

'f

oped that his good wishes might go along with

it.

personal intercourse, such as it was, also
oubtless came about through Haydon. In a letter
written from Hampstead to Bailey in Jan., 1818,
nd dealing chiefly with the quarrels of Haydon and
"

I
leynolds and Haydon and Hunt, Keats says
ave seen a good deal of Wordsworth." There
IS
immortal dinner," the story of
omes then that
rhich (by the way) is not told by Mr. Ainger in
is own words
he transcribes Haydon's account
f it
and the recitation of the ' Hymn to Pan.'
:

moreover, called on Wordsworth at Rydal
in June, 1818, and though he did not find
rim at home, left a note for him (see Lord Hougheats,

Mount
on's

'

Life

and Letters

of

John Keats

')

C. C. B.

CURIOUS MEDAL OR TOKEN

th
S. vii. 349).
I
(7
hink I have tokens similar to that described by
bust
of
:
MR. WRIGHT. One has obverse,
George

acing right; legend "George Kules"; reverse,
Britannia," figure as on old halfpence of the
Georges, holding in right hand an olive branch (?);
Another obverse, bust of George I.
date 1775.
acing left; legend "Claudius [sic] Komanus";
reverse, figure of Britannia standing, holding a
" Pax
Placid.";
ong cross in right hand ; legend
date 1715. Both are much worn, evidently by
'

:

irculation.

I,

know what they

like

MR. WRIGHT, would

gladly

represent.

WM. GRAHAM

F. PIGOTT.

Abington Pigotts, Royston.

DUFFER

th
The definition of the
S. vii. 367).
(7
duffer as taken from a Liverpool newspaper
It
s that which is generally accepted as correct.
is a word which has special significance in Livermean
pool and East London, and is intended to

word

sham

of any kind, a fool, or a worthless person.
was formerly synonymous with dudder, which was
a general term given to pedlars and hawkers of
Brummagem," or sham jewellery. The duffers
of seaport towns are generally men dressed up as

a

It
'

sailors,

who

offer for sale

pretended

silk

handker-

"only just smuggled from the
Indies." It is mentioned in the Frauds of London
to
(1760) as being then a word in frequent use
To duff is to rub up
express cheats of all kinds.
the nap of old clothes so as to make them look
almost as well as new, and a duffer is one who

chiefs

and

cigars

'

'

which
performs this operation, whilst the article
is operated upon also is a duffer by virtue of the
'
In Smith's Summer Idyll occurs the
operation.
'

line

Robinson, a thorough duffer he.
J.

first

sonnet,
Great Spirits now on earth are sojourning,
and Haydon sent it, or, at least, told Keats h
should send it, to the elder poet. Keats, in reply

8,

"heir

:

16,

th

CURVED WALLS

A

th

[7

W.

ALLISON.

Stratford, E.

This curious word

is

commonly used

in the sense,

which muff was formerly more often
I remember it striking me as
used than now.
a novelty some time about 1858.
But, on a
I think, in

,.. S.
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{
Pendennis,' published in 1850, it
perusal of
me
to
again, employed seriously, in the
>peared
f llowing
passage (vol. ii. p. 216): "Colonel
/ Itamont had made a purchase of cigars and
Irench silks from some duffers in Fleet-street."
"
a pedlar: applied exI alliwell gives
duffer

r

p

=

one who sells women's clothes. South."
$ ares is silent on the subject ; but Grose explains
" cheats who
in different
of
as

c usively to

d iffers
ply
parts
the town, particularly about Water-lane, opposite
So. Clement's Church in the Strand, and pretend to
d 3al in smuggled goods, stopping all country people,
o such as they think they can impose on, which
they frequently do, by selling them Spital-fields
goods at double their current price." This really
seems to be the sense in which Thackeray understood the term, when he used it as quoted above.
Did, then, the modern sense come out of this 1 If so,
it is somewhat strange that it should have come to
be applied to the innocent instead of to the deceivers,
The
as if one said fiats instead of fiat-catchers.
adjective duffing is also now commonly applied to
that which is imperfect, unsatisfactory, or inferior
in quality. I commend these words to Dr. Murray's

JULIAN MARSHALL.

attention.

This term has been used as long as I can remember (and perhaps still continues to be used)
in Hampshire to represent a pedlar who sells clothes
and other articles specially supplying the wants of
I see Dr. Brewer gives duff as to
the fair sex.
furbish up old clothes, and a duffer the gentleman who performs the operation, while the ' Slang
'

gives it as formerly synonymous with
dudder and as mentioned in the 'Frauds of
London' (1760); derivation from the German
All seem to point to a cheat
\durfen, to want.
of some kind, the pewter half-crown, &c., of the
present day being bright specimens often seen
nailed to counters in poor neighbourhoods and
arranged in patterns on the top of boot- blacks'

Dictionary

E.

stands.

W. HACKWOOD.
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and

Queries is illustrated, and gives interesting facsimiles
Speede's map of Leicester, 1600 a south prospect of
the title-page of Burton's Leicester;
ihire,' 1622, &c.; and has articles on various points of
antiquarian, bibliographical, and historical interest.
Fenland Notes and Queries has an illustrated cover, with
views of the principal architectural glories of the Fens,
Lincoln Minster (called Cathedral on the cover), Ely and
>f

;

'

jeicester, 1743

Peterborough cathedrals, and Crowland Abbey, and promises a view of Whittlesea Mere in 1786 with Part II.
Mr. Saunders carries back his field of operations to a
'
very far past in the opening article, Conflicting Theories
n Fen History,' by Mr. A. S. Canham, of Crowland, who
discusses the geological history of Fenland in its relation
;o prehistoric and historic man.
Mr. Canham seems to
give good prima- facie cause for doubting the received
accounts. The story of parish registers, as told alike in
Leicestershire and in Fenland Notes and Queries, ia the
same sad story of disgraceful neglect in the past a
is now beyond repair.
Woolwich District (Woolwich, J. P.
Jackson) is the title of a periodical publication we have
Its author, Mr. W. T. Vincent, is an
just received.
industrious compiler, and, if we may judge by the num-

neglect which, unfortunately,

The Records of

the

ber before us, his work will be profusely illustrated. The
engraving of Woolwich in 1798, of which a reproduction
is given, is very striking ; ninety years has made a most
wondrous change. Mr. Vincent also gives representations of seven tradesmen's tokens which we do not think

have been engraved before. What is more important, he
has furnished us with every form of spelling that the
name of Woolwich has undergone. There are thirty of
them. We trust the work may be a success, for, though
somewhat scrappy, it will, judging by the part before us,
contain many important facts.
THE New Review (Longmans & Co.) aims at supplying
for sixpence the variety of contents for which such reviews as fhe Fortnightly or the Nineteenth Century demand a much higher price. A Month in Russia,' by Lady
'

Randolph Churchill, and The Religion of
'

Self-respect,'

by Mrs. Lynn Linton, are attractive articles in the opening number. Mr. Henry James, Lord Compton, and
Lord Charles Beresford are also among the contributors.

THE articles to which most readers turn first in the
Fortnightly are political or economical, and as such are
A lew are, however,
outside the province of 'N. & Q.'
of more varied interest. All readers must be concerned
'
The
Art
of
with
Prolonging Life,' on which Dr.Robson
Roose has some cheering things to say. Seuora Bazan

writes on The Women of Spain,' and deplores, as all
lovers of the picturesque must, the gradual disappearance of the national costume. Among those who contribute on other subjects are Lady Dilke, Mr. Frederic
Harrison, Lord Wolseley, the Marquis of Lome, Prof.
'

Is not the original duffer the one described by
r. Brewer as duffing, or rubbing
up the nap o

clothes to

make them

look like

new

1

KlLLIGREW.

Freeman, and Mr. Frederick Greenwood.

To an even
is the Nineteenth
Century political, and
even more difficult to find an article on a non-controversial theme. Some very pleasant gossip anent The
Theatre Fran^ais and its Societaires is sent, however,
E. Grant
by Mdlle. Blaze de Bury. Sir Mountstuart
'
Duff has much to say on India.
The Mysteries of
Malaria is, in part at least, historical; and a few more
words on The Hawaiians and Father Damien,' by Mr.
Edward Clifford, give some pictures of undying interest.
In' An Agricultural Parcel Post' the Rev. H. P. Dunster sees a means of lightening the burden of agricultural
distress ; and Sardinia and its Wild Sheep may be read by
admirers of scenery as well as pursuers of so-called sport.
The Century opens with a capitally executed portrait
of Corot. Later in the number appears a careful estimate
of the artist and his work.
Spinello is treated by Mr.
graater extent

NOTES ON BOOKS,

it is

&0.

'

quarian Gleaner.

and Anti
Edited by John am

Thomas Spencer.

(Leicester

ter shire

and Rutland Notes and

Queries

(Quarterly.)
Vol. I. No. 1, April.
T. Spencer; London, Stock.)
Fenland Notes and Queries. (Quarterly.)
J.

'

&

Edited by

W. H. Bernard Saunders.

Part I., April. (Peter
borough, G, C. Caster; London, Simpkin, Marshall &
Co.)
are two more, the latest born, so far as we know
of the prolific family of Capt. Cuttle.
Both seem likely
to serve local interests usefully, and to gather up, ere
they be irrevocably lost, the dying memories of loca

HERE

!

tradition, folk-lore,

and

antiquities.

'

Leicestershire

Note

(

'

'
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'
W. J. Stillman in his Italian Old Masters.' A very
remarkable illustration by Mr. T. Cole, from a fresco in
The Convict
the Campo Santo, Pisa, accompanies this.
M ines of Kara continues the admirable series of pictures
Early
of Russian life the magazine has supplied.
the
Heroes of Ireland forms alao an attractive portion of
'
of
The
Acworth
An account by Mr. W. M.
contents.
Manchester Ship Canal,' which appears in Murray's, has
both practical value and immediate interest. 'Mount
Athos in 1889,' by Mr. J. P. Mahaffy, gives an entertainof an
ing and instructive account of the consequences
attempt by monks to expunge the other sex from their
as
be
successful
Not wholly
is,
may
supposed-,
lives.
the experiment, and the town of Karyes is, the writer
he ever saw. Mr. Saintsbury
says, the most sombre
of Crabbe, and points out,
gives, in Macmillan, a study
'

'

'

'

what is true, that Crabbe's later poems exhibit the
greater play of fancy, and the earlier the exacter graces
Mr. Mowbray Morris reprints
of form and expression.
Sir Walter Scott,' a lecture he delivered at Eton.
'Critics in Court' deals partly with the decisions in
recent trials in which the critic came off, to use the
" second best."
Holland and her
slang of the day,
Literature in the Seventeenth Century' deals, at no
'

'

Mr. W. J.
great length, with an important subject.
'
Lawrence writes ably in the Gentleman's on Scenery
and Scenic Artists,' and Mr. Percy Fitzgerald on The
'
"
A Plea for the Birds we
Rejected Addresses."
'

'

'

perusal.
Temple Bar
heartily commend to sympathetic
'
gives an animated account of Macaulay at Home.' The
looked
for in
and
has
the
gossiping
quality
pleasant
paper
'
Dr. Johnson and Charles Lamb is readthis magazine.
'
naturof
Wit and Wisdom
able.
Schopenhauer gives,

[7*

s.

VH. JUNE

s,

Part XXI., begins at the Fleet Prison, and
keeps
neighbourhood of Newgate and the Old Bailey.

m
in the

Many

pictures of interest, including a representation of the
burning of Newgate Prison, are given, and there is a
view of Holborn Valley before the erection of the ViaFacsimiles of letters of Weber and Schumann
duct.
open out No. XV. of Naumann's History of Music. Following these comes a print from a mural painting by
Albert Diirer representing the Nuremberg town band
'
Luther and the Music of the Protestant Church occupies
the number. Picturesque Australasia, Part VIII., deal*
'

principally with

Adelaide, but proceeds to Ballarat.
other views of interest are King William
Street,
Adelaide, Torrens Lake, and Lake Wendouree. C is
finished in Celebrities of the Century, Part V. Cobbett
Cobden, Sir Alexander Cockburn, S. T. Coleridge, Auguste

Among

Comte, Fenimore Cooper, David Cox, and George Cruikshank are among the celebrities whose lives appear.
Woman's World has a fine engraving of Eleanor of
Toledo, wife of Cosmo de' Medici.
a good idea.

'

Politics in Dress

'

is

THE Bookbinder (Clowes & Sons) has a coloured plate
of a binding attributed to Elliot & Chapman, who bound
for Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford.
It illustrates Mr.
Quaritch's 'Short History of Bookbinding.'
THE Antiquary (Stock) opens with a valuable paper
by Mr. C. A. \Vard on 'Orientation.'
DRY.DEN and Pope are specially treated in Part LXVIII
of Mr. Hamilton's collection of Parodies.

'

'

t

A

'
Loafing Trip to Lisbon,'
ally, some brilliant things.
'
in the Cornhill, repays perusal.
Martins, Polecats, &c.,'
Dr. Richardson
natural
is a pleasant study in
history.
writes, in Longman's, with customary ability on 'The
Health of the Mind.' Dr. Jessopp has a characteristic
'
The Story of the Savoy ' and ' On
Chant of Arcady.'
the Wandle are pleasant and well-illustrated portions of
'
the English Illustrated. Mr. Savile Clarke begins The
'

'

Forest.'

THE

It gives,
Scottish Art Review maintains its place.
'
designs, the Bath of Venus of Mr. Burne
Causerie.'
Paris
has
an
and
interesting
Jones,
SOMEWHAT later than was announced, the second part
of Royal Academy Pictures is issued by Messrs. Cassell.
It contains reproductions of brilliant works of Messrs.
Boughton, Calderon, Fildes, Herkomer, Riviere, and
Stone, and includes the Young Duke of Mr. Orchardson, perhaps the most amply discussed painting of the
year. The whole constitutes a pleasant memento of the
Academy. The other productions of Messrs. Cassell lead
off with the Illustrated Shakespeare, Part XLI., in which
Troilus and Cressida is finished, and the first two acts
.

'

among other

'

'

'

'

'

of 'Coriolanus' are given. In the illustrations to the
latter play the dignity and ecorn of the patrician Corio-

lanus are well caught. Part LXV. of the Encyclopaedic
"
Saule=soul," and ends with
Dictionary begins with
"
as " Scene," "Scenic," &c ,
Seek." Under heads such
"
"
"
full
Sea
information is conveyed.
and
Scripture,"
Medical terms, such as "Sciatica," may also be conOur
with
Own
sulted
advantage.
Country, Part LIII.,
begins with St. David's, of the cathedral of which a full-

page picture is given, proceeds to Donegal, furnishing
views of the castle, of Ballyshannon, and of the Salmon
Leap, and ends at Colchester. Old and New London,

Carretfpontettt*.

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE

'

History of Billiards,' which is accompanied by portraits.
No. I. of the new series of Tinsley's Magazine, which
appears as a sixpenny, has a portrait and memoir of Sir
John Lubbock, and an illustrated Glimpse at the New

to

We must call special attention to the following notices:
ON all communications must be written the name and
cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

appear.

Correspondents

who repeat queries are

requested
head the second communication " Duplicate."
W. H. PATTERSON ("Battersea Park"). The stones to
which you refer constituted the portico of old Burlington
House. Why they are allowed to remain in their present
position is a question often and vainly asked.
KILLIGREW ("Right and Left of a Picture "). See
to

'

N.

S.

i.

&

Q.,' 5"' S. xii. 264, 295, 318, 337, 358, 417, 437; 6">

154, 335.

REV.

known

For all that is
J. B. WILSON (" Shic-sac Day ").
as to this see N. & Q.,' 5< h S. iv. 129, 176, under
'

'Shig-shag Day.'
J. ROSE (' Thady O'Flynn '}.
Can be obtained of a
music publisher.
CORRIGENDA. P. 420, col. 2, the publisher of ' Captain
Martin Pringe is Luke of Plymouth, not of "Yarmouth." P. 423, col. 1, 11. 11 and 19 from bottom, for
"nihiloque" read nitidoque, in the quotation from
'

Cicero.
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Notices to Correspondents.

BOOKS ON GAMING.
Before continuing the notes which I communijcated a few years ago on this subject, I should like
ito add a few remarks to my contributions of that
I

itime.

I have collated several copies of the first edition of C. Cotton's 'Compleat Gamester' (1674),
all differing from each other in various
ways, in
misprints', broken letters, defective or erroneous
umbering of certain pages, &c. ; but I have come
to the conclusion, after a long and careful conideration, that there is nothing to choose between
hem all as to priority of impression.
th
2. The edition of 1676, which I called
S. ix.
(6
"
the real second edition," I now regard as
322)
1.

I

merely the unsold remainder of the first edition
with a new title added, and dated 1676.
This is
ilearly proved, on a close inspection of copies
vhich I have seen, and of which I possess one; for
he first (1674) title, which had been torn out, has
eft traces easily recognized, behind the new title.
th
3. The "third edition" (6
S. ix. 322) becomes,
-herefore, truly the "second," as it is described on
|ts

title-page.

4. The 'Compleat Gamester' of 1709 was
again
eprinted in 1710, with title as follows :
The Compleat Gamester:
To which is Added,
the Game at Basset.
With a Discourse of Gaming in
|

|

'

'
Compleat Gamester communicated by MR. ED-

WARD SWINBURNE

th
S. ix. 498).
This, in all
(6
probability, completes the series of Cotton's edi-

6. I desire also to add to my note on Seymour's
eighth edition (1754) that it is sometimes found
with Parr's plate for frontispiece. Since writing
that note (6 th S. ix. 383), I have met with a copy
in which that plate faces the title.
few games are described in a little book

A

called

The School of Recreation: Or, A Guide To the
most Ingenious Exercises
of
Hunting. Riding.
Racing. Fireworks. Military Discipline. The Science of
Defence. Hawking. Tennis. Bowling. Ringing. Singing.
Cock-fighting. Fowling. Angling.
By R. H. London :
Printed for H. Rhodes, at the Star, the corner of Bride|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|
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!

:

tions.

The Orthodox Direction for Building Churches,
Portrait of Cromwell's Wife, 470
Latin Lines
469
Error regarding the Mass, 471
NonconPluralization
Multum legere sed non
formist Registers Heraldic,
"

REPLIES

Collation
Explanation, 1 f. ; frontispiece (same as
in edition of 1709), 1 f.; title, 1 f.; Epistle, 4 ff.;
table of contents, 1 f. ; and 184 pp.
(J. M.*)
5. I would here also acknowledge with thanks
the full description of the sixth edition of Cotton's

|

|

lane, Fleet-street.

1701.

[12mo.]
Facing the title, which I have here transcribed, is
a frontispiece, divided into six compartments, of
which the uppermost to the left is occupied by a
representation of a stag-hunt, while the one to the
Below these to
right contains a shooting scene.
the left is a cock-pit, and to the right a river, with
The lowest to the left represents a bowlanglers.
ing-green, and in the last, on the right, are two
gamesters playing billiards. At foot there is an
"
Printed for Henry Rodes
engraved inscription
in Fleet street."
At the top
[sic] near Bride lane
"The
of Recreation." CollaSchool
is engraved
tion
Frontispiece, title, and Preface to the Reader
:

:

(signed R. H.), 4 ff.; Of Hunting, pp. 1-16 ; Of
Riding, pp. 16-22 ; Of Racing, pp. 22-26 ; Of
Artificial Fireworks, pp. 26-41 ; Of Military
The Noble Science of DeDiscipline, pp. 41-65
fence, pp. 65-88 ; Of Hawking, pp. 89-95; OfBowling, pp. 95-96 ; Of Tennis, pp. 96-98 ; Of RingOf
ing, pp, 98-125 ; Vocal Musick, pp. 125-142
Cock-fighting, pp. 142-148 ; Of Fowling, pp. 148158 ; Of Fishing, pp. 158-182 ; followed by 1 f.
"
Books printed for H.
of advertisement of
Rhodes," &c. (J.M.)
An earlier edition had appeared in 1684, conOf this a poor copy, ill
taining less matter.
folded and much cut, was sold at Messrs. Sotheby,
;

;

* As
before, I have here again affixed to the description of each book the initials of the collection in which, or
of the collector in whose library, I have found a copy to
examine and collate, as follows Bod., Bodleian Library,
Oxford; B.M., British Museum; G.C., George Clulow,
:

Esq.; H.H.G., H. H. Gibbs, Esq.; H.J., Henry Jones,
Esq. ("Cavendish "j and J.M., the present writer.
;
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&

Wilkinson

Hodge's rooms, March
it,

(lot

VII. JUNE 15,

'89.

'original" about the essays, which are mainly
of preceding authors, and
reat at length of the tricks of sharpers.
All the
1
Whist," p. 4 (all but three lines) to p. 23, is from
"
The
67
to
81
Hoyle.
Piquet," p.
(part)
p.
(all but
two lines), is from Hoyle. Under " Quadrille," the
author says that the game published by Mr.
Hoyle
"B very imperfect ;
and the greater part of his
'Quadrille "is not from Hoyle. But the "Dictionary

The wiseacre founded on the works

339), at the high price of 21 18s.

who bought

1888

2,

.

nothing daunted, priced it 81. 8s.
and declined to lend it for

in his next catalogue,

"as it might possibly injure the sale of
I regret, therefore, that I cannot say how
much it contained of the matter comprised in the
edition of 1701. The book is, after all, only a
collation,

it"!

Charles Cotcompilation from Gervase Markham,
ton, and other writers.
"
Of this book a later edition appeared, London : Printed for A. Bettesworth, at the RedLyon in Pater-noster-row ; And, A. Wilde, in
|

of Quadrille," p. 165 (half) to p. 172, is substanHid "Backtially from Hoyle, though edited.

mammon,"
is

|

The frontispiece
Aldersgate-street, 1736," 12mo.
" A.
is the same plate as in the former edition, but
"
Betts worth's (sic) address is now engraved at foot.

p.

principally,

182
or

but seven lines) to p. 198,
almost wholly, from Hoyle.

(all

[J.M.)

Of
ings,

this the second edition, " Price
neatly bound," has no date.

Three

The

Shil-

title is

Frontispiece, title, and preface, 3 ff., different, giving the names of several booksellers
and pp. 7-154, followed by 1 f. of "Catalogue of associated as publishers, and the table of contents
Books printed for A. Bettesworth, and C. Hitch." is differently printed. But the book is identical

Collation

:

other

in

(J.M.)

respects

with

the

edition

of

1775.

Jeremy Collier, M.A., in his 'Essay upon (H.J. and J.M.) There may be other edition?,
JULIAN MARSHALL.
Gaming, in a Dialogue between Callimachus and but I have seen none.
(To be continued.)
Dolomedes' (London, Printed for J. Morphew,
Stationers - Hall, MDCCXIIL, 4to.), relates
Borne exceptional anecdotes of high play, and
of
quotes various Acts passed for the suppression

near

gambling. (J. M. )
These Acts are fully set forth in a book called
" The Laws of
Gaming. London, Printed by H.
for W. Owen, near
Woodfall and W. Strahan
Temple Bar, Fleetstreet. 1764." Title, preface,
contents, &c., pp. xxiv,

and pp. 154, 8vo.

(J.M.)

Here may be noted three books mentioned by
Lowndes which I have not thought it worth while
to describe more fully, but which should have a
place in this notice of books on gaming
:

Memoirs of the Lives, &c., of Gamesters and
Sharpers, by T. Lucas, London, 1714, 12mo., with
1.

i

frontispiece (Reed, 2,943, 85.; Bindley, part ii., 1,297
14s. 6d.; Bliss, H. Walpole's copy, 14*.)
(J.M.)
2. A Modest Defence of Gaming, London, 1753, 8vo.
An ironical satire, reprinted in vol. i. of Dodsley's ' Fugitive Pieces.'
3. Authentic Memoirs of the most eminent Gamesters

and Sharpers, London, 1774, 12mo. (Nassau, part

i

|

|

to the

The Fair Player's Sure
of Gaming; or,
Containing Original Treatises on the following
Whist Hazard. Tennis. Lansquenet. Piquet.

Annals
Guide.

come

|

|

|

|

|

Games.

|

Loo. Quadrille. Lottery. Back-gammon. AllFours. Comet, or Pope Joan. To which are subjoined
all the Operations,
Legerdemains, Manoeuvres, Arti
Shuffles, Cuts, Crosses, or any possible
fices, Tricks,
indirect Means that can be introduced at those
Games. By a Connoisseur. London: Printed for G
Allen, No. 59, Pater- noster-Row. 1775.
(To be con
tinued Annually.) [Svo.l

Billiards.

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

ORLEANS.
In the Stuart pedigree, exhibited by Mr. W. A.
Lindsay, Portcullis, in the recent Stuart Exhibiyoungest child of Charles I. has both of
her mother's Christian names assigned to her.
The error is perhaps due to the statement in
Whitelock's 'Memorials' (London, 1682) that
she was named Henrietta Maria, or to the statement to the same effect in p. 608 of Sandford's
'Genealogical History' (London, 1707), which is
'
repeated in Burke's Peerage '; but she was christened in Exeter Cathedral as Henrietta only, and
the following is a copy of the entry in the cathedral register, which is written in a clear, bold
tion, the

hand

:

"

Henrietta daughter of our Soveraigne Lord King
Charles and our Gracious Queene Mary was baptized
the 21th of July 1614."

The queen,

1,241, 105.).

We now

THE PRINCESS HENRIETTA, DUCHESS OF

it should be
mentioned, is so named in
the Liturgy of the period.
In the fourth clause of the articles for the surrender of Exeter to Fairfax, which were signed on
April 9, 1646, and a copy of which will be found
'
in Rushworth's
Historical Collections,' vol. vi.
pp. 263-5, the princess is called Henrietta only,
and she is so named in the letter, announcing hei

escape from Oatlands to France, which was sen!
by her governess, Anne, Lady Dalkeith (afterwards Countess of Morton), to the princess's
gentlewomen at the end of July, 1646, and whicl
will be found in p. 318 of the same volume anc
various other authorities might be cited to th(

and introduction, 3 ff.
In the introduction the editor
same effect.
says that the essays of which the book consists hac
"
of the public in
In France, however, the princess seems to bay
already received the approbation
"
a periodical production.
There is little or nothing been always known as Henriette-Anne, and is s<

Collation

:

Title, contents,

and pp. 3-216.

;

|
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led by the Pere Cyprien de Gamaches (who
b same her religious instructor in that country) in
'
Exercises d'une ame royale enseignez a la
h

Cc

fother
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fothur),

(A.-S.

Fuder;

mother

(A.-S.

All
modor), Mutter ; flood, Fluth ; foot, Fuss.
from the same.
In my former communication, under "Teut.
P incesse de la Grande Bretagne (Paris, 1655),
so signed her Acte de Mariage of long o," I inadvertently mentioned G. Jcuhl, inat d she
March 31, 1661, which will be found in p. 371 stead of kilhl, as answering to E. cool. The fact is
'
Souvenirs historiques that the E. cool answers to the old G. adverb
of vol. ii. of Jean Vatout's
'
dt * residences royales de France
(Paris, 1838), kuole, coolly ; but the adjective has the mutated
"
We
at d she is also called Henriette- Anne in the Oraison ii, answering (as I have shown) to the E. ee.
finebre" pronounced by Bossuet at Saint-Denis actually have this mutation in the famous Shake"
keel
the
to
will
found
in
to
be
E August 21, 1670, and which
spearian phrase
pot," i.e.,
keep it
cool by stirring it.
The mutated forms appear in
pj. 145-170 of the second part of vol. v. of the Abbe*
'
(Euvres choisies ' E. feet, G. Fiisse; so also breed, bruten; brethren
de Fauvigny's edition of his
(Kismes, 1784-90), as well as in the'Re"cit de la (Old North. E. brother), Bruder; feel, fuhlen;
mort de Henriette- Ann d'Angleterre, et 1'oraison heed, huten; greet, griissen ; sweet, suss (for
In the verb
funebre prononce"e a Saint Cloud,' by M. Feuillet, swuss) ; green, grun ; keen, kuhn.
the priest who took her dying confession (Paris, bleed the German does not mutate, but has bluten.
1666) ; and I presume that after the king's execu- On the other hand, where we have bloom without
Cf. also
tion and her conversion to her mother's faith she mutation, the related G. word is Bluthe.
received the second Christian name either at a seek, G. suchen; beech, G. Buche.
second baptism or at her confirmation, although
E. house, G. Haus ; so also
Teut. long u.
the fact is not mentioned by the Pere Cyprien, snout, Schnauze; loud, laut; mouse, Maws; louse.
and that the name in question was given to her by Laus ; foul, faul sour, sauer ; sow, Sau ; thouAnne of Austria, the mother of Louis Treize, with sand, tausend. In the word hide, as compared
whom, according to Bossuet, she was a great with G. Haut, the E. vowel is mutated ; so also
favourite.
mice, Mduse ; lice, Lduse.
In p. 114 of vol. viii. of Miss Strickland's Lives
E. sleep, G. schlafen.
Teut. long ce.
Examples
rof the Queens of England 'it is stated that Charles
E. deed, as compared with G. That, is
are rare.
I. caused one of his
chaplains to baptize the Prin- somewhat similar.
cess as Henrietta Anne, after her aunt of France,
E. home, G. Heim; so also dough
Teut. ai.
land the same Christian names are given to her in
(miswritten for dogh), Teig ; dole, Theil; broad
'
vol. vi. of The Lives of the Princesses of Eng(with the old sound of oa), breit; token, Zeichen;
land,' by Miss M. A. E. Green, now Mrs. Wood;
goat, Geiss ; both, beide ; cloth (long o in plural
Ibut there seems to be no good reason why in EngKleid; oath, Eid; soap, Seife; oak,
clothes),
land we should adopt the second Christian name
Eiche ; stroke, Streich ; spoke, Speiche.
given to the princess in France.
The mutated form usually appears in English
WINSLOW JONES.
only ; thus E. heal, G. heilen ; so also breadth,
Breite; heath, Heide; heat, v., heizen; lead, v.,
i

'

;

'

ENGLISH LONG VOWELS AS COMPARED
WITH GERMAN.
(See

7'

h

S.

vii.

342.)

bleiben
leiten ;
be-leiben);
sweat,
leave,
(for
On comparing E. lore (A.-S. Idr) with
Schweiss.
the A.-S. Ideran, to teach, we see that the G.

At the above reference I made a few notes on
lehren, O.H.G. leren, is mutated.
this subject.
The reference to " Silvers's 'A.-S.
E. stream, G. Strom (formerly
Teut. au.
"
"
"
Grammar
contains a misprint ; for
Silvers
Straum) so also heap, Haufe ; cheap, Kauf, s. ;
ead Siev&rs.
I now add a few examples to show
Ost; leaf, Laub ; leek, Lauch; dream,
east,

i

'

;

he value of the method.
Teut. long e.
Exx. E. here, G. hier ; E. meed,
r.
Miethe; A.-S. cen, a torch, G. Kienfackel, a
ine torch, Kien, resinous wood.
Teut. long i.
E. dike, G. Teich ; so also drive,
reiben ; idle, eitel ; ride, reiten ; tide, Zeit ; bite,

wissen;

smite, schmeissen; white, weiss; write,
dein; shive, Scheibe; pipe, Pfeifen;

eissen; thy,

greifen; ripe, reif; glide, gleiten ; while,
These are all taken in order from Appendix
my 'English Etymology,' where the correpondence of the consonants is explained.
Teut. long o.
E. blood, G. Blut; so also brood,
ripe,

nil.
1.

to

Brut; good, gut; hood, Hut; mood,Muth; rood,
Ruthe; to, u; brother (A.-S. brothor), Bruder;

Traum ;

leap, laufen

Loth; seam,
Teut. eu.

;

be-reave, rauben

;

lead,

s.

,

deaf (M.E. deef), taub.
E. deep, G. tief; so also lief, lieb ;

Saum;

deer, Thier; sick
siech; thief, Dieb ; seeth, sieden.
The real value of these equations

freeze, frieren;

(M.E.

seek),

best tested
and perceived when the correspondences are at
Thus G. Stief-mutter
first
sight anomalous.
answers to E. steep-mother, A.-S. steop-modor;
and such, in fact, is the A.-S. form. The mod.
E. ee has been shortened by the stress on the
closed syllable.

is

WALTER W. SKEAT.

I expected PROF. SKEAT would remark on the
fact of the Dorset dialect admitting no long vowel,
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every vowel that is elsewhere long and simple being
resolved into two short ones. The poems of Barne?
in the few attempts to represent this (not in a tenth
of the words that should have been modified), mak
the second sound appear long, exaggerating the

which really never differs from
what Londoners give. Every long a is resolved
into y and a short a, every long e into y and a
short e, every long o (narrow) into w and the o o\
come (but if broad, as in Dorset, it becomes
"
Dyarsefc "), and every long oo into w and the
syllable's quantity,

short oo of foot.
The anomalies of standard Eng
do n6t exist, for every long a, whether we
pronounce it as in fall, father, fast, or fate, becomes the same diphthong, the ya of yam. In
such syllables as bite and tune, which are sounded
"
the same as elsewhere, the so-called " long vowel
but in
is, of course, a diphthong with all of us
Dorset the u remains so even when preceded by I
or r, so that the dialect rejects every long simple
vowel.
There are two words (one and once) in
which all England treats the o in the Dorset manner ; but these are new spellings for b'on and donee,
where the first o had the force of w, and the second
that of o in come.
PROF. SKEAT may perhaps
know of some other dialect or language totally
without long vowels.
E. L. G.
lish

;

ST. FELIX PLACE-NAMES.
The almost forgotten St. Felix has, as is known, survived in
several places named after him, e. g., Felixstowe
and Flixton. There is also a village named Flixborough in Lincolnshire. At the trial for high
treason of Robert, Earl of Essex, and Henry, Earl
of Southampton, in the Court of the Lord High
Steward at Westminster on Feb. 19, 1600/1, 43
Eliz., among the judges was Sir Edmund Anderson, L.O.J. of the Common Pleas, who was descended from a family of that name at Flixborougb,
in Lincolnshire.
"He was educated at Lincoln College, Oxford, and
succeeded Sir Jamea Dyer as Chief Justice of the Com-

mon

Pleas in 1582. He is said to have been a zealous
promoter of the discipline of the Church of England,
and to have written much ; but none of his writings are
known at the present time, excepting a volume of Law
Reports of good authority. He died at London in August,
1605.

See Collins's

'

Baronetage,' vol.

The above quotation

is

iii.

p. 191."

from 'Criminal Trials/

vol. i., in the "Library of Entertaining Knowledge," London, Charles Knight, Pall Mall East,
I should be glad if any other of
1832, p. 311.
your correspondents could add to this short list of
places named in England after St. Felix, and also
to know if his cultus was strictly local or ever
penetrated and left any traces on the Continent.
For same, or possibly another St. Felix, cf. Dr.
'
Conyers Middleton's Letter from Borne,' fourth
Eichard Manby, MDCCXLT.,
edition, London,
*
Cf. also Dr. Rock's
pp. 242-8.
Hierurgia,'

Lond., 1833, vol.

i.

pp. 341-4.

H. DE B. H.

"

To SAUNTER."

[7*

This

s.

VIL jm

15. 89.

a very puzzling word.
ventured on by Prof.
Skeat in the Philol. Trans., 1885-87, p. 8, and he
there derives it from the Anglo-Norman French
(for it is not in Godefroy or Littie") s'auntrer =
The most
s'aventurer, lit. to adventure oneself.
serious objection, and perhaps a fatal one, to this
derivation, which Prof. Skeat himself calls a guess,
is that there is not, that I am aware of,
any example in which a French reflective verb has thus
been taken over bodily into English, reflective
"
pronoun and all. Nor can I find either in to
roam (or to rove) in quest of adventures," which
seems to be one meaning of s'aventurer in O.F.
(see Godefroy) that slowness of movement which is

The

is

latest derivation is that

apparently inherent in to saunter.
This being so, I will venture to make a guess of
my own, though if to saunter was ever used of
quick movements I am afraid my guess will fall to
derivation is based upon the
the ground.

My

compound word saunter- wheel, in which I think
the word saunter is most probably the same word
as that which I am considering, and which will be
found in Halliwell with the explanation "a wheel
which works facewise from a spur-wheel."* For
I am very strongly inclined to believe that saunter
in this word is a dialectical, probably northern (see
'
Prof. Skeat's Diet.' in supplement), form of centre,
and that, therefore, saunter- wheel = centre- wheel.
Saunders (or sanders) blue, a sort of colour used by
= cendres bleues, and
artists, is given by Webster as
this is indubitably the right derivation, as I find
cendre bleue in the same meaning both in Adeline
('Lexique des Termes d'Art') and in Littre. If,
then, cendre has given sander and saunder, centre
would certainly give santer and saunter. But given
saunter = centre, how are we to get out of it the
verb to saunter IQ walk slowly 1 With centre used
alone in its ordinary meaning I do not see how
be done, even though we have in French
" Circulez! " used of movement
policemen's slang
which is anything rather than circular, f But if we
call saunter-wheel^ centre- wheel once more to our
help, then I think an explanation may be arrived
this is to

though it may seem, at first sight at any rate,
be rather far-fetched. For in every clock and
watch there is a centre-wheel (I do not find the
word in any dictionary), J so called because it is in
the centre, as is shown by the fact that an axle
at,

to

This description would seem to point to a crownwhich the teeth are parallel to the axis (see
Webster), whilst a spur-wheel has its teeth perpendicular
'

wheel, in

to its axis.

f This use of circuler

is

no doubt borrowed from tbe

when circulating, is always in movement,
of which the movement is circular in this sense only,

lood, which,
>ut

hat

it

(the blood) returns to the spot

from which

it eet

ut.
'

Diet.
J I have since found center-wheel in Knight's "
The
Mechanics,' but all that is said about it is,
'
third wheel of a watch in some kinds of movements.
f

*

s.

vii.

JUNE

15, '89.]
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indie or pinion) runs from the axis of this wheel
There the axle becomes conthat of the dial.
n 3ted with the minute hand, so that this and the
w teel go round once in the same time, viz., an

(s

tc
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to agree in being bare or void of colour, and for
that reason to deserve the same name ? And here
I cannot help harbouring a suspicion, suggested by
the Old German Blachfrost (which appears to be
nearly obsolete or only used in some localities),
"
"
that our black frost meant originally a frost bare
of accompaniments, as hoar, rime, and it is a coincidence only that it should be black in colour and

The movement of this centre-wheel is,
very slow, and it has occurred to ma that
when perhaps, as now, the
in the process of time
cc anexion between centre and saunter had become
somewhat obscured the term saunter might have blacken the
h<uT.*

tl arefore,

But we have long lost
vegetation.
bten conceived to have something to do with the hold of the original meaning, and believe it to
refer to the colour.
JOHN RICE BYRNE.
la sy movement of the wheel, and that in this way
saunter might have come into use as a verb.f It
PRINCE ARTHUR'S MARRIAGE WITH KATHERINE
is. however, of course, open to any one to maintain
The Rev. Dr. Lee, of All Saints',
that I have inverted the real course of events, and or ARAGON.
that the verb to saunter first came into use, and Lambeth, in a letter printed in the St. James's
the term saunter-wheel was afterwards imagined Gazette of May 17, 1889, writes
"The Roman Cation Law did not permit Henry to
with a view to express the sluggish motion of a
The history of the two expressions marry his brother's wife, for the simple reason that
certain wheel.
Katherine
never was Arthur's wife. The marriage was
which I cannot supply, but which may hereafter
never consummated, and therefore was no marriage. It
ba furnished in the'N.E.D.' can alone decide was
in external form. I have seen authentic
such
only
which of the two speculations is the correct one. copies of the chief depositions in this case, and write
consequently with confidence, The decision left Katherine
Still, if to saunter is older than saunter-wheel and
there is any connexion between the two expres- free."
I have always been under the impression that the
sions (which, after all, there may not be), and to
saunter has nothing to do with centre, then marriage was consummated, and' that to this fact
saunter-wheel has nothing to do with centre-wheel, was due the premature death of the young prince.
I remember reading about the year 1863 some
which I am very loth to believe.
F. CHANCE.
:

I

j

Sydenham

i

BLACK

Hill.

is

WHITE

contemporary memories of Katherine of
contained in a work which was probably
published about that time. It is to that work that
I desire to be referred. In it cohabitation was dissecret

:

AN ARGUMENT FROM ETY- Aragon,

The word black (A.-S. Uac, blcec, bleak)
fundamentally the same as the Old German
tinctly stated, and it was given as evidence that
blach, now only to be found in two or three comArthur, rising from his nuptial couch, called for a
as
a
or
level
the
pounds, Blachfeld,
plain ; Blachmahl,
draught, exclaiming, as he drained the
iscum which floats on the top when silver is melted; morning
"
Ho, my masters, it is good pastime to have
and Blachfrost, and it meant originally " level," cup,
FRANK REDE FOWKE.
a wife."
"
bare," and was used to denote blackness, because
24, Victoria Grove, Chelsea, S.W.
blackness is (apparently) bare of colour.
But the
nasalized form of black is blank, which also meant
THE AGE OF BEES. Sir John Lubbock writes
originally bare, and was used to denote whiteness, in the Times that he has known a bee to live for
because whiteness is (apparently) bare of colour. fourteen years. Is it not a little singular that this
The same word was used to denote the two oppo- is exactly double of the span of life allotted to the
site things.
From which it would seem that black honey bee by another careful observer of the facts
is white.
To any one who shall point out a flaw in of bee life I mean Virgil who, in his fourth
"
this etymological argument I shall endeavour to be
neque enim plus septima
Georgic,' says of them,
"
E. WALFORD, M.A.
?
grateful, provided he does not disturb the very ducitur sestas
This I should
Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.
satisfactory conclusion.
MOLOGY.

is

i

i

naturally
help him to a conclusion and serve
as a further support to
my contention to point out
that bide in Anglo-Saxon actually means " white "
"
as well as
black," so that it is not in its nasalized
form only that the same word is employed to express opposite things.
Why is this, unless that to
the primitive mind both white and black appeared
resent.

It

may

* I
have my information from two clock and watch
makers, who assure me that there is a centre-wheel in
every clock and watch. Indeed, one of them has pointed
out the wheel to me in a skeleton clock which I have.
t Is it possible that saunt=s&mt ( Jamieson) may have
helped to give to saunter its meaning? I myself can
hardly conceive a saint moving otherwise than slowly.

A NEW CECILIA METELLA.

I

am

not about to
"

Cseciliae Q.
revive the question as to whether
Jretici F. Metellse . Crassi ." was engraven on the
towering Roman sepulchre in memory of the lady
whose intimacy with Dolabella was so offensive to
of her
Tullia, the daughter of Cicero, or in memory
.

.

My

who was divorced by Lentulus Spinther.
speculations are of a humbler nature, and far more
the Lady
easily adjusted. I wish to know who was
Cecilia Hobart to whom, in 1770, Rousseau addressed the remarkable letter recently discovered
The letter itself is dated from
jy M. Chantelauze.
Monquin on March 28, 1770. So far as we know,
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was discovered in an old
library a few years ago, and first saw the light in
1884. The following note, written in the eighteenth
century handwriting, formed its sole preface

this interesting manuscript

:

<(

Lettre incite de J. J. Rousseau a lady Cdcile
Monquin, le 28 Mars, 1770." The
letter itself covered eleven quarto pages, and there

A

Hobart.

seems to be no doubt as to its having been copied
from the original letter indited by Rousseau to the
mysterious Lady Cecilia Hobart. I have recently
been at some pains to discover Lady Cecilia
Hobart in the pages of Burke and Playfair, but so

The

far without success.

s.

vn. JUNE

15,

Rousseau must not be supposed to have been her
There was a happier man than ROUSE eau

lover.

in the field
" Je 1'aime de toute mon
ame, et cela sans jalousie. II
m'est cher, parce que tu 1'aimes ; il m'aime parce que je
suis ton Jean-Jacques ; voila le noeud qui nous lie."
With these words the fragment ends. With
these brief extracts from a grand and heartThe
stirring letter I will tempt the genealogist.
monument of Cecilia Hobart has been raised by
she
the genius of Rousseau.
Shall
remain a
:

mystery

to the

end

of

time

1

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.

latter authority tells us

in 'The Antiquity of the English Peerage' that
the first Earl of Buckinghamshire was twice married.
By his first wife he had three sons and five
daughters, by his second wife two sons and no
daughters. He died in 1756. Burke who professes to give the names, although omitting, out
of delicacy, the dates of birth gives only four
daughters and three sons as the issue of the two

[7*

33,

Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

SOMETHING LIKE A TRADE-CARD.

The search
and shop-bills, English and foreign,
has been for some years a congenial pursuit of
mine, and many quaint specimens have fallen to
my bow and spear many prints, too, which in
character have a family likeness, to these, but can
hardly find a place under either heading. Among
According to that authority, John, the latter
marriages.
kind, that which I am about to describe
had
his
first
first Earl of Buckinghamshire,
by
seems to take the palm for absurdity and the appawho
succeeded
issue
as
wife the following
John,
rent want of any justification for its production. It is
second earl in 1756
Robert, who died in 1733
of small folio size, the centre portion being occuin
Charles
Hothamwho
1752
Sir
married
Dorothy,
by the portrait, in an oval, of a child, in whose
in
the
she
died
1798.
second
By
Thompson
Eied
ice smugness and undiluted ugliness strive for the
who
in
succeeded
1735
(circa)
George,
marriage,
The vanity displayed in the wearing of
mastery.
as third earl in 1793
Henry, born in 1738; Anne a
heavy bead necklace is counterbalanced by the
1800
Maria
married
died
;
Anne,
Catherine,
1784,
inscription round her lace tucker, "The Fear of the
married 1785, died 1846 ; and Leonora, who died Lord is the
beginning of Wisdom." In her hand is
unmarried March 8, 1794. If Playfair be correct an
Texts
ostentatiously labelled New Testament.
in his statement, there is still one daughter to be
"
such as "For her value is far above rubies," Who
accounted for, and this may be the Lady Cecilia
"
can find out a virtuous woman ? and the like, surLet us, for the sake of argument, suppose
herself.
round the portrait, and cherubs and other mora
that Lady Cecilia in 1770 was about eighteen
completely articulated angels fill the corners left
thrown
from
the
of
the
letter
years
By
light
age.
A coat of arms (no tinctures), On a
by the oval.
itself we gather that she was very young, certainly
bend three sheaves of corn between two eagles diswould
fix
the
at
that
This
date
time.
unmarried,
and the legend " Let love be without disof her birth in 1752.
She must have been but played,
The key to
are to be found below.
four years of age when her father died, and only simulation,"
the meaning of all this is contained in the inscripten years old at the death of her mother.
is
Why
tion at the upper part of the plate, which reads
" How
silent as to her name 1
how
for trade-cards

;

:

;

;

:

;

history
loved, how died

lived,

of that
"

That she loved and that
but too evident from the face

she?"

she was unhappy

is

wondrous

letter

:

degout de la vie n'est point extraordinaire quand on n'existe quo pour 1'amour. Ce n'est
pas pour se quitter que Ton voudroit mourlr, c'est pour
t

Non,

Cecile, le

meriter, a ce prix,

uu amour

But what was she

like

eternel."

this

new

Ce qui

me

ravifc

en

toi, c'est

cet

Be:

heureux melange de

de douceur, d'austerite dans ton maintien et de
liberte avec tea amis.
Quand je vois ces yeux si superbes,
'
faits pour dire aux mortels
Prosternez-vous et adorez ';
quand je les vois s'armer de pleurs, et laisser echapper
sur ton col d'albatre des larmes plus pures que la rosee

fierte et

:

du matin

voudrois mourir, dans
1'espoir qu'au dela de cet univers les amans n'ont plus
/Vo/VA "
;

alors, alore, Cecile, je

:

"Augusta Goldney, the 13th Child of the Author, Hia
th
Youngest Daughter, was born in London, the 6 of February, 1751, and lived with the Eminent Miss Kellys,

Importers of Lace, Ludgate Street, of whom our very
Amiable Fruitful Queen may have a just Character. The
said Augusta is Modestly Good-natured, without affectahad a
tion, Religious but not Supersticious, and has
Genteel Liberal Education.

Cecilia?

hold a glimpse from the pen of Rousseau himself
"

thus

Therefore her Father Ed-

ward Goldney humbly & affectionately beseeches Her
most Excellent Majesty to accept of Her, to waite on
One of the Young Princes or Princesses, He having the
highest regard for the Utility of the Rising Generation,
particularly for our Illustrious Royal-Family the Glory
of the British Nation."

The print is engraved throughout by Chambers.
The concluding lines are of a piece with the rest
:

"Unfeign'd Piety, Perfectly Cleanly, Industry, (Economy and Generosity, Are the Principal Beauties of a
Virgin or Wife of the first Quality."

7*s.
f*8

vii.

JON.
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Why the worthy Goldney did not content himself
with having this rigmarole written on vellum and
presented to some member of that family for whose
utility he had so high a regard, and why he incurred the expense of this public advertisement of
Augusta's virtues is more than I can guess.
J.

ELIOT HODGKIN.

Richmond, Surrey.

We must request correspondents desiring information
n family matters of only private interest, to affix their
tames and addresses to their queries, in order that the
Answers may be addressed to them direct.
TONBRIDGE SCHOOL AND JOHN PROCTOR,

ITS

FIRST MASTER. Can any one supply me with evidence of the actual existence of this school before
the last year of Queen Mary's reign ? Two histories of the school have been written, but both
contain statements on this point which are undoubtedly erroneous. The charter was granted by
Edward VI. a few weeks before his death in 1553.
Nothing more is known of the school till the end
of 1558, when, on the death of Sir Andrew Judd,
the founder, the Skinners' Company became the
It has been assumed by the abovegovernors.
mentioned historians that the school had no actual
existence till this date, and the theory is advanced
by them that the scheme had been kept in abeyance until Queen Elizabeth's accessioa had put an
end to the troubles of her predecessor's reign. But
a comparison of dates will at once demolish this
Sir Andrew Judd died a month before
theory.
in his will, which he made on
refers to the school as existing at

Queen Mary ; and
his deathbed,

that time.

he

Two

other statements in the histories,
my question, are also
John Proctor, the first master, is said
incorrect.
to have [reigned from 1558 to 1578, and in the
latter year to have been appointed rector of St.
Andrew's, Holborn. The question of the identity
of the master of Tonbridge with the rector of St.
Andrew's was discussed by several authors so long
as two centuries ago, and left undecided.
None
of them seems to have thought of the simple ex"ient of examining the registers of St. Andrew's,
which I have seen numerous signatures of James
(not John) Proctor. There can scarcely be a doubt
that John Proctor was the first master of Tonbridge, as he is so called in several authors of
Elizabeth's reign
but his dates were certainly not
1558 to 1578. The contemporary account-books
of the Skinners' Company show that John Lever

which have a bearing on

;

was appointed

early in 1559, and his name,
variously spelb Leyvar, Leaver, &c., appears as
that of the recipient of the master's stipend every
year down to 1574, when John Stockwood takes
his place.
Thus, if we accept 1558 as the date of
Proctor's appointment, a year at most is left for

Is it credible that in so short
his period of office.
a time he could have attained fame as mast?r of

Tonbridge, as he certainly did ? Proctor also had
some reputation as the author of the * History of
His description of himself as
Wyatt'tj Rebellion.'
an eye-witneas proves that he must have been in
Kent in 1554, and the humorous account he gives
of an incident which took place at Tonbridge
strongly suggests that he was himself present on
the occasion.
All these facts point to the conclusion that the school existed with Proctor as its
master very soon after the charter was granted ;
but I shall be grateful for any distinct evidence, of
which hitherto I have obtained none. Any further
information about Lever would also be valuable,
as I find no other trace of him but the annual
entry of his stipend in the ancient volume of
ceipts

'

Re-

and Payments.'

W.

0.

HUGHES-HUGHES.

Uppingham.

SERGEANT OF THE BAKERY,

Is this office irr

the royal household in Queen Elizabeth's reign
continued, or has it been abolished ? What was
its official rank then, and what is its equivalent
now ? If the holder had previously been a yeoman^
he could not have been entitled to use armorial

But after a grant had been made to
bearings.
him for special services rendered to his country, he
Is
could then subscribe armiger after his name.
there any work which gives an account of such
respective offices in the royal household

?

E. 0.

THE SPANISH TONGUE.

I should be greatly
obliged if any one would tell me who first said
that Spanish was like the Latin of a sulky Romanslave.

JULIUS STEGGALL.

HERALDIC.

Will any of your correspondents
kindly inform me whether a label of three granted,
inter alia, in arms about the middle of the sixteenth century, and confirmed some years later to
the then bearer and to his father's posterity for
ever, can be assumed at the present day by a lawI understand that
ful descendant of the same 1
the label is ordinarily adopted in heraldry by the
eldest sons of families as a mark of cadency ; but
in the arms to which I refer it is distinctly a part
of the grant, and a doubt arises whether as such
it should still be retained by those entitled to bear
the arms, and differenced accordingly, or whether
a present representative, being a second son, should
RITA Fox.
use the crescent only.
Manor Park, Essex.

SIR RICHARD GRENVILLE. What are the contemporary authorities for the history and biography
The tercenof the great Sir Richard Grenville ?
tenary of his memorable battle with the Spaniards,
immortalized by the poem of Lord Tennyson, will
soon be due, and will probably be kept up at
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All contemporary records of his life
Bideford.
will therefore be of great interest in Devonshire.
I am acquainted with the narrative published in
Arbor's work, and also with the history in * Cornish
"Worthies '; but all contemporary evidence of the
events of his memorable life will be of value.

W.

S.

LACH-SZYRMA.

"A

RIDDLE OF CLARET." Can any of your
"a
readers inform me how much
riddle of claret "
K. N. B.
is, and how it came to be so called ?
Edinburgh.

HEEL-BLOCK. Will some one help me to the
meaning of the word heel-block in the following
quotation, c. 1660? Brome, 'On the Death of
Mr. Josias Shute,' lines 32-3:

He was

no whirligig lect'rer of times,
That from a heel-block to a pulpit climbs.
E. L.

A copy of

this

book, by Jeremy Tacker, of Beverley, in Yorkshire (London, 1714), is in the British Museum,
but is imperfect, as the plate containing the diagrams referred to in the text is missing. Where
could I see a perfect copy ?
L. L. K.

ITALIAN PEDIGREES. I am anxious to find some
account of the Italian family of Mirabelle, and
shall be glad to be informed what works I should
consult, and if they are to be found in the British
Museum Library or in any of the London' libraries.
I know Count Litta's ' Italian Families.'
Please
address
A.

W. CORNELIUS HALLEN,

F.S.A.Scot.

Alloa,N.B.

CITY BURIAL-GROUND. I should be greatly
obliged if any of your readers could suggest to me
a likely place where a parishoner of St.
Mary
Mounthaw, Lambeth Hill, would have been buried
in the year 1770.
I have searched the registers of
St. Mary

Somerset and

Mary Mounthaw without
any cemetery or common

St.

Was there
burial-ground used in the City of London about
this period?
A. G.
success.

THE MOCK MAYOR OF NEWCASTLE-UN DERLYNE. There is an old print of this subject, showing a crowd in the market-place. What was the
origin ; and is the custom observed in the present
day 1
GEORGE ELLIS.
St.

John's Wood.

"DAN MACKINNON."

In his 'Reminiscences

and
to

s.

vn. JUNE

15,

m

for verifying this.
I shall be much obliged to any
one who will enlighten me on the subject, and

doubly
indebted by an advance reply direct, in order to
avoid delay.
CHARLES WYLIE.
3,

Earl's Terrace, Kensington,

EPILOGUE TO
Can any of your

'

W.

MUCH ADO ABOUT

NOTHING.'

readers tell me who was the author
'
of the Epilogue recited at the performance of Much
Ado about Nothing ' on March 19, 1830, by
Trinity undergraduates, in which J. M. Kemble
played the part of Dogberry, and A. H. Hallam
that of Verges ; and also who recited it ?

UNDERGRAD.
[With signal disregard of our requests to contributors,
you include in one paper, and under one signature, a
variety of disconnected questions, each of which must be
the subject of a separate communication.]

BRANDRETH.

THE LONGITUDES EXAMIN'D.'

'

[7*

Recollections,' Capt. Gronow repeatedly refers
Col. Mackinnon, of the
Guards, in the way

mentioned above, which I presume was a sobriquet, and not an abbreviation of the name of
Daniel.
I have a notion that the officer referred
to was named
Henry, and that he became a majorgeneral in the army, but I have no means at hand

EPITAPH BY CHARLES J. Fox. Can any of
your readers give me a copy of the epitaph written
by Charles James Fox on my great-grandfather,
the Right Rev. William DicksoD,D.D., Lord Bishop
of Down and Connor, who died at Mr. Fox's house,
in Arlington Street, on Sept. 19, 1805, and was
buried in the "New Burying Ground, Tottenham
Court Road." The tombstone is still there, but
Please
every trace of inscription is obliterated.
(Mrs.) SARAH J< ANDREWS.
reply direct.
St. Margaret's, The Terrace, Barnes, S.W.

MINIATURE.

I have a very beautiful miniature
the portrait of a man bearing a great resemblance to the pictures one sees of Mozart. It is
signed "N. P., 1788." I shall be very glad of
any information respecting an artist bearing those
initials, so as to throw some light on whose portrait
it is

likely to be.

DOROTHY.

Montesquieu gives the palm
His
amongst writers of tragedy to Cre'billon.
words are:
CRE"BILLON.

" Nous n'avona
pas d'auteur tragique qui donne a
1'ame de plus grands mouveraens que Crebillon, qui nous
arrache plus a nous memes, qui nous remplisse plus de
la vapour du dieu qui 1'agite ; il vous fait entrer dans le
C'est le veritable tragique
transport des bacchantes
de nps jours, le seul qui sache bien exciter la veritable
de
la
la
terreur."
tragedie,
passion

To which

of Cre"billon's tragedies does the critic
would be scarcely approved
J. MASKELL.

His judgment
refer?
in these days.

"DRAWING A TOOTH AT A HEALTH." What
'
does Pepys mean in his ' Diary when he says:
did hear many
and
there
1666
"Sept. 18,
stories of Sir Henry Wood about Lord Norwich
"
drawing a tooth at a health 1

GEO. L. PARMELE.

WAR

IN THE NETHERLANDS, 1607. I have before me a manuscript tract entitled "Essaiesof
conjecture upon certain negociations touching
in anno
peace, Between the archduke and the states
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salutis,

By

1607.

C. F.
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Veritate et reverentia.'

seems clearly to be advice from C. F. (an Englishman) given in answer to solicitation from some
Df those connected with the Netherlands as to the
wisdom of accepting a truce or settling a peace
It

[an

agreement was come to in 1609).

Is

BURLINGTON.

Jesse, in his very untrustworthy
mdon,' says (Hi. 384) that the architectural
irl of Burlington was, in his visit to
Italy, rapirous over a church there, until he was told it
was a copy of one he had left behind him in

London

St. Stephen's,

Walbrook

and that

his

on alighting at Burlington House, was
to make a pilgrimage to Walbrook.
As he must
have come by the Dover Road, he might as well
have driven through the City first, to see it by the
"
first

way.

step,

Did

it

ever happen at

all

;

and,

if so,

how

WARD.

C. A.

CHURCHES.

it

possible to find out who C. F. was, and how his
vdvice came to be asked ?
The volume has the
of Douglas on the sides.
J. C. J.
"

THE ORTHODOX DIRECTION FOR BUILDING

Walthamstow.

ROUSSEAU IN ENGLAND. Can any of your
correspondents suggest sources from which I may
be able to gather details of Rousseau's sojourn in

(7

th S. vii.

166, 250, 333.)

The very ancient

practice of orientation in the
"a
building of churches can hardly be set aside as
High Church piece of p?dantry." Allusion to worship
towards the east may be found in the early liturgies
and Church fathers ; and in this country, at least,
orientation has been practised from the first introduction of Christianity into these islands down to
the present time, with the interruption of the

Great Rebellion.
Abroad, a French writer, a
noted Ultramontane, Mgr. Barbier de Montault
des Eglises,
(Traite" Pratique de la Construction
"
the orientation of
Paris, 1878, t. i. p. 18) says that
churches has been so neglected during the last three
centuries that the canonists now no longer make
it of rigorous obligation. Custom has
prevailed over
right, and now the most futile pretext appears a
sufficient reason for neglecting the tradition of
the Church, which, all the same, remains prescribed
in the rubric of the Missal."

So much

for

modern

Roman

Catholic teaching.
In the ancient Roman
England ? Are there any references to it in any local Church, the neglect of orientation is more
of his writings ?
WOOTTON.
apparent than real. In the church of St. John
Lateran, the mother church of Rome, as well as in
AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
the church of St. Peter (the Vatican Basilica, which
The childhood shows the man,
takes a lower ecclesiastical rank than the Lateran),
As morning shows the day ; be famous, then,
the celebrant at the high altar has his face turned to
By wisdom.
the east, although the part of the church containing
Most mighty Agamemnon, king of men,
the altar is towards the west ; and it is interestAtrides not unworthy are the gifts
'
Which to Achilles thou design's! to send.
ing to note in Mr. G. G. Scott's
History of
English Church Architecture' the discursus on
Now, now, my friends your utmost nerves employ.
You whom I chose amid the flames of Troy
of
in
which the bearings
the orientation
churches,
To bear my arms, as Hector's once ye bore,
of a large number of the Roman basilicas are given,
Exert the soul, so often proved before.
E. N.
and these show a very distinct orientation, either
L' onda dal mar divisa
of the celebrant or of the altar, in the first ages of
Bagna la valle e' 1 monte ;
the Church at Rome. In Egypt, Mr. A. J. Butler
Va passeggiera
" the entrance to a
tells us that
Coptic church is
In flume,
almost invariably towards, if not in, the western
Va prigioniera
In fonte,
side, while the sanctuaries lie always on the
Mormora sempre e geme,
eastern " (' Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt,
Fin che non torna al mar ;
As to the Holy
Oxford, 1884, vol. i. p. 10).
Al mar dov' ella nacque,
Eastern Church, Dr. Neale says that orientation
Dove acquisto gli umori,
''is universal through Asia as well as Europe"
Dove da' lunghi errori
Spera di riposar.
'History of the Holy Eastern Church,' London,
!

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Follow the Christ, the King, elsewhere foreborne.
In the line that precedes occur the words " live
pure,
MALCOLM DELEVINGNE.
'ight wrong."

He

sleeps the sleep of the just.

A. HALL.

must go,
Commerce must grow,
So -.ang the
poet Lord Mayor.

Classics

Thus the
quotafcon

;

St. James's

Gazette, April 28.

Whence

and whoi 8 the Lord
Mayor alluded

the

to ?
J. J. S.

1850, pt.

i.

p. 222).

Mr. Ferguson's dictum be correctly quoted,
t is simply monstrous.
The sounder opinion
would be that the orientation of churches is
Imost universal amongst Christians, whether
eastern or western, except in times and places
where no heed is paid to ecclesiological propriety.
It would be extremely interesting if some one
rould work out completely the history of the
If

radition that in this country the church builders
f
for the rising of the sun on the day on

wa ched
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which they began their building, and then laid the
axis of the church at right angles to the place on
the horizon whence the sun rose. And, to complicate matters, would they always begin their
church building on the feast of the patron ? Last

summer Archdeacon Cheetham asked

for

infor-

mation on this tradition in the Guardian, but I
have not noticed that any answer has been given
J. WICKHAM LEGG.
to his question.
47, Green Street, W.

French sacristans, wherever there is a deviation
of the chancel from the nave's direction, I believe,
tell you that it designedly represents our Lord
bowing his head on the cross. But the cases are
extremely rare, I suppose, in any country. The only
one I know

of St. Deni?, where the
twist is perhaps two or three degrees, and in LichThe case of Whitby
field Cathedral still less.
is

the

Abbey must be

Abbey

quite abnormal,

if

not unique.
E. L. G.

CT*

a.

vn. JUNE 15,

m

ime point certainly cannot be accounted for on
he principle assumed.
One other fact, not unonnected with the general subject, may be menoned, and that is that the axis of the parish
hurch, in the close vicinity of the abbey church,
nd which must have been built in the latter part
f the twelfth
century, is exactly parallel with that
f the choir of the abbey.
The parish church is
edicated to St. Mary, and the abbey church to
saints Peter and Hilda, the first stone of the existng remains having certainly been laid within the
irst quarter of the thirteenth century.

ATKINSON.

J. C.

A query as to
be found in 5 th S. iii.
There seems to be no doubt that
187, 236, 299.
.hey are by Thomas Warton, in whose works by
Mant, Oxford, 1802, 8vo., vol. ii. p. 258, they are
LATIN LINES

ihese lines,

with

(7

th

S. vii. 348).

replies, will

more correctly, printed
Somne veni, et quanquam certissima mortia imago

ihus,

:

es,

Consortem cupio te tamen case tori
exaggerates the divergence of
Hue ades, baud abiture cito: nam sic sine vita
the lines of the nave and choir at Whitby Abbey.
Vivere, quam suave est, sic sine morte mori.
Dr. Young's remark is that the nave "diverges
from the choir about five degrees towards the [n Dod's 'Epigrammatists/ London, ' 1870, 8vo.,
By actual :he following translation from Kett's Flowers of
north," and that is entirely accurate.
an anonymous author, is printed at
observation, made for me while engaged on my Wit,' by
handbook for the abbey, it was ascertained thai p. 431 :
" the axis of the nave
Sleep, of death although the image true,
diverges from true east and
Much I desire to share my bed with you.
west by 15 5, and that of the choir by 7'9
come and tarry, for how sweet to lie,
while, according to the lines of the Ordnance maps
Thus without life, thus without death to die.
of the t jwn (which are not, however, drawn exactly
In the * Selecta Poemata Anglorum,' second edidue north and south and east and west) the divertion, 1779, the second and third lines are inaccua
are
11
and
After
6."
approximately
gences
rately printed
very patient consideration of all the circumstances
Consortem lecti te cupio ease mei
historical
data afforded by the building
including
Grata veni to quies nam vita sic sine curis
measurements
careful
and
accurate
" This
itself, very
inscription is said to have been intended to be
and such considerations as the unquestionable placed under a statue of Somnus, in the garden of
the late James Harris, Esq., of Salisbury." Note by
technical skill and ability of mediaeval architect,
and masons, the only conclusion I found mysel Mant.
W. E. BUCKLEY.
able to come to was that the building in question
was deliberately so planned, and I ventured tc
[Many interesting communications, unfortunately an-

MR. TOMLINSON

!

:

:

:

suggest an explanation founded on precisely thi
principle suggested in J. T. F.'s reply. The whol
is too long to reproduce ; but it is all given in tb
handbook aforesaid. All the explanations cus
tomarily proposed are either nonsensical or unsup
Deliberate intention
ported by fact or authority.
with a well-considered end in view is alike con
sistent with what we know of the builders an
with the results yet recognizable as actuall
And while the story of the building o
attained.
the Whitby Abbey Church, as told by the arch"

PORTRAIT OF CROMWELL'S WIFE

(7

th

S.

vii.

'

308).
Granger, in his Biographical History' (ed.
1779), says ;
" There is in the
Edward
possession of the Rev. Dr.
Cooper, of Bath, a portrait of Cromwell, which belonged
callec
and
another,
to tbe commissioner Whitelocu ;
Cromwell's wife, which was the property of Zincke th
1
painter, who presented it to Dr. Cooper's father.
unlike the print
picture is without character, and very
"
of her, which I believe to be genuine
(vol. iii. p. H)-

Mr

In his next page Granger shortly describes the &graved portrait he refers to:

running eastward from th

black
" Elizabeth
in
Cromwell, wife of the Protect^,
hood. In the upper part of the print i? a monkey.
d
x
re
*!
The print, which is neatly engraved, * P f
Kil
scarce satirical book, entitled The purt and
the la
of Elizabeth, called Joan Cromwell,. he \Yife of
&e., Lone
Usurper, truly Described and Represented,

tectural features themselves, seems to be sufficien
effectually to preclude the applicability of
Micklethwaite's explanation there, the divergenc
in the line of the south arcade of the nave of th
parish church at Scarborough the part from th
clustered column westward being not in the sam
line with the portion

ticipated, are acknowledged.]

.

'

j

7"'S,vn.ju NE i5,T9j

!
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The head has been copied by Christophe
an ingenious turner of Cambridge."

12aao.

]

164,

fc

iarp,

J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

t

Your correspondent H. J. A. will probably ob
in the information which he seeks by
addressing

a line to Mr. Bertram Astley, of
Chequers Court
near Tring, or the Kev. J. De Kewer
Williams, o
both
of
whom
have
Hackney,
large collections o
of
members
of
the
house
of
Cromwell.
portraits
E. WALFORD, M.A.
1, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

In reply to H. J. A. I beg to state that
mj
family are in possession of a portrait of Oliver
Cromwell's wife, three-quarters length,
by Sir Peter
It has come to them in direct descent from
Lely.
Henry Cromwell, Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, o
whose line my grandfather, Oliver
Cromwell, was
the last male descendant.
E. 0. PRESCOTT.
th

PLURALIZATION (7
S. vii. 142, 309).
I am
very glad to see attention so ably called to this
matter, as a previous attempt of mine to sift it (6 th
'
S. vi. 449, heading Vulgar Error
') elicited chiefly
expressions of adhesion to the current forms.
As
to the custom of
my "objection
speaking of vespers
"
as
them was met by the reply that this mode
corresponded to Latin and French use, I take this
opportunity of noting that in Italian, on the other
hand, though i vespri, or vesperi, is occasionally
used, the form adopted by careful writers is mostly
il vespro.
As one instance among many, I have
before me a compendium by Dr. Pitre of the

471

the singular.
Similarly, at whist it is common to
hear people saying "hearts [&c.] are trumps"; but,,
of course, what is intended to be expressed is not
the pips, but the suit, and therefore we ought to
"
Premises in
say,
[the suit of] hearts is trumps."
the plural has been justified by pronouncing it to
mean "the adjuncts of a building"; but I have
had to do with many a lease where the word hasbeen used for the main building itself.
Other "sigmated" words about which many

people are "hazy" are species, ides, calends, armanes, antipodes.
The most flagrant blunder of all is the class of

chives,

doubled plurals which may be typified by cariatides, and I have often heard country people say,
"
The mices is dreadful."

On

behalf of

"

I

'11

summons you "

it

may be

urged that it is not thereby intended to use the
verb to summon, but the noun summons in it*
verb form, just as people also say, " I '11 county"
court you," " Shall I shine [for
put a shine on "]
"
your boots ? &c.
Of words which the French treat as singular
where we use plural may be instanced, besides
those already enumerated, billiards, stays, tongs,
and (sometimes) scissors.
Of "singulariz \tion" the only instance I call
to mind at the moment occurred in a book on
"a
Tirol, where a single chamois was spoken of as
K. H. BUSK.
chamoi."
pincers, bellows,

Montagu Street, Portman Square.
In connexion with the " vulgar use of unnecessary plurals," it is interesting to note that Shakvarious local traditions concerning "The Sicilian
spere makes his Welshmen speak in a similar
which
is
not
Vespers,"
only entitled 'II Vespro manner.
Thus, in 'Merry Wives,' Sir Hugh
but
the
author
Siciliano,'
throughout speaks of Evans says, " Peradventures shall tell you another
in
the
and
other
authors
he
vespers
singular,
quotes tale if matters grow to your likings," "Pringsgoot
do the like. German, Spanish, and
"
"
Portuguese discretions," How full of cholers I am
Also,
idioms similarly admit of the use of either
n 'Henry V./ Fluellen says, "He has no more
singular
16,

!

or plural form.

What seems to be wanted is an authoritative
pointing out of those words which, though, in consequence of their descent, ending in an s} are yet
not to be spoken of in the plural.
Vespers is one
of these.
I do not see that, as has been
alleged,
considering it as evening prayers justifies the cusIt is an evening service,
tom.
which, when called
vespers, has no more reason for being spoken of as
plural than when we call the sime service evendo not say evensongs, though there are
song.

We

several things sung in it.
Next to this come alms, tactics, riches, morals, obsequies, nuptials, espousals, rites, each owing its
plural treatment to the accident of the s in its descent.

Wages and

shingles have not even this
may be more excusable so to
excuse._
the
word came to us from the
treat, if, indeed,
Dutch for spots ; but even then I take it that what
we intend to speak of is not the spots, but the

Measles

spotted disease,

it

and therefore we should

still

use

discretions in the true disciplines of the wars."
H. 0. MARCH.

Rochdale.

Summons

is

instanced by H. T. as an example
summons to issue a
J. T. F.

pluralization ; bat is not to
ummons or summoneas ?

>f

Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

May I add to MR. MOUNT'S instances of the s
mitted where it has a proper place the expression
<east instead of beasts as applied to a number of
Ic is in canstant use throughout Northattle?
mptonshire and Leicestershire, and may be seen
ny day in the advertisements in the local news>apers.

LOUISA M. KNIGHTLEY.

ERROR REGARDING THE MASS (7 th S. vi. 506 ;
ii.
Were it not that a Roman
154, 235, 318).
accustomed to the sensation of
stonishmentat the statements made regarding the
itual of his Church by persons who ought to know

Catholic has to get
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better, the

communication from MR. T. ADOLPHUS

TROLLOPE under the above heading would astonish
one to some purpose.
MR. TROLLOPE states that
" no sacred service whatever in which the consecration
of the Elements does not take place is, or can be, called
a mass. The word itself is sufficient to indicate this."

Surely he should know that the word Mass has nothing on earth to do with the consecration of the
Elements! I give from that excellent book 'The Mass
Companion (compiled by the Very Rev. Dom. J.

CT*

s.

vn. JUNE 15, w.

consecration of the Elements, the priest alone receiving the Host, which was consecrated the day
before.
I believe

it is

a disputed point whether the word

Mass has ever been applied by any

accurate or

orthodox writer in the early times of the Church
to any service other than that now known as the
Mass. But your readers will find all information
on this point in Addis and Arnold's
Catholic
F. A. MARSHALL.
Dictionary.'
'

'

M.

Morrall, O.S.B.) the following paragraph, which is the best account I know of the
origin of the Mass
" The word Mass in Latin
Missa, or Dimissio (Dishas been applied to this sacred function because
missal)
in the first ages of Christianity, through reverence for
the Sacred Mysteries, the ' Discipline of the Secret was
observed. At that time only those who were fully instructed were allowed to be present at the Sacred MysThe Catechumens (those under instructions)
teries.
were dismissed before the Offertory, and the Faithful
themselves were sent away at the end of the Liturgical
'
Action, by Ite, Missa est,' or some equivalent expression.
At other functions all might remain, but at the Holy
Sacrifice none except the initiated might be present.
Hence it was known as the Dismissal Service, or the
Mass. This derivation is given- by St. Augustine, Bishop
of Hippo, 430."

Alpb.

:

NONCONFORMIST REGISTERS (7 th S. vii. 370).
Write to the various ministers in the town of the
required denominations, and ask if the records
wanted appear in their " Church books."

HERMENTRDDE.

With

'

This little work contains more information as to
the history of the various portions of the service of
the Mass than can be easily found in any other
It has the advantage over Canon
publication.
'
Oakley's excellent work on the Ceremonial of the
Mass' that the whole of the service is given in
Latin and English. MR. TROLLOPE says, "No
priest can on any occasion celebrate [Mass] more
than once in each day." I fear there are not a few
Eoman Catholic priests in England who may be
tempted to wish that such indeed were the law of
It is not unusual for one priest to
the Church.

have to celebrate Mass and to preach at two
churches or temporary places of worship at the
distance of as much as seven miles from, one another, and that without any means of transport
I know myself two priests
other than his legs.
who have had to do this, and it is only the other
day I was talking with one who had not only
to celebrate Mass, hear confessions, and preach at
two churches seven miles apart every Sunday, but,
in addition to this, had to preach two other sermons. Of course we Roman Catholics in England
would only be too glad if it were unnecessary for
any one priest to have such a burden thrown on
his shoulders, but in some places it is at present
unavoidable.
The other day I saw a paragraph finding fault
with a writer for talking of the celebration of Mass on
Good Friday ; but in this case the critic was wrong,
for the service on Good Friday is always known as
the Mass of the Presanctified, though, strictly
speaking, it certainly is not a Mass, as there is no

House

the non-parochial registers at Somerset
are three volumes of Lyme registers, viz.,

Independent, baptisms, 1775-1836; Baptist,
DANIEL HIPWELL.
burials, 1823-1857.
34, Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

Many such are in the custody of the RegistrarGeneral at Somerset House.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
HERALDIC (7 th S. vii. 268, 317). I have the
1611 and the 1724 editions of Gwillim's 'Heraldry,'
"
in both of which occur the blazon,
Sable, a turnip
proper, a Chiefe or, Gutte de Larmes," without
name. In the Grammar of Heraldry,' by Samuel
'

(1716), these arms are given to Dammant, of
The same arms are given to Dammant in
Suffolk.
'
Burke's
Heraldica.'
Encyclopaedia
Berry's
'Armory 'and Robson's 'British Herald' (1830)

Kent

have the following arms and crest
a chief
Sa., a turnip leaved ppr.,

for

Dammant:

or,

goutty de

Crest, a dexter hand brandishing a scimitar
There are persons of the name Damant now
ppr.
living in Norfolk and Suffolk.

poix

;

LEO CDLLETON.

In the abridgment of Gwillim, 2 vols. by Kent,
these arms are ascribed to Dammant, of Suffolk.
,

E.

FRY WADE.

Axbridge, Somerset.

I am unable to answer your correspondent's
know by
query exactly, but if he wishes to
what family the turnip is borne in their arms,
It is Damant, or D'Amant,
I can tell him.
of Eye, co. Suffolk, where they settled on their
I have a sketch of
migration from France.
three

or four generations

of the

family in the

Turner
handwriting (in 1822) of the late Mr.

Barn well, of Bury

St.

Edmunds.

The

fourth

the preceding
generation is not connected with
of the parentage.
one, but there is little doubt
There is also a sketch of the arms, and they are
"
described as
Sable, a turnip proper, a chief or,
"de poix," as given in Burke's
gutte de larmes," not
'

"
Armory under Dammant."
'

Y. S. M.

.

JUNE
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th
S
LEGERE, SED NON MULTA" (7

"MULTUM

This saying is quoted by
\{. 288).
" Aiunt
ft inor (' Epistles,' vii. 9) :
enhn,

endum

If

esse,

non multa."

Pliniu

multum

Compare

vide, ne ista lectio auctorum multorum
omnis generis voluminum habeat aliquM vagura et in
Certis ingeniis immorari et innutriri oportet, B
g< vbile.
Y lis aliquid trahere, quod in animo fideliter sedeat. Nus
q tarn eat, qui ubique est." L. Ann. Seneca, 'Bpist.,' 2.
"Multa magis, quam multorum lectione formand
irens, et ducendus est color."
Quinctilianus, 'Inst

"Illudautem

e

Orator./ x.

Ov)(
K )VTcs,

59.

i.

ol

TroAAa, dAA,' oi

flarl

(nrovSaiot.

Diogenes Laertius,

ii.

^p'TjcrifJia

A saying of

avayivcuo"
Aristippus

71.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's,

Warrington.

I have no books here, but I am pretty sure tha
"
" multum
legere non multa is a saying of Bacon's

G. B.

Rock Houses, Tenby.
th
"SADDLES, WONTOWES, AND OVERLAYES" (7 S
A wontowe is a wanty, or belly-band
370).
"
lit. a
womb-tie," the old meaning of womb being
An overlay may be the same as a lay-over
belly.
also layer-over, which is a facetious term for a

vii.

whip, because laid over a horse.
lay-overs)

(or

for

meddlers"

is

Layer-overs

an old and in

WALTER W. SKEAT.

telligible proverb.

Wanty

is

"

explained by Halliwell as a leather tie
The word occurs in Tusser's

or rope, a surcingle.

'
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it is curious that the native word
;
has been ousted by a Scandian one.
Perhaps it is worth while adding that the A.-S.
bydel no longer exists, as the E. beadle represents

bon, a petition

the Anglo-French bedel, which was derived, in its
turn, from the Teutonic ; so that the E. beadle is

merely cognate with the A.-S. bydel, and not a
It is a pity
survival of it, as might be supposed.
is not consulted
that Dr. Murray's Dictionary
'

'

before old errors are again let loose upon us.
As to the equation of A.-S. hwaete-dun with
Wotton (in Surrey), I am very glad to be corrected.
I relied upon Kemble, not knowing that he was
wrong. I quite agree with G. L. G. that his explanation better suits the exact operation of

phonetic laws ; but he does not tells us why. I
think I can tell him.
On the one hand, he equates Wotton with
Wood-town; on the other, he equates Waddon
with Wheat- down. The " foreign letter o " has not
much to do with it, since the a in Wad- and
the o in Wot- are much alike ; still, as a matter
of tradition, it is of some weight.
But the law
really illustrated is this, viz., that whereas dt

becomes tt by assimilation, td becomes dd. In
other words, it is the latter letter of such combinations as dt or td that determines the ultimate form.
Whether this is a universal rule, or a very general
rule, I do not as yet know ; but I suspect it to be so.
At any rate, it is worth watching.
Of. A.-S.
wlfman, M.E. wimman, a woman ; M.E. godsib,
WALTER W. SKEAT.
E. gossip.

Husbandrie,' 17, 5,
A panel and wantey, packsaddle and ped,
HUDIBRAS (7 th S. vii. 369). It is stated in
'
in the sense of a rope to tie burdens to the back of Henry G. Bohn's Dictionary of Poetical Quotaa horse. In the will of Thomas Wade, of Bildeston, tions,' second edition, 1881, that the words
1569 (Camden Soc. Publ., ' Bury Wills/ p. 155),
For men are brought to worse distresses
"
there is this bequest
By taking physic than diseases
Item, I gyve to my brother
William Wade my best pack sadell with a newe are from Butler's ' Hudibras '; but, strange to say,
*
'
wante and ' wantyrop withe the best girt." In a I have failed to find any trace of them in my copy
note to this passage, wante is explained as a long of Hudibras, published in 1859, owing to "an
"
entertained by
upper girth to come over a pad or saddle, especially affection of fifty years' standing
such as are used by carriers to fasten their packs.
:he editor, the late Mr. Henry G. Bohn, for
An overlaye is probably the cloth which was laid Butler's humorous poem.
lover the saddle.
Such an arrangement may be
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
:

'

|

seen in

many

equestrian pictures

surmounted by a broad

cloth

a rich saddle-

surcingle.

Freegrove Road, N.
'

G. L. G.

THE LEGEND OF GOOD WOMEN

367).
(7

VOWEL-SHORTENING IN ENGLISH PLACE-NAMES
th
S vii. 321, 430). I suppose it would be

Benacre with benerth, but I
I think it must be left as
;
a conjecture.
Benerth is not given in Murray's
Dictionary,' but we find benrip, used in the same
sense as bedrip, both meaning "a
reaping by
This explains Somner's extraordinary
request."
error in deriving bene from the A.-S. biddan, on
the ground, apparently, that both
begin with the
letter b; which is true of a
great many other words.
possible to associate
see no evidence for it
'

-Bene

= A.-S.

ben, is the

same word

as 6oon

= Icel.

th

'

(7

S.

vii.

one error in the editions
Legend of Good Women has at last been

It is curious that
'

'

f the
>ointed out.
own edition is nearly ready;
and in preparing it I have come to the conclusion
hat, at any rate as regards the text, it must be
me of the worst edited books in the world. The
>ld editions swarm with
the most disgraceful
>lunders. At least five lines are made to have only
ight syllables and four feet, a circumstance which
no one has yet observed during five centuries ; and
n many places the author is made to talk absolute
But there is one essay on the subject
onsense.
matter, of course by a German, which leaves little

My
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'

be desired ; viz. in Anglia/ vol. v. I find I
have observed Chaucer's pardonable error in forto

,

getting the

name

of Hypermnestra's father.

CRADLE OF THE TIDE

WALTER W. SKEAT.
th

This
S. vii. 408).
Outlines of Physical
Geography/ certainly at one time a well-known
work. It is applied to that part of the ocean in
which the tidal wave is generated " The cradle
of the tides is supposed to be the Pacific Ocean to
the south of Australia, from which a wave advances
towards the India Ocean," &c. (ed. 1861, p. 117).
(7

expression occurs in Hughes's

'

:

J. F.

MANSEP.GH.

Liverpool.

met with the expression some time
*

[7*

s,

vn. JUNE

'

15, C9

.

under a large monument enclosed by iron railings,
close by the church on the south side, towards the
eastern end.
The inscription on the tomb reads
In the Vault Beneath are Deposited the Remains
:

of Charles Christopher Pepys, First Earl of Cottenlam, Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain from
1836 to 1841, and again from 1846 to 1850. He
died on the 29th of April, 1851, at Pietra Santa,
At the British
in the Duchy of Lucca, aged 70."

Museum (Add. MS.
are letters from
1837.

him

28,069,
to the

ff.

85, 99, 107, 129)

Duke of Leeds, dated
DANIEL HIPWBLL.

"THE MYSTERY OF A WORD" (7 th S. vii. 427).
The following must be the passage in Tennyson

which Lucis is in quest of
As when we dwell upon a word we know,
Repeating, till the word we know so well
graphy of the Sea.' He locates it
Becomes a wonder, and we know not why.
Ocean (that part south of the Atlantic), which he
Idylls of the King ('Lancelot and Elaine ').
speaks of as "that great southern waste in which
At the latter
the tides are cradled." See above work, p. 17, See 'N. & Q,' 6 th S. i. 57, 201.
reference F. T. gives a quotation from a story by
RITA Fox.
par. 51, et seq.
Manor Park, Essex.
Mr. Moy Thomas in Household Words, Feb. 1,
1851, entitled 'Guild Clerk's Tale,' containing
Probably you will receive many answers, as I much the same idea as that
expressed in Tennyhave done, that "tide" is an error for "deep,"
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
son's lines.
alluding to Mrs. Willard's well-known hymn.
This, of course, struck me, and has struck others,
ORANGE BLOSSOMS AT WEDDINGS (7 th S. vii. 369).
but the solution will not hold, as the question is
The writer of an article on Flowers of Fancy in All
meant to be mathematical, and stands with other
the Year Round for Aug. 8, 1885, gives the following
arithmetical questions on both sides.
Without a
In China the orange
information on this subject.
shadow of doubt it calls for a scientific or arithfrom time immemorial, been an emblem of
metical solution, and is not a poetical phrase. has,
and is freely used to present to friends
This note may save space and correspondence in good luck,
and guests. But although the orange is said to
yonr congested periodical.
have been first brought by the Portuguese from
E. COBHAM BREWER.
China in 1547, nevertheless this fruit is supposed
[Many replies have been received.]
to have been the golden apple of Juno, which grew
in the garden of Hesperides. As the golden apple
DR. MEAD AND DR. FREIND (7 th S. vii. 427).
In his new edition of ' The Gold-headed Cane,' was presented to the Queen of Heaven upon her
with Jupiter, we find here a definite exLondon, 1884, p. 50, Dr. Munk suggests that the marriage
amount was probably five hundred guineas, and planation of the meaning attached to the fruit.
that the mistake arose through an error in tran- But besides this it seems that orange blossom was
Dr. Freind's imprisonment only lasted used centuries ago by Saracen brides in their perscribing.
sonal decorations on the great day of their lives.
three months.
EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
It was meant to typify fruitfulness, and it is to be
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.
noted that the orange tree bears both fruit and
I am almost sure that I read it in Nichols's
blossom at the same time, and it is remarkable for
'
Anecdotes.
I know he mentions that Dr. Maty its
It is possible, then, that the
productiveness.
wrote a life of Mead, or memoir, which appeared
idea of orange blossom for bridal decoration was
This is probably a fuller account
1755, ia 12mo.
brought from the East by the Crusaders ; but we
of Mead than he gave in his Journal Britannique,
have been unable to trace at what date the custom
Mead died the year
published at the Hague.
began to be followed in England.
so if, as I think, Maty mentions it, it
before
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
must be the earliest mention. Munk's ' Eoll of
71, Brecknock Road.
the Coll. Phys.' does not mention the fact either
I believe this subject has been discussed in
under "Freind" or "Mead." Bat if he did, it would
'
N. & Q.' The orange is said to have been chosen
not settle this question, as no authorities are given
for marriage wreaths as an emblem of beauty comin that book.
0. A. WARD.
bined with fertility, inasmuch as it bears at the
th
SIR CHARLES CHRISTOPHER PEPYS (7 S. vii. same time fl jwers, foliage, and fruit. Folkard says
He was buried at Totteridge, co. Herts, the custom is derived from the Saracens. He also
389, 436).
I

Capt.

Maury's delightful book,

since in

:

Physical Geoin the Antarctic

'

'

'

;

'

7*

s, vii.
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is, 89.]

ates that in Crete the bride and bridegroom are
trinkled with orange-flower water, and that in
irdinia oranges are hung upon the horns of the
Is there any
o cen that draw the nuptial carriage.
c mnexion between this use of the orange and the
s

|

f

I

fuit that figures in the tales of Atalanta and
C. 0. B.
/ contius and Cydippe ?
Dr. Brewer, in his 'Dictionary of Phrase and
Fable,' has well epitomized all that appears to
The castom appears to have
b 3 known as to this.
obtained amongst the Saracens, and the tree being
it. the East an emblem of
fecundity as well as rep resenting the varied epochs of life at one and the

I

|

|

!

same time
Some
Some

j

ripening, some ready to fall ;
blossom'd, some to bloom ;
Like gorgeous hangings on the wall
Of some rich and princely room

the hope of a prosperous marriage was expressed
by the use of the flowers. See also Spectator,
No. 155. In later times the use of that particular
flower has doubtless been dictated by the above,

!

conjunction with an eye to effect also on the
part of the milliner and dressmaker, and the coinparative purity of the flower and its special perin

I

1

fume.

See
4th S.

K.
'

N.

&

j

I

1

W. HACKWOOD.

3 rd S. x. 290, 381;

xi.

45, 166;

th

Your
162, 261, 293).
"
correspondent A. C. says that Telegram made his
first appearance in the autumn of 1857."
Accord'
N. & Q.' he is an older gentleman, as he
ing to
nd
was born in 1852 (2 S. iv. 408 ; v. 375).
(7

S. vii.

W.

F.

PRIDEAUX.

Jaipur, Rajputana.

"MEN, WOMEN, AND HERVEYS"

(7

th

S.

vii.

have been familiar all my life with the
Men and women and Howard?," which
saying
t will be observed is in form a much
stronger exAnd with regard to
pression of the similar idea.
the favoured name, surely it
required "all the
blood of all the Howards " to merit such a distinc370).

I

"

tion.
What claim could the Earl of Bristol's
family have to be classed apart from the commun

desmortels?

R. H. BUSK.

P.S.
Out of three competent persons to whom
have referred the question, the testimony of two
The third knew it in the form
agreed with mine.
I

suggested by your correspondent, and supposed the
particular Hervey originally to have been the
notorious Lord Fanny, in which case the sense of
the phrase would be
quite other from that to

which I have always heard

it

applied.

The famous Lord Hervey was one of the friends of
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu; their intimacy, howdid not prevent Lady Mary from
jyer,
laughing at
"
him, as
by her well-known remark that his
proved

world consisted of men, women, and Herveys,"
which was unquestionably hers. See The Letters
and Works of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu/ by
W. Moy Thomas, 1861, vol. i. p. 95.
'

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

Freegrove Road, N.

JOHN ELWES (7 S. vii. 308, 414). I am much
obliged to your three correspondents who have
been good enough to reply to my query. As suggested, I wrote to the Vicar of Stoke, and the
result is satisfactory.
In reply he kindly sent me
" on
"
three inscriptions
flagstones in the floor of
the chancel of his church, which, as they are short,
I give for the benefit of, and as requested by,
R. F. S.:John Elwes Esqr
Died November 26, 1789,
Aged 75 years.
S r Hervey Elwes Bart.
Died October 22 d , 1768,
Aged 80 years.
John Elwes Esqr
Died September 15, 1750,
th

Aged 66

years.

As

regards No. 2, I may mention that Burke and
<
the Diet, of National Biog.' give 1763 as the date
of death.
I have not been able to identify the reALPHA.
lationship of No. 3 to the other two.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

429.

i.

TELEGRAM

i

Q.,'
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He was
in

the

buried at Stoke-by-Clare,

register of

which parish

is

co. Suffolk,

the annexed

entry:

John Elwes Esqr died in Barkshire, buried in Sto e
Deer the 4'>> 1790 in the 79'h of his age.

A slab

in the floor bears the inscription

:

John Elwes Esq r
Died November 26"> 1789
Aged 75 years.
It will be observed that the entry in the register is
incorrect in two points, viz, the age and year
of death.
34,

DANIEL HIPWELL.

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

CASA DE PILATOS (7 th S. vii. 107, 237, 433).
The tradition referred to by MR. PATTERSON, that
Pontius Pilate after leaving Palestine occupied an
official

position in Bcetica, a province of Hispania,

and was drowned in some lake in that country, is
probably the same (with a difference of locality) as
the following account in Murray's Handbook for
Switzerland' of Mount Pilatus on Lake Lucerne:
'

'

According to a wild tradition of considerable antimountain derives its name from Pilate, the
wicked Governor of Judaea, who, having been banished
to Gaul by Tiberius, wandered about among the mountains, stricken by conscience, until he ended his miserable existence by throwing himself into a lake on the
The mountain, in consequence,
top of the Pilatus.
labours under a very bad reputation.
From its position as an outlier, or advanced guard of the chain of
the Alps, it collects the clouds which float over the
plains from the W. and N. ; and it is remarked that
almost all the storms which burst upon the lake of
quity, this

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Lucerne gather and brew on

This almost
its summit.
perpetual assembling of clouds was long attributed by
the superstitious to the unquiet spirit still hovering
round the sunken body, which when disturbed by any
intruder, especially by the casting of stones into tbe
lake, revenged itself by sending storms, and darkness,
and hail on the surrounding district. So prevalent
was the belief in this superstition, even down to times
comparatively recent, that the Government of Lucerne
forbade the ascent of the mountain, and the naturalist
Conrad Gessner, in 1555, was obliged to provide himself
with a special order, removing the interdict in his
case, to enable him to carry on his researches upon
the mountain."

HENRY DRAKE.
OWNER (7 th S.

BURIAL OF A HORSE WITH

ITS

468 j vii. 56, 156, 257). Apropos of this it
may* be worth while to cite Longfellow's lines in
the Burial of Minnisink ':

vi.

They buried the dark chief; they freed
Beside the grave bis battle steed ;
swift an arrow cleaved ita way
To his stern heart ! One piercing neigh
Arose, and on the dead man's plain,
The warrior grasps his steed again.

And

rightly) had grown upwards from its base.
?act or fiction, the story obtains general credence
>er

amongst Salopians, and seems apposite to E. F. B.'s
GUALTJERULUS.
'nquiry.

PULPITS IN CHURCHES (7 th S. vii. 289, 394).
Apropos of the notes on this subject, it may be
worth noting that the beautiful little church of
Beau-Desert, Henley-in-Arden, Warwickshire, a
juilding of special interest to antiquaries, has no
sulpit at all, but only, instead of one, a readingdesk fixed to the rood screen inside the chancel.
Are there any other instances of churches without

Warrington.

"
ON THE CARPET " (7 th S. vii. 344, 432). To be
'carpeted," in popular phraseology, certainly does
mean to be called on the carpet. An instance occurred in my hearing only a few days before MR.
JULIAN MARSHALL'S note appeared at the last
reference,
neighbour was telling me that his
son had become engaged to a young woman, and
had suffered much in the ordeal of " asking papa."
He said, " He was carpeted before the old gentle-

man

yesterday,

LlDDELL AND ScOTT*S 'LEXICON' (7 th S. vii.
In what edition of this work does this " un427).
"
intentional pun
appear ? It is not in the first

after it."

edition, Oxford, 1843, in which under <rvKO($><ivrf]S
" The literal
there is this remark,
signification is
not found in any ancient writer ; and is perhaps

references

altogether an invention."

W.

E.

R. HUDSON.

pulpits?
Lapworth.

A

EGBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's,

[7t"s.vii.juMi5,'t9.

BUCKLEY.

and could get no sleep

all night
C. C. B.

ROOK = SIMPLETON (7 th S. vii. 423). Two more
may be added to those given by DR.

NICHOLSON

for this unusual use of rook
" Let 'a be
wise, and make rooks of them

rant,

are

:

that, I warsetting purse-nets to conycatch us."

now

Dekker's ' Westward Ho
Act V. sc. i.
" An arrant
root;, by this light, a capable cheating
stock ; a man may carry him up and down by the ears
like a pipkin."
Chapman's 'May Day,' Act III. p. 290
'

!

TURKISH COAT OF ARMS (7 S. vii. 448)
not know what is meant by the heading; but
th

title is

not

I

do

if the
events the centre of all
the Toora, or Sultan's sup-

clear, at all

Turkish "orders"
posed signature.

is

('Plays,' 1874).

GEO. L. APPERSON.

D.

Wimbledon,

GRINDSTONE AND SAPLING (7 th S. vii. 207, 275
It appears to me to be quite likely that in
434).
the case of a tree growing up through the hole ol
a grindstone the latter might eventually be raised
several inches from the ground.
This would arise
through the expansion of the roots of the tree at

'VILLAGE MUSINGS' (7 th S. vii. 266, 372, 430).
The instances of hymn refrains with a double
entendre which have been given by A. J. M. and
Miss BUSK are probably somewhat mythical but

the point where they leave the trunk. I have
often noticed that when a tree is growing too near
to a wall it not only forces the stones or bricks
outwards, but seems to also lift up those of the
lowest course.
J. F. MANSERGH.

commences

Liverpool.

When

Admiral Benbow "flitted" from Shrewsbury he hung the key of his front door, at about
his own height from the ground, on one of the trees
that grew near his house.
The key, when discovered, was not taken down, and in 1878 I saw
it still hanging where the admiral had left it, ex
cept that it was then some twenty feet from the
ground, and I was assured that it had ascended
higher and higher as the tree (a lime, if I remem-

;

here
all.

something similar which is not mythical at
Hymn 487 of the Wesleyan Hymn Book

is

:

Two

are better far than one
For counsel or for fight
How can one be warm alone,
:

Or

serve his

God

aright

1

But

I have often heard it quoted -by those
wished to poke fun at it as a wedding hymn :

Two

How

who

are better far than one,
can one be warm alone ?

and
being thought that the bringing of the first
third lines together in this way made the supposed
R. HUDSON.
matrimonial allusion clearer.
it

Lapworth.

CELTIC CHURCH
Chapel, on the

th
In Cormack's
S. vii. 429).
of Cashel, where the independ-

(7

Rock

7ms.vii.-j
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ice of the Irish Church was destined to be signed
way and surrendered to Rome, the draped figure
a the cross, the bishop blessing with open palm,

<

i

<

ad the inclined position in plan of the chancel, are
R. T. H. is
1 said to point to an Eastern origin.
nferred to a pamphlet entitled 'St. Patrick,
in
the
of
Ireland
Third
Century,' by R.
.postle
-eele Nicholson (Archer
Sons, Belfast, 1867),
aid to Dr. Todd's great work on the Irish Church.
j

i

j.

&

GUALTERULUS.
That the Celtic Church in England and its (in
mother Church in Ireland did not
originate from Rome seems to be proved by their
part, at least)

observance of Easter being non-Roman ; also the
H. J. MOULE.
tonsure used by their priests.

I

Dorchester.

MONTE VIDEO

th
S. vii. 7, 293, 333).
There
(7
no doubt G. D. is correct as to the pronunciation; but a friend who has passed the greater
part of his life in South America objects to the
derivation "vine-clad," as he says there were no
vines from which such an appellation could have
been derived.
R. H. BUSK.

of surnames derived from various rivers (vol. i.
But, after all is said, derivations are
61).
dangerous, and it is quite possible that at least
p.

of the names may have come from other
sources, and may have merely a verbal resemblance
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
to the rivers.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

some

SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN (7 th S. vii. 407). I
have in my possession a deed, signed and sealed
" of
the
by Wren, in which he is described as
parish of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, in the County
of Middlesex, Knight." The date is Dec. 19, 1713,
The deed is a contract for sale by Wren to Thomas
Ward, of the borough of Warwick, timberman, of
certain timber at Wroxhall, in Warwickshire. .1
believe Wren was then lord of the manor of Wrox-

i

|

CHRISTIAN ERA (7 th S. vii. 189, 353). I have
come across an earlier instance of the use of this
expression than the one which I gave at the latter
It is to be found in
reference.
Of the Epoatrae
or ^Erse, commonly used by Chronologers and Historians, with a Brief Explanation thereof,' by Sir
This work was evidently
George Wharton.
written in 1657, but I quote from the Collection'
published by John Gad bury in 1683
"The Greek Church numbereth from the Creation to

I

'

I

l

i

'

:

Christ's JEra,, 5508 compleat years
Therefore the year
1657, Current of the Christian ^Ira, beginneth the 7165
current year of the World, according to the Grecian AcI count."
P. 49.

CHAS. FREDC. HARDY.

hall.

Gray's Inn.

is

j
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Wren's official residence, after Denham's death,
was Scotland Yard. Under the head of " Dulwich
College," Cunningham says that Wren lived in a
large brick house, on the right, after passing Cam" when
berwell Green,
building St. Paul's." He
also says that he is said to have lived in a house in

Walbrook, afterwards No.

5.

is

Ifc
in St. James Street is not known.
very likely indeed that he held it on a Crown

it would be at the bottom of the street.
; if so,
certainly held his place at Hampton Court so.
I believe he had a house in Bankside before he
succeeded to Denham's post, but I cannot recall
where I saw it. I think it was much nearer to the

lease

He

bridge than the Falcon Foundry.
C. A.

;

J. F.

YOUNGER OF HAGGERSTON

(7

th

S. vii. 408).

Haggerston, in the northern division of co. Northlumberland, is a township four miles east from Anand contains Haggerston Castle, long the
|crofc,
residence of the Haggerston family.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

ST. SEINE (7 th S. vii. 205, 333, 415).
In the
north of Ireland there are several family names
taken from Irish rivers, notably Shannon, Lagan,
and Lee.
Wordsworth, in his, dedicatory sonnet
to the Earl of Lonsdale, has a line which reads
:

Beside swift-flowing Lowther's current clear.
I

do not see that any correspondent has mentioned

this river

name.

W. W. DAVIES.

Glenmore, Lisburn, Ireland.

Reference should be made to Lower's * English
'
Surnames for a list (partly quoted from Camden)

^

WARD.

Walthamstow.

MANSERGH.

I

gives no autho-

The house

j

Liverpool.

He

I have never met with the
rity in either case.
tradition as to the house in St. Paul's Churchyard.

MR. WYATT PAPWORTH

will find information

about Sir Christopher Wren's supposed residence
near the Falcon Foundry in 'The Inns of Old
Southwark and their Associations,' pp. 353-5.
Mitre
Mrs. Riddell, in her charming story,
Court,' describes most picturesquely an old house
in Botolph Lane, now used for the Billingsgate
and Tower Ward School, and says that Wren once
lived there.
Can any authority be found for this
PHILIP NORMAN.
statement ?
'

REPRESENTATIONS OF TEARS ON TOMBSTONES
(7

th

the

and

Tears on tombstones tell
S. vii. 239, 366).
tale as the lachrymatories of the ancients ;

same

if they tell it after a simpler, rougher fashion,
cannot see that their mode of expression is a
whit more absurd than the one which classic association has taught us to regard with gravity.
Throughout Normandy it is usual to find black tears
painted on white grave- crosses, and white tears on
black ones ; for tears must surely be signified by
the Prince Rupert drop shaped figures which are

I
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placed under, above, or about so many memorial
No niggard weeping is indicated
inscriptions.
thus ; and not modern altogether is the symbolism.
There are tear- like figures in the Bayeux tapestry,
"
on the bed where the defunct Confessor lies. CeluiJ. Laffetay, in his pleasant his<;i," says the Abb
torical and descriptive notice of the needlework,
"dite de la Eeine Mathilde," "celui-ci est couche* sur
un lit parseme" de larmes." I am much mistaken if I
have not sometimes seen spots intended to represent
tears on that curious material crape, which, both

[7*

s.

VIL J

an attorney, which branch of the

E 15,

-

legal profession

continued successfully to practice for the period
nearly twelve years. In 1813 he married Mary,
daughter of William William?, Esq., and widow
f William De Vaynes, banker.
About this date
le

)f

from practice as an attorney, became a
of the Inner Temple, and was called to

le retired

member
ihe

bar on February 7, 1817, being then thirtyIn Easter, 1824, he was made
serjeant-at-law, and in 1827 he was further

ive years of age.

a

advanced by being made King's Serjeant. After
many previous struggles he secured, in the month
of May, 1838, the parliamentary seat of NewarkST. SWITHIN.
on-Trent, a borough which he continued to repreSome time ago I remember reading in a news- sent through subsequent Parliaments till 1841,
when he was returned for Worcester. His steady
paper that in Fere la Chaise cemetery there is a
monument in the form of tear. The monument support of the Whig party, and his great ability,
was erected by a husband to his wife, and bore the secured for him, on February 9, 1840, the post of
in this country and in France, seems to be indispensable to the outfit of a complete mourner.

"Judge by that how I loved her." I
unfortunately do not remember the name of the
ALPHA.
paper or the date.
inscription,

Such monumental monstrosities as tears carved
on tombstones are very common in France, and
may be seen not only at llouen, in Normandy,
and Dinan, in Brittany, but also in every French
churchyard. Tears are, moreover, emblazoned on
the pall and every drapery used in funeral ceremonies in that country. I think they are proper
devices and memorials of the grief of the survivors.
They also very frequently put a broken pillar in
France on the tomb of a youth, as a sign that he
was cut off in his prime. Sometimes an hourglass with the sand down is carved on a tomb to
show that the sand of the deceased has run out.
" The humblest
peasant, whatever may be his lowly
lot while living, is anxious that some little respect

Solicitor-General, and the distinction of knighthood.
He became Attorney- General in June,

1841, but this post he only held for the period of
two months, until the fall of Lord Melbourne's
administration.
July, 1846, saw him promoted
to the position of Chief Justice of the Common
Pleas, and on July 15, 1850, he was made Lord
Chancellor, with a patent of peerage, by which he
was created Lord Truro, of Bowes, Middlesex.
This position he held for the period of nineteen
months only, viz., until February, 1852, when his
party was compelled to retire from office. Lord
After reTruro's first wife died in June, 1840.

maining a widower for five years he married
Augusta Emma D'Este, daughter of the Duke of
Sussex and Lady Augusta Murray, whose legitimacy he had endeavoured to establish before the
House of Lords. On November 11, 1855, Lord
Truro died at his house in Eaton Square, and he
may be paid to his remains," says Washington was buried in the mausoleum erected by Sir AuIrving and hence simple-minded, loving people, gustus D'Este at the church of St. Lawrence,
in the country or elsewhere, are fond of adorning Ramsgate, Kent.
T. W. TEMPANY.
the tombs of their departed friends with devices
Richmond, Surrey.
and inscriptions, which are soothing memorials to
THREADNEEDLE STREET (7 th S. vii. 368). This
tender hearts, indeed, but are also sometimes apt
to raise a laugh or a smile when viewed with name can scarcely be derived from the three needles
Penin the arms of the Needlemakers' Company.
DNARGEL.
strange, indifferent eyes.
nant says that the street is so named from the
Paris.
Merchant Taylors' Hall being in it. Also, in an
LORD TRURO (7 th S. vii. 428). Thomas Wilde, article in the Mirror of July 23, 1825, it is stated
" Threadneedle
first Baron Truro, was bom in Warwick
Street, having Merchant
Square. that
He represented Newark-on-Trent from 1831 to Tailors' Hall in it, decides its origin at once."
In his
1841, when he was elected member for Worcester, And Isaac D'Israeli may be quoted.
and he held this latter seat until 1846, when he ' Curiosities of Literature he says, speaking of
was appointed Lord Chief Justice of the Common the names of our streets, that " Thread-needleHe was buried in the church of St. Law street was originally called Thrid-needle- street,
Pleas.
as Samuel Clarke dates it, from his study there."
EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
rence, near Ramsgate.
The Library, Guildhall, B.C.
This word thrid, I should think, is an example of
other form of thread, and is not connected
Lord Truro was born on July 7, 1782, in War- the
with three or third.
JULIUS STEGGALL.
wick Square, and was the second son of Thomas
He
was
educated
at
is
This
street
named
the
St.
after
Merchant Taylors'
Wilde, attorney-at-law.
Paul's School, and in the year 1805 was admitted
Company, which acquired an estate there as early
;

'

7*

s.

vii.

JUKE

15,
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and upon which their present hall was assigned to the thirteenth century. The three earliest
The Company also owned property in manuscripts have been destroyed by fire. More than
one MS. of the thirteenth century has, however, been
1 ittle Moorfields, where there formerly existed a
preserved, and before the great fire of 1728, in which the
EDWARD
BORRAJO.
M.
T ireadneedle Alley.
most authoritative document} perished, these had been
a

1331,

e ected.

The Library, Guildhall.

2

19,

299).

He

th

(7

aims the moon than he who aims a star.
T le reply at the second reference gives a parallel which is
the
original of this passage. Perhaps I may
probably
put beside it this development of Browning's (' A Grammarian's Funeral')
That low man seeks a little thing to do,
:

Sees it and does it
This high man with a great thing to pursue,
Dies ere be knows it.
That low man goes on adding one to one,
His hundred 's soon hit
This high man, aiming at a million,
E. HUDSON.
Misses an unit.
:

:

th

S. vii. 429.)
(7
say that in the origin of things, &c.
'
'
Cowper, The Task,' The Winter
at Noon/ 1. 198.

Walk

FREDK. HULK.
happy earth reality of heaven
Shelley's Queen Mab,' part ix.
FREDK. ROLE.
!

'

Meantime Clorinda hastes against the Franks, &c.
These lines are a translation of the following quatrain
in Tasso's Gerusalemme Liberata,' iii. 13
Clorinda intanto incontra ai Franchi e gita ;
Molti van seco, ed ella a tutti e innante
'

:

:

Ma

Laing's English translation met
with immediate recognition. Dr. Anderson, who is the
United States minister to Denmark, and is already
'
favourably known by his Norse Mythology and his
'
Viking Tales of the North,' has turned to advantage a
residence of four years in Copenhagen, and has prepared
a new edition. His aim has been to supplement rather
than replace the original. In the orthography of the
proper names he has omitted a large "number of superfluous consonants, substituting " Hal
for Hall, " Olaf"
"
son for O'afsson, " Fin for Finn, &c.
The "jewel of
consistency with regard to the spelling of old Norse
names " is, he owns, not yet discovered. New notes, embodying the latest information collected by Hildebrand
for his authoritative translation into Swedish of the
'
Heimskringla,' have been substituted for those by
Laing, which are held irrelevant or out of date. Vigfusson's chronology has also been employed. Maps showing approximately how the world looked to Norse eyes in
the tenth and eleventh centuries have been added, and
one geographical and a second of persons
indexes
and peoples, founded in part upon the edition of Prof.
C. R. Unger have been added.
The value of these
cannot easily be over-estimated.
The skaldic verses
Dr. Anderson has left as he found them. Apart from
the importance of this 'Saga of the Norse Kings'
as an historical contribution, appeal is made to
all students of poetry, myth, and folk-lore.
Here will
be found the original of many stories in English and
'

literature, and of many singular superIt is needless to say that light is cast upon
savage life and much heroic action.
England

American

in altra parte, ond' 6 secreta uscita,
Sta preparato alle riscoese Argante;

stitions.

but from whose translation I do not know. The following is Capt. A. C. Robertson's version of the passage

much
is

Meanwhile, to meet the Franks, Clorinda went;
Many go with her, but she all precedes ;
Hard by a postern, to support her meant,
Is placed a party, which Argante leads.
JONATHAN BOUOHIER.

MitlteUmtau*.

manner of Hauk

it

Habrak's, literally "Hawk highbreeches," visit to London to King Athelstane, and the
insult
curious
he put on the monarch, and other similar
matters. The temptation must, however, be resisted.
It is sufficient to say that we have here a storehouse of
romance which the poet will find inexhaustible. In all
bibliographical respects the work is worthy of Mr.
Nimmo's quickly won and brilliantly maintained reputation.

&o.

The Heimskringla; or, the Sagas of the None Kings.
From the Icelandic of Snorre Sturlason. By Samuel
Revised by Rasmua B. Anderson, LL.D.
Laing.
4 vols. (Nimmo.)
MR. NIMMO has, for once, gone out of

his ordinary path,
and, instead of giving us in covetable and unsurpassable
editions the masterpieces of English literature, has
applied himself to a foreign source. Altogether fitted
to justify the innovation is the book he has taken.
Heimskringla ranks as a
Laing's translation of the
The original work won the warm praise of
classic.
Th <mas Carlyle, who classes it among " the great hisIt is, indeed, the chief monutory books of the world."
ment of Icelandic history, and as such is of unspeakable
importance to a country linked to Iceland by ties all-important and manifold.
Literally translated, the words
"Heimskringla" signify "the world's circle," the work
being named, like the Psalms in the Vulgate, from
Its authorship is
the opening words of the text.
'

much adventure. Did space
would be pleasant to show the

naturally the scene of

permit quotation

:

NOTES ON BOOKS,

made by Laurenti Hansson.

rendering followed.

shoots higher far

!

until 1556

never printed

S. vii.

Who

Some

was a translation into Norwegian
Other
translations into Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, and Latin
followed. In 1835 a German, and in 1844 an English

Not

copied.

WANTED

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS

'

Story of the Nations. Media, Babylon, and Persia. By
Zenaide A. Ragozin. (Fisher Unwin.)
THIS is not Madame Ragozin's only contribution to
the "Story of the Nations" series.
It is, however,
by far the most interesting one that she has yet
It is not, indeed, probable that she will find
written.
any other historical subject which has a charm about it
equal to that of our own ancestors. Aryan life and
Aryan culture have done so very much for civilization
that we lie under a great temptation to attribute everything to them, and it requires a strong will, if not a good
memory, to keep the fact before us that our religion has
in a great degree reached us from another quarter.
When so very much that we most treasure has reached
us as debris from the old Aryan dream-world it is not soeasy as it should be to remember that Christianity in
many of its most popular forma is almost entirely
Semitic. Christianity, although arising among an almost
purely Jewish community, at once opened her arms to-
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men

of all races; and it is certain that before the end
of the century men and women of Aryan blood were by
far the more numerous. The growth of culture within
the mystic sheepfold caused Aryan influences to pre-

dominate more and more.

Madame Ragozin has begun her book at what some
Before telling us
wiseacres will call the wrong end.
about the far-off past she takes us to the modern Gebers,
are
or fire-worshippers, as they
nicknamed, and discourses on their present position and their wanderings
in the hope of avoiding the sword of the Moslem, before
she goes far back and tries to picture them to us in their
own land. Sanskrit is the oldest form of their language
with which we are acquainted. Students of the old time,
when discoveries from the East were pouring in faster
than we could organize them, were, not unreasonably
perhaps, of opinion that Sanskrit was the primaeval language when Teuton, Celt, Latin, Greek, and Hindoo
were one people, living somewhere on the plains of central Asia.
There must have been some point which was
home to all of them; but the hive from which all these
mighty nations swarmed off has never been identified,
and there are men who still hold the most widely
divergent theories concerning it. It is not, indeed, certain that these wide overflows took place at times near
together.
The best part of the volume seems to us to be that
treats of Aryan mythology. Writers on this subject seldom call to mind that if information is gathered
for scientific use every fragment should be put on
record, but that if popular information be sought after a
judicious selection should be made, and results given without all the little facts which have helped to build up a
ground for certainty. In a subject so beset with difficulties it is not well to criticize, but we are of opinion
that the sun and the sky, the storm, the storm-cloud,
and the lightning have given them more influence on
the life and language of our forefathers than we should
dare to attribute to them. If, however, the author has
in this instance gone too far, she has erred in illustrious

which

We must remember that^at present almost
everything in the early history of religion and language
is in a state of flux.
In the latter part of the book our footsteps tread firmly
on the sands of history. Little record evidence of a
trustworthy type has reached us, but Persian affairs constantly clash with Jewish and Greek evidences which
cannot be overlooked. It is true that
company

many

of our non-antiquarian readers could tell a
queswhen parish registers were instituted in this
country? yet this is a date far more worthy of being
at hand when wanted than are certain births,
accessions,
and deaths, which are of little importance to any human
being except the manufacturers of school-books and
almanacs.
Though 1538 is the year one of parish
registers, there are not many of so old a date preserved
The Wedmore registers began in 1561, and are
to us.
nearly perfect from that date. There seems, as is too
often the case, to be a break in the Commonwealth time.
The volume before us contains the portion devoted to
marriages only. The editor has given, what we have
never seen before attached to any printed register, an
alphabetical list of all Christian names, with the number of times they occur. The results which this table
gives are not a little curious. There are, for example,
1,069 Johns, and but one Fredeiick. Mary is by far the
commonest female name. There are 580 next comes
Elizabeth, with 405. There is but one Florence. This
lady flourished in the seventeenth century.
tioner

;

Lady Godiva: a

Slory of Saxon England.
'

By John

B.

Marsh,

(Stock.)
a tale which embodies the well-known tradition
concerning Lady Godiva and the town of Coventry.
There are very few people able to bring the past vividly
before their readers, and Mr. Marsh is certainly not one

THIS

is

of them. History and fiction rarely harmonize, but we
suppose it is useless to try to get some writers or, for
the matter of that, readers also to see this. This book
may be liked by parents and guardians anxious to administer a very small quantity of historical knowledge
hidden beneath a mass of imaginary details.

to

We must call special attention to the following notices:
ON all communications must be written the name and

.

The

serpents hiss
On Asia's thrcne in lorn Persepolis ;
but the remains are there, and some of them have been
turned to good account. Much more, if we mistake not,
is awaiting the spade of the excavator.

Wedmore
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Parish

Registers.

Marriages,

(Wells, Jackson; Wedmore, Pople.)
THE editor of this interesting parish register

1561-1839.
is

not only

a diligent antiquary, but an amusing preface-writer. He
tells a story oi how, on a certain occasion, having asked
some schoolboys when the apostles lived, one little fellow
said a thousand years ago, while another thought it was
a million. This is an excellent illustration of the sort
of knowledge many people have of chronology. Certain
dates are forced into the memory in our schooldays, and
beyond these, which are mostly picked at random, we
rarely acquire any accurate chronological knowledge
whatever. A writer in one of the current reviews has
told us that in his part of England the peasants confound the Romans who made the roads with the Roman
Catholics who built the minsters, making a blunder of
somewhere about a thousand years in the process ; but
it is not safe to look down on our rural work-folk.
How

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE

cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."
L. H. (" Minsheu's < Guide into the Tongues,' 1617").
copy of this sold in December, 1886, for 22s. The
second edition sells at a lower price.

A

IGNORAMUS. Richard Cumberland, the editor of the
Observer, was a prolific dramatist, and Secretary to the
Board of Trade. Consult the Dictionary of National
Biography or the Biographia Dramatica."
T. A. DYSON ("Lincoln Minster"). The term "min"
ster
indicates that a monastery previously existed on
'

'

the

'

site.
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triomphe, may be said to have begun with EdHe was born in 1672, and is said
Hoyle.
to have been educated for the bar.*
Yorkshire
has been called the county of his birth, but the
present representative of the Yorkshire Hoyles,

mond

who acquired

(temp. Edward III.) estates near
Halifax, Mr. Fretwell Hoyle, has taken great pains
over his genealogy, and has come to the conclusion
that the Edmond Hoyle of whist celebrity was not
in any way connected with his family.
It has been
stated, again,f that Hoyle was Registrar of the
Prerogative Court in Dublin in 1742, and that he
held property there (*N. & Q.,' 4th S. v. 259).
This, however, seems very unlikely to
though it is certain that there was an

be true,

Edmond

Hoyle appointed to that post in that year; but
or Miss-Fluck-A Mayor's Title Mumping, 494-Polldavy our Edmond Hoyle was then publishing (and
proYahoo Carols and Songs Miniature, 495 Almoran's
bably living) in London. He resided afterwards
Ring Letter of Grimaldi -Money Scrivener, 496 Author
"
undoubtedly in Queen Square, London, where he
of Poem
Heraldry Pero Gomez, 497" Ryther's Plan of
continued to write on games and to give lessons in
London Mistake in Addison Monkey Young England
The name Edmond (or Edmund) was comwhist.
Poet Anti-Sabbatarian Satire Clam, 498 Magna Charta

'

I
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Authors Wanted, 499.

koTES ON BOOKS

'

RawGrove's Dictionary of Music
:
'
Dore's ' Old
Phoenicia 'Smith's Old Yorkshire
Bibles' Waite's 'Lives of Alchemystical Philosophers'
'
Leland's Breitmann Ballads
Baddeley's Travel Tide.'
Notices to Correspondents.
linson's

'

'

'

'

'

in both families of Hoyle, in Yorkshire and
in Ireland, so that one Edmond may easily have
been mistaken for another. In 1742 our author
first published his
Short Treatise on Whist.' Ife
was entered at Stationers' Hall November 17,

1742, and was signed by the author as sole proprietor of the copyright.
place of publication
It has been saidj that he received
named.
his
for
but
1,OOOZ.
copyright;
this, again, seems

No

flQlt*.

is

BOOKS ON GAMING.
(Continued from p. 462.)
totally distinct book from the last, though apbearing under a partly similar name, is

A

,

The Gaming Calendar, To which are added, Annals
Gaming, And Prefixed A Letter to Sir Robert
Baker, Chief Magistrate of the Police. By Seymour
" A tale will harrow
up the soul."
3arcourt, Esq.
Printed by J. J, Stockdale,
fourth Edition. London
Price Five Shillings. [8vo.]
1820.
o. 41, Pali-Mall.
I

|

|

If

|

|

|

|

|

|

:

|

|

)

;

"To

:

Title, 1

|

|

Advertisement, 1 f. (pp. 3,
ff.
(pp. 5-20) ; To
ne Reader, pp. 21-29; Gaming Calendar, pp.
10-53 ; Annals of Gaming, pp. 54-179.
The 'Gaming Calendar' is a collection of sketches
f living gamesters in the fashionable world ; the
Annals of Gaming is a series of anecdotes of
foliation

f,;

Sir Robert Baker," 8

unlikely, for every copy, long after the first issue,
bore his signature as that of the " Proprietor of the
Treatise."

It

of course, just possible that this
at the instance of his pubmost improbable. Hoyle died in

is,

may have been done
lisher,

but

it is

"Welbank [Welbeck]

Street," Cavendish Square,
There are, howAugust, 1769, aged ninety-seven.
ever, two accounts of his age.
According to one
of these he was rather younger than here stated
when he died. He was buried in Marylebone
His will, which he made on SepChurchyard.
tember 26, 1761, was proved at London, September
6, 1769, his executors being his sister, Eleanor
Hoyle, and Robert, son of Silver and Jane Crispin,
of Gray's Inn Lane.
His house (in Queen Square)

'

*
Chambers, 'Book of Days.' Some of your corre(H.J. and J.M.)
;amblers and gambling.
spondents familiar with legal records may be able to say
'
To these may be added The Academicians of whether this tradition is well founded or not. For
823 or, the Greeks of the Palais Royal, and the much, if not most, of the information about Hoyle here
I
)lubs of St. James's,'' by Charles Persius, Esq., recorded am indebted to Mr. H. Jones, who has made
a long and careful search for facts relating to Hoyle'a
a diatribe on gaming and gamesters.
5, 8vo.,
;

Collation

:

Half-title, coloured frontispiece, title,

life,

though he has not been rewarded by discovering a
It is, however, worth something to dis-

great number.

nd 456 pp. (J.M.)
Probably many similar prove erroneous statements, even when it may be im>ooks might be added to this list.
possible to substitute for them a complete, new, and
Meanwhile an author had appeared whose works, trustworthy biography. In the bibliography of Hoyle I
nfluencing as they did the whole history of whist,
he king of card games, merit a more particular
lescription.

Scientific whist, or

whisk (as

it

was

have also had Mr. Jones's help, without which
have been useless to attemot the task.
t Ibid.
J Ibid.

it

would
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above-named, with all his
with remainder to Mrs. Jane
his father's
Crispin, and to her son Robert after
death, charged with an annuity of 121 to his
of his sister,
niece, Fanny Hoyle, after the death
Eleanor Hoyle. He bequeathed 51. to Mrs. Centfor a mourning
Livre,* of Queen Square, to pay

he

left

to his sister

furniture,

&c.,

of him, and all the
ring, to be worn in memory
residue of his real and personal estate he left to
Eleanor Hoyle is here described as a
his sister.
Fanny, therefore, must have been the
spinster.

daughter of a brother of our author, and

s.

vn. ju

22,

m

I have seen a miniature in the
possession

Mrs. Dawson Darner, who
inherited Mrs. Fitzherbert's house in
Tilney Street,
in which Sir Horace wears a cuirass
bearing a gilded'
sun on the breast. Such was the design
originally
intended for the cuirasses of the Life
Guards,
adopted after Waterloo. Those actually worn by
the men were the old iron-sides of the Civil War
from the Tower ; but none of them were
nearly
large enough for our stalwart troopers.
Some
years ago new cuirasses were made that fitted the
of his sister, the late

may have men.
Two

a possibility to which I
of her own
shall have to refer hereafter.
It is strange that no portrait of Hoyle should
be known to exist.
picture, said to be his porat the Crystal
trait, by Hogarth, was exhibited

had a brother

cuirass.

CT*

A

incidents occurred at the coronation that
;
one, the absurd idea
that visited some brainless peeress, that the chief
of a Highland clan, in the full dress of his
rank,
with pistols, &c., intended to assassinate the king.
He was actually removed by force from the Abbey ;

have fallen out of memory

Palace some years ago (1870) ; but Mr. F. Hoyle,
mentioned before, recognized this as a likeness of and although profuse apologies were subsequently
an ancestor of his own, one Edmond Hoyle, it is made to him by all, including especially the king,
true, but not the Edmond Hoyle of whist. Again, his just indignation lasted for a considerable time.
The other incident is ludicrous, if absurdity can
it was stated ('N.
Q.,' 4* S. v. 259) that a portrait of the author appeared in one of the Dublin ever attach to the glorious name of
Wellington.
this has never The duke, who at no time of his life had been an
(pirated) editions of the book ;' but
'
yet been verified. Allibone's Dictionary tells us expert rider, having to act as Lord High Constable
that the last edition of Hoyle's Games was pub- of England for the day, and in that capacity to
How far that statement is accu- ride beside the Champion, took the wise precaution
lished in 1761.
rate and trustworthy will appear from the following of hiring a horse from Ducrow's Amphitheatre.
Be- The duties of the Lord High Constable and Lord
of Hoyle's works.
attempt at a bibliography
"
fore commencing this
attempt," however, I may High Steward were to ride up on either side of the
as well say at once that it does not, and cannot, Champion, and after the latter had received the
pretend to be complete or exhaustive in any sense. gold goblet from the hands of the king, to back their
Such a pretence would manifestly be absurd in a horses the whole length of Westminster Hall to the
first essay of this kind, for the books described,
This being an unusual movement for a
door.
though never expensive, are yet often very diffi- horse, the duke took care that his steed should be
cult to find, and, when found, are frequently im- disciplined day by day to retrograde with proper
I shall be glad indeed if my "attempt" dignity.
The intelligent animal learned his lesson
perfect.
should awake an interest in any contributors to only too well.
The Champion appeared, accom'
N. & Q.' sufficient to prompt them, where they panied on one side by the Lord High Constable,
can, to amend my list by corrections or additions. on the other by the Lord High Steward, the Mar-

&

*

'

JULIAN MARSHALL.

(To

"be

continued.)

THE CHAMPION OP ENGLAND.
to the interesting article which
appeared lately in the Illustrated London News,
I

can add

giving the history of Scrivelsby and the

Champion

of England.

The Dymoke, the hereditary Champion of England, at the time of the coronation of George IV.,

was a clergyman. He had, therefore, to appoint a
The king was anxious that Sir Horace
deputy.
Seymour, a singularly handsome man (at one time
an officer in the First Life Guards), son of Lord
Hugh Seymour, should play the part. Mr. Dymoke,
however, very properly refused, and appointed his
son in his place. Sir Horace Seymour was, I
believe, the first officer in the army who wore a
* Not the
authoress, of course,

who

died in 1723.

quess of Anglesey.

What was

the horror of the

spectators, and what must have been the condition
even of that iron soul, when the duke found that
his well-trained horse considered it part of his

duty to proceed up the hall towards the
chair of state backwards.

king's

I can conceive few
things more grotesque than the hero of Waterloo,
wearing his coronation robes and ducal coronet,
approaching his sovereign tail foremost. No doubt
the interference was prompt; but I should say
that the duke could not have forgotten the incident
to his last hour.
few days ago I was told by the Earl of Lucan,
still in full freshness and vigour, that he walked up
the Hall of Westminster side by side with my
father as page to the Earl of Lauderdale, he,
Lord Lucan, being a man of twenty-two at the
time.
Well might the coronation which followed, of
of William IV. and Queen Adelaide, be called

A
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This was done for the
the half-crown-ation."
irpose of economy ; but the maimed rites of our
I resent sovereign's enthronement were, I think,
u ipardonable.
With the prospect, which has been
f Ifilled, of a long reign, it is much to be regretted
'

I

!

the full function was

t lat

v hole of the splendid

not performed.

The

ceremony of the banquet was

onitted, and although the additional expense
v ould have been considerable, it would have been
I speak feelingly, as I
f >r the benefit of London.
vas to have acted as page to William, Earl of

Wicklow.

WILLIAM FRASER

of Ledeclune, Bt.

OLD LONDON BRIDGE. Dr. Jusserand, in his
c
excellent Wayfaring Life,' p. 13, speaks of this as
* the famous
bridge built by Isembert," master of
the schools of Xaintes, " who had given proof of his
"
powers in the bridges of La Rochelle and Saintes
{p. 49), as King John's Letters Patent of 1201
state.

Now

'

Stow, London,' p. 58, says that the
having been thirty-three years in building, was, in the year 1209, finished by the worthy
Merchants of London, Serle Mercer, William Almaine, and Benedict Botewrite, principal masters of
"

bridge,

work" (Thomson, Chron.'). And Pennant,
London,' 446, ed. 1813, states that the citizens
"
"
At
rejected King John's choice of Isembert.
any rate, if other Englishmen started building the
'

that

'*

bridge in 1176, kept on at it till 1200 or so, and
then three more Englishmen finished the bridge in
1209, is it not rather cool to claim the bridge as
Isembert's, when we have no other evidence than
King John's recommendation of him that he ever
did anything at all to the bridge ? If his claim can
be established, by all means let him have the credit
of his work but till then, may we not consider
;

"the famous bridge built by Isembert" as one of
those annexations of English
doings which our
charming and brilliant neighbours across the Channel occasionally indulge themselves
by making ?
Perhaps some record-searcher or note-taker among
'N. & Q.' folk can tell us more than Thomson
knew about Isembert's share in our old bridge.
Thomas a Becket's Chapel on the bridge we owe
to a nameless mason,
according to Stow's account
in his ' Annales,' 1605, p. 251 : "
Mason

A
being
master worke man of the Bridge, builded from the
foundation the chappell on London Bridge, of his

own

F. J.

proper expenses."

CHRISTIAN

KINGS

WHO

ARE

FURNIVALL.

CANONS

OF

OHURCHES

IN ROME.
1. That the French
kings
were canons of St. John Lateran is
known, and it
should also be remembered that since the French
Revolution the Roman Church has recognized not

only legitimate, or de facto kings, but also de
facto presidents of the present French republic, as
being entitled to the dignity above stated.
For
example, Marshal MacMahon and M. Thiers both
received the dignity at the hands of a
high official,

483

who went to Paris personally for the purpose. The
learned ex-Jesuit Father Curci has shown in one
of his writings (' II Moderno Dissidio tra la Chiesa
e 1' Italia,' Firenze, Fratelli Bencini Editori, 1878)
that the Roman Church has at intervals recognized
not only kings not in the line of strict succession,
but also civil authorities, like presidents of republics, &c., who were not, in the mediaeval sense,
kings at all. And, for example, the States General
of Holland, in the seventeenth century, and after
the Franco-German war the French Assembly at
Bordeaux, were recognized by the civil and canon
law of Europe as being sovereign assemblies. The

Bordeaux Assembly ultimately made itself constitutent, but that was its own act; and when
they had executed their commission they dissolved
themselves, which only an Assembly originally
2. Moreover, and the statesovereign could do.
ment will be found in 'L'Anne'e Liturgique a Rome,'
par M. le Chanoine X. Barbier de Montault, Rome,
1862, p. 54, the Kings of Spain are, or claim to be,'
honorary canons of the basilica of Sta. Maria Magin Rome; the German emperors
at least
before the dissolution, early in the present century,
of the Holy Roman Empire, of which Voltaire
said, in its decadence (and Goethe witnessed the
election and consecration of the last of the Cnesars,
giore,

and described the ceremony), that it was " neither
"
were honorary
holy, nor Roman, nor an empire
canons of St. Peter's at Rome. The Kings of
England and doubtless the idea was based on the
belief that St. Paul landed in Cornwall, and was
thus the first apostle of England were canons of
the magnificent basilica of San Paolo Fuori i Muri,
where the arms of that abbey, or of a stall within it,
are still encircled with the Garter and the motto
" Honi soit
H. DE B. H.
qui mal y pense."
CONSTANTINE'S MYTHICAL CROSS. The following passage from the Leeds Mercury is worth preserving in the columns of N. & Q.':
The inhabitants of Dakota were treated to a sublime
and unusual display on the morning of January 9, at
nearly the time of sunrise. Three gorgeous prismatic
columns, some little time before the sun made its
appearance, shot up from the verge of the prairie into the
heavens in intense brilliancy, equalling the light of the
sun itself, except that the radiance of the columns was
subdued with the prismatic colours ; but they were more
intense than any rainbow ever seen. These prismatic
colours extended one-third of the way to the zenith, and
at the upper end gradually blended with the sky.
But
what made the phenomenon remarkably striking was
that the centre column assumed the form of a cross from
a small cloud that hung directly athwart the centre, and
was illuminated by the light of the sun, still below the
horizon, and formed the transept of the figure of the
'

'

cross."

ANON.
SHAKSPEARE'S LONDON LODGING. The document referred to below was discovered and copied
by an American student in England. In an indenture between the Right Hon. Richard Salton-
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Knt., Lord Mayor of London, and two other
Commissioners of her Majesty fortieth year of
Queen Elizabeth and the parties deputed to colstall,

lect the first of three subsidies granted

by

Parlia-

ment

the year preceding, bearing date October 1,
1598, for the rate of St. Helen's parish, Bishopsgate Ward, the name of William Shakespeare is
set down with others as liable to that rate.
This document seems a most precious ShakeIt shows more than Halliwellsperian find.
Phillipps was able to ascertain regarding the local
habitation of the great dramatist.
It suggests a
starting-point for a new departure in Shakesperian
research.
It is a word to conjure with.
This find
" Follow the taxsays to those who seek a man,
gatherer and you cannot miss him. The tax-taker
will detect his whereabouts all through life
as
surely as death will at its close."
But the American finder never told anybody of

the Kohinoor he had unearthed. He chronicled
it where nobody would look for
it, and he has been
long dead. He was our most unerring investigator.
His note was long concealed as effectually as the
fox, who not only runs into his hole, but pulls in
the hole after him.
Let me beg Shakesperians to bestir themselves
and rediscover the finding I have mentioned.
This task must be easy in London, where Saltonstall's proceedings on October 1,
1598, must be
registered where he that will may read them.
" Let me
not burst in ignorance."

JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison, Wis., U.S.

ERROR IN REDGAUNTLET.'
The following
curious mistake or misprint of a name occurs in
1
Kedgauntlet/ by Sir Walter Scott, and needs
rectification, as it is a point of some importance :
'

"

I observed that, like other Jacobites, in his inveteracy
against the memory of King William, he had adopted the
party opinion that the monarch, on the day he had his
fatal accident, rode upon a horse once the property of
the unfortunate Sir John Friend, executed for High
Treason in 1696 " (chap. viii.).

The horse named Sorrel, upon which William
was riding when he met with his accident,
is said to have
belonged formerly to Sir John
Fenwick, and not to Sir John Friend, though
both of them were executed for high treason,
the former by decapitation and the latter by

III.

hanging, within a very short intervening space
of time.
Latin epigram upon the stumbling of
the horse, no doubt written about 1702, is quoted
'
in N. & Q.,' 2 nd S. i. 467, but the author does
not seem to be known, and the following couplet
on p. 487 of the same volume is said to occur in

A

some editions of Pope's poems
Angela, who watched the guardian oak so well,
How chanced ye slept when luckless Sorrel fell.
The horse upon which the king was riding is said
:

to have fallen over a mole-hill in the
park of

[7*

s.
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Hampton Court "Palace, and hence the Jacobite
To the health of the little gentletoast originated,
man in black velvet." On the authority of Macaulay it is said that an insult offered by Sir John
Fenwick to Queen Mary was always unforgotten
mind of William III. Sir John was executed
on Tower Hill on January 28, 1696/7, and on the
in the

f

authority of Macaulay's
History of England,'
"
his remains were placed in a rich
chap, xxii.,
coffin, and buried that night by torchlight under the
pavement of Saint Martin's Church." On a pilaster
of the monument to Lady Mary Fenwick, his wife, a
daughter of Charles Howard, Earl of Carlisle, in the
north aisle of the choir of York Minster, Sir John

and
tion

his family are commemorated, though
is made of his capital punishment.

no menThe in-

" these three
sons do all lie
scription records that
with their father in the Parish Church of St. Marnear the altar, where
tin in the Fields in London
he was interred, January 28, MDCXCVI. Aged LIT:
Above are the arms of Fenwick, Per fess,

j

;

1

:

and

argent, six martlets counterchanged.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
SOME COSTLY BOOKS.

The following

cutting,
of interest to a
class of readers so largely concerned with books as
'
are the contributors to N.
Q.' There is a book
" for which a sum of
250,000 francs (10,000.) was
paid by its present owner, the German Government.
That book is a missal, formerly given by Pope Leo X. to
King Henry VIII. of England, along with a parchment
conferring on that sovereign the right of assuming the
'
title of
Defender of the Faith,' borne ever since by
English kings. Charles II. made a present of the missal
to the ancestor of the famous Duke of Hamilton, whose
extensive and valuable library was sold some years ago
by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, of London.
The book which secured the highest offer was a Hebrew
Bible in the possession of the Vatican. In 1512 the Jews
of Venice proposed to Julius II. to buy the Bible, and to
pay for it its weight in gold. It was so heavy that it re-

taken from the Bookseller,

may be

&

quired two men to carry it. Indeed, it weighed 32
pounds, thus representing the value of half a million of
francs, 20,000.
Though being much pressed for money
in order to keep up the ' Holy League
against King
Louis XII. of France, Julius II. declined to part with
the volume."
'

J.

W.

ALLISON.

Stratford, E.

It may be worth while to
that I have just discovered a portion
of a copy of Coverdale's version of the Bible in
16mo. This edition must have been issued in five
i. is under
volumes, as in this fragment signature

COVERDALE'S BIBLE.

make a note

D

D

iiii.,
chap. xii. of Proverbs, and chap. xiii. is on
so this volume must have begun with the Psalms.
The size of the leaf is 3f in. by 2| in. This part
of the Book of Proverbs is broken up into short
same
paragraphs, but not divided into verses, the
he
plan as was adopted in the quarto edition of
same version issued first by Froschover, next by

|

j

7*

.

i

i

;

i
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u Hester in 1550, and lastly by Jugge in 1553
ae difference between the two editions being tha
ae quarto is printed with foreign angular type

nd the 16mo. with English black-letter ; roma
used in the margins and for the chapter heac
i
igs, excepting at the top of each page, where
of italic is substituted.
] ind
The exact date o
tjis 16mo. edition is unknown; most
likely it wa
:

i

!

s.

i

}

Tinted in the second quarter of the sixteenth cen

R. DORE.

J.

tury.
Huddersfield.

YEARLINGS. Would it not be well to registe
'N. & Q.' a new meaning which has been given
to the word yearlings? In the
money column o
the Daily Telegraph of March 23 it is stated tha
<;
ia

for the sake of
brevity

bills

"

twelve months' Treasury
have " been termed yearlings."
J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.
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1769. Watermen:
"The Number of Watermen on

the River Thames
amount in the whole to upwards of 16,000, out of whom,
we are precisely ascertained, there are 700 who are Freeholders in [line cut off at top of col. 4 ; ? the counties of
Middlesex, Surrey] and Kent, the Majority of which
Public Advertiser,
reside in and about Wapping."

Wednesday,

May

17, p. 2, col. 3.

A

1769.
negro boy for sale:
" To be
disposed of, a Fine healthy Negro Boy, abou*
eleven Years of Age, and handsome. He is very goodnatured and tractable, and would be very useful in a
Family, or [as] a Lady's Foot-boy. Enquire at Mr.
Shipton's, Hunt's-Court, St. Martin's Lane, Charing
Cross. N.B. No Objection to lett the Boy on Trial."

Public Advertiser, June

6, p. 4, col. 2.

F. J.

FURNIVALL.

WINCHESTER HOUSE AND NEW WINCHESTER
HOUSE, SOUTH WARK. A mistake not altogether
Southwark topography, frequently made,
has got into the columns of the Times, may
be as well once for all corrected. See May 27,
"
detachment of the Fire Brigade
p. 10, col. 6
from the headquarters in Southwark, where
formerly stood the palace of the Bishops of WinThe palace here referred to, named
hester," &c.
trifling in

now

it

LONDON IN 1769. In looking through the news
papers for notices of Garrick's Stratford jubilee ]
copied a few paragraphs relating to London which
may interest the readers of 'N. & Q.':
Two men drowned on the north of Portman
The St. James's Chronicle; or, British Winchester House, built in 1107 by Bishop GrifSquare.
Evening Post, from Saturday, August 5, to Tues- 'ord, was half a mile north of this spot, by the
day, August 8, 1769, p. 1, col. 2, says
iver, next to St. Mary Overy's Church (St.
" Two
young Chairmen [carriers of sedan-chairs] were Saviour's).
drowned
on Friday Evening last, in a Pond
unfortunately
workhouse, unluckily also named Winchester
behind the North-Side of Portman-Square. They had
House, was built in 1774 for St. Saviour's parish,
been beating a Carpet in the Square, and being
thereby and was afterwards the hat factory of Mr.
Harris, who
warm and dirty agreed to bathe in the above Pond, not
in 1830, but died
being aware of its great Depth. The Man who first went was elected member for Southwark
in could swim, and while he was
This factory, work>efore he could take his seat.
swimming his Companion went in, but being presently out of his Depth he house, and what not is included in the Fire Brisunk. The Swimmer immediately made to the Place to
ade station in the Southwark Bridge Road. The
save his Companion ; but he,
coming up again under the
)resent heroes of the brigade may easily come to
Swimmer, laid fast hold of him, and they both sunk
ihink
themselves the successors of the great bishops
down together and were drowned."
f Winchester House
Beaufort, Wolsey, Gardiner,
the
Great
Fire
1666.
The
St.
Anniversary of
of
Andrewes, and others some of them, indeed, fireJames's Chronicle, from
Thursday, August 31, to
aters too, but of another sort.
Saturday, September 1, 1769, p. 4, col. 3, says
WILLIAM RENDLE.
"This being the Anniversary of the great Fire of
London, 103 Years past, it was observed in the City with
REMARKABLE EFFECT OF LIGHTNING. The
all the
Eespect due to so memorable an Accident the
ollowing paragraph records an effect so singular
Bank, Exchange, and Jonathan's were shut up, and no
*
aat it seems worthy of preservation in N. & Q.*
Business was transacted in the
Alley."
t is taken from the Pocklington Weekly News of
Porters' and shopmen's dress.
Middlesex Jourune 1
nal, June 15-17, 1769, p. 4, col. 3
"Bishop Wilton.
" In
" TREE FIRED BY LIGHTNING. On
the reign of King William III. the most
Friday evening last
reputable
of our citizens were contented with a
unusual spectacle was witnessed by
and
most
suit
of
plain
singular
English
drugget at present we have scarce a porter or shopman
Whilst the storm was at
le inhabitants of this village.
that will wear
;s
anything worse than superfine cloth, with
height, during the afternoon, a large ash tree on the
a silk or laced waistcoat, and silk
Temvora
illside, standing in a field occupied by Mr. C. Matthews,
stockings.
MutanturJ"
as struck by the electric fluid, and shortly afterwards
moke was seen issuing from it. Before anything could
Middlesex Journal, Tuesday, June 13,
Beggars.
e done to check its progress, the inside of the trunk,
to
Thursday, June 15, 1769, p. 4, col. 3
hich was very dry and inflammable, was a mass of
" On
a
a
Tuesday morning gentleman put
ame, and burnt with great rapidity. Being hollow, and
great number of half-pence in his
pocket, and set out from Hyde
tving to the fact that there were holes at the foot of the
and by the time he had arrived at Mileee, a strong up-draught was formed, and the roaring of
^ark Corner,
End
he had given away three hundred and fifteen halfIB flames could be heard at a considerable distance. The
pence to as many different beggars "
ghtning had cleft the upper part of the trunk and lower
:

:

A

:

;

:

:

;

:

!

A
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branches, which formed a kind of flue, up which the
flames made their way, until, just as darkness was setting
in, it fell with a loud crash, burnt off, about twelve feet
from the ground. The flames and showers of sparks
could be seen at a great distance, owing to the prominent
position in which the tree stood. The singularity of the
occurrence was heightened by the fact of the tree being
in full leaf, and to all outward appearance quite sound.
A large number of villagers were present, and among the
oldest none could remember ever before seeing or hearing of such an event."

R. HUDSON.
Lapworlh.

TRACING PAPER.
" For as
Oyle Paper layd upon the obiect, makes it
more transparant, so doth Experience show Art to see
without spectacles." 'North- West Fox,' in the " Preface
to the Reader," which has no pagination (London, 1635).
L. L.
4

K.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF WIGS. In Ainsworth's
The Miser's Daughter ' (Routledge, 1879), p. 10,

I find the following
" I 've
wigs of all sorts, all fashions, all prices the
minor-bob; the Sunday buckle; the bob-major; the
apothecary's bush ; the physical and chirurgical tie ;
the scratch, or Blood's skull covering; the Jehu's
jemmy, or white-and-all white ; the campaign; and the
Ramillies."
:

:

we have, " The last new
the
Villiers, brought in by the great beau
periwig,
of that name."
F. CHANCE.

And

in the next sentence

Hill.

Sydenham
'

the top and

its

[7>

vn. J

s.

corrugated bark

all

E

22, '99.

over green with

little sproutlets.

In the out-of-the-way villages on the borders

,

of

marsh, the former home of shepherds and
smugglers, the light of civilization has not very
long shone, and many rites and superstitions connected with the worship of the oak are still per-

Romney

A

sisted in by the inhabitants.
special sacredness
appertains to the vows of lovers exchanged beneath
the Bonnington oak, and its leaves, gathered with a
certain formula at a certain time of night, are still
sought by childless women and made into a medicinal draught, with the same intention as in
Druidical days.
0. A. WHITE.
Preston on the Wild Moors.

'MACBETH' PICTURE BY FUSELI. Among the
numerous Shakesperian paintings by Fuseli there
is one treated in so extraordinary a manner as to
invite explanation.

It represents the meeting of

Macbeth, Banquo, and the witches.

The

last

enough, riding in the air on a
Three lighted torches are falling
thunder-cloud.
beneath them. The meaning of these is not clear
but, what is still more remarkable, one of the
women is partly clad in armour. Fuseli, though
are, appropriately

;

wildly eccentric in some of his works, was a man
of deep practical research and a profound scholar,
and as such not likely to wander from the track
of his subject.
GEORGE ELLIS.
St. John's Wood.

RATTLIN THE REEFER/

KNEES TURNED BACKWARDS. I have upon
Reviewing Mr. David
Saturday Review of more than one occasion been told by natives of
this country, and in all good faith, that there
" Rattlin the
Reefer,' we see, Mr. Hannay peremp- exists a tribe of Indians whose knees are turned
" for which reason
torily drums out, assigning it to Howard, Marryat's sub- backwards, like those of birds,
editor on the Metropolitan. We own that we think
I find the followare
swift in
Hannay's 'Marryat/
April 13 says

the

:

'

there are passages in

it

which not only might, but must

be his," &c.

The

title-page of

(my copy

'

Sir

Henry Morgan, Buccaneer

'

is

published by Baudry, Paris, 1842)
states the book to be by E. Howard, author of
*
Rattlin the Reefer,' 'Outward Bound,' and 'Jack
Ashore.'
HALKETT LORD.

THE BONNINGTON OAK.
interesting notes of

'N.

&

and

I have seen many
boundary and other trees in

shall be glad if its Editor will
the brief biography of another
The
sylvan relic, less known than it should be.
Bonnington, or Lawday, oak is not a boundary
tree, but it predates the times of the Tudors, and a
court leet (discontinued, Hasted tells us, about the
middle of Elizabeth's reign) was held under its
branches by the inhabitants of the boroughs of Bonnington and Humme,at which their bosholders were
elected.
Its remains
a part of the great straight
trunk looking like a small tower, stand in an
angle formed by the walls of the Rectory gardens
at the side of the high road between Bonnington
and Aldington, with a few straggling branches at

find

Q.,'

space

for

they
very
running."
ing in Pelleschi's 'Eight Months on the Gran
Chaco of the Argentine Republic':

"The Chirionossos are said to be troglodites, or
dwellers in caves, fair, extremely fierce, with blue eyes;
their women, too, have crooked feet, turned inwards, so
as to be hidden when they are seated. I have never seen
them myself, but such is the universal account of these
people. But are not these fair-haired, blue-eyed Indians
like the fabulous Phoenix 1
Chiriguano, who assured

A

me he had

seen them and fought with them, told me
that their knees were turned backwards, like those of
I repeat his exact words."
ostriches.
It would be interesting to know if this tradition is
found in other lands, and belongs to other times
or can be connected with the satyrs of the ancients.
H. GIBSON.

;

Buenos Aires.

A BURYING CHEESE.
county,

when a batch

Near Bridge water, in this
made one is

of cheese is

always put aside for the funeral function of the
master of the house, should he die within a year.
In the event of his outliving that period the cheese
is sold, and always commands a high price. Some
curious ideas might be elicited if the possessors of

7*8. VII. JUNE

t)

is

tl

eir

peculiar memento mori would enunciate (in
own choice vernacular) their views on this

A. MIDDLETON, M,A.

n teworthy custom.
30,
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Belvedere, Bath.

request correspondents desiring information
family matters of only private interest, to affix their
n. .mea and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct

ENGLISH AND ITALIAN PRONUNCIATION.
'Admirable

Curiosities,

Rarities,

In

and

Wonders in England, Scotland, and Ireland/ second
edition, 1684, p. 5, occurs the following :
"
Having thus briefly gone through the Method of the
o'd Verse, it is time now we should look upon the Men,
and they are commonly of a comely Feature, and a gracious Countenance, for the most part grey Eyed, pleasant,
beautiful, bountiful, courteous, and much resembling the
Italians in Habit and Pronunciation."

Although

this

flattering

description

of

the

English people may be perfectly correct, and the
Italians may be as courteous as the inhabitants of
this country, yet the pronunciation
adopted by the
respective races now, at all events, differs toto ccelo.
Would some philologist inform me if this was
always the case ; or if Burton was simply drawing
I

on his own imagination when he wrote the above
sentence ?
HENRI LE LOSSIQEL.

WALLER FAMILY.

;

I

Dr. John Waller, of Newport Pagnel), Buckinghamshire, was a prominent
citizen there between 1670 and 1688.
He had by
Mary, his wife, issue Leonard, William, John,
Mary, Thomas, Steven, Benjamin, Edmund, James,
Jemima, and James. Edmund was a Fellow of
St. John's College,
Cambridge, and died there,
1745.
One or more of the sons emigrated to the
of
colony
Virginia, but the descendants of the
others must be living at
present in England.
Information as to the ancestory of Dr. John Waller,
him
with
the main branch of the
connecting
Wallers of Groombridge or of Beaconsfield, will be
received.
Also
of his wife, Mary.
Was
gratefully
her maiden name Key ?
F. WALLER.
Washington, U.S.

A

HISTORY or ENGLAND. When I was a boy
some ten years old I was caused to read, for the
sake of teaching me the annals of my own
country,
a book entitled The
History of England in a Series
of Letters from a Nobleman to his Son.'
I am not
sure that I am giving the title
exactly right, for I
have never seen the book for
five-and-forty years.
We had two copies of the book, and I remember
of
the
remarks
in it as well as if I had read
many
it to-day.
One thing especially struck me. Speakof
the
executions
which followed after the
ing
battle of Culloden had
destroyed the hopes of the
the
Jacobites,
"nobleman," or whoever he was
of

who passed off as such, suggested that the vengeancetaken by the Government was too severe. There
were strong reasons why I should sympathize with
the victims of the lost cause, and I even now have
a kindly feeling for the author for the pleasure thisremark gave me. From what I have heard my
and others of his generation say, I am of
opinion that this was the book from which most
persons learned what they knew of English history
Can any of your readers give me
fifty years ago.
the title of the book ?
I should like to read it
once more.
M. F. T. F.
father

We must

0!

Burton's
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JOSEPH GASCOIGNE NIGHTINGALE.

Is anything

known of this gentleman, to the memory of whose
wife, Lady Elizabeth Nightingale, there is the
conspicuous monument in Westminster Abbey?
This was sculptured by Eoubiliac, and represents
Death emerging from a tomb, whilst the husband
vainly endeavours to shield his wife from the
She was one of
fatal dart which is thrust at her.
the three daughters and coheirs of Washington,
second Earl Ferrers, and sister to the celebrated
Her only son,
Selina, Countess of Huntingdon.
Washington Nightingale, died unmarried in 1754,
and her daughter Elizabeth married Wilmot,
fourth Lord Lisburne.
Laurence, fourth Earl
Ferrers, who was executed at Tyburn in 1760 for
shooting his steward, was her nephew.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

COTTENAL COURT. In a book published by
Geo. Eedway, and edited by Mr. James Hogg,
'

'

entitled In Ghostland and Dreamland (3 vols.),
*
there is a weird tale,
The Ghosts of Cottenal
which
is
to
be perfectly true. This
said
Court,'
Cottenal Court is said to be near Worcester (it is
now abandoned and left to decay), but I cannot
find it in the county map, so presume it is a
fictitious name.
The writer of the story invites

investigation of the old court, but this cannot be
done without a knowledge of the locality. The
editor of the book, Mr. James Hogg, writes me
that he cannot help me, having stored away all
the MSS. referring to the matter. There is a place
called Cutnall Green near Droitwich.
Can it be
that ? As the story is said to be strictly true, and
is an unusually horrible one, it seems worth while
to make an attempt to reach the court.
Perhaps
some of your numerous readers may be able to

help me here.
Grange Lodge, Eastbourne.

F, B.

DOVETON.

A

THE "GRAVE MAURICE."
large publichouse, just opposite the London Hospital, in the
Whitechapel Koad, bears this sign. What can it
mean?

THE "GODDESS OF SEASON"

W.

D. M.

IN THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. It has been stated that the woman
who was set up and worshipped in the French

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Eevolution as the Goddess of Reason in her later
years lost her reason, and died an idiot, as, e. g. , in
Farrar's 'Hulsean Lectures/ p. 122, note
:

"

*

The Goddess of Reason,' who had been adored with
bacchanalian dances as she sat in white robes, blue
mantle, and red cap, with a pike in her hand, on the
altar of Notre Dame, died so late as September 30, 1863,
ninety years old, idiotic, blind, and a beggar, in Alsace."
Can any of your readers give any quotation from
French or English newspapers of that date, or
from any other sources of information, in support
of this statement ?
What was the name of this

Was there more than one woman who
was so worshipped, as by some she is stated to have
been the wife of Momoro, the printer, by others
Mile. Maillard, an actress ?
G.
woman ?

bearing the arms of King, of Bromley, co. Kent;
Midhurst, co. Sussex; Dorsetshire; Essex (two
coats) ; London and Berkshire ; Suffolk ; Weston
Patrick, co. Hants; Somersetshire; Buckinghamshire (two coats); Lincolnshire, descended from
Suffolk; with King, alderman of Coventry; King,

Rouge Dragon, Pursuivant of Arms; and King,
Bishop of London and Chichester.
" A General
Meeting of the Surname of King, being
r John
King's, at the
Appointed to be Held at

M

Bummer Tavern

in White-Chappel, London, on Saturday the 29th of this Instant May, 1703, being the Anniin
versary
Memory of the Happy Restoration of King
You are
Charles the 2d and the Royal Family.
earnestly desired to be there by Twelve of the Clock
precisely,

V

DR. MARAT. Font-Gale", in
Intermtdiaire of
February 10, asks whether any reader of N. & Q.'
could inform him if the following pamphlet lies in
the British Museum " An Essay on a
singular
Disease of the Eyes, by M.
M.D., at
:

M

,

Nicholls, St. Paul's Churchyard, or Williams in
the Strand."
He also asks
:

by Your most humble Servants,
Robert King, Gent.

STRAWBERRY HILL SALE, 1842. Portraits of
members of the family of Catherine, Lady Wai- Pay for
pole, viz., Sir John and Lady Shorter, and others. tance."
I should feel greatly obliged for any information
HENRY SHORTER.
respecting above.
16, Sherriff Road, West flampstead.

p* s. VIL JOTS 22,

34,

)

James King, Herald Painter >- Stewards.
John King, Vintner
J
the Ticket 2s. Qd. and bring it for your Admit-

DANIEL HIPWELL.

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

WESTMINSTER SCHOOL GHOST.

New

Mr. Walford,

'

London (vol. iii. p. 379),
in his
Old and
'
British
says that in one of the volumes of the
Essayists' there is an excellent ghost story connected with the school, which he abstains from
giving owing to want of room. Can any one inform
me where this ghost story is to be found ?

My

ALPHA.

search has been ineffectual.

" Le Notes and

Queries pourrait-il poser une question
sur 1' existence d'un opuscule de 1'ami du
peuple paru
sous le titre, 'An Essay on Gleets,' 1775?"

And,

lastly,

whether any documents exist in Eng-

land relative to the doctor's sojourn
amongst us,
or any printed academic
opinions of his works.

Further information

as

A

bend.

Manchester.

SOMERSET

SIR ROGER TOCOTTES.

to any of the following persons will greatly oblige.
1. Sir Roger Tocottes, of Tocottes, Yorkshire,
presumed to have died about 1450 (his grandsons'
wills being proved in 1519 and 1526) ; buried at
lion rampant debruised by a
Giseburn. Arms,
2.

SUPERSTITION.

In

a

village in
Somerset the following superstitious belief is
prevalent.
During service in the church, if the
church clock strikes whilst a hymn is
being sung,
the belief is that some parishioner will die within

Sir Roger Toketts,

after the battle of

made a knight

banneret,

Tewkesbury, May, 1471.

Sir Roger Tocotes, Sheriff of Wilts, 1485,
knight of the body to King Henry VII., married
(after 1457) Elizabeth, daughter and coheiress of
3.

Sir Gerard Braybrooke and widow of Sir William
Beauchamp. She died 1492, and he had not long
stopped during predeceased her. Both are buried beneath a handservices in which hymns are
Can anybody some monument in Bromham Church, the inscripsung.
tell me the
origin of this superstition ; and whether tion on which is imperfect.
Arms as No. 1.
it exists in other
parts of the country ?
4. Sir Roger Towcots, possessed of the manors
A. E. W.
of Lawnardwyke, Ikylford, and Periton, co. Herts.,
TIMOTHY BRIGHT. I shall be much obliged if and Arlessy, co. Beds. These lands passed to the
one of your contributors will give me the collation Crown, and were, by letters patent March 4, 1485,
Richard III. to Sir William
of Bright's
Treatise on
Melancholy,' printed by granted by King

the week. So strong is this belief that the
striking
mechanism of the clock is always

Thomas
in 1586. There
appear to have
Vautrpllier
been two editions printed in that
year, the other
John
Windet. Which is the first ?
by
HALKETT LORD.
KING FAMILY. In a MS. volume of coats of
arms, bearing the autograph and book-plate of
John Fenn, 1771, is inserted a printed
paper

Meering.
5. Sir Roger Toccotts, married, about 1481, Grace,
daughter of Sir Ralph Pudsey, and widow of
JOHN TDCKETT.
Walter Bampfield.

PADUS. What is the probable signification
word as applied to the species of Prunus
Cerasus which is usually called the Bird-cherry
this

of

or
in

-

7

S.

VII. JTOE 22,
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Cerisier-a-grappes in French, and
the Traubenkirsche in GerIf intended to refer to the river Po, the
?
d should surely be Padanus ; and there can

En

the

lish,

ilarly to the latter)

(sii

i

wo

be any connexion (unless by mistake) with
which were called Padi in Low
from the Gallic.
W. T. LYNN.

fcar lly

pitch-trees

[the

[4 in

l.ackheath.

I

UANKES.
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master of Derby School, died
forty-nine.

He

is

s.p.

on April

12, at.

stated in various newspapers to

have been, and to have himself claimed to be, the
male line,
through the Protector's son Richard, who at one
time adopted the name of Clark. Can any of your
readers adduce evidence that Richard Cromwell,
the Protector's son, left any legitimate male issue
surviving at his death ? His will, the will of his
last representative of the Protector in the

Is there any record to be found of
son Oliver, who died in his lifetime, the will ot
William Bankes that Eogers said had in his
his sister, the Dowager Countess Fauconberg, the
own
in
house
Park
Place
'Rcgers's)
absolutely wills of his
surviving daughters, Mrs. Gibson and
>verpowered Sidney Smith by his "superior
Elizabeth Cromwell, and all the histories I
"
'acotiousness ?
One would like to know more Miss
have seen, point to the opposite conclusion.
ibout this.
I imagine that Foote and Tooke and
F. W. M.
look would all have done the same, not because
AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
hey had a particle more wit than he, but that they
vere less like gentlemen.
With nothing to guide
Quod primum formae decus est, cecidere capilli.
me beyond what Rogers tells, one would suppose
Aleator quanto in arte eat melior, tanto est nequior.
3ankes to have been simply a more impudent man.
C. A. WARD.

|the

Walthamstow.

|

fetylfttf,

Can any of your readers give me the
to the acrostic I enclose ? It is from a little

ACROSTIC.

I

mswer

'Acrostics in Prose and Verse,' a
'
lequel to Double Acrostics by Various Authors,'
Idited by A. E. H., and published, in 1865, by
I have endeavoured to obtain the
feosworth.
Inswer through the publisher, but am informed that
he book has long been out of print. It contains 380
louble acrostics, to the greater number of which I
lave found the answers, but this (No. 190) baffles

DRAGOONS AND HUSSARS.

(book called

me

:

Flowers of autumn,
Heavily weeping,
Drooping so mournfully,

Our

L
|J.

IK.

sisters lie sleeping.

Thrall of a people to whose fame belong
The powers of art and arms and deathless song.
Shoulder to shoulder, in a band of five,
Could lettered lore without our aid survive 1
prized as priceless in the world's wide history,
Now full of light, now veiled in antique mystery
:

me

felicities

borrow
Dismiss

:

me

;

.

.

.

Fair

am

!

of bright waters fair, wild echoes haunt
shore,
When silvery voices stir the groves, or winter torrents
roar.
W. S.

my

I,

V. A.

they are second to none in discipline, esprit de

Up

pity, Roman vagrants cry,
pontiffs claim a large supply.

Down, down, beneath the deep,
Where some of our bravest sleep

of that date, and that the gap in the Army List'
so occasioned remained unfilled until the year
1858, when the present 5th Royal Irish Lancers
were raised, a corps of which it is not too much to
say that they have worthily filled the gap, and that
corps,

Rest, weary traveller, and be thankful !
If your have gold in store a bank full !

Grant us for

S. vii. 26V, 335, 391.)

and smartness.
to 1798 there were twenty-three regiments
called and equipped as Light Dragoons, and numbered from 7 to 29 inclusive ; and Lancers and
Hussars, as such, formed no part of the British
army then. A great deal was thought of Hussars
on account of their fine clothes, no doubt ; but none

my

The Roman
.

to-

!

leap, I'm waiting at your door,
Despair not, ladies ! Ladies, sigh no more !

I take
p.

abound, sweet tears and smiles I

with a frown to-day, I come again

morrow

th

'

I'm

L In

(7

COL. MALET, of course, writes with authority,
but though right in describing the 1st, 2nd, and
6th Dragoons as Heavy Dragoons, he surely must
be inaccurate in saying that those three regiments
and the 12th Lancers make up the five regiments
formerly so equipped. If the Colonel will go back
a little in his searches, he will find that, down to
the year 1798, there were six Heavy Dragoon
regiments, as distinguished from the Dragoon
Guards, namely, the 1st (Royals), 2nd (Greys), 3rd
(King's Own), 4th (Queen's Own), 5th (Royal
Irish), and 6th (Inniskillings) ; and it is matter of
military history that the 5th were disbanded on
account of their misconduct in the Irish rebellion

M.

DESCENDANTS OF CROMWELL IN THE MALE
INB.
The Rev. Walter Clark, B.D., late head-

could ever bear comparison with the 8th after their
return from India in 1823, though few, perhaps,
may now remember them.
Tailoring has always entered largely into military
conversions in modern as well as past days, for
many will remember the "hocus pocus" conversion of the Carabineers into Light Cavalry by simply
putting on a blue tunic instead of a red one, when
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they went to India in 1856 ; and many are wicked
enough to believe and say that the tailors have
sleeping partners in high places. I am old enough
to recollect the change in the old 4th Dragoons

from their scarlet and green trimmings to blue
with yellow facings, then to scarlet and yellow,
to be followed with green facings, and then again
to blue with scarlet.
dissatisfaction which

And

I

know,

too, the

deep

attended these scandalous
impositions on tlie pockets of the officers of that
unfortunate regiment within a period of twenty

and J can hardly bring myself now to call an
Hussar any one I ever knew as a Light Dragoon.
We have now no end of King's, King's Own,
Queen's, and Queen's Own Hussars, with the truly
years

;

tailor-like

distinctions

and busby

bags.

And

of
if

cross-coloured

plumes

we may judge from

the

time must be near for another frippery
attack upon the pockets of officers or their friends,
for it is painfully clear that we have
military and
naval, as well as political mountebanks about in
past, the

these days.

ORANGE.

llth Hussars are identical with the llth
^The
The llth were the regiment
Light Dragoons.
that found the escort for H.R.H. the Prince Consort

on

his landing in

England previously to his
I have seen a print somewhere to this
marriage.
effect.
The Queen gave this corps to the command
of Prince Albert as colonel in chief.

He

appointed

Lord Cardigan as lieutenant-colonel. Prince Albert
same time changed the dress of this regiment
from Light Dragoons to Hussars, and introduced
at the

a novel uniform

purple jacket, cherry-coloured
trousers, and, at Court and balls, yellow hessian
boots.
This uniform did not find favour with the
British taxpayer of those days, who thought it too

foreign or theatrical.

Thackeray satirized it in
Punch, and punsters called the regiment "The
Cherubim."
However, to this day the llth retain this remarkable uniform.
There is a very
clever chromo, by General Crealock, entitled
"Lord Cardigan in the Phoenix Park, Dublin,'
portrayed in this uniform, published.

Your correspondent
2nd, and

is

in saying the 1st,
Light.
They are

wrong

6th Dragoons are

The Royals, or 1st,
represent England; the 2nd, or Scots Greys, Scotland; and the 4th Dragoon Guards, or Royal
Irish, Ireland.
They never leave the kingdom
except during a European war. They enlist men
to the height and weight of the Life Guards.
The
6th Dragoons (Inniskillens) are also Heavies.
They
wear the helmet ; but being liable for service in India,
may not enlist men over 5 ft. 9 in. This regiment
is now serving at the
Cape of Good Hope.
After Waterloo the cavalry regiments were disbanded until the 17th Dragoons (Lancers), which
was retained. The 5th, or Irish
Dragoons, were
disbanded in 1768, as our Irish history tells us ;
specially

Heavy Dragoons.

[7*
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we had six Dragoon Guard regiments and sixteen Dragoon regiments until the Indian mutiny.
Afterwards the latter were increased to- twenty,
one regiments.
The 4th Hussars are identical
with old 4th Light Dragoons.
EBORACUM.
so

COL. MALET states that the 18th Light Dragoons was made into a regiment of Hussars in
This is correct, but it must be borne in
1807.
mind that the 18th Hussars here spoken of is not
the regiment at present known by that name. The
first
corps known as the 18th Dragoons wasraised in 1759, but on the disbandment of Lord
Aberdour's regiment in 1763 it obtained a step in
" 17th
precedence, received the numerical title of
Light Dragoons," and became a Lancer regiment
in 1823.
The second 18th Light Dragoons was
raised at the same time as the regiment spoken of
above.
It was first known as the 19th Light DraIn 1807 it
goons, but became the 18th in 1763.
was changed into a Hussar regiment, and was
known as the "King's Irish Hussars." It was disbanded in 1822. It then wore blue uniform with
white facings.
The third 18th Light Dragoons
was raised in Leeds in 1858, and its first com-

manding officer was Col. Edward Byam, appointed
Feb. 23, 1858. It was constituted Hussars Aug.,
1861. Uniform and facings blue. It is authorized
to bear the honours achieved by its predecessor,
the second 18th, which are the Peninsula and
Waterloo. This is the corps known at present as
the 18th Hussars.
R. STEWART PATTERSON,
Chaplain

H.M.

Forces.

Cork.

DOUGLAS

(7

th

S.

vii.

247,

329,

432).

MR,

NEILSON says that I am not in advance of the age.
Most true, and most fortunate for me; since those,
"
who are " in advance of the
will
be
age

generally

found walking in dry places, seeking

rest

and.

But MR. NEILSON also objects to
finding none.
the phrase, which seemed both true and harmless,
about an infirm purpose and an unfulfilled behest.
Certainly I had no wish

no right

to speak evil of

James Douglas
And after all, he who has to
pick up a living among the sorry debris of this
once boastful century, what business has such a
Sir

!

one to devise phrases concerning a brave and
honourable man of five hundred years ago ? But
though I would gladly content MR. NEILSON, I am
not competent to correct Froissart's statements, and
I do not see anything in MR. NEILSON'S article
that corrects them.
Here is what Froissart saysr
speaking of the death-bed of Robert Bruce
"I
wish," says King Robert to the noble knight
:

Sir James Douglas,
" I wish that
as soon as

I am departed from this world,
that you take my heart out of my body, and embalm it,
and take of my treasure as you shall think sufficient for
that enterprise, both for yourself, and such company as
you shall take with you, and present my heart to the

7th s.
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ioly sepulchre, where our Lord lay, saying, my body
;annot come there; and take with you such company
md purveyance as shall be appertaining to your estate.
ind wheresoever you go, let it be known that you carry
tfith you the heart of King Robert of Scotland, at his
nstance and desire, to be presented to the holy sepulchre.
Then all the lords that heard these words wept for pity.
A.nd when this knight, Sir James Douglas, could speak for

weeping he said Generous and noble King, a hundred
uimes I thank your grace for the great honour that you
do me, since of so noble and great treasure you intrust
me with the charge; and Sir, I shall do with a glad
heart, all that you have commanded me, to the best of
my true power; howbeit I am not worthy nor sufficient
to achieve such a noble enterprise. Then the King saidWorthy Knight, I thank you so that you will promise to
do it. Sir, said the Knight, I shall do it undoubtedly, by
the faith that I owe to God, and to the order of Knighthood."
Now are we to understand that these statements
"
of Froissart's are untrue ? For if they are true, the
"
are made as clear as
precise terms of the behest
can be ; and it is made equally clear that Sir James
did not fulfil them. Here was, on the one hand, a
most solemn and affecting injunction; and on the
other, a promise as sacred and binding as any knight
could give. Sir James was to go, and at the king's
expense, to the Holy Sepulchre, and present the
Of course, he was to fight the
king's heart there.
Saracens, or any other opponents, if need were, on
the road ; but Spain was not on the road. Yet
MR. NEILSON shows that Douglas " distinctly
contemplated going to Spain en route"; and we
know what was the result of his going thither.
This, truly, is not the infirm purpose that I was

491

jest ascertained conclusions of modern research to
reach all minds. It is not everybody who takes

but one would have
an interest in place-names
imagined that those who do could have hardly
been ignorant of all that has been written by some
of our ablest historians on the word Devizes in the
;

iast forty years, by which, though its particular
reference is still doubtful, its meaning is comThe true name of the town
pletely established.

not Devizes, but The Devizes, and till comso called, and!
paratively recent times it was always
I believe it is still locally known as The Vies.
"
'
The
Gibbon, in his Memoirs,' speaks of visiting
"
Devizes in 1761 as captain of the North Hants
similar example of the use of the
Militia.
is

A

in a place-name, now dropped,
The Bath, and
appears in Bath, formerly known as
still survives in The Borough, the popular name for
article

definite

Southwark, and The Hartlepools, on the coast
The Devizes is the English form of
of Durham.
the old Latin name Divisce, or Ad Divisas, or
Divisa, I need
Castrum or Villa Divisarum.
divisio (with
hardly say, is a late Latin form of
which we may compare collecta for collectio, missa
for missio, accessa for accessio, confessa for conand many others). Divisce, therefore, simply

fessio,

means

The Castrum
divisions, boundaries.
is the fortified place at the divisions.

Divisas

ad

The

town which gradually grew up round Bishop
and became
Roger's castle took its name from it,
There is no doubt so far.
Divisce, The Devizes.
The only question is, What were the boundaries
thinking of ; infirmity of purpose is an inadequate referred to ? The late Dr. Guest held that by
name for the conduct of a man who has vowed to Divisce we are to understand the march-land occutake a given burden to a given place, and who on pied by the Britons before the battle of Bradford
the journey deliberately goes out of his way to do in 652.
Mr. Freeman, however, has pointed out
something else, thereby spoiling his enterprise and that there is no instance of so early a use of the
name as this theory would require or, indeed, of
losing his burden.
Alas " I go, sir, and went not," is the sentence its appearance at all before Bishop Eoger built his.
that comes to one's mind in considering all this. castle at the beginning of the twelfth century.
"
Yet there is no imputation, that I know of, on the He regards it as much more probable that the
constancy of Douglas, or on his tenderness and castle took its name from some smaller local
I made no such imputation, and therefore boundary " (' Towns and Districts,' p. 143). Such
truth.
I simply ventured to a boundary or boundaries Canon Jackson has disI have none to withdraw.
remark on the fact that Douglas a gentleman oi covered. He tells us that at the time when the
honour and of well-proved constancy threw away castle was built the three adjoining manors of
at the
(aye, and with his own hands) the behest he had Rowd, Cannings, and Pottern met precisely
undertaken ; and that he did so not from any lack point where the castle stands. Hence the castle
of those high qualities, but because he had not was said to be ad Divisas, at the boundaries, and
strength of purpose enough to take him straight to the town was called The Devizes.
the goal he had sworn to make for. And in saying
EDMUND VENABLES.
this I meant, and mean, no disrespect to the perferIn the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural
vidum ingenium either of Sir James or of the
Rev.
Magazine, vol. ix. pp. 39-42, the
History
who
now
defends
him.
honourably
compatriot
Canon J. E. Jackson recapitulates the various
A. J. M.
suggested for the word Devizes.
DEVIZES (7 th S. vii. 428). The inquiry put by etymologies
EDWARD M. BORRA.JO.
L. L. K. whether any explanation of the meaning
The Library, Guildhall, B.C.
;

!

of the place-name Devizes has ever been attempted
strikes one as rather droll at this time of day.
At
the same time it shows how long it takes for the

FW. N. refers to Waylen's Chronicles of Devizes'; ST.
Words
SWITHIN, MR. H. POGH, and C. C. B. to Taylor's
and Places.' G. L. B., MR. THOS. H. BAKER, MR. H. J.
'

'
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MOULE, ONESIPHORUS, MB. R. HUDSON, ANON., the REV. justly says, we cannot make that idea finer. But
E. MARSHALL, MR. J. F.
MANSERGH, and others also then we scarcely
require it for a proverb.
For,
as Milton says, "Who knows not that Truth is
"
THE 'DIDACHE' (7 th S. vii. 363, 412). I took strong, next to the Almighty ?
Only as in life
"
"
often goes to the wall, and truth (like the
the
on a honesty
essay as being what it professed to be
sun itself, especially in England) is so often under
special aspect of the 'Didache,' Its "theology."
The essay claims as theology the theory that New a cloud, that a proverb is wanted to support
waverers. When the appearances are dead against
Testament prophets (like the " ancient
prophets ")
had the power or right of emblematical foreshadow- them when the majorities are massed, as commust always be, on the side of error,
ing of "mysteries," and that independently and monly they
and in their Philistine force seem sure of victory
above the moral judgment of the Church. This
is,
it is then that a wise saw is wanted to tell the
I humbly think, an
imperfect thesis, to which one
that the battle is not to the seeming
may reply "yea "and " nay ""nay" if the acts fainting ones
strong, but that truth is great, and will prevail at
done are against Christian
"
"
morality, "yea" if only last.
Here
Magna est veritas, et prsevalebit.
things morally indifferent are meant.
I maintain
have sound and sense more pertinent to the
you
that this vital distinction is an
obligatory demand
"
to make the thesis
occasion, and fuller to the ear, than if the words in
for
complete, and equally so
Esdras were more strictly kept to. Again, as to
;
Habakkuk, "He who runs may read has in it
send replies.]

'

its place
there, put upon DR. TAYLOR the obligation of clearly
indicating, as to a prophet's acts, the
elements of their
the
character, or of

giving up
"theology." DR. TAYLOR says he did elsewhere
make an attempt to decide" the moral
question.
I his was not
my sentence, though put in commas;
but anyhow the
essay, in accounting for the omis"
sion, did not refer readers to
the lectures," and
as without
buying them I cannot tell whether the

attempt was successful, will not the author now
explicitly say whether the liberty of the Christian
prophet might in any case or in any degree
override
Christian
morality?
Again, if I
have wrongly thought that Justin the
Martyr
has been misquoted and "mistranslated" in the
doctors essay, ought he not to correct and
guide a
humble student and others on that which he has
chosen as his great textual
authority? This is
surely due to Justin, if not to
"

W. F. HOBSON.
MAGNA EST VERITAS, ET PR^VALET " (7 th S. vii.

the terseness that gives an axiom vogue.
C. A.
Walthamstow.

indeed

Why,
enough

fj,eydXr)

as noted

"the

WARD.

The Septuagint has plainly
^
dXrjOtia /cat vTreptcr^vet. Yet,

?
"fj

tb
by MR. BUCKLEY, 7

S.

i.

87:

Edward

Greswell, Fellow of Corpus Christi,
Oxford, one of the most learned men of this century, and
one not likely to make a misquotation, in the preliminary
address of the ' Origines Kalendarise Italicae,' Oxford,
Often in the course of my inquiries have I
1854, says
been reminded of those well-known words MeydXjj f)
"
late

'

:

Perhaps this may help to place your learned correspondent on the track of the error.
KILLIGREW.
There

is a cynical variation of this saying which
perhaps worth preserving: "Magna est veritas
et rebus secundis, interdum prevalet."
I cannot
tell its origin.
A. E.
is

In an early number of either Once a Week or A II

Year Round this was quoted, as usual, with
and a remark that people never quote
it but when desiring some falsehood to
prevail,
end of the stick in this
"
matter, and probably their sentiment
some day indeed at the
no one can assign
being,
any reason why the misquota- Greek kalends or
the millennium prcevalebit, but
tion should have been
originally started. The Third

MR. RANDOLPH has hold,

343).
right

as a scholar, of the

the

prcevalebit,

Book of Esdras in the Vulgate, iv.
41, is not much
read, and I suppose that very few know the quotation
as at first hand.
Therefore, as they have always

we

an excellent reason. Full half the
felicity
of a proverb lies in its
rhythm; and in this respect
prwvalebit has a thousandfold more lilt than prwvalet.
The context in Esdras persistently enforces

Heraldry,' where it is stated that the seal of Da
Lindsay, Lord of Crawford, 1345, probably fu
nishes the earliest Scottish instance alike of supporters and of a crest.
When the earldom of Ross passed, in the fourteenth century, out of the Celtic clan Koss, or
Rosses of Balnagowan, it went to the Leslies by the

will take care

it

shall not sooner."

E. L. G.

SUPPORTERS EARLS or Ross (7 th S. vii. 328).
heard it wrongly
These two queries do not seem to have anythi
quoted, they certainly will never
put it right, nor will they allow any one to put it in common. As to supporters, there is a good d
For not allowing that, however, of interesting matter in Mr. Seton's Scotti
right for them.
:

'

there

is

the point that
great

It liveth
things.
It is great and

is

truth; yea, stronger than all

and winneth through the

mightily prevalent.

tripled in text

and context.

ages.
It stands thus

As MR. RANDOLPH marriage

of

Walter

Leslie, fourth son of Sir

Andrew

7f

s.
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(1320), sixth in descent from the founder o
e house of Leslie, with the heiress, Euphemia
C wntess of Eoss.
The failure of heirs male o
t e body of Earl William, son of
Hugh, Earl o
loss, who fell at Halidon Hill, 1333, left hi
d mghter Euphemia heiress of the earldom.
Th
of Walter Leslie and Countess
S' n
I

jslie

t

Euphemii
Alexander Leslie, Earl of Ross, whose daughte
I uphemia took the veil. The succession, on Ear
A lexander's death, was disputed between the Lord
o the Isles as representing Mary or Margaret,
\*

Epistle to the Philippians,' a notice of Epictetus,

which begins, " From Seneca it is refreshing to
turn to Epictetus " (p. 311). There is also a critical
'
notice of Epictetus in Archdeacon Farrar's Seekers
MR. R. M. SPENCE
after God/ Macmillan, s.a.
has not the exact reference to St. Augustine, which
"liber nobilissimi Stoici," 'De Civitate/

is

is variously called
by different writers (Mr. A
Mackintosh Shaw, in his 'Clan Chattan,' calls he
Mary), only daughter of Walter Leslie and the
Countess Euphemia and the Stuarts of Albany, to

in the person of her uncle, John, Earl o
Buchan, who fell at Verneuil, 1424, Euphemia, the

whom,

nun, resigned the earldom on taking the

Hence the

battle of

Harlaw and other

veil

lacrimce.

NOMAD.
The family name
1375, was Ross.

of the Earl of Ross,

See Douglas's

'

1300

CLAVERHOUSE

(7

th

S. vii. 368).

In Chambers's

'Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen' is
a well executed portrait of this celebrated man,
said to be engraved by S. Freeman after Sir Peter
" from the
Lely,
original in possession of the Earl

Glammis Castle." It represents
in a standing posture, wearing a long flowing
wig, lace cravat, and a very small steel breastThe features are remarkably soft and
plate.
feminine, and wear an expression of sadness. Perhaps this may be the portrait which your correof Strathmore at

him

spondent H. S.

W.

means.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

to

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

Peerage of Scot-

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

land.'

ix. 5.

ED. MARSHALL.

as

she

I
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TENNEY

Swallowfield Park, Reading.

th

(7

S. vii. 369).

Besides the usual

heraldic colours,
GRADUATES OF SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES (7 th S. 'two more are mentioned by Leigh, Guillim, Blome,
vii. 388,
Y. S. M. is in error in supposing Morgan, and other ancient heraldic authorities, called
454).
Tenne and
that is, brown and crimson ; but
that no lists have been published of
graduates at these coloursSanguine,
seem to have been long disused, and are
Scottish universities.
I would refer him to
not now found in arms. They seem to have implied
1. History of the
University of Edinburgh. By Thomas something dishonourable, and, whenever borne, were
Craufurd.
Edinburgh, 1808-21. Appendices by Prof. appropriated to mark a note of abatement or degrada"
'
Duncan give lists of graduates in medicine, 1705-1821.
tion
(Newton's Heraldry/ 1846, p. 25).
2. Munimenta Alme Universitatis
GlasGlasguensis.
Tenne, tawney, orange, or brush, orange colour.
gow, 1854. Maitland Club. Vol. iii. contains lists of
Tn engravings it should be represented by lines in
Masters of Arts for periods 1578-1695 and 1707-27.
3. Fasti Aberdonenses.
send sinister, crossed by others barways. It is
Aberdeen, 1854.
Spalding
Club. Contains lists of Masters of Arts at
University one of the colours called stainand, i. e., tinctures
and King's College for period 1600-88.
hich, being applied to the figures called abate4. A List of Persons admitted to the
Degree of Master
are supposed to be disgraceful ('Glossary
of Arts at the University and
King's College of Aber- ments,
deen from the Year 1800 inclusive.
of Heraldry/ Oxford, 1847, 294 and 304).
Aberdeen, 1856,
5. A Catalogue of the Graduates in the Faculties of
W. E. BUCKLEY.
:

j

|

|

1

I

Arts, Divinity,

(since

its

and Law,

Foundation.

at the University of

Edinburgh, 1858.

Club.

Edinburgh
Bannatyne

List of Medical Graduates of the
University and
King's College from the Year 1800. Aberdeen 1860.
7. List of the Graduates in Medicine of the University of Edinburgh from 1705 to 1866.
Edinburgh,
1867.
8. Fasti Academiae Mariscallanae.
1889.
6.

I

Aberdeen,

New Spalding Club. Vol. ii. will contain lists of
graduates in Arts, Divinity, Law, and Medicine at
Marischal College and University, for period 1600looO,

P. J.

ANDERSON.

Aberdeen.

NOTES ON EPICTETUS

(7

th

S.

vii. 4,

193, 338).

Correspondents omit one of the latest, and at
the same time most
valuable, of the recent examinations of the philosophy of Epictetus.

Bishop

Lightfoot, whom to name is to designate the
highest authority, has, in an excursus on "St.
Paul and Seneca " in his edition of ' St. Paul's

Tenney, or more usually tenne, is an heraldic
incture of an orange or orange-chestnut colour. It
s not much employed in modern English blazonry.
jike all our other heraldic terms, it is derived
rom the French, where it appears under the form
anne. It is really identical with tawney, which is
explained by Johnson as "yellow, like things
anned." The derivation of tan is rather doubt" ecorce de chene
ul.
Scheler describes it as
moulue," from Ger. tanne, which does not signify
Diefenbach and others refer to
ak, but fir wood.
Bas-Breton tann oak, but Diez objects that the
word is not found in the Celtic dialects, except in
he small district of Leon. Any way, it has taken
ts

place in

German poetry

Tannenbaum,
Blatter

Tannenbaum, wie treu sind deine

!

9e-tanned

is

found in A.-S. with the Latin equiva-

ent cortice maceratus.
ark of the fir tree was

The probability is that the
first employed in tanning
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before
and so

inferiority to the oak was discovered,
"la tanne marque qui reste sur une peau

its

d'animal, aprea qu'elle a
de sa couleur."
Sandyknowe, Wavertree.

The

e*te

pr4pare"e est ainsi dite
J. A. PICTON.

tan colour, and the language is
"heraldic" French, which has ways of its own.

See

colour

my

is

'Dictionary,'

s.v.

"Tawny."

e a

[MRS. SCARLETT, MR. JOHN P. STILWELL, MR. MANMR. STEGGALL, ALPHA, and ST. SWITHIN are
thanked for replies.}

MRS. OR Miss (7 th S. vii. 104, 211, 256, 337).
The form Mrs. was at one time applied indifferently
to persons of all ages, as may be seen by the entry
of the burial of Milton's second wife and her in-

of Peter Wilkins,' might very well
for flock, meaning a lock of

DNARGEL.

This word is
Counties for the
rom her coat to

used in the South-eastern
the doe rabbit takes
for her young, but it
J. P. STILWELL.
pronounced flick now.
still

down which
make a nest
Hants.

A

A

MAYOR'S TITLE (7 th S. vi. 468; vii. 112).elative of mine, since deceased, who was an alderman of this Corporation before the reform of 1835,

ind also a F.S.A., with regard to this "weighty"
[uestion, has told me that it really depended, as
a matter of right, upon the wording of the town's
charter, but that prior to 1835, with regard to thi&
>orough, the great officer of state used to direct
"
The Eight Worshipful th&
official documents to
Great
Since that time the
of
Yarmouth."
Mtayor
Eight," whether rightly or wrongly, has, however, been dropped from our title by these officials*
'

Our toast-master, however,
F.

fant daughter in the register of the parish of St.
Margaret, Westminster. The burial entry reads

MUMPING
C.

C. of the second entry means child.
The
marriage was November 16, 1656 ; the birth:
1657. Oct. 19, Katherin Milton d. to John Milton by
Katherin.

In the burial entry the date would be 1658 accordSee the Bookworm
ing to the present calendar.
for May, p. 175, and the Westminster Magazine.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

Will E. L. G. give ug his authority for the
"
that Mistress

state-

was three or four centuries
no married or
single ladies

ago quite peculiar to
widow lady was Mistress,

;

but always Dame"'
It is a new and rather startling idea to me.
Was
not Dame restricted to the wives and widows of

and to the daughters of peers ? I find the
term Mistress applied to the wife of Mr. John
Basset four times between 1538 and 1540 ('Lisle
Papers,' viii. 34 ; xi. 41, 47; xii. 39).

knights,

HERMENTRUDE.
FLUCK (7>

S.

vii.

366).-This

is

in all pro-

bability either a printer's error or another form o
which is used in the Eastern Counties fo
the fur or down of animals, and having anothe:
signification in the North of a chip or crack in

fleck,

crockery and such ware, or small pieces of soot
dirt

(7

th

it.

S. vii. 427).

of Great

What

Yarmouth.
could any'

The

ment

clings to

DANBY PALMER,
Mayor

:

1657. Feb. 10, Mrs. Katherin Milton.
1657. March 20, Mrs. Katherin Milton.

22/19.

mere misprint

Hilfield, Yateley,

SERGH,

vn, JUNE

Paris.

SKEAT.

is

s.

wool.

s

WALTER W.

the same as tawny, and is Old
The colour
French, like other heraldic language.
is a dark orange yellow, and used sometimes to be
called one of the two "dishonourable" colours,
sanguine being the other.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

This word

nd Adventures

[7*

o:

body do better than consult Prof. Skeat's Etymoogical Dictionary touching the derivation of this
word, which was contributed to our vocabulary by
the Dutch ? Mere ordinary lexicographers, too, a
Miss Pinkerton might say, do not ignore the verb
We find that from originally signifying}>
to mump.
to mumble," it has come to mean "to mutter
'

*

and " to beg."

It applies to the first and second
of these acts at any time of the year ; but to the
best of my knowledge nobody now mumps in the
third sense of the word excepting on December 21.
The beggars are then old people (chiefly women, I
fancy), and it is perhaps because toothless age does
mumble both food and words that these askers of
alms are known specially as mumpers, and are said

to go a-mumping.
Mumper is defined by Bailey
"a
as
genteel beggar "; and those who receive
charity on St. Thomas's Day are not of the genus

tramp, but are needy neighbours, on whom, on this
last festival before the Nativity, it is reasonable to

bestow something with which they may provide
good cheer for the coming feast. That is probably
the reason why Mumping Day stands where it does
In some counties corn,
in the popular calendar.
much used for furmety, is given away in Lincoln"
"
shire it is spoken of as
mumping wheat (see
;

Mr. Peacock's

on or in clean material.

'

Glossary/ E.D.S.).
ST. SWITHIN.

W. HACKWOOD.
Cornish dialect, am

E.

I am not versed in the
consequently am quite unable to say whether th
word fluck belongs to that dialect ; but the word
as it is given in the quotation from 'The Lif

Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps, in his 'Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial Words,' gives
"
"Mump = to beg," and Mumping- day = Decem-

The

late

ber 21, when the poor go about the country begging
'
Dakin, in his History of Bicester,'
corn, &c."

.

:

:

i
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viz. JUNE 22,

816, p. 270, says that the custom "has long ob
lined on the morrow after Christmas-day," anc
"
hat, as the poor
expect a certain sum per head,
one of the family are left at home
This imosition on the more industrious is generally
eckoned at one penny for every grown person
nd a halfpenny for a child."

EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.
[Very many replies are acknowledged.]

POLLDAVY OR POLEDAVY

(7

th

S. vii. 407).

Jhere does not appear to be any doubt that " Poldavis or Poldavy " as Admiral Smyth terms this
canvas or sail-cloth was in old times imported
into this country from France.
The statute of
I Jacob. I., cap. 24, begins
r

:

"Whereas

the Clothes called Mildernix is Powle
Davies, whereof Sayle Clothes and other furniture for
the Navie and Shipping are made, were heretofore altogether brought out of France, and other parts beyond
the Seaa, And the Skill and Art of making and weaving
of the said Clothes, never knowne nor used in England,
untill about the two and thirtieth yeare of the Eeigne of
the late Queene of famous memory, Queene Elizabeth,
about what time and not before, the perfect Art and
skill of making and weaving of the
sayd Clothes was
attained unto, and sithence practised and continued in
this Eealme," &c.
Pulton's Statutes' (1632), p. 1283.
'

Furthermore, an extract from Rymer's Fcedera
'
given in Craik's History of British Commerce
(1844) shows that this canvas came from Brittany.
In the relation of a dispute with the Hanse Towns,
'

'

'
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an ill-mannered lout or booby. He told me had
heard it a few days before for the first time from
the mouth of Mr. Stephen Barbet, a printer, who
had published, as a private speculation of his own,
a collection of such of Mr. Me*tivier's fugitive

had appeared

in the local newspapers.
many very intelligent
Guernsey men, and I cannot find that the
word is known to them as indigenous. I have
very little doubt in my own mind a doubt
in which, I believe, Mr. Me"tivier participated
that Mr. Barbet, not finding a French word which
would so well express his meaning, borrowed, as
many of his fellow-countrymen do every day, an
I think I may
English word for the occasion.
venture to say for certain that Swift never visited

pieces as

I

have

inquired

of

Guernsey ; but from a very early period the educated classes in the island have been conversant
with English, and Swift's works were likely to be
quite as well known and appreciated as in many a
country town in England.

EDGAR MACCULLOCH.
Guernsey.

" Die MIHI
CAROLS AND SONGS
QUIA SIT
UNUS " (7 th S. vii. 264, 337, 438). I agree with
W. C. B. that no one would expect to find " Die
mibi," &c., under 'Carols and Songs'; I have
:

therefore

added those words

to the heading of this

note, and am glad to say that I have
canticle of which I was in search in

found the
c

N.

&

Q.'

under the almost equally comprehensive title of an
'
Old Latin Religious Song.' It was communicated
th
S. ii. 557) by a learned and much regretted
(4
About twelve miles to the north of Brest there is correspondent, the REV. F. C. HUSENBETH, D.D.,
the city of St. Pol de Leon. Whether this place, or who stated that he had learned it many years
from an aged Dominican friar. I have
any village near it, was ever called Pol D'Avis I previously
not the slightest doubt that this is the original
do not know.
J. F. MANSERGH.
source from which the many versions of " What is
Liverpool.
"
are derived.
your one, oh
According to Mr.
I can give no clue to the derivation of the word
in Longman's Magazine, the sixth verse
Lang,
'
;
or
In
the Archives of Ipswich
polepott- davy.
runs:
there is the copy of a deed given at " Goramburie "
Sex sunt hydriae
on the "third daye of Aprill In the Sixtenthe
Plenae posits;
r
In
Cana Galilaeae.
of
o
which
yere
Reigne," by
Queen Elizabeth
really confers a monopoly for the making of "Saile From the "jars full of water" may be derived the
Clothes co'monly called Mydrene c polle Davis "upon
'cheerful waiters," or "charming waiters," or
John and Robert Collins, of Ipswich. The whole 'walkers" of different versions, and so on.
I
deed is interesting, and will shortly appear in the think the subject has been treated much more

which was settled by the treaty of 1409, there is
mention " of a barge belonging to Falmouth, laden
with salt and canvass of Brittany " (vol. i. p.
183).

!

Transactions of the Suffolk Archaeological InstiW. E. LAY TON.

tute.

Ipswich.

YAHOO (7 S. vii. 165, 391). I was intimately
acquainted with the late Mr. George Me"tivier,
author of the ' Dictionnaire Franco-Normand/ and
had frequent conversations with him on the subject of the dialect of Norman-French as spoken in
I have a perfect recollection of his
Guernsey.
having asked me on one occasion whether I had
ever heard the word
yahoue applied in the sense of
th

recently than in the references given by W. C. B.,
but I have not all my back numbers at hand.
The references to Mr. Lang's papers in Longman's
Magazine are xiii. 328, 439, 556.

W.

F.

PRIDEAUX.

Jaipur, Bajputana.

MINIATURE

(7

th

S. vii. 468).

The new

edition

Bryan's 'Dictionary of Painters' says that
Andrew Plimer, the miniature painter, was born
t Bridgwater, and that his elder brother, NaWhich
haniel, was born at Wellington in 1751.
f
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p

s.

m

Ju

22, -TO.

is this
Somerset, Salop, or some verses of which there must be a good many MS.
One would incline to the first-named copies. They have frequently been printed. The
county, as Andrew was born about twenty miles only copy I have at hand just now is the copy

Wellington
other

?

from Wellington, Somerset.

Eedgrave, however,

says that Nathaniel's birthplace was Wellington,
Has he any authority for this, or did he
Salop.
know of bub one town of the name ?
A. L. HUMPHREYS.
Eccleston Road, Baling Dean.

beginning "Erthe
wroughte," printed
Lincoln (about A.D.
Prose and Verse,'

owte of erthe is wondirly
from the Thornton MS. at
'
1440) in Religious Pieces in
G. Perry (E.E.T.S.),

ed. G.

WALTER W.

London, 1867.

The

history of the lines

"

SKEAT.

Earth goes upon the

The miniature about which your correspondent earth " has been worked out at 1 st S. vii. 498, 576
doubtless painted by viii. 110, 353; 3rd S. i. 389; ii. 55; 5 th S. xii.
inquires was

;

DOROTHY

He was
Nathaniel Plimer, miniature painter.
born in 1751 at Wellington, Shropshire. He exhibited miniatures at the Royal Academy for the
first time in 1787, and continued to do so for
He died in 1822.
several years after.
S. JAMES A. SALTER.
Basingfield, Baaingstoke.

The

and

"

N. P., 1788," would fit
date,
Nathaniel Plimer, who was born 1751, exhibited
initials

miniatures at the Academy for the first time in
HENRY DRAKE.
1787, and died in 1822.

ALMORAN'S RING (7 th S. vii. 229, 338). MR.
JACKSON has answered his own query correctly,
and Sharon Turner was in error by ascribing to
Almoran what Dr. Hawkesworth wrote of Amurath.
The origin of his error seems to be this.
In the year 1807 Leigh Hunt published, in

five

small volumes, a series of classical tales, the fifth
volume containing Hawkesworth and Sterne.
From the Adventurer are taken ' Flavilla/ ' Amurath,'
'Opsinous,' 'Agamus,' 'Mr. Friendly,'
'
'
'
The Admirable Crichton,'
Hassan,'
Carazan,'
and these occupy pp. 1-60, and pp. 185-264.
From a separate publication he has inserted
*

Almoran

and

directly after

incident

is

'

Hamet,'
Amurath.'

pp.

A

introduced in each.

60-185, coming
somewhat similar
The genius Syn-

darac bestows on Amurath the ring (p. 39), with
the property ascribed to it ; and in the other story
a genius is also called in, who bestows on Almoran

sundry powers (p. 105), and subsequently (p. 132)
an emerald talisman, which would enable him to
assume the appearance of any one he might wish
to personate.
In all probability Mr. Sharon
Turner had read these stories in this volume, and,

by a not very extraordinary lapsus memoriae, confused Amurath with Almoran, and assigned to the
what belonged to the former. According
'
Watt, Bibl. Britann.,' the story of Almoran
and Hamet' was originally published in 1761, in
two volumes. Leigh Hunt's collection of tales is
now said to be very rare.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

latter

to

'

W.

389, 439, 499.

MONEY SCRIVENER

th

S. vii.

C. B.

A

scri387).
vener (from Italian scrivano, French escrivain) was
one who draws contracts ; one whose business is
to place out money at interest, receiving a bonus

(7

or commission for his trouble.
When an attorney or solicitor is the general
depository of money of his clients and other persons who employ him, not simply in his character
of attorney or solicitor, but as a money agent, to
money on securities at his discretion,
allowing him procuration fees for any sum laid out

invest their

on bond or mortgage, as well as a fee, or charge,
for preparing the deeds, such a course of dealing
is substantially the business of a scrivener (see
Wharton's ' Law Lexicon ').
J. S. UDAL.
Inner Temple.

A money scrivener is

or, as a separate profes" one who
according to Dr. Johnson,
money for others." Nowadays we should
The name was
call such a one a money-lender.
of some importance in the Bankruptcy Act of
1849.
By this statute only certain specified
classes of persons could be made bankrupts, among
which were "scriveners receiving other men's

sion,
raises

was

And these
monies or estates into their trust."
classes, with a few additions, were repeated in the
Act of 1869. Mr. Joshua Williams, in his learned
book on ' Personal Property,' writing of the law
as it was in 1869, states that,
" An
attorney or solicitor as such is not a trader
within the bankrupt law; but if he is in the habit of

receiving his clients' money into his own hands and inhe will be liable to become bankrupt as a
vesting it
scrivener receiving other men's monies into his trust."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

A

money scrivener is one whose trade it is
money for investment and put it out

receive

to
at

interest:

How happy in his low degree
Who leads a quiet life,
And from

the gaping scrivener free.

Dryden.

LETTER OP JOSEPH GRIMALDI (7 th S. vi. 24, Bailey (ed. 1731) says the scriveners were incor404; vii. 126, 386, 455). At the last reference porated into a company in 1616, with a master,
the old lines about " Earth goes upon earth" are two wardens, twenty-four assistants, and thirtyTheir arms are Azure, an
quoted, and we are asked about the source of eight on the livery.
them.
The answer is that they belong to a set of eagle with wings expanded, holding in his mouth

th s. vii. JUNE
7*8.
7

22,
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a penner and inkhorn, standing on a book, all or.
He says their hall is on the east side of Noble
J. E. POPPLETON.
Street.

This profession, I believe, formerly signified the
An
advancing of money upon real securities.
eminent firm of solicitors in the East of England
styled themselves, up to quite recent
"
attorneys, land agents, and scriveners."

years,

W. H.
" the

fine engraving of Mr. John Ellis,
of that antient profession called scriveners,
lich is one of the companies of London ; but the
business is now carried on by attornies and others."
He died at the age of ninety-six on Dec. 31, 1791.

have a

t

yi

" Of him Dr. Johnson once

'

said,

The most

literary

conversation that I ever enjoyed was at the tabla of Jack
Ellis, a inoney-scrivener behind the Royal Exchange,
nth whom I at one period used to dine generally once a
week.' "Gent. Mag., 1791, p. 1238.

The

inscription of the engraving runs as follows
"
Effigies Johannis Ellis socij veterrimi Societatis Scriptorum Londini adhuc viventis Anno Dom. MDCCLXXXI
aetatis suae LXXXIII.
Tho. Frye pinxit An. Dom. 1761.
W. Pother olim Discipulus ejus sculpsit, 1781. Impensia
:

Societatis."

JOHN E. T. LOVEDAT.
[Very many contributors are thanked for information
to the same effect. 1

AUTHOR OF POEMS WANTED

(7

'

Faction Displayed, a Poem,'
Ascribed also to Daniel Defoe.

is

th

S. vii. 347).

by W. Shippen.

Entered, with a
Said
query, in Lowndes's list of Defoe's works.
"
to be
from a correct copy," to distinguish it from
a counterfeit edition lately published, "printed
in old letter, hardly legible, and full of errors."
Copies are in the Brit. Mus. and Adv. Library.
'

Moderation, a Poem,' or, more

"

fully,

'

Modera-

tion Display'd
a Poem.' By the author of ' Faction Display'd.'
[W. Shippen.] London, 1704.
No reference to any library containing a
4to."
in
Halkett
and
copy
Laing, from whose work the
:

above extracts are taken.

HERALDRY
th

:

W.

S. vi. 427,

DESCENT OF ARMORIAL BEARINGS

496

;

vii.

My

not the fall, of heraldry in England, would
decline,
not hesitate to grant to a cadet the full arms unif

differenced by anything that might show the bearer
was not the head of the family. But if such indeed
be the case, surely the opinions of the older writers
on the subject, and the examples given by that wellknown and indefatigable student of heraldry, the late
Rev. Charles Boutell, are quite lost upon us. I agree
with ARMIGER that it could never have been, and
"
never was contemplated, that ninety-nine out of

every hundred gentlemen of coat-armour should
have their arms mangled by successive differences
piled one upon another"; yet I cannot see any
objection that modern heralds can possibly have to
the practice instanced by Boutell, when he says that
"

although these differences

[i.

e. ,

the

ordinary

marks of cadency] are
the same family during

rarely used by brothers of
their father's lifetime, they
were almost universally regarded as the hereditary
marks of the junior branches of the same family,

and thus

in

some

families are systematically trans-

mitted with the arms that are differenced by them."
The observance of even this much would do something towards making the marshalling of coat-

armour of some assistance in the study of genealogy,
an advantage which at present, if ARMIGER be right,
can scarcely he claimed for it.
Descending to particular instances in support of
his view, ARMIGER states that recently the College
of Arms has intimated its willingness to grant to
him, as a descendant of a cadet of the Grosvenors

of Drayton, themselves a junior branch of the
Grosvenors of Eton, the arms of the Grosvenors
If this be
of Drayton undifferenced in any way.
I fail to see why it might not at once, with
equal reason, have granted to him the undifferenced
arms of the Grosvenors of Eton, or even those of
the Grosvenors of Cheshire, if they are the head of
Far be it from me to question the
the family.
practice of the powers that be the dispensers of
fountain of honour but it does seem to me, if this
be the practice, almost enough to make the old
" turn in their
wearers of the tabard
graves."
so,

J. S.

E. BUCKLEY.

I have
132, 175, 278, 376).
no doubt but that ARMIGER is right when he says
that the differencing of coat-armour is not so rigidly
insisted upon in practice as might have been
reference
implied from my note at p. 132.
there to marks of cadency was incidental merely to
the general question of the descent of armorial
bearings, and was intended more as a general statement as to what would be right and proper as understood by the theory and practice of heraldry in the
days when heraldry was more of an exact science, if
I may so say, than it is now.
I can quite imagine,
however, that the modern practice, in these days of
what I do not think I am wrong in calling the
(7
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UDAL.

Inner Temple.
I should have been glad to have referred
to some remarks of mine upon the
'
differencing of arms contributed to N. & Q.'some

P.S.

ARMIGER

years ago ; but, unfortunately, although I have
searched the General Indexes through, I cannot lay
my finger upon them. As a warning, may I suggest
that your correspondent, in sending contributions
upon such a wide subject as heraldry, should add
also, as a second title (as I have done here), the
particular subject or branch of heraldic science
To the want of some such
to which they relate ?

am

system in contributing and indexing I
I

must attribute

reference to

my

my former

PERO GOMEZ

th

(7

was a character in

'

afraid

present inability to find any
paper.
S.

vii.

427).

Pero Gomez
'

The Spanish Fryar (Dryden,
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He was a rich banker, sixty years of age,
1680).
married to Elvira, a young wife. He was mean,
covetous, and jealous. Elvira has a liaison with
Ool. Lorenzo, which Dominick, her father confessor, aids and abets; but the amour is constantly
thwarted, and it turns oub that Lorenzo and Elvira
are brother and sister.
If this be the Pero Gomez
sought for, there seems to be no particular reason
why a racehorse, or any other animal, should have
been named after him.
J. W. ALLISON.
Stratford, E,

"KYTHER'S" PLAN OF LONDON (4 th S.
6 th S. xii. 361, 393; 7 th S. iii. 110; vi.

ix.

95;

297).

According to an article on the Boekverkoopers,
boekdrukkers en uitgevers in Nederland' in the
Dutch Navorscher (vol. xx. p. 341), Cornelius
Danckertz van Seevenhoven was born at Amsterdam, and in business there from 1631 to 1656, at

of

it

when a

child,

.

vn. J

E 22,

and was told a story

of a

w.
lady

who, having lost her monkey, supplied its place
with a glove stuffed with curl papers.
G. BOWLES.
10, Lady Margaret Road, N.W.

THE YOUNG ENGLAND POET

(7

th

S. vii. 206).

Surely "nobility" in Lord John's much misrepresented lines does not mean aristocracy, but
noble character.
MR. LORD'S method of quotation, without reference to the context, found favour
witn tne duke's political opponents, but it is surprising to find such elaborated sarcasm founded

on an error so often exposed.

J.

H. PARRY.

'

the sign of the Atlas.
verstraet till 1643, and

His shop was in the Calon the Niewendijk after

that date.
If the above information be correct,
the plan of London cannot be older than 1631.
This is one more link in the chain of evidence
that Kyther had nothing whatever to do with this
L. L,

plan.

K.

ANTI-SABBATARIAN SATIRE (7 th S. vii. 329).
The macaronic poem Agnewidos was published
'

CLAM

(7
are offered

folio,

1711.

The quotation

is

correctly assigned
at Edinburgh for
Bell, 1776, but the correction was probably
in some edition earlier than this.

John

made

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

In my edition of the 'Spectator,' "London,
printed for J. and K. Tonson and S. Draper,"
eight volumes, each with a cut at the beginning,
drawn by F. Hayman, and carved by C. Grignion,

no

date,

No. 275,

is

headed thus:

tribus Anticyris caput insanabile.
Hor., Ars. Poet.,' ver. 300.
'

Which

is

DNARGEL.

quite correct.

Paris.

In Prof. Henry Morley's one-volume * Spec'
(Routledge & Sons, no date Why, oh, why,
no date ?), a very handy and valuable edition,

tator

small print, all the mottoes
notwithstanding
Are translated at the end of the book, and the one
to which MR. YARDLEY
alludes, which in the
heading to the paper (No. 275) is attributed to
is
in
the
translation rightly given to
Juvenal,
its

Horace

('

A. P.,'

v. 300).

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
[Other replies are acknowledged.]

THE MONKEY

was a small "

(7

th

S. vii.

388)." The monkey

which in the days of very
short waists was worn just below the shoulder
blades.
It was superseded by the more modern
deformity before my time, but I remember hearing
bustle,"

ELLCEE.

The following quotations

S. vii. 447).

:

When my

entrails

'

Humour/

iii.

6.

Father clamm'd thrice a week,
God's will be done
Ebenezer Elliot, 'Corn Law Rhymes,'
'
Song, tune Robin Adair.'

IN ADDISON'S ' SPECTATOR ' (7 th S.
This mistake occurs in the first edition,

Horace in the edition printed

to

th

ng a perpetual fast.
Massinger, The Roman Actor,' ii. 2.
" Hard is the choice when
the valiant must eat their
'
arms, or cem."
Jonson,
Every Man out of his

MISTAKE
^

vii. 426).

'

in Fraser's Magazine.

!

Clam is the usual form of the word in my native
county, but clem is used in many parts.
One of the favourite books of my early days was
'

an American tale, called I 've been Thinking,' the
hero of which was a clam fisher and merchant. I
understood the term as applying to a coarse kind
of oyster.
The author's name, I believe, was T. S.
Arthur.

C. 0. B.

In the story of Green-Breeks and his " bloody
coxcomb," as Sir Andrew has it, in the boys' street
fight in Edinburgh, told by Scott (who was himself
in the thick of these frays) in the Appendix to the
General Preface to the " Waverley Novels," this

word occurs with a different meaning from
mentioned by DR. MURRAY

of those

either

:

"He [Green-Breeks] declined the remittance, saying
that he would not sell his blood ; but at the same time
reprobated the idea of being an informer, which he said
was clam, i. e., base or mean."
These street fights of the " upper ten" boys with
the town boys helped Scott " after long years " out
of a troublesome conversational embarrassment with
the Czar Alexander in Paris in 1815.
The Czar,
seeing Scott in his blue and red dress of the Selkirkshire lieutenancy, and noticing his lameness,
asked Scott in what engagement he had been
wounded. Scott at first said that he suffered from
a natural infirmity ; but as this did not satisfy the
u ic
Czar, Scott added that he had been engaged
some slight actions such as the battle of the Cross

Causeway and the

affair of

Moredun

Mill," and

S.
7th s.

ien
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to turn the conversation to some
'
(See Lockhart's Life of Scott/ sub

managed

ther subject.

nno 1815).
to clam, is there not a kind of toffy
I do not say that there
called ?
Is there not also an
I put it as a question.
;
American dish called clam soup ?

With

regard
" hardbake " so

r

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

MAGNA CHARTA

th

S. iv. 153, 191 ; vii. 398).
-Has not the mistake of giving John the title of
)uke of Ireland clearly arisen from misreading the
contraction for "dominus" as "dux" instead of
(7

dn's": "Johannes deiGr'a Eex AngP Dn's Hyb'n
)ux Norman','' &c.? The facsimile published by
)
ine in 1733 and that in Col. Sir Henry James's

Facsimiles of National Manuscripts,' 1865, read

HANDFORD.

as given above.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED
429).

" There

is

(7

th

S. vii.

no food in Orleans," he replied.
Southey, 'Joan of Arc,' bk. vi. 1. 41.
FREDK. RULE.

Mi&ttttmeawt.
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A

Dictionary of
Vol. IV. Parts

&o.

Music and Musicians,

XXIII.-XXV.

A.D. 1450-1889.
Edited by Sir George

Grove, LL.D. (Macmillan & Co.)
WITH the three concluding parts Sir George Grove's
'
admirable Dictionary of Music and Musicians is pracIt is a sign how different estimate of
ically completed.
thoroughness in workmanship than formerly prevailed is
now held, that a fifth volume, to consist wholly of index,
It is pleasant to learn that the merits of
is promised.
;he work have won recognition, that it has grown steadily
'

public favour, and that the demand for it is increasing.
parts which now see the light consist principally of an appendix, issued under the editorship of Mr.
J. A. Fuller Maitland, M.A. How important is this is
shown in the fact that it occupies six hundred columns.
Under "Brahms" much new matter is given; the
life of William Byrd has, in consequence of information
"
" Dance
Rhythm
recently obtained, been rewritten.
A biography of
is the subject of an important paper.
.n

The three

supplied, and under "Liszt," "Men"
"
Schiitz," &c., addiRome,"
delssohn,"
Psalter,"
tions of the utmost importance are made. Up absolutely
to date do the final additions carry the work, the dates
of death of Josef Gung'l, Jan. 31, 1889 Francis Hueffer
(whose biography is in the appendix), Jan. 19 ; Sir F. A.
Gore Ouseley, April 6, 1889 ; and Carl Rosa, April 30,
1889, being given. The care that marked the production
from the beginning becomes increasingly evident as the
contributors grow more competent in labour and more
It is difficult to over-estimate
practised in research.
the amount of important information that is embodied
in this monumental work.

J.

W. Davison

is

"

;

Story of the Nations, Phoenicia. By George Rawlinson.
(Fisher Unwin.)
SOMEWHAT more than thirty years ago Dr. Kenrick published his work on Phoenicia. It is a monument of learnIn its pages were stored all that was then known
ing.
of that great race whose galleys ruled the great inland
sea when Jerusalem was a threshing-floor and the seven
hills of Rome were a thicket, where the beasts of the
field had not yet given way to the obscure band of rob-

499

bers and escaped slaves who laid the foundations of the
greatest of empires, and thus of modern civilization.
A strange sensation comes over us when we turn from
Kenrick's pages of 1855 to the volume before us. Prof.
Rawlinson has done for us what Dr. Kenrick did for our
fathers ; yet how different is the result.
If we wish for
a standard by which to measure the growth of historical
mledge during one generation, we cannot do better
than compare the two volumes. They seem centuries
Prof. Rawlinson has had to exercise compression
apart.
to a far greater extent than his predecessor.
We are
sorry for this, for his knowledge is, up to our present
We have not, however, found
standards, exhaustive.
any of the more important facts omitted, and we are
by no means sure that speculation, even when it has a
satisfactory basis to stand upon, is in its proper place in
a volume such as the present ; in fact, there are several
things in the first two chapters where we find it difficult
to follow him.
When, however, we pass beyond the
mythic period, the story is told with striking ability and
a sense of proportion which does the writer great credit.
The want of an eye for proportion has disfigured many
of our greater historians. It is a vice which shows small
Prof. Rawlinson is, however,
signs of amendment.
almost entirely free from it. We can, of course, tell
what parts of this wonderful tale of splendour and decay
interested him the most ; but he has not slurred over the
dull passages or neglected to stipple in the backgrounds.
Nothing can be better than the chapter which deals with
the Phoenician colonies, Carthage, Palermo, Malta, and
Gades, unless it be the account of Tyre. Here the author
comes in contact with the Biblical narrative, and the
subject is treated at once with reverence and freedom.
The account he afterwards gives of the horrible rites of
the Phoenician religion is worthy of careful attention.
There are some persons who wonder at the fierce denunciations of the Hebrew prophets, and are moved to
remark that we have here a display of the hatred that
one national cult too often bears for another. Those
who know what were the horrors of that foul worship
will at once understand how the prophets of Judah must
have been revolted by practices which run counter to
the primal instincts of human nature.

Old Yorkshire. Edited by William Smith, F.S.A.S.

New

Series.
(Longmans & Co.)
MR. SMITH would be the last man to claim for 'Old
Yorkshire a place among the great county histories. He
'

has gathered together from newspapers and various other

immense amount of facts and fictions re"
Queen of Counties." No doubt many of
lating to the
the details in the present volume would have remained
buried for many years to come had not Mr. Smith embodied them in his discursive pages. No one who is collecting books published by natives of Yorkshire, or works
in any way relating to the county, should pass over Mr.
Smith's contributions to the mass of literature that will
have to be thoroughly sifted in the days to come before a,
really trustworthy history of Yorkshire can be written.
The history of Yorkshire is the history of every great
movement that has taken place in this country north of
the Trent.
No county can be isolated from its surroundings, and least of all the great northern heart of
sources an

England.
:
an Account of the Early Versions of the
English Bible. By J. R. Dore. (Eyre & Spottiswoode.)
is a second and much
improved edition of Mr.

Old Bibles

THIS

Dore's valuable bibliographical history of the English
Bible, and is characterized by the minute and personal
acquaintance which he evidently possesses with a large
number of exemplars which have from time to time
passed through his hands. The collations in every case

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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seem very

who was

monotony of the technical bibliography, and save it from being a libiion a-biblion. Mr.
Dore points out, among other things, that there was
little or no demand for the first translations of the Scriptures into English, whatever Foxe may say to the conand penal enacttrary, inasmuch as royal proclamations
ments had to be put forth in order to stimulate their
It argues a
sluggish circulation and force a sale.
deficient sense of the relative proportion and value
of things when the author devotes a special paraof his preface to expressing his thanks to the

a want often

full arid accurate, and a large number of
specimen passages, extracted literatim and sometimes in

facsimile, relieve the

graph
Bishop cf Salisbury "for his kind permission to avail
himself of the consent [!] of the late Right Rev.
Lord Bishop of Lincoln to have his name placed on
the title-page." Turning to the title-page itself we find
"
what all this reclame is about merely that the preface
to the version of 1611 [isj added at the request of the
This is
late Right Rev. Christopher Wordsworth," &c.
surely being elaborately thankful for a very small mercy
And why does Mr. Dore use such an ugly malindeed
formation as "duglot "?
1

!

Lives of Alchemystical Philosophers. By Arthur Edward
Waite. (Redway.)
WE have abridged a long title. Mr. Waite's compilation
is based on collections made at the beginning of the cenHe is a believer in the possibility of the transtury.
mutation of metals, and thinks that the feat has been
performed. He further thinks he sees how the principles of the old alchemists may be applied to the moral
and spiritual elevation of mankind. We have read what
he says, but cannot follow him. Physical science we
know, and also theology ; but the strange blending of
two things whose lines are not in real life wont to cross
each other produces an effect which we shall not characterize further than by saying that it is utterly beyond
our comprehension. There are, we know, not a few who
We have done
will be glad to read Mr. Waite's pages.
so as a matter of duty, but pleasure therein we found
none. In these days of rapid and far-reaching discovery
it is not safe, perhaps, to say that anything is impossible
which is not a plain contradiction in terms. We think,

however,

we may venture

to say that the alchemical

beliefs which Mr. Waite cherishes are as nearly imposAt the end of
sible of realization as anything can be.
is 'A Bibliography of Alchemy and Hermetic
Philosophy,' which some persons may find of occasional

the volume
service.

The Breitmann Ballads. By Charles G. Leland. (Triibner

&Co.)
To their

pretty

" Lotos Series " Messrs. Triibner

&

Co.

have added a complete edition the only one in existence
'
of the Breitmann Ballads.' Many of the ballads are
in the possession of Mr. Triibner, and are still copyright.
The new volume of the series cannot fail to be attracIt has a capital glossary, due to Mr. Nicholas
tive.
Triibner. Somewhat more than mere occasional verses
are these clever productions of Mr. Leland, and the collection will have enduring interest. Not a few of the
poems have established a position in literature. So
pretty and amusing a gift-book as this volume constitutes does not often see the light.

Travel Tide.

By W.

St. Glair Baddeley.

n* a. vn.

JUNE

familiar alike with the Spaniard and
English
Thanks are due to the author for the index
felt by those who read books of travel.

population.

Le Lime for June 10 contains an excellent portrait
of Jules Barbey d'Aurevilly by M. Henri
Toussaint, to
accompany a brilliant sketch of the eminent poet and
novelist supplied by M. Uzanne. Portrait and article
together furnish a life-like picture of a quaint, distinguished, and striking individuality. M. Fernand Drujon
continues his profoundly interesting study of ' La Bibliolytie,' otherwise the voluntary destruction of books.
Many books are. of course, destroyed by the authors in
an access of penitence on account of the impurity or the
ineptitude of the work ; others are called in by the
family of the writer. The outbreak of the Revolution arrested or destroyed many important works.
Englishmen

will hear with some astonishment that '
L'Angleterre
vue a Londres et dans ses Provinces,' by the General
Pillet, caused so much indignation in this country that
copies whenever found were destroyed by Englishmen,
and that the life of the author was in danger. A curious

MS.

in the possession of

M. Uzanne

G. Dancieux.

is

described by M.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY of Mr. Ruakin, to be edited by Mr.
Thos. T. Wise, honorary secretary of the Shelley
Society',
will shortly be issued in a quarto volume. Not more than
250 copies will be issued, and of these many are already
subscribed for. Mr. G. C. Moody, assistant secretary of
the Ru^kin Reading Guild, 27, Knowle Road,
Brixton,
S.W., receives applications.
atire* to Corrtrfpantotnt*.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake

to answer queries privately.
secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."

To

0. S. ("Bibles"). The edition printed at Carmarthen by John Ross, 1789, is, apparently, a reprint of
that published in Edinburgh, 1770.
The Society for
Propagating Christian Knowledge, by which it was recommended, is still in existence, and is certainly not
confined to Wales.
EDWIN HERON (" Recitations "). Apply to Messrs.
French & Co., in the Strand.
HENRY DRAKE ("Position of Pulpit"). See ante,
'
p. 394, under Pulpits in Churches.'
J. RUTGERS LE ROY (" Claypole Family ").
1 st S. v.
nd
S. viii. 114, 382, 392, 456 ;
298, 381 ; xi. 384, 472 ; 2
4th s. x. 418, 476 ; xi. 66; 5th S. vi. 108.

GUALTERULUS (" Disremember ").
word for a quarter of a century.

We

CORRIGENDUM.

27 from top,

Low

"

"

Epostrae

P.

477,

col. 1,

1.

a pleasant book, albeit

it

for

read Epochce.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
"
Editor of ' Notes and Queries
Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, B.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
'

contains nothing very
new. We seem to have heard it all before, yet we are
quite content to listen to it again under Mr. Baddeley's
guidance. The account of Buenos Ayres is well worth
reading, and could only have been written by some one
is

have known

this

NOTICE.

(Sampson

&Co.)
THIS

22,

"at

*S. VII. JUNE
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Then of the hundred, more or less, freeholders and leaseholders to be won over the chief
were bound to him by family ties or friendship,
and others were, fortunately, Plymouthians. He
himself was rich, with the Queen at his back. His
lawyer, Serjeant Hele, as one of the neighbourhood, knew how the tinners, under cover of their
charter, had set Parliaments at defiance, and that
their charter, involving an ancient royal revenue
(Hearne, 'Lib. Nig. Scac.,' 360), would not be
district.

29, 1889.
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Notices to Correspondents.

SIR FRANCIS

DRAKE AND THE PLYMOUTH
LEAT.

I

(Concluded from p. 443.)
Thomas, the youngest brother and heir of Sir
Francis Drake, married Mrs. Elford, a widow,

whose house, near the head of the leat at Sheepswas pleasantly situated on the banks of the
river Meavy, which coursed
through her land.
Drake's
John Amadas, was Mayor of PlyRelative,
tor,

I

mouth

men

I

in 1574-5.
The succeeding mayor sent
to view a river (Plymouth
Corporation Ac-

counts) probably the rivulet running to Pennycomquick, near Plymouth or possibly to consider
the feasibility of leading in the Plym, but not the
Meavy to a moral certainty. In 1581-2, Drake,
himself being mayor, knew that Plymouth wanted

water; and the conjecture is reasonable that, when
visiting Sheepstor and observing a mountain

stream running to waste higher above the seathan the highest ground in Plymouth, he reflected how easily the ancient Peruvians would
have conducted such water to a distant town. He
level

well

knew how

the intervening hills

and

501

valleys

resounded with the ceaseless clamour of the tinners' clash mills, and that he could count on the
support of his cousin Eichard Drake, a God-fearing Puritan, wealthy and childless, who happened
to be the
principal mill-owner and tinner in the

state, or the very national existence, against the
royal revenue, by petitioning Parliament, in the
name of the Mayor and Commonalty of Plymouth,
for powers to bring in the river Meavy, ostensibly
for the preservation of the haven of Plymouth, " a
matter moaste beneficiall to the Realme " (Act 27
Eliz.) and the supply of Her Majesty's Navy. The
town was to elect for burgesses Drake's personal
friends, C. Harris and Henry Bromley.*
After obtainining the Act the powers conferred
on the Corporation were to be temporarily transferred to Drake by means of the customary compositions before described, and it seems that this
was the very best method that could have been devised under the circumstances.
Many years ago
my cousin, once Mayor of Plymouth, informed me
of the composition, and that Drake's gift was
doubted. I insisted on the strength of the people's
tradition, and he was struck by the absurdity of
the idea that Plymouth, a town far from wealthy,
should have volunteered to undertake the state's
duty of preserving Plymouth Haven. As the Act
of Parliament was delusive, he concluded that there

was more behind the composition than we can
understand now. Though a lawyer, he was no
antiquary, I believe.
Certainly the Mayor and Corporation would not
seriously have presented such a petition if uncountenanced in high quarters ; it would have
been a mockery and anjoffence to common sense, but

pretext and strategy were necessary when fiction
entered so largely into legal procedure, f Had the
*

Henry Bromley was the son of the Lord Chancellor,

whom Drake had

presented 800J. worth of plate
(Froude, 'Engl./ xi. 403). Minsheu, in dedicating hia
'
Spanish Dictionary to him, mentions that he bountiSee
fully maintained poor scholars at the university.

to
'

his portrait in Nash, 'Worcester,' ii. 444).
f The Act 27 Eliz., c. 20, is entitled "An Acte for
Preservacon of the Haven of Plymowth." As it can be
read at any time in the Round Room at the Record
Office or in the British Museum Reading Room, a brief
outline of the petition will suffice here. It represents

that Plymouth had a haven safe for Her Majesty's ships
and others; that the inhabitants and mariners had occasionally to go a mile for fresh water, and, consequently,
these frequently lost the advantage of a favourable

wind ; that the haven daily

filled

up with sand from the
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public duty assumed by Plymouth not been illumeans devised were utterly inadequate.
The Act empowered her to dig a trench six or

sory, the

seven feet broad and two feet deep (Plym. Trans,,
vii. 469). The water, discharged through it slowly,
was to scour the haven of tinners' sand brought
down by rivers of, say, twenty times the volume in
ordinary seasons and many hundredfold the volume
in flood time.*
But writers who stood committed to a literal interpretation of the Act argued that Plymouth Haven
meant Sutton Pool. This explanation is inadmissible, for Stonehouse, in her Water Act (Private Act, 36 Eliz., No. 21), claimed to be on Plymouth Haven, which is laid down as an arm of
"
the sea of
more than 10 miles circuit " (Add.

MS. 16,370). Leland describes Mount Edgcumbe
as on the Haven (' Itin.,' iii. 32).
Tinners' refuse
never entered Sutton Pool, and a contemporary
plan of the leat (Charity Com., Thirty-Second
Rep., pt. ii., 1837-8) proves that it flowed in
another direction .t

10s. for

six days' work,

[7'* s.

VIL JUNK

"
plannynge

&

One Haywoode received
days' "newe writinge the vewe four

the grounde."
for six

and

29, -w.

vewinge
8s.

6d.

tymes,"
one Jeane received 3s. for four days' assist-

The balance was "for their dyett" (Ply mouth
Corporation Accounts). This is all the surveyiag
expense mentioned. But the main work of selecting the ground and taking the levels, over twentyfive miles of hilly country, with the rude instruments of the period, would have involved more
than six days and the labour of a large staff of
assistants at a heavier cost than 30s.
However,
this is of minor import
comparatively with the fact
that all the tinners had to be canvassed for their
assent ; and considering Drake's family, local, and
court influence, and how he was worshipped as the
hero of the day, he alone, of all men, could have
prevailed all round ; and with this closing remark
ance.

I trust I have satisfactorily 'established the four
named at the commencement, though to
my mind the strongest argument rests in the inherent force and internal evidence of the

points

popular
Unquestionably Plymouth was at some expense, if tradition.
Some parties, repenting of their bargain, atonly to save appearances. Thirty shillings in all were
expended on plans necessary to be submitted to the tempted in 1593 to alter or explain away the
assessors and Judges of Assize on their first visit. Act, and the attorney of the duchy was placed on
"
Out of this Robert Lampen, surveyor, received the committee not because Sutton Pool, which
the leat was intended to scour, was then, as now*
(Plym. Trans., viii. 518),
tin-works and mines adjoining, and would soon be utterly part of duchy property
decayed if some speedy remedy was not had that the but because the profits of the Stannary Courts had
river Meavy, distant eight or ten miles, could be brought been assigned to the Prince of Wales (Act 38
into Plymouth over hills and dry land that would be Hen.
VI.).
bettered by a leat which would scour and cleanse some
In 1602, after Drake's death, Mr. William'
"
part of the haven to the perpetuall contynewance of
the same Haven, a matter moaste beneficiall to the Crymes, lord of the manor of Buckland MonaRealme." Powers were asked " to digge and myne a chorum, deposed that, as one of the assessors, he
Diche or Trenche conteynenge in Bredthe betwene sixe had consented to the cutting of the leat, and had
"
or seaven Foote over in all Places to convey the Meavy
erected tin clash mills on Roborougb
The Act obtained the royal assent March recently
to Plymouth.
We may remark that Down, which he worked by diverting water from
29, 1585 (DEwes, 'Journal').
the Plymouth leat (by virtue of the tinners*
shipmasters could always fill their kegs at Barn Pool, or
other points on the coast, without going a mile inland charter), for so it happened that one tinner of
for water.
Buckland Monachorum, who had been overlooked,
;

* These rivers
"
conveyed from the tin-works a mer-

velous greate quantitie of Sande, Gravell, Stone, Robell,
Erthe, Slyme, and Filth into the said Ports and Havens,
and have so filled and choked the same that where before
this tyme a Shippe for portage of viij c (800 tons burden)
myght have easely entered at a lowe water into the same,
nowe a Shippe of a hundred can skantlv entre at the
halfe fludde" (Act 23 Hen. VIII., c. 8, 1531-2).
of Plymouth, 1643, names the
f Hollar's map
leat "Sir Francis Drake's water" (King's Pamph.,

No. 141, and Worth,
that the 300Z.
pensations,
its

it

'

Hist. Plym.,' p. 64).
Perceiving
costs and cominsisted by some that the leat for half
ancient leat to Warliegh Mill utilized

named would not cover the
was

course was an

The only comment needed is
two contemporary plans of the
leat (one Cott., Aug., i. p. 1, No. 41; and Lord Burghley's
copy at Hatfield, for which see Plym. Trans., viii. 82).
These duplicates trace the complete course from Sheepstor to Plymouth, and show no leat to Warleigh. The
assertion rested on the authority of one "Old Giles,"
but the Plymouth tradition rested on the authority of a
(Plym. Trans., vii. 468).
to direct the reader to

population.

|

had reserved
that the

men

his rights, and this tinner
deposed
of his class had assented without

fully weighing the consequences (Star

Chamber

Mr. Crymes sustained his right,
Depositions).
and paid the Corporation a nominal quit rent, &
shilling a year, for forty years (the Rev. J. Erskine
Risk, Plym. Trans., viii. 377).
Drake's munificence went further.

He

provided-

Plymouth with ample means for keeping the leat
in repair, by giving her the reversion of certain
grist mills, erected by him, which returned a handsome and increasing yearly income. These he
might have reserved in fee to his family, with free
water power in perpetuity.
It commonly happens that the excitement of
party spirit incapacitates the understanding for
weighing the evidence of facts, and leads writers
to catch at those which they can most easily mould
to their purpose, or, as George Eliot expresses

it,

|

I
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parenthetical brackets have accidentally changed

Read, therefore, thus

places.

:

And

Fortune, on his damned quarrel smiling,
Showed like a rebel's whore but all 'a too weak
For brave Macbeth, like Valour's minionWell he deserves that name disdaining Fortune,
With his brandished steel,
Which smoked with bloody execution,
Carved out his passage till he faced the slave,
And ne'er shook hands nor bade farewell to him,
Till he unseamed him from the nave to the chaps,
And fixed his head upon our battlements.
:

nor opportunity to search and
e::amine for themselves, rely on their statements,
a id become the innocent means of spreading error
o curtailing truth. For instance, a recent biog 'aphy of Drake limits his action to sitting on a
committee of the Water Act ('Diet. Nat. Biog.').

h

.TO neither leisure

"A

distinct appreciaAgain quoting George Eliot,
in other words, the
tion of the value of evidence
is more allied to
iLtellectjual perception of truth
truthfulness of statement, or the moral quality of

veracity,

than

is

generally admitted"

(op. cit.,

H. H. DRAKE.

p. 156).

SHAKSPEARIANA.
The First Folio, the only
'
authority for the text of Macbeth,' thus prints
And Fortune on his damned Quarry smiling
Shew'd like a Rebell's Whore but all 's too weake
For brave Macbeth (well hee deserves that Name)
Disdayning Fortune, with his brandisht Steele
Which smoak'd with bloody execution
(Like Valour's Minion) carv'd out his passage,
Till hee fac'd the Slave
Which nev'r shooke hand?, nor bad farwell to him,
Till he unseam'd him from the Nave to th' Chops,
And fix'd his Head upon our Battlements.!
apell's unimpeachable correction of the eighth
'MACBETH,'

I. ii. 14.

:

:

line

And ne'er

shook hands, &c.

neglected, with too many the like, by most later
editors ; the Globe, however, drawing attention to
such negligence by obelizing the line. Steevens,
" Till he faced the slave " was
justly perceiving that
is

the end, not the beginning of a line, printed,
Carved out his passage, till he faced the slave;
but in ignorance (at that time general) of Shakespeare's frequent employment of interlaced or runon lines, he left "Like Valour's minion" undisturbed, as a gasping half-line.
Mitford perceived that the clause in parenthesis
("Like Valour's minion") was out of place,
and made a gallant attempt to reduce the dislocation by the transposition,
Disdaining Fortune, like Valour's minion.

He

so far did well in retaining a capital letter for
"Valour," and thus placing it in directest opposition

to Fortune.
Macbeth is, in fact, contrasted, as the
minion of Valour, with Macdonwald flattered by
smiling Fortune ; but even so the terms of the
antithesis are too remote from each other to tell as
I do not doubt that the two clauses in
intended.
* Indeed
the ingenious devices employed to explain
gift are colourless in the fresh light
to
bear upon them, and their purpose glares
brought
through all the overlay of laborious and transparent
patchwork in the Transactions quoted.

away Drake's

Malone, referring to Holinshed, corrected quarry in
the
'

W. WATKISS LLOYD.

first line.

th

KINCJ JOHN,' III.

S. vii. 383).
i.
(7
doth make TOWS kept ;
But thou hast sworn against religion,
By what thou swear'st against the thing thou swear'st,
And makest an oath the surety for thy truth
Against an oath fthe truth thou art unsure
To swear, swears only not to be forsworn
Else what a mockery should it be to swear
Globe edit. 11. 279-285.

It is religion that

:

:

!

:

:

:

If,

has

as I

presume

made

is

the case,

his ddbut in

'

N.

&

MR.

C. J.

FLETCHER

Q.' with the excellent

paper at the reference above, he deserves a hearty
welcome from older contributors as a valuable
accession.
I am not surprised that reader or compositor,
or both, got confused in dealing with the very
subtle dialectic of his Eminence Cardinal Pandulph. From some cause confusion has crept into

the text, but happily not, as I think,
detection and removal by simple process.
pose to amend the passage thus :
It is religion that doth make vows kept ;
But thou hast sworn against religion
By what thou swear'st against the thing thou
And makest an oath the surety for thy truth
Against the truth an oath thou art unsure
To swear. Swear only not to be forsworn
Else what a mockery should it b a to swear

beyond
I pro-

swar'st

:

!

In

3 I think it is evident that in the second
instance we should read swar'st for "swear'st."
Pandulph was contrasting Philip's new oath of
alliance with John with his old oath of obedience
1.

1.

the Holy See.
Swear'st and swar'st being
identical in sound, the cause of misprint is obvious.
2. The transposition of "an oath" and "the
to

truth," in

1.

5,

must, I think, commend itself.
is equivalent to "against

the truth"
"Against
"
religion

"

in

1.

2.

"

being used in the sense of warrant,
must mean unwarranted.
Unsure in Shakspeare is by no means limited to
the sense of uncertain, the sense which MR.
FLETCHER assigns to the word. In ' 2 Henry IV.,'
I. iii. 89, we find it in the sense of unsafe, a sense
3.

"

Surety

unsure," as

which would

its opposite,

suit this passage very well, though,
u unwarranted " is
preferable.

for the reason stated,
4. Those who know

warrantably intrudes

how

frequently final s unthe text of the First

itself in
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Folio will not think that I have taken an unwar
rantable liberty in eliding it from "swears" i

L

6.

MR. FLETCHER'S second
IV.

ii.,

note,

on

'

King John

needs neither emendation nor addition

He
it

has fairly hit the nail on the head, and drive
home.
B. M. SPJSNCE, M.A.
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.
"
in 1.
P.S.

Swears,"
6, maybe allowed to sfcanc
" One swears.
regard it as an abbreviation for
For similar instances of ellipsis of nominative se
'
Abbott's Shak. Gram.,' 390-402.
if

we

I cannot agree with MR. FLETCHER in his inter
pretation of III. i. 279-84; and to rely on the
punctuation of the Folio to establish any particular

The
reading is to rest on a very broken reed.
argument, to my mind, is not so difficult as the
" It is
editors have found it
that
makes
religion
vows kept, but you have sworn (second oath
in
first
oath
against religion (which
your
you swore
to champion).
In so far as you swear against your
first oath, and make your second oath a
surety for
your truth, thereby setting the truth against an
oath (viz., your first oath), you are on unstable
ground ; in swearing one swears only to keep
one's vow (and you have sworn to break it)." As a
matter of fact, the punctuation of the Folio appears
to be correct, except that there should be a stop at
unsure/
HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.
:

S. vii. 403).
A mean
TEMPEST,' III. i. (7
ing much clearer than that MR. SPENCE manages
to find in the passage may be brought out from a
less violent alteration of the text than is
required
*

th

for his interpretation.
I would propose only to
read least instead of " lest " in the First Folio, and
"
"
to omit the
it
at the end of the sentence.
The

passage would then run

vn. JUKE

I forget

:

my labours,

29,

MR. SPENCE'S

to accept

I

s.

<*

read-

am

yet obliged to him for
throwing a light on this passage which may lead
to its true interpretation.
I accept his first
suggestion of removing the semicolon at forget, but I
would preserve the Folio punctuation in the next
This
line, and understand the relative pronoun.
form of construction is almost too common to need
illustration ; but I append a capital instance from
this very play, the failure to understand which
has,
until quite lately, led the editors all astray
its entirety,

:

A solemn air and

the best comforter
To an unsettled fancy cure thy brains,
Now useless boil within tby skull.
'
Tempest,' V. i. 60.
Were busilest analogous to the easilest in ' Cym'
beline I should prefer that reading, as requiring
only the slightest alteration ; but, as the analogy
will not hold, perhaps busiest is the reading to be

We

then get this very satisfactory
"I forget everything but these
interpretation
set thoughts, which refresh
even my most
busiest labours, when I give way to them."
" Do it " is a common
expression of the day, and
preferred.

:

may mean
II.

ii.

18

How
!

may

almost anything.

Of.

'Cymbeline/

:

Rubies unparagon'd,
dearly they do't.

not have suggested the true solution of this
but I think the above interpreta-

difficult passage,

tion is

worth consideration.

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.
Athenaeum Club.

PRICES or JACOBEAN QUARTOES ENTRIES IN
STATIONERS' REGISTERS. The evidence here set
orth as to prices is, as yet, too little to found any
:

ertain conclusion upon; nevertheless I give

:

But these sweet thoughts do even refresh
Most busy least when I do.

Though unable
ing in

[7-

it

as a

conclusion and for what it is worth.
copy
" Execration
f Jonson's
With
against Vulcan.
ivers Epigrams
Printed by J. 0. for John
Benson
1640," has in MS. on its title-page
4d." Its leaves (including the first fly-leaf, which
part of the signatures in A) are thirty.

My

irst

Ferdinand has allowed his thoughts to run on the
charms of Miranda, when he awakes to the consciousness that he is forgetting his task of drudgery.
My
But even so, he would fain argue, he gives his Chapman's ' Conspiracie
of Charles, Duke of
master no cause of complaint, inasmuch as the Byron,' 1608, has in MS. on its title-page " pret.
O d 1 Junij. 1608." Its leaves are 65 (for signathoughts of her are so refreshing that he is
ure A only includes the title-leaf and the dedicapractically busiest in his master's service when for
the moment he is beguiled into entire cessation of .ion-leaf, both
unsigned). Assuming, then, that the
bodily labour.
burpence for the Jonson quarto was its published,
The foregoing correction was suggested to me in
nd not its second-hand price, an assumption renmy sleep many years ago. I had not been specu- ered most probable by its coincidence of result
lating at all upon any mode of amending the with the Chapman quarto, the publisher's priceate seems to have been one penny for every seven
passage, when one night, without any corresponding
nd a half leaves (390 lines of larger print) in the
dream, I awoke with the words running in my
head: "Most busy when least I do." It was Jonson booklet, and for six and a half leaves
some time before I could think what they referred (11. 494) in the Chapman one.
It is true that Drummond of Hawthornden
to, but after a little I recognized them as pointing
to the true reading of the famous crux in the
bought a Borneo and Juliet for fourpence, that
H. WEDGWOOD.
is at the rate of a penny for eleven leaves ; but as
'Tempest.'
'

'

ft

1

,

8.

VII. JUNE 29/89.]
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he appears to have bought it in London in J606,
wl ile the quartos were published in 1597 and
15 )8, it is not impossible that he bought it at a
rei .uced rate, and this is perhaps the more likely
as it is the only book out of five of Shakespeare's
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methods pursued in the preno mention is made of any
matter obtained from any unprinted source, nor in
'
'
the Life by Heber.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

some account
paration of

of the

it is

given,

j

ag linst which he marks a price.
But there is to me a still more curious result
This
jfrcm the MS. entry in Chapman's Byron.
" 1
en ry is dated
Junij," showing that the book
"
was then for sale, or at least, on the favoured pur"
chiser
supposition, that it was then printed and
abDut to be issued to the public. But the entry of
" 5th
th'j book in the Stationers' Registers is on the
of June," 1608, and we have thus proof that the
book and, therefore, very possibly others was
printed and ready for sale before it was entered.

Budleigh Salterton.

i

BR. NICHOLSON.

A

DICKENS COINCIDENCE. Prof. A. W. Ward,
monograph on 'Dickens' in
"

in the preface to his

English Men of Letters Series," speaks of the
kindness of Capt. and Mrs. Budden in allowing
him to see Gad's Hill, where they reside. One of
the characters in the very first literary work of
'
Charles Dickens, which appeared as
Dinner at
the

I

A

'

Poplar Walk in the Monthly Magazine, Decemand is contained, under the name of Mr.
per, 1833,
and his Cousin,' in ' Sketches by Boz,' is
[Minns
Octavius Budden, who, with Mrs. Budden
jMr.

[I

,

Master Alexander Augustus Budden, entersuburban resipain
at Stamford Hill.
T. CANN HUGHES.

WHORWOOD FAMILY AND CROMWELLIAN

RELIC.
In 1883 there was some correspondence in ' N.
& Q.' about the Whorwood and Freton families
th
S. vii. 229, 514), and it may interest those
(6
who were then making inquiries respecting them
to note that last month (May) at Christie & Manson's there was sold a piece of old English plate,
mounted on an ebony stand, with an inscription on
it to the effect that it had been given by Oliver

Cromwell to Col. Fieetwood, and by him left to
Ursula Whorwood.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

Dame

QUOTES. I think that this is a newly-coined
Your
word, as an abbreviation for quotations.
tu
S. vii. 92) mencorrespondent ST. SWITHIN (7
'
tioned the Local Notes and Queries column of
the Grantham Journal, and quoted therefrom a
'

Oct. 26, 1878, which was
This column of ' Local Notes and
Queries has ceased to appear, and has been suc'
ceeded by a column entitled Notes and Quotes.'
note, signed Viator,

written

by me.
'

CUTHBERT BEDE.

kind

their bachelor cousin in their

Jdence
I Manchester.

annexed account, with the signature

of

W.

The
Lovell,

appeared in a recent issue (April 15) of the PubCircular, and seems worthy of a place in

lisher's

!'N. &Q.':
"Thia celebrated novelist was born in 1689 in Derbythe exact place and month being unknown. He
was apprenticed at Stationers' Hall on July 1, 1706, and
)ecame free of the City on June 13, 1715, and Master of
;he Stationers' Company in 1754.
His letter to his
apprentice is still supplied to every apprentice to this
Company. Richardson was buried in the middle aisle of
3t. Bride's Church, Fleet Street, on
July 10, 1761. His
tombstone is covered with matting and dust, and can
be seen and deciphered with difficulty."

bliire,

jonly

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Glerkenwell.

UNPRINTED SERMONS OF JEREMY TAYLOR.
'

Coleridge, in Omniana,' vol. i. p. 257, says "there
extant in MS. a folio volume of unprinted ser-

is

mons by Jeremy Taylor."

Does any Notes-and-

Queryite know anything of any such MS.? The
ibove assertion by Coleridge was printed in 1812.
Bishop Heber's edition of Jeremy Taylor was published in 1822. And it
may be that the statement
of
In the preColeridge then ceased to be true.
face

which Heber prefixes to his edition, in which

in his

Description d'ltalie,' Paris, 1656, says, speaking
of

BICENTENARY or SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
]

I

PARMESAN CHEESE.

The P. du Val,

Parma

:

'On

fait cas des fromages de cette ville, qui sont
grands de deux pieds et demy de diametre et quelquefois
davantage, de sorte qu'ils pesent quelquefois plus de
deux cens de leurs livres communes ; la plus part des
Estrangers recherchent cette sorte de mets, et les
Venitiens en font transporter tous les ans une grande
quantite a Constantinople, pour faire leurs presens aux
Visirs, aux Bachas et autres ministres de la Cour du
Grand Seigneur et mesme a sa Hautesse."

RALPH N. JAMES.
MAXIMILIAN, LORD ZEVEMBERGHES.

The date

&

th
of his death is erroneously given in N.
Q.' (6
He died in 1521 " at Spires,
S. x. 281) as 1545.
on his way to the Swiss," as reported by Spinelli
to Cardinal Wolsey in a letter dated Brussels,
August 9 of that year.
According to Denis
'

('Wien's Buchdruckergeschichte,' Suppl., p. 51)
Brassicanus published a poem in 1524 lamenting
No
the early death of Maximilian, his patron.
doubt your correspondent was misled by Maurice.
L. L. K.

DISCOVERY OF THE BURIAL-PLACE OF CHARLES
AT WINDSOR. It would appear from the paper
by Mr. J. G. Alger on the Posthumous Vicissitudes of James II.' in the January number of the
I.

'

Nineteenth Century that this discovery was made
in
previously to the year 1824, for Chateaubriand,

NOTES AND QUERIES,
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'

his Quatre Stuarts,' written in London in 1824
moralizes on the coincidence of the discovery (i
July, 1824) of portions of the remains of James I
at St. Germains and the body of Charles I. a
Windsor, as also on the distinction of Louis XIV.
remains at St. Denis and the recovery of his roya

s.

vn. ju

29,

The rest of the
tesque faces ornament the sides.
space, which would otherwise be blank, is occupied
by two ovals with pseudo-classic decoration around
them.
They each contain a bridge of three arches
with towers protecting the right and left entrances.
Above the bridge is an object which looks like a
star or comet. Round the margin is the date 1568
in Roman numerals. I am wishful to know whether
this is the arms of some foreign city, or the trademark of the maker.
About the same time I acquired at a Lincolnshire village near the Humber a mortar dated
1666, bearing a shield charged with a key in pale
between two stars, impaling a nondescript bird,
which may be meant for a falcon. Around the
bottom is inscribed " SCHLITZWEGH DROSTE," out

*
guest (Nineteenth Century, p. 107). See also Le
Derniers Stuarts,' by Madame Campana de Cavell
JNO. HEBB.

IRISH ECCLESIASTICAL APPOINTMENTS.
Mr
Abbadie, Dean of Killaloe, was appointed to tha
deanery instead of that of St. Patrick, because h
could speak no English. I take this from Primat
*
Boulter's
Letters,' p. 73; and he might hav
added that, being a French Huguenot, the dean
could not speak Irish, but only his own language

of which

things better in these days.

They manage

[7*

my

ignorance can extract no meaning.

ANON.

Y. S. M.

A

=

CURIOUS Copr OF 'OTHELLO,' WITH MS.
NOTES. I have lately come across the following
interesting letter in the Morning Chronicle of
Jan. 13, 1809, and forward it for the benefit of

mio Cadavere' (sixth edit., Naples, 1880, i. 61),
The writer, after describing " un tondo di mogam

your readers
To the Editor of the Afo> *iin: Chronicle.
I happened to be rummaging among some old
SIR,
other day, when, by good luck, I found a very
the
plays

=

Lille in Danish and Swedish
ou
Lilli
putto in Italian child or boy.

LILLIPUT.
little,

and

=

mean

little child or boy, am
I actually find used in much this sense
'
ftgurina, in an Italian novel by Mastrani called I

wutto would, therefore,

&his

word

a lastra di

marmo

zeppo di tutte quelle figurine
stucco, di alabastro che popolano
salotti," goes on to say, "questo mondo di lillt
putti preziosi che si accalcano sovra un tondo o
sovra una mensola," where it is evident that lilliputti in the second sentence==/&<7wnne in the first.
It must not be supposed, however, that the author
di

marmo, di

made up

:

curious copy of ' Othello,' interspersed with manuscript
notes, and in perfect condition, except that it is rather
worm-eaten and has lost the title-page. The first leaf has
suffered most severely, and I regret it the more because
it contains the following remarkable deviation from the
authenticated text of Shakespeare :
I have all ready chose

my

For certea, says he,
secretary.

word in the way I have done.
And what was he?
He evidently borrowed it from ' Gulliver's Travels,
Forsooth, a great tautologician,
an Irishman,
One Vi
Gas
though he was probably induced, in part at least,
A fellow allmost damn'd in a faire wife,
to use it here by finding in it the familiar word
putto.
That never sett a squadron in the field,
But Swift evidently did make up the word someNor the division of a battle knows
More than a spinster unlesse the bookish theoriche
how, and the question is, Did he make it up in the
Wherein the toged consuls can propose
barbarous way that I have described ? It would not
As masterly as he: mere prattle without practice
require any great knowledge of Swedish (or Danish)
Is all his soldiershippe.
But he, Sir, had the election.
and Italian to do so, as both lille and putto are
Gas
words in common use. At all events, I am not [he imperfect part of the fourth line, Vi
be easily construed into Michael Gassio, as the V
the only person who has found the Danish and may
rhen perfect was most likely an M. But where did the
"
"
Swedish lille in Lilliput. Three or four years after
rinter get the words " tautoligician
Irish[sic] and
I had met with this Italian lilliputto
I should be glad if any of your intelligent
(1884), and man"?
eaders who may happen to possess a similar copy in
it had led me to the derivation which I have
given
letter condition will inform me, through the medium of
above, I met with the following in Kleinpaul's
our widely circulated paper, what is the printer's name,
'Menschen- und Volkernamen (Leipzig, 1885),
nd the date which the imprint bears.
"Das
Wort
schwedisch
und
p. 129,
I am, Sir, yours,
[Liitke*],
daaisch lille, steckt auch in Liliput."
A COMMENTATOR.
9th Jan., 1809.
F. CHANCE.
W. I. R. V.
Sydenham Hill.
the

;

r

'

MORTARS.

Some

years ago I bought at a sale
which took place near Wakefield a rather large bronze mortar.
It has two
handles in the form of human heads, and four
groof household gtods

* Liitke is a
Low German diminutive name, which
Kleinpaul regards as akin to our little.

SLICK. Amongst the manuCHINELICKUMS
of Sir Henry Ingilby, Bart., of Ripley
Castle, co. York (Hist. MSS. Commission, Appendix
:

cripts

o Sixth Report, p. 365), is a letter to his wife
Sir Robert Paston (March 17, 1667), in
which,
speaking of the Lord Chancellor, he says,
"
parted kindly with some chinelickums, but

rom

We

7*8. VII. JUKE
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the assurances of friendships that might be."
" chinelickums " ? The
are
same letter contains the following: "Jack Carie cut his own throat
the other night, but was kept from going through
ill

What

slick
is

" "

with his work, and remains yet alive.
Slick
as a transherringpondism.

"

commonly regarded

FRANK REDE FOWKE.
24, Victoria Grove, Chelsea.

Tt will be a matter of interest
'
readers of N. & Q.' that the old gateway of Lincoln's Inn is again said to be in danger.
memorial is being extensively signed by members,
which will be presented to the benchers, entreating
them to stay their hands.
good photograph of
the gateway, from either side, would be a desirable

LINCOLN'S INN.

to

many

A

A

W. H.

possession.

additions, and the
the third edition.
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commencement of a preface for
Can any one tell me who is the

author, the date of publication (about 1802-3, I
fancy), and whether a third edition was issued ?
J.

CUTHBERT WELCH, F.C.S,

The Brewery, Reading.

HERSEY FAMILY.

The male

line of the family

of Hersey,or Hersee, in Notts, Warwick, and Berks,
has failed (in the reigns of Elizabeth, Edward I.,.

and say George

There is a large family in
III.).
the States, that originated from an emigrant in
1635, and I wish to trace him this side of the
water.
CHAS. J. HERSEY.
I have seen it spelt Hersey, Hersee, Here-'
P. S.
Hercye, Hersy, Hersi, Herce, Hercey, Herse.

STONE COFFINS FILLED WITH COCKLE-SHELLS.
In excavating the

We must

request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

SELINA.

I

am

desirous of ascertaining

when

name, which is now common, was first introMiss Yonge tells us, I
duced into England.
believe, that the famous Countess of Huntingdon
this

(daughter of Washington, second Earl Ferrers)
was the first who bore it. It is probable that her
notoriety popularized the name, but it is certain
In Mr. E. P.
that she was not the first Selina.
'
Shirley's Stemmata Shirleiana we read of Selina
'

(Celina), daughter of George Finch, Esq., merchant,
of London, and formerly alderman of Londonderry,

who married

Earl Ferrers, and was buried
But an
at Twickenham, aged eighty, in 1762.
earlier instance is that of Selina, daughter of John
Godschal), merchant, of East Sheen, who married
Sir Edward Frewen, and died in 1714, aged fifty'
four (cf. Burke's
Commoners '). The families of
Shirley and of Frewen always have a Selina among
"
their daughters.
have a tradition that the
name was introduced by a Turkish merchant, who
brought it from the East." May this have been
the John Godschall mentioned above ; and may
the

soil,

which has been brought

in to heighten the floor of the transitional portion
of Frampton Church, several stone coffins were
discovered, which must originally have had their
lids level with the floor.
The lids are all gone,
but the bones remain in the coffins, and each has
been filled with cockle and other shells and sand.
It is evident, from their being filled up to the top,
and shells not being found elsewhere, that this

was done by design, and not by accident. The
effect appears to have been to preserve the bones,
which are perfectly fresh, although they must have
been buried six hundred years, and before the level
of the ground line was raised and made to correspond with the second, or decorated portion of the
Is there any other instance known of seachurch.
shells being

used

for

such a purpose

?

first

Another curious circumstance is the peculiar
size of one coffin, it being 5 ft. 10 in. in length
(within), and only 13 in. broad at the head and
The skeleton fitted tighfc every
74 in. at the foot.
way; though for some inexplicable cause about two
inches have been sliced off the sides and ends of
the coffin, and the face, knee-caps, and toes of the
We
skeleton were similarly sliced off level with the
coffin
but as the floor was raised, instead of
lowered, there seems no conceivable reason for this
As the rest of the bones were undistreatment.
there be a delicate allusion to his calling, in giving
turbed, it would appear as if this was done before
the name of the Turkish crescent moon, o-eXyvi], to the flesh was off the
bones, for the feet were in
his daughter ?
Perhaps, however, your readers can their original upright position with the severed
remember instances of its occurrence earlier than toes
Can any one give a prolying close by them.
1660.
15, Montpelier Square, S.W.

C.

MOOR.

;

bable reason for this treatment ?
C. T. J.
Frampton Hall, near Boston.

MOORE.

'BRIEF HISTORY OF BIRMINGHAM.' I have in
my possession a "Brief History of Birmingham,
PALE ALE. When, whence, and whither was
and Guide to Strangers Embellished with a Plan
the first shipment of pale ale made, in wood or
of the Town."
It is a 12mo., containing 59 pp.,
ECLIPSE.
bottle, from England ?
in boards, and published by Grafton & Reddell,
An etching,
FLEET ON THE SERPENTINE.
Birmingham. It is the second edition, and bears
no date. It is also interleaved, being the author's worked in with Indian ink, which is now before
own copy, and contains many MS, alterations and me, represents, according to
pencil inscription
:
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written at the lower margin by some former pos" Fleet on the
sessor,
Serpentine, Hyde Park."
Eleven full-rigged ships are shown, but these

[7

th

s.

vn. JUNE

29,

.

such or to be buried with them. But in this case
the subject is not even a native, but an insignificant
foreigner, without, so far as my historical know-

must have only been gigantic toys, as, judg- ledge goes, any title to notoriety, good or bad.
ing by boats which are near them, none of The guide-book is silent on the matter, and the
them can have been longer than about three human guide so oppressively attached on certain
times the length of a small row-boat.
Some days to those who wish to study the monuments
foreground figures in the etching are suggestive of is as ignorant of the matter as you would expect
HERMAN BIDDELL.
Kowlandson or his period. When were these ships to find him.
placed upon the Serpentine and when were they
Can
MARIE
LACHENSTEN.
any of your readers
removed? Had they any particular significance; or
who are acquainted with the biographies of Charles
are they only intended for ornament ?
They are
who Marie LachenSome fly Edward, the Pretender, state
principally two-deckers, with gun ports.
A miniature of her on a snuff-box
sten was?
the Union Jack, while others have a flag over the
which belonged to the Pretender, and came originstern which is evidently intended for the French
ally from General Sir Herbert Taylor, has been
tricolour.
Size of etching about 14 in. by 9 in.
exhibited at the Stuart Exhibition.
W. H. PATTERSON.
;

F. PERCIVAL.

Belfast.
2,

Southwick Place, W.

Wren is said by Milman
ST. PAUL'S DEANERY.
LINES ON Music. In what seems to be the
"
to have rebuilt it on the old site,
but shorn of
commonplace book of a Scotch dominie who lived
much of its pleasant garden stretching towards the about
1688, among notes on music, which appear
river, which was portioned off on building leases to be
copied from Playford's 'Introduction to
to defray the cost of the new house." Did the
Music' (1683), there are the following lines
of
the
old
house
extend
down
to
the
gardens
Through routing of the river lang,
churchyard of St. Bennet's, Paul's Wharf ? If so,
The rocks sounding like a sang,
would
the
have
covered
of
old
DocWhere descants did abound,
they
ground
With Treble, Tenor, Counter, Mean,
tors' Commons.
Is there any deanery garden now
And Echo blow a basse between
beyond what may be seen from Dean's Yard ] If
In Diapason sound.
Milman had not said that the house was built on
Sett with the c sol fa uth clieffe
the old site, I should have thought the original
With long and large at list,
With quiver, Crotchet, Semibrief,
deanery would be much further east and nearer
And not a rainim mist.
to the transept of the cathedral, with which I fanCompleatly more sweetly
cied it used to be in connexion.
Carter Lane and
The fire down flat, and
all those streets must surely always have interThen Muses which uses
fered much with the deanery garden.
To pin Apollo's harp.
C. A. WARD.
Are these lines a copy, or a translation, or what?
Walthamstow.
J. G. C.
:

CEMETERY GUIDES. Is any guide published
directing visitors where to find the graves of eminent

STAG MATCH. In looking over a file of the
London Chronicle for 1758, I find mention of a

men and women who have been

buried in description of sport that can never, I think, have
one thing to know, for been common, and of which I have not before
"
"
instance, that
George Eliot is buried in High- found mention. The Chronicle for June 29 states
gate Cemetery, but quite another to find the grave. that the races at Newcastle-upon-Tyne had been
The sixpenny guide to Bunhill Fields, with its held during the previous week. There were five
numbered plan, is undoubtedly a great boon to the prizes, one of which was run for on each day, from
I shall be glad to know if it is unique or
public.
Monday to Friday. The writer then proceeds:
not.
JOHN T. PAGE.
"The main [cock-fight] between the Duke of
Holmby House, Forest Gate,
Cleveland and the Earl of Northumberland was

London cemeteries ?

It is

BURIALS IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

won by the Earl. And the stag match between
Sir Henry Grey, Bart., and Jeremiah Shafto, Esq.,
"
"
Mont- was won
by Sir Henry." A main was a regular

Can any

of your readers tell me why the Duke of
pensier, who died in 1807, is buried in Westminster
Abbey ? He was the brother of Louis Philippe.

His monument (a recumbent effigy by Westmacott)
is close by that of Dean Stanley, the
only two in
the south-east recess of

Henry VII.'s Chapel. The

item in the sports of a race week until within
"
"
1
memory. But what was a stag match
incited
were
Are we to suppose that the animals
JOHN LATIMEB.
?
to

living

fight

" HOW MUCH THE WIFE IS DEARER THAN THE
same question might be asked of a number of others
who share the memorial honours of our national BRIDE." This is mentioned in Coelebs in Search
In
heroes, but who have no claim to be ranked as of a Wife,' ninth edition, 1809, i. 288.
'

'

;
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Companion' of some years since (about
857) are some lines by Mary Brotherton, which
re referred to as "severe," ending with the above
tne given as a quotation.
Who is the author ;
jadies'

;

,nd

where was

it

used

WTATT PAPWORTH.

?

Can you

WISHING-BONE.

tell

me

anything

re-

pecting the wishing bone in a fowl, and the
ids in connexion therewith, or where I could
lin the information ?
T. E. N.

CLAYPOLE. Can any of your readers tell me
name of James Clay pole's wife 1 James was a
.-(on of John
Claypole and Mary Angell (married
June 8, 1 622), and a brother of John, who married Elizabeth, favourite daughter of Oliver Cromwell.
J. RUTGERS LE EOT.
14, Rue Clement Marot, Paris.
the

JOHN CHOLMLET, M.P. for Southwark from
1698 until his decease in 1711. Who was he? A
Jasper Cholmley, said to have descended from the
Cholmleys of Whitby, Yorkshire, was seated at
"
Highgate, Middlesex, temp. Elizabeth, and John
Cholmley, of Highgate, Middlesex (possibly son
of Jasper), was admitted to Gray's Inn March 12,
Was the member for Southwark akin to
1624/5.
these'/
W. D. PINK.

any
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Every plate has Robert Walton's name

part.

appended. Three are signed by J. Chantrey (two
"I. C." and one "I. Chantry sculpo."), one with
"Vaughan sculpsit." They are on thick paper,
without water-mark, and the rough edges are left
round the impression of the copper (?) plate. They
measure ll|in. by 7^ in. The present binding
was put on about 1690, but the book must, I
fancy, from its treatment of the objects depicted,
be much earlier. Any information as to its age,
rarity,
it is

when

or state

perfect will

much

oblige, as

not in any catalogue to which I have access.

STEUART.

ETYMOLOGY OF PAIGNTON. Although the accepted modern spelling of this place-name is as
above, the g was formerly on the other side of the
n, and presumably has no right in the word at all,

which is spelt Paynton, or Painton, in Camden.
There can hardly, I suppose, be any doubt that
the

first

syllable is of Celtic origin.

Welsh word pain, which
flowers or the
Blackheath.

bloom

Is it the

signifies the farina of
of fruit ?
T. LYNN.

W.

'

Kepltaf.
"

IDOL SHEPHERD."

Leigh, Lancashire.

(7

SOINSWER. While engaged in indexing the first
volume of the 'Register for the Parish of All Saints',
Roos,' copied by R. B. Machell, M.A., I came
across the following entry
Sept. John Bothamley, Scolemaster and Soinswer,
was burred the viii th day of September, 1654.
Can any reader of N.
Q.' give me the meaning
of the word soinswer ?
I have looked in Halli:

'

&

well's
'Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial
Words,' Skeat's 'Etymological Dictionary,' and
other dictionaries, and cannot find it.
W. G. B. PAGE.
77,

Spring Street, Hull.

'VIEW OF THE CREATION.'

I

have the remains

of an old picture-book, without letterpress, appaIt is
rently entitled 'The View of the Creation.'
divided into parts, each part having a recital of
the title on foot of its first plate.
Thus the first
perfect title in my copy runs as follows :

The Pleasant Garden or a book of severall sorts and
most rare, sweet, delightfull Flowers and Slips
exactly D awn and excellently engraven being ye 5 th
Part of the View of the Creation. They are Printed,
Coloured and are to be sold by Ro Walton at ye Globe
sizes of

r

and Compasses on ye north side of St. Paules as also all
ye other [parts understood].
Preceding this part are portions of the third part,
treating of beasts, and nearly the whole of the
fourth part, treating, very humorously, of birds ;
after it the sixth part,
relating to fishes and sea
monsters; in all thirty plates. There is no date to

th

S. vii. 306.)

true that the Revised Version misses the idea
which DR. BREWER believes to be expressed in the
"
words " idol shepherd (Zech. xi. 17), but a little
examination of the Hebrew text will show this idea
is not contained in the original, and that there is
good ground for the translation of the revisers,
" worthless
shepherd." The words thus translated
are ro'i haelil, which are variously rendered by
"
Biblical scholars ; either
shepherd who is worthin
words
the
apposition, as the A.V.
less," taking
and R.V., following the Vulgate, have done, or
" one who
shepherds (tends) that which is worththe Vulgate
less," as the LXX. translates it
having "O pastor, et idolum," the LXX., ol
It

is

/mTcua. The same difference of
seen in the Syria and Arabic versions
(as translated in Walton's Polyglot), the former
" Heus
pastor stolide," the latter, "Qui
being
pascitis vanitates," and in some of our own earlier
Coverdale (1537), Matthew
English versions.
in
(1537), Cranmer (1540), Barker (1597), agree
TroifJLaivovTts roc

rendering

is

"

"0

Idol Shepherd (with variations in spelling),
"
O Idoll's Shephearde."
while Becke (1549) has
in Tindal's translation, by Whitchurch
Idle Shepherd's," may be a printer's
is regarded as
error, unless the epithet "idle"
translation
equivalent to useless, worthless. The

The reading
(1549),

"0

of Tremellius
tori

mihi

and Junius (1593), gives "Vse pas-

nihili."

But whatever

the construction

be, the rendering of the revisers is probably the correct one, and is supported

of the sentence

may
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the best recent commentators, German and
e.g., Keil and Delitasch (Clarke's trans.,
p. 377), "Woe to the worthless shepherd"; Hitzig

by

all

English,
('

Hdbch.

licher
vol.

z.

"

Ha

liiderAlt. Test,,' vol. vi. p. 372),
of O.T.,' trans.,
(' Prophets

Hirt"; Ewald
"

my worthless

shepherd "; Pusey
shepherd of
575),
who
one
hath
no
nothingness*,
quality of a shepherd." "Idol" is only a secondary meaning of
p. 327),

i.

('Minor

Prophets,' p.

"A

The original idea is vanity, emptielil.
ness, nothingness, and is applied to the false gods
of the heathen and their images, as being of

the word

"

nothing worth." It is in this derived sense of
very frequent occurrence in the O.T. Of. Lev.
xix. 4, xxvi. 1 ; Ps. xcvi. 5 ; xcvii. 7, and repeatedly in Isaiah. It occurs in the primary sense
in Jerem. xiv. 14, "They prophesy to you ......
divination and a, thing of nought" and in Job
xiii. 4, a very similar
of Zechariah,
passage to this
"
" Ye are all
physicians of no value (rhophey elil).
Enough has been said to show that the sense of
"counterfeit," suggested by DR. BREWER, and
"
reference

idol shepherds,"
deeds to be seen of

because "they did their good
is not warranted by the text, and that our
revisers are supported by the oldest and best
authorities in the translation "

men,"

native rendering, "

'

Pusey

worthless."
mentions as an alter-

shepherd, thou idol/ including
of nothingness, such as Antithe^ original meaning
christ will be while he calleth himself God, and
willeth to be worshipped";
Wordsworth translates it, "

and the

Woe

late

Bishop

to the shepherd,

the idol," and regards it as prophetic denunciation
of the Pope of Eome.
Such a reference, however,
has failed to meet with acceptance.

EDMUND VENABLES.
DR. BREWER has given these words a meaning
that the authors of the A.V. assuredly never contemplated. If he will turn to the Hebrew, he will
find

the

literal
translation (that is, supposing
rendered "idol(s)," and not tf worthless"
ness ") to be
shepherd of idol(s) "; and this was
turned by Coverdale into " idols shepherde," in the
A.V. into "idol shepherd," and by Luther into
"
"
"
Gotzenhirten."
Idol is, therefore, used in its
ordinary sense, and the meaning is a shepherd
addicted to idols, an idolatrous shepherd, shepherd
being equivalent to ruler, or possibly prophet
(Gesenius, Thes.') I will not here discuss whether
this rendering or that in the Revised Version is
the more correct or probable one.
The A.V. is
based upon Isa. x. 10, the E.V. upon Job xiii. 4,
Jer. xiv. 14.
F. CHANCE.

Wtfn

is

*

Sydenham

Hill.

GOTHIC INSCRIPTION

th
S. vii. 368).
This in(7
scription, if the date is approximately correct, is
in
Lombardic
probably
characters, and it is no
disrespect to the transcriber to presume that it is

s,

vn. JUNE 29,

not quite accurate.
Without a good rubbing the
chances are much against even a fair expert copyfrom
the
bell
itself without error.
Founders
ing
also occasionally transposed or inverted letter?.
the
as
Taking
letters, however,
your correspondent
copies them, not at first hand, I would hazard the
AVE
DEI
M'R
MARIA
following:
[= mater] MAGNA.
This makes the right number of letters, which
counts for something, and there is nothing strange
in the contraction of the single word mater; but I
fully allow that the proportion of mistaken letters,
apart from the two transpositions which I assume,
is rather serious.
CECIL DEEDES.
I should call it a Latin inscription.
It is either
miscopied or full of blunders. It is obvious that
the beginning, viz., AVE MREIA, is meant for AVE
MARIA. And perhaps DBA follows, though it should
rather be DEI MATER. The rest may be the maker's
name, or the name of a donor. In any case, the

inscription

is of little

interest or importance.

WALTER W.

his

to the Pharisees as

It is true that Dr.

[7*

This

SKEAT.

not improbably a familiar inscription
spoilt in great measure by the ignorance of the
is

workman

:

Ave Maria Dei Genetrix

The exact number, with some

of

the

correct

ED. MARSHALL.

letters, appears.

The deciphering I would suggest has nothing to
do with Jeanne d'Arc: AVE MAREIA DE AR MA,
N G T Ave Mareia Deipara Mater Nati UniJ.

geniti.

BYTAKE(7

tb

S. vii. 389).

CARRICK MOORE.

In Halliwell-Pbillippa's

'

Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial Words/
" a farm taken in
bytack is given as meaning
addition to another farm, and on which the tenant
does not reside."
EDWARD M. BORRAJO.

The Library,

Guildhall, E.G.

Bytdke is put for land not belonging to a farm,
but at some greater or less distance from it, occuBOILEAU.
pied or used by the same tenant.

AITKEN FAMILY

(7

th

S. vii. 448).

As

I

am

myself interested in the family of James Aitken,
Bishop of Galloway, and wrote about him years
'
ago in N. & Q.,' I should like to hear privately
from your correspondent who has lately shown an
interest in the subject.
There were other Aitkenu
in Culross (down to 1710, if not later) besides the

Parliamentary representative mentioned by MR.
HAMILTON. I am rather inclined, from certain
circumstances which seem to point in that direction, to the belief that the bishop's family came
from the neighbourhood of Culross. At the same
time, I am acquainted with Aitken as an Upper

Ward name, where it occurs on the Poll Tax
Record of 1695, so that Lanarkshire might turn
out to be the part of Scotland from which Henry
(or

Harry) Aitken, the bishop's father, or

his
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mcestors, migrated to Orkney. An Orkney friend
me the existence of the name
3n the Valuation Roll in the middle of the seventeenth century, and I am in hopes of further details regarding the Orcadian period of the Aitken
C. H. E. CARMICHAEL.
family.
New University Club, S.W.
has pointed out to

FLUCK

th

In shooting in
1858-1862 we always
said that a hare or rabbit had been flecked if a
piece of fur had been cut out by shot so as to
remain behind when the creature was nevertheless
able to run on.
D.
(7

S. vii.

366, 494).

Hampshire and Surrey

in

KEV. W. PALMER (7 S. vii. 369). The queson of the baronetcy of which the title has been
)rne by the Rev. W. Palmer has been the subject
'
notice at various times in N.
Q. AN ESSEX
th

&

:

'

"
521, states that his father called
himself of Streamstown, co. West Meath, and Inrermore, co. Mayo"; and also that he believes him
to claim descent from the Palmers, baronets of

MAN,

in

4 th

S.

terms the baronetcy a

fiction.

On

the other hand,

"

well known 7
47, says that it is
that the title belongs to him, and that it may be
seen in any genuine Irish baronetage, of which,
th
however, he has not a copy by him. At 5 S. iii.
S.

MR.

Rectory of Whitchurch Canonicorum by Dr.
Bagot, Bishop of Bath and Wells, formerly Bishop
of Oxford.
list of his publications is given by
'
Lowndes, to which may be added An Inquiry
into the Possibility of obtaining the Means for
Church Extension without Parliamentary Grants/
In the original letters patent for the creation of
" Conbaronets, A.D. 1611, the limitation is:
et hseredibus masculis decedimus prsefato
corpore suo legitime procreatis," which is the
usual form to the exclusion of heirs by a col-

A

ED. MARSHALL.

lateral line.

For an account of his baronetcy see N. & Q.,^
4 th S. i. 460, 520; ii. 47; 5 th S. iii. 29, 73; 7 th S.
'

i.

DANIEL
349, 474.
Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

HIPWELL.

34,

[Other replies are omitted, the subject having previously been thrashed out.]

i.

Wingham, through Henry Palmer, who is said on
the family monument to have died young, so that he
H. W., 4 th
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ii.

0. F. S.
that he believes

WARREN remarks

'

PUNNING MOTTO (7 S. vii. 446). The interpretation of a motto on a sundial in Derbyshire
reported by MR. BARTLETT reminds me of an inscription on a tea-chest, equally absurd and someThe word
what similar in its construction.
"Doces" stood on the lid of the box. "What
" I asked
does that mean 1
my host, as he filled
my cup. "You know Latin, I suppose?" he
"I have been told 'doces' mean&
answered.
th

'

A. R.

thou tea-chest.'"

of the

baronetcy
"DOGMATISM" AND "PUPPYISM" (7 th S. vii.
it to be that of Wingham, created
Your correspondent ACHE has shown Dean
1621, but dormant since the death of Sir 0. Har- 449).
court Palmer, sixth baronet, in 1773 (Burke's Burgon to be in error, and has correctly surmised
'
Douglas
Extinct Baronetage,' p. 602). But he also says that the definition belongs of right to
'
that he is not aware of the pedigree.
LORD LTT- Jerrold, and not to Dean Mansel. In The JestMark Lemon (Macmillan, 1864) is the
TELTON, at the same reference, answers the query at Book,' by
"
" he
Dogmatism is Puppyism come to its
following
is called Sir W. Palmer
p. 29 by saying that
The initial?, of
full
because he is so, and has been a long time."
growth. D. J." (p. 204).
It sometimes seems to be forgotten that the title course, refer to his old friend Douglas Jerrold.
'
to a baronetcy descends by the patent of creation, In The Wit and Opinions of Douglas Jerrold,' by
not by heirship, so that the descendants of a brother his son Blanchard Jerrold (Henry Lea, London,
Nois given (p. 28).
may be heirs to the estate without any claim to 1859), the same quotation
the title. To prevent this in the case of Lord precise reference is given as to the place in which
CUTHBERT BEDE.
found.
Brougham the title was to descend in his brother's the words are to be
line.
So, too, when the son of the first Duke of
The quotation from Douglas Jerrold's 'Man
Marlborough died the honours were settled on his made of Money,' p. 252, is at 1 st S. iv. 160, from
posterity by his daughters and their heirs by Act MR. E. STEANE JACKSON
5 Anne, c. iii. There is no one to prevent, if it be
"
Taking off his hat and smoothing the wrinkles of his
so, the assumption of a title to a baronetcy without
brow, Topps said, Humph! what is dogmatism 1 Why,
as
is
in
there
the
case
of
similar
a
claim,
assump- it is this, of course
dogmatism is puppyism come to its
"
tion of the title to a peerage.
full growth.'
73,

:

:

'

:

Newman's

'

f

Apologia,' part
,
my
Religious Opinions' (pp. 108, sqq., London,
ii.
con1864; chap.
pp. 40, sqq., London, 1875)
tains a eulogy upon Mr. Palmer's attainments
iv.

History of

ED. MARSHALL.

"
The author of the saying, Dogmatism is only
"
puppyism grown up and intensified was Crabb
VERULAM.
Robinson.

and services at an earlier period: "Mr. Palmer
had many conditions of authority and influence.
ORABBE'S 'TALES' (7 th S. vi. 506; vii. 114,
He was the only really learned man amongst us." 214, 373). I quite agree with MR. WARD'S reHe married a daughter of Admiral Beaufort, marks at the last reference, and should regret to
author of Karamania.' He was presented to the see parental authority interfered with by the law.
'
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17*

s.

VIL JD

29,

m

The tendency

is, at the present day, to do away
to the encouragecorporal punishment
ment, to my mind, of insubordination and, in too
many cases, of crime.
Amongst the criminal

buted to the marriage of poore maydens, and
mendynge of high wayes "; or "to the marriage of
poore maydens, mendynge of high wayes, & other
uses."
Salmon, in his History of Surrey,' menclasses
especially corporal punishment should be tions that bequests for marrying poor maids were
resorted to, as it is well known that the fear of frequent in early times ; and that in some
places
" a sum of
personal pain will often make a man or boy hesimoney was charged on lands for them,
tate to commit a crime where
in
for
a
and
a
for
to
dwell
house
them
year after
imprisonment only
W. R. TATE.
(with or without hard labour) will have no deter- marriage."
This was clearly seen in the
Walpole Vicarage, Halesworth.
ring effect whatever.
old garotting days. Solomon's
advice, rightly read,
I think the word "and" has been omitted either
is the most
satisfactory both to the parent and the by the writer of the will or by the transcriber.
child in the end.
In an exercise given at a school, Before
highway rates were a tax that could be enthe theme being Solomon's well-known
saying, a forced by law it was common for pious people to
boy sent in the following four lines, which are not leave
for their
It was a
work
with

all

unhappy

money
repair.
great
of charity, for in many parts of England the roads
became so dangerous from want of repair that life

:

Solomon
Spare

said, in accents mild,
the rod spoil the child

'

and

;

Be it boy or be it maid,
Leather and wallop them, Solomon

said.

ALPHA.

DARCT OR DORSET (7 th S. vii. 88, 195, 254,
MR. TEW writes from Holderness. As the
413).
Darcys were Earls of Holderness, it is not difficult
to account for the name
being used as a Christian
name in that neighbourhood.
ISAAC TAYLOR.

All
property were frequently sacrificed.
readers of old wills will call to mind that bequests
of marriage portions for poor maidens are very
common in them. I have understood that down
to the present day it is common in Roman
Catholic countries to have societies for this benevolent purpose.
ANON.

WINTER OR WINTOUR

th

S. vii. 108, 254, 291,
(7
Harl. MSS., British Museum, 1041, ff. 7,
49 or 53; 1566, ff. 108, 120, 167; 1160, ff. 108-110;
1484, ff. 73b (arms only). I cannot speak with certainty now, but myimpressionisthattheGunpowder
Plot Winters are referred to in one or other of the
If HERMENTRUDE should care to send me
above.
a letter under cover, I would forward it to a Mr.
Wintour (Winter) who takes considerable interest
in the subject, and who has accumulated memoranda relating to his ancestors. It is possible he
might be able to give her some notes.

415)).

SIR NICHOLAS WENTWORTH'S BEQUEST

(7

th

S.

The explanation of this is simple
427, 457).
enough. There are two separate bequests, the one
to poor maidens' marriages, the other to the mendvii.

ing of highways. Such bequests are very common
in wills of this date and in
Ann
conjunction.
Barett, of Bury, 1504 ('Bury Wills,' p. 96), thus
directs
:

"The resydue of the seid xi marca I will a part be gevyn
maydyns that be honest and good at ther
maryage and a pte to be spent in hy weyys."
to poore

Sir

John Gresham, Knt., 1554,

in his will

:

" Item

to poor maydens marriages within the citie of
London 0" whereof I will every of them shall have x".
Item to the repairing and amending of highways being
most noysome and foule within xx miles compasse of the
11
citie of London and
especially Southwards 7 by the dis-

cretion of

my Executors."
:

Cecilie Cioll, 1608, bequeaths
" to the
helpe and furtherance of poore maydes marriages 40" to be devided in tenne shillings apeece at the
descretion of my Executors and overseers."

G. L. G.

comma

will alluded to

by W. L. R. evidently a

understood stops less than a full stop
are seldom or never written in sixteenth
century
documents after the word " maydens "; or, if not
so, there must be the word "and" (&).
Sir
Nicholas left the sums " to be spent and distriis

G. BRADFORD.

N.E.

BED-STAFF (6 th S. xii. 496 ; 7 th S. i. 30, 96, 279,
Through the reading and kindness of my
Mr. P. A. Daniel, I give further examples

412).
friend

of this word.
1.

Further on in the same will there occurs
" And
where I was Executor of William Bottery
citizen and mercer of London
whereby among otber
things he devised cc 11 among pore maydes marriages
dwelling within the Parish of Thorpe C Norfolk."

In the

J.
157, Dalston Lane,

'The Parson's Wedding,' by Th. Killigrew,

1664, but written earlier, at Basil, i. 3
'
In it Mr.
Dodsley,' vol. xi. p. 471).
Jolly, speaking of an odd lady, says
'She hates a man with all his limbs
Her gentleman-usher broke his leg last dog-days, merely to have
the honour to have her set it a foul rank rogue and
so full of salt humours that he posed a whole college of
old women with a gangrene, which spoiled the jest, and
his ambling before my lady, by applying a handsaw to
his gart'ring place; and now the rogue wears booted
bed-staves, and destroys all the young ashes to make him
printed

(Collier's

:

:

!

legs."

Conceive a man making himself look more ridiculous by bulging out his boot with our bedstaves, and his greater ridiculousness in taking
to these staves instead of having properly shaped
for him
splints or a properly shaped leg made
!

7

S.

VII. JUNE 29,
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Does

not, too, the "destruction of all the young
ashes" show that they never were bed-staves,
" booted bed-staves " is a
but that
phrase used
for wooden pins like the sticks used for beating

mattresses, &c., which are "booted" inasmuch
as each has a boot, or cup-like projection in which

up

the stump rests ?
2. In Webster's 'Vittoria Corambona,' Dyce's
one-volume edition, p. 38, col. 1, Zanche, the
Moorish waiting woman, says of Cornelia, the
mother of her mistress Vittoria

nunciation is, I think, vahse. Is it not more probable that the French pronunciation in general
use should have been continuous than that after
being lost it should have been taken back ? Surely
vase,

having no

r,

cannot rhyme with Mars,

ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's,

Add

Warrington.

to the authorities cited

makes vase rhyme

's

to face

('

staff.

is

a third example in

'

'

King Oambises

'

(Hawkins's Origin of the English Drama,' vol. i.
p. 304) ; but I do not quote it, as it proves nothing
to those who can suppose that a second flat bedstaff of the kind that support a mattress could have
been wanted by Bobadil, and that he called for
what he could not have been without, rather than
for a broomstick, as a suitable and ready style of
To such, to first extract such a
fencing weapon.
bed-staff, and then to grasp and wield it with both
hands, is the most suitable means a woman could
choose to break her husband's head far handier
and surer than an ashen stick or a poker.
BR. NICHOLSON.

BOSWELL'S 'LIFE OP JOHNSON' (7 th S. vii. 327).
I have noted the following errors in the pagination
of vol. ii. first edition, 1791
404 for 408, 504 for
497, 470 for 504, 525 for 555, and 587, 588 for
"The Corrections and Additions,"
585, 586.
which fill a page after the contents in vol. i., do
not contain any notice of these errors in paging.
misprint in a Greek quotation on p. 303, vol. i.,
is corrected, but another on
p. 284 is passed over,
:

A

K<XT'

"

ZoKr]v for
"

condescente
"

vey

/car'

^o\^v

for candescente

for Hervey.

;

as also

and

on

275,

p.

"HarW. E. BUCKLEY.
;

291,

p.

PRONUNCIATION OF VASE (7 th S. vi. 489 vii.
Do the rhymes quoted on pp. 173
173, 236, 316).
and 174 prove anything about the pronunciation?
In The Eape of the Lock are tongue rhyming
with long and lung, billet-doux with true and row,
ear with hair and near, Matadore with bore and
Moor, tea with away and obey, join with nine, &c.
;

'

In
are

'

Don

'

Juan,' in the canto referred to

wounds rhyming with sounds,

loss

(*. e., viii.),

with Grose,

dozen with rosin, scamper'd with rampart, troops
with hopes, &c.
In Keats and Moore such examples may be found in plenty. The word comes
to us through the French vase.
The usual pro-

Swift,

who

CDTHBERT BEDE.

Here, as "light" is used for "heavy," so there is
a meaning in bed-staff which we need not discuss,
further than to say that the word and simile are
meaningless unless we take it as that which tumbles
and tosses the bed, or treats it as did the old bedThere

Dean

Strephon and Chloe ').

:

3.

stars,

&c. ? The evidence in Roche's verses seems to be
in favour of vahse or vaws, since the one is attributed to Philadelphia, the other to Boston.

:

good for nothing but to make her maids
Catch cold a nights they dare not use a bed-staff
For fear of her light fingers.

She
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CHAPMAN'S 'ALL FOOLS': "To

WALSINGHAM " (7 th S. vi. 47;
known that most of Mr. J.

SIR THO.

It is well
P. Collier's valuable
books passed into the possession of the late Mr.
Frederic Ouvry, P.S.A. If DR. NICHOLSON will
refer to Mr. Ouvry's sale catalogue he will find in
'
'
of which he is in
lot 254 the copy of Al Fooles
It is noted in the catalogue that Mr.
search.
"
Dyce says, in reference to this copy, This poetical
dedication is found, I believe, only in a single copy
of this play."
The lot sold for ll. 12s., and the
purchaser, according to the entry in my copy of
vii.

177).

the catalogue, was "Robson."
Perhaps if DR.
to Messrs. Robson & Kerslake, of 23, Coventry Street, he might hear something about the book.
I am glad that DR. NICHOLSON is unwilling to
bring forward another charge of forgery without
good proof, because I consider that Mr. Collier's
reputation has been assailed in many instances on
few years ago I showed
very slight grounds.
in 'N. & Q.' that the remarkable entries in the

NICHOLSON applied

A

'

1629 edition of Marlowe and Chapman's Hero
and Leander,' upon which Mr. Bullen threw some
doubts in his new edition of Marlowe, were perfectly genuine, or, at any rate, could not have been
forged by Collier, as they existed before the book
came into Collier's possession (Heber's sale cataThis book was also
logue, part iv. lot 1415).
transferred by Collier to Mr. Ouvry, and was sold
as lot 1031 at that gentleman's auction.
in

my

possession.
Jaipur, Rajputana.

W.

F.

It is

now

PRIDEAUX.

HERODOTUS AND THE SCYTHIANS T(7
MR. LACH-SZYRMA will find almost

S. vii.

everything that can be profitably said concerning the
"Das
in
tribes
Cuno's
Skythien
essay,
Scythian
des Herodot," which forms the fourth chapter of
'
the first volume of his Forschungen im Gebiete
der Alten Volkerkunde' (1871), a valuable and
to be,
suggestive work, less known than it deserves
as is shown by the fact that there is as yet no copy
There are
in the Library of the British Museum.
408).

some valuable remarks by Zeuss, in 'Die
Deutschenund die Nachbarstamme,' pp. 275-302 ;
by Diefenbach, in Origines Europseae,' pp. 83-90;
also

'

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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and by Neumann,
lande,' vol.

i.

in

'

Die Hellenen im Skythen-

bk. 2, " Herodot's Skythen."

But

with these standard works MR. LACH-SYZRMA

is

doubtless familiar.

He

no doubt, aware that Schrader accepts
Schafarik's localization of the Neuri of Herodotus
on the river Nurew or Nurger, an affluent of the
is also,

would involve the localizaon the upper waters of the
This is supported by the theory brought
Pripet.
forward by Poesche, in
Die Arier,' that the

Bug, which,

if

correct,

tion of the Budini

'

physical characteristics of the Budini, as described
by Herodotus, are those of the inhabitants of the
great Eokitno swamp on the head waters of the

[7*

s.

VIL JUM

29, -so.

ears ago ; I believe in vol. cxv. or cxvi. (' Phtlos
Hist. Class.').
L. L. K.
r

CHARLES OWEN

(5

th

S.

i.

90;

viii.

7 th S.

355;

Charles Owen, born in Montgomeryshire
n 1654, was privately ordained at Bridgnorth, but
;he persecutions he endured at last compelled him
to take shelter in London, where he remained until
rii.

398).

James II. granted toleration to Nonconformists*
Se then returned to Bridgnorth, but afterwards
removed to Ellesmere, where he officiated until
'

death in 1712.
See
MontgomeryshireWorthies,' by Mr. R. Williams, F.R.H.S.
E. W.
Oswestry.

Pripet.

MARRIAGE ONLY ALLOWED AT CERTAIN TIME&
The Issedoni have been located on the Isset,
which rises east of the Ural, and flows into the OF THE YEAR (7 th S. vii. 6, 156, 234, 356). If
Tobol
the Arimaspi have been identified with the REV. E. MARSHALL will only look at my note,
the Wotiaks ; the Alauni have been placed in he will see that I do not say that all rules for the
the Crimea, and identified with the Alans and the prohibition of marriage are not much older than the
;

Council of Trent, but only that a particular rule>
given by a ROMAN CATHOLIC and MR. WALFORD, is
not much older than the Council of Trent. This is
The point that I wished to emreally the case.
phasize was the difference of the mediaeval rul&
from the modern Tridentine ; and that in this case
c
"
the Caroline divines (Cosin's
Works,'
Ang.
ihrem wechselnden Scheine stets wieder zu folgen." Oath. Lib.," v. pp. 367, 523), and the rhymes of
vestries had preserved a more ancient rul&
Manifestly much of the northern ethnology of English
Herodotus must be pronounced to be unhistorical. than the modern Roman.
The mediaeval rules are older even than LyndThe Neuri turn themselves into werwolfs, and the
wood. They will be found in the Sarum Missal
Arimaspi are fabulous one-eyed centaurs. But
even if the account of Herodotus had been of less (ed. F. H. Dickinson, Burntisland, 1861-1883,
col. 829*), and Mr. Dickinson gives a note
mythical quality, how could we expect, after so
"
Gratiani decretum P. 2 causa 33 Q. 4. C. 10 ex conto localize mere nomad

Ossetes of the Caucasus.

But these identifications, at the best, are but
The subject of early Slave ethnology is
guesses.
involved in congenial Cimmerian darkness, and
Diefenbach has well observed, " Doch genug
In
solcher Ferae fHmmern und zittern alle Lichter
irrlichterhaft, und doch verlockt uns ein Zauber,
!

:

many

centuries,

pastoral
tribes, who doubtless roamed over vast regions of
the Russian steppes? Even in Pliny's time the
Scythians were vanishing out of history and

"
Scytharum nomen usquequaque
Sarmatas atque Germanos." In the
time of Orosius the Scythian name was applied
to Mongolic Huns and Teutonic Goths. Moreover,
even if we could identify the Scythians of Hero-

Non oportet a Septuagesima usque in
Octavas Paschse et tribua hebdomadibus ante festivitatem Sancti Johannis Baptistas et ab Adventu Domini
nuptias celebrare ; quod si factura
usque post Epiphaniam
"
cilio Ilerdensi

'

:

geography.

fuerit, separentur.'

transi[i]t in

This rule

dotus with the Slaves, it is certain that when, in the
fourth and fifth centuries of our era, the Teutonic
tribes marched forth to seek new homes on southern
shores, their vacant seats were occupied by the
Slavonic races from the East, and these Slaves, who
advanced as far as the Elbe, were subsequently
Teutonized by Germanic tribes who had remained
in the Baltic lands. Moreover, many of the Slavonic
tribes took part in the wandering of the nations.
The descendants of the Vandal host must now be
sought in Tunis, while the Sauromatse of Herodotus
have lefc footprints, more or less distinct, on the
banks of the Danube and the Rhine, as well as in
Italy

A

and

in Spain.

ISAAC TAYLOR.

paper on this subject appeared in the Pro-

ceedings of the

Vienna Academy some two or three

ix. 7),

is spoken of by Durandus(' Rationale,' I.
though he afterwards states the mediaeval

custom.
rnentaria,'

Baruffaldi

XLI.

of marriage

('

Ad Rituale Romanum Com-

the prohibitioo
three weeks before Midsummer

xviii.) also refers to

for

Day. The prohibition of marriage, therefore, from
Septuagesima to Ash Wednesday, and for three
weeks either at the Rogations or before St. John
Baptist's Day, appears to be ancient ; and the
Council of Trent (Sess. xxiv. cap. x.) destroyed
this mediaeval custom, which we in England have
J. WICKHAM LEGO.
preserved.
47, Green Street, W.

The old verses

are

:

Conjugium Adventus prohibet, Hilarique relaxat
Septuagena vetat sed Paschce Octavo, reducet :
Rogatio vetitat, concedet Trina potestas.

:

BoiLEAU.
'

THE ETONIAN

'

(7

th

S. vii. 347).

complete in two volumes,

This work

each containing

is

five

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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umbers, and dated October, 1820, to March,
The first
821; April, 1821, to August, 1821.
< dition has a cut of the
king of clubs on the titleVol. i. has title+pp. 400,
iage of each volume.
s ol.
ii.
title
There is an index to
pp. 446.
<ach volume, and pp. 442-444 of the second
:

]

+

olume contain the names of the contributors,

s

le first edition also has a
separate title to each
with a list of the articles contained therein,
imber,
"
a slip of the errata in each volume.
In the
second edition, printed in 1822, a woodcut of the

gateway tower of Eton College is substituted for
the king of clubs on the title of each volume.

The

separate titles of each number are suppressed,
and the pagination is differed, vol. i. having title+
OQ p. 482, vol. ii.,
pp. 412, vol. ii. title+pp. 488.
there is a woodcut of Eton from the east, and brief
notes on pp. 486 487.
In 1824 an edition was

After the issue of
printed in 3 vols. small 8vo.
the first number a second edition of that number
was printed, in order to incorporate Moultrie's
beautiful lines entitled 'My Brother's Grave/
from the poetry of the College Magazine, and
a copy of the first edition, with this second
edition of No. 1, is the most desirable acquisition.

For further particulars see H. 0. Maxwell-Lyte's
'
Eton College/ Lond., 1875, pp. 382-4.
W. E. BUCKLEY.
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ference, you refer E. S. to various articles on the
subject in former volumes of 'N. & Q.' Should
the information contained in the following not be
included in them it may be of service to the querist.
In a recent issue of a Derbyshire paper, noting the
death of the llev. Walter Clark, B.D., a correspondent writes:
"
My old master the Rev. Walter Clark, Head Master
of Derby School, who died on Thursday, llth inst.
[April, 1889], was, I believe, the last male representative of Oliver Cromwell, being a descendant in the direct
line of Richard Cromwell, the Protector's son, who, after
his abdication, retired to the neighbourhood of London

and took the name of Clark."

The Kev. Waiter Clark

referred to was born at
Coventry in 1838, educated at Coventry Grammar
School, and afterwards under the cele'brated Dr.
Kennedy at Shrewsbury School, of which he was
Thence he went to Magdalen College,
captain.
Cambridge, and took his B.A. degree with honours
(Second Class Classical Tripos) in 1860, M.A.
He was
degree in 1863, and B.D. in 1875.
ordained 1865-66, and became curate of Christ
and
first
classical master of
Church, Lancaster,,
the Royal Grammar School, Lancaster, from which
he was appointed head master of Derby School in
1866, in the conduct of which he was very successful, and "died in harness" at the date above
R. W. HACKWOOD.
given.

There were only ten numbers of this magazine.
CR^BILLON (7 th S. vii. 468). During the eightHie ET UBIQUB will turn to the first article in eenth
century almost all the French men of letters
<
The King of Clubs
Abdication of his sided either with
No.^ X.,
Cre"billon, senior, or Voltaire as a
Majesty,' he will find the formal announcement of tragic author, for tragedy was in
abeyance in France
the conclusion of the undertaking.
On p. 486 of since the death of P. Corneille (1684) and J.
vol. ii. of the collected edition is the
following Racine (1699).
Montesquieu's cast of mind made
note
him lean, in this particular, to Crebillon more than
"
There are many passages in these volumes which the to Voltaire. The words
quoted by the REV. J. MAS'
editors, for various reasons, would wish corrected or KELL are to be found in
Montesquieu's Pense"es
erased.
that
the
would
be
Believing, however,
public
better pleased, if they were allowed to shake hands with Di verses, des Modernes,' and seem to refer to
the Etonian in his first dress, they have made very few 'AtreV (1707), the most tragic of all Cre"billon's
alterations
confident that the errors which they regret plays. La Harpe, who was no friend of Cr 6 billon's,
will be charitably ranked among those
has the following words in his Cours de LitteraQuas aut Incuria fudit
ture,' delivered at the Lyce*e from 1786, third part,
Aut humana parum cavit Natura.
"
bk. i. ch. iv. section i.
Le caractere d'Atre"e a
"WALTER BLUNT.
de Pe"nergie, et quelquefois n'est pas sans art: il y
MAOKWORTH PKAED."
a des moments de terreur. Voila le me'rite de cette
JOHN MURRAY, Jun.
The italics are mine. Voltaire did all
If

:

:

:

'

:

piece."

Albemarle Street.

j

Cre"billon's tragedies over again in quite a superior

DNARGEL.
OTHERWISE (7 th S. vii. 370)." Walton alias way.
Paris.
Denny, Thomas" would imply that, for some
reason or another, Walton had changed his name
ERASMUS EARLE, M.P. FOR NORWICH (7 th S.
to Denny.
vii. 407).
The son of Thomas Earle, of Salle, co.
J. W. ALLISON.
Stratford, B.
Norfolk, Esq., by his second wife, Anne, daughter
of John Founteyn, of Salle, Esq.
He was bapa
be entered
alias

May
protest
against rendering
"
otherwise " ?
Used with a name, alias
by
cannot mean aught else than " at another time."
S.

CROMWELL'S DESCENDANTS (7 th S.
Under "Notices to Correspondents,"

vii.

340).
at this re-

1590 ; married Feb. 25,
1616, Frances, fourth daughter of John Fountaine,
of Salle, Esq., and Mary his wife, daughter and
heiress of James Brigge, of Salle, Esq., and had
issue four sons and two daughters.
He died at
Heydon, co. Norfolk, Sept. 7, 1667, in his seventytized at Salle Sept. 20,

.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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[7*

s.

TO JUNE

29,

m

eighth year, and there lies buried under a large
altar-tomb in the east chapel of the north aisle.
His widow was also buried at Heydon, Sept. 13,
At the Brit. Mus. (Add. MSS. 19,399,
1671.
fo. 24; 22,620, fo. 50) will be found his autograph
and a letter from him to the Mayor of Norwich
Other particulars of him will be
dated 1647.
found in Blomefield's ' Hist. Norfolk,' vols. vi.
and viii., and in the 'Dictionary of National

Scurrilous attacks on the Pope and
sure to go down with the
The horrors of the condemned cell, dying
public.
speeches of celebrated murderers, and other penny
Besides
dreadfuls, also found a ready market.
"
"
the
running patterer," there was also the standwho
on
carried
the
same
ing patterer,"
business,
but with this difference, that he stood still while
"
or sold from what he called

DANIEL HIPWELL.
Biography,' vol. xvi.
34, Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

If

th

S. vii. 489).
At one period of
(7
I spent (wasted, I fear Addison would
have said; see Spectator, No. 60) a good deal of
time in guessing, and helping others to guess,
double acrostics ; and I have accordingly tried
hand at the one which V. A. M. says he is unable

ACROSTIC

my

life

my

Here is the result. I do not feel sure
of No. 6, which seems to contain a misprint.
I
do not suppose I should have guessed it had I not
to solve.

remembered Tennyson's poem beginning, "A spirit
haunts the year's
1.

H

2.

O

4.

L
L

5.

Y

3.

6.

H

7.

O
C

8.

K

9.

I (the two vowels)*
G (cannot guess)

E

ov
ea

R
L

ote
bol
ora

(1)

I

L

illarne

Y
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

will find the clue,
doubtless unravel.

his own ingenuity will
RICHARD R. HOLMES.

which

OXFORD DIVINITY DEGREES (7 th S. vii. 370,
434).
Alwood, as suggested, cannot be a mistake
for Fanshaw, as this latter was in orders, as proved
by his being a canon of Christ Church, rector of
Cottesbad and of Staverton, as well as Regius
Professor of Divinity. The name of Alwood does
not occur in the 'Graduati Oxonienses,' or in

Alumni.' A Samuel Green, Queen's, proceeded B. and D.D. in 1733, but the ' Grad. Ox.'
simply records the fact, and as he entered in 1707,
'

name

is

not in Foster,

who begins

W.
WALKING STATIONERS
doubt

this

term

(7

th

S.

at 1715.

E. BUCKLEY.
vii.

428).

with

No

that of
"running patterer" or "flying stationer." He
was a street seller of cheap literature, who walked
or ran along the streets while selling his
pamphlets
and papers, much in the same manner as the evenThe
ing newspaper boys do at the present time.
"
"
literature disposed of by the
running patterer
some thirty years ago was, of course, of a startling
*

[May

Wiseman were

a

selling,

pitch."

MR. BETH ELL will refer to London Labour
and the London Poor,' by Henry Mayhew (1851),
*

pp. 213 et seq., he will find a full account of
branch of street industry, if by such name it
HELLIER GOSSELIN.
may be dignified.

vol.

i.

this

Blakesware, Ware, Herts.

I have heard that these people were men who
wandered from place to place selling chap-books.
I do not remember ever seeing any members of
this fraternity, but I have understood that in the
last century and in the early days of this
they

were very common.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

HERALDIC : THE LABEL (7 th S. vii. 467). The
label is a subordinary, and as such it is borne as a
charge upon the shield without having any reference
to cadency.
Those entitled to the arms mentioned

T

elo

will perhaps value a hint more than a
complete answer. Let him turn to his Tennyson.
In the burden to the two stanzas of a ' Song ' he

his

Cardinal

last hours."

V. A. M.

Foster's

character.

is

synonymous

not this be the vowela 0,

a, e, u, I ?]

by your correspondent would blazon the label just as
others would display gyron, billet, mascle, rustre,
or other heraldic device that had been granted and
confirmed to theirs and them.
The "present
representative" of the family should bear, I
believe, no mark of cadency whatever. Though a
second son as regards birth, the very fact of his
being the present representative shows that the
line of his earlier born brother is extinct, and that
the family has now no elder branch than his.
ST. SWITHIN.
If the label in the grant of arms alluded to by
as a distinct charge, the

Miss Fox was borne

descendants of the grantee of those arms
be entitled to bear it.
This, which would be
very unusual, could probably be discovered by an
lineal
will

inspection of the original grant at the Heralds'
College.
If, however, it was borne, as it would
ordinarily be, merely as a mark of cadency, such
descendants would not, of course, bear it unless as
eldest sons.
In earlier times, it is said, the label
was sometimes borne as an hereditary charge as
in the arms of the Courtenays
but this is not so
likely to be the case in the more modern instance

mentioned by your correspondent.
J.

S.

UDAL.

Inner Temple.

MOCK MAYOR
S. vii. 468).
written by J.

the

'

OF NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME (7 th
There is an account of the above,

Mayer, of Liverpool, and printed in

Lancashire and Cheshire Historical Society's

Proceedings and Papers,' and also issued separately
which gives a fair idea of its origin

for presents,

.
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ad

It originated as a protest by the
history.
urgesses against the usurpation on the part of
be corporation of the borough of the power and
of electing the mayor, which by charters
] rivilege
(f Henry II., confirmed by one of Queen Eliza1
eth, 1590, was given to the burgesses at large.
;

i

Tor over two hundred years this continued, the
ceremony taking place (immediately the election
(f mayor had been transacted) on the Market
Cross, until 1833, when the burgesses recovered
their chartered rights.
painting, by R. W.

A

on which it took
hangs in the Town Hall, presented by J,
Mayer, Esq., from which an etching was made by
I suppose this is the engraving seen
J. W. Cook.
by your correspondent ; if not, I shall feel obliged
E. SIMMS.
by receiving particulars.
Buss,

of

the

last

occasion

place,

Newcastle,

Staff.
th

CHARLES

I.'s GLOVES (7
S. vii. 368, 431).
I
almost sorry that my desire to complete one
pair of gloves has led to the production of another.
Perhaps we may hear of more. We have only two
and a half pairs at present. The gloves exhibited
by Mr. Nelson in 1862 and that by Mr. Benett
Stanford in 1889 are alike traced back to Bishop
Juxon.
I am not sanguine about finding further
MR.
particulars of those owned by Mrs. Bowles.
BOWLES'S inquiry as to who Mrs. Bowles was,

am

being chiefly of family interest, I have answered
to the best of

my

KILLIGREW.

ability direct.

There is a slight misstatement in MR. SAMUEL
SMITH'S letter which I ask leave to correct. The late

Mr. Park Nelson, the owner of the historic gloves said
to have been given by Charles I. to Bishop Juxon
the scaffold in whose family I believe they still
main as a precious heirloom was a solicitor in
ssex Street, Strand, and had no connexion with
Record Office. The "Assistant Keeper of
rds" referred to by MR. SMITH was his
younger brother, my old schoolfellow at Merchant
Taylors', Mr. Walter Nelson.
Oh, how he bullied
me as a boy, and how kind he was to me as a man,
when he put at my service his intimate knowledge
of the documents under his charge and his skill in
MR. SMITH'S confusion of the
interpreting them
two brothers reminds me that in former days one
was constantly being taken for the other. lo was
a case of " Caesar and Pompey very like specially
Pornpey," for while Walter was continually being
taken for Park, Park was never taken for Walter.
MR. SMITH has curiously reversed this "comedy
of errors."
EDMUND VENABLES.
!

BLACK

MEN

AS HERALDS

th

(7

S. vii. 448).

Black men never acted as heralds, not even in the
dark ages, though they may have done duty as

The duties of heralds are no longer
trumpeters.
what they were in this respect, and one must
differentiate between heralds and trumpeters.
In
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ancient days the herald's proclamations were announced by a blast from his trumpet, but now
trumpet blowing is not part of the duties of a
herald.
There are the State Trumpeters, who at
the late jubilee ceremony in Westminster Abbey
were stationed in the organ loft ; and, by the way,
most of the correspondents, in the account of the
ceremonial, seem to have been under a wrong impression as to the duties of a herald, for they
stated that the arrival of Her Majesty was announced by a blast of trumpets from the heralds.
Black servants were greatly in fashion in the

which may have given rise to their
being depicted in Hogarth's picture mentioned by
MR. MACRITCHIE, besides adding a certain comicA. VICARS.
ality to the scene.

last century,

GRAY (7 S. vii. 407). Pickering's edition of
*
Gray's Works,' issued several times between 1835
and 1853, was edited by the Rev. John Mitford.
who, at p. xxix of the life prefixed to the poems,
claims the authorship of the Appendix E in the
following note
"
Some remarks on this ' Elegy,' which were originally
printed by me in the Gentleman's Magazine for April,
1836, will be found in the appendix to this life. ED."
th

:

Mitford was at one time editor of the Gentleman's
His remarks are on the verbal, grammatical, and rhymic (why not rhymical ?) inaccuracies to be met with in the 'Elegy.'
They remind one of an earlier work, " A Criticism on the
Elegy written in a Country Church Yard. Being a
n's Criticism on the Poems
continuation of Dr. Iof Gray.
London, 1783." This work, reprinted

Magazine.

Edinburgh in 1810, was written by Mr. John
of Greek at Glasgow, as stated
Young, Professor
'
at

in Boswell's

Life of Dr. Johnson,' vol.

first

1791 (or vol. x. p. 290, ed. 1835),
"
that he cannot make
Croker says

and

edition,
of which

out whether

it

was meant

ii.

p.

565,

for jest or earnest."

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

PLURALIZATION (7 th S. vii. 142, 309, 471). I
beg to apologize for a slip in my reply under this
heading in giving caryatides as an instance of
Other instances abound in the
doubled plural.
memories of Anglo-Romans, who are amused every
day with scudis, and lires, and maritozzis, and
bandittis. &c., in the mouths of superficial tourists.
R. H. BUSK.

HARK THE HERALD ANGELS " (7 th S."vii. 360,
How it can be a "great advantage to alter
419).
"

!

a right expression to a wrong one Dean Stanley,
This is what
perhaps, understood, but I do not.
Madan did when he altered Wesley, for (1) the
"
herald angels did not sing
Glory to the new born
King !" they sang "Glory to God in the highest !"
our Lord, during His
(2) it is most probable that
Still the
humiliation, put aside angelic adoration.
word welkin is now so nearly obsolete, and the
"
" herald
have so fixed themselves in our
angels

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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that

hearts,
*

People's
original.
like

my

'

it

hardly possible, though the
has done it, to resume Wesley's

is

Hymnal

'

The best

alteration

H. A. M.,'

hymns

&c., he printed a private collection of
for his own parish :

Hark

!

the herald angels cry,

M.A.

Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

ST.
th

ANDREW'S CHURCH, WORCESTER: IRON RINGS
It

S. vii. 429).

is

not very safe to pass an opinion

on something one has never seen, but from MR. BAGlittle doubt that the
large iron rings fastened by strong staples to the
western piers" (presumably the tower piers of a
-church) were simply intended to make fast the
There are large iron
bell-ropes when not in use.

NALL'S description I can have

4t

irings similarly

fastened to the piers of the central

tower of Lincoln Minster, which were formerly

shown by the vergers

as

"the rings

to

!

little

peal,

now unhappily

defunct, having been

broken up and thrown into the melting pot in 1835,
with the vulgar aim of making " Great Tom " bigger
still.
Examples of similar rings are very frequent.
E. VENABLES.

TRINITY SCHOOL, DORCHESTER (7 S. vii. 287,
MR. PICKFORD may like to know that the
455).
ancient achievement of Queen Elizabeth's arms to
which he alludes at the latter reference was carefully preserved at the late restoration of the Dorchester Grammar School, and is now refixed in the
wall surmounting the new entrance in South Street.
th

J. S.

UDAL.

Inner Temple.

Cagliari,

R. E. N.

SAYING OF LORD BEACONSFIELD (7 th S. vii.
The quotation in the 'Ethics of the Turf,'

28).

Contemporary Review of April last, is not quite
In The Young Duke Lord Beaconsfield
orrect.
"
poke of those mysterious characters [i. e., jockeys]
vho in their influence over their superiors, and
heir total want of sympathy with their species,
re our only match for the Oriental eunuch," mean'

it, that jockeys are as assuming and as
unning and as heartless as eunuchs.
HENRY GERALD HOPE.

ng, I take

Freegrove Road, N.

The meaning

Lord Beaconsfield may have

of

>een that as the honour of an Eastern household is
leld to be safe under the care of an eunuch, so the

lonour of a gentleman on the turf whose horses run
uspiciously is saved by laying it on the jockey.

which

Oliver Cromwell [poor Oliver made the scapegoat
of every sacrilegious injury done to our churches !]
tethered his horses when he turned Lincoln CatheBut they are really the rings
dral into a stable."
"
for securing the ropes of the
Lady Bells," a lovely

'89.

istory painter, stiled the Veronese."

'

Glory be to God on high.
C. F. S. WARREN,

{7

522 as the date of the birth of "Paul

would be something

when, long before the days of

father's,
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VICTUALLER

CARRICK MOORE.

Was

th

not the
S. vii. 428).
(7
sailing or trade of a victualler precisely the same
n the middle of last century as it is now ? Bailey

has:
Victualler [vicluailleur F.], one who furnishes with,
a small
)r provides Victuals ; an Ale-house Keeper
Ship or Vessel that carries Provisions for a Fleet."
Littleton's definition agrees with this ; but it would
seem, from the following passage from Massinger,
;hat long before these dictionaries were compiled
the term had become almost as rank a misnomer
[so far as innkeepers were concerned) as it is to;

day:
Thou hast an

ill-name ; besides thy musty ale,
That hath destroyed many of the king's liege people,
Thou never hadst in thy house, to stay men's stomachs,

A

piece of Suffolk cheese, or gammon of bacon,
esculent, as the learu'd call it,
For their emolument, but sheer drink only.

Or any

1 here do damn thy license,
Forbidding thee ever to tap or draw;

For which gross fault

MEDAL (7 S. vii. 447). This was probably
executed by Thomas Rawlins in commemoration
"
of the fortitude and constancy of the king." See
'Medallic Illustrations of the History of Great
Britain and Ireland,' by Messrs. Hawkins, Franks
and Grueber, 1885, vol. i. pp. 340-1.
G. F. R. B.
th

MONOGRAM P.V. (7 th S. vii. 228). Probablj
the initials of Paul Veronese, an Italian painter
whose real name was Paolo Cagliari, but who took
that of Veronese in honour of his birthplace
Verona. He was " a fertile and clever designer o
ornament," as J. C. J. observes, and his mos
famous work is The Marriage Feast at Cana in
Galilee,' now in the Louvre, at Paris
born, ac
'
cording to Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia/ in 1532
and died in 1558.
Mortimer's 'Student's Die
'

For

instantly, I will, in

mine own person,

Command the constable to pull down thy sign,
And do it before I eat.
'A New Way to Pay Old Debts,' IV.

ii.

C. C. B.
'
'
R. Campbell, in his Compendious View of the
trades of London, the dedication of which work to
the Lord Mayor, &c., is dated 1747, includes in

chap. Ixix., 'Of Victualling Trades' (pp. 275-82),
the baker, the cook, the pastrycook, the confectioner,
the poulterer, the fishmonger, and allied trades, the
vinegar- maker, the chandler's shop, the chocolatemaker, the coffee-house-man, the butcher, the
viccheesemonger, and the oil-shop. There is no
J. F. MANSERGH.
tualler per se.

;

tionary' (1777), however, quoting

De

Piles, give

Liverpool.

BISHOP

KEN

(7

th

S. vii. 220,

345).-When

I

wrote the note under this heading I had not seen

s. vii. J UNE
7*S.

Dean Plumptre's
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'

At

Life.'

"

p. ix

"

of his preface

mentions that the Layman was Mr. AnderIt was not
lon, but miswrites his second name.
Lavicourt, but Lavicount, the "vicount" being
title is in English.
pronounced as the peerage
le

J.

DIXON.
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Folkldriques,' and notably his valuable collection of
Catalan folk-songs.
The collection before us is preceded by an inquiry into
the origin and propagation of folk-lore <! j Com houran

format, donchs 1 i com haur creecut, y posat brot sobre
y branca sobre branca, aquiata ufanosa arbreda que

brot,

ombreja regaladamente a la humanidad enteral"
which, if it does not lay claim to great

originality, givesTRIAL OF BISHOP KING (7 th S. vii. 387). In good proof of careful study and extensive reading in
the very interesting and pleasing lines which many languages.
In the course of the twenty-five tales with which we
MR. VINCENT quotes from a ballad by the Rev. J.
are here presented as a sample of many more to follow,
Mason Neale the following verse occurs
we find that Catalonia is by no means behind the rest of
And the Angelas at Compline shall sweetly close the day. the world in belief in nixies and goblins, or in the inter"
"
In Italy the Angelus is invariably rung at noon. ference of the supernatural in the affairs of common life,
whether in the way of fable or of legend. In the former
I cannot suppose Mr. Neale to have made a gross

Will any reader of 'N. & Q.,' therefore,
say whether the recognized practice in this respect
has at any time been otherwise and, if so, by what
mistake.

in

authority

England

?

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

T.

" ARRANT SCOT

"

th

(7

'

"

S. vii. 419).

In Roscoe's

Leo X.' the epigram
erroneously supposed to
have been engraven on his tomb in the church of
"
is given with a slightly difS. Luca in Venice
ferent wording
:

Qui giace

1'Aretin, poeta Tosco,
mal d' ognun, fuorche di Dio,
Scusandosi col dir, Non lo conosco.

Che

disse

"
"
Roscoe notes that there are several variations
in the different copies of the epigram.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (7 th S. vi.
249).

The

beautiful lines beginning
Whither, ah whither, is my lost love straying,
will be found in 'Marcion Colonna,' by Barry Cornwall.
G.
!

(7- S.

vii. 469.)

The childhood shows the man, &c.
Paradise Regained,'

iv.

220.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Classics

must

go.

Lord Mayor Cotton (1875-6) is the sole
example of a civic chief who has published poetry. If so,
the lines must be looked for in his poems.
I believe that

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Follow the deer ? follow the Christ, the King,
Live pure, speak true, right wrong, follow the King
Else, wherefore born ?
'
Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette,' 11. 116-8.
J. F.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

MANSERGH.

&o.

Rondallistica. Estudi de Literatura Popular ab mostres
Catalanes Inedites. Pau Bertran y Bros. (Barcelona,

Xucla.)

THE

comes
from Barcelona in an edition de luxe of an imin
Catalan
collection
not
voluminous
portant though
dialect made by Sefior Paul Bertran y Bros, a name
already known to the student through his other Obres
latest contribution to the science of folk-lore

to us

'

class the fox, la guineu, takes its usual

important place,

preserving the special piquancy of flavour to its astuteness (which it loses in the idiom of England,
Germany,
and France) by being treated in the feminine gender.
But the legendary class naturally prevails in a province
with pious antecedents like Catalonia, and especially
that class which seems to have a special name only in
tales in which, without irreverence, but with
Rome,*
"
the familiarity of the household," the people poke fun
at the foibles of their spiritual pastors and masters. One
of the most characteristic of these naturally relates to S.
Vincent Ferrer, who stands so high in honour on the
Catalan side of Spain. To him is applied the well-known
legend of the shoeing smith's apprentice. The Catalan
dialect is, perhaps, the only one in which Ferrer means a
farrier.
Among those relating to " Christ wandering on
earth," is one of the usual racy ones about St. Peter. At
a certain cottage a ba-lamb is given them for food. Christ
leaves St. Peter to cook it.
As Christ and the Sacred
College are long in returning, and St. Peter very hungry,,,
he eats the kidney, saying to himself, "La he'll never
notice anything about it." In the course of the meal,
"
however, our Lord says, Peter, how about the kidney?"
St. Peter gets very red, and
("Pere, y'l ronyo?").
!

answers, "This ba-lamb didn't have any" ("Oh dmtot bermell
no'n tenia aquest be ") ; and, after some
altercation, the subject drops ; but afterwards, by a ruse,,
our Lord leads St. Peter to attempt resuscitating a dead

person by cutting him up in pieces. When he comes to
Christ to get him out of the scrape, of course He makes
it a condition that he confesses the truth about the
kidney.
The collection winds up with a very complete specimen
of a " cumulative story," ' Els tres Fadrins Digudins,'
rendered doubly funny by the droll contortions to which
the component words are subjected.

A

Dictionary of Roman Coins, Republican and Imperial.
(

Bell

& Sons.)

SADDENING reflections upon the way in which life is used
and worn are inspired by the appearance of this noble
It was begun by Seth William Stevenson,
volume.
F.S.A., who,itogether with many of those most interested in his work, has gone to the majority. He has been
followed to his resting-place by his son, Henry Stevenson, who took a deep interest in the completion of the
work, and by F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A., one of the ablest of
'
antiquaries and most loyal friends of N. & Q.,' by whom
are the majority of the illustrations. Mr. C. Koach Smith
then undertook the task of revision, and the whole hasbeen completed by Mr. Frederic W. Madden. With such
careful fostering it is now issued into the world. In
shape the new volume resembles Smith's dictionaries of

mythology, &c.
*

It

is,

indeed, uniform in type with theset
'

Ciarpe,

Folk-lore of Rome.'

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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important works, for new editions of which scholarship is
The Dictionary of Roman
to intercede.
beginning
'
Coins is, however, up to date, and its appearance, long
retarded by causes beyond human control, will now be
warmly welcomed.
There is no need in these pages to dwell upon the importance, from whatever standpoint it is regarded, of the
study of numismatics. A comprehensive knowledge of
ancient coins, and especially of the moneta Romana, is the
'

most enviable of possessions

for the archaeologist

and the

Guides to the student and the collector have
not been wanting. In the present volume, however, for
the first time we have a comprehensive dictionary,
written in the vernacular, and wholly occupied with
Roman numismatics. Three objects have as is anhistorian.

nounced in the original prospectus, which is reprinted
been kept before the eyes of the successive editors. To
furnish (1) an explanation of the types, devices, symbols,
&c., which appear on coins with Latin legends, minted
under the government of ancient Rome, both consular
and imperial ; (2) biographical, chronological, and
monetal references to the emperors, empresses, and
Caesars, from Julius (B.C. 44) to Mauricius (A.D. 1602);
(3) mythological, historical, and geographical notices in
elucidation of curious and rare obverses and reverses.
The arrangement is alphabetical, and the cross references are numerous.
A work of this description has long been called for
in England, and its appearance is a matter for con-

To the labours of his predecessors in
gratulation.
general the editor does full justice, though no mention
is made of the Dutch numismatists of the seventeenth
century. To all, including the publishers, concerned
in the production of this masterly work, who are in a
position to be gratified by human homage, we offer our
congratulations. It ia equally difficult to over-estimate
the amount of labour and energy involved in its production and the value of the result now happily obtained.

Annual Register for the Year 1888. (Rivingtons.)
YET once more the Annual Register makes its all-important contribution to our store of possessed, ranged,
and docketed knowledge. To the value of compilations
such as this full tribute has always been rendered. It is
only in modern days, however, in which scrupulous
accuracy ia demanded and unsupported statements bring
confusion on those who put them forth, that the full
utility of the Annual Register stands apparent. Nothing
can be more serviceable than to have a well-digested
summary of the year's proceedings. To the statesman
and the journalist the work remains indispensable. Apart
from its other merits, one of the greatest recommendations is that it saves the accumulation upon the overburdened shelves of huge series of books. The Annual
Register defies, of course, criticism and analysis. It is a
book not to be judged, but to be used. Those who have
once profited by the ease and convenience of reference,
and the consequent diminution of annoyance, will never
be without it, and the circle to which it appeals must
necessarily be widening. The historical portion is, of
course, the most important ; but the chronicle of events,
the retrospect of literature, &c., the obituary, and the
index the last two especially are perhaps even more
serviceable.

A

Dictionary of Heraldry.

M.A.

(Kent

&

By

Charles Norton Elvin,

Co.)

[7*s.\u. JUNE

29,

-

may be

traced in a score important works to be found in
well-equipped libraries. Mr. Elvin's aim is to present
and as succinctly as is reconcilable
with accuracy and intelligibility, a list of terms used in
the science, together with appropriate illustrations. The
work is thus equally useful to the amateur who seeks to
blazon such coats as he encounters and to the practical
artist. Upwards of two thousand illustrations
accompany
the text. Many of these, together with many of the
terms, are not to be found in any other heraldic glossary.
The arrangement is simplicity itself. In the body of the'
book, under which the terms employed in heraldry are
explained, references are made to the pages on which
the thing is depicted. Heraldry has been said to be the
most easily acquired of all sciences. As such it commends itself to those with limited leisure, as well as to
those who see in it perhaps the most important side-light
all

in alphabetical order,

cast upon history. Mr. Elvin's book cannot fail to facilitate the mastery of the subject, and may be commended
to all students.
To the same author we are already indebted for 'Anecdotes of Heraldry,' a 'Handbook of

Mottoes borne by the Nobility, Cities, &c.'
BOOKS received include The Standard of Value, by
William Leighton Jordan, sixth edition (Longmans &
Co.); Life: what is it sustained ly, and Cognate Suband A
jects, by William Boggett (Triibner & Co.);
Kindergarten Drawing- Book, Part II., by T. E. Rooper
(Griffith, Farran & Co.).

WE have
&

Co. a

Europe.

received from Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston
volume with the title The War Scare in
There is not much in this Irochure which justi-

little

fies its title.

to Garretfpantrent*.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."

LJELIUS (" Silver Plate "). Mr. Chaffers's ' Hall Marks
on Plate,' sixth edition (1883), and Mr. W. J. Cripps's ' Old
English Plate (1878), 'Old French Plate' (1880), and
'
College and Corporation Plate' (1881). These are all
the worfcs on the subject we recall, and we know of none
'

that gives the

modern

value.

HISTORICAL STUDENT. (1. " Richmond Palace.") The
information you seek is supplied in N. & Q.,' 6t h S. viii.
"
"
"
518.
at
(2.
Esher.") Wolsey took up his abode
Esher Place.
The only remaining portion of the old
building is still called Wolsey's Tower.
EMILY S. RIGHTON (" Salt placed on the Body of the
Dead "). There is a general belief expressed in books
'

of witchcraft that salt is very distasteful to evil spirits.
See I 8t S. i. 492 ; also 1 st S. iv. 162.
J. A. J.,

Benares (" Carfindo

").

One

of the car-

crew (Admiral Smyth's ' Sailor's Word-book ').
NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and

penter's

"at

Mr. Elvin's book puts forward strong and discreasing.
tinct claims upon attention. Its purpose is less historical

the Office, 22,
Business Letters to " The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and

than practical.

to this rule

WORKS on heraldry multiply with a rapidity that shows
how largely the study of this fascinating subject is inThe antiquity and progress of heraldry

we can make no

exception.

Indec Supplement to the Notes and I
Queries, with No. 136, July 20, 1888. /

INDEX.
SEVENTH SEEIES. VOL.

VII.

classified articles, see ANONYMOUS WORKS, BIBLIOGRAPHY, BOOKS RECENTLY PUBLISHED, EPIGRAMS, EPITAPHS,
FOLK-LORE, HERALDRY, PROVERBS AND PHRASES, QUOTATIONS, SHAKSPEARIANA, and SONGS AND BALLADS.]

For

on 'Anonymous and Pseudonymous Litera45
A. (F. R.) on Touch surname, 111
A. (H. B.) on Amsterdam Bourse, 15
A. (H. J.) on Mayor's title, 112
'
Punch publications, 290
A. (H. S.) on book illustrating, 47
" Clairevoie," 347
"
Pope's size," 351
Translation, errors of, 355
A. (W. E. A.) on Chinese folk-lore, 367
Aberdeen University, its arms, 63
Academia or academia, 423
Ache on dogmatism and puppyism, 449
Acheson = Bulla, 207
" Flowers of
autumn," 489, 516
Acrostic,
Acton (P.) on Stella, 347
Adalbert (Prince) of Prussia, his biography, 55, 172
Addison (Joseph), hymns attributed to, 382 ; mistake
in Spectator,' 426, 498
Addy (S. 0.) on Robert Allott, 141
Bent or bennet, 25
Choilpf a "knife, 197
" Twizzel in
place-names, 28
Adrian I. and Charlemagne. See Antiphonaries.
Advent, muffling bells during, 57
Agincourt, battle of, 15
Agrippa (Marcus Vipsanius) and Holland's Pliny,
308, 435
Aid, anonymous, 25
Aitk en family, 448, 510
Aitken (G. A.) on Defoe's Consolidator,' 409
" Divine
Aspasia," 271
Hollos ( John), 117
Aladdin, his wonderful lamp, 1
Alan, son of Fleance, 285
Aldermen " removing," 365
Ale, pale, first exported, 507
Alexander, favourite Scotch name, 128, 216
Allen (John), Bishop of Ely, his writings, 370
Allibone's ' Dictionary,' notes on, 54
(E.)

ture,'

'

'

'

W.) on costly books, 484
Corn-Law Rhymes,' 231
Death warrants, 52

Allison (J.
'

Drinking health in blood, 292
Duffer, its meaning, 458
Euchre, its etymology, 358
Gomez (Pero), 497
Macaulay (Lord), 414
Orange blossoms at weddings, 369
School stocks, 429
Uncle= pawnbroker, 56
Allott (Robert), author of England's Parnassus,' 141
Almoran and his ring, 229, 338, 496
Alpha on Prince Adalbert, 172
Crabbe(G.), his 'Tales,' 511
Elwes (John), 308, 475
Farmer (Capt. George), 158
Ffolkes baronetcy, 257
'

Hervey (John, second baron), 434
Lord Mayor's Show, 294
Magazines, their binding, 352
Mitford (William), 207
Tears represented on tombstones, 478
Westminster School ghost, 488
Alphege on medal of Thomas Johnson, 48
Altar inscriptions, 9, 234
Altars, armorial bearings on, 143, 231, 316 ; Gattico
of Novara on, 381
America, dessert in, 226, 337
Amsterdam Bourse open to children, 15
Analcade and cavalcade, 425
Anderson (P. J.) on Aberdeen University arms, 63
Scotch University graduates, 493
Andrews (S. J.) on epitaph by Charles J. Fox, 468
Angell estates, 148, 258
Anglesea, springs at, 152
Anglo-Norman genealogies, 249
Anglo-Saxon names of the months, 301
Angus (G.) on armorial bearings on altars, 231
Bells muffled in Advent, 57
Border heraldry, 228

INDEX.
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Animals, speech in, 369
Annuals, their bibliography, 304, 435
Anon, on annuals, 304
Constantine's mythical cross, 483

Cromwell (Oliver), 26
Erasmus and turf burning, 138

Ludlam (Mother), 29
Mortars, old, 506
Porden (Miss), 68
Sheridan (R. B.), 328
'

Arthur (Prince), his marriage with Katherine
Aragon, 465
Arundel (Sir John de), his daughter, 327
Ashbee (H. S.) on Beckford's Vathek,' 413
Aspasia," Divine, "207, 271, 334, 391
Astarte on bears committing suicide, 105
Blanket,

Anonymous Works
Amours of Messalina, 27
:

17,

246

of Jasher, 58
Brief History of Birmingham, 507
Court Secret a Novel, 27
Dora Thorne, 108, 197, 395
Elements of Opposition, 67
Harpings of Lena, 223, 409
History of England in a Series of Letters, 487
:

Latin and English Poems, 49, 198

Medulla Historise Anglicanse, 220
Messiah, The, 345

Monody on Henderson, 7, 77
Odes to the Pillory, 389
Old New Zealand, 327, 373
Orenzo and Sarah, 387

Head

106

its derivation,

Charles V., epitaph on, 165
Cromwell (Henry), 85
Purre, call for pigs, 306
St. Seine and the Seine, 205
Statues, tinted, 94
Travel, books of, 186
United States citizens, 46
Aston (Lady), her death, 187
Aston (Tony), reprints of his 'Brief Supplement,' 16
Atkinson (J. C.) on direction for building churches,

Book

Plato, as

470

De Banco Roll, names
Duggleby,

its locality,

in,

91

214, 413
253, 331

Wetherby surname, 9,
Attwell (H.) on the Lord's Prayer, 18
"
Warple way," 269
Aureole, its origin, 65, 176, 278
Austria, its official calendars, 1700-70, 67, 236
Authors, their blunders, 288, 392
Aveyron, savage of, 287
Axon (W. E. A.) on Walter Lynn, M.B., 241
Preacher and reporter, 365

Rhode Island

superstitions,

426

'

in English, 407

and Friendly Poems, 228
Principles and Power of Harmony, 24
Queen's Mask, 329
Review of Controversy respecting Bullion, 27
Sceptical Chymist, 169, 213
Sketches from St. George's Fields, 228, 317,

Village Musings,' 266
Azores, folk-lore in, 106, 297

Political

"Job

B. (C. C.) on blunders of authors, 392
Bed-rock, 50
Blanket, its derivation, 238
Bree, a gadfly, 392
Bring and take, 152
'

456
Village Musings, 266, 372, 430, 476
Anson's ' Voyage round the World,' 112, 236
Antiphonaries of Metz and of St. Gall, 161
Antrobus (S. T.) on Irvine or Irwin family, 307
Apperson (G. L.) on Clasp= military decoration, 69
Colt, coltes, 153

French twenty-franc

of

Charlemagne, 11

Translation, errors of, 146
Wentworth (Sir N.), his bequest, 512
Anonymous and Pseudonymous Literature,' Halkett
and Laing's, 45

Bombastes Furioso,
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Johnson's coat," 308

Rook=simpleton, 476
Songs, canting, 229
Uppish and upish, 254
Appleby on Col. Whitelocke, 253
Apprentice, his dress, temp. Elizabeth, 49
Arbuthnot (Dr. John), his residence, 18
Archer (W.) on ' Macbeth,' 1673, 275
Archery, its bibliography, 185
Arellian, its meaning, 288

Armiger on arms borne by descendants, 175
Arms, heraldic. See Heraldry.
Arms, manual of, 1770-8,154, 296,395, 436
Arnold (F. H.) on executions in Sussex, 338
Arnold (Matthew), his 'East and West,' 152

his
;
prize poem on Cromwell, 287, 414 ; blunder in
<
Philomela,' 288, 392
"
Arrant Scot," misprint, 45, 114,335, 419, 519

Brussels Gazette,' 294

its meanings, 498
Cross tree, 138
Darnel, bearded, 198
Digby (Kenelm Henry), 95
"Divine Aspasia," 272
Epitaph, schoolgirl's, 253
Gam (Davy), 15
Gaming, indictments against, 230

Clam,

" Herbe des trois
gouttes de sang," 251
Kissing under the mistletoe, 51
Leather, human, 433
Macaroni=fop, 129
'Macbeth,' edition of 1673, 315
Marriage and longitude, 58
"On the carpet, "476
Orange blossoms at weddings, 474
Pliny : Sunstead, 308
Pulpits in churches, 289
Purre, call for pigs, 376

"Ram Jam,"

Rose,

thistle,

92
and shamrock, 295

Rossetti (D. G.), his sonnets, 228
Victualler, his calling, 518
Wordsworth (W.), 258, 278, 417, 458
B. (E. F.) on grindstone and sapling, 434

and

>
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'

Roman
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de la Rose,' 331

Baitman (W. J.), the Alford poet, 223, 409
Baker (T. H.) on celibacy of the clergy, 413
Horse buried with its owner, 56

Warden Church, 194
I

(G. F. B.) on Belgian beer, 33

Borrow (George), 12

Balfour family, 188
Ball rolled down dinner table, 16
Ball (E. A. R.) on Liddell and Scott's
Ball (V.) on Schaffhausen bridge, 47

Davenport (Christopher), 439
" Divine
Aspasia," 334
Galloway (Sir A.), 228
Garnault (Capt. Joseph), 251
Grigor (James), 257
Hart (Sir Anthony), 7
Hastings (Francis, Marquis of), 289

Barham (R.

'

Ingoldsby Legends,*

"
Elijah's mantle," 140, 197j
Beaconsfield(Lord), and
and the primrose, 354 ; on jockeys, 428, 518
Beard (J.) on broadside ballads, 55

Dictionary of National Biography,' 22, 122, 202,

402
Epictetus, notes on, 194

Tired Woman's,' 171

Martyn (Henry), 314
Names, mediaeval, 58

Chatton (Thomas), 406
Clarendon House, 278
Criss-cross row, 297
Mistarchy, ita meaning, 296
Bears committing suicide, 105
Beckford (William), translations of Vathek,' 312, 413
Becon (Thomas), his Reliques of Rome,' 289, 337
Bede (Cuthbert) on Dickens and 'Figaro in London,'
3,45
Dogmatism and puppyism, 511
Exhibition of 1851, 206
Fotheringhay Castle, 106
" Horace
Wellbeloved," 345
'Once a Week,' 34
1
Punch publications, 182
Quotes= quotations, 505
"Ram Jam "Inn, 243
Theatrical parallel, 425
Watering-place, 378
Bed-rock, a new word, 50
Bed-staff, 512
Beer, Belgian, 33 ; songs on, 33, 426
Bees, their age, 465
Befront=in front, 205, 394
Beige, use of the word in England, 44
'

'

310

Pluralization of words,

Pounds, parochial, 31
Seringapatam, 312
Simonides (Constantino), 394
"What is your one, oh !" 337
Whistling matches, 24

Women, European, among savages, 152

'

'

B. (W. C. M.) on Anson's Voyages,' 112
Parry (William), 77
Shakspeariana, 302, 384
Zodiac, its signs, 372
B. W. S.) on Polydore Vergil, 8

Bacon

(Francis), Baron Verulam, and Florio, 408
prayers, 447
Baddeley (St. C.) on Italian poison, 16
Badger, name of a game, 428

Baffles, its

'

Baring-Gould (S.) on west of England ballads, 44
Barley = parley, 367
Barley and bearded darnel, 46, 198
Barrow (Isaac), his birth, 208, 377
Bartlett (A. H.) on Dragoons and Hussars, 267
Barton family of Lancashire and Cheshire, 409Batalha, monastery of, 21
Batemans, Lord Mayors of London, 364, 437
Bat-fowler and bat-folder, 204
Battle interrupted by an earthquake, 53
"
Bayne (T.) on Arrant Scot," 114
Baffles, its meaning, 337
Bring and take, 11
Cocker (E.), his ' Dictionary,' 255
Colvil (Samuel), 217
Confide, use of the word, 285
Criticaster, 258
Douglas (Lord James), 330
Lister, its meaning, 351
'Lord Derwentwater's Farewell,' 317
Macaroni = fop, 130
Programme, its spelling, 32
Tennyson (Lord), his J. S., 55

Lady Hervey, 327
Light (Sir Henry), 292
Medals, 192, 518
"Men, women, andHerveys," 370
Mitford (William), 278
North family, works by, 375
Petition from Letters I and TJ,' 187
Reform, radical, 32, 218
'
Sketches from St. George's Fields,' 228
B. (G. S.) on a twopenny bank note, 148
B. (H.) on Ross pedigree, 110
B. (H. H.) on relics of Charles I., 115
Christendom of clothes, 134
Clergy, their celibacy, 412
Coningsby (Lord), 235
Presbyterians under the Commonwealth, 413
Whitepot, 218
B. (J. N.) on "Join the majority," 305
B. (M. M.) on Ralph de Guader, or Wader, 363
B. (S.) on St. Ernulphus, 197
B. (W.) on "Leave the world better," &c., 157
North family, works by, 268
*
B. (W. C.) on Book of Jasher,' 58
Criss-cross row, 453
Cromwell (Henry), 213

meaning, 248, 337

Bailiwicks, royal, 447

H.), engravings in

109

Lepell (Mary),

'

Lexicon,' 427

" Banker out the
wits," 168, 214
Bankes ( William) inquired after, 489
on
Dialogue as a surname, 447
Bardsley (C. W.)

Hobhouse (John Cam), 208
James (William), 294

Epitaph,

'

Bank note, twopenny, 148
Bank note issue, books on, 12

Herries, author, 27,
Hervey (John, seco'nd Baron), 108
Hill (Lady), 338

'

523

;

his
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Belgian beer, 33
Belgian custom, 11, 57
Bells, muffled during Advent, 57
York, 427
Benacre, place-name, 321, 430

;

in

West Biding of

Berkeley family of Beverstone, co. Gloucester,
215
Berkeley (Bishop), his M3S., 428, 456
his

'

Guide to Grand Jurym

169,

en,'

28, 75
Bet, sporting, 165

Beta on historical rings, 327
Betham, co. Stafford, 9, 178
Betham.Edwards (M.) on Young's < Travels/ 207
Bethell (G.), Jan., on The Liberal,' 131
Bethell (W.) on Kenelm Henry Digby, 96
Gaming, indictments against, 104
"Hirogilt and harsem money," 348
Queen's Masque,' 329
Stationers, walking, 428
Beveridge or Belfrage family, 9, 252
Bezonian, early use of the word, 25
"Idol shepBible "Fox," St. Luke xiii. 31-5, 52
herd," Zech. xi. 17, 306, 509; Coverdale's 16mo.
484
edition,
'

'

:

Bibliography
1

;

:-*-

Alumni Westmonasterienses,' 76

Annuals, 304, 435
Archery, 185

Ars Moriendi,' block-book, 2
Barham (R. H.), 109
Beckford (William), 312, 413
Biblical, 4 84
Books, big ones big bores, 30 ; dedicated to
Henry Cromwell, 85, 212 ; bound in human
skin, 246 ; printed in pale ink, 424 ; costly,
484; prices of Jacobean quartoes, 504
Borrow (George), 12
Boswell (James), 327, 513
Brame (Charlotte Monica), 395
Brome (R.), 126
Bullokar (William), 67
Burton (Robert), 53, 178
'

(Lord), 108, 255, 377
Cocker (Edward), 129, 255
Colvil (Samuel), 128, 217

Byron

Concannen (Matthew), 181
Cotton (Charles), his Gamester,' 461
Defoe (Daniel), 306
Dickens (Charles), 3, 153
Digby (Kenelm Henry), 51, 94, 193, 278
Elliott (Ebenezer), 107, 231
'Etonian, The,' 347, 514
Galloway (Sir Archibald), 228, 351
Gaming, 461, 481
Gilliland (Thomas), 168
Glapthorne (Henry), 127
Grammars, English, 54
Grigor (James), 107, 257
Hoyle( Edmund), 481
'

Bibliography
Joachim the Prophet, 268, 357
Loveling (Benjamin), 49, 198
'Mariner's Mirrour,' 343
Mills (John), 456
Milton (John), 147, 270
North family, 268, 375
O'Conor (William Anderson), 68, 174
Otway (Thomas), 307
Owen (Charles), 398, 514
Pepys (Samuel), 81,196, 274, 315, 398
Porden (Eleanor Anne), 68, 191
'Practice of Quietness,' 388, 455
'
Punch ' publications, 182, 289, 375
:

Beni Jesu, their descent, 448
"
Bensly (E.) on Dolce far niente," 111, 177
Bent or bennet, its meaning, 25, 196
Bentham Vicarage, co. Gloucester, 428

Bernard (Richard),
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Shakspearian, 68, 130, 145, 231, 232, 275, 418
'Sir Gyles Goose-cappe,' 346
Swift (Dean Jonathan), 17, 207, 272
'Tales of the Spanish Main,' 27
'View of the Creation,' 509
Biddell (H.) on burials in Westminster Abbey, 508
Bilson (J.) on Countess of Blessington, 47

Binding of magazines, 352
Biographer on Richard Bernard, 75
Burchett (Josiah), 74
Birch (W. J.) on Rumpelstiltskin, 425
Bird (T.) on long incumbency, 385
Birds, musical taste in, 37
'
Birmingham magazine, Monthly Intelligencer,' 33
Black is white, an argument from etymology, 465
'
Blakeney (E. A.) on Tennyson's The Poet's Song,'
425
Blandford (G. F.) on Samuel Pepys, 315
'Sketches from St. George's Fields,' 318
Blanket, its etymology, 106, 238, 351
Blaydes (F. A.) on Dyer family, 137
Twizzel, in place-names, 275
Blenkinsopp (E. L.) on musical taste in birds, 38
Pilatos, Casa de, 237
Blessington (Countess of), her portraits, 47, 136, 251
Bligh (Admiral William), his death, 128, 216
Blue-stockingism, 24, 206, 274
Boase (G. C.) on William Bligh, 216
Chartists, 12
St. Paul's Cathedral, its great bell tolled, 329
Boddington (R. S.) on George Narbonne Vincent, 168
White or Whyte family, 447
Boger (C. G.) on Alexander, 216

Pope

(A.), his vision of

Queen

Victoria, 6

Boileau on altar inscriptions, 234
Folk-lore of the Azores, 297

Marriage prohibited at times, 514
"
Tace, Latin for a horselock," 5
Bolingbroke earldom, 75

Bonaccord on Parliament of Bats, 329
Bonaparte (Napoleon), his habeas corpus, 14 ; his
tooth-brush, 414
Bone (J, W.) on Antiphonaries of Metz and St. Gall,
161
Trevelyan, its pronunciation, 248
Bonnington Oak, 486
Book illustrating, or Grangerizing, 47, 173
Book muslin, 69, 177, 253
Book title wanted, 347
Bookbindings, ancient, their preservation and restoration, 283, 354
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See Bibliography.

Books recently published

for 1888, 520
Archaeological Review, Vol. I., 160
Bacon (Francis), Lord Verulara, by B. G. Love-

239
Baddeley's (W. St. C.) Travel Tide, 500
Bertran y Bros's Rondallistica, 519
Black's (W. G.) Heligoland, 259
Book Prices Current, Vol. II., 359
Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and Engravers, 419
Burgon's (J. W.) Lives of Twelve Good Men,

(joy,

159 205
Society

:

Books recently published
Leicestershire and Rutland Notes and Queries, 459
Leland's (C. G.) Breitmann Ballads, 500
Lewis's (T. H.) Holy Places of Jerusalem, 219
:

:

Annual Register

Camden

525

Travels of Dr. Richard

Po-

cocke, 79, 179
Campion's (Dr. T.) Works, edited by A. H.
Bullen, 39
Catalogue of Library at Lichfield Cathedral, 139
Catalogue of Portraits at Weston, 139
Chaucer's Minor Poems, edited by W. W.

Skeat, 79

Library, The, 39
Liverpool, Local Changes in, 239
Loftie's (W. J.) Kensington, 19
Marsh's (J. B.) Lady Godiva, 480
Martin's (B. E.) Old Chelsea, 240
Memoirs of above Half a Century, 239
Mill (John Stuart). Life of, by W. L. Courtney,

359
of North Country Lore, 420
Morley's (H.) English Writers, Vol. IV., 439
Newman's (F. W.) Reminiscences of Two Exiles,

Monthly Chronicle

399
Northumbria, edited by T. T. Wildridge, 439
Oxford University Calendar, Supplement to, 320
Paley's (F. A.) Fragments of Greek Comic Poets,
240, 267
Payne's (J. O.) English Catholics of 1715, 439
Philosophical Classics Bacon, by J. Nichol, 300
Picton's (Sir J. A.) Town Halls of Liverpool, 239
Plumptre's (E. H.) Life of Bishop Ken, 220, 345
Pring's (J. H.) Captaine Martin Pringe, 420
Records of the Woolwich District, 459
Rees's (J. G.) Brotherhood of Letters, 360
Reid's (J. B.) Concordance to Burns, 419
Rendle (W.) and Norman's Inns of Old South wark, 78
Richard de Bury's Philobiblon, edited by E. C.
Thomas, 59
Roberts's (W.) History of English Bookselling,
399
Rogers's (J. E. T.) Holland, 199
Rolfe (E. N.) and Ingleby's Naples in 1888, 339
Roxburghe Ballads, Part XVIII., 179
St. Bartholomew's Hospital Reports, 340
Sanders's (L. C.) Celebrities of the Century, 119
Shakespeare, The Henry Irving, Vol. V, 199
Smith's (W.) Old Yorkshire, 499
Sommer's (H. C.) Malory's ' Morte Darthur,' 299
Sophocles' Dramas rendered in English Verse, by
Sir G. Young, 179
Story of the Nations Mediaeval France, by G.
Masson, 360 ; Media, Babylon, and Persia,
479 ; Phoenicia, by G. Rawlinson, 499
Stuart's (J. A. E.) Bronte Country, 79
Sussex Archaeological Collections, Vol.
,
419
Symons's (G. J.) Floating Island of Derwentwater, 159
Thiselton-Dyer's (T. F.) Folk-lore of Plants, 139
Thomas's (H. Moy) Position of Patentees, 40
Transactions of Institute of Architects, 159
Venables's (E.) Life of Bunyan, 219
Waite's (A. E.) Lives of Alchemystical Philosophers, 500
Walford's(C.) Gilds, 319
Wedmore Parish Registers, 480
Worthy's (C.) Practical Heraldry, 139
Border heraldry, 228, 435
"
Borrajo (E. M.) on Bytake," 510
Mead (Dr.) and Dr. Freind, 474
Mumping Day, 494
:

Christy's (R.) Proverbs and Phrases, 59
Dictionary of National Biography, 39, 299
Dictionary of Roman Coins, 519

Dod's Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage, 40
Dore's(J. R.) Old Bibles, 499
Elliot's (Hon. Hugh) Life of Earl Godolphin, 320
Elvin's (C. N,) Dictionary of Heraldry, 520
Farmer's (J. S.) Americanisms, Old and New, 119
Fenland Notes and Queries, 459
Fergusson's (A.) Major Fraser's Manuscript, 99
Folk-lore Journal, 140
Foster's (J.) Alumni Oxonienses, 18, 77
Gardiner's (S. R.) History of the Civil War,
Vol. II., 339
Garnett's (R.) Twilight of the Gods, 299
Gasquet's (F. A.) Henry VIII. and the English
Monasteries, 439
Gatty's (Mrs.) Book of Sundials, 300
Great Writers William Congreve, by E. Gosse,
100
Grier's (R. M.) John Allen, 379
Grimm's (J.) Teutonic Mythology, translated by
J.S. Stallybrass, 319
Grove's (Sir G.) Dictionary of Music, 499
Gypsy-Lore Society's Journal, No. I., 180
Historic Towns
Carlisle, by M. Creighton, 359
Hobson (Catherine Leslie), by W. F. Hobson, 79
Hodgson's (P. F.) How to Trace your Pedigree,
339
Homer's Iliad done into English Verse, by A. S.
Way, 179
Hume's (D.) Letters to Strahan, edited by G. B.
Hill, 99
Hume's (M. A. S.) Chronicles of Henry VIII.,
139, 205, 236
Imitation of Christ, edited by Canon Liddon, 379
133 ;
Jessopp's (A.) Visitations of Norwich,
Coming of the Friars, 279
Jusserand's (J. J.) English Wayfaring Life,
translated by L. T. Smith, 59
:

:

Knight's (W.) Principal Shairp and his Friends,
259
Lang's (S.) Sagas of the Norse Kings, 479

:
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Borrajo (E. M.) on Threadneedle Street, 478
Truro (Lord), 478
Borrow (George), his first work, 12
Boswell (James), first edition of his Johnson,' 327,
'

513
Bouchier

on an

(J.)

acrostic,

516

Bet, sporting, 165

Clam,

its

meanings, 498

Clans, Lowland, 417

Crabbe (G.),his 'Tales of the Hall,' 214
Cromwell (Oliver), 249
"
Dague de la mise'ricorde," 454
"
Despotism tempered by epigrams," 148
Ericsson (John), 389
Fell (Dr.), epigram, 295
Homer, Iliad,' viii. 557-8, 129
Italian literature, 428
Leather, human, 433
Mass, error concerning, 154
Milton (John), his sonnets, 270
Poems wanted, 368
Relph (Josiah), his Cumberland poems, 444
St. Seine, 333
Scott (Sir W.) and Coleridge, 73, 324
*
Spectator,' mistake in, 498
Tears represented on tombstones, 366
Tours Cathedral, 28
Virgil, his Pollio,' 136, 336
Wordsworth (W.), 67, 397
Boulangist for Boulangerist, 388
Boulger (D. C.) on Austria, 67
Bournes family, 448
Bower (Edward), painter, 88, 291
Bowles (G.) on Charles I.'s gloves, 431
Monkey =bustle, 498
Boyle (J. E.) on Rossetti's sonnets, 258
Brackenbury (EL) on Bishops of Norwich, 7
Bradford (J. G.) on Winter or Wintour, 512
Bradley (H.) on Duggleby, place-name, 258
Encore, use of the word, 147
Brampton register missing, 107
Brandings=surfs, 78
Brandreth (E. L.) on Heel-block, 468
Brame (Charlotte Monica), her writings, 395
Bree, a gadfly, 284, 392
Brewer (E. C.) on cradle of the tide, 408, 474
" Faire une
gaffe," 294
Ghiznee sandal gates, 23
Idol shepherd," 306
Maturins, or Trinitarians, 376
Mistarchy, its meaning, 188
Parliament of Bats, 437
Regents and Non -Regents, 263
Bright (John) and 'Notes and Queries,' 327
Bright (Timothy), his Treatise on Melancholy,' 488
Bring and take, 11, 152
Bristow (Edward or Edmund), artist, 28, 74, 136
British Isles, precious metals in, 101, 282
Brocken spectre and others, 153
Brome (R.), his 'Queen's Exchange' and ' Koyal Exchange,' 126
Brough (B. H,) on Bed-rock, 50
Brown (J. R.) on Samuel Pepys, 316
Browne (W. H.) on pluralization of words, 310
Brushfield (T. N.) on F. W. Fairholt, 196
'

'

'

'
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Brushfield (T. N.) on J. R. Green, his epitaph, 105
'Brussels Gazette,' 18, 151, 213, 294, 391
" smell
like," 67, 137
Bucklersbury,

Buckley (W. E.) on Almoran's
Arnold (Matthew), 414
" Arrant
Scot," 45, 335
Bentham Vicarage, 428
Birds, musical taste in, 37

Book

ring,

496

illustrating, 173
'

Boswell

(J.), his Life of Johnson,' 513
Burlingbrook (Lord), 75
Cancinating, 289
Cereticus, Comitatus, 116
Chains of straw, 110
Christian era, 353
Confessor of the Household, 34
Cross tree, 138
Etonian, The,' 514
Gofer, its meaning, 174
Grant (Sir William), 166
Gray (Thomas), 517
Guillotin (Dr.), 11
" Join the
majority," 432
'
Kalevala,' 309
Latin lines, 470
Le Noir (Estienne), 309
'Liberal, The,' 131
Liddell and Scott's ' Lexicon,' 476
'
Loveling (B.), his Poems,' 198
Macaroni = fop, 129
Martyrs, book of, 55
Mrs. or Miss, 494
Oxford University degrees, 516
Parliament, ladies in, 74
Pliny, Holland's, 4 35
Poems, anonymous, 497
Pulpits in churches, 394
"
Something about everything," 311
'
Spectator,' mistake in, 498
Spider-cot, 45
Tenney, a "colour, 493
"Twizzel in place-names, 195
Ward (Joshua), 273
Watering-place, 377
Water-marks, 138
Wordsworth (W.), 157, 290, 338
Hummed, 457
Wyre-lace
Bullokar (William), his Psalter, 1585, 67
Bunyan (John), his sect, 7, 77, 169
Burchett (Josiah), Secretary to the Admiralty, 29,
'

'

:

74,

Burgerarde, poem by, 347
Burk (W. H.) on the pronunciation of vase, 316
Burlingbrook (Lord) inquired after, 75
Burlington (Earl of) and St. Stephen's, Walbrook,
Burns (Robert), article on, by R. L. S., 308, 35
Concordance, by J. B. Reid, 419
Burnside family, 247
Burton (E. A.) on poem by Tennyson, 385
Burton (Robert), bibliography of his ' Anatomy,'
178
Buscarlet family, Lambeth, 328
Bush, its meanings, 4
Busk (R. H.) on a Cornish carol, 438
Daws (Sophy), 314
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task (B. H.)

on Kenelm Henry Digby, 193

Carmichael (M.) on Milton's sonnets, 270
Carson (T. W.) on Scotch University graduates, 454
Cartmell Church, Lancashire, 308
Casanoviana, 5
Castor, its name and introduction, 154
Cataloguing, its curiosities, 17
Cathedrals, and Oliver Cromwell, 112, 136, 233, 336
Italian and French, 28, 69, 293, 395, 424
Caucasus, archaeological remains in, 404
Cavalcade and analcade, 425
Cave (Sir Richard), Knt., M.P., 169
Cavilling day, its meaning, 69, 235
Caxton (William), Arte to Lerne well to Dye,' 2
Cecilia Metella, new, 465
Celer on English as she is derived, 224

Historiated, 34

"Horse-godfather," 33
Lotteries, public,

457

"Men, women, and Herveys," 475
Monte Video, 477
young, 209
237
Pluralization of words, 471, 517
Poison, mediaeval Italian, 98
Pelican feeding
Pilatos,

Kogers

Casa

(S.),

its

de,

note in his

'

Italy,'

330

Salope, 353
Songs, canting, 230

'Village Musings,' 430
D.) on Allibone's 'Dictionary,' 54

Sutler (J.

"

Cambouse," 367
Convict transports, 189
ethnographicals, 28

Casa de, 107
St. George as a badge, 249
Shakspeare (W.), his London lodging, 483
Butler (Samuel), quotation from Hudibras/ 369, 473
Pilatos,

'

Butterfield (Mr.), his biography, 49, 231
Byrne (J. K.) on black is white, 465
Byron (George Gordon, 6th Lord), Monody on
of Sheridan,' 108, 255, 377
'

Bytake,
C.
C.
C.
C.

Death

meaning, 389, 510

on Florio and Bacon, 408
(A.) on telegram, 162, 261
(A. J.) on pluralization of words, 310
(B. L. B.) on 'Once a Week,' 111

Sea
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

its

folk-lore,

129

(D.) on academla or academia, 423
(D. C.) on springs in Anglesea, 152
(D. F.) on Sir William Grant, 272

on Sergeant of the Bakery, 467
on death warrants, 52
(H. J.) on marginalia by Coleridge, 90
(H. T.) on execution of deeds, 196
(J.) on cavilling day, 235
(J. A.) on Joseph Fo
Torsyth, 155
(J. C.) on lines" on music, 508
'
on
(J. D.)
Coleridge's Epitaph on an Infant,' 149
'Monody on Henderson,' 77
C. (W. M.) on the Stuart Exhibition, 248
Cambouse, first use of the word, 367
Cambridge Regents and Non-Regents, 263
Cambridge University degrees, 38
Campbell (J. D.) on Jeanne de Castille, 153
Westminster Library, 16
Cancinating, misprint for lancinating, 289, 315
Candlemas bleeze, 103
Cannon ball, its wind, 426
Canterbury, registers of St. George the Martyr, 387
Canting songs, English, 104, 229, 337
'Cantling stone, 158
Capital punishment in different countries, 128, 195,233
Caravannish, early quotation, 265
Carbonari of Naples, book on, 47, 112
Cards, origin of the kings, queens, and knaves, 408
Carlisle Cathedral and Oliver Cromwell, 112, 136, 233,
336
Carmichael (C. H. E.) on Aitken family, 510
(E.)

(E. F. D.)

;

'

Statues, tinted, 94

Neuwied
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Etymology, curious, 5
Celtic Church, its origin, 429, 476
Cemetery guides, 508
Centenary= centennial anniversary, 298
Century hundred years, 298

=

Cerebration, unconscious, 185
Cereticus, Comitatus, 49, 116
Chaffers (W.) on Bucklersbury, 137
Chains of straw, 110
Chairs, dancing, 308
Chalet, misuse of the word, 26

Chalmers (Mr.), actor, 287, 456
Chambers (H. A. F.) on Christopher Kingsfield, 327
Champion of England, 482
Chance (F.) on analcade and cavalcade, 425
Bat-fowler and bat-folder, 204
Beige, use of the word, 44
Chestnut= stale joke, 52
Chisel, cold, 151
Clerical explosives, 326
Englishmen, tailed, 349
"Faire une gaffe," 394
Hair turned white, 344
" Idol
shepherd," 510
Lilliput, its etymology, 506
Lister, its meaning, 247
Paper-chases in France, 85
Pope's size, 225
Queenie as a pet name, 4
"
Quite the clean potato," 457
St. Felix place-names, 464

Teeth wide apart, 306
Wigs, their different kinds, 486
Yahoo, source of the word, 391
Chapel =pr inters' meeting, 38
(George), his 'All Fools,' 177, 513
Charge of English and French regiments, 218
Charger=horse, 54
Charindarnley, the name, 328
Charlemagne, the name, 11

Chapman

facsimiles of his death warrant, 8, 114, 238 j
115 ; his gloves, 368,
431, 517 ; medal, 447, 518 ; discovery of his burialat
505
Windsor,
place
Charles II., and his dogs, 25 his touching for the evil,

Charles

I.,

relics replaced in his coffin, 26,

;

83 ; murder of a page of the backstairs, 108, 177
Charles V., epitaph on, 165, 353
Charters, their execution, 285
Chartists, 12

Chasm,

its

etymology, 325
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Chatterton (Thomas), passage in Walpole's 'Narrative,'

267

406
Balade of Gentilnesse,' 17;
CanCaroloiades Eedivivus,' 285 ;
references in
terbury Tales with woodcut border on title, 289 ;
Good
mistake in Legend of
Women,' 367, 473
Cheek=impudence, 36
505
486
Parmesan,
;
Cheese, burying,
Cheese- making utensils, 56
Chegocra on European women among savages, 6
Chestnut = stale joke, 52, 392
Cbiddingstone, place-name, 445
Chide, its etymology, 445
Children, public-school, 14, 54
Chinelickum, its meaning, 506
Chinese folk-lore, 367
Chinese funeral in East London, 85
Chisel, cold, 87, 151
Chittlehampton, its church tower, 128, 273
Choil of a knife, 127, 197
Choir-organ and chair-organ, 87, 254
Choke-full, chock-full, chuck-full, 87, 135
Cholmley (John), M.P. for Southwark, 509
Chopness, its meaning, 107
Christa-Sangita,' Sanskrit poem, 118
Christendom of clothes, 23, 134
Christian era, quotations for, 189, 353, 477
Christian names Alexander in Scotland, 128, 216 ;
Selina, 507
Dorsey, 413
Christmas tree in England, 247, 311
Chromo and chromo-lithograph, 169, 292
Chum, its meanings, 309, 415
Chump, its meanings, 887
Church, largest in England, 146
Church towers, noteworthy, 128, 273
Churches, orthodox direction for building, 166, 250,
owned by corporations, 248, 314, 398
333, 469
pulpits in, 289, 394, 476 ; with curved walls, 369, 458
Churchman, quotations for, 189, 354
Chymer, its meaning, 174, 213
Cicero on the planter of a tree, 134, 375
Cicerone, origin of the term, 267
Cicisbeo=knot of silk or ribbon, 267
Circulating medium, quotations for, 247
Circumbendibus, first use of the word, 827
Cistern for a dinner table, 187, 249, 454
City, its current meaning, 427
Claire- voie, English equivalent, 347
Clam, its meanings, 447, 498
Clans, Lowland, 308, 417
Clarendon House, its site, 228, 278, 313
Claret, riddle of, 468
Clark (P.) on Garrard family, 48
Light (Sir Henry), 208
Saunders (John), pastels by, 184
Clarke (H. E.) on George Barley, 304
Clarke (Hyde) on liquid gas, 157
Gofer, its meaning, 215
Kussia, its etymology, 337
Clarke (Powhatan) on Dick Stripe,' 368
Clarke (W. A.) on 'Kobinson Crusoe,' 306
Clarkson (S.F.)on Chittlehampton church tower, 128
Clasp = military decoration, 69, 154
Claudius I., his landing in Britain, 116

ChaUon (Thomas),

lines by,

Chaucer (Geoffrey), his
'

'

'

:

;

;

;

'

See Graham of Claverhouse.
Claypole (James), his wife, 509
Claverhouse.

Clergy, their classification,

27

;

their celibacy, 309,

'

'

'
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Clerical dress in 1790, 448
Clerical explosives, 326, 435
Clerical orders, 149
Clerks of the Peace, their signatures,

45

Clicker, its meaning, 325
Clifford (M.), his family, 309
Clive (Lord), his death, 56, 198, 238
Clock, in stockings, 148

Clocks, pendulum, 17 ; price paid for in 1666, 266,
453 ; old brass, 388
Clothes, Christendom of, 23, 134
Clouston (W. A.) on Aladdin's wonderful lamp, 1
Drinking the sea dry, 201

Songs, canting, 104
Clubbing, military term, 348, 373, 453

Clulow surname, 128
Clyne (Norval), his death, 40
Coaches, Edinburgh to London, 1779, 148, 297
'Coaching Days and Coaching Ways,' mistakes in,
106, 237, 296
Coaching prints, 29, 234
Coal or cabbage, 225
Coal-wood, its meaning, 247
Cobbett family, 263
Cobbold (R. F.) on mistake in transliteration, 325
Cocker (Edward), his 'English Dictionary,' 129, 255
'
Codex Compendiensis,' its date, 47
Coffins, iron, 118
Coffins, stone, filled with cockle-shells, 507
Coins
French twenty-franc piece, 49, 156 ; Russian, 149
Coke (Sir Edward), maxims by, 168, 291
Coleman (E. H.) on apprentices temp. Elizabeth, 50
Butterfield(Mr.), 231
:

Charles I., his gloves, 431
Fairholt (F. W.), 57
Libraries, circulating, 374

Lord Mayor's Show, 211
Monkey, part of feminine dress, 388
Orange blossoms at weddings, 474
" Yeoman's
service," 298
Coleridge (S. T.), marginalia by, 35, 90 ; Scott on his
'
Wallenstein,' 73 ; his Epitaph on an Infant,' 149
Collier (Mr.), silversmith, of Bond Street, 92
'

Colt, coltes, colting, 4, 153, 255
Colvil (Samuel), author, 128, 217

Comedy, practical jokes in, 58
Commonwealth, Presbyterianism under, 307, 413
Concannen (Matthew) and 'The Specialist,' 181
Confessor of the Household, 33
Confide, use of the word, 285
his family, 147, 235, 412
Constable (John), scenes of his pictures, 12
Constantino's mythical cross, 483
Convict transports, 189
Cooke (W.) on St. Seine, 333

Coningsby (Lord),

Cooksey (C. F.) on tooth-brushes, 414
Cord, triple or sacred, 28
Corfe Castle, prisoners at, 48, 117
Cotsmore, its locality, 197, 298
Cottenal Court ghosts, 487
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Cotter (Sir James), his biography, 421
Cotton (Charles), his Gamester,' 461
" Counsellor Eitherside," 386
Copper (J. M.) on registers of St. George's, Canter'

bury, 387
Dragoons and Hussars, 335
Meeting table, 206
Crabbe (George), his 'Tales of the Hall,' 114, 214
373, 511

Daws (Sophy), her biography, 248, 314, 432
Dayman (E. A.) on battle interrupted by an

earth-

quake, 53

Death warrants, their signature, 52, 97
Deaths in 1888, 84
De Banco Boll, names in, 30, 91
Deedes (0.) on bree and breeze, 284
Gothic inscription, 510
Puppets Coal-wood, 247
Deeds, legal, their execution, 196
Defender of the Faith, 32
Defoe (Daniel), first edition of Kobinson Crusoe,
306 his Consolidator,' 409
Delaval Papers, 308, 415
De Meschin (T.) on seals of freeholders, 407
Denbigh (William Fielding, Earl of), in India,' 8
De Quincey (Thomas), his style and diction, 281
Derwentwater, its floating island, 159
Dessert in America, 226, 337
:

Craven family of Sparsholt, Berks, 265
Crawford (W.) on tailed Englishmen, 433
Cre*billon (Prosper J. de), Montesquieu on, 468, 515
Cregar (W. F.) on Dorsey or Darcy family, 88
Ridgeley or Bidgley, 229
Riggs family,. 328
Crie'riens, phantoms of the shipwrecked, 129
Crimpton (J.) on battle of Fontenoy, 436
Criss-cross row = alphabet, 228, 297, 358, 453
Criticaster,
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a new word, 129, 258

Crombie (Dr. Alexander), his biography, 33
Cromwell family, U.S.A., 156
Cromwell (Frances), her parentage, 27, 115
Cromwell (Henry), books dedicated to, 85, 212
Cromwell (Oliver), run away with by a monkey, 26,
157; and Carlisle Cathedral, 112, 136, 233, 3Z

'

'

;

its etymology, 428, 491
Dialogue as a surname, 447
Dick Stripe,' satirical poem, 368
Dickens (Charles), and Figaro in London,' 3, 153; his
ancestors, 45 ; the Roman in Bleak House, 65 ;
"Bays of Biscay, O," 143, 266 ; mistake in Dombey
writers
and
a coincidence, 505
of
378
his
on, 249,
foreign
Son,' 406
portrait
wife,
308, 470 ; "That bauble," original, 348 ; descen- Dictionary desiderata, 36
*
dants, 340, 489, 515
Dictionary of National Biography,' notes and corCross trees, 8, 138, 252, 317
rections, 22, 122, 202, 402
'
Cross (J. A.) on the fox, 52
Didache,' its theology, 363, 412, 492
'
Crowland saying, 370
Digby (Kenelm Henry), Broadstone of Honour,' 51,
Crowley (N. J.), picture by, 269
94, 193, 278
Culleton (L.) on heraldic query, 472
Dinner table, cistern for, 187, 249, 454
Dixon (J.) on Brussels Gazette,' 152, 213, 392
Cumberlandism, a new word, 45
Burton (Robert), 53
Cummings (W. H.) on Tony Aston, 16
Cistern for a dinner table, 250
Cursing stones, 188, 257
its
and
Ken
349
Curtsey,
origin
history,
(Bishop), 345, 518
Printing ink, pale, 424
D. on clubbing, 373
"Something about everything," 88
Fluck, its meaning, 511
Sugar tongs, 253
"Pakeha Maori," 327
Vause, its meaning, 448
Turkish coat of arms, 476
Dnargel on Cre'billon, 515
Wentworth (Sir Nicholas), 457
Dessert in America, 226
D. (F. W.) on Byron's ' Monody on Sheridan,' 255
Encore, use of the word, 235
Darcy or Dorsey, 254
Longitude and marriage, 134
Ffolkes baronetcy, 207, 317
Shakspeariana, 384
'
D. (J. H.) on " kon " in Swiss place-names, 116
Spectator,' mistake in, 498
D. (M.) on Joseph Grimaldi, 126
Tears represented on tombstones, 478
Daffy's elixir, its original manufacturer, 405
Dogmatism and puppyism, 449, 511
Dagger of mercy, 454
Dog-watch, its derivation, 306, 453
Dakin (E.) on Brocken spectre, 153
Dominican rule, 118
"
Dorchester, Trinity School at, 287, 455, 518
Something about everything," 311
Stroud as a place-name, 193
Dore (J. R.) on Coverdale's Bible, 484
'
Dallas-Glyn (Mrs.), her marriage, 427
Dorey (M.) on The Peeler and the Goat,' 392
Dormer (J.) on chromo and chromo-lithograph, 292
Dancing chairs, 308
Dante, quotation from, 172
Dorothy on prayers of Lord Bacon, 447
Darcy or Dorsey family, 88, 195, 254, 413
Miniature, 468
to
attributed
304
him,
Darley (George), lyric
Dorsey or Darcy family, 88, 195, 254, 413
Darnel, bearded, and barley, 46, 198
Douglas (Lord James), his death, 247, 329, 432, 490
Douthwaite (D. W.) on capital punishment, 195
Daughter, its derivation, 255, 317, 375
Dove (C. C.) on De Quincey, 281
Dauglish (M. G.) on Lord Clive, 198
Davenport (Christopher), his biography, 266, 268, 438
Epictetus, notes on, 4
Davies (W. W.) on St. Seine, 477
Dove (P. E.) on Sir Thomas Smith, 189
Doveton
434
(F. B.) on Cottenal Court, 487
Tennyson (Lord), poem by,
Davis (M. D.) on Cotsmore, 298
Dragoons and Hussars, 267, 335, 391, 489

Devizes,
1

'

'

'

'

;

;

'
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Drake
Drake

and Plymouth leat, 361, 441, 501
on Casa de Pilatos, 237, 475

(Sir Francis)

(H.)
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Elliott (William), marine painter, 158
Ellis (G.) on dancing chairs, 308

Fuseli (H.), picture by, 486
Poetry for children, 254
Sir Francis Drake and Plymouth Ellis (John), hymn attributed to, 347
Elwes
501
(John), his burial-place, 308, 414, 475
leat, 361, 441,
Gundrada de Warrenne, 311
Encore, use of the word, 147, 235
England, presumptive heiresses to the throne, 221
Dray (Thomas), his writings, 112
'
Drill, presenting arms at, 148, 213 ; trooping the
England's Parnassus,' its author, 141
colours, 277
English, etymology of the word, 107, 189
in
292
health
blood,
English as she is derived, 224
Drinking
'English Dialect Dictionary,' 57
Drinking sea dry, 201
Drinkwater (C. H.) on Salope, 246
English grammars, 54
Drummond (J.) on Froude's 'Two Chiefs of Dunboy,' English Lawyer on death warrants, 97
386
English place-names, vowel-shortening in, 321, 430, 473
Drummond (William) of Ha wthornden," Arrant Scot," English pronunciation and Italian, 487
519
45, 114, 335, 419,
English vowels compared with German, 342, 463
Drury (Joseph), head master of Harrow, 147, 198
Englishmen, tailed, 132, 212, 349, 433
Dublin, epitaphs and monuments, Trinity College, 406 Englishry, presentment of, 229, 312
Duff (William), his biography, 269
Epergne, its etymology, 147, 234
Duffer, its meanings, 367, 458
Epictetus, notes on, 4, 193, 338, 493
Duffield (A. J.) on "Kind regards," 45
'
Dugdale (Sir W.), notes on Whitelocke's Memorials/ Epigrams
Common Ground, 98
303
Fell (Dr.), 166, 268, 295
Duggleby, place-name, 147, 214, 258, 413
Keate (Dr.), 416
Dummy, report in, 105
Dundee (Viscount). See Graham of Claverhouse.
Lord Mayor and the Gordon Riots, 446
Duns Scotus (John), his biography, 133, 451
Epitaphs
Duns ton family of Aylesbury, 408
Charles V., 165, 353
Dyer family of Sharpham, 27, 137, 297
Green (John Richard), 105
Dyer (S. R.) on Dyer family, 27
Dyson (T. A.) on Gainsborough family, 88
Gwynn (Martha), "hatched a Cherubin," 225
Husband and wife dying on same day, 345
E. (G. F. S.) on " Divine Aspasia," 335
Kingston (Lady Mary), in Leyton Church, 90
414
Mistarchy,
Schoolgirl's, 66, 171, 253
Tired Woman's, 171, 253
Proverb defined, 211
E. (G. 0.) on "Presentment of Englishry," 312
Wentworth (Maria), " hatched a Cherubin," 225
E. (K. P. D.) on execution of charters, 285
Eppingen, German place-name, 297
Erasmus and turf-burning, 49, 138
Turnip, its derivation, 445
Ericsson (John), his death, 389, 436
Baling, its old name, 12, 152
Earle (Erasmus), M.P. in the Long Parliament, 407, 51 5 Ernst (C. W.) on bank-note issue, 12
Eaton (A. W. H.) on arms borne by descendants, 278
English, 107
Medal of Thomas Johnson, 252
Este on "left-handed toasts," 187
Eston (John), M.P., his biography, 429
Eblana on Sir Anthony Hart, 178
O'Connell (D.) and Rome, 405
Etonian, The,' 347, 514
Eborac. on St. Hugh of Lincoln, 348
Etymology, curious, 5
Eboracum on Dragoons and Hussars, 490
Euchre, its etymology, 307, 358
Evans (E. T.) on mediaeval names, 6
Wetherby surname, 253
Ebsworth (J. W.) on J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps, 59
Evans (J.) on Herrington Churchyard, 215
Eve (G.W.) on Batemans, Lord Mayors of London, 437
Eddystone, its etymology, 76, 355
Eddystone light-keeper, his diary, 207
Ewing (T. J.) "on Wordsworth, 158, 357
on
Examinee on Presentment of Englishry," 312
Edgcumbe (R.)
Casanoviana, 5
Cecilia Metella, new, 465
Executions in Sussex, 207, 338
Chatterton (Thomas), 267
Exeter and London, coach road between, 56
Exhibition, 1851, artistic skits on, 206
Words, new, 305
'
Edge-Partington (E. E.) on Guide to Grand Jury- Eyelashes suddenly becoming white, 106
men,' 28
Edouart (M.), his silhouettes, 187
F. on Frances Cromwell, 115
"
Edward III., his sons, 118
Laity with a strong backbone," 8
F.S.A. on Balfour family, 188
Ege, French termination in, 206
F. (F. J.) on Sir John Falstaff and Wyclif, 246
Egyptian hierograms on English pictures, 10
Electrolier = electric light chandelier, 15*
Shakspeare lease, 167
F. (H. C.) on Fettiplace family, 443
Elephantiasis and woollen clothes, 129
Elizabeth (Queen), pardon by, 388
F. (H. T.) on Samuel Colvil, 128
Ellcee on Monthly Magazine,' 457
F. (J. J.) on Jeremy Taylor, 308
Elliott (Ebenezer), his < Corn-Law Rhymes,' 107, 231
F. (J. T.) on direction for building churches, 333

Drake (H. H.) on

:

:

'

plement

to the
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5\ (J.

T.)

on

folk-tales,

55

Folk-lore
Azores, 106, 297
Child named after dead child, 118
Chinese, 367
:

Husship, its meaning, 370
Mass, error regarding, 236
plant, 55
Mrs. or Miss, 211
St. Cuthbert, 408
Vaae, its pronunciation, 174
Whitepot, its ingredients, 293
'
F. (M. F. T.) on History of England,' 487
F. (T. F.) on Shakspeare's prose, 124
F. (W.) on churches owned by corporations, 398
F. (W. G.) on "Fox and Vivian," 114
Fairholt (F. W.), his biography, 57, 196
Fallow (T. M.) on armorial bearings on altars, 316
Mass, error regarding, 318
Falstaff (Sir John) and Wyclif, 246
Family history, how to write, 446
Faringdon family arms, 28, 171

Mercury

Farmer (Capt. George),

531

his portrait

and biography,

158

Farmer

(J. S.) on family mottoes, 127
Fell (Dr.), epigram on, 166
Fels (H.) on French termination in ege, 206
Rose, emblem of England, 178
Fennell (John), of Cahir, 128, 212, 353, 417
Feret (C. J.) on etymology of Fulham, 188

Fulham (Adam de), 249
Fergusson (A.) on Candlemas bleeze, 103
Highering= raising, 57
Kissing an English salutation, 118
Secretary, its old meaning, 318
Fettiplace family, 443
Ffolkes baronetcy, 207, 257, 317
'
Figaro in London and Dickens, 3, 153
Finch (Rev. Robert), monument at Rome, 266
"
Finlayson (J.) on
Arellian," 288
Firth (C. H.) on Charles II. and his dogs, 25
'

of), 8
Fell (Dr.), epigram on, 166
Fleetwood (George), 48
Livesey (Sir Michael), 12
Shakspeare and Chaucer, references to, 285
Fishwick (H.) on Charles Owen, 398
FitzPatrick (W. J.) on Sheridan, 435

Denbigh (Earl

Wife-selling, 165
Fleance and his son Alan, 285
Fleet (C.) on Shakspeariana, 303
Fleetwood, Macaulay's reference to, 248, 355
Fleetwood (George), his death, 48
Fleming (J. B.) on churches owned by corporations,

314
names, 38
" Possession
nine points of the law," 393
Quarter land, 348
Fletcher (C. J.) on Shakspeariana, 383
Fleur-de-lis of the mariner's compass, 425
Flies avoid nets, 5
Initials after

Flint flakes for threshing machines, 36, 254
Florio (John) and Bacon, 408
'Flower Garden,' article in the 'Quarterly,' 27,

90
Floyd (W. C. L.) on battle of Kellinghausen, 317
Fluck, its meaning, 366, 494, 511
Foeniculum on John Fennell, of Cahir, 212
Folio = seventy- two words and ninety words, 288

Church clock and hymn singing, 488
King's

evil,

touching

for,

83

Kirk grims, 13
Leap-year, 16
Nose, veins in, 25, 153, 216
Rainbow, 247
Rhode Island superstitions, 426
Sea, 129
Teeth wide apart a sign of luck, 306
Folk-songs, 184
Folk-tales, Hottentot, 55
Follett (F. T.) on bibliography of archery, 185
Fontenoy, battle of, incident at, 296, 395, 436
Foote (Miss), Lady Harrington, 54
Forsyth (Joseph), his grandfather, 155, 315
Fotheringhay Castle and James I., 106, 172
Fowke (F. R.) on Prince Arthur, 465
Chinelickums Slick, 506
"Faireune gaffe," 66
Fowler (T.) on Morton's fork, 88
Fox, its cunning, 52
Fox (Charles J.), epitaph by, 468
Fox (R.) on cradle of the tide, 474
Heraldic query, 467
France, paper-chases in, 85
Francklin (Richard), bookseller, 41, 315
Fraser (F. B.) on old brass clock, 388
Fraser (J.) on Warple-way, 437
Fraser (Sir W.) on Champion of England, 482
Pantins Eternels,' 263
Freedom of cities given to women, 185
Freeholders, their seals of arms, 407
Freind (Dr.) and Dr. Mead, 427, 474
French cathedrals, 28, 69, 293, 395, 424
French quatrain, 355
French twenty-franc piece, 49, 156
Fretton (W. G.) on largest church in England, 146
:

1

Friar's

lanthorn= Will-o'-the-wisp, 11

Friend (Sir John), his biography and pedigree, 47, 176
Frost (T.) on Francis Maceroni, 314
Froude (J. A.), his 'Two Chiefs of Dunboy,' 386,
Fry (G. S.) on Hale, place-name, 93
Fulham, its etymology, 188
Fulham (Adam de), temp. Edward I., 249
Funeral, Chinese, in East London, 85
"
Furnivall (F. J.) on As snug as a bug in a rug
Book muslin, 69
Bullokar (William), 67
London in 1769, 485
London Bridge, old, 483
Macaroni= fop, 48
Words, fashionable, in 1763, 164
Fursdon (E. S.) on Edward Bower, 291
Fuseli (Henry), his 'Macbeth' picture, 486
Fynmore (R. J.) on Sangatte and Sandgate, 345
G. on executions in Sussex, 207
" Goddess of Reason," 487
"
Pope's size," 351
G. (A.) on altar inscriptions, 9
London burial-grounds, 468
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'
Glapthorne (Henry), his Albertus Wallenstein,' 127
Go-cart, infant's, 154
" Goddess of Reason " in the French
Revolution, 487
Godfrey (R.) on ball rolled down dinner table, 16
Gofer, its meaning, 47, 174, 215
Golden Horn, origin of the name, 55
Gomez (Pero), 427, 497
Goodall (Mrs.), actress, her death, 208
Goodwyn (Col. Arthur), friend of Hampden, 67
Goose, game of the, 408
Goose building in trees, 93
Gorde or Gohrde, battle of, 287
Goss (C. W. F.) on Dora Thome,' 197
Gosselin (H.) on walking stationers, 516
Gotch (J. A.) on a parody, 48

G. (A. W.) on Trinity School, Dorchester, 287
G. (E. L.) on unconscious cerebration, 185
Churches, direction for building, 470
Criss-cross row, 297
Cross trees, 252
"
Magna est veritas," 492
Mrs. or Miss, 337
"The " in place-names, 390
Tours Cathedral, 293

Trapezium and trapezoid, 397
Vowels, English and German, i(j3
G. (F.) on Conduct of the Allies,' 272
G. (G. L.) on Befront=in front, 205
Faringdon arms, 171
Leap-year folk-lore, 16
Ludlam (Mother), her cauldron, 156
Place-names, English, 430
Wentworth (Sir N.), his bequest, 512
Wontow and overlay, 473
G. (W. A.) on Gibbon's 'Autobiography,' 82
Mead (Dr.) and Dr. Freind, 427
Gaffe
"Faire une gaffe," 66, 294, 394
Gaidoz (H.) on a Belgian custom, 57
Gainsborough family, co. Warwick, 88
Gallophilus on execution of Monge*ot, 47
Galloway (Sir Archibald), his works, 228, 351
'

'

Gothic, late,

Grahame (James), glossary by, 322
Graiensis on Parliament of Bats, 437

Gallows, its etymology, 5
Gam (David) at battle of Agincourt, 15

on, 461, 481
Gantillon (P. J. F.)

;

books

on Dickensiana, 266

Wordsworth (W.),

his

'

Ode

to the Cuckoo,'

253

Garnault (Capt. Joseph), of the East India Company,
108, 251, 291, 456
Garrard family, 48, 192
Garratt (J. F.) on Orenzo and Sarah,' 387
Garrick (David), Petition from Letters I and U,' 187;
his birth, 447
Garter, Order of, badge of St. George, 249, 352
Gas, liquid, 37, 157, 237
Gasc (F. E. A.) on trapezium and trapezoid, 268
Gater family, 449
Gattico (John Baptist) on altars, 381
Gatty (A.) on William Bligh, 216
Gay, its etymology, 325
Genealogicus on heraldic query, 376
Genealogies, Anglo-Norman, 249
Genealogist on Acheson=Bulla, 207
Genealogy, Scotch, 121
Geo. onJKToy, Attorney-General, 233
German rowels compared with English, 342, 463
Gheradino on Sir Richard Preston, 314
Ghuznee, its sandal gates, 28, 117
Gibbon (Edward), his 'Autobiography,' 82, 273
Gibbs (H. H.) on "Coming out of the little end of the
horn," 376
"On the carpet," 432
Gibbs (Mrs.), actress, 147
Gibson (H.) on knees turned backward, 486
Gildersome-Dickinson (C. E.) on expulsion of the
Jews, 74
Gilliland (Thomas), his biography, 168
Gillingham Huguenots, 96
Gissing (A.) on Waik Wene Maik, 33
'

'

:

:

and early English, 115

Gothic inscription, 368, 510
Gould (I. C.) on cross trees, 317
Lockwood family, 254
Graham of Claverhouse (John), Viscount Dundeer
portrait, 368, 493
Graham of Gartmore, song by, 35

:

Gambling at tennis, 284
Gaming, indictments against, 104, 230, 272
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"Proud Preston," 428
Threadneedle Street, 368
Grammars, English, 54
Grangerizing. See Book illustrating.
Grant (Sir William), his eminence, 166, 272
Graves (A.) on Countess of Blessington, 136
Gray (G. J.) on Mark Ridley, 68
Southwark and Hampstead Heath, 69
Gray (Thomas), Appendix E in Aldine edition, 407,
517
'
Greater London,' error in, 345
Greeks, did they tint their statues ? 94, 211
Green (John Richard), his epitaph, 105
Greenberry (Col. Nicholas), his family, 148
Greenwich, Parliamentary return for 1558, 385
Grenville (Sir Richard), contemporary records, 467
Griffinhoofe (H. G.) on bearded darnel, 198
Folk-lore of the Azores, 106
Thompson (Rev. Dr.), 132
Grigor (James), author of Eastern Arboretum,' 107,
257
Grimaldi (Joseph), holograph letter, 126 ; his family,
386, 455, 496
Grindstone and sapling, 207, 275, 434, 476
Groome (F. H.) on Corn-Law Rhymes,' 107
Gualterulus on Celtic Church, 476
Duggleby, place-name, 147
" Faire une
gaffe," 395
Grindstone and sapling, 476
Leslie (Charles), 193
Regimental badges, 188
Seringapatam, 114
'

'

and the guillotine, 11, 155>
Gundrada de Warrenne, 64, 311
Gunpowder Plot and the Wrights, 388
Guy (Thomas) as a publisher, 266
Gwynn (Martha), her false epitaph, 225
Guillotin (Dr.)

H. on John

Fennell, of Cahir, 128

Hartington (Lord), 445
H. (A.) on Alexander, 217
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EL (A.) on Christendom of clothes, 134
Garnault (Capt. Joseph), 456
Hendon place-names, 93
Leather, human, 433
Londonshire, 5

B. (C.) on Woodrove and Pudsey families, 208
H. (C. R.) on Lay Laid Lain, 366
H. (C. S.) on Dragoons and Hussars, 391
fl. (E.) on French twenty-franc piece, 49
H. (E. S.) on Defender of the Faith, 32
H. (G.) on Harper or Harpur, 35
"
H. (H. de B.) on Dal tuo stellate soglio," 324
Gattico of Novara on altars, 381
Kings, Christian, canons of churches in Rome, 483
Martyn (Henry), 245
:

:

Nimbus

or aureole, 65
St. Ediths in the Western Calendar, 163
Sarum ritual colours, 305

on Earl of Northumberland, 373
on Ghuznee sandal gates, 117
(J. J.) on St. John and Arundel, 327
(M.) on John Fennell, of Cahir, 353
(R. T.) on Celtic Church, 429
(S.) on clocked stockings, 148
(S. G.) on heraldic query, 51
(S. V.) on battle of Gorde, 287
"
Presentment of Englishry," 229
H. (W.) on Lincoln's Inn, 507
H. (W. S. B.) on Eddystone, 355
H, (W. S. B.) on Eddystone light keeper, 207
Jews, their expulsion, 74
Whitfield (Walter), 269
Hackman (James), Rector of Wiveton, 172, 296, 392
Hackwood (R. W.) on apprentice temp. Elizabeth, 49
Birds, musical taste in, 37
Books, big, 30
Clerical explosives, 435
Clocks, pendulum, 17
Colt, coltes, 153
Cromwell (0.), his descendants, 515
Duffer, its meaning, 458
Encore, use of the word, 235
Fluck, its meaning, 494
Leather, human, 326
"
Leave the world better," &c., 157
Metals, precious, in British Isles, 101, 282
Mrs. or Miss, 212
Orange blossoms at weddings, 475
Pastels or pastils, 97
Pray = foot- bridge, 155
Programme, its spelling, 32
Punishment, capital, 233
Russian coins, 149
St. Seine, 333
Schaffhausen, bridge at, 212
Songs, naval, 96
Trinity festival, 456
Vervain, superstitions about, 93
Water-marks, 138
Zodiac, its signs, 371
Haines (W.) on Angell estates, 258
Leighton family, 252
Ludlam (Mother), her cauldron, 156
Hair turned suddenly white, 344
Hale, place-name, 93

H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.

(J.)

(J. B.)
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Hall (A.) on bent or bennet, 196
Beveridge or Belfrage, 252
Chum, its meanings, 415
Colt, coltes, 4, 255
Dog-watch, 453
Fleance and his son Alan, 285
Garnault (Capt. Joseph), 251
Garrard family, 192
Gundrada de Warren, 64
London proper, 457
Magna Charta, 398
Pitshanger, Baling, 12
Shakspeare folios, 388
Shakspeare (John), 375
Soapstone figures, 274
Hallen (A. W. C.) on Beveridge or Belfrage, 9
Italian pedigrees, 468
St. George as a badge, 352
Younger of Haggerstone, 408
Halliday (W. H.) on Pray=foot-bridge, 155
Halliwell-Pbillipps (J. O.), his death, 40, 59, 78
Haly (J. S.) on St. Mark's, Venice, 105
Shakspeariana, 303
Waterloo ball, 34
Hamilton (C.) on Aitken family, 448
Hamilton (W.) on a poem by Tennyson, 434
Hammond family of Scarthingwell, 16
Hampole (Richard), his version of the Psalms, 5
Hampstead Heath measured in 1680, 69
Hampton Poyle, co. Oxford, 31
Handford on Magna Charta, 499
Handyside (J.) on O'Conor, 68
Hardman (J. W.) on celibacy of the clergy, 309
Rainbow folk-lore, 247
St. Ediths in the Western Calendar, 256
Trinity College, Dublin, 406

Hardman (W.) on Thursk-Champflower, 37
on pardon by Elizabeth, 388
477
'
Hardy (H.) on Dora Thome,' 108
de
la
Riviere), 127
Manley (Mary
Harney (G. J.) on Cobbett family, 263

Hardy

(C. F.)

Wren

(Sir Christopher),

Harper or Harpur

(Elizabeth), operatic singer, 35

See Miss Foote.
Harrington (Lady).
"
Harris (J.) on Divine Aspasia," 271, 391
his
Harrison (Jonathan),
portrait, 269, 391
Harrison (General Thomas), the regicide, 116
" Harsem
money," its meaning, 348
(Sir Anthony), Lord Chancellor of Ireland, 7,
178
Hart (H. C.) on apprentice temp. Elizabeth, 50
Cheek= impudence, 36
"
Coming out of the little end of the horn," 376
Kissing an English salutation, 118
Shakspeariana, 43
Songs, canting, 230
Statues, tinted, 94
Uncle=pawnbroker, 56
Hartington (Lord), his portrait at the Academy, 445
Hartshorne (A.) on cistern for a dinner table, 249
Fotheringhay Castle, 172
Pastels or pastils, 96
Tooth-brushes, 30
Harvest horns, 37, 132
Harwood (H. W. F.) on Joseph Forsyth, 315

Hart
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"Divine Aspasia," 207,

Hastings (Lady Elizabeth),
271, 334, 391

Hastings (Francis, Marquis

of), his

'Memoir,' 289

Hawkesworth (John), his wife, 88
Hawkins (Sir John) and 'The Principles of Harmony,'
24
"
Hay-Forbes (N.) on Grace
Hebb (J.) on Charles I., 505

me

Hicks (J. P.) on Edmund Kean, 341
Highering= raising, 57, 171
Highland kilt, 348
Hill (Sir John), Petition from Letters I and U,' 187
'

Hill (Lady), widow of Sir
"
and

John

Hill, 168, 253, 338

barsem money," 348
Hinde (F.) on magazine literature, 317
'
Hipwell (D.) on Anson's Voyages,' 113
Himgilt

guide," 37

at, 266
Germain-en-Laye, Chateau de, 146
its
468
Heel-block,
meaning,
Heidegger (J. J.) in Lincoln's Inn Fields, 309, 357
Heiresses, presumptive, to English throne, 221
Hems (H.) on Chittlehampton church tower, 273
Choil of a knife, 197
Hendon place-names, 93
Hendriks (F.) on Egyptian hierograms, 10
Pepys (Samuel) and the navy, 81, 274
Henrietta (Princess), Duchess of Orleans, 462

Rome, English cemetery

St.

Heraldry
Aberdeen University arms, 63
Arg., between three leopards' heads caboshed a
:

chev. gu., 28, 171
Arg., fesse gu. between three bugle-horns, 51
Arg., fesse gu., in chief two nags' heads, 328
Arg., stag tripping, on a canton a galley, 28, 171
Arms borne by descendants, 132, 175, 278, 376,

Dray (Thomas), 112
Earle (Erasmus), 515
Elwes (John), 475
Garnault (Capt. Joseph), 251

Hackman

(Rev. James), 172, 296
Harrison (Thomas), 116
Hart (Sir Anthony), 178
James (William), 207
King family, 488
Pepys (Sir Charles Christopher), 474
Quarles family, 14
Richardson (Samuel), 505
St. Peter's, Cornhill, 133
Sheridan family, 75
Historiated, its meaning, 34
Hobart (Lady Cecilia), a new Cecilia Metella, 465
Hobhouse (John Cam), Baron Broughton, his letter*,
208, 295
Hobson (E.) on Mill's 'Logic,' 9
Hobson (W. F.) on direction for building churches, 334
Didache, The,' 363, 492
Mass, error concerning, 154
Hodgkin ( J. E.) on big books, 30
Chisel, cold, 151
Iphicles and his oxen, 433
'
Joachim's Prophecies,' 357
King's evil, touching for, 83
London, God's judgments manifest in its burning,
1

497
Az., three nags' heads proper, 118
Border heraldry, 228, 435
Gu., beacon in flames, 385
Gu., ten plates, four, three, two, and one, 268
King of arms or king at arms, 448

Wake and Ormond, 448
Label in grant of arms, 467, 516
Or, lion passant proper, on fesse az. three escallops,
207
Sa., turnip proper, a chief or, 268, 317, 472
Supporters in Scotland, 328, 492
Heralds, negro, in British Isles, 448, 517
Knots,

"Herbe des trois gouttes de sang,"
Herdman (W. G.) on skating, 289

93, 251

Herford (A. F.) on obituary of 1888, 84
Herxnentrude on book muslin, 253

Bunyan (John), 7
Edward III., his sons, 118
Gunpowder Plot, 388
Jerningham family, 90
Mrs. or Miss, 494
Perrers (Alice), 449
Pigott, a
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new

verb, 225

Topographical notes, 61
Winter family of Huddington, 108, 291
Herodotus and the Scythians, 408, 513
Herrick (Robert), allusions to, 15

Herrington Churchyard, 113, 215
Hersey family, 507
Hervey (John, second Baron), his marriage, 308, 434
Hessels (J. H.) on Sir Henry Wotton, 87
Hibberd (Shirley) on aaloop, a beverage, 35
Woollen clothes and elephantiasis, 129
Hibgame (F. T.) on school stocks, 430
Hie et Ubique on Salle, place-name, 257
Hicks (J. P.) on Sir John Hawkins, 24

286
Marriage allowed only at times, 6
Pepys (Samuel), 315
Trade-card, curious, 466
Wyre-lace Hummed, 208
Holbeach (Martin), his biography, 209
Holmes (R. R.) on an acrostic, 516
Homer, Iliad,' viii. 557-8, 129, 196, 298
Hooper (J.) on chains of straw, 110
Hope (H. G.) on Lord Beaconsfield on jockeys, 518
Clergy, their celibacy, 412
Dragoons and Hussars, 391
Fontenoy, battle of, 395
'
Hudibras,' quotation from, 473
"
Men, women, and Herveys," 475
Pliny, Holland's, 436
Seymour surname, 436
Sforza (Ludovic), 294
"Horace Wellbeloved," pseudonym, 345
Horse buried with its owner, 56, 156, 257, 476
Hottentot folk-tales, 55
Housden (J. A. J.) on Darcy or Dorsey, 254
Howe family, 176
Hoyle (Edmund), his biography, 481
Hudson (R.) on quotation from Dante, 172
Lightning, its remarkable effect, 485
Pulpits in churches, 476
Reference, awkward, 385
Sforza (Ludovic), 294
:

'
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Hudson (R.) on 'Village Musings,' 476
Hughes (T. C.) on Dickens coincidence, 505
Pepys (Sir C. C.), 389
Hughes-Hughes (W. O.) on Tonbridge School and
John Proctor, 467
Huish (M. B.) on John Constable, 12
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James I. and Fotheringhay
James (R. N.) on mounted
Parmesan cheese, 505

172
205

Castle, 106,

infantry,

Trowses=trousers, 25

James (Rev. Thomas), Vicar of Theddingworth, 90
James (William), his biography, 207, 294

'

(E. C.) on Cocker's Dictionary,' 255
Japhet on family records, 68
'
(M. A. S. ) on Chronicle of Henry VIII.,' 236 Jeanne de Castille, her "vengeance," 153
Jenkyns (M.) on Constantino Simonides, 247
Humming, an expression of dissent, 208, 277, 457
Jermyn on Boswell's Johnson,' 327
Humphreys (A. L.) on book illustrating, 173
49
Bower (Edward), 88
Mantle Street,
Plimer (Nathaniel), 495
Jerningham family, 89, 153
Hunt (Leigh) and ' The Liberal,' 181
Jessopp (A.) on Jerningham fam'-ly, 89
Norwich Visitations, 171
Hunt (R. M. C.) on Criticaster, 258
Jews, their expulsion, 74, 215
Epictetus, notes on, 193
Jingoism, origin of the term, 440
Hunting songs, 77
Husband and wife dying on same day, 345
Joachim, his Prophecies,' 268, 357
'John Bull' newspaper, 1837-43, 67
Hussars and Dragoons, 267, 335, 391, 489
Johnson family, 370
Husship, its meaning, 370
Johnson (Job), his coat, 308, 358
Hutton family of Button Hall, Penrith, 269
Johnson (Dr. Samuel), his letters, 20 ; pagination of
Hutton (A. W.) on ' Alumni Oxonienses, 77
126
Boswell's Life,' 327, 513
its
Hydropathy, " discovery,
I
'm
211
when
to
And
Johnson (Thomas), medal, 1776, 48, 252
108,
;
die,"
Hymnology
" Hark
"O
Jonas (A. C.) on Maturins, or Trinitarians, 376
Sanctissima, O Purissima," 280, 432 ;
the herald angels," 360, 419, 517 ; hymns attriOgilvie (Patrick), 313
Scotch burgh records, 166
buted to Addison, 382
Jonas (M. I.) on Macbeth,' 1673, 68, 145
its
298
Jones
(W.) on Princess Henrietta, Duchess of Orleans,
Ignesham,
locality, 197,
462
Hive (Jacob), his < Modest Remarks,' 387
Incubators, their history, 367
Judges, great, 166, 272
Jumpant, anew word, 367, 438
Incumbency, long, 385
Indexes to books in volumes, 406
Jutte (Pope), a woman, 449
in
205
1567,
Infantry, mounted,
K. (G. H.) on cursing stones, 257
Information, popular, how acquired, 255, 317, 375
K. (H.) on popular information, 317
Ingleby (H.) on Shakspeariana, 43, 124, 504
K. (L. L.) on Duns Scotus, 451
Inglett on Cicero on tree-planting, 134
Fleur-de-lis on compass, 425
Ingratiated, used in passive sense, 386
Initials after names, 88
Flint flakes, 36
424
Golden Horn, 55
Ink, pale printing,
Incubators, 367
Inkerman, account of, 57
(Francis), 232
Mackay
Inscription, Gothic, 368, 510
'
Mariner's Mirrour,' 343
Inscriptions on altars, 9, 234
on
Ion
John and Charles Wesley, 328
Navigation, its history, 145
Ravenspur, place-name, 43
Iphicles and his oxen, 168, 276, 405, 433
Irish ecclesiastical appointments, 506
Ryther (A.), his plan of London, 498
Irish song, 348
Sugar-tongs, 189
Irvine or Irwin family of Bonshaw, 307, 434
Trinity festival, 456
Italian cathedrals, 28, 69, 293, 395, 424
Zevembergb.es (Maximilian, Lord), 505
Italian literature, handbook of, 428
Kabbalists, Society of, 116
'
Italian pedigrees, 468
Kalevala,' the "fifth national epic," 309, 412
Italian pronunciation and English, 487
Kappa on a book title, 347
Karkeek (P. Q.) on Alice Perrers, 215
Kean (Edmund), benefit performance, 341
J. (A.) on " Gofer," 47
Keene (H. G.) on kirk-grims, 14
J. (D.) on Joseph Grimaldi, 386
Kelland (W. H.) on Baron Ranelagh, 88
J. (P. W.) on Almoran's ring, 229
Cocker (E.), his Dictionary,' 255
Kellinghausen, battle of, 248, 317
Kelly on Miss H. Kelly, 357
Gaming, indictments against, 230
J. (J. C.) on Joachim's Prophecies,' 268
Kelly (Miss H.), actress, 280, 357
Ken
(Bp.), anonymous Life,' 345, 518
Netherlands, war in, 468
V. (P.), monogram, 228
Kennaway (W.) on "Pakeha Maori," 373
J. (M. I.) on Amsterdam Bourse, 15
Kennedy (Rev. Benjamin Hall), D.D., his death, 320
Kennett (Bishop) and Abp. Whitgift, 226
Jackson (F. W.) on Almoran's ring, 338
Kerslake (T.) on Shakspeare facsimiles, 365
Jackson (W. F. M.) on Eddystone, 76
Jacobsen (E. P.) on Spanish words, 406
Killigrew on Charles I.'s gloves, 368, 517
Jacobus on ' Christa-Sangfta,' 118
Dog-watch, 453

Hulme

Hume

'

'

'

'

:

!

'

'

'
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Killigrew on

presenting arms at, 213
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(J. W.) on direction for building churches, 469
Marriage allowed at certain times, 234, 514
Macaroni, 298
Quignon (Card.), his Breviary, 72
Macaulay (Lord), his schoolboy, 454
Leighton family, co. Salop, 147, 252
492
Le Lossigel (H.) on English and Italian pronuncia"Magnaest veritas,"
"
Skippant and jumpant," 438
tion, 487
Le Noir (Estienne), French clockmaker, 309, 453
Kilt, Highland, 348
Lenton (Edward), part author of ' Harpings of Lena,
King of arms or king at arms, 448
223, 409
King family, 488
King (Bishop), his trial, 387, 519
Lepell (Mary), Lady Hervey, 327
his
40
Le
death,
King (Henry),
Roy (J. R.) on James Claypole, 509
Leslie (Rev. Charles), chaplain to James II., 109, 193
King's evil, touching for, 83
Lewins (R.) on dessert in America, 337
Kings, Christian, canons of churches in Rome, 483
Lewis (F. B.) on cross tree, 8
Kingsfield (Christopher), mason, 327
Liberal, The,' and its contributors, 131
Kingston Lisle, Berks, and Craven family, 265
Kirk-grims, 13
Library, first circulating, 247, 374
an
118
and Scott's Lexicon,' puns in, 427, 476
Liddell
Kissing
English salutation,
Kissing under the mistletoe, 51, 117
Light (Sir Henry), K.C.B., his biography, 208, 292
Kittering= oblique, 24, 76
Lightfoot (J. J.) on'Latin lines, 348
Knees turned backward, 486
Lightning, its remarkable effect, 485
Knighthood, its insignia, 309, 398
Lilliput, its etymology, 506
Limner (L.) on ancient bookbindings, 283
Knightley (L. M.) on pluralization, 471
448
Knots, heraldic,
Lincoln, poetical references to, 213
Lincoln's Inn, its gateway, 507
Kon, termination in Swiss place-names, 116
Lincolnshire Farmer on darnel and barley, 46
L. on secretary, 229
Smut in wheat, 109
L, (C.) on John Ellis, 347
Lincolnshire MSS. of Rev. G. Oliver, 288, 355
on
of
L. (H. W.)
Scots, 308
regiment
Lindsay (Sir David), his register, 427
L. (R. W.) on Garrick's birth, 447
Lion baptized, 146, 354
Lachensten (Marie), her biography, 508
Lip-bruit, a new word, 106
Lisburn, its French Church, 165
Lach.Szyrma (W. S.) on Sir Richard Grenville, 467
Herodotus and the Scythians, 408
Lisle (Lord), his assassination, 16 ; his widow, 155
Ladies in Parliament, 74
Lister, its meaning, 247, 350
Laelius on Sir D. Lindsay's register, 427
Literary plagiarisms, 226, 272, 313
108
Pelican,
Livesey (Sir Michael), regicide, 12, 131
Lambert family of Maiden Bradley, 189
Livett (H. W.) on Robert Burton, 178
"
Lambert (G.) on Ram Jam," 92
Lloyd (W. W.) on Shakspeariana, 125, 203, 503
Lockhard (A. W.) on Shakspeare and Peele, 188
Land-grabbing, origin of the word, 189, 276
Lane (H. M.) on heiresses presumptive to the English Lockwood family, 167, 254
221
throne,
London, boulevards for, 26 ; Lord Mayor's Show, 47,
'
Lane-Poole (S.) on Conduct of the Allies,' 207
211, 294 ; topographical notes, 62 Court of AlderLarrikin, origin of the word, 344
men, temp. Commonwealth and Restoration, 128,
Latimer (J.) on stag match, 508
177, 217 ; God's judgments manifested in its burnLord Mayor
Latin lines, 'Ad Somnum,' 348, 470
ing, 1666, 286 ; its limits, 340, 457 ;
and the Gordon Riots, 446 burial-grounds circa
Latten, its composition, 206
on
in 1769, 485 ; Ryther's map, 498
1770, 468
Latting (J. J.)
Lindley Murray, 229
London Bridge, old, its architect, 483
Laughton (J. K.) on Josiah Burchett, 174
Laurenson (A.) on Ballad of Manol,' 184
Londonshire = county of London, 5
Laurie (T.) on Sheen, place-name, 149
Longe (S. R.) on Lady Temple, 407
Lawrence (W. J.) on Joseph Grimaldi, 455
Longitude and marriage, 7, 58, 134
Laws (E.) on sixteenth century price-list, 186
Lord Mayor's Show, its early days, 47, 211, 294
Lawson (R.) on Bree=gadfly, 392
Lord (H.) on Timothy Bright, 488
Laid
366
Chestnut= stale joke, 52
Lain,
Lay
Cocker (Edward), his 'Dictionary,' 129
Lay ton (W. E.) on Jerningham family, 89
" Let wealth and
commerce," &c., 206
Polldavy or poledavy, 495
Rattlin the Reefer,' 486
Lead, pigs of, 386
Leadam (J. S.) on royal bailiwicks, 447
Lord's Prayer, English versions, 18
Lotteries, public, 339, 457
Leap-year folk-lore, 16
228
Leases, The, Bedale, York*,
Loveday (J. E. T.) on Ignesham, 299
Leather, human, 326, 433
Money scrivener, 497
Le Couteur (Capt. L.), buried at Wexford, 345
Leveling (Benjamin), his Poems,' 49, 198
Lee (A. C.) on practical jokes in comedy, 58
Lovell (W.) on Bishop of St. David's, 346
Lover (Samuel), 'The Snow,' 177
Literary plagiarisms, 226
Villon (Francois), 109
Lovett (William), Chartist, 12
Lee (Richard), of Virginia, his arms, 446
Lowe (R. W.) on 'Macbeth,' 1673, 275
drill,

Legg

Iphicles and his oxen, 276
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'

;

;

;

'

:

:

'

'
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Mackinnon (Col. " Dan "), of the Guards, 468
Maclagan (Nellie) on Sheen, place-name, 296
Macrae (James), Governor of Madras, 307
Macray (W. D.) on Dugdale and Whitelocke's

Lucas (Thomas), temp. Henry VII., 57
Luddite, origin of the word, 200
Ludlam (Mother), her cauldron, 29, 156

"
Lundgren (J. H.) on Koker," 146
Lunette on Lord Macaulay, 287
Lyall (W.) on cavilling day, 235

53
its etymology, 325
Chiddingstone Chide, 445
Christian era, 354
Lynn (George), 252
Melloni (Macedonio), 289
Padus, its signification, 488
:

Paignton, its etymology, 509
Peachel (Dr.), 208
Lynn (Walter), M.B., and the steam engine, 241

chisel,

Waterloo, battle
"

of,

185
127,

232

:

151

(G.), his 'Tales of the Hall,'

Monthly Magazine,' 457
Wood (Anthony a), 412
MacRitchie (D.) on negroes as heralds, 448
Magazine literature of the nineteenth century, 267, 317
Magazines, their binding, 352
Magna Charta, original, 398, 499
Maid, a new verb, 406
Maik, its meaning, 33
Malet (H.) on cistern for a dinner table, 250
Clarendon House, 313
Dragoons and Hussars, 335
Exeter and London, road between, 56

Maning (F. E.), Pakeha Maori," 373
Manley (Mary de la Riviere), her biography,
Manol 'Ballad of Manol,' 184

M. on Tales of the Spanish Main,' 27
M.A.Oxon. on initials after names, 38
Crabbe

Me-

'

Chasm,

(A. J.) on cold

'

morials,' 303

Lynn (George), of Southwick, Northamptonshire, 252
Lynn (W. T.) on battle interrupted by an earthquake

M.

537

Mansergh
114

1

Darcy or Dorsey, 195

(J.

F.) on book

illustrating,

173

Brussels Gazette,' 18

Century Centenary, 298
Delaval Papers, 308
Chalmers (Mr.), actor, 456
Digby (Kenelm Henry), 51, 94
Charger horse, 54
490
Douglas (Lord James), 329,
Cheese-making, 56
Longitude and marriage, 134
Children, public-school, 54
Mrs. or Miss, 104, 256
Christian era, 354, 477
Cradle of the tide, 474
Pray= foot-bridge, 66
Cromwell (Oliver), 378 ; portrait of his wife, 470
Songs, naval, 96
Tours Cathedral, 70, 395
Dominican rule, 118
its
236
Vase,
Duffer, its meanings, 367
pronunciation,
'
Ericsson (John), 436
Village Musings,' 372
Exeter and London, road between, 56
Whipma-Whopmagate, 136
Wordsworth (W.), his 'Intimations of ImmorGas, liquid, 237
Goose building in trees, 93
tality,' 416
M. (A. T.) on Bampton parish register, 107
Grindstone and sapling, 476
M. (C.) on Wordsworth and Shelley, 417
Mansergh (J. F.) on Hackman (Rev. James), 392
M. (C. A. J.) on William Duff, 269
Hill (Lady), 253
M. (C. R.) on Thursk-Champflower, 37
Inkerman, account of, 57
M. (F. W.) on Betham, co. Stafford, 9
Land-grabbing, 276
Cromwell (O.), his descendants in male line, 489
Lisle (Lord), 155
M. (H.) on savage of Aveyron, 287
Mayor, the title, 112
"
M. (J.), jun., on On the carpet," 432
Mellon (Miss), 293
M. (J. A. H.) on bogus words, 305
Mills (John), 456
M. (R. F.) on Mountsteven family, 389
Polldavy or poledavy, 495
M. (V. A.) on an acrostic, 489
St. George as a badge, 352
M. (W. D.) on presenting arms at drill, 213
Shore (Jane), 217
M. (Y. S.) on Henry Cromwell, 212
Smut in wheat, 276
Stuart Exhibition, 315
Family history, 446
Heraldic query, 472
Taylor (Jeremy), 438
" There 's a difference I
Irish ecclesiastical appointments, 506
ween," 178
Town and Country Magazine,' 55
Knighthood, its insignia, 309
Le Couteur (Capt.), 345
Travel, books of, 397
"
"Of all others, "445
Twizzel" in place-names, 196
Scotch university graduates, 388
Victualler, his calling, 518
Macaroni^ fop, 48, 129, 213, 298
Westgate: Claudius, 116
Whitepot, its ingredients, 293
Macaulay (T. B., Lord), his schoolboy, 287, 352, 414,
454
Wotton (Sir Henry), 137
MacCulloch (Sir E.) on Yahoo, 495
Yearling, its new meaning, 485
Maceroni (Col. Francis), his biography, 208, 314
Hantel-piece inscription, 96
Mackay (Francis), Governor of Transylvania, 89, 232 Mantle Street, origin of the name, 49
Count Lucanor,' 55, 156
Manuel
on
Francis Mackay, 89
(Prince),
Mackay (J.)
Marat (Dr. M.), 'Essay on a Disease of the Eye,' 488
Mottoes, family, 316
:

'

'
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March (H.

C.) on pluralization, 471
Marie Antoinette, her rings, 327
Mariner's Mirrour,' 343
'

Marriage, prohibited at certain times,
514 ; and longitude, 7, 58, 134

Marryat

6,

(Capt.), his birth, 9, 74, 177,

156, 234, 356,

294

'

;

the Reefer,' 486
Marshall (C.) on John Shakspeare, 188
Shakspeare (W.), his house, 288
Marshall (E.) on Isaac Barrow, 377
Becon (T.), his ' Reliques of Rome,' 337
Blue-stockings, 206
Chalmers (Mr.), actor, 456

Charles I., relics of, 115
Charles V., epitaph on, 353
Cicero, quotation from, 375
Clerks of the Peace, 45
Confessor of the Household, 33
Darnel, bearded, 198

Kattlin

f
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Marshall (E. H.) on Brandings=surfs, 78
Christian era, 354
Cistern for dinner table, 454
Coaching Days,' 296
Criss-cross row, 358
"Dal tuo stellato soglio," 414
Death warrants, 52
"Divine Aspasia," 271
Enoch Arden,' 312
Epictetus, notes on, 194
Ericsson (John), 436
Fleetwood, reference to, 355
Gas, liquid, 37
Ghuznee sandal gates, 117
" Hark the herald
419
'

1

angels,"

!

Harrison (Jonathan), 391
'
"
Horse-godfather," 33
" Job Johnson's coat," 358
Leslie (Charles), 193
Libraries, circulating, 374
Martyn (Henry), 314
Mayor, the title, 112
Mills (John), 456
Money scrivener, 496

Davenport (Christopher), 438
Dogmatism and puppyism, 511
"Dolce far niente," HI
Epictetus, notes on, 493
Flint flakes, 254

Moritz's Travels in England,' 125
Fontenoy, battle of, 396
Fool or physician, 270
Ogilvie (Patrick), 314
Francklin (Richard), 315
Parliament, ladies in, 74
Guillotin (Dr.), 11
Pepys (Sir C. C.), 436
Homer's 'Iliad,' 196
Pluralization of words, 310
St. Ernulphus, his curse, 197
Ignesham and Cotsmore, 197
St. Paul's, its great bell, 413
Iphicles and his oxen, 276
'
" Is fecit cui
prodest," 114
Shelley (P. B.), his Lines to an Indian Air,' 435
Shore (Jane), 217
Libraries, circulating, 374
Lion baptized, 354
Soapstone figures, 274
Lisle (Lord), 16
Watering-place, 378
Waterloo, battle of, 412
Literary plagiarisms, 273
'
Lives of Twelve Good Men,' 205
Wordsworth (W.) and Shelley, 258
'
Marshall (F. A.) on mistake in Dombey and Son, 406
Mantel-piece inscription, 96
and
58
'Macbeth,' 1673, 130, 232, 418
Marriage
longitude,
Marriage prohibited at certain times, 357
Mass, error regarding, 471
Mass, error concerning, 154
Ogilvie (Patrick), his trial, 227
Mills (John), 456
Wren or willow- wren, 144
"Natura non facit saltum," 291
Marshall (J.) on blunders of authors, 288
"O Sanctissima," 432
Baffles, its meaning, 248
Palmer (Rev. W.), 511
Battle interrupted by an earthquake, 53
Beckford (W.), his 'Vathek,' 312
76
(William),
Parry
Peachel (Dr.), 276
Bring and take, 152
Pelican feeding its young, 210
Bucklersbury, 137
Phosnix, last believer in, 170
Cancinating, a misprint, 315
" Poeta
nascitur non fit," 74
Cataloguing, its curiosities, 17
1
" Possession is
nine points of the law, 248
Choir-organ, 254
Criss-cross row, 297
Pounds, parochial, 31
Proverb defined, 172
Duffer, its meaning, 458
Pulpits in churches, 394
Fluck, its meaning, 366
St. Seine, 333, 415, 477
Gaming, indictments against, 272 ; books on,
Shore (Jane), 217
461, 481
Simonides (Constantino), 393
Gofer, its meaning, 215
Hackman (Rev. James), 296
Swing, rick-burner, 334
Walpole (H.), his collection, 34
Harper or Harpur, 35
Water-marks, 138
Heidegger (J. J.), 357
Wordsworth (W.), his 'Ode to the Cuckoo,' 157,
Ingratiated, use of the word, 386
290
Literary plagiarisms, 272
Marshall (E. H.) on "Arrant Scot," 519
Mistarchy, 414
" On the
Austria in 1700-70, 236
carpet," 432
Bonaparte (Napoleon), 15
Pepys (Samuel), 196, 315, 398
'

1

'
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( J.) on Polldavy or poledavy, 407
St. Ernulphus, his curse, 258
Shore (Jane), 217
Tennis, gambling at, 284
Walpole (H.), his collection, 76

539

Milton (John), first edition of his sonnets, 147, 270
" N.
Miniature, signed
P., 1788," 468, 495
Miss or Mistress, 104, 211, 256, 337, 494
its
Mistarchy,
meaning, 188, 296, 414
Mistletoe, kissing under, 51, 117
'
Wordsworth (W.), his Ode to the Cuckoo,' 158
Mistress or Miss, 104, 211, 256, 337, 494
Mitford (William), his education, 207, 278
Wyre-lace Humming, 277
"Yeoman's service," 298
Money scrivener, 387, 496
Young (Anthony), 452
Monge*ot, his execution, 47
Marston (John) and Histriomastix,' 66
Monk (Elizabeth), pardon granted to, 388
Martindale (C. W.) on Lord Coningsby, 147, 412
Monkey, part of feminine dress, 388, 498
n
his
Marty (Henry),
biography, 245, 314
Monkey Island, its locality, 34
Monte Video, its derivation and pronunciation, 7, 293,
Martyrs, book of, 55
333, 477
Mary, Blessed Virgin, use of office in mediaeval
'
English churches, 308 ; crowned with stars, 324,
Monthly Magazine,' 201 vols., 1749-1829, 327, 457
414; "Mater Dei," 428
Months, their Anglo-Saxon names, 301
Moor (C.) on Selina, 507
Mary, Queen of Scots, costume when executed, 86
Maskell (J.) on Cre'billon, 468
Moore (C. T. J.) on coffins filled with cockle-shells,
Husband and wife dying on same day, 345
507
London aldermen, 177
Moore (J. C.) on manual of arms, 296
"Arrant Scot," 419
Marryat (Capt.), 9, 294
Peachel (Dr.), 276
Beaconsfield (Lord) on jockeys, 518
on
426
beer,
Song
Fontenoy, battle of, 436
Fool or physician, 270
Young (Anthony), 322
St. Mark's, Venice, 256
Mass, error regarding, 154, 235, 318, 471
Maturin (F. G.) on Maturins or Trinitarians, 268
More (Sir Thomas) and ' Henry VIII.,' 203
Morian, its etymology, 66
Maturins, or Trinitarians, 268, 376
Maxwell (Sir H.) on "Arrant Scot," 336
Moritz's ' Travels in England,' reprint, 125
Pictish language, 411
Morphyn (H.) on Jerningham family, 153
Morris (J. B.) and the phoenix, 170
Pitshanger, Baling, 152
" The " in
Morris (J. B.) on Belgian beer, 33
place-names, 390
Book illustrating, 173
May (Baptist), temp. "Charles II., 9, 92
Elwes (John), 414
Mayhew (A. L.) on Crikesman," 347
its
147
Epergne,
'Figaro in London,' 153
etymology,
its
211
307
Euchre,
Hymn wanted,
etymology,
Punch ' publications, 289
Gay, its etymology, 325
School stocks, 429
Seymour surname, 385
Silk, its etymology, 328
Shelley pedigree, 358
494
Mortars, old inscribed, 506
Mayor, right worshipful, 112,
Mead (Dr.) and Dr. Freind, 427, 474
Morton's fork or crutch, 88
Medal portraits, 8, 234
Moseley (B. D.) on "Dolce far niente," 111
Medals: Thomas Johnson, 1776, 48, 252; touchRantanning, 266
pieces, 84
Move, in Shakspeare lexicography, 302
Pretender's, 107, 192 ; Henry V., 113, Motion
215 ; " Eton Brocas Festival," 189 ; Georgian, 349, Mottoes: " Grce me guide," 37 ; family, 127, 316;
458 ; Charles L, 447, 518
233
sundial, 446, 511
;
porch,
Mediaeval names, 6, 58
Mount (C. B.) on Christendom of clothes, 23
Mee (A.) on Christendom of clothes, 134
Cistern for dinner table, 187
Church steeples, 155
Epitaph, false, 225
Pluralization, 142
Meeting table, 206
Mellon (Miss Harriot), her parentage, 183 ; portraits, Mountsteven or Mountstephen family, 389
" Filer a
Muller (G. A.) on
293, 414
1'Anglaise," 385
Melloni (Macedonio), his birth, 289, 391
Mumping on St. Thomas's Day, 427, 494
Mercury=wild spinach, 55, 158
Murray (J.) on Tours Cathedral, 70
Meredith (Owen), his JRing of Amasis,' 189, 292
Murray (J.), jun., on Carbonari in Naples, 112
'
references
111
Mermaids,
to,
Etonian, The,' 515
Porden (Miss), 192
Merry (G. J. T.) on annuals, 435
Charles I., 26
Murray (J. A. H.) on Cheek= impudence, 37
Clarendon House, 313
Choil of a knife, 127
Mesham (A.) on Collier, silversmith, 92
Choir-organ, 87
in
282
British
Choke-full, 87, 135
Metals, precious,
Isles, 101,
Metcalf (H. A.) on " Banker out the wits," 168
Chopness, its meaning, 107
Christian era, 189
Middleton (A.) on burying cheese, 486
Mill (J. S.), Prof. Jevons on his 'Logic,' 9, 157
Christmas tree, 247
Mills (John), his writings, 456
Chromo and chromo-lithograph, 169
Milne (S. M.) on badge of 63rd Foot, 355
Chums, its meaning, 309
Marshall

:

'

1

,.,

:

;

'
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Murray

(J.

A. H.) on Chymer,

its

Circumbendibus, 327
City, its meaning, 427
Clam, its meanings, 447
Coal or cabbage, 225
Criss-cross row, 228
Murray (Lindley), his wife, 229
Music, lines on, 508

on Chaucer's

'

Balade of Gentilnesse,' 17

Monthly Magazine,' 327
Rigby (Dr. Edward), 366
'

Roman

de la Rose,' 144

Ross (Earls
regi-

ments, 218
(Sir E.), maxims in, 291
Herrington Churchyard, 113

Coke

Hobhouse (John Cam), 295
Lord Mayor and Gordon Riots, 446
Nightcap stratagem, 17
V. (P.), monogram, 518
N. (T.) on John Rollos, 48
N. (W.) on grindstone and sapling, 275
Nairn (Catherine), her trial, 1765, 227, 313
Names: Queenie as a pet name, 4, 51 ; mediseval, 6,
58 ; initials after, 38
Napier and Ettrick (Lord) on Lockwood family, 167
Napoleon I. See Bonaparte.
Naval songs, 96
45
Navigation,
Navy, its reconstruction, 1678-88, 81, 196, 274, 315,
398 ; Admiral Sir G. Rooke on, 344
Ne Quid Nimis on saying of Lord Beaconsfield, 428
Jutte (Pope), 449
its history,

Neilson (G.)on anonymous aid, 25
De Banco Roll, 30, 92
Douglas (Lord James), 432
Irvine or Irwin of Bonshaw, 434
Porchas, its meaning, 117
Shakspeariana, 302, 384
Sheen, place-name, 338
The " in place-names, 262
Touch surname, 234
" Twizzel " in
place-names, 195
Nemo on Court of Charles II., 108
'
Hudibras,' quotation from, 369
Salopian Coffee-house, 248
Netherlands, MS. on the war, 1607, 468
Neuwied ethnographicals, 28
Nevill (R.) on Twizzel in place-names, 234
New English Dictionary.' See Philological Society,
Newcastle-under-Lyne, its mock mayor, 468, 516
Newton (Sir Isaac), his portraits, 347, 437
Nicholson (B.) on Bed-staff, 512
Brome (R.), his 'Queen's Exchange,' 126
'
Chapman (G.), his All Fools,' 177
Criss-cross row, 358
'
Albertus Wallenstein,
Glapthorne (H.), his
1

of),

492

(Anthony), 452
Nonconformist registers, 370, 472
Norcross (J. E.) on kirk-grims, 13
Kittering, its meaning, 24
Norfolk will, ancient, 84
Norman genealogies, 249

Young

Norman
Norter

(P.) on Sir Christopher Wren, 477
(Sir Robert), temp. Charles I., 27, 153

North family, works by, 268, 375
Northumberland (Thomas Percy, Earl

of), verses on,

264, 373
Norwich Visitations, 1492-1552, 133, 171
Norwich (Bishop of), Paymaster of Gentlemen

Pen-

sioners, 7

Noy

(Attorney-General), temp. Charles
family, Wilts, 389

I.,

233

Noyes

1

Negroes as heralds in British Isles, 448, 517
Neill (E. D.) on Richard Lee, of Virginia, 446

4 '

2u, I8sy.

Shakspeariana, 42, 204, 231, 384
'
Sir Gyles Goose-cappe,' 346
Songs, canting, 230
Nightcap stratagem, 17
Nightingale (Joseph Gascoigne), his biography, 487
7
l\ imbus, its origin, 65, 176, 278
Nixon (W.) on Sceptical Chymist,' 169
Noble (W. H.) on Dyer of Sharpham, 297
Nodal (J. H.) on tea clippers, 295
on Beveridge or Belfrage, 252
Galloway (Sir Archibald), 351

*

N. (E. C.) on pluralization of words, 310
N. (R. E.) on charge of English and French

July

'

Circulating, 247

(F.)

186,

Nicholson (B.) on Jacobean quartoes, 504
Marston (J.) and Histriomastix,' 66
Pelican feeding its young, 374
Proofs seen by Elizabethan authors, 304
"
Rook," in Elizabethan English, 423

meaning, 213

Cicerone, origin of the term, 267
Cicisboo=knot of silk or ribbons, 267

N.
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O. on Clasp

= military decoration,

154

Mary, Queen of Scots, 86
Pounds, parochial, 31
Solander cases, 135
O. (R. I.) on Chaucer's works, 289
Oak, Bonnington, 486
Oaths, clerical, 326, 435
Obituary for 1888, 84
O'Connelll(Daniel) and Rome, 405
'
O'Conor ( W. A.), author of The Church and

the

Truth,' 68, 174

Oddments= odds and ends, 220
" Of all
others," an absurd expression, 445
Ogilvie (Patrick), his trial, 1765, 227, 313

Old Tug on Swing, 416

Oliver (C. W.) on MSS. of Rev. G. Oliver, 355
Oliver (Rev. G.), his Lincolnshire MSS., 288, 355

Omniboat=steamboat, 154
'Once a Week,' its covers, 34, 111
"
One " the one and " the other," 25, 178, 395
Onesiphorus on Graham of Gartmore, 35
Highland kilt, 348
:

Knots, heraldic, 448

Orange on Dragoons and Hussars, 489
Orange blossoms at weddings, 369, 474
Orders, seven clerical, 149

;

^

minor, mediaeval English,

307
'
Orenzo and Sarah,' by Mrs. Rueful, 387
Osborne (Sir Edward) of 1584, 422
Osborne (Lord Sydney Godolphin), his death, 422
Otherwise = alias, 370, 515
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3fcway (Thomas), translation

INDEX.

from the French, 307,

416
Overlay, its meaning, 370, 473
3wen (Charles), of Warrington, his works, 398, 514
Dxford University degrees, 38, 370, 434

541

Peacock (E.) on Gothic, late, and early English, 115
Grahame (James), 322
Hendon place-names, 93
Heraldic query, 385
Lisle (Lord), 16

Northumberland (Earl
on medal of the Pretender, 192
P. (E.) on Corfe Castle, 48
Literary plagiarisms, 313
P. (F.) on Warden Church, Beds, 69
P. (F. W.) on 'Latin and English Poems,' 49
P. (J. E.) on churches owned by
corporations, 248
P. (J. F.) on curiosities of cataloguing, 17
on
medal
P. (M. O.)
of the Pretender, 107
P. (P.) on veins in nose, 216
Whipma-Whopmagate, 136
Padus, its signification, 488
Page (J. T.) on William Bligh, 128
Bunyan (John), 77
Cemetery guides, 508
Charles I., his death warrant, 114
Chinese funeral in East London, 85
Clicker, its meaning, 325
Page (W. G. B.) on Mr. Butterfield, 231
Porden (Miss), 192
Soinswer, its meaning, 509
Paignton, its etymology, 509
"
Pakeha Maori," pseudonym, 327, 373
Palmer (A. S.) on ' English Dialect Dictionary,' 57
Yahoo, source of the word, 165
Palmer (F. D.) on Mayor's title, 494
Palmer (Rev. Sir William), his biography, 369, 511
Pancelt (A.) on tailed Englishmen, 350
Pantins Eternels,' 263
Paper-chases in France, 85
Papworth (W.) on inedal portraits, 8
Wren (Sir Christopher), 407
Parallel passages
Goldsmith and " Segur,"226, 272,
313
Parish (W. D.) on " On the carpet," 344
Parker (F. J.) on manual of arms, 154
Parkin, a cake, 35
Parliament, ladies in, 74
Parliament of Bats, 329, 437
Parliament of 1491-2, 283
Parody on the 'House that Jack Built,' 48, 97, 120
Parr (Queen Catherine), her great seal, 7
Parry (William), allusion to, 76
Pastels or pastils, 96
Pastels by John Saunders, 184
Pate family of Epsom, 288
Patterson (R. S.) on Sir James Cotter, 421
Dragoons and Hussars, 490
P.

'

:

Pilatos,

Casa de, 433

Ripon

Spurriers' Guild, 329

Snob, use of the word, 26
Stationers, walking, 516

Words, new, 373
Peacock (Mabel) on eyelashes suddenly becoming
white, 106
Peak (C. P.) on coaching prints, 29
Peele (George) and Shakspeare, 188
Pelican feeding its young with its blood, 108, 209,
374, 437
Pens, first steel, 272

Pepys

(Sir

Charles Christopher),

Lord Chancellor,

389, 436, 474

Pepys (Samuel) and reconstruction of navy, 1678-88,
81, 196, 274, 315, 398
Perceval (C. S.), his death, 120
Percival (F.) on Marie Lachensten, 508
Perne Court, its meaning, 109, 178, 214, 377
Perrers (Alice), her biography, 148, 215, 449

Pertinax on "Larrikin," 344
Pettit family and the Isle of Ely, 128
Pewter, old, 248
Phillips (J.) on Quarles family, 14
Philological Society, its New English Dictionary,' 12
Phoenix, last believer in, 170
Physick (W.), artist, 209
Pickford (J.) on Countess of Blessington, 251
Brussels Gazette,' 151
Chapel, printers', 38
Charles I., his death warrant, 238
'

'

Craven of Sparsholt, 265
Criss-cross row, 297
Dorchester School, 455
Foote (Miss), 54
Friend (Sir John), 176

Graham of Claverhouse, 493
Guillotin (Dr.), 155
Hampton Poyle, 31
Iphicles and his oxen, 276, 405
*
Kenil worth,' quotation from, 405
Newton (Sir Isaac), 437
Nightingale (J. G.), 487
Pelican feeding its young, 374
Pepys (Sir C. C.), 436
'

Redgauntlet,' error
44

in,

484

Salle, Norfolk,

Pictish language, 348, 411

Picton (Sir J. A.) on hymns attributed to Addison,

382

'

bridge, 208, 276
Peacock (E.) on Bush, 4

264

Sancho (Ignatius), his portrait, 325
Seringapatara, 256
Pickup (P. W.) on Bed-rock, 51

Kirk-grims, 13
Marriage prohibited at certain times, 356
Patterson (W. H.) on fleet on Serpentine, 507
P;iyen-Payne (De V.) on Mark Ridley, 217
Payne (Thomas), bookseller at Mews Gate, 116
Payne (W.) on the origin of Punch,' 401
Peachel (Dr.), Master of Magdalen College,

of),

Pigs of lead, 386

Cam-

Churches, orthodox direction for building, 250
De Banco Roll, 30
Lister, its meaning,

350

Clergy, their celibacy, 412

Literary plagiarisms, 273
Tenney, a colour, 493

Cross tree, 138

Wetherby surname, 73
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Pie-powder Court, its origin, 40
Pierpoint (R.) on Bed-rock, 50
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"Familiarity breeds contempt," 75

'

composition, 206

Pink (W. D.) on Sir Richard Cave, 169
Cholmley (John), 509
Earle (Erasmus), 407
Eston (John), M.P., 429
Gater family, 449

" Die mihi

473
its inventor, 6
Plays, some old, 200
Plimer (Nathaniel), miniature painter, 495
Pliny, passage in Holland's translation, 308, 435
Pluralization of words, English, 142, 309, 471, 517
Plymouth leat and Sir Francis Drake, 361, 441, 501
Poem by Biirgerarde, 347
Poems, anonymous, 347, 497

Plate, Sheffield,

Poems wanted, 368
for children, 168, 254, 314
Poison, Italian mediaeval, 16, 98
Polldavy or poledavy, its etymology, 407, 495
Pontefract Court Rolls, 28

Poetry

(0.),

of

Queen

remains in th

portrait of his wife, 471

Proud," 428

375
'rize-money, action for, 166
'roctor (John), first master of Tonbridge School, 467
Programme, its spelling, 32, 133
"'roofs seen by Elizabethan authors, 304
'roverb defined, 172, 211
:

As snug as a bug in a
Carpet On the carpet, 344,
:

:

rug, 125
432, 476

Cool hundred, 8

Crowland

carts shod with silver,

370

Dague de la mis^ricorde, 454
Dal tuo stellato soglio, 324, 414
Despotism tempered by epigrams, 1 48
Dolce far niente, 28, 111, 177, 235
Drawing a tooth at a health, 468
Familiarity breeds contempt, 75
Filer a 1'Anglaise, 385
Fish As good fish in the sea, &c., 388
Fool or physician at forty, 68, 270
Horn Coming out of little end of the horn,
257, 376
Horse-godfather, 33, 172
Is fecit cui prodest, 114
Job Johnson's coat, 308, 358
Join the majority, 305, 432
:

:

regards, 45
Laity with a strong backbone, 8
Leave the world better than you found

Pratt (G. C.) on Mr. Chalmers, actor, 287
Harvest horn, 37
Pray=foot-bridge, 66, 155
Preacher and reporter, 365
Presbyterianism under the Commonwealth, 307, 413
Prescott (E. O.) on Frances Cromwell, 115

"

389

Shelley (P. B.), his Lines to an Indian Air,' 349
Songs, West of England, 310
rinting ink, pale, 424
rior (R. C. A.) on shaddock and Capt. Shaddock,

Kind

Porch, motto for, 233
Porchas, its meaning, 117
Porden (Eleanor Anne), authoress, 68, 191
Portraits, medal, 8, 234
Postans (R. R.) on the origin of 'Punch,' 401

Cromwell

unus," 495

it,

28,

157

vision
Victoria, 6
Pope's size, hosiery term, 225, 351
Poppleton (J. E.) on church bells, 427
Money scrivener, 496

Preston,

sit

Pillory,'
'

Bug

Pitshanger, Ealing, its history, 12, 152
Pitt family, error concerning, 345
Place-names, English, vowel-shortening in, 321, 430,

Pounds, parochial, 31, 158
Powell (C. H.) on archaeological
Caucasus, 404
See Hampton Poyle.
Poyle.

quia

Odes to the

'

roverbs and Phrases

Greenwich Parliamentary return, 1558, 385
Lucas (Thomas), 57
Parliament of 1491-2, 283
Woodrove and Pudsey families, 292

Pope, female, 449
Pope (Alexander), his prophetic

30, 1889.

reston (Sir Richard), his ancestors, 228, 314
family, 168
'rice-list, sixteenth century, 1 86
'rideaux (W. F.) on Anglo-Norman genealogies, 249
Carols and songs, 264
Chapman (G.), his 'All Fools,' 513

^

its

July

'rice, clerical

Horse buried with its owner, 476
"Is fecit cui prodest," 114
" Multutn
legere, sed non multa," 473
Tours Cathedral, 71
Vase, its pronunciation, 513
Pigott, a new verb, 225
Pigott (E. S.) on John Fennell, of Cahir, 212, 418
Pigott (W. G.) on medal or token, 458
Pigott (W. G. F.) on Lord Bateman,' 31
Pigs of lead, 386
Pilatos, Casa de, 107, 237, 433, 475
Pillow (R.) on Lisburn French Church, 165
Pinchbeck,

188,

Magna

est veritas, etpraevalet, 343,

492

Men, women, and Herveys, 370, 475

Multum

legere, sed non multa, 288, 355, 473
Mystery of a word, 427, 474
Natura non facit saltum, 168, 291

Poeta nascitur, non

fit,

74

nine points of the law, 248, 393
Quite the clean potato, 457

Possession

is

Potato
Punsters and pickpockets, 86
Quid hoc ad Iphicli boves ? 168, 276, 405, 433
Scrape acquaintance, 406
Sleep the sleep of the just, 469
Sneck posset, 116
Something about everything, 88, 311
Sweetness and light, 285
Tace Latin for a horselock, 5
Thief in a candle, 446
Wool-gathering Wits gone wool-gathering, 370
Yeoman service, 207, 298
Psalms, Hampole's version, 5
Pudsey family, 208, 292, 433
Pulpits in churches, 239, 394, 476
:

:
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'Punch,'

Punch

its origin,

401
195,

233
Puppet, its meaning, 247
Purre, a call for pig8, 306, 376

Pyne

(C. A.)

Quotations
'Twas strange that such a little thing, 9, 98
Unthinking man, whose moments quickly fly, 429
Upon the sacred steps from far, 289
We toil through pain and wrong, 9, 98
Whirl the long mop, 38
Whither, ah whither, is my lost love straying ?
:

'

publications, 182, 289, 375
Punishment, capital, in different countries, 128,
1

on 'Bombastes Furioso,' 246
prints, 234

!

51*7

Coaching

Who

with a lingering hia course doth let, 9
Well might the great, the mighty of the world,

Q. (W. H.) on "Presentment of Englishry," 312
Quarles family, 14, 71
Queenie as a pet name, 4
Quignon (Cardinal), his Breviary, 72

Quotations

Quotations, their verification, 86

Quotes=quotations, 505

:

A dreary place this world would be, 219
A flattering painter, who made his care,
259
A heart at leisure from
349, 379
it

229,

itself,

Aleator quanto in arte est melior, 489
All for love, and nothing for reward, 209, 259
And the name of that isle is the Long Ago, 9,
98
And thou no more with pomp and sacrifice, 209,

259
Behold this ruin, 'twas a skull, 14
But sorrow never could revive the dead, 429
Classics must go, 469, 519
Dearly bought the hidden treasure, 209, 259
Earth goes upon the earth, 455, 496
Every moment dies a man, 349, 379
Follow the Christ, the King, 469, 519
Go to yon river when the tide is low, 349

God made man

after his likeness, 9

Godfrey Gordon Gustavus Gore, 387, 435
Great is the crime in man or woman, 98
He shoots higher far, 249, 299, 479
How much the wife is dearer than the bride 508
In the time of the Rump, 149, 379
L' onda dal mar divisa, 469
Let wealth and commerce, laws and learning die,
206, 498
Mean time Clorinda hastes against the Franks,
429, 479
Most mighty Agamemnon, 469
My ancestors were Englishmen, 89, 179
Nodosities of the oak without its strength, 200,
213
Now, now, my friends, your utmost nerves employ, 469
429, 479
Eeality of heaven
happy earth
Oh, gentlemen of Scotland, 89
Quod primum formae decus est, 489
She is likewise tender-hearted, 108
Si vous e"tes dans la de*tresse, 355
Some say that in the origin of things, 429, 479
!

!

!

Somne

veni, et quanquam certissima mortis
es, 348, 470
Structa super lapidem qui ruet ista domus, 88,

imago
193

Sunday virumque cano, 329, 498
The childhood shows the man, 469, 519
The young-eyed Poesy, 9, 139
" There
499

is

no food

543

in Orleans,"

he replied, 429,

E. (A.) on Richter's 'Titan,' 447
Sundial motto, 511
R. (A. B.) on heraldic query, 376
R. (Alice) on poetry for children, 168
R. (E. C.) on king of arms or king at arms, 448
R. (F. N.) on Ross genealogy, 231
R. (H. S.) on pelican feeding its young, 437
R. (R.) on Castor Go-cart, 154
:

Choke-full, 135

Coleridge (S. T.), 35
'
Count Lucanor,' 55
Guillotin (Dr.), 11
'
Harpings of Lena,' 409
Herrick (Robert), 15

W.) on "Gofer, "174
Goose, game of the, 408
Raleigh, Notts, custom at, 370

R.

(T.

Rallye-paper= French paper-chase, 85
de Guader, or Wader, Earl of East Anglia, 368
Ralph
" Ram
Jam," a tavern sign, 92, 243
Ramsay (Allan), his family, 188
Randall (J.) on Electrolier, 154
Hive (Jacob), 387
Randolph (E.) on Kenelm Henry Digby, 95
"
Magna est veritas," 343
Randolph (J. A.) on Belgian custom, 57
Ranelagh (Baron), created in 1715, 88
Rantanning, its meaning, 266
Ratcliffe (T.) on colt, coltes, colting, 255
Ravenspur, place-name, 43
Rayner (R.) on 92nd Foot Regiment, 205
Regimental badges, 254
Rb. (Rb.) on Sir James Thornhill, 306
Records, family, 68, 154
Redway (G. W.) on trooping colours at drill, 277
Reference, awkward, 385
Reform, radical, 32, 218
Regents and Non-Regents, 263
Regimental badge of the 63rd Foot, 188, 254, 355
Regiments, 92nd Foot in Ireland, 205, 257 J early
uniform of 2nd Dragoons, 307
Registers, Nonconformist, 370, 472
Reid (A. G.) on Sheen, place-name, 296
Relph (Josiah), his Cumberland poems, 444
Rendle (W.) on celibacy of the clergy, 413
" Faire une
gaffe," 295
Halliwell-Phillipps (J. O.), 78

Osborne (Sir Edward), 422
'Sketches from St. George's Fields,' 318

Winchester House, South wark, 485
Reporter and preacher, 365

INDEX.

544
Keverend and reverent, 4
[Revolution of 1688, work
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Russell (Lady) on Sir Robert Norter, 153

327
Rhode Island, superstition in, 426
Rhodes (S.) on Solander cases, 87
Khodes (William Barnes), author of * Bombastes
Furioso,' 17, 246
Rich (Lady Penelope), "Stella," 347, 431
Richards (E.) on Loveling's Poems,' 198
Richardson (Samuel), bicentenary of his birth, 505
Richmond (W.) on Rev. John Webb, 268
Richter (Jean Paul), his 'Titan,' 447
Riddle of claret, 468
Ridgeley or Ridgley family, 229
Ridley (Mark), physician, 68, 217
Rigby (Dr. Edward), 1747-1821, 366
Rigg (J. M.) on Duns Scotus, 133
Riggs family, 328
Rings, historical, 327
Ripon Spurriers' Guild, 329, 432
Robert II., his second wife, 110
Roberts (W.) on Matthew Concannen, 181
Flower Garden,' 27
Francklin (Richard), 41
Guy (Thomas) as a publisher, 266

Otway (Thomas), 416
Preston (Sir Richard), 314
Records, family, 154
Ripon Spurriers' Guild, 432
Rooke (Admiral) on the navy, 344
Shelley pedigree, 358

on,

'

'Topic, The,' 67
Robertson (A. W.) on Mill's 'Logic,' 157
'
Robins (Benjamin) and Anson's Voyage,' 112, 236
Robinson (J.) on Delaval Papers, 415
Rodet (P.) on a song, 291
Rogers (Samuel), notes in his 'Italy,' 224, 330
Roker, its meaning and derivation, 146
Rolleston (T. W.) on notes on Epictetus, 194
Rollos (John), engraver and medalist, 48, 117
'
Roman de la Rose,' its date, 144, 331
Roman Catholic on marriages, 156
Rome, English cemetery at, 266 ; Christian kings
canons of churches in, 483
Roodselken, the plant, 93, 251
Rook = simpleton, 423, 476
Rooke (Admiral Sir George), letter on the navy, 344
Rose, emblem of England, 178, 295, 435
Roses, their origin, 136
Ross genealogy, 110, 231
Ross (Earl of), family name, 1300-75, 328, 492
Rossetti (D. G.), his sonnets, 228, 258
Rousseau (J. J.), and Lady Cecilia Hob art, 465 J in
England, 469
Ruddell-Todd (C.) on Allan Ramsay, 188
Ruddock (Capt.), temp. King John, 388
Rule (F.) on Blue Stockings, 274
Drury (Joseph), 198
Hobhouse (John Cam), 295
Proverb defined, 211
Quotations, their verification, 86
Shakspeare lease, 233
Vase, its pronunciation, 173
Villon (Francois), 177
Rumpelstiltskin and the Bible, 425
Russell (Lady) on Isaac Barrow, 377
Blanket, its derivation, 238
Book muslin, 177
Friend (Sir John), 176
Manley (Mary de la Riviere), 232
Maturins, or Trinitarians, 377
Medal portraits, 234

Smith (Sir Thomas), 276
Waterloo ball, 34
Russia, its etymology, 253, 337
Russian coins, 149
Rutter (J. F.) on Josiah Burchett, 29
Ryther (Augustine), his map of London, 498
Ryves (Sir William), his family, 143

S

a on Dunston family, 408

S. (A. B.) on saloop, a beverage, 35
S. (C.) on Philip Stanhope, 449
S. (C. W.) on
A. O'Conor, 175

W.

S. (E. M.) on Joseph Drury, 198
S. (F.G.) on tinted statues, 211

on Lord Clive, 56
Digby (Kenelm Henry), 96, 278
(H. S.) on relics of Charles I., 115
(J. B.) on John Brightand 'N. & Q.,' 327

S. (G.)

S.
S.

Crowley (N. J.), picture by, 269
Gothic inscription, 368
Lip-bruit, 106
Marat (Dr.), pamphlet by, 488
O'Conor (W. A.), 174
Pictish language, 348
"
Skippant and jumpant," 367
S. (M. S.) on Capt. Joseph Garnault, 108
S. (R. F.) on John Elwes, 414
'Macbeth,' 1673, 232
S. (W. G.) on Uppish and Upish, 255
St. Catherine de Ricci, 370
St. Cuthbert, his burial-place, 408
St. David's (Bp. of) buried at Westminster,

346
Ediths in the Western Calendar, 163, 256
Ernulphus, his curse, 160, 197, 258
St. Felix place-names, 464
St. George as a badge, 249, 352
St. Germain-en-Laye, Chateau de, 1 46
St. Gregory and the 'Liber Responsalis,' 47
St. Hugh of Lincoln, the bishop, 348, 454
St.

St.

St.

John=Arundel, temp. Edward

St.

Mark's, Venice,

its

III., 327
pavement, 105, 255

St. Paul's Cathedral, its great bell tolled, 329,
St. Paul's

Deanery,

its

garden, 508

St. Peter's, Cornhill, old account book at, 133
St. Seine and the Seine, 205, 333, 415, 477

on Amsterdam Bourse, 15
"Banker out the wits," 214

St. Swithin

Blanket, its etymology, 351
Cataloguing, its curiosities, 17

Englishmen, tailed, 212
Fool or physician, 271
Gam (David), 15
Heraldic label, 516
Mass, error regarding, 235
Mumping Day, 494
Nimbus or aureole, 176
Pelican feeding its young, 210

"Ram Jam, "92

413
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St.

Mark's, Venice, 255
277
Tears represented on tombstones, 477
" That
bauble," 348
Tooth-brushes, 291
Whipma-Whopmagate, 68
Wordsworth (W.), his 'Intimations of Immor-

S within on

Smut

St.

Seals of freeholders, 407
Searle (W. G.) on a silver medal, 189
Secretary, its old meaning, 229, 318

in wheat,

Seine and St. Seine, 205, 333, 415, 477
Selina, introduction of the name, 507
Sellers (C.) on " Tanias el Key," 21
Selwyn (George), bet attributed to, 165

Septuagenarian on Swing, 267
Sergeant of the Bakery, 467
Seringapatam, its capture and prize-money, 27, 113,

tality,' 357
Thomas's Day, mumping on, 427, 494
3alle, place-name, 44, 257
Saloop, a beverage, 35
Salope, its meaning, 140, 246, 353

St.

256, 312
Serpentine, fleet on, 507
Seville, Casa de Pilatos at, 107, 237, 433, 475
Sewell (W. H.) on ' Ars Moriendi,' 2

Salopian Coffee-house," its locality, 248, 317
Walter (S. J. A.) on heraldic query, 118
Hunting songs, 77
Plimer (Nathaniel), 496
Smut in wheat, 277
Sancho (Ignatius), his portrait, 325, 457
Sangatte and Sandgate, 345
Sargeaunt (J.) on Isaac Barrow, 208
''

Sexagenarian on Mayor's

498
on Baptist May, 9
Saunders (John), pastels by, 184
Savages, European women among, 6
Savyell (Sir W.), 1636, 308
Scarlett (B. Florence) on Berkeley of Beverstone,
Gloucester, 169
Blanket, its derivation, 238
Buscarlet family, 328
Satire, anti-Sabbatarian, 329,
(J.)

Charles

I.,

relics of,

folios collated,

Shakspeariana
As You Like
204

115

London

lodging, 483

It, obeli

of the Globe edition, 42,

:

A

:

fields,"

Lord Chancellor
III. sc.

i.

:

in,

"In

203

strength of

King John, Clarendon

Press edition, 383, 503
Macbeth, the six witches, 303 ; Act I. sc. ii.
'
And Fortune on his damned Quarry smiling,"
&c., 503
Measure for Measure, obeli of the Globe edition,
43, 204
:

Huddington, 254, 415
Schaffhausen, model of its wooden bridge, 47, 212
School stocks, 370, 429

'

of

Schoolmaster wanted, 45
Schrumpf (G. A.} on Thomas Otway, 416
Scogan (John and Henry), 17
Scot (B.) on dessert in America, 337
Scotch burgh records, 166
Scotch genealogy, points in, 121
Scotch kirk-session records, 166
Scotch regiment in the United Provinces, 303
Scotch university graduates, 388, 454, 493
Scots Greys, their early uniform, 307
'
Scott (Sir Walter), on Coleridge's Wallenstein,' 73
"
"
Quid hoc ad Iphicli boves ? 168, 276, 405, 433

of Venice, Act III. sc. ii.
beauty," 42, 384
Much Ado about Nothing, epilogue

Merchant

Screens, antique, 27

513

Sea folk-lore, 129
Seagrave lordship, co. Leicester, 248?
Queen Catherine Parr, 7

to,

1830,

:

504
"
Yet may
of Athens, Act IV. sc. iii.
your pains, six months," 43; "The sea's a
"I met a
thief," &c., 125 ; Act V. sc. ii.
courier," &c., 125, 384
Shamrock, emblem of Ireland, 178, 295, 435
Shamrock, four-leaved, 408
'
"
Sharpe (R. R.) on aldermen removing, 365
" Citizen and Toloser," 387
Shaw (W. A.) on Presbyterianism under the Commonwealth, 307
Sheen, place-name, its derivation, 149, 295, 337

Timon

:

:

;

;
;

'

"Indian

468

Lord Glenallan's marriage in the Antiquary,' 324
Redquotation in Kenil worth, 405; error in
484

:

Othello, curious copy with MS. notes, 506
" Most busie
lest," 403,
Tempest, Act III. sc. i.

'

Scythian and Slavonic peoples, 408,
Sea, drinking it dry, 201

302

Henry VIII., the
Julius Caesar, Act
malice," 303

Mackay (Francis), 233
Pate family of Epsom, 288
Whorwood family, 505

Seal of

his

Coriolanus acted in England, 387
" Without the
Cymbeline, Act I. sc. iv.
help of
admiration," 124, 384
"
babbled o' green
Henry V., Act II. sc. iii.

Irish song, 348
Leighton family, 147
Livesay (Sir Michael), 131

gauntlet,'

;

:

Cromwell (Frances), 115

'

388

co.

Daws (Sophy), 432
Howe family, 176

Winter

112

title,

Seymour surname, 385, 436
Sforza (Ludovic), his imprisonment, 209, 294
Shaddock and Capt. Shaddock, 228, 375
Shakspeare (John), his intestacy, 188, 375
Shakspeare (Mathew) and Peele, 188
Shakspeare (William), 1673 edition of 'Macbeth,' 68,
130, 145, 231, 232, 275, 315, 418 ; his prose, 124 ;
lease granted by him, 166, 233 ; and Peele, 188 ;
'
references in Caroloiades Redivivus,' 285 ; house
at Haseley, 288, 336 ; notes on lexicography, 302 ;
facsimile editions imperfect, 366 ; first and second

Holbeach (Martin), 209
Sarum ritual colours, 305
Saumarez

545

5

Sheffield plate, its inventor, 6

Shelley family pedigree, 248, 358

INDEX.

546

Shelley (Percy Bysshe),' quotation from Wordsworth,
Lines to an Indian Air,' 349^
188, 258, 338, 417 ;

435
Sheppard (W. F.) on badger, a game, 428
Sheridan family, 75
Sheridan (R. B.), his skull exhibited, 328, 435
Shoemaker, his MS. announcement, 24
Shore (Jane), her portraits, 68, 217
Shovegroat or slidethrift, a game, 104, 230, 272
Sigma on medal of Charles I., 447
Scotch genealogy, 121
Sikes (J. C.) on Lord Beaconsfield and the primrose,
354
Cannon ball, wind of, 426
Silk, its etymology, 828
Silvain, M.P., inquired after, 74, 111

Simms

(R.)

on mock mayor of Newcastle-under-Lyne,

516
Simonides (Constantine), his biography, 247, 393
Skeat (W. W.) on Anglo-Saxon names of the months,
301
English, its etymology, 189
Gofer, its meaning, 215
Inscription, Gothic, 510
Kittering, its meaning, 76
Latten and pinchbeck, 206
'

Legend of Good Women,' 473

Morian, its etymology, 66
Perne Court, 214
Place-names, English, 321, 473
Psalms, Hampole's version, 5

Shaddock

(Capt.),

228

Sheen, place-name, 337
Sloyd, its etymology, 105
Strother, its etymology, 92

"Sweetness and light," 285
Tenney, a colour, 494
Thar cake, 35
Vowels, English and German, 342, 463
Won tow and overlay, 473
Skin, human, books bound in, 246
Skippant, a new word, 367, 438
Sleep, lines on, 348, 470
Sleet (T. E.) on Seringapatam, 113
Slick, not an Americanism, 506
Sloyd, its etymology, 105
Smith (S.) on Charles I.'s gloves, 431
Smith (Sir Thomas), alias Nevill, of Holt, co. Leicester, 189, 276
Smith (W. H.) on Lincolnshire MSS., 288
Smut in wheat, 109, 276
Snell (F. S.) on Miss Porden, 191
Snob, use of the word, 26
Soapstone figures from Shanghai, 8, 274
Soinswer, its meaning, 509
Solander cases, 87, 135
Somerset superstition, 488

Songs and Ballads
Aussit6t que la lumiere, 228, 291
Bow wow wow, 55
Canting, English, 104, 229, 337
Die mini quia sit unus, 495
God save the King, 322, 452
Harvey Duff, 247, 392
:
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Songs and Ballads
Hearts of Oak, 18, 151, 213
Hunting, 77
I'll sing you one, oh
264, 337, 438, 495
If doughty deeds my lady please, 35
:

!

Irish, 348
Lord Bateman, 31
Lord Derwentwater's Farewell, 248, 317
Naval, 96
Peeler and the Goat, 247, 392
Praise of Burton Ale, 426
There 's a difference I ween, 178
West of England, 44, 310
What is your one, oh 264, 337, 438, 495
!

Sorbonne Chapel, old, 8
Southwark, St. George's Fields measured in 1680, 69 ;
Winchester House and New Winchester House, 485
"
Spanish language like the Latin of a Roman slave,"
467
Spanish words, old, 406
Sparling (W. H.) on Bezonian, 25
Speech in animals, 369
Spence (John), his Anecdotes,' 46, 135
on notes on Epictetus, 194, 338
Spence (R. M.)
" One " and " the
other," 25, 395
Shakspeariana, 42, 204, 302, 403, 503
'

Spider-cot, 45
Sprat (T.), his family, 309

Stag match, 508
Stanhope (Philip),

his portrait,

449

Stationers, walking, 428, 516
Stationers' registers, entries in, 504

Statues, tinted, 94, 211

Steam engine,

its history,

241

Steeples with cross under weathercock, 155
Steggall (J.) on cheese-making, 56

Cromwell (Oliver), 378
French twenty-franc piece, 156
Gas, liquid, 37

Homer's 'Iliad, '298
Horse buried with its owner, 156
Macaulay (Lord), his schoolboy, 455
Mistarchy, its meaning, 296
Perne Court, 178
'Ring of Amasis,' 292
Silvain, M.P., 111

Threadneedle Street, 478
Wyre-lace Humming, 277
Stella (Lady Penelope Rich), 347, 431
Stephens (F. G.) on steel pens, 272
Ward (Joshua), 273
Steuart on View of the Creation,' 509
Stevens (C. B.) on Edward Bristow, 28, 136
Stevenson (W. H.) on English, 190
Stocken ( J. J.) on Batemans, Lord Mayors of Lon
don, 364
:

Churches, orthodox direction for building, 16S
Churches with curved walls, 458
London aldermen, 217
tfnwin family, 430
Stockings, clocked, 148
Stocks for schools, 370, 429
Stone (G. J.) on Matthew Arnold, 287
Storm family, quotation about, 427
Strachey (B.) on Lord Clive, 238
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Straw, chains of,

110

aylor (J.) on report in

Strawberry Hill sale, 1842, portraits at, 488
Stretton (C. W.) on 'Sketches from St. George's
Fields,'

317

Stroud as a place-name, 77, 193
Stuart Exhibition, inscription on miniature, 248,
Stuart (Charles Edward), medal, 107, 192
Sugar-tongs, their introduction, 189, 253

;

315

Suicide of animals, 105
Sundial motto, 446, 511
!

;>unstead=solstice, 308
Supporters in Scotland, 328, 492
Surtees (S.) on origin of roses, 136
its ingredients,

Whitepot,

293

Sussex, public executions in, 207, 338
Suum Cuique on boulevards for London, 26
nose, 25
Sweeting (W. D.) on veins in
'
Swift (Dean Jonathan), his Polite Conversation,' 17 ;
"
Conduct of the Allies/
Xahoo," 165, 391, 495 ;

207, 272

Swing, alias rick-burners, 267, 334, 416
Swiss place-names ending in -kon, 116
Sylvan on Milton's sonnets, 147
'
Sympson (E. M.) on Homer's Iliad,' 196
Lincoln, poetical references to, 213
Scott (Sir W.) and Coleridge, 73
Syrett (G. B.) on Salopian Coffee-house, 317
T. on Alice Ferrers, 215
"The " in place-names, 389
T. (D. C.) on Bishop Berkeley, 456
T. (H.) on Monody on Henderson,' 7
'

Wood (Anthony

a),

323

T. (M.) on Iphicles and his oxen, 168
Tacker (Jeremy), his Longitudes Examin'd,' 468
Tailed men, 132, 212, 349, 433
'

Take and bring, 11,152
Tancock (O. W.) on George Borrow, 12
Children, public-school, 14
Quarles family, 71
" Tanias el
Key," inscription at monastery of Batalha

21
Tate (W. R.) on Coaching Days and Coaching Ways,
106
Harvest horns, 132
"Leave the world better," &c., 157
Ludlam (Mother), her cauldron, 156
Wentworth (Sir N.) his bequest, 512
Tavare (F. L.) on shoemaker's announcement, 24
Fox and Vivian, 49, 114 ; Ram Jam
Tavern signs
Grave Maurice, 487
92, 243
'
The Didache,' 412
on
Taylor (C.)
Taylor (I.) on Darcy or Dorsey, 512
Daughter, its etymology, 255, 375
Duggleby, its locality, 215
Eppingen, German place-name, 297
Herodotus and the Scythians, 513
Russia, its etymology, 253
Stroud as a place-name, 77
Tosoler, its meaning, 454
Twizzel in place-names, 233
Taylor (J.) on Bombastes Furioso,' 17
'
Brussels Gazette,' 391
Daffy's elixir, 405
'

t

:

;

'

dummy, 105

Magazine literature, 267
Mellon (Miss), 414
Payne (Thomas), 116
'

etymology, 30, 92

Struther, its

547

aylor (Jeremy), error in his Holy Living,' 308, 438
unprinted sermons, 605
"
Chevalier," 82, 273
'aylor (John),
'ea clippers, 128, 295
'ears represented on tombstones, 366, 477
'edder (H. R.) on ' Chronicle of
Henry VIII.,' 205
m eeth wide
apart a sign of luck, 306
of
the
'elegram, origin
word, 162, 261, 293, 475
Mme'raire relic, 96

j

(T. W.) on Benacre, place-name, 430
Sheen, place-name, 295

Tempany

Truro (Lord), 478
^emple (Lady), her correspondence, 407
?enax on ' Dora Thorne,' 395

name of a colour, 369, 493
gambling at, 284
Tennyson (Lord), his J. S., 55 ; 'Enoch Arden,' 206,
The How and Why,' 385, 434 : The Poet's
312
Song,' 425
Terry (F. C. B.) on Caravannish, 265
Chains of straw, 110
"Cool hundred," 8
?enney,
tennis,

'

'

;

Criticaster, 129

New English Dictionary,' 12
Nose, veins in, 216
"
Scrape acquaintance," 406
Swift (Dean), his 'Polite Conversation,' 17
" Thief in a
candle," 446
Whitepot, its ingredients, 218
Wordsworth (W.), his ' Ode to the Cuckoo,' 253
Tew (E. L. H.) on Anson's Voyages,' 113
Bligh (William), 216
Englishmen, tailed, 132
Initials after names, 38
Mumping on St. Thomas's Day, 427
Oxford divinity degrees, 370
Palmer (Rev. W.), 369
Pepys (SirC. C.), 436
Wesley (Samuel), 149
Tharcake explained, 35
The, in place-names, 262, 389
Theatrical parallel, 425
Thistle, emblem of Scotland, 178, 295, 435
Thomas (W. I.) on maxims in Coke, 168
Thomas (W. Moy) on Swing, rick-burner, 334
Thompson (Rev. Dr.), schoolmaster, 29, 132
Thornhill (Sir James) and Raphael's cartoons, 306
Threadneedle Street, origin of the name, 368, 478
Thursk-Champflower, its locality, 37
Tide " Cradle of the tide," 408, 474
Tinkler (J.) on life of Archbishop Whitgift, 226
Defender of the Faith, 32 ; Mayor, 112, 494
Titles
Toasts, "left-handed," 187
Tocottes (Sir Roger) inquired after, 488
See Tosoler.
Toloser.
Tombstones, tears represented on, 366, 477
'

'

:

:

Tomlinson (G. W. ) on direction for building churches,
334
Tonbridge School, its first master, 467
Tooth-brushes, their invention, 29, 291, 414
'Topic, The,' periodical, 67, 211
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Topographical notes, 61
its meaning, 387, 454
Tottenham (H. L.) on flies and wolves, 5
Freedom of cities given to women, 185
Price, a clerical family, 168

Urban on Court
'

Secret,' 27
Dallas-Glyn (Mrs.), 427
Fool and a physician, 68
Gibbs (Mrs.), actress, 147
Gilliland (Thomas), 168
Otway (Thomas), 307

Tosoler,

Prize-money, action for, 166
E,yves(Sir William), 143
Touch pieces, 84
Touch surname, 111, 234
Tours Cathedral compared with others, 28, 69, 293, 395
*
Town and Country Magazine,' its te~te-a-tete portraits.

55
Tracing paper, 1635, 486
Trade-card, curious, 466
Translation, errors of, 146, 355
Transliteration, mistake in, 325
Trapezium and trapezoid, 268, 396
Travel, books of, blunders in, 186, 397
Tree Cross tree, 8, 138, 252, 317
Tree (H. B.) on Bucklersbury, 137
Tregar (W. F.) on Col. N. Greenberry, 14S

V. (P.), artist's monogram, 228, 518
V. (Q.) on Brandings = surfs, 78
Cavilling days, 69
Moritz's 'Travels in England,' 125
Silvain or Selwyn, 74

Trapezium and trapezoid, 396
"
Warple way," 314
Wordsworth (W.), 106
V. (W. I. K.) on "Coming out ot

'Coaching Days and Coaching Ways,' 237
'
Count Lucanor,' 156
Davenport (Christopher), 266
Epitaph, schoolgirl's, 66
Fool or physician, 271

Hydropathy, 126
(Bishop), his trial, 519
Kissing under the mistletoe, 51
Macaroni=fop, 213
Marriage and longitude, 7, 135
Mass, error regarding, 318
Orders, seven clerical, 149
Taylor (Jeremy), 505
Tours Cathedral, 70, 293
Trowses= trousers, 25, 75
Truro (Lord), his birth and biography, 428, 478
Tuckett (J.) on Sir Roger Tocottes, 488
Tuer (A. W.) on Edouart's silhouettes, 187
Turf for fuel, its discovery, 49, 138
Turkish coat of arms, 448, 476
Turnip, its derivation, 445
Tweenie, its meaning, 37
Twizzel, in place-names, 28, 195, 233, 275

King

'

Othello

Vase,

its

(J. S.)

on arms borne by descendants, 132, 497

Belgian custom, 11
Corfe Castle, 117
Dorchester, Trinity School at, 518
Heraldic label, 516
Money scrivener, 496
Uncle = pawnbroker, 56
Underhill (J.) on Spence's 'Anecdotes,' 135
Underbill (W.) on school stocks, 370
Shakspeare ( W. ), his house, 336
Stella (Lady Penelope Eich), 431

United States

citizens,

"

the most enlightened people,"

46

Unwin

family, 430
upish, 99, 254

Uppish and

Urban on Bucklersbury, 67

end of the

(Sir I.), portrait of, 347
'
with MS. notes, 506

pronunciation, 173, 236, 316, 513

(Sir John), two knights named, 143
Vause, its meaning, 448
Venables (E.) on Bunyan, 169
Charles I., his gloves, 517
Devizes, its etymology, 491
Flower Garden,' 90
" Idol
shepherd," 509
Jews, their expulsion, 215
St. Andrew's, Worcester, 518
St. Hugh of Lincoln, 454
St. Paul's, its great bell, 413
Tours Cathedral, 69
Venice, pavement of St. Mark's, 105, 255
Venn (J.) on Dorchester School, 455
Vergil (Polydore) and Marksbury, 8
Vertue, bookseller at the Royal Exchange, 9
Vervain, superstitions about, 93, 251
Vicars (A.) on heraldic query, 328
Negroes as heralds, 5 7
Victualler, his trade, circa 1750, 428
Villars (P.) on French quatrain, 355

Vaughan

'

1

Villon (Francois), passage in 'Dead Ladies,' 109, 177
Vincent (George Narbonne), his biography, 168
Vincent (W.) on trial of Bishop King, 387
Pollio,' 112, 136, 233, 336
Virgil, his
Vowels, long English compared with German, 342,
463
'

W. on Woodroofe and Pudsey
Udal

little

horn," 257

Newton

:

Trevelyan, its pronunciation, 248
Trinity festival octave, 370, 456
Trollope (T. A.) on Bishop Berkeley, 428
Cathedrals, Italian and French, 424
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families,

433

(A. E.) on Somerset superstition, 488
V. (E.) on Davy Gam, 15

kV.

Owen

(Charles),

514

N. (G.) on Buttons of Hutton Hall, 269
W. (H.) on Capt. Joseph Garnault, 291
Shelley pedigree, 358
N. (H. A.) on nimbus or aureole, 278
(H. S.) on Graham of Claverhouse, 368
W. (J.) on cross tree, 138
W. (T. H.) on rubble-built churches, 369
V. (W.) on Bournes family, 448
.

W. (W.

P.) on Monte Video, 293
Vaik, its meaning, 33
Valcott (F.) on Defender of the Faith, 32
Valford (E.) on Matthew Arnold, 415

Bees, their age, 465
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(E.) on Blanket, its derivation, 238
Cereticus, Comitatus, 49
Cromwell (Oliver), 112, 157, 233 ; portrait of his
wife, 471

Walford

Dog-watch, 306
Englishmen, tailed, 433
Ignesham and Cotsmore, 1 97
Maid, a new verb, 406
Marriage forbidden in Lent, 156
Mottoes, family, 316
Paley (F. A.), 267
Pitt family, 345
Satire, an ti- Sabbatarian, 329
Telegram, 293
Whiiepot, a beverage, 148
Waller family, 487
Wallis(A ) on Roman in 'Bleak House,' 65
Book bound in human skin, 246
Legends,' 109
Norfolk will, ancient, 84

t'Ingoldsby
Sheffield plate,

6

Tooth-brushes, 29
Walpole (Horace), catalogues of his collection, 34, 76
Walter (Richard) and Anson's 'Voyage,' 112
Walton (H. C.) on Stuart Exhibition, 315
Wanderer on Sir Isaac Newton, 438
Ward on cold chisel, 151

Ward

(C. A.) on William Bankes, 489
Befront=in front, 394

Burlington (Earl
Chisel, cold, 151

of),

469

Clarendon House, 228
Clubbing, military term, 453

Crabbe (G.), his 'Tales,' 373
Dog-watch, 453
Douglas (Lord James), 247
Lion baptized, 146
"
Magna est veritas," 492
Mead (Dr.) and Dr. Freind, 474
" One '' and " the
other," 178
Pluralization of words, 309
"Possession nine points of the law," 393
Purre, call for pigs, 376
St. Paul's Deanery, 508

Speech in animals, 369
Trapezium and trapezoid, 397
Verfcue, bookseller, 9
Whetman (Mr.), 307
Wren (Sir Christopher), 477
Ward (Joshua), " Spot Ward," 82,

Warden Church,

273
Beds, panels in, 69, 194
meaning, 269, 314, 437

Warple way, its
Warren family, 229

Warren

(C. F. S.) on Berkeley s of Beverston, 215
Bonaparte (Napoleon), 14
'Book of Jasher,' 58
Chymer, its meaning, 174
Cromwell (Frances), 115
"Hark the herald angels," 517
Hunting songs, 77
Hymn wanted, 211
Knighthood, insignia of, 398
Macaulay (Lord), 352
Oxford divinity degrees, 434
Reverend and reverent, 4
!
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"
(C. F. S.) on
Skippant and jumpant," 438
Tenney, a colour, 494
its
Vase,
pronunciation, 316

Warren

Watering-place= seaside resort, 208, 377
Waterloo, battle of, its commencement, 185, 412
Waterloo ball, 34
Water-marks on paper, 8, 138
Webb (Rev. John), his wife, 268
Webb (W.) on Practice of Quietness,' 388
Webbe (George), Bishop of Limerick, his Practice of
Quietness,' 388
Weddings, orange blossoms at, 369, 474
Wedgwood (H.) on St. Seine, 415
Shakspeariana, 504
Welby (A. E.) on the Scots Greys, 307
Welch (J. C.) on Brief History of Birmingham,' 507
Byron (Lord), his Monody on the Death of
Sheridan,' 108, 377
Vase, its pronunciation, 316
Welsh (C.) on school stocks, 430
Wene, its meaning, 33
Wentworth (Sir Nicholas), his bequest, 427, 457, 512
Wesley (Charles), medallion portrait, 328
Wesley (John), medallion portrait, 328
Wesley (Samuel), his M.A. degree, 149
West (R. TJ.) and the Harpings of Lena,' 223, 409
Westcott (W. W.) on Society of Kabbalists, 116
Westgate and the landing of Claudius, 116
Westminster Abbey, burials in, 346, 508
Westminster Library, Jermyn Street, 16
Westminster School, its 'Alumni,' 76
Westminster School ghost, 488
Wetherby surname, its etymology, 9, 73, 253, 331
Whetman (Mr.), vinegar merchant, 307
Whipma-Whopmagate, street-name, 68, 136
Whistling matches, 24
White or Whyte family, 447
White (C. A.) on the Bonnington Oak, 486
Perne Court, 377
Punch publications, 375
Witchcraft, relics of, 54
Zodiac, 226
White (M.) on Folio= seventy-two words, 288
Whitelocke (Bulstrode), Sir W. Dugdale's notes on his
Memorials,' 303
Whitelocke (Lieut.-Col.), actions against the Crown,
171, 253
Whitepot, its ingredients, 148, 218, 293, 458
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Whitfield (Walter), A.D. 1694, 269
Whitgift (Archbishop), his 'Life,' 226

Whorwood

family, 505
Wife-selling in the nineteenth century, 165
Wigan on Ignatius Sancho, 457
Wigs, their different kinds, 486
Will, ancient Norfolk, 84
Williams (John), settler in Ireland, 370
Williamson (G. C. ) on Jonathan Harrison, 269
See Friar's lanthorn.
Will-o'-the-wisp.

Wilmshurst (T. B.) on motto for porch, 233
Song wanted, 291
Wyre-lace Hummed, 457
Wilson ( J. B.) on ' Alumni Westmonasterienses,' 76
" Sneck
posset," 116
Wilson (L.) on Harpings of Lena,' 223
Wilson (R. D.) on notes in Rogers's Italy,' 224
:

'

'

INDEX.
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Winchester House, Southwark, 485
Winter family of Huddington, co. Worcester,
254, 291, 415, 512
Winters (W.) on Christopher Davenport, 268
"
Hymn, And when I 'm to die," 108
Perne Court, 109
Wishing-bone of a fowl, 509
Witchcraft, relics of, 54
Wolseley (Lord) on Revolution of 1688, 327

Wolves

108,

Wycliffe (John) and Falstaff, 246
"
Counsellor Eitherside," 386
(C.) on
Indexes, 406
Mackinnon (Dan), 468

Wylie

Mellon (Miss), 183
Spence (John), his Anecdotes,' 46
"
Wylie (J. H.) on Chymer/' 174
'

Wyntoun (Andrew),
Wyre-lace,

its

his

'

Chronicle of Scotland,' 25

meaning, 208, 277, 457

afraid of telegraph wires, 5

Women, European, among
liament, 74

;

freedom of

savages,
cities

6,

given

152 ; in Par185

its meaning, 370, 473
(Anthony a), his last hours, 323, 412
(L.) on Col. Arthur Goodwyn, 67
Woodall (W. O.) on Patrick Ogilvie, 313
Woodroofe family, 208, 292, 433
Wool-gathering, its proverbial meaning, 370
Woollen clothes and elephantiasis, 129
Worcester, iron rings at St. Andrew's, 429, 518
Words, their pluralization, 142, 309, 471, 517;

Wontow,

fashionable, in 1763, 164

;

bogus, 305

;

nevr, 305,

373
his Ode to the Cuckoo,' 67,
Morley's edition, 106, 397, 458 ;

Wordsworth (William),
157, 253, 290

;

X. on

four-leaved shamrock, 408

to,

Wood
Wood

'

'Ode on Intimations of Immortality,' 168, 278,
357, 416; quoted by Shelley, 188, 258, 338, 417;
his familiar quotations, 397
(Sir Henry), allusions in a letter, 87,

Wotton

Wren
Wren

f Index Supplement to the Notes and
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137

Y. on Chestnut= stale joke, 392
Yahoo, source of the word, 165, 391, 495
Yardley (E.) on 'Enoch Arden,' 206
Friar's lanthorn, 11
'
Legend of Good Women,' 367
Scott (Sir W.) and Coleridge, 73
'
Spectator,' mistake in, 426
Yates (E.) on Gray, 407
Yaxley (Sir Robert), Knt., 1628, 308
Yearling= twelve months' Treasury bill, 485
Yorkshire expressions, 33, 172
Young (Anthony), musician, 322, 452
Young (Arthur), books mentioned in his Travels,
207, 456
Young (J.) on 'The Kalevala,' 412
Younger, theatrical manager, 47, 154
Younger family of Haggerstone, 408,477
'

or willow- wren, 144
(Sir Christopher), his residences, 407,

477

Wright (John), Gunpowder Plot conspirator, 388
Wright (W. H. K.) on medal or token, 349
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Zaehnsdorf (J.) on ancient bookbindings, 354
Zevemberghes (Maximilian, Lord), his death, 505
Zodiac, descriptions of

its signs,

226, 371
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